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PREFACE BY THE GENERAL EDITOR.

THIS volume embraces three distinct parts, as follows:

1. A General Introduction to the Poetical Books of the Old Testament, by the American

Edi or. It corresponds to a similar Introduction to the Prophetical Books. In its pre-

par; tion I have chiefly consulted Lowth, Herder, and Ewald. I might have considerably

enlarged it by introducing more specimens, and discussing minutely the difficult questions

of Hebrew metre, rhyme, and versification generally, but the great extent of this volume

suggested brevity.

2. A new Version of the Book of Job, with brief philological annotations, a preliminary

essay, and a series of dissertations on the more difficult passages of the Book, by Prof. TAYLER

LEWIS, who has made Job for years the object of special study. He discusses with rare

ability and vigor its grand all- pervading Theism, its leading idea and aim, and finds in the

humble and unconditional submission to the Divine will the final answer to Satan s question

in the Prologue:
&quot;

Will a man serve God for naught?&quot; The theistic relation of man, made

in the image of God, so strongly expressed in Job and Genesis, contains
&quot;

the power of an

endless life&quot; (Heb. vii. 16), though a future state is not dogmatically expressed. The veiled

Shemitic idea has more moral power than the Greek or Vedaic conceptions of another life,

though the latter seem so m.-ch more definite and mythologically clear. The Rhythmical Ver

sion aims at fidelity and conciseness, smoothness of measure, and harmony with the Hebrew

accentuation and divisions. The Exegetical Notes pay special attention to the broken, ejacu-

latory or soliloquizing style of Job s speeches, as distinguished from the less impassioned ad

dresses of others
;
also to the passages on the great works of nature, and those questions in the

latter part of Job which according to Humboldt s dictum have not as yet been answered

by science. (See especially notes on chs. xxviii., xxxvi. to xxxix.) Of the twelve Excursuses

on important sections, those on the famous passage ch. xix. 25 (pp. 173 sqq.), on the peculiar

character of Job s speeches (175), and on the Angel Intercessor (pp. 208 sqq.) deserve special

attention.

3. The Commentary of Prof. ZOECKLER, prepared for the Lange Series (Leipzig,

1872, pp. 321), translated by Dr. L. J. EVANS, Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament

Literature in Lane Theological Seminary, Cincinnati. Prof. Evans has given a faith

ful and idiomatic version of the German work, and has added valuable references,
T



PREFACE BY THE GENERAL EDITOR.

citations, and critical remarks, mostly in the exegetical part, where the general uti

lity of the commentary seemed to require it. He has also, in the Introduction (pp.

252-262), ventured upon a new and ingenious suggestion in respect to the vexed question of

the authorship, which deserves careful consideration. He ascribes it to king Hezekiah, and

regards the beautiful ode after his recovery, which Isaiah has preserved (ch. xxxviii. 9-20),

as the key-note rather than the echo of Job. To the same age, though not the same author,

Ewald, Renan and Merx assign the composition. But the conjectures of a post-Mosaic and

post-Solomonic authorship leave it an inexplicable mystery that a pious Israelite enjoying

the blessings of the theocracy and the temple service, should, in such a long poem on the

highest theme, have purposely ignored the sacred laws and institutions of his Church, and

gone back to a simpler and more primitive religion. Ancient literature furnishes no

example of such a complete reproduction of a byegone age. For, whoever was the author,

he certainly represents a patriarchal state of society and a religion of the order of Melchize-

dek, the cotemporary of Abraham, the mysterious lepsvc TOV deov TOV v^iarov, paaifave dtKato-

avvrjf, airarup, aftr/Tup, ayEveakoyrjTO^.

But I cannot enter into details. The ebject of the Preface is simply to introduce the

reader to the contents of this volume. The remaining parts of the Old Testament division

of this Commentary are considerably advanced, even in anticipation of the German

work, which has not yet reached Isaiah, the last historical Books, and the post-exilian

Prophet*.

PHILIP SCHAFF.

NEW YORK, November 7, 1874.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE POETICAL BOOKS.

g 1. ORIGIN OF POETRY.

Poetry and music the highest and most spiritual of the fine arts are older than the

human race
; they hail from heaven and from a pre-historic age. The old legend traces the

origin of music to the angels, and Raphael paints St. Cecilia, the patroness of church music,
as faintly echoing the higher and sweeter chorus from the celestial world. The same applies

to poetry, for music presupposes poetry and derives from it its inspiration. Christianity was

sung into life by the anthem of the heavenly hosts, who existed before the hexaemeron or

certainly before man, and who are the agents of God in the realm of nature as well as in all

great epochs of revelation. The same angels raised their anthems of glory and peace at the

completion of the first creation by the hand of the Almighty. Then
&quot; The morning stars sang together,

And all the sons of God shouted for joy.&quot;*

As poetry and music began in heaven, so they will end in heaven, and constitute a

rich fountain ofjoy to angels and sanctified men.

$2. POETRY AND RELIGION.

Poetry and music came from the same God as religion itself, and are intended for the

same holy end. They are the handmaids of religion, and the wings of devotion. Nothing
can be more preposterous than to assume or establish an antagonism between them. The
abuse can never set aside the right use. The best gifts of God are liable to the worst abuse.

Some have the false notion that poetry is necessarily fictitious and antagonistic to truth.

But poetry is the fittest expression of truth, its Sabbath dress, the silver picture of the golden

apple, the ideal embodied in and shining through the real.
&quot; Let those,&quot; says Lowth,f

&quot; who
affect to despise the Muses, cease to attempt, for the vices of a few, who may abuse the best

of things, to bring into disrepute a most laudable talent. Let them cease to speak of that art

as light and trifling in itself, to accuse it as profane or impious ;
that art which has been

conceded to man by the favor of his Creator, and for the most sacred purposes ;
that art,

consecrated by the authority of God Himself, and by His example in His most august minis

trations.&quot; Dean Stanley says :

&quot; There has always been in certain minds a repugnance to

poetry, as inconsistent with the gravity of religious feeling. It has been sometimes thought
that to speak of a book of the Bible as poetical, is a disparagement of it. It has been in

many Churches thought that the more scholastic, dry, and prosaic the forms in which reli

gious doctrine is thrown, the more faithfully is its substance represented. Of all human

compositions, the most removed from poetry are the Decrees and Articles of Faith, in which

the belief of Christendom has often been enshrined as in a sanctuary.^ To such sentiments

the towering greatness of David, the acknowledged preeminence of the Psalter are constant

rebukes. David, beyond king, soldier, or prophet, was the sweet singer of Israel. Had Ra

phael painted a picture of Hebrew as of European Poetry, David would have sate aloft at the

summit of the Hebrew Parnassus, the Homer of Jewish song.&quot;

\ 3. THE POETRY OF THE BIBLE.

More than one-third of the Old Testament is poetry.
This fact is concealed, and much of the beauty of the Bible lost to many readers by

the uniform printing of poetry and prose in our popular Bibles. The current versicular divi

sion is purely mechanical, and does not at all correspond to the metrical structure or the laws

of Hebrew versification.

The poetry of the Old Testament is contained in the Poetical Books, which in the Jewish

* Job xxxviii. 7.

f Lectures on H. P., Stowe s ed., p. 28.

J History of the Jewish Church. II. 164, Am. ed.

\ This disparaging remark about creeds is too sweeping and inapplicable to the oldest and best, the Apostles and Nicene

creeds, which sound like liturgical poems through all ages of Christendom, together with the Te Deum and Gloria in ExceUi*

of the lame age.



$3. THE POETRY OP THE BIBLE.

canon are included among the Hagiographa or Holy Writings, namely, Job, the Psalms, the

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Solomon. Besides these the Lamentations of Jere

miah, and most of the Prophets are likewise poetic in sentiment and form
; and a number of

lyric songs, odes, and prophecies, are scattered through the historical books.

The poetic sections of the New Testament are the Magnificat of the blessed Virgin, the

Benedictus of Zachariah, the Gloria in Excelsis, the Nunc dimiltis of Simeon, the Parables of

our Lord, the Anthems of the Apocalypse, and several poetic quotations in the Epistles, e. g.,

1 Tim. iii. 16.

Sometimes the prose of the Bible is equal to the best poetry, and blends truth and beauty
in perfect harmony. It approaches also, in touching the highest themes, the rhythmical form

of Hebrew poetry, and may be arranged according to the parallelism of members.* Moses

was a poet as well as a historian, and every prophet or seer is a poet, though not every poet
a prophet. The same is true of the prose of the New Testament. We need only refer to

the Beatitudes and the whole Sermon on the Mount, the Parables of our Lord, the Pro

logue of St. John, the seraphic description of love by St. Paul in the thirteenth chapter of

second Corinthians, and his triumphant paean at the close of the eighth chapter of Romans,

which, in the opinion of Erasmus, surpasses the eloquence of Cicero.f

In this wider sense the Bible begins and ends with poetry. The retrospective vision of

the first .creation, and the prospective vision of the new heavens and the new earth are pre

sented in language which rises to the summit of poetic beauty and power. There can be

nothing more pregnant and sublime in thought, and at the same time more terse and classi

cal in expression than the sentence of the Creator :

&quot; Let there be light ! And there was light.&quot;

Is there a loftier and more inspiring conception of man than that with which the Bible in

troduces him into the world, as the very image and likeness of the infinite God? And the

idea of a paradise of innocence, love and peace at the threshold of history is poetry as well

as reality, casting its sunshine over the gloom of the fall, and opening the prospect of a

future paradise regained. Then, passing from the first chapters of Genesis to the last of the

Apocalypse, how tender and affecting is St. John s description of the new Jerusalem the in

spiring theme of all the hymns of heavenly home-sickness from &quot;Ad perennis vitse fontem&quot;

to
&quot; Jerusalem the golden,&quot; which have cheered so many weary pilgrims on their journey

through the desert of life.

Hebrew poetry has always been an essential part of Jewish and Christian worship.

The Psalter was the first, and for many centuries the only hymn-book of the Church. It is

the most fruitful source of Christian hymnody. Many of the finest English and German

hymns are free reproductions of Hebrew psalms ; the 23d Psalm alone has furnished the key
note to a large number of Christian hymns, and the 46th Psalm to Luther s master-piece :

&quot;Bin feste Burg ist unser Gott.&quot;

As among other nations, so among the Jews, poetry was the oldest form of composition.

It precedes prose, as youth precedes manhood, and as feeling and imagination are active

before sober reflection and logical reasoning.

Poetry and music were closely connected, and accompanied domestic and social life in

seasons ofjoy and sorrow. They cheered the wedding, the harvest, and other feasts (Jos. ix.

3; Jud. xxi. 19; Amos vi. 5; Ps. iv. 8). They celebrated victory after a battle, as the song
of Moses, Ex. xv., and the song of Deborah, Judg. v.

; they greeted the victor on his return,

1 Sam. xviii. 8. The shepherd sung while watching his flock, the hunter in the pursuit of

his prey. Maidens deplored the death of Jephthah s daughter in songs (Judg. xi. 40), and

David the death of Saul and Jonathan (2 Sam. i. 18), and afterwards Abner (2 Sam. iii. 33).

Love was the theme of a nobler inspiration than among the sensual Greeks, and the Song

* Isaac Taylor says (1. c. p. 68) :
&quot; Biblical utterances of the first truths In theology possess the grandeur of the loftiett

poetry, as well as a rhythmical or artificial structure.&quot;

f &quot;^uidunquam
Cicero dixil grandiloquentitu f&quot; The heathen rhetorician, Longinus, placed Paul among the greatest
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of Songs celebrates the Hebrew ideal of pure bridal love, as reflecting the love of Jehovah
to His people, and prefiguring the union of Christ with His Church.

| 4. THE SPIRIT OF HEBREW POETRY.

In a wider sense all true poetry is inspired. The civilized nations of antiquity, particu

larly the Greeks, regarded it as a divine gift, and poets as prophets and intimate friends of

the gods ;
and all the ceremonies, oracles and mysteries of their religion were clothed in

poetic dress. There is, however, a two-fold inspiration, a Divine, and a Satanic; and the

poetry which administers to pride and sensual passion, idolizes the creature, ridicules virtue,

and makes vice attractive, is the product of the evil spirit.

The poetry of the Hebrews is in the highest and best sense the poetry of inspiration and

revelation. It is inspired by the genius of the true religion, and heuce rises far above the

religious poetry of the Hindoos, Parsees and Greeks, as the religion of revelation is above

the religion of nature, and the God of the Bible above the idols of the heathen. It is the

poetry of truth and holiness. It never administers to trifling vanities and lower passions ;

it is the chaste and spotless priestess at the altar. It reveals the mysteries of the divine will

to man, and offers up man s prayers and thanks to his Maker. It is consecrated to the glory

of Jehovah and the moral perfection of man.

The most obvious feature of Bible poetry is its intense Theism. The question of the

existence of God is never raised, and an atheist if there be one is simply set down as a

fool (Ps. xiv.). The Hebrew poet lives and moves in the idea of a living God, as a self-

revealing, personal, almighty, holy, omniscient, all-pervading and merciful Being, and over

flows with his adoration and praise. He sees and hears God in the works of creation, and

in the events of history. Jehovah is to him the Maker and Preserver of all things. He
shines in the firmament, He rides on the thunder-storm, He clothes the lilies, He feeds the

ravens and young lions, and the cattle on a thousand hills, He gives rain and fruitful seasons.

He is the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, of Moses, David and the prophets, He dwells

with Israel, He is their ever-present help and shield, their comfort and joy, He is just and

holy in His judgments, good, merciful and true in all His dealings, He overrules even the

wrath of man for His own glory and the good of His people.

To this all-prevailing Theism corresponds the anthropology. Man is always represented

under his most important moral and religious relations, in the state of innocence, in the ter

rible slavery of sin, or in the process of redemption and restoration to more than his original

glory and dominion over the creation. Hebrew poetry reflects in fresh and life-like colors

the working of God s law and promise on the heart of the pious, and every state of his expe

rience, the deep emotions of repentance and grief, faith and trust, gratitude and praise, hope
and aspiration, love and peace.

Another characteristic of Bible poetry is the childlike simplicity and naturalness with

which it sets forth and brings home to the heart the sublimest ideas to readers of every grade
of culture, who have a lively organ for religious truth.* The scenery and style are thoroughly
oriental and Hebrew, and yet they can be translated into every language without losing by the

process which cannot be said of any other poetry. Greek and Eoman poetry have more art

and variety, more elegance and finish, but no such popularity, catholicity and adaptability.

The universal heart ofhumanity beats in the Hebrew poet. It is true, his experience falls far

short of that of the Christian. Yet nearly every phase of Old Testament piety strikes a cor

responding chord in the soul of the Christian; and such are the depths of the divine Spirit

who guided the genius of the sacred singers that their words convey far more than they
themselves were conscious of, and reach prophetically forward into the most distant future.!

* &quot; Not less in relation to the most highly-cultured minds than to the most rude not less to minds disciplined in ab

stract thought, than to 8uch ai are unused to generalization of any kind the Hebrew Scriptures, in the metaphoric style,

and their poetic diction, are the fittest medium for conveying, what is their purpose to convey, concerning the Divine Na

ture, and concerning the spiritual life, and concerning the correspondence of man the finite, with God the Infinite.&quot;

This idea is well carried out in the work of Isaac Taylor, see p. 50. 4
t The higher order of secular poetry furnishes an analogy. Shakespeare was not aware of the deep and far-reaching
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All this applies more particularly to the Psalter, the holy of holies in Hebrew poetry.
David,

&quot; the singer of Israel,&quot; was placed by Providence in the different situations of shepherd,
courtier, outlaw, warrior, conqueror, king, that he might the m &amp;gt;re vividly set forth Jehovah
as the Good Shepherd, the ever-present Helper, the mighty Conqueror, the just and merciful

Sovereign. He was open to all the emotions of friendship and love, generosity and mercy ;

he enjoyed the highest joys and honors; he suffered poverty, persecution and exile, the loss

of the dearest friend, treason and rebellion from his own son. Even his changing moods and

passions, his sins and crimes, which with their swift and fearful punishments form a domestic

tragedy of rare terror and pathos, were overruled and turned into lessons of humility, com
fort and gratitude. All this rich spiritual biography from his early youth to his old age,

together with God s merciful dealings with him, are written in his hymns, though with refe

rence to his inward states of mind rather than his outward condition, so that readers of very
different situation or position in life might yet be able to sympathize with the feelings and
emotions expressed. His hymns give us a deeper glance into his inmost heart and his secret

communion with God than the narrative of his life in the historical books. They are re

markable for simplicity, freshness, vivacity, warmth, depth and vigor of feeling, childlike

tenderness and heroic faith, and the all-pervading fear and love of God. &quot; In all his works &quot;

says the author of Ecclesiasticus (xl. 8-12), he praised the Holy One most high with words

of glory ;
with his whole heart he sang songs, and loved Him that made him. He set sing

ers also before the altar, that by their voices they might make sweet melody and daily sing

praises in their songs. He beautified their feasts and set in order the solemn times until the

end, that they might praise His holy name, and that the temple might sound from morning.
The Lord took away his sins and exalted his horn forever

;
He gave him a covenant of kings

and the throne of glory in Israel.&quot;*

This inseparable union with religion, with truth and holiness, gives to Hebrew poetry
such an enduring charm and undying power for good in all ages and countries.! It brings
us into the immediate presence of the great Jehovah, it raises us above the miseries of earth,

it dispels the clouds of darkness, it inspires, ennobles, purifies and imparts peace and joy, it

gives us a foretaste of heaven itself.

In this respect the poetry of the Bible is as far above classic poetry as the Bible itself is

above all other books. Homer and Virgil dwindle into utter insignificance as compared with

David and Asaph, if we look to the moral effect upon the heart and the life of their readers.

The classic poets reach only a small and cultured class
;
but the singers of the Bible come

home to men of every grade of education, every race and color, every condition of life, and

every creed and sect. The Psalter is, as Luther calls it,
&quot; a manual of all the saints,&quot; where

meaning of his own productions. Goethe said that the deepest element in poetry is &quot;the unconscious&quot; (dot Uitbeiaustte) j

and that his muster-piece, the tragedy of Faust, proceeded from the dark and hidden depths of his being.

Comp. Ewald s admirable portrait of David as a poet, in the first volume of Die Dichter de A. B., p. 25. Prof. Perowna

in his Commentary on the Psalms, vol. I., pp. 8, 9 third ed. (1873), gives this truthful description of him : &quot;As David s life

shines in his poetry, so also does his character. That character was no common one. It was strong with all ttie strength

of man, tender with .ill the tenderness of woman. Naturally brave, his courage was heightened aud confirmed by that

faith in God which never, in the worst extremity, forsook him. Naturally warm-hearted, his affections struck their roots

deep into the innermost centre of his being. In his love for his parents, for whom he provided in his own extreme peril

in his love for his wife Michal for his friend Jonathan, whom he loved as his own soul for his darling Absalom, whose

death almost broke his heart even for the infant whose loss he dreaded we see the same man, the same depth and truth,

the same tenderness of personal affection. On the other hand, when stung by a sense of wrong or injustice, his sense of

which WHS peculiarly keen, he could flash out into strong words and strong d*eds. He could hate with the same fervor

lhat he loved. Evil men and evil thinzs, all that was at war with goodness and with God forthese he found no abhorrence

too deep, scarcely any imprecations too strong. Yet he wns, withal, placable and ready to forgive. He could exercise a

prudent self-control, if he was occasionally impetuous. His true courtesy, his chivalrous generosity to his foes, his rare

delicacy, his rare self-denial, are all traits which present, themselves most forcibly as we read his history. He is the truest

cf heroes in the genuine elevation of hi- character, no less than In the extraordinary incidents of his life. Such a mnn-can-

not wear a mask in his writings. Depth, tenderness, fervor, mark all his poems.&quot;

t Winer, too. derives from the religions character of Hebrew poetry its &quot;sublime flight and never-dyinz beauty.&quot;

Angus says :
&quot; The peculiar excellence of the Hebrew poetry is to b ascribed to the employment of it in the noblest service,

that of religion. It presents the loftiest and most precious truths, expressed in the most appropriate language.&quot; Ewald

remurko that &quot; Hebrew po-&amp;gt;try
is the interpreter of the sublimest religious ideas for all times, and herein lies itt most im

portant and imperishable value.&quot;
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each one finds the most truthful description of his own situation, especially in seasons of af

fliction. It has retained its hold upon the veneration and affections of pious Jews and Chris

tians for these three thousand years, and is even now and will ever be more extensively used

as a guide of private devotion and public worship than any other book. &quot; When Christian

Martyrs, and Scottish Covenanters in dens and caves of the earth, when French exiles and

English fugitives in their hiding-places during the panic of revolution or of mutiny, received

a special comfort from the Psalms, it was because they found themselves literally side

by side with the author in the cavern of Adullam, or on the cliffs of Engedi, or beyond the

Jordan, escaping from Saul or from Absalom, from the Philistines or from the Assyrians.

When Burleigh or Locke seemed to find an echo in the Psalms to their own calm philosophy,
it was because they were listening to the strains which had proceeded from the mouth or

charmed the ear of the sagacious king or the thoughtful statesman of Judah. It has often

been observed that the older we grow, the more interest the Psalms possess for us as indi

viduals
;
and it may at most be said that by these multiplied associations, the older the hu

man race grows, the more interest do they possess for mankind.&quot;*

g5. POETIC MERIT.

In its religious character, as just described, lies the crowning excellence of the poetry of

the Bible. The spiritual ideas are the main thing, and they rise in richness, purity, subli

mity and universal importance immeasurably beyond the literature of all other nations of

antiquity.

But as to the artistic and aesthetic form, it is altogether subordinate to the contents, and

held in subserviency to the lofty aim. Moses, Solomon, David, Isaiah, and the author

of Job, possessed evidently the highest gifts of poetry, but they restrained them, lest human

genius should outshine the Divine grace, or the silver pitcher be estimated above the golden

apple. The poetry of the Bible, like the whole Bible, wears the garb of humility and conde

scends to men of low degree, in order to raise them up. It gives no encouragement to the

idolatry of genius, and glorifies God alone.
&quot; Not unto us, O Lord, not unto us, but unto

Thy name give glory,&quot; (Ps cxv. 1.)

Hence an irreligious or immoral man is apt to be repelled by the Bible
;
he feels himself

in an uncongenial atmosphere, and is made uneasy and uncomfortable by the rebukes of sin

and the praise of a holy God. He will not have this book rule over him or disturb him in

his worldly modes of thought and habits of life.

Others are unable to divest themselves of early prejudices for classical models
; they es

teem external polish more highly than ideas, and can enjoy no poetry which is not cast in

the Greek mould, and moves on in the regular flow of uniform metre and stanza. And yet
these are no more essential to true poetry than the music of rhyme, which was unknown to

Homer, Pindar, Sophocles, Virgil and Horace, and was even despised by Milton as
&quot; the in

vention of a barbarous age to set off wretched matter and lame metre, as the jingling sound

of like endings trivial to all judicious ears and of no true musical delight.&quot;
This is indeed

going to the opposite extreme; for although rhyme and even metre are by no means neces

sary, especially in the epos and drama, they yet belong to the perfection of some forms of

lyric poetry, which is the twin sister of music.

If we study the Bible poetry on its own ground, and with unclouded eyes, we may find

in it forms of beauty as high and enduring as in that of any nation ancient or modern.

Even its artless simplicity and naturalness are sometimes the highest triumph of art. Sim

plicity always enters into good taste. Those poems and songs which are the outgushing of the

heart, without any show of artificial labor, are the most popular, and never lose their hold

on the heart. We feel that we could have made them ourselves, and yet only a high order

of genius could produce them.

Where is there a nobler ode of liberty, of national deliverance and independence, than

the Sons of Moses on the overthrow of Pharaoh in the Red Sea (Ex. xv.) ? Where a grander

Stanley : Hist, of the Jewish Church, II. 167.
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panorama of creation than in the one hundred and fourth Psalm? Where a more charming
and lovely pastoral than the twenty-third Psalm? Where such a high view of the dignity
and destiny of man as in the eighth Psalm? Where a profouuder sense of sin and divine

forgiveness than in the thirty-second aud fifty-first Psalms ? Where such a truthful and over

powering description of the vanity of human life and the never-changing character of the

holy and just, yet merciful God, as in the ninetieth Psalm, which has been styled &quot;the most

sublime of human compositions, the deepest in feeling, loftiest in theologic conception, the

most magnificent in its imagery?&quot; Where have the infinite greatness and goodness of Gud,
His holiness, righteousness, long-suffering and mercy, the wonders of His government, and the

feeling of dependence on Him, of joy and peace in Him, of gratitude for His blessings, of

praise of His glory, found truer and fitter embodiment than in the Psalter and the Prophets ?

Where will you find such sweet, tender, delicate and exquisite expression of pure inno

cent love as in the Song of Songs, which sounds like the singing of birds in sunny May from

the flowery fields and the tree of life in Paradise ? Isaiah is one of the greatest of poets as

well as of prophets, of an elevation, a richness, a compass, a power and comfort that are un

equalled. No human genius ever soared so high as this evangelist of the old dispensation.

Jeremiah, the prophet of sorrow and affliction, has furnished the richest supply of the lan

guage of holy grief in seasons of public calamity and distress from the destruction of Jeru

salem down to the latest siege of Paris
;
and few works have done this work more effectively

than his Lamentations. And what shall we say of the Book of Job, the Shakspeare in the

Bible? Where are such bold and vivid descriptions of the wonders of nature, of the behemoth

and leviathan, and of the war-horse &quot;who paweth in the valley and rejoiceth in his strength,

who swalloweth the ground with fierceness and rage, who saith among the trumpets Ha, ha !

and smeUeth the battle afar off, the thunder of the captains and the shout of war?&quot; What
can be finer than Job s picture of wisdom, whose price is far above rubies ? And what a wealth

of comfort is in that wonderful passage, which inspired the sublimest solo in the sublimest

musical composition, those words graven in the rock forever, where this holy outsider, this

patriarchal sage and saint of the order of Melchisedec, expresses his faith and hope that his

Redeemer liveth and will stand the last on the grave, and that he shall see Him with his

own eyes on the morning of resurrection. -

The times for the depreciation of Bible poetry have passed. Many of the greatest scho

lars and poets, some of whom by no means in sympathy with its religious ideas, have done

it full justice. I quote a few of them who represent different stand-points and nationalities.

Henry Stephens, the greatest philologist of the sixteenth century, thought that there was

nothing more poetic (Tro^-n/cwre/sov), nothing more musical (fiovaiKUTepov), nothing more thrill

ing (yopy&repov), nothing more full of lofty inspiration (di^cpa^muTepov) than the Psalms of

David.

John Milton, notwithstanding his severe classic taste, judges :
&quot; There are no songs com

parable to the songs of Zion, no orations equal to those of the Prophets, and no politic? like

those which the Scriptures teach.&quot; And as to the Psalms, he says :

&quot; Not in their divine ar

guments alone, but in the very critical art of composition, the Psalms may be easily made to

appear over all the kinds of lyric poesy incomparable.&quot;

Sir William Jones: &quot;I have regularly and attentively read the Holy Scriptures, and am
of the opinion that this volume, independently of its divine origin, contains more true subli

mity, more exquisite beauty, more important history and finer strains both of poetry and

eloquence, than could be collected from all other books.&quot;

Sir D. K. Sandford: &quot;In lyric flow and fire, in crushing force and majesty, the poetry

of the ancient Scriptures is the most superb that ever burnt within the breast of man.&quot;

John von Miiller, the German Tacitus :

&quot; There is nothing in Greece, nothing in Rome,

nothing in all the West, like David, who selected the God of Israel to sing Him in higher

strains than ever praised the gods of the Gentiles.&quot;

Herder, who was at home in the literature of all ages and countries, is full of enthusi

astic admiration for the pure and sublime beauties of Hebrew poetry, as may be seen on

almost every page of his celebrated work on the subject. He regards it as &quot;the oldest, sim-
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plest, sublimest &quot; of all poetry, and in the form of a dialogue between Alciphron and Euty-

phron, after the Platonic fashion, he triumphantly vindicates its merits against all objections,

and illustrates it with admirable translations of choice passages.

Goethe pronounced the book of Ruth the loveliest thing in the shape of an epic or idyl

which has come down to us.&quot;

Alexander von Humboldt, in his
&quot;

Cosmos,&quot; (where the name of God scarcely occurs,

except in an extract from the heathen Aristotle), praises the Hebrew description of nature as

unrivalled, especially the 104th Psalm, as &quot;presenting in itself a picture of the whole world.&quot;

&quot;

Nature,&quot; he says,
&quot;

is to the Hebrew poet not a self-dependent object, but a work of creation

and order, the living expression of the omnipresence of the Divinity in the visible world.&quot;

Thomas Carlyle calls the book of Job,
&quot;

apart from all theories about it, one of the grand
est things ever written by man. A noble book! All men s book! Such living likenesses

were never since drawn. Sublime sorrow, sublime reconciliation; oldest choral melody, as of

the heart of manhood
;
so soft and great as the summer midnight ;

as the world with its

seas and stars. There is nothing written, I think, of equal literary merit.&quot;

Isaac Taylor :
&quot; The Hebrew writers as poets were masters of all the means and the re

sources, the powers and the stores, of the loftiest poetry, but subservient to a far loftier pur

pose than that which ever animates human genius.&quot;

Henry Ewald calls the old Hebrew poetry
&quot;

unique in its kind and in many respects un

surpassed, because as to its contents it is the interpreter of those sublime religious thoughts
which lived in Israel, and are found nowhere else in antiquity in such purity, vigor and

durability, and as to its form it has a wonderful simplicity and naivete flowing from that

sublimity of thought.&quot;

Dean Stanley :
&quot; The Psalms are beyond question poetical from first to last, and he will

be a bold man who shall say that a book is less inspired, or less true, or less orthodox, or less

Divine, because it is like the Psalms. The Prophet, in order to take root in the common life

of the people, must become a Psalmist.&quot;

J. J. Stewart Perowne: &quot;The very excellence of the Psalms is their universality. They

spring from the deep fountains of the human heart, and God, in His providence, and by His

Spirit, has so ordered it, that they should be for His Church an everlasting heritage. Hence

they express the sorrows, the joys, the aspirations, the struggles, the victories, not of one man,
but of all. And if we ask, How comes this to pass? the answer is not far to seek. One

object is ever before the eyes and the heart of the Psalmist. All enemies, all distresses, all

persecutions, all sins, are seen in the light of God. It is to Him that the cry goes up ;
it is

to Him that the heart is laid bare
;

it is to Him that the thanksgiving is uttered. This it is

which makes them so true, so precious, so universal. No surer proof of their inspiration can

be given than this, that they are not of an age but for all time/ that the ripest Christian

can use them in the fulness of his Christian manhood, though the words are the words of one

who lived centuries before the coming of Christ in the flesh.&quot;

6. DIFFERENT KINDS OF HEBREW POETRY.

Hebrew poetry may be divided into lyric didactic, prophetic, and dramatic. The first

two are the prevailing forms. The third may be regarded as a branch of didactic poetry, or

perhaps better, as a substitute for epic poetry. The fourth is not to be confounded with the

Greek drama, and is in close connection either with the lyric or didactic. Hence many
writers admit only these two.*

The absence of epic poetry in its proper sense is due to the fact that the revealed religion

excludes mythology and hero-worship, which control this kind of poetry, and that it sub

stitutes for them monotheism, which is inconsistent with any kind of falsehood and idolatry.

The real hero, so to speak, of the history of revelation is Jehovah Himself, the only true

* So Perowne (The Book of Psalmt, Vol. I., p. 1. third ed.): &quot;The poetry &amp;lt;f the Hebrews is mainly of two kinds, lyrical

an f1 didactic. They have no epic, and no drama. Dramatic elements are to be found in many of their odes, and the Book

of Job and the Song of Songs have sometime? bet&amp;gt;n called Divine dramas
;
but dramatic poetry, in the proper sense of that

term, was altogether unknown to the Israelites.&quot;
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and living God, to whom all glory is due. And so He appears in the prophetic writings.

He is the one object of worship, praise and thanksgiving, but not the object of a narrative

poern. He is the one sovereign actor, who in heaven originates and controls all events on

earth, but not one among other actors, co-operating or conflicting with finite beings. Epic

poetry reproduces historic facts at the expense of truth, and exalts its hero above merit.

The Bible poetry never violates truth.

There are, however, epic elements in several lyric poems which celebrate certain great

events in Jewish history, as the Song of Moses, Exod. xv., and the Song of Deborah, Judg.
v.

; although even here the lyric element preponderates, and the subjectivity of the poet is

not lost in the objective event as in the genuine epos. The Book of Ruth has been called

an epic by GOthe. The Prologue and Epilogue of Job are epic, and have a truly narrative

and objective character; but they are only the framework of the poem itself, which is essen

tially didactic in dramatic form. In the apocryphal books the epic element appears in the

book of Tobith and the book of Judith, which stand between narrative and fiction, and cor

respond to what we call romance or novel.

\ 7. LYRIC POETRY.

Lyric poetry, or the poetry of feeling, is the oldest and predominant form of poetry

among the Hebrew as all other Semitic nations. It is the easiest, the most natural, and the

best adapted for devotion both private and public. It is closely connected with song, its

twin sister. It wells up from the human heart, and gives utterance to its many strong and

tender emotions of love and friendship, ofjoy and gladness, of grief and sorrow, of hope and

desire, of gratitude and praise. Ewald happily describes it as &quot;the daughter of the moment,
of swift, rising, powerful feelings, of deep stirrings and fiery emotions of the soul.&quot;*

Among the Greeks the epos appears first
;
but the older lyric effusions may have been

lost. Among the Hindoos they are preserved in the Vedas. Lyric poetry is found among
all nations which have a poetic literature

;
but epic poetry, at least in its fuller development^

is not so general, and hence cannot be the primitive form.

Lyric poetry contains the fruitful germ of all other kinds of poetry. When the poetic

feeling is kindled by a great event in history, it expresses itself more or less epically, as in

the battle and victory hymns of Moses and Deborah. When the poet desires to teach a great

truth or practical lesson, he becomes didactic. When he exhibits his emotions in the form

of action and real life, he approaches the drama. In like manner the lyric poetry may give

rise to mixed forms which appear in the later stages of literature.!

The oldest specimen of lyric poetry is the song of Lamech to his two wives (Gen. iv. 23).

It has already the measured arrangement, alliteration and musical correspondence of

Hebrew parallelism. It is a proud, fierce, defiant &quot;sword-song,&quot; commemorating in broken,

fragmentary utterances the invention of weapons of brass and iron by his son Tubed Cain

(i.e, lance-maker), and threatening vengeance:

Adah and Zillah t hear my voice,

Yo wives of Lamech, listen to my speech :

* Dichler des A. B. I., p. 17 : &quot;Die lyrische Dichtung oder das Lied iitt iibtral die nachste Art von Dichtnng, welche bei irgend

tinem Vo ke entsteht. Sfo ist es ihrem Wesen nach : denn sie ist die Tochter des Angenblicbs, schnell emporknmmender gewaltiger

Empftttdungen, liefer Riihrungen und feiiriger Bewegwngen den Gemuthe*, von teetchen der Dichter so ganz hmgerissen ist, dass er in

sich win verloren nichts afs sie so gewallig wie f e in ihm leben, aussprechen mill. Sit ist es ebenso der Zeit nach : da* Tmrze Lied ill

derbestttndigste, unverwustlichste Theil. von Poesie, der ersle und letzle Ergns* drchterischer Stimmtmg, wie eine unversiegbare QueUe.

irelche zn jeder ZHt sich wieder frisch erg essen Jcann. Sie ist also auch bei often Volkern nothtcendig die allege, die welche znertt

eine dichterische Gfftalhing und Kutist grilndet und alien ubrigen Artenvon Dichtmtg die Wege bahnl.&quot; On p. 91 Ewald says:

Und so bleibt das Lied in seinem ganzen reinen und w&amp;gt;llen Wesen wie der Anfattgso das Eade alter Dichtnng.&quot;

t Ewald, 1. c., p. 1 g: &quot;Der besondere ZwecJc, wflchen der Dichler verfolgen mag, tana im An/ffmeinen ntirein dreifacher tein :

er will entieeder mil seinrn geflugelten Worten wie mil einer Lehrf andre tre/en, oder er mlt erz&hlcnd betckreiben, ndfr endlich er

will das vollf L ben sf.lbst ebenso lebendiff wiedergeben : und so wtrdtn LrflRDlCHTTJlco, SAOKNnioHTU^o (Epn) und LEBENSDICH-

TUNQ (Drama) di-- drfi Arten hiihtrer Dichtung sein, wrlche sich uberall wie von s lbst antbilden mnVen. Erst wmn sie sich voll-

k immen an* g bilfrt hnbeu, entstf.hen auch wnhl nr.nr. ZWITTERARTF.X, ind m das Lied als die Urarl aller Dichtung trine eigen-

Ihiimliche Wtise mil cinr.r derselben neu verschmilzt und dirse stfts nSchste trad aClgegtnwSrtigftc Urdichttmg rich to in never

Schopfung manuichfach i-erjitnyt.
&quot;
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For I have slain* a man for wounding me,
Even a young man for hurting me.

Lo! Cain shall be avenged seven-fold,

But Lamech seventy and seven-fold.!

Here we have the origin of secular poetry and music (for the other son of Lamech, Jubal,

i. e., Harper, invented musical instruments), in connection with the progressive material

civilization of the descendants of Cain.

The other poetic remains of the ante-Mosaic age are the Prediction of Noah concerning
his three sons (Gen. ix. 25-27), and the death-chant of Jacob (Gen. xlix. 1-27); but these

belong rather to prophetic poetry.

In the Mosaic age we meet first with the song of deliverance which Moses sang with the

children of Israel unto the Lord after the overthrow of Pharaoh s hosts in the Red Sea (Ex.

xv. 1-19). It is the oldest specimen of a patriotic ode (from beideiv, to sing], and may be called

the national anthem, or the Te Deum of the Hebrews. It sounds through all the thanksgiving

hymns of Israel, and is associated by the Apocalyptic Seer with the final triumph of the

Church, when the saints shall sing
&quot; the song of Moses, and the song of the Lamb &quot;

(Rev.
xv. 3). Its style is archaic, simple and grand. It is arranged for antiphonal singing, cho

rus answering to chorus, and voice to voice
;
the maidens playing upon the timbrels. It is

full of alliterations and rhymes which cannot be rendered, and hence it necessarily loses in.

any translation4
I will sing nnto Jehovah,

For Ho hath triumphed gloriously:

The hor^e and his rider

Hath He thrown into the sea.

Jehovah is my strength and song,

And He is become my salvation.

This is my God, and I will praise Him ; \

My father s God, and I will exalt Him.

Jehovah is a man of war ;

Jehovah is His name.

Pharaoh s chariots and his hosts

Hath Ho cast into the sea :

* The perfect, / have tlain CfUVli SeP4 - a-vticrnva, Vulg. occidf), is probably used in the spirit of arrogant boasting,

to express the future with all the certainty of an accomplished fact. Chrysostom, Theodoret, Jerome, Jarchi and others
set Lamech down as a murderer (of Cain), who here confesses his deed to ease his conscience; but Aben-Ezra, Calvin,
Herder, Ewald, Delitzsch, take the verb as a threat :

&quot; I will slay any man who wounds me.&quot;

t The law of blood for blood is strongly expressed also in the tragic poetry of Greece, especially in the Eumenidet ofT

^schylus,
also the Choyhorx, 398 (quoted by Prof. T. Lewis, Com. on Gen. in loc.):

&quot;There is a law that blood once poured on earth

By murderous hands demands that other blood

Be shed in retribution. From the slain

Erynnys calls aloud for vengeance still,

Till death in justice meet be paid for death.&quot;

t Herder says of this poem, of which he gives a free German translation : &quot;Der Durchgang dttrchf Meer hat dot Sltette-

und klingendfle Siegeelied hervorgebracht, dts wir in dieser Sprach: hdben. Es ist Chorgemng: eine einzelne Stimmr matte
mdleicht die Thaten telbtt, die der Char auffing und gleichsam vfrhallte. Sei.n Bau isl einfach, vott Ass-manzen und R ime, die
ich in usurer Sprache ohne Wnrtzwang nicht zu geben wumte; denn die ebrteische Sprache ist wegen ihres einfdrmigen Baues snlcher

klingenden Atunnanzen vott Leichte, lange, aber wenige Wnrte verschwrben in der Luft, und meistens end gt tin dunk er, einnt/lhiger
Schall, der vielleicht den Birdit des Chore macW Dr. Lange thus happily characterizes this ode (Comm. on Ex.) :

&quot; Wie dA~
Durchgang durch dag Rothe Meer als eine fundementale Thatsache Am typixchrn Reiches Gotten seine Beziehung durch die

game Heilige Schrift ausbreitet., wie er sich ruckwarts auf die SiinitJl.uUi brzieht, weifrr vorwiirtg auf die chriitliche Taufe,
und schlietslich auf das Endgericht, so gehen ouch die Rfflexe von difsem Little Moses durch die game Heilige Schrift.
Riickwflrts ist ex vorbereitet durch die poetischen Laute der Genesis und durch dtn &gen Jakobs, vorwarts geJtt es durch Heine
epischf Laute iiber auf das Abschiedilied des Moses und sfinen Segen 5 Mos. 32, 33. Zwei grossartige Seitenstiicke. welchefol-
gen, das Kegeslied der Debnra und dai Rettungslied des David 2 Sam. 22 (Ps. 18), leiten dann die Psalmenyoesie ein, in wA-
cher vielfach der Grundtnn ungres Liedes wi dfr mil anklinyt, Pas. 77, 78, 105, 106, 114. Noch einmal ist am Schlusse d s W.
T. von den Liede Mnsis die Rede ; ct font fart als das typische Triumphlied des Voltes Gottes bis in di . andre WeU hinein,
Offenb. IS, 3.&quot;

The E. V.: I will prepare Him an habitation (sanctuary), would anticipate the building of the tabernacle, but is

not justified by the Hebrew.
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And his chosen captains
Are sunfc in the Bed Sea.

The depths cover them.

They went down to the bottom like a stone.
/

Thy right hand, Jehovah, glorious in power,
Thy right hand, Jehovah, dusbeth in pieces the enemy.

And in the greatness of Thy majesty
Thou overturnest them that rise up against thee :

Thou sendee* forth Thy wrath,
It ron-uincth them like stubble.

And with the blast of Thy nostrils the waters were piled up.
The floods stood upright as an heap.
The depths were congealed in the heart of the sea.

The enemy said, I will pursue, I will overtake,
I will divide the spoil,

My soul shall be satisfied upon them
;

I will draw my sword,

My hand shall destroy them.

Thon didst blow with Thy wind,
The sea covered them :

They sank as lead in the m ghty waters.

Who is like unto Thee, Jehovah, among the godlf
Who is like Thee, glorious in holiness,
Fearful in praises, doing wonders?

Thou stretchedst out Thy right hand,
The earth swallowed them.

Thon in Thy mercy hast led the people
Which Thou bast redeemed.

Thou hast guided them in thy strength
To thy holy habitation.

The peoples have heard, they tremble :*

Pangs have taken hold on the inhabitants of Philistia.

Then were the chiefs of Edom dismayed.
The mighty men of Mo*b, trembling taketh hold upon them.

AH the inhabitants of Canaan are melted away ;

Terror and dread fall upon them.

By the greatness of Thine arm they are as still as a stone
;

Till Th} people pass over, O Jehovah,
Till the people pass over,

Which Thou hast purchased.

Thou shalt bring them rn,

And plant them in thn mountain of Thine inheritance.

The place, O Jehovah, which Thou hast made for Thee to dwell in,

The sanctuary, Jehovah, which Thou hast established.

Jehovah shall reign for ever and ever.

Here the song ends, and what follows (ver. 19) is probably a brief recapitulation to fix

the event in the memory :

For the horses of Pharaoh event in with his chariots

And with his horsemen into the sea,

And Jehovah brought again the waters of the sea upon them
;

But the children of Israel walked on dry land

In the midst of the sea.

Moses wrote also that sublime farewell-song which celebrates Jehovah s merciful deal

ings with Israel (Deut. xxxii.), the parting blessing of the twelve tribes (Deut.xxxiii.), and

the ninetieth Psalm, called &quot;A Prayer of Moses, the man of God,&quot; which surm up the spi

ritual experience of his long pilgrimage in the wilderness, and which proves its undying force

at every death bed and funeral service.

* The poet DOW, after giving thanks for the past, looks to the future and describes the cerUin consequences of this

Blighty deliverance, which struck terror into the hearts of all enemies of Israel, and must end in the conquest of Canaan,

a promised by God.

2
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In the book of Joshua (x. 12, 13) there is a poetic quotation from &quot; the Book of the

Upright,&quot; which was probably a collection of patriotic songs :

&quot;Sun, stand still upon Gibeon,

And thou, moon, upon the valley of Ajalon!&quot;

And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed her course,

Until the nation were avenged of their enemiea.

The song of Deborah (Judges v.), from the heroic period of the Judges, eight centuries

before Pindar, is a stirring batcle-song full of fire and dithyrambic swing, and breathing the

spirit of an age of disorder and tumult, when might was right.*

Another but very different specimen of female poetry is Hannah s hymn of joy and gra

titude when she dedicated her son Samuel, the last of the Judges, to the service of Jehovah

(1 Sam. ii. 1-10). It furnished the key-note to the Magnificat of the Virgin Mary after the

miraculous conception.
The reign of David was the golden age of lyric poetry. He was himself the prince of

singers in Israel. His religious poetry is incorporated in the Psalter. Of his secular poetry

the author of the Books of Samuel has preserved us two specimens, a brief stanza on the

death of Abner, and his lament for the death of Saul and Jonathan (2 Sam. i. 19-27). The
latter is a most pathetic and touching elegy full of the strength and tenderness of the love

of friendship. His generosity in lamenting the death of his persecutor who stood in his way
to the throne, enhances the beauty and effect of the elegy.

Thy Glory, Israel,f is slain upon thy heights.

(CHOBU8) How are the heroes fallen !

Tell it not in Gath,

Publish it not in the streets of Askelon;

Lest the daughters of the Philistines rejoice,

Lest the daughters of the uncircumcised triumph.

Te mountains of Gilboa. no dew nor rains

Oonwupon you, anl ye fields of offeringg.J

For there the shield of the hero i* polluted,)*

The shield of Saul not anointed with oil.
j

From the blood of the slain, from the fat of the heroM,
The bow of Jonathan turned not back,

And the sword of Saul

Returned not empty.

* An admirable German translation is given by Herder, and another by Prof. Cassel, in his Com. on Judget, translated

by Prof. Steenstra.

f Or: &quot; The Glory (the Beauty) of Israel.&quot; Ewald, Bunsen, Keil, take SjOtJT, as vocative, &quot;0 Israel;&quot; the E. V.

(&quot;
the beauty of Israel

&quot;),
De Wette, Erdmann (Die Zitrde Israels), and others, as genitive. ^V means splendor, glory (Isa-

IT. 2; xiii. 19; xxiv. 16, and is often used of the land of Israe , and of Mount Zion, which is called &quot;the mountain of holy

beauty,&quot; iJ^lp
&quot;32f IPI, Dan. xi, 45); also a gazellf, from the beauty of its form (1 Kings v. 3; Isa. xiii. 14). The gazelles

were so much admired by the Hebrews and Arabs that they even swore by them (Cant. ii. 7
;

iii. 5). Herder (IsraeTs Reh),

and Ewald (Der Sleinbock, Israel to avoid the feminine die Gazelle) take it in the latter sense, and refer it to Jonathan

alone. Ewald conjectures that Jonathan was familiarly known among the soldiers of Israel as the Gazelle on account of

his beauty and swiftness. Jonathan was, of course, much nearer to the heart of the poet, but in this national song David

had to identify him with Saul, so that both are included in tin Glory of Israel.

* nlDOn &quot;H5P , Sept. aypol airapx^v, Vulg. -ikque sint affrt primitiarmn, fertile fields from which the first fruits are

gathered. The E. V. renders with Jerome : &quot;nor (to there be) fields of offerings.&quot; On the different interpretations and

conjectures see Erdmann in Lange s Com. It is a poetical malediction or imprecation of such complete barrenness that not

even enough may grow on that bloody field for an offering of first-fruits.

By blood and dust. A great indignity to a soldier. Homer says that the helmet of Patroclus was rolled under the

horses feet, and soiled with blood and dust (II. xvi. 794). The E. V., following the Vulgate (abjectus), translates 7J7JJ

vilely cast away.

I But with blood. The E. V., following again the Vulgate (quasi non esset), supplies
&quot; as though he had not been anointed,&quot;

i.e., as if he had not been a king (1 Sam. x. 1). So also Herder: &quot; Komgfs Schild. ols war er nimmer mil Oel gfhetiigt.&quot;

But the more natural interpretation is :
&quot; the shield of Saul was not anointed with oil,&quot;

as was usual in preparation for bat

tle, and after it had been polluted by blood or corrupted by rust (Isa. xxi. 5). The unanointed shield here is an emblem of

utter defeat and helplessness.
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Saul and Jonathan, lovely and pleasant in their lives,

And in their death they are not divided.

They were swifter than eagles,

They were stronger than lions.

Ye daughters of Israel, weep over Saul,
Who clothed you in purple with delight,

Who put ornaments of gold

Upon your apprel.*

(0ORUB) How are the heroes fallen in the midst of tht battle I

O Jonathan, slain upon thy heights !

I am distressed for thee, my brother Jonathan,

Very pleasant hast thou been unto me :

Thy love to me was wonderful,

Passing the love of women.-j-

(CHORUS) Bow are the heroes fatten,^

And the weapons of war \ perished.

Lyric poetry flourished during the reigns of David and Solomon, then declined with the

decline of the nation, and revived for a short period with the restoration of the temple and

the theocracy, when the harps were taken from the willows to accompany again the songs of

Zion. It is altogether improbable that the Psalter contains hymns of the Maccabsean age,

as Hitzig conjectures. The canon was closed long before (B. C. 450). ||

The Magnificat of the Virgin Mary, the Benedictus of Zacharias, and the Nunc dimittis

of Simeon are the golden sunset of Hebrew psalmody, and the dawn of Christian hymnody.
The various kinds of lyric poetry are designated by the following names, which occur in

the titles of the Psalms :fl

Shir (Sept. 9*7), song for the voice alone.

Mizmdr (Sept. i}&amp;gt;a%/u6c) } psalm, song of praise, with instrumental accompaniment (//lo?).

MascMl (o-wfo-ttjf, f aiivecftv) )
a skilfully constructed ode, a reflective, contemplative,

didactic song.

Michtham (ffTyhoypaAia, or eJ? arrflMypafyiav, lit., song of inscription), a golden poem, or a

song of mysterious, deep import. (Delitzsch: catch-word poem).

Shiggaion, an excited, irregular, dithyrambic ode.

Thehillah, a hymn of praise. The plural thehillim is the Hebrew title of the Psalter.

Thephillah, a prayer in song. (Pss. xvii., lxxxvi.,xc., cxlii., Hab. iii.).

Shir jedidoth, song of loves, erotic poem (Ps. xlv.).

Shir hamma aloth (Sept. udy TUV avafiadnuv, Vulg. canticum graduum, E. V. &quot;

song of

degrees ), most probably a song of the goings up, i. e., pilgrim song for the journeys to the

yearly festivals of Jerusalem.

* Lowth :
&quot; This passage is most exquisite composition. The women of Israel are most happily introduced, and the

subject of the encomium is most admirably adapted to the female characters.&quot;

f The sweet, tender, devoted, enduring love with which women love. A picture of the ideal of friendship sanctified by

the consecration of their hearts to Jehovah. The Vulgate inserts here the clause: Sicut mater umeum amat filium suum, ita

ego te amabam, which has no foundation either in the Hebrew or the Septuagint.

J The repetition of this lament, probably by the chorus, is entirely in keeping with the nature of an elegy, which likea

to dwell upon the grief, and finds relief by its repeated utterancj.

g The nnnSo ^3 are the heroes themselves, as the living weapons of war. So Ewald and Erdmann (die Rilstxuge
T T : :

dts Streits). Comp. Isa. xiii. 5
;
Acts ix. 15, where St. Paul is called

&quot; a chosen vessel
&quot;

(&amp;lt;7xeOo).
It Is less lively and poetic

to understand it literally of the material of war, as the Vulgate does (anna bellica), and Herder who renders :

Ach, wiefielen di. Helden and ihre Wn/en des Krv.ges

Liegen zerschlagen umher.

1 Hengstenherg, Havernick, Keil, among the orthodox divines, Oesenius, Ewald, Thenius, Dillmann, among the liberal

critics, deny the possibility of Maccabeean Psalms. Ewald says (Preface to third ed. of his Oom. on the Ps.) against Hit

zig :

&quot;

Nothing can be more false and perverse than to suppose tha* there can be Maccabnean poems in the Psalter.&quot; De

litzsch (Gmn. uber den Psalter, new ed. 1867, p. 9) admits the possibility, but deni-s the existence of such late Psalms.

tf For particulars on the names and musical titles in the inscriptions of the Psalms, some of which are very obscure and

variously interpreted, we must refer to the commentaries of Ewald, Hitiig, Delitwch, Moll (in Lange), and Perowne.
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Kinah (tfp^vof), a lament, dirge, elegy.* Here belong the laments of David for Saul

and Jonathan, 2 Sam. i. 19-27, for Abner (2 Sam. iii. 33, 34), and for Absalom (2 Sam. xviii.

33), the psalms of mourning over the disasters of Judah, Ps. xlix., lx., Ixxiii., cxxxvii.), and

the Lamentations of Jeremiah.

The PSALTER is the great depository of the religious lyric poetry of the Jewish Church,
and the inexhaustible fountain of devotion for all ages. The titles are not original, but con

tain the ancient Jewish traditions more or less valuable concerning the authorship, historical

occasion, musical character, liturgical use of the Psalms. Seventy-three poems are ascribed to

David O1
&quot;^) ;f twelve to Asaph (&quot;px ?) ?

oneofDavid s musicians (Ps. 1., Ixxiii.-lxxxiii.) ;
eleven

or twelve to the sons of Korah, a family of priests and singers of the age of David Pas. xlii.-

xlix., Ixxxiv., Ixxxv,, Ixxxvii., Ixxxviii.) ;
one to Heman the Ezrahite (Ixxxviii.) ;J one to

Ethan the Ezrahite (Ixxxix.) ;
two to Solomon (Ixxii., cxxvii.) ;

one to Moses (xc.) ;
while

fifty are anonymous and hence called Orphan Psalms in the Talmud. The Septuagint as

signs some of them to Jeremiah (cxxxvii.), Haggai and Zechariah (cxlvi., cxlvii.).

The PSALTER is divided into five books, and the close of each is indicated by a doxology
and a double Amen. In this division several considerations seem to have been combined

authorship and chronology, liturgical use, the distinction of the divine names (Elohistic and

Jehovistic Psalms), perhaps also the five-fold division of the Thorah (the Psalter being, as

Delitzsch says, the subjective response or echo from the heart of Israel to the law of God).
We have an analogy in Christian hymn- and tune books, which combine the order of sub

jects and the order of the ecclesiastical year, modifying both by considerations of convenience,

and often adding one or more appendixes. The five books represent the gradual growth of

the collection till its completion after the exile, about the time of Ezra. The collection of

first book, consisting chiefly of Psalms of David, may be traced to Solomon, who would natu

rally provide for the preservation of his father s poetry, or, at all events, to King Hezekiah,
who &quot;commanded the Levites to sing praise unto the Lord with the words of David and of

Asaph, the Seer&quot; (2 Chron. xxi. 30
;
Prov. xxxv. 1).

If we regard chiefly the contents, we may divide the Psalms into Psalms of praise and

adoration, Psalms of thanksgiving, Psalms of faith and hope under affliction,^ penitential

Psalms, didactic Psalms, historic Psalms, Pilgrim Songs (cxx.-cxxxvi.), prophetic or Mes
sianic Psalms. But we cannot enter here into details, and refer to the full and able Intro

duction of MOLL S Commentary in this series.

Before we leave lyric poetry, we must say a few words on the LAMENTATIONS (f^

elegise] of Jeremiah the most extensive elegy in the Bible. They are a funeral dirge of the

theocracy and the holy city after its destruction by Nebuchadnezzar and the Chaldees, and

give most pathetic utterance to the most intense grief. The first lines strike the key-note.

Jerusalem is personified and bewailed as a solitary widow :

(AlEPH) How sitteth solitary

The city once full of people !

She has become as a widow !

She that was great among the nations,

A princess over the provinces,

Has become subject to tribute.

* From e Aeyeiv, to cry woe, woe ! Comp. the German, Klaglied, TrauerUed, Todtenlied, Grablied.

t Thirty-seven in the first Book, Ps. Hi.-xli., 18 in the second, 1 in the third, 2 in the fourth, 15 in the fifth Book. The

Septuagint ascribes to David 85 Psalms (including xcix. and civ., which are probably his). The N. T. quotes as his also the

anonymous Pss. ii. and xcv. (Acte iv. 25, 26 ; Hebr. iv. 7), and Ps. ii. certainly has the impress of his style and age (as Ewald
admits i. But some of the Psalms ascribed to him, either in the Hebrew or Greek Bible, betray by their Chaldaiems a later

age. Hengstenberg and Alexander mostly follow the Jewish tradition ; Delitzsch (Commentar uber die JWmen, p. 7) thinks

that at least fifty may be defended as Davidic; while Hupfeld, Ewald, and especially Hitzig, considerably reduce the number.

Ewald regards Ps. iii., iv., vii., viii., xi., xv., xviii., xix., xxiv., xxix., xxxii., ci., as undoubtedly Davidic ;
Ps. ii., xxiii., xxvii.,

Ixii., Ixiv., ex., cxxxviii., as coming very near to David.

t This Psalm is called shir mistuor and maschil, and is ascribed both to the sons of Korah and to Heman the Ezrahite,

of the age of Solomon (1 Kings v. 11). The older commentators generally regard the former as the singers of the ihir, the

latter as the author of the matchil. Hnpfeld thinks that the title combines two conflicting traditions.

J What the Germans would call Kreuz- und Trost-Psalmtn.
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(BBTH) She weepeth bitterly in the night,
And her tears are upon her cheeks :

She hath no comforter

From among all her lovers:

All her friends have turned traitors to her,

They have become her enemies.

(LAMED) Is it nothing to you, all ye that pass by?
Behold and see,

If there be any sorrow like unto my sorrow,
Which is inflicted on me,

Wherewith Jehovah hath afflicted me
In the day of His fierce anger.

The ruin and desolation, the carnage and famine, the pollution of the temple, the desecration

of the Sabbath, the massacre of the priests, the dragging of the chiefs into exile, and all the

horrors and miseries of a long siege, contrasted with the remembrance of former glories and

glad festivities, and intensified by the awful sense of Divine wrath, are drawn with life-like

colors and form a picture of overwhelming calamity and sadness.
&quot;

Every letter is written

with a tear, every word is the sob of a broken heart I&quot; Yet Jeremiah does not forget that the

covenant of Jehovah with His people still stands. In the stormy sunset of the theocracy he

beheld the dawn of a brighter day, and a new covenant written, not on tables of stone, but

on the heart. The utterance of his grief, like the shedding of tears, was also a relief, and

left his mind in a calmer and serener frame. Beginning with wailing and weeping, he ends

with a question of hope, and with the prayer :

Turn us, O Jehovah, and we shall turn;
Renew our days of old !

These Lamentations have done their work very effectually, and are doing it still. They
have soothed the weary years of the Babylonian Exile, and after the return they have kept

up the lively remembrance of the deepest humiliation and the judgments of a righteous God.

On the ninth day of the month of Ab (July) they are read year after year with fasting and

weeping by that remarkable people who are still wandering in exile over the face of the

earth, finding a grave in many lands, a home in none. Among Christians the poem is best

appreciated in times of private affliction and public calamity; a companion in mourning, it

serves also as a book of comfort and consolation.

The poetic structure of the Lamentations is the most artificial in the Bible. The first

four chapters are alphabetically arranged, like the 119th and six other Psalms, and Pro

verbs xxxi. 10-31. Every stanza begins with a letter of the Hebrew alphabet in

regular order
;
all the stanzas are nearly of the same length ;

each stanza has three nearly

balanced clauses or members which together constitute one meaning; chaps, i., ii. and iv.

contain twenty-two stanzas each, according to the number of Hebrew letters; the third

chapter has three alphabetic series, making sixty-six stanzas in all. Dante chose the terza

rima for his vision of hell, purgatory, and paradise ;
Petrarca the complicated sonnet for the

tender and passionate language of love. The author of Lamentations may have chosen this

structure as a discipline and check upon the intensity of his sorrow perhaps also as a help

to the memory. Poems of this kind, once learnt, are not easily forgotten.*

8. DIDACTIC POETRY.

Didactic poetry is the combined product of imagination and reflection. It seeks to in

struct as well as to please. It is not simply the outpouring of subjective feeling which car

ries in it its own end and reward, but aims at an object beyond itself. It is the connecting

*
&quot;In the scatterings and wanderings of families,&quot; says Isaac Taylor (p. 375), &quot;and in lonely journeying*, in deserts

and cities, where no synagogue-service could be enjoyed, the metrical Scriptures infixed HS they were in the memory, by

the very means of these artificial devices of versets and of alphabetic order, and of alliteration became food to the

soul. Thus was the religious constancy of the people and its brave endurance of injury and insult sustained and

animated.&quot;
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link between pure poetry and philosophy. It supplies among the Shemitic nations the place
of ethics, with this difference, that it omits the reasoning and argumentative process, and

gives only the results of observation and reflection in a pleasing, mostly proverbial, senten

tious style, which sticks to the memory. It is laid down in the Proverbs and Ecclesiastes.

Many Psalms also are didactic (i., xix., xxxvii., cxix., etc.], and the Book of Job is a didac

tic drama (see below).

The palmy period of didactic or gnomic poetry is the peaceful and brilliant reign of So

lomon, which lasted forty years (B. C. 1015-975). He was a favorite child of nature and

grace. He occupies the same relation to the Proverbs as David to the Psalter, being the

chief author and model for imitation. He was the philosopher, as David was the singer, of

Israel. The fame of his wisdom was so great that no less than three thousand proverbs were

ascribed to him. &quot;God gave Solomon wisdom and understanding exceeding much, and

largeness bf heart, even as the sand that is on the sea-shore. And Solomon s wisdom ex

celled the wisdom of all the children of the east country, and all the wisdom of Egypt. For
he was wiser than all men

;
than Ethan the Ezrahite, and Heman, and Chalcol, and Darda,

the sons of Mahol : and his fame was in all nations round about. And he spake three thou

sand proverbs : and his songs were a thousand and five. And he spake of trees, from the

cedar tree that is in Lebanon even unto the hyssop that springeth out of the wall : he spake
also of beasts, and of fowl, and of creeping things, and of fishes. And there came of all peo

ple to hear the wisdom of Solomon, from all kings of the earth, which had heard of his wis

dom&quot; (1 Kings iv. 29-34). According to a rabbinical tradition, Aristotle derived his philoso

phy from the Solomonic writings which Alexander the Great sent him from Jerusalem.*

The usual word for a didactic poem is mashdl
( ^, napuifiia, 7rapapoA%) f

a likeness, si

militude, comparison ; then, in a wider sense, a short, sharp, pithy maxim, sententious say

ing, gnome, proverb couched in figurative, striking, pointed language. A proverb contains

multum inparvo, and condenses the result of long observation and experience in a few words

which strike the nail on the head and are easily remembered. It is the philosophy for the

people, the wisdom of the street. The Orientals, especially the Arabs, are very fond of this

kind of teaching. It suited their wanfa and limits of knowledge much better than an elabo

rate system of philosophy. And even now a witty or pithy proverb has more practical effect

upon the common people than whole sermons and tracts.f

The PROVERBS of the Bible are far superior to any collection of the kind, such as the say

ings of the Seven Wise Men of Greece, the A urea Carmina attributed to Pythagoras, the

Remains of the Poetae Gnomici, the collections of Arabic proverbs. They bear the stamp of

divine inspiration. They abound in polished and sparkling gems. They contain the prac
tical wisdom (chokma) of Israel, and have furnished the richest contributions to the diction

ary of proverbs among Christian nations. They trace wisdom to its true source, the fear of

Jehovah (chap. i. 7). Nothing can be finer than the description of Wisdom in the eighth

chapter, where she is personified as the eternal companion and delight of God, and com
mended beyond all earthly treasures :

Wisdom is better than rubies,

And no precious things compare with her.

I, wisdom, dwell with prudence,
And find out knowledge of wise counsels.

The fear of Jehovah is to hate evil ;

Pride, haughtiness, and an evil way,
And a perverse mouth, do I hate.

Counsel H mine, and reflection ;

I am understanding ;
I have strength.

* Comp. on the wisdom of Solomon, Ewald s Gesctiichte des Volkes Israel, Vol. III. pp. 374 sqq.; and Stanley s Lectures on

the History of the Jewish Clmrch, Vol. II. pp. 252 sqq. Kivald exclaims with reference to the visit of the Queen of Sheba

(p. 379): &quot;0 gluckliche Zeit wo mdchtige Fursfen mitten in ihren ton Jiriliger Gfittesruhe umfrifdigten IMndern so m einander

wallfaJirten, so in Weislteit und was nock mehr ist, im rtgen Suchen derstlben wftteifern ktinnen .

&quot;

f Cicero says: &quot;Gravissimte funt ad beate vivendum breviter enunciate senlenlise.
1
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By me kings reign,

And princes decree justice.

By me princes rule,

And nobles, all the judges of the earth.

I love them that love me
;

And they that seek me early shall find me.

Biclies an&amp;lt;l honor are with me.

Yea, enduring ricuea and righteousness.

My fruit is better than gold, yea, than refined gold;
And my increase than choice silver.

I walk in the way of righteousness,

In the midst of the path of rectitude
;

To make, ensure abundance to those that love me,
And to fill tneir storehouse.***********

Blessed is the man that heareth me,

Watching daily at my gates,

Waiting at the posts of my doors!

For whosoever fiudeth me findeth life;

And shall obtain favor from Jehovah.

The description of the model Hebrew woman in her domestic and social relations (chap,

xxxi. 10-31, in the acrostic form) has no parallel for truthfulness and beauty in all ancient

literature, and forms the appropriate close of this book of practical wisdom
;
for from the fa

mily of which woman is the presiding genius, springs private and public virtue and national

prosperity.
&quot; The Book of Proverbs,&quot; says a distinguished modern writer,

&quot;

is not on a level with the

Prophets or the Psalms. It approaches human things and things divine from quite another

side. It has even something of a worldly, prudential look, unlike the rest of the Bible.

But this is the very reason why its recognition as a Sacred Book is so useful. It is the philo

sophy of practical life. It is the sign to us that the Bible does not despise common sense

and discretion. It impresses upon us, in the most forcible manner, the value of intelligence

and prudence, and of a good education. The whole strength of the Hebrew language, and

of the sacred authority of the book is thrown upon these homely truths. It deals, too, in

that refined, discriminating, careful view of the finer shades of human character, so often

overlooked by theologians, but so necessary to any true estimate of human life. The heart

knoweth its own bitterness, and the stranger does not intermeddle with its joy. How much
is there, in that single sentence, of consolation, of love, of forethought ! And, above all, it

insists, over and over again, upon the doctrine that goodness is wisdom and that wicked

ness and vice are folly. There may be many other views of virtue and vice, of holiness

and sin, better and higher than this. But there will always be some in the world who will

need to remember ihat a good man is not only religious and just, but wise; and that a bad

man is not only wicked and sinful, but a miserable, contemptible fool!&quot;
*

The poetic structure of the Proverbs is that of Hebrew parallelism in its various forms.

They consist of single, double, triple, or more couplets; the members corresponding to each

other in sense and diction, either synonymously or antithetically. Delitzsch calls them two-

liners, four-liners, six-liners, eight-liners.f The first section, x.-xxii. 16, contains exclusively

two-liners. Besides these there are a few three-liners, five-liners and seven-liners, where the

odd line is either a repetition or a reason for the idea expressed in the first lines. A few

specimens will make this clear.

*
Stanley, Vol. II., p. 269. A different view is presented and elaborately defended in the commentary of Rev. John

Miller, of Princeton (New York, 1872), who maintains that the Proverbs, being an inspired book, can have no secular, but

must have throughout a spiritual, meaning. He charges King James version with making the book &quot;

hopelessly secular in

many places&quot; (p. 12).

f Zweizeiler, Vierzeiler, Secliszeiler, Achtzeiler. Commentary on Proverbs, Leipz., 1873, pp. S.sqq.
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1. Single synonymous couplets :

CHAP. in. 1. My son, forget not mj law :

And let thy heart keep my commandments.

12. Whom Jehovah loveth He correcteth :

Even us a father the son in whom he delighteth.

13. Blessed the man who flods wisdom :

And the man who obtains understanding.

XI. 25. The liheral soul shall be made iat :

And he that watereth shall himself be watered.

\XVl. 32. Ho that is slow to anger is better than the mighty :

And he that ruleth his own spirit than he who taketh a city.

\

2. Single antithetic couplets :

CHAP. X. 1. A wise son maketh a glad father :

But a foolish son is the grief of hi* mother.

12. Hatred stirreth up strifes :

But love covereth all sins.

16. The wages of the righteous is life :

The gain of the wicked is sin.

Zm. 9. The light of the righteous shall be joyous:

But the lamp of the wicked shall go out.

25. He that spareth his rod hates his son :

But he that loveth him giveth him timely chastisement.

XTm. 17. He that is first in his own cause seemeth right :

But his neighbor cometh and searcheth him.

3. Single couplets which merely express a comparison :

CHAP, xxvii. 8. As a bird that wandereth from her nest,

So is a man that wandereth from his place.

15. A continual dropping in a very rainy day,

And a contentious woman are alike.

19. As in water face answereth to face,

So the heart of man to man.

4. Single couplets where the second member completes the idea of the first or assign*

a reason or a qualification:

CHAP. xvi. 24. Pleasant words are as a honey-comb,
Sweet to the soul and health to the bones.

31. The hoary head is a crown of glory,

If it be found in the way of righteousness.

5. Three-liners:

CHAP. in. 3. Let not mercy and truth forsake thee :

Bind them about thy neck
;

Write them upon the table ol thine heart.

xxvin. 10. Whoso causeth the righteous to go astray in an evil way:
He shall fall himself into his own pit,

(Antithetic) But the upright shall inherit good things.

xxvil. 10. Thine own friend, and thy father s friend forsake not :

Neither go into thy brother s in the day of thy calamity;

(Reason) For better is a neighbor near than a brother afar off.
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6. Double couplets or four-liners : xxiii. 15 sq.; xxiv. 3 sq., 28 sq.; xxx. 6 sq., 17 sq.;

xxii. 22 sq., 24 sq.; xxv. 4sq. These are all synonymous, or synthetic, or corroboratory, but

there seems to be no example of an antithetic four-liner.

7. Five-liners
;
the last three usually explaining and confirming the idea of the first two

lines: xxiii. 4 sq.; xxv. 6 sq.; xxx. 32 sq.

8. Triple couplets or six-liners, which spin out an idea with more or less repetition or

confirmations and illustrations : xxiii. 1-3, 12-14, 19-21; xxiv. 11 sq.; xxx. 29-31.

9. Seven-liners : xxiii. 6-8. The only specimen in the Proverbs.

10. Quadruple couplets or eight-liners : xxiii. 22-25.

But these four, six, and eight-liners, so-called, may be easily resolved into two, three, or

four single couplets. Take, e. g., chap, xxiii. 12-14, which Delitzsch quotes as a six-liner,

and we have there simply three couplets which carry out and unfold one idea, or expand the

mashal sentence into a mashal poem :

Apply thy heart to instruction :

And thine ears to the words of knowledge.
Withhold not correction from the child :

For if thou beatest him with a rod, he shall not die.

Thou shalt beat him with the rod,

And shalt deliver his soul from hell.

ECCLESIASTES or KoHELETH is a philosophic poem, not in broken, disconnected

maxims of wisdom, like the Proverbs, but in a series of soliloquies of a soul perplexed and

bewildered by doubt, yet holding fast to fundamental truth, and looking from the vanities

beneath the sun to the eternal realities above the sun. It is a most remarkable specimen
of Hebrew scepticism subdued and moderated by Hebrew faith in God and His holy com

mandments, in the immortality of the soul, the judgment to come, the paramount value of

true piety. It corresponds to the old age of Solomon, as the Song of Songs reflects the flowery

spring of his youth, and the Proverbs the ripe wisdom of his manhood.* Whether written

by the great monarch or not (which question is fully discussed on both sides in this Com

mentary), it personates him (i. 12) and gives the last sad results of his experience after a

long life of unrivalled wisdom and unrivalled folly, namely, the overwhelming impression
of the vanity of all things earthly, with the concluding lesson of the fear of God, which

checks the tendency to despair, and is the star of hope in the darkness of midnight. The

key-note is struck in the opening lines, repeated at the close (xii. 3) :

vanity of vanities ! Koheleth saith ;

vanity of vanities ! all vanity 1

This is the negative side. But the leading positive idea and aim is expressed in the con

cluding words:

Fear God and keep His commandments,
For this is all of man.

Some regard Koheleth as an ethical treatise in prose, with regular logical divisions. But

it is full of poetic inspiration, and in part at least also poetic in form, with enough of rhyth
mical parallelism to awaken an emotional interest in these sad soliloquies and questionings

of the poet. Prof. Tayler Lewis (in his additions to Zockler s Commentary) has translated

the poetic portions in Iambic measure, with occasional use of the Choriambus. We trans-

scribe two specimens from chap. vii. and chap. xi. :

Better the honored name than precious oil ;

Better the day of death than that of being born.

* This comparison was made by Rabbi Jonathan on the assumption of the Solomonic authorship of the three works.
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Better to visit sorrow s bouse than seek the banquet hall ;

Since that (reveals) the end of every man,
And he who lives should lay it well to heart.

Better is grief than mirth
;

For in the sadness of the face the heart becometh fair.

The wise man s heart is in the house of mourning
The fool s heart in the house of mirth.

Better to heed the chiding of the wise

Than hear the son.; of fools.

For like the sound of thorn* beneath the pot,

So in the railing laughter of the fool.

This, too, is vanity.

Bejoice, youth, in childhood ; let thy heart

Still cheer thee in the day when thou art strong.

Go on in every way thy will shall choose,

And after every form thine eyes behold ;

But know that for all this thy God will thee to judgment bring.

O, then, turn sorrow from thy soul, keep evil from thy flesh
;

For childhood and the morn of life, they, too, are vanity.

Bemember thy Creator, then, in the days when thou art young;
Before the evil da^ s are come, before the years draw nigh ;

When thou shalt say delight in them is gone.

To didactic poetry belong also the FABLE and the PARABLE. Both are allegories in

the style of history ;
both are conscious fictions for the purpose of instruction, and differ from

the MYTH, which is the unconscious product of the religious imagination. But the fable

rests on admitted impossibilities and introduces irrational creatures to teach maxims of sec

ular prudence and lower, selfish morality ;
while the parable takes its illustrations from

real life, human or animal, with its natural characteristics, and has a much higher moral

and religious aim. It is, therefore, far better adapted, as a medium of instruction, to the

true religion. &quot;The fable seizes on that which man has in common with the creatures be

low him ;
the parable rests on the truth that man is made in the image of God.&quot; The for

mer is only fitted for the instruction of youth, which does not raise the question of veracity ;

the latter is suited to all ages.

There are no fables in the New Testament, and only two in the Old, viz., the fable of

Jotham : the trees choosing their king, Judges ix. 8-15, and the fable of Jehoash : the cedars

of Lebanon and the thistle, 2 Kings xiv. 9, and 2 Chr. xxv. 18. The riddle (parable) of

Ezekiel xvii. 1-10 introduces two eagles as representatives of human characters, but without

ascribing to them human attributes.

The parable occurs 2 Sam. xii. 1 (the poor man s ewe lamb), Isa. v. 1 (the vineyard

yielding wild grapes), also 1 Kings xx. 39
;
xxii. 19 It was cultivated by Hillel, Shammai

and other Jewish rabbis, and appears frequently in the Gemara and Midrash. It is found

in its perfection in the Gospels. The parables of our Lord illustrate the various aspects

of the kingdom of heaven (as those in the Synoptical Gospels), or the personal relation

of Christ to His disciples (as the parable of the good shepherd, and that of the vine and the

branches, in the Gospel^ of John). They conceal and reveal the profoundest ideas in the

simplest and most lucid language. They are at once pure truth and pure poetry. Every
trait is intrinsically possible and borrowed from nature and human life, and yet the compo
sition of the whole is the product of the imagination. The art of illustrative teaching

in parables never rose so high before or since, nor can it ever rise higher.*

?9. PROPHETIC POETRY.

This is peculiar to the Bible and to the religion of revelation. Heathen nations had

their divinations and oracles, but no divinely inspired prophecy. Man may have forebodings

* Ewald (p. 54) says of the parables of Christ :
&quot; Wat hter aus der Memchenwelt erzahlt teird, ist vollkommen wahr, d. i.

den memcJitichen VerJialtnissen vnJlknmmen entsprechend, sndass keiner der es hurt an seinem Dasein zeweifeln iann, und ist den*

noch mtr Bild, nur Lehre, und nicht anderg gemeint. Aber mil der hvchsten Wahrheit der Schilderung dieses menschlichen Lebent

terliintlct sich hier ihre Iwchste Einfalt, Lieblichkeit vnd Volleudmig, vin ihr den unimderstehlichsten Zauber zugeben&quot;
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of the future, and may conjecture what may come to pass under certain conditions
;
but God

only knows the future, and he to whom He chooses to reveal it.

Prophecy is closely allied to poetry. The prophet sees the future as a picture with the

spiritual eye enlightened by the Divine mind, and describes it mostly in more or less poetic

form. Prophetic poetry combines a didactic and an epic element.* It rouses the conscience,

enforces the law of God, and holds up the history of the future, the approaching judgments
and mercies of God for instruction, reproof, comfort and encouragement. Prophecy is too

elevated to descend to ordinary prose, and yet too practical to bind itself to strict rules.

Ezekiel and Daniel, like St. John in the Apocalypse, use prose, but a prose that has all

the effect of poetry. The other prophets employ prose in the narrative and introduc

tory sections, but a rhythmical flow of diction in the prophecies proper, with divisions of

clauses and stanzas, and rise often to the highest majesty and power. The sublime prayer
of Habakkuk (ch. iii.) is a lyric poem and might as well have a place in the Psalter.

The greatest poet among the prophets is Isaiah. He gathers up all the past prophecies

to send them enriched into the future, and combines the deepest prophetic inspiration with

the sublimest and sweetest poetry.f

The earliest specimens of prophetic poetry are the prediction of Noah, Gen. ix. 25-27,

the blessing of Jacob, Gen. xlix., the prophecies of Balaam, Numb, xxiv., and the farewell

blessing of the twelve tribes by Moses, Deut. xxxiii. The golden age of prophetic poetry

began with the decline of lyric poetry, and continued till the extinction of prophecy, warn

ing the people of the approaching judgments of Jehovah, and comforting them in the midst

of their calamities with His promise of a brighter future when the Messiah shall come to

redeem His people and to bless all the nations of the earth.

We select one of the oldest specimens, a part of the remarkable prophecy of Balaam

concerning Israel, which has a melodious lyrical flow (Num. xxrv. 4-10, 17-19) :

He saith who heareth the words of God,

Who seeth the vision of the A mighty,

Falling down, and haviug hia eyes opened :

How goodly are thy tents, Jacob,

Thy tabernacl s, Israel !

As the vallej s are they spread forth,

As gardens by the river side,

As lign nloes which the Lord hath planted,

As cedar trees bes.de the waters.

He shall flow with water from his buckets,

And his seed shall be in many waters,

And his king shall be higher than Agag,

And his kingdom shall be exalted.

God bringeth him forth out of Egypt;

He hath as it were the strength of a buffalo :

He shall eat up the nations his enemies,

And shall break their bones in pieces,

And smite them through with his arrows.

He couched, he lay down as a lion,

And as a lioness
;
who shall stir him up ?

Blessed is he that blesseth thee,

And cursed is he that curseth thee.

* Ewald treats prophecy as a part of didactic poetry.
&quot; Ein reiner DicWer,&quot; he says (p. 61), &quot;fro ursprungVchsten Sinn*

de Wortesist der Prophet nicht : was er aussprickt. soil von vorne an bestimmend, vorschreibend, belehrend auf Andere

Aber sein Wort wiB von der Begeislerung Flagfin getragen von oben herab tre/en, und muss so von vnm an erhaben in gleic

Bote rich bis sum Ende haUen So dragt sich denn dem Proph ten die langst gegebene Dichterweioe unwillkuhrhc,

lich hebt und senkt sich bei ihm der Strom der Kede, nur der Gesang fdllt vor der ungewiihnlichen Hohe und dem Erntte t

Worte leicht von selbsl vieg.&quot;

f Comp. the eloquent description of Isaiah by Ewald in his Die Propheten de&amp;gt; Alton Bundes, Stuttg. 1840, vol. I., p. 1W.
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There shall come forth a Star out of Jacob,

And a Sceptre shall rise out of Israel

And shall smite through the corners of Moab,

And break down all the sons of tumult.

And Edorn shall be a pjssession,

And Seir shall be a possession, his enemies ;

While) Israel doeth valiantly.

And out of Jacob shall he have dominion.

And shall destroy the remnant from the city.

The nearest approach which the prophecy of the Old Testament several hundred years

before Christ made to the very heart of the gospel salvation, is in the fifty-third chapter of

Isaiah :

Who hath believed our report ?

And to whom is the a&amp;gt;mof the Lord revealed?

For He shall grow up before Him as a tender plant,

And as a root out of a dry ground :

He hath no form nor comeliness
;
and when we shall see Him,

There is no beauty that we should desire Him.

He is despised and r jected by men
;

A Man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief:

And we hid as it were our faces from Him,
He was despised and we esteemed Him not.

Surely He hath borne our griefe,

And carried our sorrows :

Yet we did esteem Him stricken,

Smitten of God and afflicted.

But He was wounded for our transgressions,

He was bruised for our iniquities.

The chastisement of our peace was upon Him;
And with His stripes we are healed.

All we like sheep have gone astray ;

We have turned every one to his own way ;

And the Lord hath laid on Him the iniquity of UsalL

He was oppressed, and He was afflicted, ,

Yet He opened not His mouth :

He is brought as a Lamb to the slaughter,

And as a sheep before her shearers is dumb,
So He openeth not His mouth.

He was taken from prison and from judgment:
And who shall declare his generation ?

For He was cut off out of the land of the living:

For the transgression of my people was He stricken.

Aud He made His grave with the wicked,
And with the rich in His death

;

Bscause He had done no violence,

Neither was any deceit in His mouth :

Yet it pleaeed th Lord to bruise Him ;

He hath put Him to grief.

When Thou sbalt make His soul an offering for sin,

He shall see Hi* seed. He shall prolong His days,

And the plsasure of the Lord shall prosper in His hand.

He shall see the travail of His soul, and be satisfied.

By Hi? knowledge shall my righteous servant justify many;
For He shall bear th ir in quities.

Therefore will I divide Him, a portion with the great,

And He shall dm&amp;lt;le the spoil with the strong;
Because He hath poured out His soul unto &amp;lt;*eath:

And He was numbered with the transgressors ;

And He bare the -in of ninny,

And made intercession for the transgressors.

I 10. DRAMATIC POETRY.

Ifwe start with the Greek conception of the drama, there is none in the Bible. But if

we take the word in a wider sense, and apply it to lengthy poetic compositions, unfolding an
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action and introducing a number of speakers or actors, we have two dramas in the Old Testa
ment. The Song of Solomon is a lyric drama or melo-drama

; the Book of Job, a didactic

drama.

The best judges of different ages and churches, as Gregory of Nazianzen, Bossuet, Lowth,
Ewald, Reuan, Stanley, recognize the dramatic element in these two poems, and some have
even gone so far as to suppose that both, or at least the Canticles, were really intended for

the stage.* But there is not the slightest trace of a theatre in the history of Israel before the

age of Herod, who introduced foreign customs ; as there is none at the present day in the

Holy Land, and scarcely among the Mohammedan Arabs, unless we regard the single reciters

of romances (always men or boys) with their changing voice and gestures as dramatic actors.

The modern attempts to introduce theatres in Beirut and Algeria have signally failed.

1. The CANTICLES presents the Hebrew ideal of pure bridal and conjugal love in a series

of monologues and dialogues by different persons : a lover, king Solomon (Shelomoh, the

Peaceful), a maiden named Shulamith, and a chorus of virgins, daughters of Jerusalem.

There are no breaks or titles to indicate the change of scene or speakers, and they can be

recognized only from the sense and the change of gender and number in the personal pro-
nouo. The English version is much obscured by a neglect of the distinction of feminine and
masculine pronouns in the Hebrew.

The poem is full of the fragrance of spring, the beauty of flowers, and the loveliness of

love. How sweet and charming is Solomon s description of spring, ch. ii. 10-14, which a
German poet calls

&quot; a kiss of heaven to earth.&quot;

Eise up, my lore, my fair one, and go forth !

For, lo, the winter is past,

The rain is over, is gone.

The flowers appear on the earth,

The time for the singing of birds is come,
And the voice of the turtle is heard in our land.

The fig-tree spices its green figs,

And the vines with tender blossoms give fragranc*.

Arise, my love, my fair one, and go forth 1

My dove, in the clefts of the rock,

In the recess of the cliffs,

Let me see thy countenance,

Let me hear thy voice
;

For thy voice is sweet,

And thy countenance is comely.

The Song of Solomon canonizes the love of nature, and the love of sex, as the Book of

Esther (where the name of God never occurs) canonizes patriotism or the love of country.

It gives a place in the Book of God to the noblest and strongest passion which the Creator

has planted in man, before the fall, and which reflects His own infinite love to His crea

tures, and the love of Christ to His Church. Procul abeste profani ! The very depth of

perversion to which the passion of love can be degraded, only reveals the height of its origin

and destiny. Love in its primal purity is a &quot;blaze&quot; or &quot;lightning flash from Jehovah&quot;

(Shalhebeth-Jah, ch. viii. 6), and stronger than death, and as it proceeds from God so it re

turns to Him
;
for

&quot; God is love
;
and he that dwelleth in love, dwelleth in God, and God in

him &quot;

(1 John iv. 16).f

Ewald (Die Dichter des A. B., I. 72 sqq.) asserts very positively, but without proof, that dramas were enacted on the
&quot;

of publi ,

development of the drawa among the Hindoos and Greeks, but maintains that the Song of Songs, being a dramatic poem,

must have been represented in private families at marriage feasts.

t That most pure and godly German hymnist Tersteegen, in his sweet hymn :
&quot; Ich bete an die Macht der Liebe,&quot;

trace*

11 true love to Christ as the fountain-head, in these beautiful lines :

Ehr sei dem bohen Jesutnamen,

In dem der Liebe Qitell entspringt,

Von dtm hifr alle BitMein ktimen,

Aus dem der Sel gen Schaar dort trinkt.
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Aa to the artistic arrangement or the number of acts and cantos in each act of this melo

drama of Love there is considerable difference among commentators. Some divide it into

five acts, according to the usual arrangement of dramas (Ewald, Bbttcher, Zdckler, Moody
Stuart, Davidson, Ginsburg), some into six (Delitzsch, Hahn), some into seven, correspond

ing to the seven days of the Jewish marriage festival for which the successive portions of the

poem are supposed to have been intended to be sung (Bossuet, Percy, Williams). Ewald

subdivides the five acts into thirteen, Renan into sixteen, others into more or less cantos. On
the other hand Thrupp and Green give up the idea of a formal artistic construction, such as

the Indo-European conception of a drama would require, and substitute for it a looser me
thod of arrangement or aggregation with abrupt transitions and sudden changes of scene.

All the parts are variations of the same theme,
&quot; the love of king Solomon and his bride, the

image of a divine and spiritual love.&quot; Those who regard the poem as an idyl rather tnan a

drama (Sir William Jones, Good, Fry, Noyes, Herbst, Heiligstedt) divide it into a series of

songs, but likewise differ as to the number and the pauses.

This is not the place to enter into the wilderness of interpretations of this wonderful and

much abused Song, which are fully discussed in this Commentary by Drs. Zdckler and Green.

But I must protest against the profane, or exclusively erotic interpretation which in various

contradictory shapes has of late become so fashionable among scholars, and which makes the

position of this book in the canon an inexplicable enigma. I add the judicious remarks

of Dr. Angus on the subject.*
&quot; Much of the language of this poem has been misunderstood

by early expositors. Some have erred by adopting a fanciful method of explanation, and

attempting to give a mystical meaning to every minute circumstance of the allegory. In all

figurative representations there is always much that is mere costume. It is the general truth

only that is to be examined and explained. Others, not understanding the spirit and luxu-

riancy of eastern poetry, have considered particular passages as defective in delicacy, an im

pression which the English version has needlessly confirmed, and so have objected to the

whole, though the objection does not apply with greater force to this book than to Hesiod

and Homer, or even to some of the purest of our own authors. If it be remembered, that the

figure employed in this allegory is one of the most frequent in Scripture, that in extant ori

ental poems it is constantly employed to express religious feeling, that many expressions
which are applied in our translation to the person, belong properly to the dress, that every

generation has its own notions of delicacy (the most delicate in this sense being by no means

the most virtuous), that nothing is described but chaste affection, that Shulamith speaks and

is spoken of collectively, and that it is the general truth only which is to be allegorized, the

whole will appear to be no unfit representation of the union between Christ and true believers

in every age. Properly understood, this portion of Scripture will minister to our holiness.

It may be added, however, that it was the practice of the Jews to withhold the book from

their children till their judgments were matured.&quot; The most recent commentator, too, justly

remarks :f
&quot; Shall we then regard it as a mere fancy, which for so many ages past has been

wont to find in the pictures and melodies of the Song of Songs types and echoes of the act

ings and emotions of the highest Love, of Love Divine, in its relations to Humanity ; which,
if dimly discerned through their aid by the Synagogue, have been amply revealed in the

gospel to the Church ? Shall we not still claim to trace in the noble and gentle history thus

presented foreshadowings of the infinite condescensions of Incarnate Love ? that Love which,
first stooping in human form to visit us in our low estate in order to seek out and win its

object (Ps. cxxxvi. 23), and then raising along with itself a sanctified Humanity to the Hea

venly Places (Eph. ii. 6), is finally awaiting there an invitation from the mystic Bride, to

return to earth once more and seal the union for eternity (Rev. xxii. 17) ?

2. The Book of JOB is a didactic drama, with an epic introduction and close. The pro

logue (chs. i. and ii.) and the epilogue (ch xlii. 7-17) are written in plain prose, the body of

the poem in poetry. It has been called the Hebrew tragedy, but differing from other trage-

* Bible Handbook, Lond. ed., p. 449.

t KingBbury, in the &quot;

Speaker s Commentary
&quot;

(vol. IV., p. 673).
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dies by its happy termination. We better call it a dramatic theodicy. It wrestles with the

perplexing problem of ages, viz., the true meaning and object of evil and suffering in the

world under the government of a holy, wise and merciful God. The dramatic form shows
itself in the symmetrical arrangement, the introduction of several speakers, the action, or

rather the suffering of the hero, the growing passion and conflict, the secret crime supposed
to underlie his misfortune, and the awful mystery in the background. But there is little

external action (6pa/j.a) in it, and this is almost confined to the prologue and epilogue. In
stead of it we have here an intellectual battle of the deepest moral import, mind grappling
with mind on the most serious problems which can challenge our attention. The outward

drapery only is dramatic, the soul and substance of the poem is didactic, with all the Hebrew
ideas of Divine Providence, which differ from the Greek notion of blind Fate as the light of

day differs from midnight. It is intended for the study, not for the stage.*

The book opens, like a Greek drama, with a prologue, which introduces the reader into

the situation, and makes him acquainted with the character, the prosperous condition, the

terrible misfortunes, and the exemplary patience of the hero. Even God, and His great an

tagonist, Satan, who appears, however, in heaven as a servant of God, are drawn into the

scenery, and a previous arrangement in the Divine counsel precedes and determines the sub

sequent transaction. History on earth is thus viewed as an execution of the decrees of hea

ven, and as controlled throughout by supernatural forces. But we have here the unsearch

able wisdom of the Almighty Maker and Ruler of men, not the dark impersonal Fate of the

heathen tragedy. This grand feature of Job has been admirably imitated by Gothe in the

prologue of his Faust.

The action itself commences after seven days and seven nights of most eloquent silence.

The grief over the misfortunes which, like a succession of whirlwinds, had suddenly hurled

the patriarchal prince from the summit of prosperity to the lowest depths of misery, culmi

nating in the most loathsome disease, and intensified by the heartless sneers of his wife, at

last bursts forth in a passionate monologue of Job, cursing the day of his birth. Then fol

lows the metaphysical conflict with his friends, Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar, who now turn

to enemies, and &quot; miserable comforters,&quot;
&quot;

forgers of lies, and botchers of vanities.&quot; The
debate has three acts, with an increasing entanglement, and every act consists of three as

saults of the false friends, and as many defences of Job (with the exception that in the third

and last battle Zophar retires and Job alone speaks).f The poem reaches its height in the

triumphant assertion of faith in his Redeemer (ch. xix. 25-27), by which &quot; the patriarch of

Uz rises to a level with the patriarch of Ur as a pattern of faith.&quot;J After a closing monologue
of Job, expressing fully his feelings and thoughts in view of the past controversy, the youthful

Elihu, who had silently ] istened, comes forward, and in three speeches administered deserved re

buke to both parties, with as little mercy for Job as for his friends, but with a better philosophy

of suffering, whose object he represents to be correction and reformation, the reproof of arro

gance and the exercise of humility and faith. He begins the disentanglement of the problem
and makes the transition to the final decision. At last God Himself, to whom Job had ap

pealed, appears as the Judge of the controversy, and Job humbly submits to His infinite

power and wisdom, and penitently confesses his sin and folly. This is the internal solution

of the mighty problem, if solution it can be called.

A brief epilogue relates the historical issue, the restoration and increased prosperity of

Job after this severest trial of his faith, and patient submission to God.

To the external order corresponds the internal dialectic development in the warlike mo

tion of conflicting sentiments and growing passions. The first act of the debate shows yet a

* W. A. Wright (in W. Smith s Dictionary of the Bible, III. 2553) says of the Book of Job :

&quot; Inasmuch as it represents

an action and a progress, it is a drama as truly and really as any poem can be which develops the working of passion and

the alternations of faith, hope, distrust, triumphant confidence, and black despair, in the struggle which it depicts the hu

man mind as engaged in, while attempting to solve one of the mist intricate problems it can be called upon to regard. I

is a drama as Ufa is a drama, the most powerful of all tragedies ;
but that it is a dramatic poem intended to be represented

pon the stage, or capable of being so represented, may be confidently denied.&quot;

t The significance of the ruling number three reminds one of the trilogies in Dante s Divina Comedia.

% See a fine exposition of this passage in Dr. Green s Argument of the Book of Job Unfolded, New York, 1874, pp.lSlsqq.
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I

tolerable amount of friendly feeling on both sides. In the second the passion is much in

creased, and the charges of the opponents against Job made severer. In the last debate

Eliphaz, the leader of the rest, proceeds to the open accusation of heavy crimes against the

sufferer with an admonition to repent and to convert himself to God. Job, after repeated

declarations of his innocence and vain attempts at convincing his opponents, appeals at last

to God as his Judge. God appears, convinces him, by several questions on the mysteries of

nature, of his ignorance, and brings him to complete submission under the infinite power
and wisdom of the Almighty, chap. xlii. 2-6.

I know that Thou canst do all things ;

And no thought can be withheld from Thee.

Who is this that hideth counsel without knowledge?
I have then uttered what I understand not.

But hear me now, and let me speak ;

Thee will I ask, and do Thou teach me.

I have heard of Thee hy the hearing of the ear
;

But now mine eyes behold Thee.

Therefore I abhor it (I recant),*

And repent in dust and ashes.

The Book of Job, considering its antiquity and artistic perfection, rises like a pyramid
in the history of literature, without a predecessor and without a rival.

I 11. POETIC DICTION.

The language of Hebrew as well as of all other poetry, is, in one respect, more free, in

other respects more bound, than the language of prose. It is the language of imagination
and feeling, as distinct from the language of sober reflection and judgment. It is controlled

by the idea of beauty and harmony. It is the speech of the Sabbath-day. It soars above

what is ordinary and common. It is vivid, copious, elevated, sonorous, striking, impressive.

To this end the poet has more license than the prose-writer ; while, on the other hand, it im

poses on him certain restraints of versification to secure greater aesthetic effect. He is per
mitted to use words which are uncommon or obsolete, but which, for this very reason, strike

the attention and excite the emotion. He may also use ordinary words in an extraordinary
sense. The licenses of the Hebrew poets are found in the following particulars :

1. Archaic forms and peculiar words, some of Aramaic or even a prior Shemitic dialect:

Eloah for Elohim (God), enosh for adam (man), orach for derech (path), havah for haiah (to

be), millah for dabar (word), paal for asah (to do), katal for razah (to kill). Sometimes they
are accumulated for poetic effect,f

2. Common words in an uncommon sense : Joseph for the nation of Israel
; adjectives

for substantive objects, as the hot for the sun, the white for the moon (Cant. vi. 10),

the strong for a bull (Ps. 1. 13), the flowing for streams (Isa. xliv. 3).

3. Peculiar grammatical forms, or additional syllables, which give the word more sound
and harmony, or an air of antiquity ;

as the paragogic ah (H )
affixed to nouns in the abso

lute state, o
( !-), and i (V) affixed to nouns in the construct state

;
the feminine termina

tion ath (for the ordinary ah) ; the plural ending in and ai (for im) ; the verbal suffixes mo,

amo, and emo ; the pronominal suffixes to nouns and prepositions amo (for am], and ehu

(for an) ; also lengthened vowel forms of pronouns and prepositions lamo (for lo or lahem),

lemo (for S), bemo (for 3), kemo (for 3), eleh (for SK), adai (for Tg).

* D8OK (from QXD to reject, to despise, to abhor), without the pronominal object, which is either the person of Job

(Sept. tfj-avTov ; Vulg. me E. V., myself ; Luther, mich), or his argument, his foolish wisdom (Aben Ezra : quicquid antea in te

turn temere loquutua tt imperite). Ewald translates indefinitely : Drum widerrufe ich und iibe Reue ; Similarly Zockler : Durum

vriderrufe ich und thue Busse.

t So in the highly poetic Ps. viii. 8 we have zoneh (sheep) for the prosaic
&quot;|N

&amp;gt; alaphim (oxen) for 1DJ3, tadai (field) for

i
and bahamoth sadai (beasts of the field) instead of
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12. VERSIFICATION. PARALLELISM OF MEMBERS.

Hebrew poetry has a certain rhythmical flow, a rise and fall (arsis and thesis), versicular

and strophic divisions, also occasional alliterations and rhymes, and especially a correspond
ence of clauses called parallelism, but no regular system of versification, as we understand it.

It is not fettered by mechanical and uniform laws, it does not rest on quantity or syllabic
measure, there is no equal number of syllables in each line or verse, nor of lines in each
stanza or strophe. It is a poetry of sense rather than sound, and the thought is lord over
the outward form. It differs in this respect from classical, modern, and also from later He
brew poetry.*

This freedom and elasticity of Hebrew poetry gives it, for purposes of translation, a great

advantage above ancient and modern poetry, and subserves the universal mission of the

Bible, as the book of faith and spiritual life for all nations and in all languages. A more ar

tificial and symmetrical structure would make a translation a most difficult task, and either

render it dull and prosy, by a faithful adherence to the sense, or too free and loose, by an
imitation of the artistic form. Besides it would introduce confusion among the translations

of different Christian nations. The Iliad of Homer, the Odes of Horace, Dante s Divina

Comedia, Petrarca s Sonnets, Milton s Paradise Lost, Gothe s Faust, could not be translated

in prose without losing their poetic charm, yea, their very soul. They must be freely

reproduced in poetic form, and this can only be done by a poetic genius, and with more or

less departure from the original. But the Psalms, the Book of Job, and Isaiah can be trans

ferred by a good and devout scholar, in form as well as in substance, into any language,
without sacrificing their beauty, sublimity, force, and rhythm. The Latin, English, and

German Psalters are as poetic as the Hebrew, and yet agree with it and among themselves.

It is impossible not to see here the hand of Providence, which made the word of truth acces

sible to all.

The few acrostic or alphabetical poems can hardly be called an exception, viz., Pss. xxv.,

xxxiv., xxxvii., cxi., cxii., cxix. and cxlv., the Lamentations, and the last chapter of Proverbs

(xxxi. 10 sqq.). For the alphabetical order is purely external and mechanical, and at best

only an aid to the memory. Pss. cxi. and cxii. are the simplest examples of this class; each

contains twenty-two lines, according to the number of the Hebrew alphabet, and the succes

sive lines begin with the letters in their regular order. Ps. cxix. consists of twenty-two

strophes, corresponding to the number of Hebrew letters
;
each strophe begins with the let

ter of the alphabet, and has eight parallelisms of two lines each, and the first line of each

parallelism begins with the initial letter of the strophe. The remaining four acrostic Psalms

are not so perfect in arrangement.

Many attempts have been made by Jewish and Christian scholars to reduce the form of

Hebrew poetry to a regular system, but they have failed. Josephus says that the Song
of Moses at the Red Sea was composed in the hexameter measure, and the Psalms in tri

meters, pentameters and other metres. But he and Philo were anxious to show that the poets

of their nation anticipated the Greek poets even in the art of versification. Jerome, the

most learned among the Fathers (appealing to Philo, Josephus, Origen, and Eusebius

for proof), asserts that the Psalter, the Lamentations, Job and almost all the poems of the

Bible are composed in hexameters and pentameters, with dactyls and spondees, or in other

regular metres, like the classic poems, and points also to the alphabetical arrangement of Pss.

cxi., cxii., cxix., cxlv., and the Lamentations. Among later scholars some deny all metrical

laws in Hebrew poetry (Joseph Scaliger, Richard Simon) ;
others maintain the rhythm with-

* Delitzsch (Com. on the Pialms, Leipz., 1867, p. 17) says :
&quot; Die althrbriii*ch&amp;lt;! Poeiie hat weder Reim nnch Mrtrvm, wrlche

brick erst im 7 Jahr. n. Chr. von derjud. Potsie angeeignel mtrden.&quot; But afterwards he qualifies this remark and admits that

the beginnings of rhyme and motre are found in the poetry of the O. T., so that there la an element of troth in the assertion

of Philo, Josephus, Eueebius and Jerome, who find there the Greek and limn-in metres. Ewald (1. c., p. 104) denies the ex

istence of rhyme in Hebrew poetry ; yet the occasional rhymes and alliterations in the song of Lamecb, the song of Moses,

the song of Deborah, etc., can hardly be merely accidental.

a
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out metre* (Gerhard Vossius); others both rhythm and metre (Gomarus, Buxtorf, Hottin-

ger) ;
others a full system of versification, though differing much in detail {Meibomius,

Hare, Anton, Lautwein, Bellermann) ;
while still others, believing in the existence of such

a system, in whole or in part, think it impossible to recover it (Carpzov, Lowth, Jahn, to

some extent also Herder and Wright). Ewald discusses at great length the Hebrew rhythm,
verses and strophes, also Hebrew song and music, without making the matter very clear.

Merx finds in the Book of Job a regular syllabic and strophic structure, eight syllables in each

stich or line, and an equal number of stichs in each strophe, but he is obliged to resort to ar

bitrary conjectures of lacunae or interpolations in the uiasoretic text.

The conceded and most marked feature of Bible poetry is the parallelism of members,

so-called.f It consists in a certain rhythmical and musical correspondence of two or more

sentences of similar or opposite meaning, and serves by a felicitious variation to give full

expression and harmony to the thought. The parallel members complete or illustrate each

other, and produce a music of vowels and consonants. Paralellism reflects the play of human

feeling, and supplies the place of regular metre and rhyme in a way that is easily understood

and remembered, and can be easily reproduced in every language. Ewald happily compares
it to &quot;the rapid stroke as of alternate wings,&quot; and &quot;the heaving and sinking as of the

troubled heart.&quot;

There are different forms of parallelism, according to the nature of the internal relation

of the members. The correspondence may be either one of harmony, or one of contrast, or

one of progressive thought, or one simply of comparison, or of symmetrical structure. Since

Lowth, it has become customary to distinguish three classes of parallelisms : synonymous, an

tithetic, and synthetic or constructive. The majority belong to the third class, and even those

which are usually counted as synonymous, show more or less progress of thought, and might
as well be assigned to the third class. A large number of parallelisms cannot be brought
under either class.

1. SYNONYMOUS parallelism expresses the same idea in different but equivalent words,
as in the following examples :

Ps. vin. 4. What is man that Thou art mindful of him?
And the son nf 111:111 that Thou visit est him?

Ps. XIX. 1, 2. The heavens declare the glory of God :

And the firmament showeth His handiwork.

Day unto day uttereth speech :

And night unto night proclaimeth knowledge.

PB. cm. 1. Bless the Lord, my soul :

And all that is within me, bless His holy name.

These are parallel couplets ;
but there are also parallel triplets, as in Ps. i. 1 :

Blesed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly :

Nor standeth in the way of sinners,

Nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful.

Similar triplets occur in Job iii. 4, 6, 9
;
Tsa. ix. 20.

Parallel quatrains are less frequent, as in Ps. ciii. 11, 12, where the first member corre

sponds to the third, and the second to the fourth :

* All metre is rhythm, but not all rhythm is metre, as Augustine says (De musica).

f Lowth is the author of a more fully developed system of parallelism and its various forms. But the thing itself was

known before under different names. Aben Ezra calls it duplicatio (VlflD), Kimchi: duplicatio sentenlix verbis variatis.

Se Delitzsch, 1. c. p. 18. Rabbi Azariah, and especially Schottgen (Horse. Hebraicx, Vol. 1. 1249-1263), as quoted by Prof.

&quot;Wright (Smith s Diet, of the Bible, III. 2557), seem to have anticipated the main features of Lowth s system. Parallelligm

if also found among o her Shemitic nations, in Old Egyptian poetry, and among the Chinese.
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For as the heavens are high above the earth,
So great is His mercy towards them that fear Him.

So far as the East is from the West,
So far has He removed our transgressions from Him.

When the two members are precisely the same in word and sense, they are called identic

parallelism ;
but there are no cases of mere repetition, unless it be for the sake of emphasis,

as in Isa. xv. 1
;
Ps. xciv. 1, 3.

2. ANTITHETIC parallelism expresses a contrast or antithesis in sentiment:

Ps. I. 6. For the Lord knoweth the way of the righteous :

But the way of the ungodly shall perish.

Ps. xxxvil. 9. Kvil-doers shall be cut off :

But those that wait upon the Lord, they shall inherit the earth.

PROV. x. 7. The memory of the just is a blessing ;

But the name of the wicked shall rot.

PROV. xil. 10. A righteous man regardeth the life of his beast,
But the tender mercies of the wicked are cruel.

Hos. xiv. 9. The ways of the Lord are right, and the just shall walk in them ;

But the transgressors shall fall therein.

3. SYNTHETIC or CONSTRUCTIVE parallelism. Here the construction is similar in form,
without a precise correspondence in sentiment and word as equivalent or opposite, but with
a gradation or progress of thought, as in Ps. xix. 7-11

; cxlviii. 7-13
; Isa. xiv. 4-9. We quote

the first :

The law of Jehovah is perfect, converting the soul :

The testimony of Jehovah is sure, making wise the simple.
The statutes of Jehovah are right, rejoicing the heart:

The commandment of Jehovah is pure, enlightening the eyes.

The fear of Jehovah is clean, enduring forever:

The judgments of Jehovah are truth, they are righteous altogether.
More to be desired are they than gold, and much fine gold:
And sweeter than honey, and the

h&amp;lt;yiey comb.

Moreover, by them is thy servant warned :

In keeping of them there is great reward.

To these three kinds of parallelism Jebb (Sacred Literature) adds a fourth, which he

calls introverted parallelism, where the first line corresponds to the last (fourth), and the se

cond to the penultimate (third), as in Prov. xxiii. 15, 16. De Wette distinguishes four,

slightly differing from Lowth, Delitzsch six or eight forms of parallelism, as we have

already seen in the remarks on the Proverbs.

The pause in the progress of thought determines the division of lines and verses. He
brew poetry always adapts the poetic structure to the sense. Hence there is no monotony,
but a beautiful variety and alternation of different forms. Sometimes the parallelism con

sists simply in the rhythmical correspondence of sentences or clauses, without repetition or

contrast, or in carrying forward a line of thought in sentences of nearly equal length, as in

Psalm cxv. 1-8.

Not unto us, Jehovah, not unto us,

But unto Thy name give glory,

For Thy mercy,

For Thy truth s sake.

Wherefore should the heathen say,
&quot; Where is now their God ?&quot;

But our God is in the heavens
;

All that He pleased He has done.

Their idols are silver and gold,

The work of the hands oi men.

A mouth have they, but they speak not;

Eyes have they, but they see not ;
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Ears have they, but they hear uot
;

Noses have they, but they smell not;

Hands have they, but they handle not
;

Feet have they, but they walk not ;

Tbey make no sound in their throat.

Like them are they that made them,
All that trust in them.

This looser kind of parallelism or rhythmical correspondence and symmetrical construe

tion of sentences, characterizes also much of the Hebrew prose, aud is continued in the New

Testament, e. g., in the Sermon on the Mount (especially the Beatitudes), in the Prologue of

John, in Rom. v. 12 sqq. ;
viii. 28 sqq. ;

2 Cor. xiii. 1 sqq. ;
1 Tim. iii. 16

;
2 Tim. ii. 11, and

other passages which we are accustomed to read as prose, but which even in form are equal
to the best poetry gems in beautiful setting, apples of gold in pictures of silver.
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THEISM
OP

THE BOOK OF JOB,

ITS GRANDEUR AND PURITY.

Among all writings, inspired or uninspired, the Book of Job stands preeminent for its

lofty representations of the pure moral personality, the holiness, the unchallengeable justice,

the wisdom, the Omnipotence, the absolute Sovereignty of God. Whatever may be said of its

obscurities and difficulties in other respects, in the splendor of its theism it is unsurpassed.

Whether we take the earlier or the later date that has been assigned to it, the wonder is still

the same.
&quot; Crude theistic conceptions

&quot; have been charged upon the whole Old Testament,

surpassing, in some respects, those of surrounding nations, yet still characteristic of the infancy

of the race and the infancy of science. The Book of Job refutes this. Our best modern theo

logy, in its most approved and philosophical symbols, may be challenged to produce any thing

surpassing the representations which this ancient writing gives us of God as
&quot; a Spirit, infi

nite, eternal and unchangeable in His being, power, holiness, justice, goodness and truth.&quot;

Nothing approaches its ideal of the ineffable purity of the divine character, before which the

heavens veil their brightness, and the loftiest intelligences are represented as comparatively

unholy and impure. God the Absolute, the Infinite, the Unconditioned, the Unknowable,
these are the terms by which our most pretentious philosophizing would characterize Deity as

something altogether beyond the ordinary theological conception. But even here this old

Book of Job surpasses them in setting forth the transcending glory, the ineffable height, the

measureless profundity of the Eternal. How much stronger the intellectual and moral im

pression of this, as derived from the vivid metaphors of Zophar, than any thing that comes to

us from the negatives of Sir William Hamilton, or from any such powerless abstractions as

philosophy is compelled to employ: &quot;Canst thou explore the deep things of God? Canst

thou find out the Almighty in His perfection? Higher than Heaven, what canst thou do?

Deeper than Hades, what canst thou know ? Longer than the earth
;
broader than the sea

;&quot;

excelling all height, going beneath all depth, extending beyond all space ;
infinite in its un-

searchableness, yet never dissociated from the idea of a personal Divine presence more won

drous in its nearness than in any conception we can form of its immensity.

CONTRAST BETWEEN THIS EXALTED THEISM AND THE DIM ACCOMPANYING VIEW OF A
FUTURE LIFE.

In connection with such a sublime theism, there is to be noted another fact, worthy of

attention in itself, but more especially in its bearing on the first and greater aspect of the

Book. This exalted idea of God is almost wholly separated from any dogmatic view of a fu

ture life for man, although it most distinctly recognizes what has ever been regarded as having
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a close connection with this latter doctrine, namely, a spiritual world inhabited by superhu
man beings, good and bad, among whom a conspicuous place is held by those who are called

DTT7N J3, or
&quot; Sons of God.&quot; The idea of another side of human existence, of some state

beyond, whether in Sheol, or after the dominion of Sheol, cannot, indeed, be said to be wholly

wanting. It gleams upon us from certain passages, but as something repressed rather than as

intended to be prominently revealed. It is kept back
;
a veil seems thrown over it

;
it is si

lenced, as it were, even in places where it would appear to be almost breaking through, and

struggling to manifest itself in circumstances most adapted to call out its utterance. This is

a remarkable feature of the Book, very suggestive in respect to its purpose, its problem, as

some would call it, or, to speak more correctly, the lesson it truly teaches, whatever may be

said as to its artistic design.

The Foundations of Religious Belief.

Two tenets are commonly regarded as fundamental in religion, as indispensable, in

fact, whatever else may be received or rejected. These are, 1st, the belief in a personal God

having moral relations to a world of rational beings, a Ruler, Lawgiver and Judge, instead of

a mere physical Creator
; 2d, the belief in a future state for man, or of some higher life, how

ever conceived, which shall give dignity to that relation, or make man a fit subject of a divine

moral government appealing to the highest motives, and the most transcending reasons that

can influence one appointed to such a destiny. They are the two necessary articles in every

system of theology. Piety cannot exist without them. So it seems to us in the present age
of the world. We find it difficult to think of religion as separate from some very clear and

decided belief in another state of existence. And yet it has not always been so. Nothing is

more certain than that, in the early days of the human world, this second article which, in

certain kinds of modern religionism, seems to usurp the first place, to be the great dogma, in

fact, giving its chief importance to the other, did certainly hold a very subordinate rank in the

mind s conceptions. If it existed at all, its form was most shadowy and indefinite. It was a

feeling rather than a dogma having any defining limits in respect to any conceived time, state,

or locality. And yet there was a strong sense of a high moral relation between man and

God, a relation somehow eternal, though one of the parties was mainly thought of as finite,

earthly, and mortal.

The Exalted Piety of the Patriarchal Life as compared with the Scantiness of its Greed.

Connected with this scanty creed, or rather with this wholly deficient creed, as we would

deem it, there was an exalted piety, a rapt contemplation described as a
&quot;

walking with God,&quot;

an adoring view of the divine holiness, an ecstatic longing for the blessedness of the divine

communion. Strange as this may seem, it cannot be denied whilst we have before us the

history of those early patriarchs who appeared ever to live as in the presence of God, and to

whose earthly existence this feeling gave such an unearthly aspect, though knowing nothing,

seemingly, of any state beyond.

Difference between it and Modern Religionism.

It is difficult for us to conceive how it could have been so. Nothing of the kind is seen

or known in our modern world. The creed of the materialist, or of the mortal Deist, as he ia

called, would seem outwardly to present but little difference from that of the patriarch in re

gard to this item of a future life, but how utterly does it repel every idea of such an exalted

piety, such an adoring theism, as characterized these men who called their earthly stage a

pilgrimage, but who knew not whither it tended, or what was its meaning, except that it was

assigned to them by God. We never find such a belief now, or rather such an absence of be

lief, separated from some form of sheer worldliness, sensuality, animalism, ambition, utter

selfishness in some aspect, vulgar or refined, ever characterized by indifference to all re

ligious thought, and wholly wanting in adoration or reverence for God, though theoretically

believed.



CONTRAST BETWEEN THIS EXALTED THEISM AND THE FUTURE LIFE.

Earliest Ideas of Death and of Continued Being.

It is not easy for us now to enter into the mind of the early men, and to understand

precisely what view they took of the strange phenomenon of death, or what conception they
formed of any possible after being. It was a cessation of visible activity, but we are not war
ranted in supposing that they regarded it as extinction, on the one hand, or that they formed

any idea of something separating, going off, and continuing as a distinct immaterial exist

ence, on the other. It was a great mystery in respect to which nothing had been told them,

except that it was a condition into which men entered on account of sin. It was the beginning
of something, so far as the mere act of dying or the cessation of activity was concerned, but

they had nothing to warrant them in regarding it as an end of being. It was not annihi

lation. They had no such word or figure no such conception to be expressed by it. It was

a state, a state of being, instead of a ceasing to be. It was a penal state, and the first dawning
of a better hope and of a more distinct idea must have arisen from the strong desire of deli

verance from it as from a darkness and a prison, which, although they may have interrupted

their conscious active powers, did not destroy their personal identity. It was a state strange
and indescribable inconceivable, we may also say yet held, nevertheless, as a fact of which

they could give no account. The body lies motionless before them. They see it beginning
to undergo a fearful change. As far as sense is concerned, every thing seems at an end

; and

yet they continue to speak of the dead man as one who somehow yet is. He has yet relations

to God and to the living. He is not all gone. His &quot; blood cries from the ground.&quot; God
has yet a care for him, and makes inquisition for him, as a yet remaining entity having rights

and wrongs. Such language may have become mere empty figures as used now
;
but it could

not well have become so in the early day ;
it meant something. They are gone from the con

gregation of the active livingj but they are gathered into another into a community ot beings
in a similar strange condition. Especially is this thought and said of the pious :

&quot;

They are

gathered to the fathers,&quot; &quot;gathered to their people&quot; The earthly living go to them
; they

come not back to us (Gen. xxxvii. 36). This is before any pictures of locality have been

formed. Even those exceedingly dim conceptions first embodied in such words as Sheol and
Hades had not yet assumed a rudimentary distinctness. The subterranean imagery had not

yet grown out of the forms of burial. Still, even before all this, there was the feeling, the

sentiment, of something in man, or belonging to man, that did not perish ;
and that, because

of his vital moral relation to the ever Living God. &quot; Because He lived,&quot; therefore, in some

way they knew not how, and on some ground they did not understand, &quot;they should live also.&quot;

Hence that early Hebrew oath, which afterwards became so frequent, &quot;IP3J
TN HUT

Tl,
&quot;

as

the Lord liveth and as thy soul liveth.&quot; Surely there was meaning in all this
;

it was not

mere verbiage. From this arose that kind of language which, as we learn from 2 Sam. xxv.

29, afterward pervaded the common Jewish speech. Thus Abigail uses it to David as a sort

of habitual or proverbial utterance of the formal religionism ;
&quot; The soul of my lord bound up

in the bundle of life,
D&quot;nn inv, with the Lord thy God.&quot; Compare also Ps. xxxvi. 10:

&quot; For with thee is the fountain of life,
0&quot;nn

&quot;npD,
in thy light do we see

light.&quot; There is

here
&quot;

the power of an endless
life,&quot;

even though time conception and local scenery be wholly
absent. It is astonishing that some of our most learned and most acute commentators see so

little in such remarkable language, whilst so keen to find meaning in the common-place

ethics, or mystical rhapsodies of Zoroastrian, Brahminic, or Confucian writings.

Pilgrims and Sojourners. The Covenant Idea.

This absence of local conception, and of forms of expression for it, should not lead us to

imagine a complete destitution of the idea, or of the feeling, as we may rather call it. They
were &quot;

strangers and pilgrims upon earth&quot; (i-tvot, napEmtirinot, &quot;}J), way-farers ; &quot;and they

that say such things make it clear (k^avit^ovaiv} that they seek a country.&quot; At the command

of God, it is said, they went out from their native land,
&quot; not knowing whither they went

;&quot;

and the same may be said of their apparent departure from the earthly state of being : They
went down to Sheol, not knowing whither they went, yet firmly trusting God, who had made
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a &quot; covenant with them well ordered in all things and sure.&quot; Hence the great significance

t)f this covenant idea which forms so peculiar a feature of the Old Testament, and especially

of the patriarchal, economy. God does not deal with them as He does with nature. He
raises them above the plane of an arbitrarily imposed and an involuntarily accepted law. He
stipulates with man, he proposes terms to him, as one rational mind to another. But such a

transaction implies a greater being in the party thus treated than the transient earthly life.

God deals not thus with creatures of a day.
&quot; He is not the God of the dead, but of the

living.&quot; It is our Saviour s argument with the Sadducees, most rational, most Scriptural, and

most conclusive, though some of the Rationalists have not hesitated to characterize it as a

force upon the text quoted, and an evasion of the difficulty presented.

&quot;THE POWER OF AN ENDLESS LIFE.&quot;

It cannot be denied that there may be a feeling, a sentiment, an influence, call it what

we will, that may have an immense power over the soul, giving it a most peculiar character,

and yet wholly undefined in the forms either of thought or of language. It may be the con

sciousness of some greater being, strongly felt, yet without any conceived accompaniments
of time, state, and locality. It is that mysterious idea which characterized the priesthood

of Melchizedeck, and which the Apostle calls
&quot; the power of an endless

life,&quot; tivva/uv faw
aKa.TaA.vTov (Heb. vii. 16), of an indissoluble, unbroken being. It is a power truly instead

of a bare dogmatic idea, and yet indissolubly connected with that other and higher idea of the

eternal God, with its awful moral relations to the human soul.

It demands a Pure Theismfirst as the Ground of all other Religious Ideas.

Thus it is that these two great articles of religion, though inseparably connected in their

essence, stand to each other in a causal relation of birth and development. The second, so far

as respects its definiteness of conception, was to grow out of the first, and find in it its security

against all perversion. To this end the first was to be clearly established, and to have the

dominion of the soul, before the second assumed such form as might make it, in any degree,

really or seemingly, independent of it. The clear acknowledgment of God as a moral Go

vernor, whatever might become of man, or whatever might be thought of the duration or the

importance of his being, this was to be first, not only for its own sake as intrinsically greater

than any other idea, but also on account of the second itself, as being a dogma, which, with

out such clear recognition of the greater dogma, might become vain, imaginative, grotesque,

bringing in all kinds of monstrous chimeras on the one hand, or of pretty sentimentalities on

the other, and, in either way, wholly losing all moral power.

Doctrine of a Future Life developed from it.

From the doctrine of the being, personality, moral government, and moral sovereignty
of God, were to grow out all other religious ideas. Under the divine direction of human

history, and especially of the people who were chosen to be keepers of truth for the world,

their development in the soul was to be their revelation. The Scriptures are the record of

this revelation, made by divinely chosen and divinely guided instruments
;
or rather it is the

record of the circumstances and events, natural or supernatural, common or extraordinary, in

which, under the divine control, these developments had their origin and growth. Thus the

idea of retribution was born in the sharp human conviction of something due to great crime

awakening also the thought that there might be a heinousness in such crimes, and even in

what were regarded as common sins, far beyond that ordinary estimate which might itself

have fallen with fallen beings. In the murderer s conscience was born essentially the idea

of Hell before any Hadean penalty was conceived of, either as to mode or locality. So the

acknowledged relation of God as Moral Governor, as Redeeming Angel, as Covenant Friend,
must have produced in the souls of the pious a feeling that becomes the preparation on which
the idea of a blessed future being was, in time, firmly and definitely to rest. In such an ac

knowledged relationship there was this
&quot;

power of an endless
life,&quot;

of infinite being, as the
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gerin of every idea that might afterwards be held in respect to the human destiny or the
human soteriology.

The Hebrew Despondency more spiritual than any Heathen Confidence. Anacreon and David.
Farewell to the World Farewell to the Idea of God.

This appears even in their despondency, or their moments of apparent skepticism. There
is really something more spiritual in the seeming despair, even, than in many a belief that

might be regarded as greatly surpassing in dogmatic statement or conceptive clearness. To
the worldly mind, with a dim hope of futurity, or even with one possessing some degree
of distinctness, yet without moral power, the agonizing thought in view of death is the leaving
behind this fair earth, with its prospects of pleasure or of ambition. See how it meets us

in the heathen gnomic poetry, in the Greek monumental verses, and in the Choral odes of the

Dramatists. Very affecting are such representations, as they may be all summed up some
times in that touching expression so common in Homer : bpav &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;dog JJEAIOIO faineiv

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;dof j/EXioio
&quot;

to see no more, to leave forever, the light of the sun.&quot; See EURIPIDES HIPPOL. 4
; PH(E-

NISS. 8
;
IPHIG. in Aul. 1218, ?}&amp;lt;5u

x)p TO $&$ BXinuv,
&quot; For O tis sweet the sunlight to behold.&quot;

To bid farewell to this loved life, with all its worldly hopes : such was the burden of the

heathen song, whether tuned to the Anacreontic or the more solemn tragic key. How differ

ently affected in view of death was the pious Shemitic mind, whether as represented in the

patriarchal, the Jobean, or the more common Israelitish life. &quot;I have waited for thy salva

tion, O Lord,&quot; says the dying Jacob
; though should the Rationalist maintain that there is no

evidence of the patriarch having any distinct hope of a life beyond the grave, it would not be

easy to refute him. But greater still is the difference, we may say, when all seemed dark re

specting that other unknown shore. To the pious descendant of Jacob, in such a season of

despondency, the great grief of his departure was the bidding farewell to God if the expres
sion does not seem too strange or the going out forever of that idea which had been his life,

his higher life, even here on earth: &quot;Shall the dead praise Thee? Shall one speak of Thy

goodness in the grave, Thy faithfulness
[&quot;jrO EX, thy covenant faithfulness] in Abaddon (the

world of the perished) ? Shall Thy miracles be known in the darkness, Thy righteousness in

the land of oblivion ?&quot; Ps. Ixxxviii. 11, 13. So Ps. vi. 6 : &quot;In Sheol who shall make con

fession unto thee ?&quot; It was to be parted forever from that soul-vision of the Divine eternity,

the loss of which was sorer than any diminution of their own being considered merely in it

self. Hence the affecting contrasts of man s dying, going out, passing away, and God s ever

lasting continuance. The contemplation of this is the reason assigned in praying for the con

tinuance of the human life.
&quot; O take me not away in the midst of my days ; Thy years are

through all generations.&quot;
&quot; Thou sendest man back to dissolution (SOT 1J, to decay and

dust), and thou sayest, return ye sons of Adam.&quot;
&quot; But Thou art from e\erlasting unto ever

lasting ;&quot;

&quot;

of thy years there is no end
;&quot;

10fP vh, they never fail. There is, however, a

rising hope of eternity in the very thought, as though reflected back on the human soul that

thus contemplated itself in God, and leading it to say :

&quot; Thou hast been to us our dwelling-

place in all generations ;&quot;
or in the rapt language of the Prophet : &quot;Art Thou not from ever

lasting, Jehovah, my God, my Holy One? We shall not die.&quot; Hab. i. 12.

This &quot;Power of an Endless
Life,&quot;

thus implied, stronger than any Dogmatic Utterance.

It is in these and in similar ways that the inspired feeling for such we may call it even

in its apparent skepticism breathes itself out in many a passage where not a word is said

dogmatically of any future state, and yet the language seems all filled with this
&quot;

power of an

endless life.&quot; Thus in the &quot; Psalm of Asaph,&quot;
Ixxiii. 24 :

&quot; Whom have I in the Heavens

(but Thee) ;
and in all the earth there is nothing that I desire beside Thee.&quot; *\y in compa

rison with Thee. Take away this seonic inspiration, and all, at once, collapses. The lan

guage, regarded as coming from a mere worldly soul, speaking from a worldly stand-point, is

wholly overstrained. There is nothing to call out a state of feeling so high and rapturous.*
v My flesh and my heart (my body and my soul) both fail, but Thou art the strength (the rock)

* General application.
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of my heart, and my portion ( p^D, my decreed or allotted portion) for ever.&quot; Not a word

here, it may be said, of immortality, or of any life beyond the grave ;
no one would quote it

as a proof-text for the doctrine dogmatically considered
;
and yet the power is there the

jyc anaraMTov
&quot; the power of an endless life.&quot;

Examples from Job God mourned for more than his Loss or Pain.

So is it with Job, though the darkness and sadness of his outward state gives a different

form to the expression. The loss of property he hardly mentions his bereavement of his

children he barely alludes to
;
but it is for God he mourns for the hiding of His face,

&quot; the

light of His countenance,&quot; that ineffable good for which our purest modern religion finds its

best expression in the language of this ancient theism. Such a feeling is not inconsistent

with the daring, and, as they seem to us, almost profane, expostulations wrung from him by
the long continuance of his sharp bodily pains. In every subsidence of this great misery
for there must have been such seasons of remission, or he could not have borne it there re

turns again the humbled, mourning spirit, with its divine want :

&quot; O that I knew where I

might find Him
;
O that I might set my cause in order before Him

;
that I might know the

words He would answer me,&quot; xxiii. 3, 5
;

&quot; Wherefore hidest Thou Thy face ?&quot; xiii. 24
;

&quot;

Though He slay me, yet will I trust in Him,&quot;
*

xiii. 15. From the lowest depth, hope

springs up. Just after he had said,
&quot; My face is foul with weeping, and the death shade is on

my eyelids&quot; (xvi. 16), he cries out, &quot;Even now my Witness is in Heaven, my Attestor is on

high,&quot; f xvi. 19
;

&quot; My friends are my mockers, but mine eye droppeth unto God,&quot; 20. The
tearful appeal is made as unto a better friend, who, in the days of his prosperity, had never

been absent from his soul s most cherished thoughts :
&quot; O that it were with me as in months

that are past, in the days when God watched over me (
J ^OtJ 1

),
when His lamp shone upon

my head, when by His light I walked through darkness
;
when the Almighty was with me

;

when the secret of God
[&quot;MB,

consessus colloquium, His secret presence and communion, see

Ps. xxv. 14] was upon my tabernacle,&quot; xxix. 2-4. Our highest rationalism has now no such

remembrance and no such mourning. It may talk of the dimness of Job s views, the inade

quate conceptions entertained by the author of the poem in respect to the character of God, or

the absence of any clear mention of a future life, but his darkness is better than their light, his

intense theistic feeling is stronger than their theory ; they have no such skepticism, perhaps,

because they have no such faith.

Longing for Ooa as distinguishing the Hebrew Theism from all other.

It is the same feeling, as characteristic of this ancient theism, which breaks out in that

ecstatic longing before alluded to : &quot;As the hart panteth after the water brooks, so panteth

my soul after Thee, O God !&quot; Picture the image of the thirsting animal (moaning, with out

stretched neck, as J&quot;\y vividly denotes) in its intense desire for the refreshing element; then

transfer it to the rational sphere, and we see that it is a superhuman, earth-transcending good
that is so ardently sought.

&quot;

My soul thirsteth for God, for the living God
&quot;

for the God of

life. The epithet is not a superfluity. It distinguishes Him from the dead idol, on the one

hand, and the equally dead idea, or theosophism, on the other.
&quot;

It is Thy favor which is

life, Thy loving-kindness which is more than life.&quot; Again, Ps. Ixiii. 1 :

&quot; O God ! Thou

my God ! my soul thirsteth for Thee, my flesh longeth for Thee [H 7D } denoting that strong

passion which makes even the body faint under the intensity of its desire) as in a dry and

thirsty land wherein no water is.&quot; Our Saviour shows His estimate of the power of this lan

guage by consecrating the image in His own highest term for spiritual blessedness the &quot; wa-

* The Keri here (iS for X1

?) of the Masoretic text must be very ancient, since it is sustained by the Syriac, the Tar-

gum, the Vulgate, and the Arabic of Saadias. It is In the closest grammatical harmony with the verb 7TTX ;
and no one

can deny that the rendering produced is in perfect consistency with the spirit of the whole Book.

t iniP. A word from the same root in Arabic means attesting angel, or angels : ArtgM, testes in -ultimo judicio. Se

Koran Surat . zi. 21. Is not the &quot;\TVff or Attestor, on whom Job calls here, the same with the *7iU xix. 26 1
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ter of
life,&quot;

the
&quot;

fountain leaping up to everlasting life.&quot; There is no mistaking the signi
ficance of such an appeal to God. No joy in this world without the beatific sense of the

divine presence.

Transition from Despondency to Rapture. Job xix. 25.

Such was this ancient theism. It carried with it
&quot;

the power of an endless
life,&quot; without

any dogmatic mention, and this is the reason why the highest emotion of modern religion
still finds in it its most adequate, as well as its most impassioned, expression. There is less

of it in Job
;
but there, too, we find it, carrying him, sometimes, out of the deepest despond

ency into a spiritual region where his sharpest pains seem, for the moment, forgotten. In the

first part of ch. xix. it seems to be all over with him. No hope, either for body or for soul :

&quot; He hath fenced up my way, that I cannot pass ;
He hath set darkness in my path ; He hath

broken me down on every side, and I am gone ;
He uproots, like a tree, my hope ; my bone

cleaves to my skin, and to my flesh
;
I am laid bare, the skin from my teeth.&quot;

* A little be

fore (xvii. 1), he had said, &quot;My breath (my breathing) is exhausted&quot; (n^St}, not
&quot;corrupt&quot;

but from the other sense of 72H, denoting great pain, as of one in travail, hard and painful

breathing, quick panting) ; my breath comes hard, my days are going out (lOyiJ), the graves
are my portion.&quot; v. 11, 12.

&quot;

My purposes are broken off, even the treasured thoughts of my
heart,&quot; all my pleasant earthly remembrances. The light is departing.

&quot;

Theyf are putting

night for day :&quot; the shades of death are gathering fast around him. All hope of life is gone,
much more the expectation of restored wealth and worldly prosperity, which the rationalist

would regard as the only significance of the triumphal strain that follows,xix. 25. He i in

extremis ; but such is the very time when this
&quot;

power of an endless life
&quot;

asserts itself. At
the lowest ebb, as though such a time had been necessary to bring out its returning force, he

breaks forth with those ever memorable words so sublime and super-earthly in spite of every

lowering strain that criticism will put upon them, the words he wished &quot;

engraved,&quot; as hia

monument,
&quot; with an iron stile and lead in the rock forever:&quot;

I KNOW THAT MY REDEEMER LIVETH:

My Avenger, who takes my part against my murderer or the great unseen evil Power of

whose hostility Job sometimes seems to have a kind of dreamy consciousness. There is the

same idea of survivorship so touchingly alluded to in the Psalms. He is my j^HN, my Nach-

mann, my Next of Kin. He lives on
;

&quot; and after they\ have broken up this skin of mine, yet

from my flesh (or out of my flesh, translate it as we will) shall I see God &quot;

see Him with the

eyes of my soul, and not with any outwardly derived theoretical knowledge see Him as the

Living God, as my God, and not a stranger. This beatific thought of God as
&quot;

all his salva

tion and all his desire
&quot;

carries him out of and far away from himself. It becomes an insup

portable rapture giving rise to that same intense language before referred to in the 63d

Psalm, and elsewhere. It is that most passionate verb nH^ having for its subject the parono-

mastic noun fiV^D (the reins, renes, fpeves}, denoting the most interior part of the body, re-

It would seem to denote that ghastly look, and that ghastly condition of extreme emaciation, when the skin will no

more close over the protruding teeth. This sense may be got for 3 ?D without going to the corresponding Arabic word.

It is closely connected with the common Hebrew sense of escape or deliverance (one thing parting or parted from another).

It is like tho accusative with preposition after passive verbs denoting condition. lam parted, the skin of my teeth, or MI

the skin of my teeth that is, the flesh that covers my teeth. It denotes the extreme of emaciation and suffering.

t lD iy\ &quot;They are putting.&quot; Who are they f It Is one of those cases where the agent, real or supposed, is not named

because of something fearful, perhaps, associated with it.
&quot;

They &quot;invisible powers, it may be, either actually believed or

uaed figuratively or proverbially to heighten the effect of the language. Grammarians call it tho using of the active for the

passive impersonal, but this does not explain the matter. As parallel passages, compare Job vii. 3, iv. 19, xvii!. 18, xix.

26; Ps. xlix. 15, and especially the Greek of Luke xii. 20. It i generally used by way of deprecating something hoittU.

But it may also be from reverence. See Isaiah Ix. 11.

J The same idiom referred to in the note above. They, the agent, too fearful or too revolting to be named, may refer

to the worms reducing his skin to shreds, or to the strange hostile powers that were then destroying hii body through

disease, regarded as produced by evil agency.
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garded as in nearest connection with the spiritual emotion :

&quot; My reins faint within
me,&quot;

&quot;pru
TIV^D I

1

?!). Consuming, exhaustion, completion, are the primary sense, hence, of disap

pearing (schwinderi), going out, fainting, swooning with ecstatic joy. Ewald s treatment of the

passage is most admirable. He, however, refers II to Job himself, and makes the personal

idea conveyed by it one of the chief elements of his insupportable bliss: &quot;Nicht ein Fremder,

no more a stranger. It is no other than myself; no, no
;

all doubt is gone. It is I (ich, ich),

I that shall thus behold Him. So deeply does he feel the bliss, that he seems to have wholly

forgotten the outer world ;
and finally, in the highest transport, like one swooning, he cries

out, ich vergehe, O I am almost gone; I faint from trembling joy and insupportable

desire.&quot; EWALD, Job, p. 200. He refers to Psalms Ixxxiv. 3, cxix. 8. Compare also the use of

by the Greek Dramatists, napdia jap

Similar Fluctuations of Faith and Hope. Job xiv.

It is the same feeling, though in a calmer or less ecstatic form, that prompts the language,

Job xiv. 13 : JJSXn ^INBn
{TV D, &quot;O that Thou wouldst lay me up (like a deposit) in Sheol,

that Thou wouldst keep me secret till Thy wrath should turn (311?), that Thou wouldst ap

point me a time and then remember me.&quot; Is it really so? The thought suddenly breaks out

of his gloom :

&quot;

Is it really so : If a man die, shall he live again ?&quot; Every thing depends here

upon what we regard as the emotional point of the question. The musing, soliloquizing style

should also be remembered. It is not so much answering his friends, as talking to himself,

and pausing between each solemn utterance. It may be the language of skepticism, or of

rising hope, not denying the idea, but expressive of wonder at some new aspect of its great

ness. It may have been intended and the thought is not unworthy of inspiration that dif

ferent readers, according to their different degrees of spiritual-mindedness, might take higher
or lower views of the strange interrogatory. Even for Job himself it may have had its various

aspects. There may have been intended the denial or the doubt
;
or there may have been the

feeling of wonder before mentioned
;
or it may have been an entirely new view, carrying with

it a rising assurance:
&quot; If a man die, shall he live?&quot; May it be that death is the way to

life ? * that through it we attain the real life ? However momentary the feeling, it imme

diately raises him to a higher confidence. Its first fruit is the earnest prayer for remem
brance and security in Sheol

;
then the stronger faith grounded on the more unreserved sub

mission : &quot;All the days of my appointment
&quot;

(what he had prayed for in the verse preceding)
will I wait until my change f shall come.&quot; And now we have language which seems to mount

* It is the same style of musing query given in Plato, Gorgias, 493, A, by way of extract from a lost drama of

Euripides :

Tis 6&quot; olSev, 6i TO
rj&amp;gt;&amp;gt; jneV etrrl Ka.r6a.vtlv,

To KtnQaveiv 8e jjv f

Who knows but life, the present life, be death,
And death be living?

Socrates explains it from the saying of the wise men of old,
&quot; that we are now dead and buried in the body.&quot; Who shall say

that the same, or a kindred thought, may not have come to an Idumean sage, as well as to the old cro^ot to whom Plato

ascribes it ?

t Umbreit and other commentators of the same school will have it that the change here is that from life to death. The

arguments against it are threefold. There is, first, the consistency of the context. Secondly, if HD^n stood here alone,

without any thing to determine it one way or the other, it might be said that in other passages the transition denoted by
the root is that of renewal, whenever connected with the idea of life, as in Ps. xc. 3

;
Ps. cii. 27, where it seeing to denote a

that it will germinate again (fy7lT)
so also will I wait until my springing forth, my n3 |17n, come.&quot; &quot;For Thou

wilt
call,&quot;

etc.
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to almost full assurance :

&quot; For Thou wilt call and I will answer Thee
; Thou wilt yearn

* to

wards the work of Thy hands.&quot; The darkness soon comes over him again ;
but these words

stand, nevertheless, like the monumental engraving that describes the rapture of the later

passage. Even as Ewald describes him then, he seems, for a short period, so carried away by
the deep question he is pondering, as to have forgotten the outer world and all his surround

ings.
&quot; Thou wilt have regard to thft work of Thy hands

; Thou wilt call and I will answer.&quot;

It is
&quot; the power of an endless

life,&quot; carrying him for a moment beyond the thought of death,
or suffering, or human injustice. It is, however, but a transient gleam, and the close of the

chapter following, we may suppose, a pause or pauses in his soliloquy becomes again as

mournful as its beginning. One inference most strongly suggests itself from all this. There
is a true experience here, an actual life that is lived. A soul went through these sorrows. It

had these transitions of hope and despair now moaning and expostulating with God, now
rapt in the deepest meditation, now praying and trusting, now utterly cast down, and now,
when &quot; the light is just before darkness,&quot; as Dr. Conant renders xvii. 12, rising suddenly to a

height of rapture in which every thing disappears before the beatific vision of God. To a
mind in a right state there comes from this an irresistible argument for the actual truthfulness

of the history, not only in its general outlines, but also in what has been called its dramatic

representation. This is not an invented picture. It would require a power and a style of

writing not only unknown to the early world, but surpassing the highest skill of modern fic

tion, even could we suppose the greatest dramatists of Grecian, German, or English literature

capable of describing such a state of soul, or of descending, without divine aid, into the depths
of such an experience.

Bidding Farewell to God ; this Idea in the Psalms connected with the Temple and Ritual

Worship.

In language like this we have quoted from Job and the Psalms, every hope of future

being, or of any greater or higher being now connected with the earthly life, is sustained

by, and derived from, the idea of God. It is this which gives such a preciousness to every

thing associated with the divine name. In the Psalms, however, there is a peculiar feature

most worthy of note, because leading to a most important inference. In the expression of

the glorious divine attributes, and of man s great need of God, their theism is substantially

the same with that of Job and the Patriarchs. A new element, however, appears in the

passionate language used in respect to the outward divine worship. The occasional feeling

of despondency in view of death, as before referred to, is enhanced by the thought of leaving

every thing on earth associated with the divine name, the temple, the sanctuary, the altar,

&quot;the courts of Thine house.&quot; Seethe prayer of Hezekiah, Isaiah xxxviii. Similar to this

is the longing expressed when circumstances, even in this life, have cut them off from

privileges so highly prized :

&quot; O when shall I come and appear before the face of God ?&quot;

&quot;How lovely are Thy tabernacles, O Lord of Hosts! Longs, yea, even faints (H3D3J

Drta DJ) niy soul for the courts of the Lord; my heart and my flesh cry aloud (UJT) for the

Living God.&quot; Hence that endeared expression niiT DO,
&quot; the house of the Lord,&quot; used not

only for the temple, the place of worship, but for the people of God who worship there. A
still further extension of the idea makes it denote the religious as distinguished from the

worldly life, or even as something transcending the earthly state, though undefined in time

and space. As Ps. xxiii. 4 :

&quot;

I shall dwell in the house of the Lord for ever.&quot; In that

verse our translation may be amended. The words ni5T ;V33 T3ff, all belong to the subject

of the sentence, as even the accents show :

&quot; My dwelling in the House of the Lord shall

be, O D
&quot;p^S,

for length of
days,&quot;

that is, continuously, or without interruption: My
religious life shall not be simply on Sabbath-days, or on the stated festivals, but one un-

* HDDn. Primary sense, palluit, the face growing pale, like silver, from strong desire. We have used Dr. Conant *

admirable translation, &quot;yearns.&quot;
In Ps. Ixxxiv. 3 it is used, together with n1

?^, to denote the longing of the pious soul

for God, and that makes more impressive here the converse idea of God s yearning love for man.
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broken adoration. Comp. Rev. iv. 8. It is thus that, when far removed, or deprived in any

way of this divine presence, they so earnestly pray :

send again that heavenly hour,

That vision so divine,

&quot; Even Thy strength and Thy glory, as we have seen them in the Sanctuary. For better is

Thy love than life
;
our lips shall ever praise Thee. Thus will I bless Thee while I live;

thus, in Thy name, lift up my hands. As with marrow and fatness (beyond comparison
with any earthly pleasure), so shall my soul be satisfied ; with songs of joy shall my mouth

glorify Thee.&quot; It is a spiritual joy, transcending any
&quot;

good of corn and wine.&quot; It is a

soul-worship, a soul-rapture, no mere affair of trumpets, incense, altars, or cherubic symbols,

no imposing ceremonial, however gorgeous or comely its forms, however elevating or pietistic

its influence.
&quot; In the shadow of Thy wings do I trust.&quot; The outward temple worship

suggests the image, but it is in deepest retirement that its power is felt t
&quot; For surely I

remember Thee upon my bed
;

I meditate upon Thee in the watches of the night ; my soul

followeth hard after Thee ; Thy right hand upholdeth me.&quot; It is an absorbing devotion ;

the whole heart is there
;
the highest thoughts of God are there

;
it is a model which our best

modern worship may strive to reach but cannot surpass.
&quot; For better is Thy love than life :&quot;

No mere rationalistic theism now talks to itself in this way ;
it was no mere theosophy,

much less any known form of patrial or local worship that used the language then. It is an

abiding sense of the power of this ancient devotion that has made the Psalms, in all agea,

the Litany of the Christian Church.

Inferencefrom the Absence of all such Language in Job.

It is true that there are no passages of this latter kind in the Book of Job
; but the

inference from the fact is most obvious as well as most important. The story of that book,
and even the seances (the dramatic discourses) as recorded, to say nothing of any later writer

or recorder, were long before those inspiring temple and tabernacle ideas. They were before

the Mosaic Law. That has been ably maintained as proof of the patriarchal character of

the book, and we think that some of our modern Evangelical Commentators, such as Heng-

stenberg, and others, have been rash in giving up a view sustained by so profound a scholar

as Spanheim, and indirectly supported by so learned an Orientalist as Schultens. Nl historia

sit, fraus scriptoria, says the former. A pure dramatic work, avowed to be such, or carrying
evidence of its dramatic character upon its very face, might have a place in inspired Scrip
ture regarded as given by God for human instruction. Almost every other style of writing
is there. But a parable, an allegory, a myth even, we at once know to be such. There is no

concealment, no attempt to conceal, no artifice employed to put in what does not belong to

the time of the composition, or to keep out what would at once undeceive the reader in

regard to the appearance it would maintain. Such an intention, so employed, seems certainly

akin to fraud. No subsequent writer was ever led to regard our Saviour s Parables as actual

histories
;
but such, certainly, was the view derived by the Prophet Ezekiel from this Book

of Job, then a part of the Jewish Canon. He no more regarded it as unreal than the his

tories, as contained in the same Canon, or firmly held by tradition, of Noah and Daniel.

Difficulties of the pure Dramatic view in excluding all reference to the Divine Law and

Testimony so frequent in the Psalms.

According to the pure dramatic view, the writer selects a &quot;

hero,&quot; wholly imaginary, or

faintly disclosed in the dimmest nucleus of an ancient legend. He clothes him with the

character of the patriarchal age. He carefully keeps from him, and from the speakers
with whom he is associated, the least reference to the Mosaic law. This might be compara
tively easy, if it lay before him as a written document, which he might at any time examine,

comparing it with his own work, and expunging or modifying as the case might demand.
But there would be something far more difficult. The Jewish liturgical writings, older than
the time ascribed by most modern critics to the Book of Job, abound in references to this
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old law. They give it a great variety of names, such as statutes, judgments, ordinances,
testimonies. See how this kind of language is multiplied in the cxix. Psalm, and in others

certainly older, if the cxix. is to be carried down to a late date. Language is taxed to ex

press this ardent devotion of the soul, this ecstatic love of the comparatively limited reve

lation God had as yet given to the world, and that, too, veiled, for the most part, under
outward and ceremonial ordinances. Yet what a rapture does it call out for the spiritual

mind :

&quot; how love I Thy law I Thy word is very pure, therefore Thy servant loveth it
;

The entrance of Thy word giveth light; Great peace have they who love Thy testimonies;

Thy precepts are my delight ($$ &, in the plural, deliciae meas, my exceeding joy) sweet

to my taste, yea, sweeter than the honey, or the droppings of the comb.&quot; What care must
it have taken to avoid anything of this kind ! How still more difficult to keep clear of

any such language as we first set forth, not referring to the Law, even indirectly, but deriv

ing its spirit from it, and full of those remembrances of the sanctuary, and of the outward

worship which were its fruit. All this kept out 1* not the slightest anachronism to be dis

covered, nothing but what is perfectly consistent with that far more ancient Patriarchal

age to which the writer evidently wishes the reader to regard his imaginary hero and his

tory as belonging. It is incredible.

Such Dramatic Skill and Invention out of Harmony with the Idea of Inspiration, and even

of the highest Order of Genius.

It would be wholly at war with that simplicity and truthfulness which we cannot sepa
rate from the idea of a holy and inspired writer. Such studied precaution would be incon

sistent even with the lower human enthusiasm demanded for such a work of genius. It

would simply be the genius of invention, and not even a miracle could carry it out of itself

and into that higher sphere towards which it soars. Moreover, such a style of writing is

inconsistent with any idea we can form of the earliest times. Modern fictitious writing has

carried the art to its utmost capabilities, but even here it stops short (as from the very nature

of the case it must) of the highest order of genius. It always fails when it attempts to

meddle with the most sacred themes. We may confidently repeat it, therefore, that such

success in such an effort, by a writer of the days of Solomon, is simply incredible.

But why not, then, take it as it purports to be a true story of the Patriarchal age and

a substantially true report of discourses arising out of it, given in that chanting semi-rhyth

mical style that we know was earliest employed for the expression of all thoughts of a

higher order, or regarded as having an extraordinary value. It is the same reflective, medi

tative, self-repeating rhythm, requiring little or no outward artifice, that we see in some of

the earliest chants in Genesis, in the Song of Miriam, and in the Oracles of Balaam,

the Prophet and Poet of the early East. It was the same, probably, from which the later

fixed style of Hebrew poetry derived its origin. There seems to be demanded some ancient

work of great repute to be the standard of authority for the later parallelistic chanting, and

to give it rule and fixedness
; just as Homer became the model of the Hexameter for all

later Epic poetry of the Greeks.

Internal Truthfulness. Place of Job in Hebrew Literature.

There are other alleged stumbling-blocks, and other objections to the historical reality

of the Book, such as the appearance of Satan in the Prologue, the round and double numbers

in the narrative, and the theophany at the close, which may be treated elsewhere. In re

gard, however, to the substantial subject-matter of the story, it may well be asked, why may

* The author IB represented as showing the most marvellous skill in keeping cut every allusion to things molt deeply

interwoven in the Israelitish life. All is foreign and antique. And yet Commentators who maintain this, find the grossest

anachronisms in the Book, whenever they can serve the purpose of assigning to it some comparatively modern period.

Thus, Merx, p. xli., finds in ch. xv. 15, 19, an allusion to the Assyrian Invasion cf 760, or to the fact that foreigner* were

in the land, and obscuring all the old ideas. Eliphaz is made to refer to the older people
&quot; to whom alone was given the

land.&quot; It is very much the same as if one professing to give a dramatic picture of the Pilgrim Fathers, and striving to

keep every thing in harmony with that early time, should suddenly betray himself by an allusion to the late Rebellion.

But with some, the greatest inconsistency is excusable, if it will favor the latest date that can be given .to the Book.
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it not be received, as we receive the early narrations in Genesis ? What is there in the

testing, the sufferings, and the final integrity of Job, more difficult of belief than the similar

account and similar lesson of Abraham s templation, or of Jacob s long probation, or of the

strange vicissitudes of Joseph s history, or of the exile and severe trials of Moses ? Such

questions it would, indeed, be difficult to answer
;
but the main thing here is that for which

there have been cited these glowing passages from the Psalms, containing ideas so apropros

to the author s supposed times, but which have no counterpart in the record of his hero s

thoughts and sayings, either by way of resemblance or of contrast. The inference is a very

rational one. It shows that Job lived and the first reporter, too, we think not only before

the giving of the Mosaic Law, but at that still earlier time when there was, indeed, a most

sublime theism, but when there had not yet been developed the forms or the idea of local

outward worship in gathered assemblies. There were no temples, no sanctuaries, no sacred

places. It was at the time when the family was the Church, in which the father was head

and priest ;
when pious men knew each other, and held intercourse, as did Abraham and

Melchizedeck, but when holy days and rites (except sacrifice), and outward collective wor

ship, as such, were things unknown. That such things should have been before the time

of Job, and yet without the most remote allusion to them in the Book, seems most incred

ible, even though the greatest pains had been taken to keep them out. The spirit of such

ideas, and of such observances, would have somehow come in, in spite of every effort to

exclude the letter. To this collective or temple worship, or sanctuary holiness, revelation

had not yet educated even the pious mind. To say nothing, however, of inspiration, or of

the divine purposes, and viewing it as a mere question of criticism, it may be maintained

that the consistency of Hebrew literature, as we find it, demands that there should be

assigned in it a very ancient place to the Book of Job. Such we believe, too, would be

the almost unanimous decision of Rationalism, should a similar question, and on similar

grounds, be raised in regard to Greek or Hindu writings. \

IDEAS OF A FUTURE LIFE AMONG SURROUNDING NATIONS;

Alleged to be more clear than those of the Hebrews.

At any date that may be taken for the Book of Job, there was, unquestionably, among
the surrounding nations a belief in a future life that had assumed the form of a dogma pos

sessed of a good degree of definiteness in regard to state and conceived local aspect. Such

was the case even with Shemitic nations other than the Hebrew. The Syrians had it.

Pareau has shown that such a belief existed among the early Arabians. There is proof of

it, moreover, from the Koran, all the more satisfactory as it comes in incidentally by way
of unquestioned reference. Eepeatedly in the contests of Mohammed with the infidels

of his day do they characterize as fables of the ancients,* as ideas once firmly held in the

earlier simple world, but now regarded as antiquated and wholly obsolete, asatiru lawwalina,

those doctrines of a future life, and of a resurrection, which he professed to revive and to

urge upon them. If we may trust Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus, the most ancient

Egyptians had a similarly clear belief. Says the latter, Lib. I., sec. 51,
&quot; The abodes of the

living they call KaraMaetg, temporary lodging-places or inns, those of the departed (rtrtvlevr^-

&amp;lt;5ruv,
the dead, not as extinguished, or non-existent, but as a state of being), they call

dZr5/m&amp;gt;f &/CODC:, everlasting mansions.&quot; The idea of the present life as a pilgrimage would

seem akin to that expressed in the patriarchal language :

&quot;

Pilgrims and strangers upon the

earth,&quot; and may have been derived from it
;
but there the Hebrew mind, and the Hebrew

imagination was stayed. A home to that pilgrimage was indeed implied, and in that they
rested.

&quot;

They went out, not knowing whither they went,&quot; nor making any inquiry, nor

indulging in any fancy about it, but committing everything to their covenant God. The

Egyptian imagination, on the other hand, unchecked by any divine purpose in the develop-

* See Surat. xxiii. 85 :
&quot; How is it that when we are dead, and have become dust and bones, that we live again ? They

are only fables of the ancients, v. 38. Away, then, with what we are threatened with ! There is no other life. We live and

we die, and then we live no more. They are but stories of the early times.&quot; See, also, xxvi. 137, xxvii. 69, 70.
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ment of the doctrine, ran on and made a distinct Hadean world of it, with its distinctly
conceived abodes. The idea being separated, too, almost wholly, from that of the personal

God, or being independently held as something by itself, became gross and earthly, as though
it were a living in catacombs and pyramids, and surrounded by a funereal imagery. Other

ancient peoples pictured the thought with lighter and more cheerful accompaniments. We
need not refer to the Chaldaeans, the Persians, and the Hindoos, as early possessing the

idea of a future life
;

for with them the rationalist has no difficulty. It is only in regard
to the Jews that he finds it hard to believe in anything spiritual or unearthly. They
could only have learned it from foreign sources

; but, in regard to these foreign sources

themselves, no questions need be raised. All is easy, except when some strange feeling

of the true nature of which they are, perhaps, not distinctly aware prompts them to deny
all traces of such ideas as originating in the Scriptures, or as being first held, or inde

pendently held, by the Hebrew mind. So far, however, as regards these surrounding nations,

they are undoubtedly correct. They all had a more or less distinct doctrine of a future life.

On that of the Greeks we need not dwell. In the times referred to, in the Iliad and the

Odyssey, a local Hadean world of spirits was distinctly conceived and universally held. So

was it among the people of Western Europe. The best testimony shows that the Druids,

or Celtic priesthood, possessed it, even in that early day.

The Veil thrown over the Doctrine in the Old Testament.

And now here is the wonder which has stumbled many. How is it that such a belief, so

universal, so intimately connected, as it would seem, with the very life of religion in any

form, and without which we find it difficult to conceive of its having any power for the

soul how is it that such a belief should have been so faint among the people who are

called the people of God? Why so little mentioned, if mentioned at all, by those who
were chosen as depositaries of the great world-ideas, or the truths by which the race was

finally to be regenerated ? The wonder is enhanced by the fact that this Hebrew people,

the pious among them, had the most exalted ideas of the Divine Being, and the Divine

Holiness, so far surpassing all who seemed to be before them, in a distinct conception of the

other doctrine. How is it that in Homer the belief is so clearly expressed, whilst in Job

it is so veiled? It is altogether stranger from the fact that in Homer there seems little or

no demand for it no moral demand, we mean whilst in Job the attending .spiritual cir

cumstances are such as would appear to call for it in almost every appeal, whether of charge

or response. It would have cleared up the great debate at once. So we would have thought.

Instead of being used, however, for any such purpose, it seems actually repressed when about

to make its appearance. In places where it may be said to have actually broken through

the surrounding darkness, it is only for a moment that it shines. It is laid aside
;
the gloom

returns
;
the old difficulties again crowd the path of their ever-circling argument. So is it

elsewhere in the Old Scriptures. The more pious the mind, the more exalted its conceptions

of God, the greater the reserve on this point ;
so that even when it seems to be expressed, or

implied, the greatest care is used to exhibit its dependence on the higher idea. The

personal God is ever the controlling as well as the fundamental thought :

&quot; Thou wilt show

me the way of life
;&quot;

&quot;

I shall be satisfied when I awake in Thy likeness
;&quot;

&quot; Thou wilt guide

me by Thy counsel, and afterwards receive me to glory.&quot;*
In other cases, it is simply the

* It was only, however, by the more pious and meditative, or those who were chosen as the mediums of the written

revelation, that the power of this reserve was chiefly felt. That the vulgar Jewish mind had the same views of a ghost-

world as prevailed among other nations of antiquity, and as now popularly prevail, is proved by the most unmistakable

evidence. We need only refer to such passages as Lev. xix. 31, xx. 6, 27 ;
Deut. xviii. 11

;
2 Kings xxi. 16

;
Isa. viii. 19, xxix. 4.

They show a belief so strong and prevalent, in the continued existence of the dead, that there had arisen, In the very

earliest times, a class of persons who professed to be mediums of communication between the two worlds. They are called

JYO1X, CD J^T, Necromancers, or &quot; Seekers to the dead,&quot; CrnD Sx CD^ H- Our modern Spiritualism is only a

revived form of this impiety, so early condemned. Another example is furnished by the case of Saul and the Witch of

Endor, 1 Sam. xxviii. 3. Whether these were wholly or partly imposture, makes no difference in the argument. Such prac

tices could only have been grounded on a very prevalent popular belief in a ghost-world. Here as elsewhere, the idea,

When left to itself, became only the nourisher of a pestilent superstition ;
because the thought of God, aa the conservative
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expression of the divine care for man, and the strange importance attached to his acts and

moral condition
;
as when Job says, xiv. 3,

&quot;

Upon such a one dost Thou open Thine eye,

and bring me into judgment with Thee f&quot;

&quot; What is man that Thou shouldst be so mind

ful of him ?&quot; Again, it is the expression of a soul absorbed in Deity, as it were :

&quot; Whom
have I in Heaven, or upon the earth, but THEE ?&quot; No mention is made of another life, but

the power, as we have said, is there
;
the dogmatic presence is simply veiled in the splendor

of the higher idea.

Seasons for this Reserve.

Now there must have been some divine purpose in all this. May we not reverently

conclude that such a reserve, in respect to the precious idea of the human immortality, was

for the very purpose of preserving it in its highest strength and purity ? All other nations

had marred the doctrine. They had early received it, and early perverted it. They exer

cised upon it all the license of an unrestrained imagination. They turned it into fables.

They deformed it in every way ; or, in endeavoring to add to its mythical interest, they took

from it all its moral power. God did not mean thus to give up His own people to their

fancies. He had some better thing for them, especially for the more pious and spiritual in

Israel. Hence this veil upon the sacred idea, and its indissoluble connection with the

divine. It was not because the Hebrews were deficient in imagination. The vulgar belief

in a ghost-world, to which we have referred (see note, p. 13), shows that they let it rove,

just as all other ancient peoples did, and even to an extent which required divine legislation

for its suppression. We can not compare the mythical fancies that seem so universally pre
valent with the reserve that was maintained in the Book of Job, or in the utterances of

David, Solomon, and the Prophets, without acknowledging the presence of a divine re

straint, making the Jewish literature, in this, as well as in its sublime theistic aspect, so

different from that of all surrounding or cotemporary nations.

Objections to the Hebrew Scriptures. Alleged Superiority of the Greeks. Homer, Pindar, et al.

And yet this very thing has been urged as an argument against the Bible, and against

the spirituality of the Old Testament writers. The very fact that it was esteemed too awful

a doctrine for utterance, or even for the imagination, has been used as a testimony against

its existence in any form. Witness the effort to explain away every passage which may
seem, in any way, directly or indirectly, capable of such a meaning. The Greeks, it has

been said, were far beyond them in the development of the doctrine of another life. As

early as Homer, and long before Homer for it could not have sprung up at once they had

a defined topography of the Hadean land. Besides the mysterious spirit-world in its general

aspect, as graphically detailed in the XI. Book of the Odyssey, there was the more special

abode of the blessed, according to the Greek conception of blessedness. Beyond the earth,

or at the extremity of the earth, eg irelpara yn7f, Odyssey, iv. 563, they had their
&quot;

Elysian

Plain, where presided in judgment the golden-haired Rhadamanthus, where life is ever free

idea, became dissociated from it, just as in the modern doctrine, and the modern practice that so closely resembles it.

Hence such a belief, instead of being encouraged, is most sharply condemned in the Scriptures. The great guilt consisted

in meddling with what belonged solely to God, to be revealed or veiled according to the divine wisdom. The practice of

such necromancy prevailed most under the most wicked kings, such as Manasseh ; and its evil in the Divine sight is shown

by the vehement denunciations of the Prophet : The farther the people departed from God, the more common became this

&quot;

seeking to the dead.&quot;

Glimpses, however, of a better popular belief in some higher and purer spirit-world appear in the Book of Job itself.

Whether the word nn, in the Vision of Eliphaz, iv. 15, denote a spirit, or a breath, the whole context intimates a com
munication supposed to come from another world. Calling it a dream makes no difference, since dreams show the course

of human thinking and belief. The thing, however, most worthy of note in this view, is the nature of the communication

made. How different, iu this respect, from the modern spiritualism referred to I There is nothing to gratify curiosity

no talk about &quot;

spheres,&quot; and
&quot;

progress, or a &quot;coming ligh
f

,&quot;
but a most solemn moral announcement. It is for this alone

that the separating curtain is for a moment withdrawn. No disclosure is made of states or scenes within. The regulating
divine Mea is all controlling. That must first of all be learned in its ineffable holiness :

&quot; Shall man be more just than

God ? shall mortal man be more pure than his Maker ?&quot; Everything else is withheld, as though until this is firmly esta

blished in the soul, the doctrine of a spirit-life may be. in itself, morally powerless, and even unfavorable to a true piety.
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from care and toil, where tempest never comes, nor rain nor snow invade, but evermore
sweet-breathing gales of Zephyrus refresh the souls of men.&quot; Hesiod gives the same pic
ture, Works and Days, 154

; and adds to it, as a then current mythology, the conception of
&quot;The Isles of the Blessed.&quot;

kv fj.aKO.puv vfjGoioiv axqdea Bvfibv l^ovref.

Of which Pindar, not long afterwards, gives such a glowing description, Olymp. II. 110*
(BOECKH): &quot;Where the sun is ever shining, where the souls of the just spend a tearless

eternity, adan-pw vifiovrai aitiva (or a tearless existence) ; whilst those of a still higher degree
&quot;Take the way of Jove that leads to Saturn s tower, where Ocean s gales breathe round the
isles of the blessed, where flowers of gold and fruits immortal

grow.&quot; In comparison with

this, how poor, as some would estimate it, is the dark, shadowy, unlocalized, and wholly
indefinite conception of the Old Testament writers, if it can be called a conception
at all.

Greater Moral Power of this Old Testament Reserve. Its connection with a Pure Theism.

To a true theological insight, however, there are two thoughts which must reverse the

scale, and lead to a very different conclusion. In the first place, there is in this Greek

picture but the dimmest idea of God (if there is any such, except in the local designations
where divine names seem to be employed), or of any divine righteousness. It is such a view

as might be entertained by a writer, who, in another place, FIND., Nem. vi. 1, makes us all

the children of nature, gods as well as men. The second thought is its utter lack of moral

power. We feel this as we read, and find it confirmed by the fact of the little influence the

Greek Hadean conception actually had upon their moral or religious life. In the Hebrew

conception, as held by the pious mind, the idea of God, so prominent, so controlling, more
than makes up for its dimness, and more than fills out all its scenic or local deficiency.
&quot; THOU wilt show me the way of life

;&quot;

&quot; O that Thou wouldst lay me up in
Hades,&quot; Job xiv.;

&quot;Thou wilt call, and I will answer; Thou wilt have regard to the work of Thy hands.&quot; To

say nothing now of such a triumphant outburst as we have, Job xix. 25,
&quot;

I know that my
Redeemer liveth

;&quot;
or such clear hopes as are expressed, Ps. xvii. 15,

&quot;

I shall behold Thy
face in righteousness; I shall be satisfied when I awake, Thy likeness;&quot; the comparison

might be rested on one of the briefest declarations of Scripture, in which death is con

templated as a going to God, and the whole idea of immortality is reduced to a single trust

in some undefined blessedness. As Psalm xxxi. 6 : Tin Tp2N &quot;JT3,

&quot;

Into THY hands

do I commit my spirit; THOU hast redeemed me
; Lord, God of truth.&quot; It matters but little

whether we regard this declaration as made in extremis, or in view of some great danger.
It is, in either view, the committing of the whole being unto God, as something belonging
to Him, in virtue of an eternal relation, expressed by the word, fllN Jims,

&quot; Thou hast

redeemed
me,&quot;

and the covenant idea appearing in A?.8
*, which ever means truth, as trust

or faithfulness, or truth in its personal rather than in its abstract or speculative aspect.
&quot;

Into Thy hands
;&quot;

that is all
;
but how immensely does it transcend in moral power in

&quot;

the power of an endless life,&quot;
all those Homeric, Hesiodean, and Pindaric pictures which

some would regard as so rich in comparison with the Hebrew poverty.

Comparison of the Early Hindu and Shemitic Belief. Merx1 Claim of Superiority for
the former.

This lack of a true moral and theological insight is strikingly, though unwittingly,

shown by MERX (Das Oedicht von Hiob., p. x.), where, in respect to this belief in another

life, he asserts the superiority of the Vedas to the Bible.
&quot; In the representations of such

an existence after death,&quot; he proceeds to say,
&quot;

there is a deep difference between the people

* It may be said, too, that in this passage of Pindar there is fully developed the other idea, or the doom of the wicked.

See line 120.
Tot &

a.irpo&amp;lt;r6pa.Tov OK\eovTi, wovov.

A woe on which no eye can gae.
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of our race (the Arian) and the Shemitic. The latter know no Isles of the blest, where the

noble heroes live. All that is included in that word hero seems to them a reckless auda

city. The old men of renown (CD&? JU, or men of name), appear to them as impudent evil

doers. The Semites, in consequence of living with their herds in the plains, and shunning
the mountain peaks, fail in the development of the loftier energies. It was otherwise with

our ancestral kindred, as we learn from the monuments of their religion. It is true that, in

the Vedas, allusions to a life after death do not often occur. They had too much to do

with the present world. Still, as a reward for piety, there was held to be admission to the

abodes of the Heavenly Powers.&quot; As a proof of the superiority of the Hindu to the She

mitic belief in this respect, he gives us passages from the Rigveda, ix. 113, 7-11, in the

rhythmical version of Prof. Roth.

Da, wo der Schimraer nie orliJscht,

Zur Welt dos Sonnenlichtes bin,

Der ewigen unsterblichen

Dahin, Soma, bringe mich.

Wo Konig ist Vivaswant s Sohn,

TJnd wo des Himmels Innerstes,

Wo jene Wasserquellen sind,

Dort lasso mich unsterblich seiu I

Wo man behaglich sich ergeht,

Im dritten hohen Himinolsraum,
Wo Schimmer alle Riiume fiillt

Dort lasse mich unsterblich sein !

Ifo Wunsch und Wohlgofallen ist,

Die HiJh
,
zu der die Sonne klimmt

Wo Lust ist und Befriedigung,

Dort lasso mich unsterblich seim:

Wo Freuden und Ergijtzungen,

Wo jubelndes Entzucken wohnt,
Wo sich ein jeder Wunsch erftlllt,

Dort lasse mich unsterblich Horn.

Other extracts are made, and of a similar kind. There is a striking sameness in their im

agery aii joy and glitter. The first thought that occurs is a doubt whether a writing contain

ing such ideas, and so expressed, can really be regarded as very ancient. There is something
about this Epicurean Heaven so full of sunshine,* with such a glee, as it were, arising from

the immediate gratification of every desire, and the instantaneous fulfilment of every wish,

that is inconsistent with the gravity, the awed contemplative spirit, and solemn reticence of

great antiquity. The second thought is its destitution of moral power. It is a mere

picture of what is held best on earth, transferred to a supposed higher sphere. It is a pure

poetic fancy, the product of the Brahminic imagination, artistic and artificial. It was never

inspired in the highest sense. It was not born in any soul travail, nor nursed by the con

templation of any holy or divine idea. God is not in it as the chief and controlling thought.

Its heaven is not made by His presence. The mind that dreamed it was not wholly atheis

tical, but it had nc such conception as that of a covenant God and Redeemer, educating
men in their first lesson of immortality through the ideas inseparable from such a relation.

In other words, these Vedaic, Homeric, and Pindaric fancies, so extolled above the dim

Hebraic conceptions, were lacking in that element to which we have so repeatedly alluded,

6vvafj.tf ui}e d/cnraAvrow,
&quot; the power of an endless

life,&quot;
of a being indissoluble, because of its

* The resemblance to the Odyss., iv. 565, vi. 42, and especially to the latter passage, is very striking. A close compari
son strongly favors the conclusion that the lines of the Veda, if the translation be correct, must have been, in some way,
drawn from these of Homer ; a supposition not extravagant, if we suppose them later than Alexander s expedition, and
the knowledge that may, perhaps, have come into India from that source.

Wo Schimmer alle Raume ftlllt,

a\\H /u.oA aiOpi)

ireirraTiu urt^eAos, Aeuxv) firi.SfSpofi.ev alyAi).
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connection with the divine. The Vedaic theology, even in its pantheistic mysticism, hag no
true recognition of this. To its outward, or Epicurean picture, it is wholly lacking. It

knows nothing of the aluvtof fw/) of the Scriptures, or the true immortality. The sonorous

refrain
Dort lasse mich unsterblich sein,

carries with it no higher conception than that of mere undyingness. It is but a living on

in some way differing from the present simply by a higher joyousness, in some higher

locality, whether above the Himalaya, or on the summits of Olympus, or even in the skies

themselves, with the gods as merely a higher class of companions. The Scriptures were

intended for a higher education than this, and hence their very silence is ofttimes more

expressive, more suggestive of ideas that are full of life than the most positive language
of other ancient writings.

&quot; O that I knew where I might find Him.&quot; How poor this

groping, sighing despair, it may be said, in comparison with the rapture which Merx gives

us as a specimen of the higher and clearer ideas of our Arian kinsmen ! But Job s dark

ness is better than its light. The subdued trust of the Psalmist is better than its vain

soaring :

&quot;

Yea, though I walk through the valley of the death-shade (the terra umbrarum,
see Job x. 21, xxxviii. 17), I will fear no evil

;
for THOU art with me.&quot; Sombre as are the

thoughts suggested by the Hebrew Tzalmaveth, the idea of the redeeming Presence gives it

a glory transcending all the sunlight, all the shimmer, and sparkle of the Vedaic hymn.
Merx proceeds farther with this contrast, attempting to sustain it by reference to the

modes of burial or burning that arose from the different views entertained of death. In

every thing of the kind the superiority is assigned to the Arian races. The translation of

Enoch had been regarded as an early intimation of a higher life with God, to which one

was taken who had &quot; walked with God &quot; on earth. But the contemned Shemites must be

robbed even of this.
&quot; How widely different,&quot; says Merx, that is, how inferior,

&quot; were the

views of the Hebrews, of whom we must not judge from any thing in the Enoch legend

(der Henochsage] ,
since the Hebrew origin of it is more than doubtful.&quot;* It is certainly a

curious phase of &quot;the higher criticism,&quot; as it calls itself, this constant tendency to depreciate

the Shemitic Scriptures, whilst never allowing a doubt as to the antiquity or value of any

thing, however poor its supporting testimony, that they may choose to place in contrast

with them.

Moral Danger in separating the Idea of a Future Life from a Pure Theism. Modern

Spiritualism and Modern Science.

Still the fact remains a very strange one, especially as judged by the ordinary criticism,

that in this peculiar Shemitic race, and at this very early day, there should have been

such a deep religiousness, such a lofty piety, and yet with a conception of a future life so

very dim, if it existed at all. We wonder most to find it so deeply veiled in this Book of

Job, where the clearer view seems so greatly needed. The divine wisdom, however, in such

a veiling, such a reserve, will be the more readily seen and acknowledged, when AVC think

of the wild fables and mischievous notions to which the unguarded Hadean doctrine gave

rise among other peoples of antiquity, and especially as it became more and more dissevered

from any regulating divine idea. Of this we have already spoken. It remains to say that

in our own times we find a still more striking proof of the moral danger of such a seve

rance. The modern &quot;

spiritualism,&quot;
as it calls itself, would be unworthy of grave notice

here, were it not as a manifestation of such a tendency. It is becoming almost wholly

* &quot;

Mm-f. than doubtful.&quot; What knowledge has he enabling him to make so nice an estimate? The reason given is

that &quot;Enoch is representative of the departed year gone to the Ewigkett.&quot; We may see by this what rapid progress

Rationalism sometimes makes. What Ewald hazarded as a mere conjecture, founded on nothing stronger than the co

incidence (very remarkable among so many stated numbers!) of Enoch s age with the number of days in the year,

Merx treats as a settled point, which none now would think of calling in question. Nothing, however, is more impro

bable. Those very &quot;wise Egyptians,&quot; as late as the time of Herodotus, had not yet determined the year by five days,

still treating it, in some respects, as 360, and yet these critics would have it not only settled in the days of Enoch, but

so well settled as to make a myth out of it. Then, again, it would be a mere sentimentalism, suiting well in modern times,

6ut inconsistent with a great antiquity.

2
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naturalistic, and even atheistical. Its continual babble about natural laws shows its strong
desire to keep out, as far as possible, the ideas of God and moral causation. The same

may be said in respect to some aspects of modern science. How strong the aversion which

is manifested, in certain quarters, to the idea of a personal God, with its necessarily asso

ciated ideas of Providence and Prayer I They interfere with the doctrine of fixed evolution,

or of uninterrupted physical causation. And yet it is most worthy of note, that there is no

such aversion to the mere idea of a post-mortem existence. Some who have gone to the

very verge of atheism have expressed a willingness to patronize the other dogma, provided
it can be presented in some scientific form. Separate it from the thought of God, or of any
dread moral government; reduce it to a mere physical fact, and there need be no objection

to it. There is nothing in the way. The theories of the origin of life, as held by many,
are quite consistent with its continuance in some finer organization, or in some higher

physical development.

Atheism and Materialism not Inconsistent with some Doctrine of Future Being.

In this way, the most crass materialism may have its future state, possessing, perhaps, a

memory of the former
;
since memory and consciousness are merely the results of organization,

and may thus be carried through from one to the other. Even atheism cannot wholly shut

out the idea, or the phantom, if it would. It may have a ghostly world of the future, even

ias it makes a ghost of the present. It may have its spectres and its demons, all the

product of natural laws, even if it has no God. It cannot escape the thought of the

fearful by denying the existence of any power above nature. Who knows what forms of

(being such an omnipotent and eternal nature may produce ? And who can say that they

may not be inconceivably dire and monstrous? If one says, that cannot be so, there must

be something in the universe, as a whole, which prevents the predominance of what we
.call evil, whether physical or moral the question at once arises, how does he know that

from any science, with its infinitesimal experience? He is unconsciously taking refuge

in a higher doctrine, or borrowing ideas from the contemned theological sphere of thought.

Even the Democritic, or the Atomic philosophy, whether in its most ancient or its most

modern form, may have its future state. Among the endless phenomena of the physical

.universe, man may re-appear ; the very same man, so far as there can be any such thing

.as personal identity. Given infinite time, and infinite space, and infinite variety, ofworking,

and the atoms which compose his brain may come together in the same proportion, site, and

. arrangement as before. When this takes place, there he is again, with the same feelings,

thoughts, knowledge, memory, consciousness, all being, as before, simply the results of

that peculiar material organization which alone makes him what he is. The idea of another

life after death is not, in itself, an absolute essential of religion ; since, as Genesis and

this Book of Job most clearly prove, there may be even a lofty piety where there is only

the dimmest conception of such a state. In its perversion, on the other hand, it may even

;become the ally of irreligion. Severed from the divine idea, it may be the parent of the

most monstrous superstitions, or link itself with some gross doctrine of a physical metem

psychosis becoming, in either case, a more evil thing than the densest skepticism.

A PURE THEISM TO BE FIRST TAUGHT.

The Great Lesson of the Book The Absolute Sovereignty of God.

The distinctions made in the preceding pages have been the more largely dwelt upon
; as furnishing a reason, we may reverently suppose, why, in the early revelation, this doc

trine of a future life is kept so much under the veil. It is that the other and the diviner

(doctrine may be the more fully learned, and firmly fixed in the human mind, as the con

servative principle, the purifying power of all other religious beliefs. The subordinate

idea, as we have said, is not wholly excluded from the Book of Job. It now and then

appears amid the darkness
;
but there is made no use of it in enforcing the great lesson,

which is, to teach the absolute moral sovereignty of God, and the unqualified duty of
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human submission, as to a demand carrying in itself its own inherent righteousness.
The theism, the theodic of the Book is its great feature. Never were the divine personality,
the divine holiness, the divine government unchallengeable, in a word, the absolute divine

sovereignty, more sublimely set forth. Here there is no reserve: God most wise and good,
most just and holy, to be acknowledged as such whether we can see it or not

;
God who

&quot; maketh one vessel to honor and another to dishonor,&quot; who &quot;

setteth on high or casteth

down,&quot; who &quot;bindeth up or breaketh in
pieces,&quot; who is to be regarded as having the

holiest reasons for all this, yet
&quot;

giveth no account of His
ways,&quot; allowing

&quot; no one to

touch His hand, and say unto Him what doest Thou?&quot;

Not the Solution of a Problem Not a Doctrine of Compensation.

Such is the lesson taught. This is the problem solved, if we may use the language most

commonly employed in reference to the Book. We do not, however, regard it as the best.

The. idea that the poem, or drama, of Job is intended for the solution of a problem, or as

the authoritative decision of a debate, has led astray, we think, from a right view of its

true character. There is no objection to the word, if it is used simply as a name for the

great lesson undoubtedly taught, and which Job so thoroughly learned, namely, this holy
divine sovereignty, but when we attempt to specify any other issue regarded as involved

in the arguments of the speakers, and as finally decided by the divine appearing, we fall

into endless confusion, as is evinced by the number of varying and discordant theories to

which such a view of the Book has given rise. The design certainly cannot be to teach

a future state. What has been already said is sufficient in respect to that point. Neither

can it be to prepare the way for such a doctrine by furnishing representations which drive

to its necessary acknowledgment as the only solution of the alleged problem.* The hope
of compensation such views might sesm to involve would be out of harmony with that other

and greater acknowledgment which Job at last makes so unreservedly, and some idea of

which seems to pervade the Book from beginning to end. In respect to all such ideas of

compensation, whether in this life or in any other, it is sufficient to say that no mention

is made of them in the divine address, whatever may have been the subsequent fact
; they

are not assigned as having any bearing upon Job s affliction, or as clearing up, in any way,
the mystery that surrounds it. The same may be said in regard to any disciplinary purpose,

on which Elihu so largely insists. The divine voice makes no allusion to it. The crimina

tions of his friends, Job s assertions of his integrity (in those most eloquent concluding

appeals of chapters xxix., xxx., xxxi.), and Elihu s
&quot;

pretentious wisdom,&quot; as some have

characterized it, are all dismissed as being, so far as the great mystery is concerned, but a
&quot;

darkening of counsel by words without knowledge.&quot;

VARIOUS VIEWS OF THE BOOK.

Delitzsch, Merx, Umbreit, etc.

&quot; Why do afflictions befall the righteous man ?&quot;

&quot;

This,&quot; says Delitzsch,
&quot;

is the ques

tion, the answering of which is made the theme of the Book of Job.&quot;
&quot; This answer,&quot;

he proceeds,
&quot;

if we look at the conclusion of the Book alone, is, that such afflictions are

the way to a two-fold blessedness.&quot; The first of these is the restoration of the earthly good

of which he had been deprived. This, however, Delitzsch pronounces inadequate as a

solution, and not, in general, true. The second is the internal blessedness which the.

righteous man finds through such a process.
&quot;

It is the important truth,&quot;
he says,

&quot; that

there is a suffering of the righteous which is not a decree of wrath, but a dispensation of

love, and this is the heart of the Book of Job.&quot; To this general view he gives two divi-

tious : 1. The afflictions of the righteous are a means of discipline and purification ;
2. They

* According to this view, it would be tentative, and skeptical, we mean skeptical in a good sense, like some of the

Socratic discourse*, which are thug entitled, because they come to no conclusion, yet have served a good purpose in

teaching us our ignorance, or by ehowin* the great valne of the truth sought, and stimulating to more earnest study

to be rewarded by the disclosures of a more advanced revelation.
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are proofs and tests of character coming from the love and regard of God. In short,
&quot;

they

are disciplinary and they are testing.&quot;
All this may be admitted as, in some way, taught in

the Book, or truly suggested by it. So, also, there are other theories presented in various

ways by other writers, but all coming to nearly the same thing. Some express themselves

with more freedom in respect to the question of fact, whether the Book really furnishes the

solution it seems to propose. Merx, the latest interpreter, does not hesitate to pronounce
it a failure. After saying much of the Vergeltungslehre of the Mosaic religion, and of the

Old Testament generally, and of this Book as being polemically opposed to such a doctrine

of retribution all of which Del itzsch justly estimates as &quot;a phantom of the Rationalists&quot;

he goes on to speak, in the highest terms, of the artistic excellence of the work, patron

izing it even to extravagance, but does not shrink from saying that the solution it proposes
is not only inadequate but false. The great problem is still unsolved, and the writer in

timates that it all comes from the fact that the author of the Book was ignorant of
&quot;

the

Critical Philosophy.&quot;
&quot; Of

this,&quot; says Merx, with more naiveness than he ascribes to the

old poet,
&quot; he does not seem to have had the faintest notion.&quot; How the Critical Philosophy

would have saved the difficulty, or rather would have shown it to be wholly imaginary,
he endeavors to tell us, but it seems far less clear than the Book of Job itself, and may
be dismissed with the same sentence of failure and inadequateness. Still the objections
made by such commentators as Umbreit and Merx have much force in them as applied to

many of the so-called solutions. A stronger objection to some of them is that they receive

no countenance from the prologue, or from the address of Jehovah at the close, where, if

anywhere, such a clear solution of the problem might have been expected.

Key in the Prologue A Super-earthly Probation,

If we are to judge it solely as an artistic production, then the plan and design of it

are to be sought in the prose introduction, just as we look there for the design of a Greek
drama, and this without any nice discussion of the unimportant question, whether the
book is to be called dramatic, any more than lyrical or epic. Here is a preface with the
evident design of explaining what the mere poem might leave unknown, and without
which, as has been tersely said, the dramatic speeches would be artistically a mere torso,
a trunk without a head. In this introduction we do find something which, in the absence of
other considerations, we should be required to take as the leading idea of the work. It

is, that there are reasons for human events, even for the sufferings of good men, that may
wholly transcend this earthly sphere, having no reference to any human probation, for its

own sake, either by way of^discipline or retribution, but designed to serve a purpose in the

super-human world. It is a problem for the O r6x &amp;lt;J3 the Sons of God, one in which they
are interested, by which they are to be influenced, but in which a man is the sufferer, the
testing patient through whom the truth is exhibited. Thus, earth may be the theatruin in
which dramatic events are represented for the instruction of higher beings. It may be to
show them that there is such a thing as human virtue, that man immersed in nature
and exposed to the strongest temptations, may

&quot;

serve God for
nought,&quot; that is, disinteres

tedly, or from pure love of the service
; as Job did, both in his prosperity and in his perfect

Bubmission, at last, to a dispensation unexplained and inexplicable. Such a thought se-ms
plainly in the prologue ; but be it what it may, there is a conceivable design of this kind

lently great and beneficent to justify the ways of God, even to our reason, without any
)f compensation to the one by whom the example or the test is mide especially
the fact that such a demand, or even such an expectation, would be the most

direct proof of its failure.*

* 8oe&quot;u* thought oraauperearthly drama appear, in what the Apostle 9ay8 , Eph. Hi. 10: * ThU now throughth,re m,ght be made known to the Principality and Powers in the Heavenly World (.V rov iroupavimt ), the
I

^o^o,,
imment

,^
ran

-

fll) wisdom of God.&quot; See 018hau,en on the text: The Church (good men on

^^7r^^^(^,r-
^, r.ty;^txrT:::;-;;.
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The Lesson of Unqualified Submission.

The design may be discipline or punishment, having reference solely to the individual.

All that need to be maintained is, that it is not necessarily such. They may be admitted as

subordinate aims, in connection with something higher and more universal. As thus subor

dinate, they may even become prominent in the dramatic teaching, as seems to be the case

in Job, and yet without furnishing the idea, or the grounds, of the great lesson. Or it mar
be the design, aside from these, or in connection with these, to teach the lesson of absolute

and unconditional submission to the divine will, and an acknowledgment of its necessary wis

dom and goodness, whether we see it or not, either in the present or in any other life. This
is quite different from a stoical fatality, or from any mere arbitrariness. It is not that the

divine will makes right, but that it constitutes for us an evidence of its absolute righteous
ness that is not to be called in question. The because, we may say, has reference to our

judgments. He does it because it is absolutely right in itself; we say it is right (in the

absence of other knowledge) because He does it. As the Psalmist says, xxxix. 10 : &quot;I was

dumb, I opened not my mouth, because Thou didst it.&quot; It is a theism inadequate, impure,
tainted by some ideas of fatality, or of a power higher than God, that hesitates in making
this full and absolute affirmation. The reasons of the divine procedure in any particular
case may be wholly or partially hidden. They may have reference to the individual expe
rience, discipline, or purgation of the sufferer, and yet be wholly unknown to him. Job

vehemently asserts his innocence. There is something noble in his expostulations ;
it was

not a vain display of self-righteousness ;
he was driven to it by unjust criminations

;
and

yet there might have been hidden evils whose existence his inexplicable sufferings should

have led him to suspect, aside from the question whether they were, or were not, the sole cause

of the calamities which had come upon him. He should have searched for them as the

Psalmist did, and prayed for self-knowledge. His earnest appeal to God :

&quot; O show me
wherefore Thou thus dealest with

me,&quot;
is indeed very touching, but it manifests too serene a

confidence in his entire integrity. It is not like the prayer of David :

&quot;

Cleanse Thou me
from secret faults;&quot; or of him who said: &quot;Make me to know wisdom in the inward

parts;&quot;

or of the later exile, who so fervently prayed :

&quot; Search me, O God, and know my heart
;

prove me, and know my thoughts, and sse if there be any evil way in me, and lead me in

the way everlasting.&quot; If it be said that Job was very defective here as compared with some
others of the Old Testament worthies, it may be urged, on his behalf, that the accusations

of his friends, charging him with open transgressions of which he knew he was not guilty,

led him away into a mode of defence just in respect to them, but not maintainable before

the All-knowing, as he himself afterwards most clearly saw.

Reasons Transcending Human Knowledge.

But aside from this, or along with this disciplinary purpose, there may have been other

reasons belonging to the appq-a, the ineffable, the mysterious, transcending, perhaps, the

human faculties, but which he was bound to admit as possible, however much he or

others might fail in finding an explanation of the severe trial to which he had been exposed.
&quot; He giveth not account of his ways.&quot; Such a view may be characterized as harsh and

arbitrary, but it is perfectly consistent with the highest estimate of the Divine clemency.
&quot; God knoweth our frame

;
He rernembereth that we are dust.&quot; He hath pity upon man.

Even the thought of his depravity, the fact that
&quot; the imagination of the heart of man is

evil from his
youth,&quot; is mentioned (Gen. ix. 21) as one of the grounds of the divine com

passion. But he knoweth, too are we not warranted, from the tenor of revelation, in saying

itr that the loftiest height to which the human soul can attain, and ultimately its highest

blessedness, is the acknowledgment of God s absolute right, as the acknowledgment of His

absolute glory I It is that to which the human soul of the Saviour attained when, in the

great struggle with Satan, in the mysterious and inexplicable agony, he said,
&quot;

Thy will

be done.&quot;
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The Absolute Divine Sovereignty before any Doctrine of Human Destiny.

Thus regarded, the value of a pure theism, in which the absolute divine sovereignty

holds its sovereign place, is beyond that of every other dogma.* Without it, all other

religious teaching may become not only vain but mischievous. Without it, the doctrine of

a future life may become the source of the greatest moral evils, leading, at last, to atheism,

after having been the ally of the grossest superstitions. On this account, may we say again,

was there need of a reserve that might hold in check the roving imagination, of a veil, not

wholly obscuring, but allowing only the faintest glimpses, now and then, to keep the soul

from utterly sinking. Such a schooling of the chosen people, as the world s representatives,

was demanded, we may say, until the other great and conserving truth should be perfectly

learned, and indelibly stamped upon the soul. Far better a dim shadowy belief in a future

life, or a mere feeling without any distinct conception of state or locality, or resolving itself

into a pure elementary trust in a covenant God, far better this than an unrestrained imagi
native picturing, destitute of all true moral power, and to which the thought of God, as a

moral sovereign, is, in a great measure, alien, if not wholly lost. Far better the old patri

archal and Hebrew reserve in this respect than such a Hades, and such an Elysium, as we
read of in the Greek poets, or any such rhapsodies as the Rationalist so triumphantly quotes
for us from the Rigveda. Among the many other solutions, then, of the Book of Job, this

seems certainly entitled to respectful attention. It is the teaching of such a theism, whilst

throwing into the back-ground, to say the least, not only the dogma of a future life, but every

thought of compensation,! discipline, or anything else, that might interfere with the absolute

unconditionality of the greater doctrine.

THE THEOPHANTT.

Its One Idea: The Divine Omnipotence. \ God &quot;can do All Things.&quot;

If the solution of the problem, as some call it, is to be found anywhere, it is in the
address of the Almighty. That is what every reader naturally expects, and is disappointed,
to some extent, in not finding. No explanation, however, is given of the cause of Job s

mysterious sufferings, nor any decision made in regard to the matters in debate between him
and his antagonists. Instead of that, one idea, predominant and exclusive, pervades every part
of that most sublime exhibition. It is that of power, omnipotent power, first as exhibited
in the great works of creation,J and afterwards in those greater productions of nature that

* It is not too much to say that even now, in this advanced age of theology, there is arising a new need of this
idea. There is something in the natnralistic tendencies of onr science, and our literature, which more and more demands
a revival of the thought of a personal, holy, omnipotent, unchallengeable God, who &quot;doeth all things according to His
good pleasure,&quot; whether through nature, or against nature, or above nature. The sharpening of this would give a new
edge to every other religious dogma. The ideas of sin, holiness, accountability, would receive a new impress of clearness
and power. The doctrine of a future life would get a moral significance, throwing in the back-ground those naturalistic
and merely imaginative features which are now making it a matter of curious speculation, or of physical, rather than of
ethical interest. Such a sudden sharpening of the divine idea would have a startling effect, like the actual witnessing of
a miracle, in bringing so near the thought of God as to set it in a new and surprising light, resembling vision rather
than theory, and calling forth something like the exclamation of Job, when &quot;the hearing of the ear&quot; had become an
actual beholding.

t As matter of outward fact, indeed, there is set forth in the close of the drama a full compensation. It forms, what
some, who are fond of the more artistic criticism, call the outer disentanglement,&quot; or Die Losung in Susserer WirkHch-
kett; but we are nowhere told that this entered into the idea of the poem. As such, it would be inconsistent with tho
thought so prominent in the prologue, or the possibility of a man s serving God for nought. As a mere outward scene,
however, it has a certain appropriateness, like the matter-of-fact close of a Greek drama, sometimes brought in as a satisfac
tion to the reader, to save him from pain, by making a harmony in the outward narrative. But in Job the great le-son is

complete without It. We read it with pleasure, as something gimply due to dramatic consistency, that when the spiritualma is over, the hero, as the Rationalist*, with some propriety, call him, may not be left in his state of suffering; but the
great inward design is concluded by the submission of Job, which would have been utterly spoiled by the intimation
of any expected recompense. The apparent design, too, of the prologue is satisfied without it. When Job submits Satan
is baffled, and God s judgment is true.

t It is worthy of note how the appeal is made alike to the great natural and the great supe-natural, as though the
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seem next in rank to the creative power itself. Nothing is said of any purpose in the great

trial, or of anything which should be made known to Job as preparatory to his submission.

There is no hint in respect to ultimate compensation as a motive for endurance, such as is held

out in the Gospel to the Christian :

&quot;

They that endure unto the end, shall be saved.&quot;

There is no allusion to any scheme of discipline, no suggestion of afflictions which are only
evils apparently, since they are designed for purification, or as a preparative for a higher
blessedness. The curtain is not withdrawn to disclose to us any vision of optimism as a motive

for the creature s submission. Nothing of this kind appears, but only that idea of power,

omnipotent power, thundered forth in tones that seem intended to silence rather than to con

vince. However strange it may seem, this is all the voice we hear, startling and confounding
at first, but soon causing us to forget everything in a feeling of its sublime appropriateness :

&quot; Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth ?&quot; What knowest thou of the

divine purposes in thy own creation, or in that of the universe ? What right, therefore, hast

thou to challenge any of them as unrighteous or unwise, much less to dream of any fatality,

or of any nature of things by which they might be baffled, whether they be purposes ofjustice
or of clemency ? It would seem as though its only design was to overwhelm, and it is

overwhelming. Job falls
upon&amp;gt;

his face and acknowledges that he has learned the lesson.

It is not mere terror. Deep is the reverence
;
but there is also the conviction of the under

standing and the conscience :

&quot;

I know that Thou canst do all things, and that no purpose*
of Thine can be hindered.&quot; Had he doubted it before? It would certainly seem so, whether

at the time he had been fully conscious of it or not.

The Old Idea of Fate The Name El Shaddai as Opposed to it.

A feeling of something irresistible in the vast surrounding nature, something with

which it is vain for man to struggle, and against which not even a divine power could help

him, shows itself, more or less, in all the early heathen religions, as it appears afterwards in

the systems of philosophy. They called it fate, /ioZpa, doom, destiny. It was superior to

gods as well as to men. It was irrational, inconsistent with any true theistic conception, but

its ever-pressing nearness, as well as the vastness and indefinableness of its aspect, gave it an

overpowering weight. That some feeling of this kind, some beginning of a fatalistic idea,

may have been in the minds of God s people, tainting even the otherwise pure theism of the

patriarchs, would seem probable from the stress laid upon that assuring epithet, HE? 7tf
f

occurring so often in Genesis and Job, and furnishing such strong evidence of the antiquity

of the latter Book. &quot;

Almighty God,&quot;
&quot;&quot;&quot;W

/N, Deus potentissimus, omnipolens, jravroKpdrup,

the strong God, Dem sufficiens,
HOlNO UT3D 1X3 K^ IPX, &quot;from whom nothing can be hin

dered,&quot; to whom nothing can fail this was the great name ofstrength and encouragement which

God Himself employs to cheer the hearts of those early men, and keep them from fainting

in their pilgrimage: &quot;IV ^K JX, &quot;I am El Shaddai, therefore, fear ye not, but walk before me.&quot;

Thus regarded, too, much of the language of the Old Testament respecting the divine power,

the divine sovereignty, and the extreme jealousy that guards against the least impeachment
of these attributes, loses all its seeming harshness. Like the denunciations of idolatry,

it is conservative of pure religion. It is a protest against the nature-worship, the fatalistic

ideas that were everywhere coming in to pervert the true theistic conception. Thus viewed,

distinction had not then been made; or the line drawn, as in our modern thinking; or as though to the Divine Mind such

distinct ton was of no account. Nature and law are clearly recognized in the Bible ;
but both departments, the natural

and the supernatural, are regarded as equally illustrating the power and greatness of God as manifested in all. The same

may be said of the appeal to the great animal creations, surpassing man in strength and magnitude. It is not to show

design, or utilitarian ends, as in our modern natural theology, and hence to demonstrate the existence of a Deity. Job it

not addressed as doubting that, or as needing any proof of God s wisdom and goodness. Everything, on the other hand,

bears upon this one idea of omnipotence. It is to show that God &quot; can do all things&quot; a tiuth which Job confesses

(rlii. 2), in language intimating that be had not before fully realized it.

*
Literally,

&quot; hindered from Thee.&quot; 1^3 has its Syriac sense of diminution, restraint, failure. LXX. aSwartl S&amp;lt;r &amp;lt;rot

ovMv. The Syriac has &quot;

nothing can be hidden from Thee,&quot; and in this it resembles our common version. Dr. Conant s ia

better :

&quot; And from Thee no purpose can be withheld
;&quot;

but fails, we think, in giving the full thought, which is that of

insufficiency, or want of power in the execution.
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it is the language of paternal Deity, encouraging to faith and submission as the only bles

sedneas of the human state:
&quot; Fear not, for I can do all things.&quot;

The Fatalistic Idea betrays Itself in the Speeches of Job and his Friends.

Such a misgiving dread of some insurmountable fatality, putting his case beyond the

reach even of any divine help, seems to lurk in the speeches of Job at the times of his ex-

tremest despair. The friends were not pressed to it, as he was, by an anguish unendurable.

They had not his experience to breed a doubt. Free from pain and trouble, they could

theorize complacently on the divine excellencies,
&quot;

speaking good words for God,&quot; as Job

taunts them, and expatiating at their ease on this attribute of omnipotence. Here the

speeches of Zophar and Bildad are peculiarly eloquent, however ill-timed. Job, too, is

roused to emulation, and strives to surpass them (see especially chs. xxv. and xxvi.). And

yet this very style of speech seems, now and then, to betray a want of the confidence it so

loudly assumes. The speaker seems to indulge in it as a mode of fortifying himself in a faith

not wholly free from a lurking skepticism. None of them, however, ever intimated a doubt

of the justice and wisdom of God. In his extreme anguish, Job may seem to be approaching

some thought of the kind, but immediately revolts from it, as from the edge of an abyss. He
cannot give it up : God is good ;

He is righteous ;
He is most pure and holy ;

but may it not

be that there is something, be it fate, be it nature, be it an invisible, fiendish* power, that

baffles all His mercy and all His wisdom. &quot;The earth is given into the hands of the wicked,&quot;

ix. 24; is this the work, or the permission, or the weakness of God? Kin D 12X 7 EDX,

&quot;if not, who then?&quot; Would there be such sore evils? Above all, would they come

upon the innocent, if he could help it? Is there not a nature, a fixed order of things (as

Job, according to Merx, would have said, had he understood
&quot; the Critical Philosophy,&quot; or

the distinction between &quot; the moral and the practical reason,&quot;) which cannot be set aside ?

The Divine Address adapted to this Fatalistic Idea. Job s Renunciation of it.

He has not ventured to say it openly in words
;
the very thought seemed to demand re

pression whenever it showed itself, however dimly, to the consciousness. It was there, how

ever, as is shown by the language of the divine address so directly adapted to such a state

of soul, and the closing acknowledgment of Job, expressing a new and clear conviction that

admits no doubt. It is absolute certainty, the certainty of sight, as compared with any
abstract theorizing, or any traditional

&quot;

hearing by the ear :&quot; I know,&quot; it is like the ecstatic

assurance he had of his Redeemer s living
&quot;

I Tcnow\ that Thou canst do all things ; and

* There is language in chapter xvi. from which it would seem that Job had such beings in view, a multitude of

them, in fact, as well as the great enemy mentioned in the prologue. Such expressions as those in verses 9 and 10, of that

chapter, can hardly be ased of the three friends :
&quot; His anger rends me; he lies in wait for me OJQDJJT, cognate with

|Dt7&amp;gt;
Satan); he gnashes on me with his teeth; mine enemy n), sharpens his eyes upon me (glares at me) ; they

gape upon me with their mouths &quot;

(11J73, ike the yawning Orcus, Is. v. 14). We are shocked at the very thought of such

words being applied to God, although most of the commentators have so taken them. The language that follows : &quot;God

delivers me up,&quot; etc^ though strong, is in a different style ; simply presenting the idea of an unjust surrender into Satan s

hands. It might be said, too, that the absence of any expressed subject (simply implied, he, they, etc.) is evidence of some

thing fearful in the thought, as in the cases mentioned, note, p. 7. The referring them to God, would be inconsistent,

moreover, with the appeal to the Witness on high, ver. 20. The language of vers. 9 and 10 shows an imagination wildly

excited, as though at the sight of fiends making hideous faces, scowling, and glaring at him. It would seem strange, too,

that Satan should so figure in the prologue, and that afterwards no allusion whatever should be made to him. It would
not be artistic, if that, as some say, is the chief character of the book. Is there not an implied reference to this great

persecutor and murderer (ivOpuwoicTovot, John viii. 44), in the appeal to the Avenger or Redeemer, xix. 25? Raschi speaks
very confidently in respect to the language, xvi. 9, as though it could not admit of a doubt :

&quot; Satan here is the enemy ;

ixn ton }Btpm.
t Merx, the latest commentator on Job, in the short notes he adds to his new text and translations, is very fond of

putting the word dogmatic to the re:i erings, ancient or modern, which he rejects. He means by this to stigmatize them
M made in a dogmatic interest, even though sometimes giving the only possible meaning which the Hebrew will admit.
He ought to hare seen how greatly his own version is affected by that precisely identical kind of interest, which we may
call the dogmatic anti-dogmatic. He cannot understand thin passage according to the text, and so he does not hesitate to

give a different punctuation, allowing him to render it :

&quot; Ttinu k nowent thut Thou canst do all things,
1

an answer which
wholly mars the force of Job s appeal. Although it may still be taken as his&amp;lt;-onfesron of the great truth, yet the putting
it thus iu the second person makes it not only a pointless assertion, but seems greatly to change the aspect and spirit of the
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that nothing is hindered from Thee.&quot; It is as though he had said : Now I am sure of it
;

if the continuance of my misery is not from Thy want of goodness and mercy, much less is

it from Thy lack of power ; nothing is too hard for Thee
;
no nature can baffle Thee

;
no

fate stands in Thy way ;
no invisible power of evil, however mighty, can prevent Thee from

&quot;

doing according to Thy sovereign will, either in the armies of heaven, or among the inhabi

tants of the earth.&quot; He bows before this divine utterance as conclusive, not only of its own

truth, but in respect to everything in the character and government of God that may have

been, either directly or indirectly, called in question. It is Thou then who hast done it, and
therefore is it holy, just, and wise. Once shown that it is truly God s act not nature s, merely,
or Satan s and that, if it had not been such, everything in nature that stood in the way would

have been crushed out if necessary, all else follows to the believing soul. Thou hast done

it, therefore, is it right? I ask no farther.
&quot;

Surely have I uttered what I did not under

stand; things wonderful,&quot; far beyond my knowledge. But, oh! &quot;hear me now; let me speak;
let me ask of Thee, and do Thou give me knowledge. By the hearing of the ear had I heard

of Thee
;
but now Thou comest near, and I confess Thee as the Almighty. Wherefore, I

reject myself (my arguments), and repent in dust and ashes.&quot; There is deep feeling here,

as of one who has come to a new view of himself and of his relations to God. It is to be

noted, however, that it is not from any disclosure of the causes of his sufferings, nor from

any hope held out of their alleviation, but altogether from this thunder voice, the tones of

which, however varied in the presentation of the great natural or the great supernatural,

ever modulate themselves to this one key of Omnipotent, unchallengeable power.

God the Only Power in the Universe.

Not only no other God, but no other power than God in the universe. Compare Isaiah

xlrv. 6 :

&quot;

I am the first, and I am the last
;
beside me there is no God.&quot; It reminds us of

the oft-repeated Arabic formula, so concise, and yet so full: No God but God, which must

have entered most significantly into the early religion of the Arabians, as we may judge from

its prevailing use in the later Koranic. The Mohammedan fatalism, as it has been called,

may sometimes have a superstitious aspect, but, in its pious form, as thus expressed, it is

rather a protest against a physical fatalism, or against any other power than God, such as is

made here in the challenge of Shaddai, the Almighty. There is not only no other personal

Deity, but no power in Nature, or in Fate, or in any system of things, that can, for a moment,
stand in His way, if the vindication of His holiness, His wisdom, or His goodness, demand

its breach, or its removal.

Job s Musing Soliloquy and Confession Note on the Genuineness of the Elihu Portion.

In this view, we see the force of that musing, wondering language which intervenes, ver.

3, where Job seems, without any reason, to be repeating to himself the words of the

Almighty, as though they struck him in a new aspect, or suggested something which he had

not thought of before :

&quot; Who is this that darkeneth counsel by words without knowledge ?&quot;

They seem so strange, that Merx and others, with a lack of critical insight, we think, reject

them as an interpolation or a misplacement. As first uttered by Jehovah, we have reason to

regard them as most directly applicable to the speech of Elihu, who, although uttering great

truths (the soundest ethical doctrine, and approaching the nearest of all the speakers to a

solution of the supposed problem), had yet done it in a somewhat pretentious manner. As

the last speaker, too, he may be regarded as first noticed in the divine address. It does not

militate against this that it is said :

&quot; The Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind.&quot; There

passage. It would be as though he had said : I submit, I lay my hand upon mv mouth, because any other course would

be of no avail. Thou knowest, Thyself, that Thou art infinitely strong, and canst do as Thou pleasest; of what use, then,

any remonstrance? God knoweth the difficulties and darkness of our minds as well as our bodily frames. We may, there

fore, believe that a doubt in respect to His power would be less displeasing to Him thin such a captious irreverence. There

is a shadow of authority for Merx. The pointing; is of the first person, but the rinsing yrxl is supplied by the Keri. It is

the same in this respect as in P. cxl. 13, JTJH for
T}J?T.

in full, and in jVi?U for JVfeW, Ez(&quot;k - xli - 19 - !t may **

&lio taken as an Aramaism, as it would doubtless have been called could it have been made to suit a rationalistic purpose.
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is nothing in the way of regarding these first words as the briefest allowable notice of the man

whose voice had just done sounding,* stopped, as it were, by the sudden interruption, and then

followed by the turning, in a different style, to Job the subject of the general answer :

&quot; But

gird up now thy loins, like a man ;
I have something to say to thee.&quot; In this second appeal,

xlii. 3, Job seems to take the language to himself, and yet in a manner which shows that it

had not been his first thought. In a sort of dreamy maze, he says over the former words

of Jehovah, which had made so deep an impression on his mind :

&quot; Who is this? Who ia

this that darkens counsel bywords without knowledge?&quot; Yes; it is I. I am the man;

I see it now ;
I am that man who has uttered what he understood not. It is a still deeper

feeling of what he had said before: &quot;Surely I am vile (MERX, weak dogmatic*!), what shall

I answer Thee? I lay my hand upon my mouth. Once, twice have I spoken, but I will

not answer. I say no more.&quot;
&quot; Who is this (dost Thou ask) that darkens counsel by

words without knowledge ?&quot; To whomsoever else they are applicable, surely they apply to

me. In his deep confession and self-abasement, he thinks only of himself and his position

in the sight of God. And herein lies the difference between Job and the others. They stand

in amazement, it may be, awed by this display of the divine majesty, yet without prostration

or confession. Still confident in their own wisdom, they may actually regard these thunder-

tones of omnipotence as a decision in their favor, as their vindication, in fact, instead of

their rebuke. For had not they, also, all of them, expatiated on this idea of the divine

power, to the crushing and humiliation of the trembling Job ? The repetition of the words,
&quot; who is this ?&quot; has the appearance of interrupting the train of thought and feeling. On this

account, the critic rejects what a closer insight into this rapt, soliloquizing, ejaculatory style,

* The genuineness of the speech of Elihu, which has been much attacked, may be defended on three grounds that, aside

from their moral weight, are entitled to attention from those who patronize the Book chiefly on its alleged artistic merits.

These are

1st. That, without it, the appearance and address of Jehovah must be taken as immediately following ch. xxxi., in

which case the words,
&quot; Who is this that darkeneth counsel, etc., must refer directly to the clearest, most consistent, and

most eloquent speech in the Book, namely, Job s noble vindication of his fair life agtinst the damnatory accusations of his

friends. It is a most manly appeal, undeserving, we reverently think, of being thus characterized as vaiu and dark, at

least in comparison with those of the others. Besides, the term, H^]}, cmmstl, teaching, argument, cannot be applied to

It as it can to the speech of Elihu, which is ostentatiously did ictic. Job s appeal, ch. xxxi., is simply a vindicatory

statement of fact, in opposition to unrighteous charges. If he is divinely commended for anything, except his last words

of submission and repentance, it must be for this noble defence.

2d. The language,
&quot; Who it this, etc.&quot; would be applicable to much in the general stjle and spirit of Elihu s discourse.

Although the divine answer, as a whole, is addressed to Job, yet nothing would seem more natural than such an incidental

reference to the lust speaker, who is seemingly interrupted in his eloquence by the sudden rebuke of the supernatural

voice. It was a giving counsel, an assumption of wisdom, a claiming
&quot; to speak for God

;&quot;
and although we think that

those critics altogether overstrain the matter who charge Elihu with being merely a loquacious babbler, or a vain preten

tious disputant, yet, as an attempted vindication of the divine ways, it was a more fit subject for this comparative cen

sure, than the honest and glowing words of Job in ch. xxxi., to which it immediately, or without the least preparation,

succeeds, if the part of Elihu is left out. The repetitions of this last speaker, on which some have BO much insisted, are

of little consequence. They may be blemishes, or rhetorical excellencies, according to the stand-point from which they
are viewed. The specimens we have of the old Arabic Seance, or Consessus, show that such a repetitive style of sententious

moralizing; was h Id in literary repute. At all events, it is characteriitic, and this they should rejtard as a dramatic merit

in what they call a &quot; work of art.&quot; But, aside from this, there is something in the whole of ch. xxxvii., and especially in

the closing verses, to which the language is very applicable, as leferring to the last speaker, although the divine address

ia described, generally, by th&amp;lt;&amp;gt; historian, as made to Job, to whom, personally, it immediately turns. The words &quot; darken

ing counsel,&quot; etc
,
denote invalidity of argument, doubtless, but, along with this, they are descriptive of the apparent

timidity, abruptness, and awe-struck confusion that seem to characterize the close of Elihu s harrangue. It is the lan

guage of one gazing on some strange appearances The emotion and the exclamations thence produced mingle with his

didactic utterances, o that he says, ver. 19 : &quot;Tell us what we shall say, for we cannot order our speech, by reason of

darkness. And this suggest* the

3d Ground, namely. That the whole scene li a r aUti/, and that this interlude of Elihu, and especially his nbrupt ex

clamatory closing words, are a convincing evidence of it. It is either a painting from the life, or it is the most consummate
art. There is the strongest internal evidence that, during this speech of Elihu, there is represented the approach of the

storm-cloud, the rising tornado, interrupting and confusing his words, calling away his attention, and giving rise to broken
remarks on the vivid phenomena that accompany it, until he is suddenly silenced by the awful voice. Some of the best

commentator* have thus regarded the language as referring to nu actual coming storm. Delitzsch cites Bridel for the

opinion that the thund-r, mentioned xxxvii. 1, li not a mere mitter of eloquent description, but something actually pre
sented to the senses: &quot;L eclair brille, la tonnere gronde.&quot; It Is the language of an eye and ear witness, or if it is a mere
work of art it is

&amp;gt; arranged and expressed s to convey that impression So Rosenmliller, In the words of Bouillier:
Inter veri&amp;gt;a Klihu, dum ha&amp;gt;c loqneretur, tonitru exauditum ; ad c ljus caecum murmur, mox in fragorem horrendum et

fulgur erupturum, circumstantes jubet contremiscere.&quot; So, also, on the comment on 3PII, ver. 22; &quot;Ceterum splendorii
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shows to be in harmony with the tone and spirit of the scene. The seeming irregularity

gives vivid evidence, not only of its artistic, but of its actual scenic truthfulness. It supplies
that emotional connection which carries us over all seeming logical or philological breaks.

Job Distinguished from the Others by his Submission.

For what else is Job commended but for the completeness of this submission, with its

deep humility and hearty penitence? It would be difficult to find any answer to this, except
what has arisen from the theory, very ancient, indeed, and supported by the highest authori

ties, that the design of the Book, and especially of the theophany at its close, is the deci

sion of a debate, or to determine which party had the better of this long argument about

the cause of Job s sufferings. As the traditional view we are reluctant to call it in question,
and yet it may be very defective, if not in itself, yet by rejecting or ignoring another which
is important as collateral, and, in certain aspects, may be regarded as presenting the pre
dominant lesson. Job is approved not for what he said, or chiefly for what he said, in

chs. iii. or xvi., or even in chapters xxviii. and xxxi., but for the few words spoken, xl. 4,

xlii. 2-6. This is in accordance with the opinion of Abenezra, the most judicious of the

Jewish commentators, who restricts the words of God, xlii. 7 :

&quot; Ye have not spoken to

me the thing that is right, as my servant Job hath done,&quot; solely to the confession Job
had made (xl. 4, xlii. 2-6), and they had not.

ex aquilone mentio pertinet ad descriptionem appropinquantis media in tempestate Dei.&quot; We find the beginning of this

In th close of ch. xxxvi. :
&quot; His thunder is announcing Him

;&quot;
the cattle (HJpO), feeding on file plains are startled by

the ominous noise (xxxvi. 33). Then, immediately (xxxvii. 1), &quot;At this
&quot;

(HNt 7 HX, as though pointing to something

coming on and visible to all), &quot;my heart trembles, and leaps out of its place.&quot; &quot;Hear, O hear, the roar of His voice, the

muttering that proceedeth from His mouth; under the whole heavens He is sending it; His lightning to the far horizon.

After it, hark, a sound is roaring (IWy, descriptive future). He is thundering with His majestic voice, and we cannot

trace them when that voice is heard.&quot; It is all most graphic, calling to mind the speech of Prometheus (JEscH. Prom.

Vinct. 1081) as he goes down iu the midst of the storm :

/3pvxta 8 ifow irapaiJ.VKa.Tai.

Tuna it bettmos long and loud. Here, as there, it is the deep baritone thunder reverberating all round the horizon. &quot; There

is no tracking it (CD3D;? ^~l), though the sound is heard.&quot; It seems to be everywhere; there is no determining the

long roll to any particular quarter of the sky. Then follows a stillness for a time, during which the black
rp&amp;gt; p i8 slowly

rising. Again the speaker, though there is an awe upon his soul, attempts to go on with his moralizing on the voice and

the marvellous works of God
;
in all of which he seems more or less influenced by the signs in the heavens as they become

more and more startling, or give rise to occasional sudden remarkings upon particular phenomena :
&quot; See how He spreads

His lightning cloud (CONANT), and turns it with His guidance every way
&quot;

(v. 12). The tempestuous wind (v. 17), is grow

ing in heat and strength ;
the intervals of darkness become overpowering ;

he &quot; cannot order his speech by reason of

them.&quot; But, lo, a new and startling appearance, a strange light coming out of the North. He calls it 3HT, gold, liter

ally, but here most probably a golden sheen (LXX. ve&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;rj xpvo-^vyovvro.), some electrical or auroral light (aureus&amp;gt;aurum\

suddenly gleaming forth from the Borealio region, or, it may be, lining the edge of the nimbus, as is sometimes the case

when it is heavily charged with the electric fluid. &quot;From the North, see, the amber light is coming,&quot; comp. Ezek. i. 4

(7&quot;irW, descriptive future). It is this phenomenon, so remarkable and so suddenly arresting the attention of all, that

gives the subsequent language its ejaculatory character. There is terror mingled with the glory:
&quot;

Surely with God there is

dreadful majesty.&quot; What follows is in the same broken and elliptical style. &quot;]&,

&quot;

Shaddai, He it is ;
we cannot find

Him out.&quot; All through there are those descriptive features indicating something coming on of an eventful character.

The language becomes more and more that of one subdued in spirit, and awed by the sense of a near divine presence,

driving him from his loquacious wisdom: &quot;Great in strength and righteousness; He answers not&quot; (njj^ X 7 in Kal,

instead of Piel); surely should we fear Him
;&quot;

that is now more becoming than argument, however seemingly profound ;

for
&quot; He regardeth not the 3^7 0311, those who are wise in their own understandings,&quot; and preBiime to judge of

His ways.

&quot;Then answered Jehovah from the storm-cloud,&quot; !&quot;P 17371, with the article, the storm-cloud that has been described.

TT :
-

As thus viewed in connection with Elihu s speech, and especially the latter part of it, so broken and abrnpt. there is a

power in the whole representation which compels us to regard it as consummately artistic or, what is still more credible,

an actual painting from the life, a real scene from that olden time, and an actual theophany, like those witnessed by Abra

ham, Moses, and Elijah. On the other hand, cut out the speech of Elihu, or bring the divine address right after ch. xxxi.,

and we seem to have a hiatus in the drama which all criticism fails to mend.

The remarkable language, v. 22, about &quot; the gold coming from the North (the Borealic aurora) may well bo compared

with Ezek. i. 4: &quot;A storm (rp^ D) coming f om the North, and a brightness in the circuit, and in the midst of it,

#3) like ttte color of brass (avrichalcum) Vnlg. quasi species electri.&quot;
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GROUNDS OF JOB S COMMENDATION.

Origin and Progress of the Dispute.

In order to determine how far such a view may be defended, let us briefly review the

general course of the narrative, and of the argument, so far as it can be called by that name.

In the first stages of Job s grievous affliction, he seems to have borne it perfectly.

Philosophical stoicism must confess itself immeasurably transcended by such a declaration

as is ascribed to Job i. 21 :

&quot; The Lord gave, the Lord hath taken, blessed be the name of

the Lord.&quot; What is there in Seneca or Epictetus to compare with this conception o*f &quot;the

old Dichter,&quot; as the Rationalists call him? Again, that declaration afterwards made to his

tempting wife: &quot;Shall we receive good at the hand of God, and shall we not receive evil?&quot;

No language could more clearly and strongly express that idea of unconditional submission

on which we have insisted, that unreserved surrender that asks no questions as to the cause

or the issue, makes no demand of compensation, hints at no injustice, seeks for no other

reason of its being right than that God hath done it, and that, therefore, it must be right.

&quot;In all this,&quot;
it says, &quot;Job sinned not with his

lips,&quot;
ii. 10. The latter words in this place

though not occurring in the previous passage, i. 22, where it is said, absolutely,
&quot; Job

sinned not&quot; must have a significance. They may denote the beginning of a change, to a

degree, perhaps, of which he was yet unconscious. Baschi regards it as a negative pregnant,

implying that, though his words were right, there was the beginning of something wrong

in his thoughts and feelings; OH nSs SaK, &quot;but he sinned in his heart.&quot; Below the lips,

h rr, xap6ig, in that deep unconscious place lying beneath the thoughts, and out of which, as

our Saviour says, thoughts ascend (avaflaivovm), there had been some working of that hidden

force which afterwards breaks out so irrepressibly. Another supposition may be indulged,

that there had come upon him, or doubtless had greatly increased, that severe bodily an

guish which, in its protracted continuance, is so unendurable. Christian martyrs have

borne it with divine aid, such as we may suppose Job here not to have had, and because

of the briefness of the pain, soon destroying itself, or leading to insensibility. Without this,

or when there is no remission or alleviation, it may be safely said that such anguish con

tinuing on, and beyond a certain degree, cannot be endured. The man cannot refrain from

fiercely crying out, and it matters but little what the language of his cry may be, since

it is only, in any sense, a physical expression of this unendurable agony.
&quot; He knoweth our

frame.&quot; God doth not blame Job for this
; neither should his friends have blamed him.

But this is what they did, and it was the beginning of that wrong direction taken in their

subsequent discoursings, and growing more and more devious and confused at every step.

They could not put themselves in Job s position. They were astonished at his wild out

cries, leading them to imagine something terrible in his state of which they had never

thought before. It was this that first led to their chiding tone. They regarded it, not as

the involuntary language of extreme suffering, having little of any more accountability

attached to it than the mere physical manifestations of tears and groans, but as the evidence

of rebellion in the spirit, or of some unknown actual guilt. They had witnessed this

during the days of their astonished silence, until they can refrain no longer. His violent

language seemed to them like an outburst of profanity ; they undoubtedly knew of his fair

reputation in the days of his prosperity, corresponding to the character which God Himself

gives of His servant. &quot;They had heard of all this evil that had come upon him.&quot;

Immediately each starts &quot;from his
place;&quot; they make an appointment ^&quot;U^P &quot;to go and

mourn with him, and to comfort him.&quot; At the sight of their friend, so changed by suffering
that

&quot;

they knew him not, they wept aloud, and rent their garments, and threw dust upon
their heads.&quot; In all this there is the deepest sympathy, but no unfavorable judgment.

No Polemical Interest The Rationalists Fanciful Vergeltungslehre.

Neither had they any polemical interest against him in maintaining the old Vergeltungs-

lehre, &quot;that phantom of their own imagination,&quot; of which the Rationalists are so fond.
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There is no evidence that they had come,
&quot; each from his

place,&quot; to dispute with him about

that. There is no such doctrine of retribution in the Mosaic Law, as differing from the

later Christian, or from the universal experience of the world in either the earliest or the

latest times. Always have men believed, and had reason to believe, both truths * that im

pious deeds are often strikingly punished, even in this world, and also that the righteous

often suffer in a manner that seems inexplicable. The Rationalists describe their Vergel-

tungslehre as peculiar to the old Patriarchal and Mosaic times
;
but there is abundant evi

dence to the contrary in the narratives of Genesis. Good men are represented as suffering,

without any impeachment of their characters, either on the part of God or man, or on the

ground of any specific guilt assigned as the cause of it. The lives of Jacob, Joseph, and

Moses prove this. So does the whole history of the Israelites in their sore bondage, for

which there is no evidence that the immediate sufferers received or expected compensa

tion, and who certainly were not worse, to say the least, than the nations around them,

who had none of those severe trials which were sent upon God s chosen people. So far

as there was any basis for the idea in the Mosaic institutions, it will generally be found

in connection with promises made to families and nations, rather than to individuals.

This is the case with the Fifth commandment, which is so often cited in support of this

imaginary Vergeltungslehre. Although seemingly addressed to individuals, yet it is in the

national aspect that that motive is chiefly held out. It was the nation that was to reap

the direct benefit. It was not simply long life, but length of days, continued generations,
&quot;

in the land which the Lord thy God giveth to thee.&quot; And so it is in regard to other

blessings promised to the Israelites. Their political aspect is everywhere specially pre

dominant, and, in this sense, they ever held most true. The people among whom filial

reverence was maintained, as a foundation virtue, along with that deference which a new

generation owed to the experience of the elders such a people would have &quot;

length of

days ;&quot;
their institutions would derive a strength and a permanency from such a cause

which no other could give. The words &quot;

in the
land,&quot;

show this. Promises thus made to

nations have no such reserve as must be supposed to be connected with them when made,

really or apparently, to individuals whose cases are affected by such a multiplicity of out

side moral and physical relations. They have no exceptions, expressed or implied, and

history would show that, in such a civic sense, they always hold true. The nation has

only an earthly being, and this difference was felt, even before the individual after-life

was distinctly maintained. The individual virtue stood on a higher platform. It was

connected with a higher order of ideas. Though the thought, as a conception, was not

dogmatically formed, or consciously received, yet there was in it this mysterious
&quot;

power

of an endless life.&quot; Hence, the question which Job s friends mistakingly put in refe

rence to the individual, might have been fairly asked in reference to a people, &quot;When

did a nation perish, being innocent?&quot; When did a people cease to flourish that perse-

veringly obeyed God s commands, and acknowledged Him to be its Lord?

This fantastic Vergeltungslehre, as thus held by the Rationalists, is inconsistent more

over with the tone of the most important and most serious of the Psalms. Comp. Pss.

Ixxiii., xvii., etc. In Ecclesiastes it is most expressly repudiated. In the Proverbs, a purely

ethical book, there seems to be more of it, but nothing more than any system of popular

ethics, ancient or modern, must admit, namely, that virtue is, in the main, favorable to happi

ness or prosperity in this world, and that the practice of it, therefore, may well be recom

mended by the moralist on that ground. In the Proverbs themselves, however, there is

evidence that the general truth has its exceptions, not arbitrary, but arising out of cir

cumstances and reasons connected with a higher ground, demanding a higher rule trans

cending the ordinary experience.

Job s Violent Language the First Cause of Crimination Opening Address of Eliphaz.

There is no evidence that Job s friends held this secular Vergeltungslehre as a thing

exceptionless. Their own speeches frequently admit the contrary idea. They would, per

haps, have advised Job to examine himself, try his ways, pray God, as the Psalmist does,
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&quot;

to show him if there might be some unknown evil thing in him,&quot; that thus he might be
&quot;

led in the way everlasting.&quot; They might have urged him, as the calmer Elihu afterwards

did, to regard afflictions, however sore, as sent in love for some mysterious good of disci

pline or purification. But it is not at all probable that they would have charged him with

crimes, had they not been led to do so in consequence of the seeming profanity of his

violent language, and his own apparent criminations of the divine justice. This first explains

the doubt
;
and then the increasing harshness of their imputations is the natural conse

quence of the controversial spirit engendered, becoming the more personal, paradoxical as

it may seem, in proportion as it becomes more dogmatic and abstract. Yet still the open

ing language of Eliphaz is that of a true friend a pious friend who wished to sooth the

sufferer, and yet mildly rebuke his violently complaining spirit. Together with astonish

ment and compassion, it manifests a tender diffidence which is very finely expressed in Dr.

Conant s translation :

&quot; Should one venture a word to thee
;
wilt thou be offended ? but

who can forbear speaking ?&quot; It seems to come after a silence occasioned by a subsidence
in the great anguish. There had been, too, a sort of cadence in Job s language which lets

us into the interior of the man, showing that his former state, though outwardly fair and

prosperous, was not free from spiritual trouble :

&quot;

I was not at ease, I was not tranquil,
I was not at rest, yet trouble came &quot;

(iii. 26). There was something strange about the case;

yet the words of Eliphaz, that follow, are far from crimination, or even suspicion. It is the

gentlest of reproofs, reminding him of what he himself had done to others in similar cases
of suffering, and counselling him now to do the same for his own support and consolation :

&quot; Lo Thou hast admonished many : Thou hast strengthened the feeble hands
; Thv words

have confirmed the faltering.&quot; Surely this testifies to a belief in Job s previous reputation
for benevolence and piety. Nothing could be farther from the spirit of the harsh charges
that seem to be made by this same Eliphaz, xxii. 5-10.

&quot; Thou hast comforted many
&quot;

it is the mildest of rebukes, if it be a rebuke at all
&quot; but now it comes to thee, and thou

faintest ; it toucheth thee, and thou art confounded. Is not thy religion thy confidence
(so &quot;pST, shoujd be rendered) ; thy hope, is it not the uprightness of thy ways ?&quot; Job s
character for integrity is remembered and admitted, with the intimation that he should now
derive comfort from the thought. Keeping before us this most natural view of Eliphaz s

attempt to comfort, we have the key to what follows. It was not received as it should have
been

;
and hence the beginning of that personal controversy which arose, in a great measure

from Job s violent retorts. He begins it
; although he has the better of them afterwards

when the polemical spirit, thus aroused, has driven them far from the sympathy they came
to express.

Had it not been for the effect produced upon our minds by this latter turn, or had this
speech of Eliphaz stood alone, we should have carried with us a different feeling, resultingin a different style of interpretation. The words that follow would have appeared to us in
another light : &quot;Remember now&quot; consider your own experience, try and recall a case
when has the innocent perished?&quot; The perfectly innocent, some would say in order to

soften the imputation, but the emphasis is on the word nax. The use of it is consistent not
only with the belief, but even the firm persuasion, of Job s comparative guiltiness and the
hope of his speedy restoration after a temporary trial. nax is an extreme word of perdition

e, especially, as the spirit of the context, and its association with that other stron* term
1 very clearly show, it denotes a final, irrecoverable doom. It is suggested bv the idea

intimated above, that Job should not forget his religion, his confidence in God but should
derive a pure comfort from the thought of &quot;

the uprightness of his
ways.&quot; God does n

aean to destroy you; you shall not utterly sink under this trouble; all will come right at
the spirit of the appeal. Good men may suffer

affliction, but where have vouknown the innocent to perish? &quot;Therefore, hope thou in God; for thou shalt yet praiseIim who is the salvation of thy face (thine open salvation), and thy God.&quot; There is nothmg forced in such a view. There may have been a want of appreciation of Job s extremesuch as an outside comforter would find it difficult to conceive, but it seems thebest thing that he could do, and the best advice he could offer him under the circumstances
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It is confirmed by the repetition of the question in language still more emphatic, and in

tended to be still more assuring :

&quot; When were the righteous cut off (VinDJ*) finally cutoff?

Cheer up, therefore, give not way to despair, God will not forsake thee.&quot;

It is not a questioning of Job s righteousness, but an assuming of it, in fact, as the

ground on which he should yet exercise hope in the divine restoring goodness. The remark,

however, here as well as elsewhere, leads to an enlargement on the doom of the wicked man :

but any application of this to Job would be inconsistent with the evident assumptions of

the context. This doom of the wicked is not thy doom. He has no fear (no religion), no

hope as thou hast. Severe as may be thy pains, thy case is very different from that of the

men &quot; who plough iniquity and reap mischief.&quot; Thou shalt not perish as those
&quot;

roaring

lions
&quot; of evil. He who &quot; breaks their teeth &quot;

shall bind up thy wounds. Therefore, hope
on. Then follows that sublime account of the spiritual appearance, and the moral lesson

it brings from the unearthly sphere, so different from the gabble which the modern natural

izing
&quot;

Spiritualism
&quot; would have given us in its stead, as has been before remarked.

It is still that grand theism, presented all alone, and in its ineffable purity, as intended

to precede all other articles of faith God s personal being, and His immeasurable holiness :

&quot;Shall a man ($iJN, weak mortal man) be just with God? Shall a man
(&quot;13.A,

the strongest

and most confident man) be pure before his Maker?&quot;f He had indeed given Job credit for

uprightness ;
he had clearly intimated that he might and ought to find comfort in the re

membrance ;
but here comes the vision of the night, the solemn, sober, second thought,

that there is something far more holy than our best righteousness, high as that may seem

when a man compares himself with other men, or any standard of human ethics. It is

an intimation that even Job, with all his uprightness, and though fully corresponding to

that charming account given of his moral character in the prologue, cannot yet so stand upon
his righteousness as to cry out against suffering even extreme suffering as though it were

a strange injustice. Far different, indeed, is his case from that of those
&quot;

lions
&quot; of iniquity

to whom Eliphaz alludes, those utterly Godless transgressors to whom their utter perdition

is but a &quot;

reaping of what they have sown;&quot; but still he is not righteous, he is not pure

before God.

Increasing Severity Cause of it Mutual Recriminations Note on the Atrocious Charges

of ch. xxii.

Such is a fair interpretation of this fourth chapter. As uttered in a similar spirit, must

we regard much of the language of the fifth
; although, probably from some signs of impa

tience in Job, it seems to increase in severity :

&quot;

Call now
;

is there any one who will answer

thee
&quot; whilst indulging in such extravagant appeals ? Who of the Holy Ones can listen to

thy imprecatory language ?
&quot;

It is the foolish (evil) man whom wrath slayeth ;
it is the

simple man whom envy killeth.&quot; The noun, n
^.p,

could be better rendered jealousy. It

furnishes the key to the train of thought, or the view Eliphaz took of Job s state of mind, as

complaining of God, because men manifestly wicked had lived and died more free from pain

than himself. Though the language be dark, and full of a passionate abruptness, such seems

to be the meaning of what he had said, iii. 14-17, about
&quot;

kings and counsellors
&quot;

who,

after lives of uninterrupted prosperity, have lain down beneath their costly monuments,

leaving their houses full of treasure. Why could he not*have &quot;so lain down,&quot;J at the end of

* The primary sense of &quot;\T\D abrvgation, treating a thing as though it was n -t, or casting it off as utterly false

and vile. Hence in Hiphil it gets the sense of putting out of sight (a&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;a.vieiv,
which is used in the Greek to denote ex

treme destruction), exstirpavit, delevit. The Niphal is passive of Hiphil. See its strong sense, Exod. xxiii. 3; Zech. xi. 8.

t More just than God, mare pure, etc. So our translation and Luther have it, with which Dr. Conant agrees. The

Vulgate, Dei comparatione. Umbreit, Ewald, Delitzsch, Dillmann, Merx, RosenmUller, et al., reject the idea of
|0,

com

parative, and regard it as equivalent to Op, *xv. 4
!

Ooram Den, and in Numb, xxxii. 22; Jeremiah li. 5. The

reasons are that the other rendering, &quot;more just than God&quot; would be an utterly extravagant thought, which no one

would think of seriously holding. And yet it might be suggested by Job s bitter complainings.

J III. 13. TUty: &quot;I should have slept; then would there have been rest to me&quot; 7 flO to me, or even to me.

The impersonal form with the prepositi .n is emphatic. This feeling of distrust and jealousy is made more clear by what he

says at the close about his want of rest, even in the day of his p -osperity :
&quot; What he had somehow feared had come upon

him,&quot; iii. 25.
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an untroubled life, and
&quot; been at rest.&quot; To correct this murmuring jealousy, Eliphaz insists

upon what his own experience had taught him to the contrary :

&quot; I have myself seen the

wicked taking root, but soon I cursed his habitation
&quot;

(his seemingly undisturbed stability).

I have seen what followed them, the ruin of their posterity, the restorations they were com

pelled to m;ike. He is not here charging Job with personal crimes, but cautioning him

and surely there was need of it against being led int3 complaints of God as one who lets

the wicked live and prosper, and die, at last, without any
&quot; bands (dolores, Ps. Ixxiii. 4) in

their death.&quot; This experience of Eliphaz was true. There is a Vergeltungslehre. God does

not let the wicked ultimately prosper, even in this world. During their own lives, and in

their posterity after them, this general law of the divine government receives its manifesta

tion. Job s mere groaning under his misery as something inexplicable, is very different from

the feeling which suggests such comparisons, as though there were really no God ruling in

the earth, and all things happened alike to all, or, what is wo/se, God actually favors un

righteousness. He himself, Job seems to say, with all his uprightness, was in fact more

miserable, had a more grievous lot, than those wicked tyrants. It was this ^NJp, or envy,

that was killing him. So it seemed to Eliphaz, and it is enough in interpreting that the idea

furnishes the clue to the train of thought. God s favoring the wicked, or suffering them to

go with impunity, is very different from the idea that he may send suffering, explained or

unexplained, upon the comparatively righteous Eliphaz is here repelling the former

idea.

Some similar view may be taken of most of the speeches of the friends in controversy.*

They can be explained, or regarded as essentially modified, without supposing that, in the

beginning, they had any thought of charging him with crime. That would have been

wholly inconsistent with the friendly motive which brought them from their distant homes

to mourn and weep with him. The story, it will thus be seen, is best interpreted by regard

ing it as an actual picture of actual life. But even artistic, or dramatic propriety would

be grossly violated by such a preposterous fact, that they should, all of them, all at once,

fall to making charges against him, not only so atrocious, but so motiveless and

abrupt.

* Een the harshest parts assume something of a different aspect when we thus take into view the origin and progress

of the controversy. Many of these charges will appear to be essential y hypothetical. For it is clear that tt e friends

of Job had no knowledge of any crimes that he had committed. In ch. xxii. Eliphaz seems to charge him directly with

the most atrocious deeds. But the beginning of tho chapter is evidently the repelling of the idea, on which Job seems

strongly to insist, of & personal controversy, as it were, between him and God, or as one contending with. him. It is not,

as Eliphaz would seem to argue, snch a personal contending whatever else it may be
;
for that could only be on account of

some great sins which had truly roused the divine anger. This hypothetical view may be carried clear through the chap

ter: &quot;Will Ue for fear of thee rebuke thee, or enter with thee into controversy? Is it not rather
(X7i&quot;l),

or would it

not be rather HDI
&quot;Jf\&amp;gt;H,

thy great evil, or for some great evil of thine?&quot; So the Vulgate takes it as a hypothetical

question instead of a direct harge : Numquid timens argu/it te et non propter malitiam tuam plurimam ;
&quot; Would it not be

on account of thy wickedness, and because of thine iniquities numberless?&quot; Thus stated, hypothetically, the ^ that

follows is specificative. Would it not be on account of thy numerous iniquities, namely, that thou h.adst taken a pledge,
that thou hadst stripped the naked, favored the mighty, and oppressed the widow, etc. f The manner of stating these

crimes (the standing Bible examples of great wickedness) would also seem to show that the imputations were hypotheti

cal, insti ini of direct. It may be a tvspicion occasion d by Job s vehement complaints, but it would hardly peem to

mount to unyrh ng stronger, or a mere conjecture, as Cocceius regards it : &quot;Nam/orfoms pignus cepisti, etc. conjectu-

raliter et di-junetive explico, nulla repugnante Grammatica, ne crudeliores sententias quam ipsi ami i in Jobum cudam.&quot;

Umbreit and Kwald express surprise at the particularity of these atrocious accusations, and wonder how Eliphaz came
to the knowledge of them, bnt the charts themselves they won d easily explain by their all-explaining Vergfltungslehre :

Job suffered severely ; therefore, he must have been an enormous sinner.

What soon follows shows that we must somehow modify the interpretation that makes these charges to be direct,
or as something ti-u y beli ved by the speaker :

&quot;

Acquaint now thyself with Him (ver 21), and be at peace&quot; (oVj)
give up this idea of a contention, or be composed. Ther- is, indeed, a general exhortation to retnrn to the Almighty, and
put away evil ; as it had also been sa !d that he wa in darkness and terror, on account of the spirit he showed (vers. 10,

11, 231. But it is not the kind of language we should expect to be used towards one who had robbed widows, and broken,
th arms of orphans. Nothing less than unconditional repentance and restitution would have been thought of. Bnt
how diff rent the advice of this reproving friend : pOH (the Kal, ver. 3, an I denoting quieting, profitable intercourse)

Here, in Hip iil. it i&amp;lt; well rendered &quot;acquaint thi/seJf,&quot; he quiet before Goi become familiar with Him, lea-n to think
better of Him and His ways;

&quot;

lay up His words in thv heart.&quot; It it adiresxed to on* suppled to be in the wrong, yet
still hav ng some degree of favor with God, or, at least, one with whom Gbd was not contending, as Ue contends with tha
hardened and atrocious sinner, so particularly described.
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The Dispute turned into the Defensive on the Part of the Friends Does God favor the

Wicked f

In all the steps of the discussion, it will be discovered that it is not so much a dispo
sition to impute actual crime to Job as to repel his seeming assaults upon their theoretical

views of the divine justice. The question, whether afflictions may not come upon the

righteous, is lost sight of in another which engages all their zeal : Does God favor the

wicked? Does He let them prosper, and ultimately die in peace, as Job sometimes seems

to assert? They strongly maintain the negative. This leads to the most vivid pictures
of the doom that awaits an evil life. Job, not to be outdone, and not heeding his consis

tency,* is drawn to vie with them in the assertion of his own experience to the same
effect. Sometimes they all seem to say very much the same thing, and then it is worthy of

note how some commentators strive to give a good aspect to Job s language, and a bad
look to theirs ;

all coming from the traditional assumption in regard to the judgment at

the end of the Book. And their apparent recriminations may, in fact, be taken in two

ways : Such is the doom of the wicked, the enormous evil-doers ;
but you, Job, are not one

of them, although you are now behaving very wrongly ; therefore, you may yet hope in God.

Or it may be an actual imputation of crime. The first, as we have seen, may be the view

taken of Eliphaz s early address
;
the second, as the effect produced by the exasperation of

debate. It is thus they get themselves entangled in a question truly collateral, yet seemingly
connected with the other and more important issue : Are sufferings, in themselves, evidence

of crime ? Why they are sent upon good men, or why they are permitted even, may remain

a mystery ;
and that mystery, we think, is not solved or attempted to be solved in this Book

of Job. But surely it is something quite different from the other thought, that God suffers

the wicked to go with impunity, or makes no difference between them and His servants,

even in this world.

The Didactic Value of the Speeches as Inspired Scripture.

The idea that the chief design of the Book is the decision of a debate has had an

effect, more or less, in perverting its exposition. It all depends upon the view we take of

the language used, ch. xlii. 7, and the object of its most immediate reference. Before

dwelling on that, however, there may come in here a remark in respect to the value of the

various speeches in their didactic use. It is true that, in a dramatic work, we look to the

great lesson which it teaches as a whole
;
and in consistency with this, much of what is

said may be regarded merely in its dramatic propriety, and not in its absolute didactic truth

as uttered, more or less, by all the speakers. It may be a question, however, whether we

can apply this strictly to a composition we deem inspired, or divinely given, even though

there may be grounds for calling it dramatic- God may instruct us by this style of writing,

as well as by other kinds to which we give the names, historical, poetical, parabolic, ethi

cal, or even mythical, if the evidences of such, or such a kind of diction appear on the

very face of it. Thus, Job may be said to contain internal evidence of a dramatic intent.

It is not a mere collection of precepts, or lofty sayings, but a great spiritual action, a true

praxis or drama, the instructiveness of which does not absolutely depend upon the precise

truth, or exact moral value of every utterance that composes it. This is easily understood,

and not to be dwelt upon. And yet the thought is not irrational, that such an inspired

drama, or one that has a true divine authorship, and for a divine purpose, through what

ever media it may have been composed, may be so written, so arranged, and so acted, as to

combine both ideas, the dramatic and the preceptive. Even if we regard the speeches of

Job s three friends as wrong in their applications, they may, nevertheless, form a body of

* This appears especially in chapters zxl. and KYii., where Job would seem to aim at surpassing them in this kind

of painting. Sometimes the transition is quite sudden, as though he had fait he had gene too far in the opposite direction.

The surprise occasioned by this has led to forced constructions. Thus, xxi. 17, some would render riDD,
&quot; how seldom,&quot;

or, &quot;how often,&quot; with the implied idea of doubt, or with a sarcastic reference. This is contrary to the constant usage

of HOD, d P&quot;- iMviii. 40, cited by Geeenlui and Hupfeld, does not support it.

3
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preceptive truth of the highest value, far beyond anything to be found in Seneca or

Epictetus. In this view it may be said of each one of them, that they are Sacred
&quot;

Scrip

ture, profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for instruction in righteousness,&quot;
or that they are

divine words &quot;moat pure,&quot;
a8 the Psalmist says, &quot;like silver tried in an earthen vessel,

and seven times purified.&quot;
Thus regarding them, the practical expositor, and the preacher,

may study them with confidence, as golden sentences containing golden truth, and

which, when &quot;

opened up,&quot;
as the old 1overs of Scripture used to say, will furnish, each

by themselves, most profitable themes of meditation. It would be difficult to point out a

single utterance made by the three friends of Job that does not contain, in itself, such a

golden thought, and worthy of a writing for which there is claimed a divine authorship.

All ancient and modern books, Oriental or Occidental, will be searched in vain for a purer

or loftier theism than that set forth in these speeches of Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar. The

same may be said of Job s language, when regarded as a calm utterance, or something more

than a dramatic groan. His impassioned assertions of his integrity, his casting away of all

false humility, his vehement expostulations with God, so almost terrifying us by their bold

ness :

&quot; Wilt Thou put in fear the driven leaf; wilt Thou pursue the withered chaff?&quot; all

this may be regarded even with reverence as viewed from the stand-point of the sufferer.

There is no cant about Job ; no affected piety ;
no mere sentimentality ;

no cold and showy

theorizing. All this seeming irreverence, nevertheless, is consistent with a manly piety,

most anxious to understand its true relation to the Holy One. He seems, at times, upon the

borders of profanity. He makes the boldest declarations ;
but they are all renounced after

wards, when a new aspect of the matter is presented to his mind, leading him to say DND^
&quot;

I reject ;&quot;
I throw them all away ;

I cannot bear them now. He argues no more
; neither

does he remain silent like the others
;
but falls upon his face, saying, only :

&quot;

I repent in

dust and ashes.&quot; Here he said
&quot;

the thing that was
right,&quot; wholly right ;

but even during
the calmer periods given to him from suffering, he seems to rise immediately to a higher

position. It is after such pauses that he brings in those impassioned soliloquies in which

the disputants around him seem wholly lost sight of; as in that meditation on the

unsearchable Wisdom, ch. xxviii., or when he breaks out with that sublime appeal :

&quot;

I know
that my Redeemer liveth

;&quot;
or when he says,

&quot; O that I knew where I might find Him
;&quot;

or when he shows that he can surpass Zophar and Bildad in magnifying the divine glory,
whilst he is behind none of them in sententious wisdom.

The right
&quot;

sayings about God&quot; for which Job is commended.

If, however, there are to be found in the Book any utterances in themselves false or evil,

they are to be looked for in those passages in which Job seems to pass almost entirely beyond
the bounds of reverence, if regarded as speaking of God (as in ch. xvi.), and not rather of
the evil being, of whom, in some way, he seems conscious as a great and malignant antago
nist. (See note, page?.) But the exposition which proceeds upon the idea of the Book
being the solving of a problem, or the decision of a debate, must find these false things

&quot;

said

about God,&quot; or to God (^N), in the utterances of the three friends. This might, perhaps, be
maintained if there is intended, not their abstract truth, but their practical application to
the sufferer

;
but then they could hardly be called, with consistency,

&quot;

wrong things about
God.&quot; They would have been, rather, wrong things said about Job. Now it may be admit
ted, that, with all his errors and extravagances, there was a general Tightness belonging to
Job s position. In spite of his expostulations and vehement upbraidings, even of Deity Him
self, there was something in his impassioned sincerity, that called out the divine pity, the di
vine admiration, to speak anthropopathically, so as to give even his errors, in the divine

sight, an interest beyond that of the cold, theoretical, unappreciative, casuistical wisdom of
his antagonists. In reference to the whole action of the drama, instead of the mere dialecti
cal merit, it might have been said, in the old patriarchal style, that

&quot; Job found favor, or

grace, in His sight ;

&quot; and in this way the traditional exposition may be accepted. We may
take it as implied also in any form of the decision, and it may stand, if insisted on, as the
leading solution of the Book :

&quot;

Job found grace in the sight of God.&quot; With this, however,
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the question may still be raised, whether, in the declaration, xlii. 7, HJ13J &quot;Sx Oman xS
)

&quot;Ye have not spoken,&quot; &c., there was not intended a more special saying, a particular and
noted declaration standing by itself, as outside of the long discussion not something which
Job had said better than they, but something which he had said, and they did not say at all,

not something said about God, but directly to Him, and according to the almost exception

less usage of that most frequent preposition,
1

?^.

Meaning of 7K, xlii. 7.

This is, in the first place, an almost purely philological question. The particle is one of

the most common in Hebrew, and we might also add, one of the most uniform in its meaning
and application. Let us, therefore, examine whether

&quot;vK,
in this place, has been rightly

translated by the makers of the English and other versions. If not, it might be asked, why
have so many commentators taken the wrong direction ? The answer may be found in the

influence of the view, so early entertained, that the Book was intended as the solution of a

problem, and the decision of a debate. The supposed dramatic character and construction

aided this idea. The tendency thus given would at once affect this passage, and the same

feeling would perpetuate the peculiar interpretation it had originated. Instead of taking as

a key the clear and usual sense of the preposition, they made it subservient to a hypothesis
derived from other sources. This inverse method appears very plainly in one of the notes of

Tympius (285) to Noldius Concordance of the Hebrew Particles:
&quot;

Luth., Anglic., Trem.,

Piscat., Belgic., Schmid, Glass, Geier, de me. Nam amici Jobi, non ad Deum loquuti sunt,
sed de Deo.&quot; Here it is taken for granted that there is a decision of something said con

cerning God, and the preposition is rendered accordingly. Tympius, with the LXX., Syriac
and Vulgate, would render it before me, but it is from the same idea of a judicial debate,

only carried still farther in that direction
;

&quot;

for the friends,&quot; he says,
&quot; non sinistre loquuti

sunt de Deo tantum, sed et de Jobo, de cruce fidelium, de impiorum in hac vita prosperitate,&quot;

&c. Some commentators, when they come to this place, simply say /K for
i$&amp;gt; or vN for */y

and that is all the notice they take of it
;
or they content themselves with rendering it about,

concerning, in respect to, von mir, in Beziehung aufmich (see Dillmann, Delitzsch, Rosenmuller,

etaL], without giving any reasons. But /X for iy is as rare in the Hebrew as ad for de in

Latin, or the English to in the same sense. We say, indeed, speak to a question, or to a point

in debate, but this is a technical sense
;

it is figurative, moreover, denoting direction, or keep

ing the mind intent upon a thing, and never used with a person or a personal pronoun.

How infrequent in Hebrew is this supposed use of ^N for 7P, may be seen from the few cases*

given by Noldius, and of out many hundreds adhering to the common usage.

* From these we may at once exclude those in which
7fc&amp;lt;

follows the verb JOJ, or JOJTin, to prophesy. They may be

rendered, prophecy concerning ; but the preposition does not lose its original idea of direction prophecy to, or at, or

against. So also where Noldius renders itpropter as Lam iv. 17 :
&quot; our eyes are consumed,&quot; 1jrPTJJ iN,

&quot;

oil account of

our help.&quot; The idea is, looking to or for our help, elliptically expressed. There is the same kind of ellipsis in the few

other examples he gives, as 1 Sam. iv. 21 :
&quot; this she said (looking to, in view of) the taking of the ark,&quot;

Ac. There is no

need of rendering it propter ; the vivid pathos is lost by so doing. 2 Sam. xxi. 1 : &quot;And the Lord said,&quot; 71NE? 7tf

there is an ellipsis any way.
&quot; And the Lord said to Saul &quot;that is, look to SauL Noldius fills it up tamely :

&quot;

(it is) on

account of Saul and his bloody house.&quot; 1 Kings xix. 3 : &quot;He went, 1t?J J 7K, for his life &quot;a peculiar phrase, but may

be rendered literally, instead of by propter, on account of. Ps. Ixxxiv. 3,
&quot; My heart aud flesh cry out,&quot; Tl 7JK~7K, ren

dered by Noldiu* :
&quot; On account of the living God,&quot; but far better literally,

&quot; to the living God.&quot; So in the cases where

he would render it de, it will be found that the object is ever present, and there is the idea of direct reference, or point

ing to it. As 1 Sam. i 27, where Hannah says,
&quot; I prayed, TITH &quot;^JH Stt, for this child,&quot; as something present the di

rect object. 2 Kings xix. 32,
&quot; Thus saith the Lord,&quot; n^O SX- I* was indeed about the King of Assyria, but how much

more vivid is it when taken directly, to, at, against ; Deodat. French Version, touchant It roi. The two or three others

under that head can all be resolved in the same manner. 2d Psalm7, pn ^X ni3DK, cannot be rendered &quot;

concerning

the decree.&quot; Gen. xx. 2, &quot;And Abraham said, Hltf Stf, to Sarah, she it my wife.&quot; Sarah was present, and the

was to her as an intimation to Abimelech.
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Commentators find it difficult to determinefor what sayings, in the general argument, Job is com

mended. The word njDJ, xlii. 7.

Another argument for the view here taken is derived from the disagreements among

commentators in respect to the things said for which Job is commended and the friends are

condemned. According to Ewald and Schlottmann, ruti} denotes subjective truth, upright

ness, integrity. Zockler takes the other view: It was Job s correct knowledge, and truthful

assertion of his own general innocence, in which he was right, and they were wrong, because

they failed to acknowledge it, or were silent about it. So Delitzsch says: &quot;The correctness in

Job s speeches consists in his holding fast the consciousness of his innocence without suffer

ing himself to be persuaded of the opposite.&quot;
This would make it almost contrary, in spirit

at least, to the language of his confession, when he says DKDX; &quot;

I reject (throw away, re

nounce, recant), and repent in dust and ashes ;

&quot; or in the other place, xli. 4 :

&quot; I lay my
hand upon my mouth ;

once have I spoken twice I will say no more.&quot; Raschi takes this

&quot;

once twice
&quot;

as referring specially to Job s two hard sayings,* ch. ix. 22
;
the first :

&quot; He

consumes the righteous with the wicked,&quot; the second :

&quot; When the scourge destroys suddenly,

He mocks at the distress of the innocent.&quot; It is as though Job meant to specify these, be

cause they were the only ones he could remember. In his Rabbinic particularity, Raschi

overlooks the Hebraism :

&quot; Once twice,&quot; repeatedly, over and over again,
&quot; have I uttered

what I understood not, things too hard for me, which I knew not.&quot; See, too, how Dillmann

strives to make out a case for Job against the friends, and labors with his distinction between

the subjective and the objective truth
;
as though the declaration itself of the Almighty

needed defending and clearing up as much as Job s integrity. In some senses, he would

maintain, both were right and both were wrong. Not every word he uttered in itself was

true, nor were their s all wrong ;
but only on the whole, or on the question of Job s inno

cence, was the balance of truth in his favor. Truly this is a very unsatisfactory view of the

great matter which God decides, as though it were a mere question as to the weight of argu
ment in a debate about Job s absolute or comparative innocence

;
it being a fact, too, of

which Job had knowledge, whilst they could only judge from outer circumstances. A man
should maintain his integrity, if he is not guilty of particular crimes laid to his charge ;

that is true ; but is there no higher lesson taught in this Book ? Again, this mere summing
up of a balance of right, with so much difficulty about it as to occasion such a diversity of

comment, is inconsistent with the clearness and peculiar nature of that word, HJOJ. It is

not used of personal moral character, either subjectively or objectively, like &quot;W

p&quot;W,
etc.

Such a view of the word would seem to confine it to things said about Job, instead of some

thing said about God and addressed directly to Him. The radical idea of the word is firm
ness, that which shall stand; hence completeness, security, perfection. When used of an outward

object it expresses its best and most finished state, as in the infinitive form, Prov. iv. 18,
orn

}O3, the perfection of the day, arafff-pbv ^ap, when the sun has reached its height, and

seems to stand &quot;

clearer and clearer unto the perfect day&quot; As a saying, it is here the one
most perfect saying that could be said a saying expressing all.

The Real Utterance for which Job is Commended.
We must search among Job s sayings for something corresponding to the high and dis

tinguishing commendation expressed by this word
nYDjl, something that stands the test,

clear, decided, full. When found there will be no mistaking it. It will have a superlative,
a finished, and not a mere comparative excellence. Other things said may have been more
or less correct, but this is right, exactly right, the very thing, something which, if it had not

Be* Rawhi Comment. Job xl. 4, xlii. 7. In the latter place he puts his strained interpretation in the mouth of

ity Himself: &quot;Ye have not spoken the right like my servant Job, IffN Stf OK \D ^ J?t?S N1
? Kin ^riff

D K1H JKni OH IDK, for lo, he never transgressed against Me except in that he said, Th innocent and the
Weked H alike consumes,&quot; and &quot; of the

scourge,&quot; etc.
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been said, would have left all else dark, undecided, insecure. Such was the saying, ch. xl. 4,

xlii. 1-6, and for this \ve may believe that Job was specially commended. It was also said

directly to God, and this perfectly suits the preposition /N, xlii. 7, without any necessity of

giving it a tense which, to say the least, is very unusual, and only to be resorted to when the

context allows no other. This is certainly not the case here. In giving to ^N .the same

sense which /X has immediately above, in the words Sl
H&quot;/^

there is suggested a reference

to Job s confession ;
and we venture to say, that, had it been so rendered, in the early ver

sions, there would hardly have been a thought of any other interpretation. Commentators,

generally, as Aben Ezra has done, would have restricted it to that memorable saying unto

God, and so have avoided the never-to-be-settled disputes as to the particular respects in

which Job had the better of the argument against his three friends. There is also some

thing in the appointment of Job as the sacrificing and interceding priest for the others

that is in beautiful harmony with the view here taken of the difference between him and

them. They had not fallen upon their faces, and laid their hands upon their mouths;

they had not confessed, and &quot;

repented in dust and ashes.&quot; This Job had done. He hum
bled himself, and therefore did God highly exalt him to be a priest and a mediator for

the others. We will not say that this might not have been a proper distinction conferred

upon him for his success in the argument by which he maintained his own righteousness ;

but the whole spirit of the Scriptures, old and new, seems more in harmony with the in

terpretation which regards the other as the prominent, if not the only view to be taken of this

great decision. It need only be further said, in this place, that the LXX. have rendered

Sx
(
tv&iri6v fiov, the Vulgate, coram me, in my presence before me. To the same purport

the Syriac 01D. These are better than the modern versions, since they leave open the

question of reference. They are in better harmony, too, with the usual sense of the prepo

sition than the renderings of, or concerning, in Beziehung auf mich, etc.; but even these

translations have been influenced by the idea of a debate held in the presence of a judge,

or umpire, who is to decide on the merits of the argument. It is a notion quite plausible,

closely connected with the dramatic conception, but receiving no countenance either in the

abrupt address of Jehovah, or in anything previously said by the several speakers.

THE BOOK OF JOB AS A WORK OP ART.

Errors of Interpretation arising from so regarding it.

The tendency to this idea of a problem to be solved, or of a debate to be decided, ap

pears especially in those commentators who have most to say about the Book of Job as a

work of art, lauding it greatly in this way, as though to make up for what sometimes seems

lacking in a true appreciation of its divine merit. It has given rise to supposed plans and

divisions as variant as they are artificial. The great outlines of the Book are marked upon
its very face ;

but when the attempt is made to discover, under this main scheme, a more

artistic development, the result is very unsatisfactory. Besides the prologue and epilogue,

which are evident enough, the main body of the work has been arranged under certain

divisions, or stages in the dramatic action, all regarded as having been regularly planned in

the mind of the artist. These are described by technical names invented for the purpose.

There is the M&amp;lt;w and the Mas, the envelopment and the development, the tying up and

the loosing. The- subdivisions are arranged most artificially, though we can hardly call

them artistic, the great excellence of which is the absence or concealment of all studied

artificialness. For example, some give as 1st. The Ankniipfung, or Introductory Statement,

of which nothing need be said
;

2d. The Movement of the Debate, or the Commencing

Development, iv. xiv.
;
3d. The Second Movement, or the Advancing Development, xv., xxi.

;

4th. The Third Movement of the Debate, or the Most Advanced Development, xxii., xxvi. ;

5th. The Transition from the Development (or rather the maximum Envelopment), to the

Solution, or from the &amp;lt;*&amp;lt;&quot;?
to the commencing Moic, Job s Vindication, xxvii., xxxi.

; 6th.

The Consummation, or the Durchbruch, the breaking through, the transition from the
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to the MWf the Speech of Elihu, xxxii., xxxvii. ;
7th. The Solution in the Consciousness,

xxxviii 42- 8th. The Solution in outward Actuality, Job s Restoration to Prosperity, xhi.

7-17 This is Zockler s. In the scheme of Delitzsch we have 1st. The Introduction ;2d.

The Opening; 3d. The Entanglement; 4th. The Transition to the Unravelment; 5th. The

Unravelment Divided into 6th. The Unravelment in the Consciousness; 7th. The Unravel

ment in outward Reality. There is no need of giving the Divisions of Umbreit Ewald, etc.

They are all marked by the same artificialness. They may be an assistance to the memory ;

but &quot;the reader feels that he is getting little or no help from them in regard to the governing

idea of the Book, or the meaning of particular passages. The very fact of the differences

existin- between them detracts from their reliability. Thus regarded, they may be in the

way of a true appreciation of the Book, whatever aid they may seem to give in its critical

study for almost any division furnishes some facility in that respect. If, however, the old

author really had no such scheme mapped out in his own mind, if, under the influence of

some divine enthusiasm, he was simply giving vent, irregularly it may be, to thoughts of

which his soul was full, or was truthfully relating a story which he had heard, and

which was firmly believed in his day, then all reasonings from such artistic divisions would

be &quot; a darkening counsel by words without knowledge,&quot; leading farther and farther from

the actual fact, and from the divine thought. It all proceeds upon the fixed idea that

the object of the Book is solely a debate, dramatically presented and dramatically concluded.

There is a problem to be solved, a
&amp;lt;W&amp;lt;c,

or an entanglement first to be made, as intricate as

possible, and then to be untied. For this purpose, God dramatically appears at the end,

like a Deus ex machina, and closes the debate by deciding in favor of one of the parties,

and against the others.

The Reality of the Theophany Compared with other Theophanies in the Bible.

It is a clear answer to the above dramatic view, that the divine speech itself decides

nothing, though Job may be regarded as afterwards commended for the humbling and

penitence-producing effect it had upon him. We may say this without irreverence. That

most sublime address hardly takes notice of any of the points about which they had been

wrangling, whether regarded as matters of fact, or of abstract truth. It had a higher pur

pose, a grander lesson to teach, that lesson of unconditional submission, without the learn

ing of which all solutions of problems, whether higher or lower, would be of no avail. God

&quot;makes His glory to pass before them,&quot; as He did before Moses when hidden in the

cleft of the rock, or before Elijah, in Horeb, when &quot;he wrapped his face in his mantle at the

presence of the Lord.&quot; So Job fell on his face before God, whilst the others stood speech

less in bewildered astonishment. To him the vision presented itself in its most interior

aspect. He saw something in it beyond the eye of sense, he heard something, as he

himself seems to affirm, beyond
&quot;

the hearing of the ear.&quot; They stood eweot, like Paul s

companions on the journey to Damascus, anovovreq ftv fteupovvref 6 oi, hearing the outward

sounds, distinguishing the words, it may be, in their lexical and logical sense, but having
no spiritual perception. Perhaps they, too, had they fallen on their faces, might have had

their inward eye opened, as Job s was, and with the same spiritual effect. But he alone
&quot; made confession unto righteousness ;&quot; therefore, he was justified and they were condemned.

We are not attaching too much importance to this divine appearance in making it the cen

tral idea as well as the central fact, of the Book. Why should it be turned into a poe
tical drama, any more than other similar manifestations recorded in the Scriptures ?

There is no other part of the Bible in which the theophany so belongs to the very essence

of the revelation. It is here the very lesson taught. It is something given for its own

sake, and not merely as a scenic means to something else. It is that to which all the

parts of the wondrous narrative are preparatory, and in which all its words, and all its

ideas, all its arguments, true or false, have their culminating significance. Though formally

solving no problems, it is not a mere barren display. What more instructive than such an

announcement of a personal divine presence challenging to itself the homage of all ra

tional beings ? And such is the very idea of revelation. It^is not primarily to teach us
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doctrines, or to give us moral precepts, or to solve questions of ethical or even theological

casuistry, but to bring nigh to us the divine power, and right, and vivid personality. All

revelation, in short, is the revelation of the glory of God. To those who say that this

seems a harsh and arbitrary teaching, the answer is, that it is most intimately connected

with the loftiest human well-being. For men to see it is, in fact, their most satisfying

knowledge, to confess and feel it is their highest blessedness.

SPEECH OF ELIHU.

The chasm its rejection would leave between the last words of Job, chap, xxix.-xxxi., and the

Divine Appearance.

Had the Book of Job ended with the speech of Elihu, the reader would have had good
grounds for regarding this portion as containing the solution of the problem of which so much
has been said. Suffering, as intended for purification and discipline, and therefore consistent

with the goodness of God, and a general righteousness in the sufferer
;
this is the main idea

it enforces, and in a way to bring out some of the best practical ethics to be found in this or

any other book. No part of Job is, in this respect, better adapted to the moralist or the

preacher. Chapter xxxiii., especially, is a mine of precious instruction, clear and practical,

full of consolations to good men amid all the trials of life, and of strength for the perform
ance of its duties.* He comes the nearest, too, to the speech of Jehovah, so far as any ap

proach can be made to it, in the descriptions of the divine power as exhibited in the greater
natural phenomena. This seems to be done, too, for a similar purpose ;

to show that God is

hindered by no physical fatality ; every thing that takes place is by the divine decree, or

the divine permission.
&quot; He hath done

it,&quot;
and therefore (not as a reason in itself, but as

demanding the assent of the finite intelligence) is it holy, just and good. &quot;Why dost thou

strive with Him (ni3 *\ litigate, reason, argue] ; for He giveth no account (HJ^ vh, He maketh

no answer) in respect to His matters &quot;

(xxxiii. 13). We have already dwelt on a few of the

arguments for the genuineness of this portion of the Book, and especially on the difficulty

that would be occasioned by having nothing between the noble vindication of Job XXK.-
xxxi. and the sudden mention of the\ whirlwind out of which Jehovah speaks. But there

are also internal evidences in its favor. As before said, it is remarkably characteristic, and,

in fact, the very traits that are urged against it should commend themselves to those who
claim so much critical insight. It is true that Elihu hesitates and repeats, but for this there

is a fair and natural explanation. He gives us the impression of one personally diffident in

the presence of the older and the wiser, so esteemed, yet conscious of having important and

timely truth, the utterance of which he cannot suppress (xxxii. 18-20). He asks pardon of--*
-

* The substance of the argument for and against the much controverted genuineness of the Elihu passage, is briefly

yet clearly given by Rev. A. B. Davidson, in his excellent Commentary on Job, the first volume of which was published

in 1862. After presenting the main objections in the text, with very satisfactory answers of his own, as well as from

Stickel and others, he gives, in a note to page xli., some others which he justly styles
&quot;

examples, less of reason than of

critical petulance
&quot;

:
&quot; As the following, (1) That Elihu does not appear in the Prologue. But Job s three friends are not

named as coming to debate with him ;
their object was condolence. (2) Elihu is not named in the Epilogue. But there

was really nothing to say of him
;
so far as he agreed with Job he is commended in his commendation ; so far as he agreed

with the words of God, he has his reward in hearing his own sentiments repeated by the divine lips. The reference made

even to the friends of Job, in the Epilogue, is but casual ;
for the drama concerns Job only, and takes end with him ;

and even Satan, who should have come before the curtain humbled and prostrate, to receive the jeers of an assembled

world, nowhere appears. (3) Job makes no answer to Elihu. And for the best of reasons : His heart is stricken by

Elihu s words. (4) Elihu addresses Job by name, as the original disputants do not. But Elihu comes in as an arbiter,

and must use names to distinguish between both parties whom he addresses
;
and God Himself adopts the same mode of

addressing Job in opposition to the friends.&quot; The objection arising from Elihu s alleged Aramaisms, is well answered by

Stickel (cited by Davidson), in saying:
&quot; that Elihu is himself an Aramean (ch. xxxii. 2, of the family of Ram, that is,

Aram), and naturally spoke in that dialect.&quot; But these Aramaisms are greatly overstated. There Is evidence in several

places of other persons being present during parts, at least, of this long discussion some to pity, some to mock Job, and

gome as silent spectators.

t rnVDH- The article (the storm) is very natural, if we take it in connection with those strong premonitory symp--

toms of an approaching tempest that marked the close of Elihu s speech. In the other supposed connection it is far from

being easy, though possibly allowable.
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ten, as Eliphaz had done in the beginning, but with a good grace, manifesting reverence for

age and respect for suffering, but still more respect for what he deems true and right. The

higher criticism,&quot; as Davidson says,
&quot; cannot maintain its gravity over these peculiarities,

and discharges at them a great amount of bad language.&quot;

&quot; His speeches,&quot;
it says, are

filled with gemachtes Pathos, and erfolglos Forcirtes,&quot; with other charges of a similar kind.

Now nothing is less reliable, or more uncertain, than this kind of jaunty remark in respect

to an ancient composition. It is a pretentiousness worse than any that can be imputed to

Elihu, which would pretend to judge thus of words, and style, and the genuineness of certain

kinds of phraseology, in a literature affording such scanty means of comparison. Besides,

it is very easy to imagine some critical theory of the Rationalists in which these very pecu-

liaritias or similar ones, would probably be cited as all-important. Striking Arabian circum

locutions, they might be called, such as marked the old seances, and were regarded as a

literary excellence, or marked Kohelethisms, or any thing else that might be thought to have

a critical interest, or a bearing upon the question of some supposed place or time of author

ship.

If Elihu is the last speaker, then the words,
&quot; who is this that darkens counsel,&quot; &c., might

be regarded as spoken of him incidentally, or as first disposing of what had just preceded,

although the address, generally, is to Job. There might be assigned reasons for this, con

sistent with the favorable view we have taken of him. The confusion of speech, before al

luded to as occasioned by the appalling approach of the storm, and which, he himself con

fesses, would furnish a ground for it. These opening words resemble very much his own

language, as though echoed back to him from the thunder-cloud :

&quot;

Is it told Him that I am

speaking ? p3TK tense of description) we cannot order our speech in the presence of
( J.3I?), or

by reason of the darkness.&quot; Or, again, it might be called a &quot;darkening of counsel,&quot; not in

respect to its abstract truth, but when presented as a solution of the great problem, to the

exclusion of other grounds in the proceedings of Him who, according to Elihu himself,
&quot;

giveth no account of His ways.&quot;

THE BOOK NOT A SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM OF EVIL.

One might be led to think, at first view, that the great matter worthy of such a sublime

Book as this, would be the solution of the problem of evil how sin came into the world,

and man is held accountable. It is the question of the ages, to the settling of which not even

the Critical Philosophy makes an approach. There is, however, no allusion to it in the di

vine allocution, except as comprehended in that awful declaration of power and sovereignty,

seeming to say, as the voice said to Moses :

&quot;

I will be gracious to whom I will be gracious

forgiving iniquity, transgression and sin visiting iniquities unto the third and fourth gene

ration, and showing *nercy unto thousands of them that love me and keep my command
ments.&quot; Beyond this, no solution is offered, and Merx is right in saying, however irreverent

it may seem, that if any clearing up of this dark problem had been the design of the Book,
it must certainly be regarded as a failure; that question stands just as it did before.

The Divine Address, and the modern Natural Theology. No argument from Design.

It has been said that this speech of Jehovah contains an implied argument similar in sub
stance to the one offered by our modern Natural Theology. So MERX, Das Oedieht von Hiob,
pa. xxx. :

&quot;

It is to exhibit the theology of nature, and that the rational aims visible therein
furnish proof that God has like rational aims in all His government, moral as well as physi
cal.&quot; With this he connects what Job says about Wisdom,* ch. xxviii., etc., as a preparatory
or transition step in the Losung or Solution of the Problem. The argument may be thus
stated : The divine speech is an exhibition of God s wisdom in nature; therefore must we re-

* It is in respect to this that Job is assigned, by many commentators, to what they call the Chokma portion of the
Bible, making it coeval with the Proyerbs, or the time of Solomon, a little earlier or a little later. Delitzsch supposes the
Wisdom of the Proverbs to be an advance development, and therefore later. Merx, on the other hand, regards the author
of Job as &quot;

polemizing
&quot;

against the Proverbs writer. But why not the other way, if there is a difference, the author of
Prov. viii.

&quot;

polemizing
&quot;

against the older author of Job!
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gard it as intended to show that He must be equally wise in His spiritual government. But

that would not be a solution. It would be simply an assertion, on a grander scale, of what

is assumed by all the speakers throughout the Book, all of whom seem to vie with each other

in lauding the divine wisdom. Job especially dwells upon its greatness and unsearchable-

ness (xxviii. 20, &c.), leaving to man, as his peculiar and highest wisdom, the duty of re

verencing it (ver. 28), acknowledging it, and
&quot;

departing from evil.&quot; Architectural excel

lence is, indeed, a pervading idea of this divine address
;
but that power, almighty power, is

the predominant one, is shown not only in the general style of its thunder tones, but also in

its effect on Job, whose first words in reply are :

&quot;

I know that Thou canst do all things,&quot; as

before cited : Now I know it, whatever misgiving thought of some fatality I may have be

trayed in former words now wholly renounced. It does not tell us in general that God acts

solely from moral reasons; there is something in the language that gives the idea of artistic

purposes regarded as having a value in themselves, aside from any moral or utilitarian con

siderations. He may make worlds, and lesser works, such as some of the great animals, for the

glory and beauty of them, irrespective of any benefit* to man, or to other rational beings.

The Divine Ways Transcending and Ineffable. Eph. iii. 10
;
John ix. 3.

There may be a3sthetic reasons. And then, again, there may be others altogether ineffa

ble, whose explanations man could not receive if God, or super-human beings, should offer

them. What right have we to apply the measure of our Ethics, or our Psychology, or our

Ontology, to Him &quot;whose ways are above our ways, and whose thinking is above our thinking,

even as the heavens are high above the earth,&quot; that is, immeasurably and inconceivably be

yond us? Sober Scripture sanctions such a representation. As before intimated, the designs

of God, in His dealings with men, may be connected with effects to be produced in higher

spheres (Eph. iii. 10, before cited) ;
and so what He does, or permits to be done, to individuals

may have relations, wise and just, extending far beyond them, whether in the present world

or in any other. We are safe here in simply receiving the teaching of our Saviour (John ix.

2) when
&quot;

the disciples asked him : Rabbi, who sinned, this man himself, or his parents, that

he was born blind?&quot; It was for the sin of neither, is the answer, &quot;but that the works of God

might be made manifest in him.&quot; Here is no throwing it upon nature, as the Rationalist

would have done, but a positive assertion of a Divine purpose, and yet that that purpose had

respect to something altogether separate from any punishment, discipline, or general well-

being of the individual sufferer. &quot;Who art thou that repliest against God? Shall the thing

formed say unto him who formed it, Why hast thou made me thus ?&quot; Such is the idea that

is brought to us by this voice from the thunder-cloud. It is that of a personal omnipotence

unchallengeable, doing all things wisely, all things well, yet giving no account (nj;r vh, an

swering not) to any who demand the reason of its ways. It is the first great truth for man to

learn the predominant truth to take rank before all others the fundamental truth, not for

the infancy of the world merely, but most especially needed in this age of naturalism, of

scientific boasting, of godless spiritualism.

THE TRUTHFULNESS OF THE NARRATIVE.

Is Job a truthful narrative, a legend with a dim nucleus of fact, or a pure fiction ? In

answer to the first of these questions, some would deem it sufficient to say, that the book is a

poem on its very face. But this does not settle the matter. It may be so called unquestion

ably; and yet it may well be doubted whether, at the date of its authorship, even assigning

it to the Solomonic period, there was that clear line of distinction between prose and poetry

that afterwards existed. All high and animating thought has a tendency to measured lan

guage, to some kind of formal emphasis or repetition called parallelism, and which, in the

Shemitic tongues, at least, is the beginning ofrhythmical movement. It seems to be a demand

of strong emotion, or of some strong interest in the thought expressed, whether devotional,

* The modern Natural Theology has very little like it in the Bible. It may be said, too, in general, to be out of the

line of the ancient thinking, Pythagorean and Platonic, as well as Shemitic. Ideas, divine thoughts, as having in them

selves an artistic or Intellectual excellence, in a word, the glory of God, take precedence of mere utilitarian final causes.
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prophetic, or sententious. There is reason, too, for thinking that the more animated colloquial

style among the Hebrews and other Shemitic peoples had much of this parallelism or germi

nal poetry; as in the language of Abigail to David, 1 Sam. xxv. 28, 29, or in the pleadings

of the widow of Tekoah, 2 Sam. xiv. 13, 15, and other places that might be cited, where just

in proportion as the thought or feeling rises in earnestness, do the words also seem to rise into

a species of parallelism, and take on more and more of a rhythmical aspect. Thus viewed, the

style of the speeches in Job may be held to be the natural one for the expression of such

thoughts, requiring neither study nor artifice. That was the way men talked when deeply

earnest, or under the influence of strong emotion, or when the gravity of the ideas discussed

seemed to demand something corresponding to it in the style of utterance, some measured

cadence, be it of the simplest kind, that might mark them as grave and emphatic. The exact

prose style, on the other hand, may have been, in fact, the more artificial, as carefully avoid

ing this kind of sententious, emotional utterance, so ill adapted to statistical narrative, though

suiting well the thoughtful soliloquy, or some forms of animated colloquialism. There is,

therefore, really nothing unnatural, nothing artificial rather the reverse in the fact that

these speeches in Job have this easy rhythmical cadence, which the reader, if he have taste

and feeling, must acknowledge to be in perfect harmony with the gravity of the subjects dis

cussed. Far removed as we are from this Oriental style, we should have been a little sur

prised, nevertheless, had the lamentations of Job, and the responses of his friends, been car

ried on in the same kind of talk we have in the prologue and other narrative Scripture.*

* Instead of a sense of artificialness, it is truly with something like a feeling of ease and freedom that we emerge from

the curt, statistical dialect Into these more spontaneous utterances, in whatever parts of the Bible they may occur. As when

Hoses, as though weary of bis lawgiving, breaks out into song :

(Jive ear, O ye heavens, and I will speak ;

And hear, Earth, the words ofmy mouth.

Equally unconscious of anything artificial was Isaiah when he opens his prophecy with similar language, or predicts
that men

Shall beat their swords into ploughshares,
Their spears into pruning-hooks ;

Or the sententious Solomon thus falling into measure in the utterance of his prudential wisdom :

My son, hear the instructions of thy father,
And forsake not the law of thy mother.

It is found everywhere in Scripture, and in the mouths of all classes, whatever may be their variety of character:

Lord, when Thou wentest out of Zion,
When thon marched st out of the field of Edom.

DEBOBAH.
Where thon goest, I will go ;

Where thou lodgeit, I will lodge ;

Thy people shall be my people,

Thy God my God.
RUTH.

The ioul of my lord is bound in the bundle of life
;

The souls of thine enemies cast forth from the sling.

ABIGAIL.
For we must needs die, and are as water spilt,
But God doth gather again his banished ones.

WIDOW OF TlEOAE.
The Spirit of the Lord spake by me ;

His word was in my tongue. ,

Vs* WORDS OP DAVID.

The Lord maketh poor and maketh rich
;

He bringeth low and lifteth high.

HANNAH.
80 In Luke, Elizabeth, and Mary, and Simeon, break out spontaneously in this same rapt measured language; and in

ke manner does John in the Revelation rise into poetry, if we choose to give it that name. It is, however, nothing
fferent from what we have in the Psalms and Job, and even in Ecclesiastes. Those who made such utterances
c they were speaking or writing poetry as a studied or artificial language. The state of soul, as caused by the

mng circumstances, made it spontaneous ; usage made it easy; it was a natural speaking-not an improvising as some
it be mclined to call it; for that implies something like knack or skill, however acquired, and has, besides, but little

f value or s.gn.flcance beyond the mere surprise it occasions. It need only be said, that we have something of an echo
I style in the Koranic rhymes and cadences, though there the artifice is clearly visible
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The Book of Job a Drama, and yet subjectively true.

The two ideas are perfectly consistent. It may have the dramatic form, the dramatic

interest, the dramatic emotion, the dramatic teaching, and yet be substantially a truthful nar

rative. Making allowance for what are merely matters of language, such as the use of round
and double numbers to express things that are beyond statistical estimate, we may believe

in the general outward verity, whilst regarding this mode of stating the vastness of Job s

possessions, and the suddenness of his calamities, as itself evidence of a subjective truthful

ness. It testifies to the deep impression left by the story as explicable only on some basis of

actuality consistent with emotional hyperbole, but repelling the thought of artistic skill or

frigid invention. It is this subjective truthfulness which is all that is required for a true

faith in the divinity of the Holy Scriptures. It includes every thing else of value, and,
once firmly held throughout, brings with it the idea of the outward supernatural as not

easily separable from such a book, and such a history, lying, as it does, in the midst of

such cotemporary human surroundings. We are compelled to take with it a corresponding
measure of objective truth, regarded as separate from the necessarily emotional language,
or as far as may be demanded for the moral and spiritual impression. In this way, what

we have called subjective truthfulness may be very easily defined. It is the perfect honesty of

the writer or writers whom God has chosen as the recorders of the great objective events

which constitute the revelation He has made to the world. We are only to suppose that

they heartily believed the truth of what they wrote, according to its evident intent as

historical, dramatic, or allegorical, to be judged of according to the clear marks left upon its

style. When we thus believe in the perfect honesty of the writers, we shall find ourselves,

if truthful and candid, compelled to believe in a great deal more. Applying this to the

Book of Job, we can thus hold that the writer, whoever he may have been, and in whatever

age he may have lived, truly believed the substantial historical verity of what his pen has

transmitted to us. This subjective truthfulness is unaffected by the steps or media through
which such a belief may have come to him. It may have been in one of three ways : the

writer may have been an eye-witness ;
or he may have received it from near cotemporary tes

timony, in which he fully trusts
;
or it may have reached him through a tradition, of whose

substantial truthfulness he has no doubt. There has thus come to him the substance of the

story : a rich and prosperous man suddenly reduced to the extreme of poverty, bereavement,

and pain ;
his sore trial, the treatment of his friends, the prolonged discussions between them,

the alleged divine interposition, and the sufferer s restoration to a state of still greater pros

perity. Along with this is the idea of a super-earthly nexus of events, originating the pro

vidential means by which the trial is brought about, and furnishing a reason for the strange

suffering. This revelation of events belonging to the superhuman sphere, and the modes by
which they may be supposed to become known to the human mind, whether as pictorial ac

commodations, or in any other way, present a question standing by itself. The ground of

faith in them, is the same as that of other Scriptural narratives which carry us above the

plane of human knowledge. It is enough for one who believes in the Bible as truly a divine

book, that they are spiritually and dramatically consistent with the earthly events of the

story and the spiritual design to which they furnish the key. On the round numbers we

have already remarked. They should disturb no one who is familiar with the style of the

Bible. They are simply methods of expressing vastness without regard to statistical accu

racy. It may be said, indeed, that the use of units, tens, and hundreds, in such narra

tives, would have furnished good ground of suspicion, or actually detracted from our perfect

trust in this subjective truthfulness of the writer which we rationally regard as beyond every

other excellence. The same may be said in respect to the rapid connection of the events. It

is a picture giving us the most vivid impression of suddenness, or one trouble coming whilst

another is fresh in its effect and remembrance, breaking the victim, as Job says,
&quot;

with breach

upon breach.&quot; Human experience confirms this as something not infrequent in the great

trials of life, to whatever causation they may be referred. Such a story leads to hyperboles.

They may almost be said to be its natural and therefore most truthful language. Their ab-
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sence would betray an unemotional state out of harmony with the deep interest of the events

believed.* They would characterize the style even of an animated eye-witness. Still more

might they be expected in one who gives such an account its second transmission
;
and thus

this language of emotion would become its fitting, or, as we might even call it, its truthful

vehicle, getting a traditional form which is the strongest evidence of a once vivid actuality,

easy to be distinguished from the wild myth, or the more fanciful legend. The same view

may be taken of Job s restoration. In itself, it is not an improbable event. The round

numbers here are doubled, but this, too, is matter of language. It is a mode of expressing

the fact that the restored prosperity greatly exceeded that of the former state
;
as in sober

descriptive Greek we may have dnrhdaiof used as only another term for irotorrUatof, or the

multifold.f In judging of this truthfulness, it is enough if we can be satisfied of the absence

of all invention, or of any thing that looks like literary artifice. There is abundant internal

evidence, that the scenes and events recorded were real scenes and real events to the writer,

whoever he may have been. He believed the story ;
he gives the discussions either as he

heard them, or as they had been repeated, over and over, in many an ancient consessus. The

very modes of transmission show the deep impression it had made, in all the East, as a most

veritable as well as most marvellous event. It may be this, and yet as truly a drama, with

its heroic action, whether outward or spiritual, and having as much right to the namej as

any others, so-called, which are inventions, either in whole or in part.

* It is, in fact, this very kind of language, indicating, as it does, the absence of invention, which shows the state of

the writer s mind in relation to it, and his firm belief in the substantial truth of the story, whether derived from near

witnesses, or from remoter tradition. As we have elsewhere remarked (Note to Lange Gen., p. 319),
&quot; there is something

in this subjective truthfulness as denoted by wide and rounded statements, which is far more precious to a right faith,
than any attempt at objective or scientific accuracy.&quot; &quot;All the high hills under the whole heaven,&quot; Gen. vii. 19, is evi

dently the language of a spectator deeply moved by the scene as he beholds it. How much more full of satisfaction is this

to a right thinking, than any numerical or geographical settlement of the question about the extent of the flood. In the

emotion evidently denoted by such words, there is carried the vivid impression of reality, and this is what we most need.

So, too, Acts ii. 5 :

4; And there were dwelling in Jerusalem Jews devout men out of every nation under heaven I&quot; We
cannot resist the feeling of some most real memorable assemblage, that gave rise to such an impassioned description. It

is not at all the style of legend but of deep emotion. A still more remarkable proof of our seeming paradox, is the lan

guage of the loving and beloved disciple, John xxi. 23. What a vivid reality must there have been in that character which
calls out the seemingly extravagant language: &quot;Not even the world could contain the books that should be written.&quot;

The comparison is to be taken, not as a measure of outward-fact, but as an expression of devotion, of admiration, of bound
less love. In this sense it is no extravagance ; the hyperbole wholly disappears. When John wrote that Gospel, the
world of sense, with all its images, failed to set forth the excellence of Christ. &quot; Heaven and earth were full of his glory.&quot;

He must have lived, most objectively lived, who produced such an impression. Inwardly it was the most truthful of ut
terances. Let us suppose that the statement had been more guardedly made, and instead of the world it had been said :

&quot;

Hardly a folio volume would have sufficed for the recital of what Jesus had done
;&quot;
how would it have diminished that

real power and truthfulness to which the strongest utterances were inadequate.
The same view may be taken of all parts of the Old Testament, where immense numbers, especially round numbers, are

employed ; as in the emotional statements of certain great battles with their countless slaughter. The case is different
when statistical accuracy enters into the very essence of the account, as in the details of the Tabernacle and of the Leviti-
cal sacrifices.

t A difficulty is made from the statement of Job s age at the close of the Book. It comes from adding the number
there mentioned (140 years) to his supposed former life, which could hardly have been less than 50 or 60 years, thus
making, in all, two hundred years or more. But there is no need of this; the most easy and unforced rendering would
take this term, 140 years, ae the entire length of his life. He lived till he became 140 years old. This is in harmony
with his seeing his children to the fourth generation, or great grand-children, even though born after he was fifty years
old. The words HX l HiTK. &quot;

after this, are not in conflict with such a view. It may very easily be rendered : &quot;Af

ter this Job lived on, even to the age of 140
years.&quot; Such an age is not improbable, even for a later time than the patri

archal. There ar- examples of cuch longevity in quite modern times.

J There are the best of reasons for calling Job a drama, if we do not take the word In too narrow a sense. It has all
essential parts of such a composition : its Prologue, its Dialogue, and its Crisis. It has, moreover, its great i6\ov

it is the very heart of the Book, possessing even an Epic grandeur of interest. The integrity of Job the
f Job, we may say, is the matter of this test, the subject of this iytv, or strife between God and Satan To accommodate Homer s language, Iliad xxii. 160, to a far higher theme :

ovx iepjjioc, ovSe fSotuj,

oAAA irtpl *YXH2 napvavrat i6a.va.roio.

Krenif its action were wholly spiritual, It would, none the less, be entitled to the name dramatic. It has, however as

S?T^TV .

tbe Pr metheus Vin tns of ^.chyl&quot;, or the Philoctetes of Sophocles. In the latter, too,dramatic mterest is chiefly in the spiritual strife arising out of intense bodily pain
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Or it may be regarded as purely poetic, in fact as well as in form, with the exception,
perhaps, of a few human elements, whether legendary or historical, that may have aided in

inspiring the idea of its composition. By those who adopt this view, as is done by some of
our most pious as well as learned commentators, it is, of course, held that the Prologue, and
the Theophany at the close, belong to the dramatic scenery. As maintained, however, by
men like Hengstenberg, Dillmann, and Delitzsch, this theory of poetic invention does not
come from auy such aversion to the very idea of the supernatural as characterizes the whole
Eationalist school. It is not with them the mere shunning of difficulties, or for the sake of

making the Book more credible and acceptable as a part of Holy Writ. They think that

they discover in the Book itself, in its apparent plan and style, evidence of such dramatic
intent. And this does not diminish its value. There is almost every style of writing in the

Bible, historical, devotional, ethical, allegorical, and even mythical. God may employ this

dramatic mode of representing truth as well as any other. It may be received as we receive
the parables of our Saviour. There would be demanded, however, a method of exegesis dif

ferent from that which would be proper for such books as Genesis and Samuel. Another
reason is that they regard this kind of didactic representation as belonging to what they call

the Chokma period (the Wisdom or Philosophy period) of Hebrew literature, and, there

fore, not to be judged by the same rules that would be applied to the older Scripture. Thia
view of Job as being, in the main, a poetic invention, at least in its superhuman representa

tions, may be regarded as the one now current in the Christian Church. The weight of criti

cal argument may even seem to be in its favor
;
and yet it may not be amiss to consider what

may be said for the older view, and whether there is such a difference, in this respect, be
tween Job and other parts of the Bible.

The Eationalist is repelled by the supernatural everywhere. He has a most irrational,
and yet an easily-explained, dislike to the very idea, in whatever part of the Scriptures he

may meet with it. Viewing it then as a question wholly by itself, it may well be asked, why
the superhuman accounts in Job may not be received just as we receive them in the nar

rations of Exodus, or of Luke s Gospel, or of the Acts of the Apostles. The question may
refer to the supernatural simply when displayed upon earth as visible matter-of-fact, or to

superhuman scenes narrated as transpiring in a superhuman sphere. In regard to the

latter, it may be said, as we have before hinted, that the difficulties are by no means pecu
liar to the Book of Job. The question as to the mode of inspiration, or the way in which
such superhuman or ante-historical facts become known to the writers, meets us in other parts
of the Bible. The same mystery hangs over the first of Genesis. It suggests itself imme

diately in reading such accounts as that of 2d Chronicles xviii. 18-21, or the recitals of divine

messages coming to the prophets. If, however, we are convinced, on general grounds, that

the Bible is a divine book in the honest sense of the word, that is, given specially by God
for our instruction in a way that other books are not, the minor difficulties vanish. If the

Book of Job, or any other book, is truly inspired, and we receive it as such, then may it

be trusted that God provides for all such communications, whether by trance vision, by sym
bolic imagery, or by filling some human mind with the general idea and the accompanying

emotion, then leaving it to its own modes of conceiving, as controlled, more or less, by its mea
sure of science, and clothed in its own necessarily imperfect human language. Thus may
it be given to us in the Holy Canon as the representative of a superhuman fact, some know

ledge of which is demanded as a fact ineffable, or incapable of communication in any other

way. To deny the possibility of this is simply the bold irrationality of affirming that there

can be no communication between the infinite and the finite mind, or of still more recklessly

asserting that there are no superhuman scenes that between man and God, if there be a

God, there is an infinite blank, unoccupied by beings or events, and in which nothing can

We may say, too, on the ground of the same authorities, that its historical truth, be it more or less, does not at all

stand in the way of its dramatic character. Some degree of such historical truth, real or supposed, is, in fact, demanded

by it. All the Greek tragedies are so constructed on old narratives believed to be real ; such as those of the Trojan and

Argonautic ages. It needed something of the kind to inspire them ;
so that whil a few, like the Pert* of -Es

are almost wholly historical, none are pure fictions.
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take place that may, in any way, affect the course of the human history either collective or

individual. Some such general view in regard to modes of revealing may be rationally

adopted by one who regards the book of Job as true and inspired that is, in some way

given by God as other books are not. If uninspired, if a mere human production, then

this Book of Job has for us simply an archaic interest, like the early Arabian songs, or some

Carmen Moallakat written in golden letters, and suspended in the temple at Mecca. If no

higher view can be taken of it than this, then, surely, the vast amount of comment bestowed

upon it, by Rationalists as well as by believers, has been far beyond its deserts. The immense

labor might have been better devoted to other and more useful purposes.

The Supernatural in Job not to be Rejected.

A rejection of the book on the ground of its supernatural and superhuman origin is simply
in accordance with the procedure of the Rationalists everywhere. They even think it too much
for its poetry, unless regarded as fiction throughout, or without any nucleus of truth, however

dim and legendary. Thus, in defiance of such passages as Isaiah vi. 1-4, Umbreit asserts

that the Old Testament recognizes no theophanies after the times of Moses. In Job, there

fore, it was a pure poetic fiction, hardly admissible unless the action and the scenery are

dramatically assigned to the Patriarchal period. And so he asks with an expression of con

tempt for any one who might even imagine the contrary :

&quot; Wenn die ganze Sache Dichtung
war, was war denn die Gotteserscheinung im Sturme ? Wahrheit ?&quot; It is not, however, the

degree of outward splendor in the theophany, or the magnitude of the sense marvel, as we

may call it, that makes the difficulty for this class of interpreters. The objection is to any
idea of God in the world as a manifest causation, whether it be in &quot;the whisper,&quot; or in &quot;the

thunder of his power&quot; (Job xxvi. 14). They are haunted by the thought of their dislike to

the miraculous in any sense, or of any divinely-caused deviation from the course that things
would otherwise take, whether in nature or in history. And yet they must reject the most
undeniable facts, or admit marvels greater, in truth, than any that may be styled physical
miracles strange deviations from the general course of things in the moral and spiritual

human, that, to a thoughtful contemplation, are more inexplicable than any analogous de

partures or irregularities, seemingly, in nature. Such an anomalous spiritual phenomenon
is the very position of this old book of Job, or this old

&quot;poem,&quot; lying, as it does, in the lite

rature of the ancient heathen world. Let the serious yet intelligent reader fix his mind upon
the cotemporary theologies and mythologies. A little to the south-west lies Egypt, so lauded
now for its ancient culture, and its alleged longaeval supremacy in what is called civilization,
or the peculiar condition of &quot;the higher man,&quot; Egypt, so well known then as the land of
crocodile and serpent worship, of the grossest animal superstition, of the most debasing, God-
forgetting worldliness. Not far to the east, or just beyond the Indus, are the monstrous forms
of Nature worship, as exhibited in the strangest combinations of mystic, pantheistic, and po
lytheistic ideas. To the Mediterranean west, yet still within the Shemitic knowledge, are the

myriad fancies of the Greek mythology, with its Bacchanalian festivals, its worship not only
destitute of moral power, but the cherisher everywhere of impure ideas aesthetic, it is true,
famed for its ideas of the beautiful in art, yet most unclean. Almost in contact with it lies
the Dagon idolatry, or fish worship, of the Philistines and the Phoenicians. To the north,
on the Euphrates, the weird Chaldaean and Babylonian superstitions, as we learn from the
dark phantoms of them that haunt us in reading the book of Daniel. Right below it, on
the south, the Sabaean idolatry, or star worship, which had infected the primitive monotheism
of the Shemitic Joktanites. There is no need of going farther in such a summary. Every
where was there the rapid verifying of Paul s words (Rom. i. 21-28), setting forth the ways in
which men destroy for themselves the pure knowledge of a personal God. Now think of this
book of Job in the midst of such surroundings the transparent purity of its religious ideas

iing in no respect to the loftiest of modern conceptions, the marvellously sublime repre-
; makes of the divine personality, omnipotence, infinity, unsearchableness, wisdom,

L holiness in a word, its distinguishing theism jealous even of the admiration of the
eavenly bodies, the &quot;sun in ite splendor, the moon walking in brightness,&quot; lest it might
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seem to detract from the reverence due to Him &quot;who setteth his glory above the Heavens.&quot;

What restraining and conserving influence kept it so clean, so rational, so holy, in the very
midst of such abounding impurities? If tendencies so universal and so constant may be
called nature, then surely must there have been here the manifestation of a divine power.
That One above the human sphere should sometimes speak to us, even though it might be in

a voice from the cloud, is not a greater marvel for the reason, though it might be more

astounding to the sense. For reason, too, has its marvels, and one of them the greatest of

them, perhaps would be such an everlasting silence of the super-human worlds, or that to

man himself a supernatural as well as a rational being no direct communication should
ever come from a higher plane than that of nature.

It is the moral sublime of the book of Job that makes the supernatural if fair criticism

should allow us to regard it as having such an element all the more easy of belief. With
such an accompaniment, it becomes all the more natural if we may use the seeming paradox

or the more to be looked for in the whole course of things including every movement,
moral and spiritual as well as physical. It seems fitting that there should be a theophany in

such a drama
;
and this fittingness would be none the less if we regard the human elements

as being, at the same time, an outward historical reality. And so we might say of the super
natural everywhere in the Bible, so different from the wild, grotesque, unmeaning, or mon
strous supernatural that meets us in all those

&quot;

other ancient mythologies&quot; with which the

Rationalist is so fond of classing the Hebrew Scriptures. In these other books, these &quot;other

mythologies,&quot; there is nothing to give significance to the miraculous, whereas throughout our

Holy Book, from the opening creative scenes to the apocalyptic closing, it is the great moral

and spiritual, the great theological ideas, that make the supernatural events narrated seem its

fitting and most reasonable accompaniment. It would be strange, on the other hand, that, in

connection with such grand unearthly teaching, the appearance of a super-earthly power,
the intervention of a super-earthly mind or voice, should be wholly lacking.

It is thus that we may hold in respect to this Book of Job. Is there internal evidence,

as some of the best critics maintain, for regarding it as a divine poem, and the opening and

closing events as the appropriate dramatic scenery ? Such a view is entirely consistent with

a belief in its inspiration, and of its being designed to occupy a high place in the Divine

Canon. Aside from such a theory, however, and such alleged internal evidence, or regarded

simply in themselves, the supernatural events that appear to be set forth in this book may
be received just as we receive similar narrations in other parts of the Bible. What is there

in the voice from the storm cloud, or even in the prolonged utterances that follow it, more

incredible than the voice from Sinai with its specific law-givings, the voice to Elijah in

Horeb, the voices that, in some way, came to the Prophets, the voice from the burning

bush, the voice that spake to Paul from the midday sky ? Above all, what is there in it

more strange or faith-surpassing than what is told us in respect to our Saviour s baptism,

when the Heavens opened, and the Spirit descended like a dove, and a voice from the firma

ment was heard saying: &quot;This is my Beloved Son in whom I am well pleased?&quot; In^all these

cases the exceeding greatness of the moral sublime throws in the back-ground the physical

strangeness. There is a &quot;harmony in it which not only favors, but demands assent. Granting
the human elements of the story, just as they are narrated, in all their human and natural

grandeur, the supernatural, whether voice or appearance, seems but its fitting complement.
It is true, that to those who are eye-witnesses of the event, the miracle is the attestation of

the doctrine; but for minds that read or contemplate it, the converse also holds: it is the

glory of the truth that makes the miracle easy of belief.
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The term Rhythmical is preferred to Metrical, because the latter name, though in

itself appropriate, is also used of Biblical translations not strictly in Rhythm, or Metre, but

only adopting the metrical division, ev arixois, or as suggested by the Hebrew parallelism.
The present is an attempt to give the Book of Job in a true rhythmical form. The deter

mination of that form, however, requires careful study. There are, it is said, some old Eng
lish Versions of Job in rhyme. That, however, was not to be thought of. Aside from the

difficulty such a method would make in preserving the exegetical accuracy demanded, it was

felt that to such a production as Job the jingle of rhyme would be altogether belittling. Our
common blank verse line of five feet would present no great difficulty in itself. With a little

change, even our Common English Version might be put into that form with a preservation
of all such accuracy as it possesses. But there were two objections to it. The first is that

such blank verse, though having more dignity than rhyme, would become too monotonous, as

the reader would presently feel, and would, therefore, be poorly adapted to the exceedingly

passionate and abrupt parts of this divine poem. In the second place, it would require a dis

regard of the Hebrew accentuation and parallelism as determining the close of lines, and de

manding inequality. What we call blank verse is, in fact, only rhythmical, or, rather, mea

sured, prose. The divisions into lines on the page of the book are but for the eye. The

thought goes over them, not only to the completion of sentences, but of clauses and subordi

nate divisions. In other words, the ends of lines are not marked by any peculiar cadence

either in the rhythm, as in Greek, or in the thought, as .in Hebrew. By the ear alone, one

could not tell whether the reader was at the beginning, at a mid caesura, or at the ends of

verses. Now the Hebrew parallelisms, whether they have within them what may strictly be

called rhythm or not, are ever marked by distinct closings, determined both by the cadence

of the thought, and by the position of the accents. This must be attended to, and the

translator has aimed at its strictest observance. For such a purpose, inequality of lines is

absolutely demanded, since the Hebrew divisions thus made are of very different lengths.

Besides, such inequality, if rightly managed, is an excellence and a beauty in itself. It

prevents monotony, and gives, moreover, the freedom that is wanted in the more impas
sioned parts, especially in Job s sighing, soliloquizing, and sometimes almost delirious

utterances.

Thus the reader will perceive, that in order to preserve these important elements of pa
rallelism and accent, there has been employed a very peculiar kind of rhythm. It bears an

outward resemblance to what is sometimes incorrectly called Pindaric in English verse. But

this is a misnomer, because the true Pindaric has different kinds of feet, or measures, as well

as different lengths of line?. Here, however, one kind of foot, the iambus
(
w

) or the

iambic spondee, is universal. Other feet, as they very rarely occur, are merely substitutes

for it. Thus the anapaest (
o j ) is used sometimes at the beginning of a line, as also a

choriamb (
o o ), occasionally, but ever in such a way as to commence a dipode with the

stronger ictus. The tribrach (
o o o ) very rarely occurs. It is avoided as unmusical, though

commonly regarded as admissible among English iambi.

4 49
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In regard to the lines, the principal one is the common pentameter, or blank verse line

of English poetry The Alexandrine comes in much more rarely, and almost always in the

second or closing part of a parallelism. In such a position, especially at the end of some

impassioned utterance, comes, now and then, the heptameter, or long line of seven feet, used

by Bryant in borne of his poems, and by Chapman in his translation of Homer. It is equi

valent to two lines of our Common Metre, but much more harmonious, on account of its long

unsevered movement. As in the first line of the following couplet:

And thou thyself |
in ripened age |

unto thy grave |
shalt come,

As sheaf that in its season to the garner mounts ;

the second being an Alexandrine. Mingled with the common blank verse line of five, there

comes very frequently one or more of four feet; whilst in the transitions, and in the com

mencement of some new peculiar strain, there are short lines of three, and occasionally of

two feet, or a single dipode. The trimeter not unfrequently makes a very satisfactory close

after pentameters:
Higher than Heaven- s height! what canst thou do?

Deeper than Sheol s depths! what canst thou know?

Its measurement is longer than the earth,

And broader than the sea.

But what need of this? it may be said. The great thing is to get the idea, however it

may be expressed, in English. Attempts at verse must necessarily impair the force and

clearness of the thought. To this it may be replied, in the first place, that facility, smooth

ness in reading, are to be desired, if the sense is not sacrificed, and that the feeling accom

panying the thought may be a most important part of the thought itself. In the second

place, paradoxical as it may seem to some minds, it may be maintained that the sense is

actually made more clear in a rhythmical translation, if properly done, inasmuch as it gives

that element of emotion without which the sense, in its essence and entirety, is not truly

received. There may, indeed, be an overloading, and an obscuration, arising from too much

artificialness; but whether that can be charged upon the present attempt, is left to the

judgment of the reader. For fuller reasons in support of a position that may seem so para

doxical, he is referred to the Introduction to the Metrical Version of Ecclesiastes, Vol. X. of

the LANGE Series, page 171. The ground taken is that we cannot do justice to poetry unless

we read it as poetry, that is, not simply knowing it to be such in the original, but feeling it

to be so as we peruse the translation. Now this cannot easily be done in a rough unrhyth
mical prose version. The disorder in the dress is constantly interfering with this feeling we

wish to have. Thus reading it as prose, in spite of our knowledge of its being poetry, we are

constantly expecting the more logical transitions; and when they are not found, it seems all

a disconnected and, sometimes, unmeaning rhapsody. A very simple rhythm, if it be smooth,

may give the feeling that should accompany, whilst yet keeping as close to the lexical and

grammatical sense as any purely prose translation could do. By this simple outward pro

cess, the soul of the reader is set in the right direction. The subjective predominates. He

gets into the current of thought and feeling, and the purely emotional transitions become not

only easy, but natural. When they occur, they are felt to be something we might expect,

and the mind thus prepared, not only apprehends them at once, but sees in them an exqui
site emotional appropriateness. Thus the passage is actually better understood from the very
fact of its rhythmical form. In this way a verse translation of a poem in another language,
with the same number of words, or with a very small difference, may carry the whole sense,

that is, both emotion and idea, more surely and more distinctly than any prose version could

have done that had been constructed with the utmost regard to lexical accuracy. This may
be tested by a comparison which would appeal to every reader s common sense, as well as

literary taste. Take Bryant s translation of the Iliad. Its blank verse is not only very

smooth, as verse, but remarkably faithful. It is an evidence how near one may bring the

English to the Greek, and yet preserve a simple though musical metrical form. Let the

effect of this be contrasted, not with the overloaded rhymes of Pope, but with the best prose
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translation that could be made, having for its aim the utmost lexical accuracy, and availing
itself of every help that could be derived from the study of Eustathius, and of all the scho

liasts. Certainly, Bryant carries us farther into the very soul of Homer than any such prose
translations could possibly do, even though aided by so complete a scholastic apparatus.

From such a view, the Biblical commentator himself, dry as his work generally is, gets

a new insight, as it were, by coming into the emotional spirit of the language he is explain

ing. But all this, it may be said, is interpreting by the imagination; it is letting one s self be

led away by a feeling which may, or may not, have come from the passage. There is, in

deed, danger of this
;
but then it may be truly said that a man with no emotion from what he

is studying a man having a mere intellectual interest, or possessed of little or no imagina
tion can never be a good commentator, or a good translator of Job, or of the Psalms, or of

the Hebrew Prophets, or even of Homer. He must certainly fail in what is more essential

than any mere grammatical exegesis, most valuable and important as that may be.

Again, there is a great deal of emphasis, and of what may be called emotional or ex

clamatory power in certain Hebrew words and idioms, which the corresponding words in

English, and the nearest English idioms, fail to express. There is needed some interjection,

some qualifying particle, which comes in easy and natural when it so comes from the sus

tained flow of rhythmical feeling instinctively, as it were, selecting the right words. One of

the coolest temperament cannot read Job without seeing that there must be in it much of this

post-scenic language. It may be a tone, a sigh, a pause of silence, an imploring or a depre

cating look, a demonstrative gesture, all of them intimated in the words themselves, or re

vealed in the answers of the disputants who understand their fullest import, and all making

up that life-scene, that unmistakable reality, which is insisted on in the Addenda, Excursus

I. and II., pp. 5-6.

It is this consideration to which the translator would appeal as justifying epithets occa

sionally, though quite rarely, applied by him to Hebrew nouns. In all such cases it will be

found that they belong to the emphasis of the passage, and that, without them, the English

reader would receive a deficient idea, and certainly a deficient feeling, of the substantives to

which they are attached. Thus &quot;visions dire&quot; vii. 14; the epithet is necessary because

fnn means more than vision in this place. It is more than the seeing: it is the thing seen a

phantom, a spectre. So riDTWl, iv. 13, rendered &quot;vision-seeing trance,&quot; is more than any slum

ber, however deep. Its vision-seeing or clairvoyant nature appears from Gen. ii. 21 : Adam s

deep sleep; Gen. xv. 12 : Abraham s vision-seeing trance; 1 Sam. xx. 12: the sleep that God

sent upon Saul. It is used, indeed, of deep slumber generally, but in Job iv. 13 it evidently

has this mysterious trance significance which is so unmistakable in the passages referred to.

A similar remark applies to those occasional cases where the translator has placed words in

brackets, though forming a part of the movement of the line. They denote something quite

evidently to be implied, whether as hidden in some emotional particle, or as indicating a

thought that has come in during some touching pause of silence, especially in the speeches

of Job (see Addenda aforesaid, pa. 6), and which, though unexpressed in words, appears in

the coloring it gives to what follows as something well understood by the repliants and all

who were spectators of the scene.

A few words in regard to the language and style of the Version. Of the first, it may be

said that the aim has been to make it as pure Saxon-English as possible. Words of that kind

have ever been preferred. Some very plain and even homely expressions have been used, as

having all the more force and pathos by reason of their plainness. Much use has also been

made of the poetical element of inversion, but not at all, it is thought, beyond the degree of

which the English is capable. It has often seemed to the writer that, throughout the English

Bible, the translators might have kept much more of this than appears; as in that beautiful

example, Acts iii. 6: &quot;Silver and gold have I none, but what I have, that give I unto thee.&quot;

In this way, whilst making the Scriptures more impressive, and even more clear, they might

have enriched our language with vivid forms of speech, which the very reading of the Bible

would, long ere this, have completely naturalized, even had they seemed strange, or semi-

poetical, in the beginning.
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In this matter of style, too, may be mentioned the use of the nominative independent,

which is of frequent occurrence in English, especially in animated or poetical English, and is

still more marked in the Arabic, where the subject so often stands by itself, as I inchoatif, to

use De Sacy s and the native Arabic technic, whilst the pronoun representing it is expressed

or included in the form of the verb. It is also quite common in Hebrew, so that whilst it may
be used freely in an English translation of any Hebrew sentence containing subject and pre

dicate (I tnonciatif), it ia actually demanded when the subject stands first, as, for ex

ample, xi. 2 :

A flood of words, demands it no reply ?

Or, again, where it is the object of the verb that is thus treated:

That night ! thick darkness seize it.

Other similar features of style, in respect to which pains have been taken, might be men

tioned, were it not for the fear of making this Introduction too long. There need only be a

reference to the pauses and notes of silence introduced in some places, especially in Job s

hesitating and panting speeches, as the whole subject is fully discussed in the Addenda,

pp. 178, 179, to which the reader is directed.

To the text of the Version there have been added in the margin quite full exegetical

notes. These have been intended to explain, not only every departure from the Common

English Version, but also every thing in the Version offered that might seem to demand elu

cidation for the reader, besides a careful presentment of those difficult passages on which all

commentators have dwelt, more or less. In this part of the work the author has taken pains

to avail himself of the best helps. The old Versions (Greek, Latin, and Syriac) have con

tinually been consulted, the Targum, the Jewish Commentary of KASCHI, the old Commenta
tors as their opinions are given in POOLE S Synopsis, the best of the more modern, such as

LUD. DE DlEU, SCHULTENS, UifBREIT, EWALJ), DlLLMANN, DELITZSCH, SCHLOTTMANN,
PAREAU, MERX, DAVIDSON, GOOD, KOSENMTJELLER, BARNES, NoYES, together with CONANT
and our own ZOCKI.ER, who are not the least among them. More or less consulted have been

other German commentators, such as HEILJGSTEDT, VAIHINGER, HIRZEL, et al. Im
portant aid has also been derived from the French Version of KENAN. To these may be

added that immense work, CARYL, on Job, in two very large folio volumes. (1650.) This

quaint old Puritan Commentator has not been appreciated as he deserves. Equal in Bibli

cal learning to the most learned of an age abounding in such men as USHER, POCOCK,
LIGHTFOOT, BOCHART, he excells them all in that spiritual discernment which makes him

especially serviceable to those who would obtain the deepest acquaintance with this Book of

Job. It is to him not a work of art, not a drama, not a fiction in any sense, but a divinely

given case of religious experience. His critical as well as practical remarks are all pene
trated with this idea, giving him an insight, even into Hebrew words and idioms, which the

learning that lacks such a conviction so often faila to supply.
The translator, moreover, does not hesitate to say that after giving these valuable helps

all due attention, he has not wholly rejected his own independent judgment. Often has it

been yielded in deference to superior authority and further study. In other cases, however
it is maintained, though always, he thinks, with a becoming diffidence.

The whole is submitted to the reader with the hope that it may be regarded as making
some contribution to our Biblical Literature.

T. Xi



RHYTHMICAL VERSION

OF THE

BOOK OF JOB.

CHAPTER I.

1 There was a man in the land of Uz whose name was Job. This man was pure
2 and just, one who feared God and shunned evil. There were born to him seven

3 sons and three daughters. His wealth was seven thousand sheep and goats, and

three thousand camels, and five hundred yoke of oxen, and five hundred she asses,

and a very great household of servants. And this man was great above all the

Sons of the East.

4 Now his sons used1
to hold a feast, each one of them at his own house, and on

his own day ;
and they sent invitations to their sisters to eat and drink with them.

5 And it was2
the way of Job when these festival days came8

round, that he sent and

purified them. To this end he rose early in the morning, and offered burnt-offer

ings according to the number of them all
;
for it was a saying

4 of Job : it may be

that my sons have sinned and cursed5 God in their hearts. Thus did Job con

tinually.

* Ver. 5. It was a sayiiisr of Job. The ?neral
aspect of the passage demands the frequentative sense for

i Ver. 4. Used to hold. WV&quot;\ O7H, went and made.
i T : : T

pn has frequently in Hebrew the force of an auxiliary

verb, giving to the verb that follows it the sense of constant
or habitual action. Comp. Gen. xxvi 13; Judges iv. 24; 1

Siimuel ii. 26; Gen viii. 8, and many other plac-s. We
have a similar idiom in common English : He went and
said.

* Ver. 5. And Itwas theway ofJob. &quot;And it came
to pass &quot;will not do for the rendering of TT1 here, since that
would denote only a single event.

8 Ver. 5. Came round. On account of the Hinhil form
^3 pn. some would make sons the subject, giving it a per

missive sense, as Conant does : They let the feast days ffo
round. There are examples, however, of Iliphil verbs u-ed

intransitively, and it may here have the sense of Kal. Isaiah

xxix., although the Kal, iu its primary i lea, seems to have
a very different significance namely, that of cutting, as in

Isaiah x. 34; Job xix. The inconeruity of the apparently
intransitive Hiphil would probably disappear if we know
the exact connection between the primary and secondary
senses of the root. We may still give it something of a

Hiphil rendering, and yet keep T\F\ VJ13T\ ^O for the sub

ject: When the days had made their round their end or
section. Or it may borrow its sense from the unused root

flip, whence nSlprX Ps. xix. 7, a circuit, or occursus, KO.-

place.

a., a meeting, as the Vulgate and LXX. have it in that

;
or it may be rendered he thought *1DX, Be

said in his heart. Gen xvii. 17; P. xiv 1); or it may be
thus taken without the ellipsis, like

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;flfii

iu Homer.
5 Ver. 6. And cursed God. This is the old render

ing of the Syriac (Vi&quot;l)&amp;gt;
favored bv the LXX. KO.KO. ei/ei/rf-

rjo-av n-pos TOV
0ebi&amp;gt;),

a thoueh the VDLGATK renders it bene-

dixf.runt, which Luther follows. Jtmus and TRKMELLIUS,
malfdixerint, although in the other place, ii. 9, they very
inconsistently render it benedicendo. Asido from the f&amp;gt;t

rong
demands of the context, the argument for the older render-

ins; is found in the analogy of languages. The primary
verbal sense of 1^3 (whatever may be the order of its con

nection with the noun sense of ^P3, M knee) is to pray.

ITonce, in Piel to bless, to pray for good, or, as hero, for evil,
that is, to curse (the Knglish word itself, acc irrtinsj to Web
ster, hiving had a good oritrin in cross to pray evil in the

name, or with the sign, of the cross). In like manner, the

corresponding verbs, both in Greek and Latin, dpaojuai,

precnr (the la ter with the uamo radical letters as the He
brew verb, PRK, BRK) have, also, the two senses of prayer
and malediction, although the bad sense, from the greater
cursing tendency of the Greeks, is so much more frequent
than in He rew. So aNo KotTev\ov.ai, joined with dpdo/uai,
Mscn. Sept. Theb. 633

oias y dparoc icai (rareuxeTcu Tv^aff.

Hence dpa? dpa&amp;lt;rdat,
found frequently (or some similar

53
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6 Now it was the6 day when the Sons of God came to present themselves before the 7

7 Lord ; and Satan (the Adversary or the Accuser8) came also among them. And

the Lord said to Satan, Whence comest thou ? And Satan answered the Lord and

8 said : From going to and fro in the earth, and walking up and down9 in it. And

the Lord said to Satan : Hast thou observed my servant Job, that there is none

like him on the earth, a man pure and just, fearing God and shunning evil ?

phrnse) in the dramatic poets, may have tho benedictory or
the maledictory sense. The former is the more ancient (as
we auve it HERODOTUS i. 132, apatrOai ayaOd, and just above
iu the same section, Karev^erai fZ yiVeo-flou), the latter the
more common. It is tiue, that they generally have an
object expressed, or a substantive noun, like apa apy, which
seems to determine tli. ir application ; but then there is the
same peculiarity about the noun itself. Thus apa more
commonly means a curse ; but it lias also the older sense of

Musing or prayer ; as in HERODOTUS vi. 63; apriv firoirj&avTo
vai&ai ytvitrfm,

&quot;

they made a prayer that he might have a
son;&quot; and therefore he was called Demaratus, &quot;the people-
prayed-for king. If the context helps to determine which
sense is to be given to the Greek verbs, there may be said to
be the same demand of the context in such passages as these
in Job and in 1 Kings xxi. 10. At all events, the facility
with which these verbs are used in this double way furnishes
an argument for those who hold to a similar tendency in
Hebrew. It might, perhaps, be thought that, in some of the
yerbs referred to, the imprecatory force came from the
compounded preposi ion, as in xarapao^ai Ka.Tfv\oiJ.a.i, im-

precor. The preposition, however, only gives direction to
the action of the verb, and may be consistent with either
sense blessings upon, or curses at.

Besides, in the case of the Greek apdo^at and the Latin
precor, the cursing sense occurs, when the context demands
it, without any preposition bene. precari or male, precari
being equally independent uses. It is worthy of note, too,
that, according to LANE, the corresponding Arabic verb in
the viii. Conjugation CfGN) hag the sense of vitupera

tion, reviling, detraction. There is, moreover, the analogy
of other similar words in Latin. Sacra, for example, may
mean to consecrate or to make accursed. So tacfr may mean
holy, sacred, or impious, accursed, horrible. VIRQ. auri sacra
fames,

&quot; accursed hunger far gold.&quot; In this way sacro and
exsecror (execrate) come to be used in the same way. The
same law of contraries seems to prevail in respect to some
other Hebrew words of a similar kind. Thus the verb EHp
purus mundusfuitholy, clean and PIEnp, meretrix, one

polluted, cnnsecrata in the bad sense o&amp;lt; the Latin tacrata.
So CDTPl (a* a verb, or as a noun) may carry the idea of
something li tly, consecrated, or something doomed, accursed,
afadc.ua. There is the same &amp;lt; quivoque in the Arabic haram.
It is not without a natural giound, this diversity and almost
contrariety of meaning. It comes from the fact, that the
feelings of reverence and of awe, on the one hand, and of
fear, detestation, and even of abhorrence, on the other, do
sometimes approach each other. The terms are thus used
in respect to things or ideas to which we cannot stand
indifferent. This is the rase with the idea of a personal
God. Fearful as is the thought, yet experience, as well as
Scripture, teaches tht where there is no love for Him
there must be aversion. Not to bless, as Job does ver. 2L
is to curse.
The argument for the old translation is strengthened by

thn invalidity of the reasons given for the new. In the first

place, there is no evidence that the Hebrew 313 ever means

&quot;to bid farewell,&quot; like the Greek xa P&quot;&amp;gt;
r t&r Yaipeti/

unless this place is found to bear testimony to it. And
secondly, there is but slight evidence that tho Greek phrase
itself is ever used in malara part m. It* etymological signi
fication, fr&amp;gt; rejoice (like the Latin vale, Greek tppoxro, be wen
bf

str&amp;lt;yg), is out of harmony with such a use. It is a bid
ding farewell, an1 may thus come to mean abandoning
giving up, especially when connected with eau, but ever
with sorrow, never with bitterness. It does not mean to
renounce or denounce in this harsh way. And if it did that
would be so near to cursing as to take away all its value as
an explanation of the seeming difficulty. Such a formula
would be most peculiarly inappropriate to the charge against
Naboth, 1 Kings xxi. In, -Ihou hast said farewell to the
king, as a mode of renmrnnng. There is not a particle of
evidence in tlio Old Testament that treason or rebellion was
ever expressed in that way. The Vulgate and the LXX. in
rendering it literally euAoyr,ca? and benedixisti. thou hast
West thr. Ann/;, fit .T mUunlpr&amp;lt;tood it or regarded it as a
sneering ironj on the part of the witnesses. Here, too (1

Kings xxi. 10), the faithful Syriac renders it cursed ( HX
ni3J). Profanity of some kind, some evil speaking, careless

or presumptuous speaking about God (mala dictio) would be

the t,in the young men would be most likely to fall into

when heated by wine; and this was the very thing that

made Job so solicitous about them, even as he was ever so

licitous for the honor of God whom &quot; he feared.&quot; It shows,
too, how justly he was entitled to the character given to

him as one who not only feared God, but shunned evil

everything that had the appearance of evil, or that might
lead to it. See his own description of the highest human
wisdom, xxviii. 28. See also the remarks on this touching
recital of his God-fearing, paternal solicitude, EXCURSUS
iv., p.

Ver. 6. The day. The article, as CONANT says, denotes

here a particular time, as set for this purpose. The render

ing, therefore, of E. V., there was a day, called for amend
ment.

7 Ver. 6. The Lord. The translator has followed E.

V. in this rendering, instead of the rendering Jehovah which
Conant gives whenever J&quot;lliT occurs. His is the more
faithful translation undoubtedly, and yet it was something
entitled to a better name than superstition which led our
old translators to avoid the frequent mention of this highest
of the divine appellations. We can hardly condemn the
Jews for carrying the feeling still farther, even to the
avoidance of the writing it, except in copies of the Holy
Scriptures. It is the great and ineffable name, and the
effect must be bad if its pronunciation is repeated every
where in the numerous cases of its occurrence throughout
the Scriptures. What would make it sound worse is the
feet of its being the proper name of Deity, as it were, in

distinction from others which are descriptive. If used thus, it

would come to sound like ZEUS in Greek, JUPITER in Latin or
ORMUZD among the Persians, or THOR of the Scandinavian

mythology, and that is the reason, doubtless, why the scoff

ing infid Is are so fond of giving the name in full in their

offensive and irreligious caricatures. The thought is of im
portance at tho present time, when Bible revisions are so
much talked of. Dr. CONANT S, or the new Baptist version,
is, in many respects, an improvement on the old, and we can
only hope, therefore, that, before it goes into common use
in that denomination, there may be a change back to the
old method. Still more exceptionable are the new modes
of writing and pronouncing this sacred name such as Jah-
veh, Jehreh, etc. Etymologically, they may be more correct
than that given by the vowels long attached to it; but it

disturbs the sacred feeling that inheres in the name as pro
nounced on solemn occasions, and as it appears in the few
cases of its expression by our old translators. Some of the
German Rationalists seem to delight in being especially
offensive in this way. It occurs a number of times in this

Prologue, and comes again in the Epilogue, or the two clos

ing chapters, but in the dramatic, or spoken part, it occurs
but once, xii. 9, and that in a ceclaration more than usually
solemn and emphatic. Ifwe regard them as actual discour
ses, it is evident that the speakers shunned the utterance of
the name. If it is a poetical invention merely, then the
writer must have felt that its frequent introduction in the
dialogue parts would have been a violation of a sacred dra
matic propriety. There is one occasion, as it occurs in the

Prologue, in which it was deemed best, by the present trans

lator, to give the name itself. It is in Job s most solemn
act of submission, ch. i. 21, where strong emotion causes
him to break out into the chanting style.

* Ver. 6. The Accuser the Adversary. The
meaning of the name is given here on the ground that it

would be suggestive to the reader in those passages of the
dialogue where Job speaks of &quot;his enemy,&quot; and would give
a deeper significance to what he says, xix. 25, of his Gael,
Avenger, Redeemer.

9 Ver. 7. Going to and fro-walking np and
down . Dr. CONANT S version, roaming over walking about,
a undoubtedly more in accordance with modern speech, and
therelore, an improvement; but the present translator must
confess his preference of the old English, as more graphic.
&amp;gt;&amp;gt;mpare the language, 1 Pet. . 8: -The Accuser, like a
oaring lion, walks about seeking whom he may devour.&quot;

tt mnst have come from the Apostle s familiarity with this

anguage in Job.
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9 Then Satan answered the Lord and said : Doth Job fear God for nought ?

10 Hast thou not made a hedge
10 about him, and about his house, and about all that

he hath on every side. Thou hast blessed the work of his hands : his wealth has

11 spread abroad in the land. But put forth thy hand now and touch all that he

12 hath, and see if he will not curse thee to thy face. And the Lord said to Satan :

Behold, all that he hath is in thy power ; only against his person put not forth thy
hand. So Satan went forth from the presence of the Lord.

13 Now it was the day that his sons and his daughters were eating and drinking
14 .wine in the house of their brother, the first-born. And there came a messenger to

Job and said : The cattle were ploughing, the she asses were feeding beside them,

15 when the Sabaeaus fell upon them and took them
;
The servants also have they

smitten with the edge of the sword
;
and I only am escaped alone to tell thee.

16 While he was still speaking, there came another and said : The fire of God fell

from heaven, and burned the flocks and the young men, and consumed them
;
and

I only am escaped alone to tell thee.

17 While he was still speaking, there came another, and said : The Chaldseans

made three bands, and set upon the camels and took them. The servants also

have they slain with the sword
;
and I only am escaped alone to tell thee.

18 While he was still speaking, there came another and said : Thy sons and thy

daughters were eating and drinking wine in the house of their brother, the first-

19 born. And behold, there came a great wind from the direction of the wilderness,

and struck upon the four corners of the house, so that it fell upon the young

people, and they are dead
;
and I only am escaped alone to tell thee.

20 Then Job arose and rent his garment, and shaved his head
;
and he fell to the

earth and worshipped. And he said :

21 All naked from my mother s womb I came,

And naked there shall I again return.

Jehovah gave, Jehovah takes away ;

Jehovah s name be blessed.

22 In all this Job sinned not, nor charged cruelty
11

upon God.

10 Ver. 10. Made a hedge abont him. Among the

striking epithets which the Greek poets affix to the name of

the supreme god Zens, no one is more suggestive of certain

scriptural ideas than that of Zei&amp;gt;? Ep/ceios (derived Latin

Jupiter Herceus) literally, &quot;the God of the household,&quot; of

the enclosure&quot; (from ep/cos, a, fence, hedge, or watt) the &quot; God
of families,&quot; of the domestic relations. It is thng the style of

Scripture not to shrink from placing side by side, as it were,
the two extremes in the divine idea: the &quot;God Eternal, Al

mighty, Most High
&quot;

(see the names El Olam, El Shnddai^
El Elyon, as they occur in Genesis) in close connection with

epithets denoting patrial, local, and even family relations.

He is the God of the nniverse, iravroKpdru&amp;gt;p,
and at the same

time, a fob? Trarpwios, God of Israel, the God of His people,
of his elect, in a closer sense than was ever dreamed of in

any Grecian mythology. This epithet is a gem from the

ancient mine of ideas. The thought it carries is from the

patriarchal days. &quot;Thou hast made a hedge about him and

about his house, and all that he hath.&quot; God does not deny
what Satan says, although, for his own transcending rea

son*, He gives him permission to enter that sacred enclosure,

and lay it waste for a season, that it may be restored to a

state of more perfect security. He is called Zev? EpKeio?,

say the Scholiasts, because his statue stood in tho epicos,

and that these frigid souls, and many modern critics with

them, think to be enough. They never think of asking the

question that lies liack of this : why was his statue placed
in that spot? There was in it the same idea that is repre
sented in those words of the Latin poet :

&quot; Sacra Dei, sanctique patres
&quot;

so pregnant with a meaning of which he himself perhaps had

a very inadequate conception, the sacred family idea, now
so fiercely assailed in some quarters those holy domestic

relations so closely allied to religion, and where Righteous
ness lingers last when taking its departure from the earth :

&quot;extrema per illos
&quot; Justitia excedens terris vestigia fecit.&quot;

&quot; Ver. 22. Cruelty, rtt enormity. Any thing

abnormal, anomalous, inexplicable,. See the note on the

word, ch. xxiy. 12.
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CHAPTER II.

1 Again it was the day when the Sons of God came to present themselves before

the Lord
;
and Satan came also among them to present himself before the Lord.

2 Then said the Lord to Satan : Whence comest thou ? And Satan answered the

Lord and said : From going to and fro in the earth, and from walking up and

3 down in it. Then said the Lord to Satan : Hast thou observed my servant Job,

that there is none like him in the earth, a man pure and just, fearing God and

shunning evil ? And still he holds fast his integrity, though thou didst move me

against him to destroy him without cause.

4 And Satan answered the Lord and said : Skin after skin
1

; yea all that a man
5 hath will he give for his life. But put forth thy hand now, and touch his bone

;

6 touch his flesh
;
and see if he will not curse thee to thy face ! And the Lord said

to Satan : Behold, he is in thy hand, only spare his life.

7 Then Satan went forth from the presence of the Lord, and smote Job with a

8 grievous sore, from the sole of his foot to his crown. And he took a potsherd to

9 scrape himself therewith, as he sat among the ashes. Then said his wife to him :

10 Dost thou still hold fast thine integrity ? Curse2 God and die. But Job said to

her : Thou speakest as one of the foolish women speaks. Shall we, then, accept*

good at the hands of God, and shall we not accept evil ? In all this Job sinned not

with his* lips.

Now three friends of Job heard of all this evil that was come upon him. And
they came, each one from his place, Eliphaz the Temanite, and Bildad the Shu-

hite, and Zophar the Naamathite, for they made an appointment together to go
12 and mourn with him, and to comfort him. And they lifted up their eyes afar off,

and knew him not
;
and they wept aloud, and rent, each one, his mantle, and

1 Ver. 4. Kkin aftor Skin. Heb.
&quot;Tip Tp3 &quot;Yip,

or skin for skin, if we wish to take Tpj in the same way as

at the end 01 the verse, 1{?3J Tj^./or his life. But it

comes to the name thing. From the sense of after, which
certainly belongs to Tpfj, and, in Arabic, is the prominent
sense, comes that of exchange, one thing after another, or
taking the place of another; the preposition coming before
either the price or the thing exchanged. But what is the
meaning of it? It would require a large space to give the
different views that have been entertaioed. The reader will
find a very full list of them, as given by Dr. CoxtM: Skin
for skin skin of another for skin of one s self skin for the
body skin forskin, a proverbial saying, like for like skin
afterskm.ai Schultens explains it: that is, a willingness to be
flayed over and overagain, that K figuratively, to be strippedof all his possessions, etc. It seems strange that none of them
ck the explanation of the language in any thing beyonditself After so much discussion, it is with diffidence the

:ranslator makes the suggestion that the whole difficulty is
cleared up by simply adverting to the words \tfty and

(&quot; his bone and his flesh
&quot;)

in the next verse.

bone used for the very gubstince of a thing, in distinc-

! ?&amp;gt;&quot;

&quot;

&quot;l?

d
,

e or Incidental properties. See Exodusxiv.12. So cnj, sometimes. But take it here for bone,
as something more interior than the skin, or as containingthe medulla, or as connected with the flesh which has in

L7,
r
h
e
,.

0f the &quot;*

toJWiy,,
&amp;lt; the skin, and we have

v* fl
F
omParl90n desire&amp;lt;J- It is the interior flesh the* flesh, as contrasted with the less sensible skin. So in

he DotatiVAJft
CODtr

f
8t betW

-

een theraw flesh to w &quot;i*Joints nXT), as yet remaining, and the skin which them8 bred by his
&quot;&quot;b

^d already nearly de!
comparison seems obvious. The skin is outside

to the b me, and to the quick or tender flesh. It represents
the outtide goods, ra efio, such as property and even chil
dren. These may be stripped off, like one cuticle after
another, but the interior life, the bone and the quick-flesh,
is not reached. Touch that and see if he will not cry out
in a different strain. Satan wanted to try the effect of
severe bodilv pain. He knew how intolerable it was, and
that other afflictions, though deemed greater, perhaps, when
estimated as matter of loss, could more easily be borne.
The history shows that it was not the fear of death that
was so terrible to Job, since he sometimes expresses a desire
to die. 1U?)J then, here rendered the life (end of ver. 4) is

not life, as existence, but life as ffeling, feeling of severe
pain. At the end of ver. 6, the context demands the other
sense. He will give any thing, says Satan, to get relief
from that when it becomes excruciating. See Remarks on
this idea of unendurable pain in the Introduction an thr,

Thxism of the Book, p. 28.
2 Ver. 9. The reasons for this rendering are still stronger

here than in the other passage, i. 5. The wife s vehemence,and apparent bitterness, demand the strongest expression.8 Ver. 10. Accept. This is a more suitable word, and
denotes more than receive. The latter word does not de

termine the manner, being, like the Hebrew pIpS- S^p
occurs in Daniel and Ezra, and may be called an Aramaism
but such examples, as has been fully shown, prove little
or nothing in respect to the date of the Book. There are
still more decided Aramaisme in Genesis and Judges. There
are reason*, in some cases, for regarding them as marks
of antiquity rather than of the contrary.

* Ver. 10. With his lips. The Jewish commentator*
nfer from this that while Job preserved correctness of
speech, he was already sinning, or beginning to feel a want
of submission, in his heart. But there hardly seems any
good warrant for this. See Int. Theism p 28
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13 sprinkled dust upon their heads toward heaven. And they sat down with him

upon the earth, seven days and seven nights ;
and none spake a word to him

;
for

they saw that his pain
5 was very great.

B Ver. 13. Pain was very great. 3&O, means,

properly, bodily pain, although used sometimes for affliction

generally, or dolor cordis, the aching of the soul (see Isa.

Ixv. 14). But even this is on account of the dolor corporis,
which may become so great as to overpower everything
else. This has not been sufficiently attended to by com
mentators. See remarks Int. Theism, p. 28, etc. Job s grie
vous cry, ch. ill., was simply the expression of this intoler

able pain, which the fell disease was bringing upon him.
Satan was now touching his bone and his quick-flesh, in

stead of his skin, that is, any outward good. See Note on
ver. 4. The conduct of the friends shows this. Had it been
mental sorrow alone, however severe, there would have been
no reason why they should not have spoken to him. But
to a man writhing in such extreme bodily anguish, speech
would be useless, if not an aggravation.

CHAPTER III.

1 After this Job opened his mouth and cursed his day.

2 And Job began and said,

3 Perish the day when I was to be1

born,

The night that said,
2 a man child is conceived.

4 That day ! O be it darkness evermore ;

Eloah never seek it from above,

Nor ever shine the light upon its face.

5 Let darkness and the death shade call
3
it back ;

Dense clouds upon it make their fixed abode
;

And dire eclipses
4

fill it with affright.

6 That night ! thick darkness take it for its own.

. In the year s reckoning may it never joy ;

Nor come into the number of the months.

7 Lo ! let that night be barren evermore,

And let no sound ofjoy be heard therein.

8 Who curse the day, let them forever curse it,

They who are doomed5 to rouse Leviathan.

1 Ver. 3. fa tlX. When I was to be born. We
V T

follow Raschi, who gives the future here its prospective sig
nificance. The post-anticipating imagination goes back of

birth, and takes its stand before the coming event, as though
deprecating, praying against, its appearance.

&quot; The day on

which I was going to be born&quot; he renders it JVT1 X7 TX1

n/13
&quot; and was then not yet born.&quot; Unless there had been

pome such idea as this it is not easy to see why the preterite
would not have been used, as it is in the parallel passage,

Jerem. xx. 14: }$ Tnb 1

&quot;^X DVH &quot;MIX, &quot;cursed be
. :

-
.

v ~:
- T

the day in which I was born.&quot;

2 Ver. 3. The nisrlit that said. More grammatical
as woll as more significant than our English Version. Night
is personified. This is now generally acknowledged.

8 Ver. 5. Call it back. UMBREIT, einlosen, redeem it,

buy it back. Darkness and Tzalmazeth are called upon to

take it back as something which had been loaned or mort
gaged reclaim it as their own a terrific image. The other

sense of 7XJ, namely, that of staining, which some give it

here, will not do at all.

* Ver. 5. Dire eclipses. T&quot;O.3. Patach shortened

to Hirek in the construct, state. The other rendering make*

3 comparative, and takes T17D as equal to *V&quot;&amp;gt;XO Biph.

part, of -HX : tike those w7io curse the day. This, however,
would make what follows in ver. 8 but a tame repetition,

which ia not likely. From 1OD we get the sense of convn-

lution, wrapping or rolling together. Hence the image of

any great obscuration, veiling or darkening of the heavens.

5 Ver. 8. Doomed. The primary sense of TH^ is a

near futurity, something impending, hence prompt, prepared,
and from that the sense of skilled which, however, does not

occur elsewhere in Hebrew, and seems to have been made by
GESENIUS and other?, for this one place. The primary sense,

given nearly in E. V., will do here, and, in connection with

it, it is easy to tke Leviathan in its usual sense of some

great monster, and the whole passage as denoting persons

exposed to some imminent danger, or in the extreme of mi

sery : let it have the cursing of such that is, the deepest

cursing. DBLITZSCH, and others, refer it to a superstition

built upon the fable of the dragon swallowing the moon in

an eclipse. Those who rmtse Leviathan are enchanters, who,
in this way, are supposed to produce eclipses. It seems very

far-fetched, and has about it an aspect of artificiality quite

alien to the deep passionateness of the passage. There is, be

sides, not the least evidence of any such superstition among
the Jews or the ancient Arabians.
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9 Be dark its twilight stars.

For light let it look forth, and look in vain ;

Nor may it ever see the eyelids of the dawn.

10 For that it did not shut the womb when I was born,

Nor hide the coming sorrow from mine eyes.

11 Why at the birth did I not die-

When from the womb I came and breathe my last?

12 Why were the nursing
6 knees prepared?

And why the breasts that I should suck?

13 For now in silence had I lain me down ;

Yea, I had slept and been at rest

14 (With kings and legislators of the earth

The men who build their mouldering
7 monuments

15 Or princes once enriched with gold,

Their homes with treasure filled),

16 Or, like the hidden birth,
8 had never lived;

Like still-born babes that never saw the light.

17 For there the wicked cease from troubling;

There the weary are at rest.

18 There lie the captives all at ease ;

The driver s voice they hear no more.

19 The small and great alike are there;

The servant from his master free.

20 O why does He9
give light to one in pain ?

Or life to the embittered soul?

21 To those who long for death that never comes
;

Who seek for it beyond the search of treasure ;

22 Who joy to exultation, yea,

Are very glad, when they can find the grave.

23 [The grave !
10

] tis for the man whose way is hid,

Whom God hath hedged around.

24 For still my groaning goes before my food,

My moans like water are poured forth.

25 For I did greatly fear,&quot; and it hath come ;

Yea, it hath come to me, the thing that was my dread

Ver. 12. The nnrslng knees. An affecting

Image of the preparation made for the coming birth. The
tenderest care becomes the obiect of the direst imprecation.

f Ver. 14. Mouldering Monuments. rW^rV
DELITZSCH, ruin*. So UMBREIT. Monuments so called be
cause now abandoned to neglect, mouldering like the me
mories of those who built them. There is here a bitter irony,
as UMBRMT says. .

Ver. 16. Had never lived. mitf Vh in sense
connect* back with TUKT, ver. 13, and what intervenes may
be regarded as parenthetical comparisons : The first IX, ver.

15, Is simply connective of vers. 14 and 15.

Ver. 20. Wby does He? God is evidently the sub

ject of
|/V.

It is as though Job feared to name him other

wise than by the pronoun. There Is no need of taking it

passively, as in E. V., and thereby destroying much of the

power and pathos of the passage. Such avoidance in Hebrew
of the direct naming of the subject almost always denotes

something fearful in the thought of the act or the agent.

10 Ver. 23. Were it not for the Masoretic accentuation and

division,
&quot;Op,

en&amp;lt;l of ver. 22, might be taken with the

clause that follows : the grave is for the man, etc. In that

case, however, the preceding verb would have needed an ob

jective suffix representing rilfj. ver. 21. The force of the

word
&quot;^2p

may, at all events, be regarded as carried over

into the following verse, as the still sounding refrain: the

grave it itfar the man whose way is hid. etc.

11 Ver. 25. I&amp;gt;ld |freally fear. The language is soli

loquizing. It may be regarded as a resuming, after a pause
in which there occurs to the mind of Job this silent protest,

anticipating, as it were, something of the kind of charge
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26 For I was not at ease, nor felt secure,

Nor rested thoughtlessly yet trouble came.

that might, perhaps, be brought against him by the friends.

I was not presumptuous, he seems to say ;
this trouble could

not have come as a punishment for any such feeling. He
had thought of adversity in the midst of his prosperity ;

&quot;his heart had not been haughty, nor his eyes lofty.&quot; Ho
may refer to a fear he had ha I of this awful disease, the ele-

phautiasis, which had, at last, come upon him. It is not

easy to discover the reason why some commentators turn
these distinct preterite verbs of fear, JVin3 THJ , into

presents, as though he then feared some other terrible thing
as coming upon him. So DELITZSOH renders it, although the
verbs in the next verse, having precisely the same form, and

standing in precisely the same grammatical connection

(namely, , tic.), he takrs in the past. It

seems like treating the Hebrew tenses as though they could
be made to mean anything which a commentator might wish
to bring out.

CHAPTER IV.

1 Then answered Eliphaz, the Temanite, and said :

2 A word, should we attempt, wouldst thou be grieved ?

Yet who from speaking can refrain ?

3 Lo many hast thou taught,

And strengthened oft the feeble hands.

4 The faltering steps thy speech hath rendered firm,

The sinking knees made strong.

5 But now to thee it comes, and thou art weary ;

It toucheth thee, and thou art all amazed.

6 Is not thy pious
1
fear thy confidence ?

Is not thy hope the pureness of thy ways ?

7 Call now to mind
; when has the guiltless perished?*

And where were just men hopelessly destroyed?
8 It is as I have seen, that they who evil plough

Who mischief sow, they ever reap the same.

9 By the breath of God these perish utterly ;

By the blast of his fierce wrath are they consumed.

10 (Hushed is) the lion s cry, the schachal s roar;

The strong young lion s teeth are crushed.

11 The fierce old lion perishes from want ;

The lion s whelps are scattered far and wide.8

12 To me, at times,
4 there steals a warning

5 word ;

Mine ear its whisper seems to catch.

1 Ver. 6. Pious fear. The epithet is used in order to

give the distinctive meaning;. HliP JIXT is the Hebrew
phrase for religion, and becomes used elliptically.

2 Ver. 7. The emphasis here is on the verb, &quot;13X and
VinDJ- both strong words. The first might be rendered

fast, utterly gone. The second is well expressed, in the

English version, by the Jewish phrase, cut off. Instead of as

yet charging Job with crime?, or even insinuating them,
this language is meant to be encouraging.

&quot; The just, such
as thou claimest to be, and as we believe thee to be, are
never utterly lost, desfroyriJ, cut off from God s people.

Therefore, hope thou for heal ing and restoration.&quot;

8 Vers. 10 and 11. MERX puts these verses in the margin
of his text, in smaller letters, and regards them as a dis

placement. They certainly have that look, unless we may
regard them as a specimen of the way in which animated
Arabian speakers run out their comparisons, as Homer
sometimes does, until they seem to lose sight of the primary
idea. What seems, too, to favor this view of MERX is the

apparent lack of any verb, or verbs, for the noutis in the
first clause, unless they are connected with 1J?,nj, which

seems only applicable to the teeth. The translator has en

deavored to supply this by the words i brackets. Such

ellipses seem allowable when it is easy to understand a verb

agreeable to the nature of the nouns, and suiting the

context. It may, however, be regarded as a case of

zeugma.
* Ver. 12 Although the Hebrew here is so very short in

expression 33J &quot;131 *?X1, only three words, the translator

T\ : TT -:
would defend his version as neither supprfluous nor deficient.

The latter charge would seem to be against the omission of

the conjunction : but 1, herf, is only a transition particle.
It connects nothing, and, therefore, s any full English

conjunction would only encumber the thought, the \ is best

rendered by being left out (s
oe note on the omission of the

conjunction xiv. 2). The Pual 33J is rendered deponently;
T\:

the passive form denoting merely ease or gentleness of mo
tion, as though from no agency of the s object. Literally
was stolen ; but the idea is evidently the same as we some
times express by the active steal, as in Milton s lines :

A soft and solemn breathing sound
Rose like the scent of rich distilled perfumes,
And stole upon the air.
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13 In troubled thoughts from spectres of the night,

When falls on men the vision-seeing
6
trance,

14 And fear has come, and trembling dread,

And made my every bone to thrill with awe,
T

15 Tis then before me stirs a breathing form ;

8

O er all my flesh it makes the hair rise up.
9

16 It stands ;

10 no face&quot; distinct can I discern;

An outline is before mine eyes ;

Deep silence !

12 then a voice I hear :

17 Is MORTAL&quot; MAN MORE JUST THAN GOD ?

IS BOASTING 14 MAN MORE PURE THAN HE WHO MADE HIM?

18 IN HlS OWN SERVANTS, LO, HE TRUSTETH NOT,

EVEN ON HlS ANGELS DOTH HE CHARGE15 DEFECT.

19 Much more to them who dwell in homes of clay,

With their foundation laid in dust,

And crumbled like the moth.

At times. This is justified, and even demanded in

order to give the true conception of tbe future form in 2-)j\
T\ :

It is the frequentative future, denoting repeated happening,
a coming of things, one after another, and therefore future
to each other as a picture, though all past as a narration.
The pictorial Hebrew language uses this future in prose,
sometimes, as well as in poetry. There is an example of it,

ch. i. 5 :
&quot; Thus did Job continually,&quot; 3VK T\Vty i&quot;DD

(thus would he do, Q D^n 73 &quot;

all the days &quot;time after

time). We may render it by a past tense
;
but there is a

subjective or relative futurity in it. There is, moreover,
something in this form, as here used, that gives an anticipa
tory, a lookiog-ont S mse to the whole passage. It is painted
as something coming on, as though the speaker placed him-
self in media* ret, or rather back of all, andregarded the
even rs as they appeared to him in e*ch time of his having
this clairvoyant experience; for the whole style of the lan

guage seems to convey such an idea; as in the case of the
jaijuopiov of Socrates which so frequently appeared to him,
though not always, perhaps, in the same way. The plural
nouns in the first clause of ver. 13 confirm this view: &quot;in

seasons of serious thought in vision* of the night;&quot; as

though it had often happeaed.
To render 33.T in the p*st, without any wau conversive,

or any affecting particle, or any thing in the context to jus
tify it. s-enn very arbitrary, besides overlooking the whole
spirit of t ie passage. As the formal future

(&quot;will steal&quot;)

would not suit our idiom, or our Occidental modes of ex
pressing relative tim-, the best thing we c^n do is to imitate
the pictori tl manner by putting it in the present, with
some word to denote its repetitive idea aa an experience, and
something to express the subjective anticipatory f-eling.
To this latter servic, no word in better adapted than our
word seems, as used in vers. 12 and 15.

Similar remarks are applicable to the futures that follow,

namely,

ver. 15, an

, a peculiarly visionary word, and

ver. 16. The prseterites mingled with

and Tn3!&quot;l) have more of the narrative in
:

distinction from the descriptive style ; but these, too, may
be regarded as subjective retro-transitions, or shiftmgs of
scenic event. It may be maintained, also, that they are all
affected by the peculiar subjective character given to the
whole passage by the starting future JjJ , ver. 12.

Ver. 12. Warning word. TH , here, has its sense

oraculum, as in Num. zxiii. 5, 18, and freqnently in the
Prophets.

Ver. 13. Vision-seelng. On the propriety of this
word, see remarks IXT. RHTTH. VER., p. 61.

1 Ver. 14. Thrill with awe. Tn3n is an intensive

rerb of fear, but does not, of itself, mean fo shake, as E. V.
renders it. The Hiphil form makes it here peculiarly
trong.

* Ver. 15. A breathing form. Some render fill
here a spirit (a spectre, phantasm) ; others simply a wind.
The rendering above given combines both ideas not for the
sake of compromise, but because it is supposed to be most
descriptive of the fact intended: a stirring, or movement in

tho air, produced by a spiritual presence, thus, as it were,
taking form and position for the sense, or, in this way, an
nouncing itself. Walter Scott may not have thought of Job,
but he has something of the same conception in resnect to

the effect produced by the presence of spirits, when William
of Deloraine disturbed the grave of the wizard. Michael
Scott (Lay of the Last Minstrel, Cant. ii. 16) :

Strange sounds along the chancel past,
The banners waved without a blast.

We have, along with this, that most peculiar verb fl^H?

generally denoting some mysterious, indescribable change.
The simplest word, however, answers the purpose here. It

was a stirring in the air, just making, or seeming to make,
itself perceptible to the sense.

Ver. 15. Made my hair rise up : &quot;I73DO- There

is no reason why this Piel verb should not have its transi
tive sense, though most commentators render it intransi

tively, making hair tho subject. If taken transitively, fllT
(wind or spirit) is the subject : or the feminine may denote
a general or indefinite subject, the event itself.

10 Ver. 16. It stands. 1DJT takes position after the

breathing motion, and before the announcement.
11 No face. HJODi aspectus, visage, something that

has features. It is a more distinct word than

next clause, and makes a contrast with it stronger than the
wordsform and image as used by E. V. and CONANT. It is

the mere outline without any look, or any internal linea
ments.

12 Ver. 16. Deep silence I HOOT mieht, perhaps,
be taken interjectionally, as we sometimes use the noun
silence for hush! as though the narrator, in his vivid appre
hension, is carried back, and loses himself in the scene:
&quot;Hush! tis a voice I hear!&quot; or, am about to hear (subjective
future

18 Ver. 17. The announcement of the Spirit is put in

capitals ; but it is not certain where it ends, or where Eliphaz
resumes his moralizing. Ver. 19, beginning with

f|X,
looks

as though it might be the application that the speaker
makes of the Spirit s message, which either stops here or
goes through the chapter.

14 Ver. 17. Boasting man. The epithet is used to

mark the contrast intended between KMJX, weak man, mor

tal man, and
&quot;13ii strong man, hero, iurfip, vir.

w Ver. 18. Defect &amp;lt; 71 HR ignorance.
,

TT: T
18 Ver. 19. J37 ; justly regarded by Conant and other*

as comparative.
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20 From morn till night they re stricken down t

Without regard they perish utterly.

21 Their cord 17 of life, is it not torn away ?

They die still lacking
18 wisdom.

&quot; Ver. 21. Their cord of life. 03 mjT1
. This

rendering is adopted by the most modern commentators. It

gives us the sumo image as the mournful language of Heze-

kiah, Isa. xxxviii. 12, &amp;lt;}$%y nS lD- Life, as a cord or

thread, is a common figure in many languages,
is Ver. 21. Still lacking wisdom. nn3H3 N*71

literally, but not in wisdom, or with wisdom. It may be
taken as referring to the deep wisdom of God, Job xxviii. 13

&quot; not found in the land of the living,&quot; that is, among mor
tal men at all. Or it may he referred to the highest wisdom
of which man is capable,

&quot; the fear of God,&quot; xxviii. 28, but
which comparatively few men possess.

It is not exactly certain where the metaphor ends. Critics
of the Lowthian school might deem this a fault. In the
sacred writings, however, metaphors are not employed for
embellishment. It may be thought, too, that in this case
the effect is strengthened by the very uncertainty. We
hardly know where the moth ends and the man begins, or
where the one fades away into the other.

CHAPTER V.

Call now. Does any answer thee ?

To whom among the Holy dost thou turn?

Grief slays the foolish man
;

It is the simple one whom anger kills.

I ve seen myself the foolish
1

taking root;

But soon I cursed his home.

His sons, from safety far removed,
Are trampled in the gate no helper near.

His harvest doth the hungry man devour ;

Even from the thorns2 he seizes it
;

Whilst thirsty robbers swallow up his wealth.

Be sure that evil comes not from the dust,

Nor trouble grows as herbage from the ground.
Ah no!3 Man s woe is from his birth.

Thence rises it as rise the children of the flame.

To God then, surely, would I seek
;

To God would I commit my trust
;

To God whose works are vast, his ways unsearchable,

His wonders numberless
;

1 Ver. 3. The foolish. MX here, if taken in the
milder yet still morally culpable sense of foolish, may be

personally applicable to Job for his violent outcry, although
Eliphaz does not sufficiently consider, or understand, his
extreme bodily anguish. In the harsher sense of great cri

minality, such as seems to tie denoted in the description fol

lowing, we cannot regard them as imputing great crime to

Job, or holding hina out as a fit sublect for such a retribu
tion. The controversy has not yet come to that, and such a
sudden and unwarranted imputation upon one who had been
known as &quot; sincere and upright, one who feared God and
eschewed

evil,&quot; even as God Himself describes him, would
certainly be a gross dramatic inconsistency, to say the least.

Job s outcry astonishes them. Whether rightly or not, they
understand him as implying that God is unjust, that He even
favors the wicked, or, at least, that He has no regard, in His

providential dealings, to the character or destiny of men.
It is a defence of God against such a supposed charge rather
than an attack upon Job personally. In this idea we find

a key to much that is aft -rwards said, though it must be ad
mitted that as the dispute grows warm there comes more
and more of personal crimination.

* Ver. 5. Even from the thorns. This intensive

rendering is demanded by the union of the prepositions

Stf and to and /row. They gUan closr,, even the stray
heads of grain that grow among the thorns. D 73 &amp;gt;

8 best

mde hern from DOV with the sense of NT3V &quot; thirst

(ZiJoxiER, UMBREIT, EW*LD, MBRX). On version has robber,
with little or no authority, unless regarded as metaphorical
from the idea of the thirsty, with which we have combined
it in the version above. DILLMANW, DAVIDSON, CONANT,
render it the snare, as in xviii. 9, though it seems quite
forced here, and entirely out of harmony with

or pant after. The VULO. has armatus for robber. The Sy-
riac renders it thirsty, which certainly seems to make the
clearest contrast with hungry (3J7T )&amp;gt;

and therefore to be pre
ferred notwithstanding xviii. 9.

Ver. 7. Ah, no! 3 is not only strongly adversative

here, but evidently implies a negative ;
ou /HTJV dAAa. Chil

dren of the flame; literal rendering of

whether regarded as metaphorical of sparks, or of raven
ous birds, aa GESENIUS and others take it.
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Who giveth rain upon the earth,

And sendeth waters o er the fields.

The lowly ones he sets on high ;

The mourning souls in safety are exalted.

He foils the cunning in their vain device ;

Their hands are powerless to work reality.
4

He snares the wise in their own craftiness
;

Whilst the dissembler s plot is hurried on to ruin.

These are the men who meet the darkness in the day ;

Who grope at highest noon as in the night.

God rescues from the sword, from their devouring mouth,

Yea, from the very hand, so strong, He saves the poor.
And thus the weak has hope ;

And foul injustice shuts her greedy mouth.

O blessed is the man whom God reproves ;

The Almighty s chastening, therefore, spurn thou not.

Tis true he woundeth, yet he bindeth up.
He smiteth, yet tis his own hand that heals.

In troubles six will he deliver thee
;

In seven still no harm shall touch thy soul.

In famine, he from death 5 will thee redeem,
In war, from the sword s edge.
From the tongue s smiting thou art hidden safe;
Nor shalt thou fear war s wasting when it comes.
At devastation and at famine shalt thou laugh ;

Of forest beasts6 thou shalt not be afraid.

For with the very stones hast thou a covenant
;

All creatures of the field hold peace with thee.

So shalt thou know thy tabernacle safe
;

Thine household muster, and find nothing gone.*
Then shalt thou learn how numerous thy seed,
Thine offspring as the earth s green growing herb.
And thou thyself, in ripened age, unto thy grave shalt come,
As sheaf that in its season to the garner mounts.

Lo this
; we ve pondered well

; this is our thought.
O hear and know it; take it to thyself.

Ver. 12. Reality. See Note 7, TJ. 13.

8 Ver. 20. Death here is represented as a tyrant or a
onqueror, and therefore there is used the word mfl to re-
them.

Ver. 22. Forest Beasts: ptfn TVH, &&amp;lt;m of iht
ta
tf J?^ b

^
a8t8 in deletion from mtyn D H, beastt

of thejisM, or domestic animals.

1 Ver. 24. X3nn vh. E. V., not tin. Primary sense
here: not mitt.
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CHAPTER VI.

1 Then Job replied

10

11

12

13

14

O could my grief be weighed,
And poised

1

against it, in the scale, my woe I

For now it would be heavier than the sand
;

And thence it comes, my incoherent2

speech.
For Shaddai s arrows are within my flesh ;

Their poison drinketh up my soul
;

God s terrors stand arrayed before my face.

Brays the wild ass when the green herb is nigh ?

Or lows the ox when fodder is before him?

Unsalted, tasteless how can it be eaten?

What relish is there in the white of eggs ?
3

[So with your words]. My soul refuses taste.

Tis food* I loathe.

O that my prayer were heard
;

That God would grant the thing for which I long.

Let him consent and crush me down
;

Let loose his hand and cut5

my thread of life.

For here would be my comfort still,

That I could yet endure,
6
though HE spare not

The Holy one, whose word I ve not denied.

But what then is my strength, that I should hope?
And what mine end that I be patient still ?

My strength ! is it the strength of stones ?

Or is my flesh of brass ?

Is not my help within me gone,
And driven from me life s reality?

7

Unto the faint, love still is due from friends,
8

Even though he had the fear of God forsaken

1 Ver. 2. Poised. INty, implying weight lifting up,
o as to hang in free suspension. irV here may refer to
the grief and suffering laid together, or as denoting coin
cidence ; at one like 11H ; the two ends of the beam in

one horizontal line ; expressive of great exactness. TTH
for run, great misfortune, extreme wretchedness & sighing

T

onomatope, like our word woe. See HUPFELD S very full ex
planation of the word Ps. v. 10.

* Ver. 3. Incoherent. Primary sense of T\y 7 is swal-

lowing, as our translation gives it. The secondary sense is

confused and difficult utterance, as though the words were
choked or swallowed.

* Ver. 6. The white of ergrs. This comparison that
seems so little poetical, is evidently significant of the unsa-
vnriness and tastelessness of the counsel just given. How
vapid is all your moralizing as contrasted with the pungency
of my insupportable anguish ! See the remarks of A. B.

Davidson, a late but most admirable commentator, who is

very full on this and the following verse.

* Ver. 7. onS IT /-
&amp;lt;-,
diseases of my food,

sickness ofny food, or food of sickness unsavory, or that
makes me sick.

Ver. 9. Comp. iv. 21, and Isaiah xxxviii. 12.

6 Ver. 10. Endure; mSDXV Most modern commen-
tators follow Schultens in his deduction of this once occur

ring word from the Arabic
*\~&amp;gt;y,

to paw the ground as a

horse, thence getting the sense of exultation. It seems ex-

travagant, and out of harmony with the other language.

Better take it from theChaldaic iSo, which has the sense

of burning. Hence also, as senses in use, those of contract

ing drawing ones-self firmly up. See the example given,

BUXTORP, Chald. Lex. 1481, from BEKESCHITH RABBA,

- animaejufcontrahitur,retmeeditineo. Our
Eng. Ver. harden myself is not far from this idea. Though
He spare not, or. let Him not spare. The 3d clause.

Literally: For Jhave not deniedthe words of the Holy One.

1 Ver. 13. TTtyiA from tne substantive verb %)\ Any
thing substantial and real in distinction from the failing and
the evanescent.

Ver. 14. Such is Dr. CONAST S clear rendering of this dif

ficult passage. DO; primary sense, melting. Hence failing

(liquexcentem), aUegoriapereuntis. See Glass. Philologia Sa

cra, 1712.
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15 Not so my friends illusive as the brook,

As bed of streams whose waters pass away ;

16 Whose turbid floods are darkened from the sleet,

As on their face the snowflakes hide9 themselves.

17 What time they shrink,
10 deserted of their springs,

As quenched in heat they vanish from their place,

18 Tis then their wonted ways are turned
11 aside ;

Their streams are lost, gone up in emptiness.

19 The caravans of Tema look for them.

The companies of Sheba hope in vain.

20 Confounded are they where they once did trust ;

They reach the12

spot and stand in helpless
15 maze.

21 And thus are ye but nought ;

A fearful spectacle ye see, and gaze in terror.

22 Have I said, give to me ?

Or from your wealth be liberal for my
14 sake ?

23 Or save me from the hostile
15
hand,

Or from the invader s power redeem my life ?

24 Give me your counsel, and I ll hold my peace ;

And let me clearly know where I am wrong.

25 How mighty are the words of righteousness !

But your reproving ! how does it convince?

26 At words do ye your censures aim ?

At wind such words as one may utter in despair ?

27 It is as19
though you cast lots for the orphan s wealth ;

Or traffic
17 made of one you called your friend.

28 And now, O turn to me, behold my face.

I will not speak before you what is false.

29 Keturn, I pray ;
let not the wrong prevail.

Return again ;
there s justice on18

my side.

30 Is there perverseness in my tongue?
Cannot my conscience19

still discern iniquity ?

* Ver. 16. Hide themselves. It does not represent
frozen stream, bat a dark srene of winter, or of the rainy

season, when the wadys are full. It is the snow falling on
the swollen waters and immediately disappearing; the same
exquisite image that Burns so happily employs:

Or as the snow falls In the river,
A moment white, then gone forever.

10 Ver. 17. Deserted oftheir spring*. iriDXJ
cut offfrom their fountains. Thq word 3&quot;U occurs but once.
It is best derived from the Syriac 2Tt cnarctavit. The sense

dryingup is clo-ely allied to this, and also to that of heating,
which is commonly given to the verb. See DILLMANN and
UMBREIT.

&quot; Ver. 18. Zookler here, we think, Is right in referring
nirON to the streams themselves, instead of rendering it

caravans like many others. The process is by way of evapo
ration ;

&quot;

they go up into tohu,&quot; the waste atmosphere. It is

not easy to apply this language to the caravans, though it is

admirably descriptive of the drying up of the streams. The

verb ir\3r, they turitt to one tide, well represents an aban
doned channel.

12 Ver. 20. They reach Ihe spot; my.
up to it on its very brink.

18 nSTV literally, Muxh with shame. The expression is

not too strong when we think of the sickening disappoint
ment of men travelling days in the desert, sustained by the

hope of the cooling water, and finding at last only the parched
bed of the wady.

i* Ver. 22. For my sake, TyS. A wider sense than

7 : For me, pro me. propter me, as though by way of ran
som or deliverance from an enemy. See note 953 to Noldius
Concordance of Hebrew Particles.

18 Ver. 23. Hostile hand. Job seems &amp;lt;o be ever

thinking of some great and terrible enemy, who is not God.
Comp. xvi. 9, 11.

is Ver. 27. As though. The language is evidently
comparative.

if Ver. 27. Or traffic made. PPD with the sense
emit, like the corresponding Arabic, and as used Dent. ii. 6;
Hos. iil. 2. So SCHLOTTMANN und verhandelt euern Freund.

is Ver. 29. The rendering of DELITZSCH.
19 Ver. 30. Conscience.

Ijn
the palate, when used

metaphorically, denotes the moral rather than the intellec
tual judgment.
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CHAPTER VII.

1 Is not man s life a warfare on the earth ?

His day, the hireling s day ?

2 As gasps the servant for the shadow s turn,

As longs the toiler for his labor s end,
1

3 So am I made the heir to months of wretchedness,

And nights of pain they number2 out to me.

4 When I lie down I say :

How long
3

till I arise, and night be o er ?*

Then am I full of tossings till the dawn.

5 My flesh is clothed with worms5 and clods of earth,

My leprous skin heals up
6 and runs again.

6 My days are swifter than the weaver s dart,

They pass away without a gleam
7 of hope.

1 Remember that my life is breath
;

Mine eye shall not again behold the good.
8 The eye that sees me now shall look on me no more

;

Thine eye shall seek me, but I shall be gone.
8

9 As fades the cloud, and vanishes away,
So one goes down to Sheol, never to ascend.

10 No more to his own house he cometh back,

The place that knew him knoweth him no more.

11 [Tis so with me]. I ll not withhold my words.

In anguish of my spirit let
9 me speak,

And moan10 in bitterness of soul.

12 Am I a sea, a monster of the deep ?

That thou should st o er me watch.

1 Ver. 2. Labors end ; Merces, reward, is sometimes

the ellipsis to /J?3, work; but end suits better here.

* Ver. 3. 1 ^30- Number oat ; the active used for

the passive, say the grammarians ; but that explains no

thing. There must be a reason for the idiom. Compare Job
iv. 19 ; xviii. 18 ; xix. 26 ;

xxxiv. 20
;
Ps. xlix. 15. In these

and similar canes, it will be Been that the real or supposed
agent is something fearful, or repulsive, as in Job xix. 26.

There is a kind of superstition in it ; an aversion to the men
tion of the name, as the Greeks feared to speak the name of
the Furies. As remarked in note on vi. 23, Job seems to be
haunted by the thought of Invisible tormentors, as he had
good reason to think from what is said in the introductory
narrative, and as appears in the terrible language of ch. xvi.

9,10. This fearful allusion appears, Ps. xlix. 15,

*;W SlNE^S,
&quot; Like sheep th.ey put or thrust them (the

wicked) into Sheol &quot; stabulant in Oreo. Tho idiom passes
into the Greek of the New Testament, Luke xii. 20 : rijf &amp;lt;fiv-

Xyv &amp;lt;rou airairovinv airb &amp;lt;roC

&quot;

they demand thy soul of

thee.&quot; Who are t tey t Fiends, evil beings, said the old in

terpreters ;

&quot;

they will come after thee.&quot; No good reason
can be given why it is not the true interpretation. In some
cas^s this reason does not appear so evident. It may be
reverence or admiration rather than shuddering fear. As
in Isaiah Ix. 11, the glorious description of the New Jeru
salem :

&quot; Thy gates shall stand open day and night
&quot;

liter

ally :
&quot;

they shall keep them open.&quot; Instead of passive, it is

the piel, most intensely active, ^riPSV Who are theyj The

holy angels, or warders of the New Jerusalem. If not this

5

tnrust mm outjrom ugm to aaricness, as aiso in JOD XTXIV.

20, and Ps. xlix. 15, the evil or fearful agents are in the

thoughts. See Glassius Phil. Sacra., 817.

8 Ver. 4. How Long. When shall I arise expresses

eagerness, which is not wanted here. How long. See the

passionate places where it occurs in the Psalms.
* Ver. 4. Be o er, begone; &quot;HD for full for

verbal noun from T1J.
6 Ver. 5. Worms; H?3l- Many commentators would

T
render it rottenness ; but there is no need of departing from
the usual sense.

Ver. 5. Heals p; the Arabic sense of JJjp suits

well here, to return, hence to be restored. DXD =DDO.
See Ps. Iviii. 8. This is the interpretation now given by
most commentators.

i Ver. 6. Gleam of hope. 02N % *&amp;lt; particle,

the very extremity ; hence used as a negative to denote total

privation all gone.

8 Ver. 8. I snail be gone. Compare remarks in the

Introductory Argument, p. 5 : The pioui soul s despondent

grief at the thought of bidding farewell to God. Here the

converse idea.

Ver. 11. tet me speafc ? rP3&quot;lN- Paragoglc fu

ture : Language of entreaty.
10 And moan, TV?&amp;gt;

to make a low murmuring sound
talk to ones-self.
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13 I said, my bed shall comfort me;

My couch shall lighten my complaint.
11

14 Tis then thou scarest me with dreams,

To fill me with alarm from visions dire.

15 So that my soul even strangling would prefer,

Death, rather than these bones.
12

16 I loathe the sight, I would not thus live on.
1*

O let me then alone ; my days are vanity.

17 For what is man that thou should st make him of so great account?

That thou should st set thy heart upon him ?

18 That thou should st visit him each morning as it comes,

And try him every moment ?

19 How long wilt thou not look away from me ?

Nor leave me till I draw my laboring
14 breath.

20 Watcher of men, if I have sinned what can I do to thee ?

That thou should st set me for thy mark ;

That I should be a burden unto thee ?
15

21 Why not lift up [the burden of] my sin,

And put away all my iniquity ?

22 For soon shall I lie down in dust

And thou shalt seek me but I shall not be.

u Ver. 13. Taken from Dr. COHANT B Version, which it often

rhythmical, although he did not aim at making it such.
i* Ver. 15. These bones. So CO.VANT, DAVIDSON, and

most modern commentators.
u Ver. 16. The meaning of this verne has been much dis

cussed. The old rendering
il / would not live always&quot; seems

too sentimental when unqualified. SCHLOTTMATJN and others
take from it the idea of suicide. / loathe life ; 1 will ntt
lire. But this is repulsive. The version given exactly suits

the condition of the sufferer.

14 Ver. 19. The rendering usually given is the literal one;
and its correctness is put beyond doubt by the Arabic usage
(see Hariri, Seatice xv., pp. 164, 167. De Sacy s Ed.) It de
notes impatience : Letmehaw. time to swallow. The version
here adopted is merely a substitution of anotner expression
giving the same i&amp;lt;le;i. It is one of the very few c.ises in
which the translator has thus attempted to modernize.

16 Ver. 20. Burden unto thee. We follow DELITZSCH

here, who adopts the Jewish traditional reading of
**7j?.

CHAPTER VIII.

1 Then answered Bildad the Shuhite and said :

2 How long wilt thou speak thus ?

And like a mighty wind pour forth thy words ?

3 The God above does He in judgment err ?

The Almighty One does He pervert the right?
1

4 If so it be thy sons have sinned,

And He hath given them up to their own wickedness.

5 If thou thyself should st early seek to God,
And to the Almighty make thine earnest2

prayer
6 If thou thyself wert right and pure,

Then surely would He wake for thee,

And make secure thy home of righteousness.

1 Ver. 8. The Ctod above ; the Almighty one.
The emphasis here is on the divine name*, Si&amp;lt; and &quot;It?.

Had it been on the idea of pe ve sion (mjT) the verb would

have been changed, as is usual in the second member of the
parallel. The idea most earnestly depreciated is that of
Omnipotence perverting justice, or might making right.

Ver. 5. Suppliantprayer. Intensive form
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7 However small might be thy first estate,

Thy latter end should prosper gloriously.

8 Ask now the generation gone before.

Yes, of their fathers set thyself to learn.

9 [For we are but of yesterday, and nothing know ;

So like a shadow are our days on earth].

10 Will they not teach thee, speak to thee,

In parables
3 of deep experience ?

11 Grows high
4 the reed except in marshy soil?

Or swells the flag, no water near its root ?

12 In its rank greenness, as it stands, uncut,

It drieth up before all other herbs.

13 So are the ways of all who God forget.

So perishes the hope of the impure.

14 His confidence reveals its worthlessness
;

5

His trust, it is a spider s web.

15 He leans upon his house, but it abideth not;

He grasps it, but it will not stand.6

16 Or like the herb so green before the sun,

Whose shoots go forth o er all its garden bed ;

17 Hard by the fountain7 do its roots entwine
;

Among its stones it looketh everywhere.

18 If one uproot him from his place,

It strait disowns him
;

8 thee I ve never seen.

19 Lo this the joy of his brief way.

(Tis gone), but (like it) from the dust shall others spring.

20 Lo, God the upright never casts away ;

Nor takes He by the hand the men of evil deeds.

21 (Wait then) until He fill thy mouth with joy,

Thy lips with jubilee.

22 Thy haters shall be clothed with shame

While tents of evil men are seen no more.

Ver. 10. In parables. D 7D to more poetical than

D 13&quot;1, and more sententious : sayings, adages, apologises,

parables, (D 7t2fD) comparisons; suggesting the tropical

language of the reed, thefiag, and the spider, that immedi

ately follows. pso, from their heart: denoting here, as

is most common in Hebrew, understanding, expTitnce, rather

than feeling. The literal rendering would give to the modern
reader a false idea. Hence the paraphrase.

* Ver. 11. Grows high, HXJ ; proudly, glorioutly.

* Ver. 14. The well established sense of Dip
is fostidire,

to loathe, with 3 when taken transitively. Intransitively,
to be disgusting, or, when used of a thing, to disgust ; Ezek.

xvi. 47
;
Ps. xcv. 10 ; Niph. Ezek. xx. 43

;
xxxvi. 31

; Hiph.
Ps. cxix. 158

;
cxxxix. 21

; see Gesenius. Thus viewed, it

would be literally, his confidence (iDD) disgusts, like the

sense Hieronymus gets, only he renders 703 vecordia non-

placebit ei vecordia sua. It becomes, or shows itself worth

less to him. This is the idea given in the version above. The
view which regards it as another form of

^Ip
=
^VP (*

cat) seems arbitrary. Besides it would produce an incon

gruity of metaphor. : The figure of cutting, if it had not been

used just above, would be consistent with
nipfl, hope; tor

the primary idea there is extension, drawing out (hope as a

line or thread) ; but 7D3 has no such figure. It denotes

confidence as derived from the ideas of strength, thickntfs, re

sistance, support, and hence it is used for stultitia folly, brute

confidence, stubbornness. What is meant to be said here in,

that this confidence fails
;

it is seen to be vile and worthless.

Nonplacebit, as Tlieronymus says. It disgusts instead of

strengthening. It cannot be objected that it is applied to the

plant, for the person figured is kept in view, and the meta

phor is mixed. Such failure of confidence is exactly ex

pressed by the same word (in Niphal) Ezek. xx. 43
; xxxvi.

31: &quot;And ye shall become disgusted in your own sight&quot;

(DD JM DnCDpJD
because of your evil,

= B
* Ver. 15. Grasps it. The figure is kept.

breaking through the meshes of his web.

1 Ver. 17. For the justification of this rendering, see Cant.
iv. 12, and notes of ZOCKLBB and DR. GREEN on that passage.

Ver. 18. See vii. 10 ; Ps. ciii. 16. The speaker enters so

into his figure that he personifies the plant. Hence the per
sonal him is to be preferred to the impersonal it.

The spider
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CHAPTER IX.

1 Then answered Job and said :

2 Most surely do I know that so it is.

For how shall mortal man be just with God?

3 Be it His will to call him to account,

For one in thousand of his sins no answer can he make.

4 Most wise in heart, most strong in might !

Who braves him with impunity ?

5 Tis He that moves1 the mountains and they know it not ;

Who overturneth them in His fierce wrath ;

6 Who makes the earth to tremble from its place,

Its strong foundations rock.

7 Tis He who bids the sun, and it withholds its rays ;

Who sealeth up the stars ;

8 Who bent2 the heavens all alone,

And walks upon the mountain waves ;

9 Who made the Bear, Orion, and the Pleiades,

The hidden3 constellations of the South ;

10 Who doeth mighty works unsearchable,

And wonders infinite.

11 Lo ! He goes by me, but I see him not
;

Sweeps* past, but I perceive him not;

12 See ! He assails
;
then who shall turn him back?

Or who shall say to Him, what doest thou ?

13 (Vain check!) Eloah turns not back His wrath

Until the boldest5 aids go down beneath His hand.

14 How, then, can I reply ?

And choose my words in controversy with him ?

15 I could not plead it, even were I just;

But to my Judge
8 must supplication make.

16 If I had called, and He had answered me,
I could not trust that He had heard my voice,

Ver. 6. That moves. A contrast evidently la in
tended between

p n^O and the stronger word &quot;*Qr\- The

first is the gentler and more gradual change, imperceptible
though powerful (they know it not). See ch. xiv. 18. Hence

. its other sense of growing eld, which it has in Hebrew as

(
well as in Arabic. The other word denotes something sud
den and violent.

Ver. 8. Who bent. The reference is to the work of
creation, though regarded as a work still continuing. It is

phenomenal language : the mighty force required to bend
that strong arch, and keep it bent. Er neigt den Himmel
ganz allein : UMBREIT. In Ps. xviii. 10. the figure is that of
bowing, ot bending down the heavens to descend.

Vr 9. Hidden constellation. Hebrew, cham-
oert. The reference is to the southern celestial spaces, where

there are no conspicuous constellations visible to our hemis
phere.

* Ver. 11. Sweeps past. Davidson s rend&amp;lt; ring of that

mysterious- word c&amp;gt;7TV- See how the infinitive is used, Isa.

xxi.J.
6 Ver. 13. Boldest aids. 3m 1

&quot;U
&amp;lt;

p. Rahab is used
here and elsewhere, for any one,, or anything, proud or fer6-

cious. 8eelsa.li.9; Ps.lxxxvii.4; Ixxxix.ll ; Isa.xxx.7, etc.

When used as a personification it is thought to mean Egypt.
It may mean here Satan, of whom, as several passages show,
aside from the Introduction, Job seems to have had some idea
as his great enemy the Devil and his allies.

* Ver. 15. Myjudge. CDptJ p,
an unusual Poel form.

So UMBREIT, CoyANT, DILITZSCH, et dl. Oesenius : Advertary,
litigator, Davidson: Assailant.
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17 He who7 o erwhelms me with a whirlwind storm,
And without cause my wounds so multiplies;

18 Who doth not suffer me to catch8

my breath,
But fills me with exceeding

9
bitterness.

19 Speak I of strength ? A strong one !

10 Lo ! how strong!

Speak I of right ? who sets for me a time ?

20 If I claim righteousness, my own words prove me wrong ;

Should I say I am pure, He d show me still perverse.
21 I pure !

u I would not know myself;
I should reject my life.

Tis all the same, and therefore do I say it
;

The pure, the wicked, He consumes alike.

23 Comes there the pestilential scourge that slays so suddenly I

He mocks the trial
12 of the innocent.

24 Earth is abandoned to the wicked s hand
;

The faces of its judges doth He veil.
13

If not, who is it then, (the cause and source of all) ?

25 My days are swifter than the post ;

They flee apace ; they see no good ;

26 As sweeps the light papyrus bark,

Or as the eagle dashes on its prey.
27 When I resolve, my mourning I ll forget,

Cast off my look of sorrow, smile14

again,
28 Then, with a shudder, I recall my woe

;

So sure am I Thou wilt not hold me guiltless.

29 Yes, I am wicked
; (be it so) ;

Why labor then in vain ?

30 Even should I wash myself in water pure as snow,
And cleanse my hands in lye ;

31 Then would st thou plunge me in the ditch ;

So that my very garments should abhor me.

32 For He is not a man like me, that I should answer him.

In judgment, then, together might we come.

popathic reference to tlie tumult of the storm or whirlwind.
Not hear me, since he is the very one who overwhelms, etc.

Ver. 18. Catch 2tyn, take back, recover.

Ver. 18. Exceeding; bitterness. D&quot;1&quot;1D: in

tensive plural bitternesses, amaritudines, like ItJ/X beati-

tudines.
10 Yer. 19. A strong1 one ! The ascribing the latter

part of each of these clauses to God, by way of a supposed
sudden answer, as la done by DELITZBCH. DAVIDSON, EWALD,
and others, is exceedingly arbitrary. The sense is better
satisfied by the simpler construction, though a very pas
sionate and broken one. After the closest study of these ab

rupt and exclamatory vers- s (19-22), it is difficult to find

anything better than what Is substantially given in our

English Version, somewhat improved by Conatit. It is a

wild, despairing utterance. There are, indeed, inconsisten
cies in it, but the attempt to remove them only takes away
from the pathos, as well as the passionateness of the whole

passage. Job has no false humility. He Is utterly in th

dark, and almost maddened by his sharp sufferings. God
seems to him to be dealing very hardly with him: and he
must say it though doing his best to preserve revereLce.

&quot; Ver. 21. I pare I &amp;lt;JK
D/&amp;gt;

In the 21st verse, differs

neither in force, nor in construction, from the same expres-
sion in the iiOth ; yet a number of commentators, EWALD,
SCHLOTMANN, DAVIDSON. DELITZSCH, et a!., make the second a

positive, instead of a conditional de&amp;lt; laration :
&quot; I am inno

cent.&quot; said emphatically : I ll sav it though I die for it. This
is opposed to the spirit of the whole passage, which, though
one of deep complaining, exhibits no defiance.

12 Ver. 23. HOD, trial 7ripao-/ads. The rendering vacating
away (as though from ODD) adopted by DILITZSCH, EWALT&amp;gt;,

and others, is inconsistent with the idea of sudden slaying
(DXH3) mentioned in the first clause. Especially is I his
the rase with UMBREIT S rendering, allmahliger Verzehrung,
gradual consumption.

&quot; Ver. 24. Doth he veil. That they may not see the

right. ,

&quot; Ver. 27. nr73KV A beautiful word. The smdden
lighting up of the fa-e.
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33 But now there is no umpire who can chide,

And lay his tempering hand upon us both.

34 O, would He take His rod away ;

So that His terror might not awe my soul ;

35 Then fearless would I plead my cause ;

For now I m not16

myself.

Ver. 35. I am not myself. HOJ? &quot;DJX
}3

N? &quot;3-

A number of the best modern commentators take this as a

the mind wandering; as poor Lear says of himself:

I fear I am not in my perfect mind.

This seems to bo ROSENMUELLER S view, hand quidem mei

turn compos. HIEKONTMUS : Neque enim possum metuem r-

tpondere. See Note on v-,Dy -p-|
xxiii. 10.

CHAPTER X.

10

I am weary ofmy life,

Unto my inward plaint I yield myself ;

O let me speak my soul in bitterness.
1

Unto Eloah will I say, condemn me not ;

O, let me know why thou dost strive with me ?

Is it thy pleasure that thou should st oppress ?

That thou should st cast away thy handy work,

And shine upon the counsel of the wicked ?

Hast thou the eyes of flesh ?

Dost thou behold as mortal man beholdeth ?

Are thy days such as his,

Or even like the mighty
2

man, thy years ?

That thou should st seek for my iniquity,

And hunt up all my sin.

Tis to thy knowledge I appeal ;
I m not (this)

8

guilty man
But none can save me from thy power.
Still thine own hands have wrought me, fashioned me,

In every part all round. Dost thou destroy ?

Remember, now, that thou hast made me as the clay ;

And wilt thou turn4 me back to dust ?

Hast thou not poured me out as milk ?

And curdled me like5 cheese ?

i Ver.l. My soul In bitterness, in is an adjec
tive (amarus). The phrase t?)J ID is, strictly, bitter of
tout; bitter in my soul. The rendering given, if admissible,
gaits better the broken and passionate context.

* Ver. 5. The mighty man : A sub-contrast seems
intended between BHJN and ~\3} as in iii. 17. 12}, vali-

dutmflst, .Tnd. T. 30 ; Jer. xli. 18 ; Ohald. 13J,&quot; heros,

miles, Ezek. ii. 20. Comp. 113J Isa. ix.
, O &quot;i3j Gen. vi.

4 giantgfioxpopioi. The want of the distinction makes
the rendering very lame, as in E. V. :

&quot; Are thy days as the
days of man f Are thy years as man s days ?&quot;

* Ver. 7. [This! tpnllty man. There is no claim of
perfect innocence, but only that he is not the sinner whom

his friends hint, or bis own inexplicable circumstances
would imply.

* Ver. 9. Tnrn me back to dust. The argument
here goes beyond the first appearance; for Job certainty
knew that he must die, even if he had not heard of the i -

claration, Qen. iii. 19. It is the remediless remaining i n

this state that he deprecates, whether or not distinctly con-

scions of it as a dogma, or an idea. In such an abandonment
there seems something inconsistent with God s care for men,
and the pains he had taken in their construction, whether
we call it creation or evolution.

* Ver. 10. Like cheese. The use of this kind of lan

guage in the Koran (see Snr.it xxii. 5
;
xcvi. 2, and other

places) points back to ancient Arabian conceptions and
modes of speech. See also the same process more fully de
scribed in the Arabic ofthe old book of Apologues, entitled
Oalila Wa Dimna, p. 71, De Sacy Ed.
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With skin and flesh, hast thou not clothed me round ?

With bones and sinews6 woven firm my frame ?

With life and goodness hast thou favored me,
Whilst o er my breath thy providence hath watched.

But these things wast thou hiding in thy heart.

All this, I know, was fixed in thy
7 decree.

When e er I sin, thine eye is noting it ;

And thou wilt not absolve me from my guilt.

Yes, woe to me if I act wickedly ;

If righteous, still may I not lift my head
;

So full of shame am I
;
but see8 my misery ;

For it swells9 high ; so like a lion dost thou still pursue,
And still repeat thy wondrous dealing with me.

Against me dost thou bring new witnesses.

Thine anger with me dost thou still increase,

As ever changing hosts against me come.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Why didst thou bring me from the womb ?

I should have died with no eye seeing me ;

I should have been as though I d never been,

From womb to grave translated speedily.

How few my days ! O let Him then forbear

And turn from me, that for a moment I may smile,

Before I go whence I shall not return,

To the land of darkness, and the shades of death
;

A land of gloom tenebrous,
10 dense as night,

Land of the death shade, where no order reigns,

Where day is but a darkness visible.
11

* Ver. 11. Woven. Compare Ps. cxxxix. 15, 16.

Ver. 13.
&quot;sy.

With thee. In thy most secret pur

is imperative. To the ob
pose.

* Ver. 15. But see

jection that in so taking it the construction Is broken up,
th answer is, that it is all the more expressive. It was
meant to be broken. The language is passionate, ejaculate ry.

Ver. 16. nWI- EWALD, DILLMANN, UMBREIT, DAVIDSON,
all refer this to jyjO. the head, in the preceding verse.

MERX says, characteristically, that it is sinnlos, has no mean
ing, and proceeds to change the text. K?XT seems too far

off, for a subject, and there is nothing conditional in the
Ian guage : Should it lift, or if it lift up itself, then, etc. /DA
VIDSON. CONANT also adopts this rendering. The B. V. refers

it to
&quot;Jj; my affliction just mentioned : it increaseth. So

Rosenmtlller, as also the Jewish Commentators, KASHI and
ADEN EZRA. To the objection that HNJ is not congruous to

JjJ affliction, the latter answers well that it is personified
as elate and swelling in its triumph over the sufferer. Hence
the rendering above.

111 Ver. 22. Gloom tenebrous. The true impression
of this remarkable language (vers. 21 and 22) can only be ob

tained by a close study of the words TITO.!? and
J731.TV

They are of a class which, in distinction from T I5?n, Of mere

privative darkness, represent its positive idea, whether real

or Imaginary, as havina; something of form, and thus a kind
of visibility, a dark, shadowy, waving, flying, floating thing,
a faintly glimmering, gleaming, gloaming, wavy motion,

shading off from light (gleam, glimmer) into gloom, or dark
ness visible. A vibratory, pulsatory, flying, fluttering, or
undulation of some kind, is the radical image in this whole

family of words (J?, HO^, t
U*9.P&amp;gt;

Dv metathesi

and hence, along with flyin/j, thn apparently contradictory
images of light and darkness. Sen LANGS Geti. Am. Ed., p.

179, Note. So in the Greek Imagery, darkness has wings.
Night is called (ARISTCPH. Aves. 689) /teAai/oTrrepos, black

winged. (Compare VIBO. JEa. II. 3fiO, VI. 856). There is

the same radical image in the expression int^ 3^3^
III. 9, XLI. 10. palpehrw aurorse, eyelids of the dawn. the

morning twilight, i/iepas f}\f&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;a.pov
SOPH. Antiq. 104. Com

pare the words *Nj;o and \yiD, Isa- viii - 22
&amp;gt;

23 -

&quot; Ver. 22. Darkness visible. Some commentator*
take this in a sort of conditional way : Its very light (if it

had any) shines at darknf.su. or its day (daytime) Is as mid
night darkness &quot; the blackness of darkness.&quot; So we have

given it, though the verb J?3P1 seems to have something

more positive than this, it shines as darkness. We cannot

help thinking that Job had something of the Miltonic Con
ception. HMBONYMUS, Sempiternut horror inhabitant.
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CHAPTER XI.

1 Then answered Zophar the Naamathite and said,

2 A flood of words ;
demands it no reply ?

A man all lips ! shall he be justified ?

3 Thy clamors, shall they silence men ?

That thou may st thus rave on without rebuke;

4 And say, my doctrine, it is pure,

I m guiltless in Thy sight.

5 O were it so that God would really
1

speak ;

And for thy silencing
2 His lips unclose ;

6 And show thee wisdom s hidden depths,

Truth s twofold* form.

For know it well
;

less than thy debt doth God exact* of thee

7 Eloah s secret,
5 canst thou find it out ?

Or Shaddai s
6

perfect way canst thou explore?

8 Higher than Heaven s height, what canst thou do ?

Deeper than Sheol s depths, what canst thou know ?

9 Its measurement is longer than the earth,

And broader than the sea.

10 When He is passing by, and makes arrest,

And calls to judgment, who can answer him ?

11 For well He knows the men of vanity ;

Their evil sees, though seeming not to heed.7

12 Since man, vain man, has madness in his heart
;

8

A foal of the wild ass, so is he born.

1 Ver. 5.
&quot;Or,

were it really so : Theforceof 0*718 : Would
God take Job at his word and appear in very truth ?

* Ver. 5.
&quot;]3ty,

in controversy with thee, as elsewhere

used. For thy confounding ; to stop thy mouth.
Ver. 6. DILITZSCH, literally, &quot;that she (wisdom) it two

fold &quot;overlooking JTBMn. DAVIDSON paraphrases: Dou-
ult, he says, is equivalent to manifold, and STEWI he ren
ders insight, as EWA.LD does. Most commentators give the
literal sense, double. Do we not get a good explanation of
this from ch. xxviii., where two forms of wisdom are set

forth, namely, the Divine wisdom, or the mystery of God s

providence, and the wisdom mentioned at the end of that
chapter, the wisdom which is for man,

&quot;

thefear of the Lord,&quot;

submission, and
&quot;

departurefrom evil.&quot; JTBW1 is substance,
reality, truth things ai they are, W. overia; but it is to be
contemplated under two aspects, as pertaining to God, and as

pertaining to man. See SIBACH xxxiii. 15: xlii. 24: iravra.

oiffcra, it&amp;gt; KareVavri r&amp;lt;k ,
K. r. A.

Ver. 6. EWALD renders: &quot;

Overlooks much of thy guilt,&quot;
which is not far from E. V. UMBREIT, DMJTZSCH, DILLJUNN
DAVIDSON, with tins Targum, give it the sense of Pit? J (Hiph
7\V)T\), to forget, or cause to forget, giving in 1Jl^D the

force of a partitive : from or of, a portion of thy sin.
&quot; God

rfmembers not all thy sin. The Syriac renders it, forgiveth
Vulgate has the other sense of HBO, that of exacting like a
creditor. And this is the rendering of E. V., which, after
all, seems the best, and most in harmony with the context
It is grammatical, too, since ft in

TJ1J7O, may denote the

comparison of lets, as well as that of more, to be determined
by the context. The partitive reodering:

&quot; a portion of thy
tin,&quot; seems tame. The rendering above given preserves well
the association of ideas. This is on of those secrets of God s
wisdom, the upper wisdom, or the side of the duplicate

seen by Him. For God only knows what human sin deserves,
and every chastisement, short of the great retribution, has

mercy mingled with it. And then this admirably leads to

the train of thought that follows In the exclamations below,
ver. 7. V\y is rendered debt to preserve the figure, which is

sanctioned in the New Testament :

&quot;

Forgive us our debts ; our

sins.&quot;

6 Ver. 7.
&quot;Ipn.

Mystery unsearchableness,

The emphasis is on the divine names J&quot;P 7X and 1J?i **

In viii. 3. .

Ver. 11. M13JV N7V The meaning is that it does not

require from him a special act of study or attention, as it

does from men. He never loses sight of it. He sees it

though he does not seem to be looking at it. The conjuga
tion Hith. has this sense of making to be, or assuming to be-

what the verb signifies, to make one s-self observant. KASCHI

explains it well of God s &quot;keeping still, and long-suflering,

as though he did not take note of it&quot; M13JV vhltf 103-

8 Ver. 12. 339 - The word does not denote wisdom, as
&quot; T *

many commentators take it, or the want of wisdom, directly,
or in the sense of stupidity, as GESENIUS interprets it, but to be
full of heart, in the sense of courage (cor, Latin cordatus some
times), spirit, eagerness, mettlesomeness, ferocity, etc. In Cant.

iv. 9 the piel, of which this may be regarded as the

passive), means, thou hast fxcited, roused, warmed my heart.
There can be but little doubt as to the meaning, since the
second clause gives a figurative explanation of it. It sug

gests Ecclesiastes ix. 3, D33^3 DlSSin,
&quot; madness in their

hearts&quot; whence the above translation. Some accommoda
tion to it in English might he found in the words heady,
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13 (But as for thee), If thou prepare thy heart,

And spread thy hands (in humble prayer) before him,

14 Putting
9
it far away, if sin be in thy hand,

Nor letting wrong abide within thy tents,

15 Then shalt thou lift thy face without a stain
;

Then shalt thou stand secure,
10 with nought to dread.

16 For thy sharp pain shalt thou forget,

And like the passing waters, think of it no more.

17 Brighter than noon shall life
11

again arise ;

And what is darkness12 now shall be like morn.

18 Then shalt thou be assured that there is hope ;

Though now ashamed,
13 in peace shalt thou lie down,

19 And take thy rest with none to make afraid
;

Whilst many [who have scorned] shall seek thy face.

20 But as for wicked men, their eyes shall fail
;

i

Their refuge perishes ;

Their hope tis like the parting breath.

headstrong; j7, heart, in Hebrew, being used for feeling or

passion, as well as for intellect. UMBREIT, EWALD and DE-
I.ITZSCH take it as a proverb, and give it the forced rendering
(in the words of the latter)

Before an empty head gaineth understanding,
An ass s foal would be born a man.

This is not only frigid, in itself, and forced, and at war with
the gravity of the original, but cannot be brought gramma
tically out of the words. Man, vain man. The repetition is

to give emphasis to that expressive word

9 Ver. 14. This verse evidently comes in parenthetically,
and therefore the participial form gives the best mode of

rendering.
10 Ver. 15. pp- Primary sense fusion, thence molten,

thence the idea of a metallic column figurative of firmness

and solidity. It may be that the meaning here is derived
from the cognate W (Jtfp) stabilire.

11 Ver. 17. T?n- Ai&amp;lt;ii&quot; time-patsing a very pathetic

word. Comp. Vs. xxxix. 6; xvii. 14; Ixxxix. 48.
ia Ver. 17. Darkness. PliJyn a word of the same

class with those mentioned in note on x. 22.
18 Ver. 18. Ashamed. This is the rendering of Gese-

nius, giving to &quot;13H the same sense it has In vi. 20. The
other sense of the verb, to dig, and that derived from it, to

search, are very forced here. See E. V., DAVIDSON, DELITZSCH,
and others. UMBREIT gets from SCHULTENS, and the Arabic,
the sense ofprotecting, which better suits the context, but is

philologically without weight. The Vulgate gives the sense
of digging. The LXX, as is most commonly the case in Job,
is worthless. Merx renders very beautifully, though freely

Uiid, ob beschatnt zuvor, nock sicher ruhn.

CHAPTER XII.

1 Then answered Job and said :

2 Ye are the people, there s no doubt
;

And wisdom dies with you.

3 But I have understanding like yourselves ;

In nothing do I fall below your mark.

Who knoweth not such things as these?

4 Sport, to his friend ! yes, such am I become,

Though one who calls on1

God, and whom he hears;

A sport, (your) sport ! A man upright and true !

1 Ver. 4. Who calls on God. / who call on. God.
Job means himself here, not only as a man of prayer,

nV?X 7
X&quot;ip,

but as one known among men for the public

or official performance of religious worship. So CARTL inti

mates, referring to Ps. xcix. 6,
&quot; Moses and Aaron among

his priests, Samuel among those who call upon his name,&quot;

His offering sacrifice, i. 5, shows something

of the priestly character. The verse Is a vehement torrent

of righteous indignation, and the best translation is that
which keeps nearest to the Hebrew with all its abruptness.
It was probably called out by Zophar s comparing him to
&quot; the wild ass,&quot;

xi. 12.
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10

11

12

13

As wasted lamp
2
to splendors of the proud,

So is the man who stands on tottering feet ;

Whilst quiet are the spoilers tents,

All confident* the men who anger God,

Into whose hands4 Eloah sends (his bounty).

But surely ask the beasts and they will teach;

The birds of heaven will make it known to thee ;

Or converse5 hold with earth, and it will speak;

The fishes of the sea will tell it thee :

&quot;Who knoweth not, by every one of these,

Jehovah s hand it is that doeth this?

In whose hand lieth every breathing life ;

The spirit of all flesh of every man.

Doth not the ear try words,

As tastes the palate food ?

So with the old is sage experience ;

With length of days doth understanding dwell.

With God, too, there is wisdom, strength is His,

Counsel to plan and never-erring skill.

* YIT. 5. A wasted lamp : P3 Y3 7- Literally a

lamp of contempt, but the figure demands the idea of that

for which it is despised worn out, exhausted, either in its

structure or its oil, and, therefore, thrown away as useless.

The pas -age has been regarded as very difficult. Obscurita-

tem siimmam fiujus versus omnes interprets agnoscunt, says
Schulteos. The words of this text are dark,&quot; says the
learned Puritan CARYL in his quaint style, &quot;and there are
not a few who make the lamp the darkest word in it.&quot; And
then he goes on to note the other rendering given by Aben
Ezra, and which has since been adopted by the principal
modern interpreters, except UMBRKIT. It divides the word

&quot;V3 i into the noun Y3 destruction, calamity or misfortune

generally, and the servile 7, the preposition, with the sense
of for or tn place of: &quot;for misfortune, contempt.&quot; The
translator was at first inclined to this view. It is, however,
full of difficulties, though in some of its aspects seeming
quite plausible. The rendering which EWALD, T&amp;gt; KLITZSCH and
others give to the words immediately following seems to
suit it, especially as expressed in the concise and happy way
of MERX :

Dem Ungluck Hohn, so wahnen Sichere :

For suffering scorn ; so fancy the secure ;

Scorn ever ready for the tottering man.

80 the translator first rendered it, relying for the sense

of ttDJ on Ps. xxxvili. 18, J13J ySx
1

? &quot;JN, ready to halt.IT I T - v : :

A more thorough study, however, produced the conviction
that the older rendering of the VCLOAT, the STBIAC, the
TARQUM, the Jewish commentators KIMCHI, RASCHI, BE\
GF.RSON and others, JCNIUB and TREMELUOS, LUTHER, E. V.,

MBRCBKCS, VATABLUS, COCCEICS, and of the best of the
anthorities cited in POOLE S Synopsis, is the correct one.
X.8CKLEP. saya :

&quot; The sense of lamp makes an incongruous
image in the picture.&quot; That depends, however, on what
the picture is supposed to be. &quot;A consumed or expiring
lamp,&quot; says CowAXT,

&quot; would be pertinent ; but a torch de

spised is like anything else that is despised, and the epithet
requires some ground for the application.&quot; All this ques
tion of metaphorical congruity, however, depends upon
another, namely, whether the right rendering is given to

r\\7\\py-
The primary sense of the verb r\lOy 1s certainly

to thine. See Jerem. v. 28. Hence the noun, if rendered

thoughts, must be regarded as figuratively denoting splendid,
brilliant thoughts, imaginings, vain imaginations, not sim
ply cogitations. So PMnVty, P. cxlvi. 4: In that day his

proud imaginations (hit splendid hopes) all perith. This is

quite different from his thoughts, his thinking, as the annihi-
latlonist perverts that text. In Jonah i. 6 the Hithpahel
may very pertinently be rendered shine upon, instead of,

&quot;think upon.&quot; It thus makes a very appropriate prayer
for men in such a dark tempest: that the sky would clear

up, or that God would shine upon them through it. So in

Cant. v. 24, frVJy means something shining, polished. So

COCCEIUS and some of the older commentators, Christian

and Jewish. If we give to rftRWy here this primary sense

of shining, splendor (whether of the thoughts or of the out

ward state), then the antithesis it presents to Y3 7, the

cast off, used up torch, is no longer
&quot;

incongruous,&quot; but

very happy: the poor wasted thing, which Job so much
resembled, as contrasted with the splendors of wealth, or

the high imaginings of a soul at ease. It is the very image
used Isai. xlii. 3, the sputtering wick or lamp, r\T\D

(the &quot;smoking flax&quot;), and cited by our Saviour, Matt.

xii.20.
s Ver. 6. All confident. Plural noun with superla

tive sense.
* Ver. 6. Into whose bands, etc. This is rendered

by some: &quot;who take God in their hand;&quot; regarding *7 as

repeated here from the line above. So DAVIDSON and DE-

LITZSCH. The eense they get is, that wicked men make their

hand (their own power) their God. For this there is cited

Habak. i. 11, and ViKd. Aen. x. 774: 27. Dextramihi Deus.

DELITZSCH renders it very strangely :
&quot; who take Eloah in

their hand.&quot; The use of Eloah, however, seems strongly

against this. The ellipsis in the other rendering is quite
facile.

6 Ver. 8. Delltzsch excellently renders fTl? &quot;look

thoughtfully to the ground&quot; The reference in this whole

appeal (vers. 7 and 8) is not, as Ewald thinks, to the des

tined purpose or divine reason in suffering and in pain.
That belongs to the wisdom which &quot; the eagle s eye hath not

seen, and which is hid from all the fowls of the air;&quot; xxviii.

7, 21, the deep wisdom of God. The allusion is rather to

Zophar s expression of the fact, so pretentiously set forth,

as it seemed to Job, when all nature, animate and inani

mate, proclaims the existence of inexplicable mystery in

the divine dealings. It is not the reason that we get from
nature, bat the/ac&amp;lt;, whether we understand it or not, that

the hand of the Lord doeth all.

* Ver. 12. nODH must be rendered experience to preserve
the figures in the verse above.

i Ver. 13. nj13n here t* discernment or wisdom in adapt.
ing means to ends. The epithet is necessary because there
is an evident intention to set in contrast the divine discern

ment, or perfect foresight, and the best human experience,
as mentioned above ver. 12. DBLITZSCH defines njUH a8
&quot; that which can penetrate to the bottom of what is true or
false.&quot; There is here again a duality in wisdom as in xi. 6
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14 Lo ! He casts down
;

it never shall be built
;

He shutteth up ;
there is no opening.

15 The waters He withholds
;
the streams are dry ;

He sends them forth, and they lay waste the earth.

16 With Him is power, eternal truth8
is His

;

To Him alike are known deceiver and deceived.

17 Tis He that leadeth counsellors despoiled,

And makes the judges fools.

18 Tis He who breaks the bonds of kings,

And binds their loins with cords.

19 Priests too He leadeth, stripped
10

(of sacred robes).

The long established
11

(thrones) He overthrows.

20 The trusted He deprives of speech,

And takes away the judgment of the old.

21 On nobles doth He pour contempt,
And renders weak the girdle of the strong.

22 Deep things from darkness He reveals
;

Tzalmaveth12
,
world of shadows, brings He forth to light.

23 He makes the nations grow, and then destroys;

Extends their bounds, then lets them pass away.
24 Chiefs of the earth, of reason he deprives,

And makes them wander in a pathless waste.

25 They grope in darkness, where no light appears ;

He makes them stagger like a drunken man.

i though not exactly the game with that referred

to by the would-be philosopher Zophar above, or by Job
himself, xxviii. 23-25. It is two-fold : the wisdom of Ood in

the processes of designing or adapting (i&quot;IJ12n&amp;gt; *kttl, dis-

cejnmenf), and the higher wisdom (7&quot;lO3n oa
ni^)&amp;gt;

which
is in the design of the designs.

8 Ver. 16. Power eternal truth. There is no
desire to find too scientific or too philosophical a meaning
in Job; but these are the best renderings we can give to

those contrasted words \y and TVE in. The latter is the

reality of things, that which makes them to be what they
are, their ideas, laws or principles as distinguished here

frompower or force, to use the word now such a great one

e or dynamical energy. See Daniel xi. 38,

,
the god of forces. DKUTZSOH renders TVWin exist

ence, and defines it as the real in contrast with what ap
pear*. Better to have rendered it being that which truly
is all that if, as God s truth. See Note to xxvi. 3.

9 Ver. 17. 77lty, used collectively. Either literal, or as
T

the phrase is used in Latin, captos mente, despoiled of reason.

See Ps. Ixxvi.: 37 V3X ITTJ/HWt-
10 Ver. 19. So DKLITZSCU supplies the ellipsis.
11 So COSANT.
12 Ver. 22. This word Tzalmaveth, together with Sheol and

Hades, should have been naturalized in our English version.

CHAPTER XIII.

1 Behold all this mine eye hath seen
;

Mine ear hath heard and understood it well.

2 What ye know I do also know ;

In nothing do I fall below you.

3 For truly tis to Shaddai I would speak.

With God to plead this is my strong desire.

4 But ye indeed I

1

forgers of lies are ye ;

Physicians of no value are ye all.

5 O that you would be altogether still.

For that would surely be your wisest way.

i Ver. 4. Bat ye indeed. Force of
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6 But hear my pleading now ;

O listen to the strivings of my lips.

7 For God,
a will ye speak what is wrong ?

And utter specious things* in His behalf?

8 Dare ye His person to accept* ?

Is it for God,
5
indeed, that ye contend?

9 Say, is it well, that He should search you out ?

Or as man mocketh man, so mock ye Him ?

10 Sure, He will make your condemnation clear ;

8

If thus, in secret, partially ye deal.

11 Shall not His glory fill you with alarm?

His dread7

upon you fall ?

12 Pictures8 in ashes drawn, your maxims grave ;

Your strong defences are but mounds of clay.

13 Be still
;

let me alone ;

9 that I may speak,

Whatever may befall.
10

14 My flesh,
11

why should I bear it in my teeth ?

My very life, why take it in my hand.

15 Lo ! Let Him slay me ;
still for Him I ll wait ;

M

And still defend my ways before His face.

16 Yes, my salvation shall He be
;

For in His presence the impure shall never come.

17 Hear now, O hear my word ;

My declaration, hold it in your ears.

18 Behold me now ;
I have prepared my cause

;

I m sure I can maintain my right.

19 Who then is HE,13 that shall against me plead?

For now if I keep silence I must die.

20 Only two things do not thou unto me
;

And then from thine appearing I ll not hide.

1 Ver. 7. For God. The Hebrew order la carefully ob
served since the surprise is that such a thing should be done
for God.

1 Ver. 7. Specious tilings. 5T?D1 can hardly be
taken here In the sense of intended deceit.

* Ver. 8. The English phrase, though now becoming ob
solete, is still understood from its Bible use, and is very ex
pressive.

* Ver. 8. Here, too, the Hebrew order is preserved. The
contrast denotes surprise.

* Ver. 10. The intensive double form, JV3V PO liT de

notes strong and open conviction. Thus it furnishes the an-
lithesiato IADS (in secret) in the second clause. Some

thing of the kind seems intended. It suggests, too, the idea
of something almost prophetical of the conviction of Job s

friends, and their open condemnation, xlii 7
Ver. 11. His dread, nna stronger than

Ver. 12. 1)K StyO- The rendering picture* here, maybe an accommodation, but it is in harmony with the
etymological and general meaning of the root. SCHLOTTMANH:
Euro DenksprUche sind Aschensprttche.

Ver. 13. Our E. V. is very happy here. Be ttillfrom me,which is the literal rendering, is opposed to our idiom.
1 Ver. 13. Literally: cnme upon me what may.
1 Ver. 14. A climax : flesh and life. The literal rendering

or the verse is clear. For the different views of its applica
tion see DELITZSCR.

* Ver. 15. I ll wait. In regard to this disputed verse,

everything depends on the reading, whether ^7, or V7 M
it is in the Keri. The Masoretic authority is in favor of the
latter. So are the ancient Versions, Syriac and Vulgate. See
the evidence most fully and fairly summed up by DELTTZSCH,
who adopts the rendering that has prevailed in the Church.
In regard to the internal evidence, as he well says, nothing
could be more Job-like. See xiv. 14, 15; xix. 25. Job s low
est despondency is generally the season when his strangely
supported spirit mounts up to the strongest expression of
his never to be extinguished hope.

]
&amp;gt; Ver. 19. WbO then Is HE? The one challenged

here would seem to be God, although commentators gene
rally do not thus regard it. If so, *O would properly be

exclamatory, rather than interrogatory : What kind of a
one t The view has some confirmation in what follows, (ver.

20), unless we suppose an abrupt change of person, a thing
which indeed often occurs in Hebrew, but would not be ne

cessary here. It explains, too, the language of the second
clause. Some render this,

&quot; then shall I be silent and ex

pire.&quot; But such a construction as JMJX1 tyHHK suggest*

something conditional, as it is well rendered in E. V. : &quot;If
I

hold my peace, I shall give up the ghost.&quot; It looks as though
Job shrunk from the challenge, but felt that he must utter

it or die. The VULG. seems to have had this view In its in

terpolation, venial t Lrt him come let him appear : Venial;
quare tacens cansumorf If the view be correct, then, there
would be an emphasis on {OH, expressed, it may be, in the

tone, or SCIKTIKUS, as the critics say, and which is here at

tempted to be represented by capitals.
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21 Far off withdraw thy hand from me,
Nor let thy terror fill me with alarm.

22 Then call thou
;
I will make response ;

Or I will speak, and do thou answer- me.

23 How many are my sins my trespasses

My errors my transgressions? Let me know.

24 Why hidest thou thy face from me?14

Why hold me for thy foe ?

25 A driven leaf would st thou affright ?

The withered chaff pursue ?

26 For bitter things against me thou dost write ;

15

And to my youthful sins, thou makest me the16
heir.

27 My feet thou puttest in the stocks,

And guardest all my ways,

Making thy mark17

upon my very soles
;

28 Whilst he18
(thus watched) in rottenness consumes

;

Or like a garment which the moth devours.

i* Ver. 24. DELITZSCH well says: &quot;The bold confidence ex

pressed in the question and challenge of ver. 23 (and he might
have said of ver. 19) is here changed to a sort of mournful
astonishment at God a not appearing, and his seeming to
hold him as an enemy without an investigation of his case.&quot;

to Ver. 26. Thou dost write. DELITZSCH renders
thou de.creest. The literal sense is better as preserving the
favorite Scriptural image of God s recording book.

16 Ver. 26. Literally, make me inherit. Others render it,

possess ; but that loses the most impressive figure : the old
man heir to the young man s follies.

17 Ver. 27. Making thy mark. Here, as elsewhere

sometimes, the most literal rendering gives the best clue to
the meaning. The translator must express his surprise at
the way in which commentators have gone round and round
the idea without exactly hitting it. Most of them take it as

meaning &quot;to set abound about the feet&quot; to prevent his going
beyond it. So HHLICISTEDT, HIRZEL, DILLMAN.V, SCHLOTTMANN,
CONANT, who cites them, and others. UESE.NIUS: circa, ra
dices pedwm meoru.m effodisti fossam,

&quot;

duff a trench around
them.&quot; EWALD, citing Aben Ezra, held this view at first, but
afterward changed it for another. He renders

dich versicherst, mafcest thyself sure of, which is true as an
inferential conclusion, but can, in no way, be taken as a
sense of npnfifV To get it, he goes a great way, and most

unnecessarily, to the Arabic chakJca, v. conjugation, tachakkaka

ala, certus foetus a secondary Arabic sense, derived from an
older secondary Hebrew sense of the Poel, decrevit, legislavit;

and then he compares it with tachakkama ala. Besides, tachak

kaka is not followed by ala, but by min. Everything in the

context goes to show that npn here, = PPH. has its pri

mary sense of marking. Tremellius renders it quite liter

ally: super radicespedem meorum rntprtmem,andis followed

by our English Version : &quot;thousettest a print upon the heels

ofmy feet.&quot; This gives the exact idea, except in its failure
to represent the reflex, or Hlthpahel, sense of

PlpPI/in.
which DELITZSCH finds a difficulty, although he rei ders it,

like so many others, &quot;thou makestfor thyself a circle around
the tales of my feet.&quot; It is not easy to see how he and others

get from the words the sense surrounding, or to set round.
The Hithpahel, like the Greek Middle, may be often rendered
by the addition of the personal possessive pronoun. Thus,
Kal, Thou markest; Hithpahel, thou makest thy mark thy
markfor thyself. Thia at once suggests the Idea which our
E. V. and Tremellius come very near expressing. It is, in

general, the owner putting his mark somewhere upon his

beast, that he may know it, and, in this case, more specially,
putting a mark upon the foot as on the camel s hoof, for

example, that he may track it when wandering in the desert.
The VULGATE: vestigia pedum meorum considerasit, seems
suggested by this, and may itself have suggested Ewald s in

terpretation. The grievaiice Job complains of, in this case,
would be like putting such a mark upon an old worn-out ca

mel, which, instead ofstraying, was unable to stand up. Thus
Job represents the dealing with himself, so watched, so

marked, and yet so helpless. It is in perfect harmony with
the complaint above,

&quot; Thou guardest all my ways,&quot; and with
what is said about &quot;the driven leaf,&quot; and &quot;chasing the with
ered&quot; chaff : it is all so useless, and therefore cruel. In this

interpretation, there may, perhaps, be found a clue to the
sudden change of person in the next verse.

18 Ver. 28. Whilst he. Job still has in mind the ani
mal to whom his figure refers, but, at the same time, intend

ing himself, as one thus watched, and having a mark put
upon his feet to track him if he strays, although he is a poor
emaciated creature, without strength to move or stand. To
a Hebrew reader accustomed to it, this change (though the
transition from the 1st person to the 3d is rare) would be felt

as very touching. We can only supply it by an ellipsis as

the translator has endeavored to do.

CHAPTER XIV.

1 Man of woman born ;

Few are his days, and full of restlessness.

He comes forth like a flow r, and is mown down ;

Flees* like a passing shadow makes no stay.

1 Ver. 1. This may be supposed to be said after a brief pause.
2 Ver. 2. Flees. Heb. and flees. The fr equent Hebrew

conjunction 1 is often a mere breathing, a transition particle,

merely indicating a going on of the thought. In such cases,

we come nearer to the spirit of the original by leaving the

passage unbound (aa-vvSerov), than by clogging it with our

heavy connective and. See the rendering of xiii. 23 as com

pared with the original.
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10

11

12

13

On such a being,
3

openest thou thine eye,

To bring me into judgment with thyself?

O could4 there come one pure from the impure !

But there is no such one.

If now his days are all decreed,

And fixed the number of his months by thee ;

If thou hast set a bound he cannot pass ;

Then turn away from him and let him rest,

Till like a hireling he enjoy his day.

For a tree there still is hope.

Cut down, it springs again ;

Nor do its suckers fail.

Though in the earth its root be old,

Its stump all dead and (buried) in the dust ;

From waters inhalation will it bud,

And send forth shoots like a new planted stem.

But man he dies and fallen
6 wastes away ;

Man draws his parting breath, and where is he?

As fail the waters from the sea ;

T

As wastes the flood and drieth up,

So man lies down to rise no more
;

Until the Heavens be gone, they ne er awake,

Nor start them from their sleep.

[A BRIEF PAUSE.]

O that in Sheol thou would st lay me up ;

That thou would st hide me till thy wrath shall turn,
8-

Set me a time, and then remember me.

[A MUSING SILENCE.]

14 Ah, is it so?9 When man dies, does he live again!

Ver. 3. PIT 7j?: on this; feutrtKUf ; either by tone or

gesture indicating that he means himself; as is shown by
the sudden change of person. MF.KX wholly destroys the

pathos of this by arbitrarily changing J&quot;\&
into 1HK-

* Ver. 4. O could. The optative rendering here is not

only according to the usual use of
JJV *D&amp;gt;

but gives more

distinctly the idea of inherited human depravity, and conse-

qmnt disease, which here forces itself upon the mind of Job.
On this account, it may be thought singular that it should
be generally a lopted by the more rationalizing commenta
tors. There is here, says UMBREIT, the Oriental (!) idea of
the Erbsiinde: but then he immediately qualifies it as usual
by saying: &quot;Not. however, in tha sense of the subtile dog
matic definitions.&quot;

* Ver. 8. The supply of the ellipsis only gives the fnll

meaning.
Ver. 10. Iff 7PI unites both these senses : fallen wattes.

It puts him in contrast with the fatten tree.
7 Ver. 11. D may mean any large collection of water.
8 Ver. 13. 21^ denotes a turning. DELITZSCH, very hap

pily :

&quot;

Titt thine anger change.&quot;
Ver. 14. &quot;Ah, shall he live?&quot; rrrvn. This

language is neither that of denial, nor of dogmatic affirma
tion. Between these lie two states of soul : one of sinking
doubt, the other of rising hope. It depends upon the tone
nd manner of utterance, whilst these, again, can only be

recalled to us by something in the structure of the sentence,

or by the context. The particle H is the hinge on which
the sentence opens. It may ba taken two ways. Its force

may be regarded as confined to its own clause locally, or,
with more reason, may it be supposed to rule the whole sen

tence; since OX is merely transitive, and here implies no
doubt. It is exclamatory, as well as interrogative. If a
man die. or when a man dies, ah, shall he live again I That,
in English, might possibly be the language of doubt, though
much would depend upon contextual considerations. Or,
take the other style of utterance (in English, we mean) : A/I,
is it so, when man dies, does he live again? This would cor

respond to the idea of the interrogative r\ influencing the
whole verse; ^3X being entirely subordinate. It is not
despairing, nor even desponding, but an expression of won
der, rather, at the gieutueas of an idea striking the min l in
some fresh and startling aspect. It is surprise, rather than
doubt, or the state of soui which Homer so naturally, as well
as vividly, represents, Iliad xxiii. 103. Achillei, like all the
other Greeks, believed in the reality of a spirit world, as

distinctly held in his day ; yet when the dream, or the ap
pearance of Patroclus, startles him with an unusually near
and vivid thought of it, he cries out :

*O jroiroi TI pa TIS tori (cat eii/ &quot;AiSao SofioKTiv
*&amp;gt;XJ

*&amp;lt;&quot; etSwAoi/
;

O wonder ! Is there truly in that unseen world
Both soul and form ?

And so even the Christian believer might speak when the
momentous thought comes suddenly before him with some
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Then all the days appointed me I ll wait,

Till my reviving
10 come.

15 Then thou wilt call, and I will answer thee;

For thou wilt yearn
11 towards thy handy work.

16 But now thou numberest my steps ;

Thou wilt not set a guard
12

upon my sin
;

17 (For) sealed, as in a bag, is my transgression bound,

And mine iniquity thou sewest13

up.

[A LONGER INTERVAL OF SILENCE.]

18 Yes&quot; even the mountain falling wastes away ;

The rock slow changes from its ancient15 place ;

19 The water wears the
1

stones ;

Its overflowings sweep away the soil;

So makest thou to perish human hope.

new impressiveness. There is still another shade of the

idea, near akin to this feeling of wonder : When a man dies,

does he live t That is : Is death really the way to life f Do
we live by dying? See the quotation from Euripides, and
the remarks in the INTRODUCTION ON THE THEISM, page 8.

In regard to the force of the context, there can be but little

doubt. There is certainly a rising of hope which has some
how come in after the mouinful language of ver. 12. This

prompts the prayer preceding, in ver. 13
;
then there is the

exclamation ; and then, as though from some inspiration it

had given him, the strong declaration that he would wait
for thii change, as involving something most desirable,

though wholly unknown. Immediately follow words that

seem to rise to full assurance (ver. 15) :
&quot; Thou wilt call,

and I will answer thee
;
thou witt have regard to the work

of thy hands.&quot; This force of the context is very clearly pre
sented by DSLITZSCH. The mode of expression implies some
thing ofa traditional knowledge, to say the least: Ah, it it

so. as we have heard, rb OpuAAou/uevoi that saying rumored

everywhere? For surely Job must have heard it, or heard
of it. The Egyptians had it

;
see DIOD. Sic. i. 61. According

to the Rationalists themselves, the Persians and other trans-

Euphratean nations must have had it long before the time

they ascribe to the book of Job. If the Vedas which MERX
quotes (see INT. THEISM, page 16) are as old as pretended,
some rumor of this idea must have crossed the Indus, and
reached the land of Uz. The Greeks, we know, had it in

the ante-Homeric times. There is good evidence, too, of its

having been entertained by the early Arabian tribes ;
as is

shown by passages in the Koran where the Infidels reply to

Mohammed, saying: &quot;When we are dead and have become
dust and dry bones, how can we be revived ? Why, this is

just what we were threatened with, we and our fathers of

old; away with it; surely this is nothing more than fables

of the ancient men.&quot; See Koran Surat. xxiii. 84. 85; xxvii.

69, 70. and other places. ,

10 Ver. 14. Reviving:. 712 s Vtl : General sense change,

vicissitude, from that mysterious root f\7H- It 8 used in

connection with X2, warfare, time ofmilitary or other ser

vice, x. 17. Here the change, naturally suggested by the

context, is release from Sheol, as from a warfare, when that

set time comes. There can hardly be a doubt, however, that

the use of the word here is suggested to Job by the verb

ty 7fV, which he had taken, ver. 7, to denote the regermi-

nation of the tree. This, of itself, would seem to settle it

that the change in view is one of reviviscence, and the idea

derives still farther aid from the use of the word. Ps. xc. 5,

where the Kal is applied to the flower growing up in the

morning, and Ps. cii. 27, where the Hiphil denotes the revi

viscence of nature in the new Heavens and the new Earth.
As change, it is never change from life to death ; and if that
were the meaning intended here, a more unfit word could
not be found.

11 Ver. 15. Wilt yearn. HDJDn : word of great

utrength and pathos, well rendered yearn by CONANT. In
Ps. Ixxxiv. 3, the Niphal is used to express the longing of

the soul for God and the services of his house. There it is

oined with H/O . &quot;pines, yen faints my sonl for the courts
of he Lord.&quot; In Gen. xxxi. 30, it is used to describe Jacob s

intense longing for home. And this is the word which, by
a blessed anthropopathism, is used here to express God s

longing for the handy work which he had once so curiously
and marvellously made.

Ver. 16. gives ere an intensive sense. The

connection only occurs elsewhere in Prov. v. 22, where it is

taken in bonampartem. In both cases, it has the sense of

guarding for the sake of preserving. The idea is that there
is no need any more of guarding or watching over Job s sin,

lest it should be lost, for it is sealed up tied fast in God s

fasciculus, or bundle (compare the same word, &quot;iny, ver.

17, as used 1 Sam. xxv. 29, for the &quot; bundle of life &quot;).
Such

seems to be the train of thought, and it makes clear a pas
sage which has been supposed to present no little difficulty
in consequence of an apparent disagreement between its two
clauses. The interrogatory rendering, as given in E. V., and

elsewhere, is a forced help. The Vulgate regards llfityn tfS
as a prayer: Do not watch over my sinsparce peccatis
meis ; but that makes an unnecessary variance of construc
tion between the two claMses and the two verbs IIOBTI
and &quot;1120 H. The word QI\T\ following gives a clue to the

\T
explanation.

i* Ver, 17. Sowest np. Gesenius gives *720 a secon

dary sense suggested by the Greek phrase S6\ov pdirreiv
&quot;to sewfalsehood against my iniquity.&quot; This suits Ps. cxix.

69
;
but there it is

&quot;hy, against me, against the person, not

against the sin, which would be an absurdity. It would be

here, moreover, an unnecessary departure from the other

figures.

&quot; Ver. 18. Yes, even the mountain. The ex

pressive particle, Q 71K, as it occurs in Job, often denotes a

kind of soliloquizing pause. It makes an emotional rather

than a logical transition, suggestive rather than adversative.

It may be supposed to refer to something thought, rather

than expressed. What is the point of the comparisons that

here startup in the mind of the musing, partly controvert

ing, partly soliloquizing Job ? It is a question which com
mentators have had difficulty in answering. The connective

link would seem to be something suggested by the thought
of deliverance from Sheol. ver. 15. But &quot; how long ! O Lord,
how long!&quot; as the Psalmist so expressively says. The mind
of Job, beginning to fall back into its despondency, is led &amp;gt;o

a mental consideration of the slow changes of nature, and

his breaking out with Qlltf is a sort of answer to the

thought that had silently intervened : Ah, yes; God s times

are long ; the earth, too, and the heavens (see vers. 11 and

12) are passing away. &quot;Yes, even the mountain falling

crnmbles to decay.&quot; The effect of this is to throw a shade

over his hope, until at the end of the chapter he seems to

have got almost wholly to his old despairing state.

is Ver. 18. In the version given there is an attempt to

combine the two senses of pny.so closely suggestive of each

other, namely age and removal. See Note ix 5.

w Ver. 19. Wears the stones: the pebbles on the

beach made round and smooth by the ablution of the waters.

It is a phenomenon suggestive, even to the most common
mind, of long duration. One might almost fancy it a descrip
tion of geological changes.
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20 Thou overpow rest&quot; man, and he departs ;

Changing his face, thou sendest him away.

21 His sons are honored, but he knows it not.

They come to poverty he heeds it not.

22 By himself alone, his flesh endureth pain ;

By himself18
alone, his soul within him19 mourns.

IT Ver. 20. Thon overpowcrest. DELITZSCR :
&quot; Thou

tcizest him,&quot; from an Arabic usage. The other rendering,

though the verb occurs but in two other places, xv. 24 and
Ecclosiostcs iv. 12, gives a clear sense, and is to be preferred
for its harmony with the figures of the context.

18 Ver. 22. It reminds us of the wailing ghost in Homer.
Job could hardly have believed it as a fact, and vet he seems
here to have indulged the imagination of the body retaining
feeling in the grave, and the soul, or life, in some way, sym
pathizing with it. It may be regarded, too, as an intensive

expression of the dead man s indifference (see Ecclesiastes

ix. 5, 6) to all things in the world above. There may, per
haps, be meant the supposed state in Sheol, according to the
dark view taken x. 22, as though Job had fallen back to that
gloomy conception, unrelieved by the hope that gleams out
in some of the verses above.

i Ver. 22. Within him. Literally, by him, upon him,

very near to him. The second
vSj&amp;gt;, though a repetition

of the one above, may be regarded as including both ideas.
It is that thought of continued being referred to. INT. THIISK,
pa. 3.

CHAPTER XV.

10

11

Then answered Eliphaz the Temanite and said,

A wise man, shall he utter windy lore ?

And with a rushing tempest
1

fill his soul 2
,

Contending still with speech of no avail

With words that do no good ?

Nay more, thou makest void the fear of God,
Confession to Him ever holding back.

For tis thy sin that rules* thy mouth,
And thou thyself dost choose the crafty tongue.
I judge thee not ; tis thine own mouth condemns

;

Against thee thine own lips do testify.

Art thou the man who first was born ?

Before the hills wast thou brought forth ?

Eloah s secret counsel hast thou heard ?

And kept (its) wisdom* to thyself alone?

Tell us What dost thou know that we know not ?

What insight hast thou, we have not the same ?

The grey haired5

yea, the very old are ours
One full of days, beyond thy father s years.

God s comfortings are they too small for thee ?

And speech that flows so gently
6
(to thine ear) ?

Ver. 2. Tempest. DHp- Literally the East wind

(Eurus), but used for any violent blast (Hos. xii. 2 ; Isaiah
xxvil. 8,

DHJ5
D 1 3 &quot; ** the day of the East wind

&quot;).
In

the first clause, as HEILIOSTEDT says, there is the idea of fn-
antty; in the second, of vehemence

* Ver. 2. His HOiil.
JflJ.

EWALD takes this literally,

the belly, or xtamach, as opposed to the heart. The Hebrew
however as well as the Arabic word, in figurative of the most
Interior department of the soul; as in the phrase J33 Tin

b iv*&quot;

a d IXVi 22 8a

month. So

Per. 10. 3ty means the hoary; &&, one still older,

SJRSffl^jftS?1* one7tni ider-as w

Ver. 11. So gently. 0^. The older versions and
commentators made this a root, and gave it generally a bad
- e to ce from idea f &amp;lt;S*

Hence our E. V, renders it a secret thing
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1 2
&quot;Why

does thy heart7 so carry thee away ?

&quot;What means this quivering&quot; of thine eyes ?

13 That thou should st turn again thy rage
9 on God,

Whilst pouring from thy mouth such words10 as these ?

14 Say, what is mortal man that he be pure !

Or one of woman born11
that he be righteous ?

15 For lo, His Holy Ones He trusteth not
;

-

The very Heavens lack pureness in His sight,

16 How much more man, the abhorred,
12
the all defiled !

Yes, man who drinketh in, like water, his iniquity.

17 I ll show thee now the truth
; give heed to me

;

And that which I have seen will I report ;

18 What sages clearly have made known to us,

And kept not back truths from their fathers learned
;

19 The men to whom alone the land was given ;

With whom had never mingled alien13 blood.

[AND THUS THEY SAT.]

20 &quot; The bad man sorely travails14 all his days,

The numbered15

years that for the bandit wait.
16

21 A sound of terrors ever fills his ears
;

And then, when most secure, the invader17 comes.

22 He has no hope from darkness to return,

And for the sword, he watches18 evermore.

23 For bread he wanders, saying still O, where !

A day of darkness, well he knows, is ready to his hand.

(some horror, or mystery). VDLOATE : verba prava. Modern
commentators, more correctly, make it from J3X, or mOX&amp;gt;

denoting something gentle, whether of sound or motion,

onomatopic, at, at, light moving. The preposition ; added
makes it an adverbial phrase. See Isaiah viii. 6,

&quot; the waters

of Slnloh,&quot; ,
that flow so gently. In this se-

~
: : T

cond clause Eliphaz may have meant thus to characterize
his owu speech, referring probably to the opening words iv.

2, 3, 4. It is certainly not descriptive of the style they soon

adopted.
7 Ver. 12. Thy beart. The feeling it must mean here,

though 3 7 more usually denotes mind.
* Ver. 12. Quivering:. The word an, or, as in

Arabic and Syriac fQI, is generally rendered to wink; but
here seems to denote that rapid, nervous, moving of the eye
which is the sign of irrepressible agitation. The rendering,
rolling the eye, as of anger or defiance, seems too harsh.

Ver. 13. Thy rage; &quot;inn, see Jud. viii. 3; Isa. xxv.

4: xxx. 28; Zech. vi. 8; Prov. xvi. 32; xxix. 11. EWALD,
Wuth.

10 Ver. 13. HiEfeouTMDS : hujuscemodi sermones.
11 Ver. 14. Of woman born. Eliphaz here, as Job

xiv. 1 and 4, seem* to connect the being born of woman with
the generic impurity the erbsUnde, or hereditary depravity.
w Ver. 16. The abhorred. Exasperated by Job s re

fusal to make the de nanded confession, Eliphaz goes much
beyond the corresponding Ianguge used by him, iv. 19.

There is a mingling of commiseration in that passage. Here
it is the blackest painting lacking the tenderness of Paul.

!3 Ver. 19. Alien blood. The Arabian claim of wis

dom for purity of bio d. See this well explained by DELITZSOH.

See remarks on the conjecture of MERX, INT. THBISM, pa. 11.

i* Ver. 20. SVlpno from SlP. ^ery strong word tor-

msn fd.
i* Ver. 20. Niimborod yearf*. In such a connection

&quot;13DO denotes fewness, Numb. ix. 10; Deut. xxiii. 6.

Ver. 20. Walt; 1J3VJ, are hidden, laid up (see xiv.

13), reserved. So EWALT&amp;gt;,
whom the translator has followed

in sense. There is, however, another rendering which lias

some claim, and which makes it an independent clause: the
fewness of his years are hidden unknown to the bandit. In
the other &quot;I3DD i8 be time how long.

Ver. 21. Invader. TVltf, literally watter or dt-

strnyer, but most commonly used of an invading/ host
18 Ver. 22. Watches. It is in form strictly the pas

sive participle 13Y for 13^, but it makes an intensive ex

pression in wha ever way we take it.
&quot; Watched for the

sword&quot; preserved for it, aufbewahrt, EWALD. DEIITZSCH
and ZOCKLER, &quot;selected,&quot; ausersehen K. V., &quot;waited for of
the sword.&quot; CONANT. &quot;

destined.&quot; The idea among them all

is that he is to die by the sword kept for that death and no

other. In this rendering the preposition vfct makes a diffi

culty, unless It be meant that the sword is watching/or him,
looking towards him. The same idea, however, mny be ob

tained, and even more vividly, by taking nnother view of

the word. The Vulgate renders it circumspectans undiqua

alodium, as though they had read the active participle

It may, however, be defended, without any textual change,

by regarding ISV here as we take J?1T, Isaiah liii. 3, in

the phrase Hp JMT, literally, known of pain; rendered,

acquaintedwith grief,knowinrj pain pain knowinr/him. The
construction is not exactly the name, but so near th it one

pa-sage strongly suggests the other. UMBREIT eives it tliia

active rendering : und angstlich schaut er nach den Schwerte,

and compares it with Cant. ill. 8, 21P T1PN DJ, liter

ally, att held of the sword, that is, all holding the tword.

Such a construction of a passive verb or participle with an

object, direct or indirect, is common in Greek.
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24 Anguish and trouble fill him with alarm ;O

They overpow r him like a chieftain
19

armed.&quot;

25 For that against the Strong,
20 his hand he stretched,

And proudly the Omnipotent defied

26 Running upon him with the stiffened neck,

And with the thick embossments of his shield,

27 For that his face he clothed in his own fat,

And built the muscle21 thick upon his loin,

28 So dwells
22 he in the ruined holds,

In houses uninhabited,

Fast hastening
23 to become mere rubbish2*

heaps.

29 Nor wealth he gets, nor do his means endure ;

Nor shall his substance in the land extend.

30 From darkness nevermore shall he escapa ;

The scorching
25 flame shall wither up his shoots ;

In God s hot anger doth he pass away.

31 Let him not trust in evil ;
he s deceived ;

For evil still shall be his recompense ;

32 Before his
26 time is it fulfilled,

His palm no longer green ;

33 As shaketh off the vine its unripe grapes,

Or as the olive casts away its flower.

34 For desolate the gathering of the vile,

And fire devours the tents of bribery ;

35 Where misery is conceived,
27 and mischief born ;

And where the inmost thought deception
28 frames.

Ver. 24. Like a chieftain armed. This rend
ering comes easy, if we regard &quot;^&quot;V3, occurring only here,

as simply aaother orthography for the more frequent T1T3
a spear (liquid

J
for

&quot;1).
In this view compare it with Prov.

&quot;- 11, t J&quot;3 # K&amp;gt;
man of ftfcW-

|.. T
Ver. 25. The strong:. There is not only an em

phasis, but a climax In the divine names, ^X and ^HJ Stf,

as used here. The translator has attempted to preserve this

in the etymological significance of Stf. Defied: 13JJV *w-

ptrbMt, contumax at. Ver. 26, with ttiffened neck. Com
pare Psalm Ixxv. 6.
a Ver. 27. Muscle thick upon his loin. The

word miifclt as here used, is an accommodation to the sense.
Suet or tallow would have been nearer to the Hebrew nO 3,

but they would have been nnpoetical to an English ear, be-
sides making something like a tautology. T\^2 (pima), is

the Greek
iri/i&amp;lt;Aij, the covering or enveloping folds of fat ge-

norally, &amp;lt;rr ap Q^flX though sometimes the meanings seem
reversed. Toe Greek irt^eAi, evidently means the enveloping
fat, Soph. Antig. 1011. See Pr-sident Woolsey s clear note
upon the passage. Both figures here represent a man pros
pering, proud, and wanton growinc fat and lusty.
.a Vr. 28. So dwells he. Tim translator has given

J13CH
here a consequential sense, though in opposition to

BELITZSCH, DULMANTT, UWBREIT, ZCKLEH, and otters. DE
WETTE agrees with it in substance, in his r- ndering darum
bewn.inet. It is consistent, too, with EWALD S rendering of
3i ver. 27, as makinar a protasis ( nmiph Tie hot covred or
if Mho* cavrred (Ilab er tein Gesicht mil F&amp;gt;tt brdeckt). Ro-
enmuller, too, makes this inhabiting desolate cities a pun-
isnmont, and, therefore, aeon* rquenre. Th great difficulty
in the other view is the making this dwelling in ruined

ties, fast going to decay, one of the bad man s sins, all the
more out of congruity, too, by coming so directly after that

other sin of so different a character, represented in language
figurative of pride, and insolent outward prosperity. Dfc-

LITZSCH and others make all of vers. 25, 26, 27, 28, the prodo-

sis, and commence the apodosis, or consequence, with JO
TtyjT, he shall not be rich, in the 29th :

&quot; Because he stretched,

etc., and ran and covered and abode in desolate cities there

fore, he shall not be rich.&quot; The latter part, at least, seems very
nnconseqnential. The objection to the other view is an
swered by the fact that the conjunction 1 may be truly con-

versive, and yet retain the consequential sense which it so

frequently has, connecting, indeed, but as a logical, instead
of a mere eventual following. Whether this is so, in any
case, is to be determined by the context, which here cer

tainly feems greatly to favor it. As conversive, it simply
makes the tense following take the form of the preceding,
and such is the nature of conditional clauses in all languages
that the question of absolute times becomes a matter of indif
ference as compared with the fact of the consequential rela
tion. They may be in the past, or in the present, or in the
aorist: He made, etc. therefore he dwell: Or, he covers, and
therefore dwells. The English may be brought very near
this Hebrew idiom by using a lighter transition particle than
therefore : He stretches out he covers so dwells he, etc.

23 Ver. 28. Fast hastening:. The word nnjJ/V
has given commentators unnecessary trouble. DELITZSCH
renders it appointed, CONANT, destined, which is better. The
primary idea of the word is near futurity, something im
pending promphu, paratus (TPJ^)- The Hithpahel is not
passive, but reflex and intransitive.

24 Ver. 28. Rubbish heaps, D 71 See Isa. xxxviii.

26: Q^yj D*/J, graft-grown heaps. ,
26 Ver. 30. Scorching flame. rGrO$, an intensive

word; see Cant. vtii..6: Ezek. xxi. 3.

Ver. 32. \ffp JO3: Its day not yet ; or prematurely.
1 Ver. 35: Is conceived. The verbs are in the infini

tive active, to conceive, etc., but they are best rendered pas
sively. Literally, at the conceiving, etc. Comp. Ps. vii. 15.

28 Ver. 35. Deception; HDID; not self-deceit, as DB-

LITZSCH and ZOCKLER take it. That is too artificial.
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CHAPTER XVI.

1 Then answered Job and said :

2 Of things like these, abundance have I heard.

Wretched consolers, surely, are ye all.

3 Is there an end at last of windy words ?

Or what emboldens1
thee to answer still ?

4 Thus could I, also, speak as well as you ;

If only your soul were in my soul s stead,

I too against you could array
2

my words,

Against you shake my head in scorn.

5 Thus with my mouth,
3 1 too could strengthen you,

Whilst my lip solace held you (from despair)

6 Though I should speak, my grief is not assuaged ;

If I forbear, what (pain)
4 from me departs ?

7 Ah surely
5 now He hath exhausted* me.

Yes, thou hast made my household7
desolate,

8 And shriveled8

up my skin a sight
8
to see.

My leanness (as a witness) rises up,

And answers to my face.

[A PAUSE.]

9 His anger rends,
10 so fiercely it pursues.

He gnashes at me with his teeth.

It is my enemy ;
on me he whets his eye.

10 (See how) they gape upon me with their mouths.

Ver. 3. Emboldens. This sense is deter

mined by vi. 25, 1 Kings ii. 8 (Niph.), and Mic. ii. 10, with-
o.it going to the Arabic.

* Ver. 4. Array, 7TV3nX- The word on Hiphil means
more than rimpilyjiining. It denotes association in bands

(fasdusjunxit), or a concert of speech and action between
his assailants.

8 Ver. 5. Thus with my month. E. V. inserts the
adversative word but, giving a different turn to the sense

;

as though he had said: 0, no; instead of, that I would have

(strengthened you. There is, however, nothing that war
rants it. The style is direct, seemingly ironical, but full of

pathetic reproach. The emphasis of the first clause is on
mouth : with rny mnuth merely, and not from the heart. The
game idea in the second clause in T\3ty TJ. The words in

brackets, or something like them, are but the complement
of the idea. Three passages, 1 rov. xxiv. 11; Ps. Ixxviii. 50;
Job xxxiii. 18, to cite no others, place the meaning of

here beyond doubt. In the first it is a holding back froti

slaughter (rescuing); in the second, from death ; and in the

third, from corruption. Jhe word thus gets, even when
standing alone, the general sense of delivering or saving.
CONANT comes nearest to this by rendering uphold. DE-

LITZSCH, to toothe (lindern), is without authority.

Ver. 6. What (pain) from me departs? Lite

rally, what goeth from mtf but the reference to hia unless-

ened sorrow is evident.
5 Ver. 7. Ah, snrely now. The pathetic participle

T* ,

Ver. 7. Made desolate. JX/H demands a stronger
T : v

sense here than weary.
i Ver. T. Household. So CONANT and DBLITZSCH.

It may be my clan or tribe, but here it is used of his house

hold, because of its numbers: my domestic congregation.
The sudden change of person increases the pathos.

8 Ver. 8. And shriveled up my skin. E. V.

gives the same idea: hath filled me wit/i wrinkles.&quot; This

rendering of tOOp agrees with the VULGATE, and DELITZSCH

returns to it after it had been generally abandoned by the
commentators. The word is common in the Syriac, where
this sense of wrinkling is constant. See how it is invariably
used in the Peschito Version of the Old Testament Deut.
xxxiv. 7 (Moses face was not wrinkled), Ezek. vi. 9; xx. 63.

9 Ver. 8. A sight to see. Literally it isfor a witness or a sign
ecce tignum. The accompanying action would probably be
Job s showing them his emaciated countenance.

10 Ver. 9. His anger rends. By most commentators
the language here and in some of the verse* below is used in

reference to God. It is, however, not easy lo believe that
this is wholly so. Raschi says, without nny seeming doubt
on the matter, l^n JOH ^tST!,

&quot; The enemy here it Satan:&quot;

Mine enemy sharpens his eye at me. Job must have had some
idea of a great persecutor who was not God. and who is

upoken of in the Prologue. Or the two ideas may perhaps
be mingled. Beginning to complain of God, as usual, the

mind turns to this other adversary. Or it may be supposed
that the imagination, in his half-maddened state (see Ke-
marks on ix. 35), brings tip bef &amp;gt;re him the appearance of a
furious mocking fiend, and then the picture takes the plunil
form. It is a company of fiends: They gape upon me u-ith their

months; and that brings out the language of ver. 11: God
huth delivered me unto Oie evil one ; he hatli cast me ojf into the

hands of the wicked, or the malignant ; the word T1JJ being

used very much as the New Testament uses i iroi rjpds. 8ome
of this language may have reference to his unman accusers,
such as the second and third clauses of ver. 10; but the

other view is more in accordance with hia frenzied state,
or all these thoughts may be regarded as mingled together.
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With scorn they smite me on the cheek ;

As one, against me do they fill
11 their ranks.

Unto the evil one hath God delivered me ;

Into the hands of the malignant
12 hath he cast

13 me forth.

I was at ease, and he hath shattered me ;

Seized by the neck, and dashed14 me to the ground;

Then raised me up, and set me for his mark.

His archers compass me about ;

He cleaves my reins he spareth not
;

He pours my gall upon the earth.

He breaketh me with breach on breach ;

15

He runs upon me like a man of war.

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

I have sewed sackcloth on my skin ;

My horn have I defiled with dust
;

My face with weeping is inflamed ;

And on my eyelids rests the shade of death.

For no wrong
16 1 had done ;

My prayer, too, it is pure.

Earth cover17 not my blood ;

Nor let my cry find place (where it may rest).

[A PAUSE.]

Even now, behold ! My witness
18 in the Heavens,-

Yea, my Attestor in the heights above !

My friends tis they who scorn ;

Whilst unto God mine eye is dropping (tears),

That He1 himself would plead for man with God,

n Ver. 10. Fill their ranks. By this rendering the

nearly related Hebrew and Arabic senses of JOD are com
bined.

1* Ver. 11. Malignant. So O JJtSn may be rendered,
whatever application is given to it.

1* Ver. 11. Cast me forth ; 31 ,
once occurring, but

having clearly the sense of the Arabic 911, precipitem dedit.

LXX
&amp;lt;ppti/&amp;gt;c.

M Ver. 12. Dashed. V33, dashed in pieces n very

strong word. The context shows the action intended. The
view we may have of this awful language, as spoken of God
or Satan, does not affect the correctness of the translation.

i Ver. 14. Breach on breach. It can hardly be
doubted that the reference here is to the calamity after

calamity that Satan brought upon Job as told in the Pro
logue. It is certainly uncritical to suppose that Job s great
enemy is wholly lost sight of in the subsequent chapters.
Nothing, too, could be more undramatic.

&quot; Ver. 17. For no wrong I had done. Compare

the precisely similar construction Isai. Mil. 9, OOP tfS Stf,
badly rendered: &quot;because he had done no wrong&quot; rather:
for no wrong he had done.

Ver. 18. Cover not my blood. There seems cer
tainly here the idea of the mnrderar and the pursuing
avenger of blood. Can Job mean to speak of God in this
way? or does he not rather intend the Evil One, by whose
idea he seems haunted, whatever might have been the mea
sure of hig knowledge of Mich a being. In the Prolosue,
Pat-in appears as his murderer the same who is called
ivOfxanoicroviK, John viii. 44 a homicide from the beginning
the old murderer who slew the human race. There seems
to be something of the name cry against him, xix. 25. It is

implied in the words: Iknoir Ihnt my Goel (my avenger), my
Redeemer livethmy nearest of kin. The language immediately

ggeete the cry of Abel s blood.

18 Ver. 19. Sty witness. This pathetic and solemn

appeal to the Witness in the Heavens furnishes strong evi

dence that Job could not have had God in view in any of the
harsh language which so marks this chapter.

Ver. 21. That He himself. There can be no other

subject for H3V1 than God, however strange the aspect it

seems to give the sentence. Such is the view entertained

by the best commentators, though some of them, like DE-
LITZSCH, give the verb the sense of deciding (CONANT: do jus
tice to), instead of the truer sense of arguing, pleading for.
The pure, unmodified idea of the Hiphil is that of arguing,

reasoning, contending in words ; but whether for or against is

to be determined by the context and the subject matter. It

may mean the arguing of a mediator, an arbiter, or an advo
cate. The places in Job that are decisive of the meaning
here are ix. 33 : There is no arbiter between us; xiii. 3: where

is equivalent to &quot;

speaking to, or pleading with the

Almighty ;&quot;
xiii. 15 : &quot;I will defend my ways (plead my cause)

before Him.&quot; Again, the preposition Dl* in this place modi

fies it to the same sense as in chap, xxiii. 7. It is true that

there the form is Niphal 13J7 T&quot;OU, but that only gives it a

or &quot;

doing justice to
&quot;

(CONANT), do not differ in ucli from the idea
of arguing for, but they unnecessarily mar the pathos of the

passage, whilst DELITZSCH S rendering,
&quot;

against God&quot; instead
of with God(Qp\ seems entirely unwarranted. It may pre

sent a difficulty to the nationalist, this &quot;pleading of God
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Asw one of Adam s sons doth for his brother plead.

22 For a few years will come and go ;

21

And I shall go whence I shall not return.

with God
;&quot;

but the mystery, the strange idea, contained in

the tearlul prayer which his extreme and helpless misery
forces from the soul of Job is cleared up in the New Testa
ment. UMBREIT also gives this translation, making Qod the

subject of
|&quot;OV1&amp;gt; &quot;&amp;gt;ut the view lie presents of it is certainly

characteristic : Job, in a melancholy, but ingenious way.
says to Qod, that he must stand by him against God (Gott
muss mir beistehen gegen Gott), for it is He who lets him

suffer, and He is the only one who knows how innocent he
is.&quot; Melancholy, indeed, it is to think how blind the other
wise acute eye of the Rationalist to the deep spirituality of a

thought so tender, and at the same time so sublime 1

20 Ver. 21. As one. In
|31

the 1 8 comparative, as ia

often the case.
a Ver. 22. Come and go. The Hebrew HHX includes

both directions, like the Greek ep^ofxai. It demands here
its fall meaning.

CHAPTER XVII.

My breath is short
j

1

My days are quenched ;

2

The graves are waiting for me.

Were it not8 that mockeries beset me round,

On their sharp taunts mine eye would calmly* rest.

Lay down5 now
;
be my surety

6 with thyself.

Ah ! who7
is He that gives His hand for mine !

(Not they). Their heart from8

insight Thou hast closed ;

Therefore Thou wilt not raise them (over me).
&quot; When one for booty

9 friends betrays,

His children s eyes shall fail.&quot;

So, as a byword hath He set me forth,

Till I become the vilest
10 of the vile.

[A PAUSE OF SILENCE.]

Mine eye is dim from grief ;

My moulded11 limbs are like a shadow, all.

1 Ver. 1. My breath ia short. It seems best here

to follow the primary sense of 72H to &&amp;lt;2 tight funem ad-

ttrinxit, coniorsit. It is stricture and shortness in the breathing.
2 Ver. 1. Quenched. I tf T Tin. Their light is gone

out. See Prov. xiii. 9.
,

8 Ver. 2. Were It not. }O DX makes a strong affirm

ing when there is supposed to be a silent apodosis. It is a
kind of imprecation, as though one should say coarsely, or

strongly,
&quot; Ftt be cursed, if it is not so, or so.&quot; In this way it

comes in Hebrew, and is very frequent in Arabic. There are
two reasons against it here, though adopted by so many com
mentators: 1st, There is nothing in the context that de
mands anything so strong; 2d, the idea of a silent apodosis
is not to be resorted to where there is an open one so clearly
ex ressed. The conjecture may be hazarded that by mocke

ries, here, D S-HPl (iUusiones) Job had in view the mocking

fiends, whom his imagination, or something more real, per
haps. had brought out, as in xvi.9,10 the &quot;gaping mouths,&quot;

the &quot;gnashing teeth,&quot; the &quot;glaring eye.&quot; They may be sup

posed to come from the same cause, whether it be his bodily
or mental state, that produced the &quot;scaring visions,&quot; vii.

14. It was these mocking illusions that drove him to frenzy.

Were it not for these, he could more calmly bear the taunts

of his friends, one of which may have been, perhaps, the very

language which Job repeats trom them, ver. 5.

Ver. 3. Calmly rest: Literally, lodges; in

KaL.penwctare, to lodge aUniglit. DF.LITZSCH, linger* ; CONANT,
dwells. An affecting picture of helpless suffering spoken
of them, but addressed to God as appears in next, verse.

* Ver. 3. Lay down now. HO !?: lay down the pledge.

Ver. 3. Be my surety. JD&quot;\J7;
the same word used

in Hezekiah s supplication, Isaiah xxxviii. 14. Addressed to

God. The same wondrous thought we have xvi. 21.
I Ver. 3. Ah who. The interrogative Oi here, do&amp;gt;i not

so much express doubt as wonder at the thought of Him, t ha

marveUous Surety. -

8 Ver. 4. From insight, that is, from seeing this mys
tery of God pleading with God for man, and becoming surety
with himself. .

,

Ver. 6. For booty, P/H /, for a divieio11 f a e gPoi*-

This verse looks like a proverbial saying which Job quotes

against their faithlessness. In the direct order, as he give*

it, it would be rendered thus:

For booty he betrays his friends;
His children s eyes shall fail

;

the second clause being consequential ;
as proverbs of this

kind sometimes stand in Solomon s collection. We are com

pelled to supply a relative, or a particle. Or it may be that he

is repeating, as before said, one of their own taunts or by

words; aud thus suggesting the language of the next verse.

W Ver. 6. Vilest of the vile. flSfi is literally a tpit-

ting, or something to be xpit upon ; one on whose face any one

may spit; (onomatopic like Greek imio&amp;gt;).
In such a case as

this, translating literally is translating faUcly, if it gives the

modern reader the idea that the e is me&amp;gt;mt the very action

lexically expressed. It is not easy to believe that Job s face

was actually spit upon; and therefore it is best to render the

phrase by what it represents, and of which the action itself

as pictured, may bo railed the language.
II Ver. 7. My moulded limbs, njn from TV

to farm, fashion. The contrast between his limbs in theif

original form and proportion, and their shrunken state.
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8 The upright, sure, will be amazed at this,

The innocent be roused against the vile ;

9 But still the righteous man holds on his way ;

The clean of hand still goes from strength to strength.

10 But come now, all of you ;
come on I pray ;

Among you all no wise man can I find.

[PAUSE].

11 My days are past,

My plans asunder11
rent,

My soul s most cherished thoughts.

12 For day, they give
18 me night,

To the face of darkness light is drawing&quot;
near.

13 If I should hope, Lo, Sheol is my home.

Yes, in the darkness have I spread my couch.

14 To corruption have I said my father thou ;

My mother and my sister to the worm.

15 And where, then, is my hope ?

My hope, alas !

u who seeth it ?

16 To the gates
15 of Sheol it is going down,

When once it finds a resting place in16 dust.

w Ver. 11. Asnndcr rent, . The figure of the

Ver. 12. They give light Is drawing?
D UT- They put. But who are they t See Note Jo

weaver s loom ; UMBREIT. Compare J suiah xxxviii. 12.

near.
Job vii. 3.

They may be the invUibl- enemies whom Job fears to name;
or if he refers to the friends it may be with a like aversion.

Th first is th* more probable. The common grammatical
explauat

: on: the active used for the passive, is an evasion. Many
co nnvntaton alrnost reverse the sense above given, by sup-

po-&amp;lt;ii
([ Job to hive represented the sophistical reasoning of

the friends: They put (as they suppose) day for night
&quot; DE-

LITZSCFI, They explain night as
day,&quot;

a ve.-y forced render

ing. UMBREIT: &quot;

Tliey would chinge night into
day&quot; that is,

encourage and fHt or Job. They had t ever done this, or, in

any way, tried to m&amp;lt;tk things look fair to him
;
since the

vrraes, ch. xi. 16-19, are only conditional predictions. There

Bwnn, morover, no goid reason why *7 in 0V 7 may not
have the ens above given to it as tn st literally translated:

for day instead of day. The second clause, too, has been
niude more difficult than would seem necessary. It is true

that in Hebrew the preposition following
3&quot;lp

is usually S

or 7X5 hut in such a case as this, there is nothing unnatu
ral in resmrding it as demoting a nhort distance from, so as to

make 73 the proper preposition just like the Latin prope
attest Th- light is near (that is but a short distance from)
th face or edge of the darkness (see Job xxvi. 10), like the
gun in an eclipse just going into the penumbra, or into the
total sh-idow. And this agrees admirably with the context.

Pelationallv. 7 and
, thoneh seeming oppositen, are so

near akin that they ar-t sometimes united to denote both

from and to the point which may be regarded as either that

of contact, or of separation: As Deut. iv. 32, DVH TO
1

?,

2 ^am. vii. 1
; Haggai ii. 18, and other places, for which see

NOLDIUS, Concord. Partic., pa. 441. The naturalness of this
U more easily acknowledged when It is considered that the

Arabic verbs of nearness are generally followed by
|?3

in

stead of SK, and especially is this the case with this very
, where it has the sense of being near (propinquui

fuif). Near from, they say, instead of near to. This seems
to be SCHLOTTMANN S rendering, and CONANT S expressive ver
sion is closely allied to it :

&quot;

light isjust before darkness,&quot; just

going out. DILLMANN and others take O as comparative :

ndher als dot Angesicht der Pinsternuss; but this makes no clear

sense.
1* Ver. 15. Alas! The interjection is justified by the

pathos of the repetition: My hope; yea, my hope, alas; with
the emphasis on the pronoun.

16 Ver. 16. Gates: 12. UMBREIT, BOSENMCELLER. and

others, render it solitidtidines (Oeden), deriving the idea from

the supposed primary sense of &quot;J3, Till O31

?, solus). But
the better view com s in another way from the true pri

mary sense of separation. So most distinctly the Arabic ^3-

Hence the sense of vectet, bar, that which separates, so often

used in Exodus, etc., in the description of the tabernacle.

Hence it may well be rendered gates, as above, givingnn iflea

the same with the f\lD
&quot;&quot;\yiff

gates of death (gates of Sheol)

Job xxxviii. 17; Ps. cvii. 18. It is the idea of returuless-

ness
The undiscovered country, from whose bourn,
No traveller returns.

HOMER uses this same figure of gates or bars. See Iliad xxi.

72, jrvAas AtSao, the gates of Hades. In the Odysn. x&amp;gt;. 571,
Hades is called eirpvTrvXes 5&amp;lt;o,

&quot;the house of the wide gates to

indicate the vast population it encloses.&quot; There is the same
idea of separation in a strange Arabic word Barzach, mean
ing the interstice, or separating interval, wh&quot;ther of space or

time, between the present and the coming world. Among
other place.s in tho Koran, see Surat. xxiii. 102.

&quot; Behind
them stands the Barzach, until the day of the Resurrection.&quot;

w Ver. 16. In dnst. ~\Qy Sj?, here, must have the

game meaning with
&quot;)3y7,

vii. 22.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

1 Then answered Bildad the Shuhite and said,

2 How long will ye thus make of words a prey ?
x

First clearly understand
; then let us speak.

3 Why are we counted as the beasts,

And held as worthless in thine eyes ?

4 See in his rage, it is himself he rends.

For thee shall earth be desolate ?

The rock move from its place ?

5 Yet true it holds
;

2
the sinner s light is quenched ;

And from his fire no kindling spark shall shine.

6 The sunshine darkens in his tent
;

The lamp above him goeth out
;

7 His steps are straitened,
3 once so firm

;

And his own counsel headlong
4
casts him down.

8 By his own feet he s driven to the net
;

In his own chosen5

way there lies the snare.

9 The gin shall seize him by the heel
;

The noose shall hold him fast.

10 His cord lies hidden in the earth
;

His trap in ambush by the wayside path.

11 All round about do terrors frighten him
;

[At every step] they start him to his feet.

12 His woe6
is hungering for its prey ;

A dire disease stands ready at his side
;

13 To eat7 the very partings of his skin
;

Yea, Death s First Born8
his members shall devour.

14 Torn from his tent, his strong security,

Thus to the King of Terrors doth it march him on.

1 Ver. 1. Of words a prey. D Sft

or caichings of words. For this rendering see the conclusive
reasons given by EWALD and DELITZSCH. How loiiy
will ye: It is addressed to all. Bildad makes the shortest

ppeeches, and he reproves the other two, as well as Job, for

their prolixity.

2 Ver. 5. Yet true it holds. CDJ, yea,verily, so it is.

UMBREIT, atterdirujs. It is the view so often presented by
him and the others in opposition to an opinion, which they
suppose Job to hold, that God favors the wicked. This mis

understanding gives the key to much of their language. See
INT. THEISM, pa. 33. Bildad means to reaffirm it in spite of
all Job may say.

8 Ver. 7. Straitened. Comp. Prov. iv. 12.
4 Ver. 7. Oasts him down. Comp. Job v. 13.
6 Ver. 8. His Own chosen way. The Hithpahel,

pniV, denotes one s way of life whether good or bad.

(Comp. Gen. v. 22 ; xvii. 1, etc. fa. xxxix. 7, el al.) There is

also in the Hithpahel more or less of the reflexive sense the

way of his choice and that makes a parallelism with the

EWALD, DlLLMANN, MERX, ROSENMUELLER, el al. HlRZEL and
DKLITZSCII make it construct of ?1X, though the rendering

IVT
of DELITZSCH much obscures the idea. The VULGATE renders

it strength: attenuetur fame robur ejus. The Syriac (Peschito)
the best of the old versions, especially of Job, gives the ren

dering the translator has Adopted, &quot;his sorrow shall be hun

gry :&quot; It hungers after him like a ravenous beast ready to

devour.&quot; See the figures ver. 13.
,

Ver. 13. To eat. The Put. form 73N\ in its connection

here with the preceding verse, has the force of the infinitive.

8 Ver. 13. Death s Brst-bom. It is an awful per
sonification. Diseases are Death s sons, but the sttongest

among them, the mighty first-born, is the terrible elephanti
asis. If Bildad really meant Job s disens&quot;, and Job himself,
as the true subject of such a fearful picture as he has drawn,
then may he indeed be regarded as coarse and cruel. Raschi

has a strange idea here. The DH3, ver. 13, are Job s sons

and daughters ; nt03O, ver. 14, is his wife.

Ver. 14. Kinj; Of Terrors. TJie // King ; if we

may thus render rnns, taking it, as most commentators

way ot his choice and that makes a parallelism wun tlie
,

T- i

verse above &quot;

by his own feet.&quot;
\

do, for mi!13. As coming from r73, it would mean
Ver. 12. His woe. The rendering strength here as

;
strictly king of wasting*, or of emaciation*, which would make

though it were fc, vires, instead of the oonstruet of *, oo- &amp;gt; harmony with the idea of Death in the verse above :

T The Father of Diseases is the fttH&quot; I/O- or as Homer
lnmit/i, trouble makes no satisfactory sense. It is adopted by
COJJANT from E. V., and maintained by many commentators, would style him by a similar ligure (
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Who dwell within his tent are none of his ;

And o er his pleasant
10

place is showered
11 the sulphur-rain.

Beneath, his roots dried
12

up

Above, his branch cut off.

His memory perished from the land,

No name now left in all the plain,

From light to darkness do
they&quot;

drive him forth ;

And chase14 him from the world ;

No child, no seed, among his people left

In all his habitations none escaped ;

Men of the West15 stand wondering at his day ;

Men of the East with shuddering fear are seized.

Yes, such the dwellings of unrighteous
16 men ;

And such the place of him who knows not God.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

0acriAei&amp;gt;?
vtKvt(T(Ti Ko.ra.4t8i.iJ.tvoi.iTiv Icing of (he wasted dead,

the imagery being drawn from the last stages of emaciating

disease in this life. It is the idea in the word
JV13N

Job

xxvl. 6; xxviii. 22. the Abaddon of Rev. ix. 11, or the one

described, Heb. ii. 14, as rov TO Kparos e^ocTa rov Oavdrov.

If not in sound, yet in idea, would it be a more fearful epi

thet than the other, as calling up tho pattida Mors of the
j

clnssic poet, and, above all, that most awful image of wasting,

emaciating disuse, the
x*&amp;lt;po ITWOS, the &quot;pale

horse&quot; of Rev.
j

vi. 8, with &quot;him who sat thereon, whose name was Death, and

Hades following hard after him.&quot; The thought of terror

merely, falls far below the soul-awing, yet still fascinating,

power of such a representation.

Ver. 14. I&amp;gt;oth it march him on. DELITZSCH says

hat &quot; the here is a secret power, as elsewhere the femi

nine prefix is used to denote the dark power of natural and

supernatural ev.-nts, though sometimes the masculine is thus

employed.&quot; This would make it a kind of impersonal fate,

or fatality, of which, it is true, there are some traces to be

found in the book (see INT. THEISM, pa. 23). But there is no
need of finding the subject of the verb ITWJJXfi in such

an abstract conception. It may be regarded, in strict gram
matical construction, as the hungry woe, or the first-born of

Death, although the gender is changed to the feminine to

make It more universal the feminine In Hebrew thus sup

plying the place of the lacking neuter.
10 Ver. 15. His pleasant place, or home, n\J-

&quot; Ver. 15. Is showered: H^r, lit. i scattered; but

here seems to denote a shower like that which fell on Sodom
and Gomorrah.

Ver. 16. His roots dried np his branch cut
off, etc. It makes it more vivid to render the verbs in this

verse and the next, as participles with a nominative inde

pendent.
13 Ver. 18. Do they drive. For such use of they, see

Note rti. 3. Comp. Ps. xlix. 15, They put

(or drive) them Mo Sheol. Comp. also Job xix. 26.
i* Ver. 18. And chase. The idea of Ps. xlix. 15 is also

in Prov. xiv. 32, though there it is expressed passively,

VtSn nnT ir\yi3&amp;gt; &quot;the wicked man is driven away in* T T V T *T T :

his wickedness.&quot;

w Ver. 20. Men of the West. For the reasons of this

rendering, see UKBREIT, DJBLITZSCH, and others. CONANT,
however, adheres to the old rendering.
M Ver. 21. Unrighteous men; IW: Here taken

collectively.
^

CHAPTER XIX.

1 Then Job answered and said

2 How long grieve ye my soul ?

And crush me with your words .

3 Ten times it is that ye have stung me tnus ;

Devoid of shame, ye act as strangers
1
to me.

4 Be it so, then, that I have erred
;

My error lodges
2 with myself.

1 Ver. 3. Act as strangers. The translator abides
h &amp;gt;ro by K. V. The rendering is obtained by regarding
O3HD as the Hiphil of the Hebrew root 1jj (the cha-

rncteristic H preserved) with the sense of the piel. ScmrL-

IEX8, according to GESEXIOS, thus regards it as for ITDTin
with which he compares O&quot;1T, Jerem. ix. 2. See also

1 Sam- *iv- 22; xxxi - 2- Tne later commentators

generally get its sense from the Arabic 1371, and render It

stun, or confound. But that is straining the Arabic word,
which means simply to affect with admiration, besides leaving

wholly unexplained the preposition 7 that follows. This is

quite natural to the Hebrew verb, and also to the really cor

responding Arabic &quot;^33; as in the V. Cory. 7 1DJH, to **

estranged, to act like a stranger to any one.

1 Ver. 4. Lodges. P /H jternoctat tarries att night.
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5 If still against me ye exalt yourselves,
And plead against me my reproach,

6 Then be assured that God hath cast* me down
;

Tis He that overspreads me with His net.

7 Behold I cry of wrong, but am not heard
;

I cry aloud, but there is no redress.

8 For He hath fenced my road
;
I cannot pass ;

And darkness doth He set o er all my ways.
9 My glory from me hath He stripped,

And from my head the crown removed.

10 On all sides doth He crush me
;
I am gone ;

4

And like a tree uproots He all my hope.
11 Against me doth He make His anger hot,

And counts me as His foe.

12 Together draw His troops ;

At me cast up their way ;

Around my tent they camp.
13 My brethren far away has He removed,

And mine acquaintance from me are estranged.
14 My kinsmen all have failed,

And my familiar friends forgotten me.

15 Domestics, maidens, as a stranger hold me now ;

I am become an alien in their eyes.

16 Unto my servant do I call he answers not ;

I have to supplicate him with my mouth.

17 My temper
5 to my wife is strange,

My yearning for the children that she bare.

18 Yes even the very boys despise me now
;

8 Ver. 6. Cast me down. There is no need of going
beyond, here, to get the sense of injustice, as some, do. UM-
BREIT well renders it, mich beugt, bent down, humbled me.. ZOCK-
LER also gives it clearly by gekrummet, crooked, or curved me.
There is indeed complaint in the next Terse, but it does not
amount to a direct charge of injustice. It may be said, too,
that in the language of the 7th verse Job had the friends in

view. It was their wrong he cried out, against.

* Ver. 10. I am gone It Compare a similar pa-

therlc use of o
xo/uat^by

the Greek Dramatic poets. See

Soph. Ajax, 896, oix&amp;lt;&quot;

K\ SAoiAa.
* Ver. 17. My temper strange. That aversion in

some sense is intended here cannot be doubted; but in what
way is it signified? The translator had much doubt in re

spect to nn rendered generally breath, but which he has
here ventured to translate temper, as the word is nsed, Prov.
xxv. 28, where it is indeed translated spirit, but in the sense
of passion, animus agitatus et commotus. This agrees with the
immediate context, as well as with what is said of the wife
in th&quot; Prologue. His spirit was alien to her. She did not
understand him, his mind, his feeling, his state of soul.

When he said,
&quot; the Lord gave, the Lord hath taken, etc

&quot;

she regarded it as stoical indifference. She knew nothing
of the deep feeling underlying the declaration, his yearning
for the lost as measu insr the depth of his resignation, befor&amp;lt;&amp;lt;

insufferable bodily ngony drove him to the outcry of chap.
i&amp;gt;i. (see Int. Theism, pa. 28). She said to him, &quot;Curse God
and die.&quot; She was not at a l the woman to appreciate Job, and
under a sense of this he might well say. that ?he ha1 come
to r ir:ird him with aversion: and perhaps she had wholly
abandoned him. Certainly the absence of all such allusion

to incidents mentioned in the proloeue would be more strnnse
than the ;r presence. It would furnish an almost unanswer
able argument to those who maintained the later authorship

of the prose portion. With this rendering would well agree
what follows if we keep the common familiar sense of ph JJ&quot;!.

whether regarded as an infinitive (like ni?3tJ7, Ezek. xxxvi.

3) or as a plural feminine noun my yearning, or yearnings,
my tender feelings for the dear ones lost, for my desolate
household (see xvi. 7 and note). She repels me from her (he
seems to say) even in the manifestation of my deepest grief.
The sense of nfl is very uniform in the Hebrew tender

feeling gracious feeling a going out of the soul towards
anything. Hence, in Hithpahel, a tender supplication for

grace and mercy, coming like the nouns Hinri and

from the frequent Kal imperative Jjin&amp;gt;
have mercy upon me.

&quot; T
Prayer is the saying over of this tender formula. The verb,
it is true, has the direct accusative for its object; but in the
infinitive it would require the preposition of direction, and

none more appropriate than 7 or 7X. This is the prepo
sition following it in Arabic; and here it may be rematked
that there is hardly another case of two words of the same
form, in Hebrew and in Arabi/% that so closely agiee in H!!

their applications and derivatives. &quot;He wan or became aJTected
\cith a yearning, longing, or desire, or an intente emotion of arief
or of jmj :&quot; Such is the definition that Lane gives from an
extended study of the most copious native Arabic Lexicons.
Thi is the very spirit of the Hebrew root. The rendering
TH^ my breath is not inconsistent with it. The breath
maybe taken for that which is most familiar in the pers-
naHty; or if regarded as denoting offensivenes*, it may be
said to have caused the unfeeling woman to repel everything
in him, even his yearning for, or any mention of, his lost

children. To get this idea of offensiveness, however, we must
give an unusual sense to n~H (strange) making it the same
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They flout at me when I attempt
6 to rise.

19 Men of my counsel7 from me all recoil
;

And those I loved are turned8
against the sight ;

20 My bone fast cleaving to my skin and flesh
;

All shrunk9
away the covering of my teeth !

with N&quot;U fastidium, as used Numb. xi. 20. But they cannot

be the samp word, as X there is radical, and the word Is evl-

ilently allied to the Arabic Nil, &amp;lt; repel. There is nothing
in the He irew &quot;U

akin to nausea, and the peculiar offensive-

ness in Numb. xi. 10, arose from satiety, excessive famili

arity, which is an idea the very opposite to that of strange
ness. Carrying ont the idea which is supposed to be intended

in the first clause, many commentators give to HUH) In the

second, a sense derived from another Arabic root channa (in

stead of hanna) with the sense of fcetor. The arguments

against it are, 1, that Mf!, in the usual sense, is a very com

mon Hebrew word. The Hithpahel conjugation is in verse

16, immediately preceding, and the Kal is repeated twice in

vr. 21, in almost immediate connection : J jfl, J}n, pty
me, oh pity me, ye my friends. The Arabic channa differs in

the diacritical point, but to the reader s eye the word used
is the same root in all these places of the same chapter, to

say nothing of its very frequent occurrence in all other

parts of the Hebrew Scriptures. This certainly makes it

seem very Improbable that the writer should have gone so

far out of his way to get a very foreign and almost opposite
meaning in this passage. What makes it stranger still, is

that the Hebrew is well supplied with words to express this

idea of fcetor. There is the very common B?JO with its

deiivatives, beside* njl. TTJin, which occurs more than

twenty times, and another form jn, Joel ii. 20. 2. The

primary meaning of chnnna, as given by the Lexicographers,
and especially by LANE, the most exact of them all (and
who differs from them in hia copious citation of illustrating
passages) is

&quot; the emission of the breath, with a sound,
through the nostrils.&quot; This shows that it is an onomatopic,
khnnna, a nasal sound, or utterance. If used to denote a dis

ease, it wonld be something like the catarrh, or a cold in the
head 3. In getting this sense of fcetor, they take the remote
Xth conjugation of channa (as given by Golins and Freytag,
with &amp;gt;nt any references) : foetorememisitputem a sense which
LAJE relegates to the most unusual ones, and which is most
probably dialectical, or coming from some incidental asso
ciation of sound or otherwise. It is certainly very rare, not
to be found in the Ancient Arabic, or in the later classical.
It is not in the Koran, or in Hariri, or in Ahmed s Life of
Timur, or in the copious Koranic commentary of Alzamakh-
sh:iri. Bi&amp;gt;sids this, it seems most likely to be derived from
tachana, meaning to be warm (especially water). The Vlllth
conj. of this root (istachnna) would differ only by the doubling
of the final onsonmit from the Xth of the other; and ID the
Arabic it sometimes

happens that the derivative senses thus
get mixed together, as ixtachana and istacJianna. There is the
same argument against bringing it from the Syriac NyjH,
rancidns. It is found only in CASTBLL without any citations.
It may )&amp;gt; a 1 *te derivative from the Arabic, hut more likely
a merely accidental accommodation from the old sense of

|jn ;
hence in Syriac, XJ jn, a name fora kind of oil (from

the idea of smoothness) afterwards used for rancid oil. Any
authority that this mieht seem to possess is invalidated bv
the fact that the Peschito Syriac translators would have
found this word hanino (bad it been old Syriac) the very one
to be used if fcetor were the real menning intended. Instead
of this, they have used the old Hebrew and Syriac nfl, and

given precisely the rendering of our K. V (fillPlfiK) &quot;I

entreated, nipplicated for the children of my bowels.&quot;

A utrong argument against this later rendering of foetor,

the phrase TJC33 &quot;^3 !&amp;gt;&amp;lt;. vii. 13, which DEIJTZHCH cites

t33 means the womb only in a secondary application. Its

primary sense is betty, body (Arabic JJ92
and

j&quot;O&amp;gt;

U8ed in

the same way), the interior part; hence used, as in Job xv.

2, 36 ; Prov. xxii. 18
;
xviii. 8; xx. 27; xxx. 26; Hab. iii. 16,

for the interior spirituality; see Note Job xv. 2. In this

primary sense of body it is applicable to the male as well aa

to the female. And so it is rendered in E. V. children of my

body. It is like JJO J3
&quot; children of my bowel*,&quot; yn J3

&quot; children of my loins.&quot; The reference to his children, after

the .mention of his wife, is most natural; and it should be
borne in mind that only four verses above, the brothers of

Job, whether uterine, or collateral kinsmen more remote,
are mentioned by their own appropriate name (TIX) a* es

tranged from him, and far removed. They had abandoned

him, and could not have been affected by anv such offensive-

ness. The friends alone seem to have remained in close con
tact with him, and therein, with all their harshness, they
were better than his wife and his brethren. Besides, that
there should be no mention of children, would, indeed, be

very strange. The difficulty clears up when we abide by the
old rendering, whilst the mention of his dead children, and
his yearning for them, in connection with his wife s aver

sion, becomes a most touching instead of such an offensive

picture, as the other rendering would make it.

Ver. 18. When I attempt to rise. miX : pa-

ragogic H subjective or optative sense when I would rise,

indicating a feeble attempt, as he sits upon the ground, or

among the ashes, ii. 8. The boys mock his emaciated form and
tottering motions.

i Ver. 19. Men of my counsel, HID flD- See
Psalm Iv. 15,

&quot; With whom I took sweet counsel.&quot;

8 Ver. 19. Are turned against the sight. The
rendering is not too full for the Heb. 133HJ are turned

right round, or right away. It implies a revolting sight,
brought out in all its ghastly features in the next verse.

Ver. 20. All shrunk away. This verse has given
rise to much and varied comment. The things first to be de
termined are the meaning of the phrase Jt^

&quot;llj? (*Wn of

my teeth) and the meaning and construction of the verb

dren of Job, for they were all dead. Attempts have beenmade to refer it to children of slaves, etc., but this is too far-
fctchwJ to deserve nnt ce. UMBREIT and DELITZSCH regardJDD as referring to his moth.-r s womb, called my womb (as

In ii!. 10 J32 TITI &quot; doors of my womb
&quot;). CowANTstates

the argument very well and concisely for this; but it does
not sat sfy Job is not speaking of himself here, and so the
argument from ni. 10, does not apply. In Micah vi 7 ^3
JP3 certainly means children, and to get away from it by
ayine that in that rase there is meant the womb of his wife

in taking away all definitenps from the phrase, aud makiri&quot;-
it mean anything an exiyentia loci might demand. So with

The idea of DELITZSOH that the first means the

periosteum, & fibrous membrane surrounding the bone, is far
fetched, and conld not have been thought of by Job. No
meaning can be given to the phrase unless it be the lips or
gums surrendering the teeth, thecovering of the teeth. There
is no reason he e to go beyond the primary sense of the verb

310- Both in the Hebrew and in the Arabic, as well as in

the cognate Q~!Q it is that of smooOmess (levi, glaber futi,

GES.) bareness, slipperiness. Hence elap/nis est, evasit, he slipped
away, he escaped. There is the same primary idea in the

I English escape. As an escape from dauper, however, or dif

ficulty, it is a secondary sense, and found only lathe Niphal
(thePiel and Hiphil being causative of it). The Hithpahel
occurs nowhere else except in this passage, and its reflex
form and sense, as will appear, favor the idea above given.
The next thing is to examine the Ancient Versions. The
Peschito Syriac g ves the snnse of E. V. The Vulgate, or
Hieronymns, renders it derelicta. mint tantummodo labia circa
denies meos, only the lips are left about my teeth left as

something abandoned or deserted. The LXX. ocrra /xou ec
bSovaiv exTcu, which has little or no sense. In the Hexa-
plar Syriac Version of the LXX. we find in the margin the
rendering of the other early Greek versions. AQUILA gives
it as in E. V. and the Peschito. SYMMA.CHUS :

&quot; I am
hung,&quot;

or, I adhere to the skin of my teeth. THEODOTION: I am aban
doned of (forsaken by) the skin of my teeth. TREMELLIUS has the
fame rendering as E. V. LUTHER: und kann meine /aline
mil der Haut nicht bedecken. This, with the version of the
Vulgate and Theodotion, is the general idea above given,
though differently expressed: the teeth exposed and pro-
trud ng. STICKEL and HAHN (as cited and contested by DE-
UTZSCH) arrive at a similar idea, but in a wrong way, by
making ^y the infinitive of Typ with the sense of naked
ness. The difficulty appears to be in the first person of the
verb. The sense given would seem to demand the third per.
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21 Have pity ;
O have pity ye my friends

;

For tis Eloah s hand that toucheth10 me.

22 But why, like God, should ye pursue?
And not be satiated11 from my flesh?

[PAUSK.]

23 O, that my words were written now
;

O, that they were upon the record graved,
24 With pen of iron, and of lead,

Upon the rock cut deep a witness evermore.

[A BRIEF SILENCE].

25 I KNOW THAT MY REDEEMER1* LIVES
;

AND O ER MY DUST,
U
SuRvivoR,

15 SHALL HE STAND.

26 MY SKIN ALL GONE, THIS16
[REMNANT] THEY MAY REND

;

YET FROM MY FLESH SHALL I ELOAH SEE
J

27 SHALL SEE HIM MINE
;

MlNE EYES SHALL SEE17 HlM STRANGER18 NOW NO MORE.

(For this) with longing faints my inmost19 soul.

son with ^y for the subject: the skin ofmy teeth has slipped

off or, slipped offfrom my teeth. It will be seen, however,
that the other is the more touching mode of expressing it,

and that this arises from the personal reflex sense of the

Hithpahel, whilst it also accounts tor that form being used.
&quot; I am smooth, I am parted, I am bare, denuded, or slipped off,

as to (or in) the skin (or covering) of my teeth,&quot; xeems indeed
a very awkward kind of language, and yet it corresponds to

the literal English of a very common Greek idiom, found
more or less, too, in other languages, and having a natural

philosophical as well as philological basis. It is the ascribing
to the whole personality a particular act, state, or affection,
which affects primarily only a part of the body. The verbs
which take such a construction are most commonly middle
or &amp;lt; eponent corresponding to the Hebrew Hithpahel, or they
are intransitive though active in form. Thus, instead of say
ing my tooth aches, they would say, I ache as to my tooth, I

am shorn, my head, or as to my head the preposition Kara

being generally implied, though sometimes expressed, as 3
is expressed here in

&quot;11J?3t yet SW preserving the same

idiom. In regard to verbs denoting pain, it seems more phi-

so]ihiral (ban our method; since a pain in any part is a pain
to the whole. But the Greeks carry it much further, as ex

pressive of states and actions. Thus they would say, without

difficulty, dwoT^ivOjOiai. Tyv \eipa, or ns one says, in the

Clouds of Aristophanes 24, efe/comji TOV cxfr9a.kfj.bi&amp;gt;. I wot
knocked out, my eye, or as to my eye, instead of saying my eye
tras knocked end. See also ARISTOPH. Axes. 334. The prepo
sition in

&quot;11J,*3
does not affect the idiom. With or without

It, it is equally the case or condition, according to the techni

cal name which the native Arabian Grammarians have in

vented for one of the aspects of this idiom, which is as fre

quent in the Arabic as in the Greek.
The other rendering:

a l am escaped with the skin of my
teeth&quot; seems to have but little meaning, though so strongly
defended. From our English it has acquired a sort of pro
verbial sense the barest escape from danger; but this is

inapplicable to Job. The Arabic formula so commonly cited

in its defense: &quot;he escaped with his head,&quot; differs in the

most important item. Head is, in many languages, used for

life; and thus it becomes an expression of exultation, or at

!eat of self-congratulation. But this would be most Incon

sistent In the case of Job. He does not speak like one who
has escaped (got throngh his trouble), even with difficulty.

And th-n that piteous cry which immediately follows:

hc.n ni, hanfni, oh my friends, for it is Eloah s hand that toucheth

me. conld on y have come from a sense of his forlorn, hope-
lens condition his projecting bones, his shrunken skin, his

protruding teeth, denuded of their once comely covering-
all presenting a woful spectacle of misery and wild despair.

There is another view cited by UMBREIT from Michaelit?

Supplem., p. 1512, in which a meaning for the Hebrew verb

is sought from a secondary sense of the Arabic coming from

the common primary idea of smoothness or bareness. It is

pilix caruil, or nudavitpilis in Conj. II., smoothing off the beard,

like Hebrew 3&quot;&amp;gt;O-
Hence by the skin of the teeth, he would

understand the covering *&amp;gt;eard,
which has all come out in

consequence of the disease. But this is an interpretation on
which there is no need of dwelling.

10 Ver. 21. Tbat toncheth me, &quot;3 n^JJ- The ap

parent lightness of the act enhances, by its mighty effect,
the greatness of the power:

&quot; He looketh at the earth, and it

trembles ;
He toucheth the mountains, and they smoke (the

Volcanoes).&quot; Cornp. Pa. cxliv. 5.
11 Ver. 23. Satiated. The idea intended is that of re

morseless slander compared to a devouring of the flesh. In
the STRIAC it becomes a fixed idiomatic expression for this

idea. Hence a Syriac word, Xi ^p/DX. meaning the Detourer

ofpieces, becomes a name for Satan, or Aia/3oAo&amp;lt;r. the Accuser.
18 14 15 Ver. 25. 16 Ver. 20. For remarks on the words thus

noted see Addenda Excursus, No. 1, p. . The three verses

25, 26 and 27 are printed in capitals to correspond to the

idea of the monumental in-cription (see Excursus I., p. )

evidently designed in ve&amp;gt;ses 23 and 24. The conjunction 1,

with which it commences, as it stands in the book, does not

interfere with this. In the monumental inscription read as

standing by itself cut in the rock, the 1 may be regarded as

dispensed with, just as we leave out the Greek OTI which
stand* redundantly before a quotation in the New Testament.

if Vers. 26 and 27. Shall see, etc. Most worthy of

note here as showing the earnestness and assurance of the

speaker is the three-fold repetition of the verb to see, ex

pressing three different aspects of the idea: 1. I shall see

Eloah; 2. Shall see him mine; 3. Mine eyes shall see him.

In the first two cases it is PITH, which is used more for spi

ritual vision, like onro^at in Greek. In the third it is
1K&quot;\

connected with the organ as though denoting an actual

visual beholding mine eyes shall see him the time of 1X1
depending on the picture preceding. Though we have two

principal verbs of sight, the translator has used but one (se

instead of befto/d), in order to present more strikingly this most

significant repetition. WATTS :
&quot;

urilh strong immortal
eyes.&quot;

8 Ver. 27. Stranger now no more. DEIITZSCH

refers
&quot;1 J to Job : I shall see Him not as a stranger sees Him, or

&quot; I shall see him, and not another,&quot; as E. V. has it. So

CONANT; also the LXX. and VULQATE: et non aliut. But on

the other hand, GESENIUS, UMBREIT (doch nicltt als Gegner),

VAIHINOER, STICKEL, HAHN and VON HOFFMANX refer it to

God. DELITZSCH has no right to say that pi
does not mean

adversary. When applied to the relation between man
and God, it does mean that most emphatically. There are

two strong reasons for this interpretation which the trans

lator has adopted : 1. The declarati &amp;gt;n:

&quot; Mine eyes shall see

Mm,&quot; so strongly made, would render this interpretation of

DELITZSCH a tautology a saying the same thing (myself

and not another), only in more feebl way. 2. The other

rendering brings into emphatic prominence the idea for

which Job s soul was panting not so much the sight of

God bv any objective beholding, as the idea of reconciliation

with him love and peace after estrangement, fee this

more fullv dwelt upor in the excursus above referred to.

i Ver. 27. (For L&amp;gt;-*ls).
In respect to Job s rapturous

emotion here, see Addenda Excursus I., p.
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[PAUSE.]

28 Yes, ye shall
20

say, why persecute we him ?

And seek21
to find in me a root

22 of blame?

29 Beware Beware23 the sword.

For there is wrath ; yea sins (that call) the sword ;

24

That ye may surely know that judgment
25

is.

Ver. 28. Shall say. The supposing a pause of silence,

however brief, before ver. 28 greatly facilitates the interpre

tation of what follows, and which by being brought abruptly

in. has given rise to much unnecessary difficulty. The high

feeling of the rapturous anticipation has somewhat gone

down; but it has made a change in Job. and gives him

strength to nse a language to the friends different from what

he had before employed. There is no recrimination, but ho

ventures to assume to them something of a warning, and
even a prophetic style. It is, however, a general prediction,
and there is nothing to show that he had in view the scenes

narrated in the close of the book, as some have thought in

order to lower the character of his ecstatic vision to a mere
(iness at returning prosperity. For ye shall say. There is no
need of departing from the simple future sense of 1&quot;OXn

The time will come when ye will take a different view of

the case. The J I* slightly illative, being used, as it re

peatedly is, in the Book of job, to denote a kind of reply to

something that has been silently passing through the mind. It

is like the commencement of Chup. xxviii. Thus regarded, the

two verbs following (HT1J and fcOfDJ) may both be treated

as in the same conjugation and tense, future in form, but to

be rendered as present, oraorist, depending on nONH; in

which view there is no need of regarding 1 in the second
clause as anything more than simply connective. There is

no inferential sense in it to he rendered since or seeing that;
all of which arises from a wrong view of the connections of
the passage.

Seek to find. In kal fcflfO denotes not simply a
finding, casually, but a finding what is sought. Here it

may be taken as the 1st Pers. Plu. Fut. Kal, instead of the Ni-

phal participle, which the other view seems to necessitate.
The change of person, although it makes strange sounding
English, the translator has preserved because it is so ex

pressive in Hebrew, this sudden turn to himself as the ob

ject of their persecution. Comp. the precisely similar case,

xiv. 3, which MERX has marred by his useless emendation of

the text.
22 Ver. 28. Root of blame. When this phrase,

&quot;}3T

tinty, 8 rendered root of the matter, it seems to have little

or no meaning, besides necessitating a different and forced

construction of the whole passage. It is in E. V., and
maintained by DELITZSCH, CONANT and other very able com
mentators ; but an examination of the use of 13T in such

passages as Exod. xviii. 16-22; xxii. 8 (yW3 1

xxiv. 14, and other places, can leave little doubt of the

meaning as above given a ground of accusation or blame.
It may have bee.n \P~\]&, root of accusation, as denoting
charges inferred without evidence, like those in chap, xxii.,

dug up hunted for having no proof upon the surface.

ROSENMUELLER : materiam litu.

23 Ver. 29. Beware Beware. The repetition in the
translation is justified by the great emphasis expressed in

D3; and 330 : &quot;Take care of yourselves before the
sword.&quot; The strengthening that Job had received rouses
him to give them this warning, though not at all in their

style of crimination.
24 Ver. 29. (That call) the sword. Comp. Eomang

xiii. 4. Literally, sins of the sword.
26 Ver. 29. That judgement is surely is really is

or what it really is said, perhaps, in opposition to their su
perficial views about the judgments or dealings of the divine

providence : That ye may have an idea of the greater and

higher judgment. We have here JZ? for
&quot;)${&amp;lt; the only

place in Job where it occurs, though so common in Eccle-
siastes and the later Hebrew.

CHAPTER XX.

1 Then answered Zophar, the Naamathite, and said ;

2 To this
1

my thoughts compel
2 me to respond ;

And therefore is my haste* within me (roused).
3 The chastening of my reproof I hoar

;

Tis zeal,* with knowledge, urges my reply.

1 Ver. 2. To this. There is no need to follow

UMBREIT and others in their far-fetched explanations of thi i

particle, JD 7- Literally to so for to for tliisthere-for or

Oierefore. So
|3 ?J?, wlierefore. It denotes here an imme

diate reply. Fired by Job s saying to them to beware of the
neord ofjustice, Zophar answers indignantly and impetuously.He could be very calm when, free from pain, he discourses
so loftily and truly about Gods wisdom and &quot;truth s two
fold form &quot;

(chap. xi. 6). With all theoretical coolness could
he exhort Job to repentance. But now when the sufferer,
strengthened by his glorious hope (xix. 25-28), turns upon
them, as it were, and warns them that they too have need
of repentance, Zophar goes off in great haste, as tho next
clause shows. This heat is continued through the chapter
producing that picture of the wicked man and his doom
most just in itself, and most graphically as well as eloquently

presented, but very intemperate and nnjust as applied to
Job.

8 Ver. 2. Compel me to respond. 3 jy&quot;
alone

might mean simply to answer, but the suffix and the context
Hi-urn, to demand the causal sense. It might, however, be
rendered furnish my answer give me an answer.

* Ver. 2. Jfy haste. There is no need of going away
from the pure Hebrew sense of U?in, haste. It is just what
the context shows to be wanted, and the word in brackets
is simply the expression of what is implied in the emphatic
repetition, 3 t^in* of the first person : my haste in me.

* Ver. 3. Zeal. fill is here used for anger, temper, zeal

or warmth (ira). as it is Judg. viii. 3; Prov. xvi. 32; Isaiah
xxv. 4; xxx. 28; Zech. vi. 8. He justifies this outburst of
spirt by the following word, TU 5D, from my understand

ing. It is not irrational anger, he would say, but justified
by Job s provocation.
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Ha !

5 knowest thou this a truth of olden time,

Since Adam first was placed upon the earth ?

How brief the triumph
6 of the bad !

The joy of the impure, how momentary !

Yes, though his pride may mount to heaven s height,
His head reach to the cloud

;

As is his splendor,
7 so his hopeless

8 ruin ;

Who gazed upon him say where is he gone.
As a dream9 he flies, and is no longer found

;

Like a night spectre
10

is he scared away.
The eye hath glanced

11 on him it glanceth not again ;

His dwelling-place beholdeth him no more.

His children must appease
17 the poor ;

And his own hands give back again his wealth.

His bones are filled from sins
13

in secret done,

And with him in the dust must they lie down.

Though wickedness, while in his mouth, be sweet;

So that beneath his tongue he keeps it hid,

10

11

12

Ver. 4. Ha ! The Hebrew PI in flXITI s exclamatory
as well as interrogative. It is often so. Here it strikingly
shows how impetuously Zophar dashes on after his hasty
exordium. The force of it is carried all through the high-
wrought picture that follows. He begins as though he
would overwhelm the unrepentant and presumptuous Job.

* Ver. 5. Tbe triumph tbe joy. These expres
sions would seem to refer to Job s exultant hope, xix. 26, 27,
and his warning, ver. 29.

1 Ver. 7. As is his splendor. Ew. : nach seiner Grouse.

The weight of authority is in favor of this rendering, as de

rived from the Arabic, 7JOJ&amp;gt; g^TI, splendor. The Chaldaic

77J has the same meaning. It avoids the seemingly inde

corous comparison of the B. V. rendering, and has, more
over, in its favor the fact that the Arabic word, thus used, is

very common. It may be said, too, that the contrast thus

given more strongly expresses the main idea, which is his

great downfall. The suffix, too, as COKANT well remarks, is

better a iapted to this rendering.
Ver. 7. Hopeless rain. Literally, so he perishes

utterly. HYJ 7 does not mean /oreuer in the time sense, but

only implies it in its real idea of completeness, finality. The

verb &quot;13X suggests strongly that awful word Abaddon (

the state of the lost.

10 Ver. 8. As a dream As a night spectre.
The rendeiing is demanded in order to give the true distinc

tion of the words 01 /H and
JV ;n- The first is simply an

ordinary dreaming, especially in a light sleep, which seems
to fly away on opening the eyes (volucriqne simillima sornno),

and we cannot recall it. We only know that we have been

dreaming. So the wicked man, after hisbrief hallucination,
cannot be found. Literally : They cannot find him. The other
clause of the parallelism is much stronger. TVTH denotes

a vision as something different from such a mere dreaming.

Again, it denotes the object of the vision, as well as the

vision itself; like the Greek oi^i? (from onrojuai, correspond
ing best to lie &quot;. riTHX which means the right (spectacnlum),
as well as the seeing. This is generally something my--tenons
and sublime, as in Job iv. 13, or something frightful, as in

.lob vii. 14: &quot;Tlv n scarest me with visions
&quot;

phantasms, spec

tres, frightful eights. The vision of Eliphz (iv. 13-17), what
ever degree of objective reality we may ascribe to it, is cer

tainly evidence of a belief in a spectral world, from which
came, forth things to warn &quot;r to terrify men. The rendering

spectre is strongly favored by the word following. The verb

TT is literally driven, chased away, as E. V. and CONANT len-

der it, but scared ateay is most fitting to the context: and so

the German commentators, such as UMBREIT, EWAtB, Z8CK-

LKR, etc., muinly render it (verscheucht, fortgescheucht) wegge-
scheiicht. Everything about the passage shows that it WAS
an ancient as well as a modern superstition, if we may call

it BO, that apparitions from this spectral world departed very
suddenly a-&amp;lt; though frightened, either by the crowing of the

cock, or the appearance of morning, or something stern and
bold in the human attitude towards such seeming intruders.
This is remarkably exemplified by the story Plutaich gives
us, in his lite of Brutus (sect, xxxvi.), of the apparition (Oie

nachtgesicht) that presented itself to him when reading in

his tent at midnight before the battle of Pbilippi. &quot;Whilst

in deep study, he seemed to feel the presence of something
entering. Turning h S eye, he sees a strange and fearful

form of something eic&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;v\ov (belonging to no known species),
standing in silence by him. Who art thou, man or god?
The phantasm replies, in a hollow tone, I am thy &amp;lt;-vil genius,
Brutus; thou shall see me at Philippi. I will see thee there,
said he.&quot; This bold answer of Brutus, as though making
an appointment, and the fright of the spectre, is most admi
rably paraphrased by Cowley:

I ll see thee there, saidst thon,
With such a voice and such a brow,

As put the startled ghost to sudden flight ;

It was as though it beard the morning crow,
Or saw its well-appointed star

Come marching up the eastern hill afar.

So flies the wicked man. scared away, driven atray, by the

divine judgments, or when the light of truth is let into his

soul. The rendering, chased away, also reminds us of Prov.

xiv. 32: &quot; The wicked man is driven away in his wickedness.

This kind of language has a number of examples in Job, and
it may be taktn as proof that the pi ruseology in the Pro
verbs is derived from it.

n Ver. 9. Hath glanced. Hit?. A word rare, but

clear. Cant. i. 6: &quot;The tun hath looked upon me&quot; to

change my color. Job xxviii. 7: &quot;Tho keen falcon s eye
h th glanced upon it&quot; the miner s unexplored path. ZOCK-

LER gives this very strikingly : ein Auge hat auf ihn geblirkt,

es thut s nicht wieder. Nothing could more distinctly ex

press the idea of transitoriness : one glance, and he is never

seen again.
1* Ver. 10. Must appease. This is the rendering of

E. V. (seek to please). The argument for it. besides the gram
matical one, is the harmony it makes with the Second clause.

The other rendering, Oie poor shall oppress his children, de

mands a new form of the verb D2O r i&quot;V

T I
&quot;

U Ver. 11. Sins in secret done. Literally secret

tliiii /x; but a rompurson of Ps. xc. 8 &amp;gt;hows at once the,

meaning. Many render it sins of yotith. Theie is authority

for It from the use of 01*7J7,
P- lxix. 4a Job xxxiii. 25,

etc., but the general sense here is best, especially as it may
H!SO include the other, nd perhaps point to them. Secret

tins, or sins of youth the effects of them go with a man to his

grave. They lie down; HWT\ , singular feminine, but an

swers for a collective nominative, like a Greek singular verb

with a plural neuter to which the Hi brew feminine, in such

cases, corresponds.
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Sparing it long, and loth to let it go,

Holding it back, still near his palate s taste ;

Yet in his bowels is his bread all changed ;

Within him, tis the very gall of asps.

The wealth he swallows shall he vomit up ,

Yes, from his very maw shall God s hand ca^t it forth.

The venom of the viper shall he suck
;

The adder s tongue shall slay him.

On the fair rivers
14 shall he never gaze,

The flowing streams of honey and of milk.

Toil15
[wronged], before tis swallowed, he restores ;

As wealth exchanged, he has no joy of it.

Because&quot; he crushed, and helpless left, the poor ;

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

M Ver. 17. On the fiair rivers. Tfas here, and

Judges v. 15, 16, IB synonymous with D j7i), and means

primarily artificial water courses, but the word i* used of

rivers generally, as in P-. Ixv. 10, DTtx js, the river of
God. It is used to denote a beautiful, fair flowing stream,
as ID! represents a fuller and deeper one, or as the Latin

amnw in distinctiou from flumen or flavin*. The flowing
streams; literally, flowings of streams; the first noun

qualifying the other the full streams. Is anything special
meant here, or is it only a glowing picture representing
wealth and prosperity? The latter view seems easy, and is

the one generally tak^n by commentators; but yet it has

groat difficulties. In the first p ace, the whole picture is

not th*t of a poor man who never attains to any measure of

luxury, but of one who has possessed, and then been de

prived of it. In the second place, if Z phar has Job in view,
.^8 we must suppose from the way he brings in the picture.

the language, thus und Tstood, is wholly inapplicable. With
his &quot;seven thousand sheep and goats, and three thousand

camels, and five hundred yoke of oxen, and five hundred she

asses, and very many servants,&quot; he must be said to have seen

&quot;the brooks of honey and milk,&quot; that is, abundance of the

luxuries of life, or of the good ihingi of this world, if ever a
man did. The conjecture may be hazarded, that the fervid

and imaginative Zophar has in mind some early Arabian

mythical paradise, something unearthly, or belonging to

some remote region of the world, like the Greek &quot;

Isles of
the Blessed.&quot; Thus viewed, it may have been the origin of

that description we find so often in the Koran, and which
must have been much older than the days of Mohtmmed.
See Sural. ii. 23: &quot;For them ar the gardens where flow the

rivers,&quot; etc.. and many other places. In Surat xlvii. 16, 17,
the Nngnage becomes almost identical, in some respects,
with that of the passoga in Job: &quot; Like the garden promised
to the pious, wherein are riven of living water (water that
never loses its purity), and rivers of milk whose taste never

changes, and rivers of honey purified, and fruits of every kind,
and forgiveness from their Lord.&quot; If Zophar had ny such
idet d -rived from any quarter, it may have resembled the
Vedaic conception that MKRX thinks of so much importance.
See INT. THEISM, p 15, 16. Why may not such a myth be
regarded as having rrosse I the Indus, if it was there at that

early period, or as having arisen from the imagination of

the dwellers in Zophar s native land of Naama, PIO^J (the

land of delights), wherever that may have been. Such a fan-
ciwl Paradise of sense would be immeasurably inferior to the
g i ijitnral Mea ol the fvqtatwWov, far inferior. w&amp;lt;- might say,
to Job s vision of a reconciled God, with no other accompani
ments. Wholly without God, as they are, it might be main
tained, that such mythical representations, with all their
&quot; sweetness and light,&quot; have really less moral value than
tho xhadows of Sheol which Job so mournfully depicts, and
the bare hope of hearing, at some time, God s voice of deli
verance from It (xiv. 15). Whatever may be thought of
such a conjecture, the resemblance the passage bears to th
K iranic language is certainly very striking. The latter
may have been derived from it. Such is the opinion of
Good, a commentator from whom much may be learned.
notwithstanding his wrk is so marred by extravagant con
ceits and arbitrary changes of the Hebrew text. See Excur-
lus I. of the Addenda.

Ver. 18. Toil (wronged), yy, like JTJ , denotes

primarily labor, and then the fruit of labor, whether as

coming to the laborer or to his employer. There being no
personal suffix, it must be taken generally as the toil, the

wages of the wronged toiler, and therefore the word in

brackets is simply the complement of the intended idea.

The second clause has occasioned some difficulty. 7T1 is

certainly construct (wealth of exchange&quot;), and therefore the

rendering of E. V. cannot be sustained, or tlia* of UMBREIT,
who would arbitrarily regard it as absolute. The construc

tion, however, may be explained in two w^ys: 1. By regard
ing the second 1 as connecting the clauso with S^O ;

the
first 1 making a suboidiuate connection reading thus: Re
stores the fruit of toil, and does not swallow it as the wealth of his

exchange, and does not enjoy it.. This makes the two clauses
so closely inter-dependent its to form one in fact a con
struction which is nor. according to the usual style of the

parallels in Job. 2. Th second clause may be taken by
itself, and thus rendered: It is as wealth of his exchange, and
he does not enjoy. This is, indeed, very awkward English;
but it. gives the idea. I he 1 may possibly be taken as con

necting by way of comparison, which is not unfrequently
the case, especially in Prove.bs; but a truer view is to re

gard it as connecting directly inilOjl and Q 7JT, a verb
and a verbal noun. Taking both as verbs, it would be:
Wealth that he exchanges and does not enjoy; or taking both as
nouns: Wealth of exchange, and not of enjoyment. &quot;Wealth

of restitution,&quot; SCHLOTTMAN well renders it. Better still

would be : wealth of retribution ; and so it might have been
given in our Metrical Version:

As wealth of retribution, not of joy;

but it was thought best to keep the word exchange as not
only more concise, but more distinctly preserving the

figure.

i Ver. 19. Because. The force of O here, and a re

peated in ver. 20, seems to extend to the strong apodotic ex

pression J3 7J7,
in the second clause of ver. 21. Such a

carrying of the protasis through several parallel vers8, has
othtr examples in .ib. Fee xv. 25-29, where commentators

(EWALD, DILLMANN, ZooKLER, et ol.) continue the protasis,

through four verses (weil tneil iceildeshalb). 3 is used
there in the snme way, and is rendered because (because

because, etc. therefore) although the connection is less

clear, and there is no apodotic particle like 7.3 7J7 (see note

on the passage). Here translators generally break it up, or
find subordinate apodoses, at the end, or in the middle of in

tervening clauses, although the demand for continuance is

much more clear than in the other passage, and the strong

J3 jy at end seems not to be satisfied with anything lens.

Thns the p In ver. 19 covers its second clause. The repe
tition of it in the 20th has not only the same effect, but goes
over into the first clause of ver. 21, making the great con

clusion with
|3 TJ; all the more emphatic. The 21st verse,

jl i true, begins with t X, which is an asserting particle,

but that does not make it independent, or to be taken alone
as the protasis to the following. The leaving out the copu
lative particles, and the omission of J at the beginning of
ver. 21 only makes it more forcible as the language of pas
sion and impetuosity according to the rale of Aristotle, which
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Seized&quot; ruthlessly a house he would not build ;

20 Because content, within, he never knew,

Nor lets
18

escape him aught of his desire

21 (No, not a shred for his devouring greed),

Therefore it is, his GOOD19 cannot endure.

22 In the fullness of his wealth, his straits begin;

When every hand of toil
20

against him comes.

23 Be&quot; it the time to fill his greed ;

&quot;Tis then God sends on him His burning storm of wrath,

Until He rains it on him in his food.

24 Does he flee from the iron lance ?
22

The bow of brass shall pierce him through and througli.

25 He28 hath drawn [the sword] ;
forth comes it from his flesh

;

The gleaming weapon from his gall.

He is gone.
24 Terrors are over him.

must hold true in all languages, that when the sense is clear

without them, conjunctions had better be dispensed with.
The translator has endeavored to preserve this asyndetic
style, and, at the same time, to carry into the English the
conciseness of the Hebrew.

17 Ver. 19. Seized ruthlessly. The rendering plun
der misleads. It conveys the idea of robbing or despoiling a
house of things that are in it. The more common as well as

the primary sense of 7lJ is here demanded, not only because
it alone is applicable to a house, but because it gives the con
trast wanted between the two ideas of violently taking pos
session, and of building for one s-self. The future (1HJ2 )

expresses not only that which objectively follows in time, but
also what is subjectively consecutive, that is, in the order of

the thought. In Greek and Latin the future is the mother
of the subjective moods. In Hebrew, which is so destitute

of modal forms, it is used for them. Had buiU, or builded not,
a E. V. renders it after the Vulgate, will not do, because it

makes a pluperfect or an objectively finished past prior in

the order of tlio thought. ,

18 Ver. 20. Nor lets escape. 10vO may be regarded,

like many other examples of Piel and Hiphil verbs, as per
missive or preventive, as well as causal let escape make escape.
Its future form is because it is consecutive in idea to the

previous clause: He is so unquiet or unsatisfied that he lets

not, or will not let, the rendering in Englih by the future, or

the present, coming to the same thing.
19 Ver. 21. His good. Some such word as prosperity for

31D mightseem more emphatic: but the simpler Knglish
word includes it and more. There is intended his summum
bonum, or what seems such to the bud man. Therefore his

GOOD shall not endure. It sounds like a sentence ofjudgment,
after the arraignment in the previous items. If it is not too

cruel a supposition, we may regard the angry yet eloquent
Zophar as having Job in view, as though, at every item, h

pointed to him as he sat in the ashes, intimating that he is

the man : It must be that he had done some most wicked
and oppressive act&quot;, crushed the poor seized a house grati

fied himself in everything; and therefore it is that his pro

perty and his happiness ar&amp;gt; all gone.
Ver. 22. Every band of toil. DELITZSCH: &quot;The

rich uncornpassionate man becomes the defenceless prey of

the proletaires.&quot;

*i Ver. 23. Be it the time taken as a supposition.

The simplest rendering here is the surest. JTIJOp, above,

suggests the xho in this Terse, and there must be a simi

larity of statement and idea. At the very time when his

greed is highest, and h &amp;lt; is about to satisfy it, then God sends,

etc. This mak&amp;gt;-s the 3d clause unmistakable, though it seems

to have perplexed commentators. The rain of wrath min

gles with the food he is eating, just as in other place* tears

mingle with the bread one is eating. See Ps. Ixxx. 6; xHi.

4. The other rendering makes the filling of hi* belly in the

first clause, God s filling bis belly with wrath (by way of

irony for food) and then in the third clause, Din/ &amp;gt; made
the object of the verb: He rains hit food upon him, to the ne

glect of the preposition 3. or disposing of it in the facile

way of calling it Beth essentiir. UMBRMT renders it &quot;for
his

meat,&quot; or in place of it. So DILLM\XX. That is a se iff&amp;gt; &amp;lt;-&amp;gt;f

2 iu some cases, but the more usual meaning H better her .

DELITZSCH renders it: rain upon him into hit flesh, giving two
indirect objects to ~133\ but no direct one. He takes for

Din 7 a sense it seems to have, Zeph. i. 17, and which he

derives from the Arabic DPO ! quite a different word with

veiy different vowels. Besides this, it is not, easy to give 3
the sense of into after a verb of motion with the idea of at

tack, especially such a verb as ~l3D\ The rendering flash,

says DILLMANN, is wholly inadmissible.
tt Ver. 24. Iron lance. PCO&amp;gt; armor, generally, but

here some striking or piercing weapon. Throneh and
through : The rendering is not too strong for that most

peculiar and emphatic word 1D3 7nrV
*s Ver. 25. lie hath drawn. The translator agrees

with UMBREIT in regarding God as the subject of f&amp;gt;

&amp;gt;1ff-
The

Divine name thus left out makes it all the more fearful as

well as emphatic. It might be rendered passively it is dmim
unsheathed but there is no need of it. {Suddenness is the

idea the w irds vividly impress. It is no sooner out of its

scabbard than it is through his body; or, between its being
drawn from the sheath and being drawn luiek from his gall

is but a moment. The other rendering: he (the one pierced)
draws it out. or back, loses all this, besides having very seri

ous philological difficulties. It must, in that rase, refer to

the arrow just above, but the verb is ever nsed of the sword
in the numerous pi-ices of its occurrence, exrept in Ruth iv.

7, 8, where it means slipping the foot ot of the shoe or san

dal and Ps. cxxix. 6, where it is tb&amp;gt; slipping of the flower out

of its calix, or of the fruit from its glume r husk (entschlof-

fen ; see HUPFELD). When used of a weapon it is alu-ays the

sword, and its drawing is from its sheath. Jud. iii. 22 is

only a seeming exception, as there the body is regarded as

the sheath, and it is the sword still
;

110 other weapon being

carried in a sheath. The word (S. L. P.) is onoma-

topic, like our word slip not that the one is derived from the

other, but that both are formed on the same principle as

signifying an easy slipping mot on. The rendering of DE
LITZSCH and others, makes, moreover, a feeble tautology :

&quot; he draws it out ; and it comes out.&quot; Anot jer reason given by
UMBKEIT has much force:

p&quot;13
fttlgur, brigliineu, is geut rally

nsed of the sword when applied to a weapon; Dent, xxxll.

41: Ezek. xxi. 15. 20; or sometimes of the spear, he might
have said. The barb of the arrow, mor over, would prevent
its being easily drawn back by tho vu-tim. nirl tearing, as DE-

LITZSCH renders, would be greatly out of cngruity with the

verb H7^. On niJ see Note (7) chap. xxxv. 5.

Ver. 25. He is gone. The accents separate &quot;iSiT

from D*T3X- The latter word cannot, therefore, be the sub

ject, even if the number permitted. The v&quot;rb stands
t&amp;gt;y

itself. There is an app lling suddenness and iibrnptness in

this whole description, which is best given in measures some

what irregular. For examples of &quot;PiT taken in a similar

way, see xiv. 20
;
xix. 10

;
xxvii. 20. The rendering which
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26 In his hid* treasures lies all darkness hid ;

A self-enkindled
26

fire consumes it ever more,

Still feeding
27 on the remnant in his tent.

27 His sins the Heavens reveal;

Against him rises up the earth.

28 His wealth to other lands28

departs,

Like flowing waters, in His day of wrath.

29 This is the bad man s portion sent from God,

His lot appointed from the29

Mighty One.

regards the word as separated, is sustained.by ROSEXMUELLER,

SCHULTENS, HIHZEL, et al. The old versions are the other

way. The usage, however, of
&quot;j^n

in the places mentioned,

to say nothing of the accents, is decidedly against the trans

lation of the VULGATE, etc.

* Ver. 26. Hid treasures n3
J13C3-

The two

words have both of them the idea of hiding, and there seems

to be something of a sententious play upon them.

* Ver. 26. Self-enkindled; not blown upon.

f Ver. 26. Still feeding:. EWALD, ZOCK., ROSEN*.,

UMBEEIT, make J7V from yyi: Uebel geht es dem. The other

sense is according to the accents and the metaphor of fire

feeding (ignis depascew) which is in so many languagps.

Ver. 28. To other lands departs: ^lgoet
into exile.

Ver. 29. The Mighty One. This is CONANT S ju

dicious rendering of the divine name 7N to avoid a tau

tology.

CHAPTER XXI.

1 Then Job answered and said :

2 O listen
1
to my words ;

And let that be in place of your consolingg.

3 Bear with me, let me speak ;

And after I have spoken, then mock on.

4 Ah me ! Is my appeal to man ?

Impatient then might be my soul
; why not ?

5 Turn now,
2 behold me stand amazed,

And lay your hand upon your mouth :

6 Tis when I think, that I am sore dismayed;
And trembling taketh hold on all my flesh.

7 Why do the wicked live at* all ?

Why grow they old, yea giant
4 like in power?

8 Before them with them firmly stands their seed
;

5

Their spreading offspring ever in their sight.

9 Why are their houses peace, away from fear,

No scourge upon them from Eloah s hand ?

1 Ver. 2. O listen. Th doubling of the verb here de
notes not BO much a desire for attentive hearing, as to be
hcarl at all. It might be expressed by an emphatic aux
iliary do : Do listen, etc.

1 Ver. 5. Tnrn now. 1 J3 has the sense of turning

and looking in th* face. On leaving out the mere copulative
in such cases, see Note xiii. 23.

Ver. 7. Live at all. There is an emphasis on fl-
The MtotdibnMOt is at God s suffering them to remain on
earth, or even to be born. He goes to the root of the great

problem of evil. This was the thought that so dismayed
him whenever he called it to mind.

4 Ver. 7. Giant-lilt &amp;gt;. Something of this kind demanded
by he strong word T3J : Heroes. See Gen. vi. 4.

Ver 8. Their need. Instead of description intended
to be universal and dogmatic, it is clear that Job is sin ply
touched by the contrast between his own state, bereaved of

children, stripped of property, suffering acutest pain, wiih
the condition of many a bad man in directly opposite

cir

cumstances. The points he makes nhow this, and it may be
in perfect harmony with what follows in ver. 17, where his

thoughts tend to take the other and the larger view. See

ADDENDA, p.
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10 The issue of their herds is sure
;

6

Their kirie bring forth without mischance.

11 Their little ones, like flocks, they send them out;
Their sons and daughters

7

mingle in the dance.

12 To harp and timbrel do they raise their voice ;

In melodies of flutes they take delight.

13 In joy unbroken8 do they spend their days ;

And in a moment9 to the grave go down.

14 To God they say, Depart from us
;

No knowledge of Thy ways do we desire.

15 The Almighty ! who is he that we should serve him t

And if we pray to him, what do we gain 1

[PACSE.]

16 But lo,
10 their good is not in their own hand.

The counsel of the wicked, be it far from me.

[A LONGER SILENCE.]

17 [Yet, truth11

ye say] ;
how oft goes out the lamp of evil men I

And comes upon them their calamity !

When God, in wrath, allots them deadly
12

pangs.

18 Like stubble are they then before the wind,

Like chaff the whirling tempest bears away.
19 Eloah treasures up his evil for his sons;

18

To him He thus repays it he shall know.

20 His own destruction shall his eyes behold
;

When from the wrath of Shaddai he shall drink.

21 For what his pleasure
14 in posterity,

When sundered thus the number of his months?

[PAUSE.]

Ver. 10. The issue of their herds. In this

clear passage, euphemistic language may be allowed.

7 Yer. 10. Sons and daughters. Dm r is in con

trast with Q 11

T1J? rendered little ones. It may be taken for

the grown-up children of both sexes.

Ver. 13. la .|oy unbroken. Heb. 31C33, good.
But this it to be taken hero for what the wicked man es

teems the good, his summum bonum, pleasure or enjoyment
uninterrupted and without stint.

9 Ver. 13. In a moment. A quick deatli is spoken of

as the Rood fortune of the wicked. &quot; There are no bands &amp;gt;i

their death&quot; Ps. Ixxiii. i. J7JT an instant of time; ^J~l

quiet; (here would seem to be here intended something of

both ideas. 71X1? here is rendered the grave. Tt has a
further sense, the spirit world, or tho under-world. It is,

however, best rendered here according to the bad man s

conception.

10 Ver. 16. Bat lo. For a discussion in respect to the

remarkable transition he e, and in tho verse following. See

EXCURSUS, ADDENDA, pa. 175

u Ver. 17. (Yet truth ye say). For the propriety of

the wor^s in brackets, and of the interpretation generally,
see ADDENDA, pa. 175

12 Yer. 17. Deadly pangs.
cense, to bind.

7

, torture*, primary

w Ver. 19. Eloah treasures. There is no warrant

for taking this as a question; still lees as an ironical taunt

on tho part of Job, as though making it the language of the

friends and then deriding it. Equally defenceless is it, the

making Q^Cr imprecatory here, and thus to differ from all

th other futures before and after it. See EXCURB. Tt. on this

chapter; ADDENDA, p. 1R2 . The retribution on his son in, in

fact, retribution on himself, ami. in some way, he shall know
it to bo so. Itmay bo, too, that 1J1X may have, in this verse,

its other clear and frequent benso of strength aud wealth.

&quot; Ver. 21. For what his pleasure. What m-

cern, others render it. A turn may be given to this which

nwy make it seem to favor the other or imprecatory render

ing of the previous verse (&quot;/or whai cares he for his haute after

him&quot;); but the other changes which this H made to suit are

so forced as to invalidate, tho opposite reasoning, however

plausible, in respect to this verse. A connection of thought
between vers. 20 and 21 is easily seen without it. A sudden

destruction is predicted, ver. 20, when hi* wealth goes to

others, and what pleasure will he have of it? This sudden

ness is intimated in which means sharp cutting, cut

ting of in tho very midst of his enjoyments, not a culm old

age and easy dea h closing all cnr&amp;gt;-8. which is demanded by
the other view. Tho thought of judicial severity is insepa

table from vyn thus used.
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22 [Ah, how is this ?]
16 Shall any man teach

16 God ?

Teach Him who judgeth things on high !

23 (For see) ;
one dieth in his perfect strength,

All quiet
17 and at ease.

24 His breasts
18 are full of milk ;

And moist the marrow of his bones.

25 Another dies in bitterness of soul,

And never tastes of good.

26 Alike in dust do both lie down ;

Alike o er both the worm its covering spreads.

[PAUSE.]

27 Behold I know your thoughts,

Thoughts
19 to my hurt, ye wrongfully

20 maintain.

28 For where s the dwelling of the Prince, say ye,
21

And where the tent of evil men s abode ?

29 Have ye not asked the passers by the way ?

And know ye not their
22

signs ?

30 That to the day of doom the wicked man is
28

kept ;

To the day of mighty
24 wrath are they brought forth.

31 Yet who before his face declares25 his way ?

And who requites him (here) what he hath done ?

32 Still to the grave (like others) is he brought ;

And for him, o er his tomb, one keepeth
26 watch.

33 On him, too, lightly
27

press the valley clods
;

is Ver. 22. All, how is this ? A pause here, with an

intervening thought, leading to what follows, may be ra

tionally supposed. See ADDENDA, pa. 176. The words in

brackets denote the transition. It is a very impassioned
speech. Job s mind is revolving like that of Koheletb, when
he BO often says I turned&quot; I turned again to see&quot; I

took another and another view of things, etc. Tbe chief dif

ference is that Koheletb. is in a more calm and contempla
tive state-, and gives outward notice of these mental changes,
vhilrtt Job silently broods over them, and then bursts forth.

His state of boul, instead of being a meditative rest, is tumul
tuous, volcanic we might almost style it, as it sometimes
shows itself. To expect of him closely connected and logical

sequences, is itself most illogical. The statements in previ
ous verses, apparently varying, but, in fact, only two parts
of one picture viewed from different stand-points, naturally
bring up the thought of the great diversity in the lives and
deaths of men, a fact inexplicable on any human theory.
This again calls up the thought of some higher wisdom of
God yet unknown to men. It is fully set forth in ch. xxviii.,
bnt Job is only approaching it here. It produces the silence
of a moment, when he resumes : n&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;ill one teach God f and then
goes on with the picture of diversity in human condition
that had led to it.

w Ver. 22. Teach God see note below on ver. 30, and
the pages in the ADDENDA there referred to.

Ver. 23. All quiet. Hob. nxStf . GESENIUS re
y-: :

-
i

gard.i this strange form as a compound of Tltlff and

BEX GANACH, in his Hebrew Grammar entitled SEPHER HA
RIKMA, page 18, maintains that it is only HitB? with an

euphonic 7 giving it a more intensive sense.
&quot; Ver. 24. Mis breasts f3tf occurs but once. Some

ive it the BPne of ftntion for watering florin (as derived from
the Arabic) and then transferred to the flocks themselves.
The parallelism, however, demands a word denoting some
pait of the body to correspond to btme* in the second clause.
There seems to l&amp;gt;e nothing better, aftor all, thun the render
ing breast* which E. V. got from the Tarcum, and which, as
an expression of health, may be applicable to either sex.

i Ver. 27. Thoughts to my hart. rnt?
means thoughts generally, H lSID, especially with

means evil thoughts. From the rendering of E. V., and that
of most of the commentators, there would be derived the idea
of plots or machinations (stratagems DELIIZSCH renders it) or
of something to be done to, or a#tinst, Job. But the words do
not really demand this. j&quot;\1?3TD may refer simply to the
false and unfavorable views they have indulged of Job s case
and character.

} Ver. 27. Wrongfully. DOH has generally the as
sociated thought of violence, but the essential idea is that of

injustice. It seems to combine the two senses very much as
the Greek vpit u/3pt^io.M Ver. 28. Say ye. Equivalent to think ye, as

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;j)(xi.
in

Greek sometimes.
2 Ver. 29. Their signs; like mottoes borne on their

standards enigmatical devices, or, taken generally, any
modes by which their sententious or traditional language is

made known.
23 Ver. 30. To the day of doom the wicked
man is kept. On the general interpretation of this
verse, see EXCURSUS III. of the ADDENDA, pa. 182.

Ver. 30. Mighty wrath. Literally to the day of

wraths, dies irarum. The word jYn^JJ is the intensive plural.

Ver. 30. Declares his way. Who dares tell him
of the fearful TX to which his way leads, or of the day of
wrath to which he is to be brought forth. Nothing could be
more appropriate to the view taken of ver. 30 in E. V., and
insisted on in EXCURSUS III. If ver. 30 refers to some great
eschatological doom, however dimly conceived as belonging
to gome unknown period, then the word here, as placed in

brackets, is implied in the emphasis of the passage.
26 Ver. 32. One keepeth watch. Various views

are taken of this; but no one seems more simple and natural
than the idea of a friend or relative keeping watch by the

grave, whether as guardian or as mourner. The wicked
man, too, has those who loved him in spite of his wicked
ness. The picture is a very touching one.

Ver. 33. Lightly press. The Hebrew
lpf\D

lite

rally means are sweet, but may be applied to anything agree
able, or represented as such, whether in fancy or reality.
Compare xxiv. 20: The worm feed* xweetJy on him, or, his sweet-
ness if the worm. The idea, in either cise, is that of insensi
bility to suffering, but strangely conceived of as having
something of enjoyment. We do not wholly divest ourselves
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34

And after him come all iu lengthened
28

train,

As countless numbers thus have gone before.29

[CONCLUSION.]

How then console ye me? Tis empty breath,
80

Since in your answers still remains offence.81

of such feelings when we talk of tho grave as a place of rest.

The clods of the valley resting upon him give no pain, and
are, therefore, conceived of as pleasant. The expression
here suggests the classical, leeia sit terra. See Euripides Al-

cestis, 470 : - Kou^a am
Xduf tntivta Tricriit yvvai.

Light fall the earth upon thee lady.

SB Ver. 33. Lengthened train. An idea clearly
contained in the Hebrew

&quot;pt5PO
See Jud. iv. 6, 7, where it

denotes the drawing out of the military line; Ps. xxviii. 3:
&quot; Draw me not out (or let me not draw out) with the wicked.&quot;

Ver. 33. Have gone before. Life a procession ;

one part coming, another passing, another gone. It reminds
us of the monumental lines from the Greek Anthology:

bSov

On the road that all must travel have they gone,
A little way before.

All alike ; even God s Elect present the same appearance
of an ever-passing and disappearing procession:

Part of the host have crossed the flood,
And part are crossing now.

The picture presented by Job is as touching as it is true
and universal. The great distinguishing day of doom kept
out of sight, the same sad destiny seems to await all man
kind. All are marching to the tomb, and seem to lie down
in it as their common place of rest. On this verse UMBREIT
makes some of his characteristic remarks: Ein bitterer

Ausspruch! He calls it:
&quot; a bitter or rancorous judgment. Is

the wicked man extirpated from the earth by death, so fol

low him others without number,&quot; etc. (pa. 171). He would
represent Job, in saying this, as governed by a spinit of mo
rose misanthropy. On the contrary, the language of this

and the preceding verse may be cited as evidence of what
the translator has elsewhere insisted on (see ADDENDA, pa.

175\ namely, the striking difference between the speeches
of Job and thos&amp;lt;i of the oMiers. Impassioned, as his language
is, in view of his own severe sufferings, there is, after all, tho
manifestation of a softer feeling when his revolving thoughts
lead him to consider the common lot of humanity. In his

second picture of the wicked man s wretchedness, or his

afterthought, as we may call it, he alludes to their doom iu

some greatjudgment, all unknown and undetermined though
it be; and that seems immediately to call up a tenderer

language which looks very much like commiseration fortlie
wicked man himself. Ho, too, lies down in the dust, liUe
all other men. He, too, has some one who loves him, and
who will watoh mournfully by his grave. O.i him, too, will
&quot;

lightly press the clods of the valley,&quot; ns upon the most
lovely and innocent among &quot;tho dwellers in dust.&quot; How
different are these tender images from th&amp;lt;- fierce (speech of

Zophar, especially as it appeals in the terrible picture* with
which he concludes, xx. 23-27: &quot;The gleaming weapon
piercing through his gall,&quot; and his very food mingled with
&quot;the Almighty s rain of burning wrath.&quot; That is the language
of one who seems to love such picturing, and actually to ex
ult in the sinner s doom. He assumes toward* Job the at
tribute of moral superiority; mid, good man as IIP is. he
cannot conceal the self-righreoug feeling with wuich he so

formally passes sentence at the close:

This is tho bad man s portion eent from God
His lot appointed from the Mighty One.

There is more severity in Job s picture, xxvii. 13-23; but
here there certainly seems to be an effusion of tenderness
not to be found in the speeches of the others. They are

cool, philosophical moralists, except when roused to indig
nation by Job s refusal to confess. He is the true hero, the

mighty wrestler with sin and suffering. His moral sen*o

goes deeper than theirs. He is more conscious of his own
sin, of the common depravity, and. therefore, the more
likely to lose sight of outward moral differences in the con

templation of the universal suffering. Job comes nearer
than they to the spirit of Christ and to the spirit of His lan

guage when He says: &quot;Think ye that they were sinners

above all the Galileans? I tell you nay; but unless ye re-

pont, ye shall all likewise perish.&quot;

*&amp;gt; Ver. 34. Empty breath. E. V. in vain. There is

but the Hebrew word 7371, or 72n. vapor, lenis aura, ar/xos
V T

so often used by Koheleth, though with a slightly differ

ing form, D S^n 7,Dn, &quot;vanity of vanities.&quot; Here it denotes

worthlesgness ; but the primary sense of words should be pre
served in a translation, if possible, and especially if they are

very significant. ,

si Ver. 3i. Offence.
7J?&quot;D

; perverse action or thought

against any one. Hence wrongful treatment consisting in

continually taking a false view of Job s case, rather than
actual falsehood in speech, or iu abstract opiiiiou.

CHAPTER XXII.

1 Then answered Eliphaz the Temanite and said :

2 The strong
1 man can he profit God,

That thereby
2 he may wisely serve himself ?

3 Is Shaddai, then, concerned that thou art just,

Or is it gain to Him that thou make pure thy way ?

i Ver. 2. The strong man. &quot;1.DJ as used in Job is

generally emphatic the strong, powerful, or rich man us

distinguished from the common man, or man in general.
Here Eliphaz would app y it peculiarly to Job ns one who
may hive thought h was doi&quot;g God service when he was
servins himself, as Satan also charged, i. 9.

8 Ver. 2. That thereby. Pome take this parentheti
cally; as DELITZSCH: &quot;No indeed! the intelligent man is

prontablo to himself.&quot; SoRwAN: Nor.; c est n.lui ceul quo
lo sage est utile. It is U&quot;t eay to gee what warrant there
is for it grammatically, pr what demand of the sense

it necpsry. The picture suggested Is that of a man who
thinks he in ccrving God, profiting God, when his aim i*

thereby to profit himself, and who makes a great outcry when

stripped, as he fancies, of thesn his gains. The connection

and dependence of the O gives tho easy and appropriate
sense in harmony with all that Eliphaz sa&amp;gt;s afterwards.

h*2W&amp;gt; the prudent man. There seems to bo just a touch of

irony here : Prudent man ns he is in such a calculation of

the accruing advantages of outward piety. It may be \\elj

rendered adverbially : wisely serve Itimself.
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4 For thy religion s
8
sake, will He reprove,

Or go with thee to judgment s reckoning?

5 May it not be,* thy evil, too, is great?

Thy sins beyond thy numbering ?

6 May it not be6 that thou for nought hast held thy brother s pledge ?

Or from the naked stripped their covering ?

7 Or failed to give the weary drink,

Or from the hungry hast withheld thy bread ?

8 [Hast said]
6 the land is for the strong ;

The honorable man, he dwells therein
;

9 Yea widows empty hast thou sent away,

The arm hast broken of the fatherless.

10 Wherefore, it may be,
7 snares are round thee spread ;

And sudden fear alarms ;

11 Or darkness, that thou can st not8 see,

Or water floods that overwhelm thy
9
soul.

12 Lo !
10 where Eloah dwells ! the heaven sublime !

u

Behold ! the crown12 of stars ! how high they are !

13 &quot; How doth God know ?&quot; Tis that thy thought is
13

saying :

* Ver. 4. For thy religion s sake. E. V. for fear
o/Oiee. So UMBREIT, &quot;aus Furcht vor dir;&quot; ROSENMUELLER,
el til., oiU of respect, reverence, aus Ehrfurcht, which UMBKEIT
condemns. DELITZSCU rightly takes

I&quot;! SO&quot; here subjectively
T :

thy fear of God thy professed religion, as in iv. 6; xv. 4.
* Vcr. 5. May It not be? See EXCURSUS IV., AD

DENDA, pa. 185.
* Ver. 6. .May it not be? See Exc. IV., pa. 185.
* Ver. 8. (Hast said). On these words in brackets,and

their propriety as an essential part of a clear translation, see
Exc. IV. p. 1S5; also remarks of Rabbi Tanchuin there cited,
on a similar case, Lam. iii. 36.

7 Ver. 10. Wherefore, it may be. See EXCURSUS
IV., ADDENDA, p. 185. The passage treated as conjectural,
or hypothetical, from ver. 5 to ver. 10.

Ver. 10. Canst not see. This refers probably to
Job s supposed mental state, as one incapable, according to

Eliphaz, of discovering bis true moral condition.
Ver. 11. Thy soul; The translation full here, but in

the very spirit of the Hebrew which uses
&quot;|t?2J,

thy soul, for

the personal pronoun.

10 Ver. 12. !*! tfSn, here has evidently the force of nn
interjection calling attention, and is equivalent to 71371- It
is one of the clearest of the many cases specified by NoLDitH
where it has the sense of ecce. See Gen. xiii. 9; Deut. xi.Sd:
1 Kings xv. 23, and scores of other places. It is in sn h
cases rendered xn by the Syriac (Lo! behold!) as it gives it

in tliis very place. The LXX. in such cases have ISov, and
the Vulgate ecce. In the Hebrew itself, in passages precisely
parallel in Kings and Chronicles (sec examples in NOLDIUS)

tOn and njn re interchanged. So also in the Targum
renderings. Its interjectiona! force appears here by its being
put in parallelism with nN&quot;! belwld (iSov) in the second

clause. It is, moreover, the language of emotion here (of
admiration) and therefore exclamatory and broken; liter

ally : Lo Eloah ! height of Heaven / as in xi. 8, D&quot;DK/ T\3 1,

height* of Heaven /or 0, immeasurable height !

K Ver. 12. Heaven sublime. niU (Ctaboab)is
In Hebrew the emotional word for height in distinction from
the more prosaic terms, and therefore the rendering sublime
is chosen, not only to avoid a tautology in English, but as
most expressive of the emotional. This appears from its
other sense of glory. It is height with wonder (ttyos). It is

strictly a construct noun without any words of assertion, or
of place : Ecce, Eloah . Sublimitca Ccelorum t We must supply
connective words.
M Ver. 12. Behold tbo crown of stars. Literallythe head of the stars (t^JO). Rendered in various ways :

DELITZSCH, head; so UMBREIT and others; CONANT, mmmil;
RKNAN, le front des etoiles. The crown seemed preferable, as

denoting some biilliant star or constellations, nearly over

head, as .those three brilliant constellations, the Swan, the

Eagle and the Harp, with each a star of the first magnitude,
appear almost directly overhead in the early part of the au
tumnal nights. It was first thought of rendering K?JO, the

zenith, or the pole, but the first would be too astronomical,
and the latter would be incorrect, for the pole star or stars

are not overhead, and would not be selected for their alti

tude. It is a night scene, a real scene. They are looking
up to the very vertex of the heavens, at the constellations

shining down upon them from the immeasurable spaces
above. Nothing gives such a conception of altitude, when it

is regarded as something emotional in distinction from the
mere frigid mathematical estimate of abstract number. How
very high they are! It is as when we read the old account
of the Flood ;

not simply that the waters rose fifteen cubits,
or more, over certain measurements. That may have come
from tradition, or in some other way. There is little or no
motion in it. But when the writer says the waters rose,

up up, nXO &quot;1NO higher higher we feel that it is a

i-pctator who is describing the scene, or that it is all a de-

B gned and artful deception. Sobers; this emotional lan

guage: Lo! Eloah! sublimity of heaven! See! the crown
of stars ! how very high they are ! otrov

v/i/&amp;lt;oj
/ The rapt

simplicity of the language, its broken, wondering utterances
all show that if it is a painting, it is a painting from the life,

the vivid representation of a real scene in -which the emo
tion overpowers and checks the language. It is a silent,

heartfelt, admiration, like that of the Shppherd in Homer s

exquisite night scene, Iliad viii. 559

iravra Se r eZSerai dorpa ytyrfde Sf re
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;peva jroi/onji

&quot; When all the stars appear, and the Shepherd rejoices
in his soul.&quot;

u Vcr. 13. Tis that thy thought is saying.
But when had Job said this, or anything like it? It would
not be easy to point it out, unless in some way, the language,
ix. 8, could be tortured into eome fashion of such a meaning
namely, that God could not see because He was so high, and
could not look through the cloud. Eliphaz, however, seems
to pride himself upon the greatness of the other view which
he assumes to take, namely, that the higher God is, the more
keenly does He see every thing below Him. Compare P*.
cxiii. 5, 6, where God is said to be so high that &quot;He stoops
down to see the things even in the heavens,&quot; the lower
heavens as well as things on earth. DELITZPCH renders

TV&quot;OX thou thinkest. or thotighteft for which there is the au
thority of Greek verbs of speakinsr, and in the same way for

thinking or speaking to one s self. But Job no more thought this

than said it. He could form as high Lotions of God s space
altitude, as Eliphaz, and he never had the crude notion that
Qod could not soe from behind the cloud ;

-but space altitude,
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&quot; Behind the dark araphel
14 can He judge ?

14 Clouds are a covering, that He cannot see
;

All by Himself 15 on heaven s high dome He walks.&quot;

15 Ah ! wilt thou call to mind&quot; that way of old,

Which evil men once trod
;

16 They who were withered 7

up before their time,

Their strong foundations melted18
like a flood,

17 The men who said to God,
&quot;

depart from us,

For what can Shaddai do to them19
?&quot;

18 When He it was who filled their house with good,
That way of evil men, O be it far20 from me.

19 The righteous see it and rejoice ;

The guiltless make a byword
21 of their doom :

20 &quot; Now is our enemy destroyed
&quot;

(they say) ;

&quot; And their abundance hath the fire devoured.&quot;

21 O now make friends
22 with Him, and be at peace ;

For, in so doing, good
23 shall come to thee.

22 Receive instruction
24 from His mouth

;

And treasure up His words within thy heart.

23 To Shaddai turn
j

25 then shalt thou be restored,

When from thy tent thou hast put far the wrong.
24 Then shalt thou lay

26

up gold as dust,

Yea Ophir gold like pebbles of the stream.

or space distance, was but little to him compared with that
other idea of tho Divine nearness to his soul, which he had
somehow lost, and for which he so intensely mourned. We
gee this in the next chapter, and some of his language there
about &quot; not finding God on the right or on the left.&quot; may
have been suggested by these very words by which Eliphaz
sought to overwhelm him. It mattered little to him how
high He might be above the stars. It was a present God
for whom he longed, when he said,

&quot; that I knew where
I might firvl Him.&quot; Without the feeling of His near grace,
the theistic idea, with its highest space conceptions, had as

little moral value as the modern scientific deity, so far off in

time, and who has done nothing since the first projection of
&quot;the nebular fluid

&quot;

in empty space.
u Ver. 13. The dark araphel. It was thought brat

to keep in the translation this grand sounding, and most
significant Hebrew word. It denotes the nimbus, the black
thunder ctaud calif/0 nubiitm.

13 Ver. 14. All by himself he walks. DELITZSCH:

He walketh at His pleasure &quot;1 /HfV- The Hithpahel keeps the

personal or reflex sense, denoting a course of action. Com
pare it as applied to man, Ps. xxxix. 7. Eliphaz seems to

ascribe to Job the idea which Lucretius gives us of the gods
as living by themselves, extra mundum, and taking no part in

human affairs. See Luc. I. 57.
w Ver. 15. Call to mind. ^lOt^H, rendered observe,

keep, etc. So COXANT and DF.LITZSCH. Tbe other sense, to

watch, to /&amp;lt;/&amp;gt; note of, Ps. xrii. 4, seems better adapted to the

warning style of Eliphaz.
&quot; Ver. 16. Withered up. See note ch. xvl. 18.

18 Ver. 16. Melted. p is used of metals melted, dis

solved, and thns poured forth, not of water generally. The
rendering above given is not only truer, but more expressive.
The reference would seem to be not to the flood, but to the
destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, fused or melted by the
volcanic lightning. This is confirmed, ver. 20, in the mock
ery or by-word of tho righteous:

&quot; Their abundance hath the
fire consumed.&quot; Tbe overthrow of Sodom and Gomorrah
became a by-word in the Hebrew, as in the phrase, &quot;rt

overturning of Sodom and Gomorrah,&quot; so often repeated by the

Prophets. Th same language passed into the Koran. See
Note Genesis (Lange), pp. 442, 443.

19 Ver. 17. To them. One of the sudden changes of

person so common in the Poetical Hebrew.
Ver. 18. That way of evil llK&amp;gt;n. The second

clause is a repetition (of Job s language, xxl. 10. Eliphaz
perhaps means to show thai; he can saj- tWs with more sin

cerity than Job. .

a Ver. 19. By-word. J^7 here can hardly have the

meaning of sport or derision, though that is its usual sense.
We must not, indeed, judge it by our modern more Chris
tianized feeling; but such a rendering would be incongru
ous to an event represented as long past, such as this ever-
memorable catastrophe of Sodom and Gomorrah. The way
of speaking of it assumed the warning, but not the taunting
or mocking form. See Note 18 and the reference there.

22 Ver. 21. Make friends, tfj J3DH. The Hiphil
T I v :

-

form here^ we may suppose, Is suggested by, and still pre
serves some of the sense of, the Kal., ver. 1. Muke tliyxelf

truly profitable serce Him truly, and not with a view to thy
own profit, as is intimated, according to our rendering, in

the second clause of ver. 1. UMBREIT well gives it: Zeig
dich als trenen Diener iluii.

23 Ver. 21. Good shall come to thee. The term

good the divine Blessing, as some render. When a man
serves God without thinking of bis own profit in so doing,
then will he be truly profited. It confirms the view the
translator has taken of the second clause of ver. 1.

2&amp;lt; Ver. 22. Instruction. miJV The absence of the
article and the general style of the exhortation show that it

is precept or instruction generally, and not the Mosaic law, or

any fixed code, that is intended.
i&quot;1 Ver. 23. To Khaddai turn. The exhortation here

is also in the words of Zophar, xi. 14,
&quot;

let not ICTOIHJ abide&quot;

etc.

80 Ver. 24. Lay up jfold. The translator is satisfied

that our E. V. is right here, though so many commentators
vary from it, even so far as almost to reverse the thought.
As CONAXT, whoso version is clearest and best expresses the
sense of them all:

Oast to the dust the precious ore,
And the gold of Ophir to the stones of the brooks.

That is, reject it : count it ns dross of no value. There
are some very strong objections to this : 1. Such a contempt
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25 Theii, too, shall Shaddai be thy precious
27

ore,

Thy silver from the28 mine.

26 Then in th Omnipotent shall be thy joy ;

Yes, to Eloah shalt thou lift thy face.

27 Then shalt thou pray to Him, and He will hear,

And offerings thou hast vowed thou shalt perform.

28 The thing decreed by thee shall firmly stand ;

And over all thy ways the light shall shine.

29 When men look down, then shalt thou say
&quot;

aloft

[Look up], the meek-eyed will HE raise.&quot;

30 Yes, even the80

guilty HE shall save ;

By the pureness of thy hands shall they escape.

of wealth is not after the Old Testament style of speaking.
Abraham is commended for his wealth ; his great possessions
are reckoned np as being a part of his own value. So is it

with Job at the commencement and at the end. Sheep and
rmnels are as ranch dross as the gold with which they are

bought. 2. The translation objected ro makes a jar in the

general movement of tbe passage. There is nothing in its

structure demanding a parenthesis, and the other view,
which regards the gold and the silver as a blessing, is but
an enlarged specification of the promise, good iiha.ll come to

thee, ver. 21. It is. too, a part of the restoration or building

vp promised ver. 23, and so remarkably verified in the end
of the book. 3. Job had, at th-tt time, no gold of Ophir, or
wealth of any kind, fo cat away, and such advice to him in

Eliphnz would seem t Ao a
, njofekery,, whilst making it the

lore of gold wonld \&amp;gt;o iSr-tetched herej even if it had any

seeming warrant from the words. 4. JV$ never means to

cast away, pryicere, a sense -which Ge*eniusV gives to accom
modate it ro this one phce. It is & Wry&quot;, uniform word,
mi-lining to pnt,pjace^ etc, and whpn nse(| in /such a connec-
ti n as this has &amp;gt; lm&amp;gt;&amp;gt;rt/the contrary meaning of depositing,

laying vp, treasuring np. etc. GESEXIUS reference to Ruth iii.

15 ha^ no applicability. Tho easy rendering there is: &quot;He

measured the- barley, and put it upon her,&quot;
&amp;gt;* a load. 5. In

opposition to the idea of rejecting a worthless stands tbe
evid -nt tact, that the point of the comparison in &quot; dust and
pebble*&quot; is not wnrtbl -mncsnof v;ilno orqitality, but greatness
of quantity. Tbo other \K&amp;gt;w fthat of K V.) is perfectly con-
sis nt with the context before and after. EHphaz assures
Job trnt if he repent* (the common Arabic sense of 31ty=
31J1). he shall be whiindantly prospered, and gold may be a
part of such prosperity as well as any other kind of property.

WO here may be taken as an imperative with a predictive

tense: bnt it is better to regard it as an infinitive connected
with 7133/1 ver. 23:

&quot;Yes,
so built up as to put gold, or lay

up gold, as dnst.&quot; For a passage exactly parallel to the
second dame, see 2 Chron. i. 15: ix. 27 ;

&quot; Solomon made
silver in Jerusalem as plentiful, D MNl), as the stunes.&quot;

7p, in the first clause, is comparative from the idea of one

thing placed by or right over another, or rather with the sense
of orer r beyond, like O comparative, or the Greek naps.
fti&amp;gt;met mes. In the second clans&quot;, instead of &quot;11^3, KE&amp;gt;&quot;NI-

CDTT found ^liO in tbe nure ancient edi&amp;gt; ions. But it maymake thommp sense taken either way, as Jos* BEX GAX-
KACH (Alovl TFaftrf), in his Grammar^ pa. 34, gives a god
many exa

pl&amp;gt;-s
of wh-t he styles miOH H 3, the beth of

trch&quot;iigf, that is, of tubftitution r comparison one thing in
the place of another, und so performing the office of J], See

the late Frankfort edition (Hebrew) of the Sepher Ha Rikma,
pa. 31. What follows, ver. 25: The Almighty shall be thy
treasure, is in harmony with this, and even made more em
phatic by it: &quot;Gold thou shalt have, the richest earthly
treasures, but above all, and crowning all, the blessing of
God.&quot; The view here taken was held by the best of the old
commentators cited in POOLE S Synopsis; it is clearly main
tained by RosEHMtr.LLui:, and partially by UMBREIT. It is
confirmed by the old Versions, especially the Syriac, which
is remarkably clear: &quot;Thou sbalt gather (B?J3j&quot;\, lay up,
treature up) silver like dust, and gold of Ophir like the sands
of the sea.&quot;

i Ver. 25. Thy preclons ore. A superlative word
is wanted for the Hebrew intensive plural, yiM.
* Ver. 25. Silver from tbe mine. Literally, tUver

of failings obtained by hard labor, either from the depths
of the earth (see xxviii. 3, 9), or from the high mountains

(comp. Psalm xcv. 4, flf3lp, rendered
&quot;strength of

the hills,&quot; or labors of (he hills). It is the radical idea of

tpr,
to be weary that whicn is obtained with great pains.

* Ver. 29. Aloft HIJ=!&quot;PXJ, elevation, or elation in

general. It is best taken here interjectionally, like our
phrases, upward ! onward. So ZOCKLER very happily : Wenn
sie abwarts gehen, so sagst du, &quot;empor!&quot; Tbe exhortation
here is something like that which Eliphaz gave, iv. 3, 4,
when he speaks of Job s having &quot;strengthened the feeble
and lifted up the sinking.&quot; So here, Job should use his ex
perience for the raising up of the depressed.

*&amp;gt; Ver. 30. The guilty,
pJ-

N, literally, the not inno

cent, a milder expression than the guilty. # is a negative,

an apocopated form of t X, only occurring elsewhere 1 Sam.

iv. 21, in the proper name Ichabod (IfaD- X), improperly

rendered, sometimes, where is the gloryt It is literally no
glory, or the glory gone. This particle X, as a negative, be
comes quite common in the later Rabbinical Hebrew, as in

the frequent phrases, N, impomible, X, non

necessarium. Pee, on this passage, the notes of COSANT and
DEUTZSCH. The latter regards Eliphaz as predicting what
was actually fulfilled in himself and bin companions, ch. xlii.

8, when they are delivered from condemnation and punish
ment on account of Job s superior purity.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

1 Then answered Job and said :

2 Again, to day, my plaint rebellious1
still

;

The hand2

upon me heavier than my moans.

3 O that I knew where I might find Him3 knew
How I might come, even to His judgment seat.

4 There would I set my cause before His face
;

There would I fill my mouth with arguments ;

5 &quot;Would know the words that He would answer me,
And mark what He would say.

6 Gainst me would He set forth His mighty
4

strength ?

Ah, no not that but He would look on me.

7 A righteous one there pleads
5 with Him

;

And from my Judge shall I be ever free.

GENERAL NOTE. Chap, xxiii. seems to mark an interval, or

a now scene, or simply a new day, in the dramatic move
ment. EWAI.D thinks the discussion extended over several

day-&amp;lt;.
This is very probable. When the Iriends first came,

they sat in silence with the sufferer,
&quot; seven days and seven

nights,&quot; a mode of expression denoting a number of days
at least. What is there improbable in the supposition that

days, with intervening nights, were occupied with the dis

cussion itself. Still less improbable is the thought that
there were intervals of silence. It would be in harmony
with the ways of the Arabian Consessus, marked by patience,
anl a deliberate waiting of one party for another, to give
tinif lor reply or silent thought. And how appropriate
would this be in the case of the suffering, exhausted Job.
The pauses of silence in the midst of his speeches are else

where alluded to, but more or less of an interval may come
between some, or all of them, taken as wholes. This chap,
xxiii. with its peculiar commencement, certainly does not
look like an immediate reply to the preceding speech of Eli-

plmz. In the very first words, Job seems absorbed in himself,
in his own sad cas, and although, in the course of it, there

are some things which seem to have been suggested by the

previous speaker, yet, in the main, it has very much the

character of an outburst of feeling, betraying little con
sciousness of any antecedent or present outward surround

ings. Again they must have had some time to sleep the

friends, at least, though Job could not sleep for pain (see vii.

4) and the preceding speech of Eliphaz seems evidently to

have been in the evening, or in the night somewhat advanced,
when &quot;the crown&quot; of brilliant stars, right over head, pre
sented such an appearance of extraordinary altitude. As
shown in the notes to xxii. 12, the language in which that

vivid night scene is painted reveals emotion, such as must
have been felt by actual spectators. Such words were never
used by any one speaking in the daytime. Then, again,
there is in the close of the speech of Eliphaz a falling off, us

it were, from the former harshness, especially as shown in ver.

5 and onwards. A more soothing tone is adopted, as though,
soothed himself by the contemplation of the silent heaven-,
he meant to calm the mind of Job, by a picture of returning
prosperity and new gifts of grace. thus leaving him to get
what rest he could. How the others pass the night we are
not told, although they must have been very near him.
Thus viewed, the commencing words of ch. xxiii. may be
taken in their most literal sense of liodie, to-day, and not as a
mere intensive expression for the present moment :

&quot; Even
now,&quot; as DELITZSCH takes it, or &quot;after all our efforts.&quot; That
makes a fair sense, though the one here given is not only the

more literal, but the more impressive. Job has been moan
ing all the night upon his couch of ashes (see vii. 4), and
when morning breaks, the first thing heard from him is that

mournful refrain, that wailing complaint of God s estrange

ment, which makes all their labored advice indifferent to

him. It may be noted, too, that the stricter sense of hodie is

expressed by QJ denoting addition, again, stitt more, another

day of sorrow and reproach. So RENAN:

Encore, une fois ma plainte.

And thus he sends np that cry of the first verse which he
had been laboring though unable to repress.

1 Ver. 1. Rebellions still. The weight of authority
is in favor of giving 10 the sense which would naturally
come from rPD instead of &quot;OO- although the two forms
are allied. In the present passage, too, they would come
to very much the same thing. DELITZSCH renders it, biddeth

defiance. ZOCKLER, in a similar way, as also EWALD and UM-
BREIT. BEXAN, appelee revoke. Still it does not necessarily
mean rebellion against God, but rather rebellion against all

his own efforts to suppress his impassioned grief. It bursts
forth in spite of all ho can do. And this is in harmony with
the second clause: heavier than my groaning.

2 Ver. 1. The hand npon me. It is only a true
translation of T, and of its possessive suffix of the 1st

person, if we take V, hand, for the plague sent upon him,
as the weight of authority, old and new, seems to require.
Severe affliction is so frequently denoted in Hebrew by the
words mi&quot;! &quot;Vi

the hand of the Lord, that the ellipsis natu

rally arises, and the word hand alone is used for the whole

phrase. See Fa. xxxix. 11, where ^JJ, blow or plague, in the

1st clause, is equivalent to
!JT H^jn, the attack of Chy hand,

in the second. It may seem harsh to us, bnt to the Hebrews
it would be more easy and natural than to use hand liter

ally, as DEUTZSCH does, for the organ as the instrument for

the outward suppression of inward feeling: &quot;my liand lieth

heai-ili/ on my groaning.&quot;
* Ver. 3. O, that I knew where I might find

him! The Psalmist would have said, find my God, 7X

or Tf 7X- Tne absence of such personal expressions in Job s

speeches is a peculiar feature of the book. It is an evidence
all through, of the great want which made Job s chief afflic

tion that hiding of God s countenance he so mourns for

here. There is something, too, very significant in his appa
rent avoidance, sometimes, of the Divine name : mitjhf jiud
HIM. It has occasionally, something of an angry lok, as

in iii. 20: &quot;Why does He give light to the wretched?&quot; Here,

however, there is a deep pathos in it:
&quot; that I might find

Him&quot; Him, my estranged God, whom my soul seeketh, but
whom I hardly dare to name.

* Ver. 6. His mighty strength. The reference

doe* not seem to be to the idea sometimes expressed, that a

man could not live if God appeared to him in His ma.jrsty.

There is meant rather fhe strength of argument Q &quot;V).

Would He &quot;be strict to mark iniquity?&quot; Would He set out

the tremendous claims of His law and justice? Something

inspires Job to say, Ah no ; He looitldjust lookatme (2 7 D t?

put His heart npon me, as the ellipsis is usually filled up), have

regard to me, see my misery ;
He would &quot; remember that I

am but dust.&quot;

t Ver. 7. There pleads with him. This is the

simplest and most literal rendering of the four Hebrew
words of the text. There is no need of putting in any po
tential or subjunctive signs, such as may, miijht, could, would,
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8 Lo, to the East I go ;
He is not there ;

Toward the West, but I perceive Him not.

9 To His wondrous working on the North,
6 I look, but look in vain

;

In the void South 7 He hides Himself, where nought can I behold.

10 But my most secret
8
way, He knows it well ;

He s trying me ;
I shall come forth as9 gold.

11 My foot hath held His steps.

His way have I observed, nor turned aside.

12 The precepts of His lips I have not shunned ;

More than my own behest, His counsels have I prized.

13 But He is ever One ;

10 who turneth Him ?

And what His soul desires, tis that He does.

14 The law ordained for me He now performs ;

And many a like decree remains with Him.

15 Therefore it is I tremble so before Him ;

I think of Him, and I am sore afraid.

vtiirde, etc. They may be inferred, if the reader chooses, since,
in English, plead* (indicative in form) may he equivalent to

may or would plead, if the context demands it; as though it

were said, that is the place where a righteous one pleads,

(may plead) with Him. It may also be remarked that &quot;Ity

IN also used impersonally forjustice, integrity, us in Psalm cxi.

8, whete it is joined with tnttli ; so that it might be rendered :

there justice plea-Is, or ia pleading with Hun. But such a

personification is hardly to be expected in Jjh. It may be
held that the sense usually given is the nearer one, and the
Rati -naligt may, therefore, be content with it; but that does
not prevent one from taking a higher and wider idea, if th-&amp;lt;

language fairly suggests it; since Holy Scripture, regarded
as given by God whatever may be the method of inspiration,

may be rationally treated as having a vast fulness of mean
ing. not double senses strictly, or enigmatical, but ascending
idea*, or stones of thought, the lower the basis of the higher,
according to the spiritual-mindedness of the biblical student.
When the clause is rendered in it simplest form: &quot; a right
eous One there pleads with Him,&quot; it suggests the thought of the
Great Intercessor. It is, too. n &amp;gt;t altogether foreign to the
book. It brinies up a*ain that mysterious idea which some
how came into the mind of Job, xvi, 21, born in him, and
forced out of him, as it would seem, by his extreme anguish
or a sense of his spiritual desolation:

Whilst nnto God mine eye is dropping tears,
That He Himself would plead for man icith God,
As one 01 Adam s nice doth for his brother plead.

There my l&amp;gt;e here, also, something of that game &quot;melan

choly conceit &quot;

(as UMBREIT styles it) which Job gets into
his &amp;lt;raZy head, of &quot;

&quot;&amp;gt;d s standing by him against God.&quot;

(ee Note xvi il). This righteous One personates, or is per-
Bonut -d liy, every other one who tlina pl-ads tor man on
earth The more near sense snitn here, and may be taken,
th -refire, .n the true exegetical interpretation on which all
rl-e must b- grounded; but what right has this &quot;higher

criticism,&quot; at it rails its-lf. to shut out that greater idea to
whii-h the lower mounts and which so touchingly appears
in the other pasgan-t : God only can help us with God. On the

rendering plead, see Note xvi. 21. Qt? may refer to circum-
T

gn&quot;C* &amp;lt;v condition us well as place. See Pss. cxxxii. 17;
cxxxiii. 3.

ver. 9. On the North. The North i-&amp;lt; the region of
th&quot; most Brilliant celestial phenomena. It is probably sug-
geatel to.Io iby whxt Kliphaz had said, the Light before,
nbout &quot;the crown of stars.

1
It is nnt, however, a view of

th v-g-ness of G-d in sp-ce which Job so much desires, as
nearne**, &amp;lt;&amp;gt;r a pnsn &amp;lt;&amp;gt; His spiri-unl presence. See Note xii.
12. 1 ~\yy2 here (in his working) must refer to some special

manifestations of the Divine creative and supporting power
in the rorm-ellatins th it surround the pol-; and, therefore,
the

e|&amp;gt;
thet m the t nn-1 tion is nece-gar\ to l.ring out what

In ihe original sneaking had gnnVi-nt emphasis without it.
7 Ver. 9. In th void Smith. Here, too, the epit iet

l n l as re.lly MoniMng to the significance of the lan-
gicige, uii l HHJastined by the figure contained in

?13&amp;gt;
- It

U the wwne a* that given by the phrase *mn, the te-

crel chambers of the South, is.. 9. Job points to the Southern
region of the heavens whr;h seems to be over Teman. It is

because few constellations appear there as seen from the
Northern Hemisphere. It is more like void space as com
pared with the brilliant North. Or there may be some idea
of the hidden underworld toward which that region is ima
gined to be the way. See VIRG. Georg. I., 242.

Hie vertex nobis semper svblimis ; at ilium
Sub pedibus Styx atra videt, Manesque profundi.

It is to be lamented that this sublime passage should be
marred by two of our best commentators. This is done by
UMBREIT, who most unnecessarily goes to an Arabic word,
which is really not cognate, to get the sense of covering for

r\Vty, common Hebrew verb as it is, and by DELITZSCH, who
whilst refuting UMBREIT commits a similar fault in respect
to the

FjIOJT
ol the second clause, giving it the Arabic

sense of turning aside, instead of the Hebrew sense of covering,

uyrapping (Pss. Ixv. 14; civ. 2). Between them they have ef

faced two plain Hebrew words, and blotted out a most glori
ous contrast so conspicuously set forth in the celestial ap
pearances themselves.

Ver. 10. But my most secretway :
&quot;lOj? -pi.

The word
&quot;113^ denotes something nearer, more familiar

than
Q_j;

would have done. See Ps. xxiii. 4, 13j? |&quot;|J&quot;IK 3.

&quot;.for
thou art with me.&quot; My way that is nearest to m, most fa

miliar to me, and yet better known to him than it is to my
self. The phrase H3JJ &quot;1T1, as used here, may help us to

the meaning of that controverted place, ix. 35, &quot;13J? f
3 X 7&amp;gt;

not ro with me, which would seem to give us the opposite idea-

of de-rangement, or being not one t-selfon, of himself as there
rendered. It is there the wild, confused, o elirious stte, in-

stea i of the well-known familiar way of the soul s move-
m 1 nts. Hence the same nietaphor of de-rangement, in so

many languages. See Note on ix. 35. But he knOWS.
This is another example of a sudden rising of hope and con
fidence following immediately after the expression of great
darkness or bewilderment. The thought of being known to

God, of God &quot;looking at him&quot; (ver. 6) thouah he cannot see
hig beholder. this immediately revives his sinking spirits
by assuring him of the Divine providence, as w^ll as hisown
seeing Ood would have done. It was the skeptical feeling,
the dark shadow of a theism, or fatality,, coming over his
soul that so distressed him. Deprofundis clamant.

Ver. 10. As jjolfl. 3517, attntm jnirixsimvm, the fliining

gold, by way of contrast, and in reference, probably, to what
Btphai says of

&quot;&amp;gt;Y3
xxii. 24. The true gold is Job himself

the true &quot;silver from the mine &quot;

(xxii. 23) that God is so

mysteriously working.

10 Ver. 13. Ever one. in&O : Litenlly, in one. In
f . :

one way. it maybe; but the best commentators regard it aa
beth eseentite.
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16 For thus it is that God makes weak my heart
;

It is the Omnipotent amazes me.

17 Not from11 the darkness am I thus cast down,
Nor yet because thick darkness veils my face.

w Ver. 17. Wot from the darkness. The render

ing given of this verse in E. V., and which corresponds to
that of UMBREIT and other commentators of repute, makes
no intelligible sense. It would represent Job as having this
awful dread upon his soul because God had not &quot;cut him off

before tho darkness &quot;

came, and then, with a feeble tautology
besides, because He, God,

&quot; covered the darkness from his
face.&quot; It all turns upon the rendering of 3 (or rather the

idea for which 3 gives the reason), and on preserving the

analogy between the VJ3D and the W&13 of ver. 15, and
TT V

the J33 and J3?D of ver. 17. The 3 gives a protest ra

ther than a reason. It was not the darkness that he dreaded
so much, as a thing personal to himself, or tho difficulty of

understandinghis own case, as that awful feeling which came
over him when thinking of tho confusion, blind disorder,ap-
parently, which seems to prevail in all the affairs of the

world, especially human affairs. This protest seems to be
in reply to what Eliphaz had said, xxii. 11, about the dark
ness which covered Job, and which, he intimates, had been

brought upon him by his Bins:

Or darkness that thon canst not see,
Or water floods that overwhelm thy soul.

See the conclusive reasons for the rendering hero adopted, a

given by DELITZSCH, EWAI.D, DILLMAN, and ZBOKLER. The
other rendering:

&quot; Hecnue I was not cut off before the dark

ness, neither hath He covered the darkness from my face,&quot;

would require a sudden change in the use of J3D, J3?D,

ver. 17, as compared with VJ3Q and 1jB)0 of ver. 15, or

from the causal sense, &quot;on account of&quot;
to the avertv-e sense

of &quot;

before&quot; besides the wrong rendering of DOVJ- Iu the

second clause of ver. 17, the in J30 ay have its force

on *J3 immediately following, as COXANT well remarks, or
on the whole clause : not for myself, whose face darkness has

covered or: not on account of the fact that darkness

black midnight daikness) hath covered my face. This gives
a sense most grand as well an significant. Job had lost the

spiritual vision of God. He could not find Him, could not
trace Him in his works or in his providences, all was dark
tit respect to himself. But there was still support in the be
lief that God knew him, looked upon him, ver. 6, knew his way
perfectly, ver. 10. Whilst this hope remained, he was not
altogether lost. But the other thought of fixed law which is

nothing else than arbitrary decree (vers. 13, 14), in other
words, a blind fatality, whether called God or nature, which
had no regard to human affairs at all, no moral concern for

man, this was anguish uualleviated. It was this that weak
ened, ipn, i&quot; modern phrase, broke his heart (ver. 16). It

was when he thought of this, that &quot;

trembling seized all his
flesh.&quot; xxi. 6. VVDtfJ, Ver. 17. Not cut of, but reduced to

rilence, awed, confounded.

CHAPTER XXIV.

1 How is it,
1 times from God are not concealed

That they who know Him do not see His days ?

i Ver. 1. How Is it? EWALD, UMBREIT, HEIUQSTEDT,
SCHLOTTMANN, DELITZSCH, ZocKLEE a formidable array of

authorities take this as a direct question: &quot;Why are not

times reserved (laid up, appointed) by the Almighty?&quot; In

the same way, most of the older commentators cited iu

POOLE S Synopsis. The English Version, CARTWIUQHT, LUD.
DE DiEU, and others, give it a different turn: Quare mium
Deo non tint occulta, tempora, niliUotninut tamen, etc.:

&quot;

Wliy,

seeing times,&quot; etc., or &quot;

why if,&quot;
etc. The Vulute makes it a

direct declaration: ab Omnipoteiite non mnt abscondita tempora.
Tl)9 Syriac has it: Wliy are not the wicked hid from God? as

though there had been read D ^ Bn, instead of Q JTj;.
The

acre/Sei? ai Spe? of the LXX. looks the same way. The au

thorities just cited generally take !J3jfJ in its secondary
sense of laid up, hence reserved, appointed; though some of

them give it the primary meaning; Why are times not hidden

from the Almighty? As though Job meant to intimate, que-
rulouslv, that it were better to think Ho knew nothing
about humau affairs than that He let things go on in su&amp;lt; h
darkness and disorder. COXANT adheres here, substantially,
to our E. V. : &quot;. WJiy, if times are not hidden, etc.&quot; The trans

lator is inclined to go with him. Job is speaking according
,0 the hypothesis of his friends. The qu.-stion, taken directly

according to the usual force of J^TO (
w ich means more

than why rather for what reason, Gr. n naStav), would t&amp;gt;e a
BtrniLC affirmation of tho certainty of the fact, that times are

not reserved bij the Almighty a position which Job wou d

hardly dare to take directly, and which, certainly, he would
ri it address to the others us an admitted truth, or one they
would not controvert. There is no difficulty about QTtp
and VO*- All understand them, the first, as denoting event*,

according to a frequent Biblical usage, and the second, days
of retribution or 01 divine manifestations. The hypothetical
idea is certainly very natural to the context, but what
gramma ical ground, it may be snid, is there for it? An
imswer to this is found in the peculiar nature of the particle

WT3, before adverted to. Another reason arises from tho

fact, that this particle certainly has an influence upon the

second clause, even if we take 1, in VJ?*V1 w * mere copu
lative. &quot;Why are times not reserved, and why do those
who know Him not see?&quot; This would make it a negation
of both propositions, whereas from the context, or rather
from tho whole chapter, the thins? denied or doubted would
rather seem to be the connection between them, or some
truth admitted in relation to God which is regarded as in

consistent with another having relation to man. There is,

however, no absolute need of supplying any such particles
as if or seeing tlxtt. The broken style of Job s utterance be
comes clear when literally and closely followed. It is sim

ply taking the words as they stand, only throwing the force
of J?nO on the second clause, and thus giving the inter

vening part a parenthetical character. In this way, 1 be
comes inferential, that is, it connects by way of inference, or

; thoughts rather than wo&amp;lt;ds. It may then be thus fairly
i paraphrased: How is it? times are not hidden from God,

j
you say and yet (1 connecting illatively, or one fact with

another) those who know Him, or claim to know Him, as

you claim to know Him, and to spenk for Him, do not see

His days of retribution?&quot; j?nO, hoic is tltisf jNT HD,
ri naOutv, as GESENTUS gives its etymology.

&quot; Times (events)
not hidden from the Almighty :&quot; that thi-i idea is intended

by Job in this first verse, appears from the fact of its per
vading his argument and all the pictures he draws of liad

men and their incomprehensible impunity. This is the
burthen of his complaint: God sees it all, knows it all, yet
seems to pav no attention to it (see ver. 12) does not heed

Hie enormity, lets it go on &quot;lets the wicked feel confidence&quot;

tionil, according to me rmsi. ini&amp;gt;r|irci:mmi 01 xxi
.*&amp;gt;,

mil

here he confines himself to their views of the present state

of tilings, maintaining that to all appearance, whether the
wicked prosper, or whether they meet with misfortunes

(there being no real inconsistency, or such as troubles many
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10

11

12

Yes,
2 land marks they remove ;

They seize on flocks they pasture as their own.

The orphan s ass they drive away ;

They take the widow s ox in pledge.

They turn the needy from their right ;

s

[At sight of them] the wretched hide themselves.

Behold them ! Like the desert-roaming ass,

So go they early to their work their prey ;

The barren wild their bread,
4 their children s food.

These reap his
5 fodder in the field

The evil man s his vintage do they glean.

Naked they
6
lodge no rag to hide their shame ;

They have no covering in the cold.

Wet from the mountain storm,

All shelterless they make the rock their
7 bed.

The others
6 tear the orphan from the breast ;

Even from the suffering poor they take the pawn.

Stript of their garments
9
go they forth,

And in their hunger do they bear the sheaf.

The oil within their10 walls they press,

And tread their flowing wine vats thirsting
11

still.

From the city
12

filled with dead, the groans ascend;

commentators, in his presenting both sides), God seems to

haw nothing to do with it, does not interfere with it, leaves
tl&amp;gt; n,-i to take thir own course, though seeing it all the while.

Job is in a strange state of mind, bordering on a kind of

fatalism; but his extreme positions are not so much his own
better feeling as they are the ground to which he is driven
in showing up the fallacies and ono-sidedness of tiieir views.
This thought, kopt in mind, will furnish a key to much that
has seemed dark and contradictory in the chapter.

* Ver. 2. Tea, landmarks. Here Job enters ab
ruptly upon specifications of events showing the disorders
God permits in the world. The whole chapter is a vivid

picture of this, although the items are strangely mixed to

gether as though the passionateness of the speaker carried
him out of all method. We have here the wretched vagabond
wicked, the rich and powerful wicked, the suffering poor,
the bold and daotard criminals, the murderer, the adulterer,
the thief, characters of every grade, their prosperity and
thrir misfortunes, the flight of the bad man (ver. 18), wlie-
thiT it be the thief pursued by the popular curse, or the
fallen tyrant fleeing from the hootiugs of the proletaires, his

rising again to power (ver. 22), his dying like all other men,
the common grave, the worm, the oblivion, all set before us
in a few touches that no effort of Dickens or Victor Hugo
could rival. In the midst of it comes the brief-sketched
cene of the stormed city (ver. 12), the dying groans, the
wailing of the departing spirits of the slain, and what runs
throueh all, and affects us more than all, the thought of
God above, who sees, yet seemingly

- cares for none of these
things.&quot; This is the polemic aim of the picture as against
the friends. Job s darkness has a background of truth, and
we need not therefore fear to say, that it is better than their
false light.

* Ver. 4. Their right. Heb.
-pi,

(heir way, their

home. That to which they have been accustomed. DEL.
Vor. 5. The barren wild their bread. De

scription of a wild gypsy life.

6 Ver. 8. Reap his fodder. The general sense clear,
tli particular applications uncertain. DEUTZSOH seems to
giv&amp;lt; the best interpretation: &quot;The had rich man has these
vagabond proletaires to cut his fodder, but does not entrust
to them the reaping of the better kinds of grain. So also he
prudently hesitates to employ them as vintagers, but makes
we of their labor to gather th straggling, late ripening
grap. In this and the following verses, the transitions
trom the one class to the other are very rapid. The most
concise way to express it in a translation was to italicise
one of the classes.

Ver. 7. Naked they lodge. The vagabonds again.
The transition very abrupt, but all the more vivid.

^ Ver. 8. The rock their bed. Literally, they em
brace the rock.

8 Ver. 9. Others tear; the widow s child, as men
tioned just above. These are the wicked rich as distin

guished from the proletaires, or reckless poor.
9 Ver. 10. Their garments. The pawned garment

taken from the poor.
10 Ver. 11. Their: the rich. They: the poor.
11 Ver. 11. Thirsting still. Not allowed to drink of

it
;
even as the hungry laborer not allowed to taste the grain

he is carrying. Their thirst aggravated by the sight of the
wine flowing from the presses which they tnrn.

12 Ver. 12. The city filled with dead. Literally,
the city of the dead. Here comes suddenly a new picture of
a city taken by storm. The accents connect DT1O closely
with

&quot;Vy,
and if they are to be regarded, the former cannot

be the subject of IpXJ ,
as EWALD and others render it,

whatever may be the meaning of the noun. The vowel

pointing, in most copies, is D HOi generally rendered men,

which would give the rendering in the one case, men groan,
and, in the other, men from the city a very feeble sense in

both cases. DELITZSCH tries to remedy this by rendering it

men of war, with a reference to Deuteronomy ii. 34; iii. 6
;

Judg. xx. 48. But men in those passages are simply so named
in distinction from teamen. In the translatiins of EWALD,
tlMtfRElT, DILLMANX, ZbcKLER, it is rendered Sterbende, the

dijinq. which CONANT also adopts. In this they follow the

Syriac, which derived it from the reading Q jTO instead of

D riD- The English reader will see how slight the differ

ence in the vowel pointine, (&quot; ) instead of (:), and how easily
the change might be made. The Syriac, from an unpointed
text, took the reading that seemed most natural. Ic also

appears in some Hebrew codices, and is well defended by DE

Rossi as prerenting the best parallelism to D
fldin or irmtnded. Those who have adopted th&quot; reading
D riO, which they render the dying, connect it with

the di/ing groan, thereby disregarding the accents. These,
however, may be observed if we give to D nO its true ren

dering, which is not the dying, but the dead, past participle :

From the city of the dead, so called because of the vast num
bers of the dead lying within it from the city filled with dead.
Then there may be given to IXJ a general subject, they

groan, or it may be taken impersonally, as in the translation
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And shriek aloud the13

spirits of the slain ;

But God heeds not the dire14

enormity.

13 They,
1 *

too, those enemies of light,

Who take no knowledge of its ways,
Who stay not in its trodden16

paths ;

14 The murderer at the dawn 1 he rises up,
To slay the poor the destitute

;

By night he plays the thief.

15 The adulterer s eye waits for the twilight shade.

No one, says he, shall see the way I take
;

A masking veil
18 he puts upon his face.

16 Through houses in the dark the burglar digs.

In covert19 do they keep by day,
All strangers to the light.

given above. The form
pXJ as distinguished from the more

usual
pJN,

and as having more of an onomatopic resem

blance to the thing signified, is used especially of tho groans
of the slain, as in Ezek. xxx. 24. &quot;I will break the arms of
Pharaoh and bo shall groan the groaning* of the slain.&quot; This

greatly favors, too, the reading of 0^/13. Here, as iu other

parts of the Heurew Scriptures, the authors of the accents,
if they belong not rather, in some way, to the Divine origi
nals, have shown their spiritual acuteuess. By the connec
tion they have made, IpXy stands by itself, as it were

; the

Riibject Is left to the imagination of the hearer, as something
well known, and whose suppression, therefore, is more pa
thetic than its mention: &quot;they groan.&quot; In this position, too,
it becomes more strictly tin imperfect of description, instead
of mere narration :

&quot;

they an&amp;gt; nrorminrj groans are contimtillr/

ascending.&quot; All this makes it tho more emotional. The force
of it may have been given by a look or a gesture, but the
strongest expression of it in a translation demands some in-

terjectionnl word or phrase : hark! how they groan ! os though
the narrator brought the scene right before him.
w Ver. 12. Tbe spirits of the slain, I? 3 J may

be rendered spirit (or, collectively, tpirit*) as denoting the go
ing out of the breath or life, or the foul, as DELITZSCH renders
it. So UMDREIT : ruft laut die Seele der zum Tod Verwunde-
t n; ZOCKLER the same way. It need not be relied upon as

proof of any peculiar notions about the separate existence
of the soul, and yet is in perfect harmony with other ancient

descriptions to the same effect. How often does Homer re

present the ppirits (i^u^al) of those slain in battle as going
out wailing, shrieking. Tpiov&amp;lt;rai, and often predicting the
doom of their slayers, according to that very old I elief in
the vaticinating power of the departing spirit. So Hector s

ghost takes its mourning departure to the Unseen World,
Iliad xxii. 3G2.

~6v WOTP.OV r
Bewailing his sad doom.

u Ver. 12. Dire enormity. The first feeling in the

study of this passage is, that the reading HviJD, prayer,
T :

which the Syriac followed is the rie-ht one. It has led UM-
BREIT and COXOT, with other excellent commentators, so to
reader it:

&quot; God heeds not Hie prayer.&quot; There comes to mind,
however, that rule of criticism, sound in the main, that the
more rare form is to be preferred, on the rational ground
that a change to it from the apparently easier is less likely
than the contrary course. Tbe view is strengthened, too,
when we look carefully at the idea conveyed by the other

form rnSDi though at first it seems strange. It is an un-
T :

usual word, and its etymological sense, leithout fall, inephtm,
(see this form Job i. 22

; Jer. xxiii. 13; and auother from the

same root 73H Job vi. 6; Lam. ii. 14) strikes us as poor,

and nnsnittbln to so vivid nnd impressive a context. Fr-&amp;gt;m

th ; s primary sense, how vcr, of utntlt&M, NMattwblM^ insipi

dity, comes that of absurdity, monstrosity, whence it ia applied

to anything odious and abominable, that which can be re
duced to no rule of consistency abnormal, abhorrent an ano

maly, as DELITZSCH renders it. Hence tho term chosen by
the translator from a simi ar etymology, though having
more force than the word of DELITZSCH an enormity (e norma)
out of all rule, utterly irrational. The more it is examined,
the more it will be seen to give, not only the truer sense

lexically, but the more impressive, the epithet qply calling
attention to it, without adding to its meaning. It is a mon
strous enormity, so considered, a hideous blot on the face of

creation; and yet, according to Job s picture, God pays no
attention to it. Horrible enough when we think of some
sacked town, or castle, in remote Idumea; but how is the
fee ing of such an enormity increased when we bring to re
membrance other scenes of slaughter fur surpassing it in
modern warfare, of Borodino, for example, or Sedan; or
when we call up other bloody pictures from Ancient His-

tnry, such as THUCYDIPES iiccount of the terrible defeat of
the Athenians in the land and sea fight at Syracuse (close of
Book vii. 70, 71). Some &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f the language is very much like
tlwt of this verse of Job, the mingled wailing and shouting
of&quot; the combatants, &quot;the cry of the slayers and the slain,&quot;

oAAvcrwv re &amp;lt;ca!
b\\vij.4v&amp;lt;at&amp;gt;,

in describing which the
&amp;lt;.ry

his
torian is carried up to the Homeric grandeur of language

and conception. Another reason for preferring 71/37^ i*

that

low

would have been the most natural verb to fol

(prayer), though D BT, with the usual ellipsis,

would suit either reading. The VUIGATE renders, Et. Deus
inultum abire non patitur; LXX. AUTO? Si Start -rovriav en-i-

&amp;lt;TKotrT]v ou n-eiroiTjTou, which may suit either reading.w Ver. 13. They too. 71371 emphatic. A new class
T &quot;

mentioned, but spoken of as well known those notorious cha
racters.

16 Ver. 13. Trodden paths, well knoirn, jYU l3j, in

distinction from the more general word
&quot;]&quot;n

like Or. arpa-

iros. Compare also the same word, Job. xxxviii. 20: &quot;paths

to its house,&quot; that is, the 1 i _ ht .

Ver. 14. At the dawn. Literally at the lijht, the
first beginning of day-break. There is no contradiction

here, as MERX maintains, of the previous description. They
are called enemies of light as much in a moral as in a phy
sical aspect. But even in the latter it is all consistent. The
murderer starts at the break of day to surprise and slay the

poor as he goes forth to his labor. Or the emphasis, as is

most likely, is on Dip , denoting not his rising from his

bed, but his sudden rising up from his ambush where he has
been lying all night, waiting for his victim, whom he sur

prises at break of day.
is Ver. 15. A masking veil. 1HO has more pro

perly the abstract sense of concealment, here put for the in

strument of concealment, whether a veil or a mask.
10 Ver. 16. In covert do they U-op. Literally,

(hey seal themselves up. 137, by themselves, or giving, as

7 sometimes does, a reflex or hithpahel sense to the verb,

though in such cases some call it pleonastic as T7 T7
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17 Yes, morning
20

is as death shade to them all ;

For (in it) they discern, each one, the terrors of the dark.

18 Light as21 the bubble on the water s face,

He flees, accursed his portion on the earth ;

Nor turns he ever to the vineyard
22

way.

19 As drought and heat bear off the melting
23
snows,

So Sheol those
2* who sin.

20 The womb25
(the mother s heart) forgets him there ;

Whilst on him sweetly feeds26 the worm.

He comes in memory no more ;

&quot; And broken like a tree Injustice
27

lies.

21 Again ;
the man who wrongs the barren,

28 childless one,

And to the widow no compassion
29 shows.

22 The strong, too, by his might, he bears30
away ;

He riseth up ;
no one is sure of life.

*h IjHn,
Gen- * 1, *h PP3, Amos vii. 12. This view is

now generally adopted, init the old rendering of E. V., TRE-
MF.I.LIUS and others: &quot;which they have marked (&quot;VinoATE, agreed
on) for thenuelees by */,&quot; has some claims to consideration.

Tli - absence of 1 gives it very much the appearance of a re

lative clause, and the verb to eoZmay easily denote anything
put upon the house for recognition. BASCBI tells us that
some of their Babbins explain it of the thieves putting bal-

upon the treasure houses discovered during

the day, that they might know them by the smell In the

night.
w Ver. 17. &amp;gt;fornlnjr. DF.LITZSCH would make morning

th&amp;lt;! predicate :
&quot; The depth of the night in as the dawn of the

mnniing ;&quot;
but his reasons, drawn from the position of the ac

cents, are not satisfactory. The other idoa is the more con
sistent one: the morning is to them the time of fear. They
recognize in it the terrors of the night, or what to other men
are such. A change of number again, VD ; but to be taken
distributively : each one of them, whether murderer, adult

erer, or thief.

n Ver. 18. light as the babble. See the same
comparison Hosea x. 7, &quot;as the foam upon the

waters,&quot; swiftly
gliding away. It is the thief making his escape when the
morning terrors come, as shown liy its connection with the

previous verse. The simplest and most literal view is the
best and clearest. It removes immediately the difficulties
winch some find, as though Job here was contradicting him
self in pointing out something unfavorable to the wicked
man. For this reason it has been turned into a prayer, a
wish: &quot;

liijhl may he be, etc.,&quot; but without a single mark in the
language to countenance any such idea. It is a part of his
picture, even if taken as describing generally the transito-
riness of the evil life, and it is at once explained by keeping
ever in view the two leading ideas contained in the first

verse, namely, events (timet) known to God, but no visible
signs of retribution coming from His hand. The wicked
man s misfortunes are freely mentioned, the popular curse
pursuing him, his death, and being carried off to Sheol, his
fleeing and keeping out of the way of the vineyards; but
these come from social and natural causes, not from any
seen hand of God. It is just as the drought and heat carry
off the snow waters. No more appearance of retribution in
the one case than in the other. Both classes of events alike
confirm his argument.

Ver. 18. The way of the vineyard* is the
open, known, cultivated country, in contrast with the fores R,
or the desert. See the similar expression : the way to the ciiu.
Eccles. x. 15.
M Ver. 19. Melting snows. This is the best expres

sion the translator could find for J^E? 73 D, waters of snow;
the watery TOOIC ; unless it referi to the streams that have be
come swollen from the snows; but the sense of quick carrying

off which is in SiJ would not co well suit the drying up of
1 streams. Compare, however, Job vi. 17. For the application of this, see remarks in note above.

Ver. 19. Those who. The second clause is an ex..

ample of the extreme Hebrew conciseness; and yet the

English nearly admits of it without sacrificing clearness:

So Sheol, who have ginned a construction barely tolerable, if

we regard who as containing the object in the subject (liko
the relative what), just as in the Hebrew of the above the
relative or object is contained in the personal pronoun ex

isting in the form of the verb.

Ver. 20. The womb. Compare Isaiah xllx. 15.
20 Ver. 20. Feeds the worm. A most striking, yet

mournful picture : Dead and gone ; forgotten by the mater
nal heart; but the worm loves him feeds sweetly on him.

Comp. xxi. 33. There is no need of the sense tucks here,

although it may be primary in
pr\D (compare VQ), unless

it carry the idea of sucking with relish
;
since the thought

of pleasure or sweetness must not be lost from the compari
son.

Ver. 20. Injustice. The simple rendering of rnij?

will do here, without taking it for the unjust man. It

would only make a repetition ;
whilst the idea of his injus

tice, too. lying prostrate like a broken uprooted tree which
can no longer yield him any fruit, makes qnite an addition
to the picture. If anything is to be supplied, it might per
haps be rendered his unjust gain, the cause put for the effect.

The tree broken off, and no longer yielding, would represent
this very well. If it is a personification, it might be taken
as in the Bnnyan style, the name given from the leading
characteristic : Injustice, there he lies, uprooted like a tree.

28 Ver. 21. The barren childless. This was
esteemed a more desolate state than that of the widow, even
the bereaved or childless widow.

29 Ver. 21. No compassion. Negative phrases, like

3 D&quot; X 7 (for T^ 11

), are sometimes the most positiv* and

svere in their significance: &quot;Does no good to the mdoir &quot;

ns
tTMBT,ir and DELITZSCH render it, is very tame. Not to do
good here is to be inhuman and unmerciful. It is not a

mere selfish neglect. So Sj^ ^S (belial) is not unprofitable

ness (its etymological significance), but utter vileness, and

7jtT?3 \J3 (tons of Belial), the worst of men. So in Greek

and Latin. Compare the axpe o? SovAo?, the unprofitable ser
vant of the gospel. In like manner, in-imicus is n&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t merely
not a friend (non arnicas), but a positive enemy; im-mitis, not
simply not mild, but moat fierce and cruel.

W Ver. 22. Bears away. IjCO
here may have the

Arabic sense, very near akin to the Hebrew of seizing, hold

ing fust; Comp. Pa. xxviii. 8, although the common sense of
drawing, dragging ateny, would suit very well. Whether this
is a new character that here enters into the picture, or an
old one brought up again, cannot be certainly decided. It
looks some as though the one described, ver. 18, as pursued
by the popnlar curse, whether robber or tyrant, had reco
vered power to the dismay of his enemies and of all others.
&quot; He rises up again,&quot; and they have to escape for their lives.
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23 God lets them rest
31 in their security ;

But still His eyes are ever on their ways.
24 They tower a little while, and straight are gone ;

Brought low like all,
82

like all they re gathered in
;

Even as the topmost ears are severed like the rest.

25 Is it not so ? Who then shall prove me false ?

Or bring to nought my words ?

DBLITZSCH makes God the subject of
&quot;JtJPO

: &quot;He (God) pre-

sen-eth the might!/.&quot;
But there is not the least warrant for

this on the face of the text, nor does he give any authority
for the sense of preserving thus taken for the verb. Nowhere
has TtJO any such moaning. Others, like UMBREIT, make

D &quot;V3X the subject: Die Starkeu halten lest anihrer Kraft.

The singular verb itself is not an insuperable objection
to this, although it is not easy, ami no such indica

tions appear as justify the collective use of the plural here,
or the distributive use of the singular in some other verses.

The context, too, is all against it. No intimation is given
that the true subject of the verb here is not the Hame man,
whoever he may be, that wronged &quot;the childless barren,&quot;

and &quot; showed no compassion to the widow.&quot; He it is who,
after his injustice to the weak, drags down his powerful
foes. The conjunction 1 would be sufficient to warrant such
an inference, besides the- structure of both verses pointing
to a contrast as intended between these two varying classes

of his victims, and thus making a completed picture. The
verb Dip - too, seems to carry the idea of one who had once

bet-n overcome, but now rises up to a greater vengeance.
31 Ver. 23. God lets them rest. Literally: &quot;He

grants to them that they may be stayed in confidence.

God is doubtless the subject here of
JjV,

but the verse is not

to be taken ns indicating either favor or disfavor. DB-
LITZSCH S version is so made as to give the first idea: &quot;Qod

giveth him rest, and he is sustained, and His eyes are over

all their ways,&quot; that is, to preserve and prosper them. In
i his the e is to be seen the influence of that idea which has
HO perverted the interpretation of this whole chapter. It is,

that Job is solely intent on describing the prosperity of the

wicked. But the contrary picture so comes out, in a num
ber of verses, that no forcing can keep it out of sight.

Hence the strangely conflicting efforts at explanation; one
class of commentators charging the others with holding un
tenable positions, until extreme men, like MERX, settle ihe
whole thing, to their own satisfaction, by the most arbitrary
changes in the text. Generally Job is not very logical ;

but
in this chapter, he seems never to lose sight of tlie two
leading ideas, before mentioned, with which he sets out in
its beginning : Events are itat hidden from (, orf, and yet thine
who profess to know Him do not see liis visible duyx of ratributum.
Both are maintained here. God lets the wicked go on j u
their security ; but He is not favoring them in so doing.
The second clause does not mean looking upon them for

preservation, but simply what it says: &quot;His eyes are on
their ways;&quot; or as it is said Prov. xv. 3: beholding the
evil and the good.

&quot; The language here reminds us of that
which Paul uses Acts x\ii. 30; win 11 he speaks of God ai

overlooking/ the times (TOUS /xei/ \pot-ow; i/ircptSuc, Job s word

CDT^ , ver. 1), not in the sense of not teeing, or winking at

as our translation gives it, but of looking over, or beyond,
to the great day when all shall be-right; just as the German
verb Hbtrsehen and our overlook may have both senses accord
ing to the context, or to the division of its prts. In inter

preting this chapter, the memorable passage xxi.30, though
controverted, is not to be lost si*ht of. Neither are we to

regard Job as denying a thing so undeniable, whether re

garded in ihe light of history or of revelation, as the fact of
there being sometimes visible divine retributions upon earth,
striking, though rare. But it was this view of their nou-

i-inibility, or of their comparative rarity, that was here to be
urged iigaiust extremely one-sided opponents, and every
pious interruption of that argument would have been out
of place.

Ver. 24. Like all. The force of S33, &quot;

like
all,&quot; goes

through the clause.

CHAPTER XXV.

1 Then answered Bildad the Shuhite, and said

2 To Him1

belongs dominion yea,
J and fear.

Tis He who makes the harmony
3 on high.

1 Ver. 2. To Him. BiWad would overwhelm the im-

ix-nitcnt Job with a display of God s power and mighty
works. He does this in a very grand style. As abstract

truth, or regarded as something said aboutGod (si-e remarks

on the interpretation of Htf, xlii. 7, INT. THEISM, pa. 85),

it, is better than Job s passionate expostulation; but the

Utter, it may be said, is nearer to the great mystery wliich

the untried Bildad has little feeling of, much as he thinks

he un lerstands it in theory. RENAN says here; &quot;Bildad,

desosperant de vaincre I impiet6 obstin6e de Job, et pour
montrer combien sa pretention d arriver jusqu au tr&ne de

Dieu est insense 1

,
cesse de IH prendre a partie et se borne a

exalter d uno mtniere geuerale la puissance divine.&quot;

* Ver. 2. Yea, and fear. The conjunction 1 seems to

hive the force of tue double et in Latin both fear and domi

nionor, dominion and fear, too, as though he meant to ter

rify the daring Job who talks (xxiii. 3) of coming even to

God s throne. Such a view is suggested by ^^^. a ettonger

word than i&quot;IJO\ religion* fear. This denotes dread, terror;

and, as thus making a climax, poems like something addi-d

to the idea. &quot; With Him is dominion,&quot; etc. It reminds us of

the doxology to the Lord s I rayer: Thine is the kingdom,
Uie glory.&quot;

8 Ver. 2. The harmony. Heb. DV7E?, peace, pax,
T

pnctum, as though referring to personal bfings. Here, how
ever, as spoken of the heavenly bodies, God s hosts or armies,
it must mean a physical harmony something like &quot;the

music of the spheres,&quot; or rattier tin* higher thought of beauty
and order out of which that Pythaeorexu conception arose.

See Ps. xix. 5: &quot;Their line (their vibra ing musical string)
hath gone out to the ends of the world.&quot; VULGATE: Concor-

diam in sublimibut mil. It is that idea of law as holding to

gether the universe which all devout minds had long before

Newton, although it was unknown in its mathematical
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The number of His armies, who can count ?

Or say o er* whom His light doth not arise ?

How then can man be just with God ?

Or how can he be clean, of woman born ?

Look to
5 the moon ;

behold ! she pales her
;

The stars, to His beholding, are not pure.

Much less a mortal man corruption s
6 child-

The son7 of man the worm !

terms. It is admirably expressed by SOCEATES in the GOT-

gum, 508 A, though treated there as an old idea of the wise :

&quot; For they say, the sages, that community (noivtoviav), har

mony, peace, holds together heaven and earth, and therefore

do they call it Kosmos.&quot;

* Ver. 3. O er whom arise. Some would render

hy Dip&quot;

1

surpass: God s light surpasses that of the moon

and stars This is undoubtedly the idea, as appears in the

verses following, but the more simple and literal rendering

clearly expresses it. There is suggested, moreover, the idea

of these lesser lights being but reflections from Him, &quot;the

Fathei of Lights,&quot; James i. 17. With the first clause of the

Terse compare Isaiah xl. 26.

* Ver. 5. Look to the moon : even to the moon.
~\y_

here expresses degree: usque ad, 1XD *1J?
even to the moon

so high. It goes with JH
in calling attention,

e Ver. 6. Corruption s child. Not merely to avoid

an unpleasant tautology in English may this rendering be

used, but as really giving that fuller etymological signifi

cance of the word which must have been felt in the original ,

Bince rUJPi the generic term for worm, is so called as the

supposed product of putrefaction ;
see Exod. xvi. 24. E^jX,

man individually, poor and wretched, mortalis, jSporos.

t Ver. 6. The SOU Of man. Q1X
J3,

man generi-

catty the human race, humanity. See xvii. 14 :

To corruption have I said my father thou
;

My mother and my sister to the worm.

How the Bible expresses the physical lowliness and the

spiritual greatness of man especially redeemed man united

by faith to the Eternal may be seen frgm Isaiah xlii. 14,

10: -Tear not thou worm, Jacob; fear thou not; for I am
with thee, I strengthen thee ; I help thee

;
I uphold thee by

the right hand of my righteousness. Thou art mint.&quot;

CHAPTER XXVI.

1 Then answered Job and said:

2 How hast thou helped the powerless?

Or saved the feeble
1 arm ?

3 How hast thou counseled the unlearned ?

Or truth,
2
in its immensity, made known ?

4 Of Whom3 hast thou declaimed?4

Whose inspiration is it comes from thee?

i Ver. 2. Feeble arm. Man of the feeble arm.
* Ver. 3. Trill it In its immensity. The expres

sion 3T7 almost always denotes a vastness beyond count
T

or measure; as Dent. i. 10; x. 22, etc., stars for multitude:
Josh. xi. 4; 2 Samuel xiii 5, etc., sand on the sen shore, etc.;

Judg. vi. 5; vii. 12, the innumerable locusts; 1 Kings ix. 27,
the countless willows of the valley, and BO on in many other

places. rPEftn here suggests the same idea as in xii. 1C,

where see note; as also EXCURSUS V, pa. 188.

Ver. 4. Of whom. O j&quot;\X This is rendered by
gome, with whom, that is, by the aid of whom. It agrees with
a sense that is given to px when regarded as a preposition,
and harmonizes quite well with the question in the second
clause. UMBREIT renders it to whom. So DEHTZSCH and
others, whom hast thou taugltt, making it the subject o

as in xxxi. 37. The latter view may be modified by rtg^rd-

ing O as the object of the verbal sense in
pVlDi rather than

of the verb expressed; and that probably gives the reason
of its being accompanied by PX, the hign of the object, used
whon ther-5 is som&quot;thinR emphatic a lout it, or requiring to
be peculiarly noticed. .Or i taken directly with rnjH, it

may be because the verb, in that case, has a double object

(whom dost thou speak words about f) like the Gfreek A^yeiv
nva. TI. In many cases where the sense of with is given to

j&quot;\X,
it simply denotes government, as in the frequent phrase,

S~HX HOn riVy, did good with. (or to) any one. This may
T &quot;T

be better rendered do one good (show him mercy), exactly like

the other Greek phrase, Spav nva. n.

* Ver. 4. Hast t lion declaimed. This seemingly

free rendering is given to
J

o mjH because the words,

taken together, convey here just that idea. 7^70 is thus

use&amp;lt;1 for the more formal speeches (sermones) or speeeh-
nmking, sententious and showy. The verb in its more primary
8nso of holding forth (setting before), making a show, contains
the same idea. This is increased by the emphasis on

&quot;0,

taken with J1X : who is it, who is the Being you are making
speeches about f The reference is to Bildad s display in re

spect to the heavenly bodies, as Eliphaz. too, had done xxii.

12. These are patent glories; but thu mind of Job is on the
dark mysterious side of things, and, therefore, instead of
lookin-r up, he looks down, and calls attention, in the oppo
site direction, to the depths l&amp;gt;elow, left only to the trembling
imagination of man, but ai visible to God as any of the upper
splendor that strikes our eye.
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10

11

12

13

Where5
groan the giant

6
shades,

Beneath the waters and their habitants,

All bare before Him lies the Underworld,
And deep Abaddon7 hath no covering.

High o er the Void, He stretcheth out the8 North
;

And over9 nothing hangs the world10 in space.
He binds the waters in his cloud

;

Nor is it rent beneath their weight.

He closes
11 firm the presence of His throne,

And o er it spreads His cloud.

A circle
12 marks He on the water s face,

Unto the bound where light with darkness blends.

Heaven s pillars rock
;

ls

They stand aghast at His14 rebuke.

So by His strength He quells
15 the [raging] sea,

And by His wisdom smites its threatening down.

By His spirit hath He made the heavens fair
;

16

The serpent swift (on high) His hand hath formed.

* Ver. 5. Where. This word of place is necessary as
connected with the declaration ver. 0. Seo EXCURSUS VI.,

pa. 189.
e Ver. 5. Giant shades. See Exc. VI., pa. 189
Ver. 6. Deep Abaddon. See Exc. VI., pa. 189.

* Ver. 7. Stretcheth out the north. See Exc.

VI., pa. 189.
10 ver. 7. Over nothing world in space.

Sen Exc. VI., pa. 189.
11 Ver. 9. He Closes linn. inXO, makethfasl. Shut

ting is only a secondary sense as used in Kal. Noli. vii. 3;
but there it more properly means holding tujht the gate, after

it is shut; th shutting being expressed by another word.
The best places to determine its nvaning here are 1 Kinus
vi. G, whore it is used of the building of Solomon s house,
and 2 Chron. ix. 18, where, as here, it is connected with ilio

building of a throne. The Piel here is simply intensive of
Kal. It never loses its primary sense, and therefore firmly
closing, as by a celling or a bar, would be better than I)E-

UTZSCH S &quot;

enshrouding,&quot; which nukes, moreover, a mere
tautology of the second clause. It may be a question whe
ther strengthening or firmly maintaining is not the sense here,
rather than shutting. Thus regarded, the verse would be

nearly parallel to 1 s. xcvii. 2: &quot;Clouds and darkness are
round about Him; but Justice ami Truth are the establish

ment of his throne.&quot; HDD JSi Ote face of the throne, would

be the 0/1X, the vestibule or porch of the throne legarded

as a large structure HD H ^3 7^) as described 1 Kings

vi. 3.
12 Ver. 10. A Circle. This is simply phenomenal, or

optical, rather. It sets torth the visible horizon though it

may be taken to represent the earth s remotest limit. DE-
LITZSCH makes too much of it. It has nothing to do with
the conception of the ancients that the earth is surrounded

by the ocean, on the other side of which the region of drk-
noss begins.&quot; That was an idea of the Mediterranean Greeks
and Phoenicians, rather than of the desert-roving or inland
Arabians.

13 Ver. 11. Heaven&quot;* pillars rock. The word
Poel of

fjll,
occurs only here, but it almost ex-

I
lriins itself: yerophaphu. It expresses a rapid, vibratory,

oscillating motion, a quivering, like the Greek purr) roi&amp;gt;

6f/&amp;gt;0aA/ioO, phonetically similar, but having a different ety
mology. The &quot;pillirs of heaven&quot; are the high mountains
that present the optical appearance of holding up t v

&amp;gt;e hea
vens, as Atlas to th&quot;se who bail on the African Atlantic ;

whence the Greek fable.
n Ver. 11. At His rebnke. His thunder-voice. UM-

BR BIT says admirably: &quot;We think on the heavy sounding
thunder rolling on from mountain to mountain (den duropf
von Burg zu Berg fort rollenden Dtmner).&quot; So Sinai shook,
Ps. Ixviii. 9; .lud. v. 4. Couip. also Ps. civ. 12: &quot; He tonch-
eth the mountains and they smoke.&quot; As expressive of this

astcjuibhmeut of iiaturu at the presence of her Lord, gee,

moreover, Ps. cxiv. 5-7 :
&quot; What ailed thee, thou sea, that

thou fleddest? thou Jordan that thou wast driven back f

Ye mountains that ye skipped like rams, ye little bills, like

lamb&quot;. Tremble thou earth
(&quot;&amp;gt; 7in) at the presence of the

Lord, at the presence of the God of Jacob.&quot;

16 Ver. 12. He quells. EWALD, DF.LITZSCH, and ZbcK-
LER, give y}*\ the opposite sense of rouses up, but the other

is certainly more in accordance with the Hebrew usage (see
Isaiah li. 15), as well as with the corresponding Arabic verb
(to return). So in the second clause, they translate Ilahab

(3m) as a proper name, and refer it to some supposed
monster of the deep. The sense ofpride, threatening, rage, or

strength (Ps. xc. 10) which the word undoubtedly has, suits
well the application to the sea, although, there is no pro
noun : Smites down the threatening storm (t PIO smites it

at one blow). This i-t the rendering of GESEVIUS, UHIIREIT,
and COSANT. It is too, in the more perfect harmony wi h
the parallelism, even if we regard Rabb a&amp;lt;&amp;lt; the sea monster,
to render J7JT as GESENIUS does. It would cairy the i .ea

of this mighty creature sporting in the storm, and struck
down by the power that quells it. Comp. Ps. cvi. .}.

w Ver. W. The heavens fair. By this rendering,
which is that of CMBREIT and CONA.NT, the parallelism is bet
ter maintained than by any other. The transition is now
from the stormy sea to the serene heavens. It is first to the
heavens generallv, or the brilliant nightly sky with its irlo-

rions arny of constellations, and secondly to oue particular
constellation (Serpen/t, or Draco), of excelling interest and
beauty. This constellation, from its striking Kiid graceful

appearance, is represented us the special woik of God s baud,
as the who o is of His creating, order-producing spirit (see

Gen. i. 2). It is called the ticifl serpent (Jleeinij, fuyitirei from
its appearance of gliding among the stars and ticiuing a^ it

were, around the North pole of the heavens. To one who
looks at this very aneient figure, as it now shines in our
northern nightly heavens, a very little imagination will

call up the appearance that suggested this epithet to Job.

7*7111. as tho Poel of 7lH. nf|S *h generative or parturi-
tive sense from the primary idea of pain, trarnil, or struggle,

and thence transferred to production generally. When ap
plied to God s creative effort*, if we may use the term, it

seems to carry the idea of gome mighty struggle with op
posing forces

;
not literally, of course, but as indicative of

the comparative greatness of the work (see Ps. xc. 2; Deut.
xxxii. 18). The other rendering: mounds, pierces the Serpent

(from *77n), makes an inconernou* image, and drives to

some far-fetched supposition like that whk h DEUTZSCH
gives, namely, God s piercing tho Dragon who swallows up
the sun iu an eclipse (see also his comment on cli. iii. 6). The
supposed parallelism, in that cive, between the first an-1 se

cond clauses, would consist in the first mentioned serenity of

the heavens, and the restoration of their light on the slayiiig
of the sun-devouring dragon. With all respect, however, for

80 excellent a commentator as DEUTZSCH, the opinion must
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14 Lo, these, the endings
17 of His ways ;

Tis but a whisper
18 word we hear of Him;

His thunder-power, then, who can comprehend ?

be expressed that this is extremely forced, besides being de-

trurtive of the exquisite harmony of the passage. It may
be said, moreover, that this table of the swallowing dragon,
however it might suit the monster-loving Chinese, or Hindu

imagination, is alien to the clear Sliemitic mind. There is

no proof of its having ever conceived any such thing. There
iB a difficulty in 703$, first clause. It cannot be the Piel

(make fair), it is said, for the want of the Dagesh ;
but that

objection is, by no means, insuperable. The gender also

tieemg in the way, unless, as some think, D is paragogic.

This, however, may bo resolved by the idea of an attraction

between the verb and niV in IDTO, which is in fact the

tiiore immediate agent; or it may be said to be demanded to

make a more perfect parallelism with IT J&quot;P /H in the
T T :

second clause: If wi may not rather regard T itself as the

subject of m)ty, anticipated, as it were. By taking it,

however, as a noun (the heavens are beauty), we get the same
general idea, and, as some might think, more vividly ex

pressed. There is some plausibility in the rendering
&quot;

by
his breatk (hi* windi h makes the heavens serene, as by a
clearing up after a &quot;tonn. This has in its favor its agree
ment with the previous verse, but it would impair the con
nection with the second clause. Another idea may be en

tertained, that by the serpent here is meant tho ordinary
serpent described by his ever gliding away, and then the pa
rallelism might be said to consist ot a contrast between the

heavens, the great works of God, and one of the lowest

things on earth. The astronomical idea, however, suits best
with the spirit of ihe whole chapter.
W Ver. 14. The endings of II is ways. The refe

rence is to the works of nature, or rather to those of the
greatest beautv and magnitude, su^h as are represented in
the latter verses of this chapter. These phenomena, splendid

as they are, are but &quot; the ends of his ways,&quot; the lower ends.
Tho great power stands back of them, or above them. It

calls to mind a most impressive formula employed by the
Arabian Schoolmen. Our present knowledge, or the know
ledge of sense, they called makateu larnure

)
the ends or off-cuttings of things sectiones rerurn,

(something, perhaps, like what Paul meant, 1 Cor. xiii. 9, 12,

by &quot;knowing in part&quot;
e /itepous). They compared it to the

threads which stick out from the lower or wrong side ot the

tapestry which the great Artificer is weaving above ejcitus

finales, rerinu (HIV) comparati cum telis qua) super jugo

textorio divinse voluntntis texuntur (see WIH.MET Arab. Lex.

611). Even tho brilliant heavens present to us the lower

side, the wrong side of the carpet, as it were, in which the

figures (the ideas) are dim and confused. How gloriously,
then, must they stand out above, or to the mind that sees
them from the higher plane!

18 Ver. 14. A whisper word. Nature s &quot;still small

voice,&quot; HpT HOOT Vlp, 1 Kings xlx. 12. The Iliuii-
IT- T T : I

der power, or literally the fhunner of His power, Qj1
is tnat displayed in the great creations, or creative

ig wiiu ii, in uisuncuon irom me oraeriy movements in
lie common course of things. See EXCURSUS on Ecclesiaste*
i. 6, Lange Com. vol. x. p. 150.

CHAPTER XXVII.

1 Then Job again took up his chant and said .

2 As liveth God who turns1

away my plea,

The Almighty One who hath distressed my soul,-

3 So long* as breath remains to me,
And in my nostrils dwells Eloah s

8
life,

4 These lips of mine shall never say the wrong,

My tongue shall never murmur* what is false.

1 Ver. 2. Tarns away. E. V. and others, &quot;takes

away my right,&quot; conveying the idea of an unjust decision.
But Job cannot mean this. In the first place, tho words
will not bear it. They cannot here be carried beyond the
idea of turning a?i&amp;lt;le, or putting off. In tho second place,
the. charge of an unjust decision would be inconsistent with
the act of swearing by God. which implies that He is the
sure support of right, as well as of truth the ground of con
fidence. God s people are represented as those who swear

by his name, Deut. vl. 13, jJ2$n 1D2O1, Isai. Ixv. 16,

&quot;shall swear by the God of truth and justice,&quot; f^x Tl^XS.
Isai. xlviii. 1; Ps. Ixiii. 12: &quot;L-t every one rejoice that
sweareth bv Him &quot; There is, therefore, weight in the re
mark that RASCHI quotes from Rabhi Joshua, that -.!&amp;lt;.!&amp;gt;

must have seived God from love, because no one swears by

tors, and gives substantially the rendering here adopted,
which is that of E. V., LUTHER and COXANT. For J after

verbs of swearing, see 1 Sam. xxi. 1C; 2 Chron. xviii. 13.

8 Ver. 3. Eloah s life. HO here evidently denotes

something more than TTDt^J in the first clause : The breath
T T :

of life, in distinction from the mere respiration. Eloah s life,

the life that Eloah has given. Comp. Gen. vi. 3, TH1, &quot;my

spirit, the spirit or life that I have given man. Comp.
Ecclesiastes xii. 7.

4 Ver. 4. Murmur. The Hebrew HJH is frequently
rendered to meditate; but this is only a secondary sense.

th life nf th kino. /&quot;t i^-^ &quot;ti^x . i

The Primary Idea is that of a low muttering, or murmuringf the king Cpori Pi) unless he loves the
king.&quot; voice, as when one is reading to himself. A contrast of

|

diminution is evidently intended here, and our word rn.in.r-

i muring, in i s primary sense of a low sound (not that of com-
I plaining), is the best our language affords for its expression:
shall not speak it shall not even breathe or murmur such a
thing.

* Ver. 3. So long: as. DELITZSOH and ZxicKLER, with
others, take the 3d and 4th verses as a parenthesis and
bring th force of the oath on the 6th. The reasons they
give will not hold. SCHLOTIJCAMN goes with the old exposi-
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Away* the thought ;
I ll not confess* to you ;

Nor mine integrity, until my latest breath,
7 renounce.

My right I hold ;

8 I will not let it go ;

My heart shall not reproach me9 while I live.

Mine enemy ;
be he the wicked one

;

And mine accuser,
10 he the unjust. __

For what the false
11 man s hope that he should&quot; gain,

When once Eloah redemands18
his soul ?

Will God regard his cry
When trouble comes ?

Ver. 5. Away tbe thought, Pro-

fanum. As used thus, it is a kind of interjection expressing
the utmost abhorrence : profane 1 abomination ! procul
absit.

Ver. 5. I ll not confess. DDnx ^K&amp;gt; Ad &quot;u

ynn to bf in the right.
Ver. 5. Latest breath. Literally, until I gasp,

&quot;!_&amp;gt;

- &amp;lt;*dh eyhicah, an onomatopic word.

8 Ver. 6. On the omission of conjunctions, see Note xiv. 2.

Yer. 6. My beart shall not reproach me.
REJJAN : Mou coenr ne me reproche pas un seul de mes jours.
So DELITZSCH: MIJ heart reproacheth not any one of my
days. This may do if we take iu D&quot;O i&quot; its partitive

TT
sense : any one ofmy dayi. But the other view which regards
the expression as denoting the time how long is easier and
saves a difficulty. The render sympathizes with Job s gene
ral vindication of himself; but the assertion that nothing to

cause self-reproach had ever occurred in any single day of
his life is extravagant and repelling.

10 Ver. 7. Mine accuser. Literally, one who riseth up
against me his adversary in the litigation. This idea is in

the Uithpoel
D01pfl!3&amp;gt;

like the Greek Middle participle

6 KaraSiKafoftevof. It is not an imprecation, nor even a
harsh wish, personally, except so far as it affords a vehement
way of repelling the charge from himself. It simply means :

it lie cannot make it out, then he is the wicked man, he the

unjust.
11 Ver. 8. Tbe false man. Such a one as they would

make Job to be, and such a one as he would truly be, should
he make false confession. GESENIUS gives to rijn the

general sense of profane, impious, impure, which is almost
the direct contrary of the Arabic ^ JH- Most of the later

commentators follow this. The old rendering hypocrite,

however, is almost everywhere used by E. V., and the idea
of falseness of some kind, which the context generally con
nects with the word, gives it countenance, especially in such
a place as this. It furnishes, too, a better ground of agree
ment with the Arabic sense of devotee, which might easily
come from it, or give rise to it, by that reverse association
which has grat influence in language.

12 Ver. 8. That he should gain. This corresponds
to the old versions, to the Syriac especially, and, in general,
to the views of the older commentators. The rendering,
when lie cuttelh off, given to the Kal Vi 2 (DELITZSCH, ZttCK-* T

ira, UMBREIT and others), is presented w :th great confidence;
but there are to it very serious objections. 1. It makes, in

fact, an intervening clause, to which, however short, the
accents ought t&amp;gt; have conformed. 2. It gives one subject
(God) to two verbs, in two separate clauses, each beginning;,
unnecessarily, with thu particle 3 a thing certainly very
unusual, if not unexampled in Hebrew. The rarity of such
a construction seems admitted in the fact that DELITZSCH
can only cite two cases: Job xx. 19; Neh. iii. 20. But a
careful examination of those places shows very essential

differences, rendering them quite inapplicable here. In

both, the verbs are preterites and follow each other imme
diately in the name clause. What H still more important,
in each example the first verb is evidently used as adverb

ially qualincative of the other. Thus xx. 19, yy
V&quot;&quot;},

&quot;he hath crushed, he. hath forsaken the poor:&quot; he hath cruelly
forsaken after crushing, or in crushing. The two make one

complex act, the first heightening the effect of the other.
The example, Neh. iii. 20, is still more clear. It is a graphic
picture of the builders of the walls of Jerusalem, each one

earnestly engaged in bis separate work: &quot;After him
B-&amp;gt;zuk,

the son of Zabbai, p lnn (&quot;PHil, he. was zealous, he
strettytfy-

8

ened;&quot; that Is, he zealously strengthened; us In oth&amp;gt;r cases
where one verb is qualificative of another, a. It would
make a feeble repetition, besides changing the figure: cut

off draw ont his soul.&quot; 4. It destroys the parallelism, MS it

breaks the clauses. The other view U very msv ami natu
ral, besides most perfectly preserving the parallelism and
the harmony of contrasted ides. It is certain that^ i 2 in

Kal has this sense of gaining, gathering wealth, though coming
from tue sense of seizins plundering, in a wo&amp;gt;d, of rapine
(rapttit); that, too, d&amp;gt; rived I om the still more i riuiry sense
of cutting. The pure primary sense, however, is quite rare,
and is mainly confined to the Piel, though even there the
sense of rapine in predominant. The idea of

gai&amp;gt;nny wealth

by violent means in the most comuion, especially in Kal,
and as it appears in the noun ym, which cumes to mean

gain acquired in any way. In Job vi. 9, we have the Piel
with the tense of carrying or taking away. Had it been
Piel here, it would have been more favorable to the view of
DELITZSCH; and it is not easy to see why, if such had been
the intended meaning, there should have been used another
form more commonly associated with the other idea.

KASCHI gives the same idea as we have in . V. He readers

it by 7lj to plunder (when he hath plundered). This, too,
-T

has the primary sense of excmon, and gives the Fame play
of words, or rather of ideas, which is one of the elements of
the parallelism: the rapine of the wicked man (his evil gain)
and his own raptus or carrying of. when death makes a prey
of him. DR. CONANT aims at preserving ibis in his transla

tion, whilst preserving also the old idea. The rendering
above given calls up the picture drawn by our Saviour,
Luke xii. 20, of the rich man congratulating himself upon
his grain* at the very time when his soul is required of him,
or literally when they demand back his soul (an-atrovtri) ;

&quot;then whose shall those things be, etc. The rendering
which this demands for the first j is certainly its most
usual and natural one before a future: yXS 3

i&quot;Ppn.

&quot;

hope that he shall gain.&quot; or may gain. In the next clause.,

where this connection ceases, it has the other and very fre

quent rendering of when, which is both temporal and causal.

There i&amp;lt; no difficulty about this. 3 connects as motive, aa

reason, or as occasion : Ovitfor or because when. All these

uses come from its original pronominal sense, and are ana

logous to the two senses of on in Greek (that and because),

and to the closely allied art (when), all of which flow out of

the pronoun like the double sense of quod in La in (that and

because, also quum when, neuter of old form quits for gut), and
the similar double use of tltat iu English.

IS Ver. 8. Re-demand. Great difficulty is found

with ^l^ ,
which cannot be made, grammatically, from

biyj) n r from 7 7ty, whilst the attempt to derive it from

l8 tn Kivft ftnv nitble sense, nnless we borrow it

from a similar Arabic verb, us GX&EMCS and others do for

this occasion. They would thus render it draws out his soul,

as from the body its sheath a conception having little war
rant in the Hebrew psychology, and only a seeming one ai

connected with a totally different word in the Chaldatc of

Daniel vli. 15. It, however, the Arabic is to be resorted to,

then is there a very strong warrant for SOHNURRER s view,
which GESENIUS says &quot;is not to be contemned.&quot; Regarding
it as pure Hebrew in sen je and etymology, he would treat it

as taking a form prevailing in the corresponding Arabic

word. Thus it would be from 7NC )
to

&amp;lt;&quot;&, demand, or 7^
abbreviated for w th a falling out of the weak K, and

the vowel of the preformstive lengthened hv the usual law

of compensation. In Arabic the abbreviation cornea from
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10 Is he the man who in the Almighty
14

joys ?

Or who at all times on Eloah calls ?

11 I ll teach you now by God s own hand
;

His dealings
15 I will not keep back from you.

12 Behold, ye all have seen the16

sight ;

Why then speak ye such utter vanity ?

13 This is the bad man s dole assigned
17
by God,

The robber s heritage from Shaddai s hand :

14 Tis for the sword his children multiply ;

His offspring are not satisfied with bread.

15 Those that remain are buried18 all in death ;

His widows19 do not weep.

16 Though silver like the dust he heaps,

And raiment common as the clay
20

provides ;

17 He may prepare, the just shall put it on;

His treasures shall the innocent divide.

18 His house he buildeth like21 the moth.

Or like the vineyard booth the watcher makes.

19 Rich22
lies he down, never to sleep

23

again;

the trite use of the word. The same reason would have
force in the Hebrew, and is, moreover, strengthened by the

fact of cases where this weak X is actually lost iu the de

rivative noun, as in for , 1 Sam. i. 17. Such a

rendering, demand* or re-demands (airatrei), would mke per
fect the parallelism which is felt to exist between this and
Luke xii. 20, before cited: TTIV \j/vxw &amp;lt;rov airairouov &quot;they

will demand thy soul of
thee;&quot; although there, instead of

God, the subject is plural the evil agents whom He permits
to carry away the avaricious man s soul. MERX is often

very extravagant in his treatment of the text; but here he
keeps the usual reading, and is very happy in his rendering,
especially of this second clause :

Was hat der Laitrer denu 7,u hoffen, wenn er raubt,
Und wenn sein Leben durch den Fluch gefordert wird?

14 Ter. 10. Is be the man ? The rendering in the
future (E. V.), &quot;wflZ he delight himself?&quot; instead of the inde
finite present, mars the force of the passage as descriptive
of character. Job contrasts such a man and his probable
doings with his own well known religions life. It is not to
boast of it, but to repel the idea of his being such an evil
doer as their charges would make him. They had DO proof
of them, and, therefore, they were bound to take his charac
ter for piety, so well known throughout the East, as evi

dence that be could not be guilty of sm-h sins. His life of

prayer was opposed to it, especially what is recorded, i. 5,
of his continual supplications, and his offering of sacrifice
for his children when exposed to temptation in their hours
of feasting.

&quot; (low does this suit the man you have repeat
edly described ? Will he take delight in the Almighty?
Will he be earnest and constant in prayer!&quot;

Ver. 11. His dealing*. Literally, &quot;the things that
are with the Almighty.&quot; His peculiar dealings. The pre
position DJ? has been several times used to denote some

special atttribute or way. Comp. xH. 16 :
&quot; With Him is

strength and wisdom
;&quot;

xv. 9; xxiii. 14: &quot;Many such things
are with Him.&quot; Job takes high ground here. He n t only
repels their charges, but assumes the position of their in
structor. He has a wider experience than they possess, both
of the ways of God and the ways of men. On the consistency
of what follows at compared with former speeches of Job,
see EXCURSUS III. of the ADDENDA, pa 183

Ver. 12. Te all have seen the Bight. This
language, as DELITZSCH well observes, is of the highest im
portance in the interpretation of the rest of the chapter.
You have seen the man, be says, as you hare described him,
and as I am about to describe him. You profess to be fami
liar with, the case. Am I like him? Does my life, known

to you, known to the world, carry those marks of

that you aie f nd of Rotting forth? If nnt; if y have no

j.root
of any such thing, whit utter falseness and absurdity

iu the application ye so repeatedly make of it to my cas !

i&quot; Ver. 13. Literally with God, ^X D# : in the con se of

His dealings. See Note 15, ver. 11.

w Ver. IS. Buried in death. Unneceonary trouble
bus been given by this phrase, as here occurring. BoTTCFiEn,

quoted by DELITZSCU, regards f\lO here as denoting pesti

lence, BS it seems to do, Jor. xv. 2: xviii. 21; and s^ T)E-

LITZSCH hinise f takes it, whom /.acKLER follows. OLSHAUS N
imd DE WETTE would draw back the negative from the

pecond clause, or supply it here by way ot correction: not

buried, that i, left nnburied in death. May it not bo i-imply
a kind of summing up: They are slain by the sword, bv

famine, etc., and these miserable rem mints that escape snrh
violent ends are all somehow buried in death, whatever may
be the manner of it.

19 Ver. 15. His widows, etc. The same Ps. Ixxviii. 61.

Ver. 16. Like the dust like the Clay com
parisons, not of quality, but of quantity merely.

Ver. 18. Like the moth. Not g the moth builds,
but frail as the moth same comparison iv. 19. The
watchers booth. A transient, tempoiary hut for the
watchman of the vineyard. See Isai. i. 8.

a Ver. 19. Rich lies he down. N^t the rich man;
for that would seem to denote another character introduced.

&quot;VEPJ*
is not a new subject, but a descriptive epithet.

a Ver. 19. Never to sleep again. In order to get
the rendering there must be a different pointing HDK ,

making it
^DX&quot;

(= H DV) instead of HOX ,
out of which

it i* difficult to get any mining. Literally, then, it w &amp;gt;u d
be: he lies down, and add* not&quot; ihat is, never does it agnin.
This is adopted now by tl e best commentators, and theehinf

authority fir it is the LXX. version: ov jrpoir0Tj&amp;lt;rei, which,
in such a case, is good testimony for the supposed ancient
vowel reading to which it corresponds, however little its

authority, in general as a translation. The far more accu-

rateSyriac translation here has also DpO 7 HD1J JOl, omffc*

*hnll not again arve, being sufficiently variant from the LXX.
to show that it was inderiend -nt of it. Like the imag&amp;lt;:s in

the next clause, and in the nnxt verse, th,e whole language
denotes his sndden taking off.
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20

21

22

23

Once opens
24 he the eye, and is no more.

Terrors o ertake25 him like a flood ;

A tempest steals him in the night away.
The east wind lifts him up, and he is gone.

Tornado like,
26

it hurls him from his place.

God irends (his bolt)
27

upon him spares him not ;

Though gladly from His hand would he escape.

Men clap their hands at him
;

At sight of his abode28

they hiss in scorn.

- Ver. 19. Once opens he tbe eye. One glance,
one look, and he is gone. Or as RENAN gives it:

II s est endormi opulent; mais c est pour la derniere-fois!

11 ouvre lea yeux, il ii ost plua.

* Ver. 20. Terrors o ertake him. The image of
a pm suit aud capture; &quot;terrors calch him. 1

It ia like the
Oreek ide t of thu chase of the Furies. JEscu. Eumenides, 130,
140,

A&amp;lt;x|3f, Aa/3, Aa/3e, Aa/3e

&quot;Eyeip&quot;, fyeipe itat &amp;lt;rv
r&amp;gt;)v&\

e
ya&amp;gt;

fie at.

Steals him in the night away. Comp. xxxvi. 20.
28 Yer. 21. oriindo like. The Hebrew word is a

very strong one, and the Piel form adds greatly to its in-

teiis.ty. It gets its verbal sense here from the noun

Literally, it storms, or hurricanes him. Comp. Dan. xi. 40, and
Ihe cognate ~1J, 0, Hat), iii. 14.

2; Ver. 22. (His bolt). Qod is doubtless the subject of

the verb &quot;1 7t5TV The near or direct object is unexpressed,

l&amp;gt;&amp;lt; cause, BO &amp;lt; asily implied iu such a connection, like /SeAos in

(irenk. It is the thunderbolt which Greeks and Latins, us
veil as the Hebrews, regarded as the peculiar weapon of the

supreme Deity. Comp. xxxvi. 32, i&amp;gt;3:

&quot; His thunder tells of
Him &quot;

*8 Ver. 23. At sight of his abode. Literally, from

his place. But the translation of E. V., which Is nearly that
of EWALD, PF.LII ZSCH, uml ZCKLER, may givo a wr.n&amp;lt; id.-a:

Hiss him out of hit place, as though that were a means of

driving him away from his place. But his had been already
done by the tempest, and by God s bolt. VD lp^O can, there

fore, only denote the position of the hisser. When men
come to the place, where he once lived, they hiss iu BCO.-II. It

might be given in English by changing the order: from hit

place they hiss. This, however, being liable toambiguity, the
translator has adopted iho fuller rendering of the VULOATE:
ct sibUabit super ilium intueus locum ejus. The Hebrew is se

cure from ambiguity by reason of the preposition in iO SjJ

(hiss at him), which translators seem strangely to have ne
glected. It is not likely that Job meant this as a general
description of thu wicked man s doom, any more than he. in
tended some, or any, of his seemingly opposite pictures, for
universal application. It has the look of being a marked
cane, of sudden and overwhelming downfall, which ho had
himself known of, and which was probably notorious to life

friends, as we may gather frurn his language, v. 12 :

Behold ye all have seen the sight.

It had made a great impression upon all minds as a striking
example of both Divine and popular vengeance. Job shows
by it that his experience, in such matters, was not limited,
and that, after all, there was a substantial agreement in their

views, although he denounces their applications to himself
as utter vanity, ver. 12.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

1 Yes1

truly for the silver there s a vein,

A place for gold which they refine.

/ 2 The iron from the dust is brought,

And copper from the2 molten ore.

3 To (nature s) darkness man5
is setting

4 bounds ;

Unto the end5 he searcheth6
every thing,

The stones of 7 darkness and the shade of death.

1 Ver. 1. Yes. truly. A musing pause is to be snp-

pnsc 1 between this and the abrupt end of the previous chitp-

ter. The probable cause of such unexpressed thinking, very
iai&amp;gt;i&amp;lt;l

it may &amp;gt;&amp;gt;e,

is attempted to be traced in ESCUR8C8 V.,

pa. 186, which see. The particle 3 is the connecting con

firmation of the passing thought or emotion (taking fl-nO
which makes the transition, and with which ihe 8peak i r

breaks silence, as one who had been thinking aloud, as it

\vere, or as though it were something known to those with
w horn he speaks, or which they would immediately appre
hend.

* V*r. 2. The molten ore. More literally, the ore

molten becomes copper.
8 Ver. 3 Man. In the Hebrew the verb has only the

pronominal subject: He puts an end. Most commentators,
however, regard man as the subject, and the context forces

to it

* Ver. 3. Setting bounds. Literally, putt an and,
that is, he throws the dark border farther and farther back,
extends the horizon of knowledge. The imagery suggests
that ofxxvi. 10.

,

6 Ver. 3. Unto the end. JVTDfJ taken adverbially.

The rendering is that of DB. CONANT.

Ver. 3. Searcbeth. Ppin)&amp;gt; or, it the explorer, taken

ai a noun. This shows that man is the subject above, as it

would not be in harmony with the idea of God. The parti

ciple is to be carried all through the verses following, and
should bo expressed where there is no specifying verb. It is

not adding to the translation, hut a filling up; whether the

singular or the plural number be required.

f Ver. 3. Stones ofdarkness, etc.: px, taken col

lectively. The ores hidden in the earth, and conceived at
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10

11

12

Breaks from the settler s
8 view the deep ravine;

And there, forgotten
9 of the foot-worn path,

They let them dow^
-from men thev roam afar -

Earth s surface (they&amp;gt;P
lore) whence comes forth bread

Its lowest depths, where!* &quot;a&quot; turned to fire

Its stones the place
12 of

Where lie the glebes of gold,

A path
18 the bird of prey hath never

Nor on it glanced the vulture s piercing
-

Where the wild beast hath never trod,

Nor roaring schachal 14 ever passed it by.

Against the granite
15 sends he forth his hand ;

He overturns16 the mountains from their base.

He cutteth channels in the rocks
;

His eye beholdeth every precious thing.

From weeping bindeth he the streams,&quot;

The deeply hidden brings he forth to light.

But Wisdom, where shall it be found?

And where the place of clear intelligence ?
18

\

lying near Tzalmaveth or the confines of the underworld

(the terra nmbrarum).
* Ver. 4. Settler s. The word is a modern one, and yet

seems to give the idea here. &quot;^ J is rendered inhabitant, but
T

it means rathr a resident, a dweller merely, as distinguished
from a born native. ~lj is rendered stranger pilgrim, one away

from home; but in fact the two words are nearly the same.

One of them is used to define the other, as in Leviticus xvii.

12, DDDir\3 &quot;Un Ijn,
&quot;

the stranger that sojourneth in the

midst of you.&quot;
The idea here, as colored by the context,

seeins to be that of one dwelling in a remote region, the last

inhabitant, in fact, on the very frontier of this wild mining
district. It so our word pioneer, or settler would convey just
that idea of remoteness required, and the double preposition,

D&amp;gt;&quot;D

would intensify the meaning (from with, from his so

ciety, to the desert wild). From this last border of civiliza

tion they go, letting themselves down the precipices, lost to the

Ifitrii road, and far away in the trackless solitude. The de

scription, though very abrupt and concise, suggests almost

literally the similar language with which .ESCHYLUS de
scribes the wild Caucasian region.

Xdoco? niv ei? njAoupoy r)KOfit

2Ki&amp;gt;07)i es ol/iov ajSaTOf eis epr

e&ov,

irps Trcrpais

Vt^ljAOKpII/IXPOlf
-

T&amp;lt;ao anavOpianw irdyto.

&quot; A frontier land an untrodden desert high beetling rocks
a craggy region far from human haunts.&quot; On the words

V13 and 7T&quot;U, and the differing interpretations given to
i - T
them, see EXCURSUS VIII., pa. 199.

Ver. 4. Forgotten of the foot. ?J&quot;1 denotes

here a well trodden, well-known way. To this they are lout,
if we may take the Niphal participle deponently; but the
literal p.ssive is far more poetical. Instead of their having
lost their way. or wandered from it, the way itself is per
sonified as having forgotten them. It is In accordance with
snoh expressions as we have, Job vii. 10; Ps. ciii. 16; &quot;the

place thereof knoweth it no more.&quot;

l Ver. 4. They let them down (themnehe* doom),

by ropes, or other means from the precipices: (7^-^ ^.
On this see EXCURSUS VIII., pa. 199.

Ver. 6. Seem* turned to fire. See EXCURSUS
VIII., pa. 199.

u Ver. 6. Place of sapphires ; near this region
of fire or affected by it. There may be here, perhaps, some
idea of sapphires and other precious stones being the pro-

luctoffire, pyritic,pyrogenons; or, in some way, of a fiery
formation. See Exc. VIII., pa. 201.

18 Ver. 7. A path. The place where or whither, for all

these researches preceding it ; or it may be confined to

what follows, to the 12th verse. Or it may denote, g-ne-
rally, the scene of every thing narrated or described from

the Snj, the entering valley, wady, or ravine, ver. 4. Such
a view would be conclusive against the idea of its meaning
the narrow shaft of a mine. The eagle s glance, the vulture s

eye, the wild beast s tread, suggest something more than
this. They give the thought of deep and dark places on the

earth, difficult of access, indeed, but foreign to the idea of
channels sunk under the earth. 3TU&amp;gt; & word of place,

used as inj is used, ver. 4, DlpO ver. 6, and VTX, ver.
IT I vv

5, &quot;above.&quot;

14 Ver. 8. Roaring Schachal. There are so many
different names for lion in Hebrew, and especially in the
book of Job, that it was thought best to transfer this, as has
been done also iv. 10. The sense of roaring, which GESENJOS
gives, is adopted, although founded on slender authority,
from the Arabic. Still less satisfactory, however, is the

other view, which would regard 7.nt9 as equal to intJ i

with a change of *1 into 7, thus making it to mean black

lion.
,w Ver. 9. Granite. tjrD^n rendered flint, Ps. cxiT.
T

8. The hardest kind of rock ; see Dent. viii. 15; xxxii. 13.
14 Ver. 9. Overturns. On &quot;[QT\ as here used and as

compared with Niphal, ver. 5, see Exc. VIII., p_a. 201.
Ver. 11. The streams. The word ni&quot;inj is ever

T :

used^f the larger kind of streams, and often of the mighti
est rivers. It never denotes a mere vein, or trickling flow
in the rocks, unless the sense be manufactured for it just to
suit the supposed exigency of this place, as GESENIUS seems
to do. The word alone is sufficient to show that the opera
tions here described, from ver. 4 to 12. cannot be confined to
so narrow a place as the artificial shaft of a mine. Though
mining explorations do certainly form a chief part, yet the
language gives rather the idea of extended wilds, precipices,
inaccessible places, where they are carried on. What issaid
about the birds and the wild beasts shows this. The refe
rence here, then, would rather be to the damming of large
streams, so as to leave their channel dry for &quot;

prospecting
&quot;

to use an Americanism. The poetical expression weeping,
would have all its force when applied to the percolations
from dams, as well as to the oozings from the rocky veins.
w \Vr. 12. Clear intelligence. Our word under

standing is hardly the right one here. It is too vague, and
taken in too many different senses. The German Einncht
carries with it too much of the idea of mere sagacity, skill, aa
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13 A mortal knoweth not its price;

Among the living
1

is it never found.

14 The Deep
20 saith

&quot;

not in me
;&quot;

The Sea,&quot; it dwelleth21
not with me.&quot;

15 For it the treasured
22

gold shall not be given,
Nor massive23

silver for its price be weighed.
16 With Ophir bars it never can be bought ;

Nor with the onyx, nor the sapphire gem.
17 The glass with gold adorned gives not its price,

Nor its exchange, the rarest jewelry.
18 Corals and crystals, name them not;

The wealth of Wisdom far excelleth pearls.

belonging mainly to natural knowledge, or the discernment
of natural causalities. The true sense of 5T.J3, here, must

correspond to that of n^DH. Whatever that may be, as
T : T

absolute truth, HJ 3 is the power of discerning it, the
T *

higher vision of the higher truth. ZOCKLER makes the dis

tinction to be between &quot; wisdom in its practical aspect
i&quot;ID3n, and its theoretical,&quot; nj 3; bnt that tells us no-

thing. If the H^DH here set forth is above us, so is the
T : T

7&quot;iy3 ; though something is gained when we understand
T

that they differ as truth, and the faculty or power of dis

cerning that truth. It is something winch man has not in

this life, as is most clearly expressed in the next verse. It

is, however, an intelligence clear, unmistakable, not admit

ting the least doubt. The pronoun i&quot;IT here, is simply em

phatic ;
to render it by our demonstrative would overload

the sense.
19 Ver. 13. Among: the living. Lit.: in the land of

the liriny. This wisdom is unknown to men in this life. No
declaration can be clearer, and it is one of the utmost im
portance in the interpretation of this wonderful chapter. It

i* confirmed in ver. 21, hidden from the eyes of att living, of
all living in the present state. In the other world, or in

Death and Abaddon, as distinguished from &quot; the land of the

living,&quot; there first begins to be heard a rumor, a whisper of
it. Whatever may be that state of being, it is then that the

great secret of God, the great end for which He made the
world and man, begins to disclose itself. Something is

learned about it after death, which no amount of natural

knowledge, or of human science, can give us here; whether
it be the science of Bildad, or of Ptolemy, or of Laplace, or
of a thousand years hence. Such merely natural knowledge
never has, it never will, shed one single ray of light on the

great question of questions. The utmost knowledge of the

physical world can only give ns the hmo ; and even there, in

its own natural department, the darkness and the mystery
grow faster than any light it sheds. Nature itself is growing
darker the more we study it. It presents more unsolved and
unsolvable problems now than in the days of Pythagora&quot;.

Its study can never give us the Sia. TI, the why, the reason of

nature itself. So Natural Theology may discover adapta
tions, designs term nating in nature, and that without end,
but never the design of those designs. And that, perhaps,
is the reason why what we call by that name has so little

pla^e in the Bible. For we are still in nature. It cannot
take us out of it to the iviadom above, or to the world beyond,
or to that remoter end to which the physical is only a means,
and without which, or in the ignoring of which, it has nei

ther a rational nor a moral value. Nature is but subordinate
to a higher supernatural world. Science without this idea
is leading us to atheism. It is darkening all minds except
those who have, in some way, been taught, as from a higher
plane, th solemn lesson conveyed in the close of this chap-
tr, that the fear of God. faith in Him, and in His goodness,
whether we can see it in nature or not, is, for man, his high
est, and, in a comparative sense, his only wisdom.

*&amp;gt; Ver 14. The deep sailli. The Deep and the sea

represent the physical world. They are put for its more mi-

explored reccssps. It is a confirmation of the thought dwelt

upon above. There could not be a more express way of say
ing: this great wisdom of flod is not revealed in the physical
world. The broad face of nature, its immensity, even its

unsearchableness, proclaim His glory. His greatness, the ex
istence of something immensely above man, a d all con
ceivable being (see Ps. xix. 1

;
Horn. i. 20), but it reveals not

the great secret of moral destinies ; it answers not the quet-
tion :

&quot; where shall wisdom be found ?&quot;

21 Ver. 14. It dwelleth not. The second clause goes
beyond the first. It has the asserting negative particle t X,

giving a stronger emphasis to the declaration, and also the
more intimate preposition H/3^ it is not with me no

where with me.
Ver. 15. Treasured gold : so rendered from the

etymological sense of I lJD, something shut up, kept secure

as very precious. The chief difficulty in rendering this

splendid passage, arises from the number of names for gold.
In respect to the other precious things, absolute correctness
is not required to give the impression of great and incom
parable value. Unless, however, we can get reliable diversi
ties for these different names for gold, it is difficult to avoid
tautologies, with their weakening effect, such as we know
could not have been in the original. Gold is mentioned, in
some way,. four times. In our E. V. it is first simply gold,
(ver. 15 ~)ijD)- Next, ver. 16, we have what is rendered

&quot;

gold of Ophir,&quot; or aurum pretiosum, as GESENICS very
vaguely gives it. Etymologically it would be

sfarw)&amp;gt;
of Ophir

(T3IN D.H3, from a verb =- 3.H3, and meaning to mark,

cut, etc.). Hence the translator has rendered it bars of Ophir,
or Ophir bars, as denoting gold uncoined, too precious for

numisinatical purposes, bars with their value marked upon
them. In ver. 17 there is a compound expression, jrU

TT
JV.31.3t1, rendered by E. V. gold and crystals, but by most

commentators, and more correctly, perhaps, gold and glast.
The difficulty with this, however, is two-fold: We have gold
again unqualified, which looks like a coming down, and
joined with it a substance, which, however rare anil pre
cious it may have been in early times, is now very common.
If it be gold and glass, it must be some combination of the

two, such as aurated glass, or crystalline (glacial) gold, express
ing something once esteemed very rare and precious, bnt
now unknown. The translator has here followed PAREAU,
who renders it vitrum attratum, or vitrum auro ornatiiin. and
makes a very good argument for the existence and precious-
ness of such an article. Transparent gold was thought of;
but the other rendering appeared less hazardous. In verse

19, we have again the word DH2) (mark, stamp) as a name

for gold, bnt joined with the pure, the vnmixed.
T

Hence it was taken as a snperlatire expression, denoting th

very highest degree of purity gold in its DV^ i or essence

gold without a particle of alloy of any kind, like the %pv-
&amp;lt;riov irenvpu&amp;gt;nevov of Kev. iii. 18, the purest and moi-t pre
cious metallic substance, as a type of the spiritual wealth.

For the most elaborate and satisfactory dissertMtion on the

precious things mentioned in this chapter, there is recom
mended to the render the work of PAREAU, be Imniortnlifntui

ac Vitst Futurx Notitiis ab Antiqnifsimo Jobi Scriptore adliiltitu.

The latter halfofthe volume (pa. 229-367) is occupied with

an exhaustive analysis of this remarkable chapter. Accord

ing to the view taken, the fourth mention of gold, at the

close of the long comparison, ver. 19th, is simply a confession

that no conceivable earthly value makes even an approach
to the worth of wisdom.

Ver. 15. Massive silver. Silver being more com
mon than gold, quantity enters the more into the estimate
of its value. The epithet mxxRtre, therefore, only gives tha

emphasis implied in SpuT the verb of weighing.
&quot;
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19 With it the topaz gem of Cush holds no compare

No stamp of purest gold can give its estimate.

20 But Wisdom, whence, then, doth it come?

And where this place of clear intelligence ?

21 So hidden from the eyes of all that live ;

Veiled even to birds
24

(that gaze) from heaven s height?

22 Death25 and Abaddon say :

&quot; A rumor of it hath but reached our ears.&quot;

23 God understands its way ;

HE knows its place.

24 For He to earth s remotest ends looks forth,

And under all the heavens, all beholds.

25 Twas when He gave the wind26
its weight,

And fixed the waters in their measurement ;

26 When for the rain He made a27
law,

A way
28

appointed for the thunder flash ;

Ver. 21. Birds (that grace). They are taken as the

lymbo! of the, keenest intelligence, as they actimlly exhibit

the highest perfection of mere sense vision, aide! by the vast

height to which some of them, especially birds of prey, as

before mentioned ver. 7, rise in the air. The words in brack
ets only give the clearly implied Mea. UMBREIT here, imder
a show of learning, utters a great deal of absurdity: &quot;In the

Eat,&quot; he says, &quot;a deep knowledge and an extraordinary
power of divination WHS ascribed to birds. They were re

garded as intrusted wirh the interpretation of the Divine
will. We are only to call to mind me personification of the

good spirits of Ormnzd through the birds, as we find it in

th&quot; Persian religion, or think of Simurs;, the primeval king
of the birds, who represented the highest wisdom, and who
dwelt on the mountain Kaf, or of the bird 1 mguage as set

forth by FERIDEDD IN ATTAR, the great mystical poet of the

Persians, etc., etc.&quot; Thi.s is all rationalistic nonene, or
&quot; the higher criticism &quot; run mad. Such an idea of the birds

intimacy with the gods, in consequence of their apparent
nearness to heaven, (towards which they seem to soar), very
probably entered into all old systems of bird divination,
whether in the East or in the We*t ; but there is not the
least trace of it in the Bible, and it has left no mark on the
Sbemitic languages, like oiwi o? (bird omen) in Qreek, or

&amp;lt;nupici*m (avet specio) in Latin. Especially preposterous is

this Idea of UMBEEIT when viewed in relation to a theism so

reverentially pure, aa to make a pious man like Job actually
jealous of the rffect of the heavenly bodies, &quot; the sun in its

brightness, the moon walking in glory&quot; (xxxi. 26), lest it

might detract from what is due to &quot; Him who setteth His

(tlory above the heavens.&quot; There is no doubt, too, that im
Hforgenlande, or in some parts of it, there was a superstitious
regard to precious stones. Certain gems were regarded as

having magical or divining properties; and UMBREIT nrpht
just as well have made the same remark (Man denke nur an)
in respect to Job s use of these in his comparisons of the value
of Wisdom. The meaning, too, of the bird comparison is so
obvious. Th&quot; keenest sense vision, Job means to affirm,
cannot discover It. What is this but saying that its percep
tion does not

l&amp;gt;elong to the sense world at all, even though
sought by the ko&amp;gt;&amp;lt;nest and most microscopic science, but to
the sphere of things &quot;uns en and eternal

&quot; that world of ttu-

persensual being which &quot;

eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
(unless it be an ear that hath passed bevond the bounds of
mortality, see ver. 22) nor hath it ever ascended in the heart
of man &quot;

to conceive.
* Ver. 22. Death and Abaddon. Compare this

with the 2d cUnse &quot;f ver. 13, and H!O with remarks on that
verse in note 19. The langnage implies a bare whisper in

respect to this ineffable wisdom, a rumor, something said
about it. and which first reaches the nonl in that land beyond
death, whether it be the region of the rest secure in Ha&amp;lt;!es,

or of the irrecoverably lost in Abaddon, &quot; the bottomless pit,&quot;

Rev. 1x. 2.
* Ver. 25. The wind its weight : The air (as fin

might be rendered} its (rririhi. The snhlimiy of Joh is only
lessened by studied attempts to find in it any of our modern
scientific conceptions; but this is evidently selected from
other parts of creation, as furnishing a wonder. The light

est of these known substances, or rather one which, to the
common mind, was altogether imponderable, has a true

weight assigned to it by Go l. Our Saviour speaks of this

popular mysteriousness of the wind, John iii. 8, but He was
comparing it with the higher mystery of the Spirit named
after it in the necessary analogies of language. As a physi
cal ftct, however, the gravity ot the wind, or air, needed no
formal scientific teaching to bring it under the notice of that

contemplative mind which regarded tho earth (xxvi. 7) as

resting in space, supported only
&quot;

by the everlasting arms.&quot;

*i Ver. 26. A law (DTI) for the rain. Comp. xxxviii.

33
;
the laws of the heat-ens, Jerem. xxxili. 25

; the laws of the

heavens and the earth ; Jerein. xxxi. 35, the laws of the moon

and start D 33 OI HP/ HpTI.
The &quot;law of the rain&quot;

here, according to ZOCKLER, is simply the determining &quot; when
and how often it sbtll rain, and when it shall cease.&quot; We can
not help regarding this as an inadequate view of the lan

guage. Why should not the term be taken in a sense as high
and as profound as any we attach to the modern term law of
nature, as used by scientific men, or any others? The idea
of IHw in nature is a diflei ent thiiin from a knowledge of tho
details of that law as they may be expressed in numbers, or
in mathematical formulas. Law in nature, as an idea, may
be defined to be regulated sequence with a uniform, and uni
formly expected, recurrence, and this connected with the

thought of a real nexus of causality distinct from the bare

fact-conception of antecedence and consequence. The ancient
mind had this. The Greek mind bad it clear and distinct.
Never has it been better defined than by Socrates when he
speaks of it as &quot;the harmony, the law, that holds together
heaven and earth, and makes the universe a KOO&amp;gt;IOS instead
of a/coo-M a (see PLAT. Gorg. 508, A.) The Hebrew mind had
it, as represented by David when he said (Ps. cxix. 89, 91):
&quot; All thine&quot; stand according to Thine ordinance,&quot;

&quot;

Thy word
forever fixed in Heaven.&quot; The most important part of the
idea, in fact, namely, that of a necessary inherent causality in
distinction from the mere fact of sequence, some of our modern
savans, and philosophers, have, wholly discarded. They pride
themselves in knowing a few more of the steps of causal fact,
though but an infinitesimal part of the immeasurable road,
but this, in fact, has a less intimate connection with the es
sential idea than the part which they have rejected as un
knowable and therefore unreal. On the &quot; Bible Idea of Law
in Nature,&quot; see remarks, SPECIAL INTRODUCTION to the First

chapter o/GESEVins, LANGE series, Vol. I. page 143. In this

passage, there is no reason for doubting that, to a mind so

contemplative as that of Job, to say nothing of any guiding
inspiration, the, thought, though formally undefined, was
present in all its inherent power. It was not arbitrary; it

1 was not mere sequence ; he knew that there was &quot; a law for
the rain&quot; extendinz to every link in its physical production.As respects the knowledge ot the number of those links, he
WHS a few inches behind a modern savan, but to the inherent
causation the latter is no nearer, he may, in fact be farther
fr..m it, than Job himself.* Ver. 26. A way. Here, too, ZOCKLER S conception
seems inadequate. He rendets T&quot;n, o way, a path, ein
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27 Twas then HE saw29
,

declared it [good],

And built it firm,
30 and made its*

1

testings sure.

Bahn, whi-.h would do very well, were it not for his com-
ment, namlich (lurch die Wolken, through the clouds. Poeti

cally this i* expressive, and is favored by the context
xxxviii. 25, whore the whole language is intended to be in

the highest decree phenomenal. But here the train of con

templation which is produced by this description of the in

effable Wisdom seems to demand something more than the

mere conception of a passage through the clouds. As pn
decree (primarily, mark, line, terminus) may be taken for the
inward law or idea, so

7p~t suggests, not so much the space

way, or direction, as the phenomenal order of causalities. In
this sense it is yet a way to science. More and more facts,
or links, are constantly making themselves known, but they
are only additional steps in the way of which Job speaks.
This is not ascribing to Job any measure of what would be
called science, or philosophy. It is a distinction belonging
to the common thinking, to every contemplative mind in all

ages. There is another scriptural term for law in nature
which goes deeper than all. It is the word JV13 (covenant)

as applied to natnre; as !n Jerem. xxxiit. 20, &quot;My coyenant
of the day and my covenant of the night,&quot; the established
order of time, of the seasons, of nature s courses. It is God s

covenant with His rational beings, that they may trust na
ture, with its order of sequences established by Him for their
moral benefit, or for ends higher than nature itself. It ia

appealed to as a kind of oath, confirming the constancy of
His moral and spiritual purposes by the constancy He has
established in the physical world: &quot;If ye can annul My co
venant of the day and of the n ght (see Gen. i. 14, 15; vlii.

22; ix. 12-17) then may ye annul my covenant with David&quot;:

The great promise of the Messiah and of His eternal king
dom, confirmed, as it is, by au oath, having for its pledge the

constancy of nature. Here is a higher constancy. Here is

an order of things in respect to which the dictum of the

naturalist, asserting invariability, holds true. The moral
and spiritual system can admit of no breaks, no suspensions
or deviations in its eternal laws. For it all lower law was made.

Ver. 27. He saw, nX&quot;V There is a Masoretic note
T T

indicating another reading with Mappik nX*\ he MW it,

T T
which Z8CKLF.R adopts. It would seem a plausible emenda
tion, until we think of the resemblance here suggested to the
i. of Genesis, the repeated declaration as made with this same

verb without a pronoun, D iT7X fcO l, and God saw, Gen.

I., vers. 3, 10, 12, etc., and especially the closing one ver. 31,
&quot; And God saw all that He had made, and lo it was good,
very good.&quot; The word fllSO l here: and He declared it,

T : -:-
suggests the same great announcement, and, therefore, the
translator has ventured to add the word in brackets. It

might, however, be regarded as actually contained in the
verb itself, which has the sense of praising, celebrating, as in
Ps. xix. 1, where the response to Gen. i. 31 seems sent back:
&quot;the heavens are telling (D TSDO) the glory of God&quot; the

greatness and goodness of Him who pronounced them good,
His glorious handiwork. The pronoun iu rP3D*l must

T : -:-
refer grammatically to HODTI, the Ineffable Wisdom, bnt
the more immediate reference must be taken as being made
to these works of Wisdom, or the creation as its outward phe
nomenal representative. But the whole chapter is involved
In a contradiction, unless a distinction ia made between such
manifestation of its effect , and the eternal Wisdom itself.

Of this it cannot be said, Unit sie kund, as ZOCKLER and UM-
BREIT translate, or erzilhlte tie, us others render it. The phe
nomenal representation (and so in some sense the thing
itself as an ineffable fact) is made knoiim. narrated, reported,
but not co can it be said of the Wisdom itself, whose place is

here so earnestly inquired after as something hidden from all

the living, and of which the afterworld and underworld have
I arely heard a rumored whisper. Neither can Wisdom here
be the Divne architectural skill in tlie construction of the
world. It is not the wisdom shown in the adaptation of na
tural means to natural endi, such as that which forms the

subject of natural science, and even of natural theology. It

i* not nature, or God s great skill in nature itself, or in utili

tarian happiness-producing final causes, as they are called,
bnt the great ineffable reason why nature, why man, why
the world at all. was ever made. If it were natural know
ledge, then it might be said that men like Newton, Laplace,
and Faraday, made some advance in it, though infinitely
small in comparison with the vast unknown. If it were

any speculation about ideas, and an ideal world, then Py
thagoras, and Plato, and Cudworth, might claim tome stand-

in i there. Bnt every thing of this kind is shu out in the
most express terms. It is not a priori knowledge, or uy ru
diments of such knowledge, through wbic i w may 1 nui

tl&amp;gt;ly

inquire, though 1 1 very feeble extent, how God made ih
worlds? It is not in narure at all, whethwr viewed a i riori
or inductively, and, therefore, through nature can it uxver
be revealed.

The deep saith not in me;
The sea it dwelieth not with me

These are evidently put for nature s most unexplored and
inaccessible departments. Although, therefore, we cannot
affirm what it is, or go beyond the fact ot a niv.-ici . in.-fla-

ble, yet having a most intima e practicil relation to the hu
man moral destiny, yet this my be naid. and every . ne who
believes God s Word should fearlessly assert it, that the
humblest Christian, the most ignorant man who has in his
soul a true reverence for God, and a true hatred of sin, in

nearer to this great secret of the Universe, even in the pre
sent life, than the proudest philosopher, the proudest man
of science, who neither knows nor prizes such a state of
soul.

Ver. 27 And bollt.it firm, nj jn. Here, too,

the objective pronoun must be taken as referring to the phe
nomenal creation, though grammatically related to the Wis
dom which it represents, or rather, or which it was made,
(rA irdvTa. Si avrov, xai is avrbv iK-ritrrat *&amp;lt;u Td irdvra ir

auTcjJ (ruvi&amp;lt;TTi)Kt, Coloss. i. 16, 17). Z8CK1.ER interprets

njOHi and especially m3D\ above, a-.au &quot;evolution of
T V

the everlasting Wisdom, or an unfolding of its contents be
fore men and other rational beings, the whole creation being
nothing else than such an Eiitfaltung and display of its

adaptedness
&quot;

(Vergeschichtlichung). But this certainly
makes it, after all, only a knowledge of God in nature, or of
His ways in nature, and seems to contradict the idea so ex

pressly set forth in other verses of its being utterly unknown
to men in the preent life. It moreover buries all in na
ture, and leaves no moral end or moral world wholly above

it, the great heresy, and the source of all the irreligious

positions of our modern science. There is found in a few

manuscripts the reading HJOH, he understood it. It seems
T v:

strange that it should have be n adop ed by EWALD, as it

makes a barren repetition of what is said in ver. 23, besides

being out of place in its relation to what follows. There is,

moreover, lost by such a reading, another striking sugges
tion of the creative account. The supposition that this was
known to Job traditionally or otherwise, and that there was
some degree of familiarity even with its language, derives

strong support from the Divine address xxxviii. 4, 13, where
the resemblances are unmistakable. Here njOH calls to

mind the assertion t3~ rn repeated after every going forth

of the Word. Each originates a new movement in the ascend

ing scale of things, and then this formula is used (imper
fectly rendered and it was so), as though merely giving the

narrator s assurance that it actually took place. Even if we
render ? 3 as an adverb, so, it does not lose its participle

sense of firmnesi, establishment, fixedness, it was so, and it

continued so, became TJ), fixed, established, in other words,

became a nature to remain such until suspended as God might
see fit, or finally revoked when the great end for which na
ture was constituted, or the great Wisdom of God might,

perhaps, dispense with nature altogether. So here the same
root is used: HJOH, He fixed U built it firm. The lan

guage loses none of its strength or sublimity by being thus

anthropopathically rendered. He made it to stand till its

end was answered.
W Ver. 27. Its testings. We certainly cannot render

*lpn here, as we would when used of man, as in ver. 3, or

as E. V. has given it, and many others: He searched it out. It

would not be applicable either to the creation, as the work,

nor to the Wisdom as the pattern, unless taken anthropopa

thically, mt in the sens&quot; of discovering the unknown, hut

of testing the work, or the model, when made. There is

something of this kind of representation in the creation ac

count itself. It is an emphatic m&quot;de of conveying to the

finite mind a sense of its excellence and perfection. God ap

points the heavenly bodies as denoters, among other things,

of times and seasons. He is represented as trying them, pul-

ting them in the Heavens for that purpose. What rinlit-

feeling and right-thinking mind would lose the sublimity of

all this f T any assurance of scientific accuracy, which, after

all is no accuracy, for sconce is never finished. Again, God
locks at the whole, as the maker would survey hii machine
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28 But82 unto man He saith :

[&quot; Thy] wisdom ; Lo, it is to fear the Lord ;

To fly from evil, (thine) intelligence.&quot;

after he has set it in motion, and pronounces it admirable,

~IX!D Sit?, *A4 Aiar, valde lona good VERT GOOD. We

would not think of charging PHTOwithanthropopathism,
when in a similar way he lepresents (Timseus 37, c) the great

fiaov, with its animal life, or plastic nature, us the subject

of admiration to the &quot;Generating Father,&quot; Uarrjp 6 ytwrf.

o-ot, when he sees it move on in all it* harmony and perfec

tion. So God is slid here to tent, or try, the world He had

made, to see if it answered that great supra-mundane end

which is here called Wisdom, transcending all PLATO S

Ideas as much as it transcends our limited inductive

w Ver. 28. Unto.man. Some would render D1K ? of

man : So PAREAU, de Tiomine, concerning man. The direct

address, however, is the more common for the preposition

S. The other may be regarded as implied, and either view

would justify the possessive pronoun placed in brackets. It

is a special Wisdom for man, leading, at Borne time, to some

glimpse of the great Wisdom. The distinction is demanded

by the whole spirit of the chapter

CHAPTER XXIX.

1 Then again
1 Job lifted up his chant and said :

2 that it were with me as in the moons of old ;

As in the days when o er me still Eloah watched ;

3 When shone His2

lamp above my head,

And when through darkness by His light I walked ;

4 As in my autumn days ;

When God s near presence* in my tent abode ;

6 Whilst still the Almighty was my* stay ;

Around me still my children5 in their youth ,

6 When with the flowing
6 milk my feet I bathed ;

And streams of oil the rock poured forth for me.

1 Ver. 1. Then again, rp M- It certainly seems to

indicate a pause of gome kind ; being said, not after the
words of another, but in the course of Job s own speaking.
It may have been a waiting for the friends to resume their

argument. There is, however, no contradiction between the
close of tne xxviii., and the opening of the xxix. The un
der-current &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f thought can be easily traced, and yet the dif
ference in styl between this and the resumption demands
the idea of gome intervening silence, aside from this expres
sion in the caption. In the xxviii. Job s th night of (jod s

ineffable wis iom came from the contemplation of his own
mysterious sufferings, bringing him to the grand conclusion
t&fct it IH m&amp;lt;tn s uisilum to believe and ad &amp;gt;re where he cannot
understand. This high irain of thought carries him, for a
teason. out of and above himself. Such a pit -h, however,
cannot be sustained, and so he comes d &amp;gt;wn again to his own
Borrows, his ever smarting pahn, and thai leads to the con
templation of former happine.-s which that flume unsearch
able wisdom liu I NO hountifully conferred upon him. This
i-i far trom being nn unnatural transition, although it is

emotional rather than logical. It may be *aid, too, that ihe
i

e&amp;gt;ccnt,
it we may call it itnch, i all the more path&amp;lt;-tic as

thus succeeding a m&amp;gt; d ration o glorious und profound.
* Ver. 3. When shone his lamp. Lit.: la Us shining

of kit lump. The first suffix pronoun does not refer to God,
a* though the verb had Hiphil SCIIK : in Hi* making to

tliine. Neither Is it to IK- taken as DEUTZSCH tenders it:

when He. when His lamp shone, elf
&quot; It is the pleonaMic IMM

of the prouoiiM so common in Syriac, and if it were of mn--h
importance Uiifl might be called one of ihe Aiamaii-ms of
the hook.

Ver. 4. Near presence. TID. con*es*us,famUiar in
tercourse. See Ps Iv. 16; Job six 19. HIIT 110, God s fa
vor. The rendering of our trnn-lators, thesecret of God is very
h:ipp\ , giving the idea of a heart intercourse unknown to
o her.

* Ver. 5. My stay. Lit.: With me. But ~\fty always

seems to have something more than its preposition sense.

It denotes not only a vory intimate communion, or a con
nection nearer and stronger than

Q_J,
, but also the idea of

constancy (see its use ver. 20 and Note) firrnnetn, support, as the

context generally shows, so PB. xxiii. 4, lr?{? HPX 3,
T T ~

&quot; for Thou art with mt, Thy rod and Thy staff they sustain

me. 1
It suggests the idea of the verb

&quot;1O^
r to stand, as

though
&quot;HOJ7

meant my stand by. This is not without

ground etymolopically, although lexicographers regard it

as only a strengthening of
D.J? by insertion of T euphonic,

a thing, however, which has no other example in Hebrew.
Ver. 6. My children in tbeir youtb. TJJJ

means simply a youth, either a boy or a young man, as in yer.

8. Some would render it here, my servants, because it is some
times so used likepuer, .r irals, but that would destroy all

the pathos. Still, it render* d my children, it needs the quali

fying words. Job s children seem to have come to manhood
at the time of his great bereavement, but lie remembers
them best in their tender age, when their presence WHS pure
joy, or less mingled with anxiety, such us increased wi h
their approach to adult manhood. The anticipated trouble
to which he seems to nllude, iii. 25, 26, bad probably some
connection with the fears that grew out of their older state,
slid which led to those touching acts of pra&amp;gt;er

and sacrifice

mentioned, i. ft

Ver. 6 The flowing1 milk. The epithet is needed
heie to give the proper eii phasi-, and, thereby, bring out
the fair meaning which might, oth. rwise, be mistaken. This

emphasis is on the words milk and ott, MS both, from their

smooth-flowing nature, suggestive of exuberance. It is not
a mere effeminate luxury that Job has in mind. It is true
that in the case of a rich n an of old, possessed of vast fl&quot;Cks

an l herds, such a luxury 8 actually bathing the feet in milk
would be neither lucre ible nor imi roliabl . Tn the case
of Job. however, we must take it as a hyp rliolical expres
sion figurative &amp;lt; f great abundance, a&amp;gt;&amp;gt;d not only that, htita*

wmething peculiar to him beyond others. This latter em-
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7 When up the city s way, forth7 from my gate, I went,

And in the place of concourse fixed my seat
;

8 The young men saw me, and retired ;

The elders rose stood up.

9 The leaders checked their words
;

And laid their hands upon their mouths.

10 The men of note, their voice was8 hushed
;

Their tongue suspended to the palate clave.

11 Then, too, there was an ear that heard9 and blessed,

An eye that saw and testified,

12 That10 1 had saved the poor man when he cried,

The fatherless, the one who had no friend.

13 Thus on me came11 the blessing of the lost;

The widow s heart I made to sing for joy.

14 I
put&quot;

on justice, it became my robe

As mantle13 and as diadem, my right.

15 Eyes to the blind was I

Feet to the lame.

phasis is given by the strong preposition T3^, which de

notes something more than mere adjacency, as some take it,

the rock, &quot;nar Job,&quot; or &quot;in his neighborhood.&quot; It has a
close personal sense : with nie in distinction from others, in

my case, as something peculiar, or beyond the case of men
generally. And this puts a still stronger emphasis on the
substances mentioned. It was milk, in distinction from
other fluids, in which the feet might be laved; or as though
he intended to say, it was oil instead of water, the usual pro
duct of the rocky fountain, that the rock poured forth. Na
ture gave to Job her richest abundance. So UMBBEIT seems
to take it: Statt Wasser stromte der Fels Oel. See the same

hyperbole Deut. xxxii. 13. T/H occurs only in this place.

It is rendered steps by some, feet by others. UMTJREIT admits
that the feet are here intended, even though the rendering
be steps or goings. And indeed the other makes a most ex

travagant idea a walking or wading in milk. It is rather

strange that this whole verse is omitted in the Syriac.
Ver. 7. Forth from my gate. Does ij/D here

mean the gate of Job s dwelling or the gate of the city ? It

would seem that such places asGen.xxxiv. 24, and Jobxxxi.
34, ought to settle it. They can only mean the gate or door
to the place of departure, or of one s abode. DELITZSCH, how
ever, rejects it on the ground that &quot; the place where Job
dwelt in the country is to be thought of as without a gate.&quot;

But private dwellings in the country may have had gates to

protect them against marauding banditti, and this would be

especially necessary in the case of a man of great wealth,

like Job. The preposition *^y may be rendered simply to,

but its etymology suggests the idea of ascent, up to. It may
mean position merely, by the city; but that requires the sup
position that ~\y\ff

is the city gate. The other is the more

natural from the fact that a city, with its acropolis, was an

ciently built on the higher ground, as making, in that way,
a better place of defence for its inhabitants, as well as for

persona coming into it from without, and who, in time of

peace, dwelt in the plain below.
8 Ver. 10. Was hushed. Heb. hidden, that is, sup

pressed F.&amp;gt;r the plural form see /OYKLER. Vers. 8, 9 and 10

presf nt a very concise yet most graphic picture of the effect

produced t&amp;gt;y
the sudden entrance into an assembly of one

held in great and universal respect. Its simplicity, its air

of truthfulness, and the pathos of its connection with his

then state of extreme suffering, divest it of every appearance
of vanity and boasting. The languge gives the idea of one

not in office, but living most honorable private l.fe. Job
would hxve been called by the Greeks one of the KaAoxdya-
0oi, the good men nnd fair, the good men and true, who held

no public station, but still, on that very account, possessed

more true influence than the professional politician.

* Ver. 11. And blessed. UMBBEIT ruhmte micli, made
good report of me. This is very touching. In such assem
blies there was not only the honor paid to him by the ora

tors, and the leading men, but here and there some poor
man s ear arrested by his voice, some eye that testified to

acts of beneficence of which public fame made no report.
10 Ver. 12. That I had saved. To render *j for or

because, in this place, as most commentators do, seems greatly
to mar the effect of the passage. It makes it a reason, and a
somewhat boasting one, asserted by Job, instead of a testi

mony to the fact: That I had saved, etc. The latter view is

not only in harmony with the more usual sense of O M a
connective (quod, on that instead of 6ecae, see Note 12,

ver. 8, ch. xxvii., pa.113), but seems also demanded by the

future following and denoting a subjective succession of event,
or idea, dependent on a preceding governing word, such as

JTjfri in this case. Thus Jerome in the VULGATE renders

it eo quod, as dependent on testimonium reddebat. If 3 de

notes a reason independently, it is not easy to see why it

should not have been followed by the praeterite, or why

ttboN, il stands, should not be rendered in the future.

It may be said that the exigenlia loci demands the other sense,

but if the view taken of 3 be correct, then the soring is a

dependent idea, and tho word takes properly the Future, that

is, the Subjunctive form. If it is an independent assertion, it

is impossible to distinguish it from PtJQ?, v &quot;- 14
&amp;gt;

below.

3 has no conversive power except as it connects, not as a

reason, but as an assertion or dependence on a preceding
verb whose sense is incomplete without it.

H Ver. 13. On me came. The Future form of the verb

tO.n, is because of the train of thought being still under

the influence of the recital, ver. 11. Though it may be re

garded as grammatically independent of the 3. itstill keeps

the direction thereby given to it. So is it in repect to the

2d clause ({JIN)-
It is all a part of that which made &quot; the

ear to bless and the eye to testify.&quot;

u Ver. 14. I pnt on. Here begins an entirely inde

pendent clause, and the assertion having no connection,

either logical or grammatical, with what precedes, takes the

There is no tautology in the
preterite form

clause. The latter simply explains the figu

rative sense by the literal : yes, it did really clothe me it be

came my habit as the figure has become naturalized in En

glish habitual to me.

M Ver. 14 Mantle and diadem. These are not

mentioned as ornaments, but as expressing the completeness

of the clothing: From head to foot attired in righteousness.
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16 A father to the poor ;

The cause I knew14
not, I would search15

it out.

17 So would I break the fangs of evil
16
men,

And from their very teeth would dash the prey.

18 Then said I,
&quot;

in iny nest shall I expire,

And like the palm tree&quot; multiply my days ;

19 My root laid open to the water s breath,

And all night long the dew upon my branch ;

20 My glory constant18 with me still renewed,

And in my hand my bow forever19
green.&quot;

21 To me men listened waited eagerly ;

Were silent at my counseling.

22 After my word, they answered20 not again ;

For on them would my speech be dropping still.

23 Yes, they would wait as men do wait for21
rain,

And open wide their mouths, as for the latter rain.

24 That I should mock22 them they would not believe,

Nor make to fall the brightness of my face.

i Ver. 16. Cause I knew not. Some would render

it,
&quot; the cause of one I knew not.&quot; It requires too great an

ellipsis, a double ellipsis in fact. [1] v\T ifa (KTX) 3H
The rendering given implies the same and more. In the one
case it would simply denote impartiality; the other and more
literal rendering gives, in addition, that of carefulness to ob
tain a full knowledge of the case in order to be impartial.

is Ver. 16. I would search it out. impPK is

the subjective Future denoting disposition, and, in that way,
habitual or repeated action, such as we denote by our auxil

iary would (from will) which never loses its subjectively fu
ture idea: &quot; I would do so aud so;&quot; it was my way. This is

carried into the next verbal the beginning of the next verse,

; its 1, whether we call it conversive or not, giving
T : :T

it the exact time force of IHIpHX immediately preceding.

Th

f IHIp
e paragogic ending, however, gives it an optative as well
a subj unctive sense :

&quot; I would desire to break :&quot;

&quot; I took

pleasure in breaking the faugs of evil men.&quot;

w Ver. 17. Evil men. u?, taken collectively.

&quot; Ver. 18. Like the palm tree. On the three in-

in this verse, see EXCURSUS IX.

tT. This seems to be a favo

terpretations of

pa. 20&amp;lt;i.

i* Ver. 20. With me.
rite preposition in Job s speeches. It is stronger than Jjy

would have been : My glory, in distinction from that of
others. It gives also the idea of permanence.

Ver. 20. Ever green. regerminatet. It it

the same word that is used of the tree, xiv. 7. See Ps. cii.

27
;

Isai. ix. 9 ; xl. 31 ; in Kal Ps. xo. .% 6. The bow the em
blem of vigor, strength, power. See Gen. xlix. 24.

*&amp;gt; Ver. i?2. They answered not again. The rea
son is given in the 2d rl.iuse. commonly rendered, and my
tpeech dropped upon them. To regard 1, however, at th&quot; be
ginning of this second clause, as merely copulative, and thus
denoting a subsequent speaking, would be an absurdity. By
taking it us illative, that is, as connecting by way of giving
a reason, we understand why th&amp;lt;-y

answered not. It was on
account of the gentle and persuasive manner of his

sp&amp;gt;ech

disinclining them to make reply. And this suggests another
idea closely akin to it, and well deserving of notice as fa
vored by the peculiar sense of t\&),&quot;dutUlation, gentle and re

peated dropping, at of dew or rain.&quot; It may be taken as de
scribing what may be called the musical effect of his works,
the charm they possessed, as though still sounding on, or
dittiHing in the souls of the hearers. UMBREIT gives a simi

lar idea when he represents it as a spiritual influence: Meinx
Rede in ihrer Einwirkung auf die Herzen der Zuhorer war
zu vergleichen mit deni auf den Erdbodeu triultluden Re-

gen. This is in harmony too with the tense form of HDP,

the mbjectire future, expressive of repeated influence, regarded
as in the mind. The voice that charmed the i seems still to

prolong its tones, producing music in the eoul, and there is

a reluctance to destroy this effect by speaking again after its

outward utterance had ceased. In this respect it suggests
the striking passage Phsedo 84, B. When S crates closes

his great argument on the Immortality of the soul as drawn
from Ideas, the charm of his words still fills the ear, keeping
them from speaking for some time, whilst each of the audi
tors is reluctant to break the s lence. A similar effect is

most poetically described in the Odyssey XI. 333, where
Ulysses ends the long narrative of his wanderings, termi

nating with what he saw in Hades :

a* e&amp;lt;a0 oi 8 a pa. jracres O.KYJV eyivovro &amp;lt;ri&amp;lt;airrj,

ici}Ai]d/i&amp;lt;*&amp;gt; (&amp;lt;r\oi
TO (carat fxeyapa CTKioevra:

He ceased to speak, and all, in silence hushed,
Were held as by a rapture sounding on
Amid the shadowy halls.

,
a soothing strain prolonged, still vibrating, un

dulating, throbbing. So tlDJ carries a similar idea of oVop-
ping. distilling.

S1 Ver. 23. For rain. An instance of subtile emotional
transition. This mention of the rain is suggested by F\0,&quot;\

in the preceding verse, or rather, the spiritual metaphor
contained in it.

Ver. 24. That I shonld mock them. Fee how
the word pnt^ is used xii. 4, in the sense of mocking or

scorning. There is no reason why it should not be so trans
lated here. The rendering smile, in the sense of favor, pity,
as DELITZSCH and some others would give it, has no example

In the Scripture. ntP is used with ^N or *7, and with

*/]} The two first denote laughing at, in the sense of sport

or mockery, the third carries the stronger idea of laughing
against, that is, of scorn, or derision. There are only tw i

places where it even seemingly varies from thia. In Job v.

22, it might seem capable of the rendering trnile, but it is the
smile of contempt (&quot;

at de&amp;lt;t notion and at famine shalt thou
laugh&quot; or smile) n t of favor or pity, fo Pr .v. xxxi. 25,
&quot;she rejoices&quot; (E. V.)

&quot; she laughx (CoNANr) at the time t

come.&quot; If rendered smile there, it is the smile of fearlessness.
The stronger word laugh is according to the usage of the an
cient world generally. They expressed all emotions of the
kind, whether of griff or joy, by words and actions of a more
violent nature than we exhibit. The sense of fmiling for fa-
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25 Twas thus their way I chose,
28 and sat their head.

As king amidst the multitude24 I dwelt,

Among the mourners as a comforter.

vor, however, having no example whatever in Scripture,
tuere ia no need of dwelling on the rendering some give to

IJ ON 7, in order to accommodate it to finch a view. It
ii a mode of exegesis consisting simply in that easy resort
of turning a clause from theapodosis to the protasis of a sen
tence, by supposing an ellipsis of the relative, which will

only do when the context most clearly demands it. Ac
cording to this DELITZSCH and ZSCKLER would trive the gene
ral iiiea to be: He smiles upon (favors, pities) the despairing
or &quot;

lie smiles upon them in their hopelessness;&quot; as though

it were an ellipsis for H ON yh ~\W$. This, however,
even if it could be tolerated by itself, only makes tho next
clause all the more difficult and unmeaning. 8oe the efforts
of DKLITZSCH and others to make any sense out of it. The
substance of it as given by EWALD, ZSCKLER, and DELITZSCH
is, that thf y did not make him cease to smile by their hope
lessness. One can hardly look at the structure of the verse,
however, without seeing that a strong contrast is intended
which this treatment fails to give. The virtue which Job
here claims for himself is that of gravity or dignity. Equally
opposed to this, as they are to each other, is levity, whether
in the form of frivolity, mockery, or derision, on the one
eide, or of petulance, moroseness, or anger, on the other.
The meaning of the expression in the second clause would
seem to be determined by Gen. iv. 6: in Kal, to be angry, as

Cain was (TJ3 ^73*1, and his countenance fell); conse-
T T :

quently, In Hiphil, to make angry, or to act angrily, as in J--
rem. iii. 12, or to make sad, gloomy, morose. Men would
not believe that Job could indulge in mockery or vain laugh
ter; neither could they ever make him angry, or disturb tho

gravity of his countenance; ever the same even, cheerful,
dignified, God-fearing man.

K Ver. 25. Their way I chose, guided, directed, them
in their way of life. Sat as head: as judge or arbiter

among them
;
as in ver. 18.

2* Ver. 25. Amidst the multitude, or crowd.

1HJ is used oftenest of warlike bands, but to give it a mili

tary sense here, s &amp;gt; as to make Job captain of a troop, or to
render it as REXAX does,

Je trduais couime un roi entoure do sa garde
Is not only preposterous in itse f, hut destroys one of tho
most touching coutrasts in the chapter. Though inj is

mostly used in a bad sense for a troop of banditti, or marau
ders (Uos. vii. 1

;
1 Kings xi. 24; Oeu. xlix. 11), yet there is

nothing in the w.iy of its meaning any large crowd or body
of men, especially of a turbulent character. (UMBKEIT, in
de^u Haufnn). It would bo the best Hebrew word to be
found to designate a mob, whom tho presence of such a man
as Job would overawe by hid very force of character. The

expression at a king (&quot;1 7D3), or, at though a king, is conclu

sive against the idea some have entertained that Job was In

reality some kind of monarch or duke. He was that far

higher thing, a holy, God-fearing man, known to be most
just, whose very appearance struck with reverence and re

spect even a godless multitude, and made him, for a season,
like a king among tlu-m. It is a picture that reminds us
of one of Virgil s best comparisons : AZn. I. 148.

Ac veluti magno in popnlo cum ssepe coorta eat

Seditio, fsevitque animis ienobile vulgus;
Turn, pietate gravem ac meritis si forte virurn quern
Conspexere, silent, arreuiisque auribus aslant.
Ille REQIT diet is auimos.

That is he sits as REX. A strong contrast is evidently In
tended between what is expressed by 111J (the turbulent

awembly) and the hushed mourning circle, where Job ap
pears iu so different a capacity. The idea of EWALD and
DILIMANX that in this language Job meant to give the three
friends a kind of back-stroke for their failure to comfort
him is unworthy of such excellent commentators, as it

would be wholly at war with the impassioned earnestness
of this most pathetic chapter.

CHAPTER XXX. [SCENE: The Border of the Desert. See Exc. X.]

1 And now they mock me
; younger men than I,

Whose fathers I disdained,

To set them with the dogs that watched my flock.

2 For what to me their strength of hand,

In whom (the hope) of ripened manhood 1

fails ?

3 Through want and hunger like the arid
2

rock,

Ver. 2. Ripened manhood. occurs only,

here and in ver. 26; but there the comparison seems to fix

its meaning: the ripened age, the ripened corn. It is not ne-

ce-sarily old age, though that well fits the first passage, but

ripeness in general: so that it may be rendered here, man
hood, mature age and strength, which these poor wrecks of

humanity (ail to reach. It has perished O3N) in their

youth, and hence they are unfit for any industrial service.

2 Ver. 3. Arid rock. See Job iii. 7; xv. 34;

Isai. xlix. 21 (where it has Patach in the first syllable, here

only Segol). The primary idea is hardness (hen e barrenness,
Isai. xlix. 21). The Arabic word means hard rock, or earth-

pan. It may be taken here as a collective noun-epithet:
Want and hunger have made them rock or like the rock,
dry and hard

;
the particle of comparison in the concise lan

guage of poetry left out.

3 Ver. 3. Vagrants, pl^,
as a verb, occurs only

here. It is quite common in the Syriac in the sense of fee
ing. This it always has in the PESCHITO ;

as in Mattli. ii. 13 :

&quot; Flee into Egypt,&quot; iii. 7,
&quot; to flee from the wrath to come,&quot;

Jas. iv. 7,
&quot; Resist Satan and he will flee.&quot; So also Mark xlv.

62
;
Acts vii. 29, and a large number of other places. So in

the Old Testament PBSCHITO (Zech. xi. 16, the only seeming
exception, being a wrong reading for

1p&quot;13).

The seuse of

gnawing is found in the Arabic, though there, too, it has

the other meaning: to roam through the kind; the gnawing
sense being secondary, in some way of derivation, or most

likely onomatopical, like the Hebrew rhn to grind the

teeth, hhrk. In verse 17, the noun, or participle,
p&quot;ty,

may be rendered my gnawers, and suits very well the context

{gnawing pain*) ; but there again we are met by the fact that

the corresponding Arabic has the sense of vein*, arteries, or

rineics, such as our translators have given it. How it gets
this we may not clearly know; although the conjecture may
be hazarded that it has some connection with the idea of

fleeing or darting pnins, as they are called. See Note on that

verse. It cannot be denied that in this place, the sense of
&quot;

gnawing the desert,&quot; the
&quot; hard ground of the steppe,&quot; is

very harsh and hyperbolical. In the sense of fleeing, as so
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These vagrants* from the land of4
drought

Of old time5 waste and wild,

4 Who in the jungles pluck the acrid6 herb ;

The roots of juniper
7 their food.

5 From human concourse
8 are they driven forth ;

Men shout against them as against a thief;

6 Within the gloomy gorge
9 their dwelling-place ;

In holes of earth,
10 amid the hollow rocks.

7 Between the desert shrubs they bray ;&quot;

Under the brambles do they herd12 like beasts.

8 Children of folly, sons18 of nameless sires,

With scourgings
14 are they driven from the land.

9 And now their song have I become,

Their ribald word15 of scorn.

10 They view me with abhorrence stand aloof

Yet from my face their spittle
16 hold not back.

common in the Syriac, the Chaldaic, and the later Rabbinic,
it has the usual prepositions to and from. As joined here

with rP, the latter meaning (fleeing from) is the easiest ;

lince, in other languages, a verb of flight (when meaning
from) often has the accusative directly without any prepo
sition (as to flee the land), whilst the other ellipsis, when
fleeing to is meant, is unexampled. It does not, therefore,

mean, as onr translators give it: &quot;fleeing into the desert;&quot;

and that is a sufficient answer to DELITZSCH, who says
&quot; thit

the meaning fiigere is tame, since the desert is the proper ha
bitation of these people.&quot; There is nothing, however, op
posed to the idea of their being driven infrom the desert, on
account Of want, or of their roaming back and forth from
their wild haunts to the borders of civilization, and to that

the word vagrant* is exactly adapted.

* Ver. 3. I,and of drought. iT, simply means
T T

aridity, drought; as in Job xxiv. 19, from the root rUlY- In

Pss. Ixx. 2: cvii. 35, V1X is joined with it. Here it stands

for the place the desert.

* Ver. 3. Of old time. t?3K- Some render this word

forcing its derivation for that purpose. It never
has that sensf, however, in any other place, but always the
clear idea of yesterday or yesternight (Gen. xix. 34; xxxi. 29;
1 Kings xii. 26). But how could a word meaning yesterday
be used for i emote or indefinite past time? That objection

is met by observing that
,
with the same meaning of

yesterday, in nsed Ps. xc. 14: a thousand years at yesterday.
Time past and gone, is all gone; yesterday is &quot;with the

years beyond the flood.&quot; And so all past time is called yes
terday, even in the non-poetical language of the New Testa
ment (Ileli. xiii. 8, \8ei ical

&amp;lt;rriiJ.epov xa.1 tit TOUS aiuvaf,
&quot;

yesterday, to-day, and for the ages &quot;)
It may be said, too,

that this indefinite-ness of time associates well with that in-

denniteness of space, and is poetically suggested by it.

Ver. 4. The Acrid herb, E. V., mallows.

CONANT, the salt plant. Etymologically, any salt, ill-tasting
herb.

1 Ver. 4. Roots of juniper. CONANT, broom roots,

(EwAi.D, genisten-wntrzel). ZoCKLER, ginsler-wurzel.
* Ver. .. /.;/., from tbe body that is, of society. 1J

doos not mean specially the back. It does not suit this place,
and it gives a false notion (I&quot;Pj) Job xx. 25. The Syriac 1 j

always ha* the sense of within, and becomes a preposition, as
1J JO from wiiltin.

Ver. 6. Gloomy gorge. So D Sm
] )~\y is well

rendered by CORAWT.
10 Ver. 6. Holes ofeartb. 1)J? would suggest the

Idea of artificial rather than natural caverns. Rocks :

D 33; etymologically hollow rocks caverns though the

word in Syriac means rock or stone generally.
11 Ver. 7. They bray. Descriptive future : They are

ever braying. In vi. 5 pHJ i used for the ass braying for

food. The braying here is not necessarily for the same
cause. Their famished state had already been expressed. It

may denote their barbarous language, which sounded like

braying, or some mere animal noise they made, whether of

pain, or of wild exhilaration. D HTtP the desert shrubs. The

plural is here used to denote a more special locality, as de

manded by the preposition ^3. So in Gen. xxi. 15 : the de

sert shrubs under which Hagar cast the cnild Ishmael in the
wilderness of Beersheba. Elsewhere it is rVl?&amp;gt;

tne singular
taken collectively.

12 Ver. 7. Herd like beasts. MICHAELIS and EICH-
HORN seem to give the truest exposition here, leferring it to

a beastly conduct demanding an euphemism for its expres
sion. Such is the Hebrew word itself. PIDD, primary sense

effundere, the same in the Arabic, and easily giving rise to

the rarer secondary meaning of addition, flowing together, in

crease, association. But this latter sense seems very poor
here, and DELITZSCH S rendering, &quot;under the nettles are they

poured forth&quot; gives hardly any consistent idea. Huddle to

gether would be better as suggesting smaller numbers. The

general Arabic sense is that ofpouring, like the Hebrew, but
its third conjugation has the sense scortari, coming very na

turally from the primary. It is a deponent, and in this cor

responds to the Hebrew Pnal, as the Arabic Hid, generally
does. The best argument, however, is from the parallelism;
the beastly sounds in the first member suggesting some kind
of beastly action in the second. It is thus that Herodotus,
I. 203, describes the ways of the old Caucasians of whose
stock we boast ourselves to be. It is rather worse, because
more open and shameful : fufiv ft TOVTIDV riav avBpiairiav
tlvat ifi^avia Karairtp TOI&amp;lt;TI .rpojSaroto i.

i Ver. 8. Sons of nameless sires. Not sons of in

famy, as some render it. The first J2 is simply descrip
tive, like &quot;sons of Belial,&quot; daughters of song,

1

as the word is

often used in Hebrew. A son offolly ix, simply, a fool. The
context, however, demands that the second *J3 be taken as

strictly genealogical : sons of the nameless, thus intensifying
their own namelessness.

&quot; Ver. 8. With SCOUrgingS. OJ, Otey are beaten,

can only indirectly mean that they are driven. They are

whipped out of the land.
W Ver. 9. Word of scorn. iT?3, a by-word. Some

thing often repeated. LXX. OpvAArjjita. Job s appearance
on their borders in his strange plight (see EXCURSUS, ADD.,
p.208), was the constant theme of their brutal jest. They
could not understand his calamity.

der
mer
probably come from a supposed

though it meant a distance too great for spitting in the face;
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11 Since HE hath loosed17

my girdle humbled me

They, too, against me come with unchecked18
rein.

12 At iny right hand they rise, this beastly brood
;

My feet they thrust aside
;

Against me cast they up their
deadly&quot; ways.

13 They mar my
20

path ;

As though twere gain to them,
21

they seek my hurt,

With none to help
22

(the mischief all their own).
14 Like a wide fracture in a2* wall they come

;

Beneath the desolation roll they on.

[PAUSE.]

15 All turned
2*

against me terrors everywhere ;

My dignity it scatters like the wind
;

Gone as a cloud is my prosperity.

but this supposition is not demanded. They stand some dis

tance off, and spit at him, from some strange dread hit ap
pearance occasions. It is thus a most graphic picture of tur

pitude and ignorant malignity. Or the order of event may
be different from that of expression : they spit at him, and
then start back.

17 Ver. 11. Loosed my girdle. The metaphors in
the two members are different, but they suggest one an
other. The agent in the first clause is Qod, unnamed, as is

frequently the case in Job, and for reasons similar to those

given in note to iii. 20, and other places. The other verbs
which have these Troglodytes lor their subject are all plu
ral (vers. 7, 8, 9, 10), and therefore it would be stranue that
there should be a singular, or a distributive, here. The verb

i literally to open, may be rendered to loose, wnen by

the loosing something is made bare, and, therefore, in such
a connection as this it cannot be used of the bow string, as
some take it; nor as applied to God can it denote the meta
phor of the loosened rein, as iu the second clause. It must
therefore be taken figuratively of the girdle (or the loins) as
the symbol of strength. It may be said, too, that JJ^ l

would not suit as used of the wild horde. Their other acts
are most specifically set forth, and it would be strange that
such a general term (hath humbled or afflicted me) should
occur among them. For tb.ps reasons, too, the Keri (*^JV)
my cord, is to be preferred to the Ketib n/V.

18 Ver. 11. Unchecked rein. The clause reads liter

ally : They lend (or cast off) the rein (or bridle) before me.

irwtlJ tO&quot;V It is exactly the Latin phrase habenas immii-

tere, or remitters. So remitters frsena darefrxnn German : den

/Mgel schiessen fatten English: Give him the rein: Greek:

T&S ijvtas. the Piel; they send, or throw

them, violently, or suddenly, cast them on the horse s neck,
as KURIPIDE8, rruJAots e/n/SaAoi Tes r]vias. The metaphor is a

very natural one, and it does nut require us to suppose that
these creatures actually rode horses. It simply denotes the
suddenness and violence of their attack.

19 Ver. 12. Their deadly ways. lot. : The ways
of tlteir destruction. The suffix in D*VK belongs to the whole

T &quot;

compound expression. The whole figure denotes an In

vading and besieging host. The language is military and
hyperbolical.

S Ver. 13. They mar my path. To be taken figura

tively, says DELITZSCH: They make escape impossible : others:

they tuke away aU my resource*. This answers very well in

general : but there are grounds for taking much of this de

scription in its most lit-ral sense. These creatures wantonly
dei-troy the poor accommodation* Job had in his lonely leper
houe (JVtfann n 3, 2 Chron. xxvi. 20; Vt. Ixxxviii. 6),

and annoy him every way in his helplessness.
Ver. 13. As though it were grain to them.

Most commentators simply render this clause :
&quot;

They aid

my lall, or my ruin
;&quot;

E. V., they set forward my calamity ;

giving fay* the sen&amp;lt;e of *\iy.
The references made by

ZOCKLWR and others are to Zech. i. 15. and Isai. xlvii.12, nei

ther of which resemble this case in the essential point. The

context sometimes allows this rendering to the verb (tohelp,
to aid, etc.), but it never loses the radical idea of profit, real or

supposed. This makes the contrast here, which the clause

presents, although so very short. It might be rendered al

most word for word according to a common English idiom :

tltey profit to my hurl. But the future is subjective, not fig-

nitying an actual hut a s*eming tact: they would profit; or,
it is as though they would profit. It is indeed pure wantonness,
the mischief they do, but they labor as though they were

really to get some gain from i . Then there is the implied
personal contrast: whether it be gain, or wantonness, or

sport to them, it is trouble and ruin to Job. In this view
there is no neeil of bracketing any words in the full transla

tion given. There is no more than is needed to express the
contrast so concisely presented in the Hebrew.

Ver. 13. With none to help. Ltt. : no helper to

them. EWALD renders this : niemand htift vor ihnen. This is

also Dr. CONANT S : There is no helper against them. It set-ms

to fit the passage admirably, but there canuot be found an

example of 7 being thus u^d with this verb in the sense of

against. The words put in brackets may be regarded as the

briefest exegesis: They are too vile to have an ally. The
mischief they do, and the malice they show against a man in

Job s wretched condition is sui generis :
&quot; None but themselves

can be their parallel.&quot;
23 Ver. 14. Fracture In a wall. Compare Isaiah

xxx. 13, where we have the exact image. It is the rendering
of the VULGATE: quasi fracto muro. Here too there is some

thing which has the appearance of being intended literally.

It looks like a real assault upon Job s wretched temporary

habitation (his JYC?Dnn IV3, free or separate house, see

note 20 above) whether upon the mezbele or place of offal

far from the city of which DEUTZSCH speaks (LXX., eiri rijs

xon-piat efu&amp;gt; TT) irdAtws) or on the border of the Desert ac

cording to the view taken Exc. X., p 207. They break it all

down through pure recklessness, rushing in upon him and

filling him with terror. The wholly figurative view would

regard the language as denoting simply great change of con

dition, or great reverse of fortune; but there is too much

particularity in the painting for that alone. If literal, it

must refer to events which occurred to Job s annoyance be

fore the coming of his three friends.

* Ver. 15. All tnrned against me : A total re

verse of fortune, an overthrow, a catastrophe. 3)nn * taken

impersonally: It if ntt upturned, or, there is an upturning, an

overthrow (a 7133710 see the word as often used of Sodom
and Qoinor ah) most graphically presented in the imperso
nal rendering of the verb regarded as having for its subject

its own idea: sulversmn est, like the Latiu concurritttr, pugna-

tur, oT,pwgnntum est, it is fought, there is a battle. UMBREIT
assumes God (unnamed) as the subject : Er hat sieh gegen
mich gewandt,

&quot; He is turned against me.&quot; But this does

not suit the extremely passive Hophal conjugation as used

here, although it miglit, perhaps, have been consistent with

the use of the Niohnl (see Not* to xxviii. ft, and EXCURSUS

VIII., pa. 201). The Kal having two related senses, namely.
that of transformation (one thing tumi&amp;gt;i into another), and

that of subversion (turning upside down, or reversal), the Ni-

phal is the passive of the first as the Concordance uniformly

shows, the llofhal (comparatively unfreqnent) of the latter.
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16 And now my very
18

life is poured out ;

The days of my affliction hold26 me fast.

17 By night my every bone is pierced&quot;
above ;

My throbbing nerves28
(within me) never sleep.

Its subject must &amp;gt;e the state or thing overthrown, and there

fore cannot be God. The more comuion way is to take

jYinb3 for the subject, as DEUTZSCH and EWALD do, but

there is the same incongruity (terrors cannot be overturned,

and even when it is rendered &quot;

turned&quot; it makes but a vague

and feeble sense) whilst there is toe other difficulty arising

from the disagreement both in gender and number. It is

indeed the case that in Hebrew, where the verb precedes,

there may tie, sometimes, a subject, or seeming subject, dif

fering in number; but this is not a mere arbitrary rule of

the grammarians. There i* a reason for it. In such rases

the predominant subject is the very Idea of the verb itself,

which on that account comes first, whilst the subject after

wards expressed represents only an aspect ot that more

important idea. As for example Jer. li. 48, H7 KIT

ome (
there sha11 t*6 a comine) uP n ner

&amp;gt;

_tn j spoilers.&quot; The coming upon her, or that there should

be an invasion, an invasion of the strong Babylon, was the

strange though , the important idc;a, and therefore the verb

is placed first, and left uncontrolled by the number of the

nonn in order to give it prominence or emphasis. In the

preceding part of the same verse, on the other hand, the

noun subject contains the predominant idea, and the verb,

notwithstanding it is placed first, conforms to it: h

D DE? S33,
&quot; the Heavens shall cry out against Babylon.&quot;

Tn this case, moreover, the accents make a separation be

tween HSrin and r\iri73, although the latter belongs to
- -

the same clause, and, therefore, there should be given to it

something of an independent, or partially separata render

ing, as the translator has endeavored to do, in order to p- e-

vent the enfeebling which would come from making ir the

sole subject of this abrupt and exclamatory verb: terrors

everywhere, as the result of the overturning, whether taken

literally or figuratively. So RENAN, Les terreurs m asstegcnt
de Una parts. The expression here might seem to resemble

the one we have, 1 Sam. iv. 19, 7T&quot;1X H Stf O3HJ, ren-
T v : T : r : : :

dered: her pains were turned upon her, bnt there it is Niphal,

and, as we have elsewhere seen (EXCURSUS VIII., pa 202).

denotes transformation, a sudden &quot;turn,&quot; as we say, from

quiet to extreme anguish. Besides in that case all is reg i-

lr, whereas the peculiar feature of this passage is its pa-
gionate abruptness as shown in the brokenness and irregu

larity of its language. No commentator has taken a better

view of this than the quaint and greatly unappreciated CA-
RTL. He makes his exegesis and his pious practical com
mentary illnstrate each other: &quot;For as terrors discompose
the mind and put it out of all due frame and order, so the
construction of this text, wherein Job complains of them, is

out of all grammatical frame and order. There is heie a.

double nnomilie. or breach of ordinary grammar. The word
terrors, being of the plural number, is joined in construction
with a verb in the singular; there is, also, a like irregularity
in the gen lers of these two words. It is as if the Spirit of
God would hint to us by these disturbed expressions, how
much disturbance and irregularity such terms work and im
press upon the affections,&quot; OARYI on Job, Vol.11. 710. This
learned old non-conformist is right. The Spirit of Got! make&amp;lt;

its revelation to us through the souls of men, through the m&amp;lt;-

dinm of their emotions and conceptions; the language, there

fore, that comes out to us from such a process is His lan

guage, even when most intensely human. The impassioned
st-tte of soul stamps itself upon such broken utterances

;
and

to overlook them in an exegesis is to act the part of unfaith
ful interpreters. In these chapters, xxix. and xxx., we have
pictures from the life. It. is no invented thing. A true ex
perience lies before us. The view taken of iijnn is con

firmed hy the 2d and 3d clauses of this same vers&amp;lt;&amp;gt;. They are
but illustr it ons of the great change of fortune so abruptly
expressed in thn first, whether we regard that as referring to
the general d scription given in the xxix. (of which this may
be taken as the reverse picture) or whether we suppose .lob
to have in mind the literal overthrow as before referred to,
or to mingle both toother in the images of the wind ai d the
clouds that immediately follow. UMBREIT seems to enter

Into the ipirit of the passage when he says of *hy
&quot;\2r\T\,

als Ausrnf zu nehmen. It is, in fact, an exclamation, an

outcry, ca ised by the terror of the assault he seems to be de

scribing, or by a sudden vivid recollection of the terrible

overthrow or reversal of his condition, as though he had said :

dire catastrophe! how great the change! everything

against me all terror and confusion!&quot; JLICHHORN renJers

es ist mit mir &anz anders worden,&quot; taking

it impersonally, and pinS^ by itself as an addition to the

general exclamation. There is no difficulty in making the

subject of sin in the second clause refer to

taken collectively ; but a better way is to regard the femi-

n lie as denoting generally the event, or the whole courre of

events for whi -h th feminine pronoun would stand iu He-

br-w as the neuter does in Greek.

V -r. 16. My very life. Literally : My soul is poured
out upon me, or my soul upon me. It seems to be merely an

intensive expression. Or, upon me may mean, while yet

alive.

Ver. 16. Hold me fast. ^Jlfn&T, the stubborn

ness and tenacity of his disease: will not let him go ;
no re-

rnis ion.

Ver. 17. Above. Or more strictly from above me,

&quot;

hy ft, Hence TREMSLUUS r- ndera it perfodiuntur (a stra-

ptM imposita raifci, supplying eorpr?&amp;lt; or blanket as something
that chafed his bones, a rendering not at all unnatural,

since the idea of a chafing or fretting of his garmur.t, or bed

clothes, is so easily suggested. Again, 7^0 may mean

not much more than
&quot;hy

above, my bones vponiiie,withme,

in me, as our translation has it (see the places in NOLDIUS

where this preposition, like
&quot;hy*

seems to have the mean

ings, in, apud,jiurta). Thus taken it, too, may be merely in

tensive : my very bones, each one of them, as is denoted by the

distributive plural with a singular verb. But there seems
intended something of a contrast between the two members
of the verse. The bones may be regarded as above, without,
or over, in respect to the nerves, or veins supposed to belong
more especially to the interiora of the body. We do, indeed,

commonly think of the bones as within, but beside the gene
ral demand of such a comparison, there was something pe
culiar in Job s extreme emaciation, that would make the

contrast very striking. His bones protruded; they had be

come visible
;
so that his body seemed lik&amp;gt;- a skeleton, all

bones. So he speaks of himself vii. 15 : Death rather than these

lone*, fo Elihn cays xxxiii. 21, evidently meaning .lob : His

bones before nnxeen titick out. Compare also Ps. xxii. 18: &quot;I

can count all my bones, they look and stare at me.&quot; Thus

viewed Sj?3 in its common literal sense of above, or from

above, becomes not only allowable, but most appropriate. In
his contemplation of himself in this condition, the bones lie-

come t)&amp;gt;e outside of him, as it were. The rendering, pierced

from me, as some translate, gives a strange sense, or if para
phrased as a conatruclio prteijnaia (ZbcKLER: Die Nachtdurch-
bohrt meine Gebeine, sie von mir ab!8&amp;lt;end, s also, in sub
stance EWALD, DELITZSCH, UMBREIT, and KENAN) seems forced

and unwarranted. The rendering of TREMELLIUS, -cut. or

fretted by the blanket alore is to be preferred, if the view
here taken cannot be sustained. There is, moreover, the
view of RASCHT, presenting less difficulty than he liursh con-

struclio prtegnans to which UMBEEIT and ZOCKLER are com

pelled to resort. He takes
&quot;

/JJD DVj7 as equivalent to

1|DJ7 7J7O, and interprets it as meaning &quot;the worms who

strip off the flesh from above my bones &quot;

Ver. 17. My throbbing nerves, p~\J?-
In Note

3 ver. 3 here have been already given some of the reasons
for adhering to the old translation of the worn in this pUce,
as supported by the TARV.UM, l&amp;gt;.v

MAIMOXIDES. with the learn
ed Je -ish Rabbis, and by the old^r ronnin ntators, snrh as
SlERCERUS, PlSCATOR, and others mentioned in Po &amp;gt;LE s Synop
sis. ADEN EZRA renders it by Q TJ nerd (LXX. veCpa pov)

a sense which he says it has &quot;in the Ishmaelitic language
&quot;

So Kimchi in his book of roots: fTjn IX^p
1

O1.J73

pnjON. &quot;in Arabic they call the nerves (or sinews)
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1 8 By great exertion is my garment
29

changed ;

Close as my tunic s mouth it girts me round.

19 Into the mire, His hand hath cast me50 down
;

To dust and ashes is my semblance31 turned.

20 I call to Thee Thou ansvver&amp;lt;_st not
;

Before Thee do I stand Thine eye beholds ;

21 But Thou art turned relentless (to my prayer) ;

Thou art against me with Thy mighty hand.

22 Thou liftest me upon the wind to ride;

As in my very being
32 Thou dissolvest me.

,&quot; using the Arabic article. It is thus used indis

criminately of all the finer or more interior parts of the

body, aa of sinews, arteries, or veins ; and the latter especially
were so called from the idea of continual motion in them
increased by pain or heat. They were conceived of as con

tinually fleeing, throbbing, pulsating, etc. (see Note on D
p&quot;^

ver. 8). It is this which justifies the epithet ndded in the

translation, and it would seem to have been some idea of this

kind, as attaching to the word which. suggested that other

graphic expression ?i they never lie down, they

is called

are never still. This was the thought, too, which suggested
to KASCHI his interpretation of the word in this place:

t X &quot;VJ) to which he adds: in the Arabic

llJJ- So RAISUI LEVI BEN GERSON renders it

,

&quot; my nerves that puue and never rett, on account

of the strange and distempered heat that is in me.&quot; MAI-

MONIDES, too, in his comment on this place has a similar

thought about the motion caused by the increased heat of

the body, and this leads him to a remark so curious that the

translator hopes to be pardoned fo- inserting it. This most

philosophical commentator has his thoughts so carried

away by the idoa suggested that he cannot stop short of the

Primus Motor: &quot; When a thing id moved we may say, it is

the staff that moves the stone, but the hand moves the staff,

the chords (D^liTD!&quot;!) move the hand, the muscles
m jve the chords, the nerves (O^ljn) move

the muscles, the natural heat C jJJtOn DinTI) moves the

nerves, the/orm (n&quot;1171i th fi idea, law, nature, formal a T -

rangeinent of the matter) moves the natural heat, the Prime
Mover God ( ItJfJOn) moves, originates and sets in action,

the idea.&quot; On this frequent Rabbinical word, see BOXTORF
Lex. Chald., and the Worterbuch Chaldaisches, lately pub
lished, of RABB. Dr. J. LEVY. It is an argument for this

sense of
p&quot;^J7

that it seems demanded by the parallelism.

The mention of bone in the first clause, requires that some
other part of the body should be the subject of the second.

The Syriac
t?p&quot;^&amp;gt;

wherever it occurs in the Peschito ver

sion of the Old and New Testaments, always means some
kind of ligament (Jorum) string or cord, being equivalent to

D TJ by which the Rabbins render the Hebrew
p&quot;ij?.

See

Gen. xiv. 13 (cnrrigia, firings or ties for the shoe) Isai. v. 27;
Joli i. 27; Kzek. xxiii. 15; Mark i. 7; Luke iii. 16; Actsxiii.
i5. The participial form is one common to a great many
Ueb. ew nouns like IPiD

??.&&amp;gt;

etc-

-5 Ver. 18. My garment changed. The word

tl Dn.nn occurs in this Hithpahel form in four places, 1

Pain, xxviii. 8, which is the key passage, 1 Kings xxii. 30; 2
Chron. xviii. 29, ndl Kings xx. 38. The first gives us the
K&amp;gt;nse of the word us clear as any Lexicon could have done.
It shows that the sense of disguise is rot, by itself, the pre
dominant one The word pimply expresses the mode by
which it is effected, as the words immediately following show:

he disguised himself, that is, put on other garments,

D&quot;1J2 which may be regarded as epexegetical of

it. The 2&amp;lt;1 a-nd 31 examples In the same way give the expla
nation : The kinprs in the battle exchanged garments. In 1

Kings xx. 38, the disguise seems to have been made in a dif

ferent way, VJ J7 7^ &quot;&amp;gt;2X3,
tctih ashet upon hit eyes, M

commonly rendered, but as rendered by the LXX. with a

strip or belt (TeAa/xuna) upon his eyes, the word being

&quot;13X instead of &quot;1SN, the u-.ua! one for ashes. GESENIUS

regards it as a different word, if the true reading of the text
before them was not, rather, ~\2K (unpointed), an ephod or
linen veil. Reading it, however, as ashes it may fairly be
taken as something additional to the action expressed by the
verb EfsJnrV just before it; or it may well be that the

phrase, originally meaning change of raiment, had come to

represent the idea of disguise in whatever way effected. If
this is regarded as inherent in the Hithpahel form it mav,
perhaiif, be supposed to come from the Kal sense to seek, in

vestigate, etc., with the reflexive idea added : one who cau-es
himself to be sought, inquired after. Thin, however, is not

easy, and a more direct way, if allowable, would be to regard
the sense of change of raiment as predominant, and connect

it with the cognate K^jn, to be free from, liber, solutus, as in

the word t*?3n&amp;gt;
^OD * * * and many other places. Hence

; T

the idea of having the garment stripped off, or of being free
from it, to be replaced by another. So I AREHURST would
seem to \iew it, though, from his disregard of the Hebrew
punctuation the twu verbs are regarded by him, not simply
as cognate, but as one and the same root. It should be

noted, too, that in any view we may take of the word, the
idea of disguise is not in the garment, but in th&quot; person.
Here, however, to give it any application at all in that sense,
it is the garment itself that is disguised. That could in no
way be truly said, though it were ever so much fouled by
the disease. If the view taken can be sustained, it certainly
gives a clear and suitable sense. Job undoubtedly would
desire to change his garments. There are a number of pas
sages (see especially iv. 31) which show that he was very
sensitive in this matter, and that his neatness WHS greatly
offended by the foulness of condition produced by his dis

ease. This would make the change very desirable, and, at

the same time, very difficult in consequence of the adhesion.
Hi&quot; necessity for it, and the pain occasioned, would be no
small part of his wretchedness, and even hyperbolical lan

guage would seem most natural in describing the effort for

that purpose. The chief difficulty of the other view is in

the words JTlD 3*1- To render this &quot; divine
&quot; or &quot;

almighty- T

force,&quot; as DELITZSCH and UMBREIT do, seems utterly extra

vagant, and to take it of the violence of the disease, as K. V.

and others do, is not warranted by any other usage of 712*

The second clause gives the reason why so much force was

required, and which would seem all the greater from the

pain it occasioned.

I&quot; Ver 19. Cast me down. jl7T Dejecit.

i Ver. 19. My semblance turned. Lit. ; I have

likened myself. But the Hithpahel is intensive rather than

simply reflex: I am become the picture, the perfect copy or

resemblance. The reference is doubtless to the earthy, ashen,
ca^avarous appearance that the leprosy occasioned; though
there probably mingles with it something of that idea of

weakness and mortality connected with the word ashes in

other parts of the Bible.
w Ver. 22. As in my very being. This is given as

the best rendering of that difficult word (Ttyif&amp;gt; in *s ac-
T *

commodation to the demands of this place (s&quot;e Exc. V.p.189
and also Notes upon it. xii. 16; xxvi. 3, and other places).
Its general etymological sense of reality, solidify, mbstantiality,
true being, or oixria, may be referred either t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; knowledge or

truth. It is the deepest essence, and may be tnken here ad

verbially, as is not unfroqnently the case with qualifying
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23 I know that Thou wilt turn me back33
to death,

The assembly house&quot; ordained for all that live.

24 Ah! prayer is nought,
85 when He sends forth the hand

;

In each56 man s doom, of what avail their cry?

25 Have I not wept&quot;
for him whose life is hard ?

Has not my very soul grieved
88

for the poor ?

Hebrew nouns, essentialUer, tubstantialiter, ouaiwSi* . It may

have, moreover, something of a superlative sense, like the

similar words TOJ excellency, truth, splendor, HXpS

completely, triumphantly, or JvSjDfl perfection, perfectly. TRE-

MELLIUS : Efflcis ut diffluam subttantia ; COCCEIUS, among the

oliier commentators: t maceras me reapse (re ipsa). in very

truth, using it as a term of intensity. VULGATE valide. Bcx-

TOBF, Lex. Chald., t eiaentia, id eat. ut tola etsentia pereat, lota-

liter, et omnino ; though he seems to regard it as equivalent

to a Targumic word
NJVC7f&amp;gt;, meaning foundation. DE

WETTE, zerrilttest Sinn und Geist. Others translate it happi

ness, safety, though still retaining the old reading. Ourtrans-

latois, bv &quot;substance,&quot; may have. meant wealth, as the Greeks

use the word ovaia, so very similar etymologically. In the

margin, however, they have given the word wisdom. This

old rendering, being, essence, reality, etc., is entitled to the

more regard in view of the great difficulty later commenta
tors (EWALD,DiLLMANN. DELITZSC-J, Z8CKLER) have in giving

anything more satisfactory. They render it, &quot;the crash,

noise, roaring of the storm
;&quot;

ZBCKLER: und lasgest mich zer-

gelv n in Sturmesbrausen. But to get his they have to take

anoth-r and qnite different reading, PINU^f*, as found in

xxxvi. 29, and xxxix. 7. UMBREIT and GESENICS tu;n it into

a verb, rNt9.n&amp;gt; and giTe jt tne sense of a Chaldaic word

found only in another conjugation:
&quot; Thou frightenext me.&quot;

But there is no suffix pronoun, as there ought to be in such

a case. The greatest objection, however, brides the change

required in the reading, is the wretched anticlimax it makes :

&quot; Thou catchest me up to the wind; thou makst me to ride

upon it; thon dissolves! me; thou frighlenett me.&quot; It is sup
posed by some that the first clause is meant to r preseut
Job s prosperity, the second hU downfall. But there are no

words giving the least indication of such a contrast, and
there is little in the calm, God-fearing, domestic happiness
of Job, that suggests such a picture of sudden elation. It is

rather that of ruin expressed in a weird and passionate style
which almost resembles the language of delirium. Such an
iile;i is fiivored by that most sober Jewish commentator ABEN

EZRA, who ascribes this strange language to the &quot; wild ima

ginations caused by fever; Job dreams of riding on the

wind.&quot; It may, in fact, have been one of those &quot;

scaring vi

sions&quot; of which he speaks vii. 14; xx. 8, and which formed
no small part of his misery. There is nothing, as CARYL sup
poses, unworthy of the Scriptures in such an idea. Wei e

not the first clause so clear, so incapable of being taken in

any other way, we might almost suspect the translation as

too Shakesperian, or Dantean, for Job, though he shows
much more imagination than the other speakers. But every

thing except the m?ft * 8O perspicuous, the &quot;

being lifted

np to the. wind,&quot; the l&amp;lt;

riding upon it,&quot;
the being &quot;di-

solved,&quot; or melting way, that there can be no doubt of the

rendering: It reminds one of Viruil s description of the ex

piating processes endured by spirits, ^En. VI., 740.

-Alias pandontnr inanea

Suspenses ad ventos.

Job s language resembles some of the mad utterances of

Lear, giving the impression that called ont the comment of

ABE&amp;gt; EZRA. It is almost in the very words of Othello:

&quot; Blow me about in winds,&quot;

presenting also something of a parallel to Homer s laognaee,
employed Odyss. IV. 7^7, and elsewuere, to denote utter and
remediless destruction:

a &quot;carrying away by the gales,&quot; a &quot;disappearing&quot; in their
unknown viewl -eg regions. Stress has been laid on the f rt

that th&amp;lt;&quot; word is abbreviated in its vow&amp;gt; Is, wh reas in other

place* it is written full
(J&quot;\

for 4p); but this is evidence ra

ther of some difficulty which old transcribers or editors may
have bad about the meaning of the word, and hence of a de

sire to exchange it for another. Had there been some other

word in the original it is almost incredible that this difficult

rPt2in should have been put in place of it. MERX, as

usual, solves the difficulty by his arbitrary reading Jltfrv

3 Ver. 23. Turn me back. Comp. 311?, Gen. iii.

19; D&quot;1X J3 1311?,
&quot; Go oacJe ye *ms f -Adam,&quot; Ps. xc. 3.

M Ver. 23. The assembly house. &quot;IjMo JV3, the

house of rendezvous, of gathering. It suggests the frequent
phrase gathered to the fathers, gathered to his people. All

such language must have come from some idea of death or

Sheol being a place of waiting for something to come after

it. See L\NOE Gen., Note 585.
35 Ver. 24. Prayer is nought. The translation given

of the whole verse is nearly that of KENAN:

Vaines prieres! il tend sa main;
A quoi bon protester contre ses coups ?

\J, 3~xS 1JX-
The negative &O, here, seems to be a quali

fying rather than an impliedly asserting particle. It is

joined with
J, 3, prayer, like our inseparable negative syl

lables in, im, un; as in TOH JO impiu* Ps. xliii. 1; X/
T .

I]}, infirmut Prov. xxx. 25
; TK tf7, without men, uninha

bited, airdvOpotiros ; pT JO&amp;gt;
without a way, invius, avropo?,

a/Jaros, vtayless, trackless. It is a case that is prayerless, he
would say, that is, where prayer is of no avail

;
the substan

tive verb understood: It is a prayer that is no prayer, like

the Greek Trdpos airopos. For the other view which resolves

the word into parts, 3 and
*jf,

see DEUTZSCH.

M Ver. 24. In each man s doom . . . their cry.
It is a case where a distributive singular in one part corres

ponds to a plural pronoun in the othec. Our own tongue ad
mits it. But what authority lor giving it this turn, or in

serting the words &quot;

of what nvail,&quot; or, a 51101 bon, as KENAN
does! It is because of the QX, leaving the question unan

swered, or making what Is called an aposiopesis, a sile&quot;nce

that leaves the answer to the thought as the most expressive

way of asserting its unavailablenets: &quot;what if they do cry f&quot;

It occurs in all passionate or animated language, but espe

cially in the ancient.
&quot; If it bear fruit,&quot; Luke xiii. 9. There

is nothing more there in the Greek ; but the silent answer
is nil the. more expressive on that account. &quot;Ho that planted
the ear (Ps. xciv. 9), shall he riot hear? He that fashioned
the eye, shall he not see? He that teacheth man know
ledge&quot; There it closes in the. Hebrew, but the answer is

admirably given in E. V. in italics: &quot;Shall he not knowf&quot;

Shall the source of knowledge be unintelligent? For a

striking example, see Iliad I. 26. So here: If the// cry,

each of them (1T}2 in his own bpecial doom), what

then?&quot; There is, however, nothing here like an arraign
ment of God for injustice or cruelty. It is sinjply stating
the inevitableness of death as the common doom. It is in

this way no harsher than Gtn. iii. 19, and Ps. xc. 3. The

fern. |n/ may be a mere matter of euphony to avoid the
IV T

harshness of final CD before jy in IMC? (8ee the Sepher Ha

Rilcma or Hebrew Grammar of JONA BEN GANNACH, Sec. VT.,

changes of 73 and
J,

pa. 37, where he gives a number of

analogous examples). We have examples of jn? f r DPI7

Ruth L 13, and of Hjil for 71071, 2 Sam. iv. 6.

V Ver. 25. Have I not? JO DX is equivalent to a

strong assertion
;
but the interrogative form is the more pa

thetic.
38 Ver. 25. Grieved, nOJ&amp;gt;f-

This verb occurs but

once. The context, however, leaves little donbt about it,

though we get no help either from the Syriac or the Arabic.
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26 But when I looked for good, then evil came;
38

When I expected light, then darkness came.

27 My very bowels boil,* they re never still ;

The days of pain have overtaken me.

28 Mourning I go,
41 no sunlight (on my way).

In the assembly do I rise ;
I cry aloud.

29 Brother am I to howling desert42

dogs,

Companion to the owls.

30 My skin is black above
j

43

My bones are dried with heat.

31 My harp,
44

to mourning is it turned
;

My organ like the tones of those who weep.

89 Ver. 25. Evil came . . . darkness came. The
repetition of the same word, both in the Hebrew and in the

English, increases the force and pathos.
*&amp;gt; Ver. 27. Bowels boil. This may mean mental af

fliction (bowels put for the feelings), but it is easier taken

literally.
Ver. 28. Mourning; I got or, with darkened face I

go. The key to this obscure verse Is to be found, we think,
in Jer. iv. 28, where a day of trouble is thus described by

the same verb. 7V?3O D 0$n IITP. the heavens are dark-
*T - T -

: IT
ened above. The sense of mourning in

&quot;np
comes from that

jf obscuration. The sunlight denotes joy and happiness, as
in Eccles. xi. 7,

&quot; sweet is the light, and pleasant to the eyes
to bphold the sun.&quot; The sense of the words put in brackets

are really included in the idea of TO /H- The second
clause seems abrupt and disconnected, but this is what is to

be expected in such a passionate strain.
42 Ver. 29. Howling- desert dogs. It is some hi

deous animal that makes a wailing melancholy sound, and
that is all that can be determined from BOCFIART S long dis

cussion. The word in the second clause may be rendered

ostriches, but the idea of desolation intended is far better

given by owls, as in E. V. ;
at least to our modern concep

tions.

Ver. 30. My skin is black above. See remarks

in Note 10, ver. 17. The contrast there was be

tween bones and the more interior parts, nerves or sinews.
Here it is between the skin above, and the bones as the in
terior. It may be rendered my skin upon me.

** Ver. 31.My harp, etc. The exact nature of the musi
cal instruments here mentioned, it is now very difficult to

determine. An objection is made to rendering 2J1 17, here

and Ps. cl. 4, by the word organ. It Is however a wind in

strument, and may, therefore, be a combination of pipes; or

organ may be taken for any compound instrument, complex
or simple. The single pipe was a shepherd s instrument,
and hardly corresponds to our idea of the dignity of Job.
It may be said, however, that a seeming exactness may
sometimes fail as a translation by destroying the very im
pression intended to be made. BENAN, we think, exempli
fies this.

Ma guitare s est changee en instrument de deuil
;

Mou hautbois ne rend que doa sons de pleura.

Something antique is needed, yet still enough understood to

give the effect intended, without marring by a lowering
familiarity. la general, however, no translator excels IlE-

NAN in purity and taste.

CHAPTER XXXI.
1 Yes,

1
I did make a covenant for

2 mine eyes ;

How8 then could I upon a virgin gaze ?

2 What portion of Eloah from above,

What heritage [could I expect
4

] from Shaddai in the heights?

3 Does not a woe await the evil man ?

A vengeance strange,
5 to malefactors due ?

1 Ver. 1. Yes. We cannot suppose that the commencing
words of this chapter come directly after the closing words
of the xxx. There is no inconsistency, but certainly a change
of style, indicating a silent meditation for a few moments,
and then a sudden resuming with the thought to which it

had led him. Thus regarded, the starting yes, or something
equivalent, is nothing more than the expression of such a
resuming. The need of it in the Hebrew was compensated,
virtually, by the feeling of the context, and, perhaps, by
look, tone, or gesture.

* Ver. 1. For mine eyes. Not as a party with whom
the covenant is made, for that would require

DJ?&amp;gt;

but rather

as the evil or enemy against whom Job had made a solemn
compact with God. Hence the language tbat follows how
could I, eta.

&amp;gt; Ver. 1. How tben ? It is the strongest denial. Why,
as commonly rendered, is too tame, as though simply asking
what reason could I have t

9

* Ver 2. Could I expect. These words in brackets
are but the filling up of what is clearly implied.

* Ver. 3. A vengeance strange, &quot;O j. See the

same segolate, only with the O vowel, Obad. 12. The pri

mary idea of strangeness adheres in the word, but giving it a
bad sense as suggestive of the awful, th sudden in calamity.
There is tho same word in Arabic, with the vowel, and
used precisely as this is here and in Obadiah 12. For clear

examples see HARIRI, Seance xiii., p. 153 (De Sacy, Ed.) xvi.,

p. 188, xxiv. 288. It occurs in the came sense in the Koran;
as in Surat Ixv. 8, xviii. 86, where it is joined with the most
severe word for punishment: Ho shall visit him with a

strange (nukran) or awful penalty.&quot; In Snrat xviii. 715 it is,

in (ho same way, associated with the crimeof murder: -Must
thou slain an innocent person, then hast thou done a thing
(nukran), awful, strange.&quot; Compare the very similar lan

guage in the Auiinii Mundi of TIM^DS the Locrian, 104 E:
ri.ucopi ai fcVat,

&quot;

strange vengeances,&quot; the fearful n iture of
which is shown in the context. Compare it with ei/ov, 1

Pet. iT. 12.
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10

11

12

Does He not see my course of life,

And number all my steps ?

If I have walked in ways
6 of vanity,

Or if my foot hath hasted to deceit,

So weigh
7 me God in scales of righteousness

And know Eloah mine integrity.

If from the path my step hath turned aside,

Or soul hath strayed
8 submissive to mine eyes,

Or aught of blemish to my hand hath cleaved,

Then let me sow, and let another reap,

And let my plantings all be rooted up.

By9 woman, if my heart hath been seduced,

Or at my neighbor s door, if I have watched,

Then let my wife for others grind ;

10

Let others humble11
her.

For that were deed of foul intent
12

,

A sin demanding sentence from the Judge.

A fire&quot; consuming to the lowest14
hell,

And killing
15

all my increase at the root.

Ver. 5. &quot;Ways of. This is implied in the metaphor :

vanity. The Hebrew JOt? denotes generally what is

most false and vile, the good for nothing as opposed to the

Bound or the true. We have become accustomed to our word

vanity in its usuel Scriptural rendering, and as thus under

stood nothing could be better adapted here.

I Ver. 6. So weigh me God. It is the language of

adjurative appeal, like the words &quot;o help me God,&quot;

&quot; God do

no to me&quot; rlc. The most concise rendering, therefore, is the

clearest as well as the most forcible. Tho reader need hardly
be reminded that weigh and know are both to be taken as the

3d pers. Imperative.
Ver. 7. Or soul hatll Strayed. Lit.: Or my heart

)iaf gone after mine eyes. 37 here, as in many other places,

denotes the wttl or active reason, rather than the mere feeling.

It is what Socrates calls the reversal, or turning upside down,
or wrong end foremost, of human nature, indicating a dire

catastrophe: the reason following the Bense, and submitting to

the sense instead of controlling it.
,

Ver. 9. By woman ; or, on account of, as 7j? may be

rendered.
i&quot; Ver. 10. Grind. The commentators generally make

an unnecessary display of learning here.
II Ver. 10. Humble her. The rendering here best

corresponding to a Scriptural expression 713 V, Dent.

xxii. 24, 29; Jud. xix. 24; xx. 5; Gen. xxxiv. 2. Theservile

idea, however, is the main thing. The other is indicated as

a mere incident to it, und there was less indelicacy in the lan

guage than would now be felt. But would not this be a great
sin in Job, to think or utter such a wish? No commentator
treats such questions more purely and judiciously than the
Puritan Caryl. After admitting that tbere was wrong and
rashness in such language, he goes on to speak of it as the
&quot;strongf-st expression ofthe retributive or retaliatory idea

(the lex talionis: as he hath done to others, so be it done to

him) which, in itself, or as brought about in the causative
or permissive providence of God (2 Sam. xii. 10; Hos. iv. 12,

13, 14) is the very essence of justice.&quot; &quot;But holy Job,&quot;
he

farther says, &quot;did not strictly wish his wife s adultery. He
speaks thus to show that by the law of counterpassion bo
deserved to have suflered in such a way had he himself been

guilty. An adulterous and unfaithful wife is a fit affliction

for an adulterous and unfaithful husband. Breach of the
marriage covenant is a due reward for marriage covenant
breakers.&quot;

H Ver. 11. Of foul intent. TV3T primarily means
T

purpose, intent, but is mostly taken in malam partem, like the
Latin /acinus, which is, etymologically, a deed or doing, but
in usage denotes a bad deed, an enormity. So the Greek ipyov
unqualified, or when joined with neya, is taken in a bad
sense, niya. (pyov being equivalent to KOKOV epyov ; amost

severe satire which language, in its nnconscious formation

thus casts upon human nature. It is nothing less than an

implication that the majority of human acts, especially the

great and notorious, are so surely evil that the wor.l becomes

a synonym for the idea of crime. The same linguistic law

affects this Hebrew word. It is equivalent here to ati act

done feloniously, or with malitia, malice prepense as cur

law calls it ; not so much, however, in sucn a case a &amp;lt; this,

with the idea of passion, or hatred, as with that of evil de

sign, or depravity, of any kind.
13 Ver. 12. A fire consuming . It is quite common

in the Scriptures to compare this sin to afire. See Prov. vi.

27, 28, 29. The language there is, most likely, derived from
this older Scripture. For the richest illustrations of the

way in which it consumes every thing, body, estate, honor,

dignity, conscience, and, finally, the very soul itself, see CA

RYL, Practical Remarks on the passage.
i* Ver. 12. The lowest hell. There is more of lite-

rality in it than commentators express. See remarks oa
the word

f
VH3N Note 5, ver. 5, chap, xxvi., and Excursus

VI., p. 20. It may be taken here as strong hyperbolical lan

guage, like that in Deut. xxxii. 2, 71X19 riV^nR in

stead of confining it to the mere etymological sene of loss

or destruction. It is entire destruction, body and soul, iu

the world of destruction. The words reach there, whatever
measure of force or of idea Job put upon them.
w Ver. 12. Killing. {yi$j^ here can hardly be con

fined to the sense of uprooting, tearing up the roots, eradicans.

It would be out of harmony with the figure of the consuming

fire which is the subject of tJHtyn as well as of

is rather the fire of lust, killing the root as well as the

branches. So MBRX very happily renders it :

Das alle Frucht inir in der Wurzel todtet;

whilst most of the later German Commentators, like UM-

BREIT, 8CHLOTTMANN, EWALD, DELITZSCH, DlLLMANN, Z8CKIER,

destroy the metaphor by giving the sense of uprooting, or

rooting out. It might have been seen that the preposition 3

in 732 was in the way of this. It must either be regarded
T ;

as redundant, or it denotes some deadly influence in or up^n
the increase not uprooting, but killing it in its root, bring
ing death into the very root of all prosperity, whether be

longing to the outward or the inward estate, all of which

may be denoted by the word rifcH^rV revenue, income. In

such a wide way is it used, Prov. xviii. 20,
&quot; the income or

fruit of the lipi, YftSiff HXOrV or what a maa gains or
T T :

-
:

loses by his talk. Here, as CA.BYL well sayi, it, d.en.Qte.9 every
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13 My serf,
16 or handmail, if I spurned

17 their right,

When their complaint before18 me they have laid,

14 What could I do when God to judgment&quot; rises?

When He makes search, what could I answer him ?

15 Who in the womb made me, made He not him ?

And from one20 common mother formed us both ?

16 From poor men s want,
21

if I have kept
&quot;

aloof,

Or caused the widows eyes to fail
23

,

17 If I have eaten by myself alone,

And from my crust the orphan had no share,

18 [No like a father, from my youth, he made2* me his support,
And from my earliest dawn25 of life was I to her a guide],

19 If e er I saw28 the perishing, with nought to cover him,
Or any lack of raiment to the poor,

20 His very loins, if they have blessed me not,

When27 from my lambs fleece he hath felt the warmth,

thing which may be called worth or value in a man, not only
outward estate, but honor, fair repute, spiritual dignity. Of
all this the very roots are killed, burnt out by this fire of
hell. It

&quot; leaves neither root nor branch.&quot; Comp. Maluchi
iii. 23.

18 Ver. 13. Serf. 13J7 here is not a slave or bondsman

bought wifh money. Neither, on the other hand, is he, pro
bably, a perfectly free hired laborer. The context seems to

intimate a vassal, or client, under the jurisdiction of a su

perior lord.
w Ver. 13. I spurned. It can hardly be rendered in

any other way; and yet it is a question worth noticing why
the future form is used here instead of the preterite as iu

DX ver. 5 above. The only answer is that the verb
for despising is more inward or subjective, and that there is

denoted here disposition, state of soul, intention (looking to fu

turity) ratlier than a siugle outward act as is expressed by
the other word, though apparently in the same grammatical
connection. U in also more conditional or hypothetical : if
I should ever have been so disposed. The keeping this idea in

minJ will explain changes in the Hebrew tenses which other
wise would neem wliolly arbitrary.
w Vor. 13. Before me. 1317, in the second clause,

T
confirms the opinion expressed above that this is the relation

of lord and vassal, in which the former could not be sued by
the latter as an equal party in an outward rourt. In such a
case it would have been T3J7 instead of

~|&quot;3i\
asDLiTZSCH

well observes on the authority of the Talmud. The prepo
sition DJ7 would denote litigation with

; &quot;\^y may be ren

dered apuil, penes, at my own tribunal, In the lord s manor
court where he sits as judge, not as party. The claim that
Job makes here is stronger on this account: He rendered

justice, he listened to the complaints of his vassal, even

against himself, though no outward law compelled him to

do them justice. D3~^3 m y express either kind of inter-

Dip
- Sec

pleading.
&quot; Ver. 14. To judgment. Implied in

Ps. vii. 7; ix. 20; iii. 8; xrii. 13; Ixviii. 2.

- Ver. 15. One common mother one common
source or origin. M.ike &quot;IHX the subject, and refer to Ma-
lachi ii. 10. See DELITZSCH. The LXX. and Symmachus
take it as agreeing with DPIT. There is no need of the ar

ticle. This DELITZSCH admits, and also that it may express

unity of kind rather than a numerical oneness. J03 can

only mean the womb as place; DrH as a derivative from

the sense of loving, cherishing, fovens, denotes maternity in

general.
a Ver. 16. Poor men s want. VSP), desire, purpose.

It might be rendered here, prayer.

Ver. 16. Kept aloof. The subjective future yJDX,
indicating disposition, or rather aversion. See Note 16,

ver. ]3.

Ver. 16. To fail ; with looking for relief and disap

pointment. See Lam. iv. 17. Our eyes fail for our help, that

is, with looking for it.

M Ver. 18. Made me bis support. Ti This

is variously rendered : UMBREIT, EWALD, DELITZSCH, ZBCKLEB,
DlLLMANN, wuchs er mir, he grew up to me, as if we should say
concisely in English, he grew meup. SCHLOTTMANW, erzog ich

tie, for what he takes as the literal, tie wuchs mir auf. This
is very similar to the rendering, he grew up with me, which

gome give ; as UMBREIT, who thinks it may stand for
7&quot;U

ftp. That would resemble 2 Chron. x. 8, where it is said

of Rehoboam s young companions, &quot;iDX O lJ who grew up

with him. But there the preposition makes a marked differ

ence. Had it been i.nj$ 171J the cases would have been

similar. The Piel reading has been proposed, J 7^J (OLS-

HACSEN) er ehrte mich, he magnified, honored me. That how-
ver gives too strong, and at the same time, too limited a

sense. Growing up with me, or to me, would denote the rela

tion of foster brothers rather than that of patron and ward.

Although it would be rare, there would be nothing in the

w;iy of keeping the Kal firm, and giving it the sense of es

teeming great. In this it will aeree with the Latin magni-
fico, and the Greek /oteyaAuvco, which are Imth used in this

way sometimes. The nearest resemblance to it, however,
would l&amp;gt;e found in t .e Greek avu*, av{avu&amp;gt;, which is intran

sitive primarily, like Sl.3 or 71J. but becomes transitive

with an object of the person, and the sense of esteeming grtat;
hence of honoring ; celebrating, as a nurse, or patron. Seo
Oed. Tyr. 1091 :

&amp;lt;re (tp.i
rp&amp;lt;x/&amp;gt;6v

xai firrrep aufeiv.

Allied to this is the version above given, to esteem great, that

I is, rely upouat his support. Tlie.e isan impassioned eloquence
in this irregular burst from the hypothetical to the direct

asseveration, as though the thought of what he had truly

done to the orphan and the widow would not allow him to

pass on without this vehement parenthetical statement.
* Ver. 18. Earliest dawn of life. The literal He

brew : from my mother s womb, is evidently hyperbolical. As
far back as I c &amp;gt;n remember was I a guide to the widow and
a friend to the orphan.

Ver. 19. If e er I saw. Another subjective future

in iliOX. See Note i, ver. 13, and ,
ver. 10. If I could

bear to tee tt have tho hcnrt to look nnon it.

*t Ver. 20. When. This is generally taken as a separate

hypothetical asseveration with QX understood: &quot;II from my

lamb s fleece, etc.&quot; There is, however, nt only no need of

such an ellipsis, but it actually destroys the pathos AS well

at the grammatical simplicity of the passage. It needlessly

makes two asseverations out of one act, the second clause

being simply a tourhing illustration of the effect of tho be-

nencence mentioned in tho first clause and the verso before.

It ia th&amp;gt;&amp;lt; feeling of tho
s-&amp;gt;ft, warm, comforting lamp s fleece.

that makes the shivering loins pour out their blessing on
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21 If o er the orphan I have stretched my hand,

When at the gate
28 I saw my helper near,

22 Then fall my shoulder from its blade,

And let my arm be broken from the bone.

23 For God s destruction would have been my fear ;

Before His majesty I could not stand.

24 If I have made the gold my confidence,

Or to the coined29

gold said, thou art my trust ;

25 If I rejoiced
30 because my wealth was great,

Or that my
31 hand had gotten mighty store

;

26 If e er I saw32 the sunlight Avhen it shone,

The moon in glory as it walked above,

27 And then my soul was silently enticed,

And hand (in adoration)*
3 touched my mouth ;

28 Even that34 would be a sin for vengeance calling,

For then had I been false to God above. 35

29 If in my foe s calamity I joyed,

Or lifted up myself when ill befell him,

30 (No, no*6 I suffered not my mouth to sin,

To ask a malediction on his life) ;

31 If men of mine own household have not said,
&quot; O tell us one not sated from his meat,

32 (The*
7

stranger never lodged without
;

My doors I opened to the traveller
&quot;) ;

the giver. The conjunction 1 may indicate almost any
kind of connection, time, reason, inference, companion; or it

may be merely copulative. The spirit of the context here
demands the first. When he felt the lambs wool it warmed
him into gratitude that could not refrain from pouring . it

self out in benedictions. This mode of taking it also agrees
best with the Uithpahel

However en-Ver. 28. To God above,

ticing the conception, that would be the enormity of it,

namely, falseness to Him who is above the heavens, and
&quot;

puttcth His glory upon or above the heavens,&quot; Pa. viii. 2
;

Who looketh down (stoopeth down fllX^S

Ver. 21. The Rate. The place ofjudicial proceeding.
The helper is some corrupt ally among the judges.

Ver. 24. Coined sold ; rendered generally, the pure
gold, or fine gold. See Note on DAZ, chap, xxviii., ver. 16.

Ver. 25. Rejoiced. Subj.full See Note 26.
*i Ver. 25. My hand. This is not a tautology. Th*

first joy relates to tho abundance, the second to the self-ac

quisition.
a Ver. 26. If e er I. saw. rUOX Sub). Put. See Note

26. COXANT calls it here the Future, or Imperfect of re
peated action. But it comes to the same tiling. Repeated
action expresses disposition, tendency, what one is wout to do,and so demands the tense of continuous or unfinished ac
tion.
w Ver. 27. In adoration. This is certainly implied,

whatever may hiive been the mode. But it is clear enough.
The barely touching the hand to the mouth is inst the gen
tle, silent act which would be prompted by a rising thought
of adoration. The idea of throwing a kisa is a trifling mo
dernism. It implies submission silence, rather laying the
hand upon the mouth. If any kind of worship, except to
God, could be thought blameless, it would be Sabteism in
uch a gentle form. Job s selecting this, therefore, showshow far ho van from the first thought of idolatry.

* Ver. 28. Even that, or that too, N1H D J, light as it

might seem, would have been a sin, and one to be ranked in
enormity with adultery, ver. 11, and called like it ny,
D T 73, or T7fl. It would have been not simply im
piety, but falseness express or implied violation of coi-enmil
by which a rational being is bound to God (m.3 or reliyio)

like that of the marriage vow. There is suggested the ame
idea here that appears elsewhere in the Old Testament, and
especially in the Prophets, of the afllnity between the Bins
of adultery and idolatry.

to see even the things in the heavens,&quot; Ps. cxiii. 6. DE-
LITZSCH S rendering geheucheU, plays the hypocrite, fails to mett
the idea.

3 Ver. 39. Wo, no (ovpfvovv). Another of those impas-
fioned outbreaks, driving the speaker from the more even

hypothetical style of denial. See Note 24, ver. 18. He will

not even allow it as a supposition that he could have done
so. In such a case, not only acts, but words and thoughts
of evil were kept under strictest guard. The same breach
conies again, ver. 32. The irregularity increases with the

passion. Sentences are commenced and left unfinished
;
a

vehement protasis has no apodosis ; strong parenthetical ap
peals every where break in, and when the general vindica
tion is resumed, it is in another strain, and apparently lack

ing any direct connection with what preceded the broken
utterance. It has led some commentators to talk of inter

polations and displacements; and, what seems most strange,
this is often done by those who are fondest of characterizing
the book as &quot; a work of

art,&quot; and who have most to say, in a

patronizing style, of &quot; the genius of the old Dichter.&quot; The
exceeding eloquence of the chapter is in these very irregu
larities. They are evidence of the highest art, or rather of
that reality of which we have spoken as transcending all art.

An evidence of this is the difficulty of putting it into En
glish, and especially of giving it a right grammatical punc
tuation, there are so many sentencesappareutly unfinished,
and from which the speaker seems driven by the strong and
wayward current of his conflicting emotions. The two most
impassioned dramas in the world s literature are the Lear
of SHAKESPEARE, and the (Edipus Coloneus of SOPHOCLES. In
neither of them do we find anything that, for emotional elo

quence, can be compared to this vindicatory protest of Job.

87 Ver. 32. The stranger. This first clause of ver.
32 may be taken as a continuation of what was said by the

; men of his household,&quot; to whose testimony he appeals in

the preceding verse. The 2d clause also (my doort, etc.) might
be regarded as the same, in spirit, aa though it had been,
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33 If I, like Adam, mine offences hid,

My sin concealing in my secret breast,

34 Because I feared the rabble multitude,
Or scorn of families38 affrighted me,
So that I kept my place and went not forth

35 (O had I one to hear me now
;

Behold my sign
39

let Shaddai answer me
;

Mine adversary let him write40 his charge.
36 Would I not on my shoulder41 take it up,

And bind it to me as my crown ?

37 The number of my steps
42 would I declare,

Yes, as a prince, would I draw nigh to him.)
38 Against me, if my land hath cried,

43

And all its furrows wept,
39 If I have eaten of its strength for nought,

Or made its toilers pant
44

away their life
;

40 Instead of wheat let there come forth the thorn,
And noxious weeds in place of barley grow ;

Job s words are ended,
45

[he protests no more].

&quot; his doors he opened,&quot; etc. ; but Job s vehemence confounds
the persons.
w Ver. 34. Scorn of families. HlnSCO, families,

T :

is used for men of families, men of rank, of birth, in dis

tinction from the common multitude, or
i&quot;12&quot;l {IDfl-

Some

take 3 as the apodosis : Then let me drtad, etc. ; bnt there
is very little ground for this in the particle, and what fol

lows, if taken as ajwdosis, would be beneath the gravity of

impressive adjurations: &quot;If I have committed these crimes,
then let me fear the great multitude, and the contempt of

families, and keep to myself.&quot; CONANT and others render
D3T tlDD the great assembly, as though it meant some

great judicial proceeding, but the words do not favor this.

We expect something different, if there is to be an apodosis
at all. Had none been expressed, it would still have been
most impressive, as in other scriptures, where it is left in
silence to the moral judgment. There is, however, an ex

press apodosis, although it does not come in until several
verses after. In his wrought-up state, the speaker breaks
off again, as he had done twice before, with an impassioned
cry that could not wait : why continue such appeals, why
vindicate myself instead of calling on my accusers for their

proofs, and this leads immediately to what follows, ver. 35,
&quot; had I one to hear me now.&quot;

Ver. 35. Behold my sign. My signature, or my
writing ;

the letter 1.H being put for the alphabet, not for

the sign of the cross as made by one who could not read nor
write, a custom which was long afterwards. Our transla
tors regarded it as equivalent to IXH my desire, but this

makes a feeble sense, and is generally rejected.
40 Ver. 35. Let him write. The preterite Jfl3 is

- T
really connected with t?V above: O that he had written

would that, etc., equivalent to imperative, 3d pers.
Ver. 36. On my shoulder. Not, as some think,

because of its supposed weight, whether actual or moral
;

but rather to give it a conspicuous position ; or it may have
been some ancient form of challenge.

4 Ver. 37. The number of my steps, or of my
stoppings, indicating a firm and steady walk. No irresolu
tion : every step visible and capable of being counted. No
shrinking and hiding away like Adam (see ver. 33). Very
bold in Job, but very sublime. What there was in it that
was wrong he sees afterwards, and most penitently con
fesses.

48 Ver. 38. Against me cries: either on account of

injustice in obtaining it, or on account of oppression to those
who have cultivated its soil. The second idpa is most evi

dent in the second clause. Note again the Fnt. Subjective,
and TOJ , repeated, constant action. The weeping

is that of the unrequited serfs, or hired laborers who have

ploughed its furrows and watered them with their tears.
This is strengthened by the word &quot;IPT, altogether, every

where alike, o er all its furrows. Compare Jas. v. 4, &quot;Be

hold the hire of the laborers that have reaped your fields, it

crieth out.&quot; There is taken another view, not so probable,
yet still having much force, that the reference is directly to
the harassed land itself, to which a greedy and ill-judging
avarice would not allow its demanded rest. So CARTL (among
other interpretations) with reference to Lev. xx. 4, 5, on the
land enjoying its Sabbath. It is, too, an old idea, and Job
may have heard of it, which makes the earth the representa
tive ofjustice, on account of i s paying back most faithfully
what is given to it, and the labors bestowed upon it. Hence
the explanation of the two namps e&amp;gt;i? and Tula which
^SCHYLUS treats as a mystery. Prom. Vinct. 209,

OIIK airaf /j.6vo

Kcu Tata, TroAAwi bvofiaTiov /xop&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;)

Justice and Earth, one form of many names.

This idea of earth s justice and impartiality is finely brought
out by Virgil, Georgia, II., 460:

Fundit humo facilem victum JUSTISSIMA TELLUS.

It is very poetical, this representing the jutt Earth as weep
ing for the injustice done to her. It is, however, no less so
if we regard the passage as referring to the laborers. The
two ideas are closely connected.

44 Ver. 39. Or made its toilers pant. This may
not sound well to those accustomed to a different mode of

translating. DELITZSCH and others render it: &quot;I have caused
the soul of its possessors to expire.&quot; (So E. V.) The verb

rVDH is also used to denote scornful treatment, as in Ps. x.

5, alibis enemies he puffeth at them,&quot; QH3 ITS : the
v T - T

preposition there making bnt very little difference in the ge
neral idea. It might perhaps be rendered here,

&quot; I have
blown away, puffed at, treated as wind, or worthless, the

breath (that is, the laboring, panting breath) of the labo

rers.&quot; These may properly be called n _?JT3
fr m tne ijea

of some right in the soil derived from having mingled with
it their sweat and tears.

46 Ver. 40. Thus end. These words have been gene
rally regarded as merely a note made by the author, or some

very early transcriber. There is cited, as a similar case, the
words Ps. Ixxii. 10: &quot; The prayers of David the sou of Jesse,
are ended.&quot; There is no doubt that this was an early prac
tice of translators and transcribers. A formula just like it

is attached to the books of the Peschito Syriac Version, Old
Testament and New; very much as finis used to be put to

the end of English books. There is, however, an impressive
propriety in this last clause regarded as the closing words
of Job himself, and his using his own name this once adds
to its force. As though he had said: &quot;This is my viuUica-
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tion; I have done; you will hear from Job no more.&quot; It is

true, lie spsaks afterwards, but it is under remarkable cir

cumstances, xl. 3
;

xlii.
l-&amp;lt;3,

and even then he seems to have

reference to some former close he had made

and repeats again :
&quot; I will add no more.&quot;

If, however, it be decided that these words are put to the
end of the chapter by a third person, either author or early

transcriber, it would seem almost conclusive against the idea
that in that ancient time there immediately followed the ad
dress of Jehovah, chap, xxxviii. Such au immediate answer

from the thundercloud (though no such cloud or storm had
been mentioned) wouldhave rendered them impertinent and
superfluous as a note to the reader. They beat tho intima
tion that Job s part in the drama is, for the present, closed,
but only as suggestive of other human speakers (whether
the old or some new one) who aro to follow. Thus it far-
nishes a preparation for the speech of Blihu. If in our pre
sent copies, chap, xxxviii., followed directly after ch. xxxi.,
we could not help feeling the incongruity of such a note, so
made by author or transcriber, and it would long ago have
been rejected as most decidedly out of place.

CHAPTER XXXII.

1 So these three men ceased from answering Job because he was wise in his own
2 eyes. Then was aroused the zeal of Elihu,

1 son of Barachel the Buzite, of the

family of Ram. 2

Against Job was his zeal aroused because he accounted him-

3 self more* just than God. And against his three friends was his zeal kindled,

4 because they had found no answer, and yet had condemned Job. Now Elihu

5 had waited till Job had spoken, because they were older than he. And Elihu

saw that there was no answer in the mouth of the three men, and his zeal was

6 kindled. Then answered Elihu, the son of Barachel the Buzite, and said :

I am but young in years,

And ye are very old.

It was for this I shrunk* away,
And feared to show you what I thought.

7 For days should speak, I said,

And multitude of years should wisdom teach.

8 But surely there s a5

spirit dwells in man,
Tis Shaddai s breath that gives intelligence.

9 Not always wise, the men of many
6

years ;

Elders there are who fail to know the right.

10 For this I said :

&quot; O listen now to me,

Let me, too, show my knowledge, even me.&quot;
T

1 Ver. 2. Elihu. On the genuineness of this Elihu por
tion, see INTEOD. THEISM OF THE BOOK, pa. 89, and especially
the marginal note, pp. ^6, 27.

Ver. 2. Family ofRam. The genealogy of Elihu
is here given, but not a word is said about the way and time
of his introduction into the Drama. It is left to the read
er s imagination, along with other things, such as the pro
bable place, of the dialogue, the number of days and nights
that may have been occupied with the discu-sion. How
many persons may have come and gone during this time, or
been present throughout, cannot be told. There is some
thing in the xix. 13-15-19 that seems to intimate an occa
sional presence and departure of kinsmen and others. It
seems, however, almost certain that if some latr hand had
wholly interpolated this episode, he would have explained,
in some way, the connection, had it been only to make it
seem natural and consistent. The original writer would
have felt no such responsibility, as he would have feared no
such charge of inconsistency. He would have felt that the
story was his own, to give in his own way, or as he received
it, without an obligation to fill up any blank* or omissions
as others might conceive them.

Ver. 2. More just than God. UMBREIT renders:
Weil er sich fur gerecht hit-It vor Gott. Job, he says, had
never claimed to be more just than God. Still his language
suggested such an inference, and such a charge against him
on the p .rt of Elihu, even though a mistaken one. DtLlTZSOH
renders it, auf Kosten Gottes&quot; at the expense of God.&quot;

U.y^r
?

I 8nrni fc away. The primary idea of
s that of an animal that creeps, or winds like a ser-

pent, into his hole, and is reluctant to come out again. The

cognate im becomes the common Syriac verb to fear in
stead of XT.

Ver. 8. A spirit. The lowest and most naturalizing
exegesis is compelled to give fill here a high spiritual
sense. If not the Divine Spirit, it is that in man which is
most akin to it the rational principle, or the Season, in the
highest sense that can be given to the word. See Gen. ii. 7.

Ver. 9. Many years. 3T is taken by most com
mentators with reference to age. The Q lH are not the

great in rank or magnitude, but the iro\vxp6viot still, how
ever, carrying the idea of superiority, as CONANT says.

7 Ver. 10. Even me. Nothing can be more unjust, and,
at the same time, more uncritical than the charge some
German commentators delight to make against Elihu as an
incoherent, as well as forward and impertinent babbler. He
does, indeed, seem to repeat himself, but it is this very sin
cere diffidence that causes it. They are neither affected nor
cringing apologies he makes. It is the hesitating feeling
of a thoughtful yet modest young man, deeply interested in
the discussions to which he has been intently listening, con
scious of having something to say which is worth their hear
ing, and yet with a true reverence for persons not only
older, but esteemed wiser, than himself. The introduction
and the speech that follows are certainly most character
istic; and if this be proof of artistic merit, it may be said
that, in this respect, there is nothing surpassing it in the
drama.
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11 Lo ! I have waited while ye spake;
To all your reasonings have I given

8
heed,

Whilst9
ye were trying words.

12 Yes, unto you with earnest thought I look,

And lo, there s no one that convinces Job,
No one of you who truly answers him.

13 Beware 10 of saying, we have wisdom 11 found
;

(Know ye) tis God that crushes him, not man.
14 At me he hath not marshalled 1 2

words,

Nor with your speeches will I answer him.

15 All broken down, they fail to make reply ;

(Some power) hath taken18
all their words away.

16 And still I waited, though
14

they did not speak,
But silent stood,

15 and offered no reply.

17 I too16 would answer, I would bear my part ;

Let me, too, show my thought.
18 For I am filled with words

;

The spirit in my breast17 constraineth me.

19 My heart18
is full, as with unvented wine

;

Like vessels new that are about to burst.

20 Yes, I would speak
19 that I may find relief-

Open my lips, and give it utterance.

21 O let me not regard the face of man
;

To no one let me flattering titles
20

give.

Ver. 11. Given hood. Clearly intimating that he
hud been present daring the whole discussion.

Ver. 11. Whilst. TJJ, like fcu in Greek, may mean

until, a long as, or whM. The latter seems preferable here
as more suited to the context.

10 Ver. 13. Beware, J3 implying caution with an el

lipsis of some verb text ye do it that Is, take care, look out

lest ye do it. Just so the Greeks u-e /iij and sometimes

oirws, Latin ne. See another example Gen. Ui. 22, ril? 13 :

&quot; lest he send forth his hand,&quot; etc.

11 Ver. 13. We have wisdom found : that is, dis

covered the truth in Job s case. Elihu s language in the
second clause is a denial of this : You have not found out the

secret; it is one of God s mysteries. lie crushes him, not

man, or in the way of, or after the notions of men.
is Ver. 14. Marshalled words. Bitter, hostile, con

troversial words, set in battle array, as it were. Such is the
force of

&quot;\~\y-

&quot; There is nothing in the way of my answer

ing Job carefully and candidly.&quot;
u Ver. 15. (Some power

1

) hath taken. Here is

another example of what grammarians unmeaningly call the
use of the active for the passive. See note on ^&quot;D vii. 3,

with reference toPs. xlix. 15
; Luke xii. 20, and other simi

lar places. The same general explanation answers here.

Most comm nly. as we have seen, there is, in such cases,

something terrible or revolting in the subject, or agent,
which suppresses mention. Again, it is something perplex
ing, astounding, inexplicable, suggesting the idea of strange,
mysterious influences. It would be just the place here for

such an idiom :

&quot;

Something seems to have t-iken away their

power of speech ;&quot; referring to their strange and prolonged
silence. The words in brackets are an attempt to give the
idea implied in this particular idiom. SCHLOTTMANN would

explain it by Gen. xii. 8; xxvi. 22, where
pPJ7 1_

gets the

sense of moving on, from ihe action of putting up the pegs
that fastened down the tent. Hence he renders it, not pas
sively, bat intransitively: das Wort war ihnen entwichen,
&quot;the world wa&amp;gt; gone from them; it moved away.&quot; This,

however, seems like putting a great strain upon the meta

phor It may apply to a tent; but it would be very strange
M used of words.

14 Ver. 16. Thonffh they did not speak. 2 as

causal, or as giving a reason, may be taken In two ways, ac

cording as the context demands. It may give a reason for,
and then it is rendered for or because. Or it may be a reason

against, and then it must be rendered though, or notwithstand

ing. See the numerous examples of the latter given by
NOLDICS.

i* Ver. 16. But silent Stood. The particle 3 is re

peated here, but the asyndetic rendering is more forcible in

English, and therefore more true to the spirit of the passage.
This picture of Klihu is most faithful to the life, and could
hardly have come from anything else than an actual life

scene. The young man has been intently listening. His
breast is alternately swelled with indignation at the treat
ment Job experiences from his professed friends, and with
wondering awe at some of the bold language of the sufferer.

Yet still he constrains himself. Even after they had ceased

speaking, the reverential feeling felt to be due to his elders
holds him silent, although his thoughts and emotions are

becoming irrepressible. It is a very frigid criticism that
overlooks the exquisite naturalness of this scene, takes no
heed of the speaker s unaffected embarraament, and treats

him as a mere stammerer, repeating over and over again, his

platitudes and tautologies.
ie Ver. 17. I, too, JX *1N. It recurs twice in the

two clauses, not ai the language of egotism, but of sincere

modesty, hesitating, embarrassed, repeating, but with a con
sciousness of having truth that had been overlooked, and uu
irrepressible desire to utter it.

&quot; Ver. 18 J Ver. 19. Breast heart. The most
faithful rendering of ?03 in these places is that which mo

dernizes them, that is, translates by transferring the idiom
as well as the words. The1 Hebrews and the Arabians both
use this word (commonly rendered the belly) for the most
interior seat of thought and feeling, like tha bowels and the
reinr. See Note *, ver. 2, ch. xv., and the references there
made to Prov. xxii. 27 ; Heb. iv. 12.

i* Ver. 20. Yes I would speak. Paragogic or opta
tive future.

Ver. 21. Flattering titles i \ . The Hebrew
J&quot;IJD is almost identical with the Arabic verb of the same
consonant*, which is very common in the sense of naming,
especially used of surnames, coynomina, or titles

; hence de-

uoting metonymy, or the expressing a thing by some other
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22 I know not how to flatter ;
were it so,

Then would ray Maker take me soon away.

name than its own, or the usual one. In this way the noun

become* in Arabic a grammatical and rhetorical technic. So

also among the Rabbinical Grammarians

for epithet, periphraae, pronoun.

is the word

CHAPTER XXXIII.

1

6

And now, O Job, but listen to my speech.

Thine ear attentive to my every word.

Behold I have unbarred2

my mouth
;

My tongue gives utterance3
distinct.

My words they are my soul s sincerity ;

4

The truth I know, my lips do purely
5
speak.

God s spirit made me man ;

8

Twas Shaddai s breath that gave me life.

If thou canst do it, answer me ;

Array
7

thy words against me, take thy stand.

To God8

belongs my being, like9 thine own ;

1 Ver. 1. And now, O Job. Still the excusing, defe

rential tone so becoming in the young man. D 7^X strong
T

adversative particle, ov priv 8 aXXa, LXX. notwithstand

ing my youth. UELITZSCH, Jedoch aber. My every

word *&quot;^2T 73 :
&quot; As though he had said, I hope I shall

~ T : T
not speak one needless word, not a word beside the busi

ness;&quot; CARYL.
* Ver. 2. Unbarred my month. Justice to this

wi*e and godly young man, whom some critics treat so in

juriously, demands an interpretation of his words that will

not make theui a flat tautology, such as he never could have
intended. As shown by the context, ^nH3 here means

-

more than s mply opening. It is an unclosing of what had
been shut or barred. CARYL gives tho key to it :

&quot; the phrase
opening the month, hero importeth that he had been long
silent.&quot; See Note **, ver. 16, xxxii. Unable to repress (see

chap, xxxii. 18, 19) lie opens it at last. The emphasis we
have given to the word is justified by the particle PliH call

ing attention to the fact of his venturing to speak at all in

the presence of his eldeis.
* Ver. 2. Give* utterance distinct. The second

clause, rendered as is done by B. V. and others : my tongue
hath spoken in my mouth, or my palate, would make a like

tautology, or rather empty platitude.
&quot; How should a man

speak but with his momh,&quot; asks CARYL in view of such a
rendering. UMBREIT remarks most characteristically: Es
isthier zn deutich -lass der Verfasser unserei Buches den
Elihu absichtlich als einen eingebildeton Schwatzersich ge-
berden lasst. He does not go with those who reject the
Elihn portion, as EWALD does, but thi-iks that the author
meant to represent the speaker as talking like a conceited
fool. ir old Puritan commentator shows a keener insight
into such shades of difference a-id matters of emphasis than
many modern critics who underrate or wholly ignore him.
He regards -speaking in or by the palate&quot; as a phrase for
well considered utterance, or the use of carefully chosen
word*. The idea is well supported from the fact that the
palate is the organ of t^ste as well as of utterance, and that
BO universUly in language is there this transfer of idea from
the sense taste to the mental discernment (Lot. tapio, sapiens.
Heb. OJ73) :

&quot; So saith Elihu, my mouth hath spoken in my
palate, I tasted my words before I spake them.&quot; The word
tongue, however, suggests another idea. The palate, in con
nection with the tongue and its motions, is an organ of ar
ticulate speecn in distinction from the confused and the
stammering. 80 COCCEIUS : disertis verbis, diftincte et enucleate.

Notwithstanding his diffidence and hesitation, he gets con

fidence at last to speak distinctly, and with what wisdom,
this chapter and the following clearly show, notwithstand
ing the disparagement of UMBRFJT and EWALD. The attempts
to give force to the language, aside from the two ideas men
tioned, avail but little to save the tautology. Says DELITZSCH :

He has already opened his mouth, his tongue is already in

motion, they are circumstantial statements that solemnly
inaugurate what follows.&quot; SCHLOTTMANN S comment is to
a similar effect. DILLMANN, die Zunge in Gunmen denotes
that he is just ready to speak,&quot; like the bow to spring, etc.

* Ver. 3. My soul s sincerity. Elihu is like Job in
the consciousness of his sincerity, but his diffidence greatly
adds to the interest of the picture.

* Ver. 3. Purely. 1113 taken adverbially may carry

an intellectual or a moral sense, speaking clear and dis

tinct, or sincere and true. The last suits the passage best,
though both may be included.

* Ver. 4. Made me man. Elihu undoubtedly takes
the words according to the obvious idea of Gen. ii. 7. It is

not mere breath, or breathing. It is the manner of making
him specifically man, as something distinct from the forma
tion of what may be called the human physical, whether by
processes nf typical growth, or by evolution, or by direct
mechanical creation. &quot;And God breathed into him and ma*,
became,&quot; or, he became man, a living soul.&quot; Other ani

mals are called HTI $33 breath of Ufi, but they become
animated from the general life of nature, or the fill &quot;that

brooded upon the face of the waters.&quot; But it was in a more
divine or special way, or by a peculiar fiat, that man became
!Tn E SJ- The emphasis in on the manner of becoming.
Thus he became man. This higher life directly from God is

his specific distinction, that which makes the species D1X,

homo, in distinction from other animal tribes who are no
thing but animals. See LANGE, Gen. Am. Ed., pp. 174, 211,
Marginal Notes.

7 Ver. 5. Array ttoy words. See xxxii. 14, ^njr

RENAN, Devant8 Ver. 6. To God my being.

Dtmje nth ton egnl. But this can hardly be what Elihu
means to assert, and it would have little association with
the second clause. Literally, Godward, if we would imitate
the conciseness of the Hebrew

;
a* regards God, or in respect

to the Divine fide of our common being.
Ver. 6. Like thine own. T23. The rendering

of E. V.: according to thy wish, or thy month, etc., comes from
regarding ), 3 as separate and taking it literally. It is,

however, only an intense form of the comparative particle
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And I, too, was divided 10 from the clay.
7 Behold, my terror shall not frighten thee,

Nor heavy shall my hand 11

upon thee press.

8 But surely thou hast spoken in mine ears
;

The sound of words I hear [they seem to say] :

9 &quot;A man without transgression pure am I
;

Yes, I am clean12
I have no sin.

10 Against me, Lo He seeketh grounds
18 of strife ;

He counts me as his foe ;

11 My feet He putteth in the stocks,

And watcheth all my ways.&quot;

12 Behold, in this, I answer thee, thou art not just ;

For know, Eloah is too
1 *

great for man.

13 O why against Him dost thou make complaint,
That by no word of His15 he answereth ?

14 For God does speak He speaketh once18

Again, again though man regard it not ;

15 In dreams, in visions of the night,

In slumberings on the bed
;

When falls on men the overwhelming
17

sleep.

occurring In a number of places in the old, and becoming
quite common in the later Hebrew. 3 and 1|

)3 are to each
other like &amp;lt;os and uo-n-ep in Greek (us, and just as). Our
translators were led to this to justify their rendering of

7X7. &quot;* Go&amp;lt;f ttead,&quot; or as one representing him. Bat this

is without authority in the usage of the preposition 7. DE-

LITZSCH, ZScKLER, CoNANT and others render: &quot;I am of God
as thou art,&quot; which is in substance the idea conveyed by the
words employed : We stand to God in the same way and in
both respects soul from His spirit body frotu the clay, or
as a &quot;

lump taken from the day.&quot; GESE.MUS, Sicut lu a Deo

(creatus mm).w Ver. 6. Divided. The Hebrew VIp
is used of the

bUing of the lips, Prov. xvi. 30, of the winking of the eyes,
Prov. vi. 13; x. 10; Ps. xxxv. 19. Hence Lexicographers
deduce as a primary sense that of cutting, which connects it

with verbs of forming or creating. So UESE.VIUS regards it,

De Into decerptus turn et ego, imagine a figulo repetita qui vas-

culum formaturus luti partem de massa decerpet. Hence
from it a noun in Syriac denoting a crumb, frustum, or piece
of anything. This will be more easily accepted when we
bear in mind bow much this idea of division, separating one

thing, or one element, from another, enters into the language
of Genesis i. Each step is a parting of something from that

with which it before was blended a rising aboee, or an evo

lution from. We need not be In the least afraid of this kind
of language, of which some scientists are now so fond, as

long as we hold to the idea of a commencing fiat, or of an

outgoing word. Whether through longer or shorter stages,
man s physical, man s animal or earthly, is a cutting, out of

nature
;
a Divine elevation, not a saltus or leap.

u Ver. 7. My band. tpX occurs only here, but its

etymological affinity to nrj, and the parallelism presented

to xiii. 21, where the second clause Is precisely like the first

here, and
f\3

stands in it just as r\3X stands here, would

seem to put the matter beyond doubt. Of the ancient au

thorities the Targum and the Syriac give it the sense of bur

den, connecting it probably with s\Q3 to bend, or boio down.

The LXX. render it hand, and with that agrees the great
Jewish authority KIMCHI. lUsciu renders it T\&quot;33, and

explains it by Prov. xTi. 26,

is Ver. 9. Clean, rip has the sense of smoothness, from

the primary idea offriction in the verb ^3TT
Hence

r|in,

the shore of the sea, the beach worn clean by the washing of

the waters.

w Ver. 10. Grounds of strife, rrtfcMjfi. See the

word and its root, Numb. xiv. 34 ; xxxii. 7. Elihu is now
pressing Job with allusions to some of his rash speeches.
Says CARYL: &quot;

Having ended his sweet, ingenious, insinua

ting preface, he falls roundly to the business, and begins a

very sharp charge.&quot;M Ver. 12. Too great for man. This rendering an
swers well to the comparative 73, and yet is not the same as

the proposition : God is greater than man.&quot; As a naked fact,
or truism, that could hardly be what Elihu meant to assert ;

but rather that God s acknowledged greatness made such

language as Job had used, very unseemly. He is too great *

being, to say nothing of his holiness and other attributes, to

be addressed in that manner. So DELITZSCH: Denn zu er-

haben ist Eloah dem Sterblichen.
i* Ver. 13. By no word of his. More literlly, that

not a word of his he anstttereth, making V~OT the direct ob

ject of njV , as 1 KingH xviii. 21, 131 1Jtf tfSl, and they

answered not a word (the same Isit. xxxvi. 21
; Jerem. xlii.4;

xliv. 20). This is the rendering of SCHLOTTMAJJN: .

Warutn hast mit ihm du gehadert,
dass kein einzig Wort er erwiedre

making a universal negative according to the Hebrew idiom.

K. V. and the older commentators generally, render 3 (2d
clause) /or or because: &quot;Why strive, ntc he giveth no ac

count,&quot; /c. The view adopted by DELITZSCB, fCHLOTTMANtr,
ZBcKLER, etal., mnkiug 3 denote the ground of Job s charge

(why complain that he does not) harmonizes better with the

verse following. Along with this view of O. however, DE-
LITZSOH and ROSENMUELLER take V13T as denoting, gene
rally, deeds, dealings. But here, too. the renderingof SCHLOTT-
MAtrtf is to be preferred for the same reason, or as agreeing
better with the peculiar diction of ver. 14. Job coirplalned
that God did not answer him. did not speak xix. 7; xxx.
20. Elihu says God does speak to man. There is also come
discussion respecting the pronoun in V13T HIRZEL w. ul.l

refer it to jyiJN, mftn generally. Some would understand

it of Job, as though Elihn. in his earnestness, suddenly

changed to the 3d person (his for thine), forgetting himself

and speaking of Job instead of to him. The rendering given
has the least difficulty. It makes Job s charge and Elihu s

answer, each more clear and direct.
- i Ver. 14. Speaketh once, HnX3- DELITZSCH ren

ders, &quot;in one way;&quot; but it comes to the same thing. As op

posed to this D PH3 means more than once repeatedly.

Oomp. xl. 5.

&quot; Ver. 15. Overwhelming sleep. GE.SF.NIUS makes

OH an onomatope, from the snoring (ttertor) of h -avy sleep

comparing it in this respect with the Latin dormio, and the
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16 Then opens He their ear,

And seals the warning given ;

17 To make18 man put away his deed,

To hide from man19 the way of pride.

18 That from the pit He may keep back his soul,

His life from passing on the spear.

19 With anguish is he chastened on his bed

His every
20 bone a never-ceasing pain ;

20 So that his very life
21 abhorreth bread,

His appetite
22

rejects the once23
-loved food.

21 His flesh, from sight, it wastes away ;

His bones laid bare, before concealed24 from view.

22 Unto perdition
25 draweth nigh his soul

;

His life awaits the messengers of 26 death.

23 And is there then an angel
27 on his side,

The interceding one, of thousands chief,

To make it known to man,
28 His righteousness ;

24 So does He show him grace, and say :

&quot; Deliver him from going down to death ;

A ransom29 1 have found.&quot;

25 Moist as in childhood30

grows his flesh again,

And to his youthful day does he return.

Greek Sa.p9dvu&amp;gt;. Sleep, however, thus regarded, is not favo

rable to the clear undisfu bed dreaming or vision here de
manded. Better take as primary the s*nse which the Niphal
has, Dan. viii. 18; x. 9; Psalm Ixxvi. 7, of awe, astonishment

(VOLO. conslernatus) denoting a trance-like state. See the
note on this word iv. 13, and the reference there to the In
troduction. Here it may be less clairvoyant, but it clearly
denotes something different from ordinary slumber, and that

ordinary dreaming which comes from a semi-consciousness
of something affecting us from the outer world around us. On
the other hand, the dreams here spoken of are supposed to

come from within the t-oul itself, as from its deeper being, or
as the voice of God in it, or from some plane above, when the

sleep is of such a nature that the outer world is wholly ex
cluded.
w Ver. 17. To make man pat away. The syn

tactical harmony of this verse is preserved, without any
change of subject, by giving to the Iliphil TOPI a double,
or an intensive caus.tl force, such as it will bear, and which
the context seems to demand. It may thus be regarded as

having a double object, Q1X and r\W ttO-
Ver. 18. To bide from man. The hero or mighty

man O3J in distinction from D&quot;1S). Some ellipsis seems
demanded with HI J. such as look, way, or deed of pride. It

seems to resemble the Greek v|3pi?, denoting haughty, reck
less action, rather than mere feeling. So HB^D in the 1st

clause would denote a bad deed. See Note 12
, ver. 11, chap.

xxxi., on Heb. H3T, I*t. facinut, Gceek ipyov. SCHLOTT-

MANN gives scheiden, to divide, separate, as the rendering of

np3 &amp;gt;

but that seems to destroy the metaphor covering,

hiding, veiling, putting it away from his sight, or giving it a
differtmt appearance.

Ver. 19. His every bone. The Holem vowel in

3n shows the true rendering, making it exactly like iv. 14.
The other Q l) demands a rendering (strife) too metapho
rical for the simplicity of Elihu s language. It is, too, of an
artificial sentimental kind, supported by no use of 3 &quot;V

if

that be the true reading, in any other place in the Hebrew
JiMe. It always means a judicial strife, which would make
a very far-fetched metaphor here, is applied to a pain in the
bonos. Th other reading mornovor, i&amp;lt; made very clear bv
comparison with iv. U the multitude.

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f
his livne* : ;m expr. S-

iive mode of saying, every bone of tun many bonei in his
body, great and small. Anatomy reveals how numerous they

are, and, before precise anatomical knowlodge, the number
seemed, perhaps, still greater. It should be remembered,
too, how abrupt the style is. Elihu seems moved by his own
description, and his language becomes passionate, leaving
out the verbal copula: His every bone -pain unceasing.

21 Ver. 20. His very life. This use of mi, life for

soul, is unusual, but the parallelism with tyflj makes it

clear. It is meant to be intensive : the very life which the
food would sustain rejects it.

22 Ver. 20. Appetite. So &QJ is used Pror. vi. 30
;
x.

3, 27; xxvii. 7; Isai. Iv. 2.
23 Ver. 20. Once-loved food. Literally, food of de

sire, choice, favorite food.
24 Ver. 21. Before concealed from sight. So

the VULG. renders 1JO K? as a relative or descriptive

clause (which are not seen}. In like manner Juwnrs and TRE-

MELLIUS, and most of th old commentators. DELITZSCH,
SCHLOTTMANN, EwALD, take 1{O directly : they are not geen.

They either connect it with 13$, making two distinct as

sertions : his bones are bare, they are not seen ; which seems a

contradiction, unless by bare is meant wasted away, and so

disappearing, which is not an easy view ; or they take the
Ketib here, 3^, as the noun subject: seine verstdrten glie-

der, DEUTZSCH; seine diirres Gebein, SCHLOTTMANN; scs os

denude^ s fevanouissent, RENAN. The old way of taking it as

a relative clause is much easier than in some other places
where that method of interpretation is freely adopted, but
the strong argument for it is the harmony it makes in the

parallelism: His flesh once seen, so plump and fair, now
w isted out of view

;
his bones once closely covered by the

fl sh, now projecting, thrusting themselves out to view, as it

wer-, &quot;looking an^l staring at him,&quot; as in Ps. xxii. 18 UM-
!

BREIT very concisely and clearly: und kahl wird spin Gebein
! das man vorher nicht sehen konnte. For 13 ? see, in Ni

phal, Isai. xiii. 2 used of a mountain bare and projecting.
The corresponding Syriac and Aiabic words have the same
meaning.

26 Ver. 22. Perdition, fini? means more than the

grave here, or corruption. The idea is not distinct, but it is

that of some groat loss, something terrible connected with
the thought of the g&quot;ing out of the life.

26, 27, 28,
2 Vers. 22, i&amp;gt;3, 24; see EXCURSUS XI. in the Ad

denda, pp. 208, 209.
&amp;gt; Ver. 25. In cbildbood, ft here in

1&amp;gt; ^? u Qot

comparative but causal. DELITZSCH.
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26 He prays to God and God accepts his prayer,
To let him see His face with joy,
And thus give back to man his righteousness.

81

27 It is his song
32

to men, and thus it says :

&quot;

I sinned, I made my way perverse,
33

And it was not requited
34 me

;

28 My soul hath He redeemed from passing to the grave,

My life that it may yet behold the
light.&quot;

29 Behold ! in all these ways, so dealeth God,
Time after time,

35 and times again, with man
;

30 His soul to rescue from the grave,
That it may joy

36 in light, the light of those who live.

31 Attend, O Job, give ear to me ;

Be still
37 that I may speak.

32 If thou hast words, then answer me ;

Speak out
; my wish is thy defence.

33 If not, then give to me thine ear
;

Be still, if I may wisely counsel thee.

Ver. 26. His righteousness. Man s righteousness

objectively ; but the righteousness of God, to whom the pro
noun may be referred iu the sense of God a dealings with

man in return
(2K?&quot;1)

for man s dealings towards him, or
v T~

righteousness and mercy for unrighteousness. See remarks

on ntJT Ver. 23, in Excursus XL, p. 210.

a Ver 27. It is his song. Ifr&quot; from Vt2 lit? ;

T
he chants or sinyt. It H now the commonly admitted view of
the word. This deliverance becomes his song of holy re

joicing. Thereby as the Psalmist does, he tells men. what
the Lord hath done for his soul,&quot; at the same time most
humbly confessing his sin. Compare also xxxv. 10; Songs in

the night or season of sorrow.

** Yer. 27. Make my way perverse. Lit., per
vert, or make crooked the straight.

** Yer. 27. Requited. : make like or equal, hence

the sense of retribution.
* Ver. 29. Time after time. The dual D D.J 3.

Lit., two strokes, blow after blow, thus coming to be used for

changes, turns (vices) vicissitude* &&quot;)& D OlfS two times,
T &quot;

three times repeatedly.
Ver. 30. That it may Joy in light. DELITZSCH:

Und mein Leben labt sich am Lichte. Compare the expres
sions Ecclesiastes and elsewhere, in which seeing the light

is equivalent to life. See INT. THEISM., p. 5. . 1 lN
1

? for

, Inf. Niphal be made light.

Ver. 31. Be Still. The I miruage would seem to in

timate some impatience, a look or gesture of dissent or ap
peal. There is much in this speecn of Klihu that suggest!
the idea of a real life scene. See INT. THEISM, pa. 39.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

1 And Elihu continued his reply and said:

2 Hear, O ye wise, my words ;

Ye knowing ones give me your ear.

3 It is the ear that trieth speech,

As tastes the palate
1 food.

4 Let us then make the right our choice,*

And aim to know between us what is good,

5 For Job saith, &quot;I am innocent ;

Tis God who puts away my cause.

* Ver. 3. Food. Lit., to eat.

-not, by tasting, as DELITZSCH takes it.

is good to eat
i Ver. 4. Onr choice. &quot;IP 3, to examine, but In order

to choose. So the Greek SoKi/uafeV icai TO Kakbv KaTe\ett&amp;gt;
1

Thess. v. 20. The paragogic futures, in both clauses, express

awn, desire.
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6 Against my right shall I speak what is false ?

Sore is my wound, but from no crime of mine.&quot;

7 Where is the mighty
3 man like Job ?

Who like the water drinketh scorning down ;

8 Who4

joins the malefactor s band,

And walks the way of wicked men.

9 For he has said :

&quot;

It does no good to man,

That he should take delight in God.&quot;

10 To this,
5

ye wise of heart, my answer hear :

Away the thought ;

6 O far be God from wickedness ;

O far be evil from the Almighty One.

11 For sure, the work of man, to him will He requite,

And make him find according to his way.

12 Yea, verily,
7 God will not do the wrong ;

The Almighty One cannot pervert the right.

13 Who gave
8
to Him the charge of earth,

And on it built the world ?

14 Should He think only of Himself,

His breath and spirit (from the world) withdraw,

15 All flesh together would expire,
10

And man go back to dust.

16 O could st thou see it !&quot; list to this,

Give ear unto my words.

17 A hater of the right; does he (the world) restrain?1*

The Just, the Mighty Him shalt thou condemn ?
1S

18 Even to a king shall one say Belial ?
u

ver. 7. Mighty man. *13j. Elihu seems to have

Borne admiration of Job s bold, heroic bearing, though cen-

guring him. JJH may refer to his haughty repelling of the

charges made against him, or to his mode of speaking of
God.

Ver. 8. Who joins, etc. Elihn does not charge this

literally, but only as the tendency of Job s language.

Ver. 10. To this. pS is more special than p ^y.
It is a reply to something just said, and prompting an an
swer that cannot be suppressed. See the example, chap. xx.
2, where it denotes Zophar s haste to reply to Job s bold

speech at the close of the preceding chapter: \?h, for so to

mch a speech at that, I make haste to answer. This is im
plied in &quot;\VWt : hear what I have to say to this jn-opter-ea.

Ver. 10. Away the thought. This is the answer

he is impatient to give. H/ Sn, profannm; a vehement
protest. The best translation is that which gives it most
strongly and clearly without attempting to imitate the al
most untranslatable Hebrew construction. The thought of
a God of wickedness is not to be tolerated for a moment. The
idea of Omnipotence connected with that of injustice is still
more horrible. It is to be protested against, not argued
about.

Ver. 11. Tea verily. DJ3X
^8-

The strongest

particle of asseveration N. T., a^v OJU.TJI/.
8 Ver. 13. Who gave. &quot;A mere viceroy might do

wrong, but the Supreme Ruler is in a different position.&quot; So
DELITZSCH and others. The argument, however, seems to be
a higher one. It is simply the a priori idea of the moral senseWe cannot reason about it. Po Abraham, Gen. xviii. 25 :

8hdO not the Judge of all the earth do right f
&quot;&) PlSSn, far

be it from Thee, Lord.
Ver. 14. Of himself. E. V. and others regarded I Sx

M referring to man. 3*7 D KT, put his mind upon him,

(irpoafxeiv vovv rivi), that is in the way of judgment. The
interpretation given above is that of GROTIUS, and has since
been generally followed. See SCHLOTTMANN, DEUTZSCH, e&amp;lt; aj.

The statement is in proof of the Divine benevolence. His
continuation of the universe is an evidence of it.

10 Ver. 15. Would expire. See Ps. civ. 29: &quot;When

thou takest away their breath (principle of life) they expire,

asp) and return to their dust.&quot; The source of life

roust be the fountain of all goodness.
11 Ver. 16. O could st thou see it! DEMTZSCH re

gards ny3 xs the Imperative verb instead of a noun
;
but

thinks the joining with it of the Dtf, makes it equivalent to

r3fi DX- E. V., and others, took it as a noun; but thus

viewed it comes to about the same thing either way. It does
not imply a reflection on Job as the E. V. rendering seems
to do, but only an earnest wish that he could see things
rightly. Elihu is very zealous and, at the same time, tender.

This gives interest to his seeming repetitions, as it divests

them of that tautological, prattling character, which some
are fond of ascribing to him. It is a sufficient answer to all

this jaunty criticism, that nowhere in the book, except in

the address of the Almighty, are there to be found grander
ethical and theological ideas : God cannot do wrong; it can
not be a despiser of right that binds the world in harmony ;

His very continuance of man and the world show this;
that Job s sufferings would allow him to see it. Nothing in

the speeches of Eliphaz and Zophar comes up to this.

Ver. 17. Restrain. t!Qn is not the usual word for

governing, but such a sense here would be analogous to the
use of the similar word, *My to restrain, 1 Sam. x. 17, and

&quot;1DX, to bind, Ps. cv. 22. In the usual Sfnse of binding,
which it has both in Hebrew and in Arabic, it would be very
appropriate here. Elihu has reference to God s government
in the most general sense, as the binding power of the uni
verse. Injustice here would be anarchy and dissolution in

the moral, as it would ultimately be in the physical world.
18 Ver. 17. Condemn. JTBOD, pronounce wicked.

Ver. 18. Belial. . The idea is best expressed

by keeping the well understood epithet worthlessness.
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To (earthly) powers, O wickedness ?

19 There s One who favors not the face of kings,
Who knoweth not the rich before the poor;
For His own hands did make them all alike.

20 So suddenly they die (these mighty ones) ;

At midnight rage the people rush 15

they on

And take away the strong; tis by no (human) hand.

21 For sure His eyes are on the ways of men
;

He seeth all their steps.

22 No darkness16
is there, yea, no shade of death,

Where men of evil deeds can hide themselves.

23 He needeth17 not repeated scrutiny,

When man to God in judgment comes.

24 He breaks the strong, in ways we cannot trace
;

w

And setteth others in their stead.

25 To this end knoweth He their works ;

He overturns them in the19
night they re crushed.

26 [Again], He smites the wicked as they
20

stand,

In open place, where all behold the sight.

27 It is for this, because they turned aside,

And disregarded all His ways ;

28 To bring before His21
face the poor man s cry,

That He should hear the plaint of the oppressed.

29 When He gives quiet, who can then22 disturb?

H Ver. 20. Rush they on. 113|H, and pass on;

the rapid motion of a transported mob. It has also the
sense of attack, as Nan. iii. 19; I s. cxxiv.

&amp;lt;L;
Job xiii. 13, etc.,

in which cases, however, it is generally followed by 7J7 here

unnecessary because the object is so clearly implied irt the
other verbs. Some take )VD passively with &quot;V3X f r i*8

passive subject. The other way is the easier, as well as the
more vivid. The sudden and stormy rising of the people,

(1tyj?J% VULGATE: in media node turbabunlur populi, et per-

transibunt, et anferent violentem) is the cause of the tyrant s de
thronement. And yet, although it is the popular commotion
which makes the visible and immediate cause, it is truly the
hand of God which we may regard as the remote and unseen

agency. Comp. Ps. xvii. 14, lo : TV DT*DO) from men, thy

hand, HS^H yiJ^^j from the wicked thy sword. The truth

has often had its illustration in modern as well as in ancient
times. That Elihu means to represent it as God s doing, not

withstanding His seeming neglect, or His forbearance, ap

pears from the words *V2 ts), which can hardly have any
T :

other meaning, and is confirmed by the language of the verse

following.
W Ver. 22. No darkness. (Compar^SopnocLES

1

(Edip.
oi -&amp;gt;sn-Col. 280:

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vyriv
Si rov

ytvf&amp;lt;r8a.i I/XUTOS avoaiov fiporiav.

W Ver. 23. He needeth net, etc. This is the sub
stantial meaning of the verse as given by EWALD, a*id as it is

well explained by REXAN:

Dien n a pas besoin de regarder 1 homme deux fois,

Pour prononcer sur lui son jugemeut.

M Ver. 24. Cannot trace. Lit., no searching (perscru-

lalio), &quot;Ipn ts7. advurbial negative phrase, inscrutably. The

fad. is senn, as in the midnight popular commotion, but the

real hand that does it is invisible. Comp. Amos iii. 6,
&quot; Shall

there bo evil in a city auJ the Lord hath not done it?&quot;

10 Ver. 25. In the night. The same imagery as in
ver. 20, suddenness and darkness; the hand unseen.

20 Ver 26. As they Stand Lit.: Beneath the vicl-td

He smites them, or if we take p)D as a noun beneailt the
ITT

wicked their blow. This expression D
J^t?&quot;! nFlD, has been

very variously rendered. PHH has been taken to mean,
&quot;as though they were wicked,&quot; o- as wicked, or in place of

wicked, or after the manner (DELITZSCH), nach Missethater

Art, or tnit den Ruchlosen (SCHLOTTMANN); or D\J?tjn is

made the plural of y t!/1, on account of, or as the price of

their transgressions. These are all secondary senses of HPH
coming from its primary sense of under, very much as iino

is used in Greek. But may not the difficulty here have

arisen, as in other places, from overlooking the simple idea

that comes from the exact literality? It is a second exam
ple, as s sought to be expressed by the word in brackets.

The first was an unseen blow
;
this is an open one. Beneath

the wicked smites he them right where they stand the very
ground beneath their feet. Or j&quot;\nn may mean their sup
port, that which is under them thus ni&quot;aning their very
limbs. This latter idea is strengthcn-d by a comparison of

Habakkuk iii, 16, IJX Pn^, I trembled beneath me, in

my HnderneaQiing, my limbs or supports. Just so Homer
uses iurd; in Iliad Vll. 6 inrb yvia AeAuirai his limbs re-

laxed beneath not beneath his limbs; un-6 used adverbially.

Thus regarded as two varying examples, HT 7 in verse 25,

and the words D XT D133 in tne 26tu
&amp;gt;

are in irectcou-

trast. Such a sndden and open blow at the very foundations,

suggests the rDDrV3 or upturning of Sodom and Go

morrah, which is RASCHI S idea.

a Ver. 28. Before his face. The pronoun in VvJ?

may perhaps refer to the sinner. In that case it should be

rendered to bring upon him, the cry, the /utififia, vengeance or

retribution, of the poor. See Homer, Iliad XXII. 358 ; Odyss.
XI. 73:

/ui&amp;gt;7
roi rt 0elov JUJKIHO yevtanai.

*s Ver. 29. Disturb. Primary sense of ytffl, whenco

that of wickedness. It is in evident contrast here with
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Or who can trace Him, when He hides his face,

Whether towards a nation or a man ?

30 Whether against
3 the ruling of the vile,

Or those who of the people make
24 a prey ?

31 For O had he but said25 to God :

&quot;

I bear it. I will not offend ;

32 Beyond what I behold, teach thou me ;

Have I done evil, I will do no more.&quot;

33 On thine own terms,
28 shall He requite [and say],

&quot; As thou dost spurn or choose [so be it], not as&quot; I?&quot;

34 Let men of understanding say,

Or any strong and wise28 who hears me now.

35 Job speaks in ignorance,

And without understanding are his words.

36 O would that Job were proved to the extreme,

For his replies like those of evil men.

37 For sure he adds rebellion to his sin ;

Among us in defiance claps his hands,

And still at God doth multiply his words.

Ter. 30. Against. Negative sense of m.
** Vor. 30. Make a prey. Lit., from snares of the

Ver. 31. For, bad he said. An elliptical expres-
of a wish, or of what Job ought to h*ve done: Ah, had

he said. The adversative sense of the O denotes that he
shotild have so said. It in, however, very difficult to pre
serve both in English, namely the chiding and the reason in
the 3, an 1, at the same time, the regret and surprise ex
pressed in th i particle H which is exrlvatory as well as

interrogative. &quot;lOXn is not the infinitive Niphal, as some
take it, but the Knl preterite and the exclamatory interro

gative with Segol before a guttural with Quamets.* Ver. 33. On thine own terms. Lit., that which

isfromthee.v Ver. 33. Not as I. This can only refer to God, not to

Elihn; but it makes a sudden change of person, which,
though allowable) in Hebrew, is too abrupt for a close En
glish translation, without a preparation such as is eupplied
by the bracketed words, and fay, in the first clause, or some
thing eqmvali nt.

V-r. 34. Or any strong and wise. Lit , strong,
wisK moan. ~OJ is not used superfluously here, or tautologi-

33Scally. may be taken as referring to those pre-

son* who claimo.l the reputation of wisdom from age, posi
tion, or otherwise, aii -h as the friends who had been con
tending with Job. Klihu appeals to such, or to any other
one in the audience who might be a man of note, or strength,
O3J)t though not professedly a DOPI or Sage. He appeal*

T T
to all taen of character and intelligence.

CHAPTER XXXV.
1 And Elihu1 answered and said :

2 Dost thou hold this for right ?

Thou said st, I am more just than God.
3 Yes thou2

dost say it :
&quot; what the gain to thee ?&quot;

What profit have I, more than from my sinT*

4 I answer thee
;

And thy companions
8 who take part with thee :

5 Look to the heavens and see
;

Behold the skies so high above thy head.

1 Ver. 1. And Elihu answered. This chapter fol
lows on no closely and directly in the spirit of the preceding,and especially of iis concluding verses, that it may well raise
question as to the genuineness, or antiquity, of this inter

vening xtrttem-nt.
* Ver. 3. Yes thou dost say it. O is here the

particle of proof, as though Job had intimated some dissent
by look or gesture. Such is the fair import of thy words

;
it

cannot be denied.

* Ver. 4. Thy companions. This cannot mean the
three friends. As unlikely is the opinion of DtuizscH that
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10

11

12

13

14

15

If thou hast sinned, what doest4 thou to Him ?

If many are thy sius, what doest thou to Him ?

If thou art just, what givest thou to Him ?

What profit from thy hand does He receive ?

To one just like thyself pertains thy wrong;
Unto the son of man6

thy righteousness.

&quot; From hosts of men oppressed
6 the cries resound

;&quot;

[So sayest thou7

] ;

&quot;

they groan beneath the tyrant s arm.&quot;

But no one saith,
8 &quot; where is my maker God

;

Who in the night
9 time giveth songs

10 of praise ?

Who teacheth us beyond
11
the beasts of earth,

And makes us wiser than the birds of heaven.&quot;

Thus12
is it that He hears not when they cry

By reason of the pride of evil men.
For God will not hear vanity ;

Nor will the Almighty hold it in regard.

Yes, even18 when thou sayest, thou seest Him not,
There is judgment still before Him therefore wait.

But now, because His anger visits
14

not,

Elihu means the MX &quot;BfJX of xxxiv. 36, and the Spb

J1X
of xxxiv. 8, with whom Job is represented as joining

himself. It is more probably a ge&quot;heral challenge to all who
might take his side in justifying such complaints.

* Ver. 6. What dost tliou to him? The expres
sions in the two Hebrew clauses are so alike that it would
eeem idle to seek diversity of translation. There is more
over a real impressiveneas in the repetition : In either case,
whether it be a single sin, as might seem implied in the pre
terite or aorist, fiXDH DN, or many transgressions, or a

T T T
life of transgression, what doest thou to Him t Such a con

trast seems intended. The variance in the verbs, O S^ Sfl

I/ T\\OyT\, would seem to be rather for the sake of pa-
rollelistic rhythm than as intending any difference in the
appeal. DELITZSCH: Wirk st du &amp;gt;mf ihn thu st du ihm.

Ver. 8. Son of man. It is in vain here to seek nice
distinctions between {JTX and D1X-

Ver. 9. Oppressed. U**\)W]}
here cannot be ren

dered oppressions. Amos HI. 9 gives it no countenance, and
Ecclesiastes iv. 1 is against it, since, in the same verse, the
word is used in its only proper sense of oppressed men. The
noun however may be regarded as implied. The subject nf
th-&amp;gt; verb may in like manner be included. They do not cry
out singly and apart, but from a great multitude of the op
pressed. They cry out men everywhere cry ont, but not to
God.

* Ver. 9. (So sayest thou). The words in brackets
pimply express what is certainly intended by Elihu, nnmely
to cite one of Job s speeches for comment, whether rightly
understood or not. This reference is to what Job says gene
rally, ch. xxiv., and especially in ver. 12, where almost the
very words occur.

* Ver. 10. Bat no one saith. It gives the reason
why God does not hear: The oppressed no more acknow
ledge Him than do the oppressors. A godless humanittrian-
ism cannot expert his favor. Both parties being alike de
ficient here. He lets things work their own cure in such ways
as are so graphically described, xxxiv. 20. It is. however,
the strongest mode of saying that He does hear those who
fly to Him for relief and consolation in the night of suffering.
Elihn was a sound political philosopher, as well as a devout
theologian.

9 Ver. 10. The night time. Metaphorically, the time
of sorrow and oppression.

10 Ver. 10. Songs of praise. Such is the special
meaning of j&quot;Yn?3t- &quot;Songs in the night.&quot; Cornp. Ps. xlii.

8; Ixxvii. 6; cxix.15; cxxxiv. 1; xvi. 7; Cant. iii. 1. For
a specimen of rich and glorious practical exposition read the
old Puritan CABTL on these Songs in the Might.

&quot; Ver. 11. Beyond : more than. Some render D from,
instead of taking it as comparative : from the beasts, etc. On
the metaphorical wisdom of the birds, see notes to xxviii. 7
and 21.

u Ver. 12. Thus is it. Dt? (there) may denote condi

tion as well as place and time : in snch a case, or in such cir

cumstances, or relations; as Ps. cxxxiii. 3: D^ 3 for there

(in such a state of things, that is, in the exercise of brotherly
love) the Lord con minded the blessing. The reference is not
to the mounta.ii- there mentioned. See also Hos. vi. 7. The
Hebrew order of the first clause of this verse is somewhat
unusual. If strictly followed it would require this rendering :

Thus is it that they cry and He hears not

By reason of the pride of evil men.

But in that way the English reader might miss the sense ;

since J3Oi in the second clause, must clearly be connected

with
1pj?3T Q*y &amp;lt;*y-

To connect it with r\W xS as the

ground of God s not hearing, would be meaningless and ab
surd,

is Ver. 14. Yes, even when thou sayest. 3 *1X

is often rendered mucn less, qtitinlo minus, but here the sense
is better reached by the rendering adopted. See DEIITZSCH,
who renders it although. Notwithstanding what Elihu says
about God s not visiting, or strictly marking human wrong,
lie does nut mean to teach the Divine indifference either to

man s evil, or to his suffering. V J3 7 t ^ ;
tlte cause is still

TT : I

before Him
; judgment Is with Him ; in its own way and

time it will appear. The reference is to what Job says,
xxiii. 8.

!* Ver. 15. Visits not.
J
X has strictly a verbal sense,

and is not a mere qualifying negative particle like X ; It

simply denotes, it is not so, being the negation of the other

verbal $*, it is. Here, however, it is a more emphatic way

of expressing the negation of TD3 : It is not tlie case that His

anger visits, expressing the general truth rather than a rar-

ticular fact, or a particular denial. Its being followed by

X
1

? shows that
J
X is not taken hereby itself, for the pro-

dosis to which 13X HDD &amp;gt;8 tne apodosis, as E. V. regards

it: &quot;because It is not so, therefore hath He visited in Hi

anger.&quot; Snch a view breaks up the whole argument of

Elihu; as is also done by those who refor this, yer. 15, to

God s visitation of Job. SCHLOTTMVNN leaves it indefinite,

and DELITZSCH regards it as doubtful. BE.XAX refers it to

God a wider dealings :
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Nor strictly
16 marks wide-spread

18

iniquity,

16 Job fills his mouth with vanity,

And without knowledge multiplieth words.

Mais, parce que sa co!6re ne s exerce pas encore,

Parce qu il fait semblant d ignorer not fautes.

Eliha is plain with Job, but at the same time tender, and

cannot mean that God had not visited him as he deserved.

Ver. 15. Strictly marks. 1K3 qualifies jTT to

kou&amp;gt;(here
in the Reuse of notice, similar to

Hp2 visit), to

know particularly. It cannot qualify W3. Compare Ps.

cxxx 11 : If Ihou Lord shoulcTst be strict to mark iniquities.

i Ver. 15. Wide-spread iniquity. The Hebrew

gfa3 and its derivatives with the predominant sense of ex

uberance, extravagance, multiplication, taken in malam

partem (licentiousness), gives the sense required here with

out going to the Arabic. See how it is used, Hab. i. 8; Mai.

ui. 20; Jer. L 11; Nah. iii. 18 (n&3, Lev. xiii. 17, and a
T T

number of other places, of the spreading leprosy). So the

Targum and Jewish commentators generally. The LXX.
and VULGATE give it the sense of yi&2, and there ia good

reason for regarding them as cognate words. yi&2 trans

gression ia passing over, going beyond bounds license, licen

tiousness. The idea is: God is not always exhibiting His spe
cial vengeance in the multiplicity of human sins.

&quot; He is not

strict to mark iniquity ;&quot;
or He would be always striking.

Besides His long-sutfering, f&amp;gt;o often spoken of in the Old Tes

tament, there is the great JH,
or judgment, ver. 14, always

before Him. No cause is really forgotten. But Job com

plains of Him because He lets &quot;the wicked livef seexxi. 7.

There is a greatness in Elihu s views unsurpassed by any

thing in the book outside of the Divine address, and that is

a sufficient answer to those who would argue the spurious-
ness of this portion, because there is 110 mention of hia being
answered with the rest.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

1 Then Elihu continued and said :

2 A moment wait1 that I may show thee still.

That there are words for
2 God.

3 Unto the Far3
will I lift up my thought ;

Tis to my Maker4 I ascribe the right.

4 Indeed, there is no dissembling in my word ;

It is the all-knowing One
5 that deals with thee.

1 Ver. 2. Wait. Some appearance perhaps of impatience
on the part of Job leading to a slight interruption, and then
a resumption, as indicated by the scholium of continuance
t the head of the chapter. IfO, T^T, and nin have

been pronounced Aramaisms, but they are all pure Hebrew
a well as Syriac.

Ver. 2. For God. In justification of the Divine pro
ceeding!. There is nothing arrogant in this declaration of
Eliliu as some maintain. /

a. Ver. 3. Unto the far. The double preposition Q
and 7, gives a twofold sense, to and from, including: here
both ideas, elevating the thought to God (the Afar) and de

riving thought from Him. The words easily bear this, since

Kt?X may have the two senses of taking, or raising, accord-

in? to the context and the preposition used. A very little

change here gives that appearance of boasting and vanity
which UMBREIT and some others are so ! ml of ascribing to

Elihu. It
i&quot;, howeve^ perfectly consistent with the un-

fuigned modesty of his opening. The word yt] or PIl T

(r\jH) no* necessarily knowledge as science, exact or in

exact, but often means opinion, view, sincere conviction. It

may be coyrtitio, notitia, rather than scientia or JTICTTI)JLUJ.

This i* the wny in which the Rabbinical writers everywhere
use r\jn. Elihu says that the view he takes shall not be a

narrow, or personal, or party one. He will aim to bring all

his reasonings from that far-reaching, yet most near and
plain truth, the unchangeable righteousness of God. This
gives him confidence, and when this is understood all ap
pearance of conceit disappears.

* Ver. 3. To my Maker I ascribe the right.
In ascribing to God the right, he can, without arrogance,
speak in his name, and all the more confidently whilst using
such tenderness towards Job. This helps to explain what
follows.

6 Ver. 4. It is the all-knowing: one that dealswith thee. A comparison of thi with what the same

speaker says in the very same words, xxxvii. 16, puts it be
yond doubt that God is meant. Even if regarded as a claim
to inspiration, it would not be inconsistent with a true hu
mility. If Elihu felt that he was speaking to Job the very
truth of God, however learned, it would be false modesty in

him to disclaim it. Therefore does he BO affirm his sincerity

in the next verse: &quot;IlJP N 7, there is truth in what I say:

Through it,
&quot; the Perfect in knowledge speaks with thee;&quot; if

wo may so render
IjHj?.

This is quite different from the im

pression that KENAN S version would give, applying th
words to Elihu himself. C est une homme d une science ac-
&amp;lt; niiiplie qui te parle. SCHLOTTMANN and ROSENMUELLER re

gard it as spoken by Elihu of himself, yet without boasting,
and as only claiming what was due to the strength and depth
of his convictions. They thus take D Ofi &amp;gt;n its more pri
mitive sense of integer, purus, etc., rather than as denoting
perfection in the decree or height of knowledge. The old

commentator MERCERUS gives this admirably: De se dicit

Elihu quod Job habeat hominem secum agentem inteynim ten-

tentiis, etpure, sincere, ac ut par est, sentientem, qui nihil sit

adulteratiirus, ant depravatnrus in aliennm s&amp;lt;num. The
passage has been marred by the rendering is before thee,

which cannot be obtained from
IJtDj^-

It gives a wrong im

pression as to the one of whom it is said, and of the spirit
with which the declaration is made. Regarded as denoting
speech (speaks with thee) it would b an inward rather than an
itward communing ; but as we have seen in several place?,

Tpy standing alone (or without any verb) denotts rather

denlinfi with, and in either view would favor the idea of God
b&quot;ir K the Biibject intended rather than Elihu himself. It

may he said, however, to come to nearly the same thing
whether Elihu intends to represent God by the words D OD
r^jn, or himself as speaking to Job in HU name. In either

caie it is Divine knowledge he professes to give, or &quot; know
ledge brought from afar

&quot;

(ver. 3).
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5 Lo God is great,
6 but nought does He7

despise ;

Great in the power of His intelligence.
6 He will not &quot;

let the wicked8
live

;&quot;

And justice will He render to the poor.
7 His eye He takes not9 from the righteous man ;

With kings upon the throne,

He makes them sit in glory ;

10

they are raised on high.
8 Again, when bound in iron chains,

11

And held in sorrow s bands,
9 Then showeth He to them what they have done,

Their oversteppings,
12 how they ve walked in pride. .

10 Thus openeth He their ear to discipline,

And warns them that from evil they turn 13 back.

11 If they will listen and obey,
Then shall they spend their days in good,
Their years in joyfulness.

12 If they hear not,,they perish by the sword,

And without knowledge
14

shall they yield their breath.

13 But those impure
15 in heart, they treasure wrath

;

Such cry not16 when He bindeth them.

14 Their very soul dies17 in them in their youth ;

Their life, it is a living with the18
vile.

15 Yet in his suffering
19 saveth He the poor;

In straitening openeth He their ear.

Ver. 5. Great. &quot;V.3.3 Jcabbir. It reminds us of the

frequent Arabian doxology from the same root: Allah Akbar.
I Ver. 5. Despise, DND , reject, overlook. Klihu pre

sents the sublime contrast, or that general equilibrium in

the Divine attributes which onr science so much ignores:
God s attention to the most minute as well as to the largest

things of His creation. &quot;He numbereth the very hairs of
our heads.&quot; This is

&quot; the power of His intelligence,&quot; (HD

y~&amp;gt;}, force de son intffligence, as KEWAN renders it. It is a

higher thing than His dynamical force.
8 Ver. 6. I^et the wicked live. This is the literal

rendering of H TV ;
that is, live on in their wickedness. It

is not inconsistent with what Elihn says. xxxv. 9, 10, 15,
about God s forbearance. This rendering is chosen because
it would seem as though the word (&quot;PIT had been used with

direct reference to Job s complaint, xxi. 7: &quot;Wherefore do
the wicked live, grow old, etc. t

Ver. 7. Takes not from. Lit., does not diminish ;

cfinnttmt, steady vision, never relaxing. What follows about the

righteous man, and his vicissitudes, has, undoubtedly, refe

rence to Job, but not in the narrow way taken by the friends.

Elihn does not charge him with gross outward crimes, such
as &quot;wronging the widow,&quot; and &quot;breaking the orphan s

arms &quot;

(xxii. 9), but he sees the possibility that even one
who bus borne the character of the just (o JIKCUO?, 6 icoAo-

(tayaOds) if placed in high station, &quot;sitting with kings,&quot; and
greatly tempted to pride, may become self-confident, and so
fall as to need the chastisements of God,

&quot; whose eye in never
withdrawn from him.&quot; This &quot;sitting on the throne with

kings,&quot; as an honored and consulted assessor or vizier, may
have been suggested by what Job says himself very elo

quently, but somewhat proudly (xxix. 9), of the honors paid
to him by people and princes.

10 Ver. 7. Sit in glory. ntfjH is improperly ren

dered forever, like 7lj?7- I ig n t a word of time but of

degree, completeness, a general superlative of excellence,
or superiority.

II Ver. 8. Boiiiicl in iron chains: either from the

capricious tyranny of their royal or popular patrons, or from
their own too strongly tempted pride. It is a supposed case,

10

but one readily presenting itself to the speaker s mind from
what Job says, xxix. 9, of the favor he had once enjoyed
with the people and the great.

12 Ver. 9. Their overstepping*) : The most literal

etymological sense of DJT.1?$3- BENAN :

Par leur pechfe, par leur orgueil.

is Ver. 10. From evil they tarn back. The word
T13W implies barely a beginning in the evil way. What

ever suspicion of Job Elihu here may intimate, it is very
different from the gross and wholly unwarranted crimina
tions of the three older friends, besides being stated as a
mere hypothesis. But the striking distinction is the free

dom from all exasperation, such as they show, especially
Zophar and Bildad (see viii. 2; xi. 2, 3; xx. 2). Elihu rep
resents God s dealings thus far as all proceeding from love,
from that merciful &quot;

eye upon the righteous man,&quot; which is

never withdrawn, though sometimes leaving him to himself
for a season, that he may be tried and gain self-knowledge.
It reminds one of a touching passage in the Koranic Com
mentary of Al-Zamakhshari on Surat xviii. 75: Mohammad
had committed a fault for which he had been sevprely vi

sited. Says the commentator: &quot; We have it from the Pro

phet, Allah bless him, that when this was revealed (Sur.
xviii. 75) he prayed, O Allah I never again leave me to my
self for the wink of an eye.&quot; Al. Zam., p. 780.
u Ver. 12. Without knowledge. Comp. iv. 21.
is Ver. 13. But those impure in heart. The

3/ 3JH n distinction from the pHV. or reputed right-

ecus man tempted and disciplined, as described above
16 Ver. 13. Such cry not. Another difference : They

are not led to prayer and repentance. See xxxv. 10.

if Ver. 14. Their very sonl. Soul is here in con
trast with life in the 2d clause. Passages like it in the Pro
verbs would support the idea of spiritual death. Their life :

their coarse of life.

M Ver. 14. The vile. D EHp, the unclean, the ob

scene rather. Lit., those devoted to the obscene worship of

Astarto. and other heathenisms. Bee the word Deut. xxiii.

18; 1 Kings xiv. 24; xv. 12; xxii. 47. .Comp. also Gen.
xxxvlii. 21, 22.

i Ver. 15. In his suffering. SOHLOTTMAKN ren.
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16 Thus thee, too, would He draw 20 from trouble s mouth,

To a broad place,
21 no straitening underneath,

With richest food22 the spreading
23 of thy board.

17 But hast thou24
filled the judgment of the bad ;

Judgment and Justice will lay hold on thee.

18 For there is wrath ;

25 see lest it stir thee up against the blow
j

2

Then a great ransom may not turn thy
27 scale.

19 Thy wealth
28

its price ! no treasure here avails

ders: in His compassion, referring the pronoun to God. This

is a sense which
&quot;ty

will bear, but it would not, harmonize

here with Vn in the 2d clause.

Ver. 16. Would He draw. .TVDn moans liter-

ally to incite either to or from by sharp or by gentle means.

The former is the more common, but the latter is to be taken

here. SCHLOTTMAXN : loot er aus allures, entices. The gene
ral word, draws, attracts, seems better.
n Ver. 16. Broad place : The favorite Hebrew figure

for prosperity, as slraitnesf, or narromiexs for the reverse.

a Ver. 16. With richest food. This is what is

meant by the Hebrew &amp;gt;H of fat, a figure not

poetical in modern languages.
Ver. 16. Spreading of thy board. More liter

ally, setting that which is set down to rest upon it. f\PIJ

from H13 to reft- Hiph. demisti, deposuit.

Ver. 17. But hast thOO filled : if thou hast filled.

80 SCHLOTTMANN takes it, conditionally. Elihu does not re

gard Job as one of these impure of heart, or hypocrites in

heart,&quot; as E. V., renders it, or the ^S 3311 of ver. 13. Ho
however makes the supposition of what would have been
had Job gone to that extent, and makes it the ground of

warning in ver. 18. The word TT here, just like our word

judgment, may denote Job s judgment in the case, as some
take it, or God s verdict or sentence upon the wicked. In
this latter view, which is preferred here, it may be trans

ferred to the wickedness that causes judgment. Hast thou
filled up the wickedness of the wicked (the measure of his

judgment) then expect no mercy. &quot;Judgment and jus
tice,&quot; instead of threatening,

&quot; will take hold on thee,&quot;

13DJY, which DELITZSCH strangely renders,
&quot; will take hold

on one another.&quot; He seems to have regarded it as an ab
breviated Hithpahel: }3DrV for OOjirP. The pronoun
is not needed, it is so easily supplied. It can hardly be that

fT is used of Job s judgment in the one clause, and ofGod s

judgment in the other
* Ver. 18. For there is wrath. By comparing ^

&quot;DTI with the same words, used in a very similar manner,

xix. 29, it will be seen that this is a warning formula. Can-

tionary words accompany it in both cases; there immedi
ately preceding, here immediately following. J3

is an el

liptical particle of warning, or of calling attention, like the
Latin ne, or the Greek

/t&amp;gt;?
with opa, (see to it), or SeiSia, or

Home similar word understood; comp. PLAT. Plwedon, 69 A.,
*
JJ na.Ka.pt.* 2i;uuta, n ri oi&amp;gt;x aurr) 17 j 6p6ij K. r. A.

;
Iliad

I. 26, fijj er napn vijixri Ki^cito, Odyes. V. 467 (6 5u&amp;gt; under

stood; compare line 300) and other places. TJVDn with its

usual sense of inciting to or from (here to or against, because
followed by 3) must have an indefinite or impersonal sub
ject. DELITZSCH and SCHLOTTMANN render it allure, as in ver.

16, but this would require HOT! fur the subject which
T

would be harsh (wrath alluring) even if the grammar would
allow. It would, however, be giving a feminine subject to
a masculine verb following, which is hardly defensible from
the case Prov. xii. 26. HDPI may, perhaps, be regarded as

implying the subject of TVDn, hy reason of its representing
the whole case. If the impersonal view does not satisfy, the

subject may be regarded as impliedly in T)Q\ff, or that to

which the warning refers :
&quot; Let it not stir thee up (the

blow) against it (the blow itself). This would make the 2
in T)210 very easy, and perfectly grammatical.
M Ver. 18. The blow. The places to guide us in de

termining the meaning of
pJty

=
p3D, are ch. xxxiv. 26,

S7. The idea of sudden striking is In both. In the second,
however, hand is understood (clap the hand), or some other

part of the body, as in Numb. xxiv. 20
; Lam. ii. 15

; Job
xxvii. 33, and that gives it the secondary sense of scorning or

defiance. Blow, however, is the primary literal sense (evi

dently onomatopical, S. P. K.) and that seems here most fit

ting, besides being better adapted to 3~JVD\ against the

blow, or the chastisement as CONANT renders it. SCHLOTTMANN
would give it the sense of mockery (zum Spott), DU.ITZSCH
of scorning (zum Hiihnen, with reference to xxxiv. 37. .These,

however, would require that fTD&quot;
1 be followed by 7 instead

of 3, as DILLMANN remarks (sae concordance of place*). DE
LITZSCH regards HOH a8 denoting the anger of Job, but

the comparison with xix. 29, where it is used in precinely the

same way, shows that God s wrath is meant, and that 3
DOn is to be taken independently. The drift of Elihn s

language is that Job has got to that point where he needs a

caution, such as he himself gave to his monitors, xix. 29.

Beware of further defiance. He has reason to pray:
&quot;

Kepp
back thy servant from presumptuous sins

&quot;

(D^TTD. PS - xix.

14), from the defiant, unforgivable sin, 3&quot;^ J/ E^30, &quot;from

the great transgression.&quot;

& Ver. 1 8. Tarn thy scale. The word ransom here

(^33) is suggested to Elihu by his own language respecting

the penitent sufferer, xxxiii. 24: &quot;I hive found a ransom.&quot;

The word
J&quot;IDJ&amp;gt; Hiph. n3n, to incline (transitively) or to

T

deflect, is repeatedly used, elliptically and figuratively, in the
sense of deflecting the scale in judgment. See Prov. xviii.

6; Isai. x. 2; xxix. 21 : Amos v. 12. The last case is most
like this since we find them in close connection with this

same word *^)3. The verb thus used, might just as well,
as far as grammar is concerned, have for its object the per
son favored, although the cases cited relate to the unjustly
condemned. The context alone must determine whether it

is a turning the scale in favor of or against ; and, in fact, the

one implies the other. DELITZSCH gives JjCT
the sense ver-

leiten, mislead, seduce, and makes the ransom refer to the hope
of restoration. It must, however, have the same application
here as in xxxiii. 24. It is something which God provides,
not the sufferer. Job had been stripped of all, so that, as

DELITZSCH says, &quot;any reference to his own riches,&quot; as some
thing that he could offer,

&quot;

is out of the question.&quot; In re

gard to the negative 7X, it is used in the same way as the

Greek /UTJ for ou where the declaration is a subjective one.
It is not simply a denial of the happening of the event, but
of its possibility, and so the particle is really dependent : It

cannot be that, etc. There is, moreover, to bo taken into the
account the influence of |) above in making the clause sub

jective : as though repeated : take care lest a great ransom
fttould not turn the scale in thy favor. The version of E. V.
would demand

&quot;p
D u the clause above.

M Ver. 19. Thy wealth its price ! The word y)\ff

here used, may mean either wealth or a cry, as clearly appears
by the respective contexts in which they are found. For the

first see xxxiv. 19 (J?l$), Isai. xxxii. 18, arid this place,

where it seems determined by its connection with &quot;1V3. for

which see Job xxii. 24, 26. The other ueage is more fre

quent. The connection between the two meanings is not

easily traced.
]}]%?,

to cry, implore, and its noun derivatives,

seem like onomatopes : shuagh sugh sigh. Comp. tho Sy-
riac plO used for the crying, bleating of the flocks, Jud. v.

16. As Job was utterly destitute, the reference must have
been to his former vast possessions. All his camels and oxen,
etc., could not avail as the price of this random. It is its

spiritual value vainly estimated by the richest outward
things. &quot;V^y,

with the price for its subject, is used here

precisely as in xxviii. 17, iu the attempted prizing of WU-
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Nor all the powers
29 of might.

20 O long not for the30 night,

The going up of nations in their place.

21 Take heed turn not thy face81
to sin,

For this thou choosest82 more than suffering.

22 Lo God exalteth by His power.
Who is a teacher like to Him ?

23 Who is it that assigns
83

to Him His way ?

Or who can say to Him, Thou doest wrong ?

24 Remember that thou magnify His work,

Which men so celebrate.

25 With wonder gaze they
34 on it, Adam s race,

And every man
85 beholds it from afar.

26 Lo God is great,
86 we know Him not ;

Unsearchable the number of His years.

27 For He it is who draws37 the water drops ;

Whence they distil to rain in place of38 mist ;

dom : Gold and crystals cannot prize it, give its estimate,&quot;

t&amp;lt;h-
The price of redemption is far above rubies.

Ver. 19. Powers of might. Literally, the mighty

of strength. HD does not mean opes here, or wealth, but has

its literal sense no wealth no strength.

Ver. 20. The night. , with the article, is

the night of death emphatically, as our Saviour styles it,

John ix. 4,
&quot; the night wherein 110 man can work;&quot; see Ec

clesiastes ix. 5. Elihu alludes to Job s having prayed for

death, as appears in several places. The whole passage fur

nishes another of those rases where the closest adherence to

the most literal rendering gives the best guide to the idea.

The verb D/]}, to go up, becomes used of dying (departing,

going off) from the old idea of the spirit, or breath, going up
to God, its source, and the body going down to dust. There
is no reference here to the underworld, and the difficulty
arises from a feeling of incongruity connected with the figure
of going tip, especially where the language is used of evil

men. But there is in it no idea of going to Heaven accord

ing to the modern notion. It is simply a mysterious going

off. Another seeming incongruity is made by finP, the

opposite to ry, apparently. This is especially felt in the
translation of CONANT, which otherwise would seem to have
much in its favor:

Long not for that night,
When the nations are gathered to the world below.

Even where a word like
7\&amp;gt;y

bas lost its figure, as em

ployed in some special applications, poetical feeling would
be against its use in connection with a real opposite. But
Dnnn here means simply in their place, right where they
stand, their very foundation, as in the examples cited, note

to xxxiv. 26. The proof passages for this sense of nSj?
(dying, as going up, or off) are Ecclesiastes xxi. 7, where we
hiiv the idea without the word, and Job v. 26, and Ps. cii.

25, where the very word occurs just as it does here : the Hi-

phil in Pii. cii. 16, making no difference. In the first pas
sage (Job v. 26) the incongruity alluded to is not felt as jar
ring with our modern conception, because it is said of a

supposed good man, and it is in beautiful harmony with the

fiernre of the sheaf going up to the garner, which overcomes
the other image, in the same passage of going down to the

7X (to** &quot;&amp;gt; not P (not off)grave. In Ps. cii. 25,

(n
the midst of my days), the going tip (or being taken tip) means

no more than the r\\~)y in this place, though said here of

many going up, or going off, in the night of death. The plu
ral D^O^, peoples or nations, is used here to make it the

more impressive, and to give Job the idea of its being a ge
neral or common doom which he should not desire to antici

pate. They are going off fast enough, this vast procession of
the dead, disappearing in that nignt to which all human ex
istence seems to lead. D DjJ the multitudes. It calls to

mind Homer s icAvTd t&vta. vfiepiov, (he far-famed nations of
the dead (Odyss. X. 526, and other places); more numerous

than the nations of the living. In the word HI /y 7. the

S of the infinitive may be taken as specificative: to wit, the

going up, etc. ; and so the second clause may be regarded as

ppexegeticftl of th first, or as in apposition with fl 7* 7 :

the night, I mean, in which the nations go up, etc. DE-
LITZSCH renders it :

&quot;

Long not for the night to come which
shall remove people from their place,&quot; and seems to refer it

to some great and special judgments, not to the general

night of death. He has no authority for rendering DHnH
from their place. SCHLOTTMANN more correctly, an ihrer

Sttitte, in or on their place, right where they stand, or just as

they are. Comp. Ecclesiastes xi. 3.

Ver. 21. Turn not, \Sr\
Look not; do

even set your face in that direction , give no countenance

(nj3, D JS) to iniquity.
32 Ver. 21. Thou choosest. That is, thou art choosing

to turn in the wrong direction towards Bin, and away from
God. It is a tendency charged upon him, but not actual sin.

Elihu is very plain with Job, but at the same time judiciotu
and tender. He desires his justification, xxxiii. 32.

38 Ver. 23. Who is it that assigns? Comp. Isal.

xl. 13, 14.
M Ver. 25. With wonder gaze. Among the H-

brew verbs of sight, HIP m y be regarded as more emo
tional, and more spiritual than iliO- It denotes sight with

feeling, or an interest of wonder in the object, like the Greek

6fa.oit.ai., or the Latin specto, in distinction from opacu the

merely visual, or ttaopcio which is more perceptive, that is,

of facts and truths rather thun of objects.
8& Ver. 25. Every man from afar. The most

common man, BMJX, cannot help seeing it in its remotest

aspects. Comp. Ps. xix. 1, and Rom. i. 20.

86 Ver. 26. L,o God is great. This declaration seems

more frequent in Job than in any other book in the Bible,

and strongly calls to mind the similar Arabian and Moham
medan doxologies.

Ver. 27. Who draweth up. Drawing is the more
usual sense of the verb JTJ, that of diminishing, seeming to

come from its sense detraxit, but the rendering of E. V.,

malceth small, suits very well some parts of the procei-s in

tended to be described. If we render it draweth, then the

water drops must denote the substance drawn up, whatever
it may be, and which becomes water drops afterwards.

88 Ver. 27. In place of mist. Gen. ii. 6 puu beyond
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28 Even that with which the heavens39 flow down,

And drop on man abundantly.

29 Is there40 who understands the floatings
41 of the cloud,

The thunderings
42 of His canopy ?

30 Behold, upon it
43
spreadeth He the light,

Whilst darkening
44 the sea s profoundest depths.

31 (Yet, tis by these that He the nations rules,

And giveth food in rich supply).

32 O er either45 hand the lightning doth He46

wrap,

doubt the meaning of IK as vapor or mist, in distinction from

rain itself which comes from it. But the 7 has given trou

ble. &quot;According to the vapor thereof,&quot; E. V.
;

&quot; with its

mist,&quot; DELITZSCH ; zu Regen lautert sich s im Nebel, SCHLOTT-
MANJJ ; wenn er in Nebel sich gehtillt, UMBKEIT ; Qui se fon-

dent en pluie et forment seg vapeurs, RENAN. But the vapor
is the preceding state. Vice, in loco, in place of, is a meaning

of 7, of which NOLDIUS in his Concordance of particles gives
a good number of examples. The one nearest to this is Gen.

xi. 3, bitumen for mortar, &quot;IDp

1

? IDHH, or pxS 7133^71,
T&quot;

-
: T : T&quot; :

-

brick for stone. Bitumen for mortar, or in place of mortar
;

the imperfect substance for, that is, as a preparation for the
more finished

;
or mortar in place of bitumen, according to

the reverse conception. Grammatically, the preposition /

would denote either of these according to the context. Here
it would demand the latter rain now in place of what was

mist before the distillation. The pronoun in 11X7 shows
this its mist the rain s mist, or that from which the rain

is formed. The subject of taken intransitively, is

water drops. Thy distill into rain, that is, the water or va
por that was raised up called by the name of what it be
comes. The primary sense of ppj is binding (whence D pT

chains, ver. 8), compression, hence straining or condensation.

They condense into rain, would be a good rendering if it

would not seem to make Elihu talk too scientifically ; and
yet some such idea must have been in his mind. 1^3 may
be taken, grammatically, as either the direct or tMb remote
object of the intransitive verb : They distill, or condense,
rain, or they distill into rain. There is really no great dif

ficulty in the clause unless made, as is often done, by over
looking the directness and simplicity of the language. The
general fact of the transformation is known to all, bnt our
best science yet finds a mystery in attempting to trace the

exact rationale of the process.
&quot; The law of the rain &quot;

(pn
&quot;ItDQ 7, xxviii. 26) is yet, in some points, one of the secrets
T T-

of the Divine TIDDH) as it was in the days of Job.

Ver. 28. The heavens. is the poetical

word for the skies, the high, attenuated expanse, from

atlrivil, comminuit, made smooth or thin, as JTpl from

to beat out like gold leaf, to spread out. See xxxvii. 18, and
Ps. Ixxxix. 7.

*&amp;gt; Ver. 29. Is there ? This may be treated as a section
by itself. After the general account of the rain comes a
special description of the thunder-storm.

Ver. 29. The floatings, 2$ ^&quot;ISE-
ComP-

3y & 7SD Mxviii. 16, suspensions of
T
the cloud. It is, in

both cases, the mystery of the clond hanging in the air,
seemingly without support. We talk of gravity and think
we have explained it. GESENIUS gives to BH2D nere the
sense of expansion merely, as in Ezek. xxvii. It would
then refer to it as stationary, or in a tranquil state, remind
ing us of Graham s description :

Calmness sits throned on yon npmoving cloud.

This sets the two phenomena in contrast and gives more
force to the allusion to the gathering storm in the 2d clause.

Ver. 29. Thundering* of His canopy.
see xxxix. 7

; Isai. xxii. 2. God is said to dwell

in the nimbus, or thunder-cloud, as in a tent, or canopy.
The word H3D strictly means a temporary booth, as a re

treat or hiding-place. Comp. Ps. Ixxxi. 8, pJJI THD3.

the secret place of the thunder, and especially Ps. xviii. 12, where
we have this same figure of the booth or canopy:

D p.nt? 3% D 9-

Ver. 30. Vpoult; V
1

?,?, upon the cloud, QJT *?),

the nimbus. The pronoun is by many referred to God : He
ppreadeth the light upon himself; but there is no neel of
this. It mars the parallelism, and makes very difficult the

rendering of the second clause, which then must be taken
in the same way.

Ver. 30. Whilst darkening; Taken participially
to denote the close conjunction of the two acts. Lit., and He
covers, that is, with darkness, as the context demands. The
object covered (not that with which he covers) is the roots

or depths of the sea. The other rendering is, He covereth
himself with the roots of the sea. This is grammatically
harsh, and makes the English or German more difficult to

understand than the simple Hebrew. Such a rendering, in

both clauses, seems prompted by Ps. civ. 2,
&quot; He covereth

himself with light, although there is no personal or reflex

pronoun there. But in that case the verb is HOJ7, which,
more strictly than riD3&amp;gt; follows, in its government, the

T
analogy of verbs of clothing, arming, etc. It is there, more
over, a description of creation, and there is no other object
of the verb. Here the design of Elihu is simply to present
phenomena, and the language, therefore, is demonstrative
and optical instead of reflective. Some take the sense of the

light (the lightning) covering the roots of the sea, so vividly
that the bottom of the ocean is illuminated. No one, how
ever, ever saw that, and it would have been wholly imagina
tive in Elihu, instead of an appeal to things visible, and con
ceivable by all. Again, the roots of the sea, say some, is the
water drawn up, though once lying in the depths (ver. 27),
and God has a robe of double texture woven of light and the

waters, or the darkness of the waters. We may doubt whe
ther the mind of Elihu in this grand optical description was
in the mood for such a fine-spun conceit. Everything, too,
both here and in the next chapter, goes to show that he
spoke under the vivid emotion of an actual storm then
making its approach in the distance. There is a contrast un
doubtedly between the two clauses of ver. 30, but it is one
which every black thunder-storm presents, especially to those
who view it. or conceive it, in connection with the vicinity
of waters. It is the bright blazing in the heavens, and the
dark horror, as the poet calls it, which it makes upon the
face of the sea. See how Virgil pictures the the two thing*
together, Mn. I., 9089,

-Micat ignibus aether,

-ponto Nox iucubat atra.

Again .Sin. III., 199194 :

-Ingeminant abrnptis nubibus
-Et inhorruit unda tenebris.

So Homer s Odyss. V., 294:

opojpct 8 ovpavoSfV vv,
And night rushed down the sky.

Ver. 32. O er either hand. The Dual, D&quot;33-

46 Ver. 32. Doth he wrap. nD3 has here both its

T
direct and remote object, and the sense is unmistakable. The
light here is the lightning. It is the figure of the slinger
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And giveth it commandment where47 to strike.

33 Of this the48

crashing roar49 makes quick report,

While frightened herds announce the ascending
50 flame.

gathering up the cord around his hands, and taking a firm
hold that he may hurl the weapon the more forcibly, as well
as more surely. For that purpose he takes it with both
hands. If it is plain, it ia exceedingly sublime.

Ver. 32. Where to strike. jTJSD, Hipb.il parti

ciple here, admirably expresses the opposing object, that
which comes in the way or causes a meeting. It seems
strange that DELITZSCH should say that the Hiphil sense is

lost in such rendering. He himself makes it, not the object,
but the aimer, by virtue of the all-explaining beth essentix.
The participle thus used as object becomes synonymous with

Til. 20, only it ia better here as more easily admitting

the personiflcative idea, as though the thing hit were re

garded, for the moment, as the adversary against whom the
bolt is hurled. The verb in this Hiphil form appears most

expressively Isai. liii. ?1, &quot;and He (the

Redeemer) interposed for the transgressors
&quot; came between

them and the bolt of justice, so that it might fall on Him.
From the very nature of the verb

JJJjJ, its Kal and Hiphil
must be very much alike in their general significance; the
latter being only the more intensive. It is, in this respect,
like the kindred verb tyjJ, to meet, in which Kal, Piel, and
even Niphal present nearly, the same idea.

Ver. 33. Of this. V^y ; that is, the mark, the thing

hit, or the fact of hitting. Those who refer the pronoun to

God, as in the other cases above, get into great confusion. It
turns away the thought from the optical, or the direct pic
ture, on which the speaker seems intent, to a kind of mora
lizing out of place and interrupting the effect.

Ter. 33. The crashing roar. An error in respect
to V/J7 leads to a false view of y^, or to the rendering

friend, or thought, as some take it, whilst it so .obviously
means the sharp sound of the thnnder when the lightning
strikes near. See the use of it, Exod. xxiii. 17 for the wild

cheering or uproar of the camp, and especially Micah iv. 9.

The latter place leaves no doubt of its meaning, or of its de

rivation, yi Mn.H 7T3 7, lamma tha-ringni reangh, if we- T T T

give to the y something of that nasal tone with which the

modern Jews pronounce it: &quot;Whyringest thou out, breakest
fhou out, with that roaring cry, quare vociferaris vociferando f&quot;

y^ is onomatopically like Hjl, only its guttural, especially

if there is something nasal in it, makes it better adapted to

represent a rough, hoarse, roaring, crashing sound, in which
everything seems breaking to pieces. When in a thunder
storm there is heard that peculiar crash simultaneous with
the vivid lightning blaze, we say immediately, that has struck
somewhere, and very near. It immediately announces the ef

fect, such as is not expected when the thunder is distant,
though it may be very heavy, and the lightning very vivid.
Hence we call it a report. TJH well expresses this tells

declares puts it before us
(&quot;1JJ)

in a way we cannot doubt.
*o Ver. 33. The ascending flame. Here is another

example where the most literal following of the words in
their most literal sense, but with a sharp look to the con
text, furnishes the best guide in the interpretation.

j? HX, Q& herds, even of the ascending: Unchanged

the words give that and nothing else, ^y is to be taken as

just before in V /y- There it is,
&quot; make report of it,&quot; that

is, the striking. Here it is a making report (for- TJ belongs

to both clauses) of something else described as p| ny (a-

cendens), de surgente, or de ascendente. But what is it that

goethupf This is to be-determined by the context, and the
use of the participle 71 7\J?

other passages of Scripture,

or of the verb from which it comes. Connecting it with the

lightning stroke in the first clause we can hardly help think

ing of Gen. xix. 28, where &quot; the smoke of Sodom &quot;

is pic

tured as &quot;

going up, (TOy), like the smoke of a furnace,&quot; or

of Joshua viii. 20, Vyi! IEW IlSy H^ni, &quot;and lo,* -
.

there went up the smoke of the city.&quot;
For similar imagery

see Judg. xx. 40; Jerem. xlviii. 15, and other places. The

name, too, given to the burnt offering, n/i.V&amp;gt;
with only a

change of vowel to make it a participial noun, presents the

same image. It is so called because of the smoke ascending
high in the air from the altar of incense and sacrifice. (Jump.
Gen. viii. 20, the ascent of Noah s offering; also such pas

sages as Lev. vi. 2, mplD jJ nl^H iltyil, Ezek.

viii. 11, nV\tf nlDpri Uy, &quot;the cloudonucJnsej/omj

up.&quot; These passages are cited to show how easy and natural
the image, and how difficult it is, in such a context to asso
ciate it with any other. Other views require changes in the
text; for example, instead of JlJpD. some would read

PIJpO,
and then demand that it be regarded as equivalent to

fcTJpO governing ri^ (as a noun) and making it mean,

arousing jealous wrath. This to make any sense requires

rPiy (fem. of 7lV) wickedness, and also that Stt should
T: v T

have the sense against ; thus taking it out of the obvious pa

rallelism with V 7JJ
in the first clause. They say, too, fJX

is in the wrong place for it as a particle, it should have
come at the beginning of the clause. But the briefest con
sultation of NOLDIUS Concord. Partus. would show that this
is futile. See 2 Sam. xx. 14

; Cant. i. 16 ; 1 Sam. ii. 7 ; Isai.
xxvi. 9

; Ps. txx. 15, etc. It is frequently, as we here find

it, when emphasizing a word as it emphasizes p|71 y *J y,
&quot; even of that which goeth up.&quot; Others take the text as it

stands, but refer TVliy to God. But this is very difficult.

God does not go up in the storm. Still less fitting is the

rendering im Anzug, on his approach (DELITZSCH) or im Zug

(EwALD), on the march. 71/1^ ig never used in such a way.
Some of the Jewish commentators regard it as equivalent to

7, a supposed name of God, Hos. xii. 27, or to ^, the

Most High, so frequently used in Genesis ; but that denotes

position, height as rank, not ascension in any way. Some, fol

lowing ADEN EZRA, refer it to the rising storm, and the cattle

foreboding its approach; but that disorders the time, and
takes us away from the scene so vividly painted as present
to the imagination at least, if not to the actual sense of the

persons addressed. It is something startling, as is shown by
the close connection with the 1st verse of ch. xxxvii., and
which any such retrospective reflections of the speaker
would interrupt and impair. Others render y~\ friend:

SCHLOTTMAITN, Er zeigt ihm seinen Freund Zorneseifer liber

die Frevier; but that besides requiring two changes in the
text of the second clause, seems a sort of reflective moralizing
which would hardly come between such vivid description

preceding and immediately following. It seems too forced

to be capable of defence even by the reasoning of so excel
lent a commentator as SCHLOTTMANN. UMBBEIT renders y~\

in the same way ;
but in the second clause goes very far off

in rendering 7\~)}y das gewachs, the plant, for which the

places he cites Gen. xl. 10; xli. 22. furnish no warrant. Even
if ever used in the Bible for a plant, it would be unmeaning
here, and the construction he gives altogether ungraminati-
cal. The epithet frightened, in tho translation, gives only
what is clearly implied, if the view taken of the passage be

coreect, and so is it used by BENAN, though referring it to

the cattle s foreboding of an approaching storm :

L effroi des tropeaux revele son approche.

Others content themselves with rendering simply and safely
de surgente, or de ascendente,, without any attempt at expla
nation. But what is that which goeth up after the crash

and the striking of the lightning? Not nnfrequently do we
witness what ought to give us the idea. It is when the

lightning strikes anything that is highly combustible, a
barn with grain, a stack of dry sheaves in the field, or, as it

often does, the dry trees of the forest. It could not have
been uncommon on the plains of Uz. In such a case the

smoke and flame rise up almost immediately from the fierce

combustion. A sight of this kind strongly associates itself

in the mind of the translator, with the study of this passage.

Daring a storm of terrific blackness a most blinding flash

of zigzag chain lightning came down over a near hill. The
terrible crash was simultaneous with it, and hardly had the

reverberation ceased when up roae from a barn behind th
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hill a lurid column of pitchy smoke and flame ascending per- .

pendicularly towards the heavens, like that which went up

from the blasted plain of Sodom. It was, indeed, an awful

sight and had the fleeing cattle formed part of the scene, it

would have been in closest conformity with the picture so

vividly presented to us in these few Hebrew words Taken

as a whole, this portion of Elihu s speech (vers. 27-33) sug

gests most of tlje ideas which are prominent in VIRGIL s de-

cription of the thunder-storm, Qeorg. I. 328 :

Ipie Pater, media nimborum in nocte, coruica

Fulmina molitur dextra.

fvgere ferse, et inortalia corda

Per gentes humilis stravit pavor; ille flagrantl

Aut Atho, aut Rhodopen, aut alta Ceraunia, telo

Dejicit ; ingaminaut Austri et densissimus imber.

With the 4th and 5th lines of the above, compare Ps. civ. 32;

He touches the mountains and they smoke. The diflSculty of

the passage gives the apology for so long dwelling upon
it.

CHAPTER XXXVII.

At such a sight,
1 with shuddering fear my heart

Leaps wildly
2 from its place.

Hear ye, O hear the roaring
3 of His voice,

The deep reverberation* from His mouth ;

As under all the heavens He sends5
it forth,

His lightning to the edges
6 of the earth.

Then after it resounds a voice,

The glorious voice7 with which He thundereth.

One cannot trace
8 them when their sound is heard.

Yes, with His voice9 God thunders marvellously;

Great things does He
;
we understand Him not.

For to the snow He saith, be thou10

upon the earth ;G

Ver. 1. At such a sight. HXT?
*],

yea, at Otis.

There is intimated the closest connection with what pre
cedes.

* Ver. 1. Leaps wildly, &quot;\r\J, trepidavti, palpitavit.

In Piel it denotes the sudden leap of the locust.

Ver. 2. Roaring. TJ*V The first loud, rough crash.

* Ver. 2. Reverberation. The succeeding sound,

loud, y&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t

lower in tone, literally muttering, rumbling, etc., deep

barytone, like a low murmuring voice.
* Ver. 3. Sends it forth. Not from &quot;\W to direct, but

from i&quot;Pt? to ft free, let loose.

Ver. 3. Edges. Literally, vrings, extremities.

1 Ver. 4. Glorious voice. Lit., voice of his glory. To
avoid the tautology, in the 3d clause it is rendered sound.

Ver. 4. Cannot trace them, D3pjr.
GESENIUS

gives it the sense retardavU, citing the Arabic (Conj. IT.)
which does not support him, since it simply means coming
behind (pressit vestigia). DELITZSCH, following GESENIUS,
renders, und spart die Blitze nicht

; SCHLOTTMANX. nicht zo-

gern die Blitze; DMBREIT, und er halt s nicht zuriick. On
the other hand EWALD gives it the sense of finding, tracing,

investigating, though he seem a to regard as its object the men
to be punished, for which there is no authority. This, too,
Is the rendering of the VULGATE (non investigatur, taken im

personally), of Symmacbus, and of the Peschito, which USPS
the very word, and with the sense of investigating, tracing,

tracking, which it always has in Syriac. See the numerous
examples in N. T., and especially Acts xvii. 27, seeking after

God and tracing Him
(J ^p^D used for the Greek i^ijAa-

^a-ctac, feel after). So among the older commentators.

Sy i* denominative or noun verb, and all its uses are

easily traceable from the primary sense of the heel ;

uch as to go behind one (at his heels), to supplant, or trip the
heel

;
hence to retard (impedire) should the context demand

it. The most natural idea, however, belonging to the Piel,

(as to the Syriac Pael) is that of tracking, investigating (from
vestigium, a footstep). The same metaphor appears in the
nouns ; as in

r&amp;gt;13pj?,
Cant. i. 8

;
Ps. Ixxxix. 52, and espe

cially, as strongly suggested by this, Ps. Ixxvii. 20: &quot;Thy

way is in the many waters, and thy footsteps (or thy tracings
?, vestigia tua.) are unknown&quot; untraceable. Here,

however, it must be taken indefinitely as in the VULGATE:

One cannot trace them, that is, the thunder voices. In giving
the verb the sense of holding back, DELITZSCH and UMBREIT
make lightnings the object. But thunders, mentioned just

before, is more properly the grammatical object, especially

in the sense above given. The reference is to the rolling or

reverberating thunder,
&quot; under the whole heavens,&quot; or all

round the sky; unlike the sharp crash of the striking bolt

which immediately announces itself (xxxvi. 33). It seems

to be every where. We hear but cannot trace it.

Ver. 6. With his voice. The repetitions of the

word
*71p

are somewhat remarkable, although the Hebrew

seems to allow such a thing better than the English. It

may be regarded as coming from the anxiety of Klihn to im

press the idea that the thunder in the storm now raging
around them, is really, and not metaphorically merely, the

voice of God impressing itself in the undulations of the air.

This idea of an actual tunnder-storm coming up, subsiding
or passing off, gathering again (as seems to be represented
in the two chapters) and finally terminating in the tornado

from which breaks forth the unmistakable voice of God, fur

nishes a clue to much that is peculiar in the style of this

portion of Elihu s speech. Especially in ch. xxxvii. does he
talk like a man amazed and awed by the approach of terri

ble phenomena. In the intervals of subsidence, he moralises
as men are wont to do at such seasons. Every few moments
his attention seems called to some new appearance, inter

rupting and confusing his language: &quot;See there&quot; &quot;hear

that,&quot; etc- A darkness comes up, and he &quot; cannot speak by
reason of it

&quot;

(ver. 19); it passes away and his eyes are drawn
to a strange electric light approaching from the North. For
this effect of the storm on Elihu s speech, see INT. THEISM,
pp. 26, 26, 27, and note.

10 Ver. 6. Be thon npon the earth. DELITZSCH,
falle erdwarts. In thus rendering X1H, he goes to the Ara

bic in, decidil,delapsusftttt. GESENIUS ,
rue in terram; butas

CONANT well says, &quot;this very poorly expresses the gentle

falling of the snow.&quot; Its quiet descent has ever given, in

fact, its most poetical image. Homer uses it II. III. 222, to

represent the steady persuasion of true eloquence :

Kat crea vuttd&eo-friv eoiicoTa
xei/j.tpi.fl&amp;lt;rt,v,

which Bryant so exactly as well as beautifully renders :

&quot; And words came like the flakes of winter snow.**
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10

11

Thus also to the pouring
11

rain,

His mighty
12

flooding rain.

The hand of every man He sealeth18

up ;

That all may know all men whom He has14 made.

Then go the beasts,
15 each to his hiding place ;

And in their dens abide.

From the dark16 South proceeds the17

sweeping storm,

From the Mezarim18 comes the chilling blast.

From God s own breath the hoar frost19 is congealed ;

By it the water s breadth is firmly
20 bound.

Through drenching
21

rain the dense cloud He exhausts,

The thin light-breaking
22 cloud He scattereth.

Bee Lucian s allusion to this, Eulogy of Demosthenes, sec.

15. A modern hymnist uses it for its soothing or seda
tive effect. SCHLOTTMANN regards 50 71 as simply the impe

rative of the Hebrew substantive verb in its older form : Sei

auf erden, LXX., yivov eirl yijs.

11 Ver. 6. Pouring: rain. QtJ?j (geshem) as its very

lonnd seems to indicate (gush, giessen) denotes the heavy rain

when it seems to descend in floods, or almost in a body (Ara
bic Djyj jism) as it were, or like a mass or weight (Arabic

D$J josham).

U Ver. 6. Flooding: rain. Lit. pouring of rains of his

itrength. In a compound expression of this kind, the Hebrew

puts the pronominal suffix, generally, to the last noun, and
uses it like an adjective.

13 Ver. 7. Sealetli np. Confines them to their homes
during the storms, that, under shelter, they may think of

God s works, and give Him glory. Comp. Ps. xxix., where
there is a like description of a thunder-storm as witnessed

from the sheltering temple:
&quot; He maketh bare the forests,&quot;

whilst, at every thunder peal,
&quot;

every one who sits in his

temple 1133 1D& is crying, glory.&quot;
The scenic state

here is not easily determined, but they were all probably in

the shelter of a tent.

w Ver. 7. Whom He has made. Lit. men of his

work. Some would make a change in the text, D tSOK for

tyj^i so as t make it like xxxiii. 17, that every man may
know His work. But all that is expressed there is implied
here, without a change, whilst there is the additional idea

that men too are His work.
H Ver. 8. The beasts. ITn, here, is taken both col-

T~
lectively and distribntively.
w Ver. 9. The dark South. &quot;nnH, the chamber, is

an elliptical expression for the South. See its full form,

|DT\ &quot;&quot;Tin.
chambers of the South, ix. 10. EWALD: The se

cret chamber. See Note 7 to xxiii. 9. It was the region in

which thunder-storms arose.
w Ver. .9. Sweeping; storm. H31D. * weeping

dorm, as distinguished from
TTIJJp

the tornado.

w Ver. 9. Mezarim. The word is left untranslated.

It evidently means the North, though on what grounds is

not easily seen. Lit., the scatterers, and DELITZSCH refers it

to the boreal winds that disperse the clouds and bring clear

cold weather. It is not the Mazzaroth of xxxviii. 22.

i Ver. 10. The hoar frost is congealed. Lit.

it gives; but the Hebrew JjV
is used as a substantive verb,

like the German es gibt, for any mode by which the event is

brought about.
l&quot;Pp

ia generally rendered ice, but that

does not suit well the &quot;figure of breath. Soar frost fdves just

the image : frozen vapor or moisture, such as that of descend

ing dew, or of the breath congealing oni cold day as it is

exhaled from the mouth. Ice, however, as the product of

breath is not any easy conception. Congealed moisture may
be taken as the general idea, whatever may be the degree or

form of congelation as determined by the context. For this

reason, in Job vi. 16, we have rendered it sleet (frozen rain)

as agreeing best with the darkened floods and the snow-

flakes disappearing as they fall into them. Tho rendering

\cryslal, Ezek. i. 32, is not primary, but comes from the sense

[of ice, which this word unquestionably has where the con

text demands it, as in xxxviii. 29, with its general words of

production or generation. Frost, there, comes in the second

clause
(&quot;133

the hoar frost, from the idea of covering, or

overspreading, as the manna (Exod. xvi. 14). In Gen. xxxi.

40, and Jer. xxxv. 30, Flip is used generally for cold, as is

shown by its being, in both places, the antithesis of 3lh,

OV3, in die frigoria.

p1D from pif to

heat. So PPp, Prov. xxv. 30 :

Ver. 20. Firmly bound.

pour, to become fused. Hence the idea of something metallic
that becomes solid from a molten state : It comes more di

rectly, however, if we can regard p^
1 as deriving one of

its senses from the cognate JV, stobHivit, or suppose

or JJfQ. Compare DVD, xi. 15, p^E xxxviii.
I T T\ I T\ I T

38. Akin to these are the derivatives from p}, as
p}JfD

columna, 1 Sam. ii. 8 V1X
P^P&amp;gt;

an(J especially 1 Sam. xiv.

15, where it seems to denote a basaltic pillar of rock, so

named from the appearance of fusion such rocks obviously
present, pi^3 here is a clear case of the beth essentite.

I T :

21 Ver. 11. Drenching: rain. Copious effusion. This
verse has occasioned much difficulty. ^3 has been derived

from r*&quot;13 taken as equivalent to 113, and rendered purity,

clearness, serenity. Then it has been taken as the subject of

IT &quot;ID

1 in its Arabic sense projecit, etc. : The serenity, or

brightness (the clearing up), drives away, or precipitates the
thick thunder-cloud. But this makes the two clauses ex

press the same or a very similar idea. Others (like E. V.),

take 3 as a preposition, and &quot;I as an abbreviation of 11,

like 3 (burning&quot;) for 13- Such an abbreviation would be

still more likely with the preposition: 13 for TV3- The

Arabic word 1 copiosa irrigatio Is Just like it, and comes in

just the same way from IT. This makes a clear and sui

table sense which is supported by E. V., and the majority,

perhaps, of authorities. Some who take this sense of *\
however, altogether change the idea by giving fl ID tn9

sense of loading or putting a load upon (with copious rain He
loads the cloud) resorting to the Arabic word from which no
such idea can be fairly abstracted. The sense, however,
which the context demands, comes very easily from the He
brew idea of H^Di namely, weariness as in Deut. i. 12, and

Isai. i. 14, the only places where it occurs, but abundantly
sufficient to fix its meaning. The idea of load in only pas
sive or subjective, especially as it appears in the latter pas

sage. The primary idea is molestia, dffaligatio, and hence,

exliaustion; by the copious flooding. He exhausts the 3JJ or

the dense heavy cloud. There would be an Incongruity in

the idea of loading (charging) the cloud by irrigation. That
of exhaustion gives just the sense that best fits the whole

verse, and this E. V. has well expressed by
&quot; He wearielh.&quot;

& Ver. 11. l,isflit-lri iiliiii:i- cloud. The clouds

through which the light is breaking. Heb. literally, cloud

of his light. HI* being in the construct state it cannot be

rendered, His li&amp;lt;/ht disperses the cloud, though that would be a

good sense, and in harmony with the general idea of the

whole verse. There is, moreover, an evident contrast be

tween 3JJ, the dark dense storm cloud, and ny, the ordi

nary cloud, the cloud as it usually floats in the atmosphere,
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12 In circling
23

changes is it thus transformed,
24

By His wise laws,
25 that they may execute

All His commands o er all the sphere of26 earth ;

13 Whether as punishment, or for His land,

Or in His mercy He appointeth
27

it.

14 Job ! give ear to this
;

Be still and contemplate God s wondrous works.

15 Knowest thou how over these Eloah laid His laws,

Or from the cloudy darkness28 streams the light ?

16 Knowest thou the poisings
29 of the cloud,

The wondrous works of Him whose knowledge has no bound ?

17 (Or how it is) what time thy robes are warm ;

When from the South the land in sultry
30

stillness rests ?

18 Dost thou with Him spread out the skies

So strong so like81 a molten mirror smooth ?

19 O teach us what to say !

We cannot speak aright
32

,
so dark it grows.

33

&quot; the morning cloud,&quot; Hos. vi., or &quot;the passing cloud,&quot; Job
vii. 9. The contrast is lost in many renderings. Its preser
vation, and the clear calling to mind of the phenomena that
attend the breaking up of a heavy thunder-storm, lead us
ont of all difficulty. The symptom that the shower is nearly
over is generally a sudden and unusual outpouring as though
the 3]} OI nimbus wag emptying itself of all its contents.

Very soon the clouds assume a lighter appearance. We say
it is beginning to clear up, and in a short time we see them
in motion with the light breaking out of them, and through
them in all directions. &quot;^X is indeed used for the lightning
in a number of places, but here it would seem to be taken
in its ordinary sense. Even should we render it His lightning

cloud, as Dr. OONANT does, it would make no great difference
in the general view : the cloud or clouds out of which His

lightning had been playing. It is, however, more literal and
more easy to render it as it stands, the cloud of His light His
illumined cloud, his light or lightsome cloud now almost
transparent instead of dark and dense. The distinction is

well given in the Article on Clouds, Am. Encyclopedia :
&quot; The

nimbus (the 3j7 here) having discharged iis moisture, the

lighter forms of clouds appear (the cirrus in some of its mo
difications), whilst the fragments of the nimbus are borne
along by the winds.&quot; There is a resemblance to this picture
in the interpretation of the old commentators MERCERDS and
DRCSIUS. Hanc appellat nubem lucis Dei, nubem qua dispulsa,
lux et serenitas inducitur.
a Ver. 12. In circling changes. 3pD, a circuit, a

revolving. It is, however, in causality, rather than in space
movement. The latter idea of a turning round, or over, of
the cloud, gives no clear meaning here. In the kindred

word 713D, as used 1 Kings xii. 15 (2 Chron. x. 15, H2DJ
representing the same thing), it denotes a political revolu
tion, a bringing about of events by a combination of physical
and moral means, yet still, as here, ascribed to God s agency,
as though the Scriptures made little of our distinction be
tween natural and supernatural causation. It is here the
erietot changes through which these phenomena occur,
taking in the whole process, from His &quot;drawing up of the
water drops,&quot; xxxvi. 27, the distilling from vapor to rain,vr. 28, to the discharge and clearing up of the storm as de-
cribed in the verse above.
* Ver. 12. Transformed. 2HnD may refer to the

cloud thus formed, or to the event as it comes out of this
circuitous causation bringing things back to their former
state. See note on the Niphal }3HJ, xxviii. 5, and the

Hophal }3nn xxx. 15. The Hithpahel ^JSHriD may
omctimes preent the idea of changes in space and motion
a* in Ge . iii. 24, but in this place, and xxxviii. 14, the gene
ral idea of transformation, metamorphosis, or the causal turn
ing &amp;gt; f one thing, or one phenomenon, into another is to be
preferred.* Ver. 12. Wise laws. VTVlS^nn. The uses of this

word in Bach places as Prov. i. 5; xi. 14; xx. 18, where it is

parallel with 7VGt?nO, thougUs, designs, and HVV, conoi-
r :

-
-f&quot;

Hum (see also Prov. xxiv. 6), make it very clear. In regard
to physical things it means just what we call laws (God s

liioughts) though with a less pious meaning. The etymolo
gical image is in harmony with this as derived from the pri

mary sense of the verb 73T1 to Dind (noun 73T1 rope

or string). 71l7l2nn, things or events tied together. God s

counsels in the ligatures, Unkings, or concatenations of nature.
26 Ver. 12. Sphere of earth. Lit., the world-earth :

The earth and the skies belonging to it, above and around

it. For this use of 73H see 1 Sam. ii. 8; Ps. xviii. 16;

xciii. 1; Ps. xc. 2, 7-371! V1X, and Prov. viii. 31, S^fi
&quot; The habitable earth,&quot; Dr. CONANT renders it. It

hs this sense sometimes, and it may be more proper here
;

but the prominent presence of aerial phenomena seems to

justify the wider rendering : the terrestrial world.
- Ver. 13. He appointeth it. DFLITZSCH renders

He caused it to discharge itself,&quot;
that is the

cloud. It is an unnecessary loading of the sense beyond the

requirements of KD, which, in Hiphil, is sometimes used
in the manner of a substantive verb to make a thing pre
sent, that is to make, to be, as in Job xxxiv. 11. From this

comes the frequent Rabbinical usage of XVD as a verb of
existence.

&quot; Ver. 15. Cloudy darkness. This rendering la

given to
JJJJ,

not only as suiting the etymological idea, co

vering, overspreading, but ulso as best suggesting the wonder,
or seeming miracle intended : the brilliant light radiating
from so dark a source, like the sparks from the flint.

29 Ver. 16. Knowest thou the poisings. Comp.
xxviii. 25, 26, and notes : the law for the rain. Here, as in
xxxvi. 29, the wonder presented is that of the cloud remain
ing balanced in the air with its heavy watery load.

3 Ver. 17. In sultry stillness rests: Compare
Isaiah xviii. 4: &quot; I am still (HDp^X), and look out in my

place, as when the dry heat is in the air, or like the cloud
of dew in the heat of harvest.&quot; The South, the region of
heat and thunder-storms.

81 Ver. 18. So like a molten mirror smooth.
The true point of the comparison is lost when we connect 3
with Q tn. It rather refers to JTlA and the resem

blance is, not in the strength, but in the expansion or ap
parent smoothness.

82 Ver. 19. Cannot speak aright. Lit., cannot ar
range (words) by reason of (or before) the darkness. If there
were nothing else, this would naturally be interpreted of
mental darkness. So RENAN, who, however, gives a very
fine rendering:

Mais plutdt, taisons-nous, ignorants qne nous sommes.

But the thought again suggests itself that this is a real
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20 Ah, is it told34 to Him that I am speaking !

Has one so said ?
35 take care lest he be swallowed up.

21 And now the lightning
34

they no longer see,

That splendor
37 in the clouds

j

38

The wind has passed and made them clear.

scene. It is a real darkness perturbing his thoughts and
disturbing his utterance. It may be a coming back of the
nimbus as is the case sometimes in thunder-storms, or aome
strange darkening of the air from some unknown cause, and,
therefore, more awing than though it came from clouds.

Something still more fearful is anticipated. There are

symptoms of the PPl D. or whirlwind. And so be turns
T

:
atrftin from the reflective to the phenomenal style, like that
of a man calling attention to some new and strange appear-
an es in the heavens, after the storm has partially passed by.

83 \Vr. 19. So dark It if-rows. Hebrew, literally,
before the darkness, or by reason of the darkness.

&amp;gt;* Yer. 20. Ah, is it told to Him. An overawing
sense of an actually approaching divine presence, making
even the reverent Elihu fear lest he may have said something
rash, as he charges Job to have done. From this his own
confession, therefore, we may expect perturbation, confu

sion, and consequent obscurity in what immediately follows.
He &quot;cannot order his speech

&quot; or marshal! Cl IJ?)
his words.

He hardly knows what he says, as was the case with the dis

ciples (Mark ix. 6) when they came down from the mount
of transfiguration ;

ov yap jjSei n XaA^o-jj Jf&amp;lt;rav yAp HK-

&amp;lt;j)000i.

36 Yer. 20. Has one so said ? It is not easy to get
a clear meaning to this verse, unless we take 3 elliptic-ally

with some word of caution, *uch as is sometimes to be sno-

plied before the Greek on, or JHTJ on, JUTJ 6iru&amp;gt;s,
take care lest ;

or as the Latin nt is used as a caution, with some such word
understood as fieri potest, or the like: it may be that he will

be swallowed up. Among other places a good example of this

elliptical O may be found, Deut. vii. 17 : 5133^3 lOKfi &quot;2
1 :T :

take care lest thou say in ffiy heart. It is an idiom which would
be especially likely to occur in impassioned language, such as

Elihu uses in his confessed perturbation. REXAN renders it

very freely, and supposes that the reference is to Job s rash

language in demanding that God would appear and speak
to him.

De grace, que mes discours ne lui soient point rapportes !

Jamais homme a-t-il desir6 sa perte?

86 Yer. 21. The lightning. The question on which
turns the whole interpretation of this and the following

verse, is whether &quot;YlX here means the sun, or the lightning.
Most commentators say the former. There are, however,
strong objections to it regarded in itself, and they become
still stronger in the attempt to make any application of such

a meaning. It certainly seems against it that whilst &quot;Vltf

is used for the sun in but one clear place in the Bible, Job
xxx. 26 (two other places cited, Hab. iii. 4

;
Isai. xviii. 4, be

ing better rendered by the general term light) there are no
less than five passages in this very description (xxxvi. 27

xxxvii. 24), and in close connection, where it is used for the

lightning. They are xxxvi. 32
;
xxxvii. 3, 11, 15, about which

there can be no doubt, and xxxvi. 30, where it makes the

clearest sense. It i certainly the predominant meaning of

^1X in these two chapters. The word nf\J? t seem to

be taken in its temporal sense : at the present time, now, in dis

tinction from something past ;
as is also denoted by the de

monstrative Kin in the second clause, the splendor that was

in the ekies, or clouds. Such a definition would not have been

appended had the sun been meant, or light generally. It

conyeys the impression of something peculiar that had been

very lately seen. The same effect is produced on the mind

by the third clause: &quot;the wind has passed and cleared them;&quot;

the storm is just over; an assertion which seems to have no

meaning in connection with the mere general reflection sup

posed to be expressed by this verse. The strongest argu

ment, however, is that the rendering controverted stands

wholly isolated. It seems to refer to nothing that precedes,

and rms no application to any thing following, except what
Is wholly inferential, or is to be supplied by each interpre

ter s own critical imagination. The analogy is certainly not

expressed or even hinted at. The very modes of applying
the fact supposed to be stated only render such interpreta

tions all the more unsatisfactory. The principal one is that

cited by SCHLOTTMANN, from RABBI SIMEON BEN ZEMACH, and

which is adopted by most of the Jewish interpreters:
&quot; A

men cannot look upon the sun in the heavens without being
blinded, so they cannot judge of the works of God.&quot; This
demands a potential son-c for 1{O&amp;gt; without any authority.
The idea is indeed a good one, but wholly supplied from the
commentator s own mind. Others, like DELITZSCH, refer it

to the passing away of the storm as denoted in the 3d clause,
and make the hidden doctrine to be that &quot; as a breath of
wind is enough to bring the sun to view, so God, hidden for
a time, can suddenly unveil Himself to our surprise and con
fusion.&quot; This may be a true and striking thought, but it is

wholly supplied. It has, moreover, no connection with ver.

22, where 3711) whatever it means, cannot be the sun coming
from the North. Added to all this is the general objection
that such a view represents Elihu as suddenly turning from
the demonstrative optical, or phenomenal style, which he
has used almost throughout, to a refined moralizing in which,
after all, he leaves the point of his preceptive comparison, to

say the least, very obscure. By referring, on the other

band, 11K to the lightning, as it has been five times used
in these phenomenal picturings, we get a clear sense, in

closest harmony with what follows in ver. 22, and giving a
consistent meaning to the 3d clause of ver. 21 which occa
sions so much difficulty in adapting it to the other interpre
tations ; for if it means the sun appearing after a storm, then
men do see it, and hail its appearance, and this is wholly at

war with the application of RABBI SIMEON which SCHLOTT
MANN cites. The key to the irregular language of both
these chapters is found when we regard Elihu not as mo
ralizing, or drawing on his imagination, but as describing
real appearances in the heavens, the skies, the clouds (for

may have all these meanings) just as they occur.

EWAID, SCHT.OTTMANN, DELTTZSCH, all admit that the storm
or H31D, terminating in the rP#D or whirlwind, out of

which the Divine voice proceeds, is actually occurring during
Elihu s speech. The latter draws this conclusion from

xxxvii. 1, dass die Gewitter-schilderung Elihu s von einem
den Himtnel itberziehenden Gewitter begleitet ist, from
which he justly infers that nr\J7, ver. 21, must be under

stood in Its temporal, instead of its mere conclusive sense :

&quot;Now, at this present time, they do not see the light, etc. So

SCHLOTTMANN, remarking on the article in rPj^D. xxxviii.

1, puts it on the ground, dass das bestimmte Wetter gemeint
ist dessen Heraufziehen schon Elihu geschildert hatte. He
means the painting which commences xxxvi. 27, and was
most probably suggested by the symptoms of the thunder at

that time beginning to show themselves. This makes it all

the more strange that these commentators should have made
so little use, or rather no use at all, of this important cir

cumstance in their interpretation of vers. 21 and 22. If ver.

21 presents an actual scene then present to the beholders,

instead of a mere moralizing imagination, then every thing
becomes easy, and a most obvious preparation is furnished

for ver. 22. The H31D or thunder-storm has passed by;

they see no longer the lightning in the clouds; they are

broken up (xxxvii. 11); &quot;the wind has passed and made
them clear. But see! Something else is coming (nrW
ver. 22, future of approach) from the opposite direction, and

all eyes are intently fixed upon it. What this is we are told

in the next verse.

Ver. 21. That splendor, Kin VH3- The Arabic

&quot;1713 has the primary sense of splendor, hut it is almost lost

in its numerous secondary applications. We get a bettei

idea of the root from the Hebrew noun /&quot;PHS, which come*

so frequently in the minute dscription of the leprosy, Lev.

xiii. and xiv. It is the &quot;inflamed&quot; pustule of a &quot;reddish

color&quot; which the LXX. constantly renders by words denoting

brilliancy and burning, mppiov&amp;lt;ra Karaieavfta irvpbs

avyafov and similar words VCLGATE combnstio nil leaving

no doubt as to its appearance: a fiery red (Heb.

or inflamed spot. In analogy with this, the adjective V713
would mean a blazing, angry, radiating splendor, suggestive

of the red lightning glow, though it might be applied to the

sun if the context demanded.
w Ver. 21. In the Clouds. This word

be used either for the clouds or the skies. If the sun were in

tended it would be more properly D Dty3&amp;gt;
M the sun ii

never elsewhere said to be D
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22 From the North39
it comes, a golden

40 sheen ;

O, with Eloah there is awful majesty !

23 The Almighty One ! we cannot find Him out ;

So vast His power !

So full of truth and right ;
He ll not41

oppress.

24 For this do men hold Him in reverence ;

For He regardeth not the wise of heart.42

Ver. 22. From the North. The opposite direction

to that from which comes the H310-

Ver. 22. A golden sheen. 3HT- Ut., gold. From
TT

the context there cannot be a dpnbt that by this word Klihu
means an appearance of a peculiar kind in the heavens, and

approaching them from the North. It is something that

combines the beautiful, as we may judge from the name ho

gives it, with the terrible. That there was something of this

fearful fascination about it is evident from the sudden cry
which it calls out : with God is dreadful majesty ; or as BENAN
most expressively renders it :

O admirable splendour de Dieu t

It would have been out of place had he been calmly mora
lizing, anil drawing refined analogies, as the other interpre
tations represent him. He saw something. It was this which
made him cry out. Nothing but some wonderful glory be
fore his eyes, something that filled him at the same time
with admiration and alarm, could have called out such an
exclamation. 2i&quot;K here cannot represent the sun, (though
attreus or golden would be a good descriptive epithet of it)
since it comes from the North. The Future niWj too,
would be out of place, from its so evidently denoting ap
proach. There is no ground for rendering it fair weather, as
K. V. and others have done. Why should Elihu make a ge
neral reflection here about the weather, and what was there
In such an idea to bring out that sudden cry of wonder and
alarm ? The literal rendering gold is the most preposterous
of all. That he should stop in the midst of such a splendid
Btorm painting (Gewitterschilderung) to express an opinion
In metallurgy is more incredible than his supposed meteoro
logical ideas about the weather

;
or that under such circum

stances he should interrupt his speech in order to tell his
hearers that gold comes from the North. All the learning
about the &quot;Arimaspian mountains&quot; with their fabled trea
sures, and Indian stories of guarding griffins, a kind of lore
that UMBREIT and MBRX are so fond of displaying, cannot re
deem it from absurdity. Such a mode of interpretation is

specially unsatisfactory when an attempt is made to find a
contrast, or a comparison, in the two members of ver. 22 :

The gold buried in the North and God s unsearchaMeness
;

or, as DEUTZSCH says,
&quot; man lays bare the hidden treasures

of the earth, but the wisdom of God still transcends him.&quot;

How it ignores, too, the pictorial style so evident in the
nnN of the first clause, and the strong emotional aspect
of the second! The reference to chap xxviii. is wholly out
of place ; since there the contrast between the Divine and
human wisdom is evident throughout to every reader; but
here all is optical, with no intimation of any such reflexive
ideas as are drawn from it. Every thing goes to show that
3HT here must be used to denote a peculiar celestial pheno
menon, which no other word could so well describe

;
a steady,

untwinkling brilliancy, having a fascinating yet fearful
beauty, not dazzling like the gun, or irritating like the in

flamed splendor denoted by &quot;Vn2- The Hebrew use, in

this way, of 3HT for color, is not frequent, though there is

a very good example of it, Zech. xiv. U, where JHf denotes
the clear shining oil, but the classical usage is most a nin-

dant. It shows how easy and natural is the analogy iu such

applications of the words xpuo-bs, aurum, with their deriva
tive adjectives, such as xPv &amp;lt;*avy*l*, 9ld gleaming (see FIND.

Olymp. I. 1, \pvtrbs aiBo^evov irvp). Compare too the epi
thets most usually applied to gold by the Greek poets, such
as Ka6apb&amp;lt;;, aiyATjet?, &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;aeivbf, 6iauyr;s, ortA/Sup as Lucian

styles it. So in the Latin, aurora the morning light, from
aurum (not from aupios O&amp;gt;PTJ

as gome absurdly make it), the
clear calm light, in distinction from the blinding light of the
meridian sun. Hence our word for the aurora borealis. So
the Latins used aureolus (aureole) to denote the halo round
the heads of gods or saints. For this idea of gold as tepre-
senting the calm and beautiful in distinction from the fierce
and inflamed light, see Rev. xxi. IS: &quot; And thecity was pure
gold, XP/IMTIOV Ka.0a.pbv, like to pure jasper.&quot; The rendering
of the LXX. P$T) xpvcrauyovira, gold-gleaming clouds, has
been contemned; but it gives an idea most suitable to the

context, as it immediately calls to mind the remarkable ap
pearance described Ezek. i. 4, which of all others, is most
suggestive of this. It is a wonder that the resemblance
should have been so little noticed by com mentators. That,
too, comes from the North :

&quot; And I beheld, and lo, a whirl

wind (rnjJD m*&quot;l)i came from the North, and a great

n * diffusing itselfcloud of inter-circling flame

but making a globe of light), and a brightness (or halo)
round about it, and in the midst of it, like the color of am
ber (guosi species ELECTRI) from the midst of the cloud.&quot; It

was God s cherubic chariot, as in Ps. xviii. 11. Some such

strange appearance, represented in the distance mainly by
its golden color, appears to Elihu as coming from the same
direction. Ezekiel calls it (i. 28)

&quot; the likeness of the glory
of God,&quot; and &quot;

falls upon his face.&quot; Elihu cries out,
&quot; O aw

ful glory of Eloah
;&quot;

and this is followed by no mere senten
tious wisdom, but by one of those doxologies which appear
to have been common to the ancient as well as to the later

Arabians: Allah akbar, God is very great, incomprehensible,
vast in strength and righteousness; He will not oppress. It

is an emotional cry called out by a sense of approaching
Deity.

41 Ver. 23. He ll not oppress. In the INT. THEISM,
page 27 (note), the translator was disposed to regard flj V

in Kal as the better reading. A more careful study, how
ever, confirms the common text.

42 Ver. 24. Regardeth not the wise of heart.
That, is, those who are &quot; wise in their own eyes,&quot; or vain
of their own wisdom. &quot; No flesh shall glory in His pre
sence.&quot; It is a fitting conclusion to such a scene, as it was
a most fitting prelude to the voice which soon breaks from
the electric splendor of this whirling, inter-circling, cloud
of gold.
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CHAPTER XXXVIII.

1 Then Jehovah answered Job out of the whirlwind
;

l and He said

2 Who is it thus, by words makes counsel2 dark ?

Not knowing
3 what he says ?

3 Now like a strong
4 man gird thee up thy loins ;

Tis I who ask thee
; show me what thou knowest.

4 Say, where wast thou when earth s deep base I laid?
Declare it if thy science5

goes so far.

5 Who fixed its measurements, that thou8 should st know ;

Or on it stretched the line ?

6 On what were its foundations sunk ?

Who laid its corner-stone ?

7 When morning stars in chorus1

sang ;

And cried aloud for joy, the sons of God.
8 Or who shut up the sea with doors,

When it gushed forth when from the womb it came ?

9 What time I made its raiment of the cloud,
The dark araphel

8
for its swaddling band ?

When I broke9 over it my law,
And set its bars and doors ?

And said, thus far, no farther, shalt thou come
;

And here it stops
10 the swelling of thy waves ?

10

11

1 Ver. 1. The whirlwind. See Addenda, Bxc. XII.
p. 213.

* Ver. 2. Makes counsel dark. On the question :

to whom is this addressed, or of whom spoken. See Exc
XII., p. 213.

3 Ver. 2. Not knowing1 what he says. The ac

cents separate D 70 from fljH ?3- The general sense,

however, is the same. See Exc. XII., p. 213.

Ver. 3. Now like a strong man. A turning
from Elihu to Job. For reasons for this view, see Exc.
XII., p. 213.

6 Ver. 4. If thy science goes so far. This may
seem a free rendering, but it comes nearer to the meaning
of the intensive form HJ 3 F\yV, than the rendering of

E. V. :
&quot;

if thou hast understanding.&quot; DELITZSCH S Urtheils-

fahigkeit seems to give a very tame sense. Literally it is

know understanding, that is, with understanding, or under-

itandingly, with discernment, or as we would say, scientifi

callythe reason as well as the fact. EWALD: Verstehst
du king zu sein, which seems to have hardly any meaning
at all.

Ver. 5. That thou should st know. Some re

gard this as irony. So KENAN :

Qui a regie les mesures de la terre (tu le sais sans doute).

There is irony in the Bible, but the idea here is revolting.
To say nothing of the theological aspect, it is inconsistent
with the frank and encouraging spirit in which Job is in

vited to the conference (ver. 3d, 2d clause). The rendering
above is the most literal, and gives a very satisfactory idea:
Who fixed them so that they should fall within the measure
of thy science? It is simply a mode of saying, without irony
or contempt, that they are far beyond his knowledge. The.

measures of the earth are not known yet. The North pole
is not yet reached, and even should that be accomplished,
there is still

&quot; the Great Deep,&quot; the vast interior all unex
plored and likely to remain so for ages we cannot estimate.

1 Ver. 7. In chorus. &quot;1TV,
&amp;lt;*U together in unison.

8 Ver. 9. The dark araphetf Tbis word expresses
a peculiar conception generally translated &quot;

thick darknett.&quot;

It is something denser than the 3y, and darker than SsX-
There is in it the idea of dropping or distillation from

^pj?,
as though it were a kind of flowing or floating darkness,
having some degree of black visibility. See Exod. xx. 18;
Deut. iv. 11; 2 Kings viii. 2. Ps. xviii. 10: And the araphel
was under His feet. As the word is well understood to mean
in tensive dark ness, and is itself quite euphonic, it was thought
best to leave it untranslated

Ver. 10. Broke over it my law. The most liternl

rendering is the best. Much is lost when we attempt to sub
stitute for it a more general expression. In this word
&quot;OjyXi there is the idea of something very powerful which
the law had to deal with. something very ungovernable, as

though it really taxed the Almighty n strength to keep this

new-born sea within bounds. We must not look for any
geological science in Job, but this kind of language very
readily suggests the idea of immense forces at work in the

early nature. The breaking of the law upon it represents bet

ter than any other linguistic painting could do, its wild stub
bornness. It is really the sea breaking itself against law ;

but there is great vividness, and even sublimity in the con
verse of the figure. We are reminded by it of PLATO S lan

guage (Myth in the PolUicw) representing God as contending
with, and putting forth His strength against, the inherent

ungovernableness, and chaotic tendencies of matter. UK-
BREIT shows great insensibility to the grandeur of this pus-

sage in rejecting the common Hebrew sense of
&quot;12^,

a &quot;d

going to the Arabic for the sense of measuring, which is only
a denominative meaning, and, in the real application, very
unsuitable here. ROSENMUELLER is still more out of the way
in bis effort to make 131^ equivalent to IfJ decree, a sense

which this frequent word no where else has in tte Hebrew
Bible.

10 Ver. 11. Stops. Some take JYtST passively, or im

personally. Its active transitive sense, however, may be

preserved by regarding pft (ver. 10), the imposed law, as its
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12 Since thou wast born, hast thou the morn commanded,

Or made the day spring know its place ?

13 To reach the utmost limits
11 of the earth,

When from its face the wicked flee
12

dismayed ?

14 Transformed 13
like clay beneath14 the seal,

All things stand forth a fair
15 embroidered robe

;

15 Whilst from the wicked is their light
16
withheld,

And broken the uplifted
17 arm.

16 To the fountains of the sea hast thou gone down ?

Or walked the abysmal
18

depths ?

17 The gates of death, have they been shown19 to thee?

The realm of 20
shades, its entrance hast thou seen ?

18 Or even21 the breadth of earth hast thou surveyed ?

Say, if thou knowest it
22

all.

f

19 The way, where is it, to light s dwelling
23

place ?

And darkness,
24 where the place of its abode ?

subject. The preposition 3 in
J1KJ3 may, in that case, be

regarded as making it the indirect object of JVty : puts a

etop to.

&quot; Ver. 13. Limits ofthe earth. See Note xxxvii. 3.
M Ver. 13. Flee dismayed. OV3M is passive, and

would be &quot;rendered, literally, are shaken. But (refer-

ring to the earth) can hardly mean out of it. From it is more
literal, that is, from its face, or from open appearance in it.

The rendering given corresponds well with the usual pri
mary sense of

&quot;1JJJ
agitation. Scared out of it, that is driven

away to their lurking places when the light comes winging
its way to the ends of the earth.
M Ver. 14. Transformed. See notes on

xxxvii. 12, and the references thereto. Notes on
&quot;|jnj

xxviii. 5, and on TSHH xxx. 15.

M Ver. 14. Beneath the seal. &quot; Its dark and appa
rently formless surface is changed to a world of varied beauty
and magnificence; just as the shapeless clay takes the beau
tiful device from the seal

;
CONANT. See HERDER S idea that,

in some sense.
&quot;

every morning is a new creation.&quot;

Ver. 14. A fair embroidered robe. To make
the comparison good, by t5?137 must evidently be meant a
robe with figures worked upon it. CONANT, gay apparel ;

SCHLOTTMANK, Festgewand ; DILLMANN, in mannigfaltigen
Umrissen tmd Farben

; RENAN, un riche vetement.
1* Ver. 15. Their light.

&quot;

According to xxiv. 17,&quot;

says DELITZSCH,
&quot; the light of evil doers is the darkness of

the night, which is to them, as an aid to their work, what
the light of day is for other men,&quot; Compare John iii. 19:
&quot;Loved darkness more than light.&quot;

&quot; Ver. 15. Broken the uplifted arm. Our word
frustrated has the same figure. The picture is a very vivid
one: the arm jnst raised to do evil arrested by the light.

Ver. 16. Abysmal depths. Q\T\F\ Ipn. iJt.,

(he tecret of the tehom, or &quot;

great deep
&quot; mentioned Gen. i. 2

;

vii. 11. It is sometimes used for the sea or ocean.
&amp;gt; Ver. 17. Been shown. The sense of I^JJ here is

not that of opening (the gate opened) but of revealing.

Ver. 17. The realm of shades. HpSv may be

used figuratively of a state of sorrow, or of approach to
death, as it seems to be taken Ps. xxiii. 4, but here by the
usual law of parallelism, Tzalmareth would mean something
more remote and profound than Mareih (death), or farther
removed from this present eorthly being. In both, the ima
gery of gates is from the same feeling of returnlessness that
gave rise to the similar language in Homer: Ai&zo irvAcu
the

g&amp;lt;ite* of Hades, II. V. 646, IX. 312.a Ver. 18. Or even the breadth of earth. CO
NANT, eventu (iy), which is, perhaps, to be preferred; since

TJ7, here, as in some other places, denotes degree.
Ver. 18. Knowest it all. It refers to all the ques

tions asked, and not merely the breadth of the earth.

a Ver. 19. Light s dwelling-place. Well ren
dered by UMBREIT :

Wo geht der Weg hin zu des Lichtes Wohnung.

** Ver. 19. And darkness. It is not the same ques
tion. Darkness is spoken of as a positive quality having a
source and place of its own. So Isaiah xlv. 7, 11X 11TV

JO131- When God speaks to men He must address

them in their own language, and that must be according to

their thinking, or the conceptions on which their words are
founded. Again, if according to their conceptions, it must
also be in accordance with the science to which those con

ceptions owe their birth. This must be done, or the lan

guage will be unintelligible, conveying neither emotion nor
idea. There is no more ground of objection here, on these

accounts, than there is to the recorded announcements to
the Patriarchs or the Prophets, or in any other cases in

which God is represented as speaking to men in human lan

guage, whether from a flaming mountain, or from a biirnin;

bush, or from a bright overshadowing cloud
(ve&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;e\i) fyuir

Matth. xvii. 5, or from a whirlwind, or from &quot; a still smal
voice.&quot; Light, darkness, Tzalmaveth, the gates of death,
the sea with its bars and doors, the araphel with its swad
dling band, the Tehom or great deep, are themselves but a

language, the best that could be employed, to express the

great ultimate truth here intended, namely THE IMMEASU
RABLE UNKNOWN to which the highest human knowledge only
makes an approach, ever leaving an unfathomable, which
is still beyond, and still beyond, its deepest soundings.
However far the phenomenal is pushed the great ultimate

facts are as far as ever from being known. We may think
we have reached the last, and given it some name that shall

stand, but another addition to the magnifying power of our
lenses throws this again into the region of the phenomenal,
or of &quot; the things that do appear,&quot; leaving the ultimate law,
and the ultimate fact, still beyond, and so on forever and
for evermore. It has been rather boldly said that the ques
tions of these last chapters of Job would not now be asked,
since science has answered most of them long ago. Science
has done no such thing; and no truly scientific man would
affirm it. Whatever hypothesis we adopt, whether of rays,
or of undulations, light itself, in its

&amp;lt;xpxr?&amp;gt;

is invisible. It is

one of &quot; the things unseen
&quot;

(Heb. xi. 3) ;

&quot; the way to its house &quot;

is not yet known. And BO of other things, even theTnost com
mon phenomena mentioned in this chapter have yet an un
known about them. What change takes place in the molecules
or atoms of water (whether in their shape or their arrange
ment) when it congeals, is as unknown to us as it was to Job.
We know not out of what &quot; womb &quot; of forces comes the ice,
and the hoar frost, or the snow flake even, with its myriad
mathematical diversities of congelation and crystallization.
The truth is, the unknown grows faster, at every step, than
the known. Every advance of the latter pushes the line
farther back thr,n it was before, and so long as the ratio of
the discovered to the undiscovered is itself unknown, there
is no rashness in saying that as compared with the Divine
knowledge, the real truth, even of nature, we are as ignorant
as Elihu or Job. That this is no mere railing against sci-
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20 That thou should st take it to its* bounds,
Or know the way that leadeth to its

28 house ?

21 Thou know I

27 It must be that thou then wast born,
And great the number of thy years.

22 The treasures of the snow hast thou28

approached ?

Or seen the store-house of the hail ?

23 Which for the time of trouble I reserve,
29

The day when hosts draw near30 in battle strife.

24 Where is the way by which the lightning
31

parts ?
31

How drives
33

the rushing tempest
31 o er the land?

25 Who made a channel for the swelling flood?

A way appointed
35

for the thuqder flash ?

26 To make it rain on lands where no one dwells,

Upon the desert, uninhabited ?

27 To irrigate
36 the regions wild and waste,

ence is shown by the testimony of no less a scientist than
Alexander Humboldt himself. Thus he says, Kosmos, Vol.

II., p. 48, in respect
&quot; to the meteorological processes which

take place in the atmosphere, the formation and solution of

vapor, the generation of hail, and of the rolling thunder,
there are questions propounded in this portion of the book
of Job which we, in the present state of our physical know
ledge, may indeed be able to express in more scientific lan

guage, but scarcely to answer more satisfactorily.&quot;
25 Ver. 20. To its bounds. This shows that ultimate

causal knowledge is intended, or that finishing knowledge
(TO rcAeioi as distinguished from the TO lie /uepou?, 1 Cor.
xiii. 10) beyond which nothing more is to be known about it.

as Vcr. 20. Tbe way that leadetb to its house.
Another mode of expressing the same idea. &quot;

Its house&quot;
1

where dwells the opxij, or first principle that makesjt what
it ia, and of which all subsequent phenomena are but differ

ent degrees of manifestation; the phenomenon last reached
by scientific discovery being only called an a.p\r\ till some
thing beyond it is revealed . and takes the name. These
questions, as Humboldt intimates, may yet be asked, each
one of them, and no mere names like &quot;

gravity&quot;
&quot;

force,&quot;
&quot; correlation of forces,&quot; can evade their point, or conceal our
inability to answer perfectly.

Vr. 21. Thou know! Many take this as irony.
This is the way RENAN gives it :

Tu le sais sans doute! car tu etaia ne avant olios;
Le nombre de tes jours est si grand !

The idea is insupportable. The voice of Jehovah is sounding
loud above the roar of the tornado that bursts from the elec

tric amber cloud; Job and all the rest most probably lying
piostrate, with their faces in the dust! What a time for

sarcasm, especially on such a thme, the fewne-s of the hu
man years ! But the translation above given, it may, per
haps, be said, comes neatly to the same thing, It is not so.

The peculiar style, combined of the exclamatory and the in-

tfrrogative, is to bring vividly before the mind the change
that ensues in the illustrative phenomena to be now men
tioned. The personal knowledge of the first mentioned
great creative acts could only be claimed on the score of ex
perience or cofemporeity, which are out of the question.
Those now to be mentioned are familiar every-day pheno
mena, and observation, it might be thought, is sufficient for
thoir discovery. But in these, too, there is an unfathomable
depth of mystery. As no length of human days could give
the one, so no keenness of observation, or of inductive ana
lysis, could reach the other, though lying right beneath our

eyes. So here r\J?V, spoken abruptly and forcibly, but not

wi h irony or contempt, is exclamatory and at the same time
en rries a hypothetical forcA : Thou knowestt that is, as if

tliou knowest, or could st know! The second clause is only
a varied and forcible mode of presenting the same thought.
There is much here that reminds us of a passage in that

utrangely impressive apocryphal book of II. Esdras (some
times styled the IV.) :

&quot; Then said the angel unto me : go
thy way : weigh me the weight of the fire, or measure me
the blast of the wind, or call me again the day that is past.
If I should ask thee of the springs of the Deep, or where are

the outgoings of Paradise, peradventure thou would st say,
I never wont down into the Deep, neither did I ever climb

up into Heaven; but now have I asked thee only of the fire,

and the wind, and of the day through which thou hast passed,
and of things from which thou canst not be separated, and
yet thou canst give me no answer. Things grown up with
thee thou canst not know

;
how then should st thou com

prehend the way of the Highest!&quot;

*8 Ver. 22. Approached. JlJOn, most literal, gone
T T~:

or come to, visited, entered into, as J02 may be rendered with
out the preposition, as, 1VJ? &quot;\J7t5f X3, Gen. xxiii. 18.

2 Ver. 23. I reserve. TOBTl, see Notexxi. 30; &quot;the

wicked reserved to the day of doom .&quot;

Ver. 23. When hosts draw near. This gives
the etymological idea of JTp: closeness and battle, literally,

for battle closely joined. See Dent. xx. 2, 3, Sx

non /D&amp;gt;
when ye draw nigh to battle, orjoin battle.

81 Ver. 24. Lightning. So SCHLOTTMANN &quot;nitf: Das
Licht 1st der Blitz, as in xxxvi. 32, and he might also have

said, as in xxxvii. 3, 11, 15. He finds an argument for it

from its agreement with the second clanse: the lightning
and the storm coming with the snow and the hail. The word

&quot;1&quot;1T
here may refer to the direction of the lightning flash so

difficult to trace (see Note on xxxvii. 4) or to the method or

law of the fact, as pn (see xxviii. 26) refers to the dynami

cal principle. If referred to light it may be the law of its

existence or origin.
32 Ver. 24. Parts. Lit., is parted; but the Niphal may

be rendered deponently or intransitively. If 11X ia the

lightning, it presents the idea of the heavens cloven

by it in all directions, or its being cloven from the cloud.

Ps. xxix. 7 may be regarded as parallel to it :
&quot; the voice of

the Lord (the thunder) cutteth out (heweth out) the flashes

of fire,&quot; RABBI LEVI BEIGERSON renders: &quot;how it (the light

ning) breaks from the cloud.&quot;

33 Ver. 24. How drives or pread. y^ is taken

intransitively, as in Kxod. v. 12
;
1 Sam. xiii. 8.

4 Ver. 24. The rushing tempest. Thf Ki*t trind

(D Tp. the classical Emrus is thus used for a tempest. See

Ps. xlviii. 8, the wind &quot; that breaks the ships of Tarshish,
Job xxvii. 21 :&quot; The East wind (or the storm) carries him

away. See Jer. xxiii. 17 ;
Isai. xxvii. 8

;
Ezek. xxvii. 26.

* Ver. 25. A way appointed. This is exactly like

the second clause of xxviiiT 26. There
&quot;JT1

is parallel to

pn, &&quot;, decree, which requires something like it in the 2d

clause. The way is not here merely space direction, but me
thod of action.

ae Ver. 27. To irrigate. To satisfy, does not seem to

suit the context. The regions mentioned in the 1st clause,

nNIBOl nXl?, wj ld and waste, are without any elements

of vegetation, and rain can only water them.
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As well
37 as cause to spring the budding grass.

28 Is there a father
38

to the rain ?

The drops of dew, who hath begotten
39 them?

29 Out of whose womb came forth the ice ?

Heaven s hoar frost, who hath40

gendered it ?

30 As by a stone
41 the streams are hid from sight,

And firmly bound42 the faces of the deep.

31 Canst thou together bind the clustering
43 Pleiades?

Or loose Orion s bands ?

32 Canst thou lead forth Mazzaroth44
in its times,

Or guide the ways of Arctos45 with her sons ?

33 The statutes of the heavens knowest thou ?

Their ruling
46 in the earth canst thou dispose ?

34 To the clouds canst thou lift up thy voice,

That floods of rain may cover thee ?

35 Lightnings canst thou send forth, that they should go,

And say, Behold us! Here we are ?

36 Who hath put wisdom in the inward4

parts ?

87 Ver. 27. As well as. There seems a contrast between

the two clauses. Tha first is the sending of rain where no

vegetation could be effected by it, as in the desert or the sea,

the second where there is drought, but still something to

germinate. There is no dwelling here on utilitarian ends

merely, though there are such occasionally referred to
;
the

great design seems to be to show the Divine sovereignty
God s omnipotence in making nature and her laws, just as

it pleases Him.
38 Ver. 28. A father to the rain. A creator to the

rain ;
or is it the production of chance?

* Ver. 28. Begotten. The figure of generation is kept

up in &quot;V ;iri- There has been a great lack of attention to

the momentous fact that so much of this language of gene
ration, or of evolution, or production by birth (one thing
coming out of another), is employed in Scripture, not only

in the poetical parts such as Ps. xc. 2 (nb D ^H

,
Prov. viii. 22; Ps. civ., and here in Job, but

v v T :

in the prose account of Gen. i.:
&quot; The earth bringing forth&quot;

&quot; the waters &quot;

swarming with life
&quot; the Spirit

&quot;

brooding

upon them &quot; the &quot;generations (f\\17lH) of the heavens and
the earth.&quot; It is all so different from those ideas of mechani
cal or magical creation in which Mohammed indulges, and
which distinguish so many pagan mythologies. It is a Di
vine evolution, through an outgoing Word, and the term
should not be given up to the naturalists, who discard the
idea of semination, and thereby make it an eternal, uninter-
fered with, self-evolving of the higher as lying hid in the
lower. in the lowest even, from an infinite eternity.

Ver. 29. Out of whose womb? Who hath
gendered ? The same language of parturitive generation

or causal growth, is here kept np. The cold ice
the product of some cherishing heat, or brooding warmth
such as we can hardly separate from the idea of generation.

Ver. 30. As by a stone. The icy covering.
Ver. 30. Firmly bound. The Hithpahel HD //V.

Lit., Holdfast to each other. The idea of the flow arrested.
Nothing could better express the transition from the fluid
to the congealed state. It is some change in the coherence
and space relations of the ultimate particles, or it may be in
molecules still undiscovered, yet at immense distances from
the ultimate parts. But what that change is, or what a
world of mystery lies so near us, right under our hands and
eyes, we know no more than Job.

48 Ver. 31. Clustering plelades. nijTjJD. by
metathesis for rnj#0 as generally received. Lit., the clust

erings of Cima Tor
&quot;JJj?

see Job xxxi. 36
; Prov. vi. 2,

where it it used, in connection with the same word

for the graceful binding of ornaments. There is evidently s
contrast of binding Knd loosing between the two members,
but as regards our knowledge of what particular constella
tions are meant we are not much b-yond the ancient ver
sions. How little ran be certainly known is seen in the
labored commentary of DELITZSCH.

** Ver. 32. Mazzaroth. The change of the liquids 1

and 7 .is so common and so easy that there can be but little

doubt of fiVTTD here being the same as HV7-TO (MazzalotK)

2 Kings xxiii. 5, where it is used for the constellations. Liter

ally, houses (in the heavens) as the term is used in the old

astrology (from the sense to dwell, which SlJ has in Ara
bic). From the constellations generally it is transferred to
the 12 signs of the Zodiac; though the signs in all parts of
the heavens were observed for the determination of seasons.* Ver. 32. Arctos and her sons. The Northern
Bear; her sons, the three bright stars in the tail that seem
constantly sweeping after it as this ever visible constellation
circles round the pole. BOCHA.RT (Hierozoicon, Vol. II., pa.

113) shows beyond all doubt that U? V is identical with the

Northern Bear as named by the Arabians, and described in a
similar way as accompanied by her daughters. The name is

feminine here, as ap/cros in Greek, and tursa in Latin. So
the Greeks called this constellation, as well as the Northern
Indians of our own continent. The fixing it helps to deter
mine some of the others ever named with it, probably, in the
first place, by the Phosnician sailors much before the Ho
meric times. Among quite a number of other places se

Odyss. V. 272:

HAHTAAAS T
e&amp;lt;ropS&amp;gt;vrt

APKTON
&quot;Hr avrov

(7Tpe&amp;lt;eT&amp;lt;u,
not r OPIONA Soicevci..

The verb
H)&quot;!}

has a pastoral air here; see Ps. xxiii. 3:
leads them in the field of the skies as the shepherd his
flock.

46 Ver. 33. Their ruling. The corresponding Arabic
verb

&quot;^tOtJ? means to write, to make records. Hence it would
s -em to denote signs, prescriptions, and to suggest the idea

given Gen. i. 14.
47 Ver. 36. Inward parts. It is common in all lan

guages to assign certain parts of the body as the seat of in
tellectual and passional movements. The Hebrew, like the

Greek, has quite a number of such words heart, reins, bow
els, (te. The use of this word HintO, Ps. li. 8 (truth in the
inward parfe) ought to settle its meaning here as equivalent to

reins, u*ed as the Greeks use {JTrap or ^rop (heart or liver)
for the region where dwells the deepest thought. The refe-
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Or who hath given discernment to the*
8 sense?

37 Who, by his wisdom, rules49
the clouds?

Or who inclines50 the vessels of the skies ?

38 When dust becomes a molten mass,
And clods together cleave ?

39 For the lioness dost thou provide the prey,
Or still the craving of her young ?

40 When in their wonted lairs they lay them down,
Or in the jungle thickets lie in wait.

41 Who for the raven maketh sure its meat,

When unto God her children cry,

And wander51 without food ?

rence of HIHtD to outward phenomena (lightning, etc.) as

IB done by EWALD and UMBREIT, depends on far-fetched Ara
bic etymologies, aud requires us to regard such phenomena
as personified, with little or no distinct meaning after all.

SOHLOTTMANN shows clearly the connection of thought: the

mention of the celestial laws and their ruling in the earth

suggests most naturally that greater work of God, the making
and implanting the faculties that comprehend them. See
Ps. xciv. 9.

*8 Ver. 36. The sense. The rendering given to the

first clause determines the general meaning of the second,

though leaving somewhat uncertain the precise meaning of

^Dttf. The Rabbins render it a cock, which DELITZSCH fol

lows, although such a rendering of the word (see BOCHART,
Hieroz. II., pp. 114, 115) breaks up the harmony of the paral
lelism. IDtb, which occurs only here, must correspond to

nintO) but as it is not easy to determine what part of the

body is meant, it is better to be governed by the etymology

generally (T&quot;OE?. aB in its more frequent Syriac usage, to

tee, look for, contemplate, image, etc.), and by the other deriva

tives, ITDti ) image, picture, Isai. ii. 16, JVJK D figure,

E/.ek. viii. 12; Lev. xxvi. 1. As a part then of the physical

system it might be rendered thesensorium, did not that sound
too technical or philosophical. We have, therefore, simply
rendered it the sense. This corresponds well to the distinc

tion between nODF! nd HJ 3 which the common mind,
even in the davs of Job, accepts as familiarly as the most

philosophical: the abstract reason, on the one hand, the fn-

ductive observing faculty of experience (ever dependent on

the sense) as forming its intellectual counterpart or comple
ment, on the other. The Hebrew, or rather the Syriac

nDif (saJca, saha, sah, seh) would seem to show an affinity

(with its guttural worn out) to the German sehen, Gothic

mwan, English saw or see.

4 Ver. 37. Rales. Heb. ISO, numbers, regulates.
w Ver. 37. Inclines. Thus is the rendering of CONANT

very suitable to the fignre. T3BT would mean, literally,

to cause ta lie down, hence inclining or turning over a vessel to

empty it. The Arabic sense (pour out) is a secondary one,
in which the old primary is lost. The VULGATE renders it :

qnis enarrabit ccdonim rationem, el CONCEXTUM co*li quis dormire

faciet f In the last clause who shall make to sleep the harmony
of heaven f there seems to have been had in mind the old doc

trine of the music of the spheres (see Ps. xix. 5), and D 33
to have been taken as meaning harps. It is a beautiful

thought : who can make to sleep that everlasting harmony ?

but it is not in harmony with the context.
M Ver. 41. And wander. This is the literal render

ing of 1J?jV,
but it can hardly mean outward wandering or

flying about, which would seem forbidden by the context. It

may be taken to denote wandering, or lapse of mind, if used
of rational beings; as in Isai. xxviii. 7, it is used to denote

intoxication. As applied to the young ravens, it may denote

their ravening appetite. But the question is: why is the

raven selected for an illustration here, and in other parts of

the Scriptures, as in Ps. cxlvii. 9, and by our Saviour, Luke
xii. 24? It seems to have been universal in tho East, as ap

pears from HARIRI, Seance XIII., Vol. I., p. 151, De Sacy g

Ed.: &quot; thou who hearest the young raven in his nest?&quot;

abandoned in his nest, as the supposed fact is stated by the

Scholiast, and for which he gives a ridiculous reason :
&quot; the

young raven,&quot; he says,
&quot; when it first breaks the egg, comes

forth perfectly white, on seeing which the parents flee with

terror
;
and when this takes place, Allah sends to it the flies

which fall in the nest. And so it remains for forty days,

when its feathers become black, and the father and mother

return to it.&quot; It is not mere helplessness. The pathos is

doubtless aided by the idea of the hidoousness of the bird,

which appears especially in the young. Had it been the dove

it might have sounded prettier to us; but there Is here no

mere sentimentality; no mere utilitarianism. God s &quot;tender

mercies are over all His works;&quot; but it is also true that He
&quot; hath compassion on whom He will have compassion.&quot; The
Divine sovereignty is the great lesson here taught, and our

very deformities, as appears Gen. viii. 21, may draw His

mercy.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

1 The goats that climb the rock, knowest thou their bearing time?

Or dost thou mark it, how the hinds bring
1 forth ?

The months they fill, is this thy
2

numbering ?

Their hour of travail, is it known to thee ?

They bow themselves, their offspring cleave3 the womb;

1 Ver. 1. Hinds bring forth. Very common and

near &amp;gt; vents, but all having a mystery beyond any explana
tion of human knowl dge, past or present.

2 Ver. 2. Thy numbering. CONANT gives the idea

here: &quot; Not th* mere numbering, for that would be
ajery

easy thing, but tho original determination of the times.&quot; So

in the second clause : It is the mystery of jparturition, it*

regularity, its suddenness, its inexplicable pain*.

s Ver. 3. Cleave the womb. Grammatically j!TT7
is the object of H3nbsrU out it comes to the same thing

whether we render the word causatively, or as above. Lit.,

she makes them cleavt.
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Their sorrows4 they cast forth.

4 Strong are their young as on the plains
5

they grow,

And wander from them to return no more.

5 Who sent the wild ass free ?

Or loosed the Zebra s
6 bands ?

6 Whose home the desert I have made,

The salt and barren waste his haunts.

7 Tis sport to him the city s noise ;

The driver s ringing shouts, he hears them not.

8 The mountain range his pasture ground ;

There roams7 he searching every blade8 of grass.

9 The Oryx,
9 will he be thy willing

10 slave?

Or in thy stall contented make his home ?

10 As in a furrow canst thou bind his cord ?

To plane
11
the valleys will he follow thee ?

11 Ah, trust him ! wilt thou ? for his strength is great !

Or leave to him the produce of thy toil ?

12 Canst thou be sure he will bring home thy seed?

Or gather it to form thy threshing floor ?

13 The Ostrich 12

wing that flaps so joyously !

Is it the feathered pinion of the stork ?
u

14 Nay
u she it is that leaves her eggs to earth,

And warms them in the dust,

15 Forgetting that the foot may crush,

The roaming beast may trample them.

16 Hard15
is she to her young, as though not hers ;

&amp;lt; Ver. 3. Their sorrows. Their sharp pangs. They
are here spoken of as identified with the offspring. There is

a great mystery here, whether we regard it as a moral one,
the parturition pangs of the animal as a curse from the fall

of man, or a purely physical one. Why does nature seem
&quot; to stumble here,&quot; as Cudworth says ;

or if she has been
from eternity

&quot;

selecting the best,&quot; why has she not, ages
ago, reached the easier way? There is something very touch

ing in this second clause: Their sorrows they cast forth. In th
case of the human subject how pathetic the language of our

Saviour, John xvi. 21 : &quot;A woman when she is in travail

hath sorrow because her hour is come
; but when she is de

livered she no longer remembers her pain because of joy that
one hath been .born into the world.&quot; DELTTZSCH happily
compares njrw2?.n here with the pi ifiat laSlva of ^SCH.

T : :

Agam. 1417, and EuRiP. Ion. 45.
6 Ver. 4. The plains. &quot;13

the open field used collec-
T

tively for all abroad. Latin, forat.
Ver. 5. The Zebra s bands. The tautology of E.

V., is intolerable. DEMTZSCH attempts to hide it under his

two words Wildesel and Wildling ; as UMBREIT also under

Waldesel and esel. The THJJ must be something different

from the tO3- There is but little authority for rendering

it. zebra, but it suits the passage (the wild horse coming after
the wild ass) and almost anything is better than the tauto

logy. The next verse may be taken as referring to the
&quot;lllj?

alone.
7 Yer. 8. Itonins he searching. The participial

form is used as combining with tJflTV the verbal sense of
exploration in &quot;NJV.

8 Ver. 8. Every blade ofgrass. The Hebrew idiom

in such cases makes 73 distributive.
Ver. 9. The Oryx. E. V., unicorn. Most commenta

tors now make it the wild ox, noted for its fierceness.

10 Ver. 9. Willing- slave. The translation may be

free, but it closely combines the sense of PI3X and H3^-
u Ver. 10. To plane. ITS , rendered to harrow; more

correctly complanavil. See Hos. x. 11. Hence from the al

lied Lamed He form HIE?. ^ !*&amp;gt; campus.

Ver. 13. The Ostrich wing. E. V., The peacock.
The description that follows unmistakably points out the

ostrich called here D JJI) in the plural, from her sharp,
T :

ringing cries.

Ver. 13. The stork. nTDH is the well-known
name of this bird, the pious, so called from the care she
takes for her parent* and her young, here contrasted with
the aa-ropyia, or want of natural affection, in the ostrich.

The QK is indirectly a denial. Instead of the construct

state, wing of the stork, the word is taken rather as an adjec

tive: the stork wing. So i&quot;lJ feather, ptonajre, is descriptive.

It is the full, warm, thick-feathered wing of the one bird, as

contrasted with the scant, featherless membrane of the

other, unfitted for flying or hovering. The want of disposi

tion, and the want of adaptation, go together. God made
her so in both respects. On the Darwin or Lucretian theory,
h&amp;gt;r poor flapper, whi^h she uses so much, ought to have be

come a warm, well-feathered pinion ages ago.
14 Ver. 14. Nay. The denial comes out more stronely in

the 3 which gives a reason for the contrast. And thus
there is better preserved the main idea of both verses, namely,
the variety of qualities displayed in the worke of God. The
ancient versions are very dark here. The LXX. does not

pretend to translate, simply turning the Hebrew into Greek
letters, veAa&amp;lt;7&amp;lt;ra,

acriSa KO.I vfeatra..

16 Ver. 16. Hard is she. There is no difficulty with
the masculine verb here OTt^D!&quot;!)) since the feminine is

only generic.
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17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

In vain her labor since she has no fear.

For God hath made her mindless,
16 void of thought,

No share of knowledge hath he given her.

But when on high she boldly lifts
17

herself,
The horse and horseman both alike she scorns.

To the war-horse gavest thou his strength ?

Didst thou with thunder18
clothe his neck ?

Or like the locust canst thou make him bound ?

There is glory
19 in his nostrils terror there.

He paws the plain, exulting in his might ;

And thus he goes to meet the armed20
host.

He mocks at fear, at panics
21

undismayed,
He turns not back in presence of the sword.

Against him 22

rings the quiver (of the foe),

The glittering lance and spear.

With rage and trembling swallows28 he the earth ;

i Yer. 17. Made her mindless. E. V.: Deprived

her of wisdom, as th ugh they made it from HUT! NUJil,

or X^Ii/ri; P*- Ixxxix. 23, eziyit, taken away from. To make

forget (Hiph. of HtJ J) would imply that she once had it.

n Ver. 18. Boldly lifts herself. GESENIUS gives to

&OD ho sense strinxit (equum flabetto). Honce it is rendered
she lashes hersolf. There is little or no authority for this.

The idea of flapping her wings had been given before. Here
it is evidently something else: her high stature, or her bold

bearing, by way of contrast, or pet-off to what was said about
her stupidity. Th Hebrew PPD (for &O3) gives just the
idea which the context seems to demand, a bold contuma
cious spirit. The old versions got very much the same idea,
but in a different way, namely, by regarding X TOH as by
metathesis for D T^JI, which, however, would be a most
unusual change. A striking illustration of this passage, thus

regarded, Is furnished by XENOPHON. Anab. 1.3; ^.rpouOw
fie oiiSeis eAa/3e . TroAu yUp en-eo-Traro

&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;euyou&amp;lt;ra, TOIS fjLfv

irotri
Sp6fj.&amp;lt;a, rats 5e irrepufw dpacra uMrrrtp toTi&amp;lt;p xpwjtieVi} :

&quot; But no one ever naught the ostrich, for in her flight she

kept constantly drawing on the pursuer, now running on
foot, an l again lifting herself up with her wings spread out, as

though she had hoisted her sails.&quot; Compare the Homeric
expression H. II. 462, dyaAAd/ievai irTepvyewiv.

18 Ver. 19. With tbander. HO&quot;! Fern, of

the common word for thnnder. Some render It here the

flowing mane; as
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;oSr), supposed to come in some way from

&amp;lt;6;3os terror. Others, dignity, as though it were the same as

rTDJO- VUIOATE Mnnitus, neighing, as resembling thnnder.
The Hebrew DJ^T n i 8 primary onomatopic sense of fre-

mitus, trembling, thunder, answers very well when we keep in
mind the subjective effect. When we think of the arched
neck of the horse in his majestic bounding*, of the quiver
ing of the strong muscles, and of the idea of power which so

naturally associates itself with these phenomena, wo hxve
something that may bo called the feeling of thunder if not th&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

outward hearing. There is hyperbole of course
;
but a per

fectly scientific or farrier-like description of the mane, and
ears, and neck, etc., might fail in this subjective truthfulness
all the more for its objective accuracy.

19 Ver. 20. Glory In his nostrils. There snems no
reason for departing here from the usual sense of the Heb.
&quot;I1i&quot;l* glory- majedij. It is the impression made by the ap
pearance of the fierce war-horse undpr the excitement of the

coming battle, and by the associations connected with it.

Pome would rfnder it snorting (SOIHLOTTMANN, DILLMANN).
This is implied, but all the more impressively in the usual
litenil sense of the word. It seems like the emission of
smoke and flame from the fierce eyes, and distended nostrils,
a&amp;gt; d the foam of his quick breathings. The representation
abounds in the Latin poets; as Claudian:

Ignescunt patulm rares-
LUCRETIUS V. 1076:

Et fremitum patulis sub aaribua edit ad anna.

VIRGIL OEORGICS III., 83:

-Turn si qua sonum procul arma dedere
i-tare loco n-scit, micat auribus, et tremit artus
Collectumque premens volvit sub uaribus ignem.

JESCHYLUS, Sept. Theb. 60 :-
apyrjo-Trjs a ipbs

Xpiivet oraAayftois imriKiov vvtvuovav.
Tho brilliant loam from lungs of snorting steeds.

Ver. 21. The armed host. DBLITZSCU here

agrees with E. V. in his rendering geicappneter Schaar. So In
Neh. iii. 19, ptyj

armur is used for armory.

Vtr.22. By panics undismayed. r\rv, thrown

into consternation. A stronger word than HH3 or JO\
22 Ver. 23. Against him. DELITZSCH renders, ovtr

him, but it is the quiver of the toe, not of his rider ; as appears
ver. 22, 2d clause. CON \nr and E. V. are more correct. It is

the rattling and splintering of lances, as in the contests of
the mediaeval knighti, rather than of Homer s heroes who
fought from chariots, not from steeds.

Ver. 24. Swallows the ground. KGij\ Comp.

K DJtl Gen. xxiv. 17. This is the literal rendering in

which all agree. The only question is, is it to be taken at
actual or metaphorical? DILLMANN, DELITZSCH, and others
regard it as figurative of the rapidity with which he passes
ovt-r the ground, as &quot;though he devoured it, or sicked it

up.&quot; But this may be doubted. The literal view, swallow
ing, or biting, the ground in raee and impatience, is not at

all inappropriate. The time of the description seems to be
the moment of the first onset, or of some lull in the battle,

just preceding, or in anticipation of, the grand charge. This

corresponds well with the undoubted meaning of the second
clause. The war-horse is waiting for the signal, and in his

angry impatience biting the very ground, in a way, however,
not to be confounded with the action described ver. 21. There

may be hyperbole here, but very natural hyperbole, si na
tural that the reader is hardly conscious of its being hyper
bole at all. The other view gives us an exceedingly forced

and strained metaphor, unnatural uirler any circumstances,
but far more so as coming in the midst of a description BO

vividly optical, and actual, as it may be called. The accom

panying words ore nil out ot harmony with it. Had it been

said, &quot;by
his swiftness&quot; h mkes the earth vanish from sight,

or seems to devour it, it might be more tolerable; but the
words &quot;trembling and rage.&quot; are not at all in unison with
such a metaphor.

&quot;

Trembling and rage
&quot; denote impa

tience, but they have little asxociation with the idea of swift

ness of motion. There is no warrant tor understanding these

words of the earth, especially TJ
1

&quot;! rage, or restlessness (as used

xiv. 1) ;
and even if it could fee done, there would lie still less

harmony with this supposed metaphor. It would demand
tba ideas of smoothness and imperceptibility, rather than of

trembling and commotion ; as when VI&QH represents the
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Tis hard2*
to hold him in when trumpets sound.

25 At every blast he says aha aha.

Afar offsnuffeth he the fight,

The chieftains thunder and the shout of war.

26 From thine instruction soars aloft*
5 the hawk,

And for the land of Teman spreads her wings ?

27 Is it at thy command the eagle mounts,

To make his nest on high ?

28 The rock his dwelling ;
there he builds his home,

The cliff s sharp tooth, the castle s battlement.

29 From thence his piercing
26

eye looks out for food,

And sees it from afar.

30 Tis there his young ones suck27 the blood,

Whilst where the slain are lying, there is he.

swiftness of Camilla as so great that her feet made no agita
tion in the hea is Of grain over which she was passing. But
aside from all this, the metaphor is of that extremely far

fetched kind, that it would strike us as an odd conceit even
if found in one of the most extravagant of the Arabian poets.

BOCHART, the great authority for all this, and who i, indeed,
the source from whence all later commentators have drawn,
gives no example of its use by any Arabic writer, although he
is generally so full, even to superfluity, in citations of the

kind. He only gives it from the Lexicographer Golius, and

the amount of it is, that an Arabic verb QD 7, in the VIII

conj. Dnn/fcti has f r one of its many senses to swallow, and

that among its noun derivatives there is DTI/ (lahim) that

means a swift horse, because, as the Arabian Lexicographer
Djeuharius says, he seems to swallow the ground. No au
thor is cited. If such a strained metaphor were found any
where, it could hardly b lacking in AHMED S History of

Timour (an extensive work, noted for its far-fetched meta
phorical conceits, which form almost its entire contents) and
HARIRI S Seances, which are a perfect storehouse of strange
similes of this kind going to the utmost limits of intelligi

bility. Neither this figure of the horse swallowing the

ground, as denoting rapidity, nor anything like it, is found
in either of them, as it is not in that most serious Arabian
classic, the Koran. All, therefore, that BOCHART really gives
in support of this notion, in which so many have followed

him, is but the unauthorized dictum of a Lexicographer.
The classical phrases carpere campum, rapere viam, it requires
but little thought to see, are of a wholly different character.

Bapio, corripio denote swiftness or hurry by another figure,
that of seizing or carrying along, not of swallowing. And then

again there is the conclusive ground that the idea of a racing
or swiftly chasing horse, interferes with what is most graphic
in the whole picture, and especially with the closely con
nected 2d clause of this verse.

* Ver. 24. Tis hard to bold him in. This may

eem like a free rendering of TDK1
tfS, but it may, not

withstanding, give the precise idea. E. V. and CONANT ren
der belieiteth not. So SCHLOTTMANN: Kaum glaubt es. DE-
LITZSCH, better: und verbleibt nicht, stands not still; UMBREIT:
und halt nicht Stand So DILLMANN. This corresponds well

to the primary sense of ?OK, rDNH) which is firmness,

whence comes the idea offaith. He does not stand firm (he is

restless, comp JJ1 above). CONANT S references to ix. 16
;

xxix. 12, deserve attention, but the context here makes a

great difference. The rendering, he cannot believe
it, goes too

much into the horse s subjective, or his imagination, to have
force when all else is so outwardly descriptive. It sounds,
moreover, tame and forced : he cannot believe it ; why not ?

He has heard trumpets sound often enough. The other view

whilst agreeing with the clearest senses of rONH brings

every thing else into harmony, besides shedding an unmis
takable light on the first clause. It is in the beginning, or
in an interval of the battle. The trumpets, as is usual in

cavalry tactics, are giving the marshalling signals, but the
time is not quite come for the signal of the grand charge.
The war-horse bites the ground in his impatience, and, at

every sound, it is almost impossible to hold him. An admi
rable classical illustration of this is one given in a previous
note ( ver. 20) from VIRG. Georg. III. 83. It is cited by Co-

NANT, and it should have led him, we think to the other view
of

j
Dir.

25 Ver. 26. Soars aloft. *I2X. In aUitm enisus esl

sich emporschmngen, GESENICS. It is a stronger and more

poetical word than
rpJJ.

26 Ver. 29. His piercing eye. This rendering and
the epithet are chosen as giving nothing more than the clear

etymological sense of &quot;^SH- Literally, digs, penetrates.

W Ver. 30. Sack. IJjr an intensive form from

for which some would read y;Sj?V, and others

It is an onomatope, either way, denoting a most voracious

sucking or sicallowuty.
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CHAPTER XL.

1 And Jehovah answered1 Job from the

whirlwind and said :

2 As censurer,
2 with the Omnipotent to strive !

Contender with Eloah ! let him answer it.

3 And Job answered3 Jehovah and said :

4 Lo I am vile,
4 what shall I answer thee ?

My hand upon my mouth I lay.

5 Once have I spoken I cannot reply
Yea twice,

5 but I will add no more.

6 Then Jehovah answered Job out of the storm-cloud and said :

7 Now like a strong man gird thy loins
;

Tis I who ask thee
;

tell me what thou knowest.

8 Wilt thou annul my right?
Condemn me that thou may st be justified?

9 Hast thou an arm like God ?

Or canst thou thunder with a voice like Him ?

10 Put on thee now thy glory and thy pride;
With majesty and beauty deck thyself.

11 Then send abroad thy o erflowing wrath ;

And look on every proud one, bring him low.

12 Behold the lofty
6 humble him

;

Tread down the wicked in their7

place.

13 Together hide them in the dust,

Their faces in the darkness8 bind ;

14 Then, too, will I confess9 to thee,

Thine own right hand can save.

15 Behold Behemoth10
now,

i Vcr. 1. And Jehovah answered. A pause seems
Intended here. The voice ceases for a while, but soon is it

heard again from the tornado cloud iu a somewhat severer

strain, though immediately turning again to a tone of re

spect and encouragement for Job. The opening words are

exclamatory, commencing with the abrupt use of the infi

nitive.
* Ver. 2. Censurer. &quot;11D

was taken by the old ver

sions, and the old commentators generally, as a verb, al

though of an anomalous form. GESENIUS satisfactorily shows

it to be a noun of the form &quot;OSj, with an Intensive mean

ing: rebuker, censurer.
3 Ver. 3. Answered ; as though called out in answer

to the njj.y above.
,

* Ver. 4. to I am vile. Tv7p : I**** &quot; / I am fyM,

of small account : Lat. vilis in the sense of cheapness, and

carrying also the idea expressed by the English word used

by E. V.
6 Ver. 5. Yea twice. EASHI refers this to two particu

lar speeches of Job, ix. 22, 23 (see INT. THEISM, p. 36), but it

la evidently a general formula for repeated utterance.

Ver. 12. Behold the lofty. Compare Isaiah ii. 12.

17, and the speech of Artabanus, Herodotus vii. 10. It abounds
in Orientalisms, as indeed Herodotus does in other placet
more than any other Greek writer.

i Ver. 12. In their place. Dnnfi. See Note xxxiv.

2, 6; xxx vi. 20.

Ver. 13. Darkness. For tho force of MOB compar*
i t T

xx. 26 VJ13Y7 pOB TKTl /D- It may mean here the

deepest dungeons into which proud tyrants are sometimes
thrown in God s retributive providence. Job had charged
Him with giving up the world into the hands of the wicked,
ix. 24.

* Ver. 14. Confess to thee. The later commentators
render &quot;HIX &quot;I will praise Thee.&quot; E. V.,

&quot;

confess to Thee,&quot;

or profess without the need of any preposition.
10 Ver. 15. Behemoth. 31 oat commentators have re

garded this word as intenuive plural of HOPD (big ox). This
seems to suit very well a monster of the grass-feeding kind ;

but DKLITZSCH gives excellent reasons for regarding it as
Hebraized Egyptian word p-ehe-mau river ox. It should
rather be called boupotomoa, as it has no reference to a norse.
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Whom I have made with thee
;

Just like the peaceful ox he eateth
11

grass.

16 Behold, what might is in his loins ;

The muscles of his belly,
12 there his strength.

17 Like to a cedar
13 waveth he his tail,

Whilst woven firm the sinews of his
14

thighs.

18 His bones15 are tubes of brass,

His limbs like iron bars.

19 Chief is he of the ways of God ;

It is his Maker who brings nigh
16 His sword ;

20 And yet
17 the hills his pasturage ;

Whilst round him sport the species of the plain.

21 Beneath the lote trees lies he down to rest,

In covert of the reed the (cooling) fen.

22 They weave for him his shade,

Whilst round him spread the willows of the stream.

23 Lo, the flood swells, he startles not ;

Fearless although a18 Jordan dash against his mouth.

24 It is as though he took it with his
19

eyes,

As with his nose he pierceth through the nets.

Since BOCHART S very full discussion, there has hardly been

any doubt about the animal intended here. Parts of the de

scription following can in no way be accommodated to the

elephant. The objection of its being ananimal not found in the

laud of Uz, applies equally to both, and is of no force in either

case. It was an animal not common, not often seen there,

doubtless, but certainly heard of, and in this way well known
as among the wonders of the adjacent Southern countries.

On this account, both the river ox and the crocodile were bet

ter adapted to the design of the address from the fact of their

being strange productions of neighboring lands, often heard
of from the relations of travellers, and having the more in

terest for that very reason.
11 Ver. 15. He eateth grass. There is great force in

thus bringing into the foreground of the picture this simple
trait of the mighty animal. He is graminivorous like the
ox. His simple mode of life is thus first given as furnishing
the most impressive contrast with his huge size, his irre

sistible strength, and his immense powers of destruction
should he be aroused to exert them.

13 Ver. 16. The muscles. The rendering navel, as

given by E. V., and the old commentators generally, would

require ITJJ or
&quot;ItJ?,

as in Cant. vii. 3; Prov. iii. 8. The

primary sense offirmness is quite common in the Syriac.
Hence it is well rendered muscle or sinew. &quot; The loins and
the belly are mentioned because they immediately call up to

our imagination, the form of the beast s huge circumference,
and of the mighty pillar-like feet, the whole assuming a
wonderful and almost quadrangular aspect.&quot; SCHLOTTMANN.

18 Ver. 17. Waveth he. It seems like an unnecessary
resort to the Arabic to get a meaning for so common and so

significant a verb as Vflflj especially when we consider the

contrast, which is between the unyielding firmness of his

huge thighs, and the flexibility of his tail, whether short or

long. ViJn to will, here, to move at pleasure. It obeys the

slightest volition, huge as it may be. The waving cedar, or
cedar-branch, is used to indicate this. We cannot believe
that stnmpiness, as some make it, is in either case the point
of the comparison.

i Ver. 17. His thighs. This is the common Arabian
sense of &quot;in3 when thus used. If that of E. V. is correct,
it is probably an euphemism from the old Hebrew sense
veretida -pudenda.

i* Ver. 18. Boneslimbs. The words Qp and

D&quot;1J are each commonly rendered bone; but in such a de
scription as this they must be taken to mean things differ
ent though similar. The latter word may have been intended
for the ribs or more flexible bones, or the limbs generally,
as KENAN renders it :

Scs membres sont des barres de fer.

1 Ver. 10. Brings nigh his sword. This is the
most literal rendering that can be given. According to E.

V., and most of the older commentators cited in POOLE S Sy
nopsis, it means that God only can reach him with the
sword. If it is the hippopotamus it becomes very clear. The
folds of his skin are so thick that no human arm c:in drive
the sword through them. Even the most powerful of mo
dern shooting weapons fail unless aimed at the eye, or some
known vital part: The later authorities, UMBREIT, SCHLOTT

MANN, DILLMANN, etc., render it: His Maker reaches to him
(gives him) his sword (Behemoth s sword). The old render

ing seems better for the reason above given. The absence

of the pronoun and preposition, \~), or V/X&amp;gt; 8 a difficulty,
but less to the old rendering than to the new. DELITZSCH
endeavors to obviate this by saying that the language does
not literally teach the giving (reaching) his sword to him,
but creating him with it. Why then is such a common word
U?P used in such an uncommon way ? Moreover, there is

nothing about the hippopotamus that can be called a sword.
There are a couple of gigantic incisors with which he reaps
the grass, but they would never suggest the idea of a sword.
DELITZSCH compares them to sicklts (apir-rj, hnrpu = 3^n
hereb) but there are two of them, and that would require the
dual or the plural (his two swords or sickles) especially in
an account so graphic as this.

if Ver. 20. And yet. &quot;Q, here, is commonly rendered

for, denn, because, as though his feeding on the hills, with
other animals around him, gave a reason for his being called
&quot;

chief of the ways of God,&quot; ver. 19, or for what is said in the
second clause, whichever meaning we attach to it. This is

very unsatisfactory. It rather seems to have an adversative
sense. The primary office of the particle &quot;&quot;3

8 to call atten
tion to anything. This it does by showing a reason or ma-
tire, most frequently a reason for, but, oftentimes a reason

against; as has before been remarked. In the first case it is

rendered for, because, etc.; in the second, although, yet, not

withstanding. This seems to make the best sense, and th e
best connection in this place. It calls attention to the

peaceful nature of Behemoth, notwithstanding he is chief of
the ways of

God,&quot; and notwithstanding the fact that superhu
man strength alone can pierce the strong fortifications fur
nished by the thickness and firmness of his skin. It is

a very striking picture, this immense animal peacefully feed

ing on grass, and the weaker species sporting beside him.
18 Ver. 23. A Jordan. The mention of the Jordan, al

though he is not a resident near it, is all the more natural
and the more impressive for the reason* given at tbe end of
Note 10, ver. 15. Your Jordan, large as you may think it to

be, he would regard as of little account.
10 Ver. 24. As though he took it with his

eyes. That is, the swelling river. The idea of irony, that
common resort in difficulty, seems wbolly tout of place-here,
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The version above given is very literal
;
the making it com

parative is warranted by the context, whilst tho duo to the
second clause, apd to the connection, wo think, is found in

the idea of an intended contrast between nose and eyes. Tic

calmly looks at the swelling river without being startled. IIo

takes it all in his eye. It is certainly an easier and more na

tural metaphor than the swallowing; the ground metaphori
cally by tho war-horse xxxix. 24. Just BO his lingo rooting

proboscis disdains every species of snare. As the irony
breaks up all connection between vers. 23 and 24. so the

other view of his easy capture is not only at war with facts,

but seems to belittle the whole of the preceding description.

CHAPTER XLI.

10

11

With a hook canst thou draw out Leviathan,

Or with a line thou lettest down, his
1

tongue ?

A rush branch through his nostrils canst thou place ?

Or with the thorny spine bore through his nose ?

Will he make many prayers to thee ?

Or will he say soft things to thee ?

Or with thee make a covenant,

That thou should st take him for thy slave forever ?

Wilt thou disport with him as with a bird ?

Or bind him (as a plaything) for thy maidens

The caravans,
2
will they make trade for him ?

And then retail
3 him to the* Canaanites ?

With barbed irons canst thou fill his skin ?

His head with fishing
5
spears ?

Upon him lay thy hand ;

Think of the battle do no more.

Behold the hope (of taking him) is vain ;

Yea at the very sight is one cast down.

There is none so desperate to stir
6 him up ;

Before ME then (his
7

Maker) who shall stand ?

Who hath first given, that I should him repay ?

Since every thing beneath the heavens is mine ?

12 But I must not in silence
8

pass his limbs,

* * Ver. 1. His tongue. SCHLOTTMANN makes

the object of ynttfPi - &quot;press down his tongue with a cord.&quot;

So UMBREIT. DELITZSCH: &quot;sink his tongue into the line.&quot;

Our E. V. is clearer and more grammatical in making Tits 7

the object of Ttyo the verb in the first clause, and taking

as !&quot;On3- The verb JTptWl would then bo used

relatively: which thou sinkest; thus keeping its usual sense

as in Ezek. xxxii. 14. The other rendering would refer to

the tongue after he is drawn out, hut that does not agree
with Ttyn, which means to sink in the water. It is

the thick tongue of the crocodile, into which the hook

(TOPI 1 alcka) would most readily fasten itself, should he at-

T -

tempt to swallow the bait.
2 Ver. 6. The caravans. The modern idea of guild

or partnerships, has no place here. Tho sense used for n&quot;O

is the true one as found in Dent. ii. 6; IIos. iii. 2, and in the

frequent Arabic use of the Hid conjugation.
s Ver. 6. Retail. Hebrew initfTV, *

j&amp;gt;

diyide

him into smaller portions.
Ver. 6. The Canaanitcs. So DIUTZSCH, EWALT&amp;gt;,

SCHLOTTMANN. There is no reason for departing from the

usual sense. The passage reminds us of the caravans, which,
in Joseph s time, went down to Egypt (Gen xliii. 11) with

various commodities, in return for which they carried back

to the people products of Egypt, among which, most proba

bly, were fish from the Nile. It is an evidence of the anti

quity of the book, unless there Js interposed the objection,

which grows weaker the more it is studied, that the writer

cunningly adapts everything to the patriarchal time, with

out ever forgetting himself, or failing in any part of his pic-

iVer. 7. Fishing spears. D JI tf, so called

from their sharp ringing or whizzing sounds.

8 Ver. 10. None so desperate. &quot;USX and &amp;lt;l

?]?^
fierce. redWeiw, cntel, atrox. See Prov. v. 9; xvii. 11

;
Isaiah

xiii. 9; Jerera. xxx. 14; Lam. iv. 3; Dent. xxxii. 33; Job

xxx. 21. Its use here, in connection with the word JJIIJT,

affords a satisfactory explanation of the phrase
|JVy7 &quot;\&quot;ty

to rmue Leviathan (ch. iii. 8) as the translator has rendered it

in that passage; ready to rmise Leoiatltnn ; most desperate or

despairing men. With such an exogesiH, furnished by the

book itself, n&amp;lt;l in tho very words, it seems nnncossary to

resort to that far-fetched idea of some later commentators,

namely, tho a iti-h&quot;brnic and anti-patriarchal notion of &quot;en

chanters who rouse up the dragon to swallow the sun in an

eclipse.&quot;

i Ver. 10. (Win Maker.) The transition is so sudden

that the words in brackets do no more than give its force.

s Ver. 12. In silence pass ; or be silent about. DK-

LITZSCH, although giving this rendering, seems to admit that

it is tame. It will seem so unless we keep in mind the con-
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His strength, his well-proportioned
9 build.

13 His coat of mail,
10 who hath revealed its front ?

The doubling of his jaws,
11 who enters there ?

14 The doors that shut his face, who opens them ?

The circuits of his teeth how12
terrible !

15 Tis a proud sight,&quot;
the grooves that form his shield ;

Each one a seal, shut close and firmly bound.

16 So near do they to one another join,

The very wind between them cannot pass.

17 Each to his fellow cleaves ;

Firmly they hold
;
there is no parting them.

18 His sneezings
14

sparkle with the light ;

His eyes are like the eyelids of the dawn.

19 Forth from his mouth go burning
15

lamps,

And sparks of fire set
1

free.

20 Out of his nostrils goeth forth a smoke ;

As from a caldron blown, or seething
17

pot.

21 His breath enkindleth coals
;

A tongue
18 of flame seems issuing from his mouth.

nection of thought. The anthropopathisms of the passage
do not, as we have seen, at all detract from the idea of a Di
vine speaker. The two preceding verses contained an excla

mation, as though God. 8peaking more Immano, makes a sud
den application of what had b-en said, turning, as it were,
for a moment, from this mighty work of His to recall the
hearer to a remembrance of his own infinitely greater power.
This most briefly done, he resumes again the description,
coming back to it as to something that might have been
passed over :

&quot; I must not omit :&quot;

&quot; I must not keep silence
about.&quot;

Ver. 12. Ills well-proportioned build. The
reading contains both ideas about which commentators
slightly vary, whether It be pn a measure, or pn = \V\,

grace, bemtly. Both may be regarded as belonging to the
word in either, though one is predominant In each.

&quot;1TJ,

array, fitness of arrangement. Hence order, proportion. The
crocodile is not beautiful strictly, but there is something
very regular in his build.

M&amp;gt; Ver. 13. His coat of mail. 1BN37, his thick

icaly hide, and especially the front of it, or that strong part
of it which covers his face and teeth.

11 Ver. 13. The doubling of his jaw. Heb.
JDI

primarily a bit or bridle, here put for the jaw or jaws in
which it is inserted.
w Ver. 14. How terrible ! RENAN:

Antour de ses dents habite la terreur.

18 Ver. 15. &quot;Tls a proud sight. PPM. Lit., pride,

glory. The reference Is to the cnrious contexture of his
scales.

14 Ver. 18. His sneezings. It more properly means
his water tpoutings, which sparkle in the light of the sun, es

pecially in the early morning to which the second clause re
fers. See ch. iii. 19. See SCHLOTTMANN S reference to Aris
totle.

Ver. 19. Burning lamps. The translation of E.
V., the most literal, and better corresponding to the appear
ance than flames or sparks. SCHLOTTMANN, Fackel. The
glistening bubbles on the water. There is hyperbole, in
deed, but truthful hyperbole, because just what such phenomena would suggest.M Ver. 19. Set free. UD^DrV, make their escape.

Ver. 20. Seething pot. E.V.; though applied to
111. Dr. CONANT renders

pnjtf
reeds (a kettle with kin

dled reeds). The construction seems against it. flOJX has
the appearance hereof the name of some vessel like &quot;in

although the other sense has more examples. The primary
idea of CDJN 8 fermentation, heat, boiling. Hence comes

farm, stagnant water, full of air bubbles, probably

palu, marsh. Thence the name for that which grows in
such damp places, the reed or flag, very ill adapted to making
a fire of. Hence the sense of a boiling vessel derived directly
from the primary idea. It is an example of the variety of
verbal branches that may grow from one root.

W Ver. 21. A tongue offlame. 3H7 does not of it

self mean fire
; but rather a splendor in the shape of a tongue

or prolonged stream flickering and waving like a licking
tongue. Hence the classical figure lambens flamina. We
need not trouble ourselves about the scientific accuracy of
this description ; neither on that account are we to discard
it as hyperbolical, or unworthy of a Divine address. God
should talk scientifically, that is, accurately, it is said, if He
speaks at all. But when will scientific language be settled
so as to be never unsettled ? Besides, this is emotional lan

guage, a Divine painting, as we have said, wholly descriptive
so as to produce a subjective or emotional effect. It is ad
dressed to the feeling as the most truthful part of our na
ture. Such is this emotional state which the very sight of
the animal, especially in some peculiar positions, produces
in the mind. It was this which gave rise to the description
of ACHILLES TATIUS as cited by SCHLOTTMANN : JIUKTJJP eirl

fieya (te^j/i/niy, KOI irveiav irvpio&r) Kairvov &amp;lt;o? aTrb mjyJjs rv-

poj:
&quot; a nostril gaping to an immense extent, and breathing

out a flaming smoke as from a fountain of fire.&quot; Travellers
who mean to be strictly truthful are often under this influ

ence, and their wonderful descriptions thus produced, are
sometimes nearer to the life, in the sense mentioned. than
the most statistical accounts. Let any one compare, for ex
ample, the present picture of the animal with the most sci

entific record of the creature, presented with an idealess

accuracy in their scientific technics :
&quot;

Crocodile, genus sau-

rianum, reptile ; cauda elongaia, etc. ; or to pot it into Latin
English:

&quot; the vertebrae concave anteriorly, convex poste
riorly, having intercalated processes, the lower jaw longer
than the cranium the condyles of the temporal bones cor

responding to osa quadrata placed behind the articulation
of the

head,&quot; etc., etc. All well enough as minutes or memo
rial measurements of the creature, and very useful in their

way. But then let the reader of such an account see a real
live crocodile just rising out of the depths, as described by a
traveller whom SCKLOTTMANN quotes: Bin dicker Rauch
stromte aus seinen weitgeofneten NasenliJchern mit einem
Gertusche welches beinahe die Erde erschiltterte: A thick
smoke streamed out of bis wide-opened nostril holes, with a
roaring which almost made the earth to tremble.&quot; Or let
him compare it with the impression, the truthful impres
sion we mean, made by this sublime description in the
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22 Strength dwelleth ever in his neck
;

Before him (as a courier) terror19 runs ;

23 His fleshy folds, how firmly do they cleave !

Hard bound upon him all immovable.

24 His heart is molten as a stone ;

Yea, like the nether millstone petrified.

25 &quot;W hene er he rises up the mighty are afraid
;

In breaking terrors go they all astray.

26 Though one may reach20 him with the sword, it holdeth not
;

Nor spear avails, nor dart, nor coat of mail.

27 The iron he esteems as straw,

And brass as brittle wood.

28 The archer cannot make him flee ;

Sling-stones are turned21
to chaff.

29 Like stubble are they held,
22 the ponderous mace,

The shaking of the spear he laughs at all.

30 Sharp pointed shards29 beneath him lie ;

A threshing drag he spreads upon the mire.

31 Like a caldron causes he the deep to foam,

Or like an ointment pot, the24
Nile.

32 Behind he makes a sparkling path to shine ;

One takes the water flood for hoary hair.

33 On earth there is none to be compared with him,

Created without fear.

34 On all high things
25 he looketh (fearlessly),

Himself the king o er all the sons26 of pride.

Book of Job. It would at once decide the question of the

higher, that is, the emotional truthfulness. And here the
remark has place that in speaking of anthropopathic lan

guage we are to avoid the idea of any pretense, or mere accom
modation on the part of God, as of a parent to children in a
childish way, or of a wise man condescending to the use of
incorrect language to the ignorant. No, it is the Infinite

coming really down into the finite sphere, as He must be
able to do if He is truly Infinite and &quot; can do all things.&quot; It

is the parent, not talking childish simply, but really becoming
the child, for the moment, and so speaking in hi* own, as he
peaks in the child s vernacular. Can we have any difficulty

here, after knowing that the Infinite Word became flesh,
and took our human tabernacle, and in all things felt and
moke, earnestly and sincerely, as we feel and speak, yet never,
for a moment, parting from Hia eternal and essential Deity ?

19 Ver. 22. Terror runs. Not the terror of the fugi
tive merely, but Terror personified as the avant coureurof the

mighty beast, running joyfully, or dancing before him. In

some versions VI *1 may have been taken for vn. But

though the latter word only occurs once, its significance
would be most plain, were it not so clear in the Syriac and
the Arabic. HiDNT is the extreme terror that produces

T T :

faintness. BENAN S rendering is very vivid :

Devant lui bondit la terrenr.

Ver. 26. May reach bim. The verb JTfrn in its

sense attigit, assecutus est, reached, come nigh to, closely resem

bles xl. 19
;
and the similarity of the expressions

strongly confirms the view taken there.
a Ver. 28. Are turned. 13i3n] ;

see Note xxviii. 5.

22 Ver. 29. Like stubble are they held. 12BTU-
This plural verb seems to have nnifl alone for its subject,

but it belongs as well to JVV3 that follows.

2s Ver. 30. Sharp pointed shards,
V T &quot; ~

sharp points of broken potsherds, like that mentioned ii. 8,

which &quot; Job took to scrape himself with,&quot; a number of times
used in Scripture to express fragmentary or broken things.
But does it mean any parts of the animal, as some think : the
under or belly scales that leave their mark upon the miry
bed of the river, (as though a thrashing drag had been drawn
over it) or rather sharp things below him at the bottom of
the river? DEHTZsen favors the former idea, together with
CONANT and SOHIOTTMANN. The translator follows them,
though there are strong objections. The belly scales are

not hard nor sharp.
24 Ver. 31. The STile. It is called D or the sea by the

Arabians, or Al-bahar as it is at this day denoted. For Q
thus used, see KOR. Surat xx. 39.

26 Ver. 34. Everything: exalted: Every animal
that seems to tower above it, or every proud assailant who
thinks him an easy capture.

20 Ver. 34. The sons of pride. The proudest of the

wild beasts. He attacks Behemoth himself. T*nty&amp;gt; how

ever, is used us descriptive of any very fierce wild beast of

the wilderness or of the desert. See xxviii. 8. VULOATB:
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CHAPTER XLII.

1 Then Job answered Jehovah, and said :

2 I know it now, all things
1 are in Thy power,

No thought of Thine can ever be withstayed.

3 &quot; Who is this
2 that without knowledge counsel hides ?&quot;

Tis I then* who have spoken foolishly ;

Wonders too great for me, that I knew not.

4 But hear, O hear me now,
4 and let me speak again.

&quot; Tis I who ask
&quot;

(thou saidst
5
it)

&quot;

let me know.&quot;

5 By the ear s hearing
6 have I heard of thee ;

But now mine eyes behold.

6 This, then,
7

(mine only
8
word) : I loathe me,

9 I repent,

In dust and ashes.

And it was so that after the Lord had spoken these words unto Job, the Lord

said to Eliphaz the Temanite :

&quot;My wrath is kindled against thee, and against thy

two friends ;
because ye have not spoken unto10 me the thing that is firm,

11 as my
servant Job hath.

Now then take unto you seven bullocks and seven rams, and go unto my ser

vant Job, and offer up a burnt offering for you. But12
his face will I accept, that I

may not deal with you after your folly ;
for ye have not spoken unto me the right

thing, as my servant Job.

1 Ver. 6. This then.
J2I 7y must refer to this onei Ver. 2. All things are in thy power. If we

would know the aim of this addres, or the question it an
swers, and on which commentators have so differed, we have
the solution here in the very words of Job. His submission

reveals the design of this wondrons display of power. Job

certainly did not miss the point; for the whole olject, (un
less, as MERX does, we suppose the whole dramatic plan to

be a failure) was to convince him of it. And he is convinced.

H se&amp;gt;-8 It as he never s-iw it before : Omnipoti-nco not to be
doubted or distrusted from suspicion of any fatality in things,
or absolute sovereignty never to be called in question. See

more fully on this in the INTRODUCTION on the THEISM of the

book, pp. 21-2 r
,, and 40, 41.

* Ver. 3 Who is this? As though the words struck
him in a new light.

&amp;gt; Ver. 3. Tis I then. He repeat* the words of the Al

mighty as though he saw a force in them he never saw be
fore, and makes a personal application of them to himself
in a way not expressed, or inadequately expressed, at their

former utterance. Now he confesses that, whatever refe

rence they may have bad to Elihu or to others, they certainly
include himself. He is the man who has talked go wildly.
He says nothing, thinks nothing, of others. He is alone in

the presence of God whose appearance he had invoked. See
Remarks in Note on xxxviii. 2, and INT. THEISM, p. 26.

* Ver. 4. O hear me now. Intensive force of XJ,
the particle of entreaty. He had twice said he would add no

more, xxxi. 40; xl. 5: but now he asks for a single word,
and to enforce it, repeats the words of the Almighty in the
2d clause.

* Ver. 4. (Thon saidst it.) The feeling of the dra
matic action might be enough, but these words in brarkcts

(imply give the meaning which the unimpassioned reader
might mistake. As he had before done, ver. 3, so here Job
repeats to himself the language of xxxviii. 3 (2d clause) in
the very words as they were uttered by God. It is the

ground of the one declaration he wishes to make. So RENAN.
* Ver. 6. By the ear s hearing:. A traditional

knowledge, a traditional theism. Now it is something far

deeper, ana clearer, whether an actual visual sight of some
Divine glory, or something so described, as being as much
greater than former knowledge as the sense of the eye ex-
cell that of the ear.

thing he wishes to say.
&quot; It is on this account I asked Thee

to hear me as Thon hast given me permission.&quot; Propterea.
For this one word. What is in brackets simply indicates

the emphasis of the appeal. This is shown by the difficulty

of giving }3 7J? any strictly logical meaning here.

8 Ver. 6. (Mine only word.) Belonging to the em,
phasis.

9 Ver. 6. I loathe me. The verb DXD is often used
without an object, as it is here, and there is no reason why
it is not to be supposed to be a personal as well as an imper
sonal object that is understood. The rendering, I loathe, or
I reject it, that is, my argument, comes to the same thing.

10 Ver. 7. Spoken unto me. E. V., and most others,
ancient and modern, render it spoken, de me, or concerning
me; LXX. ivdnnov /nov; VULGATE, coram me. ABEN EZRA
maintains that it &quot;pertains solely to the confession which
Job had made unto God and the others had not

;&quot;
and hence

he would translate it, to me. The difference is important,

and for the reason of adopting here for 7N the sense which

is, indeed, the more usual and almost universal oue, see th

INTRODUCTION on the THEISM of the book, page 35. The view

there taken, however, might be maintained, even if we giv

to
7{&amp;lt;

the less common sense of de, or concerning.
11 Ver. 7. The thing: that is firm. See also the

INT. THEISM, page 36. njlDJi primary sense firmness, sta

bility, thai which win stand, jnst the thing that ought to be
said. The whole aspect of the context gives the Idea of some
single right saying in distinction from an extended argu
ment.

12 Ver. 8. Bnt his face will I accept. E. V.,
&quot; For his face.&quot; The particle is DX J, commonly ren

dered but, and COJTANT seems right in saying that it refers to

the implication in the preceding clause, namely, that their

prayer would not be accepted.
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9 Then went Eliphaz the Temanite, and Bildad the Shuhite, and Zophar the Naa-

mathite, and did as the Lord had spoken unto them, and the Lord accepted the

face
13 of Job.

10 And the Lord turned the captivity of Job when he prayed
14 for his friends. And

the Lord increased all that Job had, twofold.

11 Then there came unto him all his brethren and all his sisters, and all that had

been of his acquaintance before, and they did eat bread with him in his house, and

they mourned with him, and comforted him for all the evil that the Lord had

brought upon him
; every man also gave him a piece of money, and every one a

ring of gold.

12 So the Lord blessed the latter end of Job more than his beginning ;
for he had

fourteen thousand sheep, and six thousand camels, and a thousand yoke of oxen,

and a thousand she asses.

13 He had also seven sons and three daughters.

14 And he called the name of the first Jemima, and the name of the second, Kezia,

and the name of the third Keren-happuch.

15 And in all the land were no women found so fair as the daughters of Job ; and

their father gave them an inheritance among their brethren.

16 And Job lived after this
15 a hundred and forty years, and saw his sons, and his

sons sons, even four generations.

17 So Job died old and full of years.

i Ver. 9. The face of Job. To lift up the face Is

something more than mere acceptance. It denotes grace,

favor.
i* Ver. 10. Prayed for bis friends. Job was a

priest after the order of Melchizedeck, and so a type of the

Great High Priest who forgave his sins, and &quot;bore his infir

mities, and carried all his sicknesses.&quot;

IB Ver. 16. Lived after this. This does not necessa

rily mean, in addition to this. Such language may denote

that he lived on, after this, until he reached the age of a hun

dred and forty years, making his years seven less than the

number of Jacob s. There is no one of the patriarchs who
lived as long as the other reckoning would make him, at

the least two hundred years. If, therefore, it was the in-

vention-of &quot; the poet,&quot; the
&quot;

first poet,&quot; or the &quot;

second,&quot; or

even the third
(&quot;

the Doppelgangerof the first,&quot;
as DELITZSCH

strangely intimates) he would hardly have placed him BO far

back. Moreover, &quot;sons and sons of sons, four generations,&quot;

would be rather moderate for a longevity so great as thil

reckoning would make.





ADDENDA.

EXCURSUS I.

CHAP. XIX. 25-27.

I KNOW THAT MY REDEEMER LIVES;
AND O ER MY DUST, SURVIVOR, SHALL HE STAND.
MY SKIN ALL GONE, THIS [REMNANT] THEY MAY BEND,
BUT FROM MY FLESH SHALL I ELOAH SEE;
SHALL SEE HIM MINE;-
MlNE EYES SHALL SEE HIM STRANGER NOW NO MORE.

IF this passage were taken by itself, it might be entitled,
&quot; A PSALM OF JOB, the Suf

fering and the Tempted Man of God.&quot; It might have for its prefatory motto p Jn, a raptu-
turous Meditation, or an Ecstatic Burst of Joy, at the thought of seeing his Redeemer, his

once seemingly alien, but now reconciled, God. There is something in it which suggests the

glorious language at the close of the 16th Psalm :

Thou wilt not leave my soul in Hades ;

Thou wilt not suffer thy Beloved to see corruption.
Thou wilt make me know the way of life ;

Fulness of joys in thy presence,

Glories at Thy right hand forever more.

That Psalm is entitled 0^30. which the LXX. have well rendered arrjtoypaQia, a monu
mental engraving, or pillar writing, from the Hebrew Dro, to cut in, engrave not for 3rOD,

as some think, but an independent root, wrongly rendered maculatus by GESENIUS, Jerem.

ii. 22. It is rather,
&quot;

indelibly cut
in,&quot;

or deeply marked, as E. V. has it the Syriac sense

being wholly a secondary one, and the name for gold, OA3, coming from the idea of coining

or stamping. The application of these words to Christ by the Apostle Peter would warrant

us in styling it the Saviour s monumental inscription, to be placed on the holy sepulchre, if

its site were really known. The internal evidence warrants us in regarding these memorable

words of Job in a similar light, whilst the language prefacing it, vers. 23, 24, leaves no doubt

of its appropriate monumental character, whether used for the Redeemer or the redeemed.

The conjunction 1 would not militate against this, since it merely shows a connection as it

stands, but becoming redundant when the passage is taken separately, like the Greek 6r&amp;lt; left

untranslated in New Testament quotations.
The passage has ever been regarded as a most remarkable one. In order to its right in

terpretation, the first thing is to determine the points that are perfectly clear. They will

give us the meaning of the rest, and of the whole. The ideas which admit of no doubt may
be thus stated : 1. Job s feeling after a season of great despondency that he had something
most important to announce (vers. 23, 24). An idea has somehow suddenly sprung up in

his mind, which he wishes so engraved, so cut in the rock, that it may never be lost. It is

something for the world to know. This alone is sufficient to show that it is more than a hope
of getting back again his sheep and camels, as some of the lowest Rationalists regard it.

2. There is One whom he calls his Goel, avenger or redeemer, who will be the power of his
*

deliverance. This Redeemer is described as pinx, one after him, who is to stand, &quot;1SJJ JP.

over dust, whether it means his dust, or dust generally, as a name for earth, or for the dead,
171
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as is the case in other passages (see
&quot;&amp;gt;3^

#. dwellers in dust, Isaiah xxvi. 19; also Ps. xxii.

30; Gen. iii. 19; Ps. civ. 29, et al.). Y There is a clear allusion to his body, his skin, and

something remaining after his skin, which is to he destroyed without destroying him. 4. He
is to see God. Language cannot be clearer than that by which this is expressed. Two dis

tinct verbs of sight are used, and the declaration is made three times in the most emphatic

manner. 5. He is to see God reconciled, no more a stranger,
&quot;&quot; or an enemy, I2f (as he

seems to describe him, or some hostile power that God permits, xvi. 9). The view enter

tained by GESENIUS, UMBREIT, VAIHINGER, STICKEL, HAHN and VON HOFFMANN (as

above), and that of SCHLOTTMANN and DELITZSCH, referring &quot;&amp;gt;T to Job, come, in this re

spect, to the same thing. 6. There is unmistakable language expressing an ecstatic rapture

at the thought conceived, and an ardent longing for its fulfilment.

So far the passage is clear. Now, for particular words. /W, ver. 25. All render this

word Redeemer. But the Scripture uses it in two ways. The oldest sense of /*W, the Avenger

of blood, comes directly from the primary meaning to be stained, stained with blood. In this

sense, the ^W is the next of kin (Nachmann), stained with the blood of the murdered man
until he avenges him by slaying hi8 murderer. This is the idea on what may be called the

criminal side of the ancient jurisprudence. Thence it passes to the civil. Here the Goel,

the Nachmann, the next of kin, is the one who buys back (redeems) the lost inheritance.

The other is the older usage, and it seems the more strange, therefore, that OLSHAUSEN, as

quoted by CONANT, should say so positively :

&quot; Der Blutracher gehort in keiner weise hieher.&quot;

On the contrary, everything points to this idea. Job regards himself as one murdered by a

cruel enemy, and the prologue, whether we accept it historically or dramatically, confirms it

in the strictest sense. Satan was his murderer, and the Goel is the great Redeemer promised
Gen. iii. 15, and of whom, as the human Avenger and Deliverer (the tieavdpunor, a divine

kinsman), some trace is preserved in all mythologies, besides appearing so prominently in

the Prophets as the 1134 & the Militant or Hero Messiah. The presence of the avenging
idea in his mind is shown by the language, xvi. 18 : O Earth, cover not thou my blood (see

note on that passage). And so, too, in regard to the word f^nX; if a Hebrew term were to

be invented to express Nachmann, no one would be more appropriate to it than this. For

the best interpretation of ~*3p &amp;gt;y see DELITZSCH. The pronoun being omitted does not

weaken the view. Its absence allows us to regard it as spoken of the human dust generally,

all the dead, although Job must have had primary reference to himself. Ch. xli. 25 shows

that the phrase may be taken of the earth, generally, as place, if the context demands it
;

but here, where Job is speaking of his decaying and already decomposing body, everything

points to that mournful sense of dust which is first found in Gen. iii. 19, as denoting that out

of which man was formed, and to which he returns. From this it pervades the scriptural

language, and becomes a name for the material of the human body, even before death :

&quot;who am but dust and ashes.&quot; The difficulty in regard to
iSp.J,

a strong Piel verb, denoting

sharp cutting or biting, comes from overlooking the principle mentioned in the note to vii. 3,

and the illustrations there furnished from Job iv. 19
;
xviii. 18

;
xxxiv. 20

;
Ps. xlix. 15

;

Luke xii. 20, and other places. The same reason prevails here. The agent is something
fearful or loathsome, causing aversion to the very mentioning of the name. Our E. V. and
the earlier translations took the right general view, whatever may have been their applica
tions. The agent here is most probably worms. It may be that Job thought of the worms

destroying his flesh in the grave ;
but that is not as likely as the reference to the worms then

crawling on his diseased body, and of which he speaks vii. 5. They must have been a source

of great torment as well as of loathing, and their being something in open sight would ac

count, along with the other reason, for his not naming them, except by the implied pronoun.
There may have been a gesture (deiicri/cuf) but there is hardly need of the supposition, either

in regard to the biting worms or the wretched fragment of a body. In the case of such ob

jects, the eyes interpreted everything, and the fewest words were the most impressive. They
and this are all that is needed.

After my skin. This denotes the more interior and vital parts of the body until it is all
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sore and corroded- The view gives force to SCHLOTTMANN S argument, that
&quot; without his

flesh,&quot; supposed to be all gone in consequence of the process previously ima
gined. It was thought best to render &quot;W30 in the most literal manner, from my flesh; since
the translator found it difficult to decide, with certainty, which of the views taken of O is

the right one (from as & position, or from as meaning without), and therefore left it in Eng
lish with the same ambiguity it has in the Hebrew. The weight of evidence, however, is on
the side of a total disembodiment. And here it may be remarked, that the true 1orce of the

passage, as testimony, would seem actually weakened by overstraining it into a dogmatic
teaching or anticipation of the New Testament doctrine of the resurrection. This would in

volve the idea of an outward supernatural revelation, made directly by an outward divine
influence upon the mind

;
for Job could not have thought it otherwise. The other supposes

it an idea brought out of him in his extreme anguish, his experience of the vanishing body
with the soul yet vigorous, and his strong yearning after the reconciled presence of God. It

is such a sudden flashing up of hope as might be believed to come from such a state. The
Scripture has also more power for us in this way, when we feel its revelations to be thus

brought out of the depths of the soul revelations all the more divine by being thus, in God s

providence, pressed out of the human, than if they had been outwardly and mechanically

given as dogmatic truths.

Shall see him mine; *7, for me, on my side; a stranger now no more; IT KS, or estranged;

or as he might have said, ~M vh, no longer an enemy, as he seemed to be xvi. 9. For the in

terpretation of
&quot;pro TlViDOnJ, there can be nothing happier than that of EWALD, whose ra

tionalizing might be almost forgiven him for the spiritual insight and enthusiastic feeling he
manifests in his description of the state of soul these words express : So dass er endlich im
hochsten Entziicken wie vergehend ausruft, O ich vergehe fast vor freudigem Beben und
hochster Sehnsucht !

&quot; So that finally in the highest rapture, like one wholly overcome, he

cries out : O I faint, I am almost gone, from joyous emotion and the high intensity of

desire.
&quot;

(See INTRODUCTION THEISM, pa. 8, where this passage is more fully treated in

connection with Ch. xiv. 14.) That the full rendering given to that impressive word ^3 by
the translator, is not beyond its fair significance, will appear from its use Ps. Ixxxiv. 3 :

&quot;Longs my soul, faints my soul (nrOD), &quot;my heart and my flesh cry out, O living God,
for thee.&quot; So Ps. Ixiii. 2 : &quot;Thirsts for thee my soul longs for thee my flesh so to see thy

glory, as I have seen thee in the sanctuary.&quot; Compare also Ps. cxix. 81 :

&quot; faints my soul

for thy salvation&quot;
(
t?3J nrr?3). And here it may be well to note what it was for which Job

so longed. It goes not only beyond the common worldly good, but also what might be

esteemed a high religious aspiration. It is not the recovery of his lost oxen and camels, aa

observed before; it was not the restoration of his family joys, though he speaks so feelingly

(xvi. 7) of his
&quot;

desolated household
;&quot;

it is not the thought of living again merely in another

existence ;
it is not the bliss of that Vedaic Paradise of flowers and sunshine which MERX

describes as so surpassing the darker Shemitic conceptions (see INT. THEISM, pa. 16). The

intense desire which makes him faint away is for reconciliation with God, to behold him as a

friend, a stranger now no more, as one &quot; whose favor is life, whose loving-kindness is more

than life.&quot; This was the Hebrew and Patriarchal piety which we now think so far behind

our own. It appears, as has been said (!NT. THEISM, pa. 5), even in their despondency
when the thought of death as the close of their being had its most mournful aspect in the

idea of bidding farewell to God :

&quot;

I said, I shall no more see Jah, Jah (Jehovah the Lord),

in the land of the living,&quot;
or among the living; HEZEKIAH S Prayer, Isaiah xxxviii. 11.

At other times it is the soul consoling itself with the idea of God surviving. In this very

passage, Tl would of itself express this, but the context demands it. It is not that the Re

deemer lives merely, or is alive, but that he lives after Job, to stand over and watch his

sacred dust. This is an idea prominent in that most expressive paraphrase of Watts which

some would depise as uncritical and incorrect. It is a question of subordinate importance

whether in this passage of Job there is taught dogmatically the doctrine of the resurrection

of the body as held in our Christian articles, or whether there is only the thought of a spirit-
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ual beholding of the divine presence.
&quot; The power of an endless life

&quot;

(see INT. THEISM,

pa. 4), a true resurrection power, is in it; and we may, therefore, regard the spirit of the

words as expressed in those lines of the unpretending hymnist that may be found engraved,

as Job wished it engraved, in so many of our rural burying-grounds :

God my Redeemer ever lives,

And often from the skies,

Looks down and watches o er my dust,

Till He shall bid it rise.

Though greedy worms devour my skin,

And gnaw iny wasting flesh,

Yet He will build my bones again,

A ail clothe them all afresh.

Then shall I see my Saviour s face,

With strong immortal eyes,

And feast upon his unknown grace,

With rapture and surprise.

Watts &quot;

strong immortal eyes
&quot;

is a happy attempt to give the force of Job s thrice-repeated

beholding ; whilst the &quot;rapture and surprise&quot; are justified by the expressive Hebrew words

he had employed, &quot;&quot;pro

TIV^D iSl) :

&quot; My reins faint in my bosom,&quot;

This was a turning point in Job s experience. He is never afterwards, as SANCTIUS

remarks, exactly the man he was before, or in the preceding parts of this discussion. He
never again uses such language as came from him, chap. iii. and xvi. Occasionally he relapses

into despondency, but it is of an humbler and gentler kind. The dark hour is over; the

anger, the impatience, the bitterness, seem gone. He still wonders at the unexplained mys
teries of God s providence towards the righteous, and the still more inexplicable enigma of

his dealings with evil doers. This appears in chapters xxi., xxiv. and xxvii.
;
but in the

same connection, he shows that he understands and can describe their final catastrophes as

well as those who had wrongly charged him with holding that God actually and personally
favors the wicked. In chap, xxiii

,
he mourns the hidings of the divine countenance; &quot;0

that I knew where Imightfind him;&quot; but it is still with the great hope, weakened it may be,

but not lost: &quot;I cannot (race him, but He knoweth the way that I take, and when He hath

sufficiently tried me, I shall come forth as
gold.&quot;

In chap, xxvi.. he shows that he can talk

of the divine power and works as loftily as Bildad, though without his pretension. In chap,

xxviii., we have his sublime soliloquy on the unknown and unknowable in the divine wis

dom. In chap, xxix., he mournfully recalls &quot;the moons of
old,&quot;

and mourns at the remem
brance of his departed joys. In the most natural way, whilst disdaining all false humility,
he recounts the acts which had made &quot; the poor to bless him,&quot; and &quot; the widow s heart to

sing for
joy.&quot; Following this, in that most eloquent vindication, chap. xxxi. where his words

come to a close, we find him challenging his accusers to a review of his life, and concluding
with a most solemn appeal to the Punisher of falsehood and Vindicator of truth. It is all

most truthful, as well as most pathetic, and so far from seeming like boasting, it adds to the

power of that most humble confession which is brought from him, not by the arguments of

his opponents, but by that divine presence at which he alone is melted, whilst the others

stand confounded and amazed. Even here there abides with him the power of that glorious

hope, tempering his confession, so as to bring forth the fruit of soothing penitence instead

of fell despair. It was, in fact, this utterance of chap, xix., which begins that preparation
for complete submission, and for the revelation of the divine favor, which commentators
have so variously assigned in their artificial and unappreciative divisions of

&quot;

the drama.&quot;
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EXCURSUS II.

A Remarkable Difference between the Speeches of Job and those of the other Speakers. The

Pausing, Soliloquizing Character of the former, and the seeming Unconsciousness they

betray of Surrounding Persons. Bearing of this feature on the alleged inconsistencies of

Chaps. xxi.-xxviii.

CHAP. XXI. 17.

HOW OFT GOES OUT THE LIGHT OF WICKED MEN.

This is the rendering of our English Version, and it is the only one that would have
been thought of, if there had not been supposed to be some exigentia loci that calls for

another. It is the simplest and easiest translation of plain Hebrew words in the only sense

in which they are found, wherever they occur in the Hebrew Scriptures. This supposed

difficulty is in the apparently sudden change from a vivid description of the impunity and

prosperity of the wicked to an equally vivid painting of their destruction. It may seem less

strange, however, when we call to mind that there is a similar transition, Ps. Ixxiii. The
wicked are there described as prospering :

&quot;

their eyes stand out with fatness
; they are not

in trouble as other men
;&quot;

the pious are stumbled at the sight, etc. Soon we have a very
different strain commencing with that most suggestive particle }N :

&quot;

Yes, verily, Thou dost

set slippery places for them; how are they brought to desolation as in a moment! they are

consumed with terrors.&quot; The transition, in itself considered, is equally striking; but

in the interval, which is unmeasured for us, Asaph had
&quot;gone into the sanctuary;&quot; whether

it mean the outward temple or tabernacle, or the private sanctuary of his own pious medita

tions. There he recovered himself; there he saw that there was another side to the matter.

Here there is no interval of outward action, nor is there mentioned any subjective one.

But a transition must have taken place. The consistency of the passage, even its dramatic

consistency, demands something of the kind. It may have been very short but a second or

two in fact for the thoughts often travel very far, and that, too, consecutively, in a brief

interval of time. Is the supposition of such a pause an arbitrary one? or are there rational

grounds to be found for it in the peculiar character of the drama, in the conditions of the

speakers, especially the principal one, and in the modes of utterance natural to such condi

tions ? In the very beginning, we are told, the friends sat a long time with Job in perfect

silence; &quot;for they saw that his suffering (3K3H) was very great.&quot; May we not suppose

shorter intervals of a similar character to have occurred in other parts of the discussion, with

resumptions seemingly sudden and disconnected? It is easy to imagine the scene. They
wait for him while his short panting breath (xvii. 1) forbids his speaking, or when they see

him drop his head and voice, and become absorbed in reverie. Such pauses, whether for

these or other reasons, would especially occur in the speeches of Job. Those of the friends

are direct and continuous. Whether it be argument, or appeal, or sententious and didactic

lecturing, it goes straight on to its close
;
and there are few, if any, cases where we fail to see

a direct connection throughout. This comes from their condition as cool, theoretical or ora

torical pleaders, with nothing in their circumstances, bodily or spiritual, to produce such

musing or ejaculatory pauses. The friends are, indeed, figurative and rhetorical ;
but Job is

vehement, exclamatory, appealing, expostulating crying out from his extreme anguish

now addressing the friends, then protesting unto God praying, deprecating, at times talking

or muttering to himself like a man in delirium. In one place (ix. 35), he feels and says,

that he &quot;

is not his perfect self,&quot;
in other words, out of his composed and rational mind.

The friends may be always near him
; yet he sometimes talks as one hardly conscious of

their presence. Chapter xiv. seems almost wholly made up of this unconscious soliloquizing.
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The same may be said of chapter xxiii. There are times when everything seems lost sight

of but his pain and that ever-present feeling of God s estrangement. Again, it is the haunt

ing idea of some unseen malignant persecutor that breaks up the continuity of his thoughts,

and drives him to what seems almost a frantic raving, as in some parts of ch. xvi.

This spasmodic style, and this unconscious, soliloquizing feature, which make such a

difference between the speeches of Job and those of the friends, has not been sufficiently

attended to by commentators. In it, perhaps, may be found the solution of many difficulties

and a rational means of explaining the inconsequential appearance of many passages. If

this be called an imagination, it has its rational warrant. The scene is easily called up.

As he sits groaning in the ashes (ii. 8), with head bowed down, in mournful silence except
when roused by some of their unfeeling taunts, or still more unfeeling exhortations to con

fession his thoughts revolve in a way that grammatical rules cannot always connect, nor

particles define. He starts from his musing, and, though it may have been but for a mo

ment, his thoughts have drifted far, and, on resuming, they may even seem, perhaps, to be

moving in what appears to be an opposite direction. If we closely study the place, however,
there will be found something which reveals the position of these pauses, as well as any stage

marks could do. It gives us, too, a glimpse of what he has been thinking of in the interval,

and which has deflected the current. This is indicated in various ways. It is sometimes

the resuming particle, such as an O^N, an BJ?N, an }N, a DJ, and sometimes a 3, coming in

in such a manner that we cannot easily connect what follows with what, to the eye, had imme

diately preceded : ah yes so it is in very truth yes, this also, etc. They refer to the inter

vening thought, a protest, it may be, an appeal, a prayer, a deprecation, some new fear, or

some sudden hope, which colors all that follows. Sometimes such a pause is to be inferred

from the context. It is revealed by an apodosia which has no protasis apparently, unless it

can be thus supplied, or, it may be, by the mere abruptness of the language. Job s religious

emotions are to be regarded in the same way : now up, now down sinking, as in xix. 20,

21; soaring, as in vers. 25-27 of the same chapter utterly despondent, xiv. 10-12, then

praying, ver. 13, finding encouragement from the prayer to put the great question, ver. 14,

getting immediate assurance, as appears ver. 15, desponding again, ver. 19, and mourning al

though death filled all his thoughts, vers. 21, 22. And so, too, after the great hope of chap.

xix., lamenting again the hiding of God s countenance, chap, xxiii. :

&quot; O that I knew where

I might find Him&quot;

In the speeches of the friends, we find, indeed, difficulties arising from the obscurities

of rare words, or strange idioms
;
but they are philological, instead of logical. There are

none of that peculiar kind we meet with in the musing and passionate appeals of Job. These

may be passages perfectly clear in themselves
;
but the difficulty is that of finding the thought

connection between them. The idea of a silent, soliloquizing or musing interval, be it more
or less, elapsing between them, and during which the thoughts take a different direction,

gives the only way of explaining, whilst furnishing, too, a strong argument that the explana
tion is real.

Thus here, in chap, xxi., the first break of the kind is at ver. 16. To that point the

description of the wicked is clearly continuous. Then we find language which certainly
seems to make ajar with what precedes. There is something wrong, something to be depre

cated, about the wicked after all. He stops and thinks
;
then raises his head and talks to

himself. His language seems introspective, rather than addressed to any outside hearers.

A new thought comes up : However prosperous they may sometimes seem to be, bad men
have, after all, no security. They are not independent of a higher Power. Even when we
see no break in their prosperity, there is something in it which excites distrust. Job

&quot;goes

into the sanctuary
&quot; of his own thoughts. Then &quot; understands he better about their end.&quot;

The interjection JH, with which he begins, shows the new feeling. He calls attention to it

as somewhat differing from what he had said, though not contradicting it :

Behold ! Their good is not In their own power;
The way of wicked men, be it far from me.
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Another brief pause, and the other view is taken with still increasing confidence
; ver. 16

being a transition facilitating its adoption.

One thing is quite clear. The more modern interpreters are right in supposing that in

ver. 17, and in what follows, there is a reference to the very words the friends have used in

various places, but it is not by way of irony, nor of sharp dissent that he employs them.

They come up to his recollection with the feeling that there is truth in them, however one
sided they may appear. It is, in fact, an assent, only expressed in a more impassioned way.
This greatly one-sided picture of Zophar (chap, xx.), leaving out, as it does, some of the

most obvious facts belonging to a complete representation of the case, together with Job s

sense of its injustice as cruelly insinuated against himself, sets him strongly in the direction

he first takes. He sees only that side. Then comes up the thought that he may be going
too far, and committing, perhaps, the same one-sided error. He is proceeding towards the

very position they had charged him with, namely that God actually favors the wicked.

There is, too, something within him which tells him that he would not, after all, exchange
his pain for their pleasure, even as he himself has painted it :

&quot; The counsel of the wicked

be it far from me&quot; (xxi. 16). And so, we may suppose, comes the intervening check and
the confession expressed in brackets as really belonging to the feeling of the passage :

(Yes, truth ye say) : How oft goes out the light of wicked men !

When comes upon them their calamity,

And God in wrath allots them deadly pains 1

This third line has every appearance of being intended as a qualifying of what he had said

above (2d clause of ver. 13) about their easy death. That may be often so; but other cases

come to mind of their dying in pain and horror. So the Psalmist had said :

&quot; There are no

bands (or pangs, JYGjnn^ strictures, tortures, a word very similar to D /3n here) in their

death.&quot; But when the vision had been cleared by a higher power, he sees them &quot;

standing
on slippery places and utterly consumed with terrors&quot;

What, then, is the fearful thought to which Job alludes, ver. 6, in view of the prosperity

of the wicked?
Which when I call to mind, then am I sore afraid,

And trembling taketh hold on all my flesh.

At first view, it would seem to be this prosperity in itself considered, as the object of his

jealousy, that seems so awful to him
;
but what follows, after ver. 17, shows that even there

another idea was mingling with this, and contained the real element of horror. The immu

nity of the wicked seen in one view, their downfall, their utter ruin, sometimes, here upon
earth, so frequently seen in another (ass shown by examples Job could not have been igno

rant of, and that, too, coming often out of the very circumstances of their prosperity), the

apparent absence of any rule or distinction in relation to it all this produced a feeling of

utter bewilderment and confusion
; especially as called up by the thought of his own unin

telligible affliction. Some wicked men prospered all through, others overthrown by the

most dire calamities
;
he cannot understand it

;
taken in connection with his own case, it

utterly dismays him. Is there one that rules over this dark enigmatical world? This is the

question that appals him. He is again approaching the verge of that precipice he was so

near ix. 24. It was that dark thought of an undistinguishing physical fatality described

Ecclesiastes ix. 2 :

The all, according as it is to all one fate to all,

The just, the vile, the good, the pure, the one with sin defiled ;

As to the good, so unto him that sins ;

As to the perjured, so to him who fears to break an oath.

An indifferent Deity ! The thought is horrible
;
he cannot bear it

; perhaps there is no God

at all. The suggestion terrifies him ; trembling taketh hold on all his flesh, ver. 6. But

here he is in a better state. The influence of that enrapturing hope (xix. 25) has not been

lost, and his faith in God is strengthened by that idea of a final judgment so clearly ex

pressed ver. 30, notwithstanding the efforts that some have made to pervert it to a different

12
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and even an opposite meaning. It is that great idea which has shown itself in all the reli

gious ethics of the world the thought of a &quot;judgment to come,&quot; more deeply rooted in the

moral constitution of man than even that of a future life when regarded irrespective of it.

The idea may have accompanying it less of time and locality. It is attended with great

eschatological difficulties, which even the Scripture does not fully clear up ;
but still it holds

on. The human mind cannot wholly surrender it. At some time, and in some way, all

shall be made right, however dense &quot; the clouds and darkness &quot; that now surround the throne

of God. Such thoughts seem to mingle together in the mind of Job, as they are irregularly

brought out in his introspective passionate way.

In the course of the chapter there are other musings of a similar kind. In vers. 23-26,

his thoughts wander to the differences in the deaths of individuals, whether religious or

wicked, and there comes up again a similar skeptical feeling :

Alike do they lie down in dust.

But it is no more at war with this higher view of the judgment, than the similar language

in Ecclesiastes. In ver. 31 there is another seeming transition, describing the wicked man

as carried to the tomb, just as the righteous is and all, of every character, following on in

the same thronged way. The conclusion is,
&quot;

your comforting
&quot;

(if ye will call it so) is in

vain. It is only a partial view ye take, and there is, consequently, much- of falsehood and

deception in your answer
;
see ver. 34.

In taking such a view of Job s speeches, not merely in respect to this question of pauses,

but in regard to their strange subjective character, their evident soliloquizing, their sudden

changes, and the striking differences, in all these respects, between them and those of his

friends, the first feeling is one of wonder at the dramatic skill which has thus depicted them.

A deeper thinking carries us beyond this. It is not mere dramatic painting that we have

before us. No one invented this character. It is a reality a true soul-experience. A man
did thus suffer

;
he was thus tempted and forsaken

;
he did thus speak. It is substantially

true, as we have elsewhere attempted to show, in respect to the language of chap. xiv. and

xix. (!NT. THEISM, pa. 9). No human genius, even though accompanied by the highest

skill in dramatic fiction that has been exhibited in modern times, ever so entered into the

depths of the soul, or could have drawn such a picture, unless he drew from the life not

the outer merely, but the most interior life laid bare to him by some revelation of the hu

man coming from a sphere above the plane of any mere human experience. We may say

this with confidence when we consider what caricatures have been almost all attempts to

draw the religious life as mere invented fiction, although taking all the aids they could get from

the Scriptures. If such an experience is a thing unknown to writers of fiction now if all

their attempts to set it truly forth are failures it was still more unknown, it was still more

beyond the inventive powers of any ancient writers, if we may suppose any such attempts to

have been made in the early day. This story of Job, his sufferings, his speeches, his prayers,

his expostulations, his almost frantic appeals, his despondency, his despair, his exalted hope
so soon followed by relapses into darkness, his deep penitence, his most pathetic confession,

his full submission at the close all this is from a higher than human pencil. Compare it

with any thing in the literature of the world, whether we take the earlier or the later date.

What is most remarkable throughout the whole is that cleaving unto God which no vehe

mence of expostulation can sunder, even though he seems to see the Almighty repelling his

approach :
&quot; Let Him slay me, still will I wait &quot;

still
&quot;

trust in Him,&quot; xiii. 15. And here

we find the very centre of his deepest anguish. It was not mere bodily suffering that most

affects him
; though that seems to have been indescribably great. It is the thought of God

as &quot;

hiding His face from him.&quot; But when it goes beyond even this, to the conception of

God as estranged from the world, as utterly indifferent to the affairs of men when he is in

danger of losing the idea of a Providence altogether, and even of a personal God at all it

is this that drives him wild, that &quot;

fills him with
terror,&quot; and causes

&quot;

trembling to take hold

of all his
flesh,&quot; xxi. 6. Then, too, how is the contrast heightened when, in his lowest ex

tremity, after that piteous cry, xix. 21, there is suddenly let into his mind the thought
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that he shall yet see Eloah when and where he knows not, thinks not see Him with his

own eyes see Him a
&quot;

reconciled
God,&quot; no longer a stranger or an enemy. The hope fills his

soul with an insupportable rapture, under which his poor diseased body faints away, Vor

freudigem Beben und hochster Sehnsucht, as EWALD describes it without going at all beyond

those strong Hebrew words, pD? *DvP v^. No man, we say, invented this. His friends,

men of pure and lofty thoughts, in themselves considered, could not understand it, and no

cool writer of fiction could have made even an approach towards describing such an expe
rience. There is nothing known to men by which they could draw such a character by mere

dramatic delineation. It is indeed dramatic, but only as a part of God s acted revelation in

the world. The record of it, therefore, though through some human medium worthy of the

sacred office, may be supposed to be made under the divine guidance, and is substantially

true in the language, as well as in the acts, and in the soul-exercises recorded.

In order to avoid what is deemed an inconsistency, and even a contradiction, in the speech

of Job, many interpreters give to 33, in the 17th verse of chap, xxi., the sense of how sel

dom instead of how often, making it almost equivalent to a denial that wicked men are ever

visited with calamity at all. They then supply this particle before a number of clauses that

follow:
&quot; How seldom goes out the lamp, &c.; how seldom does their destruction come upon

them ;
how seldom are they as stubble, or as the chaff, which the wind drives away.&quot; There

is no reason, grammatical or philological, why they should not go on, in the same way, to

supply it before the clauses of ver. 19 :

&quot; How seldom does Eloah treasure up his iniquity for

his sons? How seldom does He requite (punish) him, so that he knows it?&quot; The tenses and

the order of the words are alike, and no reason except this supposed exigentia loci can be

given why they should not be rendered in a similar way. Here, however, at ver. 19, the dif

ficulty is supposed to be escaped, by giving the futures though just like the futures before

the interrogative and imprecatory turns :

&quot; Will God treasure up his iniquity for his chil

dren (leaving him in prosperous impunity) ? Eather let Him requite it to himself (the

wicked man), that he may know.&quot; Or the first clause of ver. 19 is taken as Job s sarcastic

quotation, or anticipation rather, of their own language: &quot;God layeth up his iniquity for

his children, does he? rather let Him repay it to the sinner himself.&quot; It represents Job as

holding that, with very rare exceptions, the wicked man is prospered during his own life,

and that it is no answer to this to say that the evil comes upon his children. Job arraigns

the divine conduct, and makes bold to say what God ought to do :

&quot; Rather let Him requite

it to himself&quot;make him pay his own debts, not bring it on his poor children :

&quot; Let his

own eyes see his own destruction ;
let him drink himself of the wrath of the Almighty.&quot;

Now this certainly represents Job in an awful light. It is not only a false view he holds of

the wicked man s lot, as unbroken prosperity, but a profane fault-finding with God for let

ting it come upon his children, instead of punishing the sinner himself. The kind of argu

ment he is supposed to make in showing the injustice of this, is still more profane,

wicked man is dead,&quot; so is he made to reason dead without pain (see ver. 13), and it can

not trouble him whether his children suffer or not ;
he has no will nor wish in the matter;

there has been &quot;

peace in his day,&quot;
what difference does it make to him what comes after

him A more impious sentiment is not to be found in the whole book; a more impious sen-

timent is not to be found any where, than is here ascribed to Job. His strong language in

other cases, with all its seeming irreverence, may be regarded as coming from spasms of in

tolerable pain, making him to cry out of seeming cruelty. His vehement expostulations

with God, though sometimes terrific, do actually show the depth and the preciousness oft

divine idea in his soul. It is revealed in his very despair. But here, in respect to matters

outside of himself, he deliberately charges, or is supposed to charge, God with the grosse

injustice, and profanely, nay, even sneeringly, advises Him as to what would be a more

suitable proceeding : &quot;Let Him requite it to the man himself, and not to his children who

are innocent, and about whom, now that he has gone, after having had his own selfish u

interrupted day of prosperity, he cares nothing;&quot; for &quot;what concern hath he in his

after him ?&quot;
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On this hypothesis, these supposed interrogations of Job, are really the most direct as

sertions that the wicked man is very rarely, if he is ever, punished ;
whilst some of his lan

guage, thus regarded, is so directly in the face of other Scriptures as to give the Rationalist

UMBREIT the idea that it was intended for that very purpose :

&quot; How seldom are the wicked

driven away like chaff before the wind? as though Job, or the writer of Job, meant to take

a position directly in the face of the 1st Psalm.&quot; This is UMBEEIT S exegetical wisdom.

He actually supposes a polemic intention here with respect to that portion of Scripture : Ge-

gen eine einsei ige uiid lieblose Auslegung dieses Psalms polemisirt recht eigentlich Hiob.

UMBREIT, p. 167.

But to come back to the philological argument ;
all this is answered by turning to the

Concordance of Noldius. This particle HD3 is given by him as occurring in eleven passages

cited. In no single place in the Scripture has it any other meaning than that of how often,

how many, how long, &c. quot ! quoties ! quanta ! There is not a single one in which the

rendering how seldom, how rarely, how few, how little (quantula] would not wholly change or

completely reverse the sense intended. Ps. Ixxviii. 40 is referred to by DELITZSCH and

others, but a glance at the passage shows that it is the other way: innn HDD, &quot; how oft did

they rebel against him?&quot; That is, very often, scepissime. Job xiii. 23 is cited as though

nijiy &quot;h HM should be read: &quot;how few are my sins?&quot; but this is felt at once to be out of har

mony with the context and the spirit of the appeal. Whatever Job s own opinion may have

been as to the number of his sin?, the address is evidently made to one who is supposed to

regard them as many. This is shown by what every reader must feel, namely, that the sub

stitution there of howfew for how many, takes away all the force of the supplication. It is

so in other languages. Quot, quoties, quanta, iroadiug, can never be rendered how few or how

seldom ; for that is a thing we seldom have occasion to ask about, whether the desire be to

obtain information, or to express admiration, or wonder. The word for it in Hebrew, should

there be occasion, would be BJ3, with some interrogative or explanatory particle, as Job x.

20, &quot;&quot;E

1 C30 sVl,
&quot; are not my days few ?&quot; (see also Isaiah xxix. 17) ;

or some such kind of

language as we have Ps. xxxix. 5, &quot;Make me to know (or let me know) the measure of my
days N n HO what it is,

&quot;UN Vin HD, how transient, how frail lam.&quot; Another mode is resorted

to by making Job s language here to be ironic, but this is so inconsistent with the pathos
and dignity of the passage, that it needs no formal answer.

Whatever ingenuity may be shown in such reconciling expositions, it becomes of no

avail from the fact that the same supposed difficulty meets ua in other places where no device

of exegesis can get rid of it. Thus in ch. xxvii., from vers. 13 to 23, there is given by Job a

most unmistakable picture of the doom of the wicked, painted in colors surpassing those of

Zophar in ch. xx., or of any other one of the disputants :

&quot; His children are destroyed by
the sword or by famine

;
his widow shall not weep ;

he buildeth his house like a moth
;
ter

rors take hold on him; a tempest stealeth him away in the night; as by a storm is he hurled

out of his place (see Prov. xiv. 32
;
1 Sam. xxv. 29) ;

God casts his vengeance upon him-

men hiss him out of his place.&quot; Very numerous and ingenious have been the attempts to

settle the difficulty here, if it be a difficulty. Some would re-arrange the text, so as to give

the passage to Zophar, in whose mouth they think it would be more consistent. KENNICOTT
would bring in his numerous emendations. For other attempted solutions, see CONANT S

very valuable annotation. ROSENMUELLER solves it in one way ;
UMBREIT in another ;

some

make it an interpolation, and so on. The perplexity is increased by the way in which each

solver (UMBREIT for example) dwells on the wisdom of his own solution, and so compla

cently eulogizes the genius of this most &quot;skillful dramatic
poet,&quot;

to whom he confidently

ascribes it, whilst calling other attempts
&quot; Cimmerian darkness,&quot; although their authors

thought them as wise as his own. EWALD S view of xxvii. 13-23, although it cannot be

accepted as a satisfactory solution on this hypothesis, contains some things worthy of note.
&quot;

It is the turning-point,&quot; he says,
&quot; in the development of Job s dark destiny. The removal

of the doubts presented demand, as it were, a new and sure beginning. Job begins to feel

what an infinite salvation there lies in the consciousness of innocence, how through it he
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has been delivered in the most extreme peril, and now, with the great gain of a noble expe
rience, and of inward strength acquired, stands on the threshold of a new time. This con

sciousness, so hardly won, has a retroactive effect upon his view of the dark side of life, giving
him a stand-point whence he may see how much there must be in the world and in God that

is now incomprehensible, and that, though the wicked may seem to prosper, and the pious
to suffer, yet is there an eternal order of development, in which innocence shall not be with

out its fruit, nor guilt go unpunished. Thus the doubts, not wholly set aside, but made
more easy to bear, and deprived of their power to hurt, retire into the back-ground. Job
has clearly expressed the yearning anticipations of his soul, and given utterance to the

purest and highest truths, thereby gaining a full triumph, and taking the victor s place in

the contest. For he gives up nothing of his fundamental idea
;
since in reference to the

whole matter in controversy, he returns to his first position, where he stands like a rock,

maintaining his innocence against every assault.&quot; EWALD, Das Buch Ijob, 2d Ed., pa. 245.

This is very well said
; but it contains some things far-fetched, however ingenious. It makes

Job too logical. It strives too much after a doctrinal consistency, and yet in what is said

about the new-acquired consciousness and the taking of new stand-points, there is something
which may be claimed as substantially in harmony with what we have here endeavored to

set forth, namely : that the emotional in Job, the musing, introspective temperament which
is taken up with its own revolving exercises, and thinks little of outward consistency, is pre
dominant in all he says thereby presenting that striking contrast between his speeches and

those of the friends, which cannot be too much insisted on in the interpretation of the Book.

To sum up, it may be said, that in such passages as have occasioned this comment,
Job is evidently affected by three influences outward influences we might call them in par
tial distinction from the inward state on which we have been dwelling. He perceives the

falsehood of the strong pictures of the wicked man s misfortunes in this world, which the

friends present as exceptionless and universal. He feels keenly, too, the injustice of their

indirect application to himself; and all this sets him on the opposite tack, as we may say.

After proceeding some distance in this direction, there comes in that higher consciousness

of which EWALD speaks, modifying the description and even turning it the other way. That

he does not perceive, and therefore makes no open provision against the logical or rhetorical

jar, comes from the musing, pausing, introspective, outwardly unconscious, inwardly self-

conscious, mode of thought and speech, so characteristic of him, or from the fact that a good
deal of the time he is talking to God, to whom his logical consistency is of no consequence,

or to himself, by whom all its defects are consciously supplied. This admitted, the absence

of connection is accounted for, and, instead of being surprised at it, we are led to expect

what may be called the emotional, rather than the logical, transitions.

A third reason for the seeming inconsistency of Job is of a lower kind, but still consis

tent with purity and integrity of character. The friends seem to assume towards him a

higher moral position in picturing the wicked man s ruin. Job s desire to repel this false

assumption of didactic superiority is a right one. It leads him, however, after he has suffi

ciently denied what was fallacious in their too one-sided descriptions, to take the other course

by way of showing that he understands the case as well as they do that he has not been an

inattentive or obtuse observer of human life, and that, if he chooses, he can even go beyond
them in all such picturings. It is a feeling similar to that which leads him to take down

the lofty-talking Bildad, when expatiating, as the latter does in chap, xxv., upon the great

ness of the divine works, as though he would give Job a lesson here. The one whom he

thus assumes to teach properly replies, by showing that he too has thought upon these things,

that he too can talk in this strain, should it be necessary, and even outdo him in such an

oratorical effort. To see this, compare chapters xxv. and xxvi.

In general, however, Job s thoughts and words are from his inner world. He cares lit

tle for logical consistency, because less than they is he thinking of an audience, or of an

antagonist unless it be that seeming antagonism or divine estrangement over which he is

ever mourning. It is over the tumultuous, volcanic flood of his own thoughts, he is con

stantly brooding, and bringing them out to light. This he does in that irregular, broken
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way of which we find so many unmistakable examples, leading to the conclusion that in a

proper consideration of this dramatic feature, there is found, not only a solution of every

seeming hiatus, but also very much of the true impressiveness of this sublime production.

It is from this, too, as may be said again, that we get a conviction of the objective reality of

the whole action, which no talk about artistical and dramatic skill can set aside.

EXCURSUS III.

ON THE rirfcV DV OR DIES IRAEUM.
T -;

CHAP. XXI. 30.

TO THE DAY OF DOOM THE WICKED M*AN IS KEPT;
TO THE DAY OF MIGHTY WRATH ABE THEY BROUGHT FOBTH.

The more carefully we study the translation of this passage in our English Version, and

as given by DR. CONANT, the more clear will it become that it presents the substantial

meaning. It agrees with the old versions, VULGATE, SYRIAC and LXX., as it appears in

its HEXAPLAR SYRIAC translation. On the same aide is RASCHI, also the best of the old

commentators as cited in POOLE S SYNOPSIS, together with GESENIUS, PAREAU, CONANT,
and others of later times. On the other side, is the formidable array of HEILIGSTEDT, UM-

BREIT, DILLMANN, DELITZSCH, et al. Had the verse stood by itself, we hazard nothing in

saying that no other translation than that of E. V. and LUTHEB would have been thought
of. It is its apparent disagreement with a false hypothesis, that has led to the varied com
ment.

}t?n simply means restraint, cohibuit ; whetherfrom a thing, orfor a purpose, depends upon
the preposition, or the context. So 73*51 simply means brought forth or out; whetherfrom or

to, orfor what purpose, to be determined in like manner. It may be: held backfrom danger
or harm, in which case the preposition D, expressed or implied, would seem to be indispen

sable
;
or it may mean kept, reservedfor, where the preposition S would alone give the sense

demanded. An example of this, which GESENIUS deems conclusive from its exact similarity
to the present passage, is found ch. xxxviii. 23 :

&quot; which I have reserved,&quot; TOt?n,
&quot;

to the

time of trouble&quot; pJf Ay
1

?), &quot;to the day (DV
1

?) of battle and war.&quot; So the other verb for :

&quot;

They are brought forth.&quot; How? The context shows. From, to or in? The preposition
determines. In Isai. lv. 12 (cited for the later view, but wholly inapplicable),

&quot;

they are

brought forth in
peace,&quot;

DlSt73 (3 not S). The unsuitableness of this reference appears from
the fact that it would prove too much. The wicked would be not only brought forth from

danger
&quot;

at the day of wrath &quot;

(if that can be the meaning of DV 7), but they are also brought
forfh triumphantly not merely saved, but saved in a striking or processional manner, as

though God made them conspicuous objects of His favor. It cannot mean, brought out of

trouble ; for on the very hypothesis demanded by this mode of exegesis, Job has been setting

forth, and is still setting forth their uninterrupted prosperity. It cannot mean &quot;

brought
out,&quot;

so as to be spared from death, if
&quot;

the day of wrath &quot; meant that
;
for such an idea

would involve a contradiction on either hypothesis. Most absurd here is ROSENMUELLER,
who interprets it that &quot;in the day of God s wrath the wicked men are brought to the sepul
chre by way of deliverance from evils : Die irarum Dei deducuntur ad sepulchrum (ut supra
x. 19) malis erepti improbi;&quot; that is, &quot;they are taken away before the evil,&quot;

or &quot;from the
evil to come.&quot; This is the very thing Isaiah says of the righteous, Ivii. 1

;
whilst Job here

is made to say, or to approve of saying, just the contrary. The insuperable objection, how-
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ever, to this rendering lies in the preposition employed for both verbs before D1\ There is

no way of making this mean from, or in, or at. At the day might do sometimes as a render

ing of DV7, where the context strongly demanded it; but here to or for the day gives such

a facile sense that it repels every other. For a context precisely similar, see Prov. xvi. 1,

ii;n orS ywi }
&quot;the wicked man for the day of evil.&quot; Compare also Prov. xxi. 31, &quot;a horse

for the day of battle
;&quot;

Isaiah x. 3,
&quot;

to the day of visitation
;&quot;

Jer. xii. 3,
&quot; devote him to

the day of slaughter.&quot; Why go away from the plain indication of the preposition, all the

more conclusive from the fact that DrS here, and in all these cases, denotes the scene, the

event, rather than time? DILLMANN feels the force of this, and it almost makes him retract

the other interpretation, which only a supposed exigentia loci, arising out of a false hypo
thesis in regard to the whole chapter, leads him to adopt. &quot;It cannot be denied,&quot; he says,
&quot;

that for D l7 we should rather expect DV.3, whilst S seems rather to denote aim and limit,

as
&quot;)t?n

with *7, xxxviii. 23, and ^V, x. 19
( brought forth from the womb to the grave )

and rmspb SaP, xxi. 32, just below.&quot; Comp. Jer. x. 19 : &quot;a lamb brought out to the slaugh
ter

;&quot;
the same Isaiah liii. 7

;
Hos. x. 7

;
xii. 2

; Ps. xlv. 15.

Again, does it look like an idea so traditional and universal that wicked men are specially

spared in a day of calamity (whether it refer to general or private judgments), and that in

days of God s wrath they are brought forth in processional triumph? Let any one study
the Proverbs of Solomon s collecting, the best ethical authority for this purpose, and he will

see in what a variety of ways the opposite idea is set forth :
&quot; The wicked for the day of

evil.&quot; How universal the aphorism that, in some way, wickedness will bring ruin upon the

wicked. The proverb just referred to is almost in the very language of this passage. Its

testimony to the human ethical consciousness would be amply sufficient, if the idea did not

meet us everywhere in the so-called Chockma or Hebrew Wisdom. The world s experience,

too, is the other way. There are indeed cases of remarkable prosperity attending wicked men,
but it is not general, so as to form the subject of an aphorism in traditional ethics. There

is no such universality in the fact, to say the least, as the &quot;signs
of the way-farers&quot; thus in

terpreted would give it. Especially would it be out of harmony with the best views we can

get of the early Arabian world. From the earliest Eastern poetry, as well as from the Ko

ran, do we derive just the contrary idea. When Mohammed threatens the robber Kafirs, or

unbelievers, with the old dogma that wicked prosperity is in danger of a downfall, they are

always represented as replying :

&quot;

Ah, that is just what we and our fathers have been threat

ened with of old
;

it is all a fable (a saying) of the ancients.&quot; Every scholar is familiar

with the Greek doctrine of Nemesis, carried even to the superstitious length of holding that

mere prosperity of itself, without crime, was dangerous, or that it indicated some fearful

doom to which the prosperous man was reserved. The same eschatological idea, though

without time or place, comes forth in the language of the Old Testament :

&quot; The wicked

shall not stand in the judgment,&quot; Pa. i. 5 ;
&quot;The upright shall have dominion over them on

the morning
&quot;

(Ps. xlix. 15), or the great dies retributionis for which the earliest Arabian that

we know of uses the same expression.*

If, on the other hand, we regard Job s pictures here as of a mixed kind, irregular and

impassioned now setting forth the prosperity of the wicked, all the more strongly from the

remembrance of his own misery, and dwelling on certain items (xxi. 11) from the contrast

his vivid imagination finds in them to his own forlorn condition then checking himself

and dilating upon the other view, of which he must have known many examples in his own

worldly experience it is not difficult to account for what follows. The very absence of any

visible rule in the present state of things, would lead to the thought of some nnsy Or,

some great judgment-scene, however indeterminable or inconceivable its time and locality.

It was this feeling that created the idea, and led to the ethical lore of &quot;the way-passers&quot;

as the common carriers of the traditions and doctrines of the peoples. The impunity of

LOKMAN, as quoted in the Kitab ulagani ; Koss, as cited by SHARASTANI, 437 (CBRETOX B Ed.), and HARIHI, Seance

XXT.
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wicked men is certainly not one of these world-sayings; and could it be supposed it would

be directly in the face of that Vergeltungslehre of which the Kationalist commentators

have so much to say, as the universal doctrine of the ancient world.

There may, perhaps, be the understood meaning : reserved, held back from present evils,

for the day of TK, the day of the great calamity, and that may also be gotten from RASCHI,

and from the servatur of the Vulgate, whether in the sense of preserved or watched for, but

this would only the more confirm the idea of the great TN to which such a reserving is pre

paratory.

According to the common interpretation of xlii. 7, Job is commended for saying of, or

concerning, God : what is right (}13J, firm, constans, consistens). But what a picture of daring

irreverence, and of profane scoffing, even, does he present, according to the view some take

of this whole chapter I It has three aspects : 1. He is supposed to describe the wicked as

enjoying uninterrupted prosperity through the present life, then leaving it without pain,

and with no concern for any thing that may come after them, which very unconcern is re

presented as a portion of their good. 2. In what Job says from ver. 17 and onward, where

he seems to qualify the sweeping character of the first assertions, he is only sneering at the

language of the friends, repeating it insincerely or in a taunting manner, and thus actually

giving a stronger emphasis to bis first assertions. 3. Not content with this, he adopts, as the

supposed meaning of &quot;the way-passers,&quot; that the wicked not only go on with impunity in

the common course of life, but that they are specially favored in a time of great calamity,

and in the day of wrath (great wrath, wraths, in the plural, which must mean God s wrath)

they are brought out in triumph (1
/2V, in a procession as it were). And this is done by

God! It is not merely an overlooking (as Paul seems to say Acts xvii. 30), a letting men go

their ways, but a special favoring of the wicked. He brings them out in a sort of proces

sional pomp, and keeps them from harm in His dies irarum. RENAN here goes beyond all

others who take this view :

Au jour fatal, le meohant est 6pargne,
Au jour de la col&re divine, il est soustrait au chitiment,

as though God specially shielded him when the divine vengeance is shown upon the earth.

Now add to this Job s assuming to tell God (ver. 19) what He ought to do, according to this

interpretation, namely, to
&quot;

punish the bad man himself in his lifetime, and not let it come

on his innocent children, of whose sufferings he has no feeling
&quot; and there is reached the

very climax of impiety. He could not, moreover, have gone more directly in the face of his

own caution (ver. 22) : &quot;shall a man teach God? teach Him who judges the high?&quot; And

yet all this comes directly from the mode of interpreting this chapter (xxi.) adopted by DE-

LITZSCH and others.

The extreme Rationalist, MEEX, would also represent Job as teaching in this passage,

ver. 30, that the wicked are specially favored
;
but he has a much easier way of doing it.

Seeing clearly that the text, as it stands, can only be interpreted of the wicked being brought

out for judgment and perdition, he inserts, with his usual recklessness, the negative N /

making it read: &quot;the wicked are not reserved to the day of calamity; they are not

brought forth for the day of wrath.&quot; That is the way in which he makes them escape,

and that is the strange doctrine he thus forces into the mouths of &quot;the way-passers.&quot;

But in doing this he confirms, in the most decided manner, the other sense for which we

contend. It is a confession that it is the only one admissible unless the negative ? for

which he has no warrant whatever, is inserted. In his note he does not hesitate to charge
the Jewish critics, those worshippers of words and letters, with having, for dogmatic pur

poses, designedly changed the text.
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EXCURSUS IV.

CHAP. XXII. 5-13.

THE HARSH CRIMINATIONS OF ELIPHAZ.

These verses present one of the great difficulties of the book. The apparent harsh

ness of the charges made against Job, as they appear in our English Version, and in other

translations, seem inexplicable, whether viewed in their moral or in their mere dramatic

aspect. The view to be taken of them, however, depends very much on the mode of ren

dering, and this again takes much of its coloring from the meaning given to ver. 5, and

especially the starting particle ^i?n. In one view it represents Job as not only guilty of

enormous sins, but as so notorious for them as to put denial out of the question :

&quot;

Is not thy
wickedness great, and thine iniquitiea infinite ?

&quot; Did Eliphaz actually mean to charge him
thus? The difficulties in the way of this are so great, that we are driven to a close study of

the language, to see if there may not be some modification, to say the least, of such a ren

dering.

Much, as has been said, depends upon the right view of the starting word, in itself,

and as affected by the context. The Hebrew language having no modal forms, the question

whether such an expression as na i
jri.jn X/n is indicative (under an interrogative form), and

thus directly assertive, or whether it is potential, conjectural (or hypothetical), must depend

very much on the particles and constructive forms that accompany or follow. Is not thy

evil great ? May not thy evil be great ? Would not thy evil be great? Either of these

might be given as the sense in certain connections. N/n may express doubt, as in 1 Sam.

xxi. 12 :

&quot;

Is this David the king ?
&quot;

or
&quot; can this be David the king ? It may be a

true interrogative seeking- information, as 1 Kings i. 2; or it may be a form of most posi

tive assertion, as Numbers xxiii. 26 :

&quot; Did I not surely tell tb.ee?
&quot;

or it may be rendered
&quot;

perhaps,&quot;
as in Deut. xxxi. 17, or

&quot;

it may be,&quot; denoting conjecture, 1 Sam. xx.37 : &quot;Per

haps the arrow is beyond thee.&quot; There are two strong arguments for the conjectural or

hypothetical rendering here one contextual or circumstantial, the other grammatical. 1st.

All the facts of the case are most clearly against the positive or indicative rendering.

Though the form is interrogative, it would, in fact, if thus taken, be the most emphatic

way of saying, not only that
&quot; Job s wickedness was great, and his sina innumerable,&quot; but

that all the world knew it, and that he himself, the very man appealed to, knew it as some

thing that could not be denied. He is not only a sinner, but a most notorious one.

Now this cannot be the meaning. It would, in the first place, be in direct contradiction

with the clearest assertions of the prologue :

&quot; a man pure and upright, fearing God, and

departing from evil.&quot; It would, 2d, be inconsistent with the action of the friends them

selves, who doubtless knew his reputation for righteousness and purity throughout the

East, and who had, therefore, come so far to console him. 3d. It would be at war with

that dramatic propriety of which some talk so much, that they should thus fall upon him,

especially Eliphaz, who, in what he says iv. 3, 4, 6, had affirmed all these views of Job s

religion and known integrity. Everything shows that they had formed, and had good rea

sons for forming, the highest estimate of his moral worth. When and where had they

learned the contrary, that he must speak so positively and so undoubtingly about Job s

crimes? See Note INT. THEISM, pa. 32. It is a difficulty which EWALD strongly feels.

&quot;

Whence,&quot; says he, p. 225,
&quot; did Eliphaz derive his knowledge of the gross sins he ascribes

to Job ? Had he detected him in any such acts? Or could he bring any witnesses in proof

of his charges? Impossible! Not only the whole book, but God himself directly contra-
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diets it.&quot; COCCEITJS had taken the ground that the charges were in their nature conjectural.

UMBREIT treats this idea with contempt, and yet hardly seems aware of the immense diffi

culties that attend the other view of a strong positive assertion. ROSENMUELLER and others

proceed in the same way. The conjectural supposition, however, is the most natural. Eli-

phaz did not know of any such crimes
;
he had no proof; he sought none

;
refers to none.

The zeal, however, enkindled in the course of the dispute, led him to think there might be

sins unknown, and which, perhaps, had slipped from the memory of Job himself in the days
of his prosperity. If there were any sins at all, then those specified, he might think, would

be the very ones that a man of power p^J) and property like Job would be most likely to

fall into occasionally, whilst maintaining something of a general character for probity. To
such the speaker s partisan feeling would give a heightened coloring of atrocity. Still, they

are all stated conjecturally or hypothetically, as the only means of accounting for the puz

zling fact of his great losses and sufferings. Unjust as they are, yet, when thus viewed, the

seeming accusations are stripped of much of their harshness. They may be the language of

an injudicious and mistaken friend, especially moved to reproof because Job shows so little

of acknowledgment and repentance. It is as though he had said to him :
&quot; There may be

more evil in your case than you have probably thought ; prosperity may have blinded your

eyes; your sins may be fp j N, not infinite in our mathematical sense of the term, but beyond

your numbering without estimate, that is, many more, and greater, than you have thought.&quot;

In his vehemence Eliphaz uses hyperbolical language, but not intended to be taken literally

in the sense of actual infinity, or even of anything beyond numbering.
Then there is the grammatical argument. The &quot;O following, both as expressed in ver.

6, and implied in the 7th, and others succeeding, is dependent on *On above : may it not be

the case that f Then, in the verses following, it becomes specificative or illustrative of the

general charge :

&quot;

May not thy wickedness be so great, that during thy prosperous, unthink

ing life, thou mayest have wrongly taken a pledge from some poor man, stripped off a gar

ment, not given water to the thirsty traveller, have sent away the widow unredressed, and

even, in some cases, wronged the orphan ?&quot; There is an air of particularity about them, as

though tentative of Job s conscience, that seems very much to favor the idea that these are

just what COCCEITTS calls them, conjectural and hypothetical. The view thus taken of 3.

as specificative, alone furnishes a satisfactory reason for the futures /3nn, tO ^sn,
npt?n, jfJDfi,

that follow it in the succeeding clauses. The conditional hypothesis, making the construc

tion the subjective, or consequential in the thought, alone accounts for them :
&quot; Would not

thy wickedness be great,&quot; as rm ]n;n iOn may be rendered, or
&quot; would it not be great

wickedness in
thee,&quot;

that thou shouldst take, or shouldst have taken a pledge,&quot; etc. If, on
the other hand, we take &quot;&quot;3, ver. 6, as independent, or render it for or because, it would not be

easy to show a reason why the veib should not have been in the preterite ($2^) ; just as in

xv. 25 (which, on that view, would be a precisely similar case), &quot;&quot;3 is followed by H0J, and in

ver. 26 by HD3. The only reason that can be given for the different form of the tenses here

is that &quot;3 is truly dependent on the conjectural vhn above, whilst the futures are dependent
on the specifying power of the particle here carrying the conjecture all through. The 8th

verse is parenthetical, and in ver. 9 we have a preterite ^n^tf, &quot;thou hast sent away;&quot; but
such an intervening change is not only explicable grammatically, as affected by the previous

parenthetical movement, but also rhetorically, as denoting the zeal of the speaker, carried

away by his own vivid suppositions, and coming almost to look upon them as actual facts.

In regard to these futures, translators and commentators have always found a difficulty if 3
was to be rendered absolutely. The whole case is very clearly and concisely stated by JU
NTOS as cited in POOLE S SYNOPSIS : Quia status harum criminationum conjecturalis est, et

magis in presumptionibus quam certis probationibus positus, futuro utitur : pignus acceperis,

nudaveris, etc.

In the question,
&quot;

is
not,&quot;

or &quot;

may not thy evil be great ?&quot; there may be a looking back
to the previous reflections as well as to the supposed changes that follow. It may refer to
that idea of trafficking with God (ver. 2), or getting gain to one s self from some profiting we
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may have fancied to accrue to Him from our defective virtue. Something like this is the

idea of GOOD, who contends that Sinn, and the other futures that follow 3, should be ren
dered :

&quot; Thou wouldst
oppress,&quot;

&quot; Thou wouldst
strip,&quot;

etc. That is, a man wicked enough
(in the estimation of Eliphaz) to vindicate himself as Job does (or to think of profiting God
by his religion) might be supposed capable of committing all these acts.&quot; There is a con

nection between njn, the evil here (ver. 5), and the religion and righteousness mentioned

above, as the things by which Eliphaz would represent Job as claiming to be profitable to

God. Even admitting that there might be some such an outstanding account, though far

less than Job perhaps imagined, still, in the judgment of Eliphaz, there was another balance

to be settled: &quot;Thine evil, too, may be very great,&quot; as well as thy religion by which thou

thinkest to bring God into thy debt. All this is very unjust to Job, as we see it
;
but it pre

pares the way very naturally for the conjectural or hypothetical style of what follows.

Following this connection, we find a demand for the repetition of the same particle,

8771, as essential to the complete sense of the sixth verse :

&quot;

May it not be that thou hast .

taken a pledge of thy brother for nought?&quot; If its force goes through all these specifications,

as both the context and the grammar require (that is, the future forms), then it actually

belongs to the translation in each one, as something essential to its fair expression, and not

as merely paraphrastic or explanatory. So COCCEIUS justly regards it, and, therefore, inserts

fortassis : Num fortassis pignus cepisti a fratribus tuis sine causa, etc. To which he adds

the note : Conjecturaliter et disjunctive explico, nulla repugnante grammatica, ne crudeliores

sententias, quam ipsi amici, in Jobum cudam. Instead of nulla grammatica repugnante,

COCCEIUS might have said : grammatica revera postulante.

So, too, ver. 8 is to be taken as language ascribed to Job by Eliphaz :

(Hast said) the land is for the strong;

not in so many words, but as indicated by his supposed deeds, which, the accuser would say,

speak louder than words. Thou hast acted as though the land belonged to the strong. It

is
&quot;

the language of the
case,&quot; to use a technic of the Arabian Grammarians. It represents

the supposed spirit of the one thus spoken of. Thus RABBI TANCHUM in his Arabic Com

mentary on Lamentations iii. 3te, maintains that the Hebrew words HtO &O &amp;lt;1

J
!

1N
J

the Lord

not see it (badly rendered by E. V., the Lord approveth not), is, in fact, the language of the

wicked to themselves, and not of the prophet, as our translation makes it with a great force

upon nx\
&quot; To subvert a man in his cause, the Lord does not see it;&quot; so their actions

say.

If this general view be correct, then the conjectural or hypothetical idea goes also into

the conclusion, ver. 10 :

Wherefore, it may be, snores are round thee spread.

Otherwise it would seem like judicial exultation over the misery of Job. It does not, how

ever, relate so much to the fact as to the conjectural reason : It may be that acts like these

are the cause of all your trouble. Aside from the grammatical reasons, it may be truly said,

that we are absolutely forced to some such view of the hypothetical character of these state

ments in order to avoid the most revolting supposition of such charges being directly and

positively made without a particle of evidence. The warmth of disputation may have very

naturally led to an uncharitable expression of suspicion and of harsh suppositions ;
but all

beyond this is a violation of dramatic, as well as of moral, and logical consistency.
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EXCURSUS V.

ON THE HEBREW WORD J

T

As OCCURRING JOB VI. 13, XI. 6, XII. 16, AND ESPECIALLY XXVI. 3.

This word is used not only by the Chokma writers, as they are called, but also by the

Prophets. Like other Hebrew words of intelligence, it denotes both a form of truth and also

the faculty of the mind that perceives it being, in this respect, like our word reason. That

it has the former aspect, Job xxvi. 3, appears from the verb ^7in an^ tne Paralle^sm which

demands for it the sense of teaching. Hence an objection to EWALD S rendering, feste Ein-

sicht, in that place, as well as to the Verstdndiges of DILLMAN and ZOCKLER. As denoting
a power or state of mind, Anschauung would have been a better word. As a form of truth,

it is the highest which the Hebrew language affords, unless it be the more general term HDDn

regarded as including it. This is seen from its associations. Thus in Prov. iii. 21 it is some

thing higher than nr3IO
} sagacity , prudence ; Prov. viii. 14 (rendered in E. V. sound wisdom)

it is joined with ny| and &quot;!#; Prov. xviii. 1, it is the speculative, contemplative wisdom,
to which the recluse (T^pJ )

so earnestly devotes himself. It is ascribed to God, Isaiah xxviii.

29, and in a still more remarkable manner, Job xii. 16 (see Note thereon). Truth is the

best rendering, if we take that word in its highest and broadest sense for the reality of things

(see Webster s definition), or the truth fixed and necessary, in distinction from the flowing,

the apparent, the phenomenal. DELITZSCH well defines it from J. H. MICHAELIS as vera et

realis sapientia, although in his version he seems to limit its force. The objection is that

this is too metaphysical for the Book of Job, or as J. D. MICHAELIS states it, nimis a vulgari
sensu remota. Such words, he goes on to say,philosophi in scholis condunt nonplebs : &quot;school

men make them, not the people.&quot; But this only shows that he himself was no metaphysi

cian, in the true sense of the term. What is the sensus vulgaris ? The highest forms of

truth have their seat in the common mind, as is shown by the fact, that language ever, in

some way, makes names (the names that are wanted) before philosophy, as such, is ever

heard of. The contemplative soul of Job was as capable of such an idea as that of MI
CHAELIS. PLATO S distinction of the ovra and the -yiyvdpeva, or real being as distinguished
from thephenomenal, or ever-changing, is one that belongs to every thoughtful mind. PAUL
makes it, 2 Cor. iv. 18, though carrying it to a sublimer height than Plato: &quot;the things seen

and the things unseen,&quot; the temporal and the eternal ;
the latter not simply unseen as absent

from a present personal sense, but as in their very being super-sensual. By giving, more

over, this higher and wider sense to JTEnfi, there is brought out the contrast evidently intended

in the two clauses of xxvi. 3: the first, the teaching of the unlearned, or the practical, the

second, the more speculative or contemplative wisdom the truth of things in their widest

sense
(3*vJ).

The old derivation of this word was from V the undeclinable substantive verb,
as ovaia (essence, being) is made from / ,

&amp;gt;v in Greek. GESENIUS departs from this
;
but

the best commentators such as DELITZSCH, EWALD, el al., have come back to it, making its

true etymological sense to be substantia, vTrocfraaig, the solid, the real true being (see DE-
LIZSCH on this verse). So the Jewish Rabbinical writers have regarded it. In their philo

sophical discussions, they use the rvtyin of the Old Scriptures as their term for the super-
sensual wisdom or philosophy. From it they have also made a technical distinction among
philosophers or wise wien(D DDn). They are the !TBnn DDH, the metaphysici, the specula
tive thinkers in distinction, from the

~&amp;gt;pnnn &quot;DDH, the Physici, or natural philosophers who
proceed by experiment and induction (see BUXTOBF Lex. Ohald. 990, 819). Compare PAUL S

expression, 1 Cor. i. 20, cv&Tirrai TOV aluvog TOVTOV, seekers, inquirers, experimenters (Naturfor-
scher) of this world. Thus also is it used by such Jewish writers as LEVI BEN GEESON.
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Philosophical words formed in this way from the old Hebrew are not fanciful or arbitrary.
The idea on which they are founded are in the root words, and they came to the Rabbinicai
writers out of the demand for them as our own scientific, philosophical, or theological words
derived from the Greek and Latin. FUEBST also gives the sense substantial. See Notes on
Job v. 12

;
vi. 13, and xii. 16.

EXCURSUS VL
CHAP. XXVI. 5, 6, 7.

THE SHADES IN SHEOL. ABADDON, OR THE WORLD BELOW SHEOL. JOB S VIEW OF THE
POSITION OF THE MUNDU8, AND OF THE EARTH.

In chapter xxv., Bildad had been holding forth on God s glories in the worlds above,
and His knowledge of celestial things. It would seem as though he meant to overawe and
confound the unconfessing, impenitent man. Job turns the mind in another direction, or to

the deeper mystery of the world below. All things, &quot;in the earth, and under the
earth,&quot; as

well as above the earth, lie naked before the eye of God. Thus ver. 5, though seeming
abrupt and unconnected, forms the transition to this deeper and more mysterious region.
The argument is that He sees the lowest and most hidden things, as well as the celestial

hosts, the KaraxOoviot as well as the eTrovpdvioi. It is place, therefore, rather than events, or

descriptions of things contained, that is mainly thought of. On this account, the adverb
where is not a superfluity in the translation, but a necessary link in the association of thought
The &quot;giant shades&quot; represent the world they inhabit, and all the more impressively from
the sudden way in which Job mentions them after his brief reproof of Bildad s declamation.

This is the view of MEDE as givon in POOLE S Synopsis : Locus ubi antiqui gigantes lugent
sub aquis ;

infernus et locus perditionis patet oculis Dei. He compares it with Prov. xv.

11: &quot; Sheol and Abaddon are before the Lord.&quot; In both passages Abaddon is the deeper,
the darker, the more returnless place. It is the Locus Perditionis, the world of the lost. As
thus designating place generally (the world below and the world lowest of all), it leaves a

secondary question how far this is mythical, legendary, so regarded by the speakers them

selves, or to what extent it was actually believed. It may be used as Paul uses Kara^vioi

Phil. ii. 10: &quot;things or beings below the earth,&quot; in distinction from those above, without

our supposing in him a knowledge of the Antipodes, or of an actual world below. It is used

to denote the great depths and their possible inhabitants, in distinction from the visible

things in the heavens, or as a comprehensive mode of denoting all beings &quot;above the earth,

and on the earth, and under the earth.&quot;

The word D Nip is undoubtedly used for manes, umbra, the shades, supposed to inhabit

the under-world. This comes directly from the primary sense of weakness in N31 when used

for nai. The O Nsn, the weak, the powerless. It immediately suggests Homer s Ka/jovrcs as

applied to the dead, the wearied, or tlouha Kapdvrav, the images, umbrce, or shades of the de

ceased. For a similar use of this word in Hebrew see Isaiah xiv. 10; xxvi. 14, 19; Ps.

Ixxxviii. 11; Prov. ii. 18; ix. 18; xxi. 16. What makes a seeming difficulty, however, is

the fact that the same term is used for a race of giants, as in Gen. xiv. 5
;
xv. 20 ; Isa. xvii.

5. This naming may have come from some law of contrary association, such as frequently

influences language. They were called the feeble very much as the Greek called the Furies

Ei&amp;gt;//ev(&amp;lt;}c,
the kindly ones, the gracious powers. Here, iu fact, the true force of the passage

is best given by combining the two ideas : the once mighty men of old now feeble, wailing

ghosts. Such a tradition of mighty rebellious powers engaged in a contest with heaven,

defeated and cast down, was certainly in the world, and in the most ancient mythologies.
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The question may arise, whether it is to be regarded as referring to the old antediluvian

giants (the
&quot; men of renown &quot; mentioned Gen. vi.), or to some such war with the higher

powers as is shadowed in the Greek fables of the conflict between the gods and the gianta,

or the gods and the Titans, the latter the helpers of Kronos when dethroned by Zeus, and

hurled down beneath the waters of the abyss, as related in JLscH. Prom. Vinct. 219 :

TapTapov jUg/la^/Ja^f

TLevdnuv naTivirrei rbv iraAaiyevij Kp6vov

Avrolai

The deep black pit of Tartarus that hides

The old-born Kronos with his helping hosts.

Compare 2 Peter ii. 4 :
&quot; God spared not the angels that sinned, but cast them down to hell,

(Tapraptiaas, a word taken from this Greek mythical language), and delivered them unto

chains of darkness, to be reserved unto judgment.&quot; The New Testament writings (
Jude 6,

2
;
2 Pet. ii. 4, and passages in the Revelations) show that the idea of such a conflict existed

before the birth of our Saviour, and might be called universal in the world, Jewish as well

as heathen going back, perhaps, if we may judge from the manner of those Apostles speak

ing of it, and quoting old authorities, to a most remote antiquity. Some great event of the

kind, whether regarded as having taken place in the heavenly or in the earthly sphere,

seems to have made a deep impression upon the primitive mind in whatever way it waa

revealed or traditionally transmitted. Hence all early mythology is so full of it, however

monstrous and grotesque the forms it has assumed. The Bible has the least to say about it ;

but the few indications it does give are, on that very account, the more fearful in their cha

racter:
&quot; The giants groan beneath the waters&quot; &quot;delivered unto chains of darkness&quot;

&quot;reserved unto the judgment.&quot; There is nothing in the Hesiodean and Homeric Tartarus,

or in the stories of Tityus, Sisyphus, and Tantalus, or in the corresponding horrors of Indian

and Scandinavian myths, to be compared with this veiled language of perdition and despair.

In this passage the Eephaim, or giant shades, are represented as suffering extreme anguish

(1T7UV, writhing, torture, travail), and this shows that the reference to them is that of a spe
cial case, as of some awful example, and not to the shades generally, who are described as

quiescent, inert, rather than as suffering.

In the rendering &quot;deep Abaddon,&quot; ver. 6, the epithet is justified by the evidently in

tended contrast. Abaddon is lower than Sheol, or the underworld. Or if included in the

latter term, it is its deepest department, and, in every respect, a more mysterious conception.

They are not tautologies. Abaddon seems to bear something of the same relation to Sheol

that Tartarus, in Homer, bears to Hades. Compare the Iliad viii. 13 :

es TdpTdpov r/e

TijAe /xaA , JJj^i /}&amp;lt;i8i(rTOV irb xQovos eon
T6&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;rov ivepff Aifiew ovov ovpapds ear a

-Down to rayless Tartarus,

Beep, deep, in the great Gulf below the earth,

As far beneath the Shades as earth from heaven.

BETANT.

DELITZSCH says that Abaddon alternates with
&quot;top,

the grave, and cites Ps. Ixxxviii. 12.

So in Job xxviii. 22 it is mentioned in connection with HID
; just as Death and Hades are

mentioned together Rev. i. 18
;
xx. 14. In the latter place, too, they are both represented,

after Hades has given up the souls of the righteous, as being cast into that deeper place,
&quot;the lake of fire.&quot; But in Ps. Ixxxviii. 12 the word is used as denoting, generally, all after

death, or the most extreme world of death, if we may regard it as synonymous with the

expression rVvnnn T&amp;gt;33, in lacu inferno of ver. 7 just above. It should be borne in mind,

however, that there (Ps. Ixxxviii. 12) the terms are taken metaphorically, to express the

extremes of darkness and misery. Here, and in Prov. xv. 11 (as used in both cases with

Sheol), it evidently makes a climax. The parallelism demands that it be taken as some-
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thing beyond Sheol, deeper, darker, more hidden and mysterious, yet still open to the all-

seeing eye. Comp. Ps. cxxxix. 8. So also in Deut. xxxii. 22, there appears this idea of a

deeper underworld than Sheol, or of a deeper department of it, as it were,
&quot; beneath that

lowest deep a deeper still :&quot; &quot;For a fire is kindled in mine anger, and shall burn Vixtf
~\y_

JYl nnr1

,
to the lowest

hell,&quot; LXX. ewe *Atov KO.TUT&TOV. It may be said, that this is merely

imagery; but what did it all come from? In Job xxxi. 12 this word is again taken figura

tively to denote the deepest destruction :

&quot;

It would be like a fire (the sin of adultery there

mentioned) that would consume even to Abaddon&quot; (comp. Prov. v. 8). It was the moral

feeling that carried the imaginations of Jews and Greeks in both directions, up and down.

The world must be as deep as it is high. So the Greeks had their spheres above spheres,

even to the Empyrean, whilst, in the other direction, the idea of Hades was not complete
unless Tartarus was placed beneath it. In like manner, the Hebrew mind had its &quot;heavens&quot;

in the plural (Gen. i. 1), then its &quot;heaven of heavens,&quot; and its third heavens (the Rabbins

afterwards made them fifty). The complement of the idea was needed. Up and down are,

indeed, relative terms, and so thinking men, from Solomon to Aristotle and Newton, have

ever regarded them. But the ideas they typify are real. It is felt that there must be in the

great system of things a, profundity corresponding to the altitude, an evil to the good, a dark

ness, a risk, and a loss, forming a counterpart to the light, the hope, and the glory. This

carried the mind in the opposite direction, first to the grave, then to Sheol, then to Abaddon
or the lacus infernus, m FffW

&quot;Vl3,
below all. There can be no doubt that from this came

much of the imagery of the Revelation. In that book (chap. ix. 11), the name Abaddon is

given to the Power of the place, rather than to the place itself; it makes it the King of the

Abyssx
SamMa rfc apioaov ; whence he is also called An-o/lAvwv

(Apollyon) the Destroyer ;
but

it is the same idea and the same destruction.

Even in the Old Testament, as may be learned from passages in Job and the Psalms,

there was connected with Sheol some idea of deliverance :

&quot; Thou wilt not leave my soul in

Hades
;&quot;

but Abaddon was total perdition :
&quot;

the way of the wicked (Ps. i. 6) shall perish&quot;

13JW
;
that is, it leads to Abaddon, the world of irrecoverable ruin. As is argued in the

INTROD. THEISM, pa. 13, there is, in the Old Testament, a veil cast over the whole idea of

existence after death, or over Sheol itself. Still more dense is the covering that enshrouds

Abaddon ;
but even in the Old Scriptures there are, now and then, glimpses of the remoter

fearful ruin, too frequently passed over as merely metaphorical. So in the Greek mythology

there are cases of return from Hades, however rare and exceptional, but from Tartarus there

was no deliverance; the lost were there forever, rbv ael xp^ov (see PLATO, Eep. 615, B. Gorg.

525 c). So far, however, as the Scriptures, whether Old or New, give us glimpses of this

awful state, it is not one of extinction or annihilation. The figures all point the other way
to the idea of existence in perdition. It is airuteia, utter destruction. It is the world of the

perished, of the lost (perditorum). In a word it is 1^5**, an existence still having place and

state, but one of total and irretrievable disorganization.

In verse 7, Job comes back from Hades and Abaddon to the earth and the mundus

above. By the North is primarily indicated the north pole of the heavens which seems lifted

up and impending over emptiness. Over nothing; improperly rendered, upon nothing;

n
?

C

?? Vg, up not anything; ^3 and HD, as HD and HO in HD1ND, anything whatever. It

immediately suggests the description of OVID, Met. i. 11:

Pendens in aere tellus

Ponderibns llbrsta mis.

No wonder need be felt at this language of Job, as though expressing an idea peculiarly

modern. No thoughtful mind could ever contemplate the sun s setting in the evening West,

and its rising, a few hours after, in the morning East, without the thought of its having

gone under the Earth, or of the Earth s having turned over. Even this latter view was more

ancient than the days of Pythagoras, who had the Copernican idea of the solar system,

derived as is supposed, from the Egyptians, or the East. See Note on Ecclesiastes i. 5 and

Ps. xix. 6 (LANGE Com., Vol. x., p. 38), where the sun is represented as
&quot;panting&quot; up &quot;the
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eastern
steep.&quot; From this there must have been the conception of an underside, at least, to

the earth, or of a body lying in space, with space all around it. ZOCKLER says: &quot;We

must not think of a ball, but of a circular plate or disk
;&quot;

but he has no authority for saying
this. The Latin orbis terrarum is a very different idea, and has. a different origin from the

appearance of the visible horizon. Once depart from the notion of an indefinitely extended

plane, or conceive of a body lying in space, and there is immediately suggested the spherical

figure, or something like it. This is not only because it is easiest in its conception (the

Scheibe of ZOCKLER, a flat plate figure, wabbling iu space, being difficult as well as incon

gruous), but because it is, theoretically, the most perfect figure for the mind s contemplation,
as ARISTOTLE reasons in his very clear and conclusive argument (Book, De Ccelo, lib. ii. 13,

14) for the sphericity of the Earth, made long before the days of COLUMBUS. The same

thinking has led some, in modern times, to the idea of a spherical Universe. We need not,

moreover, give ourselves any difficulty about the apparent inconsistency between this more
correct view and the merely phenomenal one, ver. 10, or what is said about the &quot;

pillars of

the earth,&quot; Job ix. 6, or attempt to explain it, as Zockler does, by making pillars mean

something inside the Earth, as its bone^ or skeleton. In ancient, as well as in modern,

times, the poetical or phenomenal conception existed side by side with the more contempla
tive idea, if the latter is not, indeed, the more poetical of the two when held without its

prosaic arithmetic. BYRON speaks of the &quot; sun setting on the wide, wide
sea,&quot; just as HOMER

does. Neither is there any occasion here to talk about the absurdity of some ancient ideas

in respect to the Earth s support, such as that presented in the old worn-out lecturer s stories

of the Earth on the elephant, and the elephant on the tortoise. Men who say that Gravita

tion supports the Earth going no further than the name, or its mathematical calculus are

guilty of an equal absurdity ;
or rather, all the worse, we might say, for the seriousness of its

pretension, whereas the old explanations referred to have something of a jocular air about

them. EASCHI gives ua a grand idea here. The support of the world, he says, is vmynr pun
rrapn bty, the strength of the arms of the Holy One, blessed be He.&quot; The reference is

to Deut xxxiii. 27, nVu&amp;gt; rijr lT nnnp,
&quot; underneath are the everlasting arms,&quot; or the &quot; arms of

Olam,&quot; the
&quot; arms of the world,&quot; the arms that hold tfp the world, whether it be the world

in space or the world in time (Olamic, ceonian). EABBI LEVI BEN GERSON explains it meta

physically : nD^a, he says, &quot;is the centre of the earth, called nothing, because it is nothing
in itself, being only a. point in position, aud yet the supporting and supported point of the
whole.&quot; In the next verse, there is the same essential mystery as in the suspended earth :

the waters in the cloud maintaining their equilibrium in the air.

Ver. 7. The world. So px is best rendered here, as in Prov. viii. 31 (tinx San), and
in some other places, where it seems to be put for the visible mundus of which the Earth is

the centre, or on which the sky is built (1 Sam. ii. 18). In Ps. xviii. 16, San is used for the

Earth, and so in Ps. xciii. 1, and some other places (&quot;the round world&quot; as the English
Church Psalter renders it). The view connects itself with the visible celestial sphere, and
thus the second clause is only an extension of the first: the North Pole over the void, or the
whole mundus conceived as having the earth for its nucleus, and thus, as a whole, hanging
over nothing. This would not be in conflict with the more limited view of the Earth as
itself unsupported in space. It may be called the tellurian rather than the simply terrestrial

idea, or than the terraqueous conception, the Earth lying upon the encircling waters, which
DELITZSCH attaches to the idea.
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EXCURSUS VII.

ON THE POSITIONS AND CONNECTIONS OF

CHS. XXVIL, XXVIIL, XXIX., XXX.

Chapter xxv. closes the speeches of the friends. In ch. xxvi. Job replies directly to

Bildad. Ch. xxvii. begins what may be called his closing Vindication, which may be di

vided into six parts : 1st. Job s solemn oath by way of protest against the charges really or

seemingly made : ch. xxvii. 1-11. 2d. His picture of the wicked man and his doom, xxvii.

11 to the end of the chapter. This may be regarded as a more careful statement of the case,

and, to some extent, a retractation of former extravagant positions into which he had been
driven by the criminations of his opponents, grounded, as they were, upon the opposite ex

treme (see Excursus II., page 7). 3d. A meditation on the unsearchableness of the divine

wisdom as compared with the deepest discoveries of natural and human knowledge, ch.

xxviii. It may be rightly called a meditation, or soliloquy, because it seems addressed to no

one, and, taken by itself, would give little or no intimation of any other human presence.

Such a character, too, might be given to it from its apparent lack of open logical connection

with the chapter immediately preceding. Its emotional connection, however, it is not diffi

cult to trace. More than any direct assertion would have been, is it an admission, by the

one who thus soliloquizes, that he has been rash in his complaints of the divine procedure.

He &quot; has uttered what he understood not, things too wonderful for him that he knew
not,&quot;

as he afterwards more expressly confesses, xlii. 3. Its connection is also seen from its lead

ing him, at the close of the chapter, to that submission in which he describes the highest

(
wisdom of man to be &quot; the fear of the Lord, and departure from evil.&quot; 4th. A touching re

miniscence of his former prosperity and standing among men most pathetic indeed, but

free from any murmuring spirit, or any rebellious language, ch. xxix. 5th. A like impas
sioned representation of the contempt and neglect in which he is now held by the vile, and

of the extreme misery of his condition, ch. xxx. There are here a few touches of the old

feeling, but presented in an exquisitely natural way :

&quot; God is hard toward him &quot;

(
ver. 21),

&quot; His hand is still against him
;

&quot;

but, in the main, the spirit of the sufferer is subdued,

though exceedingly mournful, and never wholly lapses from that better tone which had come

to it from the rapturous hope of the divine presence and reconciliation, xix. 25-27. 6th. A
most eloquent assertion of his integrity, with a glowing recital of the deeds by which it had

been manifested, and a most indignant denial of the charges made against him. Then Elihu

speaks, whom we may suppose to have been present, with others probably, during the whole

debate.

But the most remarkable among these six intervening chapters is the xxviii. The con

nection, too, between it and the others is the least easily traced. Chapter xxvi. had been a

reply to Bildad in his own style. Chapter xxvii. was addressed, in a more general manner,

to all three of the disputants ;
but here, in ch. xxviii., Job seems occupied almost wholly

with his own thoughts. Chapters xxix., xxx. xxxi., again betray the presence of others to

whom they seem to be addressed, and by a consciousness of which their mode of thought

and utterance seems to be in a measure influenced. Here in ch. xxviii. the speaker seems to

be all alone, so far as any outward indications are concerned, or to be talking only to himself

and God. This justifies us in calling it a soliloquy, and in expecting, consequently, an emo

tional rather than a strictly logical connection. It drives us, also, to the supposition of an

interval of silence between the last words of ch. xxvii.,
&quot; Men shall hiss him out of his

place&quot; (or indeed, the whole picture presented in the latter portion of that chapter), and

the 3 which so startlingly commences the xxviiith. :

&quot; For there is a vein yes, surely there

13
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is a ve n for the silver,&quot;
&c. We would be more struck with this if we always read the two

parts continuously, or without that break which is mad-i by the division into chapters. Such

interval of silence may be of the briefest duration, and yet, as is elsewhere observed, the

thoughts may have travelled far always, however, controlled and guided by the underly

ing feeling which seems never to leave the mind of Job. He is ever brooding over the

mystery of suffering innocence, rather than of the impunity or the punishment of the wicked

ideas wholly subordinate to it. With this mystery, a meditation on the unsearchable

wisdom of God, such as this chapter is occupied with, stands in closest connection. We are

surprised at finding DELITZSCH raising an objection to it on the ground, as he says, that
&quot;

the chapter treats not so much of the wisdom of God as of the wisdom of men.&quot; It is so,

apparently, and as far as mere quantity is concerned, but surely this is only preparatory to the

great conclusion. From the very beginning, the other idea, with the ever underlying thought
that leads to it, has been in the speaker s mind. The secrets of nature, and the human ex

plorations of nature, are brought in, and dwelt upon at such length, only to impress more

strongly on the mind the contrast presented by the deeper mystery, only to make more

startling the question :

&quot;

Where, then, shall wisdom be found?&quot; the great, the all-explaining

wisdom. The mention of the silver in the beginning is only one of the illustrative facts or

examples, having, in itself, no more to do with the connection of thought than &quot;the iron,&quot;

or
&quot;

the stone of darkness,&quot; or the &quot; bread that cometh out of the earth.&quot; It is altogether

too slight, therefore, when Delitzsch would make the connection to consist in the mention

of the silver here as suggested by the pD, the bad man s silver, mentioned xxvii. 12
;
as

though this had been retained in mind through all the following verses, and had suggested
the deep train of thought which so distinguishes ch. xxviii. Only keep in view the peculiar
character of Job s speeches, their soliloquizing tendency at all times, and this tendency now
increased by the silence, or withdrawal, of the other speakers, only keep this steadily in

mind, and we have the explanation, as we diffidently think, in search of which so many
commentators have taken so many different ways.

Why do the innocent suffer ? It is ever on his mind. The question is a most difficult

one, even when viewed in the fullest light afforded by the Gospel. In some of its aspects .

it is absolutely appalling : Why do the innocent suffer ? Not merely the virtuous man, so

called, who is only comparatively righteous : why do children suffer? why do infants Suffer?

Or, admitting them to have a connection with the common depravity, and the common guilt,

why do they suffer so severely? more severely, in some respects, than others
;
since no diseases

are so painful, no deaths BO agonizing, to appearance, as those that are sometimes endured
when these young, vigorous, acutely- feeling human lives are quenched. The term is not too

strong. It is, indeed, a most appalling mystery, at which science, so-called, should lay her
hand upon her mouth, and confess her total ignorance, instead of the foolish, stammering
talk in which she sometimes indulges about &quot;natural

laws,&quot; and certain dim, far-fetched

utilitarian ends of pain thereby only
&quot;

darkening counsel by words without knowledge.&quot;

What problem in nature is to be compared with the moral mystery of the dying infant

dying, agonizing, in the very presence of that science which has so much to say about the

Kosmos, and knows so little about the human body with its deep springs of life and death I

Why do the innocent suffer ? God only knows as the old ante-Koranic Arabians were
so accustomed to say. Why do I suffer so, says Job suffer so much more than other men ?

The higher wisdom of God alone can solve the problem ;
and to this he turns from that pic

ture of the wicked man which in itself presents so little mystery. The deepest things in

nature, as viewed in the light of any science, modern as well as ancient, present only a step
in this remoter inquiry :

&quot; But where shall wisdom be found, and where is this place of un

derstanding?&quot; &quot;The eagle s eye (the personification of the keenest sense-intelligence) hath
not seen

it;&quot; &quot;the Deep saith it is not in me, the Sea saith it is not in me
;&quot;

nature doth
not reveal it.

&quot;

It is not found in the land of the living ;

&quot;

history does not make it known
;

the search carries the mind beyond the present world of being ;

&quot; Abaddon and Death say
we have barely heard with our ears a rumor &quot; of the mighty secret.

&quot; But God knoweth
the way thereof.&quot; He who gave nature her decrees&quot; He who made a law for the rain, and
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a way for the thunder s flash &quot;can alone look through nature, and beyond nature, to the re
motest ends for which she Iwrself was ordained; and it is He &quot; who saith unto man that, for
him, the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom, and to depart from evil (moral evil) that, for him,
is understanding.&quot;

This is the train of thought that springs up at the commencement of ch xxviii., or during
the brief silent interval, so charged with emotion, that precedes it. The unspoken link con
nects the two chapters more closely than any formal, logical, or grammatical bond and the
3, which the silent thought suggests, is the transition note that takes us into the higher
modulation :

&quot;

Yes, so it is yea, truly eo it is :&quot;

For silver, there s a vein,

A place for gold which they refine.

The iron from the dust IB brought,
And copper from the molten atone.

To (nature s) darkness (man) is setting bounds;
Dnto its end he searcheth everything,
The ore of darkness, where the death shade dwell*.

But Wisdom! where shall it be found?

That wisdom of which man knows not &quot; the place nor
price,&quot; which &quot;

gold and pearls can
never

buy.&quot;

Why do we suffer so? To this deep cry of humanity nature returns no answer. God
only knows. The acknowledgment of thia is the highest human wisdom, as submission to it

is the clearest human duty.

Among all the emendations proposed on account of the alleged want of connection be
tween chap, xxviii. and chap, xxvii., as they stand, no one seems more plausible than that

of PAREAU (Commentatio De Immortalitatis ac Vitce Faturce Notitiis ab Antiquisvimo Jobi

Scriptore, pp. 246-250). He would simply make the two chapters change places. In one

aspect of the case, his reasoning might seem entitled to very serious consideration. As he

says: &quot;Any one who reads chap, xxviii. directly after chap, xxvi., must admit that there is

a very natural and easy conjunction sentiet ipse tantam esse in utroque et consilii et argu-
menti conjunctionem, ut nexus facilitas in oculos incurrat. What is said in chap. xxvi.

about the greatness and mystery of the divine works, God s seeing into the Underworld, His

glorious beauty in the heavens, and especially the closing thought that these
&quot;

things that

are seen
&quot;

are but &quot; the endings,&quot; the outstandings,
&quot;

of His ways,&quot; leads most easily to the

train of thought carried on in the first part of chap, xxviii., and to the transition thence to

the unsearchableness of the divine wisdom. But then, again, after giving all due weight to

this, we find immense difficulties in the other direction. In the first place, it is not easy to

discover the nexus between chap, xxviii. and chap, xxvii. regarded as coming right after it.

The calming, solemnizing, most sublime, yet tender meditation which closes the one, followed

immediately, in uno tenore, or without any interval, by the oath and vehement, if not angry,

protest which so mark the commencement of the other. Let a man read them continuously,

uno tenore legat, as PAREAU says, and he cannot but feel that there is a want of harmony
both in the thought and in the diction :

&quot; The fear of Adonai, man s only wisdom,&quot; and in

the next breath a charging God with delay or denial of justice, if not an unjust decision in

espect to the right of his cause. This cannot be.
&quot; Dramatic propriety,&quot; to say nothing of

anything else, would demand that between two such declarations there should be some con

siderable interval of time, marked by the intervention of new trains of thought. In the

second place, there is a still greater inharmoniousness between the latter part of the 27th and

the beginning of the 29th, which, according to the proposed change, would immediately

succeed it: The downfall of the rich wicked man, vividly and even exultingly drawn,

and the touching picture of his own happiness in days that are past:

Ch. xxvii. 21. The east wind lifts him up, and he is gone;

A tempest steals him in the night away ;

Ver. 22. God hurls his bolt against him ;
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Ver. 23. Men clap their hands,

And hiss him from his place,

zxix. 1. O that I were as in the moons of old,

As in the days when God took care of me.

There may be no direct contradiction
;
but every reader must feel that that there is a sad

discord in it when thus presented.

On the other hand, nothing would seem to be more natural, or more fitting, than the

emotional transition from this closing meditation of the 28th, as it stands, and the pathetic

wish that opens the 29th, although most likely with a brief interval between them. For

there, too, is the inserted textual scholium: &quot;And Job again resumed his parable;&quot; resump
tion certainly implying some intervening silence. The train of thought, to one who enters

into the emotion is unmistakable: &quot;Man s wisdom is the fear of the Lord; to depart from

evil is his understanding.&quot; It makes him think of his own case, of his own perfect submis

sion to the Divine Wisdom, i. 21, and this not in a boastful or self-righteous way, but from

a reminiscence which only a false or feigned humility would repel.
&quot; A man fearing God

and departing from evil
;&quot; -just such a man he had aimed to be; just such a man God him

self had twice described him as being (JHO 1D1 O^bx KY, i. l
? 8). The &quot;fear of the Lord;&quot;

that had been his religious life;
&quot;

eschewing evil,&quot; departing from evil, that had been his con

stant aim. How purely this appears in that touching practice of his described i. 5: his rising

early in the morning, and offering prayers and sacrifices for his children, lest, peradventure,

in their hours of joy, they may have forgotten God. &quot;This did Job continually&quot; (D ^ L! /3

&quot;all his days&quot;). And now that they are all dead and gone, swept away by a providence

utterly inexplicable now that his house lies desolate (xvi. 7), his reverential fear of God, his

love of God, as EASCHI says, continues still. At the end of this sublime meditation he again
asserts it as man s highest wisdom, his highest duty. He feels that it is his wisdom, his

duty, now, as in the days of his prosperity: &quot;But that it were with me as in the moons
of

old,&quot;

When shone upon my head the lamp of God,
And through the darkness, by its light I walked.

For there had been shades even in that season of worldly happiness, as he himself intimates

in the close of his opening lamentation :

I was not confident; I did not feel secure;
Nor did I careless rest; yet trouble came.

In the language of the 131st Psalm: &quot;His heart had not been haughty, nor his eyes lofty;
neither had he walked in ways too great or too wonderful for him.&quot;

The translator has made it his aim to adhere most strictly to the Hebrew text and order;
but if any change could be admitted, it would not be in the text, properly, but in the transi

tion scholia that divide the chapters. These can hardly be said to belong to the text in the
same manner as the speeches themselves. They are like the titles to the Psalms, or the note
at the end of chap, xxxi., 3r n3T isn, &quot;the words of Job are finished,&quot; such as are found
at the closing portions of old manuscripts, like the FINIS in modern books. Compare the
end of Psalm Ixxii. These may have been the work of the original writer

;
but they have

more the appearance of scholia added by later transcribers, though before the time of the
ancient versions. In either view, there is an essential difference between them and the text

strictly. It should be noted, however, that these scholia, as they appear before chap, xxvii.

and xxix., have a peculiar word that is not found in the others: &quot;Then Job resumed his

parable, and said.&quot; In the Hebrew it is StfD, mashal. If we keep the rendering parable, it

must be understood as having two senses. Parable, irapa/3olr} (irapa/3dMu), is a placing side

by side. The two things thus placed may be an outward allegorical fiction and the inner
sense it represents. Or the figure may be wholly outward, referring, as it does here, to the

style of the diction a placing side by side two sentences similarly constructed and express
ing similarity of idea. Thus regarded, the parable, or mashal (Latin similis) is synonymous
with parallelism, that is the speaking or chanting in couplets. That it really was a kind of
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chanting, appears not only from the musical notes in the Psalms, but from the peculiar word
here connected with it: &quot;Job added&quot; (resumed), fteto nxt?, &quot;to lift up

1

(not simply take

up)
&quot;

his parable.&quot; It was the lifting up the voice after a pause, and going on in the chant

ing measured movement, as Selah (nSp, a letting down, a pause, or silence) denoted the con

trary proceeding. On the naturalness and facility of this in ancient times, and in the eastern
world (notwithstanding its seeming strangeness to us), see remarks in the INTRODUCTION, or

Argument on the THEISM of the Book, pp. 41, 42.

There would seem to be a propriety in having such a scholium of resumption, with its

implied preceding pause, at the beginning of chap, xxviii., rather than of chap, xxvii.
;
but

a better way would be to regard it as coming in both places, as it occurs also at the com
mencement of chap. xxix.

;
and so the translator has ventured to give it. It should be noted,

however, that these two scholia (chaps, xxvii. and xxix.) are peculiar in having this word
masJial (lifting up his mashal), as also from their occurrence, in this way, in the long talk of
Job (xxvi. xxxi.). ft is after the others have ceased to respond, and when he goes on by
himself, hardly seeming to heed their presence being occupied, as it were, with his own
deeper thoughts and deeper experience. Elsewhere they mark the close of particular

speeches and the commencement of a reply. The fact noticed may be claimed as strongly

confirming what the translator has said in other places about such soliloquizing pauses, and
as showing that they were in the mind of the earliest writer, or, at least, of the earliest tran

scribers.

EXCURSUS VIII.

ON THE REFERENCES TO MINING OPERATIONS IN CERTAIN VERSES OF JOB XXVIII., ANT&amp;gt;

ESPECIALLY THE DIFFICULTIES OF VERSES 4TH and 5TH.

An immense amount of commentary has been written on these passages, and especially

ver. 4, which SCHULTENS at first described as
&quot; Cimmerian darkness,&quot; though afterwards he

seems to have got more light upon it, which has been much used by others since his time.

The ancient versions, LXX. and VULGATE, give us little or no help. The Syriac is more

to be trusted ; but the text there seems to be corrupt, as is apt to be the case with transcrip

tions of difficult passages. The old commentators, as given in POOLE S SYNOPSIS of the

Oritica Sacra, seem to present irreconcilable variances. The later commentators, since the

days of SCHULTENS, agree in referring it to mining operations, in which they are undoubtedly

right, as may be inferred, in a general way, from the first three verses, together with the 9th

and llth. The error, however, into which some have fallen, seems to consist in the minute

ness of description they profess to find. SCHULTENS, we think, first gave to /^ the render

ing swings suspended, that is, in the shaft of the mine. It has a pretty good foundation

etymologically. It is picturesque, moreover, and that made it at once a favorite. Later

commentators have generally adopted it. It is, however, by no means certain. Not suspen

sion generally, like nSn, but a vacillating, tottering motion, from side to side, seems to be

the primary meaning of 77l, and the one which most readily explains its other applications.

With this, however, suspension easily connects itself, and there mingle with it also certain

senses derived from H^T (to draw, as from a well by letting down a bucket), which increase

the resemblance. There is, however, no clear example of this sense of suspension, unless the

present case is one. In Ps. cxvi. 6, frth^J is much better rendered: &quot;I was weak (wavering,

tottering, halting), and He saved me,&quot; or I was relaxed. So in Prov. xxvi. 7, rendered by

some,
&quot; the legs of the lame hang down &quot;

(GES. crura dependent), there is much rather the
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sense of weakness, vacillation, tottering, and the thing compared to this (in the second clause),

namely, &quot;a proverb in the mouth of a
fool,&quot;

well preserves it* adaptedness: it (the proverb)

has no force or steadiness in such a mouth. This, too, it should be noted, is nearer the form

of nSl. though GESENIUS tries to make it from ^T (vSn for ^^). In Isaiah xix. 6, the

full form of the word we have here is used of streams, and joined with Win (are dried up] :

&quot;riVD 7K I3&quot;ini ^Sl. This suggests for the first verb the sense of diminution, or of weak

ness (languida sunt, GES.) ;
but it may, nevertheless, keep the primary meaning of deviation,

vacillation. They present the phenomena of streams, or wadies, nearly dried up, with here

and there a varying of the shallow channel, a running in devious ways, instead of the strong,

direct flowing of a full river. Compare ^3^1, Job v. 18. The derivative meaning of nSn,

door (valva] is clearly from the swaying sense without including that of suspension. So, too,

the Arabic datta has no such sense of suspension as DELITZSCH ascribes to it. The deriva

tive, daldal, is used to denote a vacillating motion, or swaying from, side to side
;
but this

comes from a sort of onomatopic analogy, such as may be recognized in our words dally and

dalliance. The Arabic dala has the same meaning With the Hebrew nSl, to draw water by

letting down a bucket. This might do here if we suppose 77T to borrow its meaning from it,

as is not unfrequently the case with verbs similarly related. And thus we have rendered it

generally in this place, swing themselves dmon, or
&quot;

let themselves down&quot; without that forced

idea of a narrow mining shaft, the great objection to which is, that it compels the forcing of

other very familiar Hebrew words. It might denote a swinging from the rocks of their wild

*vay, or from one precipice to another by means of ropes.* The word WJ carries on the

same general idea of wandering, roaming (see such passages as Am. iv. 8; viii. 12
; Jer. xiv.

10
;
Lam. iv. 15), and seems almost synonymous with TU or

&quot;MJ, denoting uniformly a

moving from place to place. In Judges ix. 9, 11 (fable of Jotham), it seems to denote the

swaying of the branches of trees
; though the context would rather demand for it the sense

of ruling, like sway in English (to bend, transitive or intransitive), or from some other ana

logy. It can hardly have there (Judg. ix.) this image of waving branches, since it is used

of the vine as well as of the lofty, swaying trees. In neither respect, however, would it be

suitable to this idea of a mining shaft, whilst in the other, or roaming sense, so common,
and almost universal, it would present a striking incongruity. In that case, too, ^J and
tflJN would refer simply to the men above in their relation to the others regarded as below

them in the shaft
;
a distinction, as it would seem, too narrow for terms so wide. It would

be extravagant as applied to a separation so brief in time, and so short in space ;
whilst it

would take away from that picture of remoteness and of solitary wandering which the whole

contour of the passage seems to present. Even as regards our extensive modern minings it

would be a gross hyperbole.
It has been admitted that, in itself, this sense of suspension given to ^ vT is not only

picturesque, but seems to be possessed of a fair etymological ground. The objections arise

from the context. Strongest among these is the necessity such a rendering creates of giving

exceedingly forced senses, apparently very unusual senses at least to very plain and very
common Hebrew words. It compels us to depart from that simple literal usage which, in

such places as this, not unfrequently furnishes the best clue to the idea. We get the thought
of something out of the way, and that leads us to overlook the plain sense of words as not

adapted to it. So here, this pictorial fancy of suspension once entertained, there must be

got for /HJ the sense of shaft a perpendicular or, sometimes, a horizontal hole dug or cut

in the earth. It might be said, that the verb p3, taken transitively, is not well adapted to

such an operation, meaning, as it generally does, a sudden bursting rupture or breaking.

* This would seem to be the real meaning of Pliny, H. N. xxxiii. 4, 21, though quoted by ZoeKLER and DELITZSCH in
favor of the shaft-idea : Is qui credit funibns pendet, ut proctil intuenti species ne ferarum quidem sed alitnm fiat. Pen-
dentes major! ex parte librant et linews itineri prsEducunt. The words in Italics, especially, give this idea of swinging from
lofty rocks or precipices, and thus carrying on the lines of their farther progress; so that to the spectator at a distance they
look like birds in the air. It is all inconsistent with the idea of persons descending in a narrow hole, or shaft, by means
of a windlass. It suggests rather the idea of scouts, explorers, and the language of Job is in perfect harmony with the
game conception.
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But waiving that consideration, there is no hazard in saying, that of such a sense for Sm not
the least trace can be found in any use of the word in any passage of the Hebrew Scriptures,
although it occurs more than a hundred times. It is a remarkably clear word, and its

application to localities well known and visible such as the nahal Kedron, the brook or tor
rent Kedron, the nahal Kishon (nahal kedhumim, &quot;that ancient river Kishon&quot;), can leave
no doubt in respect to its exact meaning. It is a valley, a ravine, or wady, with a torrent

running through it which is often dried up, leaving the valley itself as chiefly represented
by the word. See its frequent use in connection with proper names of such places : Nahal
Eshcol, Nahal Arnon, Nahal Jabbok, etc. The mere fact of such marked geographical uses
would have prevented its being applied to a thing so different as the perpendicular shaft of
a mine. DELITZSCH seems to feel this when he suggests the treatment of it here as a differ

ent word, with a different etymology : ^HJ from SSn, to bore, like VSn, a pipe or flute
; but

this would be unexampled among Hebrew derivations, whilst it has no support whatever in

any Arabic word or usage. It is the same necessity of accommodation to the intruded idea
that compels a departure from the usual sense of &quot;U before alluded to, and which, in its par
ticiple sense of temporary dweller or sojourner, does not differ from the other form, &quot;U, pil

grim or traveller. There is, too, the preposition Djra in its double or intensive form (from,

with], denoting a departure from the accustomed or the familiar, the traveler s common track,
into the wild and the unknown

Where breaks the valley from the pilgrim s view,

or from the dweller s knowledge, whichever rendering we may give to it (see foot-note, Job
xxviii. 4). The whole style of the language favors this mode of viewing it: forgotten of the

foot;* /.n being used for the foot-worn way to which these wanderers (DTUDBUH with the arti

cle) may be said to be lost, or which, as this most poetical diction presents it, has forgotten
them. It is almost the language of AESCHYLUS, Prom, Vinct: far removed, af!arm&amp;gt; elf ipijuiav

to an untrodden wild away from the haunts of man, atravBpunos (ver. 20), an almost verbal

translation of the Hebrew BfiJ$W. It is the same feeling that is created by the description

of the Greek poet. There is about it all an air of solitariness and remoteness, inconsistent

with any idea we can form of the shaft of a mine which is generally a well known and much

frequented place.

In ver. 5, there is the same general idea of the human inquisitiveness to which all else

in this part of the chapter is subservient. It may refer to mining operations, or to a search

for precious stones in caverns, or deep places of the earth, supposed to lie near the subterra

nean fires, and of which certain precious stones and metals were regarded, in some way, an

the product. Here, also, a too narrow view, which would confine it to the first class of works,

seems to have caused violence to the language of the passage, especially in the second clause.

The
&quot;ip.in

WH of ver. 3, implied, as it is, all through ver. 4, is to be supplied in this:
&quot; H*

searches out&quot; or men search out :

Earth s surface (they explore) whence comes forth bread,
Its depths below, where it seems turned to fire.

Its upper and lower regions are both the scenes of the human search for wealth or knowledge.
All else in the language is used to express a contrast which does not seem to have been suf

ficiently amended to. It is that which is supposed to exist between the products of the two

regions bread above and fire below, or rather something of the nature of fire,
&** iE3, some

thing fire-like, igneous, pyritic, pyrogenous, irvpoetdef ; this being the nearest way by which

the Hebrew language could express what in Greek would be denoted by the qualifying ter-

* Those who adopt the idea of the shaft hare two ways of interpreting 7JT Jft. One refers it to the fact that they

are no longer supported in the usual way, by the foot, but held up by the rope. The other would regard it as denoting that

they are beneath the foot of the person above, at the opening of the shaft, the 1J, or remainer, go called because he stays

behind. A much easier clue to the meaning is obtained from its resemblance to the familiar Greek phrase, e&amp;lt;c iroSiav, to

denote one who is out of the way, far off. When in the singular, ex vo&os, as in PINDAR, Nem. vii. 99, it becomes identical

with it.
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urination (%* attached to words. It makes quite a difference whether we take the particle

1O3, in this case, as qualifying the noun &&, or the verb }3np. : something like fire, which the

speaker could describe in no other way, or turned up like fire, or as by fire, according to the

view of some. 103 may, indeed, be merely a particle of comparison when the context so

demands : but here everything points the other way. It is the fire itself which is qualified :

fire as it were; and so our English translators took it, though they seem to have expressed

very obscurely whatever idea about it they may have had in their minds.

In this view of t?X 1O3, it becomes very important to determine the force and relation of

the verb
&quot;pHJ.

Does it denote some operation of the supposed miners, their turning up the

bowels of the earth like fire (that is, as fire is turned, though that seems to give hardly any

sense), or does it mean turning them up by means of fire? The objection to the latter view

is grammatical. It would demand a preposition with #N, or an established ellipsis of one.

Such an ellipsis of 3 does indeed occur in connection with words of time and place, as is

common in language; but when it is wanted to denote instrument or means, it is met with

only in peculiar cases, where the context is such as to allow no possible doubt, or where the

instrument is identical with the verb in nature and in action : As,
&quot;

They stoned him stones
&quot;

(Lev. xxiv. 23), or,
&quot; David was girded a linen girdle

&quot;

(2 Sam. vi. 14) ; or,
&quot;

They sowed the

city salt&quot; (Judg. ix. 45). In such cases, it resembles, somewhat, the Greek idiom giving a

bare accusative of the garment or sword after verbs of clothing or armor. So, too, words

uttered, or sounds, may be treated as instruments without a preposition ; as,
&quot; He cried a

great cry&quot; (Ezek. xi. 13), instead of, with a great cry. See other cases presented by Noldius,

and involving the same principle. Such an expression, however, as turned up fire, meaning,
turned up by fire, is wholly unexampled. So great has seemed this difficulty, that some

would solve it by a different reading, 103 instead of 1O3. Some who adopt this view of fire

as the instrument, though with so little warrant, carry it out to the most minute details. It

is fire as used in smelting, or for breaking rocks igne et aceto, as ROSENMUELLER holds. So

CASTALIO (quoted by ROSENMUELLER) : Agunt per magna spatia cuniculos, et terram

subeunt, non secus ac ignis facit, ut in ^Etna et Vesuvio. DELITZSCH makes it
&quot; a turning

and a tossing up of the earth as by fire;&quot; and all this without any preposition, which is all

the more demanded on account of the 103, if the latter denotes a comparison of action having
relation to the verb, instead of being qualificative of && (&quot;turned up,&quot; WK13, or t?N2 103).

A strong argument against this, aside from the others that have been mentioned, is

derived from the nature of the verb
&quot;jSH.

A careful examination will show that the Niphal

here, instead of denoting any action of miners, or of men in any way, simply expresses the

contrariety between the two things mentioned, namely bread as the product of the surface,

and the fire, or the igneous substances, the quasi fire (t?N 103) that reveals itself, or its effects,

in the depths below. To make this clear, there is need of adverting to a few preliminary
facts. Such an idea of fire in the earth is not a product of modern science only. There are

many reasons for regarding it as a very ancient notion. The appearance of volcanoes, whe
ther in action or quiescent, must have early given rise to it

;
and we know, from modern

explorations, that there must have been such in those regions of the world, even though

Scripture, and other history, had been perfectly silent about it. But there are notices of it

in the Bible. Sinai was probably a volcanic mountain, and it would be no derogation from

the wonder of the Sinaitic lawgiving that God had chosen it on that very account. That
similar phenomena were not unknown in Judea and Arabia, is evident from such passages
as Psalm civ. 32 :

&quot; He but looks at the earth and it trembles
;
He toucheth the mountains and

they smoke.&quot; Hence the old idea of subterranean rivers of fire, to which there may have

been allusion in the ^l
1

?? l^.fi, rivers of Belial (torrentes inferni) of Ps. xviii. 5, the B

jrn and the
flWZf 113, the

&quot;pit of noise,&quot;
or the roaring pit, of Ps. xl. 3, the H^VO JV, or

boiling mud&quot; of Ps. Ixix. 3, all of them, indeed, used metaphorically, but presenting pri

mary ideas suggesting something very like the imagery by which Socrates, in the Phaedo,

fir,

* From eliof, species, kind (a kind offire, to use an expressive vulgarism), like the Hebrew VQ. It may mean force of
or fiery force ; as Cicero says, omnia ad igneam vim referent, or as Pliny viii. 38, 57, speaks of the &quot;

fiery color of gems .&quot;
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111, D, describes the subterranean regions: aewduv ^orn^uv afiiixava [teyt-O// VTO T?/V yijv t ndl

Beppuv vSaruv, TTO^V 62 irvp, /cat irvpbs peyakow; irorctfioije, iroMovs 6e 17/3011 irrfav ^npftopudeartpov :

&quot;immense magnitudes of ever flowing rivers beneath the earth, and of boiling waters
(&quot;&quot;3

pxff, the crater of noise, or the hollow resounding crater), and of vast fire, and of great rivers
of fire, and many rivers of flowing mud boiling with turbulence.&quot; We cannot keep out of
our minds &quot;

the horrible pit and the miry clay,&quot; by which the Scripture may be supposed to

represent this awful conception of subterranean fire, and of boiling floods, with which it ia

mingled. There were volcanoes in the Arabian peninsula ;
the land of Idumea presents the

strongest evidence of old eruptions, and they may have suggested to Job, or the author of

Job, the same ideas that ^tna gave to ^Eschylus :

tvOev

liorafiol irvpbf daTirovref aypiaiq

jiif KaXXiK&pnov 2&amp;lt;/c^./af Xeupdf yvtx;.

There is then a double contrast here : 1st, between the upper surface of the earth, called

simply pN, and the earth below, rrnnn
; 2d, between the productions of the surface, of

which the bread is the general representative, and the fire, or quasi fire, which seems to affect

the nature of things below, showing itself not only in the striking outward phenomena
referred to, but in the subterranean productions, metals, precious stones, sapphires, etc., sup
posed to have in them more or less of the fire-like or pyrogenous element.* One class of

things is turned into the other, the process being conceived in either way, or in both ways.
For the expression of such a contrast and such a transformation, there is no word in Hebrew,
or in any other language, better adapted than this verb

&quot;|3n.
The primary idea of this root,

and one which it never loses, is that of reversal, metamorphosis, transformation. As a word
of action, or motion, simply, it is the turning of a thing upside down, or completely reversing
its position ;

as Hosea vii. 8, the turning of a cake as it is baked in the fire, 2 Kings xxi. 13,

the turning over a dish when it is wiped. In this sense, it is applied figuratively to the com

plete overturning (KaraoTpotyT)} of Sodom and Gomorrah, to which there is such frequent refer

ence in the Bible. As denoting change, it expresses a complete reversal of condition, in

which sense it is more completely and more literally applicable to this notable case of Sodom
and Gomorrah than in the first. It was not only a subversion locally, but the bringing into

a state the direct opposite of the former, so that land becomes water, fertility barrenness and

salt, fragrance and freshness a vile and loathsome putridity (see Note on the Destruction of

the Cities of the Plain. LANGE, Gen., p. 443). This is the real force of that oft-used noun
rosrn as so repeatedly applied to this event. So that it becomes a kind of proper name,
and passes traditionally into the Arabic mention of the catastrophe, occurring frequently in

the Koran (see the note aforesaid). These cities are called the overturned, Mow-ta-fe-kat,

VIII. Conj. Participle of the root 13N, which is the same with the Hebrew
&quot;pH.

What is

worthy of note is that in Arabic this is the only application of the word in which the archaic

sense is retained. In other cases, it has the idea of falsehood and lying, which, though not

found in the Hebrew, except a bare trace of it Prov. xvii. 20, ia common in the Arabic
~\SM&amp;gt;

and comes most naturally from this same old primary idea of reversal or contrariety, only

changed from action to speech. It is the saying of that which is just the contrary of what is.

From this idea of reversal comes another, or third usage of the word which occurs in many

places, and seems to give the true meaning here. It is, as has been said, that of transforma-

* The action of flre, or the pyrogenons nature of substances found in the earth, and especially In the neighborhood
of volcanoes, is unmistakable. Says Prof. PKRKINS. of Union College, a most reliable authority on these matters, &quot;All of

the precious stones (proper), such as the sapphire, diamond, ruby, etc., have most probably, at one time, been in a meltod

state. So gold, silver, copper, in many instances, are found in such a state as to indicate that they have not only been

melted, but heated to such a.teraperature that they have been vaporized and deposited in the fissures of the rocks.&quot; Again
he says: &quot;In the lava from volcanoes, when it is coolad, bright crystals are found in little cavities, resembling, in their

physical properties, crystals found in the rocks far away from volcanoes, and which, in the memory of man, have not been

in an active state.&quot;

Science arranges such facts, and draws its conclusions from them ;
but the appearances struck the contemplative mind

in ancient times, and, besides direct notices, there is much in language, and especially in the names for gemsaud metallic

substances, that indicates the same early observation.
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tion, metamorphosis, or of one thing turning into another. In none of these uses can it be

employed as some would translate, that is, for digging up the earth, tossing it to and fro,

as DELITZSCH says, or splitting rocks with fire and vinegar. When regarded in this last

sense, it is totally inapplicable to any such idea. This sense of transformation has many

examples; as Lev. xiii. 3: the hair (of the leper) turned white, with many following exam

ples; Exod. vii. 15: rod turned to a serpent; Exod. viii. 20: water turned to blood; Ps. cv.

26, the same; Ps. cv. 25, heart turned to hate; Ps. cxiv., rock turned to pool of water; Isaiah

xxxiv. 9, valleys turned to pitch; Joel iii. 14, sun turned to darkness; Job xix. 19, friends

turned to enemies, though there it may have the local sense : are turned away (their faces) at

the shocking sight of the sufferer. For other examples, see Amos v. 8, morning to shadow

yf death; Ps. Ixvi. 6, sea to dry land; Ps. xxxii. 4, my moisture to the summer drouth; with

other places in all of which it will be seen that there is the idea of a transformation to some

thing of a different, and, in general, of a seemingly opposite nature. In such cases, the

Niphal is equally used with the Kal, just as in English the transitive sense, turns into, and

the passive, is turned into, have the same meaning. Or they might all be rendered, in Eng

lish, without a preposition : rod turned serpent, water turned blood, etc.

Besides its own inherent fitness, the difficulties in the other translations seem to drive

us to this sense of transformation, so well established in so many other cases. Taking the

other view, as presented by DELITZSCH and ROSENMUELLER, the subject of }3np. would

seem to be y?N ; but there the gender is in the way. If we take &quot;Tprw for the subject,

there is a similar difficulty with the number; not insurmountable, indeed, as it may be taken

collectively for the interior of the earth. The impersonal rendering, it turns, or there is a

turning, would do, but it suits the sense of transformation rather than that of a turning up

by the miners. All grammatical difficulties are obviated by taking for the subject OTy?

(bread or food) in the first clause, just as it is joined to this same verb, and in this same

sense of transformation, xx. 14 : ^HJ V.J7D3 lorn, his bread in his bowels is turned, changed,

transformed to something else, becoming the poison of asps, as appears in the second clause.

So here t?N 1D3
~|2nj DnS, bread is turned to fire, or to the l?K 1D3, the fire-like (igneous*

rrvpoeidef) ;
bread and fire being taken as contraries, or, at least, very different forms of mat

ter. The idea being somewhat strange, or out of the usual way, this mode of expression is

adopted : as it were fire, as though this subterranean fiery energy must be something different

from common fire, yet having so much of a similar elemental nature as to demand a similar

name. The translator has used the word seems as a corresponding expression for an idea

hypothetically strange.

The examples of
&quot;|2n

and
&quot;|3H3

show that, in this sense of transformation, they may
have a subject after as well as before them, or a double nominative being, in this respect,

like the substantive verbs of being and becoming. In this way, l?N 1D3
;
taken as one com

pound idea, may be regarded as the post-subject of
&quot;jani-

The preposition t, coming as it

does, in the majority of the cases cited, does not affect this principle, since it does not denote

approach merely, but the one thing actually becoming the other. In some of the most

* There would seem to be denoted something of an elemental distinction, in the nearest way the Hebrew language
could express it,- though, in fact, it differs from the Greek only in putting the qualitative sign at the beginning, instead

of the end of the word. Thus the Rabbinical writers use the similar particle n?33, and the noun D1?33, derived from it,

for quantity. It is commonly said, that the ancients held earth, air, fire and water to be (he four elements
;
but it would bt

more correct to say, that they used these words as representative, not of simple substances, in our modern chemical sense,

but of four supposed states of matter, like fluid, solid, gaseous, etc. All things were only varied forms .of the same matter

ever passing into different states. This is a very old thought that the human mind, in some way, had become possessed of

long before the dawn of any exact inductive science. It is, in fact, the old Orphic Protean fable: the first matter taking
all forms all things turning into each other the same matter, yet different things, because having^ different forms; M, on

the other band, it might be different matter, coming and going, yet the same thing, because preserving the same form, idea

or law. Modern science, though she laughs at alchemy, has not yet exploded this. The denominating the four elementary
states of matter by the names earth, fire, water, etc., was a mere accommodation. When the Greeks wished to be more exact,

they used derivative words with a qualitative termination, such as yijiVo?, irvpoeiSi)?, etc. We have a good example, Plato

Be Leg. 895 D: Eav ISufieV jrov ravrriv yevofustmiv tv TU&amp;gt; Yntvto, q evv&fxa, i/ IIYPOEIAEI, ri wore ^ao^ev tv r&amp;lt;o TOiourip
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striking of these cases, however, there is no preposition, as in a number of those from Levi
ticus xiii., and no difference is made, in this respect, between the active and the passive, or

between the transitive and intransitive usage, as Lev. xiii. 3, f^S TJ3H ~\yo Vcr. 25, }3HJ

157 T^&amp;gt;
hair Burned white. In other places, it is pSS, to white; but the idea is the same, and

calling it the second subject does not alter the case. It might more properly be rendered
whiteness ; but the real change is from the black hair to the white hair, or from the diseased
to the healthy. Ps. cxiv. 8, however, presents two distinct substantives without any prepo
sition : O O DJN *N3fn O3h, turned the rock pool of waters; the passive would have been, 11*71

DJX
-j3nj, the rock turned pool of water. We have, to some extent, the same idiom in Eng

lish as he turned Mohammedan, or as Shakspeare says,
&quot;

to turn husband.&quot; In Job xx. 14,
we have an example of such a construction all the more striking from the fact that the lead

ing words are the same with those of the passage before us. It is the same verb, the same
noun, and the same idea of transformation. It has already been partially cited :

}3nj vjpna

13-93 D jns m nn
:!! . T :

-
:

In consequence of the rythmical division, made by the accents, we take the second subject
in the second member of the parallelism :

His bread in his bowels is turned,
The poison of asps within him.

To make it clear, translators insert a substantive verb in the second clause: it is, or it becomes,
the poison of asps within him. But it is virtually the same with the other examples above

given, and so Luther renders it: Seine Speise inwendig im Leibe, wird sich verwandeln in

Ottergalle. DELITZSCH is hypercritical on LUTHER here. &quot;The fliiin, he says, is not

equivalent to n^oS ;
but we see that this can be expressed without the preposition, and

certainly there are cases where the construction is carried from one member of the parallel
ism to the other. He would supply the substantive verb in the second clause

;
but his own

translation shows that the poison is but the bread changed in its form, and therefore in its

nature. The idea, therefore, is precisely what Luther gives: &quot;His food in his body is

changed into (becomes) the adder poison
&quot;

his bread turns poison. Job xx. 14 is rendered by
JUNTOS and TREMELLIUS in accordance with this idea : cibus ejus in visceribus ejus conver-

susfel aspidum in ipsofat. The passage, Job xxviii. 5, is also so given by them as to pre
serve the idea of transformation, although the construction is not clearly seen : Terra ex qua

prodit cibus, quamvis sub ea diversum fiat, velut ignis ardeat.

In verse 9 below, ^71 (Kal transitive) has the first of the senses above named, that is,

the local, or sense of subversion, instead of conversion : D &quot;in t?i&0 }3n, &quot;he overturneth the

mountains from the root.&quot; This might seem to furnish an argument for the sense some

would give to the Niphal here; but a careful look at the two places shows that the inference

is the other way. In ver. 9 everything is perfectly clear. There is the subject, man, the

object, the mountains, and the kind of action, whether hyperbolically expressed or not, quite

unmistakable. Why could it not have been so expressed, ver. 5, or with simply a change to

the passive? The sense of subversion in the first passage involves great difficulty and

obscurity in these respects, as we have already seen. It is much increased by the particle

V33. The rendering, turned up as fire, gives no meaning ;
as by fire demands the instru

mental preposition, of whose ellipsis, in such a case as this, there is no example. If earth is

taken for the subject, the gender is in the way ;
if STPtin, taken as a noun, then the num

ber
;
if DnS, no other meaning can be given to it than that of transformation. The clear

ness in the one case, the difficulty in the other, shows that some out of the way idea was

intended.

Another argument is that throughout the Hebrew Bible the Niphal has everywhere the

sense of transformation, and is used in the manner of a deponent. Out of more than thirty

cases, there are but two which even seem to present any other meaning, and they, on exami-
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nation, immediately resolve themselves into the common idea. There is the prediction

against Nineveh, Jonah iii. 3, ripSHJ nir J. This, however, does not so much denote a local

subversion, though that may be a part of it, as a complete change of state, from grandeur to

ruin and desolation, as said above of Sodom, from fertility to barrenness and salt, from being

like
&quot; the garden of the Lord&quot; to the blasted waste and putridity of the Dead Sea. Another

such seeming case is Ps. Ixxviii. 57: &quot;changed like the deceitful bow,&quot; or the relaxed bow,

springing back to the old state from which it had been violently bent
; verwandelt, as it is

rendered by Hupfeld. So Josh. viii. 20,
&quot;

the pursued transformed or changed to pursuers ;&quot;

1 Sam. x. 6, &quot;&amp;gt;nK V&quot;*h ^sn:,
&quot; Saul transformed to another man.&quot; In Prov. xvii. 20, the idea

is not subversion, but contrariety, the opposite of what is, as in the Arabic sense of ~)2N-

These examples have been dwelt upon so minutely to show that in this obscure place, Job

xxviii. 5, the sense of transformation is not only allowable, but demanded, and that the

VULGATE rendering, igni subversa est, which has been the source of all similar translations,

has not only its intrinsic difficulties, but is opposed to the almost exceptionless usage of this

Niphal verb.

EXCURSUS IX.

CHAP. XXIX. 18.

AND LIKE THE PALM TEEE MULTIPLY MY DAYS.

Besides the rendering above given, and in the text, there are two other modes of trans

lating this verse, each well supported by the best authorities. Good reasons, therefore,

should be given for departing from them. There is, first, that of the common English ver

sion, supported by CONANT. It has in its favor, among the moderns, UMBREIT, STICKEL,

VAIHINGER, HAHN, REKAN and others. Among the ancient authorities, there are the

TAKGUM, SYRIAC, ARABIC. So also LUTHER, TREMELLIUS and JUNIUS, with others given

in POOLE S SYNOPSIS. It seems plausible and easy, but is open to quite strong objections.

In the -first place, it makes an incongruous simile. Heaps of corn collected in vast quanti

ties (Gen. xli. 49), promises of immense posterity (Gen. xxxii. 12
;
Isai. xlviii. 18), great

multitudes of people (all Israel, etc., 1 Sam. xiii. 8
;
2 Sam. xvii. 11

;
1 Kings iv. 20), are

well expressed by sand, since, in general, it is intended to denote the numberless, or what it

is useless to attempt to count. There is an extravagance, however, in applying it to the years,

or the days, of any human life, however long. It is, moreover, applied to visible objects, or

conceived as visible, that strike us by their multitude, whereas time, however divided, pre

sents no such conception of countless particles. Again, to the comparison /1TO, there is

almost always added the sea (D H), or the sea shore. Out of twenty examples there are only
two exceptions, Hab. i. 9,

&quot;

gather captivity like the
sand,&quot;

and Ps. cxxxix. 18, in both of

which cases the idea of number is so clear as not to need the addition. In Isaiah xlviii. 18,

the sea is mentioned right before and after. This, however, although having weight, is not

conblusive, since Job may have meant the sand of the desert. In the third place, it makes

strongly against this rendering, that it is out of harmony with what follows, even if we take

it as an independent assertion (my root was open], instead of a continuation of an idea, or

of a state preceding as would seem to be denoted by the participle n^3 (my root laid open,

etc.}. Ver. 19 is in any way most abrupt and void of connection, if we render /in either

Band, or the phoenix bird, and this is the more strange in a passage so emotional, and espe

cially when we consider the wonderful beauty of the language following.
The second rendering is that adopted by EWALD, DIT/LMANN, DELITZSCH and ZOCKLER.

DELITZSCH, in particular, goes into a labored defence of it. They regard Vin as meaning
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the phoenix, the fabulous bird said to live a thousand years, then to die, or go out in its nest

through some sort of spontaneous combustion, after which it had a kind of second birth, and
lived the same round again. Hence the argument of DELITZSCH, and which is really the

best he offers, that the bird is so called from the Arabic /in, meaning a circuit or round,

though there is no evidence that the Arabians themselves ever used this word for the phoe

nix, and it has no such meaning in Hebrew. The great authority for this rendering is

derived from the Jewish Rabbinical commentators, and from the Talmud. This is suspi
cious on the very face of it; for, however excellent these commentators in some respects, yet

nothing is so apt to lead them into extravagance as a story about some fabulous animal,

especially some monstrous creature of a bird. The only thing in the context which seems

to favor it in the least is the mention of the word nest, {p.,
in the first clause of the veree;

but this is so used for habitation (as in Numb. xxiv. 21, where it is taken as synonymous
with 3t?l3, seat, and Hab. ii. 9, where it is in parallelism with JV3, house), that the figurative

may be regarded as nearly out of sight, not suggestive of any comparison, or as itself sug

gested by what Job had said, a few verses above, about his own. domestic felicity when his

young children were round about him as the parent bird in its nest. If we regard it as sug

gestive of, or suggested by this monstrous phoenix story, then we must carry it through. It

was not merely a dying in his nest, his home, like an aged man with his offspring round

him, but dying in flames, like the phoenix, to live again. The association of ideas would be

monstrous, far removed from the simplicity characteristic of the book, whether we regard it

as a later Solomonic invention, or as a true patriarchal history. The Greek fable was a late

thing, comparatively, and there is no evidence whatever of its having anything Shemitic

about it. If the phoenix was chosen for the comparison, it must have been on account of these

marvellous incidents of combustion and revivification, since in other respects, or the mere

domestic image of the nest, there are other birds that would have done much better. It is,

however, this idea of revivification which commended it to some of the earlier Christian

interpreters, who found in it the doctrine of the Resurrection. In the same way, $oivi t
in

the LXX. version of Ps. xcii. 13 (palma in the Vulgate, &quot;1EP in the Hebrew), was also turned

into the phoenix ;
as BOCHART says, Hieroz. 819 : Nonnulli Fairies avide arripuerunt quia

videbalur facere ad resurrectionisfidem : &quot;The righteous man shall flourish (revive) like the

phoenix.&quot;
It may be said, too, that in this place the rendering, phoenix (meaning the fabu

lous bird), disrupts the two verses, more even than the rendering, sand. How it reads I

&quot;

Multiply my days as a phoenix my root laid open to the waters, and the dew lodging all

night upon my branch.&quot; It is not only a most abrupt change of figure in two clauses closely

connected by the form and dependence of their words, but a most inharmonious succession

of ideas, especially if we carry along what is most prominent in the fable, the images of com

bustion and of revivification out of the ashes.

The third rendering, and the one which the translator, after the most careful study, has

found himself compelled to adopt, is that of the LXX. and of Jerome in the Vulgate. The

former renders &quot;wi not simply 0oh&amp;gt;f,
which might be taken to mean either the palm or the

bird, but removes all ambiguity by using the words ba-xsp trreAe^of
$&amp;gt;oZi&amp;gt;m&amp;gt;f,

&quot;like the stem of

the palm tree.&quot; The VULGATE has simply sicut palma. The authority they had for this

could have been nothing else than the standing Jewish tradition about the word, before the

Targum, the Talmud, or those Rabbinical expositors who delighted in such stories as that

of the phoenix and the roc. See what a monstrosity they make of
&quot;}?&,

Job xxxviii. 36,

rendering it the cock: &quot;Who hath given intelligence to the cock?&quot; in defiance of all the

harmonies of the passage. It was not so with the older Jews when the LXX. version was

made. Jerome, too, as he tells us in many places of his commentaries, relied much upon

his Jewish teacher, who often gave him clear and consistent renderings for words, but

nowhere such wild fables as these. From such an earlier and better source must he, as well as

the LXX. translators, have derived their rendering of S in. It is much more likely that the

later Jewish rendering of phoenix, as a bird, came from a perversion of the LXX., than to

suppose the reverse, as DELITZSCH seems to do
; namely, that the Greek translators, not un-
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derstanding the Hebrew iJea attached to Sin, or why they rendered it phoenix, took it for

the tree, instead of the bird. This is incredible. It should be borne in mind, too, that the

Jewish Talmudic and Rabbinical writers connect this with other fables about the phoenix

bird, such as that it did not eat of the forbidden fruit which Eve gave to all the other birds

(see BOCHART, Hieroz. II. p. 818), and other strange things told about it in the ark. These

stories show that this phoenix translation which was mingled with them must have been

later than that purer source from which these earlier translations v. ere made.

But why should the palm tree be called /in which elsewhere means the sand? Is th*re

the semblance of a philological reason for it, or any reason aside from that beautiful fitness

of such a rendering here which all must admit? We think there is. The common name for

palm tree in other books of the Old Testament is inn (Thamar), a name given for its

slraightness, its towering figure. This name does not occur in Job, which would seem strange

as it is so common an object, and presents such a beautiful comparison, unless it is presented

by some other word. There may have been one of those dialectical variations which became

so numerous in the later Arabic. In Job s surroundings there was a fitness, too, in naming
it from the sand, as its more common Hebrew name in Palestine came from its stateliness.

There were, moreover, other things suggestive of similar ideas that characterized the palm
tree. It was not only an inhabitant of a sandy soil, the beach, or the desert, but it also

loved the water. Hence its favorite seat was where these two things were combined as in,

or on the borders of, an oasis in the desert, such as Tadmor, named from its palm trees

OD&quot;ir&amp;gt;=&quot;iDr\n,
in 1 Kings ix. 18, written &quot;^Ofi

), and, on this very account, called Palmyra, the

city of palms. Here met together both of those characteristics which so adapt the palm tree

to this comparison. It is the tree of the sand; its root loves the water, lies open to the

water, which it instinctively finds beneath the sand, whilst its stately towering stem (or

arefax ? as the LXX. render it, having this in mind probably), presents its isolated branch

(&quot;Vp
here in the singular, branch, or top, instead of branches) to receive the nourishing

dews of heaven. The sand tree, or the sand tree near the fountain, and an indication of its

presence ;
this seems a good ground for a poetical name, if it is any more poetical than that

which names it for its stateliness. In the Greek version of the Book of Sirach, xxiv. 15,

Wisdom says,
&quot;

I was exalted like the palm tree iv alyictims, on the sea shores,&quot; the sandy

beaches, or margins of streams running through deserts, like the Jordan near Jericho

anciently famous for its palms. Its other quality is attested by PLINY, Lib. xiii., ch. 4, as

quoted by BOCHART : Palma gaudet riguis toto-que anno bibere amat. So THEOPHRASTTJS,
eiu&Tei TO vafianalov vdup, &quot;it seeks the fountain water.&quot; These two qualities, loving the

sand, and loving the water, might seem inconsistent, but it is in fact this compound property
which makes it the fertilizer of the desert, by drawing up water that may lie below, and thus

becoming the creator, as it were, of such oases as Tadmor or Palmyra. Both, however, meet
us in that clear passage, Exod. xv., where the station Elim, in the desert, is so strikingly
described as

&quot;

twelve fountains of water and seventy palm trees.&quot; The sand tree had made
the fountains by which in turn it was nourished. It may be said, in short, that whilst the

literal interpretation, the sand, here greatly weakens the figure evidently designed to be car

ried through both verses (18, 19), the other rendering of the fabulous phoenix utterly destroys
it

;
and the wonder is that men like EWALD and DELITZSCH could have tolerated it for a

moment. It cannot be denied, that the translation of the LXX. and Vulgate presents per

fectly this exquisite association of ideas. The palm lives long. That adapts it to the first

verse, and immediately suggests the charming imagery that follows: the deep root drinking
the water in the earth below, the lofty top inhaling the dew of heaven

; earthly prosperity
crowned with the divine favor.* We cannot wonder that it was a favorite text with old

divines, who sought to accommodate (and justly, too, for no other book than the Bible seems

* The beauty of this comparison of the righteous to the palm tree cannot be better expressed than in the words of the
Et. Rev. JOHN SAUL HOWSON, in SMITH S Dictionary of the Bible, Article PALM :

&quot; The Righteous shall flourish, etc. ; it suggests
a world of illustration, whether respect be had to the order and regular aspeit of the tree, its fruitfulness, the perpetual
greenness of its foliage, or the height at which its foliage grows, as far as possible from Earth, and as near as possible to

Heaven.&quot;
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so made for such a purpose) places and figures of this kind to the inward religious experience.

They were learned men, and knew more about the letter of the Scriptures than many a

boasting Rationalist; but they also heard in it a voice the latter cannot hear. The thought

is called up by a passage in the dying experience of Thomas Hallyburton, Professor of

Divinity University of St. Andrew s, and author of a most learned and acute work on the

Insufficiency of Natural Religion (ed. 1714). When near his end, and in the most acute

pain, he was asked one morning how he found himself. &quot;Och, sirs,&quot;
he replied, &quot;sore

enough in body, but sweet in soul, my root spread out by the waters of life, and the dew lay

all night upon my branch.&quot;

It confirms the comparison and the rendering given in the text, that the palm, as has

been said, is a long living tree. Any one can see how much better it suits the simile of

growing years than the sand, which is suitable only to the comparison of visible objects con

fusing the eye by their number, and thus becoming countless (numeroque carentis arenae, as

Horace says, Odes, Lib. i. 24). It is illy adapted to denote succession of any kind, especially

that of a flowing quantity like time, or the years and days of life. The beautiful propriety

of the figure, Ps. xcii. 13, where it is joined with the cedar in expressing the idea of a hale

old age, furnishes also a strong argument in support of the rendering adopted here :

&quot; The

righteous shall nourish like a palm tree (? 0oZv/f ), like a cedar in Lebanon shall he grow

(HJBP, LXX. TrhyOvvOfaeTai, VULG. multiplicabitur) ; they shall yet bear fruit in old age ; they

shall be resinous and green:&quot; They shall be evergreens. To sum up the comparison of the

sand is defective and incongruous, as we have shown
;
t^at of the fabulous phoenix, mon

strous and unscriptural ;
this suits every aspect of the figure.

EXCURSUS X
ON THE SUPPOSED LOCALITY OF CHAP. XXX.

If there were scenic directions in the Book of Job, as in modern acted dramas, this

chapter might, perhaps, have had appropriately placed before it the inscription :

SCENE The Border of the Desert.

Such a direction would seem to have some plausible ground of support from internal evi

dence. The imagination, if it be called such, is not only admissible, but has much to make

it rational. Nothing is told us to that effect ;
but certainly it would be a very natural sup

position, that the wretched Job, now become an outcast, stripped of property and children,

abandoned by his wife, and afflicted by this terribly loathsome and infectious disease, had

removed himself, or had been removed, to a distance from the scenes of his former life. It

is to the credit of his three friends, notwithstanding the harshness appearing in some parts

of their argument, that they ran the risks, and bore the disagreeableness, of remaining with

him under these circumstances. Such a view in regard to his location is quite consistent

with many things in the preceding chapters. It would very naturally suggest some of the

wild frontier scenery Job describes in Ch. xxviii., especially the first part. It would vividly

recall, by way of contrast, the scenes of his former life, the abundant &quot;milk,
the flowing

streams of oil&quot; (xxix. 5, 6), now coming before his imagination like theSharab (Syf,
Isaiah

xlix. 10), or mirage of the desert. So we might say, too, in respect to the brilliant nocturnal

images presented in such passages as xxii. 12
;
xxv. 5; xxvi. 13. The Mars and constella

tions come out most gloriously in the clear, dry atmosphere of the desert. It gives them,

too, a more imposing appearance of height when seen as the only striking objects VIM

from an extended barren plain :

Lo! where Eloah dwells! the heaven sublime!

Behold ! the crown of stars ! how high they are !
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This is language much more likely to be used in the vast solitary sahara, than in scenes

crowded with the sight, or the memory, of well known multifarious objects. So Ch. xxv. 13,

where Bildad says :

&quot; Look to the moon, behold !&quot; or where Job, in his reply, points to the

brilliant constellation of the serpent nearly overhead (xxvi. 13). It is probable, too, that

these discourses mainly took place by night, as the cooler, calmer hour, the season of con

templation, of &quot;

good thinking,&quot; as denoted by that beautiful word Ev6p6vT?}
the Greek poeti

cal name for the night. We know, too, from other sources (HARIRI, and other Arabian

Seance writers), that the Nightly Consessus was, among the early Arabians, a favorite mode
of grave discussion, so established, in fact, that it gave rise to a peculiar verb and noun em

ployed in the Ante-Koranic times for that very purpose, samara, to discourse by night, noctem

confabulari lucente luna, with derivatives carrying the same idea, and denoting manner and

place.

The chief argument, however, for supposing such a scenic location here comes from this

30th chapter itself. These vagabonds, so graphically pictured to us, these Troglodytes, or

dwellers- in holes of the earth, as ver. 6 represents them, could never have so haunted Job

had he been at or near his old abode in the vicinity of the city (xxix. 7) or castle, or in the

fertile country adjacent. When they came out of their desert holes, and visited this fertile

region, it was only as beggars driven by want, and to whom, on account of their incapacity
for labor, or their general shiftlessness, even the meanest employments were denied (xxx. 1,

2). These wild, famished, uncouth creatures now find him on the border of their own desert

homes, and crowd around him in a sort of stupid wonder at his deplorable appearance.
Their astonishment at the strange, emaciated man is soon turned to the most brutal scorn.

They make his defenceless condition the object of their senseless, savage mirth of gross

insults, and, at last, of violent assaults. See a similar Description of the same, or a similar

crew, chap. xxiv. 5-8.

EXCURSUS XL

THE ANGEL INTERCESSOR.

CHAP, xxxni. 23, 24.

And is there then an angel on his side

The interceding one of thousands chief
To make it known to man His righteousness;
So. will He show him grace, and say:
Deliver him from going down to death ;

A ransom I have found.

GESENIUS renders ^ /D 1&OD angelus -intercedens pro hominibus apud Deum,
tutelaris, and refers to Matt, xviii. 20. In this idea of a supernatural being, or a divine

messenger, he has agreeing with him EWALD, SCHLOTTMANN, DILLMANN, DELITZSCH,
ZOECKLER, and, among the older commentators, MERCERUS, SCULTETUS, COCCEIUS and
others. The VULGATE has angehis loquens, but meaning a celestial being, which LUTHER
follows : ein Engel, einer aus tausend. To this corresponds RENAN :

Mais s il trouve nn ange intercesseur,
Un des innombrables Atres c61estes.

On the other hand, UMBREIT, ROSENMUELLER and CONAKT maintain that it is a mere
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human messenger, and that by it, most likely, Elihu intends himself. The reasons against

this latter part of the idea are most conclusively given by SCHLOTTMANN and DELITZSCH.

It is not to be imagined, that Elihu, whatever some may say of his vanity and forwardness,

should dare to represent himself as a divine or prophetic messenger to Job, sent in this way
to announce to him the divine will, and to promise him the divine forgiveness. The word

7? ^ COCCEIUS observes, forbids it. To announce to man seems to imply something

higher than a human messenger. But
&quot;]^^&amp;gt;, by itself, would be sufficient. The almost

universal usage of this word makes it the representative of a heavenly messenger. The com

paratively few cases in which it is used for a human herald, such as 1 Sam. xvi. 19; xix. 11;

xix. 20
;
1 Kings xix. 2

;
Job i. 14, ever present a context forbidding any other idea. Com

pare Job i. 14 and iv. 8. Everything in this passage suggests the latter rather than the

former, and throws the burden of proof upon those who contend for the human character.

DELITZSCH remarks that there is more of angelology in Elihu s speeches than in other parts

of the book
;
but a better argument is drawn from the close connection of this account with

the vision-warnings mentioned just above (vers. 14, 15), as among the modes of the divine

instruction. The transition is very easy from these to angelophanies, if they are not, in fact,

identical that is, the angel appearance occurring in vision.

The language, too, &quot;one of a thousand&quot; coupled with the epithet, Mediator, or Inter

cessor, shows that something more is meant than an ordinary angel, to say nothing of its

being human. If seems to denote the chief of a mighty host. It immediately calls to mind

the Hirr ~\vhn so often mentioned in the Bible as the divine representative, the angel of

whom the patriarchs speak, Jacob s ^WH ^Ssn, Gen. xlviii. 6,
&quot; the Angel that redeemed

him from all
evil,&quot;

the &quot;Angel of the Presence&quot; mentioned in the Pentateuch, and, lastly,

carries our thoughts to the Great Intercessor of our Christian faith, and of whom all the rest

are prefigurations. It may be here but the germ of the idea
;
but it may be regarded as con

taining all that is afterwards unfolded. It is, in truth, a very old idea, and dates back to

that early promise of one who was to be the avenger of the murdered human race, and the

great champion of the divine mercy. Job may have had in mind this theanthropic idea in

the remarkable declaration xix. 25, where he speaks of his Goel or Redeemer as surviving

kinsman, and in xvi. 19, as his
&quot; Witness on high,&quot;

n
p^, his Attesting Angel, as the same

name is afterwards used in the Arabian Ante-Mohammedan theology. See KOEAN Surat

xi. 21.

What seems strongly to confirm this view of the f &quot;70

&quot;]&&
is the mention, just above,

of another class of superhuman beings, the D npp, or slayers, ver. 22. The manifest empha

sis of the passage, and the manner of using this latter word, show that something more is

meant than diseases, or the pains of the last moments. It indicates a belief, to say the least,

such as is found in the early Arabian theology, and referred to in the Koran Surat Ixxix.,

entitled An-naziat, &quot;The Angels who tear forth the souls of men with violence,&quot; as distin

guished from others called An-nashetat, or &quot;those who take them away with gentleness.&quot;

There is in the Old Testament more than one glimpse of a terrific idea, namely of some out

ward invisible violence at the death of the wicked, or of invisible powers, whatever may be

their character, who are present to take them forcibly away. It is intimated in that passage

(before referred to, Note 2, ver. 3, chap, vii.), Luke xii. 20, by the word anairolai (tluiy

demand, exact), used without any expressed subject, as though the real agents were too fearful

to mention. So in the other passages there quoted, Ps. xlix. 15 and Prov. xiv. 32. In the

first, some unseen and unnamed powers are represented as putting (W&, a strong Piel word),

forcing,
&quot;

driving, the wicked into Sheol,&quot; where Death is their shepherd (feeds them), in

strongest contrast with Ps. xxiii. 4, where the Good Shepherd (the Mediator Angel) walks

with the just in the terra umbrarum. In the other passage (Prov. xiv. 32), no beings are

mentioned; but the contrast is all the more striking between the death of the righteous man,

full of hope of some kind, and the violent ejection from the body, or their &quot;being driven

away in their wickedness,&quot; that befalls the other class. According to RABBI TANHUM, one

of the most acute of Jewish commentators, there lies the same thought in the passage, 1 Sam.
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xxv. 29. It is the contrast between &quot; the soul of David bound up in the bundle of life,&quot;
and

the souls of his enemies, whom Abigail speaks of as destined to be &quot;cast out violently,&quot; as

though &quot;slung out of a
sling.&quot;

It is the language of a questionable woman making a ques

tionable prayer, but still is it valuable, the Eabbi remarks, as showing the common belief

of the common mind in Israel. He himself regards the expression,
&quot;

slung out of the middle

of the sling,&quot;
as interpreted by its opposite,

&quot; bound up in the bundle of life.&quot; It is ever

lasting security and rest in the one case, an everlasting unrest in the other a violent driving

forth,
&quot; the sport of nature,&quot; as he strangely styles it,

&quot; tossed evermore on the waves of mat

ter, or projected into infinite space, or whirled round eternally, and never finding any termi

nation to its wanderings.&quot; It is something like the interpretation that AL BEIDAWI gives

to the passage of the KORAN, Surat Ixxix., before cited. See POCOCKE, Notes to MAIMONI-

DES, Porta Moses, p. 92, 93.

To one who thus holds that the DTIDD (vers. 22) denote the death angels (as do the

best commentators even among the Rationalists), it would seem to follow, a fortiori, that the

^D &quot;jxSo
of the next verse must be also superhuman, though far excelling in goodness and

power. This makes it the more strange that the interpretation thus given to OT\DD should

be rejected by SCHLOTTMANN, whilst he argues so strongly for the angel meaning in the

latter place. DELJTZSCH dwells at length upon the passage referred to in Genesis, and else

where, in support of the view here taken of the Angel Mediator, and makes a very conclu

sive argument. So in regard to the OVIDD, he refers to the &quot;destroying angel,&quot; ^b^n
JTHEtori, 2 Sam. xxiv. 16, and &quot;the evil angels,&quot;

D jn OxSn of Ps. Ixxviii. 49. For the

&quot; one of a thousand &quot; he refers, in like manner, to Ps. xxxiv. 8, the niiT
&quot;j^D,

the &quot;

Angel
of the Lord who encampeth (as though head of a host) round about them who fear God, and

delivereth them.&quot; The words &quot; one of a thousand &quot; cannot denote a choice man. There is

no occasion nor ground for saying any such thing here, and Ecclesiastes vii. 28, which is

sometimes cited, is far from supporting it. Still less, as before remarked, is there ground
for holding that in the use of such distinguishing language Elihu has reference to himself.

Whether it be real modesty which he professes, or mock modesty, such as those who under

rate the character charge upon him, it would be equally inconsistent with such a claim.

There is another expression in the passage which suggests an evangelical idea, or the

germ of one, as furnishing the easiest interpretation. It is the word
i&quot;M?^,

his righteousness,

or his rectitude. The idea of anything due the patient here described, either as merit or as

any uprightness of his own that needs to be revealed to him, would seem wholly out of place.

He is represented as a penitent who turns to God from warnings given in dreams, or in con

sequence of sore chastisements. His character, as estimated by himself, is given in ver. 27 :

I sinned, I made my way perverse.

Neither can it mean his profit, as DELITZSCH renders it :

&quot;

to declare unto man what is for

his
profit.&quot;

Its most simple and literal rendering is :
&quot;

to show unto man his
justice,&quot;

and

this must be God s justice. Such an interpretation would seem to be demanded by the word

f&h, to reveal. If, however, the pronoun is taken as grammatically belonging to man

though there is nothing which compels such a view it is his righteousness (man s righteous

ness) as made and given to him by God
; just as the spirit which God gives to man, Gen. vi.

3, is called by Him &quot;n^, my spirit, or as the animation given by him to the animals is called

(Ps. civ. 29) their spirit, Dnn. It
} however, need not be confined to the stricter evangelical

sense ofjustification. i&quot;^ may be taken, in a general sense, as denoting God s merciful

dealing with the penitent man in not judging him according to his sins, whatever may be

the ground for so doing. Taken either way, it comes to the same thing. And this is
&quot; the

righteousness of faith,&quot; as we find it all through the Old Testament, namely, the feeling of

acceptance on some other ground than that of human merit, although what that other ground

mi^ht be were almost wholly unknown. Whether it was the obedient offering of the sacrifice

as a symbol.of something unrevealed, or a hope in God s pure mercy, it was clearly distinct

from works as a i round of debt. It left to God &quot;

to provide the Lamb &quot; that truly
&quot;

takes

away urn,&quot;
in His own unknown, yet most heartily trusted way.
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This, it may be eaid, is
&quot; a finding of evangelical ideas in the Old Testament.&quot; But

what is there strange or inconsistent in such a mode of interpretation if such ideas are really

there, having their deep seat, in fact, in the human conscience ever demanding something
out of itself as the ground of the divine accceptance? It may be defended on the rational

principle, that if the Bible is, in any true and hearty sense,
&quot; the Word of God,&quot; or in any

sense which would authorize the Rationalist to call it Sacra Scriptura, as he is patronizingly
fond of doing, then, in order to be worthy of such a title, it must be a one book, as truly as

it is a divine book. If there is any meaning in such a characterization, it follows that every

part bears upon every other part shadow here, substance there, a gleam in one place, the

noon-day light in another and every part upon the whole. Otherwise we deny to God s

highest gift to man a wholeness which is deemed essential to the lowest physical organism.

Especially does this hold in respect to all connected with the promise, the office, and the

work of the Messiah, or the great redeeming power so early predicted in &quot;the roll of revela

tion,&quot;
130 fi;?4Pa ,

Ps. xl. 8. Says DELITZSCH: &quot;The Angel of Jehovah of primeval history
is the oldest prefigurement in the history of redemption of the future incarnation, without

which the Old Testament history would be a confused quodlibet of premises and radii without

a conclusion and a centre
&quot; This was the principle on which the learned and pious com

mentators of the seventeenth century proceeded in all their interpretations : The Bible is a

one book, every part bearing more or less on every other. In their applications of the idea

they sometimes stumble us. We draw back from following COCCEIUS, VITRINGA, and CARYL
in the extent to which they would carry it. They find too much in a passage ;

so we think
;

they discover resemblances our eyes, sometimes, fail to see (it may be, because we lack the

measure of their spiritual insight), but we cannot help feeling that they often strike out a

wondrous light, such as we cannot ascribe to any accidental accommodations. They are, at

least, accommodations, if we will call them such, that no other book, and no other literature,

could ever furnish, whatever amount of pious or aesthetic imagination we might apply in the

attempt to produce a similar effect. Let a man try it on the KORAN, or on any classical

production.

The book of Job especially may, in this way, be regarded as a nursery of evangelical

ideas, though, in many cases, just appearing in their germs. They grow out of the extreme

condition of the sufferer, his utter want of help, and the inability of his friends to meet his

case with any of the ordinary methods of reproof or consolation. They are pressed out, as it

were, by the need that is felt of some ground of justification or support stronger and higher

than the soul can elsewhere find. The reading of the whole Bible shows that this is God s

mode of revealing truth through the human itself, instead of the dogmatical way of abstract

precept, having no connection with any actual experience. Such cases may surprise us,

sometimes, by their apparent isolation, and yet when an emotional idea is thus brought out

of the soul itself, there is ever some word to sustain it, some hint, some strange thought,

seeming to stand alone in the older scripture, as something dimly revealed, but appearing in

all its glory in the later revelations of the divine and human characters.

&quot; To declare unto man His righteousness.&quot; The Genevan version annexes a note to this:

&quot; To declare wherein man s righteousness staudeth, which is through the justification of Jesus

Christ, and faith therein.&quot; DR. CONANT cites this, though we hardly know whether as

agreeing with it, or as implying that it goes too far. It would certainly be going too far as

a translation, or even a paraphrase ;
but so evangelical a man as DR. CONANT would not

object to it as a fair inference from Scripture taken as a whole, or as a comparison of this

germinal idea with other and fuller parts of the Bible.
&quot; When we take into view the whole book of Job, whether in respect to the claim made

for it of some divine authorship, or of mere dramatic consistency, the idea
very

naturally

arises, that this f^O 1^, here mentioned as the comforter of the penitent in extreme

affliction, and whom Elihu would especially regard as the intercessor in such a case as that

of Job, is one of the DTlSx J3, or &quot;sons of God&quot; mentioned i. 6 and ii. 1, or rather |3

DTlSx, the son of God pre-eminently. Such would be the idea suggested by the description,
&quot;

the
one,&quot; or the chief,

&quot;

among a thousand.&quot; Something like it would seem to have been in
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the mind of the Targumist, and to have suggested his rendering Xt3 1

7p&quot;i3,
Trapdnfo/Toc (the

Comforter). The opposite of this in the Targumic dialect is llJ
Bp, Gr. Karrjyopo^, the Accu

ser. The opening super-earthly scene at once presents itself. Even from that date, this

Ben Elohim, son of God, or Paraclete, may have been commissioned to sustain the sufferer

in the great and unequal conflict he is called to wage with Satan, the Accuser, the Adversary,

who is permitted to try Job to the uttermost. This brings to mind the scenes described in

the New Testament, the Temptation, the sore conflict of the Mediator himself when repre

senting humanity, and his great triumph over that same hostile power with which he has

been contending since the announcement in the Protevangel. Whether such is a rational

mode of using Scripture depends altogether upon the settlement of this question which may
be said to form the dividing line between the Rationalistic and the Evangelical mode of

Scriptural exposition : Is the Bible a one book ? Is there a one mind throughout, or is it a

mass of isolated fragments, having no more connection than the separate parts that go to

make up what we might call a Jewish or a Greek literature? Is it a grand epic having a

true epic unity: The Book of the Wars of Messiah with Satan the Enemy of Mankind? or is

it a fragmentary Iliad, a collection of ancient songs or ballads without any uniting idea, as

some of these same Rationalists falsely characterize the great Grecian epic ?

&quot;A ransom I have found,&quot; a covering, an atonement a cancelling or blotting out (put-

ling out of view] as the etymological image (obduofit, oblevit, Gen. vi. 14) would more exactly

denote. It is not easy to keep away the idea of something evangelical, or protcvangelical^
when we read these words in such a connection. It is God s representation, capable of being

spread over a wider or a narrower view. There is no language of which the scriptural writers

seem more fond than this of blotting out, covering, putting away from the divine eye, or hiding,

as it were, human sin. What more do we want than this image connected with the hearty
belief that there is a true ground for it, out of man, and in something done by the Mediator

by whom it is effected, some transcendent virtue in him, or some ineffable deed of glory, so

bright thakit turns the divine eye to itself, and away from the sin of him who pleads it

covering it over as it were, blotting it out, or hiding it as something lost and unrernembered

in the depths of the sea.

O happy is that man, and blest,

Whose sins are covered o er.

SCOTCH VERSION Ps. xxxii. 1.

It may be called an anthropopathic figure ;
but volumes on &quot; The Philosophy of the Atone

ment&quot; could not so penetrate the intellect by first penetrating the affections. It should be

remembered, too, that whatever may be the nature of the atonement, it is God s provision.
&quot;

I have found,&quot;
nfl*n. DELITZSCH well remarks on this word, that it denotes not a mere

casual meeting with a thing, but & finding after seeking in other words, a providing. The

language here, he says, is suggestive of Heb. ix. 12, aluviav Xvrpuaiv evpapevos,
&quot;

having found
an eternal redemption (an eternal ransom) for us.&quot;

&quot;

Deliver
him,&quot; ver. 24. The language may be applied to a wider, or to a narrower deli

verance. It may be a recovery from bodily sickness, or from spiritual disease, or from both

combined; it may have reference to the temporal or the eternal; but it is the same essential

salvation. Noah when he watched the ascending flame of the burnt-offering, Job when he

said, &quot;I know that my Redeemer liveth,&quot; David when he said, &quot;Blessed is the man whose
sins are covered,&quot; the woman who touched the hem of Christ s garment that she might be
healed of her bodily disease, and Paul when he said, &quot;There is now no condemnation to

them who are in Christ Jesua,&quot; had, each of them, the same essential
&quot;

righteousness of

faith.&quot;
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EXCURSUS XII.

THE WHIRLWIND, XXXVIII. 1
;
AND THE PERSON SPOKEN OF, VER. 2.

The fact that mj?D here has the article attached to it is not to be disregarded in deter

mining the plan and connections of the book, although it may not be deemed absolutely
conclusive. The whirlwind (H^DH) seems certainly to suggest something known, or of
whose presence, or approach, the reader has, in some way, had intimation. So SCHLOTT-
MANN :

&quot; The article shows that that very storm is meant, the coming up of which Elihu has

already described.&quot; Instead of being weakened, this is rather strengthened by the view of
3HT (the golden sheen) as presented in the translator s notes to xxxvii. 22 and 23. The
H31D, or thunderstorm, is the forerunner of the rnyo, just as the tornado, as now witnessed,
often has such a predecessor. Whether natural or supernatural, or a combination of both

(since the Scriptures, as we have seen, LANGE Gen. Special Int. to Chap. I., page. 145, does
not make that sharp distinction which our philosophy does), it would be equally consistent

with the view of the book as a drama, or as an actual narrative of fact. Like the pillar of

cloud and fire in the wilderness, or the volcanic flames of Sinai, this m#D may have had

mingled with it more or less of meteorological causation, and this warrants an appeal to the

peculiar electric or amber hue that is sometimes seen in such wind clouds, giving them an

appearance majestic, yet more awing than the darkest nimbus charged with rain.

DELITZSCH, however, thinks that the article is to be taken generically, namely, the whirl

wind, as distinguished from other species of winds, and so equivalent to a whirlwind. CONANT
and others of our best commentators take the same view. It may, doubtless, be so regarded,
and therefore the article by itself is not conclusive. There is, however, another argument
equally strong, whether we read with the article or without it, and that is the great impro

bability of such a declaration :

&quot; The Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind,&quot; or
&quot; out of a

whirlwind,&quot; if no mention had been made, and no intimation had been given, either in the

narrative, or in the dramatic action, of any such event. The improbability of it is not

diminished it is rather greater if we suppose such announcement to come right after Job s

words, xxxi. 40, or even some of the verses above supposed to be misplaced in order to favor

such a theory.* The very fact that this undramatic abruptness, as it would in that case be,

is not seen or felt by the reader, comes from the Elihu portion, and the effect it has upon
the minds even of those who reject it as spurious. Indeed, a very strong and conclusive

argument for the genuineness of this Elihu portion, is the very fact, that it makes such an

appropriate preparation for the Theophany and the whirlwind by which it is attended. This

we have endeavored to show elsewhere (see INT. THEISM, Note p. 26, 27). The view intended

to be enforced here is, that this is felt all the more powerfully from its having been thus

brought in dramatically, without any intervening narrative clause, such as occurs in other

parts. But that there should have been no announcement, not even of the narrative kind,

would be a singular thing. It would be especially so in a drama where all the events expla

natory of the great action are so minutely given in the projogue and in the appendix, to say

* Everything in the context goes to show that ver. 40 of that chapter is tho real peroration of Job s speech. It is in

tho vindicatory style of the whole chapter, pervading it throughout, and resumed at ver. 38, whilst vers. 35, 3C and 37

form one of those passionate parenthetical outbursts interspersed here and there, as in vers. 6-11, 12-23-28, and which,

while making the speech more irregular and impetuous, add greatly, on that very account, to its rhetorical force. The

whole chapter is a most solemn appeal, an answering
&quot; like a hero-man with his loins girded,&quot; just as Qod bids him do,

xxxviii. 3. It is, in fact, a continued oath, and its sharp imprecatory clause, ver. 40 :
&quot; Let thistles grow instead of wheat &quot;

(let my land be cursed, if the injustice and oppression you charge me with, chap, xxii., be true
; equivalent to our &quot; So

help me God&quot;), forms the most fitting conclusion that can be imagined. It should 1&amp;gt;&amp;lt;- remembered, too, that although .Toll

appeals to the Almighty, xxxi. 35, the whole chapter is a vindication of himself from the injustice of his friends, and has

no reference to any plan or counsel of God, such as DEUTZSCH supposes to be intended by nV&amp;gt;
, xxxviii. 2.
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nothing of the narrative account of Elihu, his country and his kindred, previous to his

speaking. It has been charged that he appears too suddenly, and with too little mention of

the manner and reason of his coming. God s speaking out of a whirlwind, with nothing said

or hinted of a whirlwind, or of any theophanic accompaniment, would seem a much stranger

fact, especially if we regard the book as a drama. However different the forms of dramatic

representation, it is a universal characteristic that some preparatory warning, either by

speech, or action, or by something called machinery, is given of celestial appearances. In

truth, nothing could be more undramatic than the other view, especially if we read chap,

xxxviii. as coming directly after chap. xxxi. We have a sententious moralizing on the

divine ways ;
no intimation is given of approaching deity ;

when all at once it is said : &quot;The

Lord answered out of the whirlwind,&quot; or a whirlwind, rn.yDn JD, a Hebrew word for the

most violent tempest, tornado, procella, mj7D nn (see Ps. cvii. 25; Ezek. xiii. 11, 13; Isai.

xxix. 6; Jon. i. 4, 12; Jerem. xxiii. 19; xxv. 32). Had it been said: The Lord answered

from heaven, as the angel called to Abraham, or from the skies, or from a cloud, or from the

air, or from any common constant condition of physical surroundings, it would not have been

so remarkable, although, even iu such cases, not according to scriptural usage, which always

prepares us, in some way, for such a divine speaking.* It is very much as though the sixth

verse of Exod. iii. had come directly after the first :

&quot; And Moses was feeding the flock, etc.;

and God said, I am the God of thy fathers, the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.&quot; Or had

verse 6 read :

&quot; and God spake out of the burning bush,&quot; or
&quot; a burning bush,&quot; when no

intimation whatever had been given of any such appearance, then the case would be per

fectly parallel to this in its strange abruptness. In like manner, had Exod. xx. 1 :

&quot; And
God spake all these words saying,&quot; etc., come directly after xix. 1 :

&quot; The same day came the

children of Israel into the wilderness of
Sinai,&quot; the leaving out of all the intervening appear

ances would not be more strange, or contrary to Bible usage. There, too, as in the other

case, would the wonder have been enhanced, had chap. xx. commenced: &quot;and God spake
out of the fire,&quot; when nothing had been said or hinted in respect to any fire natural or super
natural. So too in 1 Kings xix. 11, God s speaking to Elijah in the still small voice that

followed the earthquake, the wind, and the fire, might just as well have immediately followed

his speeches to the priests of Baal. Compare other theophanies of the Old Testament, as

also those of the New, such as Matt. iii. 16, 17; Acts ix. 3, and the difference will be seen at

once. The attending circumstances differ in each case
;
but the reader cannot fail to see the

point of the parallel. In like manner, tile divine declarations! to the prophets have their

preparatory narrative announcements. Surely there would have been something here like

the mention of the gathering phenomena out of which the Lord spake to Moses and Elijah,

had there not been dramatic intimations which, when rightly understood, prepare us for the

voice. Such, we think, is the effect of reading the xxxvi. and xxxvii. chapters (the latter

part of Elihu s speech). The most unlearned reader, without any helps of exegesis, though

having a very inadequate view of the meaning of many verses, gets such an impression. It

is in the very atmosphere of the style and language, we may say. It is an impression, grow

ing more and more vivid till the close, of something fearful present and approaching. There

is felt to be a naturalness in Elihu s cry, ver. 22 : &quot;With God is dreadful majesty ;&quot;
and this

is the reason why so little surprise is felt by such a reader at the words &quot; out of the whirl

wind,&quot; at the opening of chap, xxxviii. The exegete would get the same impression should

* DILLMANH thinks the article has no significance, because &quot;always, whenever God draws nigh in majesty, or as a Judge
of the earth, it is usually the case that the whirlwind announces and attends hjs coining.&quot; It would have been well had

he pointed out some cases where the whirlwind itself is not announced, or some account given of it in narration, or some
intimation of its coming or presence in the scene itself. The argument is just the other way ; since, if this view be taken,
there is no other case like it in all Scripture.

t To this there might seem opposed the frequent declarations of the Pentateuch: &quot; And the Lord spake unto Moses;&quot;

but in them no outward appearances are mentioned at all, which at once destroys any parallelism between such cases and

this: &quot;The Lord spake out of a whirlwind.&quot; There is, moreover, no reason to believe that there were any theophanic

appearances at all in such communications. A veil is thrown over the whole subject; but they were most likely wholly

tubjective, or through nothing more outward than the oracle, the Shekinah, or the Irwn and Thummim. go of many of

the prophetic revelations. We may regard them as mainly subjective by dreams, or otherwise, not specified because of

their frequency. An objective vision is always minutely and even pictorially detailed, as Isai. vi. and Ezek. i.
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he take the poem according to its plan, and give up his uncritical effort to discredit the very
part which, more than all others, proves the dramatic unity.

Another question arises out of this portion of the book : Who is the person addressed,
or rather spoken of, as one who darkeneth counsel by words without knowledge? In the
INT. THEISM, p. 25, 26, a few reasons are given for referring it to Elihu, to which something
more may here be added. DELITZSCH thinks that the use of the participle form yvr\V
denotes its reference to some one who has just stopped, or been stopped speaking. The
remark is in the main just, and if the genuineness of the Elihu portion is maintained, it

would follow that Elihu was intended. DELITZSCH, however, uses it for the other purpose,
namely, as showing that Job was the last speaker, who, he says,

&quot;

is interrupted* by Jehovah
without any intervening speaker having come forward.&quot; The word &quot;

interrupted
&quot;

(unter-

brochen) is certainly at war with the impression made by the close of ch. xxxi. 38, 39, 40.

Job seems to bring what he intended to say there to a full rhetorical and most impressive
close. Even without the formula :

&quot; The words of Job are ended,&quot; on which we have else

where remarked (see Note 45 to ver. 40 of ch. xxxi.), everything goes to show that he was

done, that he meant it for a final defence, to which he would add no more. Elihu, on the

other hand, towards the close of his speech, shows appearances of embarrassment and confu

sion :

&quot;

teach us what to say : we cannot order our speech by reason of darkness
;

is it told

Him that I am speaking ?&quot; Then there is the cry at the appearance of the golden cloud,

the Allah Akbar (
God is great] that follows, and the finishing word as of one overwhelmed

by the sense of a near divine presence, and of the insignificance of all human wisdom, and

human counsel in comparison with it: &quot;He regards none that are wise in heart.&quot; The
words are on his lips when the awful voice breaks forth. Such is the scene, briefly but xaith-

fully sketched from the graphic outlines of Scripture. To those who are fond of calling the

book a drama, and of praising its artistic merit, it may be said, that nothing could be more

artistic, more dramatic, unless it be that actual reality which exceeds all art. If it be a work

of fiction, then &quot; the later
poet,&quot;

as DELITZSCH calls him, is the equal of the older, and by
his skill in the difficult work of perfectly adapting an interpolated portion, shows that he

might well have been the author of the whole.

The expression
&quot;

darkening counsel,&quot; if we suppose it to refer to Elihu, may be taken as

descriptive of this perturbation. We need not regard it as the language of censure, but as a

mere passing notice of the last trembling speaker and his confused utterance, before the

voice directly turns to Job, who, though silent, is yet the principal figure in the scene.

Again, the style of the language :

&quot; Who is this that darkens counsel by words without know

ledge?&quot;
do not seem to characterize well the close of Job s speech, chap. xxxi. They might

have been charged as bold and confident, or as impious perhaps, but they were very plain

words, very dear, and, as against the friends, very pertinent. They were, too, most true, as

his inmost conscience testified. Ver. 37 of that chapter is simply a most solemn appeal to

God, an oath or attestation. It is not repelled as impious. God meets the appeal, and evi

dently treats it with respect, as appears in the next verse, xxxviii. 3, which, beyond all doubt,

is directly addressed to Job: &quot;Gird up now thy loins like a man&quot; (like a hero man, 12J3).

It is as though, in comparison with other men, the Almighty declared him a worthy anta

gonist whom He frankly meets, and meant to give him some intimation ofa sterner encounter

than he had yet known : It is not thy three misjudging friends, it is not the young Elihu,

with well-intentioned but imperfect and darkened counsel, it is I who ask thee now (the em

phasis in ]Sxt?N is on the first person as we have endeavored to give it in the translation),

and to ME art thou to make answer, if thou canst. There are certainly fair grounds for

maintaining that this new style of language in ver. 3, and the coloring given to it by W,_the

particle of respect and entreaty, indicate a turning away to a new object after Elihu had been

* This, of course, is a rejection of the Kl iliu portion. Bo the Rationalist Commentators say boldly. DELITZSCH, how

ever, would be thought to maintain its integrity, and even inspiration, as a true part of Holy Scripture. But nothing

seems more illogical (pace tanti viri would we say it) than his attempt to do this, in what he has to say about &quot; the older

poet
&quot; and &quot; the later poet.&quot;

The argument that would patch Scripture in this way would prove the LXX. and Syriiic

Versions to bo also parts of the Scriptural canon.
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disposed of in the previous verse. Some attention had to be given to him as the last speaker,

and immediately the great matter of the address is brought up :

&quot; But as for thee, Job, now

prepare thyself for a sharper questioning.&quot;

That the words of ver. 2 are spoken of Elihu may be inferred from the word nyy, coun

sel; though the argument may not be deemed conclusive. The primary and most usual idea

of this noun is that of counsel in the sense of advice, instruction, which it derives directly

from the universal usage of the verb \y\ as 1 Kings i. 12, where both are found, &O
&quot;]HyK

nXtf, &quot;I will counsel (advise) thee a counsel,&quot; or a counselling; for the one sense easily

passes into the other, the instructing or the instruction. In this very usual acceptation, it

well describes Elihu s counsel or instruction to Job as pronounced here dark and inadequate.

Another frequent sense is prudence, wisdom or skill in counselling. In this way it is ascribed

to Deity along with other attributes, such as HDDn, ruu. For examples of this, see espe

cially the book of Proverbs. So in Job xii. 13,
&quot; with Him is counsel and strength,&quot; Isaiah

xxviii. 29, arid other places. But it may be questioned whether it ever means the divine

purpose, or plan, or providence (as RENAN renders it), whether general or special. Yet this

is the sense given to it by those who make Job the object of these words of seeming reproof.

&quot;It is the divine decree, or
plan,&quot; says DELITZSCH, &quot;full of purpose or connection, which

Job darkens, that is, distorts by judging it falsely, or, as we say, places in a false
light.&quot;

One would hardly get this idea from reading the speeches without any reference to any such

supposed censure. It might have some good application to the speeches of the three friends,

for they, in their wisdom, assume to know something of the divine purpose, and that it must

be to punish Job for his sins. Elihu maintains the idea of discipline, but all are equally
wide of the real purpose, which is wholly super-earthly and superhuman, as set forth in the

prologue. It is to show to Satan, and the Bene Elohim, that a man on earth
&quot;

could serve

God for nought.&quot; It was not a purpose either of punishment or of discipline, primarily, or

for any good or evil to Job considered as the direct object, but, through his sufferings (see

Eph. iii. 10
; John ix. 3), to make this fact, or this truth,

&quot; known to the Principalities and

Powers in the Heavens, KOTO, irp66effiv TUV aitivuv, according to the purpose of the eternities.&quot;

But Job knew nothing of any such purpose. He could not understand it at all
;
he could

form no conception of it because it had not been revealed to him. Neither had he expressed

any opinion about it, as the others, in their wisdom, had done, and, therefore, he could not

be said to darken it. His language throughout is a righteous protest against their unjust

expositions of the case, mingled with a constant moan over his own misery, so acute in itself,

and rendered still more intolerable by a sense of some mysterious estrangement of one whom
he had loved and served. It was God, in fact, with all reverence be it said, who had made
dark his own counsel to Job, and on account of this he so touchingly mourns :

&quot; O that I

knew where I might find Him;&quot; &quot;He hideth His face from me
;&quot;

but He knoweth the way
that I take.&quot; This was his consolation, though all was dark to him in respect to the ways of

God,&quot;when He hath tried me, I shall come forth as gold;&quot; &quot;for truly the purpose con

cerning me ( p.n my decree) He will accomplish, and many such (unfathomable decrees)
are with Him,&quot; xxiii. 3, 10, 14. Surely there is nothing in such language as this that can
be called &quot;a darkening counsel by meaningless words,&quot; or as DELITZSCH says, &quot;a distorting,
or perverting, or placing it in a false

light.&quot;*

In the INTRODUCTION on the THEISM of the book, the opinion is maintained, that the

language xlii. 7 :

&quot;

the saying what is right to, or respecting, God,&quot; refers solely to Job s

humble confession, xlii. 1-6. But certainly those who hold that he is commended for saying
what is right in the general discussion, as most commentators do, should hesitate in applying
to him reproving words that seem of a directly opposite character, and especially as con
trasted with the respectful and encouraging words in the language that immediately follows

(ver. 3). It should be remembered, too, that in the whole course of that discussion there is

* The remark of UMBREIT on this language is general: Bin demiitbigendes Wort fur die philosophiechen Kimpfer!
ft is moat probable, however, that he has Elihu in view, of whom he has a very poor opinion, as a pretentious prattler,
although he admits, and gives some very good arguments for, the genuineness of the portion characteristically regarding
him as iugeniously designed by the author as a sort of foil to the other speakers.
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nothing more noble, more clear, or more commanding the sympathy of the reader, than that

eloquent vindication of chap. xxxi. If there is here a reference to it at all it would seem to

be, not in the 2d, but in the 3d verse of chap, xxxviii., after the momentary notice of Elihu.

This does indeed look like a reminiscence of that pathetic appeal (xxxi. 35) :

&quot; O that one would
hear me.&quot; And now the reply comes :

&quot; Gird up thy loins now like a man ;
it is I who ask

of
thee,&quot; not thy dark and erring friends: &quot;It is

I,&quot;
who have come (as the whole purport

of the language following warrants us in paraphrasing), not to reveal any plans or counsels,
not to solve a problem, or to decide a debate, but &quot;

to make my glory to pass before thee,&quot;

not to teach thee my wisdom or skill in nature, but to strengthen thy faith in my Omni

potence: Fear not, thou worm, Job;&quot; &quot;I am El Shaddai,&quot; the Almighty one, stronger
than Satan, and all the powers of evil that are permitted to contend with thee, and to try

thee so sorely:
&quot; I can do all things&quot; (xlii. 2) ; therefore &quot;fear thou not; only believe.&quot;

One thing further may be remarked under this head : Had the purpose or plan of God been

intended by &quot;!.,
and not the advice or instruction given by Elihu and the others to Job,

it would have been
&quot;^V.,

my counsel, placing the meaning beyond all doubt, instead of the

general term used abstractly. The reference to Isaiah xxvi. 11 (QV ^Wp supposed to be for

^y f\X3p) does not bear out the objection of DELITZSCH, since QV is a sufficient limitation

of fWp, preventing of itself any misunderstanding of the idea.

An argument in favor of its being Job who is addressed in ver. 2 might seem to be

derived from his own language xlii. 3
;
but a careful examination renders doubtful any such

inference. There is something strange in the way these words are there repeated with a

slight change, of D 7^ D for yBTlD. It does not follow, however, that because in the deep

humility of his confession he seems to take them to himself that they were originally so

intended. Job takes all to himself. He is the only man among them who makes confession.

The words have been ringing in his ears, and now, in his awe-struck, soliloquizing style, he

repeats them over to himself, as though conscious alone of his own faults, and having no

thought of any other parties : I am the man
;

it is I, then, &quot;who have uttered what I knew

not,&quot;

&quot;

things too great and too wonderful for me.&quot; The inference is strengthened from the

fact that in a like musing way, like one overwhelmed with the deepest conviction of the

divine condescension, he repeats the words of God himself, Jjnirn &quot;|7Nt7N,

&quot;

I will demand

of thee and answer thou me.&quot; To take these as a demand that Job makes of the Almighty

produces utter confusion. Hence some have been led to regard the passage as an interpola

tion, or a misplacement. But viewed as the language of one in amazement, and talking to

himself, as it were, they have a wonderful dramatic force. So CONANT very justly regards

&quot;this second member as quoted from the words of the Almighty.&quot; We think, however, that

he errs in taking them directly here as Job s own language, and giving as their sentiment :

&quot; Let me now demand of thee, and be instructed.&quot; The objection to it is that no questions

follow as really made by Job. This is answered on the unsatisfactory ground that only
&quot;

the

general sentiment was intended.&quot; But the dramatic significance is greater on the other view.

It is a kind of silent exclamation of amazement : In this new feeling that has come upon

him, he says these words over to himself, but as God s own language He utters them just

as they were spoken, but to the reader the real feeling and the real significance come through

a change of the persons :

&quot; THOU ask of me ! I answer THEE !&quot; And this it is which prepares

us for the language that follows: &quot;I have heard of Thee by the hearing of the ear,&quot;
that

is, I have had traditional knowledge of Thee &quot; but now mine eye seeth Thee.&quot; The new

knowledge excels the old, even as the sense of sight excels that of the ear
;

wherefore I

reject myself, and repent in dust and ashes.&quot;

The view here maintained in respect to the object of xxxviii. 2 is held by LYRA, one of

the most judicious of the older commentators: Sed quiz hie reprehenditur f He answers:

Elihu, quern his verbis tacere jubet ; Jobus autem jampridem siluerat. And so another authority

quoted by MERCERUS : Hunc taxat Dens, vel quod non satis cfficaciter Jobum argucret, vel

quod, cum homuncio esset, de majestate Dei orsus est
agere.&quot;

See POOLE S SYNOPSIS. Others

of the same opinion are referred to by CARYL. It must be admitted, however, that the great

majority of commentators refer the words to Job. This is done, of course, by those who
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reject the Elihu portion. Even they, however, who admit it (and they are the larger number,
if we take into view not only those who hold to its original authenticity, but also men, like

DELITZSCH and others, who accept it as canonical, though from a later author), may consis

tently do so, and yet feel no great difficulty (arising from this intervention) in regarding the

divine address as overlooking Elihu, and referring directly back to Job s concluding words,

chap. xxxi. The same may be said of the great mass of ordinary readers who know nothing

of the critical doubts in relation to this part. Very satisfactory reasons may be given for

this. The speech of Elihu seems long from its division into five chapters, and from the

mass of commentary with which it has been loaded
;
but the real time occupied by its utter

ance could not have exceeded twenty minutes, or half an hour at the utmost. What is of

still more importance, Job all this time is the principal figure. A painter of the scene would

place him in the foreground, barely distinguishing Elihu, and throwing the others altogether

into the shade. Again, although Job is not the last speaker, he is the last one spoken of,

and his own hardly suppressed manifestations help to bring him into prominence. Elihu

keeps him in view continually. Eight times does he expressly address him by name (xxxiii.

1, 31
;
xxxiv. 5, 7, 35, 36; xxxv. 16; xxxvii. 14), besides sharp personal appeals in almost

every verse. Much of his language intimates an actual part taken by Job, either by way
of look, or gesture, or some sign of impatience, as though he was on the point of speaking
himself. The critical insight of old CARYL discovers this, and he gives it as a reason for the

prompt intervention of the divine voice, silencing Elihu, and preventing that reply on the

part of Job which threatened to render the controversy interminable.

Much of what we have thus said may be condemned as conjecture ; but, even when thus

regarded, it shows how natural this Elihu portion is, and how consistent with the dramatic

unity of the book, even if we regard the divine address as wholly overlooking it. A close

study, we think, will carry us beyond this, and force the conclusion that it is not only a con

sistent, but a necessary part of a work claiming to be a dramatic whole, and that, without it,

this &quot;artistic plan and unity
&quot; of which &quot;the higher criticism&quot; has so much to say, would be

far less easily traced.
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PREFACE.

THE exegetical principles which the author has applied in this exposition of the Book
of Job require no preliminary statement to be made of them here. They continue t be the

smile with those which we followed in our exposition of the Solomonic Scriptures, which has

already made its appearance in this Series (Vol. X. of the Old Testament), and they rest on
the fact, of which we are most firmly convinced, that both as to substance and time the book
here treated of belongs to the Literature of Wisdom peculiar to the Solomonic age. That
which we have already briefly set forth on this subject in the General Introduction to this

group of writings (Vol. X., p. 14 seq.) has been confirmed to our mind by a more thorough
examination of the poem as to its contents, form and purpose except that we have again
receded from the hypothesis there presented as an admissible one of its having originated in

the age immediately following that of Solomon, and have declared ourselves more unquali

fiedly than heretofore in favor of the opinion held at present by the majority of those com
mentators who believe in revelation, that the book proceeded immediately from the Solo

monic epoch. For neither the arguments advanced by a number of critics of the liberal

school in favor of the opinion that the book originated in the age of Manasseh, in the first

half of the Seventh Century before Christ, nor those advanced by the latest commentator,

A. MEEX (Das Oedicht von Hiob ; hebr. Text, kritisch bearbeilet und ubersebzt, nebst sachlichcr

und kritischer Einleitung, Jena, Mauke, 1871, p. 41 seq.), in favor of the closely related

hypothesis that it was composed about the year 700 B. C., in the time of Hezekiah, have

been able to convince us. The many bold innovations in the line both of textual criticism

and of exegetical and Biblical theology which the latter writer has sought in some instances

to establish, in others at least to suggest, in respect to the composition, and the scientific

treatment of the book, may be of service doubtless in stimulating and advancing the future

exegesis of Job in some directions, and especially in the criticism of the text. In general,

however, and on the whole, the views which have for years now prevailed in the various

circles of commentators on our book, will receive no radical modification from these hypo
theses of Merx s, least of all from any which are so thoroughly arbibrary as e. g. that which

is advanced on p. 44, that ch. xxviii. contains a &quot;concealed polemic&quot; against the Old Testa

ment doctrine of Wisdom (!), or the ingenious, but totally unfounded fancy (p. 100 seq.),

that the two animal descriptions in the last discourse of Jehovah (ch. xl. 15 xli. 26 [34])

are to be regarded as being in a measure &quot;

Paralipomena to Job,&quot; t. e.
&quot;

rejected fragments

which had been jotted down by the poet while engaged in the work of production.&quot; On

this account we cannot indulge in excessive regret that the printing of this exposition having

begun as far back as the middle of the present year, and having made slow progress in con

sequence of various hindrances, it has been practicable to refer to the book of Merx only in

a few passages on the last sheets. It has been a cause of more serious regret that of the

posthumous work of the sainted Hengstenberg Das Buch Hiob erlduiert (Berlin, Schlawitz,

1870) a manual which is especially valuable for the purposes of practical and homiletic

exposition, and which we might class with the most solid exegetical productions of the highly

esteemed theologian of Berlin, we have been able to use for comparison only the first half,

reaching, so far as the expository part is concerned, to the end- of the 14th chapter. With

the exception of these two helps, the latest which have appeared, and of some foreign com-

221
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mentaries, which we have been unable to procure, but the omission of which can scarcely be

regarded as an important deficiency in the prosecution of our work, all the modern and latest

exegetical literature on the subject has been consulted by us with due care, and that portion

of it which is of special value has been examined and compared with the utmost possible

thoroughness. At the same time we have not allowed this dependence on our predecessors
to prejudice in any degree the independence of our own conclusions, as may be seen, e. g. t

in the position we have taken respecting the discourses of Elihu, which, notwithstanding the

opposition of many moderns, we cannot otherwise than regard as an integral constituent of

the poem according to its original construction.

May this work, of the deficiencies of which no one can be more sensible than we are, be
not altogether barren of fruit as a contribution to the exposition and to the seasonable appli
cation of the oldest

&quot;

Cross and Comfort-book &quot;

of God s people ! May it be valued as to
some degree a useful help in particular to that class of Scripture students who, while they do
not blindly surrender themselves to certain traditional prejudices of the modern critical the

ology, labor with unfeigned zeal for the reconciliation of faith in the Bible revelation with
the verified results of the scientific investigations of the day, especially into the questions
which concern the history of religion and civilization I

DR. ZOCKLEB.

GKEIFSWALD. November, 1371.



THE BOOK OF JOB.

INTRODUCTION.

|1. NAME AND CONTENTS OF THE BOOK.

THE name which our Book has borne from antiquity, and without any variation what
ever on the part of the sources by which it has been transmitted, is that of its principal hero

Job [Hebrew 3i N, Germ. Hiob, of which, however, Dr. Zockler remarks that it less accu

rately represents the Heb. than the form Job (Ijob, Ijjob)]. This name is no free poetic
invention of the author, but without doubt a proper name assigned to him by primitive tra

dition, the name of a particular person belonging to the history or the legend. The suppo
sition that it was the product of poetic fiction on the part of the author is contradicted by
the circumstance that the book nowhere contains any allusion to the signification of the

name, notwithstanding that the religious and ethical tendency of the book, and especially
its aim, which is rightly to explain and to justify the suffering which overtakes innocence,
would have furnished abundant occasion for such allusions. It is to be sure a question
how the name is to be etymologically explained ; whether, with most expositors, ancient and

modern, we form it after the Hebrew, in which case 3i N would seem to be a passive partici

ple from
21&J (Ex. xxiii. 22), and to signify accordingly

&quot;

the assailed, persecuted one,&quot; or

with some of the moderns, we base it on the Arabic verb 31X=31$, with the signification,
&quot; he who turns around, who repents, who returns to God.&quot; But whichever of these two sig

nifications, which are equally admissible, may be the original one, the poet would have had

opportunity enough to introduce some reference to it if it had lain at all within his plan to

make such allusions, or even if a moralizing nomenclature had belonged to the circle of his

vision and to his individual poetic style. For in the other names of his book as well, whe
ther of persons, or of countries, or of races, he abstains wholly from all such attempts at ety

mological characterization. Whe%ce it is sufficiently apparent that the name of the hero,

which has given name to the entire book, has its origin in a concrete historical tradition.

The Theme and Contents of the book are briefly as follows :

Ch. i. ii. : The Prologue, or the Historical Introduction to the poem. Job, an inhabi

tant of the land of Uz, noted for his piety, riches and position, being accused before God by

Satan, is, in accordance with the divine decree, subjected to a severe trial. A series of sud

den calamities robs him in a very short time of his possessions, his children, and his health,

and in an instant plunges him, afflicted with the most terrible species of leprosy, elephantia

sis, from the height of earthly prosperity into the deepest misery. He endures this visitation,

however, with wonderful equanimity ;
and even when his wife, overcome by doubt, urges

him to renounce God, he allows no blasphemous, nor even an impatient word to pass from

his lips. Three friends of Job, Eliphaz, Bildad and Zophar, who come to visit him from

sympathy, are so powerfully affected at the sight of his misery, that for seven days and nights

they sit down with the sorely afflicted man in silence, without giving
him a word of comfort.

Ch. iii. xxxi. : The dialogue, or the dialectic discussion of the problem. Job, having

at last himself broken the long silence by a violent outburst, beginning with a curse on the

dav of his birth (Ch. iii. : Theme, or immediate occasion of the dialogue) there springs up
223
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a long colloquy between him and his three visitors in respect to the question whether his

suffering is unmerited, or whether it has come upon him as the just punishment of his sins.

The friends maintain the latter ; they defend the position that God never imposes suffering

otherwise than by way of retribution for particular moral offenses and transgressions of His

law
;
and they accordingly urge on the sorely afflicted man in a tone now of milder, now of

more violent accusation, the necessity of knowing himself and turning to God in true peni

tence. Job, on the contrary, finds no connection whatever between his suffering and his

guilt, declares himself to be conscious of no sin at all by which he could have incurred such

calamity; he even goes so far as to utter violent, almost desperate accusations against God,
in that he doubts His justice, and represents himself as innocently persecuted by Him. Pre

sently, however, he rises to a state of greater calmness and composure, when, supported by
the consciousness of his innocence, and at the same time humbly submitting himself beneath

the inscrutable dispensations of the wise and just God, he declares his purpose faithfully and

reverently to cleave to Him, while he none the less expresses his yearning hope for a mani

festation of God, in which, as he distinctly anticipates, He will bring to light his innocence,

and restore him out of his misery. The colloquy runs through three series of discourses (Ch.

iv.-xiv.
;
Ch. xv.-xxi.

;
Ch. xxii.-xxxi.), which exhibit in each successive stage a heighten

ing of the conflict between the friends as his accusers, and Job as he replies to them one by
one. Especially do the discourses in which Eliphaz arraigns Job, which open each new Act

[or Series], indicate an advance in the direction of more and more direct assaults on the per

sonal character of the sufferer, and stronger suspicions of his innocence. The discourses of

Bildad and Zophar are in each instance shorter than those of Eliphaz. In the third series

of discourses (Ch. xxii. seq.) Zophar no longer takes part in the colloquy ;
but Job, having

forcibly repelled the assaults of Eliphaz and Bildad (Ch. xxiii., xxiv., and Ch. xxvi.-xxviii.),

proceeds in a kind of appended monologue (Ch. xxix.-xxxi.), elaborately contrasting with an

apologetic purpose his former and present condition, continually asserting his innocence in

the most emphatic language, and expressing his firm confidence in the final interposition of

God for his vindication
; and thus he holds the field victorious over all the assaults of his

adversaries.

Ch. xxxii. xxxvii. : The discourses of Elihu, or the attempt to settle the controversy by

means of human wisdom. A fourth opponent of Job now makes his appearance, Elihu,

inferior to the former three in age, but not in wisdom and eloquence. He seeks to show that

Job in his vindication was guilty of great one-sidedness in totally repudiating any guilt on

his part, and in casting doubt on God s justice by representing himself as cruelly tormented

and persecuted without cause. He censures the polemic of the friends against Job as inade

quate and inconsequential, recognizes him as the victor, who has reduced them to silence
;

but having done this, he controverts his right to utter accusations and doubts against God s

justice, seeks to glorify this cardinal attribute of God by showing that He, moved not by

anger, but by love, often decrees suffering for His human children with a view to chasten

and purify them, and admonishes him to submit reverently and humbly under all dispensa

tions of the Most High, whose wondrous power and majesty he most vividly describes and

extols at the end of his discourse.

Ch. xxxviii. xlii. : The Divine decision, or Gods judgment in respect to the contending

parties, together with the historical epilogue, or closing act. The exhibitions of one-sidedness,

which characterize this attempt of a human arbiter to mediate in the controversy, serve to

set forth in its proper light the appearance of God on the scene, the way for which has now

been sufficiently prepared. Jehovah appears, and in a powerful discourse addressed to Job

out of a storm shows (ch. xxxviii. xli.) that it is folly to doubt His wisdom and justice in

ruling the destinies of men on earth, and for this reason, that to the man who utters such

doubt not even the simplest, commonest processes in the external life of nature are clear and

comprehensible, at the same time that in tho?e processes those Divine attributes are supremely
and most gloriously revealed. With this exposition, which is directed more especially

against Job, is connected the condemnation of the three friends on account of their short

sighted, harsh, unfriendly view of the relation in which he stood to the Divine righteousness.
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Still more emphatic is the condemnation which follows in the final scene of the whole, which
is introduced by Job s penitential confession of his sin (ch. xlii.), this condemnation being
pronounced first of all formally and directly by requiring of them a definite expiation of
their offense, and by God s declaration that He graciously accepted Job s intercession in
their behalf, and then circumstantially in the fact that Job s prosperity, dignity and honor
are restored, and that hia earthly possessions are given back to him two-fold. The problem
of the book thus seems to meet with a solution that is sufficiently profound, and the suffer

ings of the pious Job are an example and a demonstration of the existence of sufferings
which are essentially designed to prove, test, purify and establish the innocence of the right
ecus ones on whom they fall.

Kote. The orthography Hiob, first introduced by Luther in his German translation, was Intended simply to hinder tt.

word from being pronounced with a consonantal J (comp. Hebr. 3V, Gen. xlvi. 13), and to indicate the presence of ao aspi
rate at the beginning of the dissyllable. But inasmuch as this X at the beginning of the word does not according to our
notions constitute an audible breathing, and since It serves rather to make more prominent that internal consonantal Yodh-
sound, which the Daghesh In the second radical expresses, the word is, with Kwald, Dillmann, and other moderns, to be
written Ijob [Engl. lyob}. (The form Ijjob [or lyyob] would involve a needless hardening of that consonant. 1 Yodh, as well

as f. useless pleonasm, such as would be e. g. the rendering of SiTJI by Dauiyyel.) We come near enough, however, to

the Hebrew sound of the name if we adhere to the
1&amp;lt;ij8 of the Greek and the Job of th Latin Bible, with a correct pronun

ciation of the initial sound. As respects the etymology of 3VN, the attempt of the LXX. to identify this name and its

dependents with that of the Edomite prince 321 , a grandson of Esau (Gen. xxxvi. 33), may be set aside aa etymologically

impossible and historically nndemonstrable (comp. g 2). The two explanations given above In the text are the only ones
that deserve more minute minute consideration. Of these the second, which fiuds the basis of the word in the Arab. 21X,

&quot; to turn &quot;

(ofwhich the Heb. 3 X is only a dialectic variation) might seem to deserve ihe preference for the lollowing reasons :

1. Because in any case Job s final turning, conversion to God, constituted an original characteristic feature of Job s conduct

and destiny. 2. A specifically Hebrew etymon of the name seems to be less in harmony with the position and ethnogra

phical peculiarities of the land of Uz. 3. The form 31&quot;N. from 3 N,
&quot; to treat hostilely,&quot; judging by the analogy of most

such formations as follow
Vl3p, should have not a passive, but an active sense (comp. Ewald, LeJtrb, \ 155, c). 4. Finally,

such a form, If in fact expressing the passive meaning, &quot;the assailed, persecuted one,&quot; seems to express the thought too

indefinitely, because the essential thought that the hostile treatment was &quot;from God&quot; is not also expressed. Influenced

by these arguments, Eromayer, J. D. Michaelis, Bertholdt, Eichhorn, Rosenmuller among the older commentators, Ewald,

Delitzsch, Dillmann, etc., among the latest, have preferred to explain the name after the Arabic, partly with a reference to

the Koran, in which (Sur. 38, ver. 40) the Job of the Old Testament history is introduced by the designation
&quot; the returning,

the repentant&quot; one. The passage referred to, however, scarcely suffices to establish this explanation beyond question, for:

(a) That passage of the Koran (vers. 1&amp;lt;&amp;gt; and 29) applies the same predicate &quot;the one turning, or changing himself&quot; to

David and Solomon. (6) The suflerir.^ which the hero of our book endures seems far more characteristic of him than the

final change which takes place in him. (c) The notion of &quot;being assailed, persecuted,&quot; assigned to
31&quot;N&amp;gt;

does not netd to

be supplemented by the clause &quot;on trie part of God&quot; seeing that the sufferings of onr hero proceeded in no small degree

from the hostility of men. and most of all from that of his best friends, (d) That the language of U*z, the land of Job s

nativity, was predominantly Arabic, is by no means an established fact, but is on the contrary at variance with the decidedly

Hebrew cast of the other proper names in the book, and especially those of the three daughters of Job (ch. xlii. 14). ()

The use of words in the form Vl3p in Hebrew with a passive signification is supported by some weighty examples, espe

cially HlV, &quot;born.&quot; It will be seen accordingly that there is a series of strong arguments to justify the explanation of

the word in accordance with the Hebrew etymology, as explained by Gesenius, FUrst, de Wette, Umbreit, Hirze&quot;, Heilig-

stedt, Havernick, Davidson (Introduction, Vol. II., p. 174) [Hengstenberg, Noyes, A. B. Davidson, Carey, Schlottmann,

Wordsworth, Rodwell], etc. The theory that the name is fictitious, and intentionally denotes a purely allegorical character

is disproved by either one of the two definitions in question, and still more by the considerations to be adduced in the sequel

lu favor of the historical reality of the principal persons and facts of the narrative.

2. THE HISTORICAL MATERIAL OF THE BOOK.

From the above exhibition of the contents and course of thought in the book it is clear

that it is no mere fiction, as has been frequently maintained from early times (first by E. Resh

Lakish in the Talmud, Baba bathra, fol. xv. 1
;
then by Maimonides, Salmasius, Le Clerc,

J. D. Michaelis, Dathe, Bertholdt, Bernstein, Augusti, Bruno Bauer [Reuss, Merx], etc.).

This theory, that the material of the narrative had its origin in the author s imagination, is

disproved by the following considerations, in addition to the concrete historical character

which attaches to the name Job, as well as to the names of the other chief personages of the

story. 1. The fact that the country where the scene of the action is laid, the land of Uz, did

not stand in close connection with Israel, and that no other reason can well be assigned for

the choice of this particular country than the fact of its having been already designated by a

15
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definite historical tradition
; especially seeing that a purely fictitious investiture correspond

ing to the spirit and character of the action, which, while it is not indeed theocratic, is never

theless intensely religious and specifically monotheistic, would have much more naturally

suggested some Israelitish locality.* 2. The fact that it must have been important for the

author to illustrate the lofty truth to be demonstrated by an example, the historical reality

of which could not have been denied by his contemporaries ; or, in other words, that a purely

parabolical dress would have been very ill-suited to the religious and didactic purpose by
which he was governed. 3. The fact that the setting forth of pure invention as actual his

tory would be, according to the correct observation of Ewald and Dillmann,
&quot;

entirely foreign

to the spirit of early antiquity, and moreover entirely superfluous in view of the great abun

dance of legends, which were then accessible.&quot; 4. Finally, the mention of Job, along with

Noah and Daniel in the book of Ezekiel (ch. xiv. 14-20) ;
a mention which by no means

rests solely on the text of our book, but which assuredly proceeds from the desire to name
three characters in the circle of sacred history famed for their wisdom and piety (comp. my
Bearbeitung des Proph. Daniel, p. 11 seq.), and which accordingly is a direct attestation to

the historical reality of the person of our hero, a proof which, on account of the pre-exilic

antiquity of the prophecies of Ezekiel, is stronger than that furnished by the later allusions

to the history of Job in the Book of Tobit*(ch. ii. 12, 15), and in the Epistle of James (ch.

v. 11).

These arguments for the historical verity of the narrative are indeed far from sufficient

to prove that in every particular it is to be regarded as veritable history, and that this book

is accordingly to be taken altogether out of the class of the poetical products of the Old
Testament Literature, and to be assigned to the class of historical books. This crude opinion,

ruthlessly destructive as it is of the poetic character of the book, has found defenders from

the time of the Alexandrian translators, whose attempt at identifying Job with Jobab (Gen.
xxxvi. 33), the son of Zerah, and the grandson of Esau (see the Appendix to Job xlii. 17,

at the end of Comm y- : ^povTrijpxev 6e rb bvofia avrov lafl&p. Hv 6 6 irartjp avTov ZapeO, K.

T. A.) rests on that sort of an exaggerated historical view of the historic material of the book.

So according to all appearance Josephus (c. Apion. I. 8) ;
and so in like manner many

Rabbis, and Church Fathers, and more particularly in modern times the orthodox Reformed

of the 16th and 17th Centuries, as e. g., Fr. Spanheim, whose Historw Jobi (Opp. T. II., p.

1703) took the ground that only by maintaining ihe historical reality of the contents of the

book can the author be vindicated against the charge of a fraudulent invention (in historia

sit, fraus scriptoris) ; also the celebrated orientalist Alb. Schultens, in Leyden, who endeavored

to show that the book is a true narrative, relating a colloquy of ancient Eastern sages in the

poetic improvisatory style of the Arabian tales. The principal reasons which may be urged

against this extreme historical theory are the following: 1. The plan and purpose of the

whole book, which on the one side resembles a drama, on the other a philosophical dialogue

(comp. \ 3). 2. The scene in heaven with which the story begins (ch. i. 6 seq.), which like

the theophany in ch. v. 38 seq., could be regarded as historic only in the sense of a history

characterized by strong idealization. 3. The poetic completeness of the discourses, which,

notwithstanding all that may be alleged respecting their affinity to the proverbial discourses

which the Arabian sages improvised in poetic form, with those e. g. found in the celebrated

Consessus of the Hariri, bear nevertheless the impress of an earnest, not to say laborious

artistic effort, and of which Luther without doubt said truly in his Table-Talk :

&quot;

People do

not talk that way in temptation.&quot; 4. The poetic transparency and intentional regularity of

the relations and facts which are described, as shown by comparing the introductory verses

* Hengstenberg (Beitr&ge zur EM. ins. A. T., II. 302 s n
q.) explains the course of the Israelitish author of the book in

placing the action in a foreign land, on the ground thitt it is his purpose
- to solve the problem from the standpoint of that

knowledge of God which prevails among men universally and outside of the theocracy.&quot; This is not Incorrect in so far as

it is in fact very obviously the poet s aim to stamp an extra-Israelitish character on the whole action and discussion (comp.

j 5, together with the Note). Bnt to say that from beginning to end he invented his material, that he imagined a pious

man like Job, belonging to the heathen land of TJz, a personality such as in fact could not have existed within the bounds

of heathenism, this is a supposition improbable in itself, which has no points of support in the book itself, and no analogies

in the remaining religious literature of that remote antiquity.
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of the prologue with the concluding verses of the epilogue. (Observe in particular the exact

doubling of Job s former possessions in cattle, according to ch. xlii. 12, as also the round

numbers in the same passage, and in vers. 13 and 16). 5. The sublime profundity of the

religious and ethical problem treated of in the book, and the impressive power of the truths

brought forward to aid in its solution
;
and in general the ideal beauty of the whole, which

cannot possibly be explained apart from the reflective and artistically creative activity of a

poetic genius endowed in unusual measure by the Spirit of God.

We are left accordingly to that view which has of late met with such wide, and indeed

almost exclusive acceptance, which assumes along with a historic kernel, a free poetic treat

ment by the author of the material derived from the ancient legend, a treatment which

invests such material with great depth and beauty. It is precisely the view which Luther

expressed in his Table-Talk :

&quot;

I hold that the book of Job is a true history, which was after

wards put into a poem ;
and that what is here said happened to a man, although not pre

cisely according to the words which are here recorded.&quot; And modern writers (Jahn, Doder-

lein, Eichhorn, Rosenmiiller, Umbreit, Vaihinger, Ewald, Hirzel, Dillmann, Delitzsch,

Davidson [Schlottmann, Canon Cook in Smith s Bib. Diet., and in Bible (Speaker s) Com

mentary; McClintock & Strong s Cyclopaedia, Art. &quot;Job;&quot; Princeton Review, Vol. XXIX.,
p. 284], etc., have discussed this view, and argued in favor of it at length. Just where the

historical kernel ceases, and the poetic vesture begins, it would be impossible precisely to

define. This difficulty is especially due to the fact that the material which served the poet

for his creative use was not history in the strict sense of the word, but history which had

passed through the channels of legendary tradition, and also to the fact that there were no

variations of the legend, of equal value and approximating a like antiquity with that which

lies at the basis of our book.* All that can with much probability be assumed to be true is

that along with the person, the abode, and the surroundings of Job, the fact of the sudden

overthrow of his prosperity and of his pious constancy in adversity had been transmitted to

the poet by the legend. Still further, the nature of the calamities which had overtaken him,

and particularly of his bodily suffering, may well have been a part of the historical tradition.

So correctly Ewald, Heiligstedt, Hirzel, Havernick, etc., against Hahn, Hengstenberg,

Schlottmann, Davidson and others, who needlessly think that the poet represents his hero

as afflicted with elephantiasis for the simple reason that of all the diseases known to him this

was the most horrible and loathsome. Had there been any variation in the ancient tradition

respecting the nature and characteristics of Job s disease, such an opinion might be regarded

as having more definite support. But in view of the fact that we have only one source of

information, it cannot be doubted that the nature of the disease from which the pious patri

arch suffered is also to be taken as a part of the original tradition.

In respect to the age of Job, many conjectures have been indulged in since that gloss of

the Septuagint which represented him as a contemporary of the sons of Jacob, or rather of

Joseph, and thus as belonging to the pre-Mosaic period. In accordance with that intima

tion, he has been assigned to the period intervening between the age of Joseph and that of

Moses (Chrysostom, Carpzovius, Lightfoot [Carey, Lee], etc.; or still later as an early con

temporary of Moses (Kennicott, Remarks on Select Passages of Scripture, p. 152) [Words

worth] ;
or even to the pre-Abrahamic period (e. g. Hales, Analysis of Sacred Chronology, II.

53 seq., where an attempt is made, on the basis of astronomic computations, to determine the

year 2130 B. C., or 818 after the flood, as the time of Job s affliction and trial of his con

stancy) ;
or finally he has been assigned to the post-patriarchal and post-Mosaic age, as a

* That the Koran furnishes traditional intelligence about Job (comp. Note on ? 1), that In consequence thereof familieB

of distinction among the ancient Arabians were wont to give the name Job to those connected with them, or to be

their descent from the pious patriarch of that name, that in Arabia down to the Fourth Century of our era th

grave of the pious sufferer was the scene of religious pilgrimages and observances, and that even in modern ti

than six different places in the East have put forth claim* to be the genuine burial-places of Job (comp. Jahn, * II.

761 seq. ; Winer, ReaUexikon, I. 493
; J. C. Wetotein in the Appendix to Dolitzsch s Commy. ;

a. Flugel, i

medanern in Ersch A Qruber s E*cgdopadU)-M this of course deserves no consideration as a means of enlarging o,

dating our hiBtorical information concerning Job. Of just as little value in this respect is the long appeni

found in the LXX.
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contemporary of the Judges, or of Solomon, or of Nebuchadnezzar, or of Ezra, etc. (comp.
below \ 5, the remarks on the time when the book was composed). It is evident that most

of these attempts at determining the time, and especially those which presuppose the abso

lute historical reality of the material, without any legendary or poetic drapery, are altogether

arbitrary. It may be urged, however, in general that the following reasons make it probable

that Job lived and suffered in the time of the patriarchs, and consequently before Moses :

1. The extreme age, extending far beyond one hundred and forty years, to which he

lived, according to ch. xlii. 16.

2. The mention of the gold coin, ntp frp (ch. xlii. 11), with which we are made acquainted

through the histories of Jacob and Joshua (Gen. xxxiii. 19
;
Josh. xxiv. 32), which is the

only coin anywhere mentioned in the book, and which is accordingly a witness to the proba

bility that it belongs to the patriarchal age.

3. The mention of the musical instruments,
3^;&amp;gt;, flute, &quot;^3, guitar, and *]n, tymbal

(ch. xxi. 12
;
xxx. 31), the only instruments recognized in Genesis (Gen. iv. 21

; xxxi. 27),

which accordingly are of the most ancient sort.

4. The mention which also carries us back into the age of Genesis of writing on

stone, by means of an iron stylus, or chisel (ch. xix. 23 seq.) ; along with which, indeed in

the same passage, and in ch. xxxi. 35, mention is also made of writing on parchment or in a

book (1303 3J&quot;O),
a mode of writing, however, which indisputably belongs to the pre-Mosaic

age, as a glance at the monuments of Ancient Egypt will show.

5. The act of Job in officiating as priest in the family circle, offering an atoning sacrifice

(ch. i. 5), which reminds us decidedly of the same act on the part of Noah (Gen. viii. 20),

and of Jacob (Gen. xxxv. 2
; comp. on the other side Ex. xix. 10

; Num. xi. 18
; Josh. rii. 13).

6. The number seven, which was so characteristic of the worship of antiquity, and which

appears in the bullocks and rams offered by Job (comp. ch. xlii. 8 with Num. xxiii. 1
;
also

Gen. vii. 2 eeq ;
viii. 19 seq., etc.).

7. The reference, characteristic of the religious physiognomy of the pre Mosaic age, to

the idolatrous adoration of the sun and moon, and to the worship of the stars, or Sabaism

(see ch. xxxi. 26
;
and comp. Deut. iv. 19; xvii. 3).

These are the arguments which are usually urged to prove that Job was a contemporary
of the pre-Mosaic patriarchs. Granting that some of them, particularly those cited under

6 and 7, are of less force, and are equally applicable to a later period, they yield in the main

a considerable degree of probability that the time fixed on above is approximately correct.

An approximate estimate, however, is all that can be reached by such an investigation into

the age of a point of history wrapped in the mist of a poetic legend. Comp. still further our

remarks on the concluding verses of the Epilogue, ch. xlii. 12-17, where additional traces

may be found of Job s having belonged to the patriarchal age.

| 3. THE POETIC ART-FORM OF THE BOOK.

The task which lay before the author as respects the artistic treatment of his material,

was essentially two- fold, first, he was to put his material in narrative form, in a style of

poetic description, elevating and transfiguring the concrete historic fact into the ideal truth

of transactions of eternal significance. Next he was to discuss reflectively the problem which

constitutes the religious and ethical kernel of those transactions, touching the possibility

and the divinely ordained purpose of unmerited suffering on the part of men. The first part
of his task he accomplishes in the sections of prose narrative, the Prologue and the Epilogue,
which open and close the book. The second part receives the author s attention in the dis

courses of the book, which are far more extensive and elaborate, which in form and language
are thoroughly poetic, and in which alone direct expression is given to that which is obviously
the scope and purpose of the work as a whole the discourses, to wit, of Job, of his three

friends, of Elihu, and also of Jehovah, who personally appears to give to the conflict its final

solution. These discourses exhibit to the last detail a high degree of elaboration and poetic
art. The opening discourse by Job in ch. iii., which contains the theme of the discussion,
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belongs to the preparatory part of the book, in which the foundations of the problem are

laid down, in connection with the introductory information conveyed by the Prologue con

cerning the events which befel Job, and the supra-mundane occasions of the same as con

sisting in God s permissive agency and Satan s agency as tempter (chs. i., ii.). The discourses

of Job s three friends, or rather opponents, together with the replies which the object of their

attacks makes to each one individually (ch. iv.-xxviii.), carry on the entanglement of the

conflict to be described. This consists in a three-fold series of unjust accusations of Job,

proceeding from the standpoint of an external and one-sided conception of the legal doctrine

of retribution, corresponding to which we have a series of arguments by Job, which are not

less one-sided, which in part are violently passionate and morally unsound, in which he

asserts his innocence, and casts suspicions on the justice of God s ways. Job himself pre

pares the way for the final solution of the conflict in the exhibition which he makes of genu
ine theocratic piety in the monologue appended to the three acts of the colloquy, where he

appears as one who has been brought back to a more thoughtful appreciation of his condi

tion, and for that same reason as triumphing over the reproaches of his three friends (ch.

xxix.-xxxi. ; comp. above p. 6). The solution receives its completion indeed only in the

three following stages of the conclusion; the first of which is signalized by the appearance
of Elihu, who exhibits the utmost that human wisdom can contribute by way of answer to

the difficult questions which arise in respect to the significance of the sufferings of the inno

cent (ch. xxxii.-xxxvii.) ; the second by the long address of Jehovah to Job which sets forth

the adjudication of the point in controversy in accordance with the divine point of view, the

argument here being general in its character (ch. xxxviii.-xli.) ; the third finally by the

concrete actual decision rendered between the contending parties by the distribution of

punishment and reward to the one and the other respectively (ch. xlii.}.*

According to the views here expressed, it may seem doubtful with which of the varieties

of poetry familiar and current among ourselves this book should be classified
;
for it evidently

exhibits characteristics which belong to several. In its Prologue and Epilogue we find the

objective description and the childlike naivete in narrative which distinguish the epic style.

Not a few parts of the discourses have a lyric, and in particular an elegiac tone. In its spe

cial object and its general scope, it is indisputably didactic. But it is as a drama, more

especially a drama pre-eminently earnest in tone and pervaded by a religious philosophy

as to its contents, as a tragedy of religious philosophy, that it exhibits itself at first sight to

* Such in substance is the plan of the poem as conceived by most moderns, who maintain the genuineness of Elihu s

discourses, especially Halm, p. 4 seq. ; De itzscb, I., p. 15; Schlottmann, p. 20 seq. If the genuineness of the discourse*

referred to be controverted, the analysis of the whole
po&amp;lt;-m

would receive only one unessential modification, to wit, that

one of the constituents which prepare the way for the final solution must be omitted, a constituent, however, which is

highly conspicuous and influential. Compare e.g. the following analysis by Dillmann (p. xviii.seq.), which is on the whole

closely related to that given above: &quot;Forasmuch us the history here set forth it the history of a controversy, the whole

resolves Itself into three divisions : the opening, the entanglement, the solution. In the opening of the problem (ch. i.-iii.);

the piety and the prosperity rf the hero are briefly set forth, a glance Is given at a transaction taking place in heaven

between God acd Satan, in which a decision is formed affecting Job s destiny, and theu in
rapi&amp;lt;l

succession are described

the calamities which swept away his prosperity, and the believing resignation of the sufferer, which does not give war

uuder the sneers of his wife, and which only fter the advent of the three friends and their gloomy silence is driven into

*n expression of captions complaint and doleful despair. The entanglement (ch. iv.-xxviii.), by virtue of the fact that the

friends now enter into a colloquy with Job, shapes itself into a controvfraial discussion between him and thorn On the

part of Job, however, this discussion reveals at the same time an inward soul-struggle, in which he must woik hit way up

out of the errors of superstition and unbelief back again to sobriety of thought and a right belief. Not until he has brought

h s faith and his religion out of this struggle, not only unharmed, but inwardly strengthened, can the tolution &amp;lt;ollow. Here

we have, as the first step, the hero on whom the burden of his sad destiny still presses heavily, setting forth in Ionic dis

course, or soliloquy, the perplexing enigma, that he should have been cast down out of his former s-ate of favor and pros

perity into his present misery, althongn he could solemnly affirm that he had not permitted himself any, not even the

slightest departure from God s ways in thought, word or deed, and earnestly yearning for a ray of divine light, and for

deliverance (ch. xxix.-xxxi.). Whereupon God then appears to the tried guff-rer, at first, however, only in order, through

the majesty of His divine appearance, a.;d His lofty divine discourse, to lead him freely and volui tari y to take b-ck &amp;gt;

repeiit of h s presumptuous sinful speeches, which he had delivered in the heat of the struggle (ch. xxxvhi.-xH. 6).

when tbns hnmbUd and purified by penitence, does God now expressly vindicate him as against the fri.-nd*, deliver nm,

and endow him anew with gr. ater prosperity (ch. zUl. 7-17). Th-s decision in actual life carries wi.h it .!. the

of the theoretical questions involved : it is proved that e*en an innocent man nwy suffer for his own god, and 1

therance of his spiritual life.&quot;-So also Ewald in his elaborate exhibition of the inward progress of the poem (p. 25 seq.).
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him who regards its plan as a whole and its arrangement, the division of its principal dia

logue into three acts or movements, the increase of the entanglement toward the end, and

the purely dramatic solution by the appearance and judicial intervention of God Himself.

No wonder therefore that the attempt has been made to subject the poem in a one-sided and

exclusive manner to one or another of these classifications. It has been viewed as an epic

poem by Stuss (De Epopceia Jobxa, Commentatt. III., Goth., 1758), Lichtenstein (Nurn liber

Jobi cum Odyssea Homeri comparari possit, Helmst., 1773), Ilgen (Jobi antiquissimi carminis

hebraici natura atque virtus, Lips., 1789), Augusti (Einleitung ins A. Test., p. 268), Good

(
Version of Job, Introductory Dissertation, sect. 2), etc. Its lyric character has been specially

emphasized by Stuhlmann, Keil (the former of whom calls it a &quot;

religious poem,&quot; the latter

a &quot;lyric aphoristic poem&quot;),
and several others; while J. D. Michaelis (who in his Prolego

mena zum Hiob endeavors with unusual zeal to exhibit the practical utility of the doctrinal

contents of this &quot;moral poem&quot;), Herder (who calls it the &quot;most ancient and exalted didactic

poem of all nations&quot;), and others, look at it chiefly in the light of a didactic poem; so also

Diedrich (Das B. Hiob kurz erkldrt, etc., Leipzig, 1858), who calls it a
&quot;parable&quot; (against

which see Vilmar, Past.-theolog. JBlatt., Vol. XL, p. 59 seq.). The book was already recog
nized as a drama by Luther, who after his homely striking fashion says of it :

&quot;

It is just like

what you see in a play ;&quot;
and by Leibnitz, whom it strikes as being a musical drama, as

being indeed altogether operatic (comp. Schmidt s Zeitschr.f. Geschichte, 1847, for May, p.

436) ;
BO also Brentius, Joh. Gerhard, Beza, Mercier, Cocceius, and others, who have spoken

of it as a
&quot;tragedy,&quot;

and have undertaken to compare with it those works of ^Eschylus and

Sophocles, which describe conflicts similar to those of our book carried on by suffering heroes

against the dark powers of destiny, or against the wrath of the gods (thus recently A. Vogel
in the Inaugural Dissertation : Quiddefato senserint Judasi et Greed, Jobo et Sophocli Philoc-

tete probatur, Gryphisw. 1869, in which an interesting parallel is drawn between Job and

Philoctetes). Most moderns also recognize this dramatic character, especially Umbreit

(Introd. to his Commy., p. xxxiii.), Ewald who calls it &quot;the divine drama of the ancient

Hebrews&quot; (Didder des A. Bundes, III. p. 56), Hupfeld (Deutsche Zeitschr.f. christliche Wis-

senschafi, 1850, No. 35 seq.), Davidson (Introduction to the O. T., II., p. 179), Delitzsch (Art.

&quot;Job&quot; in Herzog s Realencykl. VI., p. 123 [and Commy I., p. 15 seq. See also Schlottmann,

p. 40 seq. ;
A. B. Davidson, I., p. 16 seq.; Lowth, Lectures XXXII. XXXIV.; Dillmann,

Introd. to Commy., p. 21
; Froude, Westminster Review, 1853, reprinted in Short Studies on

Great Subjects, p. 228 seq.]). The objections urged to this view by G. Baur (Das B. Hiob

und Dante s Gottl Komodie, eine Parattele, in the Studd u Kritiken, 1856, Part. III.) are valid

only in so far as they deny that the poem was intended for actual scenic representation, and

thus justify the use of the word drama only in the wider sense, that of an epico-dramatic

poem, of the same class with Dante s masterpiece.* In this more general sense, however,
it deserves beyond question, and with scarcely less right than the Song of Solomon, to be

called a drama; especially seeing that it introduces characters wnich are clearly defined and

sharply discriminated, and consistently maintains their several individualities down to the

final absolute adjudication by God. Even the attempt to exhibit in detail the principal

scenes or acts of this epic or didactic religious drama, which Deliizsch has made (I., p. 15),

cannot be condemned, so far at least as the principle is concerned. That writer, agreeing

* [The same may b said of the criticisms of Kenan, Hengstenberg and Merx, which otherwise are interesting and sug-

groave. &quot;The Shemites,&quot; says the former, &quot;w re unacquainted with those species of poetry which are founded on the

development of an action, the &quot;popee, the drama, as well as with those forms of speculation which are founded on the

experimental or rational method, philosophy, science. Their poetry is the canticle; tht-ir philosophy is the parable

(JUashal). Their style lacks the period, as their thought lacks the syllogism. Enthusiasm, and reflection as well, express

tbems-lves with t em in brief and vivid strokes, for whirh it is needless to seek anything analogous in the rhetorical

arrangement of the Greeks and the Latins. The poem of Job is beyond contradiction the most ancient chef-doeuvre of that

rhetoric, as on the contrary the Koran is the specimen which stands nearest to us. We must abandon all comparison
between forms of treatment and movement so far removed ironi our taste, and the solid and continuous texture of classic

works. The action, the regular march of the thought, which are the li e of Greek compos t ons, are here wanting entirely.

But a vivacity of imagination, a force of concentrated passion, to which nothine can be compared, shoot forth, if I may say

BO, into a thousand scintillations, and make every line a discourse or a thesis (phiioiopheme) complete in itself.&quot; Le Livre dt

Job, introductory Etude, p. 63 seq.]

gestive
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substantially with the arrangement and partition of the poem, which we have given above,

distinguishes eight parts, or acts of the dramatic action, as follows:

1. Chap. i. iii.: The opening [Anknupfang, which may also be rendered: The tying of

the knot].

2. Chap. iv. xiv. : The first course of the controversy; or the entanglement beginning.
3. Chap. xv. xxi. : The second course of the controversy ;

or the entanglement in

creasing.

4. Chap. xxii. xxvi. : The third course of the controversy; or the entanglement at its

height.

5. Chap, xxvii. xxxi. : The transition from the entanglement to the unravelment (from
the &amp;lt;?f to the Man; )

: Job s monologues.
6. Chap, xxxii. xxxvii. : The completion of the transition from the

&amp;lt;Jr&amp;lt;f to the Moif ;

the discourses of Elihu.

7. Chap, xxxviii xlii. 6 : The unravelment in the consciousness.

8. Chap. xlii. 7 17 : The unravelmenc in outward reality,

In this enumeration of eight acts too little prominence is given to the threefold division

on which the author unmistakably founds his arrangement of the book, and that intention

ally, a division which is observable not only in the three movements of the colloquy between
Job and his friends, but also in the threefold groups of discourses which follow, to wit, those

of Job, of Elihu, and of Jehovah (on this triadic arrangement of the poem comp. Baur, I. c.,

p. 642 seq.). [&quot;
The ruling number three is most visible in all its parts. (1) The whole book

falls into three sections : Prologue, Poem, Epilogue. (2) The poem strictly, also into three

parts: Job and the Friends, Elihu, God. (3) The discussion beNeen Job and the friends

again into three cycles. (4) Each cycle falls into three pairs : Eliphaz and Job, Bildad

and Job, Zophar and Job
; only in the last cycle Zophar fails to appear, and Job speaks

twice. (5) Job sustains three temptations. (6) Elihu makes three speeches. (7) And,

finally, very many of the speeches fall into three strophes
&quot; A. B. Davidson. To which add

that in the interim between the controversy with the friends, and the appearance of Elihu,

Job utters three monologues]. For this reason It is more correct to regard the two epic nar

rative sections, the Prologue and Epilogue (1 and 8 according to Delitzsch), as standing out

side of the partition of the poem proper, and forming, as it were, only it* outer frames. We
shall then have for the dramatic kernel of the whole (chap. iii. xli.) six scenes or acts, the

same number which Delitzsch has assumed for the Canticles (see Vol. X. of the Old Testa

ment Series in this Comm y., p. vi., of Introd. to Cant.). Comp. below, | 11, the more

detailed outline of the contents.

It must not of course be forgotten in this connection that our book is an essentially oriental

poem, exhibiting only an incomplete and partial analogy to the various forms of poetic art

produced by the classic nations of the West. Draw if you will a parallel, reaching to the

minute4 detail, between the most famous products of the ancient, and of the modern occi

dental drama
;
look on the idea of a hero struggling with the divine destiny as pre-eminently

JEschylean or Sophoclean ; compare the Prologue, with its predominance of narrative, and

the presence of the dialogue as only a partial element, with the prologues of Euripides, which

also form &quot;

epic introductions &quot; to the accompanying dramas
;
be it that the description of

the celestial council in this Prologue anticipates the famous &quot;

Prologue in Heaven &quot; of

Goethe s Faust;* or be it that in another sense, in that namely which concerns the repre

sentation of spiritual conflicts and physical movements as themes of dramatic art, we should

be justified in comparing it rather with the Iphigenia and Tasso of our greatest poet, and in

saying with Delitzsch that, as in those poems, &quot;the deficiency of external action is compen
sated by the richness and precision with which the characters are drawn :&quot; it must not be

* Comp. Ewald, p. 57 :
&quot; Whether Goothe s Faust is to he compared with this book or not, noes not need to b* con

sidered here
;
so much however is clear that without the Book of Job its brilliant openi-g scene would never have ben

what it is.&quot; See al-o Baur, I. c., p. 588 seq. [and for a comparison of the two poems, see Mere, xxxiii.-xxxiv. and Froudo,

Short Studies, p. 268 seq.]
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forgotten after all that the book is an intellectual creation, the conception and the elabora

tion of which are thoroughly oriental
;
that it is the work of one of those profoundly religious

sages, endowed with an imagination mighty and lofty in its scope, and with pre-eminent

poetic genius, in which the whole East, whether Shemitic or Perso-Indian, so remarkably*
abouuds. If accordingly we are to seek analogies with which to compare the poem as to its

idea, character, and plan, we must put in the front Arabic and Hindu poems, such as on the

one side the Oonsessus of the celebrated Makama-poet Hariri, already referred to, which at

least exhibits a noteworthy parallel to the dialogue form of the middle divisions of our book

(comp. Umbreit, p. XXXI.), and on the other side the ancient Hindu narrative of the suf

ferer Haric.tschandra, sorely tempted and tried by Civa, which in its oldest and simplest, as

yet undramatized form may be found in the Aitareya-Br&hmana, VII. 18, and in the Bh9.ga-

vata-Purana, IX. 7, 6, but which in its complete artistic development in the form of a

religious drama is found only in much more recent sources, as e.g. in the Markandeya, and

Padma-Purana (out of Sec. 8-10 of our chronology), as also in modern Hindu popular dra

mas, which are still regarded with favor.* It is indeed a nearer line of comparison to seek

for parallels in the religious and poetic literature of the Old Testament people of God. And
here we find on the one side Solomon s Kong of Songs, which presents itself as a drama,

artistically correct, elaborate, and harmoniously complete ;
on the other side the Solomonic

Book of Proverbs, which presents itself as a pearl-like string of numerous ethical and reli

gious apothegms, arranged in part at least in the form of a dramatic dialogue. As to its

didactic contents and purpose, our book resembles more the latter of these writings, as to

form and composition the former. Nevertheless the profound earnestness of its fundamental

thought and of its didactic purpose necessitates important deviations in form and diction

from the Song of Solomon, the only representative of a scriptural drama which can be con

sidered along with it. For while the plan of the latter is wefo-dramatie, and its principal

affinities seem to be with the erotic lyrics of the classic nationalities, Job, especially in view

of the narrative character of the prologue and epilogue, bears the stamp of an epic drama,
and in its lyric element resembles most closely the elegiac poetry of the Greeks. Comp.
the General Introduction to the Solomonic Literature of Wisdom, Vol. X. of this series, p. 12.

Furthermore in respect of its external poetic structure, and especially of the verse and

strophe-structure of its discourses, the book may be most nearly compared with the Proverbs

and the Song of Solomon. In these its poetic parts it consists throughout of short verses,

mostly of two members
;
each member contains on an average not more than three to four

words. This structure is carried out with the most rigid consistency and great skill through
all the discourses, so that in many respects we are reminded of the five-feet iambic lines of

the modern drama, and we can understand, or at all events we are inclined to excuse the

remark which Jerome once made, although as to the main point it is certainly erroneous,
that the book is written in versus hexametri (Prcefat. in Job, T. IX., Opp. p. 1100; comp. my
book on Jerome, p. 347). It cannot escape the sharp observer, moreover, that a greater or

less number of single verses everywhere group themselves together in strophes or stanzas,

which coincide with the logical arrangement, or sub-divisions of the thought ;
and that this

strophic division is carried out with tolerable regularity throughout all the discourses. Here
and there this strophic structure is indicated even by external signs, e. g. in chap, iii., where

the second and third strophes alike begin with HO 1

?
;
in ch. xxx., where three strophes, of

eight stichs each, are severally introduced by r\r\]?_] in chap, xxxvi. 22-33, where three

* See in Schlottmann, p. 18 seq. an analysis of the legend of Hari$t?chandra, according to these more recent sources,

and especially &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f a drama in the modern Hindu popular dialect, extracts from whi -h have been furnUhed by Robprts

(Oriental Illustration*, p. 257 seq.)- According to this authority the fundamental idea common to both these productions,
the Jo -legend and ihis Hindu poem, seems to be that &quot; the righteous man can obtain the victory with the pow rs of

temptation which advance against him out of the unseen world of spirits.&quot; A still moi e particular point of correspondence
lies in the fact that &quot;

all the temptations wh ch befall Harictechandra aim at
*-xt&amp;lt;&amp;gt;rting

from him the one falsehood that he

had not promised the huh reward for the offering presented to the gods by Vicmamitra (Oiva) ;&quot; precisely as in the Book
of Job Satan is ever on the watch for the one word, by which the sorely tried sufferer is to bid God farewell, and to re-

ounce His service. It is true that our Bible poem represents with incomparably greater depth and purity the inward

truth of the sufferer triumphing over these temptations.
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series of thoughts in succession begin with JH, each forming an eight-line strophe, etc. The
Masoretes have as in the Psalms and Proverbs used a peculiar system of accentuation to indi

cate both the divisions of stichs and verses, and also this strophe-arrangement throughout
the entire poetical sections of the book (i. e., from chap. iii. 2 to chap. xlii. 6). This accen

tuation, however, which rests on the tradition of the synagogue, important as we must

adjudge it to be for the rhythmical adjustment of the composition, and in connection there

with for the exegetical interpretation of these sections, does not nevertheless exclude all

doubt in respect to these divisions of thought and of verse in detail. For the authors of the

masoretic system of accentuation themselves did not always possess a clear and accurate

insight into the strophe-structure, as is shown by the fact that they have almost everywhere

erroneously applied their [poetic] accentuation to the prose passages which have occasionally
found their way into the poetic sections. The later tradition accordingly has quite generally
&quot;the notation-value only of the prose or rhetorical accents, not that of the metrical or poeti

cal.&quot; For which reason the more recent commentators differ both in respect to the question
whether attempts to restore the strophe-structure are at all permissible, and also in respect
to the bounds to be assigned to particular strophes. Stickel and Delitzsch, e. g., assume a

constant change of the strophic structure, similar to that which obtains in the lyric poems
of the Boiik of Psalms, and, as a consequence, a somewhat marked inequality in the extent

of particular strophes, which are built now of four stichs, now of eight, now of six, or of any

greater number of lines. Schlottmanu, KOster, Ewald, Vaihinger, and Dillmann, on the

contrary maintain that the structure of the strophes is, at least in general, equal and regular,

and would determine the law of their construction more in accordance with the M9.shal-

poetry of the Proverbs, than with the lyrical rhythm of the Psalter, in the accompanying
translation and explanation of the poem we shall follow in the main the principles which

guide the latter class of commentators, for the reason that their greater simplicity seems to

us to be pre-eminently in agreement with the character of the poem, which in particular

passages indeed is lyrical, but which is predominantly gnomic and didactic (of the Mashftl

genus). Here and there however, and particularly in the discourses of Elihu, the strophic

structure of which is in many places wont to be incorrectly rendered, we shall feel con

strained to give the preference to the divisions of Stickel and Delitzsch.

[Merx has propounded in his Introduction (p. LXXV. seq.) an ingenious and elaborate

theory of the syllabic and strophic structure of Hebrew poetry, which claims forthat poetry,

especially in its lyric and musical forms, a degree of regularity and symmetry far higher than

is usually attributed to it. He finds the true law of its form to be the number of syllables in

the stich, or line, the norm being eight syllables to the stich, and the strophes being com

posed of an equal number of stichs, or of a number symmetrically alternating. Without

denying all merit to the theory, or that its author has in not a few instances used it with

striking results, it is certain that the sweeping application which he has made of it to the

Book of Job, necessitates or invites the most arbitrary treatment of the text, by the assump
tion of lacunae or interpolations, simply at the demand of the rhetorical structure. Assuredly

in Hebrew, as in all Oriental poetry, where &quot; the thought lords it over the form,&quot; a far

greater degree, of liberty and elasticity must be accorded to the form than this theory pre

supposes. E.] .

Note 1. In respect to the artistic beauty and completeness of the poetic sections, and

especially in respect to the skilfulness shown in the dramatic evolution and delineation of

character, comp. Delitzsch I., p. 16 seq. :

&quot;

Satan, Job s wife, the hero himself, the three

friends, everywhere diversified and minute description. The poet manifests, also, dramatic

skill in other directions. He has laid out the controversial colloquy with a masterly hand,

making the heart of the reader gradually averse to the friends, and in the same degree win

ning it towards Job. He makes the friends all through give utterance to the most glorious

truths, which however, in the application to the case before them, turn out to be untrue.

And although the whole of the representation serves one great idea, it is still not represented

by any of the persons brought forward, and is by no one expressly uttered. Every person is,

as it were, the consonant letter to the word of this idea; it is throughout the whole book
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taken up with the realization of itself; at the end it first comes forth as the resulting pro

duct of the whole. Job himself is not less a tragic hero than the CEdipus of the two tragedies

of Sophocles. What is there an inevitable fate, expressed by the oracle, is in the book of

Job the decree of Jehovah, over whom is no controlling power, decreed in the assembly of

angels. As a painful puzzle the lot of affliction comes down on Job. At the beginning he

is the victor of an easy battle, until the friends exhortations to repentance are added to

suffering, which in itself is incomprehensible, and make it still harder to be understood. He
is thereby involved in a hard conflict, in which at one time, full of arrogant self-confidence,

he exalts himself heavenward; at another time sinks to the ground in desponding sadness.
&quot; The God- however, against which he fights, is but a phantom, which the temptation

has presented to his beclouded eye, instead of the true God; and this phantom is in no way
different from the inexorable fate of the Greek tragedy. As in that the hero seeks to main

tain his inward freedom against the secret power which crushes him with an iron arm
;
so

Job maintains his innocence against this God, who has devoted him to destruction as an

offender. But in the midst of this terrific conflict with the God of the present, this creation

of the temptation, Job s faith gropes after the God of the future, to whom he is ever driven

nearer the more mercilessly the enemies pursue him. At length Jehovah really appears, but

not at Job s impetuous summons. He appears only after Job has made a beginning of

Jhumble self-concession, in order to complete the work begun, by condescendingly going
forth to meet him. Jehovah appears, and the Fury vanishes The dualism, which the Greek

tragedy leaves unabolished, is here reconciled. Human freedom does not succumb; but it

becomes evident that not an absolute arbitrary power, but divine wisdom, whose inmost

impulse is love, moulds human destiny.&quot;

Dillmann expresses himself similarly in respect to the surpassing skill shown in the

dramatic development, and the fine as well as sharp individualization of character (p. xxi.

seq.). He also groups together with these qualities the magnificent power of description, and

splendor of diction which characterize this book :

&quot;

In freshness and power of poetic percep
tion and sensibility, in wealth and splendor of imagery, in inexhaustible fulness of ideas, in

fineness of psychological insight and observation of nature, in the faculty of picturing the

most manifold movements of the world of nature and of humanity, in the ability to reproduce
the same thing appareled in a form that is ever new, in the art of modulating the tone and

complexion of the speakers, according to their various moods, of adapting himself equally to

sorrow and lamentation, to anger and passion, to scorn and bitterness, to yearning and hope,
to rest and contentment, in the art of setting forth with peculiar impressiveness the majesty,

dignity, power, and clearness of God, when He speaks, and finally in mastery of language, in

beauty, weight, and terseness of expres-ion, this poet may be put on an equality with the best

models of all ages. His work is artistically wrought down to its every detail. Each of the

four discourses of the book is a masterpiece of itself, and full of fine relations to the
rest,&quot;

etc. Comp. also Ewald, p. 54 seq. ; Vaihinger, p. 15 seq. ; Schlottmann, p. 40 seq. ;
44 seq. ;

54 seq. ;
66 seq. [A B Davidson, xxiii. seq. ; Merx, xvii. seq., xlvii. seq. ; Lowth, Lecture

xxxiv. ; Renan, Etude, etc., p. Ixi. seq. ;
Princeton Rev., Vol. xxix. p. 325].

Note 2. Special consideration should be given to the peculiar beauty and loftiness of

the poetic art of the book, as these qualities are seen in its descriptions of nature, its physical

images and similes, and as they impart to it a mode of perception, thought, and composition
characterized by a peculiar primitive power and freshness, an antique, as it were patriarchal

simplicity, depth, and pungent power. The Catholic theologian Gugler, a thoughtful pupil
of Herder s remarks on this peculiarity: &quot;Nature stands everywhere before the soul in its

primeval form, touching as it were on chaos. The mountain ranges, the roaring waters, the

outstretched heaven, the sun, the constellations, these are the wonders, surpassing number,
which take the feeling by storm. The unveiled abysses, the outspread night, the earth

hanging on nothing, the water gathered up in the clouds, the quaking pillars of heaven, the

thunder, the lightning shining to the ends of the world, these are the phenomena, not to be

numbered, these are the wonders not to be searched out, which occupy the aroused faculty

of thought. Nature in its primitive vastness and depth lies before the wondering struggling
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heart&quot; (Gugler, Die heil Kunst, III., p. 144). Corap. Herder (Briefel., 11) : &quot;The outlook

which this book furnishes presents itself to me now as the starry heaven, now as the joyous
wild tumult of creation, now as humanity s profoundest wail, from the ash-heap of a prince,

among the rocks of the Arabian desert.&quot; Also Joh. Friedr. v. Meyer, who remarks of the

book :

&quot;

Its massive style, its lights and shadows, the enigmatic obscurity of its terse expres

sions, that largeness of spirit with which it moves forward, compassing worlds and weighing
an atom, looking through men, and penetrating the wondrous depths of the Godhead, this

lofty character has at all times made the book an object of deserved reverence.&quot; Of the

latest critics and expositors G. Baur has in particular deemed this peculiarity of thought and

representation in the book worthy of attentive consideration in the treatise already cited

Das Such Hiob und Dante s Gotll. Komodie. &quot;It would scarcely be an exaggeration,&quot; he

says (p. 621 seq.)
&quot;

to affirm that there are in Job as many representations of nature as in all

the rest of the Old Testament
;
from heaven to hell the poet traverses the whole realm of

creation. Especially does his gaze delight to rest on the phenomena of heaven
;
and it is a

characteristic fact that in his poem, moving as it does in the sphere of pastoral life, and in

the prophecies of the herdsman Amos, may be found the entire Old Testament nomenclature

of the stars. . . . From heaven he turns tp the water which is bound up together in the

clouds (chap. xxvi. 8 seq.), to the hail and snow, which are there prepared (chap, xxviii. 22

seq.), to the lightning and thunder (chap, xxxviii. 25, 35). and with especial frequency does

he speak of the rain-showers, which in that climate are doubly precious and beneficent (chap,

v. 10; xxxviii. 25, 28, 37 seq.). This brings him to the earth, which hangs upon nothing

(chap. xxvi. 7) ;
he thinks of the sea, which is shut in with doors (chap, xxxviii. 8); he

remembers with peculiar interest the brook which dries up, and mournfully deceives the hope
of the caravans (chap. vi. 15; xiv. 11); and he goes down to the gates of death (chap,

xxxviii. 17). . . . The whole splendor of these descriptions is concentrated in chap,

xxxviii. xli. In a series of incomparably vivid delineations, by means of a few firm master

strokes, there are produced before us, with all their various peculiarities, the lion, the raven,

the gazelle, the wild ass freely roaming, the swift ostrich, the spirited horse, the hawk and

eagle, the hippopotamus and crocodile. Even the fabulous phenix is not forgotten (chap.

xxix.
18).&quot;

Baur then justly gives prominence to the fact that even a Humboldt has paid

his tribute of admiration to our poet s deep inward sensibility to nature and his talent for

description [Cosmos II., pp. 414, 415, Bonn s Scient. Lib.].

? 4. IDEA AND AIM OF THE BOOK.

In so far as the Book of Job seeks to harmonize the fact that men endure unmerited

suffering, or at least suffering which is not directly merited, with the divine justice, it labors

at the solution of a problem which falls in the category of the theodicies, i. e. the attempt to

justify the presence of sin in a world created by God It exhibits
&quot; the struggle and victory

of the new truth, that sufferings are not merely penalties, that they have other causes founded

in the divine wisdom ;
that they may be, to wit, trials and tests, out of which piety should

come forth strengthened and purified. It sets forth the doctrine that man, when dark suf

ferings burst upon him, for which he can find no reason in the sins which he has committed,

must not doubt the righteousness and love of God, which are eternally unchanged, but must

rather in humility recognize the imperfection of his own righteousness, which needed such a

trial, in order to verify itself and attain to faith
&quot;

(Hahn). The idea of the poem consists

accordingly in the proposition that God in His wisdom decrees for His human children

calamities and grievous providences, which are not directly and unqualifiedly the penalties of

sin, but &quot;in part chastisementsfor purification, and in part means for proving and testing the

sufferers, serving to illustrate and demonstrate their righteousness.

This proposition finds expression in the epico-dramatic development of the history in

four stages.

1. The one-sided opinion, derived from a perverted interpretation and application of

the Mosaic Law, but predominantly prevalent among the large mass of those who belonged
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to the Old Covenant, that grievous sufferings are always and without fail a punishment for

specific sins, and even that the magnitude of the sufferer s guilt can be inferred from the

magnitude of his calamity ;
this opinion being advocated by the three friends of Job, who

through their advocacy of it become his opponents, and intensify most bitterly his painful

consciousness of unmerited suffering.

2. The simple denial of this proposition, involving the affirmation that even an innocent

man may suffer, and that he [Job] in particular is an innocent sufferer, who will yet be

surely proved to be such by Jehovah, is defended by Job in his replies to the accusations of

the friends.

3. The first, half of the correct positive solution of the problem, consisting in the presen

tation of the chastening and purifying aim of unmerited suffering, is contributed by the dis

courses of Elihu. They seek in a way which accords with Prov. iii. 11 (comp. Heb. xii. 5

seq.) to exhibit the sufferings of the righteous man as chastisements and means of purifica

tion, having
&quot; the sin of the righteous man indeed for their ground, but having for their

motive not God s wrath, but His love, aiming to refine and to advance the sufferer.&quot;

4. The other half of the positive solution of the problem, consisting in the exhibition of

the suffering of the righteous as ordained to prove them and to test their innocence, finds

expression in the discourses of Jehovah, in His judicial arbitration between the contending

parties, as well as in His actual restoration of Job s former prosperity. According to this,

the profoundest solution, in which the whole scope of the book culminates, and finds its

definitive authoritative expression, the afflictions of the innocent are
&quot; means of proving and

testing, which, like chastisements, find their motive in the love of God. Their object is not,

however, the purging away of the sin which may still cling to the righteous man, but, on

the contrary, the manifestation and testing of his righteousness&quot; (Delitzsch).

The former side of the positive solution, that advanced by Elihu, belongs as yet to the

circle of human perceptions and experiences ;
it represents the highest and the deepest that

the wisdom of man on earth, limited to itself, except indeed as it derives aid from the Old

Testament revelation of God, can contribute to the answer to be. made to the inquiry into

the nature and aim [of such sufferings]. The latter side of the solution which finds its

expression in the discourses of Jehovah, and the historical movement of the entire book,

proceeds from a wisdom which is from above, and to which the corruption of the human
race is not the first thing and the last, but something transitory, a condition destined to be

finally removed through the suffering of a perfectly and absolutely Righteous Man. The
solution of Elihu looks backward to the original sin of humanity, and to the mournful fact

of experience proceeding therefrom, that not one of the children of men is righteous before

God, but that on the contrary there adheres even to the most innocent and pure member of

our race sin, which will need to be purged away. The divine solution which, as will be

more fully shown hereafter, by no means contradicts that of Elihu, but in part confirm*, and

in part supplements it looks prophetically forward to the future expiatory suffering of a

Righteous Man, who alone deserves to be called truly righteous, whose martyrdom accord

ingly bears the character of a suffering not for Himself alone, but for His brethren, laden with

guilt, and needing to be reconciled with God, who in short as a truly innocent sufferer, is

called to be the redeemer of the human race, making atonement for their sins, removing
their guilt, and procuring their sanctification. To the extent that the indirectly Messianic

element of this divine solution comes in close contact with the deepest and noblest side of

that which Job maintains, with the expression of his hope that God will appear to vindicate

and establish conspicuously his innocence or, in other words, to the extent that what Job

says in the second, as yet subjective and one-sidedly negative stage in the solution of the

problem, of his confident waiting for a divine redeemer (a ^NU, ch. xix. 25), receives both

directly and indirectly an objective confirmation and attestation from Jehovah Himself in

the fourth stage of the solution we may assign the whole poem to the class of Old Testament

writings which are mediately and implicitly Messianic. At least we may say that its idea,
like that of the other Chokmah-poems (Proverbs, Canticles, Ecclesiastes), includes in itself

and suggests a prophetic Messianic thought.
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We find these fundamental ideas of the book correctly perceived and set forth with

satisfactory clearness only on the part of such expositors as maintain its integrity, especially
of such as do not doubt the genuineness of the discourses of Elihu. Here belong especially

Vaihinger, Stickel, Gleiss (Beitrage zur Kritik des Buches Hiob, 1845, p. 34 seq.), Haveruick,
Keil (Hist. krit. Einlsitung, III., p. 300 seq.), Welte, Delitzsch, Davidson (Introd., p. 213

seq ).* Several, however, even of the opponents of the genuineness of the sections ch. xxxii.-

xxxvii. have with approximate correctness defined the idea and the problem of the book, as

e. g. Heiligstedt, Dillmann, and again recently Schrader in his Bearbeitung der de WeUe schen

Einleitung, p. 551 seq. On the contrary the fundamental thought of the book has been sub

jected, by the advocates of the book s integrity no less than by its opponents, to expositions
which are wrong and one-sided, and in some instances even fundamentally perverse. The

greater or less value of these theories will be ascertained by the measure of their agreement
with that which is given above.

a. According to Umbreit, Hirzel, Renan [Noyes], and some others, the poet aims to

prove the untenableness of the Mosaic doctrine of retribution, the weak points of which he was

desirous of exhibiting in the suffering of the righteous Job, as a peculiarly striking example.

Against which it has been rightly argued by Hahn, Dillmann, Delitzsch, etc. : That the

polemic edge of the book is turned not against the Mosaic doctrine of retribution in itself

considered, but against the abuse of it to an unfriendly caviling, malicious suspicion, and

harsh judgment concerning persons in misfortune. That it proceeds in truth upon a deeper

apprehension and a more correct interpretation of the doctrine of retribution set forth in the

Law, not in opposition to it (which would be in fact equivalent to opposing the law itself),

is particularly shown by the close of the book, where on the one side Job is compelled to

retract the doubt which he had previously uttered in respect to God s righteousness, while

on the other side by this same divine righteousness, which now appears as retributive justice

in the good sense of the term, as rewarding him (justitia remunerans 8. retribuens), he is again

restored to honor, and his innocence is brought forth to the light.

b. According to a remark thrown out without reflection by Heinr. Heine ( Vermischte

Schriften, 1854, I.), the poet is treating of the development of religious doubt.
&quot; The Book

of Job is the Canticle of Skepticism [dot Hohelied der Skepsis], and horrid serpents hiss

therein their eternal Wherefore ? As man when he suffers must weep himself out, so must

Job doubt himself out. This poison of doubt must not be wanting in the Bible, that great

storehouse of mankind.&quot; A crude opinion, proceeding from a monstrous exaggeration of

the foregoing one-sided theory, and directly at variance with the true scope of the book,

which is on the contrary anti-skeptical, and which strengthens the belief in God s providence

and righteous retribution. Delitzsch remarks truly that the name &quot; Canticle of Skepticism&quot;

would better suit the Book of Ecclesiastes.

c. According to Baumgarten-Crusius (Libri de Jobo argument descriptio, in Opusc. theo-

log&amp;gt;.ca,
1836. p. 174 seq.) the book aims &quot;

to unfold the idea of the true Wisdom.&quot; Evidently

a definition of its contents and aim which is far too general, vague and abstract, and which

improperly loses sight of the special object, in accordance with which the poet exhibits and

illustrates true wisdom (sensu subjectivo et objective).

d. According to Scharer (D. B. Hiob, 1818, I., p. 21), and August! (Grundriss einer

histor. krit. Einl. ins Alte Testament, 1827, p. 267) [Lee, Introd. to Commy., p. Ill], it is the

poet s purpose to present in Job the ideal of a constant, pious and submissive sufferer. A
similar view is taken by Hengstenberg (in his Dissertation &quot;fiber d. B. Hiob,&quot; Berlin, 1856

[also in D. B. Hiob erldutert, Berlin, 1870, p. 11 seq.]), who finds represented in the book

the model of a suffering righteous man, such as was possible in the theocracy of the Old Cove

nant, but which could never have existed within the pre-Christian heathen world. But it

is only in the Prologue that Job is spoken of as a character that through all his misery was

unchangeably pious and devout. His conduct as it appears further along in the course of

his discourses receives at last a severe rebuke from God Himself. And in fact, according to

*
[It is, howerer, a curious error on the part of onr author to ass-tgn the last two writers to this claw, seeing thai

Delitzsch seriously questions, and Davidson decidedly rejects, the genuineness of Elihu s discourse*, j
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the poet s plan, it is not as an ideal of theocratic piety that Job appears, but as a holy man,
whose religious development takes place on the basis of the patriarchal life outside of Israel.

This is seen plainly enough in the fact that the scene of the history is placed in the land of

Uz, in the fact that the Divine names almost exclusively used by Job are Eloah and Shad-

dai
(&quot;

Jehovah &quot;

being used twice only), also in the many other traces and indications which

the book furnishes of a saint of the order of Melchizedek. Comp. below, 7 [and see

Conant s criticism of this view, p. xx. seq.].

e. According to Schlottmann and Keil (Einleitung) [Good, Introductory Dissertation, p.

12. 19; A. B. Davidson, p. 15, etc., Canon Cook in Smith s Mb. Diet. Art.
&quot;Job,&quot;

and in

Bible Commentary, Introd., p. 6
; Froude, Short Studies, etc. :

&quot; The Book of
Job,&quot; p. 241 seq.],

the author aims to describe by a picture,from life the struggle and victory of the pious man
in the most terrible temptation. Against which Dillmann rightly says :

&quot;

If it was not also

his purpose to advance the knowledge of his readers, and to instruct them in respect to the

relation of evil [suffering] to the moral conduct of men, it is inconceivable why he should

have made his work to consist for the most part of a series of controversial discourses respect

ing the ground and end of suffering.&quot;

/. According to Stuhlmann, Bertholdt, Eichhorn, v. Colin (Sibl. Theol., p. 293 seq.), M.
Sachs (Zfwr Charakleristik und Erlauterung d. B. Hiob, Studd. u. Krit., 1834, IV., p. 912)

Knobel (De car-minis Jobi argumento, fine, ac dispositione, 1835) Vatke (Die Pel. des Alien

Testaments, I., 1835, p. 576 seq.), Umbreit, De Wette, Hirzel, Steudel
( Vorlesungen uber die

Theol. des AUen Testaments, herausg. v. Oehler, 1840, p. 511 seq.), Hupfeld (Deutsche Zeits-

chr. /. christl. Wissensch., etc., 1850, No. 35 seq.) [Merx, p. XII L ; Kodwell, p. VIII.], the

poet has indeed a didactic purpose ;
it is one however which is limited to the inculcation of

the doctrine of the unconditional submission of the finite subject to the absolute Lord of all

things, whose dispensations, even when they seem incomprehensible, are still to be borne

with resignation, and without murmuring. According to this view the book represents Job s

suffering as an absolutely mysterious dispensation, and thus preaches a certain fatalism,

the resignation of a stoic indifference to the inexorable and inscrutable will of destiny. This

is wholly antagonistic both to the spirit of the Old Testament in general, and of our book

in particular, which furnishes clear expositions respecting the ground and end of Job s suf

ferings, and that not simply in those sections which the above-named critics (for the most

part at least) condemn as not genuine, in the prologue, the epilogue, and the discourses of

Elihu, but also in the kernel of the book, the authenticity of which cannot be questioned, as

e. g. in Job s utterances in ch. xvii. 9
;
xix. 23 seq. ;

xxxi. 1 seq.

g. According to J. D. Michaelis (Einl. in die gottl. Schriften des A. Bdes. L, 2 seq.) the

poet aims to set forth the idea of a righteous retribution in the future life. The view of

Ewald is similar, according to whom the book develops the thought : that suffering is to be
overcome neither by conceiving it as merely a divine penalty, nor by doubt and unbelief,

but only by the certainty that spirit is eternal, by patience and fortitude through faith in

eternal divine truths, and also by self-knowledge sharpened anew by suffering (Die Dichter

des A. B. III., p. 10 seq ) According to this view the idea of immortality and future retri

bution, which emerges in the book only incidentally, is unduly emphasized and made pro
minent. Moreover, according to Ewald s view, earthly suffering is removed much too far

from its connection with the sin of the human race. The man afflicted with it, in the proud
consciousness of his own strength and immortality, like the suffering heroes of the classic

poetry of antiquity (Ulysses, Philoctetes) should have lifted himself above his sufferings and

despi=ed them, instead of doing what our poet manifestly requires him to do, humbling
himself as a sinner under the almighty hand of the God decreeing them (ch. xl 3

;
xlii. 1-6).*

h. According to several Rabbis of the Middle Ages, and also H. v. d. Hardt (Commenlat.
in Jobum, sive historia populi Israelis in Assyriaco exilio, I., 1728), J. LeClerc (on chap. i. 1),

Garnett (A dissertation on the book of Job, ed. 2, 1751), Warburton (The Divine Legation of

Moses, Book VI., Sect. II., Works, Vol. V., London, 1811), Bernstein
(
Ueber Alter, Inhalt,

*
[See Conant g refutation of this theory, Introd., p. ilv.].
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Zweck, und gegenwartige Geslalt des Buches Hiob, in Keil & Tzschirner, Analekten, L, 1813,

p. 109 seq ), Bruno Bauer (Die Religion des A. T., 1840, II., p. 470 seq.), and quite recently

F. Seinecke (Der Grundgedanke des B. Hiob, 1863), [G. Croly : The Book of Job, 1863], the

idea and scope ofthe book have reference to the Israelitish nationality. The suffering Job typi
fies the sufferings ofthe people of Israel in exile

; by his patience and submission the poet would
teach his contemporaries that they can bear their severe destiny only by humble submission to

God s power and wisdom, and that they can find comfort and rest only in a firm and childlike

trust in His righteousness, which ruleth over all things. This allegoristic version of the poem
is disproved by the absence of anything whatever in the details of the work to sustain such a

double significance in the person and destinies of Job
;
also by the want of proof that the poem

was not composed until after the exile
; finally by the fact that in the prologue Job is described

as entirely innocent in his misfortune, whereas elsewhere throughout the Old Testament the

exile is continually viewed as the well-deserved punishment of Israel s sins. Comp. the

elaborate criticism of the last-mentioned work of Seinecke s in the Darmstadier Thevloy.

Litbl., 1863, No. 99.

f. According to most expositors of the ancient and mediaeval Church, whom some mo
derns have also followed, particularly in the Romish Church, Job s suffering is an immediate

type of the atoning suffering of Christ; nay more, Job himself is more or less identified with

Christ, the views and principles advocated by him merge imperceptibly in the doctrines of

the Gospel ;
whereas on the contrary the three friends are regarded as the champions of

heretical opinions, and Elihu as the representative of a secular wisdom hostile to faith

(Jerome, etc.], or as an idle philosophical braggart, and phrase-monger (Gregory the Great,

etc.}. [Wordsworth, however, who also adheres to the typical interpretation of the book,

regards Elihu as
&quot;

representing the office of the ministers of God s Church in preparing the

soul for the presence of God by the preaching of His Word.&quot; Introd. to Comm y., p. ix.

See also Comm y., p. 70 seq.]. We may find one effect of this unsound allegoristic interpre

tation of the history under ecclesiastical auspices an interpretation which may be traced

back to Origen, the founder of all unsound allegoristic theories in the Church in the unfa

vorable judgment which has been pronounced on the religious and moral stand-point and

character of Elihu by many of the latest expositors, e. g., by Herder, who compares hia

discourses to the idle senseless chatter of a child, Eichhorn, Bertholdt, Umbreit, Hahn, and

others, who make him out to be an immoderate, self-sufficient, and at the same time narrow-

minded boaster. The erroneousness of these views will sufficiently appear from the remarks

made above. Comp. also what is said below, in \ 8, concerning the genuineness of Elihu a

discourses, and their admirable coherence with the entire plan and movement of the book
;

together with the Exegetical remarks on the same (particularly the Doctrinal and Ethical

Remarks on chap, xxxii., xxxiii.).

g5. THE RELIGIOUS AND NATIONAL CHARACTER OF THE BOOK. ITS PLACE IN THE

CANON.

The Chokmah character of our book, or the fact that it belongs to the Solomonic poems

ofWisdom, is sufficiently apparent from that which has been already remarked about its

material, its form, and its scope. The historic material used bears an impress which, if not

extra-theocratic, is at least pre-theocratic ;
and manifest pains are taken to give prominence

to this characteristic of its material, as being not specifically Mosaic, by distinctly setting

forth the extra Israelitish home, and the patriarchal age of its hero. Its object is thereby

recognized as belonging to that class of themes and problems which are of universal human

interest, which transcend the more limited circle of vision which lies within the Israelitish

theocracy, and which everywhere characterize the Chokmah-poetry, the representative in the

Old Testament literature of a philosophic humanism (comp. Vol. X. of this series, Introd. to

Proverbs, p. 4 seq.). As regards its form it seems to be most nearly related to the classic

productions of the Chokmah-literature ;
to Solomon s Song in virtue of its dramatic plan

and arrangement; to the Proverbs in virtue of its gnomic and didadic character, and the
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Mashai-like rhythm of its discourses ;
and to both at once in virtue of its wealth of vivid

and symbolically significant pictures of the life of nature and humanity, in which the deep

feeling for nature, and the faculty of brilliant natural description characteristic of the Solo

monic epoch of Old Testament literature announce themselves. And finally in respect of its

scope it exhibits a relation of inward nearness to the poetry of Wisdom, in so far as by virtue

of its endeavor to maintain in the realm of ethics and religion the point of view belonging
to universal humanity this poetry has a special interest in the great problem of theodicy,

to wit, the vindication of the Divine action against one-sided and unjust accusations from

men
;
and especially in so far as the indispensable necessity of the fear of God and of hum

ble submission beneath God s remedial discipline p^^) to the right understanding of God s

dispensations is an idea which belongs to the very heart of the practical ethics of those books,

and particularly of the Book of Proverbs. And not only does our book share this ethical

tendency in common with the other Chokmah- writings, but in addition the most conspicuous
feature of their doctrinal contents, to wit, the central idea of the Divine Wi-sdom as the medium
of the personal activity of God in the world of nature and of humanity, is by no means

absent. But on the contrary the way in which our poet in ch. xxviii. 1 seq. describes the

absolute wisdom, the Chokmah pure and simple, as the highest moral good, and as the sum
total of all that is valuable and desirable for man, at the same time that he makes its pos
session depend on the fear of God and uprightness of life (ver. 28), exhibits the closest affi

nity with that which is said in Prov. iii. 16 seq. ;
viii. 22 seq. (comp. Eccles. xii. 13) of the

hypostatic wisdom of God, and the conditions of participation in the same. All the charac

ters, moreover, who take part as speakers in the book, appear as witnesses and disciples of

this wisdom, whether as one sided, defective, erroneous representatives, as was the case with

the three friends, and in many respects with Job himself, or as normal and authoritative

interpreters of the true Wisdom, as was the case with Elihu, who, notwithstanding his youth,

surpasses all the other speakers as the representative of the highest to which human wisdom

and insight can attain. They are, one and all, Chakamim, lovers of wisdom and teachers of

wisdom (sectatores sapientise, (j&amp;gt;Mao&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ot]
these characters of the great drama although there

are important differences among them as regards the quality and degree of the wisdom which

they teach. The author certainly does not describe them as theocratic sages, not as belong

ing to the class of Israelitish Chakamim, like Solomon, Ethan, Heman, etc., for he causes

their extra-Israel iiish character to appear distinctly and unmistakably enough, when he
introduces them as speaking neither of the law, nor of prophecy, neither of Sinai, nor of

Zion, as using only once or twice the theocratic name of God, Jehovah (Job uses this name

only in ch. i. 21
;

xii. 9; and possibly in ch. xxviii. 28, see on the passage), but on the con

trary as using interchangeably the ^ i
1

?*? of poetry, the ^V? of the patriarchs, and the E ilbx

of the universal religion (the last, however, only three times: ch. xx. 29; xxxii. 2; xxxviii.

7). He thus purposely characterizes them as belonging to the category of those extra-Israel-

itish sages, which in 1 Kings v. 10, apropos of the description of the all-surpassing wisdom
of Solomon, are called &quot;sons of the East,&quot; and &quot;Egyptians&quot; (comp. Job i. 2); it is his pur

pose to describe them, and among them Job in particular, as well as Elihu, as possessors of

a wisdom and a piety which had not grown in the soil of the Mosaic Law, which were pre-
Mosaic and patriarchal, or, if you please, Melchizedekean (comp. the Note at the end of flhis

section). Notwithstanding all this, however, they are none the less disciples of Wisdom,
earthly reflectors, human reverers, and lovers of the divine Chokmah. The heavenly light
of God, which from the beginning lighteth every man that cometh into the world (John i.

9), this is their sun also, the mysterious source of their knowledge and understanding. They
belong to the children of God outside of Israel, the &quot;

children of God that were scattered

abroad&quot; (John xi. 52), whom the Saviour of the world was first to gather together, and to

introduce into-the communion of the redeemed. They partake, however, of the knowledge
and worship of the supreme, the only true God. And verily it is a divine wisdom which is

specially and most nearly related to that of the Israelitish theocracy, a wisdom originating
in Paradise, and like that of Solomon, Ethan, Heman, etc., struggling back toward Paradise,
which illuminates them. It is its advance through error, doubt and serious conflicts to the
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final comprehension of revealed truth, that our poem succeeds in describing with the won
derful art of dramatic development.

After all that has been said, our book s place in the canon of the Holy Scriptures of the

Old Testament can admit of no doubt. It stands in the closest proximity to the Chokmah-

poems of the Solomonic age, the Book of Proverbs, and the Canticles. At all events it stands

nearer to them than to Ecclesiastes, with which, in view of the many traces it betrays- of a
later (post-exilic) origin, and in view of its Levitico-Jewish character, it has nothing in com
mon, however true it may he that the sceptical tinge of many of its discourses indicates a

certain affinity to certain fundamental ideas of this later poem of wisdom. Its Mashai-form,
and the frequent lyrico-elegiac tone of its discourses, assimilate it still further to those por
tions of the Book of Psalms, which in view of the gnomic and didactic stamp which they
bear are to be classed with the Literature of Wisdom, and which we have heretofore (Vol. X
of this Series, Introd.) characterized as Chokmah-psalms ; as, e.g., Ps. i., xv., xix., cxi.

cxii., cxix., cxxv., cxxvii.

In fact both the Synagogue and the Church have constantly assigned to our book its

place not only in general among the Hagiographa (K thubhim), to which it belongs in any
case in virtue of ite being neither a historical narrative, nor prophetic preaching, but rather

a didactic poem, but also in particular in proximity to the books just mentioned as most

nearly related to it, the Psalms, the Proverbs, the Canticles, and Ecclesiastes. But its place
in the neighborhood of these books varies greatly according to the different traditions. Our
editions of the Hebrew Bible, in so far as they follow the German class of Manuscripts, place
the book between the Proverbs and the Canticles

; they place it last of the series of poetic
books which introduce the Hagiographa, the Tehillim, Mishle, and Job (Psalms, Proverbs,
and Job), leaving the Song of Solomon to follow as the first of the &quot;

five festival-rolls
&quot;

(mSjD wr\) }
that group of writings the remainder of which are Euth, Lamentations, Kohe-

leth, and Esther. According to the Spanish class of Hebrew MSS., and the Masora, the

arrangement is different, the K thubhim here beginning with the series Chronicles, Psalms,

Job, and Proverbs. The arrangement in the Talmud (Baba bathra, 14 b) is similar, where

Euth is put first, with Psalms, Job, and Proverbs following. The Masoretes call this group

(Tehillim, Job, Mishle), after the initial letters of their names, DKH nao, and they view

this Team group as being, like the Chamesh Megilloth, a complete whole. Whether the

vox memorialis noN, which serves to describe the group according to another ancient tradi

tion, indicates that here and there the order Job, Proverbs, Psalms was actually followed,

is doubtful. It is certain on the other hand that the LXX. assign to the three principal

poetical books the order Job, Psalms, Proverbs (the form D^N), and that this order of the

Alexandrian canon has continued to be the ruling order in the Hellenistic literature and

in the Church. There are variations however even here, as in Philo, and the Evangelist

Luke, who, like the Hebrew Bibles, place the Psalms (//vwf) at the head (Luke xxiv. 44) ;

and in Melito of Sardis, in the 2d Cent., whose canon exhibits the following peculiar order

for the poetical Hagiographa : Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Canticles, Job, (Euseb.

Hist. Ecd. IV., 26). Luther s version [also E. V.] follows the order which through the

Alexandrian version is become the established order in the Church.

Note. In respect to the skill and historical truth with which the poet has succeeded in

preserving the impress of patriarchal times, and the pre-Mosaic, and hence extra-Israelitish

religious individuality of his characters, comp. Dillmann, p. XXII. :
&quot; He has carefully

avoided any intermixture of Israelitish things, manners, and ideas; he has throughout

exhibited the ways and the relations of the four men in accordance with the patriarchal age,

relying in part on Genesis. When they appeal to historical illustrations, they are taken

from primeval history (as in chap. xxii. 15 seq.). What they say of God, and of divine

things, is apparently derived only from the good old tradition, from nature, and the history

of universal humanity. Except in three passages they do not even use the divine name,

Jahve. Their circle of thought and expression is far more distinctively that of the Shemitic

people in general than that of the Canaanitish Hebrews. The theatre of the poem is the

edge of the desert (see e. g., chap. i. 15, 17, 19), and its figures and illustrations correspond

16
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therewith (as in chap. vi. 18 seq. ;
xi. 12; xxiv. 5; xxxi.

32).&quot;
The views of Delitzsch are

similar, who takes occasion however to controvert the modern opinion that the poet in the

exercise of a free creative fancy invented all these characteristics of an extr^-Israelitish

nationality and religion on the part of his hero, and justly maintains in opposition the opi

nion which in substance has been advocated also by Hengstenberg (Beitrdge, II., 302 seq. :

Vortrag uber das Buck Hiob, 1856).
&quot; The book of Job,&quot; says Delitzsch (I., p. 6 seq.)

&quot;

treats

a fundamental question of our common humanity ;
and the poet has studiously taken his

hero not from Israelitish history, but from extra-Israelitish tradition. From beginning to

end he is conscious of relating an extra-Israelitish history, a history handed down among
the Arab tribes to the east of Palestine, which has come to his ears

;
for none of the proper

names contain even a trace of symbolically intended meaning, and romantic historical poems
were nowhere in use among the ancients. This extra-Israelitish history from the patriarchal

period excited the purpose of his poem, because the thought therein presented lay in his own mind.

The Thora from Sinai, and prophecy, the history and worship of Israel are nowhere intro

duced; even indirect references to them nowhere escape him. He throws himself with

wonderful truthfulness, consistency, and vividness, into the extra-Israelitish position. His

own Israelitish stand-point he certainly does not disavow, as we see from his calling God
miT everywhere in the prologue and epilogue ;

but the non-Israelitish character of his hero

and of his locality he maintains with strict consistency. . . . Even many of the designations

of the divine attributes which have become fixed in the Thora, as D 3N
}?.N. J^n, Din

1

],

which one might well expect in the book of Job, are not found in it
;
nor again 3 l3, often

used of Jehovah in the Psalms
; nor, generally, the dogmatic terminology, as it may be

called, of the Israelitish religion; besides which this characteristic is to be noted, that only

the oldest mode of heathen worship, star-worship (chap. xxxi. 26-28), is mentioned, without

even the name ofGod (ni&O DTP or m*O DTI^N) occurring, which designates God as Lord of

the heavens, which the heathen deified. The author has intentionally avoided this name

also, which is the star of the time of the Israelitish kings ;
for he is never unmindful that

his subject is an ante- and extra-Israelitish one.&quot; In these last remarks of Delitzsch s, with

which we are constrained to agree, may be found the corrective for a remark of Dillmann s

which is one-sided, and not altogether free from the liability to be misunderstood. When
this commentator, who is generally influenced by sound and correct views says (p. XVII. of

the Introd. to his Coinm y.) :

&quot; So far is it from being the author s purpose to transport

himself arbitrarily out of the circle of revealed truth, that, on the contrary, his whole problem
alike with his solution of it, rests on the Mosaic system of doctrine&quot; it would seem to be

his purpose to assign everything, both the doctrinal contents of the poem and the history

which serves as its framework, to the circle of the Mosaic system, while nevertheless the

personal actors, as well as the religious ideas and representations which are put in their

mouth, are intentionally described as pre-Mosaic, and presented from an extra-theocratic

point of view. Very true the poet himself, where his historic individuality emerges, as in

the prologue and epilogue, reveals himself as an Israelite, a worshipper of Jehovah, an

adherent of Mosaism. But his heroes, or the characters of his drama, bear a pre Mosaic patri

archal impress; they are sages of the class called &quot;sons of the East,&quot; 1 Kings v. 10, [E. V.,

iv. 30] not sages versed in the Law, and ministering to the Law, like Solomon, Ethan,

Heman, Chalcol, Darda, or like the prophets of the schools of Samuel and Elijah. And the

religious-ethical problem discussed by them is one which did not grow in the soil of fhe

Mosaic religion, but an outgrowth of the piety and practical wisdom of the old Shemitic

patriarchs, however true it may be that the profound solution which it receives in course of

their discussion presupposes something above and beyond the perceptions and experiences
which belong to the patriarchal stage of revelation, admitting indeed that in this same solu

tion there is contained a supra-patriarchal and supra-Mosaic element, a prophetic anticipation

of the future transition of these two preparatory stages of the true religion into the stage of

their absolute fulfilment and perfection through Christ. Comp. Delitzsch (I, p. 8 seq.):
&quot; The poet is thoroughly imbued with the conviction that even beyond Israel fellowship is

possible with the one living God, who has revealed Himself in Israel
;
that He also there
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continually reveals Himself, ordinarily in the conscience, and extraordinarily in dreams and

visions; that there is also found there a longing and struggling after that redemption of

which Israel has the clear words of promise. His wondrous book soars high above the OKI

Testament limit; it is the Melchizedek among the Old Testament books. The final and

highest solution of the problem with which it grapples, has a vein extending out even beyond
the patriarchal history. The Wisdom of the Book of Job originates from Paradise. For

this turning to the primeval histories of Genesis, which are earlier than the rise of the

nations, and the investigation of the hieroglyphs in the prelude to the Thora, which are

otherwise almost passed over in the Old Testament, belong to the peculiarities of the

Chokma.&quot;

| 6. THE TIME WHEN THE BOOK WAS WRITTEN.

As an external indication of value in determining the time when the book of Job was

written, we may take into account its position in the canon, near the Psalms and the book

of Proverbs, always before the book of Ecclesiastes, which shows so many traces of a later

age. This position, however, is too uncertain
;
and even if it were fixed, it could still not

be inferred from it that the book, although placed near those writings of the age of David

and Solomon, had also been produced about that time, a considerable period, that is to say,

before the book of Coheleth, which was not written until after the Exile. And in general

the rule followed by those who collected and arranged the canon is not that of strict chrono

logy, and yields only very general and indefinite conclusions in respect to the successive

origination of particular books.

Of greater value would another external criterion be, that, namely, which lies in the

linguistic vesture of the book, provided only that the fact that, comparatively, it abounds in

Aramaisms could be made to prove that it was written in a decidedly late age. But there is

not, and there never can be, a history of the development of the Hebrew language so strict

in its chronology that each of its stages can be sharply defined, and used as means for deter

mining the time of particular books, or sections of books.* The Aramaic coloring, together

with the correspondences with the later Hebrew, of which the book furnishes many instances

(such as e. g. plural forms in
j 7, the use of the preposition 7 for the accusative, words like

jnS Sap [found once even in the prose prologue, ch. ii. 10], O San, rAr\vy_, inp, ^pn,
m or

even Aramaizing forms such as occur in ch. vi. 27
;

viii. 8
;
xv. 7

;
xxi. 23, etc.], prove nothing

definite in favor of a later origin, for such peculiarities are of general occurrence in books of

a highly poetic character, as e. g. in Solomon s Song, in the Song of Deborah, Judges v. ;

and also in the prophet Amos, although these books must not for that reason be brought

down very late in time. Moreover, Bernstein (in Keil und Tzschirner s Analekten, I. 3), and

others have advanced statements which are decidedly exaggerated in respect to the number

of the Aramaisms in our book
;
statements which are equally worthless with the opinion,

which has been expressed here and there from an early time, that the book in its present

form has for its basis an Aramaic text an opinion which the apocryphal appendix to the

LXX., following ch. xlii. 17, has already expressed : wro? ip^^vdn-eai SK rfc Zvpiaitm /fc/ttof, and

which has been still further advocated by Aben-Ezra, Jurieu, Carpzovius, the last two in

connection with the endeavor to discover the author of the translation into Hebrew, whom

they identify either with Moses (so Carpz.), or with Solomon (so Jurieu : comp. also the fol

lowing section at the beginning). If the linguistic character of the book be examined for

more definite data in support of conjectures respecting the time when it was written, the cor

respondences with the vocabulary and usage of the book of Proverbs might first of all be

considered; as e. g. ch. xx. 18 (oty) with Prov. vii. 18; ch. v. 2 (Tins) with Prov. xx. 19;

ch. xii. 5; xxx. 24; xxxi. 29 (Tfl) with Prov. xxiv. 22; ch. xxxiii. 7 (*pK) with Prov. xvi.

26; ch. xxxvii. 12 (nlSanfi) with Prov. i. 5; xi. 14; xii. 5, and often; ch. v. 4
(&quot;to

be

* Comp. the remarks of Jul. FUrst, (fetch, der biblischen Literahir und de judieMtetteuMicheit SchnfUhunm, I., p. 37

&quot;As a whole it (the Hebrew language) shows so great stability and unchangeableuess, such a stamp of uniformity, that after

the period of antiquity no essential modification of it, such as Is found in the Indo-European language, can be recognize.

Ami a little further on :

&quot; The differences in the three periods of the language affect at most its coloring ... not the essen

tial structure of the language. Au actual progrew of the language is accordingly not to be recognized.&quot;
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crushed in the gate&quot;)
with Prov. xxii. 22

;
ch. xv. 16; xxxiv. 7

(&quot;to
drink iniquity like

water&quot;) with Prov. xxvi. 6; similar correspondences in expression might be found with

many of the Psalms (comp. Ps. xxxix. 14 with Job ix. 27
;
x. 20, 21 ; Ps. Iviii. 9 with Job

iii. 16
;
Ps. Ixix. 33 with Job xxii. 19

;
Ps. ciii. 15, 16 with Job vii. 10

; xiv. 2) ;
also corres

pondences with the Aramaisms of the Song of Solomon (comp. the Introd. to the latter, Vol.

X. of this Series, p. 14 seq.*). From these, however, it would be scarcely legitimate to infer

more than the fact that our book belongs generally to the age of David and Solomon, or at

least that its age borders on that.

The inquiry into the age of the poet receives no help from a third witness of an external

sort, to wit, the fact that in the well-known passage in the prophet Ezekiel (Ez. xiv. 14, 28
;

comp. ch. xxviii. 3), Job is mentioned along with Noah and Daniel, as two other examples
of wisdom and piety. For this mention would at most furnish a chronological conjecture in

regard to the hero of the poem, not at all in regard to the poem itself and its author : even a

post-exilic authorship of this poetic version of the story of Job could be reconciled with Eze-

kiel s use of the name, which moreover does not convey the slightest intimation whether the

age of Job was nearer to that of Noah, or to that of Daniel, or whether it should be located

somewhere in the middle between the two.

The time when the book was written must accordingly be determined, in the absence

of other authoritative external witnesses, on the Lasis of probability in accordance with in

ternal tests. Here we must note, first of all, and as being of essential importance, the Chok-

ma-character of the poem, which we have already exhibited in the preceding section. The

opinion that our poem was produced during the bloom of the Literature of Wisdom in Israel

in the time of Solomon is made probable by internal evidences of the most weighty charac

ter. It is to be preferred to the two theories which diner from it; both to that which carries

its authorship back into the Mosaic, or even the pre-Mosaic age, and to that which brings it

down near the time of the exile, or even into the post-exilic age.

1. The book is treated as older than the epoch of David and Solomon, as belonging in

deed to the Mosaic age, or even as being the work of Moses himself, who composed it before

the giving of the law on Sinai, in certain passages of the Talmud (Sola Jer. V. 8; B. Bathra,

15, a), by several of the Church Fathers, such as Origen, Ephraem Syrus, Jerome, Polychro-

nius, Julian of Halicarnassus ; by some of the Rabbis, such as Saadia, Aben-Ezra, Kimchi

(comp. Hottinger, Thes. Phil., p. 499; Wolf, Bill. hebr. II., p. 102); among later authorities

by Huetius (Demonstratio Ev. IV., 2, p. 377), J. D. Michaelis, Jahn, Hufnagel, Friedlander,

Stier (The Words of the Lord Jesus), Ebrard (Das Buch Hiob ubers. und erldutert fur Gebil-

dete, Landau, 1858), Haneberg, J. Graber (Die Stellung und Bedentung Hiobs im Allen Tes

tament, Beweis des Glaubens, Bd. V., 1869, p. 433 seq.), Mason, Good, Palfrey, andothers [and
so Wordsworth, Dr. Mill (quoted by Wordsworth), Elzas, while Canon Cook in SMITH S Bib.

Diet, thinks it must have been written before the promulgation of the law, by one speaking
the Hebrew language (see also Introd. to Job in Bib. Commentary, p. 14 seq.; Princeton Ee-

view, Vol. XXIX., argues that the Mosaic authorship has not been disproved ; Carey thinks

the exact time cannot be determined, but assigns to it a very great antiquity]. Akin to this

is the view of Carpzovius already mentioned (Introd. in libr. canon. V. T. II., p. 45 seq.), to

wit, that Moses translated from the Aramaic the book which in its original language was yet

older than himself [so also Ben Zev; see Preface to Bernard s Commentary, p. LXX., while

according to McClintock and Strong s Cyclopaedia, Art.
&quot;Job,&quot;

it was &quot;originally framed in

Job s age (by that romance style of composition spontaneous with Orientals), and that in its

Arabic dress it was gathered by Moses from the lips of the Midianitish bards, during his resi

dence among them; that it was first composed by him in the Hebrew language, but not re

duced to its present complete form till considerably later, perhaps by Solomon&quot;] ; also the

theory that the book had a pre-Mosaic origin, as held by Ilgen, Bertholdt, Stuhlmann, Eich-

horn, and quite lately by E. von Bunsen, who combines with it the singular supposition that

* In respect to the linguistic affinity of our book to the writings of the Solomonic age, and particularly the Proverbs,

lomp. Michaelis (Einleitung I, 92 seq.); GeseniuB (Getchichte der hebraischen Sprache wnd Schrifl, p. 33 seq.); Rosenniuller

l., p. 38) ; Havernick (EMeUung III. 353 seq.) ; also Vaihlnger and Hahn in their Commentaries.
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Job is identical with Melchizedek (Die Einheit der Religionen im Zusammenhang mil den

Viilkerwanderungen der Urzeit und der Geheimlehre, I. Bd., Berlin, 1870, p. 420 seq.). [Here
may be mentioned the opinion of those who think Job himself was the author, e. g., Schul-

tens, Lowth, Peters, Tomline, Hales, Home, Magee, Lee, Barnes, Croly. Weinyss, who holds

this not improbable, adds, as his own conjecture, the name of Joseph.] The attempt has

been made to represent the book as approximately Mosaic, as belonging at least to the period
of the Judges, by the R. Eliezer (according to Baba Balhra 15, and Sola Jer. f. 20, 3), and

Philippus Presbyter (the author of a pseudo-Jeromean Commentary on Job in Opp. Hieron.

ed. Vail. T. III., App. p. 895 seq.). All these attempts to assign to the book an exaggerated

antiquity, and particularly the hypothesis that Moses was its author, in favor of which may
at least be urged such considerations as a certain similarity in many of the descriptions and

reflections of the book to Ps. xc. and the song of Moses (Deut. xxx.), are decisively refuted by
the following arguments: 1. The reflective, subjective, and artistically perfect character

of the poem, which indicates a time considerably later than that of the promulgation of the

law. 2. The character of the religious problem of the poem, which, even if it be treated by
the poet from an extra-theocratic point of view, pre-supposes nevertheless an accurate ac

quaintance with the theocracy nay, more, a profound immersion into its spirit.* 3. The

very evident familiarity of the poet with doctrinal representations, which belong only to a

stage in the development of revealed religion which was conditioned by the law, and which

became possible on the basis of it, such as the idea of Wisdom as a principle of the Divine

activity in governing and illuminating the world (chap, xxviii.), and the representation of

Sheol as a gloomy, prison-like realm of shadows (chap. iii. 17 seq.; vii. 7 seq.; xiv. 10 seq.;

xvi. 21
;
xvii. 6

;
xxx. 23). 4. The frequent references to conditions and relations, which pre

suppose a more advanced culture and development in society and the state, than the simple,

and, so to speak, elementary conditions of the Mosaic age (comp. chap. ix. 24; xii. 17 seq.;

xv. 28; xxiv. 12; xxix. 7; xxxix. 7). 5. Finally, as a peculiarity in the material which

points definitely to the period of the first kings, the double mention of the gold of Ophir

chap. xxii. 24; xxviii. 16; comp. 1 Kings ix. 28; x. 11). In view of such manifest traces

of a later age, the assignment of the poem to the Mosaic, or to the pre-Mosaic age, or to the

age immediately following Moses, seems to be in the highest degree improbable ;
and Herder

is right when, in express opposition to its Mosaic authorship, he says: &quot;The poet of the book

of Job is certainly not Moses
;
we might just as well say that Solon wrote the Iliad, and the

Eumenides of ^JEschylus !&quot; (Geist der Ebr. Poesie, 1805, I., p. 130).

II. Following some of the ancient Rabbis, such as R. Eleazer and R. Jochanan (B. Bathra

and Sola Jer. 1. c.), a number of modern exegetes and critics have assigned the poem to an

age considerably later than that of the literature of David and Solomon ;
such as Ph. Codur-

cus (Annotationes in Jobum, 1651), who regards it as having been composed by Isaiah in the

eighth century; Rosenm. (Schol. ed. 2), Stickel, Ewald, Heiligstedt, Bottcher, Magnus, Bleek,

Davidson, Herbst and De Wette (in their Introductions), Renan, Dillmann [Merx], N61-

decke (Die Alttestamental Literatur., 1868, p. 191), Fiirst (Gesch., der bill. Literal. II., 424seq.),

and several others, who assign it to the first half of the seventh century, or the age immedi

ately following that of Isaiah [Noyes, and Rodwell, without specifying more closely, place

it between the Solomonic age and that of the exile] ; Hirzel, who (p. 10 of his Commentary)
thinks it was not composed till the end of the seventh century, after the deportation of king

Jehoahaz, in the year 608, and that it was written in Egypt; Garnett, Bernstein, Umbreit,

Arnheim, who assign it to the period of the Babylonish exile
;
and Grotius, v. d. Hardt, Le

Clerc, Warburton, Heath (Essay towards a new English version of the Book of Job, 1755),

Gesenius, Vatke, Koster, Br. Bauer, E. Meier (in Baur and Zeller s Theolog. Jahrbb., 1846,

p. 129 seq.), Zunz, Bunsen, etc., who look on the post-exilic epoch, and in particular the 5th

* Comp. Hahn, p. 26 :
&quot; Since the contents of our book are profoundly related to tho internal development of the theo

cracy, while the idea of the connection between sin and suffering, which is objectively advanced by Moseg in a form that is

altogether general, meets us here not in this general form, nor in that one-eided conception of it which is most nearly re

lated to it, but in a new and broader interpretation, which involves an advance beyond the original form, the book canot

be regarded as having been produced before Moses, nor by Moses, but in a much later period.&quot;
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Cent. B. C., as the time when it was composed. The two latter modifications of this view

represent the extreme limit of the efforts which have been made to bring down the age of the

book. They depend on the idea already repudiated in 4 under h, according to which Job

is a personification, or at least a type or image of the people of Israel suffering in exile.

They stand or fall substantially with this allegoristic interpretation, of which Delitzsch says

truly that &quot;

it is about the same as the view that the guilty Pericles may be intended by king

Oedipus, or the Sophists by the Odysseus of the Philoctetes.&quot; And the other arguments

urged in favor of the exilic or the post-exilic origin of the poem by such critics as dp not ad

here *o this allegoristic theory, or at least are not strenuous in upholding it, have no particu

lar weight. The assumed Aramaistic character of the language is, as has been already shown,

to be accredited simply and solely to the poetic contents and dress of the book, and proves

nothing therefore in favor of the period of the exile. Just as little do the representations

which the book gives of Satan and of the angels prove this; for there is no historical ground

whatever for referring these to Chaldee or Persian influences. The theory under considera

tion is, however, decisively disproved by the fact that the prophet Jeremiah, who lived and

prophesied towards the end of the seventh century, must have known our book and made use

of it (comp. chap. iii. 3-10 with Jer. xx. 14-18; chap. xix. 24 with Jer. xvii. 1; chap. xxi.

19 with Jer. xxxi. 29; also chap. xix. 8 with Lam. iii. 7, 9
; chap. xii. 4; xvii. 6

; xxx. 1 with

Lam. ii. 15). Far more weight should be assigned to these correspondences with Jeremiah,

especially seeing that Jeremiah is obviously the copyist, the book of Job being the original,

than to the twofold mention of Job by Ezekiel (comp. above) ;
or to the correspond

ences, which are far less certain and indisputable, between this book and the second part of

Isaiah (comp. chap. xxi. 22 with Isa. xl. 14; chap. xii. 24 with Isa. xl. 23; chap. xii. 17, 20

with Isa. xliv. 25; chap. ix. 8; xxxviii. 4 with Isa. xliv. 24; chap. xv. 35 with Isa. lix. 4).

This undeniable dependence of Jeremiah on the author of this book is at the same time de

cisive also against the opinion of Hirzel that our book was produced in the age immediately
before the exile, say under Jehoahaz

;
an opinion which is still further refuted by the fact

that the passage in chap. xv. 18 seq. describes not at all the invasion of Palestine by foreign

oriental nationalities, but rather foreign incursions over-running the original inhabitants of

Edom or Teman (the country of Eliphaz). And so in general it may be said that the refer

ences to the condition of the Israelitish people and kingdom as one of confusion and incipi

ent ruin, which not only Hirzel, but De Wette, Stickel, Ewald, and others find in the book,
are without any foundation in fact, and can by no means be supported by such passages as

chap. ix. 24; xii. 6, 14 seq.; xxi. 7, 16 seq.; xxiv. 1 seq. (comp. the exegetical remarks).
There remains only that modification of the opinion that the book has a post-Solomonic

origin, which conjectures its date as being the first b^lf^f-th^^geveiitk^enturyy-Qr^the age of

Manasseh (696-643), and which has been defended with particular acuteness by Ewald, Dill-

mann, Fiirst, Davidson, Schrader, etc. It is the most plausible of the theories advanced by
modern criticism regarding the age of the book

;
at the same time there is much which ar

gues against it, and which points to an earlier period :

a. Already does Isaiah even, in several passages, and especially in chap, xix., show fa

miliarity with the book of Job (comp. in particular Isa. xix. 5 with Job xiv. 11; Isa. xix.

13, 14 with Job xii. 24 seq.) ; nay, the book of Amos, which is considerably older yet, exhi

bits several allusions to this book, which lead us to regard it as older than that (comp. Amos
iv. 13 with Job ix. 8; Amos v. 8 with Job ix. 9; xxxviii. 31

;
Amos ix. 6 with Job xii. 9; and

see Vaihinger in the Stud, und Krit., 1846, I., p. 146 seq.; also Schlottmann, p. 109). The

opinion that, on the contrary, these passages in the prophetic books are older than the cor

responding passages in our poem (an opinion which, e. g., Volck [De summa carm. Job sen-

tentia] has advanced in respect to those passages in Isaiah), is in most cases improbable, and
in some absolutely untenable. Comp. below on chap. xiv. 11.

b. The verbal correspondences already noted between this book and that of Proverbs in

dicate that in all probability the book was composed in the Solomonic age, or at least not far

from the same
; and this conclusion is rendered all the more certain by the fact that those

correspondences occur only to a limited extent with the introductory chapters (1-9) of the
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Book of Proverbs (which chapters properly belong to the age immediately following Heze-

Iciah; see Vol. X. of this Series, Introd., p. 26seq.), the great majority of them being related

to the old Solomonic nucleus of the collection, chap. x. xxii.

c. Several more definite correspondences of thought and expression, which occur between

this book and that of Proverbs (both in its older and its later divisions), cause the priority

of Job to seem more probable and natural. Comp. chap. xv. 7 with Prov. viii. 25
; chap,

xxi. 17 with Prov. xiii. 9; xx. 20; xxiv. 20; chap, xxviii. 18 with Prov. iii. 15. Here it ia

of particular importance to consider the relation of Wisdom in chap, xxviii. of our book to

the descriptions of the same Divine Principle in the government of the world and in revela

tion given in chapters iii., viii., and ix. of Proverbs
;
a relation which clearly exhibits a course

of development as obtaining between the two representations, a progress from the less deve

loped idea of the Chokmah in Job to its more full doctrinal unfolding in the introductory

part of the book of Proverbs, and which accordingly proves the age of the earlier book to be

that of Solomon, or at least the age immediately following.

d. That the traces of serious doubt respecting the retributive justice of God, which our

book exhibits, are of necessity to be regarded as signs of a post-Solomonic origin,
&quot;

of its

origin even in the time of the later kings,&quot; is an unproved assumption, which has been ad

vanced by Ewald, Dillmann, and several others, and which involves a petitio principii, resting

on no objective fact. In this respect it resembles the similar proposition which has been ad

vanced touching the poetic form of the book, to wit, that as a specimen of religious-didactic

poetry, it must be of necessity considerably later than the &quot;

dramatizing popular poetry
&quot; of

the Canticles, it &quot;presupposes a longer practice of the religious lyric art, and of proverbial

poetry, and cannot accordingly be placed at the beginning of the same&quot; (Dillmann,

p. XXVI.).
e. The descriptions already referred to in chapters ix., xii., xxi., and xxiv. (particularly in

chap. xii. 14 seq., xxi. 16 seq.; and xxiv. 1 seq.) by no means prove, as is often assumed, that

grievous catastrophes, such as destructive raids by powerful hostile armies, deportations of

entire masses of men, etc., are assumed as having already overtaken Israel, and that accord

ingly the poem must have been composed after the Assyrian invasions in the eighth century
before Christ. For in the history of the nations of Western Asia catastrophes of that sort

are in general
&quot;

as old as the traditions of history
&quot;

(think of Chedor-laomer, of Sesostris, of

Shishak, 1 Kings xiv. 25 seq.), and the supposition that those passages necessarily referred to

the country and the nation of the Israelites is unfounded, and in fact is altogether irrecon

cilable with the geographical territory contemplated in the book, which is predominantly
that of the Idumean Arabia. &quot;The assumption that a book which sets forth such a fearful

conflict in the abyss of affliction, as the book of Job, must have sprung from a time of gloomy
national distress, is untenable. It is sufficient to suppose that the writer himself has expe
rienced the like, and experienced it at a time when all around him were living in great

luxury, which must have greatly aggravated his trial
&quot;

(Delitzsch, I., p. 20).

/. It is still further an arbitrary assumption to say that
&quot;

the contest of principles between

the two parties, the pious and the unbelieving,&quot; as the same is described in chap. xvii. 8, and

chap. xxii. 19 is of necessity to be taken as indicating a later age. This view is just as desti

tute of any certain external support, as the theory, pressed into its support, that those Psalms,

which contain allusions to similar party-contests (comp., e. g., Ps. xxxix. 14 [13] with Job

ix. 27; x. 20; Ps. Iviii. 9 [8] with Job iii. 16
;
Ps. Ixix. 83 with Job xxii. 19, etc.], were com

posed after the time of David, or even near the time of the exile. The same may be said

of the other supposed indications of the time of the later kings, on which Dillmann lays

stress, I. c., to wit,
&quot;

star-worship, with its seductive influence,&quot; the mention of which in ch.

xxxi. 26 seq., it is said, points expressly to the times of Ahaz, and still more of Manassch

(as though even in the pre-Mosaic and the Mosaic age this kind of idolatry was not known,
and warnings uttered against it

; comp. above, \ 2) ;
also the fact that a written pro

cess and a written judgment are presupposed in judicial cases in chap. xiii. 26; xxxi. 35 seq.

(as though the E ~)3b in the royal court of David were not already accustomed to complete

written procedures in administrative, and certainly also in judicial, matters I).
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III. The reasons above given are predominantly negative and indirect, designed to

weaken the force of the objections to the opinion that the book of Job proceeds from the So

lomonic age. The following are the positive arguments in favor of this opinion, which has

been maintained by K. Nathan (B. Bathra, f. 15; Sola Jer. 20, 3), by Gregory of Nazianzen

(Or. IX.), Luther, Spanheim, Harduin, Doderlein, Staudlin, Bichter (De stale I. Job defi-

nienda, 1799, \ 11), Augusti, Havernick
P Keil, Oehler, Welte, Vaihinger, Schlottmann, Hahn,

Delitzsch, etc. [so also A. B. Davidson, Hengstenberg, while Stanley, Hist, of the Jewish

Church, Lecture XXVIII., regards its &quot;derivation from the age of Solomon&quot; as very

evident].

g. The double mention of the gold of Ophir (see above, No. I., 5). which is most easily

explained by supposing that the poets in their figurative language would most naturally make
use of this costly natural product of the Oriental world of wonders just at the time when it

was first brought in considerable quantities to the Shemitic countries of Western Asia (comp.
also Ps. xiv. 10 [9]).

h. The mention of so many other notable natural objects, costly articles, rare and splen
did jewels, etc.; the description of which is characterized by an exuberant abundance of ob

servations in the natural world, and of indications showing that sense and spirit were satiated

with the enjoyment of life, a warm, agreeable fullness of life, such as was quite peculiar to

the time of Solomon, and which, outside of our poem, is especially apparent in the Canti

cles, whose observations of the world exhibit a cosmopolitan wealth of material, and whose

coloring in the domain of natural description is glowing and splendid. Comp. the rare ani

mals and the other natural wonders described in chap. xxx. 29, and chap, xxxix. 1 3 chap,

xli.; also the mention of pearls (corals) and other costly treasures in chap, xxviii.; and with

these comp. such passages as Cant. iii. 9; iv. 3, 13; vi. 7; vii. 2 seq.; also Prov. iii. 15; viii.

11; xx. 15; xxxi. 10; 1 Kings v. 13; vii. 13 seq.; x. 11 seq. (see Introd. to Song of Solomon,
Vol. X. of this Series, p. 13, and also p. 384 of this volume).

i. The many correspondences found especially in the eschatological representations of our

book, and especially in its utterances concerning the conditions of men after death, and to

the realm of shadows
(TIXK?), with that which the Proverbs, and many of the Psalms be

longing to the best period, teach in respect to these points (comp. j^X, abyss, in the sense of

7ix$, Prov. xv. 11, and Job xxvi. 6
; xxviii. 22

; and also the many correspondences of our
book with the Lamentation-Psalms of the Ezrahites, Heman and Ethan, Ps. Ixxxviii., Ixxxix.,

especially Ps. Ixxxviii. 5 with Job xiv. 6
;
Ps. Ixxxviii. 9 [8] with Job xxx. 10

;
Ps. Ixxxix.

8 [7] with Job xxxi. 34; Ps. Ixxxix. 48 [47] with JobjgiLl^JE^Ixxxix. 49 [48] with Job
xiv. 14) : in short its agreement with the eschatology of the time of David and Solomon

(comp. above, p. 247), which, along with that which has been remarked repeatedly in respect
to its essential harmony with the doctrine of God and the doctrine of Wisdom, constitutes
a consideration of no small weight.

k. Finally, the classic, magnificent form of the poem as a work of art ($ 3), which in the

eyes of every unprejudiced observer gives to it a position immediately alongside of the Canti

cles, the Solomonic nucleus of the Book of Proverbs, and the best and oldest portions of the
Book of Psalms, even though by this course we multiply the classical products of the literary

epoch represented by David and Solomon to a degree which is astonishing, or even almost in
credible.* If any concession be made to one of the weightiest arguments by which the post-
Solomonic authorship is sustained, the frequent reference to great public calamities, and
severe national afflictions (see under e), we might come down to the age immediately follow

ing that of Solomon, or we might say with the editor of this Series (Vol. I., Introd. to the
Old Testament, p. 35 seq.) : &quot;The origin of the book belongs to the time when the glory of

* Comp. Delitzsch, I., p. 21 :
&quot; The book bears throughout the creative stamp of that opening period of the Chokmah,

f that Solomonic age of knowledge and art, of deeper thought respecting revealed religion, and of intelligent progressive
culture of the traditional formi of art, that unprecedented age, in which the literature corresponded to the summit of
glorious magnificence to which the kingdom of the promise had then attained ... a time when the chasm between Israel
and the nations was more than ever bridged over ... a time introductory to the extension of redemption, and the triumph
of the religion of Israel, and the union of all nations in faith in the God of love.&quot;
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Solomon was on the decline.&quot; In the main however we must rest satisfied with the view

that the book, both as to its character and its age, belongs to the group of Solomonic poems
of Wisdom, and Luther s judgment in the Table-Talk is anything but a blunder; on the

contrary it substantially hits the nail on the head : &quot;It is possible and supposable that

Holomon composed and wrote this book, for we find just his way of speaking in the Book of

Job, as in his other books. Phrasis non multum est dissimilis. The story of Job is old, and

was quite familiar to everybody in Solomon s time, and he undertook to describe it, as though
I should undertake to describe the stories of Joseph or Rebecca.&quot;

| 7. NATIONALITY AND HOME OF THE POET.

The country and home of the author of our poem has been treated in much the same way
as the age in which he lived. Many one-sided and untenable conjectures have been advanced

which require to be refuted, or, at least, reduced to their proper value.

The same confusion which has produced the attempt to identify the age of the poet with

that of Job has also largely prevailed in respect to the place where the one and the other

lived. According as the land of Uz has been assigned to the territory of Aramaic Syria, or

Arabia, or Idumea, the attempt has been made to represent our book as an extra-Palestinian

production, as to its language, its conception, and its entire origin. Its authorship has been

variously referred to Syria (the LXX., the Pseudo-Origen s Gomm. in Job, Aben Ezra), to

Arabia (Spanheim, Vitringa, Witsius, Joh. Gerhard, Calovius, also Kromayer : FUia rnatri

obstetricans h. e. de usu linguse arab. in addiscenda ebraea, p. 72), or to Edomitis (Herder, II-

gen), or to a Nahorite, i.e., a Mesopotamian (Niemeyery
Charakteristik der Bibel, II., 480 seq.).

Perceiving the extravagance of these hypotheses, Bertholdt and Eichhorn limited themselves

to the assumption that the author was an Israelite, sojourning in Idumea or Arabia an opi
nion against which it has been correctly observed that it &quot;results from confounding the scene

of the book with the author s standpoint, which is wholly independent of the same&quot; (Hahn,

p. 22). A bolder conjecture, and yet, in view of certain remarkable peculiarities, a more

plausible one, is that of Hitzig (Komment. zu Jesaia, 1813, p. 285), and of Hirzel (Komment.,

p. 12), that the book was written in Egypt, that is to say, by a Hebrew living in Egypt.

Hirzel, in particular, finds reasons for this opinion in various traces of a familiar acquaint

ance on the part of the poet with Egyptian objects, an acquaintance which is presumed to

have been founded on his own observation. Among these he names the description of mining
in chap, xxviii. 1-11, which, as he claims, indicates personal knowledge of the gold mines

of Egypt (Diodorus III. 12
; Josephus, De bello Jud. VI. 912) ; acquaintance with the Nile,

as shown in chap. vii. 12; viii. 11-13; ix. 26; the mention of mausoleums in chap. iii. 14;

the reference to the Egyptian process in judicial cases in chap. xxxi. 35
;
the allusion to the

phenix in chap. xxix. 18; and finally the description of the war-horse in chap, xxxix. 19seq.,

and of the still more specifically Egyptian animal prodigies, the hippopotamus and the cro

codile in chap. xl. and xli. These reasons, however, will be found inconclusive. Either they
rest on a false or doubtful exegesis, or they prove only so much familiarity with Egypt as

might have been acquired by traveling in that land, or even by mere hearsay.

a. There is no foundation whatever for referring the passage in ch. vii. 12 to the Nile,

the passage in ch. xxxi. 35 to the judicial processes of the Egyptians (comp. what is said

above in the preceding section, under II.), or the passage in chap, xxxix. 19 seq. speci

fically to the Egyptian war-horse. As though the use of cavalry and the breeding of horses

were not abundantly practised in Palestine, especially after the time of Solomon (conip. 1

Kings v. 6 seq. [iv. 26 seq.] ;
ix. 19; x. 28) I

b. It is questionable whether by the mausoleums or &quot;ruins&quot; (^i^rj) Of ch. iii. 14, the

author had particularly in mind Egyptian mausoleums, for instance the pyramids, seeing

that Palestine might easily have made him acquainted with structures of that kind (comp.
Is. xxii 15 seq. ; Josephus, De B. Jud. I. 2, 5), and seeing that the exegesis of the passage

is very uncertain (see on the verse). In like manner it is exceedingly questionable whether

his description ofmining in ch. xxviii. is necessarily derived from the Egyptian gold-diggings.
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For, in the first place, his description by no means refers exclusively to the mining of gold,

but includes just as much the mining of silver, iron and copper (see ver. 2 seq.), and also the

mining of precious stones, among which he expressly mentions the sapphire. In the next

place, the comprehensiveness of his acquaintance with mining operations makes it more pro
bable that he had in mind the iron, gold, lead and copper mines of Idumea and Arabia, as

well as the sapphire veins of the last mentioned country, the existence of which is attested by

antiquity, provided, that is, that the source of his knowledge is to be looked for in any foreign

mines. For it is certainly not easy to see why the business of mining should not have been

carried on within the limits of Palestine itself, at least from the time of the first kings, and

indeed from the age of Moses, in view of such direct testimony as is furnished by Deut. viii.

9
;
xxxiii. 25 ;

as well as of such figures and poetic similes as are found in Prov. xvii. 3
;
xxvi.

23; xxvii. 21; Isa. i. 22; Ezek. xxii. 18; Mai. iii. 3, etc. Comp. Eobinson s Physical Geo

graphy of the Holy Land, pp. 340, 373; v. Rougemont, Die Bronzezeit, etc. (1869), p. 87.

And finally, it is just as doubtful whether the mention of the phenix in chap. xxix. 18 (ad

mitting that /in there really has that meaning, and should not rather be rendered
&quot;sand&quot;),

must of necessity be understood and explained in accordance with the Egyptian legend of the

phenix, seeing that the legend of this bird is rather to be regarded as the common property
of the orbis orientalis, and may in particular be attributed to the Arabians as a part of their

primitive heritage ; comp. Herodot. II. 73 ;
Tacit. Ann. VI. 28

;
Clemens Bom., 1 Cor. chap,

xxv., etc.; also Henrichsen, De Phcenicis fabula apud Qr&cos, Romanos et populos orientales,

Part L, II., Havnise, 1825, 1827; Piper, Mythologie der christl. Kunst, 1847, I. 446 seq.

c. The passages (chap. viii. 11 seq.) which describe the papyrus-shrub (which is to be

found predominantly indeed along the Nile, but which, according to Theophrastus, Hist,

plant. 4, 9, grows also in Palestine), and the papyrus-boat (chap. ix. 26), furnish no sufficient

demonstration that the author lived in Egypt. They are rather to be explained by supposing

simply that he became acquainted with these objects through travel, or indirectly through
oral tradition. Even Isaiah recognizes the papyrus-boats, although he had never himself

seen Egypt or the Nile! Moreover, the descriptions of the hippopotamus and the crocodile,

contained in Jehovah s discourses, do not by any means unqualifiedly require us to suppose
on the part of the poet the accurate knowledge of an eye-witness. Rather do they seem,

&quot; not

only by their ideal cast, but also by the inaccuracies which have slipped into them, to betray
an author who possibly knew the animals referred to only through what he had heard con

cerning them. For which reason the opinion of Eichhorn, Ewald, Dillmann, and Simson an

opinion which is, in other respects, without sufficient critical foundation that these descrip

tions, constituting the whole section embraced in chap. xl. 15 xli. 26 [34], were written by
a Jew, who, about the beginning of the 6th century, travelled to Egypt, and lived there,

seems superfluous. Comp. 9, II., and also the exposition of the particular section re

ferred to.

The positive proof that Palestine was the author s country and home, lies, first of all, on

the external side, in the fact that, in the section just mentioned, describing behemoth and

leviathan, the Jordan is introduced as an example of a great river (seachapTxlT23) ;
on the

internal side, in the unmistakable fact that as respects his whole manner of thought and

ception the author stood in intimate relationship to the consciousness and life of the theo

cracy, which could scarcely have been the case had he lived outside the national territory of

the theocratic commonwealth, and at a distance from its sanctuary. Through travel in fo

reign lands, perhaps in Egypt, Arabia, Syria, and especially in Idumea and the regions im

mediately adjacent, in which the principal theatre of his narrative lies, he might at any time

have acquired the information which he exhibits respecting the peculiarities of these lands

outside of Palestine. In the main, however, the comprehensive knowledge, and the vast

wealth of vivid natural observations, of which his poem gives evidence, are to be explained
by the universal cosmopolitanism of his intellectual tendencies, and by the extent and solidity
of his entire culture, which in a sage of the Solomonic age is not to be wondered at. The
abundance of the &quot;secular knowledge&quot; deposited in the book appears essentially as &quot;the re

sult of the wide circle of observation which Israel had reached in the time of Solomon &quot;

(De-
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litzsch). And there is no really unanswerable argument to show that this sage, highly cul

tivated and richly endowed, like Solomon himself (comp. 1 Kings iv. 30seq.; v. lOseq.), of

necessity lived far from Solomon s court, and from what were in that age the central points

of the theocratic national life of Israel, and that we must look to the remote south, or south

east of that famed land, the region bordering on Idumea, for his place of residence. When
Stickel, Vaihinger (Stud, und Krit., 1846, I., 178 seq.), Bottcher (Lehrbuch der htbraischen

Fprache, $29 and 86), and Dillmann present arguments to establish the probability that he

lived in Southern Palestine, derived from the language and from other sources, not one

of these arguments is of sufficient weight to prove more than the bare possibility of this hy

pothesis. For

(1) The statement that the book &quot;exhibits so many Aramaic and Arabic peculiarities of

diction,&quot; as to indicate that the author s home bordered on the territory where the Aramaic

and Arabian languages were spoken, must be adjudged to be exceedingly precarious, after

what we have said above in the preceding section in respect to the value of linguistic pecu
liarities for the more precise determination of the question touching the origin of our book.

It would seem to be equally precarious with the well-known opinion of Hitzig and Ewald,
that the Song of Solomon had its origin in Northern Palestine, on account of its numerous

Aramaisms (comp. the Introduction to our Commentary of the Song of Solomon, Vol. X. of

this Series, $3, Rem. 2, p. 14seq.).

(2) The absence of any definite references to Jerusalem, as the centre of the Israelitish

cultus is sufficiently explained by the author s purpose to locate the scene of the action out

side of Palestine, and in a patriarchal, pre-Mosaic sphere, and to adhere to this plan with ri

gid consistency throughout (comp. $5).

(3) The exact familiarity of the author with the conditions and phenomena of life in

the desert by no means necessitates the conclusion that his home bordered on the desert
;

for even in the country immediately surrounding Jerusalem, and in the whole Israelitish

territory east of the Jordan, the life of the desert might be studied in all its peculiarities,

and our author shows himself throughout to be in every respect a poet endowed with a rich

poetic fancy and talent for description, a man in whom was to be found, according to Stickel s

own confession,
&quot; a plastic genius so manifest and powerful that he was competent to give a

true description of what he had not seen with his own
eyes.&quot;

(4) Just as little does the author s knowledge of the animal prodigies of Egypt and

Arabia, of the costly products of these lands, and also of the star-worship prevailing in these

and in other oriental countries, compel us to suppose that &quot;he lived in the centre of the

most active commercial intercourse between the nations of Arabia, Egypt and Babylonia, at

the point where the great commercial routes from the Euphrates and Eastern Arabia to

Egypt and the Philistine and maritime ports, and again from Southern Arabia to Damascus

and Palmyra crossed.&quot; For under the peaceful reign of Solomon, with its complete organi

zation and close centralization, even a resident of Jerusalem might have acquired a vivid

conception and exact information respecting all those things. Especially would he be able,

as the result of the active commercial relations, which, according to 1 Kings v. 1 seq., x. 1

seq., Solomon had established with Egypt, Arabia and Phenicia, to extend the circle of his

observation over all that territory, even although he himself never had occasion to journey

along the caravan-routes of the south-east, or to live there for any length of time.

It is not necessary accordingly to assume for the poet either an extra-Israelitish origin

or place of abode, or a residence on the boundaries of the land of Israel in the neighborhood

of Edom, or of the Syro-Arabian desert. On the contrary all that we find in his poem is

most satisfactorily explained on the theory that he belonged to the pious and literary coterie

of sages, whose rendezvous, according to 1 Kings iv. 30 seq., was Solomon s court, and tha ,

the classification of the actors in his poem with the wise &quot;sons of the east,&quot;
and the

&quot;

Egyptians
&quot;

(comp. 5) rests simply on the fact that his unusually wide circle of observa

tion, and his comprehensive knowledge of nature and mankind had put him in possession

of a more intimate acquaintance with the practices and habits and circle of ideas peculiar to

these extra-theocratic sages. The conjecture of Delitzsch (I. p. 23) that the author of our
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book might have been Heman, the Ezrahite, the singer of &quot;the 88th Psalm, written under

circumstances of suffering similar to Job
s,&quot;

is indeed lacking in any more precise support,

whether in the poem itself, or in the scanty intimations conveyed by the Books of the Kings

respecting the person of this Heman. For which reason Delitzsch himself does not follow

up this conjecture any further, but contents himself with the conclusion respecting the

author s probable nationality which we have stated above, and which there are scarcely

counter-arguments of .sufficient weight to overthrow.

[WAS HEZEKIAH THE AUTHOR OF JOB?]

After all that has been written on the question of the authorship of the Book of Job,

the suggestion of a new solution of the problem may well seem superfluous. On the one

side the question itself may be deemed unimportant ;
on the other side the solution of it

may be pronounced impracticable, and a new conjecture but one more contribution to the

limbo of idle speculation. It must be admitted however that if the question who wrote the

book of Job? ever should receive an answer sustained by a reasonable array of probabili

ties, such an answer would be of no small value in elucidating the book itself, and the his

toric revelation of Divine truth, of which it is so important a part. The answer here sug

gested is one that has suggested itself to the translator during the progress of the work with

singular force, and with an accumulating weight of probability, in view of which he feels

justified in at least propounding the above inquiry Was Hezekiah the author of the Book

of Job f and in inviting attention to the considerations which incline him to an affirmative

answer, and which he ventures to presume may serve to show that the inquiry is not alto

gether an unreasonable one.

It may be true that the author of this book will ever continue to be a &quot; Great Un
known.&quot; It may be that the Spirit of inspiration has purposely withheld from the sacred

volume every such clue to his personal identity, as would place it beyond all question. If

so it is undoubtedly better that it should be so. I am certainly very far from wishing to

dogmatize on the subject. I simply suggest the name of Hezekiah as a hypothesis worthy
of consideration. That hitherto the name seems to have occurred to no one is, I admit, a

presumption against it. All the more so perhaps that some have come so near it, hovering
all about it, yet never alighting upon it. Thus Warburton says of Job xxxiii. 17 seq. :

&quot; This is the most circumstantial account of God s dealing with Hezekiah, as it is told in the

books of Chronicles and of Kings ;&quot;
and of Job xxxiv. 20, that

&quot;

it plainly refers to the de

struction of the first-born in Egypt, and &quot;Sennacherib s army ravaging Judea.&quot; Ewald,

speaking of the remarkable epoch of which Hezekiah is the central and commanding figure,

says that the culture of the highest form of poetry, the drama, during this period, is shown

by the book of Job, which exhibits the highest point reached by the poetic art of the nation

\a ancient times. Merx finds his theory as to the time when the book was composed (viz

about 700 B. C.) confirmed by the existence of the College of Sages, established by Hezekiah,
&quot;the poet s contemporary&quot; (Das Buck Hiob, p. XLVL). Kenan &quot;loves to place the book&quot;

in the same period, and finds
&quot;

rapports
&quot; between the psalm of Hezekiah and the book of

Job. Carey, speaking of the case instanced by Elihu in chap, xxxiii. 24 seq. says :

&quot; This

case is not unlike that of Hezekiah
; indeed it so resembles it in many particulars that I

wonder it should have escaped (as I believe it has done) the notice of commentators.&quot; To
no one of these however does the thought seem to have occurred that Hezekiah himself may
have been the author and yet why not? Let me submit the following considerations in

favor at least of having the claims of Hezekiah considered.

1. Hezekiah was a gifted poet. This no one can doubt who is familiar with that most
beautiful Ode which Isaiah has preserved for us in chap, xxxviii. 9 seq. Its exquisite me
lody, its plaintive pathos, its depth of sentiment, its beauty of imagery, its devotional ten

derness have never been surpassed within the same compass. Zwingli has said of it truly :

est autem carmen hoc cum primis doctum et elegans. Delitzsch acknowledges its
&quot;

lofty

sweep,&quot; although he calls it
&quot;

cultivated rather than original poetry.&quot; The criticism pro
ceeds however from the manifest presupposition that the song is an imitation of Job, having,
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he says,
&quot; a considerable number of the echoes of the book of Job.&quot; But what if instead

of being an echo, it is the keynote of Job? What if here we have the germ of that won
drous creation ? If at least with Ewald, Kenan and Merx we attribute it to the age of He-
zekiah, whom shall we find more likely or more worthy to be the author of it than the royal

poet himself?

2. The remarkable correspondences of thought and expression between this Ode and the
book of Job are most striking and significant. These, as we see, have been recognized by
such competent critics as Renan and Delitzsch, and indeed they lie on the surface. Note in

particular the following :

In Is. xxxviii. 10 compare the phrase S^tf ^jpE/ with SlXE? ^3 in Job xvii. 16, each

phrase involving the same conception of the entrance to Sheol.

In ver. 11 the phrase D snn p.N, found also in Job xxviii. 13. In the same verse note
the idea of life as &quot;

seeing,&quot; or &quot;

being seen of men,&quot; so common in Job (see ch. vii. 8
; viii.

18
;
x. 18

; xx. 9). If, with Gesenius, RosenmUller, Delitzsch, Noyes, Wordsworth, we take
&quot;iri to mean the rest, cessation, of the grave, we have a thought which occurs repeatedly in

Job in such passages as iii. 17 ; xiv. 6.

In ver. 12, compared with Job iv. 21, observe the use of yQ3, for the removal of man by
death, involving a comparison to the removal of the tent with its pins and cord. The com
parison of life to the weaver s thread is also common in Job, especially in the use of the verb

3, as in ch. vi. 9; xxvii. 8 (perhaps). Compare also ch. vii. 6. The expression &quot;from

day to night
&quot;

finds its exact parallel in Job iv. 20 in
&quot; from morning to evening,&quot; i. e. in

one day, quickly.

In ver. 13 the comparison of God to a lion, fiercely assailing and rending the sufferer,

reminds us forcibly of Job x. 16 and xvi. 9
; comp. ix. 17 and xvi. 14. How vividly, more

over, do the sleepless apprehensions and anguish of the night, as described in this clause,
remind us of such passages as Job vii. 3, 4, 13-15.

In ver. 14 the meanings referred to remind us of Job iii. 24
; the clause D1&quot;ra7 Tp iSl

of Tjr naSl mSx-Sx in Job xvi. 20
;
and the remarkable clause J31J;,

&quot; be bail for
me,&quot; is

exactly reproduced in Job xvii. 3, }0# J3_7;r
*U np ty.

In ver. 15 the expression KtoJ ip is characteristic of Job (see ch. iii. 20; vii. 11
;
x. 1).

In ver. 16 the peculiar adverbial use of JH3 reminds us of DH2 in Job xxii. 21.

In vers. 17 and 18 the expressions
&amp;gt;!73-nnt? and &quot;nia- TiV may be compared with Job xvii.

16
;
xxxiii. 22, 24.

The view of Sheol in ver. 18 is quite in harmony with that expressed by Job in ch. x.

21, 22.

It would assuredly be difficult to find in any part of Scripture of the same length so

many, and for the most part unique, correspondences with any other part, as those here

exhibited. If Hezekiah did not write the book of Job, he had certainly saturated his mind
with its thought and phraseology in a remarkable degree.

3. The correspondences just mentioned are not the only indications of a common source

for these two compositions. The essential mental and literary characteristics of each are

largely the same. There are differences indeed in the metrical movement, as might be

expected from the difference in the nature and object of the two compositions, the one being
a Psalm to be sung on the neginoth in the temple, the other a lyrico-dramatic composition,

adapted rather to rhetoric recital. In the former accordingly the verse-lines are longer and

more sustained, in the latter shorter and more concise. Apart from this, however, the same

artistic skill characterizes the execution of both, the same exquisite modulation of rhythm,

now softly flowing and melodious, as in vers. 10, 11, 17, now abrupt and urgent, as in vers.

12, 13, 16. There is the same occasional terse obscurity of construction and expression, as

in vers. 13, 15, 16
;
the same emphatic iteration of words and clauses, as in vers. 10, 17, 19

(and comp. Job ix. 20 b, 21 a; x. 22, etc.) ;
the same strong contrasts and sudden transitions,

as in vers. 15 seq. compared with the verses preceding (and comp. Job xix. 23 seq. with vers.

preceding). The limited compass and special scope of the Psalm indeed of necessity limit

the scope of the writer s genius ;
but to the close observer it is really remarkable how many
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of the characteristics of the book of Job reproduce themselves in this Ode. No minor poem

of Milton s exhibits more, or more decided traces of the art of Paradise Lost. In the first

half of the Ode we have the sombre gloom, the plaintive pathetic tone of the earlier discourses

of Job, the wail of a suffering, crushed, almost a despairing heart. In ver. 13, however, there

is a flash, faint indeed, yet unmistakable of that Titanic audacity with which Job ventures

to arraign the pitiless severity of God in His treatment of him. Observe the vague reserve,

in the very manner of Job, with which he avoids naming his Divine Assailant :

&quot; So will He

break all my bones.&quot; In the latter half of the Psalm again the tender brightness of the pic

ture reflects those passages in Job where the sufferer emerges from the darkness of the con

flict into the hope of future deliverance, or where his friends seek to win him to repentance

by depicting such a deliverance, or, in particular, where Elihu describes the restoration of

the penitent sufferer (Job xxxiii. 24 seq.). We find even that marked characteristic of the

book of Job to multiply illustrations from the animal world (see ver. 14). The same con

ception of a redeemed life as a life of song and praise which pervades the closing verses of

Hezekiah s Psalm, exhibits itself once and again in Elihu s discourse, as when in ch. xxxiii.

27 he says:
&quot; He will sing (&quot;^)

to men, and
say,&quot; etc,, or when in ch. xxxvi. 24, he exhorts

Job, saying: &quot;Remember that thou exalt His work, which men have sung repeatedly&quot;

0~ntf). These peculiarities would seem to be too deeply rooted in the mental individuality from

which these productions have proceeded to be the result of accident, of conscious imitation,

or of unconscious influence. If there is anywhere in Scripture a literary clue to the author

ship of this book, where shall we look for one more satisfactory than is here furnished us?

Passing on from this Ode of Hezekiah, we shall next find in the facts of his life and

personal experience, in the psychological traits of his character which history reveals, and in

the circumstances of his time, most suggestive hints pointing us to him as the author.

4. Most important of these facts in Hezekiah s life is his fatal sickness and miraculous

restoration as recorded in 2 Kings xx. 1 seq. ;
2 Chron. xxxii. 24 seq. ;

Is. xxxviii. 1 seq.

Here is communicated first of all the fact that for an indefinite space of time Hezekiah was

brought face to face with death. He contemplated it as imminent and inevitable. He passed

through the strange experience of one for whom the grave was ready. Now if anything is

certain in regard to the authorship of the book of Job, it is that it was written, as Merx says,
&quot; with the author s heart blood.&quot; The author of Job s discourses had, we may be sure, passed

through the mental, if not the physical throes of dying. Such passages as we find in chs.

x., xiv., xvii. (see vers. 1, 13 seq., particularly), xxxiii. (
vers. 22 seq.), have a reality about them

such as belongs to experience, rather than imagination. Death and the Hereafter have for

the poet an awful fascination which he cannot resist, the secret of which becomes intelligible

only by the stern announcement of an Isaiah to the writer :

&quot;

Set thine house in order, for

thou shalt die, and not live.&quot;

5. The passages referred to, and others in the book, become still more significant in view

of the particular malady which threatened the life of the poet-king. According to 2 Kings
xx. 7 (Isa. xxxviii. 21), he was afflicted with &quot; a

boil,&quot; or
&quot;

boils,&quot; fntf }
which may be taken

either as singular,
&quot;

tumor,&quot; or as a collective,
&quot;

boils.&quot; But the very same word is used in

describing Job s malady (ch. ii. 7), where it is said that Satan smote Job
j ntsfcl,

&quot; with boils.&quot;

Now it is not necessary to assume that Hezekiah was, like Job, smitten with leprosy, or that

the {T12? from which he suffered was precisely the same with that from which Job suffered.

It is enough that the fatal disease which afflicted him was accompanied by a painful and

offensive eruption, by a tumor, or boils. Would not this explain the terrible vividness with

which the poet enters into all the physical experiences of Job s disease, its pain, restlessness,

offensiveness, etc., as described in chs. vi., vii., xvi., xvii., xix., xxx.?

But the significance which attaches to the general character of the disease is still further

enhanced by several of the details of Hezekiah s sickness, especially when compared with

Job xxxiii. 14 seq., a passage of which Warburton and Carey have both remarked (see above)
that it presents most striking analogies to the case of Hezekiah

6. One of the leading lessons of the book of Job, and one that is prominently inculcated

in the discourse of Elihu is that God s dealings with men are disciplinary, designed to try,
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teach, and purify them. So it is said in 2 Chron. xxxii. 31 that God left Hezekiah,
&quot;

to try

him, that he might know all that was in his heart.&quot; This indeed was after his sickness,

but the principle is the same, and it is at least remarkable that this fundamental thought of

the book of Job is emphasized as a fact of special significance in the life of Hezekiah.

7. Still more specifically Elrhu declares that the purpose of God in sending affliction on

man is to deliver him from pride (Job xxxiii. 17). According to 2 Chron. xxxii. 2o, 26, this

was the besetting sin of Hezekiah. According to the poet s conception it was evidently to

be regarded as a leading trait in the character of Job, the radical sin which Jehovah rebuked

(chap. xl. 7seq.), and for which Job humbled himself (chap. xlii. 2 seq.).

8. According to Elihu man s insensibility and wilfulness make it necessary that God
should afflict him once and twice, i. e., repeatedly, before His chastisements work out their

proper result (chap, xxxiii. 14, 29). According to 2 Chron. xxxii. 25, 20, 31, God visited

Hezekiah more than once with His displeasure before he humbled himself aright before

Him.

9. Isaiah was sent to the king in his sickness with the message
&quot; Set thine house in

order, for thou shalt die, and not live.&quot; And in his Ode Hezekiah represents himself as

saying :

&quot; In the quiet (or perhaps : middle, meridian) of my days I must go to the gates of

Sheol.&quot; How perfectly does this correspond with the description of Elihu (xxxiii. 22) :

&quot; His soul draweth near unto the grave, and his life to the destroyers.&quot; So again in speaking
of his recovery, Hezekiah says beautifully :

&quot; Thou hast loved my soul out of the pit of de

struction&quot; (Isa. xxxviii. 17). In like manner Elihu represents the restored one as singing:
&quot; He has redeemed my soul from going into the

pit&quot; (Job xxxiii. 28).

10. On receiving the prophet s message, the king turned his face toward the wall, and

prayed to Jehovah, and Jehovah graciously accepted his prayer. So with touching beauty
Elihu describes the restored sufferer :

&quot; He shall pray unto Jehovah, and He will be favorable

unto him &quot;

(xxxiii. 26).

11. It is said of Hezekiah that &quot; he wept a great weeping
&quot;

(Isa. xxxviii. 3, and comp.
ver. 14: &quot;mine eyes fail [with looking] upward&quot;). So Job describes his excessive weeping

(chap. xvi. 16, 20
;
xvii. 7).

12. God sent Isaiah as His messenger to announce to Hezekiah His gracious purpose of

deliverance, saying :

&quot;

I have heard thy prayer, I have seen thy tears, behold I will heal

thee.&quot; So Elihu mentions, as a glorious possibility, a Messenger, a Divine Interpreter, to

declare to man :

&quot;

Deliver him from going down to the pit ;
I have found a ransom.&quot; In

what way more fitting, more touching, more expressive could that inspired &r^, that glo
rious hypothesis of an incomparable Divine Messenger and Interpreter have been revealed

to an Old Testament saint than through such an experience as that of Hezekiah s, when the

prophet-evangelist, whom he knew and loved so well, brought him that message of life in

death ? Who better qualified to be the human type of the Divine Malak and Melitz than

Isaiah ? &quot;Who so well fitted to receive, to understand, and to convey to others that prophetic

glimpse of the Prophet that was to come as Hezekiah ?

13. The wonderful restoration of Hezekiah and the lengthening of His life, finds its

exact counterpart in the language of Elihu and Job, and in the fact recorded in the Epi

logue (chap. xlii. 16). How wonderfully lifelike the language of Elihu in chap, xxxiii. 25

if viewed as prompted by just such an experience as that of Hezekiah !

&quot; His flesh revives

with the freshness of youth ;
he shall return to the days of his youth.&quot; What more truthful

than the joy which such a restoration of the healthy flesh would bring to one afflicted as

either Job or Hezekiah was ! What new force and vividness are imparted to the yearning

presage of the doctrine of the resurrection in chap. xix. 25 seq., when interpreted in the light

of an event which to him who realized it was all but a resurrection from the dead I So also

the addition of one hundred and forty years to Job s life would have for such an one a real,

vital significance, as a token of God s favor, which it could never possess as a mere fiction of

the imagination. As Delitzsch says :

&quot;

After that Job has learned from his own experience
that God brings to Hades and out again, he has forever conquered all fear of death, and the

germs of a hope of a future life, which in the midst of his affliction have broken through his
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consciousness, can joyously expand. For Job appears to himself as one who is risen from the

dead, and is a pledge to himself of the resurrection from the dead &quot;

(Commy. I
, p. 315). Of

what known historical character could this be more truly said than of Hezekiah?

14. The intimations which are given us respecting Hezekiah s personal character, views,

and conduct, are hardly less significant. He is thus described in 2 Kings xviii. 3 seq. :

&quot; He

did that which was right in the sight of the Lord, according to all that David his father did.

He trusted in the Lord God of Israel
;
so that after him was none like him among all

the kings of Judah, nor any that were before him. For he clave to the Lord, and departed

not from following him, but kept his commandments, which the Lord commanded Moses.

And the Lord was with him, and he prospered whithersoever he went forth,&quot; etc. There is

much in this description to remind us of Job s pre-eminent piety and prosperity, as described

in the Prologue. Hezekiah describes himself as
&quot;

having walked before Jehovah with a

perfect heart, and having done that which was good in His sight,&quot; and in his prayer he

beseeches Jehovah to remember this (Isa. xxxviii. 3). So Job is described as perfect and

upright, one that feared God, eschewed evil
;
he pleads his integrity (chap. vi. 10

;
x. 7

;
xiii.

16; xvi. 17; xix. 23 seq. ;
xxiii. 29, 31, passim], and prays that God would reward him

according thereto. So Elihu says of God :

&quot; He will render unto man his righteousness.&quot;

All this is precisely in the spirit of Hezekiah s prayer, and like that prayer all bears the

stamp of a living experience. To Hezekiah as to Job his affliction was a mystery, unex

pected and inexplicable. The Jewish tradition heightens the mystery by representing him

as previously believing in his own immortality. This of course is to be rejected, and yet it

is of historic value as a witness to the contrast between Hezekiah s previous career of u-
clouded prosperity and happiness, and the gloom with which his sickness beclouded his

destiny. Just such a contrast in kind as that between Job s prosperity and adversity. The

greatest and best of kings since David, who had done more than all his predecessors to restore

the purity of faith and worship in the land, the immediate successor, too, of Ahaz, one of the

most wicked of the kings, and yet a grievous sufferer, and cut off in the midst of his days !

Would it be at all strange if such a mind, richly endowed with the poetic faculty, tried with

such dark and bitter experiences, and grappling with the problems which such experiences

suggested, should have felt himself drawn to the story of Job, and incited to do just what the

author of this book has done, in using it as a poetic medium by which to communicate the

results of his thoughts and experiences to the world?

15. We have other intimations of severe mental conflict in the experience of Hezekiah.

Thus when the Assyrian Rabshakeh had delivered his insulting message from Sennacherib,
Hezekiah &quot;

rent his clothes, and covered himself with sackcloth, and went into the house of

the Lord&quot; (2 Kings xix. 1 seq.). And indeed the history of his relations to the king of

Assyria down to the overthrow of Sennacherib s hosts must have been productive through
out of continual anxiety, conflict, at times even agony of soul (see 1 Kings xix. 14 seq.).

And in the case of so thoughtful and devout a prince as Hezekiah, these conflicts through
which he passed were not the mental exercises of one occupied simply with questions of

statecraft, or secular business
; they involved the application of moral and religious princi

ples of the most profound and comprehensive significance. This may be assumed with cer

tainty from the character of the man, from the circumstances of his reign, and from the pe
culiar relations and sympathy between himself and the prophet Isaiah (see below No. 20).

There are few characters throughout the history of the Hebrew theocracy, the thrilling ex

periences of whose life would furnish so many of the psychological antecedents to the pro
duction of this great religious drama as Hezekiah.

16. The conspicuous position which Hezekiah occupies as a moral reformer of the Jew
ish people is highly significant. One of the first acts of his reign was to re-open the temple,
to re-establish, purify, and enrich its service and ceremonial (2 Chron. xxix.). He showed
the thoroughness of his reformatory spirit by removing the &quot;high places&quot; of all kinds, not

only those on which false gods were worshipped, but those as well which some even of his

pious predecessors had spared for the worship of Jehovah (2 Kings xviii. 4, 22).
&quot; The mea

sure must have caused a very violent shock to the religious prejudices of a large number of
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people, and we have a curious and almost unnoticed trace of this resentment in the fact that

Rabshakeh appeals to the discontented faction, and represents Hezekiah as a dangerous in

novator, who had provoked God s anger by his arbitrary impiety
&quot;

(Smith s Bib. Die., Art.

&quot;High Places&quot;). He showed his courage by destroying the Nehushtan, revered and at

times worshipped by the nation, as the serpent lifted up by Moses in the wilderness (2 Kings
xviii. 4).

&quot; To break up a figure so curious and so highly honored showed a strong mind, as

well as a clear-sighted zeal&quot; (Smith s Bib. Die., Art.
&quot;

Hezekiah&quot;).
&quot; He was, so to speak,

the first Reformer
;
the first of the Jewish Church to protest against institutions Vhich had

outlived their usefulness, and which the nation had outgrown (Stanley: Hist, of the Jewish

Church, Lect. 38). After the fall of the kingdom of Israel Hezekiah sought to restore the

spiritual unity of the nation by inviting the remnant of Ephraim and Manasseh to unite in

celebrating a grand national Passover in Jerusalem (2 Chron. xxx.). Hereiu we see the

same characteristic traits, the same fearlessness, independence, contempt of false forms

(shown perhaps in contemptuously characterizing the &quot;Sacred Serpent,&quot;
Nehushtan* the

brazen thing), the same spirituality, breadth, freedom, which we find in the book of Job, in

its protests against popular traditional errors, in its assertion of profound spiritual truth.

That combination of reverent faith with iconoclastic daring, of theocratic devoutness with

cosmopolitan breadth, of the love even of ceremonial reality with the hatred even of theo

logical shams, which is so marked a characteristic of the book of Job, is just what we find

in Hezekiah, above almost all the leading characters of Old Testament history.

17. The general literary culture of Hezekiah may be inferred not only from his Ode,
but also from his establishment of a College of Sages, and the commission which he gave
them to collect and preserve the Solomonic literature (Prov. xxv. 1). The interest in the

Chokmah literature which this fact discloses is in perfect keeping with the hypothesis that

one of the brightest ornaments of that literature should have proceeded from him.

18. In closest connection with this Hezekianic supplement to the Proverbs, if not indeed

as a part of it, we have another incidental, but striking confirmation of the hypothesis here

continued. The proverbs of Agur and Lemuel (Prov. xxx. 31), there are valid reasons for

believing, are of extra-Palestinian origin (see Commy. on Proverbs in this Series, Vol. X.

pp. 30, 246 seq., 256 seq. ;
also Stuart on Proverbs, p. 47 seq.). Without arguing the con

troverted questions pertaining to the subject, it is sufficient for our present purpose to note

the fact that in all probability these fragments originated in Massa, a district of Northern

Arabia, their authors, Agur and Lemuel, who were possibly brothers, being princes of tho

kingdom. If (according to Delitzsch) the district was Ishmaelitish, the interest shown in

their writings by Hezekiah and his college would be precisely what we should expect on the

theory of the Hezekianic origin of Job. Nothing certainly could be more natural than that

the interest shown in the pious and wise meditations of the two exira-theocratic Arabian

Emirs, Agur and Lemuel (with their noble mother), should accompany the interest shown in

the story, and the religious meditations suggested by the story of the extra-theocratic north-

Arabian emir, Job. If (according to Hitzig, Stuart, etc.] Massa was an Israelitish colony in

Arabia, we are brought at once to the migration of the Simeonites to Mt. Seir, recorded in 1

Chron. iv. 38-43 as having taken place in the days of Hezekiah. If we assign that migra
tion to the earlier part of Hezekiah s long reign (of 29 years) the supposition becomes not at

all impossible nor improbable that the words of Agur and Lemuel should have been brought
to the knowledge of Hezekiah and his sages before the close of his reign.

19. And here we are brought to consider the remarkable correspondences between the

words of Agur and the book of Job. If in Prov. xxx. 1 we read ^N
*C&quot;^i

&quot;

I have labored,

wearied myself about God,&quot; we have the thought, of which Job is so full, that the utmost

of human power and exertion will never fathom the mystery of God s Being. Compare still

further ver. 3 with Job xviii. 3
;
ver. 4 with Job xi. 8

;
xxii. 12, 14

;
xxvi. 14; xxxviii. 5, 6,

10, 11, 21
;

xii. 24 ; ver. 9 with Job xxi. 14
;
xxxi. 24, 25, 28

;
ver. 32 with Job xxi. 5

;
xl. 4.

Also the mythological Aluka in ver. 15,(respecting which see below, No. 23). These correa-

*So Dean Stanley: &quot;The Sacred Serpent, the symbol of the Divine Presence, had been treated contemptuously af

mere serpent, a mere piece of brass, and nothing more.&quot;

17
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pondences, especially those from the introductory fragment of Agur s words (vers. 1-6), are

certainly remarkable enough to justify the inference that the one writer was familiar with

the other. The imperfect, fragmentary, obscure character of Agur s words would indicate

that they were the original. If so, who more likely to have known of them and used them

{at least on the hypothesis given above) than Hezekiah ?

20. The correspondences between Job and Isaiah are most numerous and striking, as the

following table will show. In the first class, marked A, we have correspondences of thought,
and in many instances of the accompanying expression ;

in the second class, marked B, the

correspondences are simply of expression.

Job i. 6 seq.

iii. 23

iv. 3

iv. 19

iv. 19

iv. 21

v. 3

v. 14

v. 14

viii. 14

ix. 6

ix. 8

ix. 8

ix. 9

x. 9

x. 16

xi. 13

xi. 14

xi. 19

xvi. 10

xvi. 18

xvii. 12

xviii. 13

xviii. 14

xviii. 15

xviii. 15

xviii. 16

xviii. 19

xviii. 20

xx. 6

xx. 8

xx. 26

xxi. 12

xxi. 18

xxi. 24

xxii. 14

xxii. 24

xxii. 26

xxvi. 7

xxvi. 7

xxvi. 11

xxvi. 12

with
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It is not claimed of course that all the individual instances here given imply derivation

on the part of either from the other. The large number of similarities does, however,

unquestionably prove that either Isaiah was largely influenced by the author of Job, or con

versely. It is certainly not impossible that Isaiah was indebted to Job for the above analo

gies, or most of them. On the other hand it is equally possible, and in some instances more

probable from the nature of the resemblance, that Isaiah was the original. In view of the

intimate personal relations between Isaiah and Hezekiah, the strong influence, mental and

moral, which the aged prophet exerted over the youthful king, the marked impression which

the words of the former made on the latter, nothing could be more natural or probable than

that if Hezekiah was the author of Job, the influence of Isaiah should be visible throughout.
21. A few striking coincidences with the prophet Amos have been noted, to wit :

Job ix. 8 with Amos iv. 13

ix. 9
&quot;

v. 8

x. 22 &quot;

v. 8

xx. 6 seq. ix. 2, 3

Job xxviii. 14 with Amos ix. 2, 3

xxviii. 25, 26 &quot;

ix. 6

xxxviii. 25 &quot;

ix. 6

xxxviii. 31
&quot;

v. 8

Zockler, Delitzsch and others infer from these the priority of Job. The converse, now-

ever, may just as reasonably be maintained. There is no reason why Hezekiah, for instance,

should not have been familiar with his prophecies, especially when we remember the deep

interest which he took in the spiritual reformation of the entire nation.

22. The manifold correspondences between this book and the Proverbs need only be

referred to. It should be noted, however, that some of the most striking of these correspond

ences relate to the first nine chapters of the book, which Delitzsch, Zockler and others place

considerably later than Solomon. Moreover, they are of such a character as to indicate the

priority of the passages in the Proverbs. This is notably the case with Job xv. 7 seq., which

is evidently an ironical application to Job of the description of Wisdom in Prov. viii. 22 seq.

(ver. 25 in particular). The whole bitter force of the questions of Eliphaz here comes from
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his tacit assumption that Job is not only familiar with the language of Wisdom, but that by
his self-conceit he arrogates to himself the prerogatives which Wisdom there claims. The

suggestion of our Commy. (see on ch. xv. 7) that the passage in Proverbs was derived from

that in Job is a most palpable varepov irp6rEpov. Comp. a similar ironical use of Ps. viii. 4 in

Job vii. 17, and see the Commy. on the latter passage,

23. The poetic use of mythological representions of foreign origin, which is so marked a

peculiarity of the book of Job (see Commy. on ch. iii. 8
;
ix. 13; xxvi. 12, 13; xxviii. 18;

xxxviii. 31, 32), find their closest analogies in the literature of the Hezekianic period ;
to

wit in Isaiah (see ch. xiv. 13; xxvii. 1), and in Agur (Prov. xxx. 15). This seems to have

been the period when the Hebrew mind was most susceptible to the intellectual as to the

other influences of the oriental population? by which it was surrounded, and when the

facilities for such influence were most abundant. &quot; All the kingdoms from the Tigris to the

Nile,&quot; says Ewald (Gesch. Des Volkes Israel, p. 647), were united together in the most mani

fold and close ties
;
and between Israel and these people (Israel s civil power being now

largely broken) an ever more active rivalry sprang up in the pursuit of wisdom.&quot; That the

mind of Hezekiah was keenly alive to these influences is evident from the wide range of his

political relations, and material acquisitions. That with all his theocratic devoutness he

would not as a poet reject such poetic mythological ornamentation may be inferred from the

fact that as a king &quot;even in the changes which he introduced into the Temple, he spared all

the astrological altars and foreign curiosities which Ahaz had erected &quot;

(Stanley : Hist, of

the Jew. Ch., Lect. XXXVIII. ;
see 2 Kings xxiii. 12).

24. This suggests that the protest against astral worship found in Job xxxi. 26 seq. would

have all the more force if proceeding from Hezekiah, when we consider that during the reign

of Ahaz his father, it is said of the nation that they
&quot;

worshipped all the host of heaven &quot;

(2

Kings xvii. 16), and that it was one chief object of Hezekiah to purify the nation of this sin

(2 Kings xviii. 4; 2 Chron. xxxi. 1).

25. While it is true, as Zockler argues, that the passages which describe the rise and

power of the wicked and the oppressor, and the invasions of alien powers (see ch. ix. 24; xii.

4-6, 14-25; xv. 18 seq., 28; xvii. 8, 9; xxi. 7 seq., 16-18
; xxiv. 2-17) are not decisive as to

the age of an Oriental poem, it may fairly be urged that the frequency of such passages, and

the feeling which manifestly pervades the descriptions, would seem to sh,ow that it was an

evil of peculiar magnitude and oppressiveness in the time of the author of Job. Such we
know was the character of the Assyrian tyranny and invasions of Oriental lands, and parti

cularly of Palestine in the age of Hezekiah. See 2 Kings xviii. 9, 13, 17
;
xix. 8, 17, 24, etc.

26. The Assyrian invasion of the kingdom of Israel under Shalmaneser, and the deport
ation of the ten tribes, which took place in the time of Hezekiah (2 Kings xviii. 9 12) was

an event which could not fail of making a profound impression on the heart and imagination
of Hezekiah, and of reflecting itself in his writings. Do not such passages as Job xii. 14-25

;

xv. 19-30, breathe the very sentiments and language which the invasion, overthrow and cap

tivity of the neighboring kingdom would evoke?

27. The most remarkable historical event in the reign of Hezekiah, and one of the most

remarkable recorded in history, was the invasion of Sennacherib, and the overthrow of his

hosts in one night by
&quot; the Angel of the Lord.&quot; And is not the book of Job full of that tra

gic event, and its solemn lessons? See ch. xxxiv. 20
(&quot;

In a moment shall they die, and the

people shall be troubled at midnight, andpass away ; and the mighty shall be taken away without

hand&quot;}, 24
(&quot;
He shall break in pieces mighty men without number,&quot; etc.], 25

(&quot;
He overturn-

eth them in the
night,&quot; etc.} , xxxv. 10; xxxvi 20; (&quot;Desire not the night, when people

are cut off in their place,&quot;
or on the spot) ; xl. 12, 13. Are not these descriptions and warn

ings manifestly inspired by the destruction of Sennacherib s army ? Comp. Ps. Ixxvi. 5, 6,

a Psalm which some critics have, not without reason, ascribed to Hezekiah.

28. Shortly before the time of Hezekiah, in the reign of Uzziah, an appalling earthquake
took place in the neighborhood of Jerusalem. It was an event so notable as to become a

historical landmark (see Amos i. 1). According to Zechariah (xiv. 4, 5), compared with

Josephus, Ant. IX. 10, \ 4, it would seem to have split the Mount of Olives, or soine other
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fyill near the city, and to have overturned a part of it (see Smith s Bib. Die
,
Art.

&quot; Earth

quake&quot;). Would not this catastrophe account for the many and vivid references in Job to

such convulsions of nature? See ch. ix. 5, 6; xiv. 18; xviii. 4; xxvi. 11.

29. The frequency and elaborate fulness of the references to kings, rulers, judges, in the

book, are suggestive of a profound interest ou the part of the writer in that class of persons,

their conduct and their destiny. See ch. iii. 14, 15; ix. 24; xii. 17-19; xv. 24; xxi. 28-33;
xxix. 7 seq., 25

;
xxxi. 37 ;

xxxiv. 18 seq. ;
xxxvi. 7. The same may be said of the passages

which describe the movements and destinies of nations, e g. ch. xii. 23-25; xxxiv. 29, 30;
those which describe the administration of justice, especially ch. xxix. 12 seq.; the many
military terms and allusions, e. g. ch. x. 17; xv. 24; xix. 12; xx. 24; xxx. 12 seq.; xxxviii.

23, including also the description of the war horse in ch. xxxix. The con amore tone of these

passages must be perceptible at a glance. The author, if not a king, statesman, warrior, like

Hezekiah, at least thought, and felt, and wrote like one.

30. The Egyptian peculiarities of the book, which have led Hirzel, Hitzig and others to

suppose that it must have been written in Egypt (e. g. the references to the Nile, ch. vii. 12;

viii. 11-13; ix. 26; to pyramids, ch. iii. 14; the descriptions of the hippopotamus and the

crocodile in chs. xl., xii.), will not be found strange if we ascribe the book to Hezekiah,
when we remember the intimate relations existing during his reign between the kingdoms of

Judah and Egypt (see 2 Kings xviii. 21, 24, and comp. the denunciations of the Egyptian
alliance by Isaiah in Isa. xxx. 2-6

;
xxxi. 1, and elsewhere).

31. The prevalence of Aramaic peculiarities in the book of Job, introduced as a feature

in the artistic local coloring of the discourses, need not surprise us in an age when the &quot;

Sy
rian language

&quot; was so well understood ^y Hezekiah s courtiers, as appears to have been the

case from Isa. xxxvi. 11, and when Aramaic influences in general were making themselves felt

more and more in Palestine.

32. The interest which the book of Job shows in mining operations (see especially chap,

xxviii.) was peculiarly characteristic of the age of Hezekiah. See Ewald, Gesch. des Volkes

Israel, p. 645. We have an example of this in the account given of Sargon s expedition to

Palestine during the 14th year of the reign of Hezekiah (referred to in Isa. xx.), when,

according to Rosenmuller, Bibl. Geogr., he occupied himself in the inspection of mines, (see

Smith s Bib. Die., Art.
&quot;

Hezekiah&quot;). To -this may be added the skill shown by Hezekiah

in the engineering operations by which Jerusalem was put in a state of defense against the

army of Sennacherib (2 Chron. xxxii. 2-5). That a poet possessed of so high an order of

mechanical genius as Hezekiah should have written the 28th chapter of Job is at least a very

reasonable supposition.

33. This is still further confirmed by what is said of Hezekiah s wealth and treasures in

2 Kings xx. 13; 2 Chron. xxxii. 27 seq. &quot;The palace at Jerusalem,&quot; says Stanley, &quot;was a

storehouse of gold, silver, and jewels ;
the porch of the palace was once more hung with

splendid shields.&quot; The abundant mention of precious stones by the author of Job, and his

elaborate description of the operations and products of mining, are, to say the least, not

inconsistent with what is said of Hezekiah.

34. Observe moreover that in the description of Hezekiah s possessions, special mention

is made (2 Chron. xxxii. 28) of his &quot;stalls for all manner of beasts,&quot; showing that, like his

illustrious predecessor, Solomon (1 Kings iv. 33), whom he resembled in so many particu

lars, he was particularly interested in the study of natural history. Would not this account

for the elaborate, accurate, and animated descriptions which the author of Job has given of

various animals in chaps, xxxviii. xii. ?

35. Although the discussion of ethical problems is characteristic of the literature which

sprang up in the time of David and Solomon in general, the discussion of questions con

nected with the providential administration of human affairs, and particularly of that which

is mysterious in the Divine Dispensations, belongs to the later, rather than the earlier por
tions of this literature. This appears from an examination of Ezek. xiv. 18; Jer. xxxi. 29

seq. Compare with these passages, e. g., Job xxi. 19 seq.

36. The theological significance of the book of Job becomes much more intelligible if
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referred to the age of Hezekiah, and particularly to the period intervening between thq

earlier and the later prophecies of Isaiah. (Note the place of the Hezekiah episode in the

book of Isaiah). Its portraiture of suffering innocence, together with its intimations of a

Dens apud Deum, to whom Job appeals, of a Mokiach, a Goel, a Melitz,* from whom

mercy and deliverance may be expected, are a most admirable preparation for the Messiah

of Isaiah. Its doctrine of the Chokmah, if not an advance upon that of the book of Proverbs,

is its harmonious practical complement. Its intimations of immortality in chapters xiv. and

xix. are the fitting, and even the necessary prelude of the more full and complete revelations

of Ezekiel and Daniel. Its glimpse of a vindication over the dust of Job furnishes the indis

pensable transition from the simple immortality of the older, to the more definite resurrec

tion-dogma of the later Old Testament revelation.

37. The Princeton Review (Vol. 39, p. 325) truly remarks: &quot; That the author of such a

book as this should have wholly dropped from sight, and have made no figure with his

transcendent abilities in the history of Israel, seems scarcely supposable.&quot; If the hint here

given be entertained, we are not reduced to such a conclusion. Is it altogether unreasonable,

in view of the cumulative weight of the considerations presented above, to link to this tran

scendent book, the name of that extraordinary prince whom the Rabbinical literature has

even identified with the Messiah ? E ].

g 8. THE UNITY AND INTEGRITY OF THE POEM VINDICATED.

a. Against the modern assaults on the genuineness of the prologue and epilogue.

The less there is to be said of discussions concerning the authenticity of the poem, in

view of its anonymousness, and the absence of all traditional conjectures even in respect to

the author, the more zealously has modern criticism directed its efforts against the integrity

of our book, and attempted to discredit portions of it, larger or smaller, as interpolations.

Only the exegesis indeed can show, by examination in detail, that these assaults vary in their

critical value, proceeding as they do sometimes from better, sometimes from inferior motives,

at the same time that they must all alike come to grief when tested by a right conception of

the idea and development of the poem. The present introduction however must furnish a

summary of the most important arguments on the opposite side, together with a preliminary

refutation of the same.

The genuineness of the prologue and the epilogue (chap. I., II., and chap. XLII. 7-17)

was controverted by R. Simon (Hist, crit.), and A. Schultens (Commentar. in Job, Lugd Bat.

1737). They have been followed by Hasse in his Magazin fur die biblische orientalische

Literatur (I. 162 seq.), Stuhlmann, Bernstein, D. v. Colin (Bibl. Theologie des Allen Testa

ments, p. 295), Magnus and Knobel (De carminis Jobi argumento,fine, ac dispositione, 1835
;

also Studd. u. Kritt, 1842, II). The doubt of these writers in respect to the genuineness of

these sections has in general for its basis the assumption, that the poetic kernel of the book

could not have been framed around with an introduction and a conclusion in prose. Delitzsch

however rightly maintains in opposition to this opiuiou that without such a historical intro

duction and close the middle part of the book would be &quot; a torso without head or foot.&quot;

Moreover the narrative in both these sections, although without rhythmic form, nevertheless

exhibits an essentially poetic character (witness the ideal symmetry of the enumerations in

chap. i. 2, 3, and in chap. xlii. 12, 13; the freedom and freshness and loftiness of the lan

guage in describing the celestial assembly iu chap. i. 6 seq. ;
ii. 1 seq.; the genuinely epic

uniformity of the form of expression used in introducing the four calamities, chap. i. 14, 16,

17, 18
;
the transition in Job s utterances to the strict and obvious parallelism of poetry,

chap i. 21, etc.}. On the contrary the poetic kernel of the book is interspersed with a num
ber of prose elements, to wit, the superscriptions of the various poetic discourses, not one of

which is constructed with the parallel rhythm, which otherwise prevails here throughout.
In addition to this principal argument the following considerations have led the above-

mentioned critics to doubt the genuineness of the prologue and epilogue :

* It is at least a little curious that except in Oen. xlii. 23, the word
T&quot;S|3

i* found only in Job, in Isaiah once (xlilL

ST), and in 2 Chron. xxxii. 31 of the envoys of the king of Babylon to Hezekiah.
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(1) An assumed contradiction between these two parts of the idea of the poem. While the

latter contemplates Job s sufferings from a point of view which is far more profound. and

ethically pure, the author of the prologue and epilogue, as the last-named section in particu
lar shows, favors the ordinary Mosaic doctrine of retribution, and so represents the accusa

tions uttered against God by the sorely afflicted Job, as being in some measure justified,

while his repentance and confession (chap. xlii. 1-6) are in the same measure superfluous.
It is however sufficiently evident that the prologue sets forth Job s suffering as absolutely
dark and mysterious, at the same time that this section is written with a view to the gradual

unfolding of the profounder significance of these sufferings. Nay this later unraveling of

that which at first view is represented as incomprehensible would without that introduction

float in the air with nothing to support it Without the firm historical basis of the prologue
the whole poem would remain unintelligible and give occasion for the vaguest conjectures

touching the question whether in truth an innocent sufferer is to be described or not. And
as furnishing valid and complete proof that in this case the divinely ordained suffering had
in fact overtaken one who was (comparatively speaking) innocent, but whom his friends had

unjustly and rashly charged with grievous offences, the deliverance and restoration of the

sufferer as it actually took place, and as related in the epilogue, was no less indispensable.

The mere oral vindication of the sentence pronounced by Jehovah, without the subsequent
reinstatement of Job in his former prosperity, would have left the matter in a decidedly un

satisfactory state. It would have been intelligible only from the New Testament point of

view, and for Christian readers, who after sore afflictions and trials in this life have learned

to hope for the crown of righteousness in the other life through the merits of Christ, not for

Old Testament saints, who had not yet enjoyed the privilege of being &quot;born again to a lively

hope
&quot;

through the death and resurrection of Jesus, and who consequently might and must

look for a complete retribution in this life, comp. the Doctrinal and Ethical Remarks on

chap. xlii. 7-17.

(2) The alleged contradiction between Job s calm, meek resignation to God sjoill, as de

scribed in the prologue (chap. i. 21
;

ii. 10 seq.), and his passionate excited utterances in chap,

iii. 1 seq., and also his subsequent bitter accusations against God and his friends. An ob

jection which is closely dependent on the preceding, and which has already been refuted for

the most part by the reply made t &amp;gt; that. It is necessary to note the difference in time be

tween the conduct of Job, when as yet he was a silent sufferer, and seemed therefore to be al

together innocent and sinless, and the subsrquent outbreak of his real moral nature, which

came to pass as the result of Ms conflict with his friends, and which showed that his nature

had not been fully purified, or raised above the necessity of repentance and atonement

(3) A contradiction is claimed between chap. i. 18, 19, where Job s children perish, and

passages like chup. xix. 17 ;
xiv. 21

;
xxxi 8, where he seems to possess children in the midst

of his misery. The passage in chap. xix. 17 is however the only one which really presupposes

that there was any offspring to Job during the colloquy with his friends
;
and there by the

&quot;JD3 P3 are to be understood either Job s natural brothers
(&quot;sons

of the same womb&quot;), or,

as is more probable and more in harmony with the usage of language, grandchildren, or

other natural descendants of Job (e. g. children begotten of concubines), who were not in

cluded in the destruction of his sons and daughters recorded in the prologue. For in chap,

viii. 4
;
xxix. 5 this destruction of his children in the more strict and proper sense is clearly

enough presupposed as having been actually accomplished, a fact which proves at the same

time how absurd, or at least how superfluous it is to assume that in that passage in chap. xix.

the poet could for the moment have forgotten himself. Comp. the exposition of the several

passages under consideration.

(4) A further incongruity is claimed to lie in the high value which the prologue and epi

logue ascribe to sacrifices (chap. i. 5
;
xlii. 8), while the kernel of the poem knows nothing

either of this, or of any other theocratic ceremonial. As though the propitiation of the Deity

by sacrifices were a theocratic peculiarity ! As though even in the time of the patriarchs

sacrificial observances of the most various sorts did not exist, and in particular those in which

the number seven was an important feature (comp. above, Nos. 5 and 6)! And as
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though the absence of any mention of sacrifices in the poetic part of the book were not purely

accidental !

(5) The use of the divine name &quot; Jehovah in the prologue and epilogue contradicts, it ia

claimed, the almost entire absence of this name from the poetic part, where God is called

only Eloah, Shaddai, etc. But the name Jehovah is by no means entirely wanting in the

poetic portions. It occurs in Job s mouth in two passages, being used in chap. xii. 9 and

xxviii. 28 (comp. \ 5), and is besides introduced by the poet in the closing chapters

containing the discourse of God Himself, no less than five times (chap, xxxviii. 1
;

xl. 1, 3,

6; xlii. 1). The predominance of those other names of God in the poetic part, and espe

cially in the discourses of the friends and of Elihu, is beyond question directly due to the

poetic purpose of the author, who aims to preserve so far as possible the patriarchal, pre-

Mosaic coloring of the entire drama, and for that reason retires during the discussion that

name of God which was specifically characteristic of the theocracy. The theory that the

reason for this peculiar apportionment of the divine names lies in the predominantly poetic

significance of the names Eloah and Shaddai (Bertholdt, Gesenius, Gleiss, de Wette, etc.],

or in the purely external purpose of the poet to distinguish himself from the persons intro

duced as speaking (Eichhorn, Einleitung, p. 198), is far less probable than the motive here

assigned, which is essentially the view also adopted by Michaelis, Steudel, Stickel, Ewald,

Delitzsch, etc.*

(6) Finally it is claimed that the peculiar role assigned to Satan in the prologue bears

witness against the genuineness of this section, and proves that it was added by a later hand;
an argument on which particular stress is laid by Knobel (L c.), and of which mention has

already been made in $ 6, in opposition to the attempts made to prove that the book was

written during or after the period of the exile. It was there maintained, and it will be more

fully demonstrated below in the exegesis of the passage that the assumption of a Chaldee or

Persian origin for the idea of Satan, has no historical reality. Here we may first of all refer

to the fact that the knowledge of a Satan, or of a personal evil principle, is unquestionably
of pre-Mosaic origin, as the Serpent in Paradise, and the Azazel of the levitical ceremonial

legislation clearly enough prove, and that no valid objection can be urged against the use of

the name jBfr to designate this evil archangel at so early a period as that when our poem is

conjectured to have originated. This especially in view of the appellative use of the word

in such passages as Num. xxii. 22 and Ps. cix. 6, and in view of the notorious scarcity of

poetic books, of the class to which ours belongs, which only during the long interval between

the Solomonic epoch and the origin of post-exilic books like Zechariah and the Chronicles

could have given real occasion for using the name Satan (comp. 1 Kings xxii. 19 seq., where

the evil spirit is designated simply non, with Zech. iii. 1 and 1 Chron. xxi. 1 seq.).

From all this it is clear that there are no valid reasons whatever for denying the genu
ineness of the prologue and epilogue ;

and that furthermore the attempts of Bernstein and

Heiligstedt to distinguish between a genuine nucleus for the prologue and later interpola

tions (e. g. according to Heiligstedt s conjecture, ch. i. 6-12 and ii. 1-7), are unnecessary.

Prologue and epilogue, as they actually lie before us, are indispensable to the complete

unfolding of the idea of the poem. Without them the whole would be an inexplicable

enigma.!

* It is a mistaken and misleading view that is taken by Hengsteuberg (Beitrilge II., 302 seq.), when he explains th

poet s motive lor using the name Jehovah in the Prologue, and the other names of God in the poem itself, to be his pur

pose &quot;to present the solution of his problem cot from the standpoint of revelation, but from that of natural theology.&quot;

Against which Hahn rightly remarks (p. 12), that, on the contrary, the discourse of God is introduced for the very purpose
of showing that natural human wisdom cannot decide the controversy. The leason which he himself assigns for this

contrasted use of the various names of
Go&amp;lt;1,

is not altogether a suitable one; to wit, that in the prologue and epilogue God
btars the name Ji-hovahas the manifested God, who even in the apparently mysterious afflictions of His people nevertheless

deals graciously and lovingly, whereas on the contrary in the poem itself He appears as the concealed God, who in His mys
terious ways confronts man as a stranger, and in His omnipotence as highly exalted above the world, and who accordingly
U called Elohim, Eloah, or Shaddai. The poet himself scarcely m ikes s &amp;gt; artificial a distinction.

t Comp. Keil, Introduction, I. 494 seq., as well as the following remark of Rosenmiiller, there cited (Schol. p. 46): You
have a work incomplete in every part, a mere collection of speeches, of whose cause, subject and object you are ignorant,
if you take away the exordium and conclusion.
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b. Against the modern assaults on the sections: ch. xxvii. 7 xxviii. 28, and ch. xl. 15 xli. 26.

Within the poetic kernel of the poem the section concerning Wisdom, ch. xxViii., and also

the description of the behemoth and leviathan (chs. xl. and xli.) have become chief objects of

assault from the destructive criticism.

I. The passage concerning Wisdom, ch. xxviii., together with the larger half of the pre

ceding chapter (ch. xxvii. 13-23), although its genuineness was not disputed, was. regarded
as having been improperly attributed to Job by some of the earlier critics, as e. g. Kennicott

(Remarks on Select Passages in the Old Testament, p. 169), Eichhorn (Allg. Bibl. der bibl.

Literatur, II. 613), Bertholdt and Stuhlmann (the latter including also vers. 11-12 of ch.

xxvii.). They ascribed ch. xxvii. 13 seq. (or ch. xxvii. 11 seq.) to Zophar, and ch. xxviii.

to Bildad [Bernard and Elzas, however, include ch. xxviii. in the speech of Zophar, while

Wemyss destroys the artistic plan of the book entirely by transferring it to the end as the

&quot;peroration&quot; of the whole]. Bernstein, advancing still further in the path on which these

writers had entered, denied the genuineness of the entire section from ch. xxvii. 7 on, and

Knobel sought to prove that ch. x*xviii. at least was a later interpolation. The reasons for

these critical decisions were, the alleged contradictions and inconsistencies (on which De
Wette also had animadverted, Einl. \ 288), which would lie in the sections under considera

tion, inasmuch as ch. xxvii. 7 seq. (or 11 seq.) teaches the ordinary doctrine of retribution,

against which Job has previously declared most solemnly and decisively, and inasmuch as

the reference to the hidden wisdom of God in ch. xxviii., summoning as it does to humility,
does not agree with the exhibitions of a presumptuous confidence and proud self- conscious

ness, which appear in Job s previous discourses. But that which Job seems to say in ch.

xxvii. in favor of the common external theory of retribution, is in reality intended only to

supplement and to rectify that which he had previously maintained, in a manner somewhat

one-sided and liabled to be misunderstood, concerning the earthly prosperity of the wicked.

The truth, on which thus far exclusive emphasis had been laid, that oftentimes there is no

just distribution in the apportionment of men s lots, he now supplements with the truth,

which indeed he also states partially, and without the proper exceptions and qualifications,

that at last the wicked always receive their merited reward [see Exegetical Remarks on ch.

xxvii. 9, 10]. And in order to make it apparent, that along with this latter truth he still

adhered to that which he had formerly maintained respecting the prosperity of the wicked

and the sufferings of the righteous, he immediately proceeds in ch. xxviii. to describe the

mysteriously moving and hidden wisdom of God, whose counsel is ever wonderful, and whose

movements in the allotment of prosperity and adversity in the life of men of necessity have

in them much that is mysterious.* Thus understood, these two chapters contain in them no

inconsistency, no self-contradiction or obscurity, which could at all justify the suspicion of

an interpolation a suspicion which is moreover disproved by the decided similarity in lan

guage between this section and all the rest of the book.

II. The descriptions of the behemoth and leviathan (chs. xl., xli.), were first treated by

Eichhorn (Allg. Bibl. I.e.) and Berth,ldt as simply containing a transposition of certain

passages ;
in particular the passage ch. xl. 32 xli. 3 was removed, and placed after the

description of the leviathan, ch. xli. 4-26. Stuhlmanu and Bernstein denied the genuineness

of the latter section, ch. xli. 4-26. Ewald, E. Meier, Simson (Zur Kritik des J3. Hiob, 1861,

Dillmann, and Fiirst [and Merx], however, deny the genuineness of all from ch. xl. 15 on

(do also Eichhorn later in his Emleitung ins Alte Test., V. 207 seq.). The author of the

* Havernick says rightly (p. 366) :
&quot;

If, however, it might seem in view of this (i. e. in view of what is advanced by Job

In cb. xxvii. 11 seq.) that the opponents of Job are in the right, this misconception it obviated by ch. xxviii. Fr -m the

concession in ch. xxvii. it does not at all follow that we are to imitate the fri nds in their precipitate external way of

judging anJ condemning. By so doing we overlook entirely the limits of huinun knowledge in reUtion to the divine wis

dom. Accordingly ch. xxviii. proceeds to eulogize thin wisdom in its &amp;gt;ecrc-t depths, which no human research can fathom.

For man the true possession of this wisdom consist* in genuine j:o illness (ch. xxviii. 28 again connecting with ch. xxvii.),

not in that immoderate c &amp;gt;ndu t of the friends, by which they in fact put themselves in the pl ice of God.&quot; Comp. also the

remarks of Bouillier (Obusraaliouet miscell., p. 255 seq.), and of Hir/.el Lpp. 161, 269], quoted by Ilavernick.
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interpolation is supposed to have been a Jew, living in Egypt during the sixth century, pos

sibly a descendant of the fugitives who accompanied Jeremiah into that land, who by his

vivid description of the animal prodigies of Egypt reveaU hknself as living on the Nile, but

who also by his mention of ihe Jordan (ch. xl. 23) shows himself to have been well acquainted

with Palestine. The principal arguments for the uon-genuineness of this part of the book

are the following:

a. The intent and scope of the discourse of God does not permit such a description of

animals here. Such an illustration of the power of God in creation, outside of man, would

be in place in the first discourse of God (chap, xxxviii., xxxix.), but not in this second dis

course, which treats rather of the relation of the divine justice to men. But such a separation

of power from justice is altogether foreign to the poet s description. It is his purpose rather

to exhibit both these attributes of God in His government of the world, the operation of His

power, and that of His wisdom and justice, in their internal connection. The truth that

under His strong arm God bows down everything, even the proud evil-doers, even the arro

gance of the wicked man, this truth is illustrated by the description of His influence in

subjugating and governing the gigantic powers of nature, of which two anhnal colossi are

here presented as representative examples. Behemoth and leviathan indeed figure to some

extent as symbols of evil powers, hostile to God. This however is not to be understood in

such a sense as would allow Satan, or Anti-Christ, to be concealed under them, as the alle-

goristic exegesis of an earlier age often assumed. Rather should both descriptions be taken

as illustrations in the concrete of the fact that the Divine omnipotence is irresistible and

invincible, whether it displays itself as creating, or destroying, as ruling the world, or as

judging it.

b. It is claimed that the argumentative means here used are
&quot; not well chosen &quot;

for the

end in view; for the reason, first of all, that
&quot; no animal whatever, not even behemoth and

leviathan, is unconquerable by men (Gen. i. 29
;

ix. 2; Ps. viii.) ;
and next because the two

animals here described, being specifically Egyptian, were unknown to the Palestinian reader,

aud therefore must be described at length, if they were to be of use in the way of proof&quot;

(Dillmann). Just as though the knowledge of nature, possessed by oriental antiquity, being

necessarily limited as it was, would allow the same freedom of choice as that of which our

modern knowledge might avail itself, from among hundreds of examples of colossal natural

phenomena, which should be adapted to illustrate the Divine omnipotence.* And as though,
when in Solomon s reign an active intercourse and a close acquaintance was instituted

between Israel and Egypt, the great natural wonders of this very land [Egypt] would not be

eminently available for the purposes of such illustration, aud especially with a poet who

delighted at all times in introducing that which was new, extraordinary, astounding, and

foreign.

c. In an aesthetic respect, it is alleged, that the Section does not correspond to the ideal

beauty and completeness of the rest of the poem; the &quot;

fugitive tender delicacy which cha

racterizes the descriptions of animals given by the older poet
&quot;

is entirely missing in the

elaborate description of the two Egyptian beasts (Ewald). And apart from the prolixity,

which is almost tedious, and the latitude of these descriptions, the discourse in those part*
where it takes the form of questions and challenges from Jehovah (chap. xl. 25 seq.)

&quot; lacks

the crushing power and the divine irony peculiar to the first discourse of God.&quot; Indeed
much of it is

&quot;

scarcely more than a rhetorical form,&quot; and the rhetorical change in chap. xli.

* Comp. in my Theologia nahtralis (Frankfurt a. M. 1860) the Section on p. 239 seq. : &quot;The aid furnished by the exnct

natural sciences in enlarging the Scriptural symbolical observation f nature.&quot; where, with express reference to the section

of the book of Job now under consideration the idea is developed of an amplification and a muliip ication of the aesthetic

judgmehts re pet-ting the theological significance of natural phenome-a which como to ns through the figures and com
parisons of the Holy Scriptures. Sea especially p. 240 :

&quot; Does not the aesthetic verdict of Holy Scripture deliv red in Job
xl. 20-xli. 25 respecting the leviathan, t. e., the crocodile of the Nile, extend a si to the monster alligators of America, and
the gavial of the

G&amp;lt;ng -s? Are we not compelled even to apply that which the Old Testament and th New Testament in

o many passages say respecting the strength and rapacity of the lion, to the tiger both of the East Indies and of South

America, of which no mention is made in the Bible? A&quot;d would not this latter animil furnish us a still more striking

image in many respects of the malice and rag of the soul-destroying arch-Bend, than the lion, ac ording to 1 Peter T. 8 ?&quot;

.etc. See further on the subject below in Doctrinal and Ethical Bemarks on chaps, xl. and xli.
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4 exhibits
&quot;

in the mouth of the God who appeared in the tempest a flatness which is simply
intolerable

&quot;

(Dillmann). Against these subjective dicta of taste Urabreit has truly remarked :

&quot;

Is then elaborateness of description prolixity ? is art the same thing with artificialness ?

and is a calmly maintained objectivity after all mere flatness ? Our poet is wholly immersed
in the wondering contemplation of the two animal colossi

;
and a certain reality in their

appearance has passed over into the very description. The same poetic painter who with

wonderful reality produces before us the spirited war-horse charged with lifelike vigo
1

*,
who

sends the swift hawk on its rapid flight through the air, now at the end with equal skill in

description traces out before our eyes the carefully articulated structure of those mighty
monsters.&quot; A point which must also be urged against the charge of prolixity is the fact that

more detailed and circumstantial descriptions are elsewhere also in Old Testament poetry

descriptive of nature and of morals, wont to alternate wi h such as are shorter and more

cursory (in addition to chaps, xv., xviii., xx., xxviii., and xxxvi xxxix. of our book, comp.
Prov. vi. 6-8 [the ant] ;

Prov. vii. 5 seq. [the harlot] ;
Prov. xxxi. 10 seq. [the good wife] ;

Eccles. xii. 2 [the house of the body in old age]), and that a certain desultory irregularity

of representation is everywhere peculiar to the poets of the Old Testament.

d. That the character of the language in the part before us has in it much that is peculiar,

is also an assertion which rests on an aesthetic judgment, previously conceived, and which

is already disposed of by the fact that its advocates themselves must produce a long series

of characteristics in common with the rest of the poem (e. g., chap. xl. 17, 18, 28, 30, 32
;

xli. 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 14, 15, 21, 22), which they then seek to explain by the supposition that

these were borrowed from the genuine portions of the book (see particularly Dillmann, p.

355). The peculiarities of the section, alleged or real (e. g., the use of 3 chap. xli. 15 or

/3 chap. xli. 18 as a negative before a simple verb, which is not found elsewhere in the

poem) do not equal those correspondences in number or importance, and they can scarcely

be attributed to any other cause than that any long section, especially in the domain of the

poetry of natural description, must inevitably have its peculiarity of diction.

e. It is alleged that the long description of the two animals is altogether unnecessary to

the object of the second discourse of God, which has already received a perfectly satisfactory

conclusion in chap. xl. 6-14, while on the other hand chap. xli. 26 [34] forms no proper con

clusion, and furnishes no intimation (such as we find in chap. xl. 2) that it is now the place

for Job to speak. But the negative question in chap. xl. 9 requires a positive argument for

its support, without which the second discourse of Jehovah would remain incomplete.

Moreover this second discourse, if it really embraced only vers. 6-14 of the 40th chap, would

be much too short in comparison with the first, and would fail to furnish the motive to Job s

humble confession in chap. xlii. 2 : he knows now that Jehovah can do everything. On the

contrary the way seems well prepared for this acknowledgment by the proposition in chap,

xli. 26 [34], which forms the climax to the description of the leviathan, which represents the

crocodile as the monarch of all beasts, and thereby declares that the divine power revealed

in the visible creation is glorious and invincible. It cannot be said of all accordingly that

there is no inner connection between the description umler consideration, aud that which

follows and precedes it. On the contrary the discourse of God would seem to be unsuitably

shortened and mutilated, if we should cut off&quot; these descriptions of animals, which constitute

the real point of it: see Doctrinal and Ethical Remarks on this section.

If then that which has been alleged against this section appears to resolve itself essen

tially into a matter of individual opinion and taste, the whole poetic kernel of the book

would present itself to us as one well rounded, compacted, and unassailable work, cast at

once and in one mould, were it not that against a still more extensive constituent of this

whole suspicions have been directed, the grounds of which are exceedingly specious and co

gent. These are the discourses of Elihu, which in a linguistic respect particularly exhibit

much that is peculiar, and which have for that reason been rejected as foreign to the original

form of the book by many critics who otherwise are very prudent and judicious.
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glO. CONCLUSION THE INTEGRITY OF THE POEM VINDICATED.

c. Against the assaults on the discourses of Elihu : Chap, xxxii xxxvii.

It has been maintained that this entire episode is not an original constituent of the poem

by Eichhorn (Einleitung,V., 644 b), Stuhlmann, Bernstein, Knobel. D. v. C611n (Bill.

Theol.1. 294), De Wette (Einl. 287 ;
in Schrader s Neubearbeit. 350), E. Meier (in Zeller s

Theol. Jahrb. 1844, p. 366 seq.), Ewald, Heiligstedt, Hirzel, Dillmann, Bleek, Hupfeld, Sei-

necke (Der Grundgedanke des Buches Hiob, 1863), Davidson (Introd. II. p. 204 seq.), Renan,

Fiirst [Merx], and several others, while the majority of exegetes and critics maintain its

genuineness, especially Jahn (Einl., etc., II. 776), Staudlin (in his Beitrdgen zur Philosophic

und Geschichte der Religion und Sittenlehre, II. 133 seq.), Bertholdt, Gesenius (Geschichte der

hebr. Sprache und Schrift, 1815, p. 34 seq.), Rosenmuller, Scharer, Umbreit, Arnheim, Gleiss,

Friedlander, Steudel, ( Vorlesungen uber die Theol. des Alien Test., 1840, Beil. Ill
), Stickel,

Vaihinger, Herbst, Welte, Havernick, Keil, Hahn, Schlottmann, Hengstenberg (Ev. Kchzlg.

1856, No. 16 seq.) [Good, Lee, Noyes, Wordsworth, Cook, Green, Carey, Barnes, and the

English commentators generally.] Delitzsch pronounces no definite decision either for or

against the genuineness, although he inclines on the whole to the opinion that these chap
ters were written not by the author of the principal poem, but by another, a though not much
later than the former; and he maintains emphatically that this slightly later author

(&quot;the

second, or possibly the first issuer of the book&quot;) was not materially inferior to the principal

poet in theological importance and in poetic value and merit.* The other opponents of the

genuineness bring down the interpolator into an age considerably later. Some, Bernstein in

particular, seek to establish his identity with the unknown author of the section in chap,

xxvii. 7 xxviii. 28, which is in like manner rejected.

The principal reasons urged against the genuineness are the following :

1. The connection between Job s last discourse (chap, xxix-xxxi.) and the discourse of

Jehovah, chap, xxxviii. seq., is removed
;
the conclusion of that discourse of Job s exhibits

a manifest breaking off, a sudden interruption by the appearance of Jehovah which now
takes place: in like manner chap, xxxviii. 1 seq. clearly presupposes, that Job, and not an

other, must have spoken immediately before Jehovah.

2. By anticipating the reference to God s infinite power and wisdom to which chapter

xxxviii.-xli. give expression, the discourses of Elihu weaken the impression of the discourse

of Jehovah; nay more they make it simply superfluous, in so far as they attempt to solve the

problem under consideration in the way of knowledge, while Jehovah on the contrary re

quires unconditional submission beneath His omnipotence and secret wisdom.

3. We find neither in the prologue any preparation for the appearance of Elihu after the

silencing of the friends it does not mention him in a single syllable nor in the Epilogue

any reminder of his discourses. The latter fact would be all the more singular seeing that

Elihu had, just as well as the three friends, assigned Job s guilt as the cause of his suffer

ings; we should therefore reasonably expect that the same censure would be visited on him
as on them (see chap. xlii. 7), whereas in fact the divine sentence completely ignores him.

4. Moreover in view of the fact that Job himself makes no answer to Elihu the accusa

tions of the latter acquire a position of peculiar isolation
;
after the incisive rejoinders which

Job makes to the accusations of the three friends respectively, we necessarily expect that he

will attend to Elihu s reproaches.

5. It is singular moreover that Elihu addresses Job several times by name (chap, xxxiii.

1, 31
; xxxvii. 14), while neither the three friends nor Jehovah ever resort to such a mode

of address.

6. There is a striking contrast between the diffuse and circumstantial way in which

Commentary, Vol. II., p. 309: &quot;There are neither linguistic, nor any other valid reasons In favor of assigning it to a

mm -1 1 later period. He is the serood issuer of the book, possibly the first, who brought to light the hitherto hidden tr a-

eure, enriched by his own insertion, which is inestimable in its relation to the history of the knowledge of the plan of re

demption.&quot; Comp. also \ 9, Vol. L, p. 26, of the Introduction, and also the pamphlet :
&quot; Fiir und wider Kahnis,&quot; 1863, p. 14.
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Elihu is introduced, and the plain short announcement that is given of the appearance of

the three friends (chap. ii. 11).

7. The way in which Elihu himself introduces himself (chap, xxxii. 6-xxxiii. 7) is not

altogether void of offense, in so far as may be discerned in it an unsuitable self-praise, and a

boastful commendation of his own merits.

8. While the older poet,
&quot;

in contrast with the false doctrine of retribution, entirely

separates sin and punishment or chastisement in the affliction of Job, and by inculcating the

doctrine that there is an affliction endured by the righteous which is designed simply to test

and prove their innocence, treats essentially the theme which in New Testament phraseology

may be designated &quot;the mystery of the Cross,&quot; Elihu leaves sin and suffering together as

inseparable, and in opposition to the vulgar doctrine of retribution sets forth the distinction

between disciplinary chastisement and judicial retribution. There appears thus a profound
difference in the conception of the fundamental doctrine of the book between the two the

poet and his later supplementer the latter aiming to moderate the boldness with which the

former would represent the judicial decision of Jehovah as directly following upon Job s

discussion with the three friends, and to make suitable preparation for the rigid sentence to

be pronounced by God on both the contending parties (so at least Delitzsch in 1m Commy.,
II., p. 308, and in Herzog s Real-Encycl, Art.

&quot;Hiob,&quot; p. 119).

9. There are several correspondences with the remainder of the book which &quot; bear on

them the impress of imitation
;
this is unmistakably the case with the entire section in chap,

xxxvi. 26-xxxvii. 18, which has been prompted by the discourse of God in chap, xxxviii.

seq. ;
and there are many such instances in thought and expression, such as chap, xxxiii. 7,

15; xxxiv. 3,7, 21-24; xxxv. 5-8; xxxvi. 25; xxxvi i. 4, 10, 11,22,&quot; (so Hirzel and Dill-

mann).
10. The diction and the style of representation distinguish the author of Elihu s dis

courses most decisively from the author of the rest of the poem.
&quot; Not only has the lan

guage a strong Aramaic coloring, but Elihu uses regularly certain expressions, forms, and

phrases, in place of which in the rest of the book other expressions are found just as regu

larly, and without distinction between the various speakers, which points not only to a

difference in the roles, but also to a difference in the writers
&quot;

(Hirzel).
&quot; Moreover the

mode of representation on the one side shows greater breadth and wealth of words
;
on the

other side it is more artificial and strained, often enough obscure, bombastic, and ambiguous.
These peculiarities in the discourses of Elihu go far beyond the style of the poet elsewhere,

when he distinguishes individual speakers by particular terms of expression, and favorite

words and phrases. It is an inferior poet who discourses here, who is not to the same degree

endowed with clearness of thought, poetic perception, and mastery of language. This is

strikingly enough shown both in the structure of the verse, which often sinks down to mere

prose, and in the plan of the discourses : the logical and the poetic divisions do not corres

pond ;
the strophe-structure fails&quot; (Dillmann).

It is a powerful phalanx of charges and of reasons for doubt, external and interral, which

we find arranged here. As respects their critical value however they are very unequal, and

particularly are the first nine susceptible of easy refutation, which seek their support in the

relation of the internal peculiarities of the section to the rest of the poem. We will examine

them in their order.

1. It is not true to say that Elihu s discourse destroys the connection between Job s last

disc &amp;gt;urse and that of Jehovah in chap, xxxviii. seq. : for the conclusion of that last discourse

of Job s (chap. xxxi. 38-40) does not read as though it had been broken off, neither does the

beginning of Jehovah s discourse (chap, xxxviii. 2) presuppose that Job had spoken imme

diately before, and had been interrupted. The exegesis of the passages referred to will exhibit

both these points more in detail, and will at the same time prove that the close of Elihu s

discourses by its solemn eulogy of the majesty of God furnishes a suitable preparation for

His appearance ; that probably also that storm in which God appears to Job (chap, xxxviii.

1
;

xl. 6) is intended by the poet to foreshadow and give occasion for the descriptions of

nature which form the contents of these closing discourses (which are principally occupied
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with the majestic phenomena that accompany a storm, which in several passages indeed

point to Eloah as immediately present, or appearing as it were under the symbolic veil of

clouds, thunder and lightning) ;
and finally, that the absence of any recognition by Jehovah

of that which has been spoken by Elihu is to be accounted for simply on the ground that

Elihu s discussions served to prepare the way directly for the Divine decision, that it was

not necessary therefore that Jehovah should define His position toward this speaker who stood

on His side and pleaded His cause, but that He might recur at once to Job s last utterances.*

2. It is not at all the case that the impression of the discourses of Jehovah is weakened

by the discourses of Elihu, which prepare the way for them, but do not for that reason anti

cipate them. For it is Elihu s aim to present subjectively Job s obligation to submit himself

humbly to Jehovah, by contending against his false self-righteousness, comp. chap, xxxii. 1 :

VJ#3 pntf
Kin &quot;3

}
for he accounted himself righteous), and by showing the need of tho

rough self knowledge, out of which true humility ever springs. Jehovah on the contrary

follows with an argument proving the same thing objectively, by pointing out the unsearch-

ableness of His eternal nature and activity, and also the wonderful fulness of His power and

wisdom attributes which already Elihu had also set forth, although more incidentally (see

from chap, xxxvi. 22 on). The predominantly theoretic solution of the whole problem

touching the significance of human suffering, which Elihu presents, a solution derived from

the realm of knowledge, neither excludes nor supersedes the more profound practical solution

which Jehovah presents in the realm of fact. On the contrary the fact that first of all there

comes before us in Elihu a representative of human wisdom, and that of the more profound
and solid order, attempting a correct solution of the problem in question, and that after him

God Himself first brings about the absolute and final solution all this rests on a plan tho

roughly conceived by the author, which also accounts for the greater weight and magnificence

of the language in Jehovah s discourse, and especially for the incomparably greater sublimity

of the description of the divine power and wisdom which it contains. This gradation which

the author manifestly intends between the discourses of Elihu and those of Jehovah, this

absolute superiority of the latter over the former, both as regards their points of view, and

the material and formal value of their utterances, shows how p3rverse and erroneous are

both the judgments pronounced against them by their opponents whether we take the

judgment which declares that Elihu &quot;

says more than
God,&quot;

thus anticipating and super

seding what He says, or the other judgment which declares that in his discourses no thought

appears which is entirely new, which has not already shown itself in the older book &quot;

(Ewald,

p. 320: against which comp. Havernick, III., 373, also what we have to say below against

Dillmatm in Doctrinal and Ethical Remarks on chaps, xxxvi., xxxvii.)

3. The silence of the prologue and the epilogue respecting Elihu proves nothing in

behalf of the view that the speeches of the latter have been interpolated. For a: It is an

unsuitable requirement that the author should announce beforehand in the prologue all the

persons who are to be introduced into the poem. He would then have had to announce

Jehovah also as one who was later to make His appearance in the circle of disputants. To

gether with the contending parties (to wit Job on the one side, and the three friends on the

other), he must have mentioned beforehand the two adjudicators, the human and the divine,

whom he intends to introduce at the close. He would thus have had to bring forward in the

introduction all the actors in the piece, which in view of the peculiarity of the dramatic

poetry of the Old Testament (comp. Canticles) could not have been required nor expected
of him. b : The fact that Elihu was not condemned in the epilogue is to be explained sim

ply on the ground that^he deserved no sentence of condemnation, because he had affirmed Job s

guilt in quite another sense than Eliphaz, Bildad and Zophar a sense which far more nearly

* Hahn s assertion, that Elibu, so far from speaking on the side of God, simply repeats in substance the accusations of

the three friends against Job ; that he is accordingly intentionally ignored by Jehovah, and &quot;

thereby put in the po-ition

of one who bad spoken as though he had not spoken
&quot;

(p. 20), is refuted more specifically below in the Commy. Here we
would simply c*ll attention beforehand to the consideration how greatly the difficulty of defending the discourses of Elihu

is increased by o exaggerating the inadequacy and defectiveness of the solution of the problem attempted by Elihu, and

generally speaMnp, by so unfavorable a verdict on Elihu s stand-point and character (such as is found in Hahn, and formerly
in Herder and Umbreit).
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approximated the absolute truth, and because, generally speaking, he did not put himself
forward as a one-sided partisan, but from the first as an umpire and a provisional mediator
between the parties.

&quot; A censure of Elihu in the epilogue would have been equivalent to a
declaration that Job was absolutely innocent

; this, however, was so far from being the case,
that Job on the contrary earnestly repents for having sinned against God, ch. xlii. 6 &quot;

(Havernick, p. 374).*

4. Moreover the silence of Job towards Elihu has nothing at all strange about it, if we
only keep properly in mind the distinction, or rather the contrast, just set forth between the

three friends, as a party contending against Job, and Elihu, who is already lifted above this

party-strife, and who anticipates the divine decision.

5. That Elihu sometimes addresses Job by name is also to be explained by his position
as mediator between the parties. He has to deal not only with Job, but also, as ch. xxxii.

3, 6 seq. shows, just as much with the friends. There is accordingly in the fact that he, in

contrast with them, expressly addresses Job a few times nothing more strange, nothing that

is at all more conclusive against the genuineness of his speeches than in the fact that Jehovah
in the epilogue mentions &quot; His servant Job&quot; not less than four times (ch. xlii. 7, 8).

6. The alleged prolixity and diffuseness with which Elihu is introduced in ch. xxxii.

2-6 exists only in the prejudice or taste of the critics.
&quot; Without these introductory words,

which contain throughout nothing unnecessary, we should not know at all how to regard

Elihu, whether as a disputant, or as a judge&quot; (Hahn). An exact portrait of the personality

of the new speaker was absolutely necessary, if his words as to their contents were to be cor

rectly apprehended. Especially was there needed a preliminary intimation of the moral

characteristics which above all qualified him to be an umpire between the contestants, and

to be God s advocate of his piety, which caused him to take offence at Job s self-righteous

ness (ver. 2) ;
of his wisdom, which made him appear superior to the three friends, to their

narrow-mindedness and short-sightedness (ver. 3) ;
and of his modesty, which had hindered

him from beginning to speak before the other speakers, as being older than himself. This

introduction could certainly not be shorter, and convey all this; and there can be discovered

in it no sufficient ground for suspecting its genuineness.

7. In like manner the opinion that Elihu s introduction of himself ch. xxxii. 6 xxxiii.

7 is not free from much that is objectionable, that in particular it exhibits vain self-conceit

and boastfulness, resolves itself at bottom into a matter of subjective taste and critical pre

possession. That the assurance of his humble and modest disposition with which he begins,

is not empty boasting is evident from the fact that he has thus far persevered in keeping

silent, and that too when so much has been said which might have provoked him much
sooner to express his views. The reasons which he assigns for speaking now (ch. xxxii.

15-20), for his inability to keep still and to restrain himself any longer (comp. Matt. xii. 34),

have in this connection certainly nothing objectionable or strange about them. They pre

sent themselves rather as a well-applied and necessary caplatio benevolentise. Moreover what

he says further on in respect to the rigid impartiality which he had laid down as a law for

himself (ch. xxxii. 21, 22), as also that finally which he observes particularly against Job

(ch. xxxiii. 1-7) contains nothing which can cause offence to an unprejudiced consideration

of the case, or even to such a view respecting Elihu in an aesthetic or moral respect as might
not be altogether favorable. And just here should be noted his unconditional submission to

God s word and will, of which we have a beautiful exhibition, and one which distinguishes

him as a truly humble representative of divine truth (see ch. xxxii. 22; xxxiii. 6).

8. The attempt of Delifzsch to show that Elihu s solution of the problem is radically

different from that of the principal poet is one-sided, as may easily be seen. The conception

* Comp. also the words of Parean in his Commy. here appropriately cited by Havernick :

&quot; For since the author s own

plan requires that we should look on Elihu as having come to Job, not that he might speak himself, bnt. that being younger

in years, he anight hear others speak (ch. xxxii. 4-7). the author wisely and suitably resolved not to mention him before

necessity required it. Neither was there any need fir making any mention of him in the epilogue, seeing that in the whole

argument and plan of his discourses there was nothing which merited rebuke. Nay more, they are as a whole honorably

confirmed by the whole tenor of God s discourses ; and in causing this honor to be conferred on Elihu in fact rather than

in words, the author shows an exquisite regard for propriety which I caniot help recognizing.&quot;
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of sufferings which Elihu maintains is that of purifying chastisements, by which even those

who are apparently iunocent are justly visited. According to the profound view of the pur

pose of the suffering inflicted on the innocent which is inculcated by Jehovah and by the

author of the whole poem it serves to prove and test their innocence. Evidently the former

view, so far from excluding the latter, logically precedes it as its necessary premise. So also

does the individual heart-experience of all God s people who are brought through such trials

actually illustrate, in the same way that the plastic development of our poem illustrates

dramatically, this progress from what is as yet a semi-legal view of the suffering of the inno

cent, to that view which the New Testament presents, and which is illuminated by the mys

tery of the cross (comp. above, 4). In the sufferings of Him who was the Most

Innocent of all innocent sufferers, we find these two uses of suffering combined : its purify

ing and sanctifying influence (not indeed on the sufferer himself, but on those for and instead

of whom He suffered), and also its use in triumphantly attesting His holiness and purity

before God and men. And indeed the most perfect and clear Old Testament type of this

New Testament redemptive suffering, the Servant of God in Isaiah (ch. liii.), presents in

intimate union these two aspects of the significance of His sufferings, their use in purifying

and transforming, and their use in proving and attesting. The fact accordingly that in Job s

case Elihu puts forward almost exclusively the tendency of suffering to chasten and to purify,

whereas Jehovah sets forth more .especially its probational tendency, furnishes no argument
whatever against the unity of our poem. Comp. also below, Doctrinal and Ethical Remarks

on chs. xxxvi., xxxvii., No. 2.

9. The several correspondences in thought and expression between this section and pas

sages in the rest of the poem may just as satisfactorily be explained as repetitions, such as

may naturally be looked for from the same author, rather than as imitations by a later in

terpolator. Indeed in order to prove that they are of the latter class, it would be necessary

to
&quot; show that there is a weakness in the representation, that the borrowed words or thoughts

exceed the requirements of the passage, that the matter thus inwoven is unsuitable
&quot;

(Stickel). But this cannot be shown with regard to any of the correspondences between

Elihu s speeches and the rest of the book, and least of all with regard to the passage on

which the main stress is laid by Hirzel, Dillmann and others in chap, xxxvi. 26-xxxvii. 18,

a passage which certainly indicates close affinity with the following discourses of Jehovah, no

such affinity however as may not be easily and satisfactorily explained by the relation which

the passage in Elihu occupies as preparatory to the sublime descriptions in God s discourse.

10. The most weighty of all these arguments of the opposition is that derived from the

peculiar style and diction of the section. Even this argument is not unanswerable, however,

as is evident from what Stickel in particular has said in reply to it (p. 248 seq.). The list of

real or apparent idiotisms in the section may be reduced to the following:

a. A considerable number of correspondences with the linguistic usage of the book of

Proverbs, with which however the rest of the poem indicates no slight affinity (comp. 6, at

the beginning).
b. Certain peculiarities of expression, which recur with considerable regularity, espe

cially JH instead of r\jn (chap, xxxii. 6, 10, 17
;
xxxvi. 3), *71J7 instead of nbij; (ch. xxxiv.

10, 32
; comp. chap, xxxvi. 23, where the more common form is found), 1J instead of

O HIjrj (chap, xxxiii. 25
;
xxxvi. 14), and H13 (chap, xxxii. 21, 22).

c. Three hapaxlegomena : &quot;3K, chap, xxxiv. 36; fin, ch. xxxiii. 9; and t
\3$.i

ch. xxxiii.

7 a number which is not surprisingly large for a piece of poetry of the length of our sec

tion. We might place alongside of them about an equal number out of the following dis

courses of Jehovah.

d. A number of Aramaisms, comparatively somewhat larger than are found in the rest

of the poem. This strong Aramaic coloring however can be explained without difficulty by

supposing that the author desires to make prominent the Aramaic origin of Elihu as one be

longing to the tribe of Buz (chap, xxxii. 2), and to represent him as belonging to quite an

other race than the three friends. For whereas there were only slight differences of diction

distinguishing the speeches of the three friends both from each other and from Job (see 3,
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Hem. 1), there is clearly presented in Elihu the representative of another dialect. And that

it is the poet s intention to invest him with this distinctive coloring, is particularly signified

by the fact that the Aramaizing forms abound most of all at the beginning of the discourses

(chap, xxxii. 6 seq.), and again at the beginning of the fourth principal section of the same

(chap, xxxvi. 2), whereas elsewhere they are less prominent. Perhaps also those other pe
culiarities of expression which have been cited under b may be derived from this wish of the

poet to cause this new speaker to express himself in a peculiar dialect. Comp. on ch. xxxii.

2. The same may be said of those qualities of the style with which de Wette, Dillmann,
and others, have found fault, the traces of greater flatness, of less clearness of representation,

of a defective command of language, all of which may be largely attributed to the effort of

the speaker after a characteristic coloring of speech. But the charge that the rhythmic con

struction of the section is comparatively incomplete, that the structure of his verse &quot;sinks

down to downright prose,&quot;
or even that

&quot;

the strophe structure is wanting,&quot; has in it decided

exaggerations. For in the remainder of the poem also a more lax rhythmic structure, and

one that more nearly approximates prose, alternates with a more compact, full, and symmet
rical strophe-structure. And to say that the latter is wholly wanting here, would seem, in

view of strophical constructions so distinctly outlined and so consistently maintained, as we
find exhibited particularly in the fourth speech of Elihu (e. g, chap, xxxvi. 22 seq. ;

xxxvii.

1, 6, 11 seq.) to be in the last degree incorrect
; comp. above \ 3.

In view of all that has been said there remains no decisive reason against the genuine
ness of this section, not even in the domain of language and style ;

for that our poet possessed
in sufficient measure vivacity of intellect and versatility of invention to be able to individu

alize the characters of his poem by attributing to them dialectic variations of language is

sufficiently apparent from the skill with which he had already succeeded in distinguishing

the three friends from each other and from Job by the peculiar impress stamped upon their

speech, and the skill with which he had bestowed on Jehovah s discourses at the close the

characteristic coloring which they consistently retain throughout. The purpose however to

endow Elihu especially, the immediate predecessor of Jehovah, and the precursor of the de

cision announced by Him with a style the coloring of which should be peculiarly marked,

sprang with an internal necessity out of the scope and plan of the whole, the profound and

correct perception of which would forbid the possible doubt whether these speeches belonged
to the poem as a whole, and would even supersede the mildest form of this doubt to which

Delitzsch inclines with his theory of a double &quot;

promulgation
&quot;

[Herausgabe] of the book;

the first time without, the second with Elihu s speeches.

11. PARTICULAR ANALYSIS OP THE CONTENTS OF THE BOOK.

Not until we have established the unity of our book against the various assaults made

upon it does it become possible to give an outline of its contents in detail, and thereby to set

forth in their completeness the poet s plan, and its elaboration (comp. the preliminary sum

mary of the contents in $ 1, together with the remarks made in \ 3, respecting the artistic

plan of the poem). In the outline herewith presented we follow substantially Vaihinger

(Das Buck Hiob, 2d Ed., p. 227 seq.), without however adhering in every particular to his

divisions, which at times are somewhat arbitrary. This arbitrary feature consists chiefly in

an exaggerated endeavor everywhere and down to the minutest detail to find Triads in the

divisions of the poem. The undeniable predilection of the poet for the triadic arrangement
in his speeches gives some foundation no doubt for this theory, although it does not justify

our carrying such tri-partitions to a wanton excess. Several other modern expositors also

furnish a thorough outline in detail of the contents of the poem, e. g. Ewald (p. 34 seq.),

Schlottmann (p. 20 seq.), Davidson (Introduction, p. 174 seq.), but without giving sufficient

prominence to that tripartite arrangement. [See also Carey, p. 37 seq.]

18
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HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION (IN PROSE) : CHAP. I. 1.

1. Job s character and course of life : chap. i. 1-5.

2. The Divine decree to try Job through suffering.

a. The milder form of trial by taking away his possessions: chap. i. 6-22.

o. The preparatory scene in heaven : vers. 6-12.

P. The execution of the decree of trial on the possessio.ns and familj

of Job : vers. 13-19.

! y. Job s constancy and patience : vers. 20-22.

b. The severer trial by the loss of health : chap. ii. 1-10.

a. The preparatory scene in heaven; vers. 1-6.

13. The fulfillment of the decree in Job s terrible disease : vers. 7, 8.

y. Job s steadfastness in piety : vers. 9, 10.

3. The visit of the friends, and their mute sympathy, as an immediate preparation for the

action of the poem: chap. ii. 11-13.

First Chief Division of the poem: The Entanglement, or the controversial discourses of Job

and his three friends: Chaps. III. XXVIII.

The Outbreak of Job s Despair, as the theme and the immediate occasion of

the Colloquy: Chap. III. 1-26.

a. Job curses his day : vers. 1-10.

b. He wishes that he were in the realm of the dead rather than in this life :

vers. 11-19.

c. He asks why he, being weary of life, must still live : vers. 20-26.

First Series of controversial discourses : The Entanglement in its beginning : Chaps. IV.-XIV.

I. Eliphaz and Job : Chaps. IV.-VII.

A. The accusation ofEliphaz : Man must not speak against God, as Job is doing : Chaps. IV., V.

1. Introductory reproof of Job, on account of his unmanly complaint, by which he could

only incur God s wrath : chap. iv. 4-11.

2. Account of a heavenly revelation, which declared to him the wrongfulness and foolish

ness of weak sinful man s raving against God : chap. iv. 12-v. 7.

3. Admonition to repentance, as the only means by which Job can recover God s favor,

and his former happy estate : chap. v. 8-26.

B. Job s Eeply : Instead of comfort the friends bring him only increased sorrow : Chaps.

VI., VII.

1. Justification of his complaint by pointing out the greatness and incomprehensibleness
of his suffering: chap. vi. 1-10.

2. Complaint on account of the bitter disappointment which he had experienced at the

hands of his friends: vers. 11-30.

3. Recurrence to his former complaint on account of his lot, and an accusation of God :

chap. vii.

II. Bildad and Job : Chaps. VIII X.

A. Bildad s rebuke : Man must not charge God with injustice, as Job has done, for God
never does wrong : Chap. VIII.

1. Censure of Job on account of his unjust accusation against God : vers. 2-7.

2. Reference to the wise teachings of the ancients, in respect to the merited end of thos

who forget God : vers. 8-19.

3. A softened application of these teachings to the case of Job : vers. 20-22.
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B. Job s Reply : Assertion of his innocence, and a mournful description of the incompre-
hensibleness of his suffering as a dark horrible destiny : Chap. IX., X.

1. God is certainly the Almighty and ever-righteous One, who is to be feared; but His

power is too terrible for mortal man : chap. ix. 2-12.

2. The oppressive effect of this omnipotence and arbitrariness of God impels him, as an

innocent sufferer, to presumptuous speeches against God : chap. ix. 13-35.

3. A plaintive description of the merciless severity with which God rages against him,

although, as an Omniscient Being, He knows that he is innocent : ch. x. 1-22.

III. Zophar and Job: Chaps. XI. XIV.

A. Zophar s violent arraignment of Job, as one who needs to submit in penitence to the all-

seeing and all-righteous God: Chap. XI.

1. Expression of the desire that the Omniscient One would appear to convince Job of his

guilt: vers. 2-6.

2. Admonitory description of the impossibility of contending against God s omniscience,
which charges every man with sin : vers. 7-12.

3. The truly penitent has in prospect the restoration of his prosperity, for the wicked how
ever there remains no hope : vers. 13-20.

B. Job s Reply : Attack upon his friends, whose wisdom and justice he earnestly questions :

Chaps. XII. XIV.

1. Ridicule of the assumed wisdom of the friends, who can give only a very unsatisfactory

description of the exalted power and wisdom of the divine activity : chap. xii.

2. The resolution to betake himself to God, the righteous Judge, who, in contrast with

the harshness and injustice of the friends, will assuredly do him justice :

chap. xiii. 1-22.

3. A vindication of himself addressed to God, beginning with the haughty asseveration of

his own innocence, but relapsing into a despondent cheerless description of

the brevity, helplessness, and hopelessness of man s life : chap. xiii. 23-xiv. 22.

Second Series of controversial discourses ; The Entanglement increasing : Chaps. XV.-XXI.

I. Eliphaz and Job : Chaps. XV. XVII.

A. Eliphaz : God s punitive justice is revealed only against evil-doers : Chap. XV.

1. Recital, with accompanying rebuke, of all in Job s discourses and conduct that is per

verted, and that bears witness against his innocence : vers. 2-19.

2. A didactic admonition on the subject of the retributive justice of God in the destiny of

the ungodly : vers. 20-35.

B. Job : Although oppressed by his disconsolate condition, he nevertheless wishes and hopes
that God will demonstrate his innocence against the unreasonable accusations of

his friends: Chaps. XVI., XVII.

(A brief preliminary repudiation of the discourses of the friends as aimless and unpro-
Gtable: chap. xvi. 2-5).

1. Lamentation on account of the disconsolateness of his condition, as forsaken and hated

by God and men : chap. xvi. 6-17.

2. Vivid expression of the hope of the future recognition of his innocence : chap. xvi.

18-xvii. 9.

8. Sharp censure of the admonitory speeches of the friends as unreasonable, and as having
no power to comfort : chap. xvii. 10-16.
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II. Bildad and Job : Chaps. XVIII., XIX.

A. Bildad : Job s passionate outbreaks are useless, for the divine ordinance, instituted from

of old, is still in force, securing that the hardened sinner s merited doom shall

suddenly and surely overtake him : Chap. XVIII.

1. Sharp rebuke of Job, the foolish and blushing boaster : vers. 2-4.

2. Description of the dreadful doom of the hardened evil-doer : vers. 5-21.

B. Job : His misery is well-deserving of sympathy ;
it will however all the more certainly

end in his conspicuous vindication by God, although not perhaps till the life be

yond: Chap. XIX.

(Introduction : Reproachful censure of the friends for maliciously suspecting his inno

cence: vers. 2-5).

1. Sorrowful complaint because of the suffering inflicted on him by God and men : vs. 6-20.

2. An uplifting of himself to a blessed hope in God, his future Eedeemer and Avenger :

vers. 21-27.

3. Earnest warning to the friends against the further continuance of their unfriendly at

tacks : vers. 28, 29.

III. Zophar and Job : Chaps. XX., XXI.

A. Zophar : For a time indeed the evil-doer can be prosperous, but so much the more
terrible and irremediable will be his destruction : Chap. XX.

1. Introduction, violently censuring Job, and theme of the discourse : vers. 2-5.

2. Expansion of the theme, showing from experience that the prosperity and riches of the

ungodly must end in the deepest misery : vers. 6-29.

B. Job : That which experience teaches concerning the prosperity of the wicked during their

life on earth argues not against, but for his innocence : Chap. XXI.

1. Calm, but bitter introductory appeal to the friends : vers. 2-6.

2. Along with the fact of the prosperity of the wicked, taught by experience, (vers. 7-16),

stands the other fact of earthly calamities befalling the pious and righteous :

vers. 7-26.

3. Rebuke of the friends for setting forth only one side of that experience, and using that

to his prejudice : vers. 27-34.

Third Series of controversial discourses : The Entanglement reaching its extreme point :

Chap. XXII. XXVIII.

I. Eliphazand Job: CHAP. XXII. XXIV.

A. Eliphaz : Reiterated accusation of Job, from whose severe sufferings it must of necessity
be inferred that he had sinned grievously, and needed to repent. Chap. xxii.

1. The charge made openly that Job is a great sinner : vers. 2-10.

2. Earnest warning not to incur yet severer punishments : vers. 11 20.

3. Admonition to repent, accompanied by the announcement of the certain restoration of

his prosperity to him, when penitent : vers. 21-30.

B. Job : Inasmuch as God withdraws Himself from him, and that moreover His allotment

of men s destinies on earth is in many ways most unequal, the incomprehensible-
ness of His dealings may thus be inferred, as well as the short-sightedness and

one-sidedness of the external theory of retribution held by the friends: chapter
xxiii-xxiv.
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1. The wish for a judicial decision by God in his favor is repeated, but is repressed by the

agonizing thought that God intentionally withdraws from him, in order that

He may not be obliged to vindicate him in this life : Chap, xxiii.

2. The darkness and unsearchableness of God s ways to be recognized in many other in

stances of an unequal distribution of earthly prosperity among men, as well

as in Job s case : Chap. xxiv.

II. Bildad and Job : CHAP. XXV. XXVI.

A. Bildad : Again setting forth the contrast between God s exaltation and human impo
tence: Chap. xxv.

1. Man cannot argue with God : vers. 2-4.

2. Man is not pure before God : vers. 5-6.

B. Job : Rebuke of his opponent, accompanied by a description, far surpassing his, of the

exaltation and greatness of God : Chap. xxvi. ,

1. Sharp Rebuke of Bildad : vers. 2-4.

2. Description of the incomparable sovereignty and exaltation of God, given to eclipse the

far less spirited attempt of Bildad in this direction : vers. 5-14.

III. Job alone: His closing address to the vanquished friends: CHAP. XXVII.-XXVIII.

a. Renewed solemn asseveration of his innocence, accompanied by a reference

to his joy in God, which had not forsaken him even in the midst of

his deepest misery : Chap, xxvii. 2-10.

b. Statement of his belief that the prosperity of the ungodly cannot endure,
but that they must infallibly come to a terrible end : Chap, xxvii.

11-23.

c. Declaration that true Wisdom, which alone can secure real well-being, and a

correct solution of the dark enigmas of man s destiny on earth, is to

be found nowhere on earth, but only with God, and by means of a

pious submission to God : Chap, xiviii.

Second Chief Division of the Poem. Disentanglement of the mystery through the discourses

of Job, Elihu and Jehovah : Chap. XXIX. XLII. 6.

First stage of the disentanglement: Chap. XXIX. XXXI.

Job s Soliloquy,

Setting forth the truth that his suffering was not due to his moral conduct, that it must have

therefore a deeper cause. [The negative side of the solution of the problem.]

1. Yearning retrospect at the fair prosperity of his former life : Chap. xxix.

a. Describing the outward aspect of this former prosperity : vers. 2-10.

b. Pointing out the inward cause of this prosperity his benevolence and

righteousness: vers. 11-17.

c. Describing that feature of his former prosperity which he now most pain

fully misses, namely, the universal honor shown him, and his far-

reaching influence : vers. 18-25.

2. Sorrowful description of his present sad estate: Chap. xxx.

a. The ignominy and contempt he receives from men : vers. 1-15.

b. The unspeakable misery which everywhere oppresses him : vers. 16-23.

c. The disappointment of all his hopes: vers. 24-31.
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3. Solemn asseveration of his innocence in respect to all open and secret sins : Chap. xxxi.

a. He has abandoned himself to no wicked lust: vers. 1-8.

b. He has acted uprightly in all the relations of his domestic life : vers. 9-15.

c. He has constantly practiced neighborly kindness and justice in civil life :

vers. 16-23.

d. He has moreover not violated his more secret obligations to God and his

neighbor: vers. 24-32.

e. He has been guilty furthermore of no hypocrisy, nor mere semblance of

holiness, of no secret violence, or avaricious oppression of his neigh
bor: vers. 33-40.

Second stage of the disentanglement : Chap, xxxii.-xxxvii.

Elihu s Discourses,

Devoted to proving that there can be really no undeserved suffering, that on the contrary the

sufferings decreed for those who are apparently righteous are dispensations of divine love,

designed to purify and sanctify them through chastisement. [The first half of the posi

tive solution of the problem].

Introduction : Elihu s appearance, and the exordium of his discourse, giving the reasons for

his speaking : Chap, xxxii. 1 xxxiii. 7.

1. Elihu s appearance (related in prose) : Chap, xxxii. 1-6 a.

2. An explanation addressed to the previous speakers, showing why he takes part in this

controversy : vers. 6-10.

3. Setting forth that he was justified in taking part, because the friends had shown, and

still showed themselves unable to refute Job: vers. 11-22.

4. A special appeal to Job to listen calmly to him, as a mild judge of his guilt and weak

ness : Chap, xxxiii. 1-7.

First Discourse : Of man s guilt before God : Chap, xxxiii. 8-33.

a. Preparatory : Reproof of Job s confidence in his perfect innocence :

vers. 8-11.

6. Didactic discussion of the true relation of sinful men to God, who seeks to

warn and to save them by various dispensations, and communications

from above : vers. 12-30.

o. By the voice of conscience in dreams: (vers. 15-18).

P. By sickness and other sufferings (vers. 19-22).

y. By sending a mediating angel to deliver in distress (vers. 23seq.).

c. Calling upon Job to give an attentive hearing to the discourses by which

he would further instruct him : vers. 31-33.

Second Discourse : Proof that man is not right in doubting God s righteousness : Ch. xxxiv.

a. Opening: Censure of the doubt of God s righteousness expressed by
Job: vers. 1-9.

b. Proof that the divine righteousness is necessary, and that it really exists :

o. From God s disinterested love of His creatures : vers. 10-15.

/?. From the idea of God as ruler of the world : vers. 16-30.

c. Exhibition of Job s inconsistency and folly in reproaching God with injus

tice, and at the same time appealing to his decision : vers. 31 37.

Third Discourse : Refutation of the false position that piety is not productive of happiness to

men: Chap. xxxv.

a. The folly of the erroneous notion that it is of small advantage to men
whether they are pious or ungodly : vers. 1-8.

6. The real reason why the deliverance of the sufferer is often delayed, viz. :

a. The lack of true godly fear : vers. 9-14.

P. Dogmatic and presumptuous speeches against God, which was the

case especially with Job : vers. 15-16.
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Fourth Discourse : A vivid exhibition of the activity of God, which is seen to be benevo

lent, as well as mighty and just, both in the destinies of men, and in the natural world

outside of man : Chap, xxxvi.-xxxvii.

[Introduction announcing that further important contributions are about to be made to the

vindication of God : Chap, xxxvi. 1-4].

a. Vindication of the divine justice, manifesting itself in the destinies of

men as a power benevolently chastening and purifying them : Chap.
xxxvi. 5-21 :

a. In general : vers. 5-15.

P. In Job s change of fortune in particular: vers. 16-21.

6. Vindication of the Divine Justice, revealing itself in nature as supreme

power and wisdom : Chap, xxxvi. 22
;
xxxvii. 25.

a. Consideration of the wonders of nature as revelations of divine wis

dom and power : ch. xxxvi. 22 xxxvii. 13.

(1) Bain, clouds and storms, lightning and thunder: ch. xxxvi.

22 xxxvii. 5.

(2) The agencies of winter such as snow, rain, the north wind,

frost, etc. Ch. xxxvii. 6-13.

P. Finally admonitory inferences from what precedes for Job: ch.

xxxvii. 14-24. The third stage of the disentanglement : ch.

xxxviii. 1 xlii. 6.

Jehovah s Discourses:

the aim of which is to prove that the Almighty and only wise God, with whom no mortal

should dispute, might also ordain suffering simply to prove and test the righteous. [The
second half of the positive solution of the problem.]

First Discourse of Jehovah, together with Job s answer : With God, the Almighty and

only wise, no man may dispute : ch. xxxviii. 1 xl. 5.

1. Introduction : The appearance of God
;
His demand that Job should answer him : ch.

xxxviii. 1-3.

2. God s questions touching His power revealed in the wonders of creation : ch. xxxviii.

4 xxxix. 30.

a. Questions respecting the process of creation : vers. 4-15.

b. Respecting the inaccessible heights and depths above and below the earth,

and the forces proceeding from them : vers. 16-27.

c. Respecting the phenomena of the atmosphere, and the wonders of the

starry heavens : vers. 28-38.

d. Respecting the preservation and propagation of wild animals, especially

of the lion, raven, wild goat, stag, wild ass, oryx, ostrich, war-horse,

hawk and eagle : ch. xxxviii. 39 xxxix. 30.

3. Conclusion of the discourse, together with Job s answer announcing his humble submis

sion: ch. xl. 1-5.

Second Discourse of Jehovah, together with Job s answer : To doubt God s justice, which

is most closely allied to His wonderful omnipotence, is a grievous wrong, which must be

atoned for by sincere penitence: ch. xl. 6 xlii. 6.

1. Sharp rebuke of Qed s presumption which has been carried to the point of doubting

God s justice : ch. xl. 7-14.

2. Humiliating demonstration of the weakness of Job in contrast with certain creatures

of earth, not to say with God : shown by a description

a. Of the behemoth (hippopotamus) : ch. xl. 15-24.

6. Of the leviathan (crocodile), as king of all beasts: ch. xl. 25 xli. 26.
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3. Job s answer: Humble acknowledgment of the infinitude of the divine power, and

penitent confession of his sin and folly : ch. xlii. 1-6.

Historical Conclusion (in prose) : ch. xlii. 7-17.

1. Glorious vindication of Job before his friends : vers. 7-10.

2. The restoration of his former dignity and honor: vers. 11, 12 a.

3. The doubling of his former prosperity in respect to his earthly possessions and his off

spring: vers. 12 6-17.

g 12. HISTORY AND LITERATURE OF THE EXPOSITION OF THE BOOK.

The history of the exposition of the book of Job, like that of the other Old Testament

writings, embraces three principal epochs or stages of development : I. The Ancient Church

and Mediaeval period, which was characterized by a one-sided Messianic allegorical interpre

tation of the book, and by the dependence of commentators (who were almost altogether

ignorant of Hebrew) on the authority of the Septuagint and Vulgate.* II. The age of the

Reformation, and that immediately following (down to the middle of the 18th Cent.). The

commentators of this period, particularly of the evangelical school, by virtue of their inde

pendent knowledge of Hebrew, and their more free apprehension of the book as an organic

living whole, advanced beyond the stand-point of the former age. They did not really suc

ceed, however, in releasing themselves from the fetters of an unhistorical dogmatism, and of

a lifeless scholasticism, indulging in abstract summaries, but unable to rise to an independent
view of the successive stages in the Old Testament history of redemption. III. The modern

age of scientific criticism, beginning with the middle of the last century. During this period
the knowledge of the languages and of the whole civilization of the East has been continu

ally increasing in extent and exactness, and has been accompanied on the one side by a

more rigid and pure historical perception, on the other by an appreciation, as complete and

correct as possible, of the profound theological contents of our book, and thus by an appre
hension of its divine-human contents and character as a whole. The first of these periods,

the principal achievements of which are represented by the names of the Church Fathers

Origen and Gregory the Great, embraces also that group of Jewish Rabbinical commentators,
who appear as the forerunners of the more advanced linguistic culture and exegesis of the

Reformation, such as Rashi, A ben Ezra, Nachmanides, Levi ben Gerson, and the converted

Nicolas de Lyra. During the second epoch, which has for its most meritorious representa
tives Joh. Brentius, Seb. Schmidt, Mercier and Cocceius, the standpoint of the modern period
is heralded by Le Clerc and Alb. Schultens, in the case of the former by his free critical

method, in the case of the latter by his application to the business of exposition of a compre
hensive knowledge of the Shemitic languages. In the last, or third epoch we distinguish a

period of rationalistic shallowness of exegesis (joined to a defective estimate of the book in

accordance with the standard of an exaggerated orientalism, or of a sentimental humanism),
and a period during which exegesis has acquired greater depth in the direction of a scrip

tural theology, and greater critical purity. The former period, extending from 1750-1820,
is characterized by such expositors as Moldenhauer; the younger Schultens, Stuhluaann,

Scharer, Roaeumuller; the latter period, to which Umbreit, Koster and Ewald form the

transition, has representatives of pre-eminent ability, and distinguished for solid achieve-

* In respect to the low valne of the Alexandrian version of the hook of Joh see Delitzsch (Commy. I., p. 35): &quot;It is

just the Greek translation of th bo k of Job which suffers most seriously from the flaws which in general affect the Sep-

tuagiut. Whole verses are omitted, others are removed from their original places, and the omissions are filled up by apoc

ryphal additions.&quot; See morn fully the work of G. Bickell : De indole ac ratinne version Alexandrine in interprelando librc

Jobi, Marburgi, 1863; also the Dissertations of Krause and Krt-hl, m*ntione&amp;lt;l below in the &quot;Monographic Literature,&quot; a.

In rei-pect to the Latin versions of Job current ia the Ancient Church, viz. the Itala before Jerome, the Itala as revised by
Jerome after the Hcxplar t -xt of Origen, and Jerome s translation in the Vulaate, rendered independently from t-ie ori

ginal fc-xt sen D-litzs h, I. c., and my book on Jerome, p. 181 seq. In respect to the Syrian translation of Job in the

Peshito, made from the original text, and also in respect to the liter version of the sime after the Hexapla text by Paul of

Tela, about 620, comp. Delitzsch (I., p. 36), Middeldorpf : Ourx hejcaplares in Jubum, 1817
;
also the last edition of the Syro-

Hexaplar version, 1834-35.
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merits, in Hirzel, Vaihinger, Hahn, Schlottmann, Delitzsch and Dillmann, as also iu the

English writers Lee, Carey and A. B. Davidson.

THE LITERATURE OF THE SUBJECT IN DETAIL,
i. PERIOD: ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL.

A. Christian Commentators. Greek Fathers, including specially Origen, Gregory of

Nyssa, Olympiodorus (deacon of Alexandria about A. D. 600), etc., in all 22, whose writings
are collected together in Catena Grcec. Patrum in I. Job, coflectore Niceta, grxce ed. et lat. vers.

op. et stud. Patricii Junii, Lond. 1637, foL Syrian Fathers, especially Ephraem ; comp.
Froriep: Ephraemiana in libr. Jobi, 1769, 4. Latin Fathers : Augustine: Annotationes in I.

Job (Opp. ed. Bened. Par. 1679 seq. T. III.); Gregory the Great: Expositio in beat. Job, s.

Moralium I. I. XXXV.
;
Pseudo-Jerome (Philippus?) : Expositio Interlinearis libri Job, and

Commentariolum in Job (the Expositio preserved in four different recensions, one of the latest

of which was supervised probably by the venerable Bede, found in Vallarsi, Opp. B. Hieron.

Ed. 2, T. III., Append, p. 895 seq. ;
the Commentariolum in the same work, T. V., App. p.

1013 seq. ; (comp. Bedae Opp. ed. Basil. 3, col. 602 s.) ;
Albertus Magnus : Postillse super Job

(not printed as yet) : Thomas Aquinas : Expositio aurea in I. Job, T. XV., Opp. (ed. Paris,

1660), Nicolas de Lyra (Lyranus) in the Postillce in universa Biblia (written 1292-1330), first

printed at Rome 1471, 5 voll. fol.; Gregory Barhebrseus : Scholia in libr. Jobi (ed. G. H.

Bernstein, Vratislav. 1858, fol.).

B. Jewish Commentators. R. Saadia Gaon (about 920), an Arabic translation with

comments, contained in Isr. Schwarz: Tikwath Enosh, i. e., Liber Jobi, Tom. II. (Berol.,

1868); Rashi (R. Solomon Isaaki of Troyes, f 1105), who left behind him an unfinished

Comment, on Job, which his grandson, R. Samuel ben Mdr (Nashbam, f 1160) finished;

Aben Ezra, of Toledo (f about 1170) wrote in Rome towards the end of his life a Commy. on

Job, which may be found in the larger Rabbinical commentaries
;
where may also be found

the commentaries of Moses ben Nachman, or Nachmanides (Ramban, born atGerona, 1194) ;

of Leyi b. Gerson, or Gersonides (Ralbag, born at Bagnols, 1288), and of Abraham Farisol

of Avignon, which, particularly the first two, follow a strongly indicated philosophical bias.

Compilations in the nature of catenae have proceeded from R. Shimeon ha Darshan (the

Yalkut Skimeoni, including all the books of the Old Testament), R. Machir b. Todros
(
Yal-

kut Mechiri, embracing the three poetic books Tehillim, Mishle, and Job), R. Menahem b.

Cheibo, R. Joseph Kara, and R. Parchon. The catenae of the last-named three have not as

yet been published. Much pertaining to the subject is contained in the work of Israel

Schwarz, already mentioned, Tikwath Enosh, the first part of which contains, besides a criti

cal revision of the Masoretic text, with a new German metrical translation, two further divi

sions, to wit: (1) Mekor Israel, i. e., omnes de Ijobi explicationes et deductiones quce in

utroque Talmude Midraschiisque libris et Soharo inveniuntur ; (2) Commenlarios a R. Jesaia

de Trani, R. Moses, et R. Joseph Kimchi, et R. Serachia ben Isaac Barceloniensis. The

second part contains the Arabic translations of the book of Job by R. Saadia Gaon Alfajumi

and R. Moses Gekatilia in a Hebrew version, along with a Hebr. Commentary. Comp. also

the work which has just appeared : Translationes antiques Arabicce Libri Jobi quce supersunt,

ex apographo codicis musei Britannici nunc priinum edidit atque illustravit Wolf Guil. Frid.

Comes de Baudissin, Lips., 1870.

ii. PERIOD: THE REFORMATION AND THE AGE IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING (15171750).

A. Protestant Commentators. 1. Lutheran: Job. Brentius: Annotationes in Job. Halae

Suevor., 1546, and Opp. omn. Tubing., 1578, T. III., p. 1 seq. (the best and fullest of these

older Lutheran commentaries
; comp. Hartmann, Brenz, p. 129, 284) ; Hieronymus Weller :

Auslegung des Biichlein Hiob, T. II., Opp. Lips., 1703 (embracing only the first twelve chap

ters, but thoroughly learned and edifying comp. Nobbe : D. Hieron. Weller von Molsdorf,

der Freund und Schuler Luther s, Leipzig, 1870) ;
Victorin Strigel, Liber Jobi ad Ebraicam

verilatem recognitus et arguments atque schohis illustratus, Lips. 1566, 1571; Abrah. Ca ov.:

Biblia, V. et N. Testamenti illustrata, Francof. 1672 seq., Tom. II.; -Sebast. Schmid : Com-
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mentar in Job, Argentor, 1670, 1705, 2 vols.; Job. Heinr. Michaelis : Uberiores annolationet

in Hagiographos V. T. libros, Hal. 1720, T. L Korttim : Das Buck Hiob ubers. mitAnmerk.,

Leipzig, 1708.

2. Reformed : Job. (Ecolampadius : Exegemata in Job el Danielem, Basil. 1532, and

often ;
Mart. Bucer : Commentar. in libr. Job, Argentor. 1528, fol.; Huldrich ZwingU: Rand

glossen zu Job (in the Greek Aldine of 1518, annotated throughout by him, edited by Andr.

v. Asola) ;
Job. Calvin : Condones super L Job, Genev. 1569, fol.; also in Opp. Calvini,

Amst. 1671 seq. ;
Job. le Mercier (Mercerus) : Comment, in Job, Proverb, Eccles., Cantic.,

1573, fol.; Jo. Drusius : Scholia in L Job, Amst. 1636
;

Jo. Piscator : Commentar. in univ.

Biblia, 4 Voll. f., Herborn, 1643 seq.; Hugo Grotius: Annotations in V. T., Par. 1644, fol.;

Jo. Cocceius : Camment. in 1. Job, in Opp. Vol. I., Amst. 1675
;

Jo. Clericus [Le Clerc] :

Comm. in Hagiographos V. T. libros, Amst. 1731, fol.; Alb. Schultens: Animadversiones phi-

lologicce in Job, etc., Traj. ad Rhen. 1708 (also in Opp. min. Ludg. Bat. 1769) ; by the same

author : Liber Jobi c. nova vers. et comm. perpetuo, Lugd. Bat. 1737, 2 Voll. 4to (comp. the

abridgment of it A. Schultens Comm. in Job in compend. redeg., etc., G. J. L. Vogel, T. I. r

II., Hal. 1773, 74) ;
Dav. Renat. Bouillier : Observations miscellanece in libr. Job, quibus

versionibus et interpretibus passim epicrisis instituitur, etc., Amst. 1758.

B. Catholic Commentators. Job. Maldonatus, S. J. (f 1583) : Commentarii in prcecipuos

S. Scriptural libros Vet. Teatamenti, Paris, 1643 fol.; Gasp. Sanctius, S. J. (f 1626) : In I. Job

Commentarii c.paraphr. Lugd. Bat. 1625, fol.; Joacb. de Pineda (S. J., f 1637) : Commenta-

riorum in 1. Job libri XIII., 2 Voll., Madr. 1597, 1601, f.; Balthas. Corderius, S. J. (f 1650) :

Jobus elucidatus, Antverp. 1646, 56, f; Antonio de Escobar, S. J. (f 1669) : Commentaries

in Biblia, Tom. IV.; Bolducius (Bolduc. Capuchin) ;
Commentar in Job., 2 Voll., Paris, 1631,

1638; Fr. Vavassor, S. J. (f 1681) : Jobus commentario et metaphrasi illustrates, Paris, 1679;

Augustin Calmet : Commentaire litteral sur tous les livres de I ancien et nouveau Testament,

Paris, 1707 sqq., 22 Voll., 4to. (Lat. Ed. by Dom. Mansi, Lucca, 1730 seq.).

III. THE MODERN PERIOD SINCE 1750.

1. The period during which rationalism prevailed (1750 1820).* Goele: Observationes

miscellanece in lib. Job, Amstel. 1758; Job. Fr. Bardt: Paraphrast Erklarung des B. Hiob., 2

Parts, Leipzig, 1764; J. J. Baur : Animadversiones ad qucedam loca Jobi, Tubing. 1781
;

Eck-

ermann : Versuch einer neuen poetischen Uebersetzung des B. Hiob, etc., Liibeck, 1778
;

Sander :

Das Buch Hiob Erkldrt, Leipzig, 1780
;

Moldenhauer : D. B. Hiob ubersetzt und erkldrt, 2

Parts, Leipzig, 1780, 1781
;

J. D. Datbe : Job, Proverb, Salom, Eccl., Cantic. Cant. lot. versi

notisque phil&amp;gt;l.
et criticis illustr., Hal. Sax. 1789; J. Chr. F. Schulz: Scholia in V. Test.,

(Tom. VI., ed. G. Lor. Bauer), Norimb. 1796; H. A. Scbultens and H. Muntingbe: Das
Buch Hiob ubersetzt und erkldrt. Aus den Holldndischtn mit Zusatzen und Anmerkungen J.

P. Berg s von K. F. Weidenbach, Leipzig, 1797
;
C. Rosenmuller : Scholia in Vet. Test., Tom.

V., Jobus, lot. vert, etperpet. annotat. instr., Lips. 1806; ed. 2, 1824; f Theod. Dereser in

Dom. v. Brentano s Bibelwerk : Die heilige Schrift des Alien Testaments, Frankfurt a. M. 1797

seq. ; Stuhlmann : Hiob, Hamb. 1804
;

J. R. Scbarer : Das B. Hiob ubersetzt und erkldrt,
2 Thle. Bern, 1818

; W. MOssler : Das Buch Hiob erkldrt, Neustadt, 1823
;

E. G. A. Bockel :

Das B. Hiob, fur gebildete Leser bearbeitet, Berl. 1821
;
2 umgearb. Auftage 1830

;
L. F. Mels-

heimer : Das B. Hiob aus dem Hebr. metrisch ubersetzt und durch kurze, philologische Anmerk.

erlautert, Mannheim, 1823.

2. The period of a more profound perception of the history of redemption and of theolo

gical truth (18201870).
K. Umbreit : Das Buch Hiob : Uebersetzung und Auslegung, nebst Einleitung uber Geist,

Form, und Verfasser des Buchs. Heidelb. 1824, 2d ed., 1832
;

F. B. Koster : Das Buch Hiob
und der Prediger Salomonis nach ihrer strophischen Anordnung ubersetzt, Schleswig, 1831

;

H. Ewald: Die poetischen Bucher des Alien Bundes, 3 Theil. 1836
;
2d Ed. (Die Dichter det

Allen Bundes) 1854
;

L. Hirzel : Hiob in the Kurzgefasstes exeget. Hanb. zum Alien Test.,

* The works indicated by a f proceed from Catholic, those by a * from Jewish, all the rest from evangelical com.
mentatora.
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1839 ;
2d Ed. by Just. Olshausen, 1852 ;-J. G. Stickel : Das Buck Hiob rhythmisch gegliedert

und ubersetzt, mit exeget. und krii. Bemerkungen, Leipzig, 1842
;

J. G. Vaihinger : Das Buck
Hiob, der Urschrift gemdss melrisch ubersetzt und erldutert, Stuttgart, 1842; 2d Ed. 1856; A.
Heiligstedt : Commentarius gramm. hist. crit. in Job (as Vol. IV., Part I. of Maurer s Com
ment.) Leipzig, 1847

; |B. Welte: Das Buck Hiob ubersetzt und erkldrt, Frieib. i. Breisg.,
1849; H. A. Hahn

; Kommentar uber das Buck Hiob, Berlin, 1850; Ed. Isid. Magnus;
Philolog.-historischer Kommentar zum Buck Hiob, 2 Parts, Halle, 1850 ; Konst. Schlottmann :

D. B. Hiob verdeutscht und erldutert, Berlin, 1851; A. Ebrard: Das Buck Hiob als poetisches
Kunstwerk (infunffussigen jamben] ubersetzt und erldutert, Landau, 1858; Franz Delitzsch:
Bibl. Kommentar uber diepoetische Bucher des Allen Testaments, 2d Vol. Das Buch Hiob; mit

Beitrdgen von Prof. Fleischer und Konsul Wetzstein, Leipzig, 1864
; [translated into English

by Rev. F. Bolton, B. A., and published in Clark s Foreign Theol. Library, 2 Vols., Edinb.,

1869] ;
Ad. Kamphausen, in Bunsen s Bibelwerk, Div. I. Vol. III., Part 3, 1865

; Fr. B6M&amp;gt;

cher : Neue exeget. kritische Aekrenlese zum Alien Testament, edited by Muhlau, Vol. III.,

1865 (comp. the Exeget.-krit. Aehrenlese, 1849); G. H. G. Jahr: Die poet, werke der alien

Hebrder in neuberichtigter metrischer Uebersetzung. Ein literarisches Lesebuch fur Gebildete,
Vol. II., Part I : Das Buch Hiob, etc., Neuwied, 1865

;
A. Dillmann : Hiob, for the 3d Ed.

of the Kurzgef. exeget. Handb. zum Alien Test, nach Hirzel und Olshausen neu bearbeitet, Leip
zig, 1869; E. W. Hengstenberg : Das Buch Hiob erldutert (Opus posthumum), Berlin, 1870-

71. [Adalbert Merx : Das Oedicht von Hiob : Hebrdischer Text, kritisch bearbeitet und uber

setzt, nebst sach licher und kritischer Einleitung, Jena. 1871].

English commentaries : Sam. Lee : The book of the Patriarch Job, London, 1837
; C. P.

Carey : The book of Job translated, explained, and illustrated, London, 1858
;
A Barnes :

Notes, critical, illustrative, and practical, on the book of Job, 2 Vols., New York, 1852 ; A. B.

Davidson: A Commentary, grammatical and exegetical, on the book of Job, Lond. and Edinb.,
1862

; [R. Humfry ;
The conflict of Job ;

a paraphrase, etc., 1607
;
Geo. Abbott: Exposition of

the Book of Job, London, 1640
; Joseph Caryl : Exposition, with practical observations on the

Book of Job, London, 1648-66
;

E. Leigh : Annotations on Job, London, 1657 ; J. F. Sen-

nault:^ paraphrase on the book of Job, London, 1648; James Durham: Exposition of the

book of Job, 1659
;

Geo. Hutcheson : An exposition upon Job, being the sum of 316 lectures,

Lond., 1669
;

R. Blackmore : A paraphrase on the book of Job, London, 1700 ;
Z. Isham :

Divine Philosophy ; containing the books of Job, Proverbs and Wisdom, with explanatory notes,

London, 1706; T. Fenton: Annotations on the book of Job, and the Psalms, London, 1732;

S. Wesley: Dissertationes in librum Jobi, London, 1736; R. Grey: Liber Jobi in versiculos

metrice divisus, cum vers. Lot. A. Schult., etc., London, 1742
;

L. Chappelow : A commentary
on the Book of Job, in which is inserted the Heb. text and English translation, with a Paraphrase,

etc., Cambridge, 1752
;

T. Heath : An essay towards a new English version of the Book of Job,

from the original Hebrew, with a commentary, etc.; Thomas Scott : The Book of Job in English

verse, translated from the original Hebrew, with remarks, historical, critical and explanatory,

London, 1771 ;
C. Garden : An improved version attempted of the Book of Job, with a prelimi

nary dissertation and notes, critical and explanatory, London, 1796
;

Stock (Bp.) : The Book

of Job metrically arranged according to the Masora, and newly translated into English ; with

notes, critical and explanatory, Bath, 1805
;

Elizabeth Smith : The Book of Job, translated

from the Hebrew, with a preface and annotations, by F. Randolph, D. D., London, 1870
;

J.

M. Good : The Book of Job, literally translated, etc., with notes critical and illustrative, and an

introductory dissertation, London, 1812; John Fry: A new translation and exposition of the

very ancient Book of Job, with notes explanatory and philological, London, 1827 ;
G. R. Noyes :

A new translation of the Book of Job, with an Introduction and Notes, etc., Cambridge, 1827, 2d

Ed., Boston, 1838; T. Wemyss : Job, and his Times, or a picture of the patriarchal age, etc.,

and a New Version, accompanied with Notes and Dissertations, London, 1839 ;
A. Tattam :

Book of Job the Just in Coptic, with an English translation, 1846; A. Jenour: Translation of

the Book of Job, Lond., 1841
;

T. J. Conant: The Book of Job, the common Eng. Vers., the

Heb. text, and the revised version of the Amer. Bib. Union, wifh an Introduction and philologi

cal Notes, New York, 1857
;

Chr. Wordsworth : The Book of Job, with Notes and Introduction,
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London, 1867, being Vol. IV. of The Holy Bible, with notes, etc.; J. M. Eodwell : The Book

of Job translatedfrom the Hebrew, London, 1 864
;

H. H. Bernard : The Book of Job, edited

by F. Chance, Vol. I., London, 1864;
* A. Elzas: The Book of Job, translated, etc., with an

Introd. and Notes, etc., London, 1872
;

also the commy. of Canon Cook in the Bible (or

Speaker s Commentary], New York, 1874].

French Commentaries : Ernest Benan : Le livre de Job, traduit de I Hebreu, avec une

Etude, etc., Paris, 1859.*

Jewish Commentaries :
* Arnheim : Das Buck Hiob, 1836 ;

* J. Wolfsohn, Das Buck

Hiob, 1843; *Mor. Lowenthal : Hiob, Praktische Philosophic 0(fer Darstellung der im Buch

Hiob obwaltenden Ideen, nebst Uebersetzung und Kommentar, Frankfurt a. M. 1846
; Isr.

Schwarz : Tikwath Enosh see above I., B.

Expositions for practical edification : The Bibelwerke of Starcke, Joachim Lange,

of Berleburg, of Fischer and Wohlfarth, O. v. Gerlach, Dachsel, [to which add here the

English general commentaries of Patrick, Scott, Henry, Gill, Clarke, etc.], the Calwer Hand-

buck for the exposition of the Bible; the translations (with brief expository notes) of Bockel

(see above), Gerh. Lange (1831), Justi (1840), Haupt (1847), Hosse (1849), Spiess (1852),

Hayd (1859), Berkholz (1859), Jahr (see above), and others. Also J. Diedrich: Das Buch

Job kurz erkldrtfur heilsbegierige aufmerksame Bibelleser, 1858; F. W. 8. Schwarz: Das B.

Hiob, ein Kreuz und Trost-Buch, Bremen, 1868, Herm. Victor Andrea : Hiob. Klassisches

Gedicht der Hebraer. Aus dem Grundtext nen ubersetzt uud mit Anmerkungen zum tieferen

Verstdndniss versehen, Barmen, 1870. Comp. also the Essay of A. F. C. Vilmar (in his Pas-

toral.-theolog. Bldttern, 1866, Vol. XL, p. 57 seq.) : Wie soil das Buch Hiob praktisch-erbaulich
behandelt werden ? [To the general English commentaries mentioned above may be added

here, for practical uses, the particular commentaries of Caryl (of which besides the larger

work, which is rare, there is an abridgement published in Edinb., 1836), Barnes and Words

worth, mentioned above. Also the following : Francis Queries : Job militant, with medita

tions, divine and moral, 1624; A. B. Evans: Lectures on the Book of Job, London, 1856;
W. H. Green: The Book of Job, New York, 1874].

MONOGRAPHS.

a. Introductory and Critical Fr. Spanheim : Historia Jobi. sive de obscur. hist, com-

mentat., Lugd. Bat. 1672
;

C. Zeyss : Exegetische Einleitung in Hiob, edited by J. Rambach,
Zullich, 1831; Garnett: A dissertation on the Book of Job, etc., ed. 2, 1751;-Stuss: De
Epopceia Jobxa commentt. III., Goth. 1753

; Lichtenstein : Num lib. Job cum Odyssea Ho-
meri comparari possit f Helmst. 1773

;
D. Ilgen : Jobi antiquissimi carminis Hebr. natura

t virtus, Lips. 1789; J. Bellermann: Ueber den kunstvollen Plan im Buch Hiob, 1813;
Bernstein : Ueber das Alter, den Inhalt, den Zweck und die gegenwdrtige Beschaffenheit des

B.Hiob, in Keil and Tzschirner s Analekten, etc., I. 3, 1813; J. F. Krause: Lectionum ver-

sionis Alexandrince Jobi nondum satis examinaturam specimen, Regiomont. 1811
;

Krehl :

Observations ad interprets Graecos et Latinos vet. libr. Job, I., Lips. 1834; M. Sachs; Zur
Charakteristik und Erlauierung des Buches Job, in Theol. Studd. und KritL, 1834, IV.; A.
Knobel: De carminis Jobi argumento, fine, ac dispositione, 1835; *Dav. Friedlander: Ueber
die Idee des B. Hiob, und die Zdt der Abfussung desselben, 1845

; W. Gleiss : Beitrdge zur
Kritik des Baches Hiob, 1845; H. Hupfeld: Commentatio in quosdam Jobeidos locos, 1853
(also in the Deut. Zeilschriftfur chrM. Wissensch., etc., 1850, No. 35 seq.) ; Hengstenberg:
Das Buch Hiob, ein Vortrag., 1856

; G. Baur : Das Buch Hiob und Dante s gottl Kombdie,
eine Parallele in St^dd. und KriLt. 1856, III. ; Schneider: Neueste Studien uber das B. Hiob,
in the Deutsche Zeitschr.f. chrisll. Wissensch., etc., 1859, No. 27 seq.; Fries: Ueber den
grundlegenden Theil des Buches Hiob, in the Jahrbucher fur deutsche Theol, 1859, IV.;
tabiger: De libri Jobi sententia primari, Vratisl. 1860

; Simson : Zur Kritik das B. Hiob,
1861

; Seinecke : Der Grundgedanke ds* Buches Hiob, 1863 ; Herm. Schulz: Zu den kirch-
hchen Fragen der Gegenwart, No. 3 : Das Buch Hiob in seiner Bedeutung fur unsre Zeit,

VXHDP. the sharp criticism of this work by the Abbe Crelier: I* livre de Job vengt de, interpretation,* fans** et impie,4e M. Ernett Kenan, Paris, 1860.
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Frankfurt, 1869
;

E. Reuss : Das Buck Hiob, tin Vbrtrag., Strassburg, 1869
; W. Volck :

De summa carminis Jobi senlentia, Dorpat, 1870; B. Schmitz: Der Ideengang des B. Hiob

(Orei/swalder Gymnasial-programm), 1870.

b. Exegetical. Abr. Hinckelmann : Jobi theologia evangelica, Hamb. 1687
;

J. W.
Baier: Systema mundi Jobseum (ex. cap. 26), 1707; J. W. Baier: Behemoth et Leviathan ex

Job XL., XLL, etc., Altdorf, 1708; Erlduterung einiger Stetten des Hiob, Herborn, 1713;
T. Hasaus : De Leviathan Jobi et Jonx, Bremen, 1723

;
C. Scheuchzer : Jobi Physica Sacra,

oder Hiobs Naturwissenschaft verglichen mit der heutigen, Zurich, 1721
;

Winter : De Behe

moth, Havn. 1722
;

J. J. Reiske : Conjectural in Jobum et Proverbia, Lips. 1779
;

K. C. R.

Eckermann : Animadversiones in librum Job, Lubec. 1779
; Exegetische und kritische Ver-

suche uber die schwersten Stetten des B. Hiob. I. 1, Leipzig, 1801
;

J. H. F. v. Autenrieth :

Ueber das Buch Hiob, Tubingen, 1823
; T. Fockens : Pulchra Jobeidos loca commentata.

Anistel. 1844
;

C. W. G. Kostlin : De immortalitatis spe, quae in I. Jobi apparere dicilur,

1846; F. Bottcher: ^Ehrenleseund Neue ^Ehrenlese (see above); R. Riietschi : Exegetische

Bemerkungen Zum Buch Hiob, mit bes. Rucksicht auf Delitzsch Kummentar, in Studd. und

Kritt. 1867, I. For the special literature on ch. xix. 25 27 (the passage respecting the Goel)

see below in the history of the exposition of this section (Doctrinal and Ethical Remarks on

ch. xix., No. 1). [The more important English monographs, articles dissertations, etc., on

the book and its contents are the following : John Campbell: Of the history of Job, reflections

on the philosophy and religion of those times, etc., in Hist, of the Bible, I. 145
;
Wm. Warbur-

ton (Bp.): The Divine Legation of Moses demonstrated, Book VI., Sect. II.; in Works Vol.

V., London, 1811; W. Magee (Abp )
: Discourses and Dissertations on the Scriptural Doc

trine of Atonement and Sacrifice, 1801, and Philad. 1825
;

W. Hodges: Elihu; or an Inquiry

into the principal scope and design of the Book of Job; London, 1750; C. Costard: Some

Observations tending to illustrate the Book of Job, and particularly Job xix. 25, London, 1747;

C. Peters: A critical dissertation on the Book of Job (chiefly in reply to Warburton), Lon

don, 1757; J Garnett: A dissertation on the Book of Job, etc., London, 1749; G Cruly :

The Book of Job, Edinb. 1863; R. Lowth (Bp.): Lectures on Beb. Poetry (Lect. XXXII

XXXIV.) ;
Isaac Taylor : Spirit of Hebrew Poetry, New York, 1861

;
Home s Introduction

to the Holy Scriptures (4 Vols., Lond. 1863), Vol. II., p. 666 seq.; J. G. Palfrey : Lectures on

the Jewish Scriptures and Antiquities, Vol. IV., p. 217 seq., Boston, 1852
;

Kitto s Biblical

Cyclopaedia, Art.
&quot; Job &quot;

by Hengstenberg ;
Smith s Bib. Dictionary, Hackett & Abbott s

Ed. Art. &quot;Job&quot; by Canon Cook
;

McClintock & Strong s Cyclopaedia, Art. &quot;Job;&quot;
Kitto s

Daily Bib. Illustr. Evening 1
;
Home s Introduction to the Holy Scriptures, Vol. II., p. 666

seq., London, 1863; G. Croly : The Book of Job, Edinb. 1863; Princeton Review, Vol.

XXIX., p. 281 seq. ;
J. A. Froude : The Book of Job, in Short Studies on Great Subjects ;

reprinted from Westminster Review, 1853
; Spirituality of the Book of Job, as exhibited in a

Commy. on chap, xiv., etc.; Art. by T. Lewis in Bib. Sacra, Vol. VI., p. 265 seq.; E. P. Bar-

rowes: Interpretation of Job xxviii. in Bib. Sac., Vol. X., p. 264 seq.; Hirzel s Introduction,

translated in Bib. Sac. VII. 383 ; Vaihinger s Art. on The Date of (he Book of Job, from the

Stud. u. Krit., reprinted in Bibl. Repository, Third Series, Vol. III., p. 174; G. B. Bacon:

The Gospel according to Job, in New Englander) Vol. XXI., p. 764 seq.]





THE BOOK OF JOB.

CHAPS. I. 1-22 II. 1-13.

1. Job s Character and Course of Life. (Chap. I. 1-15.)

1 There was a man in the land of Uz, whose name was Job ;
and that man was

2 perfect and upright, and one that feared God, and eschewed evil. And there were
3 born to him seven sons and three daughters. His substance also was seven thousand

sheep, and three thousand camels, and five hundred yoke of oxen, and five hundred
she asses, and a very great household

;
so that this man was the greatest of all the

4 men [sons] of the East. And his sons went and feasted in their houses, every one
his day [Now his sons were wont to hold a feast at the house of each one on his

(birth)-day], and [they] sent and called for their three sisters to eat and to drink
5 with them. And it was so, when the days of their feasting were gone about, that

Job sent and sanctified them [that he might make atonement for them, Z.], and
rose up early in the morning, and offered burnt offerings according to the number
of them all : for Job said, It may be that my sons have sinned, and cursed, [re

nounced, bid farewell to] God in their hearts ! Thus did Job continually.

2. The Divine Determination to try Job through Suffering,

a. The milder form of trial by taking away his possessions.

(CHAP. I. 6-22.)

6 Now there was a day [it came to pass on a day, or, on the day] when the sons

of God came to present themselves before the Lord [Jehovah], and Satan came also

7 among them. And the Lord said unto Satan, Whence comest thou ? Then Satan
answered the Lord, and said, From going to and fro in the earth, and from walking

8 up and down in it. And the Lord said unto Satan, Hast thou considered my ser

vant Job, that [for] there is none like him in the earth, a perfect and an upright
9 man, one that feareth God and escheweth evil ? Then Satan answered the Lord,
10 and said, Doth Job fear God for nought ? Hast thou not made an hedge about

him, and about his house, and about all that he hath on every side ? Thou hast

blessed the work of his hands, and his substance is increased [spread abroad] in

11 the land. But put forth Thine hand now, and touch all that he hath, and [verily]
12 he will curse Thee to Thy face. And the Lord said unto Satan, Behold, all that

he hath is in thy power [hand], only upon himself put not forth thine hand. So
Satan went forth from the presence of the Lord.

13 And there was a day [it came to
pass

on the day], when his sons and his daugh-
14 ters were eating and drinking wine in their eldest brother s house : and there came

a messenger unto Job, and said, The oxen were ploughing, and the [she] asses feed-

15 ing beside them: and the Sabeans fell upon them, and took them away; yea, they
have slain [smitten] the servants with the edge of the sword; and I only am escaped
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16 alone to tell thee. While he was yet speaking, there came also another, and said,

The fire of God is fallen from heaven, and hath burned up the sheep and the ser-

17 vants, and consumed them ;
and I only am escaped alone to tell thee. While he

was yet speaking there came also another, and said, The Chaldeans made out three

bands, and fell upon the camels, and have carried them away, yea, and slain the

servants with the edge of the sword : and I only am escaped alone to tell thee.

18 While he was yet speaking there came also another, and said, Thy sous and thy
19 daughters were eating and drinking wine in their eldest brother s house : and be

hold, there came a great wind from [beyond] the wilderness, and smote the four

corners of the house, and it fell upon the young men [people], and they are dead ;

and I only am escaped alone to tell thee.

20 Then Job arose, and rent his mantle, and shaved his head, and fell down upon
21 the ground, and worshipped, and said : Naked came I out of my mother s womb,

and naked shall I return thither : The Lord [Jehovah] gave, and the Lord [Jeho-

22 vah] hath taken away ;
blessed be the name of the Lord [Jehovah]. In all this

Job sinned not, nor charged God foolishly [nor uttered folly against God].

b. The severer trial, the loss of health.

(CHAP. II. 1-10).

1 Again there was a day [and it came to pass on a day (Z.), or : Now it was the

day] when the sons of God came to present themselves before the Lord and Satan
2 also came among them to present himself before the Lord. And the Lord said

unto Satan, From whence comest thou ? And Satan answered the Lord, and said,
3 From going to and fro in the earth, and from walking up and down in it. And

the Lord said unto Satan, Hast thou considered my servant Job, that [for] there

is none like him in the earth, a perfect and an upright man, one that feareth God
and escheweth evil ? and still he holdeth fast his integrity, although thou movedst

4 Me against him to destroy him without cause. And Satan answered the Lord and
5 said, Skin for skin, yea [and] all that a man hath will he give for his life. But

put forth Thine hand now, and touch his bone and his flesh, and he will curse Thee
6 to Thy face. And the Lord said unto Satan, Behold he is in thine hand

;
but

7 [only] spare his life. So Satan went forth from the presence of the Lord, and smote
8 Job with sore boils from the sole of his foot unto his crown. And he took him a
9 potsherd to scrape himself withal

;
and he sat down among the ashes. Then said

his wife unto him, Dost thou still retain thine integrity. Curse [renounce] God,
10 and die! But he said unto her, Thou speakest as one of the foolish women speak-

eth. What ! shall we receive good at the hand of God, and shall we not receive
evil ? In all this did not Job sin with his lips.

3. The Visit of the Friends and their Mute Sympathy as an Immediate Preparation for
the Action of the Poem.

VERS. 11-13.

11 Now when [or, Then] Job s three friends heard of all this evil that was come
upon him, [and] they came every one from his own place ; Eliphaz the Temanite,
and Bildad the Shuhite, and Zophar the Naamathite

; for [and] they had made
an appointment together to come [or : they met together by appointment] to mourn

12 with him, and to comfort him. And when they lifted up their eyes afar off, and
knew him not, they lifted up their voice and wept ;

and they rent every one
13 his mantle, and sprinkled dust upon their heads toward heaven. So they sat down

with him upon the ground seven days and seven nights, and none spake a word
unto him : for they saw that his grief [affliction] was very great.

words as in 2 Sam. xii. 1
; Esth. ii. 6. On the

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL. name 3VX see Introduction, \ ], and Note.

1. Job s character and course of life. Ch. i. 1-15. P# l .~l^?&amp;gt; Vulg. : in terra Hus
; LXX. : kv

Ver. 1. There was a man in the land of ^wpa f?? Avairifii. Comp. the more precise defi-
uz, whose name was Job. Literally, A man nition: fa rij Avairidt. 7rt roir ^ploif rfc I&w-
wasmthe land of Uz, etc.: the order of the naiag nal Apaptag (in the addition at the end of
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the book) which gives with general accuracy
the position of the country. For we are cer

tainly constrained to place it in the region lying
North-East of EdomUis towards the Arabian de
sert. We cannot identify it with any locality
within the land of the Edomites, nor with that

land itself, as some writers, ancient and modern,
have undertaken to do. For 1. In ver. 3 Job is

represented in general terms as belonging to the
D

.&quot;?p.
.?? the &quot;sons of the East,&quot; f. e., as a North

Arabian, an inhabitant of the Syro-Arabian de
sert which extends eastward from Transjordanic
Palestine to the Euphrates (comp. 1 Kings v.

10 [A. V.: iv. 30] Isai. xi. 14; Jerem. xlix. 28;
Ezek. xxv. 4). 2. The Sabeans and Chaldeans

are, according to vers. 15 and 17, neighbors,

dwelling in adjacent territory. 3. The h.laiTai

(AlaeiTai) mentioned by Ptolemy V., xix. 2, as

neighbors of Babylonia on the West, under the

Caucabenes, are assuredly none other than the

inhabitants of the country we are considering.
4. Jerem. xxv. 20 sq., clearly and definitely dis

tinguishes between Uz and Edom. The expres
sion in Lam. iv. 21,

&quot;

daughter of Edom, that

dwellest in the land of Uz,&quot; does not affirm the

identity of the two countries, but rather refers

to an expansion of the boundaries of Edom which
at some time took place, so as tp include the land

of Uz (comp. Nagelsbach on both the passages

cited). 6. In Gen. x. 23, Uz, the patriarchal
founder of the country, after whom it was named,

appears as the immediate descendant of Aram ;

in Gen. xxii. 21, as the son of Nahor, the bro

ther of Abraham; and in Gen. xxxvi. 28 as the

grand-son of Seir, the ancestor of thia Horite

aborigines of Idumea. None of these passages
in Genesis brings Uz into genealogical relation

to Edom, though they clearly make him appear
as geographically his neighbor. 6. Again ch.

ii. 11 of our book (Eliphaz the Temanite), also

ch. xxxii. 2 (Elihu the descendant of Buz
; comp.

Gen. xxii. 21, where the same Buz appears as

the son of Nahor and the brother of Uz) argue
for a relation of co-ordination between the coun
tries of Uz and Edom. 7. Josephus (Ant. I., 6,

4) names Qvaof, the son of Aram (Gen. x. 23) as

the founder of Trachonitis and Damascus. This

reference, resting as it does on a primitive tra

dition, contains an indirect contradiction of the

supposition that Uz was an Idumean province;
rather is the inference probable that at one time

it extended further North, as far as South-east

ern Syria. 8. The Syro-Arabian tradition of

the Middle Ages and of modern times fixes the

place where Job lived at a considerable distance

North, or North-East from Seir-Edom, to wit, in

the fruitful East-Hauranitic province el-Beth e-

nije (Nukra), which Abulfeda calls &quot;a part of

the territory of Damascus,&quot; and within which

at this day are pointed out a &quot; Place of Job &quot;

(Makam-Ejub) and a Monastery of Job (Dair-

Ejub), both situated south of Nawa on the road

leading north to Damascus (comp. Fries in the

Stud, und Kril., 1854, II. ;
and especially J. C.

Wetstein :
&quot; The Monastery of Job in Hauran,

and the Tradition of Job,&quot; in the Appendix to

Delitzsch s Commentary, II. 395 sq., Clark,

Edinb.). We are indeed scarcely to look for the

home of our hero so far North as these sacred

localities of the Christian-Mohamedan tradition

J9

concerning Job, or as the location favored by
the hypothesis of Bochart, Ilgen, J. H. Michaelis,

etc., which regards the valley al-Gutha situated

not far from Damascus, as the Uz of Scripture.
At the same time the considerations here pre
sented make it far more probable that it belonged
to the territory of East-Hauran (not necessarily
of Hauran in Palestine, or the eastern portion of

Manasseh), than that it was identical with any
locality in Edom South, or South-West from Pa
lestine.

[&quot;
The so-called universalism of tho

writer is apparent here. His hero is a stranger
to Judaism and the privileges of the peculiar

people, living in a foreign country. The author
saw that God was not confined to the Jew, but
was and must be everywhere the father of His

children, however imperfectly they attained to

the knowledge of Him ; he saw that the human
heart was the same, too, everywhere, that it

everywhere proposed to itself the same problems,
and rocked and tossed amidst the same uncer
tainties ;

that its intercourse with heaven was

alike, and alike awful in all places ; and away
down far in that great desert stretching into in

finite expanse, where men s hearts drew in from
the imposing silence, deep, still thoughts of God,
he lays the scene of his great poem. He knows,
Jew though he be, that there is something deeper
far than Judaism, or the mere outward forms of

any dispensation, that God and man are the

great facts, and the great problem their connec
tion.&quot; Davidson]. And that man was per
fect and upright, and one that feared God
and eschewed evil. These four attributes,

of which DP (literally integer, whole, complete)

here denotes moral integrity, and hence blame-

lessness, while &quot;\& denotes uprightness, right

eousness, are not simply co-ordinate, but &quot; the

first furnishes the foundation of the second, and

the last two conjointly of the first two,&quot; (Hahn).
For the fear of God and eschewing evil are ob

viously mentioned as the ground or source of

blamelessness and uprightness (comp. Prov. i.

7) ;
the religious characteristics serve to explain

the moral. The 1 before NT is thus explana

tory, and might, as in ver. 8 and chap. ii. 3,

be dispensed with. [Lee remarks well on DH

that it &quot; seems to be synonymous with the Greek

reAeioc, 1 Cor. ii. 6; xiv. 20, etc., and to signify

complete in every requisite of true religion, tho

roughly furnished unto all good works, rather

than perfect in the abstract ; and hence HOi/l

ch. ii. 3 is rather the exercise of true religion ,

than perfection or integrity in the abstract.&quot;

Delitzsch defines thus: &quot;Dfl, with the whole

heart disposed towards God and what is good,

and also well-disposed toward mankind
; *H^

in thought and action without deviation con

formed to that which is right, DTPX XV, fear

ing God. and consequently being actuated by the

fear of God which is the beginning (
. e., prin

ciple) of wisdom; JHD ID, keeping aloof from

evil, which is opposed to God.&quot; Ewald and Da

vidson cor-relate DP and DTlx XV, as de

scriptive of the inner qualities of a righteous
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man &quot;)ET and JHO ID as descriptive of his
TT T&quot; T

outer life].

Ver. 2. And there were born to him se

ven sons and three daughters. The de

scription of his piety is immediately followed by
that of his prosperity, showing first of all how
he prospered in his family, ho IT rich he was in

children. The high significance which attached

to this species of wealth and happiness, accord

ing to the Old Testament view, may be seen from

ch. xxi. 8, 11
;

xxix. 5, of our book, and also

Ps. cxxvii., cxxviii. The number of sons, it will

be observed, far exceeds that of daughters; this

being in accordance with the tendency, preva
lent alike in ancient and in modern times, to

magnify the importance of those by whom the

family life and name are perpetuated, and to re

gard that man as specially fortunate, who is

blessed with a preponderance of male descen

dants (comp. Prov. xvii. 6).
The number of

sons, moreover, and the number of daughters,
are sacred numbers of special symbolical signi

ficance, their sum likewise forming a sacred

number
;
and again, in the summary which fol

lows of the patriarch s possessions, we find the

same numbers recurring, as multiples of one

thousand. It has already been shown in the

Introduction, 8, near the beginning, how in

these unmistaktbly ideal numerals we recognize,

notwithstanding the prose form, the essentially

poetic character of the Prologue ;
and the same

is true of the Epilogue (see ch. xlii. 12, 13).
Ver. 3. His substance also was seven

thousand sheep and three thousand ca

mels, etc.
[&quot;

It is a large, princely house

hold.&quot; Del.]
&quot;

Although Job is not to be re

garded as a wandering Bedouin, but as a set

tled prince, or Emir (ch. i. 4, 18
; xxix. 7

;
xxxi.

32), who also engaged in agriculture (ch. i. 14
;

v. 23; xxxi. 8, 38 sq.), his wealth is neverthe

less, after the manner of those countries, esti

mated according to the extent of his flocks and
herds

(&quot;&quot;IJpIp), together with the servants thereto

appertaining.&quot; Dillm. Five hundred yoke
of oxen, and five hundred she asses. 1D,
a yoke, i. e., pair, oxen being worked in pairs in

tilling the land (ver. 14). Only the she asses

^are mentioned (comp. on the other hand Gen.
&quot;xii. 16; xxxii. 15), as forming the most valuable

part of this species of cattle property. In Syria
even yet they are far more numerously owned
than the males, and sold at three times the va
lue of the latter ;

and this not so much for the

milk as for breeding (comp. Wetzstein in De-
litzsch

;
also Rosenmiiller s Altes tend Neues Mor-

genland, III., 319). And a very great house
hold (very many servants). H3T T\12.t pre

cisely as in Gen. xxvi. 14, brought into connec
tion with wealth in cattle, which, as the more

important, is mentioned first. The Targ. takes

to be the same with mijy, 1 Chron. xxvii.T. T f
~.

20, meaning husbandry. This interpretation,
which the Septuagint seeks after its fashion to

combine with the common one (/cat inrqpeaia

fro/l/l^ &amp;lt;T0&amp;lt;5&amp;lt;5pa,

KO.I Ipya fieydTia rjv aircp em r^f

7w), is condemned by the analogy of the paral
lel passage in Gen. xxvi. 14, as well as by the

singular unanimity with which exegetical tradi

tion favors the signification we have given. So
that this man was the greatest of all the
sons of the East. [* Vav consec. imperf. sum

ming up the issue of the foregone: all which
made Job the greatest of the Orientals.&quot; David

son.] On DHp~ J3 see above on ver. 1, also In-

trod., \ 5. For vVtl in the sense of rich and

distinguished, see Gen. xxiv. 35
; xxvi. 13

; Ec-

cles. ii. 9.
[&quot;

The sons of the East are the in

habitants of the regions East of Palestine. Al

though elsewhere the term designates the

Arabians, who constitute the principal element
of t:ie population between Canaan and the Eu
phrates, here it cannot be referred specially to

them, for Job was not an Arabian, and Uz be

longed rather to the Aramaic race.&quot; Hengst.
Schlottmann calls attention to the fact that the
name &quot; Saracen &quot;

is Arabic for &quot; men of the

East.&quot; E.]
Vers. 4, 6 describe and illustrate Job s re

markable piety, presenting a single character
istic of the same, which at the same time pre

pares the way for a better understanding of the
narrative which follows. [These verses serve a

threefold use in the narrative : primarily, they
furnish the historical occasion for the terrible

calamities which follow ; incidentally, they con
tain a striking illustration of Job s tender and
conscientious piety ; and, finally, they present a

pleasing picture of patriarchal family life in its

affectionate harmony and joyousness. E.]
Ver. 4. Now his sons were wont to hold

a feast in the house of each one on his

birth-day. Lit. : &quot;And his sons went and
made a feast,&quot; etc. The verb &quot;

went&quot; here, as

the perf. consec. to/Hi shows, refers not to an

action which took place once, but to one which
was wont to recur at definite times*.

[&quot;

It does

not exhibit the whole religious expression of

Job s life, but only one remarkable custom in it;

hence being independent, vav has not the imperf.
consecutive, but the simple perf., expressing
here a single past action which the connection

shows to have been customary.&quot; DAV.] Since

nJWO denotes not the ordinary daily meal, but,

as the derivation from TMMff proves, a feast of

entertainment, a banquet attended with wine-

drinking (ver. 13), a cv^ocaov, convivium, it is

impossible to take 10V (Accus. tempor.) in the

sense of a daily recurrence of these meals, thus

assuming that every week the dinner passed
round in rotation to each of the seven brothers

(Hirzel, Oehler, Kamph., Del. [Hengstenberg,
Words.]). This would be a living in riot and

revelry, all the more unbecoming since by such
an arrangement the parents would be excluded

altogether from the family-circle, whereas the

sisters would be, contrary to Eastern custom,
the habitual companions of their brothers at tho

table. Evidently DV denotes a day marked by
special observance and feasting (comp. Hos. i. 11

;

ii. 15; vii. 5); whence it would seem to havo
been either some annual festival, of general ob

servance, such as the harvest festival, so widely
observed in antiquity, or the spring festival (so

Ewald, Vaih., Heil., Hahn, Dillm. [Dav.]) ;
or

else the birth-day festival of either one of the

seven brothers (Rosml., Umbr., Welte, Schlott.
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[Wem., Carey, Rod., Bar., Elz.]). The latter

seems to be most favored by ch. iii. 1, where DV
(as also in Hosea vii. 6) evidently stands in the
sense of birth-day (Gen. xl. 20) ; with this more
over stands in special harmony what we find in

vers. 13 and 18, to wit, that special prominence
is twice given to the circumstance that Job s ca
lamities came to pass on the day when his first
born son was lost; this very coincidence of those
ft arful visitations with the birth-day festival of

his first-born (the 1J1X JVB^O, the firstling of his

strength, comp. Gen. xlix. 3), constituting for the
unfortunate father a tragic climax of sorrow,
such as could not have befallen him had any
other festivity been the occasion which brought
the children together to undergo their common
doom. The opening words of the verse follow

ing are indeed cited against this view ; the fact,
it is alleged, that we find mentioned there a cycle
of days as &quot; the days of their feasting,&quot; and
that it was not until they were ended that Job

performed his purification, requires, on the as

sumption that these days were the birth-days of

the seven sons, that the cycle should be dis

tributed over the entire year, which would lead

us to the untenable conclusion that but one ex

piation was offered in the year, namely, at the
end of the last birth-day festival (comp. Dillm.).
But why this conclusion should be pronounced
untenable certainly does not appear. Moreover
there is nothing at all to prevent our supposing
that the birth-days of the seven sons, or indeed
of all the ten children, were not very far apart,

that, e. ff., they all fell within one half-year.
And then, over and above all, it would seem that

excessively fine-spun speculation as to the ques
tion how the author conceived the circulation or
the expiration (^PH) of the festal days must re

sult in some violence to the character of the nar

rative, which is not rigidly historical, but poetic
and ideal. For this reason we must reject
Schlottmann s endeavor to represent each of the

birth-day festivals mentioned in the account as

lasting several days, thus assuming that Job s

expiatory sacrifice was made at the close of

each such festival. This supposition would make
it necessary for us to read quite too much be

tween the lines, to say in ver. 4 that 1DV means
the first in each series of feast-days, while in

ver. 5, by nrU^Dn D are meant the several days
of each festival of days (with which, however,
the verb ^ PH, to go round, devolvi, does not

agree).

[Zockler s argument in favor of the birth-day
theory is ingenious and suggestive, but not alto

gether satisfactory. The account in the text is

so brief and general as to make absolute cer

tainty impossible. The impression, however,
which the narrative most naturally makes on the
reader is: (1) That the days of the feast fol

lowed each other in immediate succession
; in

other words, that the seven feasts were given on
seven successive days in the houses of the seven
brothers in regular order from the oldest to the

youngest ; and (2) that at the end of the week,
probably on the morning of the eighth day, Job s

sacrifice was offered. This is the simple and
natural deduction from the narrative as it, stands,

and it is not easy to harmonize with it the

theory that the feasts were held on a series of

birth-days, separate from each other by an in

terval, longer or shorter. The suggestion that
each birth-day feast lasted several days, and
that Job s sacrifice was offered at the end of
those days, is clearly shown by Z. to be unwar
ranted, and at variance with the statement con

veyed by the ^ PH. We are thus reduced either

to (a) the daily theory, advocated by Hirzel, etc. ;

or to (6) the theory of an annual festival (spring
or harvest, or both). But such an interminable
carousal as (a) would imply, is, as Z. shows,
highly improbable, and not to be assumed with
out the gravest necessity. In favor of (b), on
the contrary, maybe urged : (1) The prevalence
in antiquity of those simple season-festivals. (2)
The especial probability that such feasts would
be observed in a patriarchal community, like

Job s family, belonging, as it evidently does, to

the period of transition from a pastoral noma
dism to a settled agricultural life. (3) The cor

respondence between the number of Job s sons
and the seven days of the festival week. (4)
The absence of Job, which would be unnatural
if these were birth-day festivals, may be at least

more readily accounted for on such an occasion
of simple secular merry-making as, e. ff., a har
vest festival. (Schlottmann well remarks that
if the festival had been religious in its charac

ter, Job, as patriarchal priest, would have stood
more in the foreground).

Z. s remark that the double mention of the
fact that the fatal feast was held in the house
of the first-born, becomes doubly significant, if

the day were his birth-day, is certainly striking,
but of less weight than the other considerations

presented above. The specification of the place
of entertainment imparts greater reality to the

narrative ; the further specification of the house
of the first-born still further deepens the tragic

impression of the story, by suggesting that the

calamity struck the banqueters on the very first

day of their festivities. E.] And sent and
called for their three sisters to eat and to
drink with them. This invitation which was

always extended to the sisters (who, we are to

suppose, were living with their mother), is made
specially prominent as showing

&quot; the inner mu
tual relation which the father had established

among his children&quot; (HIRZEL). [&quot;
And they

used to send and invite an independent fact
;
the

author lifts it out of dependence to emphasize
it, for the purpose of showing the beautiful har

mony and affection of Job s family one to an

other, and the generous and free-hearted magni
ficence of the sons, and also the possibility of

the coming catastrophe which swept away .sons

and daughters at once. The father had no
relish for this kind of enjoyment; but no pee
vish dislike of it, or of those who had, being a

wise and liberal man, wishing the happiness of

all about him, and pleased to see them enjoy
themselves in their own, not his way, so only

they do it innocently and religiously. The sons

of Job seem to have had establishments of their

own, and the daughters lived apart with the

mother. On the irregularity of fern. r\2J7l? with

fern, noun, comp. Gen. vii. 13
;
Jer. xxxvi. 28
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(where the gend. are both right and wrong) ;

Zech. iii. 9.&quot; DAV.]
Ver. 6. And it was so, when the days

of their feasting were gone about, f. e.,

when the period through which their mutual

invitations ran, that which embraced their fre

quent birth-day festivals, had run its course

(TPH, comp. that which has been said above

against Schlott). [Good: &quot;And it came to

pass, as the days of such banquets returned,&quot;

etc., which is not only opposed to the plain mean

ing of the verb, but at variance with the obvious

design of Job s sacrifice, which was retrospec

tive, not anticipatory, offered for the sins which

he feared they had committed, not for those

which he feared they might commit. A similar

rotatory system of banquets is said to prevail
in China. &quot; They have their fraternities which

they call the brotherhood of the months ;
this

consists of months according to the number of

the days therein, and in a circle they go abroad

to eat at one another s houses by turns.&quot; Se-

medo s History of China, quoted by Burder,

Oriental Customs. E.] iint??n ET is to be

understood collectively,
&quot; the days of the ban

quets, of entertaining&quot; not as a strict singular,

of one feast distributed over several days.

That Job sent that he might atone for

them. He sent for them for this end ;
for the

efficacy of sacrifices of purification depended on

the presence of those in whose behalf they were

made. DEnj^l, literally:
&quot; and sanctified, con

secrated them,&quot; defining the object of

How the sanctification took place, we are told in

what follows. The term expresses not merely
the preparation for the expiation, the lustration

or washing preceding the sacrifice, as B,osmlr.,

Arnh., Hirz., Vaih., Heil., Dillm. affirm, on the

strength of passages like Ex. xix. 10
;
Josh. vii.

13 ;
1 Sam. xvi. 5. [Zockler seems to regard

the &quot;sanctification&quot; here as a part of the gene
ral rite of expiation which Job performed, and
thus as taking place at the same time. The
other theory, maintained by the majority of

commentators (including, in addition to those

named above, Hengst., Dav., Con.), is supported

by the following considerations :
&quot;

(1) The gene
ral usage of the verb BHp, the essential signifi

cation of which in its transitive forms is to dedi

cate, purify for holy service. See Ges. and
Fiirst s Lex. (2) The analogy of the Mosaic
and other rituals, in which preparatory rites of

purification are the rule. It is true that the au
thor of the book is careful to put himself and
his characters outside of the Mosaic system,*
and avoids even here, as we shall see below, any
identification of Job s sacrifices with the Mosaic.

Preparatory rites, lustrations, and the like, are

however common to all religions, and there is

no reason to suppose that the author would
shrink from introducing a feature of such gene
ral observance because it belongs to the Mosaic
ritual. It is in harmony with this that we find

(3) in Ex. xix. 10 the direct recognition of a pre

paratory rite of purification (the same word be-

* Delitzsch perhaps states it too strongly when he says :

&quot; he avoids even the slightest reference to anything Israel-

itish.&quot;

ing used there as here), before the Sinaitic code

had been given, whereby the prevalence of such

a rite in the pre-Mosaic period is clearly implied

(comp. Gen. xxxv. 21). (4) The order of terms

in the passage under consideration &quot;sent,&quot;

&quot;purified,&quot;
&quot;rose early,&quot;

&quot;offered&quot; certainly

agrees best with the supposition that on the

evening of the seventh day he sent and secured

the purification of his children, their prepara
tion for the solemn holocaust of the morrow, and
then rose early on the morning of the eighth

day, and in presence of his assembled children

consummated the sacrifice. Had only one sacri

ficial rite been designated, the natural order

would have been &quot;rose,&quot; &quot;sent,&quot; &quot;purified,&quot;

&quot;

offered.&quot; (5) The absolute use of nt^l makes
it exceedingly doubtful whether we can with Z.

render it: &quot;and he sent for them.&quot; At the same

time, as Z. admits, the impressiveness and effi

cacy of the sacrifice required that those for

whom it was made should be present. This

leaves us no alternative but to regard the sanc

tification and the offering as two distinct rites,

the former secured by Job s mandate in his ab

sence, the latter performed by him in person,
and in the presence of his children. When to

this we add the separation of the two verbs
&quot; sanctified

&quot; and &quot; offered
&quot;

by the verb &quot; rose

early,&quot;
the conclusion here reached seems irre

sistible. E.] And rose up early in the
morning, and offered burnt-offerings, ac
cording to the number of them all. The

comprehensive magnificence of the sacrifice

made it necessary that he should rise early.

[His rising early may also be taken as an indi

cation of his zeal, and of his earnest desire to

make the expiation as promptly as possible.
&quot;Job made his offering in the morning because
in the morning the feelings are most freely and
most strongly inclined toward religious contem

plation. The saying : Morgenstunde hat Gold im

Munde(the morning hour has gold in its mouth),
is true not only of work, but also of prayer.&quot;

HENGST. E.] DDBH perf. consec. as in ver.

4.
[&quot;PI /J^n refers not so much to bringing it

up to the raised altar, as to causing it to rise in

flame and smoke, causing to ascend to God who

is above.&quot; DEL ]. D?3 13DD, and accord

ing to the number of them all (accus. of nearer

definition, Ewald, g 300, c. [Green, \ 274, 2]).
Job, it will be observed, offered burnt-offerings,
not sin-offerings (so again in ch. xlii. 8). This
is quite in accordance with the pre-Mosaic pa
triarchal period, which, as all the historical re

ferences to sacrifices in the book of Genesis also

show, was not yet acquainted with the sin-offer

ing instituted later by Moses. [An indication

of the care and skill with which our author pre
serves the antique coloring of his narrative.

E.] Another genuinely patriarchal trait is

furnished in the fact that Job, in his character
as father, appears also in the character ol

priest of the household, offering its sacrifices.

Comp. Introduction, \ 2. For Job said: in the

first instance, naturally, to himself, or in prayer
to God

; but surely also in speech to others, as a
formal ptatement of his principles, and explana
tion of his course. It is a needless weakening
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^of
the &quot;IDN to explain with Ewalcl, Hahn, etc. :

&quot; for Job thought.&quot; It may be that my sons
have sinned, and renounced God in their
hearts

;
to wit, in the intoxication of their

abandonment to pleasure, in the wanton or pre
sumptuous spirit produced by their merry
making (comp. Prov. xx. 1; Isa. v. 11; xxviii.

7, etc.). Thus it is that Job gives utterance
here to that extraordinary earnestness and zeal

in fulfilling the Divine will, which leads him to

ascribe the highest importance to the avoidance,
or, when necessary, the expiation of all sins,
even of the heart and the thought. Comp. ch.

xxxi. 24, sq. ^p3, &quot;to bless, to salute,&quot; is also

used
(e. g., Gen. xlvii. 10; 1 Kings viii. 66) of

&quot;bidding farewell to&quot; [taking leave of], here,
however, still more definitely in a bad sense,

taking leave of one in a hostile spirit; dismiss

ing, renouncing. So also in ver. 11 and ch. ii.

6, 9. The word also admits of the signification
&quot;to curse&quot; (comp. Ps. x. 3 [?] ;

1 Kings xxi.

10) ; but most surely this is not the meaning
here, where sins of thought simply are referred
to. [The bifurcation of definitions, so that the
same word is used in a good and a bad sense, is

a well-known characteristic of the Hebrew in

common with other Semitic languages. Thus

&quot;IpH, grace, is used Pro. xiv. 34 in the sense of

disgrace. Or, the word in its radical significa
tion is a vox media, acquiring its ethical charac
ter from the specific application made of it, of

which we have a happy illustration in
}&quot;}3, pri

marily to kneel, and so to invoke
; hence to bless,

or to curse, according to the nature of the invo
cation. And still further: from the meaning to

invoke, comes to salute, which again may be to

salute with good-will, or with ill-will
;
in the

latter case (if at parting) to dismiss, warn off,

renounce. Compare the analogous uses of xa l
~

peiv and valere. Of the harsher definition, to

curse, it may be observed that: (1) We are not
restricted to it. The context does not absolutely

require it. We are justified both by usage and

analogy in adopting the milder definition, to

forsake, dismiss. (2) It is more natural to sup
pose that the children of Job, nurtured, as they
must have been, by so tender and conscientious

a father, should have been betrayed, during
their festivities, into a wanton thoughtlessness,
a pleasure-loving alienation from God, than into

positive blasphemy. (3) It is more natural to

assume that the pious patriarch would be ac

customed to fear the former, than the latter more
heinous evil, in the case of his children. Mark
the statement :

&quot; thus did Job continually.&quot; (4)
The qualifying predicate, &quot;in their hearts,&quot;

agrees better with the idea of forgetting, or for

saking God in feeling, than with that of blas

phemy. The latter would seek some overt ex

pression. (5) Job s loving and faithful solici

tude for the spiritual welfare of his children is

much more strikingly exhibited, if we regard it

as prompted by anxiety lest they should have
been guilty of even the most secret infidelity in

thought or disposition, than if we assume the

graver offence to be intended. Lee, following
Parkhurst, thinks that Job suspected his children

of a tendency to idolatry, and translates: &quot;It

may be my sons have sinned and blessed the

gods in their hearts.&quot; It is sufficient answer to

this to say that it violates the usus loquendi of

DTPX, and especially of D^rtvX ipSi in our book,

that we are not constrained to render the verb:
&quot;to bless,&quot; and that it is opposed to the internal

probabilities of the case. &quot; The only false reli

gion we know, from the internal evidence of the

poem itself, to have existed at this period, was
that of Sabiism, or the worship of the heavenly
bodies ; but there is nothing to render it even

probable that the sons of Job were attached to

this.&quot; GOOD. The author just quoted (Good)
seeks to avoid what he considers the difficulty
in the case by giving to the particle 1 here a

negative sense, under &quot;a philological canon,&quot;

which he lays down as follows : &quot;that the im

perfect negative may be employed alone in every
sentence compounded of two opposite proposi
tions, where it becomes the means of connecting
the one with the other, such propositions being
in a state of reciprocal negation ;

&quot; and he would
translate: &quot;

peradventure my sons may have

sinned, nor blessed God in their hearts.&quot; His
own illustrations, however, fail to establish his

choice, as in every instance the connective parti
cle has of itself a negative force, such as does
not belong to the 1. It is certainly inapplicable
to the simple structure of the. Hebrew. Men
in his recent, version violently and arbitrarily
assails the integrity of the text here and else

where, where the like expression occurs. In his

own text he substitutes / 7p for ipS. It is enough
to say of this change that, as appears from what
has been said above, the necessity for it is alto

gether imaginary, and that the sole authority
for it is the subjective non possumus of the critic.

E. &quot; Job is afraid lest his children may have
become somewhat unmindful of God during their

mirthful gatherings In Job s family, therefore,
there was an earnest desire for sanctification,
which was far from being satisfied with mere
outward propriety of conduct.&quot; DEL. &quot; It is

curious that the sin which the father s heart

dreaded in his children, was the sin to which he
himself was tempted, and into which he almost
fell. The case of his sons shows one kind of

temptation seduction ; and his own case the

other compulsion and hardship.&quot; DAV.]
Thus did Job continually. HB^ , was

wont to do. Comp. Ewald 136, c. [Green $ 263,

4]. D DTl S3, literally, &quot;all the days,&quot;
f. e.,

continually, always, so long as the particular
occasion continued, or so often as it occurred
anew. Comp. Deut. iv. 10

;
vi. 24

;
xi. 1

;
1

Sam. ii. 32.

[&quot;
Where now such piety was to be found, and

such conscientious solicitude to keep his whole
house free from sin, there we might expect,

judging after the manner of men, that pros
perity would abide permanently. This at least

we might expect from the stand-point of theory,
which regards the outward lot as an index of

the moral worth, which assumes piety and pros

perity to be inseparable and convertible concep
tions. But in Heaven it was otherwise decreed.&quot;

DILLMANN].
2. The Divine determination to try Job through
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suffering, a. The milder trial, the taking away
of his possessions, a. The preparatory scene

in heaven, vers. G-12.

[&quot;Against
human expectation and beyond

human conception the direst suffering overtakes

the pure, pious Job. Whence it came no be

liever could doubt ;
but why it came was for the

sufferer and his contemporaries a great and diffi

cult problem, with the solution of which they

grappled in vehement conflict. The reader of

the book would also have remained in entire

ignorance of the Divine decree, and would have
followed the labyrinthine sinuosities of the con

tending parties, not with superior discriminating

judgment, but with an uncomfortable uncer

tainty, if the poet had here simply related the

calamity into which the pious Job had been

plunged by God. It was therefore a correct

feeling which influenced the poet to indicate at

the outset to the reader the Divine grounds of

the decree, and thus to provide for him a pole-
star which would guide him through all the en

tanglement of the succeeding conflicts. This he
does by disclosing to us those events, occurring
in heaven, which led to the Divine decree con

cerning Job, the execution of which thereupon
follows. No less fine a conception of the poet
is the circumstance that the calamity which Job
must bear does not overwhelm him all at once,
but comes upon him in two visitations, lying
somewhat apart in time ; the first visitation de

prives him of the greatest part of his riches and
his children, the second plunges him into the

most fearful, and, at the same time, the most

hopeless [disease. Both visitations wound his

feelings in different ways, until on all sides they
are tried most thoroughly. Between the two is

an interval of rest, in which the stricken one
can collect his feelings, and set himself right be
fore God. And as in the second visitation his

suffering reaches its climax, so also does his
virtue.&quot; DILLMANN].

Ver. 6. Now it came to pass on a day.
Gesenius, Ewald, Dillmann, etc., would translate

DTP, &quot;the
day,&quot; or &quot;that

day,&quot; giving to the

article a retrospective construction. But this
favorite mode of expression is found at the be

ginning of a narrative even when it cannot be
considered to have any reference to what has

preceded, and where accordingly the translation
&quot;at the time specified&quot; is out of the question ;

e. ff., 2 Kings iv. 18. The article here, there

fore, is used &quot; because the narrator in thought
connects the day with the following occurrence,
and this frees it from absolute indefiniteness.&quot;

DEL.
[&quot;We

are justified by no analogy in ex

plaining the article as designating the definite

day to which that which follows belongs. Ewald
rightly explains the day as an indefinite

chronological link connecting what follows with
what precedes. So also 1 Sam. i. 4

; xiv. 1
; 2

Kings iv. 18. Compare iv EKKIVIJ rf/ r/nipa, Matt,
xiii. 1.&quot; SCHLOTT. Others (Dav., Bar., Con.)
explain it of the day appointed for the Divine
Court (Chald. : day of judgment at the new
year), which is not essentially different from the
view of Del. adopted by Zock. In any case it is

to be observed that D1TJ is not nominative, but

accusative of time. E.] When the sons of

God came to present themselves before
the Lord. These words describe the convening
of a heavenly assembly, of a celestial &quot;11D (ch.
xv. 8; comp. Jer. xxiii. 18

;
Ps. Ixxxix. 8). Com

pare the similar description in 1 Kings xxii. 19

so., also Isa. vi. 1 sq. DTnSd
&quot;03, the sons of

v: T :

God, i. e., the angels, heavenly spirits; a name
to be found also in ch. xxxviii. 7; Gen. vi. 2 [?] ;

and with slight modification in Ps. xxix. 1 ;

Ixxxix. 7 ; Dan. iii. 25. Elsewhere in our book
we find them called &quot;servants,&quot; &quot;messengers&quot;

(ch. iv. 18), or &quot;saints&quot; (holy ones, ch. v. 1;
xv. 15). The name &quot; sons of God &quot;

points to the

peculiar manner of their creation, which took

place before the lower spheres of nature or man
kind were made (ch. xxxviii. 4-7), as well as to

the peculiarly high degree in which they partake
of the Divine likeness, and enjoy inward com
munion with God.

[&quot;The
word son naturally

expresses descent; and hence various related

notions such as inheritor, the idea of similarity,

relation, etc. So a son of God will be one in

heriting the nature or character of God, one de
scended from Him, or like Him. This similarity

may be of two kinds : first, in essential naiure,
that is, spirit hence the angels as distinguished
from man and agreeing with God completely in

this respect are called sores of God; second, in

ethical character, that is, holiness, in which sense

pious men are called sons of God (Gen. vi. 2).
In the former and in the latter sense the holy
angels have a right to the title

;
and in the

former sense, though not in the latter, Satan is

still named a son of God as inheriting a spiritual
nature, and appears in the celestial court.&quot;

DAV].
niiT 7% W_r\m, literally, to set themselves

over, i. e., before Jehovah. i$_ (instead of which

we have elsewhere, e.g., Prov. xxii. 29 JJ3/) &quot;is

a usage of language derived from the optical
illusion of the one who is in the foreground
seeming to range above the one in the back

ground.&quot; DEL. Comp. ch. ii. 1; Zech. vi. 5;

also the similar expression i]} &quot;IOJ,
in 1 Kings

xxxii. 19. [/J, &quot;as if the King sat, and the

courtiers stood over him (Isa. vi. 2
, /yT-fo in a

higher degree of the seraphim floating around
him off the ground. Drechsler) ;

but this is du

bious, for iy_ is used where such sense is inad

missible (Judg. iii. 19
; with Judg. vi. 31 ; Gen.

xxiv. 30.&quot; DAV.] To set themselves before Je
hovah is to assume the customary attitude of

servants awaiting the command of their master.
And Satan also came among them.

[Literally, the Satan. &quot;In 1 Chron. xxi. 1 the

name is used without the art.; i. e., has ceased
to be appellative and become proper Satan. In
our book and Zechariah the art. is used, and we
should perhaps render : the Satan, the adver

sary. In 1 Kings xxii. 19, where a scene greatly
resembling the present is discovered, the tempter
bears no name ; but his individuality is distinct,
for he is characterized as the spirit. The use of
the art. cannot be of any great weight as an

argument as to the era of our book.&quot; DAV.]
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Concerning the signification of the name

(instead of which we are not, with Eichhoru,

Herder, Ilgen, Stuhlmann, etc., to read
{ttt^n,

6

irepioSevTJK, the world-spy, from \3W, ver. 7),
as

also concerning the relation of the representa
tion of Satan in our book, to that of the other

Old Testament books generally, see Doctrintl

and Ethical remarks.

Ver. 7. And the Lord said unto Satan,

Whence comest thou? Kin
&quot;]

KO, the sense

being: whence art thou just now coming? the

imperf. expressing the immediate present [Satan
being conceived as in the act of making his ap

pearance. E.] (Ewald, \ 136, b). The ques
tion is certainly not simply &quot;for the purpose of

introducing the transaction&quot; (Dillm. ); there

lies more in it, to wit, the intimation that Satan s

ways are not God s ways ; that it is his wont to

roam about, a being without stability, malicious,
intent upon evil ; that there is in his case a

reason, which does not exist in the case of God s

true children, the angels, why God should in

quire after his crooked and crafty ways, and

compel him thereby to give an account of his

restless, arbitrary movements. As Cocceius has

truly said : &quot;Satan is represented as transact

ing his own affairs as it were without the know

ledge, . e., without the approbation of God.&quot;

(Comp. Seb. Schmidt, p. 25, and Ludw. Schulze,
in the Allg. literar. Anzeiger, 1870, Oct., p. 270).

From going to and fro in the earth, and
from walking up and down in it. UM-
BREIT is right in calling attention to the curt

brevity of this reply of Satan s. It is also to be

noted, however, that the answer is of necessity
somewhat general, giving rise to the expectation
that Jehovah will follow with a more particular

question (comp. Delitzsch). -3 Q)W describes

the more rapid passage through a place, scour

ing it from one end to another (comp. Num. xi.

8) [of the people scattering themselves to collect

manna] ;
2 Sam. xxiv. 2 [of the census taken

when David numbered the people] ;
likewise

the Synon. I3OW (Amos viii. 12
; Jerem. v. 1

;

Zech. iv. 10 ;
2 Chron. xvi. 9) : }bnr\rt describes

/ ).._..

the more deliberate movement of one who is

traveling for observation (Zech. i. 10, 11; vi. 7 ;

comp. Gen. iii. 8
; also the nspmaTelv of the ad

versary, who goes about espying whom he may
devour, 1 Pet. v. 8). [Ace. to Ges., W is a

verb denominative from W, whip, scourge ;

and is used in Kal. of rowing (Ezek. xxvii. 8),
i. . lashing the sea with oars, and of running
to and fro in haste, pr. so as to lash the air with
one s arms as with oars, &quot;happily enough de

scribing Satan s functions, going about, in

specting, tempting, trepanning, taking up evil

reports of all men&quot; (DAY.). The signification
&quot;to compass&quot; (Sept. nepieWuv) is not exact.

E.]. Here belongs the Arabic designation of
the devil as El-Harith, the busy-body, ever-

active, zealous one.
[&quot;

In the life of Zoroaster

(see Zend Avesta, by J. G. Kleuker, vol. iii., p.

11), the prince of the evil demons, the angel of

death, whose name is Engremeniosch, is said to

traverse the whole earth far and wide, with

intent to oppose and injure in every possible

way all good men.&quot; ROSEN.M.]
Ver. 8. Hast thou considered my ser

vant Job? Literally, hast thou set thine

heart on. etc. 27 Q iy=animadvertcre {&quot;animum
i&quot; .

*-

advertere, for 3/_ is animus, &jpp, anima,&quot; DEL.],

construed here with /]? [&quot;of
the object ou

which the attention falls,&quot; DEL.], as in Hag. i.

5, 7; below, ch. ii. 3, with ?N
[&quot;of

the object

towards which it is directed,&quot; DEL.]. For
there is none like him in the earth, a per
fect and an upright man, etc. 3, &quot;for,&quot;

giving the reason not for the title, &quot;my
ser

vant&quot; (HiRz.), but for the circumstance that

Jehovah makes special inquiry after this man.
The four qualities predicated concerning Job
are repeated here from ver. 1 (with the omis

sion, however, of the Vav connective between
the two pairs). In this, the impress of the epic-
narrative character of this section of the book
is visible, and it appears again in the refrain-

like repetitions of vers. 16, 17, 18. The same

may be observed in the Mosaic account of the

creation, Gen. i.
[&quot;The Deity reiterates the

description of Job given by the historian
;

it is,

therefore, a first principle and action of the

drama that Job was sinless, keeping all the

commandments with a perfect heart, and in spite

of this which Job himself knew, and which
the author knew nay, because of this, he was

grievously tormented. And herein just lay the

problem for Job and the overwhelming strength
of the temptation, leading him in the madness
of despair, both physical and speculative, to

renounce God to his face, and assert the govern
ment of the world to be hopelessly chaotic and

unjust. Spirits like that of Job could not be
reached in meaner ways ; passion has long been
mastered ;

there is nothing but his very strength
and calmness and faith to work upon ;

his first

principles, the laborious deductions of a reli

gious life, and the deepest experience of a loving
heart confusion must be introduced there, be
tween the man s notions of God and providence,
and his necessary ideas of right on the one side,

and on the other the actual appearance of the

universe fearfully contravening them, thus lead

ing him into atheism. . . . His trial was not for

his sin, but for his sinlessness, to prove and
establish it. ... Job s sufferings had no doubt

relation to his sin, they gave him deeper views

of it, and of God s holiness
;
but that is not the

great truth the book teaches.&quot; DAV. It is sig

nificant, as Hengstenberg observes, that in these

preliminary transactions, which at length issued

in Job s trial, Jehovah takes the initiative. He
directs Satan s attention to the piety of Job ;

it

is his use of the argument which Job s character

furnishes in favor of the reality of godliness in

a human life that evokes the Adversary s malig

nity in the challenge which fires the train of

Job s calamities. To such an extent is the

agency of Satan secondary and subordinate

throughout, that not only must he receive God s

permission before he can proceed one step

against Job, but the very occasion through
which he obtains that permission is gratuitously

provided for him by God. So absolute is the
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Divine Sovereignty. Thus completely are even

the occasions of evil within the limitations of

the Divine will. And thus is our confidence

strengthened at the outset in the ultimate

inevitable triumph of the Divine purpose.

E.].
Ver. 9. Doth Job fear God for naught ?

[A little more literally: For naught hath Job
feared God ? D3H, emphatic by position ;

K

which above in vers. 1, 8 is a participle, here

a Pret. (Perf.) of that which has been

hitherto, and still is. E.]. D3T1, gratis, from

}n, gratia, here equivalent to gratuitously,

grouridlessly, without good reason [LXX. dwpedv

comp. the dupedv of John xv. 25) without reward,
or profit. [&quot;Genuine love loves God, D3n

;
it

loves Him for His own sake; it is a relation of

person to person, without any actual stipula
tions and claim.&quot; DEL. Satan denies this of

Job. Compare the three-fold use of DJH in this

book
; by Satan of Job here

; by God of Satan,
cli. ii. 3; by Job of God, ch. ix. 17. E.] The

question, which is asked in order to throw sus

picion on the pure and disinterested character
of Job s piety, is thoroughly characteristic of

Satan in his character of Accuser of men (K.O.TTI-

yup, Rev. xii. 10; &amp;lt;Jm/3o/lof,
Matt. iv. 1, etc.).

[&quot;This question: Does Job serve God for

naught? is the problem of the book.&quot; DAV.].
Ver. 10. Hast thou not made a hedge

about him, and about his house, and
about all that he hath on every side ?
The figure used here, borrowed from the enclo

sure of a garden or a field for protection against
wild beasts (Matt. xxi. 33), is somewhat analo

gous to the modern figurative expression: &quot;to

make one s bed warm and soft for him. [FX

(without the final T\
) emphatic : Hast not Thou

made a hedge about him ? Thou the Almighty
One, whose protection is all-sufficient. Ought
he not to serve Thee, his Defender and Benefac
tor? Would not self-interest prompt him to

this? E.]. ^ty, sepire, to hedge about, as in

Hos. ii. 8. [Here in a good sense, for protec
tion

; below, iii. 23, in a bad sense, to straiten.

Good remarks that &quot;to give the original verb
the full force of its meaning, it should be derived
from the science of engineering, and rendered :

1 Hast thou not raised a palisade about him ?

But this last term is not sufficiently colloquial.&quot;

Wemyss unnecessarily assumes the hedge here
to be a guard of angels. The Arabic has :

&quot; Hast thou not protected him with thy hand ?&quot;

The Chald. Paraphrase :
&quot; Hast thou not covered

him with thy word?&quot; The Coptic: &quot;Hast thou
not been a fence to his possessions ?&quot; E.] The
preposition &quot;lj?3

it is much better to derive from

a verb 13, synonymous with the root &quot;U3, to

cover, to veil [with which root it is also cognate:
see Ewald, 217, m], than from the preposi
tions 3 and 1j, of which most regard the word

as compounded (as is held even yet by Delitzsch,
and Dietrich in his Ed. of Gesen. Lex.). There
lies in the three-fold repetition of this word a

special emphasis, which is still further strength
ened by the addition, at the close of the ques
tion, of 3 3DQ, round about, on every side,

&quot; without leaving a gap through which harm

might enter.&quot; DILLM. LXX.: &quot;Hast thou not

hedged round the parts without him, and the

inner parts of his house, and that which is

without all his possessions round about?&quot;]

Thou hast blessed the work of his hands.

VT ni^D (as in Ps. xc. 17; Deut. ii. 7; xiv.

29, etc.),
a general designation of all a man s

enterprises and activities. Compare as to sense

the parallel passage, Gen. xxxix. 3 (where it is

said of Joseph : the Lord made all that he did

to prosper in his hand&quot;). And his herds
spread in the land: literally, his stock of

cattle, V13, breaks through in the land, like a

flood breaking through an embankment (D O

] ^D3, 2 Sam. v. 20), or like a herd breaking
out of a fold. Comp. Gen. xxviii. 14

; xxx. 30,

43; 2 Chron. ii. 23; Isaiah xlv. 2. [So the

versions of Junius and Tremellius and Pis-

cator: And his cattle for multitude have
burst forth through the land. Conant:
&quot;his substance is spread abroad in the

earth,&quot; which, he thinks,
&quot; is better than

in the land, as it is the Adversary s object to

express, in the strongest terms, the extent of
Job s possessions.&quot; On &quot; Thou hast blessed,&quot;

etc., Wordsworth remarks: &quot;Even Satan con
fesses that God s benediction is the source of all

good to man.&quot; E.]

Ver. 11. But put forth thy hand now,
and touch all that he hath. ll, never-

T :

theless, verum enim vero, introducing with strong

emphasis the direct opposite of Jehovah s eulogy
on Job (comp. ch. xi. 6

;
xii. 7

; xvii. 10
;
xxxiii.

1). [KJ-rnu;, Methegh accompanying Sheva.

Green, 45, 4],-yu with 3 (as in ch. xix. 21),

sometimes with 7 IK (as in ch. ii. 5), to touch, to

ay the hand on anything, with intent to injure
or destroy. [&quot; Touch, or as it may be trans-

ated, smite, as below in ver. 19. But the former
sense is more appropriate here, as indicating
low easily all this worldly prosperity would
vanish at the touch of the Almighty.&quot; CONANT^

J7JJ frequently of the evil touch which blasts
;

of the scattering wind (Ezek. xvii. 10) ; of the

consuming touch of God (Job xix. 21
; Isai. liii.

4
;
Ps. Ixxiii. 14) ; the fiery effect of the divine

ouch (and look) marvellously told Ps. civ. 32.&quot;

DAV. -Satan wishes to make God the author
of evil

;
but God does not inflict evil on Job ;

)ut allows Satan to put forth Aw hand (ver. 12),
and afflict him.&quot; Didymus, quoted by Words

worth]. Verily he will curse Thee to

Thy face. JU1 KVDX, not,
&quot; will he not curse,

etc.&quot; (and thus=an non, as in ch. xvii. 2; xxii.

20), but the formula of an oath, with the apodo-
sis omitted, =&quot; truly, verily&quot; (LXX.: el pf/v).
ft is more suitable to Satan s insolent, reckless
character to represent him as swearing that God
.s mistaken, than as questioning and calling

upon God to watch and see, whether he is not
mistaken [as e. g. Kenan s version : et on verra
s U ne te renie pas en face.] ^p3, here again=
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valedicere, take leave of, as in ver. 5, but

strengthened here, so as to emphasize the

shameless arrogance of the deed by the addition

offW Vjjf, &quot;to thy face,&quot; literally &quot;upon thy

race,&quot; as in ch. vi. 28; xxi. 31; Isai. Ixv. 3;

comp. D JD^Sx, ch. ii. 5; xiii. 15; D JD3, ch.TV T :

xvi. 8. [The refusal of Good and Lee to enter

tain any other meaning for 1p2 than &quot;to bless&quot;

leads them here, as also in ch. ii 5, to forced

and untenable constructions. Good s rendering:
&quot;Will he thon, indeed, bless thee to thy face?&quot;

is entirely against the usage of the particles,

X 7~DX, which elsewhere are strongly affirmative,

not negative, and, moreover, leaves the qualify
ing clause, &quot;to thy face,&quot; meaningless. Lee s

rendering is even more objectionable: &quot;But

put forth thine hand now, and touch all that he
hath: if not

(i.
e. if thou continue thy favors),

then in thy presence will he bless thee.&quot; A
forced construction, and a feeble conclusion,

entirely unworthy of the Satan of our book.

-E.].
Ver. 12. Behold, all that he hath is in

thy power: literally, is in thy hand; is deli

vered to thee. The divine permission appears
here at the same time as a divine command; for
such a permissive activity, on the part of God,
as would admit of his remaining purely passive,
is altogether unknown to the Old Testament

(comp. Isai. xlv. 7). Rather do we find that
whenever men are tempted, it is because they
are left, by God to be tried, because He forsakes

them, or withdraws His hand from them (2
Chron. xxxii. 31

; Ps. xxvii. 9, and often)
simple representations, parallel to that in the

passage before us, and substantially equivalent
to it (comp. Vilmar, Theol. Mor., 1871, I., p.

163). God, indeed, in decreeing that Job shall

be tempted, has altogether other ends in view
than those which are sought by the Adversary,
who is commissioned to carry on the work of
the temptation. While the latter desires, through
his art as tempter, to compass the fall of Job, it

is God s will rather that he should endure the

test, that thereby he may be not only lifted up
by purification to the highest degree of virtue
and piety, but also proved to be in truth a man
of piety, who feared God, Satan and all other
doubters to the contrary notwithstanding. That
which is here put in operation is thus, on the

part of God, a trial of Job, putting him to the

proof; on the part of Satan, a veritable tempta
tion to lead him astray. The motive from which
the divine decree ordaining the trial proceeds is

naught else than love, delivering and preserving
the soul

;
that from which proceeds the action

of the agent for the fulfilment of that decree is

hate, the spirit which would murder body and
soul, a diabolical satisfaction in causing a poor
man s body and soul to be destroyed in hell

(Matt. x. 28; Luke xii. 4 [where, however, God
is meant, not the devil. E.]). Therefore does
God annex to the permission which He here

grants Satan the warning prohibition :
&quot;

only
upon himself put not forth thy hand.&quot; For He
well knows the lust of murder and the thirst for

destruction which possesses him who is a mur

derer and a liar from the beginning. So
Satan went forth from the presence of

the Lord. XV
_1, literally, &quot;and Satan went

out,&quot; i. e. out of the hall where the celestial

assembly was convened. Immediately upon
receiving the Divine license, he left the place,
to begin the work of temptation in which he

longed to engage. [&quot;
He went forth at once,

the ardor with which he entered on his work

being thus set forth.&quot; DIU.M. &quot;As Cain did

(Gen. iv. 16), and as Judas did from the pre
sence of Clmst (John xiii.

30).&quot; WORDS.]

3. (b) Job s actual trial in the execution of the

decree on his possessions and family, ver. 13-19.

[&quot;
In the opening verses the author gave us

a glimpse of the calm sunshine of Job s domestic

life, its happy unity and religious simplicity.
In the next few verses he took us elsewhere, and
showed the first far- gatherings of the storm;
and now it breaks in unheard-of fury, scatter

ing ruin and scathing all that was beautiful in

earth and man. The heavenly and the earthly
combine, and there results a tumultuous mixture

absolutely appalling in its workings. Heaven
and earth unite to sow destruction around Job;
all the destructive forces in nature, men s evil

passions and heaven s lurking fire, are drawn
out to overwhelm him. Man and heaven alter

nate in their eager fury for his ruin first the

Sabean horde, then the lightnings, then the

&quot;hasty and bitter&quot; Chaldeans, and finally the

tempest. Only one escapes each stroke, and yet
one, for the man must know the outside of his

ruin, and he must know it at once ; each wave
must come higher than the foregoing the cattle,

least numerous; the flocks, a deeper loss; the

camels, more precious still ; and, crudest of

all, a loss unlike all else the children and
each wave comes up before the preceding has
time to recede. All antiquity and human thought
cannot produce three such scenes as these

;
the

first so lovely in its peace and righteousness ;

the second so awful in its far sublimity, unveil

ing to our eyes the hidden powers that play with
and for us

;
and now the third, so wild in its

fury and frantic in its malignant outbursts
and all to be followed by one so dreadful in its

calmness and iron composure, when a human
spirit stands alone in its own conscious great
ness, independent of earth, and defiant of hell.&quot;

DAV.] All that the poet in vers. 2-4 has de
scribed as the property of his hero, he now re

presents as in one day taken away from him.

This is done in four stages, or by four strokes,

following each other in immediate succession

[and immediately announced to him, whence
the German proverbial expression Hiobsposten,
&quot;Job s

posts,&quot; applied to tidings of calamity.

Compare in English the proverbial expression:
&quot; Job s comforters.&quot; E.] These four strokes

are : (1) The loss of the oxen and the asses. (2)
The loss of the sheep, representing the smaller

cattle. (3) The loss of the camels. Each of

these calamities was accompanied by the slaying
of the servants in charge of the animals speci
fied. (4) The loss of the children. In so far

as the fourth of these losses was by far the

most severe and painful, a gradation of woe ap
pears in the series. [Ewald, followed by Dill-
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mann and others, has remarked upon the pecu

liarity that the first and third of the calamities

are ascribed to human, the second and fourth to

celestial agencies. E. &quot;It is not accidental

(says Hengstenberg) that there are just four

catastrophes, divided into two pairs, and corres

ponding to the fourfold particulari/ation of the

righteousness of Job. In them may be seen a

sort of irony of destiny touching his and all

human righteousness.&quot;]

Ver. 13. And there was a day [literally :

Now it was the day, or: It came to pass on
the day, viz. : when Satan, in pursuance of his

fell purpose, visited on Job the first installment

of woe, his children having assembled in the

house of their eldest brother to begin their fes

tivities. On that same day, the first and bright
est of the festal round, the fatal stroke fell. E.]
when his sons and his daughters were
eating and drinking wine in their eldest
brother s house [in the house of their

brother, the first-born], t. e., according to

ver. 4, were celebrating the birth-day of this

first-born, on a day, therefore, which was one
of especial joy to Job s entire household. See
above on vers. 4, 5.

Vers. 14, 15. The first loss : that of the oxen
and the she-asses, together with the servants in

charge.
Ver. 14. Then came a messenger to Job,

etc. Literally: And a messenger came, etc.

The 1 introduces the conclusion of the condi

tional sentence J
1J1 VJ31 in ver. 13 [i. e., whenTT L

his sons, etc., then it was that a messenger came].
Comp. ver. 19, and Ewald, \ 341 d. The oxen
were ploughing, and the she-asses feed
ing beside them. The participial construc
tion describes the condition which was disturbed

by the calamity that befell them (Del., comp.
Ewald, 168 c). [This remark includes the

construction of the partic. with TV!&quot;!, which is

not (with Fiirst, and others) to be regarded as a

simple periphrasis for the narrative tense, as is

usual in Aramean; TV!! on the contrary has its

own force, defining the time of the continuous
condition expressed by the participle. E.] The

partic. stands in the fern, plur., filijnn, because

&quot;Ip2

is a collective noun, and, more particularly,
because the females of the class, cows, are in
tended. Subsequently, however, and referring

back to this nlEhn, we find the masc. suffix

DrVT in use as the more general or primary
gender (Ewald, \ 184 c. [Green, \ 220, 1, b],
and comp. ch. xxxix. 3, 4; xlii. 15). DTyT&quot;

1

^,
literally : &quot;on, or at, their hands.&quot; The mean
ing is not &quot; in their

places,&quot; as some Rabbis and
Bottcher explain it, referring to Num. ii. 17

;

Deut. xxiii. 13 [nor &quot;according to their cus

tom,&quot; more solito, Schult; nor &quot;at some dis

tance,&quot; Wein.] ; but, as the connection shows,
&quot; on both sides of them &quot;

(comp. Judg. xi. 26),

or simply &quot;beside them &quot;

(=D
l

7yN, comp. Num.
xxxiv. 3).

Ver. 15. And the Sabeans fell upon
them

; literally : And Sabea fell, etc. K3W,
as the name of a people, is used in the feminine

(Ewald, 174, b) ; it is followed, however, by

the masc. plur, 13H [see Green, \ 197, d]. By
NDl? here is meant not the rich, commercial Sa

beans of Southern Arabia, referred to in ch. vi.

19, but the related branch of the same people
in northeastern Arabia, who lived the nomadic

life of predatory Bedouins, ranging from I ho

Persian Gulf to Idumea, neighbors and kindred

of the tribe of Dedan, who also lived in North

Arabia ; Gen. x. 7 ;
xxv. 3. Genesis still fur

ther makes mention of three races of the name,

the Cushite, (ch. x. 9), the Joktanite (x. 28), ami

the Abrahamic, or Keturic (xxv. 3), which

shows in general the mixed character of this

people. [Schlottmann, while agreeing with

Zock. as to the branch of the family here re

ferred to, shows on the authority of Pliny and

Strabo, that the Sabeans of Southern Arabia

were robbers as well as traders. E.] And
they have slain the servants with the

edge of the sword. The servants here were

the young herdsmen in charge of the cattle [lit. :

&quot; the young men
;&quot; LXX., rovf iraida.(; ; Jerome,

pufros ; Luther,
&quot; the boys ;

&quot;

so in slave com
munities servants are called boys. E.] With the

edge ; literally : according to the [mouth, i.

e.,] sharpness of the sword (3^n S/), f. e., un

sparingly. [According to Ges. and Furst 7 here

denotes the instrument. &quot; The objection to Ge-
senius view is obviated by the near relation be

tween the ideas of agency and instrumentality ;

and any other explanation of his examples is

unnatural and forced.&quot; CON. And only I

alone escaped to tell thee.
[&quot; Chrysostom

(Horn. 2 et 3 de patient. Jobi) fancies that the

}xS:3 was Satan himself, who indulged himself

in the gratification of bringing the ill tidings to

Job.&quot; DILLM.] The H paragogic in

does not mark here the coh ortative use of the

verb, but simply makes more vivid the verbal

notion, in order to show the haste with which
he escaped. [&quot;I

have saved myself with great
difficulty.&quot; DEL.] Comp. Gesenius, \ 49, 2

;

Ewald, \ 232, g. The clause }S TJri
1
? is ob

jective: in order that, in accordance with the
Divine decree, I might tell thee.

Ver. 16. The second loss: that of the smaller

cattle, with the servants in charge. &quot;While

this one was yet speaking, there
came another, etc. The same connection
between the circumstantial participial clause
and the principal clause, as in verse

13. (Ewald, g 341, d) Hrm, &quot;the one the

other,&quot; and so again in ch. xxi. 23, 26. The
fire of God fell from heaven and burned
up the sheep, etc. By &quot; the fire of God &quot; the
author means the lightning rapidly repeating it

self [see Ex. ix. 23], which might be particu
larly destructive to the flocks of smaller cattle

(Ps. Ixxviii.), and the agency of which in sud
denly burning and devouring is certainly de
scribed in 1 Kings xviii. 38; 2 Kings i. 12)
(comp. Luke ix. 64). [The expression: &quot;fire

of God,&quot; indicates the poetic character of the

description here given; and the entire sentence:
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&quot; the fire of God fell from heaven,&quot; is manifestly

designed to show that Satan moved heaven and
earth to combine in inflicting disaster on Job,
so as to leave him without hope in either quar
ter. E.] Tt is less natural to assume a rain of

fire and brimstone, like that of Sodom (Del.);
neither does the language used suit the burning
sulphurous south wind called the Samum
(Schlott.), as a comparison with Ps. xi. 6 shows.

[The latter theory moreover would result in

making too little distinction between this cala

mity and the fourth. E.]
Ver. 17. The third loss: that of the camels,

with their keepers. The Chaldeans formed
three bands; lit.: &quot;Made three heads&quot; (Lu
ther : drei spitzen), f.

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;.,

three army-bands or

divisions. For D t^JO in this sense, see Judges
T

vii. 16; ix. 34; 1 Sam. xi. 11. As substantially

parallel, comp. also Gen. xiv. 15, where the

same primitive tactics and strategy are de

scribed as practiced by Chedorlaomer and his

vassal-kings.
&quot; Without any authority, Ewald

sees in this mention of the Chaldeans an indica

tion of the composition of the book in the

seventh century B. C., when the Chaldeans un
der Nabopolassar began to inherit the Assyrian
power. Following Ewald, Renan observes that

the Chaldeans first appear as such marauders
about the time of Uzziah. But in Genesis we
find mention of early Semitic Chaldeans among
the mountain ranges lying to the north of As

syria and Mesopotamia (in Arphaxad, Gen. x.

22, or Ur of the Chaldees, Gen. xi. 28, 31 ; comp.
the Charduchian range of Xenophon ;

and later,

of Nahorite Chaldeans in Mesopotamia, whose
existence is traced back to patriarchal times

(Gen. xxii. 22), and who were powerful enough
at any time to make a raid into Idumea.&quot; DEL.

(Comp. also Dillmann, who, although an advo-
cat of the later period to which the composi
tion of the book is assigned, is careful not to try
to make capital for his theory out of this pas

sage). And set upon the camels. 3D 3,

literally: to strip, to pillage. [According to

Gesenius the primary meaning is to spread out;
hence of an invading army, in Nah. iii. 16, of

locusts. This sense best agrees with the prepo

sitions with which it is construed: here /]}, and

so Judges ix. 33; elsewhere 7tf. 1 Sam. xxvii.

8; 3, 2 Chron. xxv. 13. E.] The technical ex

pression for such marauding invasions, or raids.

Comp. Judg. ix. 33, 44; 1 Sam. xxiii. 27; xxx.
14; Hos. vii. 1.

Vers. 18, 19. The fourth loss: that of the sons
and daughters.

Ver. 18. While this one was yet speak
ing, etc. Instead of ity (vers. 16, 17), we have
here

&quot;tJ7,
which appears in connection with the

participle, in the sense of &quot;

while,&quot; also in

Nehem. vii. 3. The supposition of Schlott.

[also of Hengst.], that &quot;this slight change of

expression is made to distinguish the two fol

lowing verses from the preceding, because they
relate the greatest loss,&quot; is disproved by the
circumstance that the change is too insignificant,

being scarcely noticeable. The conjecture of
Dillmami and some of the earlier commentators

is more plausible, that instead of
&quot;ijj, we should

read V, defectively written, which in fact is

the reading of some MSS.
Ver. 19. Behold there came a great wind

from beyond the wilderness; i. e. hither

across over the desert. [&quot;From the further

side, gathering strength and violence as it ap
proached from far. Is. xxi. 1

;
Jer. iv. 1 1 ;

Hos. xiii. 15.&quot; DAV.] As the land of Uz in our
narrative stands west of the great North- Ara
bian desert [see on ver. 1], the wind spoken of

here is to be taken as a storm from the east, or

possibly from the north-east rather. It is,

moreover, evidently a whirlwind that is intended,
for the house is smitten on its four corners, and
is thus made to fall, like the house described in

Matt. vii. 27.
[&quot;The

violence of Ihe winds of
the Arabian desert is well known. When Pietro
della Valle travelled through this desert in the

year 1625, the wind tore to pieces the tents of

his caravan.&quot; HIRZEL.] And smote the four
corners, etc. [.VJH, in the masc., although the

subject, nil, is first construed as fern. (HK2).
The use of the masc. belongs probably to the

poetic vividness of the description. The change
would be the more readily made in this case, as
nn is sometimes, though rarely, masc.

; comp.
ch. xli. 8 (A. V. 16). E.] And it fell upon
the young people ; t. e. the ten children of

Job, along with whom no special mention is

made here of the servants in attendance, who
probably perished with them, for the reason
that their loss, in comparison with the far more

grievous loss of his children, would not be taken
into account by Job. D^j^n, here, and ch.

xxix. 5 (so also Ruth ii. 21), plur. of the epicene
noun 1J7J, which in the Pentateuch also is used

both for a young man and a young woman.

[Conant thinks, &quot;it is the less necessary to

assume such a usage here, as the attention of

the messenger would naturally be directed to

the fate of the sons in which all were involved.&quot;

The view of Jarchi, as explained by Bernard:
&quot; There was no occasion to mention the daugh
ters, meaning thereby that the daughters were
of little consequence,&quot; would meet with little

favor at the present day. Ewald, speaking of

the effect of this calamity on Job, remarks, it

would add to the stunning force of the blow,
that all this happened during the first day of a

joyous festival, and consequently before the

children could have incurred much guilt, ac

cording to the father s apprehension as expressed
in vers. 4, 6, so that the poet can furnish no
sufficient occasion for their destruction in the

greatness of their sin. This maybe regarded
as an additional and sufficient reason for assign

ing these calamities to the day when the enter

tainment took place in the house of the first-born,

without having recourse to the theory that it

was a birth-day feast. Wordsworth s remark
on the sweeping, all-embracing aspect of the

destruction wrought is striking: &quot;Satan had

said, that God had hedged in Job on all sides;

but now Job is attacked on all sides ; from the

south by Sabeans ; from the east by Chaldeans
;

from heaven by fire and whirlwind, or tornado,
which assailed all the corners of the house of
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Job s eldest son, in which his children were

gathered together, and which fell upon them,

and buried them in their hour of feasting.

-E.J

4. (y) Job s Constancy and Patience. Vers. 20-22.

Ver. 20. Then Job arose, and rent his

mantle, and shaved his head: both well-

known oriental gestures, expressive of violent

grief, rending the mantle, the outer garment,

VjJD [an exterior tunic, fuller and longer

than the common one, but without sleeves ;
worn

by men of birth and rank, by kings and princes,

by priests, etc.&quot; GES. Comp. ch. ii. 12 ;
xxix.

14], and shaving the head, including the beard

[&quot;a sign of mourning among other nations, but

not allowed to the Hebrews (Lev. xxi. 5; Deut.

xiv. 1 ; comp. Ezek. xliv. 20), except to certain

persons, e. g. the Nazarites. See Num. vi. 9.

This, as Professor S. Lee observes, is another

evidence of Job s independence of the Levitical

law: see ver. 6. The Hebrews in time of

mourning sometimes plucked off the hair, as

well as rent the mantle: see Ezra ix. 3.&quot;

WORDS.] Job s rising is mentioned simply as a

preparatory motion, and as a sign of strong

mental agitation, not as an independent gesture

of grief. So also the clause which follows :

&quot;and fell down upon the ground,&quot; is to be re

garded not as an attitude of sorrow, but rather

as preparatory to the worship of God in the im

mediate connection. This act of adoration

(7r/3CKT/a&amp;gt;w7&amp;lt;nf)
accordingly is presented in a two

fold manner : first by the circumstantial prepa

ratory clause, rKpX Sb;
1

!, then by the exact

terminus technicus for adoration, ini^EH. (Comp.

Hoelemann, Ueber die biblische Gestalt der An-

letung, in his Bibelstudien, Part I., 1859.)

[&quot;Job
s recognition of the quarter whence his

sorrows came, and his feeling of God s right to

send them, and their ultimate (after some rock-

ings) spiritual effect upon him, are finely exhi

bited in, this verb. Human nature and grief
has its rights first the heart must utter itself

in words or actions; but the paroxysm over, a

deeper calm succeeds a closer feeling of hea

ven, as after the thunder and tempestuous ob

scuration, the heavens are deeper and more

transparent.&quot; DAV.]
Ver. 21. The devout expression of the suffer

er s lament and resignation is put in poetic

form, in parallel members, clearly proving that

the author of the prologue is the same with

the author of the poem. Comp. Introd. 8.

Naked came I out of my mother s

womb. H\ defectively written, as in ch

zxxii. 18; Num. xi. 11. And naked shall I

return thither. The difficult word, nratf
T T

&quot;thither&quot; meaning &quot;into the womb&quot; (not as
Bottcher explains, &quot;into the earth,&quot; as though
Job, in speaking, pointed with his finger to the

ground), may be explained in two ways: either
with Hahn and Hupfeld, &quot;thither, whence I

came, in coming out of my mother s womb, to

wit, out of the state of nonentity&quot; [So DAV.:
&quot; Mother s womb is considered synonymous with
non-existence, and death is a return thither

again into such a state&quot;]; comp. ch. xxx. 23;

Ps. ix. 18 (17 E. V.); or, more probably, by

assuming a slight poetic ambiguity, by virtue

of which &quot;womb&quot; in the second instance repre
sents its counterpart, the bosom of mother earth:

comp. Ps. cxxxix. 13, 15; Sir. xl. 1
[&quot;A heavy

yoke is upon the sons of Adam from the c ay
;hat they go out of their mother s womb till the

day that they return to the mother of all things.&quot;

Cyprian, quoting our passage, has it thus:

&quot;Naked came I out of my mother s womb, and

naked shall I go under the earth.&quot; &quot;Dans le

second membre,&quot; says Benan, &quot;1 auteur passe a

. ide&quot;e du sein de la terre, me&quot;re de tous les hom-

mes.&quot; E.] The thought expressed here and

ilsewhere, as in Eccles. v. 14 (15 E. V. see

Comment, on the passage), that man departs
hence as naked and helpless as he came here, is

moreover only a deduction from that fundamen
tal truth of antiquity announced in Gen. iii. 19

^Eccles. xii. 7).
But to go further, and, taking

DX
&quot;|33

in the sense of earth s bosom, the inte

rior of the earth, to find here the doctrine of the

pre-existence of souls (J. D. Michaelis, Knapp,

etc.),
this is to do gross violence to the plain

phraseology of the passage, and is, at the same

time, to foist surreptitiously on our book a dog
ma of later times, nowhere to be met with in the

Old Testament. Blessed be the name of

Jehovah
&quot;p2D,

&quot;blessed, praised,&quot;
in a sense

exactly opposite to that of ver. 11, but chosen

by the poet with express reference to the use

there made by Satan of the word. Instead of

the curse he wished for, the Tempter is com

pelled to hear from the sorely tried man God

praised in benedictions. Job here gives evi

dence of being a believer in Jehovah, a confessor

of the only true and eternal God, as his threefold

use of the name nlJT proves. In his later dis

courses, this name retires before the name of

God in general use in the patriarchal age, and
occurs again only once (ch. xii. 9). Comp.
Introd. 5.

[&quot; Faith, expressing itself in the

most vivid language, seizes on the most elevated,

joyous, expressive name. As in regard to the

matter, so also in regard to the name, Job is

here raised above himself.&quot; Hengst.]
Ver. 22. In all this Job sinned not.

~r\XI~/D3, not &quot;in all that which Job said and

did&quot; (Muntinghe, Rosenm., etc.),
which would

be a very flat statement
;
but in all that befell

him, in all these dispensations. The LXX. cor

rectly : kv Tovroif Tract TOIC, &amp;lt;riyz/?/??7:&amp;lt;5ow
avroi.

The expression reaches back beyond vers. 20,

21, although without excluding ihat. which is

here related as said and done by Job. And
showed no folly toward God : lit. and
gave forth no folly toward God

;
i. e.

uttered against Him nothing foolish, nothing

senseless (man, the same as the adj. 72H,

meaning stale, insipid, ch. vi. 6
; comp. ch.

xxiv. 12; Jer. xxv. 18). Comp. Jerome: neque
stultum quid contra Deum locutus est : and among
themoderns more especially Rosenm., Rodiger (in
Ges. Thesaurus, &amp;lt;p.

16, 16), Oehl., Vaih. [Noy.
Bar. app y, Con.]; Dillm. also, who explains:
&quot; offered to God nothing unsavory, i. e., nothing
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to displease him.&quot;
[&quot;It

is curious to ob
serve that in many languages, modern as

well as ancient, wisdom is represented under
the character of sapidity, or a palatable stimulus,

and folly under that of insipidity, or anything
devoid of stimulus. ... So while the Hebrew

term here employed ( 73H) means equally froth,

insipidity, folly, or obtuseness of intellect, its

opposite, which is
D&amp;gt; D, means, in like manner,

taste, poignancy, discernment, superiority of intel

lect ;
terms which the Arabs yet retain, and in

both senses.&quot; GOOD. For further illustration,

Q. refers to the proverbial &quot;Attic salt&quot; of the

Greeks, for the flavor of wit and wisdom. To
this should be added, that in Scripture these

terms have an ethical, as well as an intellectual

significance, so that as &quot;wisdom&quot; is one of the

most important equivalents of piety,
&quot;

folly&quot;

stands in the same relation to impiety. And so

here. Job, in his trial, uttered nothing which

betrayed a heart unsalted by wisdom and grace,
no spiritual absurdity which betokened a spirit
at variance with the Supreme Wisdom. E.]

Altogether too inexact and fre*e are the render

ings, on the one hand, of Umbreit: &quot; and per
mitted himself nothing foolish against God

;&quot;

on the other hand of Ewald and Hahn: &quot;and

gave God no offence.&quot; Contrary to usage is

Olshausen s rendering of HvSjl as equivalent to

&quot;abuse, reviling&quot; (&quot;he gave God no abuse,&quot;

i. e., reviled him not: BO the Pesh.) [Rcnan:
&quot;he uttered no blasphemy against God&quot;]. The
connection, however, forbids the explanation of

Hirz., Stick., Schlott., Del. [Merx, Dav., Rod.,

Elz.]: &quot;he did not charge God with folly, attri

buted to him no foolishness.&quot; [So substantially
E. V.: &quot;he did not charge God

foolishly.&quot;]

For at first Job shows himself far removed from
that extreme violence of feeling which later in

the history leads him once and again to the very
verge of blasphemy, to represent God, for

instance, as his cruel tormentor and persecutor.
It would be very strange and quite premature
for the poet to introduce here an allusion to

those later aberrations.

5. (6) The severer trial: the loss of health.

(a). The preparatory scene in heaven, ch. ii.

1-6. Ver. 1. Now it came to pass on a

day. Not, of course, on the same day as that

mentioned ch. i. 13, but after a certain interval,
which is not more particularly defined. The

art. here, DVn, as in ch. i. 6 q.v. It will be

observed that here there is a variation from

the statement in ch. i. 6 in the use of SX fin
1

?

with Satan, as well as with &quot; the sons of God;&quot;

indicating, as Del. and Dillm. have shown, that

he, as well as they, appeared at this time in the

heavenly assembly with a definite object. What
that object was is made to appear immediately
in the succeeding dialogue between Jehovah and
Satan. E.J

Ver. 2. Prom -whence comest thou ?

Here Http ^X, instead of the earlier P.NQ, ch. i.

7 ; the only variation, and a slight one, of the

language in that verse, which is otherwise re

peated here word for word. The same is true
of the following verse, at least of the first and

longer part of it, which is an exact repetition of
ch. i. 8 with one slight variation, the substitu

tion of SN for hy_ before ^1%.
Ver. 3. And still he holdeth fast to his

piety, i. e., notwithstanding the heavy calami
ties which have visited him, he still maintains a
blameless life. H?3n, the quality of the Oil. ch.

i. 1. Comp. ch. xxvii. 5; xxxi. 6; Prov. xi. 3

[the only passage where the word occurs out

side of our book. E.] Although thou didst
move me against him to destroy him
without cause. Lit: &quot;And so thou didst
move me against him,&quot; etc. ; the imperf. consec.
here not in the inferential sense,

&quot; so that thou,&quot;

etc. (Hirz., Stick., Hahn, Dillm. [Hengst.]), but
adversative rather: &quot; and yet thou didst move
me,&quot; etc. (Rosm., Ew , Uinbr., Vaih., Heilig.

[Noy., Rod., Wem . Bev., Con., Elz.]). With
this construction the Diin, &quot;without cause, un-

T

deservedly,&quot; is by no means at variance
; for

this expression only enhances the reproachful-
ness of Jehovah s address. With 3 JVDH, to ex

cite, stir up against any one, comp. 1 Sam. xxvi.
19

;
2 Sam. xxiv. 1 (but differently in Josh. xv.

18; 1 Chron. xxi. 1). [It &quot;does not signify, as

Umbreit thinks, to lead astray, in which case it

were almost a blasphemous anthropomorphism ;

it signifies instigare, and indeed generally to

evil, as e. g., 1 Chron. xxi. 1
; but not always,

e. ff., Josh. xv. 18; here it is certainly in a

strongly anthropopathical sense of the impulse
given by Satan to Jehovah to prove Job in so

hurtful a manner.&quot; DKL.] v3, to destroy, to

ruin [literally, to swallow up] ;
see ch. viii. 18

;

x. 8
;
xxxvii. 20) ; applied here to the crushing

destruction of Job s outward prosperity. Not
without reason does Jehovah make choice of

these strong expressions, ^73 here, JVDn just
before

;
for &quot; Satan s aim went beyond the

limited power which was given him over Job.&quot;

DEL. Comp. our remarks above on ch. i. 12.

[The lofty Divine irony of Jehovah s language
should not be overlooked, contrasting as it does
so strongly with Satan s baffled malignity and

arrogant, scofiing unbelief. Schultens justly
remarks : Ut in verbis Satanse jactantia, ita in

Dei responso irrisio se exerit. E.]
Ver. 4. Skin for skin. A proverbial expres

sion, the independent meaning of which is ob

scure, and can be ascertained only from the con
nection. Now the following sentence,

&quot; all that

a man hath will he give for his life,&quot;
is evidently

parallel in sense, as appears from the repe
tition of 1j?3, &quot;about,&quot; here &quot;for, instead of&quot;

(as in Is. xxxii. 14
; comp. the same use of finn

in Ex. xxi. 23-25, and so frequently). It is

therefore simply the application of the proverb
to Job s case. The meaning of the phrase there

fore, it would seem, must be this: A man will

give like for like ; of two things having about

equal value he will willingly let the one go, that

he may save the other ;
and this in fact, Satan

suggests, Job had done
;
he had willingly given

up all that was his, in order to save his own
life and his bodily health. Job s property
therefore is here represented as a skin, with
which his person was covered, an integument
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enveloping him for protection and comfort

(comp. ch. xviii. 13
;
xix. 26, where ity desig

nates the entire body, the whole person corpo

really considered). His physical life is repre
sented as another such a skin. Of these two

skins or integuments, the one of which lies

nearer to him than the other, and is therefore

dearer to him and more indispensable, he has

surrendered the one, to wit, the outer, remoter,

least necessary, in order to save and to retain

the other. [&quot;As
is said in the proverb : Like

for like ; so it is with man: all for life.&quot; Hinz.

&quot;A proverbial saying, iu the effect: A man

freely parts with an external good, if he may
thereby keep possession of another. So Job

can well bear the loss of children and property,
since the dearest earthly good, life and health,

are left him.&quot; VAIH. So Ges., Dillm., Hengst.,

Con., Dav., etc.] This interpretation is beyond
question the one best suited to the context, and
is to be preferred to the others which have been

proposed, viz. : a. That of the Targ., of several

Rabbis, Schlott., and Del. &quot; A man will give a

part of the skin, or a member, in order to pre
serve another part of the skin, or member

;
much

more will a man give up all that he has to keep

his life.&quot; This explanation is at fault in taking

&quot;ityi
which always means the whole skin or hide,

for a member or a part of the skin. b. That of

Ephraem, Rosenm., Hupf., in which
&quot;ity

is used
in respect of the lost children and animals to

designate their life, their existence. [According to

this view the full expression would be: skin (of

another) for skin (of oneself
),
as &quot; life for life&quot;

in Ex. xxi. 23
;
skin being used metaphorically

for the body, or the life. The thought accord

ingly is: The bodies or the lives of others one
will part with for his own. The objection to

this view is that the two equivalents, or the two

things compared here, are not so much what is

another s, and what is one s own, but rather
one s own property and one s own life, or per
son. Good s explanation : &quot;Skin for skin is,

in plain English, property for person, or the
skin forming property for the skin forming

person,
&quot;

is correct as to the application, but as
an explanation of the proverb it is faulty in that
it injects too much of the special application
into the body of the proverb. E.] c. The in

terpretation of Olshausen, who refers to ver 5,
and explains

&quot; skin for skin &quot;

to mean &quot;as thou
treatest him, so he will treat thee

; so long as
thou leavest his (skin, t. e.,) person untouched,
BO long will he not assail (thy skin, i. e.,) thee
in person.&quot; This, however, is at variance alike
with the connection and with decorum.

[&quot;Though it is the devil who speaks, this were
nevertheless too unbecomingly expressed.&quot; DEL.
In addition to the above explanations, the fol

lowing deserve mention : d. That of Parkhurst,
Schult., Wem., who render the clause: Skin af
ter skin, or skin upon skin

; i. e., to save his life

a man would willingly be flayed over and over.
This is unnatural in itself, a doubtful rendering
of the preposition, and at variance with the

analogous use of the same preposition in the
following clause. Any explanation which re
quires a different use of the preposition in both
clauses is certainly to be rejected, e. The view

of Umbreit, who while agreeing with the expla
nation given above of the clause: skin for skin,

explains differently its relation to the following
clause. The proverb he regards as a mercan
tile one, meaning, one thing for another, every

thing is exchangeable in the market, any external

good may be bartered for another; but life is

an internal good of such value that nothing will

buy it, and a man will sacrifice everything for

it. His translation accordingly is: &quot;Skin for

skin ; but all that a man hath he gives for his

life.&quot; This, however, is much less simple and
natural than to regard the 1 as connective, and

the second clause as the application of the first.

Especially decisive against it is the adversative

D/1X at the beginning of ver. 5, which on Um-
breit s theory would be deprived of all force.

/. Merx in his version substitutes for the ori

ental proverb the German: Das Hemd sitzt

naher als der Rock (The shirt is nearer than the

coat), and explains :
&quot; One skin envelopes an

other skin ; the first (goods and children) has
been taken away from Job, he must yet be

stripped of the second (health).&quot;
He main

tains that TJ?_3 never signifies &quot;for, instead;&quot;

but he is condemned out of his own mouth, for

in the very next clause he translates

&quot;/or
his life !&quot; While it maybe granted that

&quot;Ijb3
is not exactly synonymous with

finp&amp;gt;,
either

may be appropriately rendered by &quot;for,&quot;
the

former corresponding rather to the Greek irepi,

or inrep, the latter to avri. &quot;Although it does
not stand for the 3 of price, it nevertheless can,
like J&quot;\nn in Ex. xxi. 23-25, be used with the
verb

jru
in the sense of &quot;

instead,&quot; especially
when the accessory notion for the protection
of is retained in connestion with it.&quot; DILLM.
The use of skin as the representative of value

in the proverb is explained by the extent to

which it was used as an article of utility and
traffic. It was useful in itself and as a medium
of exchange. Hence &quot; skin for skin

&quot; would na

turally mean &quot;value for value.&quot; E.]
Ver. 5. But put forth now Thy hand,

and touch his bone and his flesh. [

verum enim vero, but verily, as in ch. i. 1 1. [The
connection of the two verses is as follows: Value
for value

; a man s life is worth everything, and
all that he has he will give up to save his life.

But touch that, put his life in peril, so that

nothing that he has, or can do will save it, and
assuredly he will curse thee. A simple state
ment of the connection is all that is necessary
to refute some of the erroneous interpretations
of the passage. E.] ^JJ, to touch (in ch. i. 11

construed with 3) is here followed by &quot;7X. It

is going too far, however, to assume, with De-
litzsch, that this &quot;

expresses increased malig
nity: stretch forth Thy hand but once to his

very bones,&quot; etc. [Hengst. agrees with Hupfeld
that here &quot;the bone&quot; is specially mentioned as
in Pss. vi. 3 (2); xxxviii. 4 (3); li. 10 (8) as
the basis of the body and of its condition, as the
inmost seat and source of vital power and sensi

bility.&quot; Note the peculiar metaphorical use of

D# in Hebrew for self, self-same. Add also
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that the collocation of bone and flesh in Hebrew
is in almost every instance expressive of a man s

very self, his essential personality. Comp. Gen.
ii. 23; Judg. ix. 2; Job x. 11

; Prov. xiv. 30.

Satan s words here accordingly mean more than:
touch his body ; they mean: touch him ; strike

him in the vital parts of his being. Verily,
he will curse Thee to Thy face. As in ch.

i. 11. Satan, it will be noted, is more truly Sa
tanic in this scene than in the former. As Dav.

finely observes: &quot;In his former aspersion of

Job he had only hinted that Job s religion was
not very genuine ;

it was profitable, and there
fore carefully attended to. Here he goes a

great way deeper, and maligns human nature in

its very humanity. Man is not only irreligious

(except for profit), but he is inhuman; what is

usually regarded as possessions of the most irre

ligious men, love of kind and kindred, the

deeper affections of family on which so much
fine sentiment has been expended they are
matters of profit too. Man cares little for

friend or family, only he be safe himself : put
forth Thy hand and touch his own bone and

flesh, and his viperish nature will rise like the

trodden serpent, and disown Thee to Thy face.&quot;

The essence of sin in its ordinary human mani
festation is to be unable to live from any higher
motive than self ; its essence in the life of Sa
tan is to be unable to conceive of any higher mo
tive than self. The spirit of evil in man often

makes virtue tributary to self; the spirit of evil

in Satan takes the very constancy of virtue as

proof only of more intense selfishness. The
devil s logic in the case of Job: the more stead
fast Job seems to be, the more inhuman must he
be. E.]

Ver. 6. Behold he is in thy hand, only
spare his life. Comp. ch. i. 12. $33 is to be

distinguished from D&quot;n; it denotes not the life-

function, as such, which belongs to man as a

spiritual and corporeal being, but its seat and
medium, the soul

( Tpvxq, anima). But as above
in ver. 4, so here, it must be rendered &quot;life&quot;

[the term &quot;soul&quot; with us not being the exact

equivalent of the above Hebrew, Greek, and La
tin terms. E.] Comp. the like use of ^vxh iQ
Acts xx. 10, and elsewhere often in the New

Testament.
&quot;iKf,

lit. :
&quot; beware of, abstain

from ;

&quot;

*. e., take care that in imperiling his life

by the infliction of painful disease, thou dost not

deprive him of it.

6. (/?) The fulfillment of the decree in Job s

terrible disease: vers. 7, 8.

Ver. 7. Then Satan went out . . . (comp.
ch. i. 12) ... and smote Job with sore
boils from the sole of his foot unto his
crown ;

t. e., over his whole body. Comp. the

description of the same frightful disease given
in almost the very same words in Deut. xxviii.

35.
{
HE? [singular collective], used in Lev.

xiii. 18 sq., of the boils of a leper, and else
where of the carbuncles of the plague, refers

here, as its use with the strengthening attribu
tive jn shows, to the worst form of leprosy, the

Lepra Arabica,* or Elephantiasis, called also lepra

* According to the author of the art. Medicine in Smith s

nodosa, or tuberculosa, on account of the fright
ful swollen pustules, or boils, which make the
limbs of the sufferer, and especially the lower

extremities, look like the lumpy, apparently
jointless limbs of the elephant [also perhaps
&quot;from its rendering the skin, like that of ttie

elephant s, scabrous and dark-colored, and fur

rowed all over with tubercles.&quot; GOOD]. By
the Arabians it is named gudham, the mutilating
disease, because in its extreme stages entire

members gradually fall away, such as fingers,

teeth, hands, etc. Once in the Old Testament it

is described as D ^D { pi^,
&quot; the Egyptian ul

cer &quot;

(Deut. xxviii. 27). It is not limited, how
ever, to Arabia and Egypt, but prevails also in
the East Indies, inclusive of the Sunda Islands,
and likewise in the West Indies, and even in the
countries of Northern Europe, as in Norway,
where it, rages at times with fearful violence, of
ten seizing on entire villages. It is not only
contagious (according to the testimony of the

ancients, e. a., of Aretlius, the Cappadocian, it

might be communicated by the mere breathing
of the person diseased), but in many cases it

also transmits itself from parents to children.

[Dillman remarks that according to the most re
cent observations it does not seem to be conta

gious. So also the article on Medicine in Smith s

Bible Diet, says :
&quot; It is hereditary and may fee

inoculated, but does not propagate itself by the
closest contact.&quot; E.] Finally, it is, as a rule,
incurable

;
or at all events one of the most te

dious diseases, protracting itself through twenty
years or more. The identity of this disease with
Job s affliction was maintained long ago by Ori-

gen (c. Gels. vi. 5), and is held by all modern
expositors. This view is supported by the symp
toms of the disease as they are further given in

our book: the insufferable itching of the skin

(ch. ii. 8) ; the skin cracking, and covered with
boils now hard and crustated, and now festering

(ch. vii. 5); the stinking breath (ch. xix. 17);
the blackened and chapped appearance of the

body caused by inward heat in the bones (ch.
xxx. 30) ; the danger of the limbs falling away
(ch. xxx. 17, 30) ; the extreme emaciation of the

body (ch. xix. 20 ; xxx. 18) ; the anguished
frame, made restless by nightly dreams, gasp-
ings and tortures (ch. vii. 4, 13-15; xxx. 17),
etc.

[&quot;
It first appears in general, but not al

ways, about the face, as an indurated nodule

(hence it is improperly called tubercular), which

gradually enlarges, inflames, and ulcerates.

Sometimes it commences in the neck or arms.
The ulcers will heal spontaneously, but only af

ter a long period, and after destroying a great
deal of the neighboring parts. If a joint be

attacked, the ulceration will go on till its de
struction is complete, the joints of finger, toe,

etc., dropping off one by one. Frightful dreams
and fetid breath are symptoms mentioned by
some pathologists. More nodules will develop
themselves ; and if the face be the chief seat

of the disease, it assumes a leonine aspect (hence
called also Leontiasis), loathsome and hideous

;

the skin becomes thick, rugose, and livid
; the

eyes are fierce and staring, and the hair gene-

Bible Diet, there is still another disease called Elephanliasii
Arabum, quite distinct from the disease which afflicted Joh,
which ia kuown as the Elephantiasis Grtecurum.
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rally falls off from all the parts affected. When
the throat is attacked the voice shares the affec

tion, and sinks to a hoarse, husky whisper.&quot;

Art. Medicine in Smith s Bib. Diet. See also art.

Leper]. Comp. below on ch. vii. 14 ; also the

more particular description of the disease by
Aretiius the Cappadocian (translated by Mann,

1858, p. 221
; comp. also Del., Vol. I., p. 70, n.

Clark s For. The. Lib.); J. D. Michaelis, Em-

leilunginsA. T., I. 57 sq.; Winer, Real- Worter-

buch, 1. 115sq. (3d Ed.) ; Friedrich, Z. Bibel, 1848,

I. 193 sq.; Hecker, Elephantiasis, oder Lepra Ara-

bica, Lahr, 1838; Heer, De elephantiasi Gne-

corum et Arabum; Danielson and Boeck, Trails.

de la Spedalskhed, ou Elephantiasis des Grecs, a

work published at the expense of the Govern

ment of Norway, Paris, 1848; Virchow, Z&amp;gt;ie krank-

haften Geschwiilste, Vol. II. 1, Berlin, 1863 (which
treats with especial minuteness of the distinction

frequently overlooked between the Eleph. Grse-

corum and the Eleph. Arabum) ;
also the nar

ratives of travelers, e. ff., Bruce, and recently of

Bickmore (an American traveler in the East

Indies), who, after giving a harrowing descrip

tion of a village in northern Sumatra filled with

sufferers from elephantiasis, declares with a

shudder that one who has never seen such cases

of leprosy can form no conception of the distor

tions which the human body can assume, and

still live.

Ver. 8. And he took him a potsherd to

scrape himself withal. The modern Orien

tals, when suffering from the same disease,

make use of instruments prepared for scraping,
made out of ivory or other material (comp.
Cleric, on the passage). [&quot;Scraping

with a

potsherd will not only relieve the intolerable

itching of the skin, but also remove the matter.&quot;

DEL.] And he sat down among the ashes:
lit. :

&quot; and he was sitting (at the time) in the

midst of the ashes;&quot; or &quot;while he sat in the

midst of the ashes.&quot; [So most of the recent,

commentators. The participial construction

DE^ Will describing the condition of the subject

at the time of the affirmation in the principal
verb. Comp. Gen. xix. 1 ; Judg. xiii. 9

; and
see Ewald, Gr. \ 168, 2 and \ 341, a. Schlott.

finds in this clause evidence, that but a short

time intervened between the former trial and
the present. While he was yet sitting in ashes,

mourning the loss of his children, he was smit

ten in his own person. E.] Sitting in the

ashes is certainly the attitude of a mourner

(comp. ch. xlii. 6; Jerem. vi. 26; Jon. iii. 6);
but in this case, the attitude is occasioned not

only by the loss of his children, but more espe

cially by the new calamity which has befallen

the sufferer. The LXX. enlarges upon the de

scription in accordance with the Levitical law

touching leprosy, as well as such passages as

Ps. cxiii. 7 : Kat eKadrjTO eirl rfj(; Kowpiaf ifw nyf

TroHeoc. There is nothing in the Heb. text here
to indicate the segregation of Job in bis leprosy.
Still it cannot be doubted, especially in view of

ver. 12 (see notes), that even as a non-Israelite,
as an inhabitant of Hauran e. g., he was required
to submit to such separation Comp. the. infor

mation given by Wetstein in Del. (ii. 152), con

cerning the dung-heaps, the mezlele before the

villages of Hauran, and the occupation of the

same by lepers. [&quot;The dung is brought in a

dry state in baskets to the place before the vil

lage, and is generally burnt once every month.

. . . The ashes remain. ... If a village has

been inhabited for a century, the mezbele reaches

a height which far surpasses it. The winter

rains make the ash-heaps into a compact mass,

and gradually change the mezbele into a firm

mound of earth. . . . The mezbele serves the

inhabitants of the district as a watch-tower, and

on close, oppressive evenings as a place of

assembly, because there is a current of air on

the height. There the children play about the

whole day long; there the forsaken one lies,

who, having been seized by some horrible mala

dy, is not allowed to enter the dwellings of men,

by day asking alms of the passers-by, and at

night hiding himself among the ashes, which
the sun has warmed. There the dogs of the

village lie, perhaps gnawing at a decaying car

case that is frequently thrown there. WETZST.

7. (7) Job s Steadfastness in Piety. Vers. 9, 10.

Ver. 9. Then said his wife unto him.

[The Chald. here gives the name of Job s wife

as Dinah, a trace of the old tradition that Job
was contemporary with Jacob. The Sept. and

Copt, contain a considerable addition to the text

in the form of a lengthened and impassioned
discourse by Job s wife, detailing his sorrows
and her own. E.] In place of Satan, who,
from ver. 6 on, disappears from the book s his

tory, Job s own wife now appears against him
to tempt him, to be, as it were, an adjutrix dia-

boli (Augustine). Dost thou still hold fast

to thine integrity? OJ1 ^~\y,
a question im

plying astonishment, although without a particle
of interrogation (Ew. $ 324, a). Compare the

question which Anna, the wife of Tobias, that

apocryphal copy of Job s wife, addresses to her

blinded husband : TTOV elalv ai khenfJioavvaL aov

KM ai 6iKaioai&amp;gt;vai aov, I6ov yvuctTa rravra fiera aov

[&quot;
. e. as Sengelmann and Fritzsche correctly

explain, one sees from thy misfortunes that thy
virtue is not of much avail to thee.&quot; DEL.]

Renounce God and die ! DTT7X
&quot;p3

evi

dently in the bad sense of ch. i. 11 ; ii. 5
;
and

thus equivalent to: &quot;let God go, renounce thy

allegiance to Him, give up at last praising and

trusting Him, since verily nothing more remains
for thee but to die!&quot; Hahn takes

&quot;]~Q
here sensu

bono: &quot;Praise God all the time, thou shall pre

sently see what thy reward is, even death!&quot;

[80 Ges. Lex. : &quot;Bless and praise God as thou

wilt, yet thou must now die ; thy piety towards
God is in vain.&quot; Carey, Con. : &quot;The import of

this taunting reproach I take to be: Bless God

(if you will), and die! for that is all it will pro
fit

you.&quot;]
But to this stands opposed the sharp

rejoinder which Job makes in ver. 10 to his

wife, from which it may be clearly inferred,

that on the present occasion she was to him, if

not altogether a &quot;Proserpina et Furia infernalis&quot;

(Calv.), still, in some measure, a /ndoTi% TOV dia-

(loliov (Chrysost.), to scourge him severely, an
&quot;instrument of the Tempter&quot; (Ebr.). [Another
argument against taking &quot;p2

in the sense of
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&quot;blessing&quot;
is brought forward by Hengst., to

wit, that the words bear an unmistakable rela

tion to the saying of Satan, twice repeated :

Verily he will renounce Thee to Thy face. The
wife is Satan s instrument in the endeavor to

secure the fulfilment of that prediction. It may
be still further suggested, that the spirit which

manifestly prompted the first words of the wife

seems more in harmony with the rendering
&quot;renounce.&quot; She begins by expressing her

astonishment, an astonishment evidently accom

panied by deep indignation, that after such

heavy blows Job should still hold fast to his

integrity. Nothing could be more natural than

to find her in the same breath vehemently urging
Job to relinquish his integrity by

&quot;

bidding fare

well&quot; to God. E ]

Ver. 10. Thou speakest as one of the
foolish women speaketh. Folly here in

the well-known Old Testament sense of godless-
ness, impiousness (Ps. xiv. 1), or in the sense

of that saying of Luther s: &quot;All those who are

without the Holy Ghost, however wise they may
be esteemed by the world in temporal affairs,

power or business, before God they are fools or

blind men.&quot; [&quot;The
translation as one of the

foolish women does not correspond to the He

brew ;
/3J is one who thinks madly and acts
TT *

impiously.&quot; DEL. &quot;71733 means not simply a

woman without understanding, but one who is

a fool, who refuses to know more of God, who is

an atheist, or a heathen.&quot; DILLM.] The reproof
is thus a severe one

;
at the same time, the r\nx

&quot;one, any one,&quot; has that in it which somewhat
softens its severity: comp. 2 Sam. xiii. 13.

[&quot;Job
does not say to his wife: Thou art a

foolish woman; but: Thou speakest as if thou
didst belong to that class

;
thou art become

unlike thyself.&quot; HENGST.] Shall we receive
the good from God. and shall we not also
receive the evil? The question consists of

two members: the DJ, standing at the beginning

(instead of which we might have expected the

more exact DJH), &quot;belongs logically to the

second part, towards which the voice should

hurry in reading the first part, which contains

the premise of the other: this is frequently the

case after interrogative particles, e.g., Num.
xvi. 22; Isa. v. 46.&quot; DEL. For this anticipa
tion of the DJ, which has its logical connection

with a later clause, comp. below ch. xv. 10;
Hos. vi. 11; Zech ix. 11; also the analogous
syntactical construction of

^N, ^]f&amp;gt;
p&quot;\

[Hence
the rendering of DJ by &quot;What?&quot; (E. V )

is

inaccurate. &quot;The first division of the verse is

translated by Ges., Evv (Ilupf., Dillm., Ren
),

and some others affirmatively, and the second
division interrogatively. Thes. I

, p 204, bonum

accepimus a Deo, nonne etiam malum suscipiamus?
. . . But the Heb. has the same form in both
divisions

;
and the interrogative tone in both is

a far more spirited expression of the thought.&quot;

CON.] The word v3p, &quot;to receive&quot; is found

elsewhere in prose only in the post-exilic litera

ture, and in Aramaic. Its appearance here,
however, should not greatly surprise us, as we
meet with it in proverbial poetry. Prov. xix. 20.

20

[It is worthy of note as a fine exhibition of the

sympathetic genius of the author, that whereas
in ch. i. 21 he uses the name Jehovah, here he
uses the name Elohim. There the religious
consciousness of Job, deeply stirred by his

losses, but realizing nevertheless the full bless

edness of uninterrupted communion with God,
and pouring itself forth in that sublime soliloquy
which is for all ages the doxology of the chas
tised believer, seizes on that name which to the

Old Testament saint most fully expressed in his

eternal perfections and glory on the one side,
and in his personal relations to man on the
other. Here the same consciousness, deep,
genuine, unfaltering as ever, but striving on the
one hand to maintain itself against the depres
sing influence of physical ill, on the other hand
to repel the daring suggestion of atheistical

folly, consecrated as the suggestion was through
Satanic skill by all the associations which love
had sealed upon the lips that spoke it, seizes on
that name of the Supreme Being which most

fully expresses his power over the forces of na
ture, and which most effectually silences the
sneer of the godless heart. There Job speaks
rather as the chastised child, in the attitude of

benediction, blessing the name of Jehovah ; here
he speaks rather as the chastised creature, in the
attitude of resignation, vindicating the ways of

Elohim. E.] In all this did not Job sin
with his lips. Compare the similar judgment
rendered by the poet at the conclusion of the
first trial, ch. i. 22. That Job has thus far

escaped all sin of the lips (comp. ch. xxvii. 4 ;

Pss. xxxiv. 14 (13) ;
lix. 8 (7) ; cxl. 4 (3) ;

Prov. xxiv. 2, etc.), is here emphasized indeed

only by way of contrast with the violent expres
sions which soon follow, which he was provoked
to utter by the three friends, and in which he

assuredly did sin. The intimation that he had

already sinned in his thoughts (Targ., Diedrich),
is scarcely conveyed by the V.HDiJ S, however

true in itself the remark of Delitzsch :
&quot; The

temptation to murmur was now already at work
within him, but he was its master, so that no
murmur escaped him.&quot;

8. The visit of the friends, and their mute sym
pathy, as an immediate preparation for the action

of the poem, vers. 11-13.

Ver. 11. Then Job s three friends heard
of all this evil that was come upon him.

[The question whether the article should be

used with &quot;friends&quot; cannot be determined with

absolute certainty, the form of expression in the

Hebrew being ambiguous, and the circumstances

not being fully known. By some (Dav., Con.,

Ren., Elz.) it is omitted, although by most it is

recognized; and this on the whole seems best.

Although there is nothing to justify the Sept. in

describing these friends as kings, there is good
reason for regarding them as persons of univer

sal consideration by virtue of their station, their

age, and their wisdom. Comp. ch. xii. 3; xiii.

2 ; xv. 17 sq. ;
xviii. 3 ; and Elihu s remarks in

ch. xxxii. See also below on Eliphaz. And the

concerted demonstration which they here make of

their sympathy with Job would show that they
were his friends in a peculiar sense. For these

reasons the rendering &quot;the three friends of Job&quot;
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is to be preferred. E.] nJOH, as accentuated,

is not the partic. fern., but the perf. with the art.

which stands in place of the rel. pron., as in

Gen. xviii. 21
;

xlvi. 27. [Ewald, however,

justly criticizes the Masora in these and other

passages on the ground that the partic. can just
as well be assumed in them, and is besides the

more obvious construction. See Or., p. 802, n.

I. E.] That which is here related is to be un
derstood as taking place not at the very begin
ning of Job s sickness, but some months later

(comp. ch. vii. 3), when the disease had made
considerable progress, producing loathsome dis

figurement of his person (comp. ver. 12; ch.

vii. 4 seq. : ch. xix. ch. xxx.) And they
came each from his own place. These

places where they lived, which are mentioned in

the sequel only in the most general way as coun

tries, or regions of country, are not to be re

garded as situated in each other s immediate vi

cinity. The place where they came to, the ob

ject of 1X3 1, is to be thought of as some other

place than that where Job lived. From this,

their appointed rendezvous, they then proceeded
to Job s abode, to testify to him their sympathy

(this being the meaning of ~NJ;, comp. ch. xlii.

II, also TJ, sympathy, ch. xvi. 5), and to com
fort him. Eliphaz the Temanite, etc. Since

Eliphaz (T3 7X) appears also in Gen. xxxvi. 4,

10, 12, as an old Idumean name of a person,
there can be no doubt that his country, Teman
( pV}), a name which also occurs in Gen. xxxvi.

11, 15, in close connection with that of Eliphaz,
is to be identified with the Idumean region of
that name, whose inhabitants, not only accord

ing to our poem, but also according to the testi

mony of other Scripture writers, such as Jere
miah (ch. xlix. 7) and Baruch (ch. iii. 22 seq.),
were particularly celebrated for their wisdom
comp. also Obad. viii. 9; also the TO \33, i. e.,

sons of knowledge, of wisdom, in (Mace. v. 4).
We are scarcely to understand by it the Terna
of East Hauran (which indeed may possibly be
a colony of the Edomite Theman). As for the
countries of the two other friends, Shuah (H^),
the home of Bildad, is to be sought for some
where in the eastern part of North Arabia,
among the settlements of the Keturaites, one of
whom is called Shuah, Gen. xxv. 2. The appli
cation of the name to Schakka, beyond Ilauran,
the 2K/crt/a of Ptolem., ch. v. 15, is doubtful on
account of the difference in sound of the names.
[According to Carey it is identical with the
Saiace of Pliny (vi. 32), now called Sekiale, or
El Saiak about midway between the Elamitic
Gulf and the mouth of the Euphrates]. Naamah,
finally, must be one of the many Syrian regions
of that name ;

it can hardly be the city of that
name in the Shefelah, mentioned Josh. xv. 41.
When out of a i}OJ_ the LXX. makes out Zo-

phar a Mu-olof (or MawaZof, so Aristaeus, in
Euseb. Praep. Ev. ix. 25), it probably follows a
tradition which pointed to Maon (now Maan),
lying East of Petra, as his home. Again, as re
gards the etymology of the names of the three

friends, it may be conjectured that TS Sx means

the man to whom &quot;God is his joy ;&quot; &quot;H^S, &quot;the

son of strife
&quot;

(*I&quot;V?,
in Arab, to strive, to wran

gle) ; 12^, perhaps &quot;the twitterer&quot;
(i. e.,

Ma*, from 13V, to pipe, to twitter). So Ge-

senius Dietrich in their smaller dictionary !

while Delitzsch, e. g., adopts entirely different

definitions : thus tfl*7lt=et Deus aurum est,

comp. ch. xxii. 25, also the name Phasael. formed

by transposition ; so also Michaelis, Suppl. p.
87. Fiirst: &quot;El is dispenser of riches;&quot; Ges.

in Lex.: &quot;God his strength&quot;]:

sine mammis, one brought up without his mother s

milk; 1Si=e asfar, &quot;the yellow,&quot; flavedo.

Comp. Abulfeda s Hist, ante-islamica, Ed. Fleis

cher, p. 168 [Fiirst : &quot;The shaggy, or rough &quot;].

The two latter names, being just those in respect
to which the suspicion that they are a poetic in

vention could be in some measure justified, do
not appear elsewhere in the Old Testament.

[And they had made an appointment to
gether to come, etc. ; or more correctly: They
met together by appointment; the proper mean

ing of the Niph. 1j/l] being, as Del. and Dillm.

point out, not to appoint a place for meeting

(which would be VJMJ rather), but to meet in an

appointed place at an appointed time. E.]
Ver. 12. And they raised their eyes

afar off, and knew him not. Two things
may be inferred from these words: (1) That
Job was now staying not in his own house, but
out of doors, in a place which furnished misera
ble shelter, serving as a retreat for lepers ;

comp. on ver. 8 above [and especially the extract
from Wetst. concerning the mezbele~\ ; and (2)
that the disease had already disfigured him so

that he could not be recognized (comp. notes on
ver. 7). And sprinkled dust upon their
heads toward heaven. In addition to the

weeping and the rending of their mantles, these
words describe a third and a particularly violent

symbol and expression of their sympathizing
grief. Gathering up the dust they fling it into
the air, t. e.,

&quot; toward heaven,&quot; until it falls

back upon their heads ; thus indicating that by
a heavenly, a Divine dispensation, they felt

themselves to be bowed down to the dust in sor
row (comp. Ezek. xxvii. 30; Lam. ii. 10, etc.)

Ver. 13. And they sat down with him
upon the earth seven days and seven
nights; i. e. as the sequel shows, in silence,
and also without doubt fastinff. This impressive
demonstration or sympathizing sorrow reminds
us, not of the seven days lamentation for Saul

(1 Sam. xxxi. 13), but rather of Ezekiel s

mourning, when he sat down for seven days
astonished among the captives by the river
Chebar (Ez. iii. 15). To lay stress on the num
ber seven as rigidly historical is inadmissible in
view of the poetic ideal character of the descrip
tion. At the same time, the statement contains

nothing impossible or improbable, nothing at

variance with customs and modes of thought
which are known to prevail in the east, espe
cially among oriental sages, with whom more
over, ascetic practices are always to be asso
ciated. Their &quot;sitting down upon the ground&quot;
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still further characterizes them as mourners in

all they did; comp. 2 Sam. xii. 16; Ezek. xxvi.

16; Lam. ii. 10. And none spake a word
unto him: lit.

&quot; without one
(
Ul

J Xl) speak

ing to him a word.&quot; This silence is to be

understood as absolute not as interrupted by
occasional speech among themselves

[&quot;This

seven days silence has been thought improba
ble, and it has been sought in various ways to

modify the statement. A great mistake. For
it is to be borne in mind that what is observable

in the well-known phenomena of mystical

absorption in the East is, in a less exaggerated
form, a universal characteristic of orientals,

llest as well as motion has with them more

positive power than with us a trait which

Hamann, in the beginning of one of his most

genial writings (the JEsthetica innuce), mentions

as characteristic of the primeval world of hu

manity :
&quot; The rest of our ancestors was a pro-

founder sleep; and their motion a reeling dance.

Seven days they would sit in the stillness of

meditation ;
and then they would open their

mouth for winged sayings.
&quot;

SCHLOTT.] The
reason for the friends silence is given by the

poet in the explanatory clause which follows :

For they saw that the affliction was very
great ;

f. e. they observed that Job s painful

condition, including the disease and the misery
which caused it (3X3 here accordingly not in a

one-sided subjective sense, but also the objective
sense of affliction, malady), was far too great to

admit of their endeavoring to comfort him sim

ply by words. It is therefore the overpowering
sight of the nameless misery which has seized

upon their friend that closes their mouth
;

although to this must be added the influence of

the erroneous assumption, which controlled all

of them, that Job s terrible suffering had been
occasioned by certain secret sins, the existence

of which they had not before suspected, and
which they had never deemed him capable of

committing. And the fact that this erroneous

assumption, which led them to look on their

friend not only as one who was sorely afflicted,

but as one who had fallen, lay at the bottom of

their persistent mournful silence, and was even
to be read on their countenances, must have
made their presence to the sorely tried sufferer

the more painful the longer it continued. And
so their visit, which was undertaken according
to ver. 11 with the most loving intent, became,
without their purposing it, a severe trial of his

feelings (comp. vi. 14 sq., especially ver. 24) a

trial which at length affected him more power
fully, and became more insupportable to him
than all former ones, driving him at last into

that passionate and intemperate outbreak, which
even the lamenting and doubting challenge of

his wife had failed to call forth. Comp. Vilmar

(Past. Theol. Bldtt. xi. 69): &quot;The temptation
of Job becomes efficient by means of his friends.

First of all, by their presence they cause his

attention to be drawn exclusively to his own
misery, and then by their reproaches they draw
out from him, one after the other, the mainte
nance of his own innocence, his complaint
because of the cruel misunderstanding of his

friends, his dispute with them, and finally his

dispute with God.&quot;
[&quot;

Thus a new trial awaits
Job, one in which he cannot stand aloof from
men, and go through in the secresy of his own
soul fighting his dark adversaries alone, and
conquering and becoming strong in his solitude:
his conflict this time is with men, with the best
and most religious of men, and with the loftiest

creed his time has heard of. It is a tremendous
conflict; when a man stands alone, with all

parties and forma of faith and thought, and
even the world, or outward God, against him,
and only himself and strong conscience, and his

necessary thoughts of the unseen God and in
stinctive personal faith in Him as his helpers.
It does not appear what place, if any, Satan
holds in this new conflict; his name disappears
from the book. We cannot say, whether he
silently acknowledged himself baffled and re

tired, having done his worst on Job, and so this
new trial, not of his contriving, but of God s,
who will by its means bring Job to fuller know
ledge of Himself that he may be at peace ; and
if so, how infinitely deeper is God s knowledge
of us than Satan s, and with what unspeakably
profounder skill he can touch the deepest springs
of our nature, and so get behind, do what Satan
will, all his possible contrivances, for greater is

He that is in us than he that is in the world
or whether we are to understand this new fire

to be also of the devil s kindling. We prefer to
have done with him, and view the remaining
portion of Job s exercise as between him and
God alone, who, though the. devil failed, and
retired in confusion, will yet display to the uni
verse more wondrous strength and more mar
vellously the talismanic touch of the divine hand
upon the human heart. It seems so; much of
the poem is monologue, the objections and inter

pellations of the friends are but used by God as

spurs to stimulate the soul to exercise itself on
him. No one can doubt the divine wisdom in

using the friends to bring Job into fuller know
ledge of itself; the violence of human dialectic
and the many-sidedness of several minds pre
sented before Job in much greater completeness
all the phases of his relation to heaven than
could have been accomplished by the mere
workings of his own mind.&quot; DAV.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

The feature of the preceding Section of our
book of greatest interest to the reader who
would thoroughly investigate the Scriptures
both from the speculative, doctrinal and ethical

point of view, as well as from the apologetic,
centre predominantly, indeed we may say ex

clusively, is the enigmatic figure of Satan.

The &quot;Satan of the Prologue&quot; is the standing
theme of certain introductory chapters, or of

elaborate dissertations in most of the modern
Commentaries on Job, both critical and apolo

getic. The following are the fundamental ques
tions treated in this connection: Can we and
should we assume a personal intermediate cause
out of the circle of the highest created existences,
that is, a mighty fallen angel, to account for

that which is sinful in the actions and motives
of mankind in general? Again: Should we at

tribute to this evil spirit, even within the spher*
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of the external life of nature and humanity,

operations which produce ruin and destruction,

thus exhibiting him as a cause, not only of moral

evil, but, in a qualified sense, also of physical

eyil on earth? Again: May we assume that

like the good angels, he has access to God s

throne, a- d so has, as it were, a place and a

voice, or, at any rate, certain ministerial func

tions in the councils of heaven? Finally and

this is, after those more general questions, that

which specially relates to the peculiarities of

the Satanology of the Book of Job Can we

assign the name, the functions, the whole

appearance of Satan as the personal principle

of evil, or, in a word, as the Adversary, to that

more remote antiquity of the theocratic develop

ment, to which so many indications point as the

moit probable time to which to refer the compo
sition of this book? Or are we constrained to

regard the whole conception of Satan as the

product only of a later development, say of a

biblico-theological development moulded by in

fluences proceeding from the Assyrian Babylon,
or the Persians, and accordingly to bring down
the composition, if not of the entire book, at

least of the Prologue (together with the Epi

logue, comp. Introd. \ 8), into a later age, sub

sequent not only to the time of Moses, but even

to that of Solomon? With reference to the

skeptical element which resides in each one of

those questions, and at the same time with a

view to obtaining a more concise and simple
treatment of the same, the question may be put
thus: whether the Satan of the Book of Job in to

be rejected (1) on religious and moral grounds,
as the product of a dualist ic mythology, antago
nistic to a pure monotheism, or (2) on physico-

ihfoloffical grounds as a superstition ; or (3) on

SEsthetic grounds as a pure poetic fiction ; or

(4) on grounds derived from the history of reve

lation, as a scriptural and theological anachron

ism.
1. The theory that there is a Satan cannot be

rejected on religious and moral grounds, for the

entire Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Tes
taments demonstrate the existence of such a be

ing ; never, however, in the dualistic sense of

the religion of the Zend [Avesta], as an evil

principle, absolutely and from eternity opposing
the good God, but always as a relative or created

evil principle, as an angel or spirit which had
been created .good by God, but which had after

wards fallen through its own criminal wicked
ness. At a matter of fact, this created evil prin

ciple to the actual existence of which no one

testifies more frequently, strongly, and emphati
cally than our Lord Himself in His discourses

as recorded in the Gospels (the synoptical alike

with that of John) meets us already in the old

est book of the Bible, in Genesis, where the ac

count given of the origin of sin (ch. iii.) so un

mistakably presents the evil spirit, disguised as

a serpent, as the author of sin in the develop
ment of humanity, that every attempt to explain
the serpent as pure &quot;allegory,&quot;

or a &quot;mere

hieroglyph,&quot; runs off into absurdity. Not less

do we find this same evil principle, if not by
Dame, at least in fact, in the Azazel of Leviti

cus (ch. xvi. 3 seq., 27), that &quot;

personification of

abstract impurity as opposed to the absolute

purity of Jehovah,&quot; as Roskoff (Gesch. des Teu-

feU, Bd. I., Leipzig, 1869J has perhaps not un

suitably defined him, as well as in the descrip

tion, resembling our Prologue, given by the pro

phet Micah the elder in 1 Kings xxii. 21 seq ,

where nnn, &quot; the spirit&quot; simply, is used to de

signate the evil spirit only because hitherto hu

manity had to trace everywhere mainly the

operation of this spirit, the liar and murderer
from the beginning, whereas of the Spirit in the

highest and truest sense of the word, the Holy
Spirit of God (Joel iii. 1 [E. V., ii. 28J, John
iii. 34, etc.), it had learned as yet litile or no

thing. But also by name the Old Testament more
than once already testifies to the existence of

Satan, certain as it is that not only this Pro

logue, but also 1 Chron. xxi. 1 and Zech. iii. 1,

apply this designation to the same being; in the

passage in 1 Chron. as a peculiar proper name
without the article, in Zechariah, as in our pas

sage, as an appellative, and consequently with

the article. The signification attaching to the

word in each case, whether with or without the

article, is simply
&quot; the Adversary

&quot;

( jDty
from

\13P=Q&. to be hostile to, adversati; Job xvi.
i
- ^ - T

9
; xxx. 21 ), or also &quot; the Accuser &quot;

(Ps. cix. 6).

Comp. the New Testament equivalents 6 dtd/foAo?
and 6 nariiyuq, Rev. xii. 10

;
likewise the cases

where
jOt?

denotes a human adversary or

enemy, such as 1 Sam. xxix. 4 ; 2 Sam. xix. 23

[22] ; 1 Kings v. 18 [4] ;
xi. 14-25; also Num.

xxii. 22, 32, where a govd angel of Jehovah, in

KO far as he obstructs Balaam on his way, is

spoken of as his &quot;

Satan.&quot; This same significa

tion, however, has in it nothing which in the

slightest degree indicates an absolutely dualistic

antagonism of Satan to God, and hence a char
acter above that of a creature, or, in any sense,
divine and eternal. And especially in this Pro

logue, which in any case, even if written after

the time of Solomon, contains the earliest Bibli

cal testimony to Satan s invisible agency in

tempting men, does he appear as distinctly ag

possible as belonging to the class of created

spirits, an angel like the angels or &quot; sons of

God&quot; (DTlS^H J3, ch. i. 6 seq.; xxxviii. 4
v

/: T

seq. ;
Gen. vi. 2

; comp. Ps. xxix. 1
; Ixxxix. 7

[6], although indeed an angel possessed of an
evil disposition, and guilty of evil actions, wha
in any case belongs to the same side with the

angels who bring calamity and death (ch. xxxiii.

22
; Ps. Ixxviii. 49), and who, as an accuser of

men, is engaged in doing just the opposite of

that which is attributed to those who are spoken
of in our book as &quot;interceding&quot; or &quot;media

ting&quot; angels (ch. v. 1; xxxiii. 23 seq.). No
thing therefore can be more perverse or unhis-

torical than the attempt to represent the Satan
of the Old Testament in general, and of our
book in particular, as a Hebrew imitation, either

of the Angramainyas Ahriman of the Persians

(so many of the earlier exegetes, also Umbreit,
Renan, Hilgenfeld, Roskoff in the work cited

above, Alex. Kohnt: Ueber die jiidische Angeologie
und Damonologie in ihrer Abhangigkeit vom Parsis-

mus, Leipzig. 1866), or of the Set-Typhon of the

Egyptians (so Diestel in his Treatise concerning
Set-Typhon, Azazel, and Satan, Stud. u. Krit.,
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1800, II.), and so to maintain the original un-
creatednesa of the evil spirit, his dualistic co

existence with God from eternity.* It is cer

tainly impossible to see how the theory of a

tempter of men, a created being, coming forth

out of the realm of evil spirits, the theory, t. e.,

of a fallen angel as a personal principle of evil,

and author of sin in humanity, does any vio

lence to the purity of the religious consciousness,
or the moral earnestness of men ; or why it

should be necessary to deny that Satan is &quot; of

purely Israelitish origin and a natural product
of primitive Hebraism,&quot; and with Diestel (in
the article referred to above), to maintain that
&quot; it would be no particular honor even for Israel

to be able to claim him as its own, that he never
had a proper footing in the Hebrew conscious

ness.&quot; Comp. Delitzsch, I. 67: &quot;But how
should it be no honor for Israel, the people to

whom the revelation of redemption was made,
and in whose history the plan of redemption
was developed, to have traced the poisonous
stream of evil up to the fountain of its first free

beginning in the spiritual world, and to have
more than superficially understood the history
of the fall of mankind by sin, which points to a

disguised superhuman power, opposed to the

Divine will? This perception undoubtedly only
begins gradually to dawn in the Old Testament:
but in the New Testament the abyss of evil is

fully disclosed, and Satan has so far a hold on
the consciousness of Jesus, that He regards His
life s vocation as a conflict with Satan. And
the Protfvangelium is deciphered in facts, when
the promised seed of the woman crushed the

serpent s head, but at the same time suffered

the bruising of its own heel.&quot;

2. Again, the physico-theological ground, that

8uch natural phenomena of a destructive charac

ter, as the ravages of lightning, storms, dire

diseases, etc., are to be referred directly to the

agency of God as Ruler of the universe, and
that we ascribe to the evil spirit far too wide a

sphere for the exertion of his power, when we
attribute such results to him this position does

not sustain the test of more searching inquiry
iu the light of God s Word. Not only docs our
book in that striking description which it gives
of Job s calamities in ch. i. 13-18, and ch. ii. 7,

introduce a whole series of such destructive na
tural agencies (two of which indeed are works
of destruction accomplished by wild, godless

men), referring the same to Satan as the inter

mediate instrument of a Divine decree, but the

entire Scripture of the Old and New Testaments
views all possible events of nature which are

connected with the destinies of mankind, and

all historical catastrophes, as brought about by
the invisible agency of angelic powers, now of

such as are good, and now of such as are evil.

Whether man is preserved or injured, it repre
sents either result in so far as man with his

body belongs to the corporeal world, as accom

plished by the agency of spirits (comp. v. Hof-

* Comp. that which has bepn advanced against this theory
even by such liborally disposed invrstiifttore as Diliniami (\

8) and Davidson (Introd. II
, p. 199, 230

s&amp;gt;q.);
in like man

ner Max MUl er s objections to the prevalent assumption of

the identity of most of the religious traditions in the liouk

of Genesis with those of the Zend Avesta (in his Essays
Tol. I., p. 129 seq.).

mann, Schriftbew., I. 285 seq.). And in parti
cular does it introduce angels as causing desola-

iug wars and defeats (comp. Dan. x. 1 seq;
[lev. ix. 14 seq. ;

xx. 8), also as letting loose
he elements of destruction, such as fire, water,

tempest, etc., in general, therefore as active

powers engaged in furthering the manifestations

of Divine wrath, now expressly representing
.hem as belonging to the kingdom of Satan, now
.caving their moral character undetermined. This
t does quite often ; our passage is by no means
the only one ; comp. 1 Chron. xxi. 1 sq. ; Rev.

xiv. 16
; xvi. 5, and often. So that Luther ac

cordingly expresses no absurdly superstitious
notion, but what is essentially only the .purely
theistic representation of the Holy Scriptures
as apprehended by faith, when in the exposi
tion of the fourth petition of the Lord s Prayer
in his Greater Catechism, he writes: &quot;The

devil causes brawls, murders, sedition and war,
also thunderstorms, hail, to destroy grain and

cattle, to poison the air, etc.&quot; The extent of

the sphere which Luther here, and in many
other passages, especially in his &quot; Table-talk

about the devil&quot;
( Werke, Bd., 60), assigns to the

agency of Satan in injuring and destroying life,

may be altogether too wide; even as in like man
ner the Satanological and demonological repre
sentations of the earlier ages of the Church may
need in many ways to be limited and corrected

in accordance with the assured results of the mo
dern natural sciences and philosophical investi

gation. But on the whole it still remains indis

putable that he who denies to Satan any agency
whatever in the sphere of nature, and allows

him exclusively a moral influence upon the will,

has removed himself far from the foundation of

revealed truth, and for the Satan of the Bible,

the &quot;Prince of this world,&quot; who -has the power
of death&quot; (Heb. ii. 14), substitutes what is only
a semi-personal Phantom-Satan, an abstraction

of modern thought, the existence of which is

problematical. Comp. Delitzsch (I. 63): &quot;As

among men, so in nature, since the fall two dif

ferent powers of Divine anger and Divine love

are in operation; the mingling of these is the

essence of the present Kosmos. Everything de

structive to nature, and everything arising there

from which is dangerous and fatal to the life of

man, is the outward manifestation of the power
of anger. In this power Satan has fortified him
self ;

and this, which underlies the whole course

of nature, he is able to make use of, so far as

God may permit it, as being subservient to His

chief design (comp. Rev. xiii. 13 with 2 Thess.

ii. 9). He has no creative power. Fire and

storm, by means of which he works, are of God ;

but he is allowed to excite these forces to hos

tility against man, just as he himself is become
an instrument of evil. It is similar with human

demonocracy, whose very being consists iu

placing itself en rapport with the hidden powers
of nature. Satan is the great magician, and has

already manifested himself as such even in para

dise, and in the temptation of Jesus Christ.

There is in nature, as among men, an entangle
ment of contrary forces, which he knows how
to unloose, because it is the sphere of his special
dominion ;

for the whole course of nature iu the

change of its phenomena, is subject not only to
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abstract laws, hut also to concrete supernatural

powers, both bad and good.&quot;

3. Neither is the Satan of our book to be as

sailed on xsthetic grounds ;
for his appearance

before God in the midst of the other angels has

nothing at variance with the position which all

the rest of the Scriptures assigns to the Evil

Spirit in the administration of the world, or the

economy of the Divine kingdom, nothing which

favors the suspicion that we have to do here

with the arbitrary product of an inventive fancy,
without objective reality. Herder, Eichhorn,

Ilgen, and others in a former age [and so

Wemyss] denied that the Satan of these two

chapters has a nature decidedly evil, and regarded
him as being, in respect to his moral character,

an impartial, judicial agent of God, a divinely
authorized censor morum, who exhibits scarcely

any the slightest traces, or traits of a personal
evil principle. This theory, however, must be

rejected, not only on account of the unmis

takably evil disposition and conduct which our

poet attributes to him, but also on account of

the analogy of Zech. iii. 1 seq., a passage which

not less decidedly than this in Job brings into

connection these two facts: on the one hand
that Satan s character is thoroughly bad and

opposed to God, on the other that he has the

right to appear before God among the angels.
The same may be said of Umbreit s view: that

the Satan of our poem is a creation of the poet s

imagination, suggested by Ps. cix. 6 (Die Sunde
im Allen Testament, 1853), as well as of those

modern views generally, which find in the ap

pearance of Satan among the holy &quot;sons of

God&quot; in heaven anything singular, anything
which contradicts what the Scripture teaches

elsewhere concerning Satan (so e.g., Ewald, and
Lutz in his Bibl. Dogmatik, 1847). It is

enough to oppose to these mythologizing at

tempts of a biased criticism such New Testament

passages as Luke x. 18; John xii. 31 seq.; Rev.

xii. 9, which represent Satan s right to appear
before God in the ranks of celestial beings as

continuing until the time of Christ and His re

demptive work, and thus show the identity of

the character of Satan in our book with that of

the New Testament revelation, and in general
the essential unity and consistency of the entire

Ratanology of the Holy Scriptures. Comp. what
ISchlotimann observes (p. 9 of his Commen., more

particularly against Ewald) in favor of this

identity of the Satan of the Prologue to our
book with the same as presented in the remain

ing books of the Bible: &quot; Even the later Hebrew
representation of the world of evil spirits is

much further removed from all dualism than
Ewald s description of it would imply. In all

the Hebrew conceptions of the subject the evil

spirits never appear otherwise than as originally

pure, but fallen through their own sin. They
never have the power to accomplish more than
the universal plan of the Almighty God permits
to them. But this same thought the Prologue
expresses in bold, poetic fashion when it relates

that Satan, in order to tempt Job, must first ob
tain permission thereto from God Himself. In
this the poet certainly does not intend in the
least to lessen the gulf fixed between good and
evil; rather is that striking contrast which is

presented in the appearance of the unholy one

as an inferior in the assembly of the holy alto

gether intentional, precisely as in the masterly

sonception of Giotto s celebrated picture. More

over, that Satan here appears not at the head of

bis hosts, but alone, is a peculiarity that is re

quired by the simplicity of plan in the poem ;

any other representation would be a superfluous
detail of ornamentation. And ho\v would the

symbolic significance of that scene, great in its

simplicity as it stands, be completely distorted

and obscured, if Satan should, according to

Ewald s supposition, enter the assembly of the

tioly ones with all his adherents,&quot; etc. Even
Goethe, who, according to his own published
confession, used the Satan of our book as the

original of one of his most powerful spirit-crea

tions, of Mephistopheles in Faust (see his re

marks on the subject in Burkhardt s Conversa
tions of Goethe with the Chancellor v. Miiller,

Stuttgart, 1871, p. 96: &quot;A great work is pro
duced only by the appropriation of foreign trea

sures. Have I not in Mephistopheles appro
priated Job and a song of Shakespeare?&quot;)
even Goethe was evidently far removed from the

disposition to pervert or to obscure the truly
and decidedly diabolical character of this

spirit which always denies,&quot; great as is the

difference between the modern creation of his

muse, and the tempter of this venerable poem
in the volume of revelation.

4. Finally, as regards the arguments derived

from the history of religion or revelation, by which
it is sought to prove that the Satan of our book
is a Scriptural and theological anachronism,

they resolve themselves as to their substance
into arbitrary assumptions. The Satanology of
Job exhibits precisely that conception of the charac

ter which we are justified in expecting m view of the

probability jhat it was composed between the patri
archal age and that of the exile. The fact that

the name Satan, t. e., the &quot;Adversary,&quot; the
&quot;

Accuser,&quot; already attaches to the Evil One as

a proper name (or at all events as an appellative
used absolutely, comp. above, No. 1), exhibits,
it is true, a certain progress, as compared with

the documents of the Mosaic age, seeing that in

them his dark personality is either symbolically
veiled, as by the serpent in Gen. iii., or myste
riously kept out of sight, as by the mystical
name Azazel, Lev. xvi. But this progress is by
no means of such a sort as to require for its ex

planation the assumption of transforming influ

ences of a religious-historical character from

without, proceeding from the East, from Baby
lonia, or Persia

;
the name tOiP being most as

suredly all the time a genuine Hebrew name,
mocking at every attempt to derive it from non-
Israelitish heathen names of divinities ! For. as

has been already remarked above, nothing that
is essential to the complete Satanic nature is

wanting in that evil spirit-nature which lies

concealed in the serpent of Paradise ;
as a

crawling, crafty, smooth-tongued tempter of men,
he is already preparing the way to become their
accuser. And if it be said that the documents
which stand nearest to the patriarchal and Mo
saic ages make comparatively little mention of

him, if on any given occasion they introduce
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him neither as tempter nor as accuser, if e. g. in

the fearful temptation which assailed Abraham
when he was commanded to offer his son Isaac

(Gen. xxii.). they leave his agency entirely out

of the account, the simple explanation of all

this Is that the recognition of the mysterious
co-operation of this evil spiritual agency with

God s activity as ruler of the world was effected

only very gradually among the people of God. It

was a part of the redemptive plan of God so to

lead and to educate them that at first every

thing, even temptations and severe moral trials,

was to be referred to His own action and dispo
sition, and only afterwards were they accustomed
to discriminate between the agency of angels
and demons in such cases and that of God.

Comp. Delitzsch and Schlottmann in 1. c. : also

L. Schulze in the Allg. Liter. Am., 1870. Oct., p
270. who reduces to its exact value Dilltnaun s

assertion that the conception of Satan in our
book is one that is only in process of develop
ment, and assigns to it the proper limitations.

On the question, why no further mention is

made of Satan in the remainder of the poem,
and especially in the Epilogue, Schlottmann ex

presses himself in the following striking lan

guage in 1. c. :
&quot; How the power granted to the

Evil One is everywhere made subservient to the

Divine plan that is set forth in the clearest light

by the issue of the poem; not only does Satan
fail of his own end, but the temptations which
he brings on the pious hero are made instru

mental in raising him to a higher stage of know
ledge and union with God. But that no men
tion at all is made in the Epilogue of the confu
sion brought on Satan is occasioned by the high
simplicity of the poem, which everywhere con
fines itself to that which is most essential, and
would fain leave the reader to divine everything
which can be divined. Any scene at the end of

the book, in which Satan should again make his

appearance, no matter how the same might be
describe l, would be insipid, unworthy, and fatal

to the quiet grandeur of the conclusion.&quot;

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The element of Satanology in the above sec

tion, which doctrinally considered is the most
attractive, cannot of course have too much pro
minence given to it by the practical expositor.
For him the principal figure in the Introduction
of the poem is Job himself, the pious man who
was at first abundantly endowed with earthly
comforts, but who was afterwards plunged at

once by a mysterious Divine decree ordaining
his trial into a real abyss of temporal misery ;

who, however, bore this trial with unshaken pa
tience and constancy, without allowing himself,
for a time at least, to indulge in the slightest
outbreak of complaining despondency, or pas
sionate murmuring. This accordingly must be
the theme of the practical and homiletic annota-
tor on these introductory chapters of the book :

Job, the Old Testament saint, an example of that

perfect patience in suffering, which is and remains
alto for the child of God under the New Dispensa
tion one of the highest and most needful virtues

(comp. Jas. v. 11); or in other words: Job, the

Old Teitamenl Ideal of a suffering righteous man,

as a type of Christ, the Righteous Man in the high
est and purest sense of the word, who by Ilis inno
cent suffering is become the founder of the Neiv Cove
nant. In so far as any intimation is conveyed
of a want of similarity between the conduct in

suffering of the Old Testament type on the one
side, and that of Christ and of true Christians

(comp. 1 Pet. iv. 12 seq.) on the other, the

closing verses of the Prologue (ch. ii. 11-13)
may be included in the text, where the impend
ing outbreak of the unregeuerate and imperfect
element in, the nature of the Old Testament
saints, is suggested and anticipated. We in iy
thus point out how the sufferer, after victori

ously overcoming so many preceding tempta
tions, nevertheless succumbed to that last trial

which visited him in the mute yet eloquent con
duct of his friends, now become the accusers
and suspectera of his innocence, when they sat

down beside him. Or, in other words, it may
be shown how the suffering saint, before the

coming of Christ, could resist indeed all other

temptations, but was stranded at last on the rock of
self-righteousness and of the diseased pride of vir

tue in contrast with which the conduct beseem

ing the Christian sufferer (the true nda^en wf
X/M(mavdf, 1 Peter iv. 16) is at once suggested.
If however we decide to dwell more thoroughly
and exclusively on the conduct of the type, we
shall then omit from our text these closing verses,
which are besides in close connection with ch.

iii., and which form as it were the immediate
basis of the gloomy picture there presented, and
we shall treat simply of Job s steadfast endu
rance in the fire of sore tribulations which came
upon him. In the latter case again we can
either combine into one whole the two stages of

the trial, the first the lighter, consisting of the
loss of his property and family, and the other
the more severe, consisting of the infliction on
him of the most frightful of all bodily plagues;
or we can consider the subject under two divi

sions, the point of separation being ch. i. 22.

The attempt of Delitzsch to establish seven temp
tations as befalling Job in succession (the first

four in ch. i. 13-18
; the fifth in ch. ii. 7, 8; the

sixth in ch. ii. 9, 10; and the seventh in ch. ii.

11-13), could be applied of course only in case
we include those closing verses, narrating the
mute visit of the friends. Much, however, may
be urged against this division ; as, e. g., that no

regular gradation can be observed in the seven
trials thus distinguished ;

that the first four (ch.
i. 13-18) constitute one connected trial, rather
than four distinct trials, etc. On this account
we must perhaps waive any homiletic use of this

division, especially seeing that it might easily

suggest a sensible contradiction to ch. v. 1-9:

&quot;in the seventh [trouble] no evil shall befall

thee.&quot;

Particular Passages. Ch. i. 1-5. COCCEIUS (ver.

5): Scripture selects this example of pious soli

citude, in order to show that this holy man ex

ercised the greatest solicitude at a time when
we are wont to exercise it the least. For du

ring our festivities what is it about which we

mostly occupy our mind and conversation, but

vanities ? It is showing too much sourness, we
think, to speak at our cups about the Kingdom
of God, or His fear, or the hope of eternal life.
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.... Finally, the constancy of this custom of

Job s is to be noted. He was never free from

care. However well instructed and obedient

his children might be, he by no means laid aside

his solicitude in their behalf. It is easy, when

we think that we stand, to stumble and fall.

There always remains in men a proneness to sin,

however much they cultivate piety. STAKKB :

Job gives to all parents an example: (1) That

they should keep a watchful eye on their chil

dren s conduct and life. (2) That they should

pray God to give their children salvation and

blessing, without allowing themselves, however,
to be prompted by their errors and transgres
sions to curse them, or to wish them evil. (8)

That they must also pray in behalf of their

children that God would be gracious to them
and forgive their sins.

Ch. i. 6-12. BRENTIUS: Every temptation

proceeds both from the Lord and from Satan.

The latter seeks to destroy and to betray, the

former to try man, and to teach His will. Hence

faith, as it receives the good from the Lord s

hand, so also it receives suffering. For he who
receives the cross out of Satan s hand, receives

it for his destruction (comp. 2 Cor. vii. 10) ; but
he who receives it from the Lord s hand, receives

it for his trial (comp. Heb. xii.) STARKE : God,
in accordance with His hidden counsel, permis-
sively decrees at times much misery even to the

most pious. This truth has always been a great

stumbling-block to the reason. . . . It is to be

observed, however: (a.) That these sore trials

were not occasioned in the first instance by Sa
tan s calumnies against Job, but that even be
fore the foundation of the world God had de
creed and purposed to put all His saints to the

test, each one in his measure, (b) That God
inwardly sustained and strengthened Job so

much with His consolation that his afflictions

were as easily supported by him as the slight

suffering of another, (c) That it was God s will

that Job s patience should be made known to

others for their blessed edification and imitation.

(d) That God caused the friends lack of know
ledge to be instrumental in putting them to

shame, and in leading them to be better in

structed in the mystery of the cross, (e) That
to Job himself also the exercise and trial of his
faith was in the highest degree advantageous
and necessary. (/) That the final issue decreed
for these sufferings was not only one that could
be borne, but also one to be desired, and in the

highest degree delightful and honorable for Job.
SEE. SCHMIDT (on ver. 12); From this verse

we learn clearly that the power of the Devil is

indeed great, so that, when the Divine protec
tion is withdrawn, men are in his hand; that it

is nevertheless finite, and in ways without num
ber weaker than the Divine ; and hence that he
can do nothing whatsoever unless the Lord
should permit it to him, just as here he could
not destroy even a single sheep of Job s before
he had received permission. VICT. ANDREA :

This much is certain, that this scene in heaven
may teach us that the destinies of men on earth
have their ulterior roots and determining causes
in the heavenly world; and that Satan, who is

here represented as taking an active part in hu
man affairs, notwithstanding all his hostility,

can touch us only just so far as the Almighty
God in His wisdom and love permits him.

Ch. i. 13-18. ZETSS (in STARKE): Afflictions

seldom come singly, but each joins hand with

the other, and before one has passed away, an
other is already at the door, Ps. Ixii. 8. Thus
the Christian state is altogether a state of afflic

tion, for which the best of all provisions is an
iron front and a strong paternoster, i. e., an in

trepid faith and earnest prayer.
Ch. i. 19-22. BRENTIUS: Thou wilt endure

without great sorrow the loss of all thy pos
sessions, if only the Lord, the treasury of all

good things, remains. Set aside the Lord, there

being only the cross placed before thee, and
thou shalt see what blasphemies will arise in a
man s heart. OSIANDEE: In adversity we
should look not at the means and instruments

by which God sends calamity upon us, but to

God only, from whom comes both good and evil,

prosperity and adversity (Ruth i. 13 ; Sir. ii.

14).
Ch. ii. 1-8. ZEYSS: God sometimes permits Sa

tan to have power over the pious, to torment

them, either in the body, by this or that painful

casualty, or in the soul, by tempting them, in

order that their faith, their patience, humility,
devotion, prayerfulness, etc., may be tested, and
the good which God has imparted to them, may
be made manifest (Tob. xii. 13). JOACH. LANGE :

If any man is a brother of Job, although it be

only in the sense that he endures a severe and

long-continued sickness, produced, not by any
special agency of Satan, but by natural causes

let him nevertheless be comforted, seeing that

he may be assured that such a decree of God is

by no means a token of Divine displeasure pro
vided only that the sufferer maintains his integ

rity, that after the example of Job his mind is

upright with God, and he adheres loyally to

Him. J. H. JACOBI : Job, vindicating his vir

tue, justifying his Maker s eulogy of him, sits

down on his heap of ashes as the glory and
boast of God. God and His whole heavenly host
look to see how he will bear his calamity. &quot;He

triumphs, and his triumph reaches higher than
the stars.&quot;

Ch. ii. 9-13. BRENTIUS (on vers. 9, 10) : You
see here how great an evil is a wicked wife !

For a wife is given by the Lord to share in bear

ing life s labors, and, as Scripture says, for a

help-meet. But lo ! Job s wife becomes a stum

bling-block, and a blaspheming instrument of
Satan

; and thus she is a preacher of the irre

ligious flesh, teaching him in his afflictions to

esteem God as dead, or as negligent of human
affairs, and distrusting Divine succor, to rely on
his own powers, and industry, and endeavors.
WOHLFARTH : A true friend in need (Sir. xl.

23; Rom. xii. 15), what a priceless treasure!
As when all turned away from Job, and even
his wife forsook him, three noble friends drew
nigh to comfort him ; thus it is that true friend

ship at all times asserts itself. STARKE: Even
in ministering comfort we must use discretion,
in order that, the wound which has been in
flicted may not be torn open agiin. . . Job, who
was so poorly comforted by his friends, is a type
of Christ, who in His sufferings was also de

prived of all consolation.
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FIRST CHIEF DIVISION OF THE POEM.

,THB ENTANGLEMENT OR THE CONTROVERSIAL DISCOURSES OP JOB AND HIS
FRIENDS.

CHAPTERS III XXVIII.

The Outbreak of Job s Despair as the Theme and Immediate Occasion of the Colloquy.

CHAP. III.

a. Job curses his existence.

CHAP. III. 1-10.

1, 2 After this opened Job his mouth, and cursed his day. And Job soake,
and said,

3 Let the day perish wherein I was born,
and the night in which it was said, There is a man-child conceived!

4 Let that day be darkness
;

let not God regard it from above,
neither let the light shine upon it !

5 Let darkness and the shadow of death stain it ;

let a cloud dwell upon it
;

let the blackness of the day terrify it I

6 As for that night, let darkness seize upon it ;

let it not be joined unto the days of the year,
let it not come into the number of the months !

7 Lo, let that night be solitary ;

let no joyful voice come therein !

8 Let them curse it that curse the day,
who are ready to raise up their mourning !

9 Let the stars of the twilight thereof be dark
;

let it look for light but have none
;

neither let it see the dawning of the day :

10 because it shut not up the doors of my mother s womb,
nor hid sorrow from mine eyes.

b. He wishes that he were in the realm of the dead rather than in this life.

VERS. 11-19.

11 Why died I not from the womb ?

why did I not give up the ghost when I came out of the belly?
12 Why did the knees prevent me?

or why the breasts that I should suck ?

13 For now should I have lain still, and been quiet ;

I should have slept, then had I been at rest,

14 With kings and counsellors of the earth,

which built desolate places for themselves ;
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15 or with princes that had gold,

who filled their houses with silver :

16 or as a hidden untimely birth I had not been,

as infants which never saw light.

17 There the wicked cease from troubling,

and there the weary be at rest.

18 There the prisoners rest together ;

they hear not the voice of the oppressor.

19 The small and great are there;

and the servant is free from his master.

c. He asks why he, being weary of life, must still live.

VEKS. 20-26.

20 Wherefore is light given to him that is in misery,
and life unto the bitter in soul

;

21 which long for death, but it cometh not;

and dig for it more than for hid treasures
;

22 which rejoice exceedingly,
and are glad, when they can find the grave ?

23 Why is light given to a man whose way is hid,

and whom God hath hedged in?

24 For my sighing cometh before I eat,

and my roarings are poured out like the waters.

25 For the thing which I greatly feared is come upon me,
and that which I was afraid of is come unto me.

26 I was not in safety, neither had I rest, neither was I quiet;

yet trouble came !

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The caption or prose introduction of Job s out-

gushing lamentation. Vers. 1-2.

Ver. 1. After this opened Job his month
and cursed his day. [ P~ ^n.*$: after the

appearance of the friends, their seven days si

lence, and after their conduct had wrought its

full effect on the mind of Job. E. &quot;Opened

his mouth
;
flHS in conformity to the sensuous

and poetic nature of Hebrew speech and thought,
which uses the physical action to represent the

mental.&quot; DAY.]. &quot;His
day,&quot; viz.: his birth

day the day on which he had come into the
world. Coiup. ch. i. 4.

Ver. 2. And Job began and spake. The

verse consists only of these three words : HT^
1DK 1_21 N. The literal meaning of

|jri_ is,

&quot; and he answered
;&quot;

for HJ^ is, in general, to

begin to speak when incited to it, whether the

antecedent occasion consist of words or of
actions

; precisely the same as the New Testa
ment (nroKpiveaOat. [See Conant s note in loco,

proving .that &quot;in most of the cases quoted in

support of the signification fc&amp;gt; speak up, to begin

speaking (Ges. Lex. 2, and others), the reference
to something prior, as the occasion of speaking,
is clear, and in all of them there is ground for
the writer s choice of this form of

expression.&quot;]
Here accordingly it is the persistent and expres
sive silence of the friends to which Job replies,

not to any question, nor to any uttered remark

of theirs. IDX !, with Pattach in the final syl

lable, although the word is Milel, is found only
in the prose captions of the discourses in our

book ; here, however, in every case : comp. ch.

iv. 1 ; vi. 1 ; viii. 1, etc. After these brief words
of introduction, begins the poetic part of the

book, distinguished by the poetic accentuation

of the Masoretes. Comp. Introd. \ 3. &quot; From
this point on the epic calmness with which the

hero has suffered, and the poet told his story,

yields to the pathos of the drama.&quot; DILLMANN.
The contents of this first tragic, high-soaring,

poetic discourse of Job are expressly given in

the caption in ver. 1 as being the cursing of the

day of his own birth, an ardently expressed long

ing for death. Comp. Jeremiah s abbreviated

imitation in chap. xx. 14-18.
[&quot;There

is a pas

sage of Jeremiah so exactly similar that it might
almost be imagined a direct imitation: the

meaning is the same, nor is there any very great
difference in the phraseology ; but Jeremiah fills

up the ellipses, smooths and harmonizes the

rough and uncouth language of Job, and dilates

a short distich into two equal distichs, consist

ing of somewhat longer verses. . . . The impre
cation of Jeremiah has more in it of complaint
than of indignation ;

it is milder, softer, and
more plaintive, peculiarly calculated to excite

pity, in moving which the great excellence of

this prophet consists : while that of Job is more

adapted to strike us with terror than to excite

our compassion.&quot; LOWTH. And to the same
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effect Michaelis : Jobi est tragica ilia et regia tris-

fitia, dii-am, an desperado : Jeremite flebiles elegi,

misericordiam provocantes, nee lacrimis major luc-

tu.&quot;~\
In respect of form, this mournful lamen

tation, which contains the theme and starting

point of the following discussions, falls into

three strophes of about equal length ; vers. 3-10 ;

vers. 11-19; and vers. 20 26, of which the last

alone gives evidence of a slight abridgement at

the end, and that no doubt intentional, as the

short, blunt breaking off of the second member
of ver. 26, which consists of only two words,

TJp #y\ gives us to understand. That, with

the majority of modern expositors, we are to

ad^pt this three-fold division of the strophes,
and not, with Stickel and Delitzsch, a greater
number of divisions, longer or shorter, is made

certain by the PIJ37, which recurs at the begin

ning of the 2d and 3d strophes (comp. Introd.

I. c.).

2. First Long S rophe : Job curses his exist

ence ; vers 3-10. First strophe : vers. 3-5.

Ver. 3. Perish the day wherein I was
born. &quot;13K\ with Pattahh in the last syllable,

the accent having been retracted on account of

the tone-syllable following (Ewald; g 139, b).

The elliptical relative clause, 13 H/IX, as also
VT&quot;

the like clause p5**) ln tne following member,
are to be explained by the excited, rapid move
ment, of the poetic style. The Tmperf. [alias
Put.], (instead of which the parallel passage in

Jeremiah xx. 14 exhibits the Perf. [Praet.]

JjvfZ. ), is the Imperf. of the Past, as is filOK,

ver. ll. Comp. Ewald, 136, b [who calls it

the prsesens prseteriti, )7W=inascendus eram: and

see Green, Gr. $ 263, 5: &quot;the speaker, by a
bold figure, places himself before his birth, and
prays that the day which was to give him exist

ence might he annihilated, so that he might be
saved from the misery of

living.&quot;] And the
night which said: A man-child is con
ceived. The night of Job s conception is poet
ically personified, as a living being, endowed
with the gift of speech (comp. Ps. xix. 3). It

weakens the expression, and furthermore is by

no means required by the masc. &quot;ION (for H^ S

is masc.), to supply &quot;WN3 before &quot;1DX, &quot;the

night in which it was said&quot; (Pesh., Vulg. [E
V.I, etc.). In the deep excitement of feeling
which now possesses him, all the objects of his

thought become living powers, concrete, plastic
forms. This is the case here with the night, of
his conception. For this is the night which is

meant not that of his birth, as the invariable

usage of the verb i&quot;Pn, &quot;to be conceived,&quot;

shows. Hud the second member been intended
to be synonymous in thought and expression

with the first, //in would have been used, the

usual synonym elsewhere in poetry of nSlJ. It
is not only the language, however, which may
be urged in favor of the literal construction of
!&quot;nn, but the general style of the discourse,
which is characterized by poetic vividness and
restless alternation. To this add that in what

follows each of these two epochs of the life ia

made the object of a separate and vehement
curse ; to wit, first, in vers. 4, 5, the day of

birth, and then, in vers. 6-10, the night of con

ception. For this sharp and obviously inten
tional distinction between these two initial

points of the life, comp. Ps. li. 7. [^?J, &quot;not a

man-child, Eng. Ver., but a man, the name pro
per to the mature state being applied by antici

pation to the infant or embryo. The emphasis
is not upon the sex, implying greater joy at the
birth of a son than a daughter; Job says, a

man, because he is speaking of himself.&quot;

GREEN. HEB. CHREST.]
Vers. 4, 5. A special curse of the day of birth :

an expansion of ver. 3 a.

Ver. 4. Thaft day let it be darkness.
Let it be a dies aler s. infaustus. Whether the

thought particularly intended is, that at each
annual return of the birth-day darkness, that is

to say, stormy weather, should prevail instead
of bright and clear weather (Hirz., Dillmann),
may well be doubted in view of the indefinite

brevity of the language. Moreover such a

meteorological interpretation would have some
thing trivial about it. Let not God from
above ask after it: i. e. let not God, who is

throned on high above (chap. xxxi. 2, 28). inte

rest himself in it from thence (comp. tim in
Deut. xi. 12), let him not bring it forth out of
its dark hiding-place. [&quot;Let

it pass away as a

thing lost and unsought. CON.] And let not
light shine forth upon it. mnj, &quot;radianceTT :

of light, brightness of
day,&quot; found only here ;

one of the many feminine forms of nouns pecu

liar to our book, such as

chap. iv. 6
; n/nn, chap. iv. 18

; n&quot;O1, chap.
v. 8 (Hirz.).

Ver. 5. Let darkness and death-shade
reclaim it. /NJ, to redeem, reclaim, to make

good one s right to (not=S_yj, to defile, Targ.),
[&quot;stain&quot;

E. V. The expression seems to refer
back to Gen. i. 2, which mentions the primeval
darkness, out of which by the Divine Fiat the

light, together with its product, the day, was
evolved. That Darkness was thus the original
proprietor of the days, and is here called on to

reclaim Job s birth-day. E. &quot;The idea being
that that day was a stray portion of the king
dom of death in the midst of light, and to be
reclaimed again by death.&quot; DAY.] The concep
tions &quot;darkness and death-shade&quot; form a sort
of hendiadys, signifying

&quot; the thickest darkness,
the deepest death-gloom:&quot; comp. chap. x. 21;

xxxiv. 22, etc.; also Luke i. 79 (HloSy is, with Ew.

I 270 c, and with Dillm., to be read fNoSy, and

defined &quot;black darkness&quot;). Let clouds en
camp above it: continually to bide it [HJJ^,
collective: IDBTl, to pitch one s tent; fig. for

settling or spreading]. Comp. 73&quot;vj?l_pj?
D1N

&amp;gt;

Joel ii. 2. Let the obscuration of the day
terrify it: or li erally &quot;the obscurations of the

day&quot; [t.
e. all that makes a day dnrk and dismal.

E.]. Instead of the &quot;

}&quot;???
of the Masora (to

which reading Ges., Schlott., Hahn, adhere:
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[&quot;the Chireq is an attenuated Pattach from the

lessening of the tone in the construct state:&quot;

CON.]), we are to read &quot;

?.&quot;?!??,
and take the

eing. of this construct plural as a synonym of

VSpn (&quot;
duskiness

&quot;),
a noun of the same formal

structure (comp. also
&quot;V~}2&, &quot;tapestry,&quot;

and

other similar words of like structure in Ewald,

&amp;lt;}
157, a/: [&quot;with

the third radical repeated,

as is customary in words descriptive of color.&quot;

DILLMANN]. The &quot;darkening,&quot; blackening of

the day P &quot;)?|
from the root &quot;OD, &quot;to be burnt,

blackened
&quot;)

is a result produced in a specially

marked and striking manner by the eclipse of

the sun; for which reason we are here to asso

ciate solar eclipses with the dark mass of clouds,

thus intensifying the effect (Olsh., Dillm., Del.,

etc.).
If we adhere to the Masoretic reading

we should have to follow Aquila, the Targum,
the Vulgate, in translating: terreant eum quasi

amaritudines diei [Marg. of E. V. : &quot;let them

terrify it, as those who have a bitter day.&quot;

Hengst. :
&quot; May whatever is bitter to a day ter

rify it:&quot; according to his explanation, Job would

bave retribution overtake that day; and as

he himself had been filled with bitternesses, he

would have the day from which all his suffer

ings took their origin, be afflicted with whatever

might be bitter to it. E.]. But this instead of

a strengthening, would be a weakening of the

thought. Umbreit s explanation: &quot;let it be

terrified as by incantations (comp. Arab, marir,

incantamenlum), which darken the
day,&quot;

antici

pates that which is not expressed until further

on, in ver. 8, and is furthermore chargeable
with being excessively artificial. [With Um-
breit s may be classified the rendering of Merx,

who, reading DV
?.&amp;gt;b,

translates: &quot;May the

priests of day frighten it away!&quot; There can be

little doubt that the rendering &quot;darkenings of

the day
&quot;

is the one best suited to the context,
and this whether with Ges., Con., etc., we retain

the Masoretic Chiriq, or with Ewald, Zocklev,

etc., change it to Pattach. E.]

Second Strophe: vers. 6-10. A special curse

of the night of conception: an expansion of ver.

3 b. The reason why this expansion is twice

as long as that of ver. 3 a, is found by Hirzei

and Dillmann to lie in the fact that it was in

particular the night of his conception which

gave Job his existence (see ver. 10). [&quot;Twice

as many verses, for it was twice as guilty, and
the crime of his existence lay chiefly with it.&quot;

DAV.] This, however, would be attributing to

the author altogether too much premeditation
and systematic deliberation.

Ver. 6. That night let thick darkness
take it ;

i. e. let everlasting darkness seize on
it and hold it fast as its possession, so that it

can never come forth into the light of day.

[&quot;73X, an intenser gloom than ^JBTl, deepest

primitive darkness, chaos and old night.
&quot;

DAY.] Let it riot rejoice among the days of the

year. ^TY
1 /K (for ^IT /X, with an auxiliary

Pattach [furtive] ; comp. Ewald, \ 224, c.

[Green, g 109, 2], from rnn, gaudere (Ex. xviii.

9), is evidently equivalent to: &quot;let it not be

glad of its existence among the days of the

year.&quot; [&quot;The night is not considered so much
to rejoice on account of its own beauty finqilur

pulchra nox de se ipsa gandere, Ges. as to form

one of the joyous and triumphant choral troop
of nights, that come in harmonious and glitter

ing procession.&quot;
DAV ]

More insipid is the

sense given by the reading followed by the

Targum and Symmachus: &quot;1JTOX, &quot;let it not

be joined to the days of the year, let it not be

enrolled among them,&quot; Comp. Ges. xlix. 6. [So
E. V., Ren., Merx]. [&quot;Of

course not natural

days, as in vers. 3, 4, but civil days, embracing
the entire diurnal period, in which sense they
include the night.&quot; GREEN. CHREST.] Let it

not come into the number of the months:
i. e. let it not be numbered among the days, the

sum of which constitutes the twelve months of

the year (LXX. correctly: f^tjde aptdprtOsiij elf

qfiepaf [JLTJVUV). Comp. Wieseler, Beitriige zur

richtigen Wurdigung der Evangelim und der evan

gel. Geschichte, Gotha, 1869, p. 291 ; which cor

rectly finds here a reference to the fact that

the ancient Hebrews reckoned according to the

lunar year; i. e. by years of 354 days (consist

ing of twelve months, alternating in length
between 30 and 29 days, and equalized with the

solar year by an intercalary month of 30 days
about every three years).

Ver. 7. Ha, that night ! let it be barren.

?^, lit- &quot;stony h*rd,&quot; here and also in Isaiah

xlix. 21 (where it is used of [Zion, personified

a&amp;gt;]
a woman), the same as &quot;barren.&quot;

[&quot;Sit

ting in the everlasting darkness, that Night
remains barren. It utters no shout of joy over

the children born to it.&quot; SCHLOTT. This sense

is in better harmony with the etymology, and
the vivid personification of the passage, as well

as Job s vindictive feeling over the fact that that

night had conceived him, than the &quot;solitary&quot;

of the Eng. Ver. (Vulg. &quot;desolate,&quot; Syr. E.J

Let no shout of joy come therein. nj:n,

not &quot;a song of the spheres&quot; (Fries), [a concep
tion and expression foreign to the Heb. : see the

opposite thought expressed Ps. xix. 3. E.] ;

but a jubilant shout of joy over the birth (or

conception) of a man.

Ver. 8 Let them curse it who curse

days, they who are skilled to rouse up
the dragon [leviathan]. [&quot;He

wishes every

thing dire and dreadful to be heaped upon it, or

employed against it, not only all real evils, but

even such as are imaginary and fictitious. He
therefore invokes the aid of sorcerers, who curse

the day, who claim the power of inflicting curses

on it.&quot; GREEN, CHREST.] DV-H IK, &quot;cursers

of the
day,&quot; i. e. sorcerers, who, according to

the superstition of the old oriental world, knew
how by their ban to make dies infausti, and who,
therefore, had the power BO to bewitch any par
ticular day as to make it a day of misfortune-

This art of sorcery, the actual existence of which
the poetic style of the discourse concedes and
assumes without going further, is characterized
still more particularly, and with vivid grada
tion in the language, by the following clause :
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they who are skilled (capable, empowered) to

rouse up (T^? in poetry for *^jn, comp. Ewald

$ 285, c) leviathan,&quot; i. e. the great dragon, who
is the enemy of the sun and the moon, and seeka

accordingly by swallowing them up to create

darkness. That there is here an allusion to this

well-known superstition in respect to solar and
lunar eclipses, which is found among several

other nationalities, e. g. the ancient inhabitants

of India (see Bohlen, Das alte Indien, I. 290),
the Chinese (Kauffer, Das chines. Volk, p.

123), ..he North-African natives of Algeria

(comp. Delitzsch i. 79) appears: (1) From the

connection, which forbids our taking jryi?
either

as in chap. xl. 25 seq. ; Ps. civ. 26, in its usual

sense, of the crocodile, or again of terrestrial

serpents (dragons), and so, with Umbreit and

others, to think of snake-charmers or crocodile-

tamers. (2) From the parallel passage in chap.
xxvi. 13, where the mention of &quot;the fleeing ser

pent&quot; points to the same astronomical supersti
tion. (3) From Isaiah xxvii. 1, where the col

location of the words TT^3 UM&quot;U ?m? designate- -T TT t rr.

the same mythical being (the dragon r&hu or
kttu of the Hindus). The poet accordingly in

the passage before us gives to the curse that is

to be pronounced on the day this highly poetic
turn, by wishing that the sorcerers might secure
the consummation of the curse by instigating
the celestial dragon against the sun and moon,
thus producing an eclipse of thoe bodies. To
identify that dragon here (and in chap. xxvi.

13) with a constellation, by a reference to the

dragon whose convolutions lie between the
Great and Little Bear, or to any other serpent-
figure among the stars (Hirz., Hahn, Schlott.,

etc.), does not harmonize well with the unmis

takable meaning of
&quot;}&quot;$,

&quot;to excite, rouse
up.&quot;

[The explanation of Umbreit, Rosenm., Noy.,
Bar., etc., a little more fully stated, is that &quot;the

verse probably refers to a class of persons who
were supposed to have the power of making any
day fortunate or unfortunate, to control future

events, and even to call forth the most terrific

monsters from impenetrable forests, or from the

deep, for the gratification of their own malice,
or that of others. Balaam, whom Balak sent

for to curse Israel, affords evidence of the exist

ence of a class of persons who were supposed to

be capable of producing evil by their impreca-
.tioos.&quot; NOTES. One objection to this view is

stated above by Zockler, that it is not favored

by the connection. Another objection suggested
by Dav. is that &quot; it is somewhat flat. The
second member, instead of rising in significance,
eeems to fall, for to curse the day appears a much
profounder exercise of power, reaching much
further, and laying a spell much deeper, even
on the hidden principles of nature and time,
than any mere charming of an animal, however
terrible.&quot; According to the Fathers (whom Lee
and Words, follow), Leviathan here is typical
of Satan, &quot;the great spiritual Leviathan.&quot;

When it is remembered that the same writers
find the same typical significance in the descrip
tion of &quot;leviathan&quot; in chap, xli., the extrava

gance of the fancy will at once appear. David

son objects that &quot;it cannot be shown that th

superstition [above referred to] was current in

Semitic lands; it belongs to India.&quot; It is true,

however, that among the Egyptians, with whose
institutions the author of this book was well

acquainted, eclipses were attributed to the vie*

tory of Typhon over the sun-god, that the croco
dile (the leviathan of chap, xli.) was a repre
sentative of Typhon, and moreover that Egypt
was celebrated above all lands for her sorcery.
These three facts taken together would of them
selves suffice to account for and to explain Job *

language in the passage before us. E.]
Ver. 9. Let the stars of the twilight bo

dark
;
the stars, namely, of its morning twilight,

the precursors of approaching day-light, the

meaning accordingly being: Let this night be
followed by no genuine day s radiance. la

favor of this sense of
*]&},

to wit, morning twi

light, crepusciilum, may be urged, apart from the
two following members of the verse, the analogy
of chap. vii. 4; Ps. cxix. 147, where

JC
J has

the same signification, though elsewhere cer

tainly it signifies the evening twilight (dilucu-

lum), as e.g. chap. xxiv. 15; Prov. vii. 9; 2

Kings vii. 5. And let it not gaze upon the
eye-lashes of the dawn. Delitzsch: &amp;lt; let it

not refresh itself with the eye-lashes of the
dawn:&quot; correctly as to the sense; for here, as

always 3 HX1 denotes beholding with the feel

ing of pleasure, enjoying the sight of anything.
&quot;The eyelashes of the dawn&quot; (the same
expression is found in chap. xli. 10) are the first

rays of the rising dawn, opening as it were its

eyes : comp. xPva^ wfy&amp;lt;*f (tt-tyapov, Soph.
Antiq. 103. [To be noted is the full form of
the fut. riX&quot;V, instead of the apocopated-]

Ver. 10. The \3 with which the verse begins
refers back to the beginning of the period in
ver. 6, and thus gives the ground of the violent
curse just pronounced upon the night of his

conception. Because it shut not up the
doors of my mother s womb; i. e. did not
make the same barren, did not prevent his con

ception: comp. Gen. xvi. 2
; xx. 18 ; 1 Sam. i. 6.

&quot;Utpa,
a poetic ellipsis for DX f33. [Comp.

chap. xix. 17, where the expression JD3 J3,

ace. to Ges., means brethren born out of the
same mother s womb. See, however, on the

passage. &quot;Juvenal has used the same liberty
of expression, Sat. vi. i. 124: Ostenditque tuum,
generose Britannice, ventrem.&quot; CON.] And
so hide sorrow from my eyes. The force
of the negation extends out of the first over this,

the second member of the verse, as is the case also
in ver. 11. Comp. Gesen. 152 [g 149], 3. [The
influence of the negative extended here by
means of Vav consecutive. See Ewald $ 351 a.]
The indefinite, and, so to speak, absolute term,

73J,*, denotes some great and fearful affliction

which Job was even then suffering.

3. Second Long Strophe: Job utters his choice

to be in the realm of the dead rather than in

this life, vers. 11-19. The strophe embraces
three sub-divisions, or strophes, of equal length,
each consisting of three verses.
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a. Vers. 11-13. [The wish that he had died

at birth.]
Ver. 11. Why died I not from the womb ?

i.e., immediately after birth, immediately after

I saw the light of this world. So should DPnp
be explained here, according to the parallelism

of the second member of the verse, not according
to Jerem. xx. 17, which passage speaks rather

of dying in the womb ( JO being used there in

the local, not the temporal sense), of dying,

therefore, as an embryo, a thought which is fo

reign to our author. (So in opposition to Schlott.

and Del.
) [The view of Junius, as given by

Schlott., of the gradation of thought in this

verse and the following, is at least striking

enough to be stated here. It represents Job as

here cursing his life in four stages of its deve

lopment : in the womb, immediately after birth,

when taken up by the father, and finally when

put to the mother s breast. It may be doubted

nevertheless whether Job. s impassioned outburst

is characterized by such careful and miuute dis

crimination. The future fMDX, like 17W in
r VY

ver. 3, is an example of the poet s bold idealiza

tion, which, taking its position back of the mo
ment of birth, asks, Why may I not die from
the womb? See Green, 263, 5; Ew. 136, 6.

E.] Come forth out of the womb and
expire ? Expire, to wit, immediately after

coming forth. On the extension of the negation
over the second member, comp. notes on ver. 10.

[The Fut. (or Imperf.) J7VJN expressing that

which is subsequent to the Pret. (Perf.) &quot;TNWT.]

Ver. 12. Why did knees anticipate me ?

[Con.: Why were the knees ready for me?
&quot;Prevent,&quot; in A. V., in the obsolete sense, to

come before, and so to anticipate]: i.e., the

knees or lap of the father, joyfully saluting the

newly-born child. Comp. Gen. 1. 23
; Is. Ixvi.

12. It is less natural to understand the knees
of a woman to be meant, to wit, the knees of an
attendant midwife or nurse. Comp. Gen. xxx.
3.

[&quot;The longing and anxious desire of the

yearning mother to nurse her unborn darling
has never been so happily expressed elsewhere.&quot;

GOOD.] There is certainly nothing in the pas
sage which points to any custom of heathen an

tiquity, involving the formal recognition of the

child by the father, as Hirzel supposes. [At all

events, as Dillm. observes, such a recognition is

not the leading thought of the passage. E.]
And what (=why) the breasts that I
should suck? [&quot;There is a certain impa
tience and disgust in the DD: Why, what were

the breasts that I should suck ?&quot; DAV. The dual
forms of the original, &quot;two knees,&quot; &quot;two

breasts,&quot; are preserved in the translation by
Dav. and Kenan, perhaps with needless lite-

rality.] 3 consecutive, as in chs. vi. 11; vii.

12; x. 6 and often. The Imperf. (Fut.) prx
describing an action immediately following after
that which is previously mentioned, like

J?1JX&amp;gt;

ver. 11
; fOipKW!

and TOr, ver. 13, etc.

Ver. 13. For now I should have lain
down and been quiet. A reason for the wish
contained in the questions of vers. 10 and 12;
therefore 3

here=&quot;for,&quot; not
&quot;surely&quot; (Del.)

nr\J?, like tX elsewhere, &quot;then, by this time.&quot;

Comp. ch. xiiL 19; 1 Sam. xiii. 13. I should
have slept (lit.:

&quot;I should have fallen asleep ;&quot;

and so also in the first member: &quot;I should have

laid myself down&quot;),
then would there be

rest for me, viz., the rest of the dead in the

under-world, of the shades in Sheol, which, as

compared with the inexpressible misery of this

upper world, is evermore rest and repose. For
the impersonal use of niJ comp. Isa. xxiii. 12

;

Nehem. ix. 28.

b. Vers. 14-16. A more particular description
of the rest in the realms of the dead, which Job

longs for. Vers. 14 and 15 are still dependent
on the verbs in ver. 13.

Ver. 14. With kings and counsellors of

the land. T^X ,
the counsellors of a land,

i. e., the highest officers of the state, royal ad

visers, not kings themselves. Who built

ruins for themselves. If the reading
is correct, then the passage certainly

speaks of the building of ruins (comp. the same
word in Isa. Iviii. 12

;
Ixi. 4

;
Mai. i. 4). The

expression, however, can scarcely mean the re

building of fallen structures, a thought which

many of the ancient writers found in it, but

which is obviously far-fetched and foreign to

the context, especially if the rebuilding of ruined

edifices is taken as of the same meaning with the

expression, &quot;to be rich, to be well endowed,

opibus abundare.&quot; Neither can it refer to the

building of mausoleums, houses for the dead,

or, in particular, pyramids ;
an interpretation

defended by Hirzel, Ewald. Fiirst, Delitzsch,

Dillmann [Kamphausen, Wemyss, Bernard,

Barnes, Wordsworth, Carey, Kenan, Rodwell,

Elzas, Merx], but not sufficiently verified ety-

mologically. The Coptic irt XPW cannot, with

out further evidence, be identified with HDID,
even admitting that the interchange of 3 and D is

not something unheard of. In any case it could

not be proved that the author had in mind the

pyramids of Egypt, so that the passage cannot be

wrested to favor the theory of the Egyptian na

tionality of the poet. ; comp. Introd. | 7. The

simplest and most obvious way of explaining it

is, with Umbreit, Hahn, Schlottmann, Vaihinger,

Heiligstedt [Gesenius, Noyes, Hengstonberg,
Green in Chrestom.~\, to recognize in the fiiinn an

ironical designation of great, splendid palaces,

which, notwithstanding their grandeur, must at

last fall into ruin a process which, in the East,
as every where in hot countries, takes place with

startling rapidity and suddenness. The expres
sion is thus to be taken in a catachrestic sense,
of that which is not yet indeed a ruin, but which
will inevitably become such (comp. &quot;dust,&quot;

&quot;ashes,&quot; &quot;grass,&quot;
&quot;a worm,&quot; etc., used to de

signate man: chap. x. 9; Ps. ciii. 14, 15; xc.

6, etc.). The difficulty of the expression has

suggested several attempts to amend the text, as,

e..g., by Bottcher (de inferts, 298), JTOrn,
&quot;

streets, courts
;&quot; by Olshausen, JYUO pX, &quot;pa

laces
;&quot; by J. D. Michaelis (Suppl. p. 905),

JVIID^n, which, according to the Arabic, would

be &quot;temples, sanctuaries.&quot; Comp. also the

LXX., which translates by tyavpiuvro em t;i&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;saivt
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the text of which would be /VQ&quot;in| D jVwn.

[The expression as it stands in the text is cer

tainly a difficult one, and unquestioning confi

dence in regard to the true interpretation is

scarcely to be looked for. The rendering adopted
by Zockler, &quot;who have built themselves ruins,&quot;

is indeed, as he claims, the simplest and most
obvious rendering of the words as they now
read. But, on the other hand, it may be urged:
(1) This proleptic ironical use of the word
&quot;ruins&quot; in the connection would be an unlocked
for and an artificial interruption of the pathetic
flow of thought of the ardent, plaintive yearn
ing for death, or for the condition in which
death would place him. (2) The kind of irony
which would (bus be expressed is unsuited to

the state of Job s feelings in this discourse.

Irony there is in the passage doubtless, but it is

the irony of personal feeling, suggested by the

contrast between his present misery and desti

tution, and the rest and equality of the grave.
The irony which would have led him to see ruins
in the palaces of the great would have been al

together alien to the intense subjectivity of his

mood. Job is here thinking of himself of what
he would have been of the rest, and the equality
with earth s greatest, which would have been

his, had he died at his birth. To interject here
a sudden satire on the destiny awaiting the ex
ternal splendor of others would be untrue to na

ture, and so unworthy of the poet s art. (3)
The anticipation of ruin seems scarcely in har

mony with the particular object of the immediate
context, which is to describe the greatness of

kings and counsellors, as of men high in rank
and rich in their possessions. As Davidson says
of this interpretation, it is &quot;a sense which does
not magnify, but minishes, the reputation of

the great dead.&quot; On the other hand, the inter

pretation &quot;mausoleums&quot; or &quot;pyramids&quot; is in

harmony with the particular object of the con

text, enhancing the greatness of the persons
spoken of, as well as with the general train of

thought and feeling in this strophe, dwelling as

it does on the condition and surroundings of the

dead. It does not seem unreasonable, there

fore, to conclude either that the word in its pre
sent form may be thus defined, or that the word
in its original form being an unusual one, or of

foreign origin, it was afterwards modified under
the influence of the familiar Hebrew phrase, &quot;to

build ruins,&quot; flD^H HJ3. E.l
TT: TT J

Ver. 15. Or with princes that had gold,
who filled their houses with silver. If the
f\mn of the preceding verse are not &quot;pyra

mids,&quot; the D rO of this verse cannot possibly be

understood to mean &quot; houses of the dead,&quot; as

Hirzel explains. But even if that construction
of the former verse be the true one, it would
still be in the highest degree unnatural, artifi

cial, and forced, to understand the expression in

the passage before us as meaning any thing else

than the riches which princes during life heap
up in their palaces. Comp. ch. xxii. 18.

Ver. 16. Or like a hidden untimely birth
I should not be. I should not exist, have no

being. /33, lit. a &quot;

falling away
&quot;

(iKr/uu^a), an

abortion, as in Ps. Iviii. 9
; Eccles. vi. 3. For

TOD in the sense of &quot; to hide in the ground, to

bury,&quot; comp. Gen. xxxv. 4; Ex. ii. 12. The
second member more particularly describes the

condition of these abortions, as of those who ne
ver saw the light (&quot;the light of life;&quot; comp. ch.

xxxiii. 30). Furthermore, as to its contents, the
entire verse, although varying in construction
from the verse preceding, is by the IX at the

beginning made co-ordinate with it; and this

immediate juxtaposition of the founders of great
palaces [or pyramids], of rich millionaires, and

of still-born babes ! produces a contrast most
bizarre and startling in its effect. &quot;All these are
removed from the sufferings of this life in the

quiet of their grave be their grave a ruin

gazed upon by their descendants, or a hole dug
out in the earth, and again filled in as it was be
fore.&quot; DELITZSCH.

c. Vers. 17-19. Exhibiting more in detail the
extent to which death equalizes the inequalities
of men s lots in life.

Ver. 17. There the wicked have ceased
their raging. 0$, in the state of the dead, in

the under-world [&quot;conceived of after the ana

logy of sepulchral caves, and where the dead
were deemed to preserve the same relations
which they had held during their life.&quot; REN.].
D ^Cn, the godless, the abandoned, who are

ruled by evil passions and lusts, as in Isa. xlviii.

22; Mi. 21; Ps. i. 4, etc. Hence TJp is the

stormy agitation, or inward raging of such men
[&quot;corresponds to the radical idea of looseness,
broken in pieces, want of restraint, therefore

of Turba, contained etymologically in J/ En.&quot;

DKL.]; comp. Isa. Ivii. 20; Jer. vi. 7. Dillmann
understands by the &quot;

raging of the wicked &quot;

the
furious ravaging of insolent tyrants, with which
is then vividly contrasted in the second member
the enfeebled, powerless condition of those who
are &quot; exhausted of strength.&quot; But there is no

thing in the connection to show that any euch
contrast was intended between tyrants and the

oppressed, between persecutors and the perse
cuted; and even the mention of the &quot;taskmas

ter&quot; in ver. 18 has nothing in it to confirm this

interpretation, which arbitrarily attributes to

D^$1 the sense of D&quot;

1*
&quot;^. Comp. ch. xv. 20

;

xxvii. 13; Isa. xiii. 11; xxv. 3; Ps. xxxvii. 25,
etc. [in most of which passages, however, it will

be found that the parallelism sustains the notion

of the equivalence of the two terms, and of the

frequent use of the former in the sense assigned
to it by Dillmann. Do we not hear in these

words an echo of Job s own calamities? Were
not the turbulent, restless, fierce Chaldeans and
Sabeans fit types of the Q J?Vi~\ with their IJP? and

was not Job himself in his present helplessness

one of the very UD $?? ? E.]

Ver. 18. Together rest the prisoners.
1IT, all together, so many as there are of them,
as in chap. xxiv. 4.

[&quot;The
PileI

JJXE? signifies

perfect freedom from care.&quot; DEL.] They hear
not the taskmaster s voice, i. e., the voice

of the overseer, or slave-driver, issuing his or

ders, urging to work, and threatening with

blows. Comp. Gen. iii. 7
;

v. 6, 10 ; Zechariah
ix. 8.
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Ver. 19. Small and great are there the

same. DC? N1H; not &quot;are there, are found

there&quot; (LXX., Vulg., Hirz., Hahn, Schl. [Heng-

stenb., Ren., Good, Lee, Con., Dav., Rod.]), but

&quot;are there the same, equal in rank and worth.&quot;

NIP! here accordingly is emphatic=6 avrdf, idem,

as also in Isa. xli. 4; Ps. cii. 28. [So Umbr.,

Ew., Del., Wem., Elz. The thought is substan

tially the same, according to either view. Ac

cording to the former, Mil refers with emphasis
to each subject, individually, &quot;he, each is

there,&quot; implying equality of condition ;
accord

ing to the latter, &HH has more the quality of a

predicate, expressing equality of condition. The
former is preferable, as being simpler, more

customary, and better suited to the double sub

ject, &quot;small&quot; and
&quot;great.&quot;

Elsewhere in the

sense of idem it is used of a single subject.

Comp. ref. above. E.] Furthermore, the se

cond member: &quot;and free (is) the servant from
his master,&quot; shows in a special manner that our

verse is parallel in sense to the preceding ; as

there
&quot;prisoners&quot;

and &quot;taskmasters&quot; are con

trasted, so here in the first member &quot;small&quot;

and
&quot;great,&quot;

in the second &quot;servant&quot; and
&quot;master.&quot; [Davidson, perhaps, finds too much
in these words when he says (although the re

mark is a striking one) :
&quot; It is this last that fas

cinates Job in the place of the dead the slave is

free from his master; and Job is the slave, and
one whom he will not name is the master Has
not man a hard service on the earth, and as the

days of a hireling are his
days?&quot;

ch. vii. 1.]

4. Third Long Strophe (divided into two shorter

strophes of three and four verses respectively):
Job asks, why must he, who is weary of life, still

live ? vers. 20-26.

a. Vers. 20-22. [The question in a general
form.]

Ver. 20. &quot;Wherefore gives He light to the
wretched one? The name of God, who is

unmistakably the subject of the clause, is not

expressly mentioned, from a motive of reverential

awe; it is presupposed as a thing self-evident

that he who gives light is God, and none other.

Comp. ch. xxiv. 22. [The Bug. Ver. takes the
verb impersonally :

&quot; Wherefore is light given,
etc.?

1 And so Good, Lee, Wemyss, Ren., etc.

Schlottmann and Green also prefer the imper
sonal construction on the ground that it is bet
ter suited to the present discourse and the state

of feeling from which it proceeds, and that sup
plying God as the subject

&quot;

gives an uncalled-
for appearance of open and conscious murmuring
to these moanings of uncontrollable anguish.&quot;

It is to be observed, however, that in verse 23
the hedging of man about is directly ascribed to

God ; and that although God is not formally
challenged by name as yet, there is through the
whole discourse an audible under-tone of sup
pressed defiance, which seems all the time on the

point of expressing itself. At the same time, one
cannot but feel that this Curse is a cry of an
guish rather than a cry of defiance, and that the

suppression of God s name in this connection is

a most natural manifestation of Job s feelings in
their present stage of development although, as
Hirzel has shown, it is quite in our author s

manner thus to omit the name of God. See ch.

viii. 18
;

xii. 13
;

xvi. 7 ; xx. 23
;

xxii. 21
;

xxv. 2
; xx vii. 22

; xxx. 19. &quot;Gives he, a dis

tant fling at God, though a certain reverence re

fuses to utter His name, but He is at the base of

such awful entanglement and perverse attitude

of things.&quot; (DAV.). E.]

Parallel with ^DJpS, &quot;to the wretched,&quot;

stands in the second member, #)J &quot;V3
/, &quot;to the

troubled in soul,&quot; those whose heart is troubled

[lit.
&quot; the bitter in soul,&quot; i. e., those whose souls

have known life s bitterness. E.] The same

expression is found in Prov. xxxi. 6
;

1 Sam. i.

10
; xxii. 2.

Vers. 21-22 contain specifications in partici

pial form of the phrase t^DJ T3, with finite
.&quot;. &quot;T

verbs attached in the second member of each

verse, a construction which elsewhere also is not

unfrequently met with (see Ew. $ 350, b).

Ver. 21. Who wait long for death and
it comes not (lit.

&quot;and it is not,&quot; WJ W, comp.
verse 9), and dig for it more than for [hid
den] treasures. The Imperf. consec. }&quot;13)T1

is used here in the sense of the Present, as also

elsewhere occasionally (see Ew. \ 342. a). [The
Vav. consec. would indicate that the digging for
death is consequent upon waiting for it the

passive waiting and longing being succeeded by
the more active digging and searching for it. A
terrible picture of the progress of human mi

sery. E.] It is not necessary (with Hahn and

Schlottmann) to translate by the subjunctive
form, &quot;who would

dig&quot; (would willingly do

so). Delitzsch s assumption, that thefut. consec.

is used &quot; because the sufferers are regarded as
now at last dead,&quot; is altogether too artificial.

The discourse presents ruther an ardent longing
after death on the part of those who are as yet
living and this longing is described so as to

harmonize with the figurative representation of
a &quot;digging after pearls or treasures.&quot; Comp.
chap, xxviii. 1 sq., 9sq. [Ewald, not inaptly:
&quot; for death, like such treasures, seems to come
out of earth s most secret womb, even as Pluto
is the god of

both.&quot;]
On 13T1 with accus. of the

thing which is dug out, comp. Ex. vii. 24 [show
ing the incorrectness of the assertion that in the
sense of digging, the verb takes only the accusa
tive of the cavity produced by digging, and so

justifying the rendering
&quot; to dig

&quot;

here. E.]
Ver. 22. &quot;Who are joyful, even to rap

ture heightening the thought: usque ad exul-

tationem, exactly as in Hos. ix. 1. In like

manner the following )& & contains a still fur

ther advance in the strength of the thought.
[&quot;The verse is a climax, (1) rejoice, (2) to ex
ultation, (3) dance for

joy.&quot;
DAV.

&quot; Who rejoice, even to exultation,
And are triumphant, when they can find out the

grave.&quot; GOOD.]

Vers. 23-26. [The individual application of
Job s question.]

Ver. 23 resumes, after the parenthesis con
tained in the two preceding verses, the dative
construction begun in ver. 20, and governed by
the verb

JjV of that verse. To a man -whose

way is hidden: viz. to me, to Job himself;
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comp. the following verses, in which the speak
er s own person appears as the prominent theme

of discourse.
[&quot;13J7,

&quot; to a man,&quot; a general

expression as yet, although evidently the speaker
is thinking of himself. The verse forms the

transition from the general description of the

verses preceding to the direct description of the
verses following. E.] For a similar use of the

figurative expressions
&quot;

covering and hedging
the way&quot; to represent the act of putting a man
in a helpless, forsaken, inextricable situation

;

comp. chap. xix. 8
;
also Lam. iii. 5 ; Is. xl. 27.

[Renan translates:

&quot; To the man whose way is covered with darknesc,
And whom Qod has environed with a fatal circle.&quot;

&quot;He means, by having his way hid, being
bewildered and lost: the world and thought and

providence become a labyrinth to him, out of

which and in which no path can be found, his

speculative and religious belief hopelessly entan

gled, and his heart palsied and paralyzed by
its own conflicting emotions and memories, so

that action and thought were impossible, a hedge
being about him, his whole life and condition

being contradiction and inexplication, a step or

two leading to a stand-still in any direction.&quot;

DAV.]

Ver. 24. For [ 3, personal confirmation of

the preceding statement] instead of my bread

comes my sighing. &quot;J37 here not in the

local sense, &quot;before&quot;
[&quot;in presence of it, and

hence in effect along with it. Meaning: even
at that season of enjoyment and thankfulness,
when food is partaken, I have only pain and
sorrow.&quot; CON.], but as also in chap. iv. 19; 1

Sam. i. 16, &quot;for, instead of&quot; (comp. the Latin

pro). [Akin to this is the definilion &quot;like,&quot;

from the idea of comparison involved in that of

presence or nearness. So Schult., Dav., Ren.]
Less suitable is the temporal construction :

&quot; before my food [=before I eat] sighing still

comes to me.&quot;
[&quot;My groans anticipate my

food.&quot; Wem.] (so Hahn, Hirz., Schl., etc., after

the LXX., Vulgate, etc.) [The temporal sense

is somewhat differently given by Green, Chrest.,
&quot;

before, sooner than
; perpetually repeated,

with greater frequency than his regular food.&quot;

The suggestion found in Rosenm., Bar., etc.,

that Job s disease made his food loathsome in

the act of eating gives a meaning needlessly
offensive, and is not suited either to the connec

tion or to the terms employed. The fut.

is used in the frequentative sense. E.] And
my groans pour themselves forth like
water : i. e. as incessantly as water, which
flows ever onward, or is precipitated from a

height. As is evident, a strong comparison,
and one which would be greatly weakened by
the explanation of Hirzel and others, who find

in it an allusion to the water of Job s daily

drink, parallel with DT17, his daily bread. For

the masc., OiT^ before the fern. subj. &amp;gt;]J5&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;

comp. chap. xvi. 22 ; Ewald \ 191 b. [Future

frequentative like iOf)]. For rUKC?, lit. roar

ing (chap. iv. 10) in the sense of groaning, the

21

moaning of a sufferer. Comp. Psalm xxii. 2
;

xxxii. 3.

Ver. 25. For if I trembled before any
thing, it forthwith came upon me. Lit.:

&quot;For a fear have I feared, and forthwith it has
overtaken me.&quot;

[&quot;Let
me but think of a terror,&quot;

U3 1PI3 is present and concessive, DK under

stood, suppose me to fear a fear, to conceive a

terror; it is no sooner conceived than realized :

and not past and positive, I feared a fear, as if

Job, in the height of his felicity, had been
haunted by the presentiment of coming calamity,
a meaning which is opposed to the whole con
victions of antiquity, and contradicted by the

anguish and despair of the man under his suf

fering, which was to him inexplicable and unex
pected. The picture refers exclusively to the

preset misery of the man. . . . It overtakes me,
&quot;JTIJT^ van consec. introduces the issue of the

dread: the thing dreaded immediately comes.&quot;

DAV. So Green in Chrest. :
&quot; The meaning is

not that he had apprehensions in his former

prosperity, which have now been fulfilled : but
all that is dreadful in his esteem has been

already, or is likely soon to be (N3\ fut.), real

ized in his experience. He endures all that he
has ever conceived that is

frightful.&quot;] For the

poetic full-sounding form J /IX , comp. chap,

xii. 6; xvi. 22; xxx. 14 (Ew. &quot;252, a. [Green,
\ 172, 3]).

[Merx, transposing ver. 23, introduces it here,
as immediately following ver. 25. His version

accordingly reads as follows :

For the Terror, of which I was afraid, overtook me;
And that which with shuddering I looked for came to me,
To the man whose path was covered

;

Whom Eloah hedged in round about.

He thus makes the 7 before 13J a repetition

of the nl
7, end of ver. 25, and not of ^pj?

1

?, ver.

20, according to the old position. He further

would make the verse in its new position an
ironical echo of Satan s words in chap. i. 10.

The conjecture is certainly highly ingenious.
But there are decisive objections to the change.
The first and weightiest is that the irony loses

all its force, and the words themselves become
all but meaningless in Job s mouth when it is

remembered that the words were first spoken by
Satan in the heavenly council, where Job was
not present. It is an essential part of the mys
tery of the drama here unfolded that Job knows

nothing whatever of the transactions between

God and Satan. Any conscious allusion to any

thing in those transactions on the part of Job

would be a blunder of art of which our author

is incapable ;
and without such conscious intent

the words lose all their pertinency. Moreover,
the verse in its old position, as is remarked in

the notes above, furnishes the transition from

the general description of vers. 20-22 to the

more personal application of vers. 24-26. E.]

Ver. 26. I have no quiet, no repose, 110

rest ; and still trouble comes. On the

abrupt brevity of the second member, comp.

above, No. 1. tJ\ here certainly more in the

sense of grief, pain, trembling, than of passion-
ate excitement, or rage, and so with a meaning
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different from ver. 17 : but always (and so in

ver. 17, as well as here) of an inward affection,

not. of external &quot;distress&quot; (Schlott.), or of a

&quot;storm&quot; (Hahn), etc. Vaihinger s rendering:
&quot;restless life,&quot; is correct as to sense, but fails

of doing justice to the pointed brevity of the

expression. [The Vulgate reads this verse

interrogatively: &quot;Was I not in safety? had I

no rest? was I not in comfort? Yet trouble

came.&quot; So also the Targ. with curious amplifi

cations: &quot;Did I no , dissimulate when it was
told me concerning the oxen and the asses? did

T not sleep when it was told me concerning the

fire?&quot; etc.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1. In so far as we may be disposed to find the

theme of the following discussion in
the^pre-

ceding chapter, it behooves us in any case to

hold for certain that this theme is expressed
only partially, and altogether formally, or only,
so to speak, in an interrogative form. Job cer

tainly does not come across the question in this

discourse. To curse his existence, to ask again
and again after the incomprehensible Wherefore
of that existence this constitutes the whole of

this violent outbreak of feeling, with which Job
initiates the discussion which follows. He does
not give the slightest intimation in regard to

the right way of solving the problem which tor

ments him the problem touching the enigma
of his sorrowful existence; indeed he makes not
the slightest attempt at such a solution. He
pours forth in all its bitterness and harshness
his despairing lamentation concerning the help
less misery of man, who is become the object of

the divine anger. What he puts forth vividly
reminds us from beginning to end of those well-

known utterances of the Greek poets, which
declare it best never to have been born, and
next best to die as quickly as possible. Comp.
Theognis :

HavTuv ufv uf) &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vvai fm^ovioiffcv aptarov

firjd eaitielv avyac. ofeof Tjehiov

tj&amp;gt;m&amp;gt;Ta
6 oTrwf tk/.ora fri^ag AtSao irepfjaai

/cat Kfiadai TtoTJiTjv yfjv eTrafj.tiodfi.evov,

also .the similar expressions of Bacchylides
(Fragm. 3), .flSsop (Anthol. Gr. x. 123), Sopho
cles (Oed, Col. 1225: /z^ &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;vvai

rbv airav-a VIKCI

~M&amp;gt;yov
TO 6 eirrfv Qavi/, fifjvai. Ksl&ev, &dev nep fjK.e.1,

TTO?(.V devrepov, &amp;lt;if raxiora: not to have been born
surpasses everything which can be said : or if

one has come to the light, to descend there
whence he came as quickly as possible is by
far the second best thing), of Alexis (in Athe-
nseus, Deipnos. iii. 124, 6), of Pliny (Hist. Nat.
vii. 1), etc. Especially current in heathen lite

rature, although indeed often enough hinted at

by the singers of the Old Testament, especially
in the Psalms and the Lamentations of Jeremiah,
is this manifoldly uttered lament over the ruined
estate, the bankruptcy of the natural man in his
unredeemed condition, left to himself, delivered
over without remedy to the consequences of sin

a lament which here falls on our ears, without
a single ray of comfort from on high to shine on
its deep gloom, without any alleviating influence
whatever from the hope of a better Hereafter,
of which not a trace is as yet visible here.

2. Notwithstanding all this, however, Job does
not altogether fall into the tone of those heathen,
of those e/l7r/rfa

fj.rj IXOVTEC. /cat a&eoi iv TCJ ttda/uu

(Eph. ii. 12; comp. 1 Thess. iv. 13). He does
indeed ask: Why does God give light to the sor

rowful, and life to the bitter in soul (ver. 20)?
He is not found now, as aforetime (chap. i. 21

seq. ), praising God in the midst of his suffer

ings; in so far as with all earnestness he curses
his birth and conception, he is palpably guilty
of &quot;sinning with his lips

&quot;

(chap. ii. 10), instead
of exhibiting, as he had previously done, a
childlike pious submission. But he by no means
goes over to the side of Satan, that enemy of

God, who is the author of his temptation. He
does not go so far astray as presumptuously to

&quot;curse God to His face&quot; (chap. i. 11; ii. 7), as
Satan had purposed that he should. He curses
indeed the divine act of creation which had given
him being, but not the Creator himself; the
curse which he pronounces on his day does not

put forth that wicked blasphemous sentiment
which H. Heine expresses in one of his last

poems:
&quot; Tis well to die

;
but better still

It were had mother never borne us.&quot;

His words are words of lamentation and

despondency, of doubt and questioning, but not
words of blasphemy, nor even of atheistic doubt,

renouncing all faith in a living, good and just
God. They show, indeed, that, the trust which
he had hitherto exercised in God had been vio

lently shaken, that there was a wavering and

faltering in the child-like obedience which, with

touching loyalty, he had hitherto constantly
yielded to God. But they are nevertheless only
preparatory to the later, and far more passion
ate outbreaks of discontent with God s dealings
to which he gives way. Even when he mentions
here a man whose way God has &quot; hidden and
hedged about &quot;

(ver. 23), he is still far from

indulging in any accusation of God as a cruel
and unjust persecutor; it is as yet a compara
tively harmless complaint, in the utterance of
which the bitter accusation of his later discourses
is only remotely anticipated. It is a fact, how
ever, that he who has hitherto lived blamelessly
in his fidelity to God does, in the complaints
which in this discourse gush forth from his

heart, enter on that downward path which, in

proportion as his friends prove themselves to be
unskilful comforters, and as physicians accom
plished only in torturing, not in healing, leads
him ever further from God and ever deeper into
the abyss of joyless despair. Comp. Delitzsch

(i. 84): &quot;Job nowhere says, that he will have

nothing more to do with God; he does not
renounce his former faithfulness. In the mind
of the writer, however, as may be gathered from
chap. ii. 10, this speech is to be regarded as the

beginning of Job s sinning. If a man, on ac
count of his sufferings, wishes to die early, or
not to have been born at all, he has lost his con
fidence that God, even in the severest suffering,
designs his highest good ;

and this want of con
fidence is sin. There is, however, a great dif
ference between a man who has in general no
trust in God, and in whom suffering only makes
this manifest in a terrible manner, and the man
with whom trust in God is a habit of his soul,
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and is only momentarily repressed, and, as it

were, paralyzed. Such interruption of the

habitual state may result from the first pressure
of unaccustomed suffering ; it may then seem as

though trust in God were overwhelmed, whereas

it has only given way to rally itself again. It

is, however, not the greatness of the affliction

in itself which shakes his sincere trust in God,
but a change of disposition on the part of God,
which seems to be at work in the *ffliction.

The sufferer considers himself as forgotten, for

saken and rejected of God ; therefore he sinks

into despair; and in this despair expression is

given to the profound truth (although with

regard to the individual that expression is a

sinful weakness), that it is better never to have

been born, or to be annihilated, than to be

rejected of God (comp. Matt. xxvi. 24, nakbv ffv

avra el OVK kyewf)&rj 6 av&puirog SKtlpof). In such

a condition of spiritual, and, as we know from

the prologue, of Satanic temptation (Luke xxii.

31 ; Eph. vi. 16), is Job. He does not despair
when he contemplates his affliction, but when
he looks at God through it, who, as though He
were become his enemy, has surrounded him
with his affliction as with a rampart. ... It id

indeed inconceivable thtt a New Testament

believer, even under the strongest temptation,
should utter such imprecations, or especially
such a question of doubt as in ver. 20: Where
fore is light given to the miserable ? But that

an Old Testament believer might very easily
become involved in such conflicts of belief may
be accounted for by the absence of any express
divine revelation to carry his mind beyond the

bounds of the present.&quot;*

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The above chapter presents as a whole but

little material for homiletic use. The descrip
tion of human misery, as here elaborated by
Job, before the coming of the Redeemer, is too

much pervaded by a passionate one-sidedness,
to be susceptible of practical application in the

way of exhortation or encouragement. Unless,
as with many of the ancient and most of the

Romish commentators, the discourse of Job be

idealized, and that which is objectionable in it

be set aside, after the fashion of an artificial,

moralistic and allegoristic exegesis, it presents
more which from the Christian point of view is

to be censured than to be accepted as sound and
authoritative teaching. It behooves us at all

events to treat it critically, and from the stand

point of a higher and maturer evangelical per
ception of the truth to discriminate in Job s

complaints and doubtful questionings that which

belongs wholly to the Old Testament era, before

Christ, and to an imperfectly regenerated
humanity, and which is incompatible with the

* On the relation of Jeremiah s outburst of despair (chap,
xx 14-18), in which the prophet partially imitates in ex
pression the passage before us, to Job s similar lament,
comp. Delitzsch (i. 86seq., who is certainly right in calling
attention to the greater brevity of the passage in Jeremiah,
and who is fo - that reason not disinclined, with Hitzig, to
attribute to the prophet a momentary paroxysm of excite
ment, occasioned by the extremely disconsolate condition
of his nation at that time); also Nagelsbach on Jeremiah
I. c.

;
as also HeDpstenberg. Das Buck Hiob, p. 120 [see also

Lowth s remarks in the Exegetical Notes].

spirit and belief of a suffering saint under the
New Dispensation. It behooves us, in a word,
to set beside each other the impatient sufferer,
Job, with the most patient of all sufferers, Christ.
It behooves us to show the contrast between
him, who, oppressed by the weight of his suf

ferings, cursed the day of his birth, and Him,
who, when confronted by a yet more bitter and
terrible cup of suffering, prayed : &quot;0 my Father,
if it be possible, let this cup pass from me :

nevertheless not as I will, but as Thou wilt!&quot;

It must be noted that Job, in cursing his exist

ence, and thereby (at least indirectly) calling in

question God s goodness and justice, departs
from the stand-point of the pious sufferers of
the Old Testament, and seemingly betakes him
self to that of the heathen in their disconsolate
and hopeless estate (comp. Doctrinal Remarks,
No. 1), whereas the strongest utterance of
lamentation and anguish which Christ puts forth
is that exclamation from the Psalms: &quot; My God,
my God, why hast Thou forsaken me?&quot; Let
this question of the Crucified One accordingly
be taken, and put alongside of the two questions
of Job beginning with the interrogative &quot;why&quot;

(ver. 11 seq. and ver. 20seq.), and this compa
rison be formulated thus: The &quot;

Why&quot; of the

suffering Job, and that of Christ; or: Job and
Christ, the sorely tried sufferers, and the different

questions addressed by them to God. Comp. BREN-
TIUS in his introductory Meditation on the

Chap.: Christ exclaims that He is forsaken,
because the Lord appears solely in the character
of Judge, inflicting sentence of death, thus

hiding in the meanwhile His paternal aropy^.
This the Scriptures call sometimes forsaking,
sometimes being asleep. There is the same
judicial character in the treatment of Job. For

during his first trials (chap. 1-2) he feels the
Lord to be as yet his Father, and His hand to

be supporting him
;
and so he stands without

difficulty, being founded on a firm rock. But
now, the Father being hidden from him, a hor
rible sentence of death is set before him. No
longer therefore do you hear thanksgivings
from him, but blasphemies and curses, so that

you may say, that the Lord alone is good and
true, but that every man, however just and
pious, is a liar.

Particular Passages. Vers. 3-10: OSIANDER:
If a man s heart be not ruled and curbed by the

grace of the Holy Spirit, it fumes and rages
under the cross, instead of bearing it patiently.
WOHLFARTH: This saying (&quot;Cursed be the

day wherein I was born,&quot; etc.) is rightly im

puted to the tried sufferer as a great sin by the

Holy Scripture, and by himself, because the day
of our birth comes to us from God, the best

Father, and makes us witnesses of so many
instances of His grace. . . . Job s case may
warn you against incurring such guilt, as to

murmur against your Lord, and teach you, so

far from cursing the day of your birth, much
rather to thank God for it, Psalm cxxxiv.
14 sq.

Vers. 11-19. BRENTIUS: The godly and the

ungodly alike declare that death is the last limit

of earthly affairs, that it is a quiet deliverance

from life s ills. But the one class declare this

in unbelief, the other in faith. For the godly
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man . . . wishes to depart and to be with Christ,

seeing that he has no other release from the

sinfulness of the flesh than death, which never

theless is not his death, but his redemption.
But the ungodly, feeling in himself the heavy

scourgings of Divine judgment, desires death as

rest and deliverance from these scourgings. It

is unbelief, however, that produces this wish,

which longs after death, not because of the Bin-

fulness of the flesh, but on account of the scourg

ings. y. GERLACH. Death seems in this and

in similar sections of the book (as is so often

the case also in the Psalms) as a state of peace
and quiet, it is true, but as being at the same
time a pale, empty, shadowy existence, such as

it was conceived to be among the heathen, as

e. ff.
in the Eleventh Book of the Odyssey. . . .

These and similar descriptions we are not to

esteem as the human representations appropri
ate to a crude superstitious age; rather is this

to be regarded as the actual condition of the

departed without the redemption which is

through Christ. It was in this condition that

Christ found them after completing His redemp
tive work on earth, when He preached to the

&quot;spirits
in prison&quot; (1 Pet. iii. 18sq.). . . .

The awful truth of these descriptions of the

realm of the dead in our book and in the Psalms
should accordingly fill even the Christian, who
still lives in the body and in the world with

holy earnestness, when he remembers the cha
racter of that state which follows a life out of

Christ; and how with these descriptions the

narrative which Jesus gives of the rich man in

the place of torment links itself.

Vers. 20-26. COCCEIUS: Under the yoke of

the law, before the revelation of the Gospel, a
burden lay upon our fathers, such as they could
neither bear nor lay aside. And although they
p:mted after the liberty of the sons of God, there
were still so many hindrances in the way, that

they could never enjoy the full blessedness which
results from a conscience reTtfatufievq, and in

wardly absolved. . . . Whoever, therefore, of
them cursed his life should be regarded by us
not so much as resisting the ordinance of God,
or spurning His kindness, but rather as panting
after the liberty of the Gospel, while struggling
with the yoke of the law. ZEYSS (on vers. 28-

24): God often shuts up the way of His children
with the thorns of affliction, in order that they
may never turn aside out of it; He knows, how
ever, how easily to open it again, after He has
tried them first. . . . The bread of tears is the
most common food of pious Christians in this

world
;

it is their comfort, however, that the
true bread of joy will certainly follow hereafter;
Ps. Ixxx 6; cii. 10; cxxvi. 5, 6; John xvi. 20.

HENGSTENBERQ: The answer to Job s questions
is this: God chastises the pious in righteous
retribution, and for their good, but He does
not deliver them over to death. There is no
&quot;wretched one&quot; (ver. 21) in Job s sense of the

term, understanding by it, as he does, one who
is absolutely miserable. The man who should
be permanently miserable would be so in conse

quence of his sin, as the penalty of his delin

quency, the suffering which should lead him to

God, and put him in spiritual union with Him,
having driven him away from God.

FIRST SERIES OF CONTROVERSIAL DISCOURSES.

THE ENTANGLEMENT IN ITS BEGINNING.
CHAPTER IV XIV.

I. Eliphaz and Job : Chap. IV VII.

A. The Accusation of Eliphaz : Man mvret not speak against God like Job.
CHAPTER IV V.

1. Introductory reproof of Job on account of his unmanly complaint, by which he could only
incur God s wrath :

CHAPTER IV. 211.
Then Eliphaz the Temanite answered and said :

If we assay to commune with thee, wilt thou be grieved ?

but who can withhold himself from speaking ?

Behold, thou hast instructed many,
and thou hast strengthened the weak hands.

Thy words have upholden him that was falling,
and thou hast strengthened the feeble knees.
But now it is come upon thee, and thou faintest

;

it toucheth thee, and thou art troubled.
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6 Is not this thy fear, thy confidence,

thy hope, and the uprightness of thy ways?

7 Remember, I pray thee, who ever perished, being innocent ?

or where were the righteous cut off ?

8 Even as I have seen, they that plough iniquity,
and sow wickedness, reap the same.

9 By the blast of God they perish,
and by the breath of His nostrils are they consumed.

10 The roaring of the lion, and the voice of the fierce lion,

and the teeth of the young lions are broken.

11 The old lion perisheth for lack of prey,
and the stout lion s whelps are scattered abroad.

2. An account of a heavenly revelation, which declared to him the wrongfulness and foolishness

of weak sinful man s raving against God :

CHAP. IV. 12 V. 7.

12 Now a thing was secretly brought to me,
and mine ear received a little thereof,

13 in thoughts from the visions of the night,
when deep sleep falleth on men

14 fear came upon me, and trembling,
which made all my bones to shake.

15 Then a spirit passed before my face
;

the hair of my flesh stood up !

16 It stood, but I could not discern the form thereof:

an image was before mine eyes;
there was silence, and I heard a voice, saying,

17 &quot;Shall mortal man be more just than God?
shall a man be more pure than his Maker?

18 Behold, He put no trust in His servants ;

and His angels He charged with folly :

19 how much less in them that dwell in houses of clay,
whose foundation is in the dust,

which are crushed before the moth ?

20 They are destroyed from morning to evening;
they perish forever without any regarding it.

21 Doth not their excellency which is in them go away ?

they die, even without wisdom.&quot;

CHAP. V. 1 Call now, if there be any that will answer thee ;

and to which of the saints will thou turn ?

2 For wrath killeth the foolish man,
and envy slayeth the silly one.

3 I have seen the foolish taking root
;

but suddenly I cursed his habitation.

4 His children are far from safety,
and they are crushed in the gate, neither is there any to deliver them:

5 whose harvest the hungry eateth up,
and taketh it even out of the thorns,
and the robber swalloweth up their substance.

6 Although affliction cometh not forth of the dust,
neither doth trouble spring out of the ground ;

7 yet man is born unto trouble,
as the sparks fly upward.
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8. Admonition to repentance, as the only means by which Job can recover God a favor and his

former happy estate :

CHAP. V. 827.

8 I would seek unto God,
and unto God would I commit my cause

;

9 which doeth great things and unsearchable,

marvellous things without number;
10 who giveth rain upon the earth,

and sendeth waters upon the fields
;

11 to set up on high those that be low,

that those which mourn may be exalted to safety,

12 He disappointeth the devices of the crafty,

so that their hands cannot perform their enterprise.

13 He taketh the wise in their own craftiness,

and the counsel of the froward is carried headlong.
14 They meet with darkness in the day-time,

and grope in the noonday as in the night.

15 But He saveth the poor from the sword, from their mouth,
and from the hand of the mighty. ,

16 So the poor hath hope,
and iniquity stoppeth her mouth.

17 Behold, happy is the man whom God correcteth ;

therefore despise not thou the chastening of the Almighty.
18 For He maketh sore, and bindeth up;

He woundeth, and His hands make whole.

19 He shall deliver thee in six troubles ;

yea, in seven there shall no evil touch thee.

20 In famine He shall redeem thee from death,
and in war from the power of the sword.

21 Thou shalt be hid from the scourge of the tongue,
neither shalt thou be afraid of destruction when it cometh.

22 At destruction and famine thou shalt laugh ;

neither shalt thou be afraid of the beasts of the earth.

23 For thou shalt be in league with the stones of the field,

and the beasts of the field shall be at peace with thee.

24 And thou shalt know that thy tabernacle shall be in peace;
and thou shalt visit thy habitation, and shalt not sin.

25 Thou shalt know also that thy seed shall be great,
and thine offspring as the grass of the earth.

26 Thou shalt come to thy grave in a full age,
like as a shock of corn cometh in his season.

27 Lo this, we have searched it, so it is :

hear it, and know thou it for thy good.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1 Ver. 1. Then answered Eliphaz, . . .

and said. It is beyond question the poet s

aim in this first discourse of Eliphaz to put for
ward as the first arraigner of Job a man vene
rable through age and experience, calm and
dispassionate, godly after his manner, but at

the same ti^ie entangled in a one-sided eudemo-
nism and theory of work- righteousness. It is a

genuine sage who discourses here: not indeed
another Job, but still a character of marked

superiority over his two associates, Bildad and

Zophar, in experimental insight and sterling

personal worth, who here &quot;with the self-confi

dent, pathos of age and the mien of a prophet&quot;

communicates his experiences, annexing thereto

warnings, exhortations and admonitions.
[&quot;He,

the oldest and most illustrious, the leader and

ppokesman, appears here at once in his greatest

brilliancy. What a fullness in the argument,
which at first sight seems unanswerable ! How
well he knows how to produce illustrations and

proofs from revelation and from experience,
from among the inhabitants of heaven and of
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earth ! And what poetic beauty irradiates it

all! How he strikes with equal skill each
various chord of mild reproach, of self assured

conviction, of the awful, of the elevated, of calm
instruction, of friendly appeal ! How clearly
and sharply marked are its divisions, alike as

to thought and poetic form! Every strophe is

a rounded completed whole in itself: and with
what freedom, and, at the same time, with what
internal necessity does one strophe link itself to

another! One might say that as an artistic dis

course this part is the completes! in the whole
book of Job, that it seems as though the poet
wished to show at the very beginning the per
fection of his art.&quot; SCHLOTTMANN. &quot; The speech
is wonderfully artistic and exhaustive, unmis

takably manifesting the speaker s high standing
and self-conscious superiority, and his convic
tion of Job s guilt, yet showing a desire to spare
him, even while being faithful with him, and to

lead him back to rectitude and humility rather

by an exhibition of the goodness of God than of

his own sin. The speech is exquisitely climac

tic, rising, as Ewald says, from the faint whis

per and tune of the summer wind to the loud
and irresistible thunder of the wintry storm.&quot;

DAV.]
The discourse opens with a sharp attack on

Job s comfortless and hopeless lamentation, as

something which was adapted to bring down on
him God s wrath, which, as experience shows,
is visited on every ungodly man (chap. iv. 2-11).
He strengthens this admonition by describing a

heavenly vision which had appeared to him

during the night, and which had spoken to him,

teaching him how foolish and how wrong it is

for man to rebel against God (chap. iv. 12 v.

7). The close of his discourse consists of a

kindly admonition to Job to return accordingly
to God in a spirit of prayer and penitent humi
lity, in which case God would certainly deliver

him out of his misery, and exalt him out of his

present low estate (chap. v. 8-27).* The first

and shortest of these three divisions forms at the

same time the first of the five double strophes,
into which the entire discourse falls. The two

following divisions are subdivided each into two
double strophes of almost equal length, as fol

lows: Div. II.: a. chap. iv. 12-21; b. chap. v.

1-7. Div. III.: a. chap. v. 8-16; b. chap. v.

17-27.

2. First Division and Double Strophe : Intro

ductory reproof of Job s faint-hearted lamenta

tion, whereby he could only call down on him
self God s anger: chap. iv. 2-11.

First Strophe: vers. 2-6. Retrospective refer

ence to Job s former godly and righteous life.

Ver. 2. Should one venture a word to

thee, wilt thou be grieved ? [The friendly

courtesy of these opening words of Eliphaz is

worthy of note. They are at once dignified,

sympathetic and considerate. At the same time,

as Dillmaun observes, there is a certain &quot;cold

ness and measured deliberation&quot; about them,
which not improbably grated somewhat on Job s

sensibilities, yearning, as his heart now did, for

* In all essentials Cocceins had already recognized these
three divisions in the discourse of Eliphaz, hoth a regards
tin lines of supaiatiou between them aud the significance
of their coutenU.

more tangible and soulfull sympathy. Eliphaz
speaks less as a sympathizing friend, than as a

fatherly adviser, and a benevolent but critical

sage. E.] The interrogative particle H, refer

ring to the principal verb HN/H, is prefixed to

the first word of the sentence. [See Green, Gr.

$ 283, a.] It is immediately followed by an

elliptical conditional clause, T^N &quot;^ HDJ
i v T T T

(comp. the same construction in Ver. 21
; also

in Num. xvi. 22
; Jer. viii. 4), forming an ante

cedent clause to the principal verb. To be ren
dered accordingly: &quot;Wilt thou find it irksome,
take it hard, will it offend thee, if one attempts
a word to thee?&quot; HpJ is most simply regarded
as third pers. sing. Piel of HDJ, tentare, after
Eccles. vii. 23. It is less natural, with Umbreit,
etc., to take it as Pret. Niph. in the same sense,
or following the old versions, to see in it a

variant form of XfefJ (comp. Ps. iv. 7), as though
it were &quot;OT Xt^J, &quot;to speak a word:&quot; chap,
xxvii. 1

; Ps. xv. 3 ; Ixxxi. 3. In the latter case
the word must be taken either as 3d sing. Niph.
in the passive sense

(&quot;should
a word be spoken&quot;)

or, more probably, as 1st plur. Imperf Kal

(&quot;should we speak&quot;),
in which latter case again

two interpretations are possible, namely either:
&quot; wilt thou, should we speak a word against
thee, take offence&quot; (Rosenm., etc., comp. the
Ancient Versions) ? or: &quot;shall we speak a word
against thee, with which thou wilt be offended&quot;

(Ewald, Bib. Jahrb. ix. 37; Bottcher)? Against
the first rendering may be urged the unusual
construction of an Imperf. in an elliptical con
ditional sentence

; against the latter the unheard
of transitive rendering which it assumes for

nX;. [In favor of taking HDJ here in the sense
of: &quot;to attempt, to venture,&quot; it may be said:

(1) This meaning is entirely legitimate. (2) It

is more expressive. (3) It is more in harmony
with the courtesy which marks these opening
words of Eliphaz. Hengstenberg s rendering is

somewhat different from any of those given
above: &quot;Shall one venture a word to thee, who
art wearied?&quot; But the elliptical construction
thus assumed seems less simple and natural than
the one adopted above. E.] And yet to
hold back from words [or speaking] who
is able ? For the use of 1V; with 3, &quot;to hold

back from [or, in respect to] anything,&quot; comp.
chap. xii. 15; xxix. 9. For the sharpened
form

&quot;ft;?]
instead of 1^1, see Ew. 245, 6.

pip, Aram. plur. ending (comp. chap. xii. 11;

xv. 13) of rno, which occurs in our book thirty

times, whereas D vD occurs but ten times in all.

Ver. 3. Behold, thou hast admonished
many. rnD\ lit. thou hast chastised, disci-* T :

-

plined, namely, with words of reproof and loving
admonition. The Perf. here points back to Job s

normal conduct in former days when revered

by all, and thus furnishes the standard by which
the time of the following Imperf. verb is to be

determined. The general sense of vers. 3-4 is:

&quot;Thou wast wont formerly to conduct thyself in

regard to the sufferings of others so correctly
and blamelessly, to show such a proper under-
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standing of the cause and aim of heavy judg
ments inflicted by God, to deal with sufferings

in a way so wise and godlike! But now when

suffering has overtaken thyself, etc. . . . And
alack hands hast thou strengthened.
&quot;Slack hands:&quot; a sensuous figure representing
faint-heartedness and despondency, as also in

2 Sam. iv. 1 ; Is. xxxv. 3. In the last member
of ver. 4 the expression

&quot;

stumbling [lit.
bow

ing, t. e. sinking] knees&quot; is used in essentially

the same sense (and so in Heb. xii. 12).

Ver. 5. Because it is now come to thee,
to wit, suffering, misfortune. This construction

of the impersonal or neutral XUjH is suggested

by the context, [and this indefinite statement of

the subject is at once more considerate and im

pressive than if it had been expressed. E.]
3 is construed by Hirzel, Hahn, Schlottmann,

Delitzsch, etc., as a particle of time: &quot;Now

when it is come to thee.&quot; But the position,

nr\y &quot;3 favors rather the causal rendering of

the first particle, &quot;because now,&quot; etc. Comp.
Dillmann. [Others explain by supplying an

omitted clause: e. g. &quot;I say these things be

cause,&quot; etc. Ewald :
&quot; How strange that thou

now faintest.&quot; The adversative use of 3, (&quot;but

now&quot;), except after a negative clause, is too

doubtful to be relied on here. E.] It touch-
eth thee (T^P y^, comp. Is. xvi. 8; Jer. iv.

10; Mic. i. 9), and thou art confounded

Sn2P_l, lit. &quot;art seized with terror, and thereby

put out of countenance
;&quot; comp. chap. xxi. 6 :

xxiii. 15.
[&quot;It

is unfair to Eliphaz to suppose
that he utters his wonder with any sinister tone

as if he would hint that Job found it some
what easier to counsel others than console him

self; his astonishment is honest and honestly
expressed that a man who could say such deep
things on affliction, and things that reached so

far into the heart of the afflicted, that could lay
bare such views of providence arfd the uses of

adversity, and thus invigorate the weak, should
himself be so feeble and desponding when suf

fering came to his own door.&quot; DAV. Doubtless
the words express surprise on the part of Eli-

pbaz, and were spoken with a kind intent ;
but

also with a certain severity, a purpose to probe
Job s conscience, to lead him to self-examina

tion, and to the discovery of the hidden evil

within, of the existence of which Eliphaz, with
his theodicy, could have no doubt. E.]

Ver. 6. Is not thy godly fear thy confi
dence ? thy hope the uprightness of

thy ways ? The order of the words is chiastic

[decussated, inverted] : in the first member the

subject, ^.TW^ stands at the beginning; in the

second member it is found at the end, ^Ip
7! Dn&amp;gt;

evidently synonymous with !&quot;IX&quot;V. A similar

case is found in chap, xxxvi. 2Q. Altogether
too artificial and forced, and too much at

variance with the principles which govern the
structure of Hebrew verse, is the explanation
attempted by Delitzsch: &quot;Is not thy piety thy
confidence, thy hope? And the uprightness of

thy ways?&quot; (viz. and is not the uprightness of

thy ways thy confidence and thy hope?) Eli

phaz twice again makes use of the ellipsis i&quot;IX&quot;V

for DTlSx
r\X&quot;y

in his discourses (chap. xv. 4

and xxii. 4: and comp. AJHH, Hos. iv. 6 for

DnSx njn). [&quot;The
word fear is the most com

prehensive term for that mixed feeling called

piety, the contradictory reverence and confi

dence, awe and familiarity, which, like the cen

tripetal and centrifugal forces, keep man in his

orbit around God.&quot; DAT.] H7D3, confidence,T
L.

assurance (the same which elsewhere=7pD,

chap. viii. 14; xxxi. 24), not
&quot;folly&quot; (LXX.).

[The Vav in the second member is the Vav of

the apodosis, or of relation. See Green, Gr.

287, 3. The rendering of E. V. : &quot;Is not this

thy fear, thy confidence, thy hope, and the

uprightness of thy ways?&quot; overlooks the paral

lelism, and is unintelligible. Some (Hupfeld,

Merx) cut the knot by transposing iplpn to the

end of the Ferse. The construction as it stands

is certainly peculiar, yet not, enough so to justify

any change. Moreover it seems to have escaped
all the commentators that the very harshness and

singularity of the construction is intentional, having
for its object to arrest more forcibly the atten

tion of Job, to stir up his consciousness on the

subject of his piety and rectitude, and thus to

further the process of probing his soul on which

Eliphaz is in this part of his discourse engaged.

-E.]
Vers. 7-11. Second Strophe : More explicit ex

pansion of ver. 6, wherein it is shown as the

conclusion of experience that the pious never fall

into dire affliction, whereas on the contrary the

ungodly and the wicked do so often and inevi

tably.
Ver. 7. Remember now ! who that was

innocent has perished? [&quot;It
would be

unfair to Eliphaz (as well as quite beside his

argument, the purpose of which is to reprove
Job s impatience, and lead him back by repent
ance to God), to suppose that he argued in this

way : Who ever perished being innocent? Thou
hast perished ; therefore thy piety and the

integrity of thy ways have been a delusion.

On the contrary his argument is: Where were
the pious ever cut off? Thou art pious: why
is not thy piety thy hope ? Why fall, being a

pious man, and as such of necessity to be finally

prospered by God, into such irreligious and
wild despair? Eliphaz acknowledges Job s

piety, and makes it the very basis of his exhor
tation ; of course, though pious, he had been

guilty (as David was) of particular heinous sins,
which explained and caused his calamities. The
fundamental axiom of the friends produced here
both positively and negatively as was meet for

the first announcement of it by Eliphaz is, that

whatever appearance to the contrary and for a

time, yet ultimately and always the pious were
saved and the wicked destroyed.&quot; DAV.] The
Wil annexed to the Q gives greater vivacity to

the question ; comp. chap. xiii. 19 : xvii. 3 ;

also the similar phrase HI &quot;D (Gesen. \ 122, 2).

Ver. 8. So far as I have seen, they who
plough mischief and sow ruin reap the
same. rrso 112JO, not &quot;when (or if) I saw

(Vaih., Del.), for this construction of &quot;U^KD does
not allow the omission of the Vav Consec. before
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tho apodosis. But either the whole sentence is

to be taken as a statement of the comparison
with that which precedes, to which it is an

nexed, thus: &quot;As I have seen : they who plough
. . . reap the same&quot; (Hirz., Schlott. [Con.]).
Or we are to explain with most of the later com
mentators;&quot; &quot;So far as I have seen,&quot; . e. so

far as my experience goes (Rosenm., Arnn.,

Stick., Welte, Heiligst., Ew., Dillm. [Dav., Merx],
etc.). jlK,

lit. &quot;nothingness,&quot; then &quot;sin, wick

edness, mischief.&quot; ^Dtf as in chap. iii. 10.
T T

The agricultural figure of sowing (or ploughing)
and reaping, emphatically representing the

organically necessary connection of cause and
effect in the domain of the moral life

; to be
found also in Hos. viii. 7; x. 13; Prov. xxii. 8;
Gal. vi. 7seq.; 2 Cor. ix. 6, and often.

Ver. 9. By the breath of Eloah they
perish: like plants, which a burning hot wind
scorches (Gen. xli. 6). The discourse thus car

ries forward the preceding figure. On the use

of the divine name HIvX in our poem, see Introd.

\ 5. The nx rratZfa is in b. still more specifi

cally defined as 13X no, lit. &quot;breath of his nos

tril,&quot; i. . blast of his anger. Both synonyms
are still more closely bound together in Ps. xvSii.

1C.
[&quot;As

the previous verse describes retribu

tion as a natural necessity founded in the order
of the world, so does this verse trace back this

eame order of the world to the divine causality.&quot;

SCHLOTT. Lee, criticising the A. V. s rendering

of HOI! } in the first member by &quot;blast,&quot; says:T T :
.

&quot;I know of no instance in which the word will

bear this sense. It rather means a slight or gen
tle breathing..... The sentiment seems to be:

they perish from the gentlest breathing of the

Almighty . . It is added : and from the blast of
his nostril, or wrath, they come to an end. From
the construction here, blast or storm is probably
meant. See Ps. xi. 6 ; Hos. xiii. 15, etc., and if

so, we shall have a sort of climax here.&quot;]

Vers. 10, 11. From the vegetable kingdom the

figurative representation of the discourse passes
over to that of animal life, in order to show, by
the destruction of a family of lions, how the in

solent pride of the wicked is crushed by the

judgment of God. The cry of the lion, and
the voice of the roaring lion, and the
teeth of the young lions are broken

;
the

strong [lion] perishes for lack of prey.
and the whelps of the lioness are scat
tered. [Merx rejects these two verses as spuri

ous; but their appropriateness in the connection

will appear from what is said below. E.] Not
less than five different names of the lion are

used in this description, showing the extent to

which the lion abounded in the lands of the Bi

ble, and especially in the Syro-Arabian country,
which was the scene of our poem. The usual

name TT^X stands first ; next follows the purely

poetic designation, HEf, &quot;the roarer&quot; (Vaih.),

comp. ch. x. 16 ; xxviii. 8
;
Ps. xci. 13

; Prov.

xxvi. 13; Hos. v. 14; xiii. 7; then in ver. 10 6

comes the standard expression for young lions,

D TDS, comp. Judg. xiv. 6
;
Ps. xvii. 12; civ.

21 ; then follows in ver. 11 a V ^l,
&quot;the strong

one,&quot; from B ?, &quot;to be strong,&quot; found again in

Prov. xxx. 30, and being thus limited to the
diction of poetry, and finally in ver. 116 the no

less poetic X T?, which here, as well as in ch.

xxxviii 29; Gen. xlix. 9; Num. xxiv. 9, denotes
the lioness, for which, however, we have also the

distinctive feminine form X&quot;

1

^/ in Ezek. xix. 2.

[&quot;The young lions are mentioned along with
the old in order to exemplify the destruction of
the haughty sinner with all his household.&quot;

SCHLOTT.] tyrU (from J?rU, frangere, conterere,

an Aramaizing alternate form of YfiJ, comp. Ps.
Iviii. 7) signifies: &quot;are shattered, are dashed
out

; an expression which, strictly taken, suits

only the last subject 3 *M, but may by zeugma
be referred to both the preceding subjects, to

which such a verb as &quot; are silenced
&quot; would pro

perly correspond. Observe the use of the perf.
i FO in making vividly present the sudden de

struction of the rapacious lions, which is then
followed in ver. 11, first by a present partic.

P3^)&amp;gt;
then by a present Imperf. (}&quot;P3rV), de

scribing them in their present condition, shat

tered, broken in strength, and restrained in

their rage. [Delitzsch remarks that &quot; the par-

tic. 13N is a stereotype expression for wander

ing about prospectless and helpless,&quot; a defini

tion which here, as well as in the passages to

which he refers, would considerably weaken the

sense. See Hengsten. in loco. E.] 72?, &quot;for

the lack of;&quot; the same as &quot;without;&quot; comp.
ver. 20; ch. vi. 6

;
xxiv. 7, 8; xxxi. 19.

[&quot;From

wicked man his imagination suddenly shifis to

his analogue among beasts, the lion, and there

appears before him one old and helpless, his

teeth dashed out, his roar silenced, dying for

lack of prey, and being abandoned by all his

kind ; a marvellous picture of a sinner once

powerful and bloody, but now destitute of power,
and with only his bloody instincts remaining to

torture and mock his impotency.&quot; DAV.]
3. Second Division : describing a heavenly re

velation which declared to him the wrongfulness
and the folly of frail, sinful man s anger against
God. a. Second Double Strophe: the heavenly
revelation itself, introduced by a description of

the awful nocturnal vision through which it was

communicated: vers. 12-21.

First Strophe: Vers. 12-16. The night-vision.

Ver. 12. And to me there stole a word.
Lit. &quot;and to me there was stolen, there was

brought in a stealthy, mysterious manner.&quot;

The imperf. 33r is ruled by the following im-

perf. consec. [ &quot;The speaker is thrown back

again by the imagination into the imposing cir

cumstances of the eventful night. . . . The Pual

implies that the oracle was sent.&quot; DAV.] The

separation of the 1, which properly belongs to

the verb 33.T, but which is placed here, at the

beginning of the verse, before Sx
[&quot;because he

desires, with pathos, to put himself prominent,&quot;

DEL.] rests on the fact that that which is now
about to be related, and especially the &quot;IJ1 which

came to Eliphaz, is hereby designated as some-
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thing new, as something additional to that which
has already been observed. [This separation is

quite often met with in poetry. Comp. Ps. Ixix.

22; Ixxviii. 15, 26, 29, etc. See Evv. Gr. $3466.]
And mine ear caught a whisper there
from: i.e., proceeding therefrom, occasioned by
that communication of a mysterious &quot;131. The

JO in inj? (poetic form, for SO, Ew. g2636) is

therefore causative, not partitive, as Halm and
Delitzsch regard it. ]f2$ signifies here, as in

chap. xxvi. 14, a faint whisper, or lisp [or mur
mur], il&amp;gt;iOvpirj,u6f, susurrus, not &quot;a little, a mini

mum,&quot; as the Targ., Pesh., the Rabbis [and the

Eng. Ver ] render it. The word is to be derived

either from yfttf, thus denoting a faint, indis

tinct impression on the ear (Arnheim, Delitzsch),
or from the primitive root, DSJf, Dl, to which,

according to Dillmann, who produces its ^Ethio-

pic cognate, the idea attaches of &quot;lip-closing,

dumbness, and low-speaking.&quot; [Here the word
&quot; is designed to show the value of such a solemn
communication, and to arouse curiosity.&quot; DEL.
The whole description of the way in which the

communication was made indicates, perhaps, the
naturalness and calmness and peace of the inter

course of man s spirit and God s how there is

nothing forced or strained in God s communica
tion to man it droppeth as the gentle rain from
heaven upon the place beneath and at the same
time man s impaired capacity and receptiveness
and dullness of spiritual hearing.&quot; DAV. &quot;The

word was too sacred and holy to come loudly
and directly to his ear.&quot; DEL.

Vers. 13-16 present a more specific description
of that which is stated generally in ver. 12.

Ver. 13. In the confused thoughts from
visions of the night, when deep sleep falls
on men. Whether with most expositors we
connect these words with the verse preceding, as
a supplementary determination of the time, or as
a preliminary statement of time connected with
what follows (Umbreit, Dillmann, Conant, etc.),
matters not as to the sense. D 3^^ are here, as

also in ch. xx. 2,
&quot;

thoughts proceeding like
branches from the heart as their root, and inter

twining themselves &quot;

(Delitzsch). [The root,

according to Del. and Fiirst, is ^pVf, to bind
;

according to Ges., Dav., etc., it is for ^#0, to

split; hence here and ch. xx 2 &quot;fissures, divi

sions, divided counsels (1 Kings xviii. 21),
thoughts running away into opposite ramifica
tions, distracting doubts.&quot; DAV.] The follow

ing JO indicates that these thoughts proceed
from visions of the night, i. e., dream-vi-uons ;

from which, however, it does not follow that Eli-

phaa intends to refer what he is about to nar
rate purely to the sphere of the life of dreams.
For the determination of the time in our verse
is altogether general, as the second member in

particular shows. Hengstenberg s position that

Eliphaz includes himself among the &quot;men
&quot; de

signated here as those on whom deep sleep falls,
and that he accordingly represents his vision as

literally a dream-vision, has no foundation in
the context. (Comp. still further Passavant s

remark on ver. 13 under the head &quot; Homiletical
and Practical&quot;). [&quot;

There are three things con-
j

tained in the genetic process or progress towards

this oracle. First, visions of the night, raising
deep questions of man s relation to God, but

leaving them unsolved, short flights of the spi
rit into superhuman realms, catching glimpses
of mysteries, too short to be self-revealing
these are the visions. Second, the perturbed,
perplexed, and meditative condition of the spi
rit following these, when it presses into the
darkness of the visions for a solution, and is

rocked and tossed with fear or longing the

thoughts from the visions. And third, there is

the new revelation clearing away the doubts and
calming the perturbation of the soul, a revela
tion attained either by the spirit rising convul

sively out of its trouble, and piercing by a new
divinely-given energy the heart of things before

hidden; or by the truth being communicated
to it by some Divine messenger or word.&quot; DAV.
The oracle was conveyed by a dream, &quot; because
in the patriarchal age such oracles were of most

frequent occurrence, as may be seen, e.g. in the
book of Genesis.&quot; EWALD]. For HD l ir), &quot;deep

sleep,&quot; such as is wont to be experienced about
the hour of midnight, in contrast to ordinary
sleep, njty and to the light, wakeful slumber

of marning, n.OUP, comp. Gen. ii. 21
;
xv. 12;

1 Sam. xxvi. 12
; also below, ch. xxxiii. 15, where

Elihu has a description imitative of the passage
before us.

[&quot;HOT&quot;})])
is the deep sleep related

to death and ecstasy, in which man sinks back
from outward life into the remotest ground of
his inner life.&quot; DEL. Per contra Davidson says:
&quot; riDTin ia used generally of ecstatic, divinely-
induced sleep, yet not exclusively (Prov. xix. 15,
and verb, Jon. i. 5), and not here. The mean
ing is that the vision came, not at the hour when
prophetic slumber is wont to fall on men (and
that El. was under such), but simply at the hour
when men were naturally under deep sleep. El.

was thus alone with the vision, and the solitary
encounter accounts for the indelible impression
its words and itself left on

him.&quot;]

Ver. 14. Shuddering [fear] came upon
me

OP^it
from *p=rn p&amp;gt;

to meet, befall, come

upon, comp. Gen. xlii. 38), and trembling,
and sent a shudder through the multitude
of my bones: the subject of TnSH being the

&quot;shuddering&quot; and the &quot;

trembling,&quot; not &quot; the

ghostlike something
&quot;

(as Delitzsch says), of
which Eliphaz first proceeds to speak in the fol

lowing verse. [The perf. vbs. in this verse are

pluperf.
&quot; A terror had fallen upon me, like a

certain vague lull which precedes the storm, as
if nature were uneasily listening and holding in
her breath for the coming calamity.&quot; So David

son. 3*1 in poetry is often used for Sb, all. The
terror striking through his bones indicates how
deeply and thoroughly he was agitated. Bones,
as elsewhere in similar passages, for the sub
stratum of the bodily frame. E.]

Ver. 15. And a spirit passed before me ;

lit. : passes before me (^rv, &quot;glides, flits&quot;) ;

for the description as it grows more vivid intro
duces in this and the following verse the imperf.
in place of the introductory perf. For fin in

the sense of &quot; a
spirit,&quot; the apparition of a spi

rit or an angel, comp. 1 Kings xxii. 21. So cor-
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rectly the ancient Versions, Umbreit, Ewald,

Heiligstedt, Hahn [Good, Lee, Wem., Ber., Noy.,

Bar., Carey], etc. On the other hand [Schult.],

Rosenm., Hirzel, Bottcher, Stickel, Delitzscb,

Dillmann [Schlott., Ren., Rod., Merx] render :

&quot;and a breath [of wind] passed over me,&quot; a

current of air, such as is wont to accompany
spirit-communications from the other world

(corap ch. xxxviii. 1
;

1 Kings xix. 11 ;
Acts ii.

2, e c.). The description in the following verse,

however, does not agree with this rendering,

especially the lvy\ which is unmistakably pre

dicated of the HIT in the sense of &quot;an angel, a

personal spirit.&quot; [It needs no argument to

prove that the &quot;

spirit&quot;
here introduced is a good

spirit, although it may be mentioned in passing
that Codurcus, the Jesuit commentator, followed

by some others, regards him as an evil spirit.

This notion is advanced in the interest of the

theory that Job s friends are throughout to be

condemned. E.] The hairs of my body
bristled up. &quot;^Or\

Piel intensive,
&quot; to rise up

mightily, to bristle up.&quot; rPjW, elsewhere the

individual hair (capillus) here a collective word

(coma, crines), of the same structure as DJJJ?, ch.

iii. 5. [The expression ^3 ^3^, lit.7 &quot;the

hair of my flesh, shows that the terror, which
in ver. 14 thrilled through all his bones, here

creeps over his whole body. E.]

Ver. 16. It stood there, I discerned not

Its appearance The subj. of IDjT is not the

&quot;unknown something&quot; of the preceding verse

(Rosenm., etc.),
but the spirit, as it is already

known to be, which has hitherto flitted before

Eliphaz, but which now stands still to speak
(comp. 1 Sam. iii. 10). An image before
mine eyes ; njiorv the word which in respect

to spiritual phenomena is most nearly expressive
of &quot;form.&quot; In Num. xii. 8; Ps. xvii. 15 it is

used of the pop^f/ or 66%a of God. Here it is

very suitably used to describe the spiritual or

angelic apparition, fading into indefiniteness ;

for it refers back to no, the true subject of

&quot;ipjr, being placed after it in apposition to it.

A murmur and a voice I heard. HOOT
TT :

7p1,
a &quot;

lisping murmur and a voice,&quot; a hen-

diadys, signifying a murmur uttering itself in

articulate tones, a &quot;murmuring or whispering
voice&quot; (Hahn). [So Ges., Fiirst, Words., Dillm.,

Del., Dav.]. Umbreit (1st Ed.), Schlottmann

[Eng. Ver., Good, Lee, Con., Carey, Ren.] take

HOD7
!, but unsuitably, in the sense of &quot;

silence.&quot;
T T :

For the true sense comp. 1 Kings xix. 12. [Of
those who take HOOT in the sense of silence

there are two classes, the one, represented by
the English Version and commentators, sepa
rates between the &quot; silence

&quot; and the &quot; voice:
&quot;

first the silence, then the voice, as Renan: &quot;in

the midst of the silence I heard a voice
;

&quot;

the

other, represented by Schlottmann and Heng-
stenberg, combine the two terms as a hendiadys,
&quot;a commingling of both, a faint, muffled voice &quot;

(Hengst.) Schlottmann quotes from Gersonides

as follows : &quot;And I heard his wonderful words

as though they were compounded of the voice
and of silence.&quot; Burke in his Treatise on the
Sublime and Beautiful has the following remarks
on this vision :

&quot; There is a passage in the book
of Job amazingly sublime, and this sublimity is

principally due to the terrible uncertainty of the

thing described. . . . We are first prepared with
the utmost solemnity for the vision; we are first

terrified before we are let even into the obscure
cause of our emotion

;
but when this grand

cause of terror makes its appearance, what is it?

is it not wrapt up in the shades of its own in

comprehensible darkness, more awful, more

striking, more terrible than the liveliest descrip
tion, than the clearest painting, could possibly
represent it ?&quot; E.]

Second strophe, vers. 17-21. The contents of
the revelation communicated through the vision.

Ver. 17. Is a mortal just before Eloah,
or before his Maker is a man pure ? Al

ready in this question is contained the substance
of the revelation

; vers. 18-21 only furnish the

proof of this proposition from the universal sin-

fulness of men.
{D here is not comparative,

&quot; more just than &quot;

(Vulg., Luth. [E. V.], etc.),
but &quot; from the side of auy one &quot;

[Gesenius :

&quot;

marking the author of a judgment or estimate:
here in the judgment or sight of

God.&quot;] Hence
&quot; is a man just from the side of God ?

&quot;

i. e., from
God s stand-point; or, more briefly: &quot;before

God &quot;

(LXX. : kvavriov rnii t?eoii). In the same
sense with this |0=coraw (for which comp. Num.
xvi. 9 ; xxxii. 22), we find DJ? in ch. ix. 2 ; xxv.

4 ; and ^ #3 in ch. xv. 15
;
xxv. 5. [Accord

ing to the other (the comparative) rendering,
the sentiment is :

&quot; Whoever censures the course
of Providence, by complaining of his own lot

(as Job had done), claims to be more just than

God, the equity of whose government he thus

arraigns.&quot; See Conant, Davidson, etc.]
Ver. 18. Lo, in His servants He trusteth

not; and to His angels He imputes error.

&quot; Servants &quot;

(DHDJ?) and
&quot;angels&quot; (

are only different designations of the same su

perhuman beings, who in ch. i. 6 are called
&quot; sons of God.&quot; Eliphaz refers to them here in

order to introduce a conclusion amajori ad minus.

3 D ty, lit. :
&quot; to place anything in one,&quot; i. e., to

ascribe anything to one, imputare. Cornp. 1 Sam.

xxii. 15. rpnn is most correctly explained by

Dillmann, after the Ethiopia, as signifying
&quot;error, imperfection&quot; (so also Ewald [Fiirst,

Delitzsch], and still earlier Schnurrer, after the

Arabic). The derivation from 77i&quot;l, according
to which it would mean &quot;

folly, presumption
&quot;

(Kimchi, Gesenius [Schlottmann, Renan], etc.),

is etymologically scarcely to be admitted [on
account of the half vowel, and still more the ab-

sence of the Daghesh. DEL.] The ancient ver

sions seem only to have guessed at the sense

(Vulg., pravum quid; LXX., ffKoXidv TI ; Chald.,

iniquilas ; Pesch , stupor). Hupfeld needlessly

attempts to amend after ch. xxiv. 12, where the

parallel word H^BP is given as the object of

3 crfr.
[&quot;

It is not meant that the good spirits

positively sin, as if sin were a natural necesarj
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consequence of their creature-ship and finite ex

istence, but that even the holiness of the good

spirits is never equal to the absolute holiness of

God, and that this deficiency is still greater in

man, who is both spiritual and corporeal, who
has earthiness as the basis of his original na

ture.&quot; DEL.]
Ver. 18. How much more they who

dwell in houses of clay. ^X here introdu

cing the conclusion of the syllogism a majori ad

minus, begun in ver, 18, and so= 3 ^X (eh. is..

14; iv. 16; xxv. 6); here, as in 2 Sam. xvi. 11,

to be translated by quanta mag is, because a posi

tive premise (ver. 18 6.) precedes; comp. Ewald,

\ 354, c. Those &quot;who dwell in houses of clay&quot;

are men generally. There is no particular re

ference to those who are poor and miserable.

For the expression &quot;IpJVnS
does not point to

men s habitations, but to the material, earthly,

frail bodies with which they are clothed, their

(fitiapTa aufjaTO. (comp. ch. xxxiii. 6
;
Wisd. ix.

15; 2 Cor. v. 1, as well as the Mosaic account

of creation which lies at the foundation of all

these representations ;
see Gen. ii. 7 ;

iii. 19).

It may be said further that the figurative and in

definite character of the language here justifies

no particular deductions either in respect to the

nature and constitution of angels (to wit,

whether in Eliphaz s conception they are alto

gether incorporeal, or whether they are endowed
with supra-terrestrial corporeality), nor in re

spect to the doctrine which he may have enter

tained concerning the causal nexus between

man s sensuous nature (corporeity) and sin.

The foundation of which is in the dust
;

viz. : of the houses of clay, for it is to these that

the suffix points in D11D &quot;It^N
; comp. Gen. iii.

19._WMch are crushed as though they
were moths. The suffix, in DlJOT again re

fers back to the &quot;houses of clay, only that here
those who dwell in them, men, are included with

them in one notion. The subj. of D1JOT is inde

finite
;

it embraces &quot;everything that operates

destructively on the life of man.&quot; Bfyj- J37, not

&quot;sooner than the moth is desti-oyed
&quot;

(Hahn),
nor: &quot;sooner than that which is devoured by
the moth &quot;

(Kamphsn.), nor: &quot;more rapidly
than a moth destroys&quot; (Oehler, Fries), nor:
&quot; set before the moth [or worm, after Jarchi]
to be crushed

&quot;

(Schlottmann), but: &quot; like moths,
as though they were moths&quot; (LXX : o^rof

rp6iTov). ^27 accordingly means the same here

as in ch. iii. 24, and the tertium comparationis is

the moth s fra-ilty and powerlessnees to resist,
and not its agency in slowly but surely destroy
ing and corroding, to which allusion is made in

Hos. v. 12
; Is. 1. 9

;
li. 8; also below in ch. xiii.

28 of our book [To the latter idea the verb
&O7

!
used here is altogether unsuited, the mean

ing being to crush, not to consume in the manner
of the moth.]

Ver. 20. From morning to evening are

they destroyed ;
i. e., in so short a space of

time as the interval between morning and even

ing they can be destroyed, one can destroy
them

(^3?&amp;gt; potential and impersonal, like DliOT

in ver. 19). For the use of this phrase, &quot;from

morning till evening,&quot; as equivalent to &quot;in the

shortest time,&quot; comp. Is xxxviii. 12; also our

proverbial saying: &quot;well at morning, dead at

night,&quot;
as well as the name &quot;day-fly&quot; [cornp

&quot;

day-lily,&quot;
&quot;

ephemeron.&quot;] Before any one

marks it they perish forever. D ETD v3O,

soil. 3
1

? (comp. ch. i. 8
;

xxiii. 6
; xxiv. 12),

without there being any one who gives heed to

it, who regards it,&quot;
and hence the same as &quot;un

observed, unawares;&quot; not &quot; in
folly,&quot;

&quot; without

understanding&quot; (Ewald).
Ver. 21. Is it not so : if their cord in

them is torn away, they die, and not in
wisdom ? The construction is the same as in

ver. 2; the words D3 DTT J7DJ are an elliptical
conditional clause, intercalated in the principal

interrogative sentence.
0&quot;^r\\ (which Olshausen

needlessly proposes to amend to DIJT, &quot; their

tent-pin&quot;),
is neither &quot;their residue&quot; (Vulgate,

Rabb., Luther, etc.) ; nor &quot;their best, their chief

cxjellence&quot; (De Wette, Amheim, Schlottmann

[Davidson, Barnes, Noyes, E. V.]. etc
) ; nor

their bow-string (-
the string which is drawn

out in them as in a bow,&quot; and which is unloosed
to make the bow useless; Umbreit); [nor &quot;their

abundance, excess, whether of wealth or ty

ranny,&quot; and which passes away with them (Lee),
which does not suit the universality of the de

scription ; nor &quot; their fluttering round is over

with them&quot; (Good, Wemyss ; taking N7H as a

verb,
&quot; to pass away,&quot;

and JJDJ as a noun, &quot;flut

tering ;

&quot; two forced interpretations) E.] ;
but

the only interpretation with which the verb

J/ DJ,
&quot; to be torn away,&quot; agrees (comp. Judges

xvi. 3, 14; Is. xxxiii. 20) &quot;their tent-cord,&quot;

the thread of their life, here conceived as a cord
stretched out and holding up the tent of the

body ; comp ch. xxx. 11
;

Is xxxviii. 12
;
also

ch. vi. 9
;
xxvii. 8

;
and especially Eccles. xii.

6, where this inward hidden thread of life is re

presented as the silver cord, which holds up the

lamp suspended from the tent-canvass (see com
ment on the passage). This, the only correct

construction of the passage (according to which

VV=~)rvp, tent-cord), is adopted by J. D. Mi-

cliaelis, Hirzel, Hahn, Delitzsch, Kamphsn., Dill-

mann [Wordsworth, Renan, Rodwell, Gesenms,
Fiirst]. [&quot;

D3 is neither superfluous nor awk
ward (against Olsh.), since it is intended to say
that their duration of life falls in all at once like

a tent when that which in them corresponds to

the cord of a tent
(i. e., the $33) is drawn away

from it.&quot; DEL.] And not in wisdom
; with,

out having found true wisdom during their life,

living in short-sightedness and folly to the end
of their days ; comp xxxvi. 12 ; Prov. x. 21

(Dillmann).
b. Third Double Strophe. Application of the

contents of the heavenly revelation to Job s case,
ch. v. 1-7.

First Strophe. Vers. 1-5. [The folly of mur
muring against God asserted and illustrated].

Ver. 1. Call now ! is there any one who
will answer thee ? and to whom of the
holy ones wilt thou turn ? That is to say :

forasmuch as, according to the interpretation
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of that Voice from God in the night, neither men
nor angels are just and pure before God, all thy
complaining against God will be of no avail to

thee ;
not one of the heavenly servants of God

in heaven, to whom thou mightest turn thyself,
will regard thy cry for help, not one of them
will intercede with God for thee, and spare thee

the necessity of humbling thyself uncondition

ally and penitently beneath the chastening hand
of God. [The question is somewhat ironical in

its tone. If thou art disposed to challenge God s

dealings with thee, make the attempt; enter thy
protest ;

but before whom? the angels, the holy
ones of heaven ? Behold they are not pure be

fore God, and being holy, they are conscious of

their inferiority ; will they entertain thy appeal?
Where then is thy plea to find shearing? &quot;Here

as elsewhere in this book, call and answer seem
to be law terms, the former denoting the action

of the complainant, the latter that of the de

fendant.&quot; NOTES; and so Umbreit. E.] D tJ
lp,

&quot;

holy ones
&quot;

[&quot;
saints,&quot; E. V., is misleading, on

account of its association with &quot;the holy&quot;

among men], here for angels (as in ch. xv. 15
;

Ps. Ixxxix. 6 (5), 8 (7) ; Dan. iv. 14 (17); Zach.

xiv. 5) ;
thus called with a purpose, because

their very holiness, which causes them to subor
dinate themselves unconditionally to God (comp.
ch. iv. 18), prevents them from entertaining such

complaints as those of Job. &quot;How little the

Roman Catholic commentators are justified in

finding in this verse a locus classicus in favor of

the invocation of angels and saints under the

Old Dispensation needs no proof.&quot; SCHLOTT.]
Ver. 2. For grief slayeth a fool. O fur

nishes a reason for the negative thought con
tained in the preceding verse [complaints against
God s administration will meet with no favorable

response from the holy ones of his court, for
they are of a character to destroy the fool who
utters them E.]; hence it may be properly
rendered &quot; rather

&quot;

[so far from calling forth

sympathy, they will much rather destroy the

complainer E.] ; comp. ch. xxii. 2
; xxxi. 18.

The 7 before T1K is after the Aramaic usage,

introducing the object which is emphatically
placed first: quod attinet ad stultum

[ &quot;as for

the fool
&quot;],

etc. ; so also in ch. xxi. 22
; Isa. xi.

9 (comp. Ewald, \ 292, e
; 310, a). [Denied by

Hengstenberg, who explains it as a poetic modi
fication of the sense of the verb : glulto mortem

affert, but favored by the position and the ac

counts. E.] The T1X here is naturally one who

impatiently murmurs against God because of his

destiny, and presumptuously censures Him; such
a one as Job must have seemed to Eliphaz to be
in view of his lamentations and curses in ch. iii.

As synonymous with T1X we have in the second

member nr)3,
&quot; the simple one, without under

standing&quot; [&quot;open
to evil influences, a moral

weakling.&quot; DAY.], while to &y_3, &quot;grief&quot;[=un-

manly repining] in the first member, we find to

correspond in the second HXJp, properly
&quot;

zeal,&quot;

here in the bad sense, insolent murmuring, a
rancorous feeling toward God. For the form

[peculiar to Job], instead of the usual form,

DJO, comp. ch. vi. 2 ; x. 17. [Some (c. g.

Barnes) refer VtyD and HXJp here to the &quot; wrath &quot;

and &quot;jealousy
&quot;

of God against the sinner. But
&quot; it is certainly better to apply the words here
to the emotions of the fool; his own passion and
jealousy ruin him. (1) We have then the pro
per autonemesis of sin

;
its violence brings no

help but only destruction to itself, which is the
nerve of all Eliphaz is saying (vers. 6, 7). (2)
Job refers to these bitter words of Eliphaz with
evident pain in the very opening of his reply

(ch vi. 2) : would God that my t?3 were but

weighed ! (3) The words fit well Job s state of

mind.&quot; DAV.]
Vers. 3-5. An example in proof of the state

ment just made about the destruction of him
who murmurs against. God.

Ver. 3. I myself have seen a fool taking
root, to wit, like a thriving plant, growing in

fruitful soil, and hence in a state of prosperity
which promised to endure and to increase; com
pare Ps. i. 3

;
Is. xxvii. 6, etc. Then I cursed

his habitation suddenly, i. e., when I per
ceived how altogether unstable and superficial
was- his prosperity, and what a fearful judgment
all at once burst over his head by the decree of

God. It is to the moment of the descent of this

judgment that DXH3 refers, and 2DJ. &quot;to

curse,&quot; is not to be understood as a prophetic
prediction of the ruin which is hereafter to over

take one in prosperity (Ewald, Schlottmann, etc.),

but as a recognition accompanying the event, a

subjective human echo, so to speak, of God s

curse, which has already actually overtaken its

object. [&quot;The
word suddenly points as with

the finger to the catastrophe by which at one
stroke Job s prosperity was laid in the dust, to

the Chaldeans and Sabeans, to the lightning and
the storm.&quot; HENGST. &quot; I cursed his habitation

suddenly,&quot; means accordingly ; when sudden
destruction smote his habitation, I felt and de
clared that it was cursed of God. E.] nip,

habitation, abode
[&quot;homestead,&quot; Carey], in

cluding the pasture-land belonging to it, not sim

ply the pasturage, or grazing-place of the herds.

Comp. ch. v. 24; xviii. 15; also DU. ch. viii. 6.

Ver. 4. Hia sons were far from help, and
were crushed in the gate without deli

verance. The Presents (Imperfects) in this and
the following verse, describe the consequences
of the judgment on the fool as they extend into

the present. J?Ef.\
&quot;

help, deliverance,&quot; as in

ver. 11. 1K3T, Imperf. Hithp., lit.: &quot;they

must allow themselves to be crushed,&quot; viz. : by
their unjust accusers and persecutors in the

court of justice, before the tribunal ;
for it is to

this that reference is made in &quot;UJ&I ; comp. ch.

xxix. 7 ;
xxxi. 21

;
also (he same exact form of

expression, excepting the Piel instead of the

Hithp. in Prov. xxii. 22 :
&quot;

oppress not the poor
in the gate.&quot;

See Com. in loco. [Davidson and

Rodwell take the verb in the reflex sense: &quot;And

crushed each other in the
gate.&quot;

On the uses of

the &quot;

gate
&quot; of an oriental city, see Smith s Bib.

Diet., art, &quot;

Gate.&quot;]

Ver. 6. He whose harvest the hungry
devour. ~^N, not a conjunction,

&quot; because,
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or &quot;while&quot; (Delitzsch), but a relative pronoun,

&quot;whose;&quot; comp. ch. xx. 22; xxxi. 8. The de

scription of the judgment, begun in the prece

ding yerse, is here accordingly continued, with

special reference to the property of him who is

cast down from the height of his prosperity.
And take it away even out of a thorn-

hedge, *. e., they are not kept off even by hedges
of thorn, hence they carry on their plundering

in the most daring and systematic manner. /X

before D 33 is here the same as TJ?: adeo e

spinis (comp. ch. iii. 22) [and see Ewald, 219,

c.] And the thirsty swallow up his
wealth

[lit.
: &quot;their wealth

;&quot;
the plural suffix

indicating that the children are here included].
Instead of D QV, it is better, following out the

hint which lies in 3jH in the first member, as

well as following the lead of almost all the an
cient versions, to read D D or *?D3f, perhaps

even the singular ND. So Rosenm., Umbreit,

Ewald [who in his Gram., 73, c. suggests that

the omission of the X may be due to its location

between two vowel sounds], Hirzel, Vaihinger,

Stickel, Welte, Ezra [Dillmann, Kenan, Wortls-

worth, Barnes, Elzas, Merx]. etc. To this sub

ject, moreover, the verb
*\X1ff

is best suited,

which signifies to snap, greedily to drain, to lap,

or sip up anything [Ges. and Fiirst: to pant;
Renan : to look on with longing, couve des yeux
set rickesses]. According to the Masoretic text,

D^DX, the translation should be: &quot;and a snare

catches their wealth &quot;

[Dav. and Con. :
&quot; a snare

gapeth for their substance
&quot;].

D Stf, from DD,

ec&amp;lt;ere=snare, gin, might indeed be used here

tropically for fraud, robbery (not, however, for

&quot;robbers,&quot; as the Targ. and some of the Rabbis

[also E. V., sing, &quot;robber&quot;]
take it, nor for

&quot;

intriguer,&quot; as Delitzsch [Carey, Wemyss] have

it). [The meaning
&quot;

snare&quot; is adopted by Ges.,

Fiirst, Noyes, Con., Dav., Schlottm., Hengsten.j
This rendering, however, would be rather harsh,

especially in connection with the verb
*|Kty,

which favors rather the interpretation we have

given above.

Second Strophe. Vers. 6, 7. [Human suffering
founded on a Divine ordinance].

Ver. 6. For evil goes not forth from the
dust, and trouble does not sprout up out
of the ground ;

i. e., the misfortune of men
does not grow like weeds out of the earth

; it is

no mere product of nature, no accidental physi
cal and external ingredient of this earthly life ;

but it has its sufficient cause, it originates iu

human sin ; God decrees and ordains it for the

punishment of sin
; whence it follows that the

proper remedy against it is the renunciation of

sin, and not a gloomy frowardness and rnourn-

fulness.
JIN

and /QJJ precisely as in ch. iv. 8.

Ver. 7. But [ 3 adversative, and so Schlott.,

Dillm., Dav., Del., Ren., Hengst., etc.] man is

born to trouble
;

/. e., it lies in human nature,

through sin to bring forth misery (Hirzel, Dill

mann, etc.) ; as man he is now not pure, but im

pure, not righteous, but unrighteous (eomp. ch.

iv. 17), and for that very reason he cannot avoid
manifold suffering and hardship, the divinely

ordained consequence of sin. Observe how

gently Eliphaz seeks to bring home to Job the

truth that his suffering is also the consequence

of his sin.
[&quot;IvV

is by some regarded as Pual

Perf.,the short shureq written with Vav (Green,
Gr., 43, b) ; by others as Hoph. Imperf.

(Ewald, $ 131, c.) ;
while others would point it

iSr, as Niph. Imperf. (Merx)]. As the sparks
of the flame fly upward ;

lit. :
&quot; and the

sparks,&quot; etc. 1 comparationis, as in Prov. xxv.-

xxix. often; comp. Job xxii. 11; xiv. 12, 19

[otherwise also called Vav adsequationis ; see

Green, Gr. \ 287, 1]. ^EH J3,
&quot; sons of the

fire, children of the flame &quot;

(comp. Cant. viii. 6),
are naturally neither &quot; birds of prey

&quot;

(veoaaol

JVTTUV, LXX. ; comp. the aves of the Vulg. So
also J. D. Michaelis, Gesenius [Fiirst], Vaih

inger, Heiligstedt [Umbreit, Good, Wemyss, Co-

nant, Noyes, Renan, Rodwell], etc. ; nor &quot;an

gels&quot; (Schlottmann, who refers to Judg. xiii. 20 ;

Ps. civ. 4); nor &quot;angry passions&quot; (Bottcher,
and similarly Stickel); but simply &quot;fire-sparks&quot;

(Swald, Hirzel, Hahn, Ebrard, Delitzsch, Dill

mann [Wemyss, Conant, Davidson, Barnes, Carey,

Merx]). Only of these can it be properly said

that they fly upwards by a law of necessity,
which constitutes here the tertium comparationis.

Hiy irraj t lit. :
&quot;

they make high their flight,&quot;

they fly far up on high, fly unceasingly upwards

)# for
*]!/?, Ewald, g 285, a.) [It has been

objected to the rendering
&quot;

sparks&quot; that the ex

pression
&quot; make high their flight

&quot;

is too strong
to be applied to them, being more suitable to the

lofty soaring of &quot;birds,&quot; or
&quot;angels,&quot;

or &quot; ar

rows.&quot; But an appeal may confidently be taken
on this point to the poetic sensibility of the

reader who has ever watched the upward flight
of sparks by night, when relative altitudes are

but vaguely determined, and when these &quot; sons

of the flame &quot; seem literally to soar and vanish

among the stars. E.]

[The central thought of the above strophe is

that the connection between sin and suffering is

a Divine ordinance. In vers. 1, 2 this is pre
sented in the way of warning to Job as a truth

against which he can take no appeal to any
higher court, and as one of which he is in dan

ger of realizing in his own case the extreme

consequences ;
for the special sin of murmur

ing against God would infallibly bring about
his ruin. In vers. 8-5 the same truth is vividly
enforced by an illustration drawn from actual

life. In vers. 6, 7 it is presented in the form of

a general law, which, in the statement here

given of it is a binary law, consisting of two

parts, or propositions, which are complementary
of each other ; the first (ver. 6), negative, the

second (ver. 7), positive. The misery which
follows sin in general, and in particular the spe
cial example of misery following sin mentioned
in vers. 3-5 is a DIVINE ORDINANCE : because

(
3

ver. 6) evil is not from without, not from the

earth, not from the material constitution of

things, for (
3, ver. 7) MAN (DIN emphatic by

position) is the cause of his own trouble, being
born to it, a sufferer by an internal, not an ex

ternal necessity, by a law of his own existence ;
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a law as necessary, too, as that which com
pels the sparks to fly upward. According to

this view of the connection the 3 in ver. 7 is

argumentative as well as that in ver. 6. The
source of misery is not without, for MAN him
self is the source of it. As regards the tense

of T7T it follows that if Imperf. (Niph., or more

probably Hoph.) the two propositions are co-or
dinated in time ; evil is not wont to spring from
the earth, for man is wont to be born to trouble.

If Perf. (Pual), which seems preferable, the in

ternal necessity of suffering in man himself is

conceived as logically antecedent, to the relation

of man to the external world. His afflictions

came not from without, for he was born under a
law which subjects him to it.

Elzas renders ver. la: &quot; For then man would
be born to trouble.&quot; But this is to miss the

point of ver. 6, which is to deny not the natural

and necessary character of suffering (for that is

implied in ver. 7), but the internality and ma
teriality of its cause. E.]

4. Third Division. Exhortation to repentance,
as the only means whereby Job could be re

stored to the Divine favor, and to the enjoyment
of his former prosperity, ch. v. 8-27.

a. Fourth Double Strophe. Job should trust

fully turn to God, the helper in every time of

need, and the righteous Judge, vers. 8-16.

First Strophe. [Job encouraged to turn trust

fully to God by a description of the beneficent

operations of God in nature and among men],
rers. 8-11.

Ver. 8. Nevertheless I I would turn to
God. [ -Now comes a new turn in this magni
ficent discourse of Eliphaz the hortatory part.
.... El. for the first time fully conceives as a

whole Job s attitude. Job s complaints and mur
murs against God terrify and distress him, and
with the recoil and emotion of horror he cries :

But I would have recourse unto God ! . . . The
antithetic transition here is as strong as possi

ble, being made. by three elements, the particle
of opposition (D^X, ch. i. 11 ; ii. 5), the addi

tion by the pronoun /, and these two intensified

and made to stand out with solemn emphasis in

utterance, by being loaded with distinctive ac

cents.&quot; DAV.] For the conditional sense of

EhnX., comp. Ges. 127 [Conant s Ed., \ 125],

5 [Green, Gr. \ 263, 1]. Km with *7K, sedvlo

adire aliquem, to turn to any one with entreaty,

supplicating help ; comp. Deut. xii. 5 : also ch.

viii. 5 of our book. To the Most High
would I commit my cause. As in the pre

ceding part of the verse God is called /K (the

strong, the mighty one), as here He is called

O riSx, for the first time by Eliphaz. In regard
to the significance of this change, comp. Del. :

&quot; 7X is God as the mighty one ;
D H/X is God in

the totality of His variously manifested nature.&quot;

rn^H, causa, plea, as elsewhere ~OT (comp. on

ch. iii. 4).
Vers. 9-11. A description of the wondrous

greatness of God, as a ground of encouragement
for the exhortation contained in ver. 8.

Ver. 9. Who doeth great things which

are unsearchable.
[&quot;

El. s object is now to

present God under such aspects as to win Job,
and his description of Him is Infinite power di

rected by Infinite goodness.&quot; DAV.] ^PJ7. |\X1

in which there is no searching, i. e., which are

not to be searched out; comp. V-yO
} ??1,

ver - 4.

Ver. 4. Who giveth rain on the face of
the land [and sendeth water on the face
of the fields]. )*in,

lit.
;

all that is without,
the open air [colloquial English: &quot;out of

doors
&quot;],

in contrast with that which is covered,
enclosed. Hence it means either a street, court,
market- place, when the stand-point of the speaker
is within a house, or the open country, field,

plain, when the stand-point is within a city or a

camp. The latter is the case here, as also inch,
xviii. 17. [According to Ges. (Lex. 1, b) the
contrast between

j*&quot;!X
and /Win is that of

&quot; tilled land &quot; and &quot; the deserts.&quot; To this Co-
nant makes two valid objections :

&quot;

(1) There is

nothing to indicate such a limitation of yiX
(tilled land) ; (2) the distinctive meaning of

nWn is obscured.&quot; Hence it is best to take
j
lX

generally, of the earth at large, filin in a more
limited sense,

&quot; the
fields.&quot;]

The agency of

rain-showers and of spring- water (D O, comp.
Ps. civ. 10) in making the earth fruitful is an

image of frequent occurrence with Oriental
writers in general, and with the writers of Scrip
ture in particular, to illustrate the wonderful
exercise of God s power and grace in helping,

delivering, and restoring life ; comp. Ps. Ixv. 10

seq. ; cxlvii. 9 seq. ;
Jer. xiv. 22, as also the

more comprehensive description in Jehovah s

discourse, ch. xxxviii. 25.
[&quot;

He who makes
the barren places fruitful can also change suffer

ing into
joy.&quot; DEL.]

Ver. 11. To set the low in a high place,
and the mourning raise up to prosperity.
This being the moral purpose of those mighty
beneficent activities of God ; comp. Ps. Ixxiv.

15 ; Luke i. 52, etc. D1t 7 is not simply a varia-
T

tion for Dl^H, as the LXX., Vulg, and several

modern commentators, e. g., Heiligstedt, Del.

[Con.], explain ; at the same time it does not

need to be resolved (as by Ewald and Hahn)
into: &quot; inasmuch as he sets;&quot; it is simply de

clarative of purpose, like the examples of the

telic infinitive several times occurring in the

Hebraistic Greek of Zacharias s song of praise,
Luke i. 72, 73, 77, 79 (rov dovvai, TOV Karev&vva(,

etc.) [&quot;The
issue of all the Divine proceeding

in nature, unsearchable, uncountable though
its wonders were, was ever to elevate the hum
ble and save the wretched.&quot; DAV.] In the se

cond member this infinitive construction with 7

is continued by the Perf. precisely as in ch.

xxviii. 25 (Billmann [&quot;Because
the purpose is

not merely one that is to be realized, but one

that has often been realized already, the Inf. is

continued in the Perf.&quot; DILLM.], comp. Ewald,
346 b.)

&quot; To set in a high place,&quot;
to exalt to

a high position, as in 1 Sam. ii. 8; Luke i. 52.

^lp, lit.: &quot;dirty,&quot; tqualidi, sordidi, i. e.,

mourners; comp. ch. xxx. 28; Ps. xxxv. 14

[13] ;
xxxviii. 7 [6]. y&. OJKJ, lit., to mount,
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or climb up to prosperity, a bold poetic con
struction of a verb in itself intransitive with an
accusative of motion.

Second Strophe. Vers. 12-16. Continuation of

the description of the exalted activity of God as

a helper of the needy, and a righteous avenger.
Ver. 12. Who brings to nought the de

vices of the crafty. ~*)0 (Partic. without

the art., as in ver. 9), lit., who breaks to pieces,
D pn#, as in ch. xv. 5,

&quot; the crafty, canning,
twisted&quot; (from D&quot;\p,

&quot; to twist, to wind&quot;).

So that their hands cannot do the thing

to be accomplished. NiSl, &quot;so that not&quot;

(comp. Ewald, 345, a.). [TOK^n, with vowel

written defectively in the tone-syllable. Comp.
Ewald, \ 198, a; and Ges., \ 74, Kal., Rem. 6].
n&quot;E?r\ lit., essentiality, subsistence, firmness

(from EP), hence the opposite of
J1K, well-being

and wisdom in one: a favorite notion of the au
thors of the Old Testament Chokmah- Literature;

comp. my Com. on Proverbs, Introd., p. 5, also

on ch. ii. 7 (p. 54). As may be seen from the
translation of the Sept., which is essentially
correct, ov

JJLJJ iroajaovatv afrjf&eQ, the passage may
be translated :

&quot; so that their hands shall bring
about nothing real, nothing solid&quot; (comp. Hahn,
Delitzsch, Dillmann [Carey, Merx]).

Ver. 13. Who captures the wise in their
craftiness. Q ODn denotes here those who are

wise in a purely worldly sense, who are wise

only in their own and in others estimation, who
are therefore oo(t&amp;gt;ol TOV aiuvog TOVTOV, 1 Cor. i. 20

;

comp. ch. iii. 19, where the idea conveyed by
the expression ooQia ~ov K6anov TOVTOV is explained
by a special reference to the passage under con
sideration. The translation of the passage there

presented is more correct than that of the LXX.,
especially in the rendering of

D0&quot;\p2 by kv

iravovpyia avruv. For HO&quot; .! (comp. Ex. xxi. 24
;

Prov. i. 4
;

viii. 5), or even the masculine form

DTJ7, which is found indeed only in the passage
before us, unmistakably signifies

&quot;

cunning,
shrewdness,&quot; in the bad sense, not simply

&quot; sa

gacity&quot; (tipovyatf, LXX.) [ &quot;He captures them
in their craftiness means according to most :

He brings it to pass, that the plans, which they
have devised for the ruin of others, result in
ruin to themselves. So Grotius: suit eos retibus

capit, suis jugulat gladiis. According to this view
3 is 3 of the instrument. Better, however, is :

in their craft, or in the exercise of their crafti
ness. He captures the wise not when their wis
dom has forsaken them, and they make a false

step, but at the very point where they make the

highest use of it.&quot; HENOST.] And the coun
sel of the cunning is overset

; lit., is pre
cipitated, pushed over (mriDJ, 3 Perf. Niph.),
and so made void, to wit, by God s judicial in
tervention.

Ver. 14. By day they run against dark
ness, and as in the night they grope at

noonday. [Ijcm-ltfjir, they strike upon,
stumble on, run into, i. e., they encounter dark

ness]. HT93, &quot; as in the night, . e., as though
it were night. Similar descriptions of a blind

ness, judicially inflicted by God, of an obscura
tion of the soul in ungodly men may be seen in

ch. xii. 24 seq. ;
Is. xix. 13 seq. ; lix. 10; Deut.

xxviii. 29 (comp. the typical fundamental pas

sage in Gen. xix. 11
; also 2 Kings vi. 18

; Wisd.
xix. 16).

Ver. 15. And so He saveth the needy
from the sword out of their mouth, and
from the hand of the strong. J7EH, Im-

perf. consec., as in ch. iii. 21. [&quot;Vavconsec.

introducing the ultimate residuum of all this

commotion and confusion, the result of the whole
combined Divine efficiency, when the Divine ten- x

dency . . . has reached its object; so He saves.&quot;
*

DAV.] B1T3O 37.no (instead of which some
MSS. read: DH ) inriD, &quot; from the sword of

their
mouth&quot;) is equivalent to: &quot;from the

sword which goes forth out of their mouth;&quot;

comp. Ps. Ivii. 6 (4); lix. 8 (7) ; Ixiv. 4 (3) ; and
other passages in which swords, or spears, or

arrows of the mouth appear as a figurative ex

pression for maliciously wicked slanders or in

jurious assaults on the good name of others

[and comp. ver. 21 below, showing that Eliphaz
regards this as one of the evils most to be
dreaded. The expiration here given is adopted
by Umhreit, Delitzsch, Hengstenberg. iVlerx, Re-
nan, Bernard, Barnes, Wordsworth, Noyes, Rod-
well, although there is some variation in regard
to the relation of the two expressions ; some

taking the second in apposii ion to the first,
&quot; from

the sword, even from their mouth,&quot; others, like

Zockler, regarding the second as qualifying the
first: &quot;the sword which goeth out of their

mouth.&quot; Others view the second as explanatory
of the first, which is taken as the leading term:
&quot; from the sword, which is their mouth, . . which
is their organ of devouring, is to them what his
mouth is to a wild beast,&quot; Davidson, and so sub

stantially Schlottmann and Lee. Others, e. g. t

Hirzel, take &quot;sword,&quot; &quot;mouth,&quot;
-

hand,&quot; as
three independent terms, designating the instru
ments and organs bf the wicked. E

] In addi
tion to the violation of the ninth commandment
referred to in the first member, the second mem
ber of the verse mentions acts of violent oppres
sion, or assaults on the liberty and life of men,
violations, therefore, of the sixth commandment,
as that from which God would deliver. The JO
before 3^n seems to be superfluous, and produ

cing as it does a. harsh construction, it has led to

various attempts at emendation, e. g., 3~inD, &quot;de

solated, ravaged by misfortune &quot;

(L. Capellus,
Ewald [Good, Carey, Conant, Elzas and Dillmann

favorably inclined. Delitzsch argues against it

that it is &quot; un-Hebraic according to our present
knowledge of the usage of the language, for the

passives of 3~)n are used of cities, countries,
and peoples, but not of individual

men&quot;]).

Others would read IPn instead of 3^7173 (so

some MSS.; also the Targ. and
Vulg.).&quot;

These

suggestions, however, are unnecessary ;
and the

same may be said of BSttcher s explanation :

&quot;without a sword,&quot; i. e., without violence or
bloodshed [will God save].

Ver. 16. Thus there is hope (again) to the

poor pT from 7*71, to hang down, and so to be
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lax, languid, feeble, according to Gesenius : to

wave, to totter, and so to be tottering loose,

wretched, according to Fiirst], but iniquity
shuts her mouth. For the absolute construc

tion of &quot;

hope,&quot;
to wit, to hope for deliverance

and exaltation through God s assisting power
and grace, comp. ch. xiv. 7 : xix. 10. In re

gard to the etymology of mpH, the standard word

for hope in the Old Testament, comp. my Dis

sert. : De vi ac notione voc. efort? in N. To. (1856),

D 5 seq . nrOl V, the full-toned form, with
TT

L-
double fern, ending, for rPlJ?, which also stands

for iT71 (Ps. xcii. 16). Comp. Ewald, g 173 g.

[also Is
186 c- Ges . \ 79

&amp;gt;

f
-&amp;gt; Green, 61, 6, a.]

For the phrase ri3
]&amp;gt;2B,

to be dumb, I. e., to be

ashamed, to own oneself vanquished, comp. the

repetition of the present passage in Ps. cvii. 42
;

also Is. Hi. 15, and Job xxi. 6.

[ScHLOTTMANNi &quot;The beginning of this stro

phe : But 1 would turn to God, is again in ap

pearance courteous, friendly, mild. But even

here we see lurking in the background that self-

sufficient hardness of Eliphaz which has already
been noticed. Baldly and sharply expressed the

relation of this strophe to the one which pre
cedes and the one which follows is this : Third

Strophe Thy way is wrong ;
Fourth Strophe

My way is right ; Fifth Strophe It will be well

for thee if thou foliowest
me.&quot;]

b. Fifth Double Strophe. Job will have occasion

to regard his present suffering as a blessing, if,

being accepted as wholesome chastisement, it

should result in his repentance, and thus in the

restoration even of his external prosperity, vers.

17-27.

First Strophe. Vers. 17-21. [The happy results

of submission to the Divine chastisement, prin

cipally on the negative side, as restoration and

immunity from evil].

Ver. 17. Lo, happy the man whom God
correoteth. The same thought expressed, and
derived perhaps from this passage, in Prov. iii.

11 seq. (Heb. xii. 5 seq.), and Ps. xciv. 12.

Comp. Elihu s further expansion of the same

thought of the wholesomeness of the Divine chas
tisements in ch. xxxiii. and seq. TV3in, to re

prove, admonish, to wit, through the discipline
of actual events, through suffering and provi
dential dispensations: comp. ch. xiii. 10
Therefore despise not the chastening of
the Almighty, of which one may be guilty by
perverse moroseness and rebelliousness, by re

fusing to accept the needed and salutary teach

ing of the Divine dispensation, and in general

by a want of submission to God s will.
&quot;^ by

poetic abbreviation for
&quot;TEf 7tf, Gen. xvii. 1.

Comp. the remarks of the editor on the passage
Ver. 18. For He woundeth and also

bindeth up, etc. Comp. the similar passages
in Hos. vi. 1

; Deut. xxxii. 39
;
Lam. iii. 31 seq.

N1H he, t. . , one and the same The form

is made as though it were derived from

a verb, ri31=Xn ; comp. Ges., \ 75 [g 74],
Hem. 21 c. [Green, g 165, 8].

Ver. 19. In six troubles He will deliver
thee, and in seven no evil shall befall

22

thee ;
i. e., of course provided thou wilt really

)e made better by thy chastisement. The fur-

her promises of Divine help, ver. 20 seq., are

also subject to the same condition. To the num-
jer six seven is added iu order to remove the

definiteness of the former, and to make promi
nent only the general idea of multiplicity. Simi
lar enumerative forms of expression are to be
found in Amos i and ii. ;

also in Prov. vi. 16;
xxx. 15, 18, 21

; comp. also Mic. v. 5
;
Eccles.

xi. 2.

Ver. 20. In famine He redeems thee from
death.

&quot;p3, lit., &quot;he has redeemed thee.&quot;

Perf. of certainty (Gesen., g 126 [124], 4), which
is immediately followed by verbs in tue liuperf.,
as in ch. xi. 20

;
xviii. 6, etc. In the second

member, &quot;out of the hands of the sword&quot;
(
TO

1?.)
is equivalent to &quot; out of the power of the

sword,&quot; or &quot;from its stroke&quot; (Delitzsch). Com
pare Is. xlvii. 14

;
Jer. xviii. 21

;
Ps. Ixiii. 11.

[&quot;The
word hands should not be left out.

Poetry personifies everything, invests everything
with form and life As here hands are attri

buted to the sword, so elsewhere are a mouth,
Ex. xvii. 3, a face, Lev. xxvi. 37. Hands are in

the Old Testament assigned to the grave, to lions,

bears, to the dog, the snare, the flame.&quot; HENG-

STENBERQ].
Ver. 21. In the scourging of the tongue

thou art hidden; i. e., when thou art slan

dered and reviled (comp. ver. 15; Jer. xviii. 18;
Ps. xxxi. 21 (20). Instead of 3f$D, which we

might certainly expect here (with Hirzel), the

poet, anticipating the li$O of the second mem

ber, which would resemble it altogether too

much in sound, has written 315^.3,
&quot; in the

scourge,&quot;
i. e., &quot;in the stroke of the scourge.&quot;

[DIE? might be taken as the Infinitive of the verb,

as is done apparently by Ewald, who translates:
&quot; when the tongue scourges.&quot; &quot;The tongue is

here compared with a scourge, as elsewhere with

a knife, a sword, arrows, or burning coals (Ps.

cxx. 4), because evil speaking hurts, wounds,
and works harm.&quot; HENGST. &quot; We believe that

in introducing this expression the poet has a de

finite purpose. There lies a certain irony in the

fact that Eliphaz should mention as one of the

chief evils from which his friend is one day to

be preserved that same calamity which he is

now inflicting on him.&quot; SCHLOTT.] And thou
fearest not destruction when it cometh.

Tity, which in the following verse is written

&quot;iE&amp;gt;,
a form etymologically more correct, from

TIE?, signifies any catastrophe, or devastation,

whether by flood, or hail, or storm, etc. The

word forms an assonance with DIE/, as in Isaiah

xxviii. 15, a passage which is perhaps an imita

tion of the one before us. Substantially the

same thought is expressed in Ps. xxxii. 6.

Second Strophe. [The happy results of submis

sion to chastisement still further described, prin

cipally on the positive side, as involving secu

rity, prosperity, peace, etc. ]. Vers. 22-26 (ver.

27 being subjoined as a conclusion, standing pro

perly outside of the strophe).

Ver. 22. At destruction and at famine

thou shalt laugh. [&quot;The promises of El.
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DOW continue to rise higher, and sound more

delightful and more glorious.&quot; DEL.] A con

tinuation of the description of the new state of

happiness to which the sufferer will be promoted
on condition of a contrite submission to the Di

vine chastisement. pnfr
with 7, to laugh, or

mock at anything, as in ch. xxxix. 7, 18 ;
xli.

21. J33, Aram, equivalent to 3.JH, famine,

dearth &quot;comp. ch. xxx. 3. And thou shalt

not be afraid before the wild beasts of

the land.
[&quot;

Thou needest not be afraid&quot;

^N, different from xS (ver. 21), the latter is ob

jective, merely stating a fact, the former sub

jective, throwing always over the clause the

state of mind of the speaker as an explanation
of it expressing both the statement and the

mental state of feeling or thought out of which

the statement issued. As Ew. (Lehrb. 320, 1, a.)

accurately puts it, &quot;7K, like pi),
denies only ac

cording to the feeling or thought of the speaker,

thou shalt have no reason to, needest not (Con.)

fear.&quot; DAV.] Wild beasts were in ancient times

the object of far graver terror in the east, and a

scourge of far more frequent occurrence than

to-day. Comp. Gen. xxxvii. 20, 33 ;
xliv. 28

;

Lev. xxvi. 6 ; Prov. xxii. 13 ;
xxvi. 13, etc. ; also

Ezekiel s well-known combination of the four

judgments : the sword, famine, wild beasts, and

the pestilence (Ezek. v. 17; xiv. 21).

Ver. 23. For with the stones cf the field

thou hast a league, and the wild beasts

of the field are become friends to thee.

The first half of the verse is a reason for the

first member of ver. 22
;
the second half in like

manner a reason for the second member. &quot;Thou

hast a league with the stones of the field&quot; (lit.,

&quot;

thy league is with the stones,&quot; etc. ; ^fy^S

equivalent to *J/ JV&quot;^3),
i. e., storms cannot in

jure thy tillage of the soil, they shall be far re

moved from thy fields (comp. Is. v. 2
;
2 Kings

iii. 19, 25). [&quot;The
stones are personified; they

conclude a treaty with the reformed Job, anc

promise not to injure him, not to be found stray

ing over his tilled land.&quot; HENGST.] As regards
the contents of the entire strophe, compare the

similar ideal descriptions of the paradisaical har

mony that is one day to exist between men anr

the animate and inanimate creation, Hos. ii. 20

[18], 23 [21] seq. ;
Is. xi. 6 seq. [The view

entertained among others by Barnes, that the

verse describes security in travelling (&quot;

it is to

be remembered that this was spoken in Arabia

where rocks and stones abounded, and when

travelling from that cause was difficult and dan

gerous&quot;),
is at variance with the picture here

given, which is that of security and happinep
in a settled, stationary condition ;

the picture ol

ft prosperous proprietor of fields, pastures, flocks

not of a travelling Bedouin chief E.]
Ver. 24. And thou knowest (findest ou

by experience) that thy tent is peace.
r\J7V1, Perf. consec. with the tone on the las

syllable, connected with ver. 22. &quot;

Thy tent i

peace,&quot; i. e., the state of all thy possessions an

household (comp. ch. viii. 22 ;
xi. 14; xii. 6

and often) is one of peace. DV7KJ
is predicate

mphatic by position (comp. Mic. v. 4, HI TVO)

l

1

?^), and for that reason a substantive. It is

eakening the beautiful, rounded, complete idea

o take the word either as an adjective, or as an

dverbial accusative in the sense of &quot;

well, safe,

ninjured,&quot; as, e. g., Ewald, Dillmann, and Hahn,
tc., do. [The same remark applies to the use

f the preposition, &quot;in peace,&quot;
E. V., Con., etc.

he simple rendering &quot;is peace&quot; is more forci-

le and expressive. E.] And when thou re-

viewest thy estate thou missest nothing._nij as in ver. 3 [Zockler: Statte, &quot;place,&quot;

he habitation of himself and his flocks; by
most, however, H1J is taken here rather of the

pasture of the flocks]. NBnfl vh\, lit., &quot;and

hou wilt not miss tliy way, i. c., thou wilt miss

nothing (Prov. viii. 36). At variance with the

usage of the words, and against the connection,
s Luther s translation :

&quot; and thou wilt care for

hy household, and not sin,&quot; following the Vulg. :

-,t visi/anx speciem tuam non peccabis [Eng. Ver. :

and thou shalt visit thy habitation, and shalt

not sin.&quot; Hengstenberg, adopting this render-

n&amp;lt;j, explains : in looking over thy possessions
hou shalt find thou art not treated by God as a

sinner, but as a friend, being richly blessed by
[lira; an explanation which involves a needless

onstraint of the expression. E
] The thought

is rather the same with that expressed in Schil

ler s fine lines:

Er zAhlt die Haupter seiner Liebcn,
Und sieh, ihm fehlt kcin th euros Haupt.*

[In negative sentences, where the object of f he

verb is wanting, ? maybe rendered
&quot;nothing.&quot;

See Ewald, \ 303, c.]
Ver. 25. ... And thine offspring as the

green herb of the earth D XSJW, used here

of the issue of the body, as in ch.-xxi. 8
;
xxvii.

14. Comp. the like promise in Ps. Ixxii. 16 b.

[The word found only in Isaiah and Job].

Ver. 26. Thou shalt go into the grave in

a ripe old age. rP-3, etymologically related to

^, &quot;to be full, to be completed
&quot;

(to which it

stands related as a variation, with a somewhat

harsher pronunciation, just as
ni^p,

in ch. xxxix.

16, stands related to
!&quot;lti?p),

signifies, according

to the parallel expression WJ73 in the second

member, the full ripeness of the life-period, the

complete maturity of age. It is used somewhat

differently in ch. xxx 2, where it denotes the

full maturity of strength, complete unbroken

vigor a sense which Fleischer in Delitzsch (II.

138, n.) quite inappropriately assigns to it here

also. [So Fiirst. Merx gives the same sense to

the passage, but reads n?3. E.] As sheaves

are gathered in their season. KT&quot;U

lit.,
&quot; as the heap of sheaves mounts up, is ga

thered
up,&quot;

to wit, into the threshing-floor,
which was an elevated place ; comp. 2 Sam.
xxiv. 16; Ps. i. 4, etc. The rendering of Um-

* The heads he numbers of his darlings,

And, lo ! no precious head is missed.
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breit and Hahn : &quot;as the sheaves are heaped
up,&quot;

is unsuitable, and at variance with the true

meaning of the figure, as describing the inga

thering of ripe sheaves. 1.HJ73, &quot;in its season,&quot;

t. ?., when the ears are fully ripened, a most

striking simile to illustrate old age when satiated

with life ; comp. ch. xiii. 17 ; Gen. xv. 15; xxv.

8 ;
xxxv. 39.

Ver. 27. Lo, this we have searched out
;

so it is: hear it, and mark it well for thy
self! A closing verse of warning, which, be

cause it refers back to all that has been said by
Eliphaz, stands outside of the last strophe.

Comp. the similar short epiphonemas, or epi-

mythions in ch. xviii. 21
;
xx. 29

;
xxvi. 14; also

the short injunctions of the New Testament, en

joining men to mark and ponder that which is

said, such as Matt, xi 15
;

xiii. 9 ; Rev. ii. 7 ;

xiii. 18 ; xxii. 2, etc. The Plur.
HlJIpn,

because

Eliphaz speaks not in his own name alone, but

also in that of his two friends, younger indeed

than himself, but of whom he knows that their

experience has been the same with his own.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

The writer is certainly far from being disposed
to put forth Eliphaz in the preceding discourse

as an advocate of views which are decidedly un

true, and opposed to God, or as a propounder
of diabolical wisdom

(ao&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;!a ipv^inff dai/noviadr/e,

Jas. iii. 15 ; comp. 1 Tim. iv. 1). If it had been
his purpose to represent him as one who made
common cause with Satan, as an advocatus dia-

boli, or the Evil One s armor-bearer, he would

certainly have made some such sentiment as that

of ch. ii. 9 &quot;renounce God and die&quot; the fun

damental theme of his remarks. But this tone
of remark is limited to Job s wife (and the fact

is strongly indicative of the attitude of an unre-

generate woman, who simply follows the impres
sions of her own nature), who had lost alike her

patience and resignation to the will of God.
The poet does not introduce any one of Job s

friends as sympathizing with it least of all Eli

phaz, whose superiority to the experimental

stand-point of the other two friends, and to the

entire circle of their ethical and intellectual in

sight, is so definitely and significantly apparent.
Even in respect of Us formal aesthetic structure

he has impressed on the discourse the character
istics which mark it as the product of a genuine
devout oriental sage, a Chakam of the same cate

gory with Solomon, Heman, Ethan, Chalcol,

Darda, etc. This is shown by the numerous cor

respondences of expression between this dis

course and the noblest products of the Old Tes
tament Chokman-literature as elsewhere to be
met with correspondences which appear in

part in the subject-matter, such as the emphasis
laid on the fear of God and God s remedial dis

cipline (ch. iv. 6; v. 8 ; v. 17) as fundamental
conditions of true prosperity, the use of the

term &quot;fools&quot; (ch. v. 2 seq.) in characterizing
the wicked : in part in the language, as in the

use of such expressions as riDjn (ch. iv. 21),

TVEfp (ch. v. 12), or of such poetic forms as the

numeral expressions in ch. v. 19, .or of such

figures and similes as sowing and reaping, taking

root and growing, the soaring sparks, the &quot; in

ward cord&quot; (ch. v. 21), the sword of the mouth,
and the scourge of the tongue, etc. In general
it may be said that all that profound, physiolo

gical, or rather physico-theological Wisdom
which forms the background of the discourse,
and which accounts for the brilliant tints and

fragrant aroma which are spread over the whole
of it, evince the writer s purpose to represent
the speaker as intellectually akin to Solomon,
the student of nature among the sages (1 Kings
iv. 29 seq. ; v. 12), and as possessing a know
ledge of God which if not accurate, such as be

longed to the theocracy, was nevertheless truly
monotheistic, such as belonged to the pious of
the patriarchal world.

2. As regards the theological contents of thia

first discourse of Eliphnz, there is really scarcely

anything to be pointed out in it which contra
dicts the true Old Testament religion of Jeho
vah, and the purity of the moral principles
which rest on it.* A confessor of Eloah, of

Shaddai, he speaks altogether like a member of

the theocracy, like a pious man belonging to Je
hovah s commonwealth. &quot; He is apparently right
in everything ; and it is certainly with full, con
scious purpose that the poet introduces him into

the discussion with precisely such a discourse
as the present ; for only thus could a real en

tanglement arise with Job, and only thus could
the attention of readers be secured for Job s op
ponents&quot; (DILLM.) What Eliphaz holds up be
fore Job, who, although indeed he does not blas

pheme, does nevertheless utter imprecations,
and, in a state of extreme dejection, curses him

self, consists almost without exception of beau
tiful and profound religious and ethical truths,
to which Job can successfully opposo only one

thing that they do not touch him, who is just
as firmly convinced of their correctness as his

opponents, that they cannot apply to his pecu
liar condition. So e. g. the position that God s

sentence of destruction falls not on the innocent
but only on the wicked : a general fundamental
truth of religion, which is not only most stri

kingly confirmed by the issue of Job s own his

tory, but is also often enough emphasized by
him in his subsequent discourses, and is ex

pressed in a manner altogether similar to what
we find in co many of the holy songs of the

Psalter, beginning with the first Psalm, the
&quot; Motto &quot;

of the entire collection. The same is

no less true of the proposition concerning the

universal sinfulness of all men, and indeed con

cerning the impurity even of the angels, when

compared with the absolute holiness of God ;
a

proposition which, presupposing, as it certainly

does, the influences of a revolution from above

(comp. ch. iv. 12 seq.), was the common pro

perty of all the pious and the wise of the Old

Testament, and is one of the most conspicuous
marks distinguishing the religious and mo
ral knowledge, thought, and activity of those

men from what is found in the heathen world.

* Comp. COCCEIUS: &quot; The first discourse of Eliphaz, if you

except the charge ol impatience brought asaimt Job (al

though that is stated mildly, and is not altogether without

cause), and the offensive interpretation put on the words of

Job, has in it nothing that is not holy, true, and excellent,
and which is not most admirably adapted to strengthen pa
tience,&quot; etc.
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So again the affirmation of the necessity of dis

ciplinary and purifying suffering for every man ;

the stern rebuke of the presumptuous discontent

of him who will not submit to this rigid and yet

loving, mild law of the Divine administration ;

the friendly counsel to the sorely tried Job to

turn to God, and to take refuge only with Him

(ch. v. 8 seq.) ; finally the promise that his hap

piness would be gloriously renewed if he should

rightly improve his calamities, and derive from

them the benefits properly connected with them,
which again seems to indicate the complete har

mony of the speaker s views with those of the

poet, and to have a strictly prophetic relation to

the final account of Job s restoration and glori

ous vindication in the Epilogue.
3. Notwithstanding this it is hardly correct to

say with Delitzsch (I. 105) that &quot;there isnodoc-
trinal error to be discovered in the speech of

Elipliaz.&quot;
A certain work-righteousness may be

found in it, notwithstanding the solemn empha
sis with which it makes the universal sinfulness

of all mankind the central point of the discus

sion. The way in which Job is exhorted, as in

ch. iv. 6, to trust in his fear of God, and in the

uprightness of his ways, and on account of the

same to cherish hope in God, has doubtless some

thing analogous in many expressions found in

the Psalms (comp. Pa. xviii. 20 seq. ; cxix. 168) ;

but the connection of the passage, especially
that which immediately follows, shows distin tly

that the fundamental proposition if pious, then

prosperous; if unfortunate, then wicked is

here handled with a certain harsh one-sidedness

and superficiality, which might easily develop
into unjust judgments concerning the sorely
tried sufferer, and in which accordingly was con

tained the germ of that difference which subse

quently waxed more and more violent between
the friends and Job. Still more doubtful than
this tendency towards an external conception of

the doctrine of retribution, a tendency which
manifests itself but slightly and timidly, is the

absolute silence of Eliphaz in respect to the pos-d-

bility that Job s extraordinarily severe suffer

ings might nevertheless have another cause than

particular sins of corresponding magnitude.
Herein he shows his ignorance in regard to those

deeper spiritual perceptions and experiences, by
virtue of which pious persons, even before the

coming of Christ, were able to recognize, in ad
dition to the suffering inflicted for chastisement,
and to that inflicted for purification, a suffering
inflicted simply to try men. Such suffering they
recognized as possible, and as sometimes decreed

by God in His wisdom, as is sufficiently evident
from such passages as Deut. viii. 2, 16

; Prov.
xvii. 3; PS. Ixvi. 10; Jer. vi. 27 seq.; Ezekiel
xxii. 22

; Zech. xiii. 9; also Sir. ii. 1 seq. (Of
suffering borne as testimony, martyrdom, no

thing needs to be said here, its necessity being
first clearly recognized in the New Testament,
after Christ had suffered on the cross). Finally,
there lies a departure from the doctrine, which
is clearly taught everywhere else in the Old Tes
tament Revelation, in the statements of ch. v. 6,

7, where not only man s punishment for sin, but

sinning itself is represented as something which
attaches necessarily to human nature as such.
In other words, it is here implied that to be a

man and to commit sin are two things which are by
no means to be separatedfrom each other, being thus

regarded, as in the doctrinal system of Schleier-

macher and the majority of the critical ration

alistic theologians of to-day as something that

attaches to man s sensuous nature (see exeg. re

marks on the passage). From what has been
said it follows that Eltphaz cannot indeed be re

garded as a &quot;Pelagian before Pelagius ;&quot;
the

poet lias, however, unmistakably intended to set

forth a certain theory of the holiness of works,
and a legal narrowness in the circle of hie ethi

cal and religious perception, as lying at the

foundation of his views. He has purposed to

present him as a representative one of the no

blest, most thoughtful and profound indeed
but still a representative of the doctrine of ex
ternal retribution, which was the popular.opinion
of antiquity before the coming of Christ, and
has succeeded in expressing with a masterly
skill which no one can question the fine shading
by which that which is erroneous in his views,
as compared with the profounder truth which af

terwards comes gradually into prominence, is

outlined forth. If we were to compare his Eli

phaz with any ecclesiastical representative of

one-sided theories, and more particularly of

those in the department of anihropologic soterio-

logy, which teach a legal righteousness of works,
instead of turning our attention to Pelagius and
Pelagianism. it would be decidedly more correct
to think of such fathers as Jerome, the Grego-
ries, Cassianus, etc. Especially does Jerome, the
zealous champion of the proposition of universal
sinfulness in opposition to Pelagius, who, how
ever, had sunk almost as deeply as that heresi-

arch into an external self-righteousness and le

gality, give evident tokens of intellectual affinity
with our sage. A point which, it would seem,
would tend to lend special interest to any at

tempt to elaborate more fully the parallel be--

tween Eliphaz and Jerome, is the remarkable-

similarity which the description of the nocturnal

spirit-vision (ch. iv. 12 seq.) with its emotional
vividness and presentative power, bears to the
celebrated &quot; Anti-Ciceronian Vision

&quot;

of Jerome
in the Epistle to Eustachius (comp. my &quot; Je

rome,&quot; p. 45 seq.), a similarity which is more
than simply external, or accidental, as the

closely related ethical tendencies of both visions

show.
4. That which injures the religious and moral

value of the speech of Eliphaz more than all

these weak and one-pided doctrinal features,
which emerge into but slight prominence, and
which would be scarcely noticed by an untrained

ej e, is a series of defects which lead us to infer
in the speaker a defective character rather than
an erroneous theory. The discourse, with all the

beauty and truth of the greater part of its

thoughts, is nevertheless &quot;

heartless, haughty,
stiff and cold.&quot; It dwells self-complacently on

general truths, known as well to Job and ac

knowledged by him, which are presented not
without rhetorical pathos, but which are not

brought into anything like a tenderly conside

rate, or profoandly apprehended relation to the

special circumstances of him who is addressed.

(1) It exhibits not a trace of genuine sympathy
with the extraordinarily high measure of misery,
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which has overwhelmed the unhappy sufferer ;

instead of consoling him, it, goes off into moral

izing reflections, which bring him no comfort,
which serve rather to embitter him. (2) It un

qualifiedly identifies his complaint with that of

a &quot;fool,&quot;
f. ., of a man of abandoned wicked

ness and ungodliness (ch. v. 2 seq ; cotup. ch.

iv. 8 seq.), without the slightest, effort to make a

critical examination of the question, whether

his essential character is not incomparably purer
and more godly than that of a despairing blas

phemer. (3) It assumes on his part hypocrisy,
defective Sf-lf knowledge, entanglement in a self-

righteous delusion, and seeks to cure these de

fects by bringing forward that night-oracle, but

by this very course he betrays a serious defi

ciency in knowledge of men, and in the power
of a finer psychological observation. (4) It

takes no account whatever of the great fact of

the former purity of his life, and of his uncom

plaining patience, and thus coarsely (not to say

maliciously) makes no distinction between Job

and the great mass of men. (5) Worst of all, it

is not free from disingenuousness and deception ;

back of what it openly says, it suggests the ex

istence of something worse yet, of which it re

gards Job as capable, if not as being already

guilty, and thus deprives even that in it which
seems adapted really to minister comfort, re

freshment, and a wholesome stimulus
(e. g., the

description in ch. v. 17 seq. of the blissful blos

soming anew of the prosperity of him who re

pents and is reconciled with God), of its benefi

cent influence on the feelings of the sorely

tempted sufferer. These indirect suggestions of

certain defects in the disposition and character

of Eliphaz (which, like those one-sided, doc
trinal peculiarities, present a striking parallel
with Jerome ; coonp. the work cited above, p.

332 seq., 391 seq.) are what chiefly at least

according to the poet s purpose, furnish the oc

casion for further controversy, and incite Job to

the comparatively passionate reply which he
makes.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The homiletic expositor, especially if he treats

the discourse of Eliphaz not as a unit, as the

theme of one sermon, hut only in detached pas

sages (and it is scarcely possible that he should
treat it otherwise), need not have the enjoyment,
which its many glorious passages minister,
marred by the manifold features which tend to

quench and disturb it, and which indicate the

one-sidedness of the stand-point occupied by the

speaker. As opportunity offers it may be shown
that Eliphaz is not a reprpsentative of the com

plete truth of Scripture, but is the champion of

a party-doctrine, which latpr is expressly con
demned by God as one-sided and erroneous

;

especially might it be indispensable to call atten

tion to this in the passages found in ch. iv 6,

and v. 6 seq , according to what has been said

above (Doctrinal and Ethical Remarks, No. 3).

But why it should be necessary to make anxious
mention of the heterodoxy of the speaker in con
nection with all that Eliphaz says in harmony
with all the other wise men of God under the

Old Testament, all which does not contradict the

analoffia fidei of the Old Testament, and which

immediately commends itself by its truth, beauty,
and inward power why this should bo neces

sary is certainly not apparent. All requirements
of this sort will be sufficiently satisfied if it be
shown in the Introduction to the Sermon, or
Meditation, that the text under consideration he-

longs to a discourse by a man who, as is evident
from the fact that he is finally rebuked and cen
sured by God, does not present the truth of

Scripture in its fulness and entireness, but who
none the less belongs to the class of divinely-en
lightened sages and saints of the Old Testament,
and whose utterances, in so far as they accord
with those of other representatives of this class,
such as Solomon, Asaph, the author of Eccle-
siastes, etc., must be recognized as equally im
portant and valuable with those; nay, more,
whose words, in so far as they express (if not

directly, still indirectly) the poet s objective
opinion, have the same right to be regarded as

inspired as those of his counterpart, Job, who
in truth falls often enough into one-sided views
and grievous errors.

In a detached treatment of the text the Second
Division (ch. iv. 12-v. 7) and the Third (ch. v.

7-26) stand forth as pericopes of some length,
which are suitably denned as to their limits. In
view of the richness of their contents, however,
the division of both into smaller sections may
be recommended, in which case it will be most
natural, or indeed unavoidable, to be governed
by the preceding division into strophes. As re

spects the formal statement of themes and the
more specific arrangement, the following remarks
on particular passages, taken from the older homi
letic treatments of the book, will supply sugges
tive hints :

Ch. IV. 2 seq. STAKKE: A friend can indeed

reprove another, if he has seen or heard any
thing wrong on his part (Sir. xx. 2); but he
must not put the worst construction on every
thing. We should hear the admonitions and re

proofs of our neighbor patiently, and take them
for our improvement (Ps. cxli. 5).

Ch. IV. 7 seq. BRENTIUS : It is not so much
absurd, as impious, for human reason to infer

from afflictions that God is angry. Rather, as

a father chastises his son whom he loves, and

spares not the rod, so God crucifies those whom
He elects together with His Son, Jesus Christ,
our Lord. . . Eliphaz discourses truly, but he in

terprets the case according to his own carnal

judgment of it; for the innocent, although they
do not perish, are nevertheless afflicted ; they
are not destroyed, but they are oppressed.
HKNGSTENBERG : The proposition which Eliphaz

puts at the foundation of his argument : that

true spiritual rectitude and complete destruction

cannot accompany each other, is true. Instead,

however, of taking for granted what he does in

regard lo Job, he ought to have done him the

friendly service of controverting the assumption.
He should have set out before him that often

when the need is greatest, succor is nearest.

He should have furnished him the right clue to

his suffering by propounding the proposition :

Whom God loveth He chasteneth. He was not,

however, prepared to do this, as long as he, in

common with Job, was wanting in the right per

ception of sin.
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Ch. IV. 12 seq. ZEYSS : God taught the an

cients His will by visions and dreams, and by
such a revelation did for them that which He has

since done by His word, written and preached

(Gen. xxviii. 12; Num. xii. 6). He has re

vealed Himself thus even to the heathen (Gen.
xx. 3). Hence they are without excuse (Rom. i.

20). PASSAVANT (in his work on Vital Magnet
ism, 2d Ed., p. 131): In the dreams of a deep,

sound sleep (comp. ver. 13) the soul seems to

put forth a higher form of activity, and it. may
be that all significant dreams belong to this very
condition, which seems furthest removed from

the working consciousness.

Ch. IV. 17 seq. CRAMER: God has concluded

all under sin, in order that He might have mercy
upon all, that every mouth may be stopped, and
the whole world be guilty before God, in order

that by the works of the law no flesh should be

justified in His sight (Rom. iii. 20). WOHL-
FARTH : Erroneous as was the opinion of Eli-

phaz, that sinners only are punished here on ac

count of their sins, no less true is the commni-
cation here made to him by a Divine revelation,
that no man is pure before God, Gen. viii. 21 ;

Ezek. iv. 18; Matt. xv. 19; 1 Cor. ii. 14, etc.

Ch. IV. 19 seq. BRENTIUS: This thought
should be treasured up in the depth of our minds,
in order that by it we may cast down the arro

gance of our flesh. For why should you be

proud of your noble lineage, your wealth, power,

royal majesty ? Consider, I pray you, what you
were, what you are, and what you will be, and
cease to stick up your crest; you were clay, you
are a dung-hill, you will be corruption and the

food of worms why then should you boast (1
Cor. i. 31) ? CRAMER : Death sends no messen

ger, but when men least expect him, he enters

all doors, even those of palaces (Jer. ix. 21
;

Luke xii. 20).
Ch. V. 3 seq. BRENTIUS: This passage teaches

parents the fear of God, for who does not desire

for his children everything that is best, and the
most ample inheritance ? Take care, therefore,
to live piously, and to bring up your children in

piety and in the admonition of the Lord. You
cannot leave them a more ample patrimony than
this

; whereas if you live wickedly, and your
children fill up the measure of the iniquity which

they have derived from you, not only will you
be cursed, but your children also will inherit

their father s curse.

Ch. V. 6, 7. SEB. SCHMIDT : This remarkable

passage contradicts the notion of man s free will

in spiritual matters, and not only proves origi
nal sin, but also that by virtue of it there is no
man who does not sin. HENGSTENBERO : To sin

is just as much a property of human nature as

it is of sparks to fly upward. The doctrine of
innate corruption, which rests on Gen. iii. 4 and
T. 3 is already expressed here. (Is the state

ment here given of it, however, absolutely cor

rect, and free from all one-sided admixture ?

ZbVkler. See above in the Critical and Doctrinal

Remarks).
Ch. V. 8 seq. SEB. SCHMIDT: When we com

mend anything to God we do it by prayer, and

hope or trust in God ; so that although prayer
is not expressly mentioned here, it is neverthe

less implied in the words, and must not be ne

glected (1 Peter v. 7).

Ch. V. 10. STARKE : Although the rain has its

own purely natural causes, we must still look up
in connection with it to God, a? the One who has

so established nature, that the rain can fall, the

sun shine, etc. (Jer. xiv. 22).
Ch. V. 17 seq. CRAMER: The dear cros [rfa*

liebe Kreuz, the affliction, advers ty, whose uses

are sweet] has great benefits conuecied witli it

(Rom. v. 3 seq. ;
James i. 2 seq.) ;

we come by
means of it to the knowledge of our sins (Ps.
cxix. 67); we stop sinning (1 Peter iv. 1), we
learn to give heed to the Word, and to pray dili

gently (Is. xxviii. 19), we become satiated with
the world (Phil. i. 23), and are made conformable
to the example of Christ (Rom. viii. 29). Com
pare Fr. de la Motte. Fouqu^ s poem

&quot; God s

Chastisements&quot; (especially 3d and 4th stanzas).
Ch. V. 19. BRENTIUS: The Lord delivers in

six afflictions
(i. e., in every time of trouble), not

by taking away the cross from our shoulders,
but by ministering strength and patience to bear
it. But in the seventh affliction

(i. e., when the

season of trial is over) He gives deliverance both

by taking away the cross, and by giving pure
and unalloyed happiness (comp. 1 Cor. x. 13).

ZEYSS: There is no distress so great, so strange, so

manifold, but God can deliver His people out of

it (Ps. xci. 14 seq. ;
Is. xliii. 2

;
Dan. iii. 17 ;

vi. 16, 22).
Ch. V. 20 seq. BRENTIUS : He enumerates the

blessings of the godly man, who takes hold by
faith of the Lord s hand. For the godly man,
possessing the Lord by faith, remains perfectly
serene in the face of all calamities, fearing
neither famine, nor sword, nor rumors of war,
nor desolation, nor the beasts of the earth. Yea,
even though the heavens should fall, and the

earth be wrecked, the ruins would smite him un

dismayed. COCCEIUS : If any one should think
that Eliphaz said these things in the spirit of

prophecy about Job, as the type of Christ in obe

dience, afflictions, patience and exultation, I

should not be disposed to blame him. He who
should maintain this would say that the present
and the future are blended and treated as pre
sent; seeing them in the Spirit he depicts them
as present. For the limitation and partial cor
rection of this typical and Messianic interpreta
tion, comp. further Seb. Schmidt s remarks on
the passage: &quot;But who can believe that Eliphaz
with all his recriminations against Job, would
have prophesied good concerning him, nay, have
made him even a type of Christ ?

&quot;

(The passage
could thus be regarded only as an involuntary

prophecy, like that of Balaam, or of Caiapbas).
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B. Job s Reply : Instead of Comfort, the Friends bring him only increased
Sorrow.

CHAPTERS VI. 1 VII. 21.

1. Justification of his complaint by pointing out the greatness and incomprehensibleness of his

suffering.
CHAPTER VI. 1-10.

1 But Job answered and said :

2 Oh that my grief were thoroughly weighed,
and my calamity laid in the balance together !

3 For now it would be heavier than the sand of the sea
;

therefore my words are swallowed up.
4 For the arrows of the Almighty are within me,

the poison whereof drinketh up my spirit ;

the terrors of God do set themselves in array against me.

5 Doth the wild ass bray when he hath grass ?

or loweth the ox over his fodder?

6 Can that which is unsavory be eaten without salt ?

or is there any taste in the white of an egg ?

7 The things that my soul refuseth to touch

are as my sorrowful meat.

8 Oh that I might have my request,
and that God would grant me the thing that I long for !

9 Even that it would please God to destroy me ;

that He would let loose His hand, and cut me off!

10 Then should I yet have comfort :

yea, I would harden myself in sorrow ; let Him not spare ;

for I have not concealed the words of the Holy One

2. Complaint over the bitter disappointment which he had experienced at the hands of hit
friends.

VERS. 11-30.

11 What is my strength that I should hope ?

and what is mine end that I should prolong my life ?

12 Is my strength the strength of stones ?

or is my flesh of brass ?

13 Is not my help in me?
and is wisdom driven quite from me ?

14 To him that is afflicted pity should be shewed from his friend ;

but he forsaketh the fear of the Almighty.
15 My brethren have dealt deceitfully as a brook,

and as the stream of brooks they pass away ;

16 which are blackish by reason of the ice,

and wherein the snow is hid.

17 What time they wax warm, they vanish ;

when it is hot, they are consumed out of their place.
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18 The paths of their way are turned aside ;

they go to nothing, and perish.

19 The troops of Tema looked,

the companies of Sheba waited for them.

20 They were confounded because they had hoped ;

they came thither and were ashamed.

21 For now ye are nothing ;

ye see my casting down, and are afraid !

22 Did I say, Bring unto me?

or, Give a reward for me of your substance ?

23 Or, Deliver me from the enemy s hand ?

or, Redeem me from the hand of the mighty ?

24 Teach me, and I will hold my tongue ;

and cause me to understand wherein I have erred.

25 How forcible are right words !

but what doth your arguing reprove?
26 Do ye imagine to reprove words,

and the speeches of one that is desperate, which are as wind ?

27 Yea, ye overwhelm the fatherless,

and ye dig a pit for your friend.

28 Now therefore be content, look upon me
;

for it is evident unto you if I lie.

29 Return, I pray you, let it not be iniquity;

yea, return again, my righteousness is in it.

30 Is there iniquity in my tongue ?

cannot my taste discern perverse things ?

3. Recurrence to his former complaint on account of his lot, and accusation of God.

CHAPTER VII. 1-21.

1 Is there not an appointed time to man upon earth ?

are not his days also like the days of an hireling ?

2 As a servant earnestly desireth the shadow,
and as an hireling looketh for the reward of his work ;

3 So am I made to possess months of vanity,
and wearisome nights are appointed to me.

4 When I lie down, I say,
When shall I arise and the night be gone?
and I am full of tossings to and fro unto the dawning of the day.

5 My flesh is clothed with worms, and clods of dust
;

my skin is broken, and become loathsome.

6 My days are swifter than a weaver s shuttle,
and are spent without hope.

7 O remember that my life is wind !

mine eye shall no more see good.
8 The eye of him that hath seen me shall see me no more

;

Thine eyes are upon me, and I am not.

9 As the cloud is consumed, and vanisheth away,
so he that goeth down to the grave shall come up no more.

10 He shall return no more to hia house,
neither shall his place know him any more.

11 Therefore I will not refrain my mouth ;

I will speak in the anguish of my spirit ;

I will complain in the bitterness of my soul.
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12 Ain I a sea, or a whale,
that Thou settest a watch over me ?

13 When I say, My bed shall comfort me,

my couch shall ease my complaint ;

14 then Thou scarest me with dreams,
and terrifiest me through visions ;

15 So that my soul chooseth strangling,
and death rather than my life.

16 I loathe it, I would not live alway ;

let me alone
;
for my days are vanity.

17 What is man, that Thou shouldest magnify him ?

and that Thou shouldest set Thine heart upon him ?

18 And that Thou shouldest visit him every morning ?

and try him every moment ?

19 How long wilt Thou not depart from me,
nor let me alone till I swallow down my spittle ?

20 I have sinned
;
what shall I do unto Thee, O Thou preserver of men

why hast Thou set me as a mark against Thee,
so that I am a burden to myself?

21 And why dost Thou not pardon my transgression,
and take away mine iniquity ?

for now shall I sleep in the dust
;

and Thou shalt seek me in the morning, but I shall not be.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. This discourse of Job, (he first formal re

ply which proceeded from him, attaches itself

immediat.ely to that which was one-sided, erro

neous, and unjust in the discourse of Eliphaz

(comp. above, page 327. It rebukes these defects,
and justifies the complaints which Job had pre
viously uttered in regard to his miserable con

dition, in part repeating with increased empha
sis the reproaches which in his despair he had

brought against God. The tone of his discourse

however is so far changed that in-tead of the

wild and doubting agony of his former utterance

he exhibits rather a spirit which maybe charac
terized as mild, plaintive, and in some measure

composed.

The discourse falls into three divisions: (1)
A justification of the previous lamentation, as

entirely corresponding to (he fearful greatness
of Job s suffering, ch. vi. 2-10. (2) A sharp
criticism of the friends conduct as unreason

ably hard, as demonstrating indeed the decep-
tiveness of their friendship, ch. vi. 11-30. (3)
Renewed lamentation over his inconsolable and

helpless condition, together with an arraignment
of God, ch. vii. 1-21. These three principal di

visions have the same relative proportions, both

as to the length and sub-divisions of each, as

the three divisions of the discourse of Eliphaz;
the first consisting of one, the two following con

sisting each of two long strophes. It is only in

the last two, however, of these five long strophes

(to wit, ch. vii. 1-11 and vii. 12-21) that we find

double-strophes composed of the longer strophes

extending over 5-7 verses. The first three dou

ble-strophes on the contrary are composed of

shorter strophes, including now three, and now
four masoretic verses.

2. First Division (and Long Strophe). Justifica

tion of his former lamentation by a reference to

the greatness and incomprehensibility of hia suf

fering, ch. vi. 2-10.

First Strophe. Vers. 2-4. [His grief was not

excessive when compared with his suffering].
Ver. 2. Oh that my grief might be but

weighed, and my calamity be laid up
over against it in the balances [Tlie use

of the Inf. Absol. 7l pty with the Fut. 7p$
1

(usedIT I-T- v

optatively after V7) shows the emphasis which
Job s mind laid on the complete exact balancing

of his vexation against his suffering. E.] fefj3,

grief, discontent, despondency, is that with

which Eliphaz had reproached him [see ch. v.

2. &quot;Vexation, impatience, either the inner irri-

tition, or outward exhibition of it, or both.&quot;

DA.V. 1 *JVn (for which the K ri has THH, asj . T - \
t

. r -

also in ch. xxx. 13 rMJT? for P H) &quot;my cala

mity, my ruin;&quot; comp. the plur. filli! used else

where in the same sense, ch. vi 30; Ps Ivii. 2

[1]; xci. 3; xciv. 20; Prov. xix 13. The two

expressions are not synonymous (Kamph.), but

are related to each other as subjective and ob

jective, or as an effect produced in Job s emo
tional experience, and the cause of the same.

Accordingly 11[V 1XJ2T can not signify: -that it

might be laid up (weighed) all at once, altoge

ther,&quot; i.e., my entire woe, in which case indeed
we should also expect the plur. TM n (Ttlin).

But &quot;NT Niyj denotes a simultaneous weighing
of the despondency and the calamity, a balanc

ing of either over against the other (comp. ch.

xvii. 16; Ps. cxli. 10; Is. xlv. 8). The whole is
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a wish or a yearning prayer to God, to show

clearly to his friends that his violent grief was

most assuredly proportioned to the severity of

his sufferings. [Conant objects to the view here

given :
&quot; that it is not an appropriate answer to

Eliphaz, whose admonitions were not based on

the disproportion of the sufferer s grief to its

cause.&quot; To which Davidson replies: &quot;Job is

not here replying to Eliphaz s whole charge, but

only to the beginning of it (as was fit in the be

ginning of his reply), the charge of unmanliness,

to which the words are an appropriate answer &quot;].

Ver. 3. For now is it heavier than the

sand of the seas, t. e., heavy beyond measure.

For the use of the expression
&quot; sand of the sea,&quot;

as a figure to set forth a weight or burden of ex

treme heaviness (as elsewhere it is used to set

forth an innumerable multitude), comp. Prov.

xxvii. 3
;

Sir. xxii. 15. D ET,
&quot;

seas,&quot; poetic

plural, used like the sing. D&quot;

1 in Gen. xlix. 13.

iir&amp;gt;#
&quot;3 is rendered by Delitzsch,

&quot; for then

(as in ch. iii. 13), and the whole sentence he

takes to be an inference from ver. 2: &quot;then

would it be found heavier than the sand, etc.&quot;

But this &quot;it would be found&quot; is simply interpo
lated into the text. Most modern expositors

rightly render it: &quot;For now, as the case now
stands, especially in consequence of your un

friendly conduct,&quot; etc. Therefore do my
words rave IJrJ,

with the tone on the pe

nult, cannot be derived from JTjn [Ges.], but

either from yyi, or .JN7, but not in the sense

of sucking down, or swallowing, but in the sense,

for which we have the warrant of the Arabic, of

ptammering, raving, [Fiirst]. Job therefore ad
mits that he has heretofore &quot;

spoken foolishly
&quot;

(comp. 2 Cor. xi. 17, 21, 23), but he justifies him
self by appealing to his insupportable sorrow.

[The translation of the Eng. Ver. &quot;my words
are pwallowed

up,&quot; implying that he had been
unable to pppak from grief, is less significant
and less suitable to the connection than the con
fession that he had spoken madly: neither is it

consistent with the usage of the verb elsewhere
in an active sense; Obad. 16. E.]

Ver. 4. For the arrows cf the Almighty
are in me. whose poison my spirit drinks
up. More specifically giving the reason for 3

a. By &quot; the arrows of the Almighty
&quot; are meant

the sickness, pains, and plagues which God in

flicts on men :
[&quot;the emphasis li*-s on Almighty,

the arrows of the Almighty; there was enough
in that fact, in the awful nature of his adversary,
to account and more than apologize for all his

madness.&quot; DAV.] comp. Ps. xxxviii. 3 [2] ; Deut.
xxxii. 23

;
Ezek. v. 16; also below in our book,

ch. xvi. 12seq. &quot;}BJ?
f. e., lit. &quot;with me,&quot; not

&quot;in my body
&quot;

(ev TW aufiari pov, LXX. Pesh.).
The form of expression is chosen to represent
the arrows of God as something which has hurt
and wounded not only his body, but also his

soul and which accordingly is ever &quot; with him,&quot;

continually present to him (comp. ch. ix. 35; x.

13). Ornn IffX, not the subj. of the relative

clause (LXX., Pesh., Vulg., Rosenm. [E. V.,

Noy., Lee, Con., Carey], but its object, the suhj.

of which is rather Tin &quot;my spirit.&quot;

heat,&quot; here equivalent to &quot;poison;&quot; comp.
ch. xxi. 20: Ps. vii. 14 [13]; Iviii. 5; Deut.

xxxii. 24, 33. [&quot;Some prefer: the poison of

which drinketh up my spirit, a meaning that

would account for Job s prostration, the poison.

of God s arrows was like a burning heat that

dried up and drank in his spirit. It was rather,

however, his violence and vehement recrimina

tion against God which he has to excuse
; impe

tuosity, not impotence, has. to be accounted for.

It is thus better to make spirit nom., the spirit
drinks in the Divine virus, which works potently,
as Divine poison will, excites, inflames, maddens
tbe spirit.&quot;

Dav
].

The terrors of Eloah
storm me.

\JU?^&amp;gt;
an elliptical expression

for y mns imjr, they set themselves in.

battle array against me, they assail me like an

army: comp. Judg. xx. 30, 33; 1 Sam. iv. 2.

Bottcher singularly attempts to render it (Neue
Exeget. ^Ehrenltse, No. 1397): &quot;the terrors of

God cause me to arm myself compel me to put
myself in the

right.&quot; Against this it may be

urged that the &quot;terrors of God&quot; signify not

Job s sufferings anddistresses in themselves, and

objectively considered, but his subjective expe
riences of the same, his consciousness of the fact

that his suffering proceeds from the attacks and

persecutions which God in His wrath directa-

against his life and his happiness in life (comp.
ch. xxiii. 16seq.). [They are &quot;the conscious-

voluntary terrors which He actively originates,
which He gathers from the ends of His dominion
and the outlying posts of His power, and mar
shals like a sable infinite host against Job.&quot;

Dav.].
Second Strophe: Vers. 5-7. [The demand that

he should submit without a murmur unnatural],
Ver. 5. Does the wild ass bray by the

fresh grass, or doth an ox low at his fod
der ? f e., I would certainly not lament without
sufficient cause; far less would I be disposed to-

complain than an irrational beast, which is con

tentedly provided with fodder. The form of thfr

comparison vividly reminds us of Amos iii. 4-6.

For
pnj, to moan, to groan, to utter doleful

cries, comp. ch. xxx. 7. Concerning the wild
ass see the fuller description in ch. xxxix 5-8.

/3, maslin, farrago, a compound of various

kinds of grain.

Ver. 6. Is that which is tasteless eaten
without salt, or is there flavor in the
white of an egg? i. e., can it be expected of
me that I should freely and joyously relish the

unsavory food of suffering, and especially of that
loathsome disease, which has seized upon me?
That Job uses tasteless, loathsome food as a
figure for the sufferings which afflict him, ap
pears both from vers. 2-4, and from vers. 8-10,
where the burden of these self-same sufferings
prompts him to desire death. The interpreta
tion which refers the figure to the discourses of
the friends (LXX and other ancient expositors,
also Riietschi, Stud, vnd Krit., 1807) is at vari
ance with the connection. It suits indeed the

expression in the first member of the verse (/JDD

tasteless; comp. rem. on ch. i. 22), but not th
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expression
&quot; slime of the yolk of an

egg,&quot;
which

is altogether too strong for unsuitable and harsh

discourses, and which is most naturally referred
to the nauseous filth, dust, and ulcerous matter
of the leprosy (comp. ch. vii. 6). [Observe that
the point, of the illustration lies in the tendency
of an agreeable quality, or the opposite, to pro
duce content or discontent. Now as that which
occasioned Job s discontent was his suffering, it-

is doubtless this suffering which in this verse he
describes negatively as tasteless, and therefore to

be complained of in the next verse as positively
loathsome, and therefore to be refused. More
over, it is not until later (ver. 25 sq.) that Job
comes to speak of the nature of his friends re

marks. He is herejustifying his complaint which
had been uttered before his friends had spoken at

all, nnd which had been prompted by their si

lence, of which silence, as indicating a failure

of sympathy, he again complains (vers. 15-21).

E.l niDn T1, &quot;the slime of the yolk,&quot;j T - /

i. e., the liquid saliva which encloses the solid

part, the yellow yolk of an egg, hence the white

of an egg, which was esteemed by the Hebrews
to be particularly nauseating, or at least as alto

gether insipid. So, following the Targ. and
some of the Rabbis, Rosenm., Umbreit, Ewald,
Stickel, Del., Dillmann, [E. V., Hengst., Dav ,

Fiirst, Schlottmann, Good], etc., and in general
most modern writers, while the Pesh., Arab.,

Gesen., Heiligst., Bottcher, [Renan, Merx],
translate Tl T&quot;l

&quot;

portulacca-broth, purslain-

slime,&quot; a rendering, however, which assigns to

T&quot;1 the sense, elsewhere unknown, of slime,

broth, or soup.
Ver. 7. My soul refuses to touch, such

things are to me as putrid food. Rosenm.,
Welte, Delitzsch, (as before them the Vulg., Lu

ther) [so also E. V., Noy., Ren., Elz.], take the

first member as an antecedent relative clause

without
&quot;ll^X,

&quot; that which my soul refuses to

touch, etc.&quot; But such an antecedent position

for the relative clause when
&quot;^K

is wanting, is

a rare construction, and in order to obtain for

the consequent clause a tolerable sense we should

be obliged to amend 1&quot;13 to &quot;H.3 (as Rosenm.

and Welte do in opposition to all the MSS. and

Vsns.). Such a conftruction, moreover, destroys
the progression of thought from a to b. The ob

ject of JMJ3
1
? is supplied of itself in that which

from ver. 2 on stands forth as the prominent con

ception, to wit, the suffering or calamity of Job,

to which also the i&quot;l;3n,
which stands at the head

of the second member, points back, &quot;they,&quot; i.e.

things of that sort, such things pn_? \VTp, lit.

&quot; as the disease of my bread;&quot; i. e., as though

my food were diseased, putrid, loathsome : VI

constr. state of VI,
&quot;

sickness, disease,&quot; comp.

Ps. xli. 4 [3] (so rightly Gesenius, [Fiirst],

Ewald, Olsh., Hahn, Schlottmann, Dillmann,

etc.). Others (Cocceius, Schultens, Heiligstedt,

Delitzsch) take MT as constr. st. plur. of HIT

&quot;sick, unclean&quot; (comp. Isa. xxx. 22), accord

ing to which derivation, however, we should ex

pect to read IVin. Umbreit and Hirzel (2d Ed.)

explain &quot;the disease of my bread &quot;

as meaning,
the disease which is my daily bread &quot;

[so also
Wordsworth and Renan] ; Bottcher would read

_n3: &quot;they are according to the disease of my
ood ;&quot; Hitzig, after the Arabic, explains : &quot;the

crumbs of my food &quot;

purely arbitrary evasions,
and less natural than the construction followed

by us.

Third Strophe: vers. 8-10. [He longs for

death, and even in death would rejoice in his

integrity.]

Ver. 8. Oh that my request might be
fulfilled

[lit. might come], and that Eloah
would grant my longing! This prayer and

onging are for death, as that which would

aring release from his misery, which is all that

lie desires: see the verse which follows.
JJV

3
the well-known optative formula, governing also

the verbs of the followi g verse.
[&quot;It

occurs

quite frequently in the Book of Job, almost alto

gether, however, in Job s discourses, in the
friends discourses only in ch. xi. 5, not once in

those of Elihu and God. This indicates purpose
in the linguistic structure of the argument.
Job s destiny gives him much to wish for.&quot;

HKNGST.] Hupfeld s emendation, HISHI for

*s uncalled for.

Ver. 9. That it might please Eloah to
destroy me, that He would let down His
hand to cut me off: lit. &quot;that Ho wouli let

loose His hand, and cut me off; for &quot;VP71, Hiph.
of irU, &quot;to

spring,&quot; signifies &quot;to cause to

spring, to unbind, set loose&quot; (comp. Is. Iviii. 6;
Ps. cv. 20; cxlvi. 7); the hand of God is thus

conceived of as having been hitherto bound

bound, that is, by His own will. ?#.:?? ?
&quot;

an&amp;lt;^

cut me off,&quot; (not: &quot;and crush me,&quot; Luther,

comp. the LXX. : aveheTu
fie). Job s soul, his

Ego or his life, is, after the analogy of ch. iv.

21, regarded as an internal cor I, a string, or

thread, the cutting off of which is synonymous
with death: comp. also ch. xxvii. 8; Ps Ixxvi.

13, also the well-known Greek representation of

the Parcae.

Ver. 10. So would it ever be my comfort.
. . . Delitzsch rightly :

&quot; With Hni begins the

conclusion, exactly as in ch. xiii. 5.&quot; Most

expositors extend the influence of the
JjV

D,

ver. 8, over this sentence, and construe the

verbs here also as optatives: &quot;and that so my
comfort may still be to me,&quot; etc. The comfort,

according to this latter construction, would be

Job s speedy death. But how a speedy death

could in and of itself bring any comfort is not

made to appear in this connection. It is more
natural with Hupf., Schlottmann, Delitzsch

[Bernard, Conant, Rodwell, Hengst., Renan],

especially on comparing this with the analogous

passage in Ps. cxix. 60, to find the statement of

that which would bring comfort in the words of

the last member : &quot;that I have not denied the

words of the Holy One,&quot; thus treating the second

member, J1J1 JVODN1, as a parenthesis. I
T : :

would leap in unsparing pain. For the

use of the cohortative (mboNI) in a subjunctive

sense in a parenthesis, comp. e. g. Ps. xl. 6 ;
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li. 18. i7D is to be explained after the Arab.

zriada
(&quot;

to stamp the ground, tripudiare&quot;) [to

beat hard ;
hence the E. V. : &quot;I would harden

myself in sorrow,&quot; and so Lee, who explains:

&quot;Because there still is, or remains consolation,

... I will not give way, whatever may be laid

on me: or even though He cut me entirely off&quot;],

as also after the rfkUprrv of the LXX. and the

.JN3NS (&quot;
I will exult&quot;)

of the Targum. It is

accordingly to be taken in the sense of a jubi

lant expression of joy, not in the sense of

&quot;being
tormented&quot; (Rosenm. after some of the

Rabbis [who explain the verb to mean &quot;burn

ing;&quot;
and so Bernard]), nor: &quot;to spring up

through pain&quot; (Schlottmann, who accordingly
takes the parenthesis in a concessive sense :

&quot;although I leap up for pain&quot;).
/1D1T &amp;gt;O

(comp. Is. xxx. 14 seq.), a relative clause, with

the omission of the adverbial ^$N: &quot;where

with he spares me not,&quot; namely, God, who is to

be understood as the subject here (Rosenm.,
Ewald [who makes the omitted relative the

direct object of the verb &quot;

pain which he spares

not;&quot; a construction, however, which does not

harmonize so well with the usage of /OH, which

generally has a personal object. E.], Hirzel,

Heiligstedt, Halm, Schlottmann, Dillmann)

[Renan, Hengst.]. Possibly HTn might be

taken as the subject (so Umbreit, Vaih., Stickel)

[Gesen., Rodwell, ConantJ :
&quot; in pain which

spares not,&quot; against which, however, it may be

urged that, while PITH is most simply treated

as fern., the verbal form used, /OPT, is masc.
In any case, the translation ;

&quot; in unsparing
pain,&quot; corresponds to the sense of the poet.
That I have not denied the words of the

Holy One. This fact that he had been guilty
of no denial (comp. ch. i. 22; ii. 10) constitutes

the firm confidence which Job possessed in the

midst of all his distress and misery, and which
he felt assured would show itself, even in death.

The meaning is not essentially different which
results from the other and more common con
struction of our verse, according to which the

second member is not treated as a parenthesis,
and 3 is regarded as introducing a reason for

that which precedes :
&quot;/or

I have not denied,&quot;

*tc.

3. Second Division : A lament over the bitter

disappointment which he had experienced from
his friends: ch. vi. 11-30.

First Long Strophe: vers. 11-20 (consisting of
three short strophes, of 3, 4, and three verses

respectively). [&quot;
In view of his broken strength

and hopeless condition, he must reject their

advice to trust in the future, and openly declare
to them that he is completely disappointed in

his expectations as to their friendship.&quot; DILL-

MANN.]
a. Vers. 11-13. [His helplessness, and conse

quent hopelessness. Ewald and Hengstenberg
put this strophe in the First Division, to which,
however, as Schlottmann has shown, there are
two objpctions. First, it mars the complete
ness which the preceding long strophe pos

sesses, when regarded as closing the triumphant
declaration by Job of his integrity and confi

dence in God contained in ver. 10. Secondly,
the picture which this short strophe gives of his

helplessness and hopelessness is preparatory to

the picture which immediately follows of the

deceptiveness of his friends, and in that position
adds greatly to the pathos and effectiveness of

his complaint. E.]
Ver. 11. What is my strength that I

should persevere [wait], and what mine
end that I should be patient? The answer
to this question which Jub s meaning would

require is of course a pure negative : my strength
is completely gone, and death is the only end
which I look for, in all its nearness, nay more,
with impatience. [&quot;Two things are necessary
that one may bear misfortune patiently; first,

that the strength of the sufferer is in some pro
portion to the power of the suffering; and,

secondly, that he sees before him an end, which,
when reached, will reward the present struggle.
Job denies both these things of himself, the first

in ver. 12, the second in ver. 13.&quot; SCHLOTT

MANN.] For t^f?J ^ HXH,
&quot; to prolong the soul,

to lengthen it,&quot; t. e. to be patient, comp. Prov.
xix. 11; Is. xlviii. 9. [The rendering of E. V.,

&quot;prolong my life,&quot; would rather require ^J&quot;]XX

^]-
Ver. 12. Or is the strength of stones my

strength, or is my flesh of brass ? [The
first &quot;or&quot; tends rather to mar the connection.

E.] A poetic illustrative expansion of the

thought in ver. 11 a. [According to Hengsten
berg, &quot;stones&quot; and &quot;brass&quot; are mentioned
here because of their invulnerability. Rather,
according to the connection, because of their

power of endurance. Schlottmann says: &quot;t?inj

is properly always copper, which the ancients,
however, as is known, had learned to harden,
so that in firmness it resembled iron.&quot; E.J

Ver. 13. Verily, is not my help in me
brought to nought ? lit, :

&quot; Is not tlie nothing
ness of my help with me?&quot; D^n, which occurs

elsewhere only in Num. xvii. 28 [13], is neither
a strengthened interrogative DX (Schlottmann),
nor an inversion for H DN (Delitzsch), nor a

collocation of the interrogative particle H with

the conditional particle ON (whether, if my help
is destroyed, etc., Koster), but simply equivalent
to K /n, in the seuse of vivid interrogation or

asseveration:
&quot;verily not&quot; (Ewald, Dillmann).And well-being diiven away from me ?

rPttfin essentially the same as in ch. v. 12, well-

being, enduring prosperity. The sense of the
verse as a whole is: My condition is hopeless,
and all promises for the future are therefore
useless and null. [It is doubtless best to give
to (TCyifi here the sense which, as Zockler has

elsewhere shown, belongs to it in the Chokma-
Literature. Other interpretations are partial,
and so far enfeebling: e.g. &quot;wisdom,&quot; E. V.,
or

&quot;insight&quot; (Hengst.), &quot;deliverance&quot; (Noyes),
&quot;solace&quot; (Rosenm), &quot;restoration&quot; (Conant).
What Job says is that every element of real and
substantial good had been driven away from
him. Davidson is more nearly right when he
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says, that not, only was recovery driven away
from him, but that the possibility of it, any
thing which could spring, and be matured into

health again, all inner strength and resource

the very base of recovery was driven away or

out of him.&quot; The word, however, is broader
even than this, including all external as well as

internal resources, a man s entire establishment

of good. E.]
b. Vers. 14-17: [He has been disappointed in

the friendly sympathy which is accorded to

every one in misery, but which, in his case, has

proved as deceptive as a summer brook.]
Ver. 14. To the despairing gentleness

(is due) from his friends (or, is shown by his

friends), and [or, even] should he have
forsaken the fear of the Almighty. [&quot;

The

prep, in D$7 does not express so much what is

due, ... as what is actually given in affliction.

Job s friends failed, not in giving what was due,
the world and even friendship often does, but
in giving what was actually and always given.&quot;

DAT.] DO from DDO, liquefieri, denotes literally

one &quot; who is inwardly melted, disheartened &quot;

(Delitzsch) a term strikingly descriptive of

Job s condition as one of complete depression,

helpless prostration to the very ground. &quot;V?f\i

&quot;gentleness, friendliness, kindness&quot; (comp. the

nvevfia KpavTTjTos of Gal. vi. 1), not
&quot;reproach,&quot;

as Seb. Schmidt, Hitzig, and others would

explain it, after Prov. xiv. 34; for in ch. x. 12

our poet again uses TDH in its ordinary sense,

and the translation :
&quot; If reproach from his

friends falls on one who is despairing, he will

then give up the fear of God,&quot; gives a thought
which is foreign to the context, and withal

incorrect in itself. Equally untenable on

grammatical grounds is the translation of Lu
ther [and Wemyss ;

also of Merx, who however

alters the text from D^S to J3p] :
&quot; He who

withholds mercy from his neighbor, he forsakes

the fear of the Almighty.&quot; This rendering,
however, although resting on the authority of

the Targ., Vulg., and Pesh., is to be rejected on
account of the singularly harsh construction of

the 7 as a designation of the absol. case, as well

as on account of its giving to the Partic. DO the

unheard-of signification :
&quot; he who withholds, or

refuses.&quot; The second member cannot be re

garded as the conclusion of the first, not even

by taking 1 in the sense of alioqui, and so trans

lating with Schnurrer, Delitzsch [Noy., Words.,
Rod., Hengst.],

&quot; otherwise he might forsake

the fear of the Almighty
&quot;

(alioqui hie reverentiam

Deiexuit). Rather, if no corruption of the text

be assumed, it will be found most simple and na
tural to regard the first member as an ardently

expressed formula of desire, with an omitted jus
sive from the verb JTH, or to supply

&quot;

is due to,

belongs to,&quot; [or
&quot; is given to

&quot;],
and to find in

the second member simply the continuation of

the principal notion DO, introduced by a con

cessive 1: &quot;and even if he should have for

saken&quot; [Schlott., Dill., Ren., Lee, Dav.] (comp.
Ges., \ 184 [Con.-Roed., \ 131] Reni. 2; Ewald,

\ 350, b). Ewald, without necessity, would sup

ply between a and b lines which, he assumes,
had fallen out.* .The whole verse is evidently
an expression of resentment at the fact that Eli-

phaz had exhibited no trace of gentle forbear
ance or sympathy for Job; he claims this sym
pathy for himself, even in case he had in his

suffering departed from the fear of God, which.

case, however, he presents only as possible, not
as actual. [Conant translates :

&quot;

ready to for

sake the fear of the Almighty ;&quot;
Davidson: &quot;to

one losing hold of the fear of the Almighty.&quot;

&quot;Job,&quot; says the latter,
&quot; would not admit that

he had forsaken, rather that he was forsaking,
in danger of forsaking the fear of the Almighty.&quot;

And again : &quot;in his terrible collision in dark
ness and doubt with the unspeaking nameless

(Gen. xxxii. 25) Being he was alone abso

lutely for the Father was against him, and

when one is losing hold (31TJT) of God, he sorely

enough needs a human hand to grasp, and the
sufferer s pathos is overwhelming, when he sees

God and man alike estranged.&quot; The continua
tion of the participial construction by the Im
perfect, with omitted relative (see Ewald, \ 338,

b), fully justifies this construction, which is at

once most, simple and expressive.
&quot; To one

whose inner man is dissolving, whose faith and
life are giving way, and who in that fearful dis

solution is in danger of losing hold on God, to

him surely sympathy from friends is meet.&quot; E.]

Vers. 15-17. The conduct of Job s three friends

in disappointing his hopes, illustrated by the

comparison of a torrent, which in spring rushes

along full and strong, but in summer is entirely
dried up, an 3TDX, or &quot;lying stream,&quot; as the

same is described in Jer. xv. 18 (comp. the pa

ronomasia in Mic. i. 14, 3OK7 3 OX r&amp;gt;2,
&quot;the

houses of Acbzih are become a lying stream to

tue kings of Israel
&quot;).

Ver. 15. My brethren have been false as
a torrent, i. e., my friends, whom I have loved

as brothers [ HX, placed first with special em

phasis], he mentions them all, because Eliphaz
had spoken in the name of all (ch. v. 27) have
borne themselves treacherously towards me,
have ministered to me an empty semblance of

comfort, like the dried-up water of a wadi.

As the bed of torrents which overflow.

nZJJT not,
&quot; which vanish away

&quot;

(Hirzel, De

litzsch [Hengst., E. V.. Con., Dav., Noy., Carey,

Ren.]), for while &quot;passing away,&quot; or &quot;vanish

ing,&quot; may indeed be predicated of the water of

a brook, it cannot be used of the brook itself.

Moreover, the continuation of the description

given in the following verse, assumes the tor

rents to be full, not as yet in course of disap

pearing [and so Ewald, Dillmann, Schlott.

Wemyss].

Ver. 1 6. Turbid are they from ice : D
Tljl

black, foul, dark
;
here in the literal or physical

sense, different, from ch. v. 11. The snow
hides itself in them; or: &quot;down upon which

*
&quot;To him wh&amp;lt;&amp;gt; despairs there is lore from a friend [from

a brother sympathy for him who is brrwed down by God, in order

that he inay not sttccumb lo the grief of his heart], and forsake

the fear of the Almighty.&quot;
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(iO Sp) the snow hides itself;&quot; a const*, prseg-

nans, comp. Gesen., 141 [g 138].

Ver. 17. At the time when heat comes
to them they are cut off [lit.,

made silent].

_O1P f*^3 at the time when, or so soon as

they are warmed. [Hj; in the constr. state, at

the beginning of a temporal clause, with omis

sion of the relative: see Ewald, 286, i; 332

tf], 3&quot;iT,
Pual of 3&quot;H, a poetic variant of 31

(Ezek. xxi. 3; Prov. xvi. 27), &quot;to burn, to

parch, to glow;&quot; [and so E. V., Ew., Schlott.,

Del., Dillm., Dav., Carey, Hengst, According
to Qes., Fiirst. Con., the meaning is: &quot;at the

time they are poured off,&quot;
or &quot;flow off;&quot; t. e.,

when the heat begins to melt the snow on the

mountains. But as the first result of that is fill

ing up the channels, the sense would be some

what strained. E.]. &quot;When it is hot, they
are dried up [lit., extinguished] from their

place: lEflB, in its becoming hot; i.e., when

it is hot. he suffix is to be taken as neuter, not

(with Hirzel) to be referred to an flj; that is un

derstood;
(&quot;

when it, the time of the year, be

comes hot&quot;) ; comp. Ewald, 295, a.

c .
_Vers. 18-20. A further description of the

disappointment he had met with from his friends

by a continuation of the simile of the treacherous

torrents.

Ver. 18. The paths of their course wind
about, they go up into the waste and va

nish. If, with the Masor. text, we read fYirPK&amp;gt;

the rendering here given is the only one that, is

admissible; the &quot;ways&quot;
or &quot;paths of their

course
&quot; are in that case the beds of the tor

rents, which go winding about, and thus favor

the rapid extinction of the torrent
; their &quot;

go

ing up into the waste
&quot;

(IllfU ftyt)
*s their

gradual evaporation into the air, their ascent in

vapors nd clouds; comp. Isa. xl. 23
;
so cor

rectly Mercerus: in auras abeunt, in nihilum re-

diguntur; soalsoArnh., Delitzsch [Good, Barnes,
Bernard, Words., Elzas]. Most modern exposi
tors, however, correct the text here, and in the

following verse to fiirPN, plur. of PIPPX (or

also niFPX, plur. of FPX, way, caravan), and

translate either: &quot;the caravans of their way
turn aside&quot; [a rendering, however, which is

founded on the Masoretic text, regarding fiiFPN

as constr., and the meaning being
&quot; the caravans

along their way ;&quot;
so Conant, Davidson, Heng-

stenberg, E.], or: &quot; caravans turn aside their

course, they go up into the wastes, and
perish,&quot;

[so Ewald, Schlottmann, Dillmann, Wemyss,
Noyes, Carey, Rodwell, Kenan, Merx]. The

phrase IJlrO Tny seems indeed to harmonize

well with this explanation. But in that case
ver. 18 would anticipate vers. 19, 20 in an un

precedented manner; after the statement of this

verse, which by the expression &quot;13^1 has al

ready carried us forward to the complete de
struction of the deceived caravans, what is said

in those verses would drag along as a flat tauto

logy. According to our interpretation ver.

completes the description of the treacherous tor

rents begun in ver. 15, while the two verses fol

lowing dwell, with that epic repose and breadth
which characterize the whole description, on the

mpression which such dried up torrents make
on the thirsty caravans of the desert. [These
reasons are certainly not wanting in force, still

they are not conclusive. For (1) It is agreed

by all that in the next verse
JYin&quot;}X means cara

vans, and it is in the highest degree improbable
that in two verses, so closely connected, de

scribing the same general idea, and belonging to

the same figure, the same word should be used in

two different senses. (2). The language used,
while most graphically appropriate according to

one interpretation, can be adapted to the other

only by strained constructions. This is espe

cially true of the second member. &quot;

Going up
into the waste,&quot; and

&quot;perishing,&quot; are surely far

fetched expressions for the evaporation and dis

appearance of water. On the other hand they
are, as Zockler admits, in admirable harmony
with the other interpretation. Nothing indeed
can be more exquisite in its pathos than the pic
ture which they bring before the mind of a ca

ravan, weary with travel and thirst, and still

more weary with disappointment, winding along
the channel of the torrent, wistfully exploring
its dry bed for water, following its course up
ward, hoping that in the uplands, nearer the

river s sources, some little pool may be found ;

hoping thus from day to day, but in vain, and
so wasting away into a caravan of skeletons,
until at last in the far off wastes it perishes. (3).
The objection that this interpretation anticipates
what follows, and thus produces a tame and

dragging tautology, is answered by observing
that the chief motive of the description just

given is not to excite pity for the fate of such a

caravan, but to justify Job s resentment at the

treachery of which the dry wady is the type.
Hence in the verses following Job emphasizes
the disappointment which the caravan of Tema
and Sheba (named by way of vivid individuali-

zation) would feel in such a plight. This is the
burden of his accusation of his friends, they had

disappointed, deceived him. This was to him, at

this time, a more bitter fate than his destruction
would have been ; so that from his point of view,
vers. 19, 20, so far from being an anti-climax,
contain the very climax of bis sorrow. The sug

gestions to change 1H3T either to Kal, TlpV

(Furst), or to Piel, V&amp;gt;flT (Ewald) are unfortu

nate. No species couid express more happily
than the Niphal the helpless, semi-passive con
dition of an exhausted caravan, such as is here

described, winding around, hither and thither,
led by the channel in the search for water. E.]

Ver. 19. The caravans of Tema looked :

to wit, caravans of the Ishmaelitish Arabian
tribe of K3H (Gen. xxv. 15), in northern Ara

bia (Is. xxi. 14; Jer. xxv. 23), which is men
tioned here by way of example ; so likewise in

the next clause &OE?, as to which see oh. i. 15.

[The companies of Sheba hoped for them.

1O; is by most referred to the torrents ; by
Schlottmann, however, it is regarded as Dat.
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tommodi, and so suggesting the eagerness of their

search. E ] The Perfects in this and the fol

lowing verse give to the whole description the

appearance of a concrete historical occurrence.

Ver. 20. They -were put to shame by
their trust: lit.

&quot; because one trusted
;&quot; comp.

Ewald, \ 294, b. The phrase HDU &quot;3 describes

by individualization, wherefore it is unneces

sary, with Olsh., to amend to the plur. ^T&quot;ltD2, or

with Bottcher to read T&quot;l93 (a form which
\ T T V

nowhere occurs). They came thither (the
fern, suffix in TTTy in the neuter sense

; comp.
ver. 29), and became red with shame ; as

the result, namely, of their having been disap
pointed. Observe the wonderful beauty of this

whole illustration, which terminates with this

verse. It is no less striking than clear and

intelligible. The friendship of the three visitors

was once great, like that rushing torrent of I

melting snow; now, however, in the heat of

temptation, it has utterly vanished, so that the

sufferer, thirsting for comfort, but meeting
instead, first with silence, and afterwards with

sharp and heartless censure, finds himself igno-

miniously deceived, like a company of travellers

betrayed by a lying brook.

4. Second Division. Second Long Strophe (sub
divided like the first into shorter strophes of 3,

4, and 3 verses respectively) ;
vers. 21-30. The

complaint concerning the faithlessness of the

friends is continued [in simple, non-figurative

language], passing over, however, near the

elose (in strophe c: ver. 28seq.) into an appeal
for the renewal of their former friendliness.

a. Vers. 21-23. [The illustration applied, and
the unfaithfulness of the friends shown from
the unselfishness of the demands which Job had
made on their friendship].

Ver. 21. Verily, so are ye now become
nothing. !&quot;IPJ

^3 introduces the ground of

the preceding comparison of the friends to the

treacherous torrents: &quot;for now (for as you now
conduct yourselves towards me) you are become
a nothing, a

nullity,&quot; to wit, for me; I have

nothing at all in you, neither comfort nor sup
port. Such is the explanation according to the

Masoretic reading : K? DfV n Hf\ \3
;
here VH

&quot;not&quot; means &quot;nothing,&quot; as in one instance the

Chald. rh (=X
t

7): Dan. iv. 32. [Comp. vh

, ch. v. 24
;
also the similar use of SN,

ch. xxiv. 25]. According to the regular Hebrew

usage, we should certainly expect:
j
X7 71 or

03N7 ; still the Targ. justifies our construction

(adopted among modern expositors by Umbreit,
Vaih., Schlottm., Hahn, Delitzsch [E. V.. Fiirst,

Davidson, Noyes, Wordsworth, Rodwell, Renan],

etc.). According to the K ri r?, which in many
MSS. is the reading even of the text, instead of

tO, the explanation would be:
&quot;ye

are become
that&quot; [the same] ;

i. e. ye are become a deceit

ful vttJ, ver. 15, which, however, hardly gives
a tolerable sense. Still more unsatisfactory is

the rendering favored by the LXX. , Vulg ,

Pesh., Luth., etc., according to which the read

ing should be
7&amp;gt;

instead of V7,
&quot; Ye are become

to me.&quot; J. D. Michaelis, Ewald, Olshausen,

Dillmann, also read 7 for I/ (fcO), and in addi

tion amend &quot;3 to J3 at the beginning of the

verse: &quot;so are ye become to me.&quot; This con

jecture certainly yields a complete satisfactory

sense; but the sentence as it stands with JO
commends itself by its bolder and more compre
hensive form of expression. You see a ter

ror, and are dismayed. The words Win
and WVF\1 form a paronomasia which cannot

well be reproduced in a translation : the same

paronomasia between HK1 and NT occurs also

in ch. xxxvii. 24
;
Ps. Vl. 4 [3] ] lii. 8 [6] ;

Zech. ix. 6.- By fijHn [E- V. &quot;casting down,&quot;

but rather from f\r\n to be broken, crushed,

metaphorically with fear: hence that which
causes terror. E.] Job means the fearful

calamity which has come upon him, in the pre
sence of which his friends stand astonished and

dismayed, thinking they had to do with one who
was, in some extraordinary sense, an enemy of

God.
Vers. 22-23.

[&quot;Their
cowardice in now

renouncing their friendship is all the more

striking, forasmuch as he has required of them
no sacrifice, or heroic achievement in his behalf,

a test before which a false friendship commonly
fails, but for such is his thought only the

comfort of words, and the aid of sympathy.&quot;

DILLMANN.]
Ver. 22. Did I ever say then. Give to

rue, and bring presents to me from your
wealth? [ 90 &quot;is ll that? was your failure

because I ever said?&quot; nnt^, Ewald \ 226, d.

Green. 119: 4]. The question is in a vein of

derision : Did I ever require any special sacrifice

of you? [and in ver. 23] did I ever demand of

you anything else, any other effort or achieve

ment, than the exhibition of genuine compas

sion, of true brotherly sympathy ? T\3 here

means wealth (opes), as in Prov. v. 10; Lev.

xxvi. 10. Elsewhere we find TH used in this

sense.

Ver. 23. [And deliver me out of the ene

my s hand, and redeem me from the hand
of the oppressor (Renan: brigand;-)?] We
are not specially to think here of a deliverance,

or a redemption by means of a ransom not,

therefore, of a pecuniary ransom, although this

thought is not to be excluded altogether.

b. Vers. 24-27. [A challenge to be convicted

of wrong-doing, and a bitter upbraiding of the

cruelty which had fastened on words spoken in

agony.]
Ver. 24. Teach me. then will I be silent

(i. e. I will cease my complaint) ; and wherein
I have erred show me. From this urgent

request, that he be openly instructed and

admonished in regard to that of which he is

assumed to be guilty, it is abundantly evident,

that the conduct of his friends, when for seven

days they sat with him in silence, had been felt

by him as a mute accusation on their part, and

a sore mortification to himself.
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Ver. 25. How sweet are words of recti

tude
[i.

e. right words] ! nD3~n;p it is best

to take as synonymous with 1V7M~np (comp.

Ps. cxix. 103), &quot;how sweet, how pleasant are,&quot;

etc. According to this rendering, which is

favored by the Targ. (also by Raschi, Schultens,

Rosenm., Ewald, Schlottmann, Dillmann [Furst,
Kenan, Wordsworth], etc.), the question in the

second member of the verse, being introduced

with an adversative 1&amp;gt; expresses a contrast with

the first member: &quot; but what does reproof from

you reprove ?&quot; t. e. what does it avail or accom

plish ? rOin, a substantive Inf. Absol. [used

as subj., a very rare construction ; comp. Prov.

xxv. 27]. The construction adopted by the

LXX., Aq., apparently also by the Pesh. and

Vulg., is etymologically admissible. According
to this, V^D means: &quot;to be sick, weak, in a

bad condition,&quot; the sense of the passage being:

&quot;Why are the words of rectitude
[i.

e. my
words] poorly esteemed by you? why do they
seem to you worthy of blame ?&quot; This explana
tion, however, which is that essentially followed

by Luther, Hahn, Ebrard [Umbreit, Hengst.,

Merx, who, instead of IKf , reads ~\W\ &quot; the

righteous man&quot;], etc., is made less probable in

that it renders HO by &quot;wherefore&quot; Others

(Kimchi, Delitzsch, v. Gerl.), [so also E. V.,

Ges., Good, Noyes, Barnes, Conant, Davidson,

Carey, Rodwell, Elzas], render: &quot;How forcible,

how penetrative, are words of rectitude!&quot;

Whereas
] 1O, however, can scarcely be the

same with }^3, this rendering lacks the neces

sary etymological justification. The same Is

true of Hupfeld s combination of the verb jHO
with ID, rnD, acerbum acrem esse: &quot;how bitter

words of uprightness can be!&quot; Here, moreover,
the rendering of J&quot;TO by quantumvis is doubtful.

[The word is used elsewhere twice in Niphal,
as here : 1 Kings ii. 8, of a grievous curse, or

&quot;a curse inevitably carried out&quot; (Del.); Micah
ii. 10, of sore, unsparing destruction; and once
in Hiphil: Job xvi. 3, in the sense of goading,

provoking, and so stirring up to speak. The

analogy of these passages favors the rendering :

&quot; How forcible !&quot; To this add: (1) It agrees
better with the subject, &quot;upright, honest, sin

cere words.&quot; &quot;Words which keep the straight

way of truth, go to the heart.&quot; DEL. Comp.
what is said of the word of God in Heb. iv. 12.

(2) The parallelism favors it, as thus: Words
which proceed from sincerity are effective: they
have force and pungency ; but the words which

have proceeded from you (03?) what force,

what pungency, what reproving power, have

they ? E.]

Ver. 26. Do you think to reprove (mere)
words ? i. e. will you, to justify your censo
rious treatment of me, fasten on my words on
words spoken by me without reflection in the

excitement of passion (ch. iii.), instead of on
the fact of my blameless conduct ? The whole

question attaches itself closely to ver. 25 b, and
defines more closely the sense of that interroga
tive sentence: Do you think to make your
reproof efficacious and profitable [exactly so :

a good definition of ??^ : see above. E.] in

this way, by directing attention only to those

words of mine ? [HDin/n, Inf. cnnstr. Hiph. with

Pattach: Grn. g 126, 1]. Notwithstanding the
words of a despairing man go to the wind,
/. e., notwithstanding you should know that the

words of one in despair ($N1J) are necessarily in

considerate and spoken at random, are therefore

to be judged leniently, and not pressed to the

quick. The same sense is also obtained if (with

Delitzsch, etc.) 1J1 0^71 be treated as a circum

stantial clause, and translated: &quot;while never
theless the words,&quot; etc. Our adversative render

ing of the 1 however makes the expression

stronger. [The preposition 7 in n?&quot;l7 s ren

dered with slight variations. Ewald, Dillmann,

Hengstenberg, Merx, like Zockler, render it,

&quot;speaking to the wind.&quot; E. V., Con., Dav.,
Elz., Rod.: &quot;as the wind.&quot; And so Carey: &quot;for

wind.&quot; Schlott., Noyes, Wem.: &quot;but wind.&quot;

Delitzsch and Renan: &quot;belong to the wind&quot;

(&quot;that they may be carried away by it, not to

the judgment, which retains and analyzes them.&quot;

DEL.).]
Ver. 27. Ye would even cast lots for the

orphan, and ye would traffic for your
friend. The severest reproach which Job pro
nounces on his opponents in this discourse.

[Renan introduces the verse with the objurga
tion, &quot;Traitors!&quot;]

The two Imperfects express
what they would do in a given case, and are thus
conditional or subjunctive, as in ch. iii. 13, 16.

With iari is to be supplied ^TU, after 1 Sam.

xiv. 42. [Some suppose the figure in both
clauses to be taken from hunting, and supply
accordingly r^T, net, in the first :

&quot; You spread
a net, and dig a pitfall for your friend.&quot; Heng
stenberg would supply &quot;stones:&quot;

-

you would
stone your friend.&quot; E. V., Good, Elz.: &quot;cause

to fall,&quot; t. e., overwhelm, fall upon. But as

Zockler proceeds to say]: A casting of lots for

an orphan might, take place when unrelenting
creditors appropriated the children of their de
ceased debtors as slaves by way of payment.
Comp. 2 Kiugs iv. 1. With i&quot;P3 in the second

member, Rosenm., Gesenius, Heiligstedt, supply

nnt?, &quot;a grave&quot; [so also E. V., Good, Noyes,

Wem., Carey, Rod., Elz., Hengst.]. But partly
the context, partly the similar expression in ch.

xl. 30, as also passages like Hos. iii. 2, Deut. ii.

6, assure the signification of rP3 to be: &quot;to

conclude a bargaiu for any one, to sell, to traffic

in any one,&quot; viz., as slaves. Comp. Gen. xxxvii.

27 sq. [So Ewald, Dillmann, Delitzsch, Words

worth, and Schlottmann, who argues that the el

lipsis of .HUH in the first member is without any
analogy: that for the ellipsis of f\ni9 in the se

cond the use of 13FI in Ps. xxxv. 7 cannot be

cited, seeing that there nni^ occurs in the first

member, and that the construction with 7j- ,
&quot;to

dig a pit. against one,&quot; would be harsh and un

precedented.]
Vers. 28-30. [An urgent appeal to consider

the righteousness of his cause. Observe the
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sudden and touching transition from the bitter

outbreak of ver. 27, as though himself alarmed
at the violent expression of his feelings, the re

action bringing back with it something of the old

trust in his friends. E.]
Ver. 28. And now be pleased to look on

me. Immediately following upon the severest

reproof the discourse changes its tone to that

of mild entreaty and adjuration. 3 HJD, to turn

the face to one, to consider attentively. Comp.
Eccles. ii. 11. And of a truth I will not lie

to your face: i.e., in maintaining unright
eously and untruthfully my innocence. DX is

the particle used in a negative oath, or a solemn
asseveration that this or that is not the case

(Gesen. \ 155
[ 152], 2

f.). [The rendering of
E. V.: &quot;for it is evident unto you, if I

lie,&quot; is

unfortunate in its use of the present,
&quot; is

;&quot;
for

as Conant says: &quot;though it was so clear to Job

himself, he could not assert that it was so evident

to them.&quot; This objection, however, is obviated,

if, with Gesenius, we supply the future :
&quot; it will

be before your face
(*. e., evident) if I lie

;&quot;
or

if, with Hengstenberg, we supply the optative :

&quot;let it lie before your face
(i. e., let it be deter

mined by you, be ye judges) whether I lie.&quot; In

favor of the one or the other of these construc

tions, which are substantially the same, it may
be said : (1) It establishes a better connection
of the first and second members of this verse.

Having entreated them to give earnest attention

to his case, he assures them that they will be sa

tisfied with his truth. (2) It is in better har

mony with the suddenly subdued and almost

plaintive tone which characterizes this strophe
than the strenuous asseveration that he would not
lie to their faces. (3) It brings the structure
of the verse into conformity with that of the
verse following, where we have the same earnest

entreaty, followed by the same assurance of a

satisfactory conclusion. (4) Ver. 30 seems to

be the expansion of the same thought. (5) The
construction is much simpler and less harsh.

-E.]
Ver. 29. Return, I pray i.e., not: &quot;come

hither, in order to hear my complaint&quot; (Schlott.,

Kamph.), which would be trivial and inexpres
sive; nor: &quot;begin again

&quot;

(i. e., try it again, v.

Gerl., Del.), a sense which cannot be referred

to the simple objectless 133$. But the meaning
is rather: &quot;Return from the path of hostility
and unfriendly suspicion towards me, on which

you have entered.&quot; For the absolute use of

21$, to be converted, to return (to Jehovah),
comp. Jer. iii. 12, 14, 22 ; 2 Chron. vi. 24, etc.

Let there be no wrong viz : on your side,

through your continuing to torture me, etc.

Yea, return, I am still right therein.

With the K ri we are to read OEfl, a reiterated

urgent request that they should Hear him with
out prejudice. The K thibh, 2$1, admits of no

satisfactory explanation. [One commentator,
e.g., supposes that Job is here addressing his

wife! Some (e.g., Hengstenberg) that he is ad

dressing his cause (personified), which his

friends had dismissed as adjudicated. Others,
as Schultens, regard the word as Inf. with suf

fix; &quot;my return,&quot; i.e., I will return, or again
go over my case, and establish its righteousness.

23

But, as Schlottmann remarks, this is undoubtedly
one of the few cases where the K ri is to be pre
ferred. Renan, following, perhaps, a hint al

ready furnished by the LXX.: Katiiaare (probably
reading HIP), supposes that, stung by Job s re

proaches, especially in v. 27, the friends had
made a movement to depart. An ingenious but
a needless conjecture, which weakens the impor
tunity of Job s appeal for an impartial trial of

his cause. E.] &quot;I am still right therein, [or
lit.] my righteousness is still in it,&quot; i. ., in the
mntter which we are considering [in my cause] ;

I still stand innocent and unconvicted in this

business.

Ver. 30. Is there wrong on my tongue?
1. e , have I really thus far (in that complaint,
ch.

iii.) spoken wrong? He does not therefore

admit that in his vehement murmuring and

cursing and lamenting he has erred ; he will

only acknowledge that his words have been
&quot;

spoken to the wind,&quot; i. e., thoughtlessly (v. 26),
not that they are blameworthy or godless. Or
does not my palate (}n here, as in chap. xii.

11, as the organ of taste) [here of course in the

figurative sense of moral discrimination] dis
cern calamities? e. e., do I not possess so

much of a rigut judgment and understanding
that I can discern the true import of my misfor

tune, that I can know whether my suffering is or

is not deserved ? To assign to jYlin another

sense than that which belongs to the sing, in v.

2, is not suitable. Schlottmann, Dillmann, etc.,

interpret it rightly in the sense of &quot;calamities,

misfortunes,&quot; while most expositors adopt the

signification, &quot;wickedness, iniquity&quot; (&quot;the

wickedness which completely contaminates feel

ing and utterance.&quot; DEL.), a signification which
is scarcely supported by its use in other passages.

[Besides its correspondence with the sing, in v.

2, the sense here given for filin is favored by the

comparison of suffering with food in vers. 6, 7,

and also by the circumstantial and painful de

scription of his sufferings, into which he plunges
in the following chapter. This view, moreover,
results in less tautology than the other. E.]
For the sense of the passage, as a whole, it mat
ters not whether we translate as above, or:

&quot;does not my palate discern iniquity?&quot; In any
case, Job by this question gives evidence of his

entanglement in Pelagian notions, under the in

fluence of which he will plead guilty neither to

error nor to wrong.
5. Third Division : A return to the previous la

mentation because of his fate, and an accusation

of God: ch. vii. 1-21.

First Long Strophe: Vers. 1-11, (subdivided
into two strophes of 6 and 5 verses) : A lamenta

tion over the wearisomeness of life on earth in

general, and over his own hopeless condition in

particular.
a. Vers. 1-6. [Job s weariness of life on ac

count of its misery and brevity.
&quot; In antago

nism to Eliphaz s fascinating picture of the Su

preme, the Father directing all the currents of

creation s influence for mercy and good, Job s

inflamed eye throws up against the sky in gi

gantic outline an omnipotent slave driver, and

fills the earth with miserable wretches over

worked by day, and shaken by feverish weari-
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ness and dreams of torture by night. David

son].
Ver. 1. Has not man a warfare on earth.

and are not his days like the days of a

hireling ?
[&quot;

The fact that Job in ver 1 brings
hi* suffering into connection with the misery of

the whole human race, indicates progress in re

lation to ch. 3, where, predominantly at least,

he limited himself to the representation of his

individual condition. By this advance the ques
tion concerning God s righteousness and love

receives a much more forcible significance. The
j

question is no longer about a solitary exception,
which may have a secret personal reason for its

existence. Job now stands forth as representa
tive of the whole of suffering, oppressed huma

nity, arraigning God because of His injustice.&quot;

Hengstenberg. K?1Jj$, used continually in Job, as

in the Psalms, of man in his weakness and mor

tality: comp. ch. v. 17 ; vii. 17; xiii. 9; xiv. 19;
xv. 14; xxv. 6; or of man in his insignificance
and impurity as contrasted with God: comp. ch.

iv. 17; ix. 2; x. 4, 6; xxv. 4. E.]. By many
the verse is translated :

&quot; Has not man a service

[the service, viz., of a vassal] on earth, and are

not. his days as the days of a hireling?&quot; (soe. g.

Hahn, Vaih., etc.). But in the original text the

figure first presented is rather the military one

(&O, military service, soldiering, as in ch. xiv.

14; Is. xl. 2; Dan. x. 1) [&quot;in
silent antithesis

to Eliphaz s fascinating picture, ch.
v.,&quot; Dav.],

while the figure taken from the peaceful life of a

tiller of the soil
(&quot;1

3fcP, hireling, one who works

for wages, comp. ch. xiv. 6) follows in the second
member. This latter comparison, belonging to

the sphere of agricultural life, is continued in

the more detailed description of the following
verse.

Ver. 2. Like a slave, who pants after
the shadow [sell, of evening ;

see Gesenius],
and like a hireling who waits for his

wages. The D used in each member is not the

continuation of the 3 in VI):
~ D

2&amp;gt;,
ver. 1, but

stands in cor-relation to the
J3 which begins

ver. 3, that verse being the apodosis to this.

[For the reason just given the translation should
not be :

&quot; as a slave he pants, etc.&quot; Neither :

&quot;as a slave pants,&quot; which would be

7^3 that which is earned by working, wages :

comp. Prov. xxi. 6; Jer. xxii. 13; also the sy

nonymous TTJyS, Lev. xix. 13; Is. xl. 10, etc.

[The reward of the day s labor is to be under
stood as being looked forward to by the laborer
here not so much for its own sake, as because it

marks the close of the day s work, because

having received his wages he rests. E.]
Ver. 3. So months of wretchedness are

allotted to me, and nights of distress are

appointed for me. Nlty- HT is translated by
Delitzsch [Schlott., Hengst,, Davidson, E. V.] :

&quot; months of disappointment,&quot; which certainly
corresponds more nearly to the literal significa

tion of JOB? (vanity, nothingness, falsehood, the

opposite of rPtJ^), but furnishes no point, of

comparison that is altogether suitable in connec

tion with what precedes. Moreover the signifi
cation: &quot; wretchedness, misfortune is sufficiently

assured for Kit? by ch. xv 31
;

Is. xxx. 28 [and

so Umbr., Ew., Dil., Noy., Con.]. V^mn, lit
t&amp;gt;

&quot;I am made to inherit, are appointed to me as

my lot&quot; (rnnj), with accus. of the object.
The Passive expresses

&quot; the compulsoriness of

the lot&quot; (Hirzel). [&quot;A pathetic word, made to

inherit, through no cause or fault of mine, it is

the mere arbitrary effect ... of the will of him

whose slave I am. *
7 adds force to the

passive&amp;gt;

both show the non-participation of Job in causing
his troubles, and his helplessness to dispose of

them.&quot; Davidson]. From the months of wretch
edness to the nights of distress, there is a pro
gression in the thought; the latter are related to

the former as the sharp and sudden destruction
effected by a bombardment to the preceding and

accompanying sufferings which a protracted
siege produces among those who are beleaguered.

[Dillmann states the progression thus: &quot;in con
trast with the days of the hireling are the months
and even the nights of the misery.&quot; It seems

scarcely necessary, however, to assume a pro
gression here. The term &quot; months &quot;

indicates

the long duration of the suffering, the term

&quot;nights&quot; indicates its incessant recurrence, and
is chosen, moreover, because it is in the night
that the pressure of pain is most keenly felt.

E.]. Our verse is, however, one of the most de
cisive evidences that our poet imagined a wide
interval to have elapsed between the outbreak
of Job s disease and the beginning of the con

troversy; comp. above, or ch. ii. 11. [On Up.
3d plur., used indefinitely

&quot; without any thought
of the real agency concerned in the action spoken
of, and where the English would require a pas
sive construction,&quot; see Green, \ 243, 2, &].

Ver. 4. &quot;When I lie down, then I think,
[lit,, say]: When shall I arise, and the
night be gone ?

3?.#~&quot;np
is commonly

translated: &quot;and the night lengthens itself, the

night stretches itself out long
&quot;

(&quot;V]lp,
Piel of

TTO, written with Pattach : comp. Gesenius, g
52 [51], Rera. 1). The accents, however, favor
rat her the rendering adopted by Raschi, Merce-

rus, Rosenm., Delitzsch, [and so E. V., Noyes,
Con., Dav., Carey], according to which &quot;HO is

the const, st. of a verbal noun from T1J, the

meaning of the noun &quot;VTD being
&quot;

flight, depart

ure,&quot; and the sense of the entire clause being:
&quot; when will the flight of the evening be? when
will the evening come to an end ?&quot; That 3&quot;1

is by this interpretation regarded as synonymous

with nV 7 furnishes no valid reasoning against
this rendering; for the word has this meaning no
less according to the other rendering, and in ge
neral means this quite often in Hebrew; comp.
Gen. i. 5 seq. [&quot;

The night is described by its

commencement, the late evening, to make the

long interval of the sleepiness and restlessness
of the invalid prominent.&quot; Delitzsch]. And I

became weary with restlessness until the
dawn.

^KJJ, here as in ch. iii. 9, the morning
dawn. D Tlj, lit., the rolling around, tossing
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to and fro on the bed. The word forms a paro
nomasia with Tllp, as Ebr. and Delitzsch rightly

remark. [Thus in English: &quot;When will the

night loss itself away ? And I am weary with

tossings until the dawn.&quot; And this paronoma
sia is not without weight as an argument in fa

vor of the interpretation given above to T1D in

ver. 4. E.].

Ver. 6. My flesh is clothed with worms
and crusts of earth.

i&quot;l3&quot;l, decay, rottenness,T
which passes over into worms, vermin; comp.
ch. xvii. 14

; xxi. 26. BTJ, for which the K ri

substitutes the common reading of the Talmud,

U^J, is elsewhere &quot;clods of earth
;&quot;

here crusts,

scabs, such as cover indurated ulcers [used here,

cays Delitzsoh, because of the cracked, scaly,
earth-colored skin of one suffering with elephan

tiasis]. My skin heals
(J7J&quot;V

shrinks toge

ther, contracts, becomes hard and stiff) and
breaks out again, lit.,

&quot; is again melted,&quot;

[festers again], DN9 11

,
a variant of DQ (comp.

Ewald, 1146) [Green, g 139, 3], Ps. Iviii. 8.

Ver. 6. My days pass away more swiftly
than a weaver s shuttle. JOK not the

web &quot;

itself, as the Pesh. and Vulg. render it,

but the shuttle, Kepicis, radius; comp. ch. ix. 25,
where precisely, as here, swift motion forms the

point of comparison. And vanish without
hope, i. e., without hope of deliverance (comp.
ch. ix. 25, 26), not: without hope of a better lot

after death, as Hirzel, Hahn, Delitzsch, etc., ex

plain, with a reference to ch. xiv. 12, 19. The
reference to the life beyond is as yet altogether

foreign to the connection. [The rendering of

Good, Wemyss, Elzas assumes JPX to mean yarn

for the web, the verb T7p
&quot; to be

slight,&quot;
and

Hlpn thread; and so they translate:

&quot; My days are slighter than yarn,
They are finished by the breaking of the thread.&quot;

What is thus gained, however, in the symme
trical completeness of the figure, is lost in depth
of feeling. There is inexpressible pathos in the

sentiment that his days are wasting away
without hope ;

the use of the preposition

lit. in the extreme end, at the vanishing point,

being also exquisitely appropriate. E.]

b. Vers. 7-11: A plaintive plea for God s com
passion, out of which, however, the suppliant
sinks back into hopeless lamentation.

Ver. 7. Remember that my days are a
breath (HIT, wind, breath of air, the same as

?3n, yer. 17), that mine eye shall never
behold prosperity. Lit. &quot;will not return to

see
;&quot;

or mine eye will nevermore see good,
when it is broken off, that is, in death, when,
therefore, this earthly life of mine shall reach
its end. It is not the absolute cessation of all

sight, observation, consciousness, life in general,
that Job here affirms of the Hereafter, but only
that he will cease to behold happiness and well-

being G lD, as in ch. ii. 10; xxi. 13; xxxvi. 11 ;

Ps. iv. 7 (6) ;
xxv. 13

;
xxxiv. 13 (12), etc.),

that

days of prosperity will never return: and so

in the three verses following.

Vers. 8, 9. The eye of him who looketh
after me shall see me no more. Ni

j ;;,

the eye of my beholder, my visitor, and so of

my friend, who comes to see me and to comfort

me. So according to the reading &O, with the

tone on the last syllable, while the accentuation

X
1

&quot;* for
&quot;&quot;JO, preferred by Arnheim, Stickel,

Vaihinger, etc., pausal form, would give the

sense, which here is less suitable [and which
Schlottmann justly characterizes as insipid] :

&quot; an eye of seeing=a seeing eye.&quot; [Comp. i&quot;UO

in 2 Sam. xiii. 5; 2 Kings viii. 29]. Thine
eyes (supply: look, are turned) towards me:
I am no more. The address, as in the pre
ceding verse, is directed to God : If Thou seekest

me there, I shall be no more
; Thou wilt there

fore be able to show me no manner of kindness.

[The anthropomorphism of a heart stung by
pangs of the bitterest disappointment: I have
been deceived in my fondest hopes, when I

looked for sympathy and help, they were not to

be found. So be it ! The day will come when

perhaps Thou wilt feel moved to show me some

kindness, but too late. Thou wilt look for me
among the living but I shall not be. E.] That
the &quot;

being no more &quot;

is to be understood, not

absolutely, but only relatively, is evident from
the following verse, which, through the simile

of the cloud which vanishes without leaving a

trace of it behind, illustrates the hopelessness
of the return of the departed from Sheol, not,

however, their complete annihilation. Concern

ing /1XZ?, Hell, i. e. the underworld, the realm

of the dead (to be derived, indeed, from 7NK?

&quot; to demand,&quot; rather than from Sjjtttf,
&quot; to be

hollow&quot;); comp. notes on Prov. i. 12; ii. 18;

vii. 27; Cant. viii. 6.
[&quot;lXl?

is now almost

universally derived from 7N$=7jpt!?, to be hol

low, to be deepened ;
and aptly so, for they

imagined the Sheol as under ground, as Num.
xvi. 30, 33, alone shows, on which account even

here ; as from Gen. xxxvii. 35 onwards TV
~T

nVlXi? is everywhere used. It is, however,

open to question, whether this derivation is cor

rect: at least passages like Is. v. 14; Hab. ii.

6
;
Prov. xxx. 15 seq. show that in the later

usage of the language, 7N$, to demand, was

thought of in connection with it: derived from

which Sheol signifies (1) the inevitable and inex

orable demand made on everything earthly (an

infinitive noun like
PuSjji &quot;np3

; (2) conceived

of as space, the place of shadowy duration,.

whither everything on earth is demanded; (3)

conceived of according to its nature, the divinely

appointed fury which gathers in and engulfs

everything on the earth.&quot; DEL.]

[Ver. 9 The cloud is vanished [or con

sumes away), and is gone (a figure particu

larly expressive in the East); so he that goes
down to the underworld cometh not up.
See on ver. 8.]
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Ver. 10. He returns no more to his

house, his place knows him not again ;

t. e. his home (DlpO, as in ch. viii. 18; xx. 9;

Ps. ciii. 16 [with which the second member cor

responds literatim]), which formerly on his

return from a journey rejoiced and greeted him

as it were, will not recognize him again nty),

even because he will not return. Of any hope
of & resurrection to new life and prosperity in

life Job manifestly exhibits here no trace : no
more is it tbe case in ch. x. 21; xiv. 10 seq. ;

xvi. 22. It is otherwise on the contrary in ch.

xix. 25 seq.
Ver. 11. [This verse Schlottmann, Conant,

Wemy.ss, Davidson, Carey, Renan, connect with

the next strophe : while Noyes, Dillmann, Del.,

agree with Zbckler in placing it at the end of

the present strophe. Ewald and Hengstenberg
treat it as an independent verse, a passionate
convulsive outcry of rebellious discontent in the

midst of the plaintive moaning of a crushed and

helpless heart, which pervades the rest of the

chapter. E.] Therefore will I also not
restrain my mouth, I will speak in the

anguish of my spirit: * . e. since God hears
me so liitle, since He abandons me so pitilessly
to the lot of those who dwell in the realm of the

dead, therefore neither will Ion my part (&quot;JX
DJ

for this so-called DJ talionis, compare Ezek. xvi

43; Ps. lii. 7 (5); Hab. ii. 9, etc.) give any heed
to Him, rather will I let my grief and anguish
have free course. I will complain in the

anguish of my soul: lit. in the bitterness of

my soul; comp. ch. x. 1, as also the adjective

phrase #23
&quot;V3, disturbed, troubled in soul :

1 Sam. i. 10; xxii. 2, etc.

6. Third Division. Second Long Strophe : vers.

12-21 (consisting of two strophes of five verses

each): A vehemently passionate arraignment
of God on account of the unrelenting severity
with which He persecutes and oppresses him.

a. Vers. 12-16.
[&quot;

The first conceivable cause
of Job s troubles he might be a menace to hea
ven.&quot; DAT.]

Ver. 12. Am I a sea, or a monster [of the

deep], that Thou
(&quot;3

as in ch. iii. 12; vi. 11
j

settesta watch upon me ?
&quot;OJ^p, &quot;guard,

watch-post,&quot; an expression which strictly be

longs only to the second element in the compari
son, the

j
3n (sea-monster, dragon, whale),

being less suited to the first. A watch is set,

however, on the raging and tossing sea by means
of dams and dikes (comp. ch. xxxviii. 8 seq.;
Jer. v. 22 ; xxxi. 35). [Schultens quotes from
an Arabic poet, who calls Tamerlane &quot;a vast

sea, swallowing up everything.&quot;] According
to Hirzel, Delitzsch, etc., we are to understand

by the Nile, and by |
3H the crocodile. This

interpretation, however, rests on grounds equally
insufficient with the specifically Egyptian refer

ence which is fancied to lie in various other

figures and descriptions of our book
; comp.

Introduction, g 7.
[&quot;

The image must be left

in all its magnitude and generality; if there is

any particular reference, it is in D to the

tumultuous primitive abyss which God watched
and confined, and still watches and enchains

(Ps. civ. 9) lest it overwhelm the world; and in

|
3H to those vast creatures with which the early

waters of creation teemed, Gen. i. 21.&quot; DAT.
and so SCHLOTTMANN.]

Ver. 13. When I think, my bed shall
comfort me. 3, when, so often as; as in ch.

v. 21 b. fThere is no good reason for rendering
THON &quot;I think,&quot; rather than &quot;I say.&quot; As

:
- T

Hengstenberg says: In violent grief thought
passes easily into words.] The whole verse is

the protasis, to which vers. 14, 15 form the apo-
dosis. My couch shall help to bear my
complaint. [SDEftD, the general word, place

of lying; iSHj?. canopied couch]. 3 Nt^J, to

help to bear anything [3 partitive] sublevare, as

in Num. ii. 17; comp. Neh. iv. 4, 11.
[&quot;The

vast images called up by the terms sea and
sea-monster are very significantly followed

by those of the bed and couch, as com
forters and helpers sought in vain, bringing
before our minds the littleness of man s lot.&quot;

SCHLOTT.] For TV!?, complaint, comp. ch. ix.

27; x. 1. xxi. 4.

Vers. 14, 15. Then Thou scarest me
[ JPi^ni, liter- &quot;Thou shakest

me&quot;]
with

dreams, and makest me to tremble
through visions of the night. jVljnnp,
&quot;out of visions,&quot; and so through them, in conse

quence of them. So that my soul chooseth
strangling. 1 in &quot;^HOPI introduces a conse

quent to that which precedes, &quot;and so then, in

consequence of those terrifying dreams and

visions, my soul chooseth strangling.&quot; Death
rather than these my bones: i.e. rather
than this body reduced to a skeleton; comp. ch.

xix. 20. The
JO

in T\lD2(Jpp is comparative, not

causal &quot;death which is produced from these

bones&quot; (Stickel, Ruetschi), or again &quot;death

from my own bones,&quot; t. e. by my own hand, sui

cide (Merx, Umbreit, Schlottmann, [Carey]).
The last interpretation is by no means supported

by PJnp, which signifies only strangling, not

self-strangulation (comp. words of analogous
structure like DO^O, pi

lD. and Ewald, g 106, c).

[Although the sing Di j? is used of self, it would

he forced and against all usage to take the plur.
in that sense, or in the sense of members, hands.

Moreover, the usual force of [D after ^PG is

comparative. To this add what is said in the

following extract from Avicenna of the sen

sation of suffocation in elephantiasis. This

description of himself as &quot;bones&quot; is most

strikingly suggestive when compared with the

conception of himself as a &quot;sea&quot; or a leviathan

in ver. 12, capable of vexing and obstructing the

Almighty.
&quot; There is fearful irony in the compa

rison of this skeleton, impotent and helpless, his

very weakness a terror to himself and his on

lookers, to the great heaven-assaulting ocean,

lifting itself up in the consciousness of infinite

power, or to some dragon of the prime in which
the whole energy of creation in its youth lay

compressed&quot; (DAVIDSON). E.] With the de

scription here given of the symptoms of elephan
tiasis in its advanced stages, comp. what Avi-
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eenna says in his description of the same:
&quot;

During sleep there come frequent atrabilious

dreams The breathing becomes exces

sively hard and labored. There is severe con
striction of the chest, and extreme hoarseness.

The lips become thick and black, and the body
is covered with lumps, and becomes entirely
black. It often becomes necessary to open the

jugular vein to relieve the hoarseness and the

tendency to suffocation,&quot; etc.

Ver. 16. I loathe it Y1DXO not :
&quot; I pass

:
- T

[waste] away&quot; (Rosenm., Stick.) [Conant, Re-

nan], but &quot;I despise,&quot; viz., life am disgusted
with life. That this is to be supplied as the ob

ject of the verb, which is used absolutely, is

made apparent by the clause immediately follow

ing: &quot;I would not live always.&quot; [Those who

render TOND &quot;disappear,&quot; take the remainder

of the line as in like manner affirming Job s

mortality. Thus Conant: &quot;I waste away, I

shall not live always &quot;]
Let me alone i. e.,

desist from continually assailing and besieging me,
from the &quot;&amp;gt;*359O of ver. 12. The request is ad

dressed to God (not to Job s own life, as Hahn
thinks), and expresses not a humble modest de

sire, but a stormy demand on the part of Job,

sorely distressed as he was, and so weary of life.

[Hence Davidson renders it: &quot;Away from me! ]

On the reason given for this request: &quot;for niy

days are a breath,&quot; comp. v. 7 a
( /2n=nO).

b. Vers. 17-21. [
The other conceivable cause

of Job s sufferings, sin.&quot; DAV. &quot; The discourse

in these verses assuming a calmer tone, as if to

justify the vehemence of his doubt &quot; Ew. ]

Ver. 17. What is man that Thou magni-
fiest him, and that Thou settest thy mind
on him? These questions (in this and the fol

lowing verse) parody in deliberate form and
with bitter irony the words of Ps. viii. 5 sq.

(comp. Ps. cxliv. 3 ; Lam. iii. 23).
&quot; There it is

said that God exalts puny man to a kingly and
divine position among His creatures, and distin

guishes him continually with new tokens of His

favor; here, that, instead of ignoring him, He
makes too much of him, by selecting him, insig
nificant as he is, as the object of ever new and
ceaseless sufferings.&quot; DEL.

[&quot;David
s What is

man that thou sliouldst think of him to bless

him? is turned into What is man that thou
shoulddt think of him to curse him? &quot; DAY.
Herein lies the wonderful irony of the passage.
Wordsworth: &quot;Why shouldst thou break a fly

upon a wheel?&quot;]

Ver. 18. And that thou visitest him
every morning ? On Ip3, to visit, inspect,

comp. above on ch. v. 24, also Ps. viii. 5. And
every moment triest him? ^JPOrv i.e.,

; T :

puttest his patience and power to the test conti

nually, and by sufferings which are ever re

newed.
Ver. 19. How long dost Thou not look

away from me? PI32, lit.: how much? how

often? here in the sense of guamdiu, construed
with the Imperf. in the sense of a Future, as in

Ps. xxxv. 17. nytJ? with
JO,

to look away from,

as in Isa. xxii. 4; here in the special sense of

turning away from any one a look expressive of

displeasure and punishment, exactly as in chap.
xiv. 6, where moreover r\VVJ is connected with* T

7O. Nor lettest me alone till I swallow
my spittle i. e., for one little instant a pro-
v. rbial expression fora minimum of time, in use
also among the Arabians and Persians

; comp.
Schultens and Umbreit on the passage.

Ver. 20. If I have sinned fnxDn, an el-
\ . r T

liptical conditional clause, comp. Ewald, $357 b),
what could I do (thereby) to Thee ? [the

fut. 73X in the potential sense]: i.e., what
harm would I thereby occasion to thee ? what
detriment would I cause to Thy self-sufficient

greatness and glory ? (comp. chap. XXXT. 3-8,
especially ver. 6). Ewald and Olshausen con-

strue
&quot;p-^DX

DO a^ a relative clause of more

precise specification, dependent on V\X3n, an l

so equivalent to an accus. of this verb: &quot;If I

have sinned in what I do to thee.&quot; Grammati
cally possible, but much tamer and less emphatic
than our rendering. [&quot;If

I have sinned in what
I do unto thee, why hast thou made me thy
mark?&quot; would be, says Conant, &quot;a challenge
without any pretence of justification.&quot; It would
certainly involve a meaningless non sequitur. If
Job had sinned, that certainly was a reason why
God should set, Himself against him. The clause
f )X~nO is thus needed to mediate between

T\Xttn and V DD 1

?. E.J Thou watcher of

men ! This appellation, which of itself is one
that conveys praise of God and comfort to men
(comp. Ps. cxxi. 3; Isa. xxvii. 3), is used here
not sensu bono, but with bitter irony, in the sense
of an austere pitiless scrutinizer of men, without

giving it, however, the shamefully frivolous

sense given in Renan s rendering : espion de

Vhomme.
[&quot;This

sense of being continually
tracked, of having the Divine shadow ever at his

heels, following him about with evil eye, speech
less but malevolent, puts the sufferer out of him
self. How long wilt thou not look away from
me ? What is the meaning of this horrible es

pionage?&quot; DAVIDSON.] Wherefore dost Thou
make me thy point of attack? .TJ3?, the

object against which one rushes, or impinges

(3 yi3), an expression of not exactly the same,

but yet of similar signification with !&quot;Pt9O, &quot;tar

get,&quot;
in ch. xvi. 12; Lam. iii. 12.

[&quot;Such an

obstacle the Deity had made to Himself of Job.

Job was in His way. He was perpetually striving

against Him a tremendous figure.&quot; DAV. This

is vividly put : the conception of a perpetual

stumbling-block in God s way, however, is

pcarcely the one conveyed by the term. The
idea here and in chap. xvi. 12 is that Job was a

mark, against which God deliberately directed

His power. There the figure is drawn from

archery ;
here from war. E.] So that I am

become a burden to myself: (1 consec. as

in ver. 15 a; the whole expression as in 2 Sam.

xv. 33). The LXX. read here
&quot;J S^ (ei//t

62 eirl

ool
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;opTtov),

and moreover the Ma-oretic tradi

tion affirms that one of the eighteen corrections
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of the consonantal text of the Hebrew Bible

iD ^iJD \J1prO
obtains here, the original ^ /^

having been set aside on account of its objec
tionable meaning [being too bold or blasphemous]

&quot;wherefore became I a burden to Thee?&quot;

and exchanged for the less objectionable _?#. In

any case, this latter reading gives a striking
sense.

Ver. 21. And why dost Thou not pardon
my transgression? HOI (with the vowel e,

according to Ewald, g 152 b) [Green, $75, 1],

here=n37l. The question expresses what was

to be expected, instead of the incessant hostile

assaults of God on him, the presumed sinner, if

he had really transgressed, namely, the pardon
of his guilt, since verily his end was now nigh.

[And put away my iniquity. According to

Hengstenberg, there lies a certain irony in the

use by Job of the strong expressions y\ff% and
j\J7

to designate the sins which to his consciousness

proceeded only from infirmity.] For
&quot;V3#rig (to

pass over, to overlook, ayvoelv) as a synonym of

NEU, to bear, to forgive, comp. 2 Sam. xii. 13;
xxiv. 10. For now shall I lie in the dust,
and if Thou seekest after me. I am no
more t. ., death will soon hurry me away, and
Thou wilt then have no further opportunity to

show me favor ;
unless therefore Thou doest this

immediately, Thy character will be seen to be
that of a cruel being, who unnecessarily torments
men. This reason for the question : why will

not God forgive without further question or de

lay? is akin, to the thought in vers. la, 86, and
166.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. In poetic elevation of thought, nervous

Strength of expression, and in wealth of figura
tive ornamentation, this first discourse of Job is

not inferior to that of Eliphaz. It resembles
the same also in that it conducts the argument
more upon the basis of that Divine wisdom which

belongs to mankind universally than of that

which is specifically theocratic, and serves to

express a religious consciousness which is firmly
rooted in faith in a personal God (Eloah, Shad-

dai). That, however, which it sets forth as the

contents and voice of this consciousness, with
its faith in Jehovah, is no less obnoxious to the

charge of one-sidedness, of beclouding the truth

by many wrong representations and religiously

impure sentiments, and indeed of partially

eclipsing the same by grave errors, than the

contents and tendency of that discourse of Eli

phaz. There are one-sided representations,

partly related and partly opposed to thoe of Eli

phaz, to which we see Job here giving his adhe
rence. Like him he is inclined to regard being
a man and committing sin, or sensnousness and
sinfulness. as inseparably connected together,
and accordingly to look on the forgiveness of sin

by God as a matter of course as something
which is to be expected on the part of man with
out giving himself any further concern on the

subject (ch. vii. 21 ; comp. vi. 14; vii. 7, 8, 16)
But in the disposition which he shows to make

his sin as small as possible, to represent himself

as in the main guiltless, and his friends as un

justly suspecting his innocence (chap. vi. 10,

24, 26, 29 sq.; vii. 20), he in turn comes in con
flict with Eliphaz, the zealous champion of the

universal sinfulness of all men. In consequence
of the unqualified way in which he rejects the

conjectures of the latter respecting his moral

guiltiness in the matter of his suffering, he exhi

bits a stronger pelagian bias, greater self- right
eousness, and more of the conceited arrogance
of virtue, than his opponent. And when he up
braids him, and the two other friends who are
like-minded with him, with a want of love, with
a lack of gentleness, and even with a faithless

neglect of their duty to comfort him (ch. vi. 11-

20; especially ver. 14 sq.), this reproach seems
even quite apart from the bitter satirical tone in

which it is clothed in so far intemperate and

exaggerated, in that he most decidedly declines

to allow himself to be charged by them with any
crime whatsoever, and so finds in their conduct

only unfriendliness, hostility, and bitterness, and
on the other hand wholly misapprehends the par
tial truth of that which is said by Eliphaz in

their name. So far is he from submitting to be

ing exhorted by them to penitence, that he seems
rather to think he must preach repentance and
conversion to them (chap. vi. 29) like so many
church-goers of our day, who, under the influ

ence of pelagian prejudice and rationalistic

blindness, complain of their preacher that, in

stead of ministering to them the consolation of

the Gospel, he does nothing but exhort them to

repent, thereby showing his own need of repent
ance (on account of &quot;fanaticism, intolerance,

hypocrisy, muckerism, obscurantism [puritanical

bigotry],&quot; etc.). Comp. Hengstenberg, p. 202:
&quot; It should not be overlooked that suffering
would not have inflicted its crushing power on
Job to such a degree if he had possessed the

foundation of a theodicy in a deeper knowledge
of human, and especially of his own, sinfulness.

It is the lack of this that first gives to his suffer

ing its real sting. . . . For the sufferings of
this life sometimes wax so great that a moderate

knowledge of what sinf ulness is will be found

altogether inadequate. Job s description in this

section shows that very clearly. Its lesson is

that even the mildest and most moderate pela-

gianism, or semi-pelagianism, must inevitably
lead in its consequences to blasphemy.&quot;
The most doubtful point of antagonism to Eli

phaz into which Job is led is when, instead of

complying with his repeated exhortations to

humble himself beneath the mighty hand of God,
he falls rather into the tone of bitter, angry con
tention and litigation with God, and goes so fat-

as to accuse Him of injustice and want of com
passion, speaking of the poisoned arrows of the

Almighty which are in him (ch. vi. 4), attribut

ing to God the purpose, or at least the disposi
tion, to crush and destroy him, even though he
had in no wise sinned against Him (ch vi. 9, 10),

charging Him with making ceaseless hostile as

saults upon him, and decreeing wauton tortures

for him (ch. vii. 12 sq.), and with reference to

this giving Him in bitter sarcasm the name of a

&quot;watcher of men&quot; (in the unfavorable sense of

the expression), a hostile sentinel or jailer of men.
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(ch. vii. 20). And these harsh and presumptu
ous speeches against God are accompanied by
no qualifications, or partial retractions, such a-)

we find in nearly all the lamentations of the

Psalmists, or of the Prophet Jeremiah, where

they make use of similar expressions, and rep
resent God now by this, and now by that figura
tive expression, aa their unsparing persecutor,
and their stern unpitying judge. Job persists
in all that he says in this direction of a doubtful

character; he takes nothing of it back ; he con
cludes his discourse immediately after the most

passion itr and presumptuous of these sayings has

passed from his lips. Comp. Delitzsch (i.
131

seq. ): &quot;We should bo mistaken if there were
sin in the expressions in themselves considered

by which Job describes God s hostility against
himself. We may compare, e.g. Lam. iii. 9, 10:
&quot; He hath inclosed my ways with hewn stone;
He hath made my paths crooked; He is to me
as a bear lying in wait, as a lion in the thicket.&quot;

It is, moreover, not Job s peculiar sin that he
thinks God has changed to an enemy against
him; that is the view which comes from his

vision being beclouded by the conflict through
which he is passing, as is frequently the case in

the Psalms. His sin does not even consist in

the inquiries, How long? and Wherefore? The
Psalms, in that case, would abound in sin. But
the sin is that he hangs on to these doubting ques

tions, and thus attributes apparent mercilessness and

injustice to God. And the friends constantly

urge him on still deeper in this sin, the more

persistently they attribute his suffering to his

own unrighteousness. Jeremiah (in ch. iii. of

the Lamentations), after similar complaints,
adds: Then I repeated this to my heart, and
took courage from it: the mercies of Jehovah,
they have no end; His compassions do not cease,
etc. Many of the Psalms that begin sorrowfully
end in the same way; faith at length breaks

through the clouds of doubt. But it should be
remembered that the change of spiritual condi
tion which, e. g. in Ps. vi., is condensed to the

narrow limits of a lyric composition of eleven

verses, is here in Job worked out with drama
tic detail as a passage of his life s history : his

faith, once so heroic, only smoulders under
ashes ; the friends, instead of fanning it to a

flame, bury it still deeper, until at last it is set

free from its bondage by Jehovah Himself, Who
appears in the whirlwind.&quot;

2. Notwithstanding these manifold tokens of a

profound and grievous darkening of soul from
which Job suffered during this discourse, it pre
sents scattered through it much that is true,
much that is directly conducive to the know
ledge and appropriation of revealed truth. To
these points of light, in which is comprised
wha ever in the two chapters is really signifi
cant in a doctrinal and ethical respect, belong :

(a) The beautiful sentiment: &quot;To one that is

despairing gentleness is due from his friends, even

though he should have forsaken the fear of the

Almighty&quot; (ch. vi. 14); a genuine pearl of ethi

cal theological wisdom, an unconscious prophetic
saying, anticipating from afar such New Testa
ment utterances as: &quot;They that be whole need
not a physician, but they that are sick&quot; (Matt.
ix. 12); or: &quot;Brethren, if a man be overtaken

in a fault, ye which are spiritual restore such
an one in the spirit of meekness&quot; (Gal. vi. 1);
or: &quot;Brethren, if any of you do err from the

truth, and one convert him
;

let him know, that
he which converteth the sinner from the error
of his way shall save a soul from death, and
shall hide a multitude of sins&quot; (James v. 19-20;

comp. 1 Pet. iv. 8).
b. The sorrowful lamentation over the misery of

human life at the beginning of ch. vii. (vii. 1-6),

which, even in those parts of it that have special
reference to Job s fearful sufferings as a leper,
admits of a measure of generalization, and ana

logical extension to the condition of all men as

sinners, and as suffering in consequence of t^eir

sins. For not only thai which in this earthly
life, with its thousand troubles and hardships,
resembles the service of the soldier and of the

hireling, but also the months of evil which are
to be lived through, and the nights of misery
which are to be watched through, likewise the

many harbingers of death and of decay, swal

lowing up the bodily life corroded and disinte

grated by diseases of all kinds (comp. vers. 3-5)
all this even suits more or less the experience

which all men have of life, inasmuch as there is

no one, under the present order of existence,
who is absolutely free from the law of sin and
death, which through our first parents has de

scended upon all the race; comp. Rom. vii. 24,

25; viii. 10; 2 Cor. iv. 16, etc.

c. Connected with this lamentation is the

reflection upon the evanescence and vanity of the

days of man on earth, as well as upon the injus
tice and cruelty which would be exercised, if

God should treat a being so weak and frail, so

much like a breath in his nothingness, only

according to the severity of His justice, and not

rather according to the gracious fulness of His

love and mercy (ch. vii. 7 seq. especially ver.

21). In Job s sense, indeed, who does not ade

quately appreciate the bitter malignity and ill-

desert of sin, and who is inclined, in view of

the helpless moral misery of mankind, to rest

his appeal for the forgiveness of his sins by
God, not on the ground of its being fitting, but

on a ground of lorrnal right, this reflection is

inadmissible before God, proceeding equally
from the pride of the natural man, and from

moral levity. It sounds almost like the frivo

lous remark of a Voltaire, or a Heine, like the

notorious saying: &quot;Dieume pardonnera, c est son

metier !&quot; At least it enables us to forebode how
frivolous men might gradually reach such an

abyss of wicked principles and of outrageous
continued sinning against God s grace ! But

even this reflection exhibits a certain relation

ship to those deep and undeniable truths in

respect to the weakness of the natural man, and

the necessity of pointing him to the power of

divine grace which alone can deliver him, and

which the Old Testament embodies in such ex-

! pressions as those of Ps. Ixxxix. 48; xc. 6 seq.;

cii. 12 (11); ciii. 14, but the New Testament in

its testimonies, infinitely more consoling, to the

I
salvation which is found only in Christ, such as

Acts iv. 12; Rom iii. 23 seq. ; viii. 34 seq. ; xi.

30 seq. ;
Gal. iii. 22; Eph. ii. 8 seq., as well as

in the not less comforting assurances of the gra
cious hearing which our Heavenly Father will
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grant to all prayers addressed to Him in the

name of Jesus, and in trust exercised only in His

grace (Luke xi. 5-13; xviii. 1-8; John xiv. 13

seq. ;
xvi. 23 seq.). Comp. Hengstenberg, p.

215: &quot;Job cannot once give up the thought that

God is a God of love, and so it seems to him to

contradict His nature if, through the immediate

prospect of death, the opportunity is taken away
from Him of making amends for His severity by
love.&quot;

d. Finally, the way in which Job, in ch. vii.

ception of the other side of the grave, against
which even the psalmists still struggle, the doc
trine of the resurrection of the dead had not

been set forth at the time of Job, and of the

author of the book of Job. The restoration of

Israel buried in exile (Ezek. xxxvii.) first gave
the impulse to it

;
and the resurrection of the

Prince of Life, who was laid in the grave, set the

seal upon it. The resurrection of Jesus Christ

was first of all the actual overthrow of Hades.
We shall see by and by how the more his

7-10, expresses himself concerning his destiny after friends torment him, the more he is urged on to

death, though not properly belonging to the lumi
nous side of his discourse, should still be reckoned

among those expressions in it which contain

positive instruction, and which are important in

the development of the Old Testament Revela
tion. In this gloomy description of the dismal

prospect beyond the grave, Job is as far as pos
sible from exhibiting any hope of a resurrection,

especially such as is so distinctly and gloriously
revealed in Christianity. He knows nothing of
such a hope. Just as little, however, does he
know anything of any annihilation of his exist

ence, of its total extinction after death. His
disconsolateness in view of certain and near

the longing for a future life
(i

e. a bright Here
after, full of life and being, a Hereafter worthy
of the name): but the word of revelation, which
could alone change desire into hope, is wanting.
The more tragic and heart-rending Job s desire

to be freed by death from his unbearable suffer

ing is, the more touching and importunate is his

prayer that God may consider that now soon he
can no longer be an object of His mercy.&quot;

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

A sermon on the whole of the preceding dis

course of Job must have two chief divisions: I.

death is not that of the materialistic atheist, or
j

Job s complaint concerning his friends as poor
of the heathen sage, who, with the hope of a comforters, ch. vi. II. Job s arraignment of God
resurrection, abandons also all hope of immor
tality. When in ver. 8, and in like manner, in

ver. 21, he speaks of soon &quot;being no more,&quot;

this strong expression explains itself by means
of the parallel passages which surround it, as

meaning that he shall be no more on this earth.
that this earthly life and earthly happiness will Job s stand-point, is comparatively justifiable, in

never again return (see ver. 76; 86; 21 e),
but that, on the contrary, he anticipates a cheer
less and prospectless confinement in Hades. He
recognizes an existence after death, but one that
is necessarily devoid of happiness, unilluminated

by a single ray of the Messianic grace of salva
tion glimmering from afar. His outlook into

the Hereafter is essentially one with his dread
of Hades, the

&quot;king of terrors,&quot; the realm of a

never-ending death gloom, a desolate and horri
ble darkness relieved by no light (comp. ch. x.

20 sq. ; xx. 9 sq. ; also the similar gloomy de

scriptions of the condition of being in Hades in
the Psalms : Ps. vi. 6 [5] : xxx. 10 [9] ; Ixxxviii.
11 r 1m ~ - _ IT. :_ * i T i_ -ni

as his cruel, mercileas persecutor. In both di

visions it would be necessary to set forth so

much of Job s utterances as is blameworthy, per
verted, and one-sided, along with that which is

of a higher character (such as, in the First Divi

sion
,
that passage particularly, which, from

which he claims gentle treatment, chap. vi. 14
;

and in the Second Division, more particularly
the opening and closing verses of chap. vii.).
In view of the length of the whole discourse, it

will be better, for the most part, to divide it into

two texts, corresponding to the usual division by
chapters, having in view a final consideration of

both chapters. The following thoughts from an
cient and modern practical commentators may
serve as hints for the horniletic treatment of

particular passages.

Chap. vi. 2sq. STAKKE : The cross must be

weighed not according to reason, but in compa
rison with the future glory, 2 Cor. iv. 17.

11 [10] sq. ;
cxv. 17; in the Proverbs, in Eccle- ZEYSS: That which the much afflicted Job said

eiastes, etc.
).

He evidently belongs as yet to

those who are groaning under the yoke of bond

age to death, which preceded the coming of

Christ, those whom the Epistle to the Hebrews
designates as TOVTOUC, boot

$6fiu&amp;gt;
ftavarov 6ia irav-

Tdf TCIV fjv evoxot ijaav rfoiAemf (ch. ii. 15). He
stands, at least in the preceding discourse (it is

otherwise kter in ch. xix. 25 sq. ), decidedly on
the stand-point of those who, being as yet subject
to the (economia Legis, had not learned to view
the destiny of the dead in the mild light of (he

grace of Jesus Christ. Comp. Brentius: &quot;The

condition of death or of Hades is such that by
its own nature it holds all whom it embraces,
and releases them not until Christ, the Son of

God, shall by death descend into Hades, f. e.

until He shall have died; for through Him,
death and Hades being conquered, as many as
have been renewed by faith are set free.&quot; Also

of the greatness, heaviness, and severity of his

suffering, might with much more justice and in

the truest sense be said of the suffering of our
Redeemer.

Chap. vi. 11 sq. BRENTIUS: Most truly, and
at the same time most impatiently, Jpb confesses
that he cannot endure patiently such torments
of hell. . . . Verily, although it is impossible for

the flesh to stand in judgment, in Christ all things
are possible, and by His virtue even hell is con

quered. When, therefore, you hear it said that

no amount of fortitude will suffice to bear the

wrath of God, you may learn to fear the Lord
and to commit, yourself to His hands, so that you
may be delivered

; for He says : Be of good
cheer, for I have overcome the world.

Chap. vi. 14 sq. Idem: Ungodly hypocrites
if at any time they see one in affliction, they
presently revile him with much chiding and up-

Delitzsch
(i.

130 sq.): &quot;From this chaotic con- I braiding, and seeking out every thing about him
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from infancy up that is most disgraceful, if they
do not report it, they at least suspect it

On the contrary, it is the nature of piety to

plead, to reprove, to be urgent, d Kaipuf d/ca//owf,

so long as the Lord spares, and grants time for

repentance. For He Himself also bears the wicked
with the utmost long-suffering, to the end that

He might in the meanwhile by doctrine, exhor
tation and reproof persuade them to repentance.

Ch. vi. 22 sq.: OSIANDER: Our flesh is alto

gether restive under the cross, and is wont to

show particular resentment toward friends if

they do not immediately come to our relief.

STARKE (on ver. 24): A wise man is glad to be
admonished when he has erred; James iii. 17.

Chap. vii. 1 sq. SEE. SCHMIDT: Each of these

(the servant and the hireling) continues in per
petual toils and miseries. Every man may
rightly be compared with either, seeing that

throughout his life he is overwhelmed with toils

and miseries, looks in vain for rest before death.

STARKE: Our present life is nothing else than
a service. Well for us if therein we serve God

;

but woe be to us if we yield ourselves to the ser

vice of sin; Rom. vi. 13. WOHLFARTH : Human
life is a continuous strife and conflict ; a conflict

with the infirmities of the body, with the suffer

ings of this life, with sin ! But why does thine

eye look sad ? Where there is strife, there is

victory ; and more than all, a noble prize is put
before the Christian to strive for, both in this

life and in the life beyond.
Chap. vii. 5, 6. WEIM. BIB. : Our life is empty

and fleeting, and all human beauty is perishable ;

Ps. cii. 4; cxliv. 4; ciii. 15. WOHLFARTH:
How swift the ceaseless flight of time ! How ra

pidly the moments resolve themselves into hours,
the hours into days, the days into months, the

months into years ! How much even the longest
human life resembles a short dream of the morn

ing! Yes, our life hastes away like a weaver s

shuttle, like a breath, like a cloud !

Chap. vii. 8-10. BRENTIUS (on ver. 9) : A beau
tiful comparison. As a cloud passes away, va

nishes, and returns not, so he who goes down
into the under-world, and never returns from

thence. ... In Hades there is no redemption
through the feeling of despair, or by one s own
strength or virtues, but there is abundant re

demption even in hades through the Lord s com
passion and restoring grace. (Com p. also the

words of this expositor quoted above near the
end of the Doctrinal and Ethical Remarks.)

Chap. vii. 12-16 : To those who are tried it

seems as though God had shut them up in a dark

prison, or had even thrust them from Him, while

they are still in His hand ! It is not an uncom
mon thing for those who are tried to be haunted

by the purpose of taking their own life ; these

persons must not be allowed to go unwatched.
WOHLFARTH : How shall we overcome the

temptation to suicide ?

Chap. vii. 19-21 (on ver. 19) : COCCEIUS : One
of two things is to be desired by the

g&quot;dly :

either that they may live without fear, that they
may enjoy some good in this life, by which they
may understand that God is at peace with them,
and does not wish to show forth His wrath and

justice towards them
; or that they may die

speedily. Now the godly live in perpetual af

flictions and trials, or at least they are always
troubled with anxiety and fear concerning them.
Hence nothing is more natural than that they
should desire to die at once For truly to live

without comfort is harder than to die And so

human nature is not able to bear even the least

pressure of God s wrath. Hence it is plain to

see what every discourse of Job s aims at, to wit,
to possess the comfort of the Gospel JOACH.
LANGE: We must truly humble ourselves under
the mighty and he ivy hand of God (I Pet. v. 6).

Only then do we come to know ourselves, and
become poor in spirit, when we become a real

burden to ourselves (ver. 20
c). And that is then

the right way of becoming rich towards God

(Matth. xi. 28; Luke xii. 21). STARKE: All

saints should with Job pray God for the forgive
ness of their sins (Ps. xxxii. 6). ... He who
is assured of the forgiveness of his sins can die

peacefully and joyfully, Luke ii. 29. See Re
marks by Hengstenberg and Delitzsch above,
under &quot;Doctrinal and Ethical.&quot;

JJ. Bttdad and Job: Chaps. VIII X.

A. Bildad s rebuke : Man must not charge God with unrighteousness as Job has
done, for God never does that which is unjust :

CHAPTER VIII.

1. Censure of Job on account of his unjust accusation against God:

VERB. 2-7.

1 Then answered Bildad the Shuhite, and said :

2 How long wilt thou speak these things ?

and how long shall the words of thy mouth be like a strong wind ?

3 Doth God pervert judgment ?

or doth the Almighty pervert justice ?
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4 If thy children have sinned against Him,
and He have cast them away for their transgression ,

5 If thou wouldest seek unto God betimes,
and make thy supplication to the Almighty ;

6 if thou wert pure and upright,

surely now He would awake for thee,

and make the habitation of thy righteousness prosperous.
7 Though thy beginning was small,

yet thy latter end should greatly increase.

2. Reference to the wise teachings of the ancients in respect to the merited end of those who for

get God :

VERSES 8-19.

8 For inquire, I pray thee, of the former age,
and prepare thyself to the search of their fathers :

9 (For we are but of yesterday, and know nothing,
because our days upon earth are a shadow) :

10 Shall not they teach thee, and tell thee,
and utter words out of their heart ?

11 &quot;Can the rush grow up without mire?
can the flag grow without water ?

12 Whilst it is yet in his greenness, and not cut down,
it withereth before any other herb.

13 So are the paths of all that forget God,
and the hypocrite s hope shall perish :

14 Whose hope shall be cut off,

and whose trust shall be a spider s web.

15 He shall lean upon his house, but it shall not stand;
he shall hold it fast, but it shall not endure.

16 He is green before the sun,
and his branch shooteth forth in his garden.

17 His roots are wrapt about the heap,
and seeth the place of stones.

18 If He destroy him from his place,
then it shall deny him, saying, I have riot seen thee.

19 Behold, this is the joy of his way,
and out of the earth shall others grow.&quot;

3. A softened application of these teachings to the case of Job :

VERSES 20-22.

20 Behold, God will not cast away a perfect man,
neither will He help the evil doers :

21 Till He fill thy mouth with laughing,
and thy lips with rejoicing.

22 They that hate thee shall be clothed with shame
;

and the dwelling-place of the wicked shall come to nought.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The aspect which this first discourse of Bil-

dad s presents to us is far from being particu

larly controversial or violent, such as would cor

respond to the conjectural signification of the

name 1173, = &quot;son of strife&quot; (see on oh. ii.

11). It attaches itself to the conclusion of the

preceding discourse of Job, in that it at once

proceeds to show how entirely unjust is Job s

conduct in accusing God of a want of compas
sion, and of despotic harshness, whereas God in

determining the lot of mankind never acts other*
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wise than justly (vers. 2-7). He then illustrates

and supports the proposition that God causes an
evil and sudden end to overtake those who apos
tatize from him by certain wise proverbial say

ings of the ancients (vers. 8-19). He closes by
prominently setting forth the twofold activity
of the retributive justice of God (vers. 20-22), a
conclusion which is so far conciliatory in its ten

dency in that it gives stronger expression to the

hope that Job, through repenting of his sin,

would experience the justice of God rewarding

him, than to the fear of the opposite, or a warn

ing of the consequences of his impenitence.

[&quot;

It is to be specially noted in this connection

B. makes no reply to the harsh personal re

proaches of ch. vi. 14-27, but confines himself to

the subject-matter.&quot; Dillmann]. Of the three

divisions of the discourse, which are somewhat

unequal in length, the first comprises.2 strophes,
the second 4, the third 1, each of three verses.

2. First Division : Rebuke of Job s unjust ac

cusation of God, as though He were unmerciful

and unjust towards him, vers. 2-7.

First Strophe : Vers. 2-4. [The certainty that

retributive justice will punish the sinner].
Ver. 2. How long wilt thou speak such

things?
ftf&quot;&quot;^.

as elsewhere nj.xr&quot;lj (ch.

xviii. 2; xix. 2): lit. until when, quousque tan

dem
[&quot;An

exclamation of impatience.&quot; Dav.
&quot; The friends had expected that after so tho

rough and unanswerable an argument as that

which Eliphaz had delivered in their name, Job

would at once acknowledge himself convinced,

an expectation which Eliphaz himself had con

fidently announced at the close of his discourse.

The fact proves to be just the reverse: Job

speaks more defiantly thai} at first. And so Bil-

dad introduces his discourse with his exclama

tory |N~&quot;lj, ,
a veritable Quousque tandem abutere

patientianoslra.&quot; Schlottm.] HyX, these things,

i. ., such things as thou hast spoken. [Said

contemptuously, as also nn in the next mem

ber]. And the words of thy raouth are a

boisterous wind? Properly a continuation

of the preceding interrogative construction:
&quot; how long shall the words of thy mouth be a

boisterous wind?&quot; i.e., like such a wind in re

spect of their emptiness [and bluster], as well as

of their sweepingly destructive tendency (comp.
ch. xv. 2 ; xvi. 3

;
1 Kings xix. 11). For T33,

poetic synonym of S nj (ch. i. 19) comp. ch. xv

10; xxxi. 25; xxxiv. 17, 24; Isa. xvii. 12.

[The word is peculiar to the book of Job and

Isaiah],
Ver. 3. Will God pervert the right, or the

Almighty pervert justice ? i. e., canst thou

think for thy part that, etc.? Canst thou in sober

earnest accuse God of injustice ?
&quot; Observe the

repetition of the verb fM/ST.
on which there rests

an emphasis which for Job was particularly

stinging.&quot; Umbreit. [Davidson, e.g., more cor

rectly on the whole perhaps:
&quot; the repetition of

pervert shows that it is not the emphatic word,
while the variation of the divine names, as well

as their position at the head of the clauses,

throws the emphasis on the Divine Being will

God, etc.&quot; The distinction between BiJtfp and

1J&quot;1

is substantially that already given by Schul-

tens : the former designates the justice of God
as embodied in act, actio judicandi ; the latter as

a principle or rule in the Divine mind. E.].
Ver. 4. If thy children have sinned

against him. Only to spare Job s feelings Bil-

dad avoids saying:
&quot; because thy children have

sinned,&quot; and so leaves it apparently uncertain

whether this formed the ground of the Divine
decree concerning their fate but only appa
rently, since he clearly regarded this decree as

a punishment for their sins, as the conclusion

proves. [Conant thinks this hypothetical use of

3X to be &quot; not at all in the spirit of Bildad.&quot;

He takes it to be concessive &quot;though thy sons
tiave sinned against Him, and He hath given
them, etc., if thou thyself wouldest seek God,

tc.&quot; To which it may be objected: (1) This
makes the protasis needlessly long. (2) It de

stroys the evident contrast between verses 4
and 5: between the hypothetical proposition

concerning the children s sin in the former, and
the conclusion therefrom, and the similar hypo
thetical proposition concerning Job s repentance
in the latter, and the conclusion therefrom in

vers. 6, 7. DK is undoubtedly used in the same

way in both propositions, and if conditional in

the latter, is conditional also in the former. At
the same time it does not seem that Bildad uses

in the former case out of any particular con

sideration for Job s feelings. He uses it appa
rently in its purely logical sense, and this, too,

with an assumption of the truth of the supposi
tion which makes itself felt throughout the en

tire verse. E.] Then hath he given them
over into the hand of their transgression.

nlJh, lit.,
&quot; then hath He let them go into the

hand, ((
. e., into the power) of their transgres

sion,&quot; subjected them to the influence of their

guilt. [ -An expression of fearful energy&quot;

(Dav.) implying the self-retaliatory power of

sin, the certainty that the moral ord&amp;lt; r of the

universe, enforced by the Divine will, will punish
the transgressor. E.] Comp. ch. ix. 24

; Judg.
iv. 9

;
1 Sam. xxiii. 20. Concerning the retro

spective reference of the verse to ch. i. 19, comp.
Introd., 8, No. 3.

Second Strophe: Vers. 5-7. [The certainty
that retributive justice will reward Job, if pure.]

Ver. 5. But if thou seekest earnestly
unto God.

/J&amp;lt;~7X
iriE

, constr. prsegnans,

as above ch. v. 8 : /X~ /X CHI, to sue God for- T

anything, to turn oneself to Him with earnest

entreaty. JTPX, thou, puts Job in emphatic con

trast with his children (ver. 4 a), as one who
still has time to repent and to be reconciled, as

the condition of the restoration of his prosperity.

[And makest supplication to the A1-*

mighty. Davidson calls attention to the &quot; fine

force of reflex Hithp., seek to make God gracious
to oneself.&quot; Observe also in this verse as in

ver. 3 the use in parallel clauses of El and Shad-

dai, the names most suggestive of God s power
to uphold the moral order of the universe, thus

using the terror of the Lord to persuade Job.

E.]
Ver. 6. If thou art pure and upright.
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This new conditional clause is not coordinate

with the preceding, but subordinate to it:
&quot;

pro

vided, namely, thou art really pure and upright,
if it be really the case that thou,&quot; etc. Surely
then He will awake for thee. nnj; \p,

&quot;

surely then, verily then,&quot; emphatic introduc

tion of the conclusion, as in ch. xiii. 18. &quot;VJp

T 1

?^, He will awake, arouse Himself for thee

(comp. Ps. xxxv. 23), namely, for thy protec
tion and deliverance; not: He will watch over

thee, take thee under His care (Hirzel, Delitzsch

[Dav., Renan, Merx] etc.), which would be alto

gether at variance with the usual signification

of the verb &quot;Vjrn. And restore

tegram restiluet; the LXX correctly: /cat aTo/ca-

raarf/aei) the habitation of thy righteous
ness, t. e., the habitation where thou, as a

righteous man, dost dwell and enjoy the fruits

of thy righteousness (Dillmann). On T&quot;I1J see on
ch. v. 3.

Ver. 7. And if thy beginning was small

thy end shall be exceeding great. In ad
dition to the restoration of his former prosperity
he promises him something new and yet more

glorious, an unconscious prophecy of that which
in the end actually came to pass (ch. xlii. 12),

exactly like the promise of prosperity in the lat

ter part of Eliphaz s discourse : ch. v. 8 sq.

ItO nifer qnnnw, lit., &quot;and thy last end (thy

latter estate, in contrast with ^rvt^JO, thy for

mer estate, thy prosperity in the beginning) will

flourish greatly.&quot; fi^HX is here exceptionally

and ad sensum construed as masculine
; hence the

form HJE^ (comp. Ewald, g 174 e), instead of

which Olshausen unnecessarily proposes to read

rutjf, with 7N as subject.

3. Second Division: A reference to the wise

teachings of the ancients touching the merited
end of those who forget God.

[&quot;
In respect of

its artistic, flowery, and yet concise style
&quot;

(as
well as in respect of the searching practical cha
racter of its contents),

&quot; this passage forms the
climax of the whole discourse.&quot; Ewald.]

First Strophe: Vers. 8-10. Praise of the wis
dom of the ancients, by way of introduction to

the express testimonies of that wisdom which
follows.

Ver. 8. Inquire, I pray, of the former ge
neration. As to the challenge in general, com

pare Deut. xxxii. 7. For 7tft? with S, see 2

Kings viii. 6 ; for the orthographical form
}1B^.

instead of ji$*O, see below, ch. xxxix. 9 (D T

instead of DX1). Whether the indefinite ex

pression pBT
1

&quot;}

&quot;VH be rendered by the singu
lar, as above, or by the plural

&quot; former gene
rations &quot;

is a matter of indifference. In any
case no particular generation of the past is in

tended, as appears also from the following ex
pression &quot;their fathers,&quot; (i. e., the fathers of
those former generations). And give heed to
the research of their fathers: t. e., to that
which their fathers had investigated and learned,
to the experimental wisdom therefore of the
fathers reaching back into the remotest anti

quity. &quot;Ipn, research (ch. v. 9
;

ix. 10
; xxxiv.

24), here in the sense of the object, or the re

sults of research, that which is searched out.

With
JJIDI supply JS/,

which is elsewhere put

in connection with the Hiphil. Olshausen s

emendation
|J13, suggested by Deut. xxxii. 10,

is unnecessary.
Ver. 9. For we are of yesterday, and

know nothing. This is the reason why we
should hold to the tradition of the ancients.

Lit.,
&quot; we are yesterday,&quot; i. e., of, or belonging

to yesterday (VlOfi = VlOfl \12UN, Ewald, 296,

d). The stress here laid on the ephemeral cha
racter of the present generation is then in the

second member illustrated and strengthened by

the figure of a shadow (/) ; comp. ch. xiv. 2
;

Ps. cii. 12(11); cix. 23; Eccles. vi. 12; viii. 13,
also the Greek phrase cKiac, bvar avdputroc; (Pin
dar, Pyth. 8, 99; comp Sophocles, Aj. 126,
1236; Ant. 1155; Euripides, Med. 1224, etc.)

This fact, that the life of men ia so perishable
and short ia the reason for the demand here
made that we should apply ourselves to the wis
dom of the ancients, the term of a single human
life being insufficient to fathom the eternal laws
which rule the universe; to ascertain these we
must consult the collective experience of huma
nity throughout the past. There is no specific

proof that the author here had in mind the re
mote generations of the primeval world, to wit,
the macrobiotic races of the ante-diluvian pe
riod.

Ver. 10. Will not they teach thee [DPI

emphatic], say to thee
[&quot;

15X &amp;gt;

&quot; sav
&amp;gt;&quot;

rather

than &quot;OH
&quot;speak,&quot;

because their words are
cited in the verses following], and bring forth
words out of their heart? The heart is men
tioned here as the seat of understanding and re

flection, in contrast with Job s expressions, aa

the mere empty products of the lips (ver. 2; ch.

xi. 2; xv. 3, etc. ; comp. 337 ETX (ch. xxxiv.

10, 34),
&quot; a man of heart,&quot; i e., of understand

ing. In regard to IN ^V, proment, proferent

(Vulg.), comp. Matth. xiii. 52.

Second Strophe : Vers. 11-13. First specimen,
as reported by Bildad, of the wise teachings of

the ancients, not indeed cited verbally, but still

reproduced freely, and in exact accordance with
the sense. [This introduction of the proverbial
wisdom of antiquity in Bildad g discourse is a

masterly stroke of art, worthy of especial note

(1) Because of the new and interesting element
which it contributes -to the rhetorical variety of

the book. (2). Because of its significance as a
feature in our author s dramatic portraiture of
character, Bildad being here presented to us as
the disciple of tradition, the *

proverbial philo

sopher,&quot; in contrast with the more mystically
inclined Eliphaz, and the more dogmatic and
self-assertive Zophar. (3). Because of the con
tribution thus furnished to the material of the

book, to the discussion of its great problem, Bil

dad here furnishing to this discussion the voice
of tradition, even as Eliphaz had furnished the
voice of the supernatural world. See below
Doctrinal and Ethical Remarks, No. 1. E.].
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Ver. 11. Does the rush grow up without

mire [or, except in the marsh] ?

cording to the Hebr. etymology from XOJ, to

swallow, absorb, fistula bibere (comp. ch. xxxix.

24; Gen. xxiv. 17), but also at the same time

an Egyptian word (Copt, kam, chain, reed),
denotes here, as in Ex. ii. 3

;
Is. xviii. 2

;
xxxv.

7, the Egyptian papyrus reed, which grows in

the marshes of the Nile, but which, according
to Theophrast, grows also in Palestine, the

papyrus-shrub (Cyperus papyrus L.}. The men
tion of this Egyptian product does not constitute

a conclusive argument for the composition of

the poem in Egypt, or by a poet of Egyptian

origin, and all the less that Bildad is here only

quoting the words of another and an older sage.

Comp. Introd. \ 7, c. [&quot;Bildad
likens the de

ceitful ground on which the prosperity of the

godless stands to the dry ground on which, only
for a time, the papyrus or reed finds water, and

grows up rapidly ; shooting up quickly, it with

ers as quickly; as the papyrus plant, if it has

no perpetual water, though the finest of grasses,
withers off when most luxuriantly green, before

it attains maturity.&quot; DELITZSCH; see also Smith s

Bib. Die., Art. &quot;Reed&quot;].
Does the reed-

grass thrive without water? \\\& reads in

the Egyptian Greek of the LXX. (Is. xix. 7),

and of the Book of Sirach (ch. xl. 16) a%i, and,

as Jerome learned from the Egyptians, signifies

in their language omne quod in palude virens nas-

ctiur, hence the grass of the Nile-marsbes, seed-

grass, Nile-grass (Copt, ake, oke=calamus, jun-

cus). Instead of &O3 of the first member, we

have here 73, in the sense of &quot;without;&quot; for

the former comp. ch. xxx. 28
;
for the latter ch.

xxiv. 10; xxxi. 39; xxxiii. 9, etc.
[
73 is pro

perly constr. st. of noun, failure, lack.] Of the

two synonymous verbs, HW in the first member

signifies a &quot;shooting up on high,&quot;
an expression

suitable to the size of the papyrus, which grows

to the height of ten feet
;

fcUB l (another form

of nJKT, ver. 7 ; comp. Gesen. 75, Rem. 21

[ 74, Rem. 22]), in the second member, a luxu

riant out-spreading growth, an expression suita

ble to the nature of the marsh-grass.
Ver. 12. While yet (it is) in its greenness

(Cant. vi. 11) is not cut down : lit. &quot;is not

to be mowed down, not to be cut down,&quot; a cir

cumstantial clause
[&quot;a proper Imperf., in a

state of not cut, wn-cut.&quot; DAV.] comp. Ewald,

341, b. Then, sooner than all grass must
it dry up : because, namely, the condition of

its existence, water, is all at once withdrawn, so

that now it decays and withers sooner than

common grass. As parallels in thought, comp.
ch. v. 3 ; Matth. vi. 30.

Ver. 13. So are the ways of all who for

get God. A closing application of the compa
rison precisely similar to that in Prov. i. 19,

where also the expression &quot;ways&quot;
is used of

what happens to men, their fate (comp. also Ps.

i. 6; Job xxiii. 10; Wisd. v. 7, and often).

For N np$ as a synonym of Q JJlsn, the un

godly, comp. e. ff. Ps. ix. 18 (17) ;
1. 22. And

the hope cf the ungodly perisheth: comp.
Prov. x. 28. ^jn as in ch. xiii. 16; xv. 34; xx.

S, and often. [In all these passages, and where-

ever the word occurs, the Eng. Ver. renders

pn &quot;hypocrite,&quot; which is altogether incorrect,

the idea of dissimulation not belonging to the
word at all. This rendering is the more strange,
seeing that the cognate verb is always correctly
rendered to be polluted, profane, corrupt, etc.

E.] Dillmann correctly calls attention to the
fact that, the figure of the reeds and grass of the
marshes perishing by the sudden drying up of
the water is intended to illustrate, not the judg
ment which will visit those who have always
been ungodly, but only those who were at one
time righteous, and therefore prosperous, but
who afterwards fall away from God. In so far

the description conveys a somewhat different

thought from that in ch. v. 3.

Third and Fourth Strophes: vers. 14-19. A
further description of the judgment of God upon
the wicked, founded on the proverbial wisdom
of the ancients.

Ver. 14. He whose confidence is cut

asunder. *^X as in ch. v. 5, an independent
rel. pron., connecting the verse with what goes
before

;
not a causal particle : quippe, quoniam

(Del.). Dip is hardly a substantive, either of

the signification &quot;gourd&quot; (Reiske, Hahn) or

gossamer&quot; (Saadia, in Ewald-Dukes, ei&amp;gt;rdye

zur Qesch. der &lt. Auslegung, I., 89). [Furst
and Hengstenberg prefer regarding it as a noun,

meaning
&quot; that which is to be

rejected.&quot;]
Both

as to the form and substance of the word, the

only justifiable construction of it is as a Kal Im

perf., deriving it either from
Dlp=|*lp, fastidire

(Vulg. and many of the ancients, also Schultens),
or with the Pesh., Chald., Kimchi, Rosenm.,
Gesen., and most of the moderns, from a verb

DDp ( Vp), -to cut off&quot; (he, whose hope is

cut off, cujus spes succiditur] ; or, which may be
still more correct, from

Dip,
not elsewhere to be

met with, and meaning &quot;to cut, to be brittle, to

break asunder,&quot; and so treating it as an intran

sitive verb, rather than as Kal Imperf. with a

passive signification [comp. Ewald, $ 138, 6].

And his trust is a spider s house : i. e. that

in which he trusts (inD30, sensu obj., of the

object of the trust), proves itself to be as perish
able as a spider s web, which the slightest touch,

or a mere puff of wind can destroy. For this

figure comp. Is. lix. 5, also the Koran, Sur.

xxix. 40, and the Arabic proverb quoted by
Schultens, Umbreit, etc. : Time destroys the

wall of the skillfully built castle, even as the

house of the spider is destroyed.&quot;

Ver. 15. More specific expansion of ver. 14 b.

He leaneth on his house as the object of

his confidence, like the man spoken of in Schil

ler s Bell : &quot;Fest wie der Erde Grund,&quot; etc.

Comp. on Dan. iv. 26. [But it stands not;
he holds fast to it, but it endures not.

There is a certain gradation of thought in the

verse. The ungodly first leans, stays himself

on his house, but it gives way beneath him
;

finding this to be the case, feeling his trust

giving way beneath him, he strengthens his
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hold on it
(p JTV), grasps it with all his might,

as a sinking man seizes violently on anything
within his reach; but in vain! He and his

hope all tumble to ruin together. E.]
Ver. 16 sq. After thus dwelling briefly (vers.

14, 15) on the comparison of a falling house,

the description now returns to the previous

figure derived from the vegetable kingdom.
For the marsh-reed, however, there is substi

tuted the climbing plant, with its high and luxu

riant growth ;
and the comparison is so pre

sented that between the figure and the thing

figured there is no sharp line of distinction

observed, but each blends with the other.

Ver. 16. Green is he (the *|3n
of ver. 13,

who is here conceived of as a climbing plant)

in the sunshine : in the same heat which

causes other plants to wither.; And his

sprouts run over his garden (WpJJi [&quot;his

suckers&quot;] as in ch. xiv. 7; xv. 30): f. e. the

whole garden in which he, this luxuriantly

growing, creeping plant, is placed, is filled and

over-run with his root-sprouts which cling to

all about them.

Ver. 17. His roots entwine themselves

(lit. are entwined) over heaps of stone; he
looks upon a house of stone : in the sense,

that is, that having grown up on it, he eagerly

clings to it, as to a firm support. [&quot;On
HIIT

Cocceius remarks: non timet locum lapidosum, sed

imperterritus videt. He gazes on it boldly and

confidently, with the purpose of making his

home in it.&quot; HENGST.] By this is naturally to

be understood a real stone house, its walls being
of this material (comp. Gen. xlix. 22, according
to the correct explanation of modern commen

tators), not anything figurative : e. g. the solid

structure of his fortune, as Delitzsch explains it-

Several modern commentators (Bott.cb.er, Ewald,

Stickel, Fiirst, Dillmann) take iva=j 3 (as in

Prov. viii. 2), hence in the sense of &quot;between,

in the midst
of,&quot;

and Hin, according to its pri

mary signification, in the sense of: &quot;to pierce

through, to split between;&quot; hence: &quot;to pierce

through between the stones,&quot; viz. with its roots.

Possible, but perhaps too artificial. [The LXX.
translate: EV /irai/) xa &quot;^LKUV ^f/aerai, taking JV3 in

the sense ofj 3, and evidently reading or sub

stituting rTTT for riTJT. Gesenius regards Hin
here as a bold metaphor, seeing the stones, for

feeling them with the roots. Noyes and Renan

regard the expression as describing the depth
at which the plant takes root. The latter s ren

dering is :
&quot; His roots are intertwined at the

rock; he touches the region of the granite.&quot;

Wordsworth s comment is interesting :
&quot; He sur-

vtyeth a house of stones ; he is like a tree which
seems firmly rooted in a heap of stones, and
looks down, as it were, with a domineering
aspect, and a proud consciousness of strength
on a house of stone, in which he appears to be

firmly built, as in a marble palace ; and yet he
will soon be withered and rooted up, and vanish
from the face of the earth. Observe the order
of the comparison. The sinner had been first

likened to a plant of papyrus or reed-grass, with
its tall green stem and flowery tuft flourishing
in the watery slime, but suddenly withered,
when the soil in which it is set is dried up : he

is next compared to a shrub sprouting with

fresh leaves, and shooting forth its luxuriant

branches, mantling over the wall of the garden ;

and lastly he is likened to something still more
robust, to a tree striking its roots downwards
into a cairn of stones, and looking down with

proud confidence on its house of rock, and seem

ing to defy the storm
&quot; We scarcely seem jus

tified, however, in assuming a different plant or

tree to be intended in ver. 17 from that described

in ver. 16. Conant thinks that &quot;the explana
tion long ago given by Olympiodorus is the true

onef viz. tbat the wicked is here likened to a

plant springing up in a stony soil, and perishing
for lack of depth of earth:&quot; to which Davidson

justly replies that &quot;the stones assist, not impede
the growth of this kind of plants, and ver. 17 is

still occupied with the detail of the luxuriance

of the plant.&quot;
We are thus led back to the

view of Zockler, Schlottm., Hengst., etc., as on
the whole the simplest and best; that both

verses describe the same plant, ver. 16 as over

running the garden with its creepers, ver. 17 as

clinging stoutly to its house of stone. E.]

Ver. 18. If He destroys it from its place.

The subj. in yjTv? (comp. the same verb in

ch. ii. 3) is either to be left indefinite: &quot;if one

destroys him from his place [as if he is de

stroyed],&quot; Umbreit, etc. ; or, which is better

suited to the poet s whole style and mode of

thought, God is to be understood as the subject.
On the contrary, in the second member : It
shall deny him: I have never seen thee],
the subject to be supplied with the verb is un.

questionably: &quot;his
place&quot; (IDlpD). It is a

highly poetical conception which is here pre
sented: the native ground, or the place of

growth of an uprooted tree, i. e. of a transgressor
cast down from the height of his prosperity,
being, as it were, ashamed of him, denying him
and refusing to know anything more of him.

Ver. 19. Behold this is the joy [ironically
said] of his way : i. e. so does it end, his pre
tended joyful way of living (comp. on ver. 13) ;

so sudden, calamitous is the end of his course.

And out of the dust shall others sprout
up. &quot;Others&quot; pn&? collect., comp. Ewald,

319, a), . e. other men blessed with external

prosperity, whose happiness will either prove
more enduring, or, in case they too fall away
from God, will as surely crumble away as his.

Third Division and Fifth Strophe : Application
of the wisdom of the ancients, as just cited, to

the case of Job : vers. 20-22. [The picture just
given suggested a solemn warning to Job to

beware of incurring such a fate. Bildad, how
ever, instead of giving to the application this

minatory turn, uses a milder and more concilia

tory tone, encouraging Job to repentance, by
promises of the divine favor. E.]

Ver. 20. Behold, God despiseth net the
pious man, and grasps not the hand of
evil-doers : i. e. in order to help and support
them; comp Is. xli. 13; xlii. 6; Ps. Ixxiii. 23;
as also the figurative expansion of this truth just
given ver. 12 sq.

Ver. 21. [Expanding, with personal applica-
thought of ver. 20 a]. While Hetion, the
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will fill thy mouth with laughter, and
thy lips with rejoicing. Delitzsch (refer

ring to oh. i. 18; Ps. cxli. 10) rightly interprets
T at the beginning of this verse in the sense

of &quot;while,&quot; and takes the whole verse as the

protasis of which ver. 22 is the apodosis.
Others take 1J7 in the less suitable sense of

&quot;yea
even&quot; (Umbreit), or amend to *1p, &quot;yet,&quot;

comparing the passage with Ps. xlii. 6 (Cocceius,
Houbigant, Bottcher, Ewald, Stickel, Dillmann).
For the expression: &quot;to fill any one s mouth
with laughter,&quot; comp. Ps. cxxvi. 2; for the text

instead of Ny.^ (the case being accord

ingly the reverse of that in ver. 11, b), comp.
Gesenius. \ 75 [ 74], 21, b.

Ver. 22. [Expansion of 20 i, with personal
application to Job s enemies.] They that
hate thee shall be clothed in shame : the
same comparison in Ps. xxxv. 26; cix. 29;
cxxxii. 18. Observe how persuasive and con

ciliatory is this conclusion of Bildad s discourse,
in that he wishes for the &quot;haters&quot; of Job
the worst fate, the portion of the ungodly ;

thus

unmistakably separating himself and his friends

fro n that class, and placing himself decidedly
on the side of Job. And the tent of the
wicked it is no more. For the use of the
term &quot;tent&quot; as a concrete expression for the

totality of well-being, comp. v. 24. Altogether
too artificial is the explanation of Dillmann and
others, denying the identity of the &quot;wicked&quot;

with the &quot;haters&quot; in the first member, thus

rendering the 1 at the beginning of this member
adversatively :

&quot; but the tent of the wicked is no

more,&quot; as though Ps. i. 6 were a parallel pas
sage, and the whole discourse of Bildad, not

withstanding the milder tone assumed in the

last strophe, should still close with a warning
or a threat. That this is in truth the case, only

indirectly (t. e. in so far as the whole of ver. 22
dwells on the miserable lot of the wicked, with
out recurring to the description of Job s pros
perity, and closing with that), see in the Doc
trinal and Ethical Remarks, No. 3.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

The similarity of this first discourse of Bildad to

that of Eliphaz is so marked that it can almost

be termed an abbreviated repetition, differing

considerably in the application of several parti

culars, of that with which Eliphaz bad already
charged Job. The same censorious introduction

and the same mitigating and conciliatory close !

And in the body of the discourse the same ex

hortation to betake himself to God in penitence
and in prayer for help, with the accompanying
promise of salvation (comp. ver. 5seq. with chap
v. 8 seq. ) ; the same figurative vesture frequently
for one and the same truth, as, in particular, the

description, twice occurring (ver. 12 and ver.

18), of the sudden withering and perishing of a

plant of luxuriant growth, an unmistakable copy
of the description first given by Eliphaz in chap.
v. 3 seq. Another noteworthy point of similarity
between the two discourses is that Eliphaz, in

order more vividly to set forth and more forcibly
to emphasize the central thought which he incul

cates, presents the same in the form of a divine

revelation brought to him mysteriously by night,
while Bildad seeks to accomplish the same result

by introducing the ancient teachers of wisdom
as speaking, in place of himself (comp. ver. 8 seq.
with chap. iv. 12

seq.).
In this citation from the

traditional Chokinah he gives a free reproduction
of the same, in like manner as Eliphaz in his

account of the vision had furnished an ideal, po
etic picture. [&quot;It

was a hard stroke on Job to

see not only his friends of the present, but all

good and wise men of the past, marshalled

against him; and tremendous must have been
his force of conscience to resist and drive from
the field such outnumbering odds.&quot; DAVIDSON.
&quot;It is a very important point which Bildad here
makes. There is no surer way of falling into
error than for one individual or one age wilfully
and proudly to cut loose from its connection with
the whole, and to resolve to be wise indepen
dently and alone. That is historical rational

ism, of which that which is commonly called ra
tionalism is but one species. The witness of
tradition indeed is to be received cum grano sa
ils and at this point the friends are at fault.

Something more is required than a correct un
derstanding; the truth transmitted by historic
tradition always has aspects which have not yet
been completely developed ;

it is not enough to

bring forward the whole we must also, when
new problems present themselves, be prepared
to build up the New on the basis of the Old.
That was the point where Elihu had the advan

tage over the friends.&quot; HENGSTENBEUG.] It

seems accordingly as though the poet had pur
posed to put Bildad forward as simply an imita
tor of Eliphaz, destitute of independence, and to

present his continuation of the discussion of the
latter as a weaker reproduction of the same, his

object being thus to cast into the shade and to

subordinate the spiritual significance of the

friends and their position as compared with that

of Job.

2. At the same time, however, this discourse
is not wanting in new thoughts, which show
that it aims to attack Job from another side than
that chosen by his former critic. Eliphaz had

argued against Job from the doctrine, derived
from experience, of the absolute universality of

human sinfulness. Bildad strenuously maintains

against him the inexorable justice of God, who does
not let the sinner go unpunished, nor the right
eous unrewarded. His fundamental thought is

presented in ver. 3: &quot;Will God pervert the

right, or the Almighty pervert justice?&quot; or, as

it is somewhat differently conceived, and with a

particular application to Job s case in ver. 20:

&quot;Behold, God does not spurn the godly, nor

take fast hold of (lend support to) the hand of

evil-doers.&quot; The entire discourse is devoted to

the discussion of this proposition, that the im

mutability of God s justice (Hisjustiliajudicialis,
tarn remunerator ia quam punitiva) is demonstrated

alike in its treatment of the evil and of the god

ly. Every part of the discourse aims to establish

this the admonitory reference to the punish
ment inflicted on Job s children (ver. 4), the ex

hortation to him to beseech God for help and re

conciliation (ver. 5seq.), the striking illustrations

given of the perishableness of the prosperity of

him who forgets God (ver. 11 seq.), and the con-
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eluding promise of happiness to him, if (as Bil-

dad hopefully assumes he will do) he will repent
and return to God (ver. 21 seq.). Like Eliphaz,
or indeed in still higher measure than he, Bildad

seems, in all that he says on these points, to es

tablish himself entirely on the truth. There
seems to be scarcely any thing in his words un-

scriptural, partial, or at all censurable. On the

objective side, that which relates to the right
eousness of God s treatment, his words seem as

little liable to the charge of a one-sided narrow

ness, as on the subjective side, or that which
sums up the case for Job, they are liable to

that of inconsiderateness or unloving harsh
ness.

3. That this, however, is only on the surface

is evident from the painful venomous dart which
at the very beginning almost of his discourse he
aims at the heart of Job in the harsh judgment
which he pronounces on his children, in the as

sertion, hypothetic indeed in form, but direct in

its application, that their sudden death was the

consequence of their sin, the merited punishment
of their crime. At the bottom of this assertion
there lies unquestionably a one-sidedly harsh, gross
and external representation of the nature and opera
tions nf God s retributive justice. He is evidently

entangled in the short-sighted doctrine of retri

bution which prevailed in antiquity, both within
the theocracy, and in general in the monotheistic
oriental world. He imagines that he is able, by
means of the common -places formally stated in

vers. 2 and 20 to solve all the riddles of life.

Hence the self-righteous, Pharisaic condition to

which he subjects the saving efficacy of Job s

penitent supplication to God:
&quot;if

thou (i.e.,

provided thou) art pure and righteous&quot; (ver. 6)
back of which we see clearly enough the im

plied thought : if thou art not righteous, all thy
praying and beseeching is of no avail! Hence
still further the malicious indirect attack on
Job which is conveyed by the wise teachings of
the ancients (ver. 1 1 seq.) respecting the sudden
destruction of the man who forgets God! It

would seem as though by these descriptions of
the sudden withering and perishing of the Nile-

reed, and of the destruction and uprooting of the

thriving climbing-plant, Job s fall from the

height of his former prosperity was pictured.
We can imagine that it is in Bildad s thought to

exclaim to his friend, like Daniel to king Nebu
chadnezzar, &quot;The tree ... it is thou, king!&quot;

(Dan. iv. 17 [20] seq.). Even the practical ap
plication at the close of the discourse, with its

prediction of prosperity, has imparted to it by
all this a flavor of bitterness to him who is ad
dressed, especially seeing that the last words of
Ihe speaker dwell on the certain destruction, and
the inevitable punishment, which the wicked in

cur, as though the stern moralizer must perforce
repeatedly relapse out of the tone of promise in
to that of censure and menace (comp. on ver. 22).
The fundamental error in Bildad s argument lies

in a rigidly legal interpretation of the idea of

justice, unmodified by a single softening ray
from an evangelical experience of saltation and
of the merciful love of God as Father a repre
sentation of the nature of divine justice which is

directly opposed to the proper sense of p}, Hp1
(terms which denote the divine activity only as

conditioned and ruled by God s holiness, or holr

love). It is by this error that all that is harsh
and one-sided in his discourse is to be explained.
He knows nothing of a God disciplining and

proving men in love, as a father his chil

dren. All human suffering he regards as simply
and solely an infliction of God s retributive jus
tice, which begins to punish when man turns

away from God, and abates the suffering only
when he returns to him again. &quot;If Bildad had

represented Job s suffering as a chastisement of

divine love, which was to humble him in order
the more to exalt him, Job would then have beenfc
constrained to humble himself, although Bildad ;

might, not have been altogether in the right.
But Bildad, still further than Eliphaz from weak

ening the erroneous supposition of a hostile God
which had taken possession of Job s mind, repre
sents God s justice, to which he attributes the

death of his children, instead of His love, as the

hand under which Job is to humble himself.

Thereby the c mfort which Job s friend offers to

him becomes a torture, and his trial is made still

greater; for his conscience does not accuse him
of any sins for which he should now have an

angry instead of a gracious God.&quot; (Del.)

4. Notwithstanding these one-sided and erro
neous characteristics, the present discourse fur

nishes to the practical expositors something more
than material for criticism from the stand-point
of the New Testament faith and religious con
sciousness. What it says in vindication of the

righteous dealings of God, is in itself considered,
and especially in contrast with Job s unseemly
and passionate complaints, well grounded and
unassailable. We might just as well find a dif

ficulty with descriptions of the righteous admi
nistration of the world similar to this, such as
are found in the Psalms (Ps. i. ; Ps. vii. ; Ps.
xviii. 21 [20] seq.; Ps. xxxiv. 13 [12] seq.), and
find in them nothing but expressions of religious

perversity, and of an unevangelical way of

thinking and acting; and yet such a view of
those expressions, occurring as they do in quite
another connection, would be entirely without
foundation. The poetic beauty, moreover, of
the illustrations of the miserable lot of the
wicked in ver. 11 seq. would lose all value if we
were to apply this one-sided critical standard
to the discourse, and to consider it only as the

expression of a disposition of hypocritical work-

righteousness. This the homiletic expositor is

evidently not bound to do. Besides those one
sided and harsh features of the discourse, he

may and should give prominence also to that
which is eternally true and beautiful in it, as an
inspired eulogy of the righteous intervention of
the Godhead in the destinies of mankind. And

a point which in particular is not to be over
looked he must bsar in mind that, as is shown
by the wise sayings of the ancients, quoted by
Bildad from a gray antiquity, the knowledge
which experience brings of God s retributive

justice as visibly exercised in this world was
possessed by the pious of our race even in the
earliest times

; and still further that for this

knowledge of God s holy and righteous ordering
of the world a knowledge which is deeply im
pressed on the universal consciousness of man
kind, and which is kept fresh and vivid by great
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historical examples, such as the histories of

Noah and his contemporaries, of Abraham and

Lot, of Joseph, Moses, Korah, Balaam, etc. the

only foundation which can be assumed as under

lying all else is a positive original revelation in

the beginning of humanity s history. And this

is what determines the value and applicability
of the following selections from practical exe-

getes of the past, which are here given as

Homiletic and Practical Remarks on Single Pas

sages.

Vers. 3, 4. BRENTIUS : Such as do not under
stand the glory of God s Gospel, but are unwisely
carried away by zeal for the Law, say : the way
of the Lord is not just, because He forgets the

wickedness of him who repents, and the good
ness of him who relapses into sin whereas,

according to what is decreed in the Law, evil is

to be punished and good rewarded. But they
hear it said again : I have no pleasure in the

death of the wicked, saith the Lord God ; return

ye, and live, and all your sins shall be forgotten.
ZKLTNER: Nothing is easier or more common

with the world than by a precipitate judgment
to sin against one s neighbor in respect to his

misfortunes, especially when believers are con
cerned Although God visits the iniquity
of fathers on their children, the calamities which
befall pious children are nevertheless no proof
that they or their parents have sinned (John
ix. 3).

Ver. 8 seq. COCCEIUS : There is no doubt but
that fathers ought to transmit the revelations

which they have received from God to their

children and to other men ; and that, moreover,

through God s blessing, the truth has been pre
served for a time among some through such tra

dition ; although the conjecture is not improba
ble that our fathers (from the time of Moses on)
delivered much to writing. BRENTIUS: Our
life, as its origin was most recent, so is its end
most swift ;

so that some one has well said :

Man is a bubble, which having suddenly arisen

on the face of the water, soon perishes. Seeing
then that our life is most short, prudence in the

management of affairs should be learned from
those who are older, and from our ancestors ;

for the authority of the aged is sacred and vene
rable.

Vers. 11-19. STARKE (according to the Weim.

Bib.): The hope of hypocrites is perishable; for it

24

is founded not on God, but only on that which is

temporal and perishable (Ps. xxxvii. 35 seq.; xlix.

12; 1 Cor. vii. 31 ;
1 John ii. 17). WOHLFARTH:

The prosperity of the ungodly is only apparent :

so teaches the wisdom of the ancients, so preaches
the Holy Scripture, so testifies experience, so

proves the nature of things. For the happiness
of sin is neither real, nor satisfactory, nor en

during. The peace which makes us truly happy
is not dependent on external possessions. VICT.
ANDREAE: The wise proverbs of antiquity, to

which Bildad (with affected humility) refers

Job, are intended to teach the latter that, as

there are no reeds without a marsh, so also Job s

calamity in strict propriety could proceed only
out of his great wickedness ; wherefore Job
must not wonder at it; nay, his confidence in

his good conscience would be a treacherous

support, as he will soon enough find to his cost.

Ver. 20 seq. BRENTIUS: Although the ungodly
may seem to flourish and to be blessed in this

world, they are nevertheless exposed to the

curse, which in its own time is revealed. And
as the ungodly now behold the afflictions of the

godly in this world with the greatest rejoicing
of soul, so again in God s judgment day they
will be the laughing-stock of all creatures, and
will be confounded before them : Is. Ixvi. COC
CEIUS (on ver. 20) : From hence it is apparent
that it happens to the ungodly as to the papyrus
and sedge ;

to the godly as to an herb that is

transplanted. The justice of God cannot there
fore be accused, as though it would not reward
each one according to his way of living. For

although the papyrus and the grass are attached
to the water, they do nevertheless dry up. And
although a good herb may be dug out, it is

nevertheless planted anew elsewhere with a

great increase of fertility and utility. A mea
sure of happiness for the ungodly does not dis

honor God s justice ; trusting in their happiness
they are brought to shame and confusion ; nei

ther is it dishonored by the affliction of the

righteous, which 5s for their good. ZBLTNER:
Just as the suffering of the godly is no proof
that they have been rejected by God, so also the

brilliant prosperity of the ungodly is no proof
that they are in God s favor. But God permits
such things to happen in order to test His peo
ple s patience, faith and hope, and, at the right

time, to save them and make them happy for

ever. Therefore, my Christian brother, conti

nue pious, and keep in the fight (Ps. xxxvii. 37).
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B job s reply; Assertion of his innocence and a mournful description of the in-

comprehensibleness of his suffering as a dark horrible destiny.

CHAPTERS IX X.

1. God is certainly the Almighty and Ever-Righteous One, who is to be feared; but His power
is too terrible for mortal man :

CH. IX. 2-12.

1 Then Job answered and said,

2 I know it is so of a truth :

but how should man be just with God ?

3 If he will contend with Him,
he cannot answer Him one of a thousand.

4 He is wise in heart, and mighty in strength ;

who hath hardened himself against Him, and hath prospered ?

5 Which removeth the mountains, and they know not:

which overturneth them in His anger ;

6 which shaketh the earth out of her place,
and the pillars thereof tremble

;

7 which commandeth the sun, and it riseth not ;

and sealeth up the stars ;

8 Which alone spreadeth out the heaven,
and treadeth upon the waves of the sea

;

9 which maketh Arcturus, Orion, and Pleiades,
and the chambers of the South ;

10 which doeth great things, past finding out ;

yea, and wonders without number.

1 1 Lo, He goeth by me, and I see Him not
;

He passeth on also, but I perceive Him not.

12 Behold, He taketh away, who can hinder Him?
who will say unto Him, What doest Thou ?

2. The oppressive effect of this Omnipotence and Arbitrariness of God impels him, as an innocent

sufferer, to presumptuous speeches against God:

VERSES 13-35.

13 If God will not withdraw His anger,
the proud helpers do stoop under Him.

14 How much less shall I answer Him,
and choose out my words to reason with Him ?

15 Whom, though I were righteous, yet would I not answer,
but I would make supplication to my judge.

16 If I had called, and He had answered me,

yet would I not believe that He had hearkened to my voice.

17 For He breaketh me with a tempest,
and multiplieth my wounds without cause.

18 He will not suffer me to take my breath,
but filleth me with bitterness. .*

19 If I speak of strength lo, He is strong !

and if of judgment, who shall set me a time to plead ?
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20 If I justify myself, mine own mouth shall condemn me
;

If I say, I am perfect, it shall also prove me perverse.

21 Though I were perfect, yet would I not know my soul ;

I would despise my life.

22 This is one thing, therefore I said it,

He destroyeth the perfect and the wicked.

23 If the scourge slay suddenly,
He will laugh at the trial of the innocent.

24 The earth is given into the hand of the wicked :

He covereth the faces of the judges thereof;
if not, where, and who is He ?

25 Now my days are swifter than a post ;

they flee away, they see no good.
26 They are past away as the swift ships ;

as the eagle that hasteth to the prey.
27 If I say, I will forget my complaint,

I will leave off my heaviness, and comfort myself;
28 I am afraid of all my sorrows,

I know that Thou wilt not hold me innocent.

29 If I be wicked,

Why then labor I in vain ?

30 If I wash myself with snow water,
and make my hands never so clean,

31 yet shalt Thou plunge me in the ditch,
and mine own clothes shall abhor me.

v

32 For He is not a man, as I am, that I should answer Him,
and we should come together in judgment.

33 Neither is there any daysman betwixt us,

that might lay his hand upon us both.

34 Let Him take His rod away from me,
and let not His fear terrify me ;

35 then would I speak, and not fear Him ;

but it is not so with me.

3. A plaintive description of the merciless severity with which God rages against him, although
as an Omniscient Being, He knows that he is innocent :

CHAPTER X. 1-22.

1 My soul is weary of my life ;

I will leave my complaint upon myself;
I will speak in the bitterness of my soul.

2 I will say unto God, Do not condemn me ;

show me wherefore Thou contendest with me.
3 Is it good unto Thee, that Thou shouldest oppress,

that thou shouldest despise the work of Thine hands,
and shine upon the counsel of the wicked ?

4 Hast Thou eyes of flesh ?

or seest Thou as man seeth ? -.

5 Are Thy days as the days of man ?

are Thy years as man s days,
6 that Thou inquirest after mine iniquity,
and searchest after my sin ?

7 Thou knowest that I am not wicked ;

and there is none that can deliver out of Thy hand.
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8 Thine hands have made me and fashioned me

together round about yet Thou dost destroy me !

9 Remember, I baseech Thee, that Thou hast made me as the clay ;

and wilt Thou bring me into dust again ?

10 Hast Thou not poured me out as milk,

and curdled me as cheese ?

11 Thou hast clothed me with skin and flesh,

and hast fenced me with bones and sinews.

12 Thou hast granted me life and favor,

and Thy visitation hath preserved my spirit.

13 And these things hast Thou hid in Thine heart ;

I know that this is with Thee.

14 If I sin, then Thou markest me,
and Thou wilt not acquit me from mine iniquity.

15 If I be wicked, woe unto me !

and if I be righteous, yet will I not lift up my head :

I am full of confusion ;
therefore see Thou mine affliction.

16 For it increaseth. Thou hauntest me as a fierce lion :

and again Thou shewest Thyself marvellous upon me.

17 Thou renewest Thy witnesses against me,
and increasest Thine indignation upon me ;

changes and war are against me.

18 Wherefore then hast Thou brought me forth out of the womb ?

Oh that I had given up the ghost, and no eye had seen me !

19 I should have been as though I had not been
;

I should have been carried from the womb to the grave.
20 Are not my days few ? Cease then,

and let me alone, that I may take comfort a little,

21 before I go whence I shall not return,

even to the land of darkness, and the shadow of death ;

22 a land of darkness, as darkness itself;

and of the shadow of death, without any order,

and where the light is as darkness !

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. As we have seen, Eliphaz and Bildad had
alike made the attempt, on the basis of their

common places, such as the fact of the universal

sinfulness of men, and that of the invariable jus
tice of God s dealings, to extort from Job the

confession of His own ill-desert as the cause of

his suffering. Neither of them had heeded his

request to render a more reasonable and just de
cision concerning his case (ch. vi. 28-30). In
this new reply accordingly he addresses himself

to both at once, and maintains most emphatically,
and even with impassioned vehemence that their

propositions, true as they were in general, were
not applicable to his case. These propositions
which they advanced concerning God s unap
proachable purity, and inexorable justice he ad

mits, but only in order &quot;

satirically to twist

them into a recognition of that which is for mor
tal man a crushing, overpowering omnipotence
in God, disposing of him with an arbitrariness
which admits of no reply

&quot;

(ch. ix. 2-12). He
then, in daring and presumptuous language, ar

raigns this terrible Being, this arbitrary Divine

disposer, who, as he thinks, notwithstanding

his innocence, is resolved to hold and treat him
as guilty (ch ix. 13-35). And finally, under the

influence of these gloomy reflections he falls back
into his former strain of doubt and lamentation

(in ch. 3), closing with a sentiment repeated ver

bally from that lamentation, although in a con
densed form, and casting a gloomy look toward
that Hereafter, which promises him nothing bet

ter, nothing but an endless prolongation of his

present misery (ch. x. 1-22). [Diltmann calls

attention to the fact that while in the former dis

course Job had directed one entire section against
his friends, here he says nothing formally against
them, but soliloquizes, as it were in their hear

ing, leaving them to infer whither their assaults

are driving him]. The first of these three tole

rably long divisions embraces four short stro

phes (the first three consisting of three verses

each, the last of two) ; the second division con
sists of two equal sub-divisions (vers. 13-24 and
vers. 25-35) each of three strophes, and each

strophe of four verses : the third division com

prises, after an exordium of three lines (ch x.

1) two double-strophes (vers. 2-12 and 13-22)
the first formed of one strophe of 6. and one of

5 verses, the second of two strophes, each of five

verses.
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2. First Division: Job concedes the proposi
tions of his opponents regarding God s immu
table justice and absolute purity, but shows that

for that very reason His power is all the more to

be dreaded by mortals
; ch. ix. 2-12.

First Strophe : Vers. 2-4. [Impossibility of

maintaining one s cause before God].
Ver. 2. Of a truth [ironical as also in xii. 2]

I know that it is so, viz., that what Bildad
has set forth is quite true : that God ever does

only that which is right, and that whatever pro
ceeds from him must for that very reason be

right. It is only to this leading proposition of

Bildad s discourse (ch. viii. 3) that Job s remark
here can refer, and not also to the discourse of

Eliphaz, to which reference is first made in the

following member: [It seems hardly worth
while to make this distinction between two mem
bers of the same verse. Formally it is more na
tural indeed to suppose the opening remark to

be addressed to Bildad, materially it doubtless

refers to both. &quot;In his former reply to Eli

phaz,&quot; says Hengstenberg,
&quot; he had sought to

work rather on the feelings of his friends.

Having failed in this, as the discourse of Bildad

shows, he now makes all that the friends had

spoken the subject of his criticism.&quot;]
And

how should a mortal [BftJK, man in his weak

ness and mortality] be right before God ? i.

e., how should it be otherwise than as Elipbaz
has declared in his fundamental proposition (ch.
iv. 17), to wit, that &quot; no man is just before God

;&quot;

which proposition moreover Job here changes
into one somewhat differing in sense: &quot;no man
is right before God.&quot;

Ver. 3. Should he desire to contend
with Him, he could not answer Him one
of a thousand. The subject in both members
of the verse is man, not God, as Schlottman, De-

litzsch, Kamphausen, explain. By &quot; contend

ing
&quot;

is meant seeking to establish by contro

versy or discussion the right of man which is

denied. The meaning of the second member of

the verse is, that God, as infinitely man s supe

rior, would overwhelm him with such a multi

tude of questions that he must stand before Him
in mute embarrassment and shame, as was actu

ally the case at last with Job, when God began
to speak (ch. xxxviii. 1 sq.).

Ver. 4. The wise of heart and mighty in

strength who has braved Him and re

mained unhurt ? The absolute cases 37 DDfl

and T&quot;D y DN are resumed in V7X, and refer

accordingly to God, and not to D (as Olshausen

thinks). With H^pH is to be supplied *py :

&quot; who has hardened his neck against Him,&quot;

(Deut. x. 16
;
2 Kings, xvii. 14), i. e., bid Him

defiance ?

Second Strophe: Vss. 5-7. A lofty poetic de

scription of the irresistibleness of God s omni

potence, beginning with its destructive manifesta

tions in nature.
[&quot;

Job having once conceived

the power of God becomes fascinated by the very
tremendousness of it the invincible might of

his and man s adversary charms his eye and

compels him to gaze and shudder, and run over

it feature after feature, unable to withdraw his

look from it. This alone, and not any superfi

cial desire (Ewald) to emulate Eliphaz (to whom
there is no particular reference in the speech as
most comm. think), accounts for this piece of

sublime picturing. Ewald has however finely
remarked that, the features Job fastens on are
the dark and terror-inspiring, as was natural
from the altitude in which he conceived God to

stand to him.&quot; Davidson].
Ver. 6. Who removeth mountains, and

they are not aware that ptfN as in Ex. xi.

7; Ezek. xx. 26) He hath overturned them
in His wrath. [In* favor of thus regarding

&quot;It^X
as a conjunction rather than a relative, may

be urged (1) The Perf.
&quot;J3H,

which would other

wise be Imperf. ; comp. DfMT ver. 7. (2). The

introduction of a relative construction in a co

ordinate clause, and 1 being absent would be a
violation of the present participial construction of

the strophe. The use of the Imperf. in 6 b and 7 b

is different : those clauses being introduced by 1

and subordinate. E.]. The activity of the Divine
wrath bursts upon them so quickly and suddenly
that they are quite unconscious of the mighty
change which has been effected in them.

Ver. 6. Who maketh the earth to trem
ble out of her place: viz., by earthquakes,
comp. Isa. xiii. 13; Ps. xlvi. 3 [2], 4 [3] ;

and

touching the climactic advance from the moun
tains to the earth, see Ps. xc. 2. And her pil
lars are shaken [lit., rock themselves. The

fundamental meaning of
If ?Q, which is akin to

0^3 and W ?3, is as Dillmann says, to waver, to

rock, not to break, as Ges. and Fiirst explain,

connecting it with
|*13].

The pillars of the

earth (comp. Ps. Ixxv. 4 [3] ; civ. 5), are, ac

cording to the poetic representation prevalent in

the 0. T. the subterranean roots of her moun
tains [or according to Schlottmann the founda
tions on which the earth rests suspended over

nothing: ch. xxvi. 7; xxxviii. 6], not their

summits, lifted above the earth, which are rather

(according to ch. xxvi. 11 ; comp. xxxviii. 6) to

be thought of as the pillars of the heavenly
vault, like Atlas in the Greek mythology.

Ver. 7. Who bids the sun (D^n, a rare

poetic term for the sun, as in Isa. xix. 18 ; comp.

riD^n, Judg. xiv. 18) [&quot;perhaps (says Delitz.),

from the same root as yon, one of the poetical

names of gold,&quot; seeing that in Isaiah 1. c. Ir ha-

Heres is a play upon D^nn &quot;V,J|, HX/ouTro/Uf],

and itriseth not, t. e., so that it does not shine

forth (comp. Isa. Iviii. 10), and so appears

eclipsed. And setteth a seal round about
the stars, seals them, i. e., veils them behind

thick clouds, so that through their obscuration

the night is darkened in the same measure as

the day by an eclipse of the sun. In regard to

obscurations of the heavenly bodies in general
as indications of the Divine Power manifesting

itself in destruction and punishment, comp. Ex.

x. 21 ;
Joel iii. 4 (ii. 31) ;

Ezek. xxxii. 7 seq. ;

Rev. vi. 12; xvi. 10.

Third Strophe : Vers. 8-10. The description

of the Divine Omnipotence continued, moro es

pecially in respect to its creative operations in

nature. [To be noted is the absence of the ar-
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ticle with the participles in each of these three

verses, which alike with its presence in each of

the three preceding verses, is clearly a sign of

the strophic arrangement. E.]
Ver. 8. Who spreadeth out the heavens

alone. HDJ according to parallel passages,

such as Isa. xl. 22 ; xliv. 24 ; Ps. civ. 2, where
the heavenly vault is represented as an immense
tent canvass, is to be explained :

&quot; who stretch-

eth out, spreadeth out,&quot; not with Jerome, Ewald

SNoyes,
Davidson], etc.,

&quot; who bows down, lets

own.&quot; With the latter interpretation the clause

Dl would not agree; nor again the contents

of ver. 9, where clearly God s activity as Crea

tor, not as Destroyer, or as one shaking the fir

mament and the stars, is more fully set forth.

And treads upon the heights of the sea,
i. e., upon the high-dashing waves of the sea

agitated by a storm, over which God marches as

its ruler and controller (ch. xxxviii. 10 sq.) with
sure and majestic tread, as upon the heights of

the earth, according to Amos iv. 13
; Mic. i. 3

;

Com p. Hab. iii. 15, also the excellent translation
of the passage before us in the Sept. : irepiiraT&v
ITTI

$aAd&amp;lt;T&amp;lt;T&amp;gt;7f uf TT
f6d&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ovf.

Hirzel and Schlott-

mann [Merx] understand the reference to be to

the waters of the firmament, the heavenly cloud-

vessels, or thunder-clouds (Gen. i. 6 sq. ; Ps. civ.

3; Ps. xviii. 12 (10); xxix. 3; Nah. i. 3). But
these cloud- waters of the heavens are never else

where in the Holy Scripture called &quot;sea&quot; (D );

also not in ch. xxxvi. 30 (see on the passage),
and still less in Rev. iv. 6; xv. 22; xxii. 1,

where the ftakacsaa of glass in the heavenly world

signifies something quite different from a sea of
rain-clouds.

[&quot;
The objection that this view of

sea interferes with the harmony of description,
mixing earth and heaven, is obviated by the con
sideration that the passage is a description of a
storm where earth (sea) and heaven are mixed.&quot;

Davidson].

Ver. 9. Who createth the Bear and Orion
and Pleiades. Hfety is taken by Umbreit and

Ewald as synonymous with HtDJ? ;

&quot; who darkens
the Bear, etc.&quot;, against which however may be

urged the use of HlTp in ver. 10, likewise the

description flowing out of the present passage in
Am. v. 8, and finally the lack of evidence that

TMffy means tegere (which remark holds true also
of ch. xv. 27

; and xxiii. 9). Moreover the con
nection decidedly requires a verb of creating or

making. [&quot;
This as well as all the other parti

ciples from ver. 6 on to be construed in the pre
sent, for the act of creation is conceived as con
tinuous, renewing itself day by day.&quot; Dillmann.

&quot;Job next describes God as the Creator of
the stars, by introducing a constellation of the
northern (the Bear), one of the southern (Orion),
and one of the eastern sky (the Pleiades).&quot; De-

litzsch]. Of the three names of northern con
stellations, which occur together in ch. xxxviii.

31, 32, tfj;, or as it is written in that later passage

tf\y_, denotes unmistakably the Great Bear, or

Charles s Wain, the Septentrio of the Romans, and
the n ash (&$)), i. ., &quot;bier&quot; of the Arabians.
Whether the word is etymologically related to

this Arabic term, which is suggested by the re

semblance of the square part of the constellation

to a bier, the three trailing stars, the benath

na ash, &quot;daughters of the bier,&quot; being imagined
to be the mourners, is doubtful. [The current
form VTy decisively contradicts the derivation

from tfyj] CD in that case, lit.
&quot; the fool,&quot;

is certainly Orion, who, according to the almost
universal representation of the ancient world,
was conceived of as a presumptuous and fool

hardy giant, chained to the sky; comp. the men
tion of the niJEMD, t. e., the &quot;bands,&quot; or &quot;fet

ters
&quot; of Orion in ch. xxxviii. 31, as well as the

accordant testimony of the ancient versions

(LXX. : QjOtwv, at least in the parallel passages
ch. xxxviii. 31 and Isa. xiii. 10; similarly the

Pesh., Targ., etc.). Against the reference to the

star Canopus (Saad. Abulwalid, etc.), may be

urged, apart from the high antiquity of the tra

dition which points to Orion, the context of the

present passage as well as of ch. xxxviii. 31, and
Am. v. 8, which indicates groups of stars, and

not a single star. The third constellation HO 3

i. e., the heap, is rendered &quot;the Hyades&quot; only
in the Vulgate ; the remaining ancient versions

however (also Saadia), and the Vulg. itself in

the parallel passage, xxxviii. 31, render by
Tr/Utdj, Pleiades, so that beyond doubt it is to be
understood of the group of seven stars in the

neck of Taurus (known in German as the &quot; cluck

ing hen&quot;); comp. Am. v. 8. And the cham
bers of the South; i. e., the secret rooms or

spaces (penetralia) of the constellations of the
southern heavens, which to the inhabitant of the

northern zones are visible only in part, or not at

all. In any case JOH (defectively written for

P) points to the southern heavens, and since

in predominantly signifies
&quot;

apartments,

chambers, halls,&quot; less frequently &quot;store-rooms,

reservoirs,&quot; the reference to the &quot; reservoirs of

the south wind &quot;

(LXX : rapeia v6rav ; some
modern interpreters also, as Ges., etc.

)
is less

natural, especially as the description continues
to treat of the objects of the southern skies.

[Dillmann, after recognizing the rendering of

the LXX. as admissible, remarks: &quot;On the

other side the author certainly knew nothing of

the constellations of the southern hemisphere ;

at the same time as one who had travelled (or
at least : as one familiar with the results at

tained in his day by the observation of physical
phenomena, E.) he might well be acquainted
with the fact that the further South men travel,
the more stars and constellations are visible in

the heavens
; these are to the man who lives in

the North, secluded as it were in the inmost
chambers of the heavenly pavilion, and are for

that reason invisible ;
it is of these hidden

spaces (Hirzel) of the South, with their stars,
that we are here to think

&quot;].

Ver. 10. Who doeth great things, past
finding out, and marvelous things with
out number : agreeing almost verbatim with
what Eliphaz had said previously, .ch. v. 9, in

describing the wondrous greatness of the Divine
Power an agreement, indeed, which is inten

tional, Job being determined to concede as fully
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as possible the affirmations of his friends re

specting this point.
Fourth Strophe: vers. 11, 12. God puts forth

this irresistible omnipotence not only in nature,
both in earth and in heaven, but also in that

which befalls individual human lives, as Job

himself had experienced. [&quot;

There is great
skill in making Job touch merely the outstand

ing points, illuminate only with a single ray the

heaven-reaching heights of the Divine power ;

that in itself is not his immediate theme it is

the crushing effect this power has on feeble

man ;
and to this he hastens on with sudden

strides.&quot; DAV. &quot; After the extended descrip
tion [just given] of the Divine omnipotence
(which Ewald wrongly characterizes as &quot; alto

gether too much of a digression,&quot; whereas it is

entirely pertinent to the subject, and all that

follows proceeds out of it),
the short hasty

glance which in this and the following verse is

cast on miserable mortal man, makes an impres
sion so much the more pointed.&quot; SCHLOTTMAN.]

Ver. 11. Lo! [JH in this and the following

verse, vividly descriptive, and also strongly
individualizing himself as the victim of the irre

sistible omnipotence just described] He passes
by me [and I see Him not

;
He sweeps

before me, and I perceive Him not. The

imperfect verb for present, &quot;being an exclama
tion of felt, though unseen, nearness of God.&quot;

DAV. ^/tV in ch. iv. 16 of &quot; a spirit ;&quot;
here

of the Infinite Spirit,, sweeping past him on His

career of destruction. E.] ^/n, synonymous
with

&quot;13J7
as in ch. iv. 15, forms an assonance

with the parallel ^nn of the following verse.

Ver. 12. [Lo! He snatches away (soil.
His prey)], who will hold Him back; or:

&quot; turn Him back &quot;

(IW ET), viz. from His course :

hence equivalent to: &quot;who will put himself as

an obstacle in His way ?&quot; (comp. ch. xi. 10 ;

xxiii. 13).
3. Second Division : The oppressive thought

of God s overwhelming and arbitrary power
incites him, the innocent sufferer, to speak defi

antly against God : vers. 13-35.

First Section: vers. 13-24: A general com
plaint of the severity and arbitrariness with
which God abuses the exercise of His illimitable

omnipotence towards man.
First Strophe: vers. 13-16. [The mightiest

cannot withstand Him, how much less I ?]
Ver. 13. [By some put in strophic connection

with the verses preceding ;
but ver. 12 appro

priately closes the first division, while ver. 13 is

the basis of what follows. Observe especially
the contrast between the &quot;

helpers of Rahab &quot;

in 13 6, and &quot;I&quot; in 14 a. E.] Eloah ceases
not from His wrath [Eng. Ver. incorrectly
begins with

&quot;if&quot;]:
lit. &quot;does not cause it to

return,&quot; t. e. does not recall it
[&quot;

it is as a storm
wind sweeping all before it, or a mounting tide

bearing down all resistance and strewing itself

with wrecks.&quot; DAV.]. An affirmation the de
cided one-sidedness of which sufficiently appears
from other passages, e.g., from Ps. Ixxviii. 38.

The helpers of Rahab stoop under Him.
So far as 3m in and of itself denotes only

&quot; a

violent, insolent and stormy nature&quot; (comp. ch.

xxvi. 12), *&quot;fjlp may be simply rendered, as

by Luther, Umbreit, and most of the older

expositors: &quot;insolent,&quot; or &quot;proud helpers&quot;

[and so E. V., Con., Dav., Hengst.]. But apart
from the colorless, tame signification which thus
results [to which add the vague generality of
the description, weakening the contrast between
13 b and 14 a; and the incompleteness of the

expression, whether we translate, &quot;proud help
ers,&quot; which suggests the query helpers of
what? or &quot;

helpers of pride.&quot; E.], the Perf.

JnnE?, lit.
&quot; have stooped,&quot; leads us to conjecture

a definite historical case
[&quot;a

case of signal ven

geance on some daring foe, who drew around
him many daring helpers, would be more telling
in this connection.&quot; DAV.] Moreover 3m in

fact appears elsewhere in a more concrete sense
than that of &quot;

violent, presumptuous raging
&quot;

(so also in ch. xxvi. 12, where see Com.). It

signifies, to wit, as Is. li. 9; Ps. Ixxxix. 11 [10]

show, essentially the same with
| $r*i hence a

sea-monster (*^rof), and by virtue of this signifi
cation is used as a mythological and symbolical
designation of Egypt (as well in the two pas
sages just mentioned, as also in Is. xxx. 7 and
Ps. Ixxxvii. 4), the same country which else

where also is symbolically designated as
J
JH

or trc\7. We are thus left to one of two signi

fications for 3m in the present passage. We

may, on the one hand, find in the passage a spe
cial reference to Egypt, and an allusion to some

extraordinary event in the history of that coun

try, whereby its rulers or allies were over

whelmed with defeat. In this case, it would be
more natural with Hahn to think of the over

throw of Pharaoh and his mighty ones in the

time of Moses [so Jarchi who understands by
the

&quot;helpers&quot;
the guardian angels of the Egypt

ians, who came to their assistance, but were
restrained by God], than with Olshausen to

think of some unknown event in the history of

Ancient Egypt, or even with Bottcher of the

reign of Psammetich. Or, on the other hand,

setting aside any special reference to Egypt, we
can (with Ewald, Hirzel, Schlottmann, Delitzsch,

Dillmann) regard it as an allusion to some

legend, current among the nations of the East,

according to which some gigantic sea-monster

with its helpers was subdued by the Deity

(comp. the Hindu myth of Indra s victory over

the dusky demon Britras). In favor of this

interpretation may be urged the parallel pas

sage in ch. xxvi. 12, which certainly contains

no reference to Egypt, as well as the rendering
of the LXX., KTJTT) rd im ovpavdv, which evidently

points to an old tradition of the correct inter

pretation. [&quot;Jerome
translates qui porlant

orbem, probably following a Jewish tradition

concerning giants which had been overcome by
God and sentenced to bear the pillars of the

earth.&quot; SCHLOTT. Dillmann argues forcibly,

that the common application of these three terms,

3m, pn. and fmS, to Egypt can be explained

only by supposing that the first was related in

signification to the other two names, being used
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like them of a sea-monster. He further remarks :

&quot;that the legend was widely known and pos
sessed great vitality among the people is indi

cated by the fact that poets and prophets used
it as a symbol of the imperial power of Egypt.
It is not strange, accordingly, to find such a

popular legend used for his purpose by a poet
who elsewhere also derives his material on all

sides from popular conceptions.&quot;] Add that

it is more natural to seek the basis of this

legend of Rahab either in obscure reminiscences
which lingered among the ancients touching the

gigantic sea-monsters of the primitive world

(plesiosauri, ichthyosauri, etc.), or in a symbol
ical representation of the billowy swelling of the

raging ocean, resembling an infuriated monster,
than to assign to it an astronomical basis, and
to take 2m to be at the same time the name of

a constellation such as K^rof or Hpiang (Balxna
Pistrix) ; for the context by no means points of

necessity to such an astronomical application of

the term (the mention of the constellations in

ver. 9 being too remote), and moreover in ch.

xxvi. 12 there is nothing of the kind indicated,
as Dillmann correctly observes, against Ewald,
Hirzel, Delitzsch.

Ver. 14. How should I answer Him?
I, an impotent, weak, sorely suffering mortal.

On \3 ^X comp. ch. iv. 19
; on HJ^, &quot;to answer,

respond,&quot; see above on ver. 3. Choose out
my words against Him ? ? . e. weigh my
words against Him (Uy as in ch. x. 17

;
xi. 6;

xvi. 21) with such care and skill [the H in

mrQX indicating the mental effort involved],

that I should always hit on the right expression,
and thus escape all censure from Him.

Ver. 15. Whom I (even) if I were in the
right

C^p!!^&amp;gt;
sensu Jorensi) [&quot;innocent, judi

cially free from blame
&quot;],

could not answer,
I must make supplication to Him as my
judge, viz. for mercy (jjnnn with 7 as in Esth.

iv. 8). The Partic. Poel B3EPD is not essentially

different in signification from the Partic. Kal

O3i?, although it does differ somewhat from it,

in so far as it denotes lit. an &quot;assailant&quot; or

&quot;adversary&quot; (judicial opponent: 03$, [Poel,

expressing aim, endeavor], judicando vel litigando

aliquem petere, comp. Ewald, \ 125, a). [&quot;So

overpowering is God s might that Job would be

brought in litigating with Him to the humilia
tion of beseeching His very adversary an idea
which sufficiently answers Conant s charge,
that to render 03$D assailant has very little

point.&quot; DAT.]
Ver. 16. Should I summon Him, and He

answered me (if accordingly the case sup
posed to be necessary in 15 b should actually
happen, and be followed with results favorable
to the suppliant), I would not believe that
He would listen to me : i. e. I should not be
able to repress the painful and awful thought
that He, the heavenly and all-powerful Judge
of the world, would grant me no hearing at all.

[&quot;The answer of God when summoned is repre
sented in ver. 16 a as an actual result (praet.
followed by/wi. consec.), therefore ver. 16 b can

not be intended to express: I could not believe

that he answers me, but : I could not believe

that He, the answerer, would hearken to me ;

His infinite exaltation would not permit such
exaltation.&quot; DELITZSCH.] The whole verse is

thus an advance in thought upon the preceding.

Second Strophe : Vers. 17-20. Continuing the

description of Job s utter hopelessness of victory
in his controversy with God, clothed in purely
hypothetical statements.

Ver. 17. He who would overwhelm me
in a tempest, and multiply my wounds
without cause; i.e., who would pursue me
with assaults and calamities, even if I were in

nocent.
[&quot;1t?N may be taken either as relative,

or as conj. &quot;for,&quot; (E. V. Con.) the one meaning
really blends with the other, as in ver. 15 =
quippe qui~\. With the rendering of 331E7 here

adopted,
&quot; would overwhelm me &quot;

(so also Vaih.)

we can leave unsolved the question, so difficult

of decision, whether, following the Aram. X3Z?,

and the testimony of the Ancient Versions (LXX.
fKTpnfry; Vulg. conteret), we render *$& &quot;to

crush, to grind ;&quot; or, following the Arab, safa,

and the Hebr. Nt^
;
we render it &quot; to snatch

up, seize,&quot; (inhiare). Hirzel, Ewald, Umbreit,
Dillmann, favor the latter rendering; but on the

other side Delitzsch successfully demonstrates
that neither Gen. iii. 15 nor Ps. cxxxix. 11 (the

only passages outside of the present in which

rpKf appears) necessarily requires the sense of

&quot;

snatching,&quot; certainly not that of &quot;

sniffing.&quot;

Ver. 18. Would not suffer me to draw
my breath (comp. ch. vii. 19), but would
surfeit me with bitterness [lit. plur.

&quot; bit

ternesses&quot;]. For 3 in the sense of &quot;but, ra

ther,&quot; comp. ch. v. 7 ;
for the form.

with Dagh. dirimens
[&quot;which gives the word a

more pathetic expression,&quot; Del.], comp. Ges.,

20, 2, b.

Ver. 19. If it be a question of the strength
of the strong [others (E. V. Conant, Carey,

Schlott.) connect
|&quot;DX

with the following PHil ;

but as the latter is always followed by the predi

cate, and such an exclamation in the mouth of

God (see below) would be less natural than the

simple interjection, the connection given in the

text is to be preferred. The accents are not de

cisive, E.] lo, here (am 1) : [run for J3n,

as iVX ch. xv. 23, is for 1 N] i. e.,
&quot; would He

say&quot;:
He would immediately present Himself,

whenever challenged to a trial of strength with
His human antagonist. Similar is the sense of

the second member : Is it a question of right
who will cite me (before the tribunal) ;

-viz.

&quot; would He
say.&quot; [Whichever test of strength

should be chosen, whether of physical strength
in a trial-at-arms, or of moral strength, in a

trial-at-law, what hope for weak and mortal man ?

E.] The whole verse, consisting of two ellip

tical conditional clauses, with two still shorter

concluding clauses (also hypothetical), reminds
us in a measure by its structure of Rom. viii.

33-34.
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Ver. 20. Were I (even) right, my mouth
would condemn me: i. e., from simple con
fusion I should not know how to make the right

answer, so that my own mouth
( 2, with logical

accent on suffix, as in ch. xv. 6) would confess

me guilty, though I should still be innocent

(p~iy,
as in ver. 15). Were I innocent He

would prove me perverse [^p^l!- with

Ohiriq of Hiphil shortened to Sheva : corap. Qes.

g 53 [g 52] Rem. 4]. The subject is &quot;God,&quot; not

rny mouth&quot; (Schlottmann) [Wordsworth, Da
vidson, Carey] ; God would, even in case of my
innocence, put me down as one $pj?, one mo

rally corrupt, and to be rejected.
&quot; Thus brood

ing over the thought, true in itself, that the

creature when opposed to the heavenly Ruler of

the Universe must always be in the wrong, Job

forgets the still higher and more important truth
that God s right in opposition to the creature is

always the true objective right.&quot; Delitzsch.

Third Strophe: Vers. 21-24. Open arraign
ment of God as an unrighteous Judge, condemn
ing alike the innocent and the guilty.

Ver. 21. lam innocent! In thus repeat
ing the expression JN DP, Job asserts solemnly
and peremptorily that which in ver. 20 b he had
in the same words stated only conditionally. I

value not my soul: f. e., I give myself no
concern about the security of my life, I will give
free utterance to that confession, cost what it

may. So rightly most commentators, while De
litzsch, against the connection (see especially the

2d member) explains :
&quot; I know not myself, I

am a mystery to myself, and therefore have no
desire to live longer.&quot; [Hengstenberg : &quot;We

might explain : I should not know my soul, if

I were to confess to transgressions, of which I

know myself to be innocent ;
I should despise

my life,&quot; seeing I have nothing with which to

reproach myself. Better however: I know not

my soul, so low is it sunk, I am become alto

gether alius a me ipso ; I must despise my life,

I am so unspeakably wretched, that I must wish
to

die&quot;].

Ver. 22. It is all one : thus beyond question
must the expression K JVPTJX be rendered; not:

&quot; there is one measure with which God rewards
the good and the wicked &quot;

(Targ., Rosenm., Hir-

zel) ;
nor: &quot; it is all the same whether man is

guilty or innocent &quot;

(Delitzsch). Therefore I
will say it out: [Dav. &quot;I will out with

it&quot;].

He destroys the innocent and the wicked :

viz., God, whom Job intentionally avoids naming;
comp. ch. iii. 20.

Vers. 23, 24. Two illustrations confirming the

terrible accusation just brought against God (ver.
22 b) that He destroys alike the innocent and
the guilty.

Ver. 23. If (His) scourge slays suddenly,
viz., men. By O1S?

&quot;scourge&quot; is meant here
not of course the scourge of the tongue (ch. v.

21) but a general calamity, such as pestilence,
war, famine, etc. (Isa. xxviii. 15). Then He
mocks at the despair of the innocent: /. e.,

He does not allow Himself to be disturbed in His
blessed repose when those who are afflicted with
those calamities faint away from despondency
and despair: comp. Ps. ii. 4; lix. 9. HDO, from

DDO, ch. vi. 14. [E. V., Conant. Dav., Renan,

Hengst., Carey, Rod., etc., give to HDD here its

customary sense of &quot;

trial,&quot; from HOJ. Jerome
remarks that in the whole book Job suys nothing
more bitter than this.] The interpretation of
Hirzel and Delitzsch, founded on ch. xxii. 19 :

&quot; His desire and delight are in the suffering of
the innocent,&quot; gives a meaning altogether too

strong, and not intended by the poet here.

Ver. 24.
[&quot;

In this second illustration there is

an advance in the thought, in so far as here a

part at least of the wicked are excepted from the

general ruin, nay, appear even as threatening
the same to the pious.&quot; Schlott.] A land [or
better, because more in harmony with the sweep
ing and strong expressions here assigned to Job :

the earth] is given over to
[lit., into the

hand of] the wicked, and the face of its

judges He veileth : viz., while that continues,
while the land is delivered to the wicked, so that

they are able to play their wicked game with ab
solute impunity. If (it is) not (so) now, who
then does it? 13K (so written also ch. xvii.

15; xix. 6, 23; xxiv. 25, but outside of the book

of Job generally N13X) belongs according to the

accents to the preceding conditional particles

7~DN (comp. ch. xxiv. 25 and Gen. xxvii. 37) ;

lit., therefore,
&quot; now then if not, who does it ?&quot;

[Hirz., Con. and apparently Ew. connect 13K with

the interrogative following &quot;who then?&quot; quit

quseso (Heiligst.). Davidson also takes this view,

although admitting that &quot; the accentuation is

decidedly the other way,&quot;
J03K being used, as

he says,
&quot; in impatient questions (Ew., \ 105, d)

Gen. xxvii. 33; Job xvii. 15; xix. 23
&quot;]

. That
the present illustration of a land ill-governed and
delivered into the hands of the wicked had, as

Dillmann says, &quot;its justification in the historic

background of the composition,&quot; cannot be af

firmed with certainty in our ignorance of the de

tails of this &quot; historic background :&quot; though in

deed it is equally true that we can no more
affirm the contrary.

4. Second Division. Second Section : Vers. 25-
35. Special application of that which is affirmed

in the preceding section concerning God s arbi

trary severity to his (Job s) condition.

First Strophe: Vers. 25-28. [The swift flight
of his days, and the unremitting pressure of his

woes, make him despair of a release].

Ver. 26. For my days are swifter than a
runner.

[&quot; } introducing a particular case of

the previous general : in this infinite wrong un
der which earth and the righteous writhe and

moan, I also suffer.&quot; Dav. &quot;

Days
&quot; here poeti

cally personified. Jvp, Perf., a deduction from

past experience continuing in the present. E.].

Y1 might, apparently, comparing this with the

similar description in ch. vii. 6, denote a part of

the weaver s loom, possibly the threads of the

woof which are wound round the bobbin, (which
the Coptic language actually calls &quot;runners&quot;).

This signification however is by no means fa

vored by the usage elsewhere in Hebrew of the

word
j*&quot;1:

this rather yields the signification
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&quot; swift runner, courier
&quot;

(jJ/iepoJpd/uof) compare
Jer. li. 31

;
2 Sam. xv. 1 ; 2 Kings xi. 13

;
Esth.

iii. 13, 15. They are fled away, without

having seen good (HDID, prosperity, happi

ness, as in ch. xxi. 25). &quot;job thinks here natu

rally of the same &quot;

good,&quot;
which he (according

to ch. vii. 7) would willingly enjoy before his

end, but which would not come to him before

then. He has thus entirely forgotten his former

prosperity in view of his present state of suffer

ing, or rather, he does not regard it as prospe

rity, seeing that he had to exchange it for such

severe suffering. Quite otherwise had he for

merly expressed himself to his wife, ch. ii. 10.

Ver. 26. They have swept past like skiffs

of reed; lit., &quot;with [D#J skiffs of reed,&quot; i. e.,

being comparable with them (ch. xxxvii. 18
;

xl. 15). H3N ril JK are most probably canoes

of rushes or reeds, the same therefore as the

XDJ ^Ss
(&quot;

vessels of bulrush
&quot;)

mentioned Isa.

xviii. 2, whose great lightness and swiftness are

in that passage also made prominent. I13X is

accordingly a synonym, which does not else

where appear, of NOJ, reed
;
for which defini

tion analogy may also be produced out of the

Arabic. It has however nothing to do with 3X

(so the Vulg., Targ. : naves poma portantes)

[&quot;
fruit ships hurrying on lest the fruit should

injure&quot;];
nor with H3X, to desire, [&quot;ships

eagerly desiring to reach the haven
&quot;]. (Symm.

vijec, aireMovoai) comp. Gekatilia in Gesenius,
Thes. Suppl., p. 62; nor with HTN, &quot;enmity&quot;

(Pesh.,
&quot;

ships of hostility,&quot; comp. Luther: &quot;the

strong ships,&quot; by which are meant pirate ships) ;

nor with the Abyssin. abai, the name of the Nile
;

nor with a supposed Babylonian name of a river,

having the same sound, and denoting perhaps
the Euphrates (so Abulwalid, Rashi, etc., who
make the name denote a great river near the re

gion where the scene of our book is laid). The
correct signification was given by Hiller, Hiero-

phyt. II., p. 302, whom most modern critics have
followed. Like the eagle, which darts
down on its prey (comp. ch. xxxix. 29; Prov.
xxx. 19; Hab. i. 8, etc.). This third compari
son adds to that which is swiftest on the earth,
and that which is swiftest in the water, that

which is swiftest in the air, in order to illustrate

the hasty flight of Job s days.
Vers. 27, 28. If I think (lit., if my saying be ;

comp. ch. vii. 13): I will forget my com
plaint (see on the same passage), will leave
off my countenance

(i.
e. give up my look of

pain, my morose gloomy-looking aspect, comp.

1 Sam. 5. 18), and look cheerful (rSsn, as
in ch. x. 20; Ps. xxxix. 14 (13) [the three
cohortative futures here are, as Davidson says,
&quot;finely expressive If I say rousing myself
from my stupor and prostration / will, etc.&quot;]

then I shudder at all my pains, I know
that Thou wilt not declare me innocent.

These words are addressed to God, not to Bil-

dad. Although Job felt himself to be forsaken
and rejected by God, he nevertheless turns to

Him
; he does not speak of Him and about Him,

without at the same time prayerfully looking up
to Him.

Second Strophe: vers. 29-31. [He must be

guilty, and all his strivings to free himself from
his guilt are in vain.]

Ver. 29. I am to be guilty : i. e. according

to God s arbitrary decree [OJN, emphatic 7, 7

am accounted guilty, singled out for this treat

ment. The fut. JJtsnN here expressing that

which must be, from which there is no escape.

E.] y&^\ here not &quot;to act as a wicked or a

guilty person&quot; (ch. x. 15), but &quot; to be esteemed,
to appear

&quot;

such, as in ch. x. 7 (comp. the Hiph.

J^n, to treat any one as guilty, to condemn,

above in ver. 20). Wherefore then weary
myself in vain, viz. to appear innocent, to be

acquitted by God. This wearying of himself is

given as an actual fact, consisting in humbly
supplicating for mercy, as he had been repeat

edly exhorted to do by Eliphaz and Bildad
;
ch.

v. 8, 17; viii. 5. /3H, adverbially, as in ch.

xxi. 34; xxxv. 16; lit. like a breath, evanes

cent, here &quot;fruitlessly, for naught, in vain.&quot;

[That notwithstanding his present mood, he

does subsequently renew his exertions,
&quot; im

pelled by an irresistible inward necessity, is

psychologically perfectly natural.&quot; SCHLOTT-

MAN.]
Vers. 30, 31. If I should wash myself in

snow-water (read with the K ri
~ M instead

of with the K thibh J72MD3
; bathing imme

diately in undissolved snow is scarcely to be

thought of here) [an unnecessary refinement:

for washing the hands, which is what the verse

speaks of, snow can be used, and is scarcely less

efficacious for cleansing than lye. The K thibh

is to be preferred. E.], and cleanse my
hands with lye pta fully written for 13, Is.

i. 25, signifies precisely as in this parallel pas

sage lye, a vegetable alkali, not : purity [as E.

V. : &quot;make my hands never so clean, for

&quot;make clean in purity &quot;] f
which rendering

would give a much tamer signification [besides

&quot;destroying the literality of the parallelism&quot;]),

then Thou wouldest plunge me into the

ditch (nn#, here a sink, sewer), so that my
clothes would abhor me. In these latter

words, it is naturally presupposed that the one
who has been bathed and thoroughly cleansed
as to the entire body while still naked is again
plunged into a filthy ditch, and that in conse

quence of this, he becomes a terror to his own
clothes, which are personified, so that they as it

were start back and resist, when it is sought to

put them on him. So correctly most modern

expositors. On the contrary, Ewald and Gese
nius Eodiger take the Piel 3JJP in a causative

sense: &quot;so that my clothes would cause me to

be abhorred,&quot; a rendering in favor of which,
indeed, Ezek. xvi. 25 can be brought forward,
but not the usus loquendi of our book (comp. ch.

xix. 19; xxx. 10) which knows no causative
sense for 2JR [The thought expressed by the

two verses is that &quot;not even the best-grounded
self-justification can avail him, for God would
still bring it to pass that his clearly proved
innocence should change to the most horrible

impurity.&quot; DELITZSCH.]
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Third Strophe : vers. 32-36.
[&quot;The

cause of i

Job s inability to make out his innocence not
his guilt, but the character and conditions of

his accuser,&quot; who has no superior to overrule

Him, to mediate between Him and Job. Let
Him lay aside His terrors, and Job would plead
his cause without fear.]

Ver. 32. For [He is] not a man like me,
that I should answer Him: viz,- before a

tribunal, with a view to the settlement of the

controversy. Hirzel translates JD3 CfX as

though it were accusative to Wp^N: &quot;for I can

not answer Him as a man who is my equal ;&quot;

but this is altogether too artificial.
[&quot;God

is

not his equal standing on the same level with
him. He, the Absolute Being, is accuser and

judge in one person ;
there is between them no

arbitrator, etc.&quot; DELITZSCH.]
Ver. 33. There is no arbiter between us

who might lay his hand on us both: so

that accordingly we should both have to betake
ourselves to him, and accept his decision. HO1D
is one who gives a decision, an arbitrator who
weighs the pleas put in by both the contending
parties, and pronounces the award. Not inaptly
JOHN PYE SMITH, four Discourses on the Sacri

fice and priesthood of Jesus Christ, 5th Ed. p.
98 :

&quot; There is between us no arguer, who might
fully represent the cause, and state, judge and
arbitrate fairly for each

party.&quot; Observe how
emphatically is expressed here, although indeed

only indirectly and negatively, the postulate of

a true mediator and priestly proprietor between
God and sinful humanity! [&quot;It

is singular
how often Job gives utterance to wants and

aspirations which under the Christian economy
are supplied and gratified. It was the purpose
of the writer to let us hear these voices crying
in the wilderness, forerunning the complete
manifestation of the Messiah, and therefore the

Church is well authorized in using this language
of Christ. Job out of his religious entanglement
proclaimed the necessity of a mediator to hu
manize God two thousand years before he came.&quot;

DAV.] The optative form
[&quot;Would

that there

might be&quot;]
which the LXX. and the Pesh. give

to the verse by changing tO to V? (&O), is unne

cessary and disturbs the connection with the

preceding verse [the thought of which is com

pleted only in this verse. This rendering is,

moreover, not suited to the Vf^ following. The

jussive form r\K? does however reflect the yearn

ing which breathes through his pathetic declara-

. of the fact that there is no arbiter. E.].

Vers. 34, 35 are related to each other as ante

cedent and consequent. The two optatives in

ver. 34 are followed by the cohortative &quot;P2nX

without 1 as the apodosis (comp. Ewald, \ 347,

b, 357, b). Let Him take away from me
His rod (with which He smites me, comp. ch.

xiii. 21, equivalent therefore to 011?, scourge,

calamity, comp. ver. 23), and let not His

terror overawe [or stupefy] me (i^nx in the

objective sense, that which is awful in His ap

pearance, the terror which proceeds from His

majestic presence) : then will I speak with

out fear before Him
;
for not thus am I

with myself: i. e. for not thus does it stand
with me in my inward man, I am not conscious
of anything within me of such a character that

I must be afraid before Him. DjP therefore

points to that which is within, the consciousness
or conscience, as in ch. x. 13; xv. 9; xxiii. 14,

etc. That J3
JO here expresses so much as:

&quot;not so small, not so contemptible,&quot; is a con

jecture of Delitzsch s, which is supported neither

by the connection, nor by Hebrew usage else

where. [Delitzsch imagines the expression to

be &quot;accompanied by a gesture expressive of the

denial of such contempt.&quot; Not dissimilar in

this respect is Kenan s explanation:
&quot; For in

the depths of my heart I am not such as I seem.
The conscience of Job is tranquil: the cause of

his trouble is without himself. It is God, who
by a treacherous maneuvre has arrayed against
him His terrors, in order to take away from
him the freedom of spirit necessary for his de

fense.&quot;]

5. Third Division : ch. x. A plaintive descrip
tion of the pitiless severity with which God
rages against him, although by virtue of Hia
omniscience He knows his innocence.

Vers. 1-12: Exordium (ver. 1) and First Dou
ble Strophe (Vers. 2-12) : developing the motive
to this new complaint.

Ver. 1.
[&quot;With

brief preface of words which
force themselves from the heart in three convul
sive sobs (laic), like the sparse large drops
before the storm . . . the patriarch opens his

cause in the ear of heaven.&quot; DAV.] My soul

is weary of my life. HtOpJ, equivalent to

nt3pj, Ezek. vi. 9, Perf. Niph. of DtDp, which is
T I T I

synonymous with
91p

or
J lp,

to feel disgust.

[Ges. and Furst give a root DpJ, from which

Delitzsch also says it may be derived as a

secondary verb formed from the Niph. tOpJ
a

form which is also supported by the Aramaic.]
For the thought comp. ch. vii. 15, 16; ix. 21.

Therefore will I give free course to my
complaint: 7j7, lit. &quot;with me, in me&quot; (comp.

ch. xxx. 16; Ps/xlii. 6 [5], 12 [11]; Jer. viii.

18), not &quot;over me.&quot; [The cohortative futures

are to be noted as expressive of the strength of

Job s feeling and purpose.] In regard to the

rest of the verse [I will speak in the bitter

ness of my soul], comp. ch. vii. 11; Ps. Iv.

18 [17]. [&quot;Job
continues to believe that the

boldness of his speech will be punished with

death.&quot; RENAN.]
First Strophe : vers. 2-11. An appeal to God

not to deal so severely with him, seeing that his

innocence is already well known to Him.

Vers. 2, 3.
[&quot;

God s dealing with Job was dero

gatory to the divine character, and dangerous
and confounding to the interests of religion,

and the first principles of religious men.&quot;

DAY.]
Ver. 2. I will say to Eloah : condemn

(comp. ch. ix. 20) me not. Observe that Job

addresses this complaint also to God, like that

in ch. ix. 28. Let me know wherefore
Thou contendest with me (as adversary
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and judge (3 &quot;1 with Accus. as in Is. xxvii. 8
;

xlix. 25.

Ver. 3. Doth it please Thee that Thou
oppressest, that Thou rejectest the work
of Thy hands? In this question Job touches

on a first possibility which might be supposed
to determine God to treat him as guilty. He

inquires whether it may perchance &quot;please&quot;

God, be agreeable to Him, give Hirn joy, thus to

deal with himself. For
&quot;]/

31tDn in this sense,

comp. ch. xiii. 9; Deut. xxiii. 17 [161. The

interpretation adopted by Dillmann and others

is also possible:
&quot; is it becoming for Thee,&quot; etc.,

for which comp. Ex. xiv. 12; Judg. ix. 2. [So
besides Dillmann (who argues that this sense is

better suited to the remonstrance with God),
Ewald, Schlottmann, and Davidson, who says:

&quot;31t3 decet, not as others juvat. The argument
is that God s treatment of Job, a righteous man,
with such severity, was unbecoming a righteous
God, and that the world expected other things,
and that such things tended to the consternation

of religious men, and the confusion of all fixed

religious principles &quot;].
Job here calls himself

&quot;the work of God s hands,&quot; not in order to ex
cite sympathy in God, nor in order to touch, as

it were, the honor of Him who had so elaborately
and carefully formed him in his mother s womb
(Ps. cxxxix. 15), but principally in order to call

attention to his innocence, in order to indicate

that he had essentially persevered in that status

integritatis in which God had created him. [Job
seems in this designation of himself to have had
two things in view, closely associated in his

mind, as the connection shows: first, the elabo
rate workmanship of his body (conveyed by the
term JTJ , lit. the product of toilsome labor),

which God had dishonored by the loathsome
disease which He had sent upon him

;
and next

the moral perfection, which he claimed still to

possess, but which God had likewise dishonored

by treating him as a sinner. E.] This view is

favored, not only by vers. 7, 8, but also by the
circumstantial clause which immediately follows

[shown to be a circumstantial clause by the fact
that the verses following are the expansion of
the preceding part of the verse] : While Thou
shinest on the counsel of the wicked

;

i. e. favorest it, and causest it to succeed, comp.
Ps. xxxi. 17 [16] ;

Ixvii. 2 [1] ; Num. vi. 25.

Ver. 4. Hast Thou eyes of flesh
({. e., eyes

limited to objects of sense, perceiving only the
surface of things ; comp. Isa. xxxi. 3), or seest
Thou as man seeth? t. e., with a vision short

sighted and superficial as man s (comp. 1 Sam.
xvi. 7). By this question a second possible rea
son why God might be supposed to treat Job as

guilty is indicated as being in reality out of the

question ; or, in other words : an appeal is taken
to His omniscience, to His infallible knowledge
of that which lies before Him in men s hearts.

Ver. 5. Are Thy days as the days of a
mortal, or Thy years as the days of a man ?
A third possibility is here indicated : that God

might be, like men, short-lived
; that in general

He might be, like them, a mortal, a limited,
changeable creature. This third and last possi
ble reason is obviously related to both the pre
ceding (not simply to that which immediately

precedes, as Welte and Hahn think) as cause to

effect, or as that which is deepest and most fun

damental to that which belongs rather to the

outward appearance.

Ver. 6. That Thou (so zealously) seekest
after my guilt, and searchest after my
sins ? i. e., that Thou doest what short-sighted
men would do, seekest to extort from me the con

fession of a guilt which has escaped Thy vision,

by the application of inquisitorial tortures, viz.,

by decreeing that I should suffer. [&quot;Such
a

mode of proceeding may be conceived of in a

mortal ruler, who, on account of his short-sight

edness, seeks to bring about by severe measures

that which was at first only conjecture, and who,
from the apprehension that he may not witness

that vengeance in which he delights, hastens for

ward the criminal process as much as possible,

in order that his victim may not escape him.

God, however, to whom belongs absolute know

ledge and absolute power, would act thus, al

though,&quot; etc. (see next verse). DELITZSCH. And
Schlottmann (after Wolfssohn) quotes the follow

ing from the Sifri on Deut. xxxii. 40: &quot;And I

say, I live for ever. It is in my power at once

to recompense the wicked, but I live for ever,

and hasten not the retribution. A king of flesh

and blood hastens the retribution, for he fears

that he or his enemy may die, but I live for

ever.&quot;]

Ver. 7. Although Thou knowest (7J7 here

equivalent to &quot;notwithstanding, although&quot;

[&quot;
lit. upon, or over and above, in addition to, in

spite of&quot;],
as in chap. xvi. 17; xxxiv. 6; Isa.

liii. 9) that I am not guilty (comp. chap. ix.

29) and there is no one who delivers out
of Thy hand i. e., that Thou, in any case,

whether we men are guilty or not, hast us com

pletely in Thy power, and canst do with us what
Thou wilt : hence Thou actest strangely in seek

ing so zealously for reasons why Thou shouldst

condemn us.

Second Strophe. Vers. 8-12. The severe treat

ment which God inflicts on Job stands in cruel

contradiction not only to His omniscience, but
also to His paternal goodness and love.

[&quot;The

feeling of contradiction between the Deity s past
and present rises ever in intensity in Job s

breast, and in amazement he sets the two in

blank opposition to each other before God Him
self let Him reconcile Himself with Himself if

He may. While there is fearful keenness of dia

lectic here, there is also irresistible tenderness
of expostulation. The appeal is from God to

God : Thy hands have made me, and Thou de-

stroyest me.&quot; DAV.]
Ver. 8. Thy hands have carefully formed

and perfected me.
[&quot;The hinge of connec

tion with the last strophe is
&quot;]! ? nor can deli

ver from Thy hand Thy hands have made me.&quot;

DAV.]. The thought conveyed by the phrase

T&quot;? &quot;?
*s here again resumed from ver. 3 and

expanded in a description in which there are

several points of agreement with Ps. cxxxix. 13-

16.
&quot;JO^, lit.

&quot; have carved me &quot;

intensive, cognate with
32fp, 3XH), i. e., elabo

rately formed
[&quot; especially appropriate as de-
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scribing the fashioning of the complicated na

ture of man.&quot; DEL.]. The following TMty bears

the same relation to this 3ty as perficere, consum-

mare bears to the simple fingere. The clause
added in b, T3D 11T, &quot;altogether round about&quot;

(Vulg.: me totum in circui(u) represents the fash

ioning and perfecting activity of God as con
cerned with man s entire organism, including all

his limbs and parts. [And yet (1 consec. with

strong adversative sense) Thou destroyest
me ! An exclamation of amazement and re

proach.]

Ver. 9. Remember now [the particle IO is

expressive of a yearning plaintiveness here

Oh, remember . ] that as clay Thou hast per
fected me : to wit, formed me out of the crude
earth-material with the same skill and care as
the potter a vessel of clay. For the use of this

favorite figure of the Holy Scriptures, especially
of the Old Testament, comp. ch. xxxiii. 6; Isa.

xxix. 16; xlv. 9; Jer. xviii. 6; Rom. ix. 20, 21.

That the same figure serves to illustrate not

merely the wise skill and the loving care of the

Creator, but also and above all His arbitrary
fullness of power, and His unconditional right in

His creatures (the jus absolutum Creatoris in

creaturas), is evident from the second member :

&quot; and wilt Thou turn me again into dust ?&quot; which
at the same time reminds us of Gen. ii. 7 ; iii.

19 and of Jer. xviii. [That the Divine Arbitrari

ness, which is the conception held by a perverted
mind of the Divine Sovereignty, enters into Job s

train of thought here is plain enough. But that

it is the prominent notion may certainly be
doubted. This is scarcely consistent with the

urgent pathos of the plea : &quot;Oh! remember that

thou hast formed me as the clay !&quot; The central

thought as expressed by the verbs in ver. 8, espe

cially 22fJ , by the adverbial clause TDD
&quot;1|T,

and

by the detailed description of vers. 10-11, is that

of the exquisite elaborate workmanship involved

in his creation, and the wonder that the Divine
Artist should be so regardless of His work as

wantonly to ruin it. E.]
Ver. 10. Didst Thou not pour me out as

milk viz.: in the act of conception, when my
body received its development out of a purely li

quid material. [The Imperfects in this verse

and the following have their time determined by
the Perfects of vers. 8, 9. The use of the Im-

perf. maybe explained with Ewald: &quot;because

the wonder is so vividly present to Job s mind
;&quot;

or, as Davidson expresses it: &quot;Job again feels

the Divine hand upon him.&quot; E.] And curdled
me like cheese ? to wit, into the formless

mass of the embryo, which in Ps. cxxxix. 16 is

called Dvi, but here is compared with njOJ, t. e.,

cheese (lit. curd, the pap-like material of cheese

not yet hardened, not &quot;cream&quot; (Schlott.) nor

&quot;whey&quot; (Hahn and Ewald) [neither of these

definitions being suitable for the reason that the

material is not coagulated]). For ^J^H, to pour

out, comp. 2 Kings xxii. 9 (likewise the Kal
above in chap. iii. 24).

&quot; To pour into a mould &quot;

is a signification which belongs to the word nei

ther here nor in the parallel passage just given

(against
Seb. Schmidt and Delitzsch) : this would

be rather }DJ or pX\ [&quot;
The development of

the embryo was regarded by the Israeli! ish

Chokma as one of the greatest mysteries.&quot; Eo-
cles. xi. 5

; 2 Mace. vii. 22 sq. Del.]

Ver. 11. &quot;With skin and flesh Thou didst

clothe me, and with bones and sinews
Thou didst interweave me. (pit? from

&quot;ipl?, chap. i. 10, synonymous with
&quot;|3D

in the

parallel passage, Ps. cxxxix. 13.) [The verse

may be regarded as a continuation of the ques
tion in ver. 10. So Con., Dav., etc.~\ Grotius

rightly observes that the description here given
of the development of the foetus is in general
true to nature, and corresponds to the actual

process (hie ordo in genitura est : primum pellicula

fit, deinde in ca earo, duriora paulatim accedunl).
With equal correctness most modern expositors
remark that this agreement of the description
with the natural processes of conception and de

velopment is only of a general sort, and that the

passage must not be pressed, as is done by
Scheuchzer, Oetinger, etc. [as

&quot;

including and

going beyond all systemata generationis &quot;], seeing
that this is to attribute to the Holy Scriptures a

purpose which is foreign to it.

Ver. 12. Life and favor
[&quot;this

combination
does not occur elsewhere.&quot; DEL.] hast Thou
shown me (lit. &quot;done to me &quot;

r\fry, referring
at the same time by zeugma to the first object,

&quot;life&quot;),
and Thy oversight (Thy provi

dence, Trp6voia) has preserved my breath: has
done this, to wit, not only during the embryonic
state, but through the whole time from my birth

to the present. By Pin are designated at the

same time both the breath as the outward sign
of life, and the spirit as its inward principle ;

comp. chap. xvii. 1
; Eccles. iii. 19.

Third Division. Second Half (Double Strophe).
Vers. 13-22. Continuation of the complaint, and
a further advance in the same to the point of

wishing that he had never been born.

First Strophe. Vers. 13-17. [God s goodness in

the past simulated, his secret purpose having
from the first contemplated the infliction of suf

fering on Job, whether guilty or innocent. E.]
Ver. 13. And (nevertheless) Thou didst

hide these things in Thy heart. [ } strongly

adversative : yet, notwithstanding all Thy care in

my creation, and all Thy apparent kindness in

the past, Thy hidden purpose all the time con

templated my destruction. The connection of

this verse is evidently with what follows, and its

place is at the beginning of the present strophe.

rivX and fiNf cannot refer to the care and favor

bestowed on him in his creation and preserva

tion, for it could not be said of these that God
had &quot;hidden them in His heart;&quot; they must re

fer to the present and coming manifestations of

the Divine displeasure, which are about to be

detailed, and which Job here charges as the con

summation of God s secret eternal plan. E.]
Since the discourse, after the mild conciliatory
turn which it had taken in the last division,

especially in ver. 12, here evidently falls back

into the bitter tone of complaint, it follows that

the 1 at the beginning of this verse is to be taken

adversatively. I know that this was in Thy
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mind i. e., that this determination had long

been formed by Thee (}SJ7 PK1 as in chap, xxiii.

14; xxvii. 11), viz., to assail me, and visit me
with the direst calamities, in the manner de

scribed in the following verses, 14-17.

Ver. 14. If I should sin, Thou wouldest

watch me. JfnOEfl, lit., custodies me, here

cusloditurus eras me, as these verses in general
exhibit that which, in Job s opinion, God had

long since determined, and had the disposition

to do. 1OtP here moreover is not &quot; to keep in

remembrance, to bear anything in mind &quot;

(Stic-

kel, Hirzel, Delitzsch, for then the accus. of the

thing kept ought to have been expressed (comp.
Prov. iv. 21 ;

vii. 1). The meaning is rather to

watch one carefully, to hold under observation,

rigide observare s. custodire aliquem ; comp. ch. vii.

12 ;
xiii. 27.

Ver. 15. If I should be wicked woe
unto me! As is evident from this exclamation

&quot;h &quot;bStf,

&quot; woe unto me !&quot; which takes the place
of a clause expressing the consequence in the

future, T\yW~\ is a stronger expression than

TWDn in the verse preceding. [&quot;

/7K very

strongly expressive of terror or pain, Mic. vii.

1
;
words would fail to describe the violence of

the punishment.&quot; Dav. As much stronger there

fore as bStf is than 1017, so much stronger, it

may be inferred, is #BH here than KtOn. E.].
It must not therefore be weakened by rendering
it (with Schlottmann and Olshausen) &quot;being

found guilty;&quot;
it expresses the idea of gross, pre

sumptuous sinning, deserving of a punishment
indescribably severe (here indicated only by an
exclamation of woe). And were I righteous
(the opposite case of the two hitherto mentioned)
I should not then (according to God s plan
and purpose) lift up my head : i. e., I should

not dare to enjoy my righteousness, nor to profit

by my good conscience so as to look up with
freedom and confidence: comp. ch. xi. 15; xxii.

26 ;
Luke xxi. 28. Rather would he even then

go his way like one who had an evil conscience:

filled with shame, and in sight of my mi
sery. &quot;&quot;INT is either to be taken as constr. state

of an adj. H^O, not elsewhere occurring (of a

like structure with HsT, H^D, etc., so Gesenius,

Fiirst, Welte, Hahn, Del. [Schult., Schlot., Dav.]

etc.), or we are to read nx 1

&quot;! (Piscator, Ewald,

Hirz., Bottch., Dillm. [Ren., Hengst.] etc.): for

to take it as Imper. [E. V.,
&quot; therefore see thou

mine affliction&quot;] (De Wette), or as Infin. (Um-
breit, Rosenm.) [Carey] makes the construction

altogether too hard.

Ver. 16. And should it (my head) lift it

self up : i. e.; should I, although condemned by
Thee, still exhibit a cheerful courage and a proud
self-consciousness. This accordingly is not a
new case, but an expansion of that just supposed
in ver. 156. On HXr comp. ch. viii. 11

;
on the

omission of DX see Ewald, $ 357, 6. As a

lion Thou wouldest (then) hunt me and
again show Thy wondrous power in
me : to wit, by means of the most exquisite
tortures, and the most violent persecutions, with

e.
[&quot;1

wast wonderful in my creation (vers. 8-12) ;
and

now Thou art wonderful in inventing new means

of destroying me.&quot; Words.]. /HBO certainly

belongs to God as the
?&amp;lt;ubj. addressed, not to Job

as obj. (as Schlottmann [and Davidson] think).
We find God in His anger compared to a beast of

prey also in ch. xvi. 9; He is in particular de

scribed as a lion tearing His prey in Hos. v. 14
;

xiii. 7; comp. Isa. xxxi. 4; xxxviii. 13; Jer.

xxv. 38; Lam. iii. 10; Am. iii. 12. On the use

of 31$ with a finite verb following to express
the adverbial notion &quot;

again, repeatedly
&quot; a

construction similar to that above in ch. vi. 28

comp. Ewald, g 285, b. On xsjnn, with final

vowel d, although not in pause (as also in Num.
xix. 12), see Ewald, 141, c. [Ewald, who is

followed by Davidson, finds in the details of the

Divine Plan against Job as here unfolded &quot;a

cruel tetralemma, a fearful fourfold net,&quot; to

compass the ruin of Job whichever way he
should turn. (1) Were he to err and to err is

human God would watch him with the keen
est eye, and punish him without pity. (2).
Should he sin heinously, his punishment would
be commensurate with his guilt, transcending all

description. (3). Should he however be inno
cent he must still be doomed to bear about with
him a guilty look, and seem and feel like a cri

minal. (4). Should he be unable from pride, or

conscious innocence thus to belie his integrity,
and dare to hold up his head, God would in His
wrath hunt him like a lion. The scheme is in

genious and plausible, and has not yet been suc

cessfully disproved. Schlottmaun argues against
it: (1). That the distinction it makes between

J7BH and NDn is forced, to which what has been
said above is a sufficient answer. (2). That the

mention in ver. 15 of the possibility of being
righteous along with that of being wicked is

wholly superfluous! a remark which it is diffi

cult to understand. Job is enumerating all the

moral possibilities of his condition, and showing
that whichever course he takes his Omnipotent
Adversary is there to meet him with a flaming
sword ofvengeance. Assuming therefore Ewald s

view to be not unfounded, the following addi
tional remarks suggest themselves concerning it.

1. In the first two hypotheses, in which the guilt
of Job is assumed, the hypothetical element is

made distinct and strong by the use of DN
;
in

the last two, which assume his innocence the DX

is omitted. 2. Each pair of hypotheses presents
a climax, ^the second hypothesis being an ad
vance upon the first, both in the protasis and

apodosis ; the fourth upon the third, especially
in the apodosis. E.].

Ver. 17. Thou wouldest renew Thy wit
nesses against me : i. e., ever cause new wit
nesses to appear against me, viz., ever new suf
ferings and calamities : comp. ch. xvi. 8, where
may be found the same personification of suffer

ings as witnesses which, in the eyes of men, ever
rise up to testify against him and his innocence.
And increase Thy displeasure against

me (DJ? here the same as contra; comp. ch.

xiii. 19
;

xxiii. 6
;
xxxi. 13) ; ever new troops
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and an army against me. The phrase
fcOVl is not to be understood as a bendiadys, as
T T :

if it denoted &quot; ever new hosts, alternating hosts&quot;

C
with host succeeding host against me&quot; : Con.,

av., Ren., Words., Schlott., Ges., Noy., etc.],

for this idea would be more simply expressed by

N2Y nO in (against Hirzel and most moderns).
Bather does K3 denote the main body of the

army, while fiO 7n, lit, &quot;exchanges&quot; are fresh

advancing reserves, or reinforcements. With
the former, the original main army, are compared
Job s principal sufferings, while the latter the re

serve troops, denote the new species of pains and
tortures with which God continually afflicts and
vexes him (Job being represented as a fortress,

the object of God s hostile attack ; comp. ch. xix.

12 ;
xxx. 12). [f&amp;gt;D

/n stands first as being the

prominent element, Job s mind dwelling princi

pally, though not altogether, on the new tortures

with which God assailed him, as is evident also

from EHnn and 3&quot;lfi just before. E.]. More
over it will be seen that every verse member
from ver. 14 to ver. 18 inclusive ends in the

vowel t, a fact already noted by Bottcher, which
can scarcely be accidental. The impression that

the Divine wrath has especial reference (o the

single individuality (the one 1) of the lamenting
Job is strongly intensified by this continuous re

petition of the rhyme from the pronominal in

flection (Delitzsch).
Second Strophe: Vers. 18-22, consisting of two

thoughts : a. Curse of his own existence vers.

18, 19 (a condensed repetition of ch. iii. 11-16) ;

b. Prayer for a short respite before going down
into the dark realm of the dead (repeated out of

ch. vii. 16-19).
Ver. 18. &quot;Why then didst Thou bring me

forth out of the womb ? I should have

died, etc.
&quot; The Imperfects JNJK, rrp

have a hypothetic coloring, being strictly the

conclusion of a pre-supposition indicated by the

preceding question. They indicate what would

have happened, if God had not called him into

being out of his mother s womb, in his opinion,
which he, as a wise man, here puts in opposition
to the Divine treatment&quot; (Dillmann). [The
Eng. Ver. &quot;Oh that I had given up the ghost,
and no eye had seen me !&quot; is feeble, and de

stroys the unity of the passage formed by this

member, and the verse following, represented as

above indicated by the three conditional Imper
fects. E.].

Ver. 19. /3in expresses the idea of being

borne in slow solemn procession, as is customary
in burial ;

so also in ch. xxi. 32.

Ver. 20. Are not my days few ? Let
Him cease then, let Ham let me alone.
Thus are the words to be rendered according to

the K thibh SllV and IV#% not as a petition

addressed to God, but as a request expressed

concerning Him in the third person, as one who
had withdrawn. The K ri, in giving instead the

Imperf. HTII and JVt^l
|: &quot;cease,&quot; and &quot;let me

alone
&quot;

(so also most of the Ancient Versions),

[E. V.], is a change of the original text, sug

gested by ch. vii. 16, which passage is here imi

tated, although indeed only freely. [This use
of the 3d person here, following the K thibh
which undoubtedly is the correct reading, is a
noticeable and masterly stroke, expressing the

helpless, exhausted prostration of Job s spirit at

the close of his discourse. The vehement Tita
nic energy of his previous defiance has expended
itself : he no more ventures to stand up face to

face with God, and with head uplifted ppur forth
his bitter remonstrances: he now lies low in the

dust, panting with the weary strife, with no hope
but in death, and with averted, down-cast eye,
exclaims of God &quot; Let Him cease for a little

while !&quot; Another indication of his mental ex
haustion is found in the fact that the remainder
of his discourse is made to consist of a repetition
of phrases from ch. vii. He can only repeat,
mechanically almost, what he has said, although
even in this there is inimitable pathos. E.].

JO IVt9, to turn away the attention from any
one, like r\y& with

JD,
ch. vii. 19; Ps. xxxix.

14 [13] ; to supply iS, or 0;rj;, or T (after

ch. xiii. 21) is not really necessary. That I

may be cheerful a little while, lit., look up
brightly, as in ch. ix. 27

;
Ps. xxxix. 14 [13].

Ver. 21. Before I go hence and return

not : [second clause 31t?K K)} adverbial, = not

to return]. Comp. ch. vii. 7-10. An filO/y,

comp. on ch. iii. 5.

Ver. 22. Into the land of darkness, like
to midnight. So Ewald, Dillmann, etc., in or

der to express the idea of an intensified degree of

darkness, indicated by 7s)N
(lit., &quot;covering&quot;:

see ch. iii. 6; xxiii. 17; xxviii. 3
; Ps. xci. 6).

Of the shadow of death, and of confu

sion. Dmo *6 [amo air. ley. in the Old
T:

Testament, but a common word in the later He
brew, Del.], lit.,

&quot; no ranks,&quot; i.e., disorder,
chaotic confusion (Tohuvabohu, Gen. i. 2). For

this use of X1

?, as a terse negation of the con

ception of a noun, like our prefix un-, or dis-,

comp. ch. viii.- 11 ; xxvi. 2, 3. Where it is

bright like midnight. Jfflni, lit., &quot;so that it

shines foth, is bright (comp. ch. iii. 4 ; x. 3).

The subj. of this verb is certainly pN (Hirzel,

Delitzsch, etc.) ; the neuter use of the fern. ^3H

is less probable. bsfc here again signifying the

most intense darkness, the most sunless gloom,

(ipsum medullitium umbrae mortis, ejusqueintensissi-

mum, Oetinger).
&quot; To be bright like midnight

&quot;

(the direct opposite of Ps. cxxxix. 12) is a strong

terribly vivid description of superlative dark

ness, as it rules in the under-world. Compare
Milton s: &quot;not light, but darkness visible,&quot; in

his description of hell.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The fundamental thought, around which all

the discussions of this new discourse of Job re

solve, is that of absolute power in God, and of
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that power acting in a merciless arbitrary man
ner, entirely regardless of all human right and
innocence. &quot; He destroys the innocent as well as

the guilty ;&quot;
such is the harsh utterance against

God as a tyrant, raging in anger, trampling
down all right under His feet (ch. ix. 22), to

which Job advances from the concession which
he has previously made to both his opponents,
that God s action is always aud uniformly just

(comp. Exeget. and Crit. Rem s., No. 1). He
concedes* to them, especially to Bildad, without
further question :

&quot; what God does must be right,

just because God, the Righteous One, does it.&quot;

But with bitter sarcasm he resolves this into the

proposition: &quot;God does just what He pleases,
whether it is really righteous or not!&quot; Thus,
instead of the God of absolute justice, whom the

friends had held up before him and defended (in
a way that was one-sided and narrow enough, to

be sure), he forms for himself a gloomy, horrible

representation of a God of absolute power, who
rules and directs not according to objective
standards of right, but according to the prompt-
inss of an arbitrary will, subject to no restraint.

It is the #edf AiKaiof of Marcion, who is abso

lutely and in essence disjoined from all kindness
and love ; nay, more, it is the God of the pre-
destinatianists and extreme (supra-lapsarian)
Calvinists, disposing of the destinies of men in

accordance with an unconditional, arbitrary de
cree (decretum absolulum), irrespective of all mo
ral worthiness or unworthiness such is the Be
ing whom Job here delineates, and before whose
hostile assaults on his person, guiltless as he
knows himself to be, he recoils in shuddering
anguish. Instead of dwelling as he had formerly
done (ch. ii. 10) on the remembrance of the ma
nifold goodness which he had experienced from
God, and bowing in patience beneath His hand,
and confidently awaiting the explanation in the
near or remote future of the dark destiny which
according to an inscrutable decree overshadowed
him, he here thrusts away from himself all such
comfort, writhes like a worm under the crushing
pressure of that horrible spectre into which his

perverted imagination had transformed the only
just and holy God, imputes to Him the severe
treatment which although innocent he had en
dured as a long-cherished and well-contrived

plan (ch. x. 13-17), and finally relapses into that
tone of deepest despair and most disconsolate
woe which he had heretofore struck

&quot;upon, by
cursing his existence (ch. x. 18seq.) and be
seeching God for just one thing that before he
should depart hence into the eternally dark and
joyless Hereafter, He would once again let him
alone, that he might have one short last respite
in this life. In short it is the sorely tried suf
ferer, who is not indeed really forsaken by God,
but who has nevertheless given himself up, who
here pours out his grief without restraint in a

,

lamentation which is at the same time through-
v

out an arraignment of God. Comp. Luther in
his Preface to our book: &quot;For before that Job
cometh into the pangs of death, he praiseth
God concerning the spoiling of his goods, and
the death of his children. But when death is

before his eyes, and God withdraweth Himself,
then do his words show what manner of thoughts
a man, however holy he be, may have against

God
; how it seemeth to him that God is not God,

but a mere judge and an angry tyrant, who ex-

erciseth His power, and careth for no man s

well-being. This is the most extreme part of

this book. Only those can understand it, who
also feel and know what it is to endure God s

wrath and judgment, and to have His mercy hid

from them.&quot;

2. Under the rough shell of this abstract pre-
destinatianist way of thinking, the discourse con
ceals a rich store of glorious religious truths,
and powerful testimonies in behalf of a living

saving faith, which show to us that Job has been

sorely afflicted indeed, but not rejected ; nay,
more, that bright beams of Divine light pierce
the thick darkness, and line with glory the edges
of the black clouds of doubt whicli have come be

tween him and the gracious face of his Heavenly
Father. As Brentius beautifully says :

&quot; Here

you have the blasphemies of hell, into which
those are tempted who are for any time judi

cially forsaken by the Lord
;

. . . but Job ar

gues his cause according to his feelings : for in

such dread of the judgment as possesses him he
feels God to be not a Father, but an executioner.
. . . But mark, at this point the faith of Job
lifts up its head even in the midst of judgment !

For as Christ, our Lord, when cast into the midst
of hell, cries out that He is forsaken, yet at the

same time acknowledges God to be His God for

He says : My God, why hast Thou forsaken me ?

so Job, overwhelmed with all evils, wondering
how God, who was before so generous, can now
be so cruel a Judge, recounts in the spirit of

faith the mercies of the past from the time be
fore his birth until his growth to manhood; for

unless a spark of faith had been left in him, he
would not have been able to recognize the mer
cies which he enumerates (ch. x.

8-12).&quot; Among
these testimonies to the fact that in the midst of

all the darkness and judicial terrors which
assailed him he still maintained his faith, may
be mentioned :

a. The glorious description which he gives in ch.

ix. 5-12 of the Omnipotence and greatness of God,
as the same is manifested in the works of His

creation, both on earth and in heaven one of

the most elevated descriptions which the poetic
literature of the Old* Testament has anywhere
produced on this topic.

b. The strikingly beautiful description which
he gives of the special care and the infinite skill and
wisdom exercised by the providence of God in its

influence on man s generation, on the earliest

development of the individual human life in the

womb, and on every subsequent stage of that

development up to mature manhood : ch. x. 8-12.

This, too, like the former, is one of the noblest

contributions of this book to physico-theology,
and to the Bible doctrine of the creation of the
individual human life, and of the origin of the
soul. Like the parallel passage in Ps. cxxxix.

13-16, this description seems decidedly to favor
the theory of creationism, according to which the

generation of each individual man presupposes
a concurrent act of immediate creation on the

part of the Divine omnipotence (comp. Lactan-
tius, De opif Dei, c. 19). At the same time it is

evident, especially from ver. 10, with the strong
emphasis which it lays on the participation of
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the parents in the origination of the human or

ganism, -that the fundamental idea of tiaducian-

ism, or generationism, is not foreign to the wri

ter s thought, but is to be included in it as

a presupposition which is not to be ignored. So
then these two methods of representation, that

of creationism and that of generationism, must

always and everywhere go hand in hand, mutu

ally supplementing and rectifying one another,

(comp. Nitzsch, Syst. of Christ. Doct. \ 107, Rem.
2; Ilothe, Elh. $ 124, Rem. 1; Frohschammer,
Ueber Ursprung der menschlichen Seele, 1854).

c. Again, the absolute superiority of the Divine

intellifffnce to the human, and hence the infinite

knowledge and unapproachable wisdom of God,
are described in ch. ix. 3, 4 (comp. ver. 14 seq. ;

ch. x. 4) with an impressive power and beauty,

rivalling the most important of those Old Testa
ment passages (e. g. Ps. cxxxix.) where this

theme is unfolded.

d. When in contrast with all this Job comes
to speak of the loeakness, vanity, and transiloriness

of human existence, his words are not less impres
sive and eloquent. They resemble (especially
ch. ix. 25 seq.

&quot; For my days are swifter than
a runner, etc.&quot;, comp. ch. x. 20. &quot;Are not my
days few,&quot; etc.

)
those passages in Job s earlier

lament, at the beginning of ch. vii., where be
describes the transiency and vanity of man s life

on earth; but they also resemble similar pas
sages in the preceding discourses of Eliphaz and
Bildad. Thus it is that this complaint over the

hasty flight and the misery of human life, pre
sents itself as a constant theme with all the

speakers of this book, and is indeed a character

istic property of all the Chokmah poets and teach

ers of the Old Testament generally.
e. With this repeated emphasizing of human

weakness is closely connected the prominence
given to the consciousness, characteristic of the

Old Testament stand-point of faith and life, of

such superiority in God over man as makes it

absolutely impossible for the latter to contend,
or to come into comparison with Him, there

being no arbiter or judicial mediator between
both (ch. ix. 32 seq.). The recognition of this

both indirectly postulates such a mediator and

prompts to an expression of the yearning felt

for him ; comp. above on ch. ix. 33.

/. Finally, it is a noticeable trait of Job s

profound piety that repeatedly, in the midst of

his sorrowful complaint, he addresses himself

directly to God. Indeed, from ch. ix. 28 on, he
no longer speaks in the third person o/God, but
in the second person to Him. This tone of

entreaty, which the sorely afflicted sufferer main

tains, even where he utters the bitterest com

plaints and accusations against God, is instruc

tive in regard to that which should be regarded
as in general the fundamental frame of his soul

(comp. on ch. ix. 28, and on ch. x. 2). Accord

ing to this, be appears as one whom God had
in truth not forsaken, but only afflicted for the

sake of proving him. Indeed, far from being
objectively forsaken of God, he is not once guilty
of forsaking God in the subjective sense (i. e. in

a spirit of self-will, through doubt, disobedience

or open apostasy). In the inmost depths of his

praying heart, he does not once believe that he

is forsaken or rejected by God; he only fears
25

such a doom in passing, but every time springs
shuddering back with hope, or at least with

longing to God, and (like a child, severely chas

tised, which nevertheless knows no other refuge
ind no other comfort than may be found with
its father) does not stop clinging to the Hea
venly Author of his being, ever renewing his

complaints and petitions to Him for help. &quot;It

is true that Job, so long as he regards his suf

ferings as a dispensation of divine judgment, is

as unjust towards God as he believes God to be

unjust towards him; but if we bear in mind
that this state of conflict and temptation does
not preclude the idea of a temporal withdrawal
of faith, and that, as Baumgarten (Pentat. i.

209) aptly expresses it, the profound secret of

prayer is this, that man can prevail with the Di
vine Being, then we shall understand that this

dark cloud need only be removed, and Job again
stands before the God of love as His saint&quot; (Del.).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The survey given above (No. 2 a-/) of those

portions of the preceding section having the

greatest doctrinal and ethical value will show
where the most fruitful themes for homiletic
discussion may be found. In any case the

separate treatment of these themes commends
itself in proportion to the richness of their con
tents and their high significance, in preference
to the homiletic treatment of the whole discourse

through all its length as a unit. If a compre
hensive text is sought for, either one of the three

sections, into which the whole discourse is di

vided, may he chosen. Or combining the first

two sections into one of greater length, the divi

sion by chapters may be followed. In this case
the theme of a homily ou ch. ix. might run :

&quot; The saint of the Old Testament groaning under
the pressure of the Divine omnipotence, not

having as yet the consciousness of an atonement.&quot;

The theme for ch. x. might be stated: &quot;The

pious sufferer of the Old Testament on the brink
of despair,&quot; or &quot;

wavering between a child-like,

thankful, trustful recognition of the Father-love

of God (vers. 8-12) and disconsolate complaint
because of His apparent merciless severity.&quot;

As shorter texts the following present them
selves: ch. ix. 2-12 God s Omnipotence; ch.

ix. 13-24 The apparent injustice of the Divine

government of the world
;

ch. ix. 25-35 The
cheerless and helpless condition of the suffering

righteous under the Old Dispensation, who as

yet knew no mediator between God and men ;

ch. x. 1-7 The contradiction which shows itself

between the fact of God s omniscience, and that,

of the innocent suffering of the godly ; ch. x.

8-12. God s fatherly love, and His merciful all-

including care as exhibited in the creation and

preservation of human life ;
ch. x. 13-22. God

as the hostile persecutor of the sufferer, who
fancies himself to be forsaken by Him, and who
is deprived of all earthly comfort.

Particular Passages.

Ch. ix. 6 sq. : OECOLAMPADIUS: The levelling

of mountains, the shakings of the earth, eclipses

of the sun and of the stars, and in short the

movements of the universe are testimonies to
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the power of God. It must needs be that He is

mighty who hurls mountains into the sea with

such ease, that it is scarcely noticed. . . . Hence

believers derive the hope that nothing is so ter

rible or so grievous but God can alleviate it,

especially when He says: &quot;If ye have faith as

a grain of mustard seed, ye shall say unto this

mountain. Remove hence to yonder place, and it

shall remove&quot; (Matt. xvii. 20). By which saying
it is testified that the highest power belongs to

those who believe. STAEKE : If God has the

power to remove mountains, He certainly has

the power to deliver out of all troubles (Ps. 1.

25). The heavens are a mirror of the infinite

and incomprehensible Wisdom, Goodness and

Omnipotence of God. Even the heathen have

learned from their reflections, that there must

be a supreme intelligent Being, who rules over

all. Every star is our schoolmaster, and testi

fies &amp;lt;o us that there is a God.

Ch. ix. 10 sq. BRENTIUS: God s judgments
are hidden: at first sight they seem to men
either unjust or foolish, but in the end His

counsel is understood, and His back is seen,

though not His face (.ler.
xviii. 17). . . . Hence

if God should pass before thee, i. e. if He should

carry on some wondrous work before thine eyes,

although at first thou shouldst be ignorant what

it is, or what He wills by His wonderful work,
nevertheless thou canst not doubt in the least

that He is good and wise and just. TUBBING.

BIBLE: God as omnipresent is continually
around us and with us, although we see Him
not. OSIANDER: Although God is without the

least varying disposed towards us as a Father,

it. may nevertheless seem to us in trouble as

though He had changed towards us (Ps. Ixvii. 10;

Is. Ixiv. 16).
Ch. ix. 21 sq. ZEYSS : Although it seems to

pious believers when in deep affliction and trial,

as though God observed no measure and no dis

crimination in the infliction of punishment, it is

nevertheless not so with Him
;
but such thoughts

proceed from flesh and blood, yea, they are

temptations of Satan (comp. Brentius above,
Doctrinal and Ethical Remarks, No. 2). HENG-
STEXBERG : To this result (viz.

of regarding God
as the author of evil and as absolutely unjust)
we must come in our investigation of evil, if we
look at the subject with carnal eyes. The mat
ter looks differently, however, to him who is

capable of spiritual discernment, which is true

only of him who can bring his own processes
and experiences into accord with God s justice.
He sees that, the triumph of evil is always only

apparent and transient, only the means of pre

paring the way for the triumph of the good.
He sees that the righteous need suffering for

temptation and purification, that so long as sin

dwells in them, they cannot yet be exalted to

glory, but that, as the Apostle says of himself,

they must be &quot; troubled on every side, yet not

distressed&quot; (2 Cor. iv. 8) ; otherwise they would
soon be a dead reed. &quot; The staff of affliction

beats our loins down to the grave/ etc., etc.

Ch. ix. 30seq. (ECOLAMPAOIUS: The most po
tent kind of comfort is that which comes from a

pure conscience, which is as it were a perpetua
outcry. But neither from that do we derive any
benefit, if we look back at our works. For we

shall never thus be purified, who in the strict

judgment of God would be pronounced abomi

nable, and defiled with filth. ZEYSS : The guilt

of sin can be washed away by no snow-water,

lye, or soap, i. e., by no outward works, or self-

elected service of God, or papistic holy water.

It is quite another washing that serves for that,

to wit, the blood of Jesus Christ
;

1 John i. 7.

Ch. ix. 33. (ECOLAMPADIUS : Without Christ

we are such creatures as Job has described

above. If however Christ is our arbiter and me
diator (1 Tim. ii. 5) He Himself will remove the

rod.

Ch. x. 2 seq. HENGSTENBERG : The needless

and aimless cruelty towards an innocent person,
of which Job accuses God, seems all the more
nexcusable if this innocent one is at the same
ime wholly helpless. It would be revolting to

see omnipotence sporting with impotence. To
such cheerless results are we driven, when, like

fob, we look into ourselves, as into a golden cup.
f in severe suffering we fail to recognize our
own darkness, the Father of Lights must change
nto darkness.

Ch. x. 8 seq. CRAMER: In affliction there is

no better comfort than to remember that we are

sprung from God (Ps. xxii. 10). CHU. SCRIVEB
in the hymn :

&quot;

Jesu, meiner Seele Leben
&quot;)

:

&quot; Thy loving-kindness was around me flung,
Ere yet the world did lie around my way ;

On Thee in my weak infancy I hung,
While helpless on my mother s breast I lay.

Along the wayward paths of early youth
Thy loving-kindness ever followed me.

It is in Thee each moment I do live,

Thy Spirit ever with me doth abide ;

AH that I have is but what Thou dost give,

Thy light has ever been my journey s guide.&quot;

HENGSTENBERG : It is worthy of note, what a

fund of knowledge of God Job still possesses,
even when he seems to have completely forsaken

God. With one who is penetrated, as he is, by
the consciousness that every whiff of breath be

longs to God, faith must, sooner or later, fight
its way through all temptations and dark clouds.

Ch. x. 13 seq. CRAMER: God does not afflict

and trouble men willingly (Lam. iii. 33), and al

though in affliction He seems to frown, He yet
smiles on us in His heart. He stands behind the

wall, and looks through the lattice; Cant. ii. 9.

HENGSTENBERG: Nothing tends more strongly
to lead human nature astray, than the discovery
that one whom you have been accustomed to love

and to honor as your benefactor, has used his

beneficence only as means to gratify the deepest

malignity. Job thinks that his experience in

relation to God is of this character. How under
such circumstances must the Fountain of all con

solation be changed into a poisonous spring !

Ch. x. 18 seq. OSIANDER: His great ingrati
tude if we do not thank God for the use of light
in this life; and it is a heathenish speech to say

it were best never to have been born, or to

have died immediately after birth. ZEYSS (on
ver. 20 seq.): Terrible as are death and the

grave to natural eyes, they are no less sweet and

comforting to the eyes of faith (Luke ii. 29 ;
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Phii. i. 21). STARKE: Those who are tried are

wont to long greatly that God, if He will not al

together remove their suffering, would yet send
some relief ( Isa. xxxviii. 14). VICT. ANDREAE :

Do we not see in these two chapters (ix. and x.)
how the human heart in truth wavers to and fro

between the proudest presumption and the moat

pusillanimous despair ?

III. Zophar and Job : Chaps. XI XIV.

A. Zophar s violent arraignment of Job, aa one who needs in penitence to submit
himself to the all-seeing and righteous God :

CHAPTER XI.

1. Expression of the desire that the Omniscient One would appear to convince Job of his guilt

VERS. 2-6.

1 Then answered Zophar the Naamathite, and said :

2 Should not the multitude of words be answered ?

and should a man full of talk be justified?
3 Should thy lies make men hold their peace?
and when thou mockest, shall no man make thee ashamed ?

4 For thou hast said, My doctrine is pure,
and I am clean in Thine eyes.

5 But oh that God would speak,
and open His lips against thee

;

6 and that He would show thee the secrets of wisdom,
that they are double to that which is !

Know therefore that God exacteth of thee less than thine iniquity deserveth.

2. Admonitory description of the impossibility of contending against God s omniscience, which

charges every man with sin :

VERSES 7-12.

7 Canst thou by searching find out God ?

canst thou find out the Almighty unto perfection ?

8 It is as high as heaven, what canst thou do ?

deeper than hell, what canst thou know?
9 The measure thereof is longer than the earth,

and broader than the sea.

10 If He cut off, and shut up,
or gather together, then who can hinder Him ?

11 For He knoweth vain men
;

He seeth wickedness also
;
will He not then consider it ?

12 For vain man would be wise,

though man be born like a wild ass s colt.

3. The truly penitent has in prospect the restoration of his prosperity ; for the wicked, however,
there remains no hope :

VERSES 13-20.

1 3 If thou prepare thine heart,
and stretch out thine hands toward Him ;

14 if iniquity be in thine hand, put it far away,
and let not wickedness dwell in thy tabernacles.
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15 For then shalt thou lift up thy face without spot ;

yea, thou shalt be steadfast, and shalt not fear.

16 Because thou shalt forget thy misery,
and remember it as waters that pass away ;

17 and thine age shall be clearer than the noonday ;

thou shalt shine forth, thou shalt be as the morning.

18 And thou shalt be secure, because there is hope ;

yea, thou shalt dig about thee, and thou shalt take thy rest in safety.
19 Also thou shalt lie down, and none shall make thee afraid

;

yea, many shall make suit unto thee.

20 But the eyes of the wicked shall fail,

and they shall not escape,
and their hope shall be as the giving up of the ghost.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The comparative violence of this new arraign
ment of Job is to be explained by the fact that

he in his last discourse had positively maintained
his innocence, and had accused God quite openly
and directly of injustice. Zophar, the youngest,
and the least considerate of the three friends,

opposes him on this head with the declaration
that God the All-wise and All-seeing, would ob
serve in him, as in all men, enough of sin to jus
tify the stern infliction of punishment on him

(ver. 6). He indeed gives direct expression to

the thought that the suffering which Job endured
was well-deserved punishment for sin (ver. 11),
that sincere repentance was required of him (ver.

14), and that on condition of such repentance
could he hope for restoration to his former pros
perity, that in any other case the sad doom of

the wicked would surely be before him (ver. 20).

[&quot;In
his first appearance he is hot, and eager,

and peremptory, but widely more gentle and less

coarse than hereafter. Eliphaz brings forward
his earnest exhortation, overawed by its divine

majesty, and trembling when he recollects how
he received from heaven the truth which he ut
ters f r Job s advantage. Bildad reposes not on
revelation, but on the human consciousness.

Zophar, the private dogmatist, and as such

having nothing to fall back on with dignity the
hottest and most intolerant, has- only his own
of course. it cannot but be, with which to si

lence his obstinate adversary.&quot; DAVIDSON.] His
discourse falls into three divisions: 1. The ex

pression of a desire for such a declaration from
the All-wise God as would convince Job of his

guilt (vers. 2-6) ;
2. A description intended to

warn Job of God s exalted knowledge, by virtue
of which He charges on every man his sins (vers.

7-12) ; 3. An inculcation of the necessity of re

pentance as the only condition of recovering his

former prosperity (vers. 13-20). Parts 1 and 2

are Double Strophes, consisting of small strophes
of three or two verses each. Part 3 contains
three such shorter strophes or groups of verses.

2. First Division, or Double Strophe. The ex

press on of the desire that the Omniscient One
would appear to convince Job of his guilt (vers.
2-6).

^First Strophe: Vers. 2-4. A censure of the

high-flown and impenitent discourse of Job.

Ver. 2. Shall the multitude of words
(D

&quot;P
1 3*1, as in Prov. x. 19; Eccles. v. 2) re

main unanswered, or shall a babbler
(lit.

&quot; man of
lips,&quot;

D H^ty t^ N, to be distinguished

from D T3T t? N, &quot;a man of words,&quot; i. e., an elo-
T :

quent speaker, Ex. iv. 10) be in the right?

P;} , literally &quot;to be justified, to be declared in

the right,&quot;
to wit, by allowing him the last word.

The beginning of the discourse resembles that
of Bildad, chap. viii. 2. At the same time there

may be detected a slight tone of apology, that
the speaker undertakes to say any thing, not

withstanding his youth. [&quot;If Zophar s name,
which signifies chirper or chatterer, was expres
sive of his character, these words might have
been applied to himself.&quot; WORDSWORTH ]

Ver. 3. Shall thy vain talk (Dns from T13,

POTTOAOyelv) [E. V : too strong, &quot;Us,&quot; rather

chatter, idle babbling] put men (D ^p, archaic

expression for D1X or D tS^JX
[&quot;like

other ar

chaisms, e.g., *7:3P, always without the article.&quot;

DEL.], comp. ver. 11; chap. xix. 19; xxii. 15,

etc.) to silence, so that thou mockest
[ God (Hirzel); better Kosentniiller: nos et

Deum.&quot; DEL.], without any one putting
thee to shame? viz., by refuting thee. The

fut. consec. A^7 J-?1 as a^so &quot;&quot;3Kfll at the begin

ning of the following verse, denotes that into
which Job might be betrayed by men s silence.

It bears, therefore, since the principal verb
^ ?D1 continues the question of the preceding

verse, a modal impress :
&quot; so that thou darest to

mock and to
say,&quot;

etc. (so correctly Umbreit,
Hirzel, Vaihinger, Hahn, Delitzsch, etc., while

Ewald, Stickel, Dillmann [Carey], etc. remove

altogether the interrogative character of our
verne, and make it to consist of two co-ordinate
affirmative clauses.

Ver. 4. My doctrine is pure. HpS, in the

Book of Job occurring only here, very common,
however, in Proverbs (comp. also Deut. xxxii.
2

; Isa. xxix. 24), signifies not a mere &quot;

assump
tion,&quot; or

&quot;opinion&quot; (Hahn), but something ap
propriated from tradition, a truth taught in ac-
ordance with tradition, especially in respect to

moral conduct, therefore, in brief, moral teach

ing, or doctrine in general. With regard, there-
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fore, to this his doctrine, tbe substance of his

moral axioms and rules of living, Zophar re

proaches Job with maintaining (or rather he

says that he would maintain, if encouraged by
the silence of others): &quot;it is

pure,&quot; i.e., it is

immaculate and infallible
(1JT_

as in chap. viii. 6 ;

xxxiii. 9; Prov. xvi. 2, etc.
).

And yet more than
this : even against God would he maintain that
&quot; he was pure in His eyes&quot; (coinp. chap, ix 21

;

x. 7). He would therefore, in addition to the

purity of his principle*, maintain also that of his

life, a result which seems to Zophar the height
of absurdity, and which seems to him to mock
every holy ordinance of God.

Second Strophe: Vers. 5-6. Expression of the

wish that God Himself might personally inter

pose to punish Job s arrogant falsehoods.

Ver. 5. But oh that Eloali would speak
and open His lips against thee. After

JJV
&quot;&quot;D here follows first the Infinitive (as in Ex.

xvi. 3); then, however, in b, and in the follow

ing verse Imperfects: comp. GESEN. $1*50, 2.

[The subject of the Inf. is emphatically placed

before it. &quot;Oh, that Eloah would
speak!&quot; See

EWALD, \ 329, c.] A forcible D 7ttO (verujn enim

vero) introduces the whole optative clause and

puts it, in a measure, in opposition to the wish
that God might come, previously uttered by Job
himself (chap. ix. 34seq.), thus: verily, would
He but come, there would be an immediate end
to thy boasting.

Ver. 6. And make known to thee the

secrets of His wisdom, that it is twofold

in true knowledge. iTE/in in a somewhat

different sense from that found above in chap. v.

12 ;
vi. 13 ; here in a more theoretic (scientific)

sense. D ~|23, lit. that which is doubled, i. e., in

general that which is much greater than some

thing else, which far surpasses it [hence
&quot; mani

fold
&quot;

would, according to our mode of expres
sion, be more exact than &quot;twofold.&quot; The ex

planation of some that the word is used here by
way of comparison, as though the meaning were
that &quot;God s wisdom is double thine,&quot; or &quot;twice

as great as thou canst imagine,&quot; is inadequate.
The word is absolute, and although dual in

form, is to us plural, or intensive in meaning=
God s wisdom is fold upon fold! how then canst

thou presume to judge it, as though able to see

through it? For this intensive use of the dual

comp. D ^nV, ver. 17, lit. &quot;double brightness,&quot;

i. e., the superlativebrightness of noonday. E.].

Comp. Isa. xl. 2. The subj. of D &amp;lt;1

733, viz., N H
referring back to riODPI, is here omitted, be

cause it is identical with the obj. of the principal
clause; comp. Gen. ii. 4; Isa. iii. 10 (EWALD,
336, b). [E. V. here &quot;that they are double to

that which is&quot; is scarcely intelligible.] So
must thou know [JH1, Imperat. consec., pre

senting the necessary consequence of the fulfil

ment of that wish ; comp. EWALD, \ 347, a) [De-
litzsch :

&quot; Instead of saying: then thou wouldst

perceive, Zophar, realizing in his mind that

which he has just wished, says imperiously

JH1&quot;]
tftat Eloah remits to thee of thy

guilt i. e., leaves much of it out of the account

igainst thee, lets it go unpunished. The
JO in

^U?.?. ig accordingly partitive, to be expressed

by &quot;somewhat of, much of,&quot; TV0r\, lit. to bring

into forgetfulness, oblivioni dare, a causative

Hiphil, occurring elsewhere in the 0. T. only in

chap, xxxix. 17.

3. Second Division, or Double Strophe : De

scribing, with an admonitory purpose, the im

possibility of contending against God s omnis

cience, which charges every man with sin, vers.

7-12.

First Strophe : Vers. 7-9. [God s wisdom un

searchable.]
Ver. 7. Canst thou reach the depths [in

the Germ.: dm Grund erreichfn; lit. to reach the

bottom] in Eloah, or penetrate to the ut
termost parts [zum Aeusserslen hinandrmgeri]

in the Almighty?
&quot;Ipn,

&quot;search&quot; (chap,

viii. 8), is used here sensu objectivo=i\\&i which
is to be searched, the ground of any thing (so in

chap, xxxviii. 16) ; here, therefore, the hidden

depth [ground, basis] of the divine nature.

Jr7Dr}&amp;gt;
on ^ne c ntraryi denotes &quot;the finishing,

the terminus,&quot; * . e., the end, the extremity of the

same divine nature [Wordsworth: &quot;canst thou
arrive at the limit of God ? Canst thou attain to

the horizon of the Almighty ?&quot;] (comp. ch. xxvi.

10; xxviii. 3; Ps. cxxxix. 22; Nehem. iii. 21).
The first question accordingly describes God as

unfathomable, the second as illimitable or im
measurable

;
the former conveys the notion of

absolute mystery, ihe latter that of absolute

greatness and incomprehensibility. [&quot;The
na

ture of God may be sought after, but cannot be
found out ; and the end of God is unattainable,
for He is both: the Perfect One, absolutus ; and
the Endless One, infinitus.&quot; DEL.] Many mo-

derns, after Eichhorn (e. g., John Pye Smith:
The Scripture Testimony of the Messiah, 6 Ed., Vol.

I 11
; Vol. II. 240) [also E. V.] take Ipn in the

active sense of searching or discovering, and

JvbDfi in the sense of perfection. This, how

ever, yields for both members a less suitable

sense, and assigns to IV^Dfi a signification which

it can nowhere be proved to have. [Conant and

others (so also E. V.) regard the clause JV7Dn~Tp
as adveibial: &quot;Canst thou find out the Almighty
to a perfection?&quot;

i. e., to a perfect comprehen
sion of Him. Neither of Conant s reasons for

this rendering is valid. (1) The parallelism

does not favor it, but contrariwise. N 7X &quot;*pn finds

its parallel in W OP ; the former belonging to

the category of depth, the latter to that of length,

which accounts for the preposition ~\%. (2) The

accentuation does not favor it, but the reverse.

Munach puts HCf in precisely the same connec

tion with the final verb in this member, as nnx
in the former member. E.]

Ver. 8. Heights of heaven : to wit, are the

distances which lie between our perception and
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the &quot;extremity&quot; of the Almighty, the dimensions
with which we seek to measure His infinitude.

Hence the question, vividly annexed to this ex

clamation what canst thou do? empha
sizing the helplessness and powerlessness of

man over agaiust that which is immeasurable.
To this corresponds the second member :

deeper than the underworld (are the hid

den depths, the grounds of the Godhead, or of

the Divine Wisdom) what knowest thou ?

what can thy knowledge do in view of such

depths? In so far as the phrase &quot;heights of

heaven&quot; points back to the idea of the IV73A
while the phrase

&quot;

deeper than the underworld &quot;

points to that of the
&quot;Ipn,

the position of the

two members of this verse seems to be inverted

as regards those of the ver. preceding. It is to

be observed that the ruling idea here, as well as

in the following verse, is throughout that of the

Divine wisdom (omniscience), or the Divine na
ture on the side of wisdom and intellectual perfec
tion, as the connection of the passage with ver.

6 clearly shows.

Yer. 9. Longer than the earth is its mea
sure, and broader is it than the sea: viz.

the Divine wisdom, the immeasurableness of

which is here described according to all the four

dimensions, according to the height and depth,
and also according to the length and breadth,
as in Eph. iii. 18 these same four dimensions
are used in describing the absoluteness of the

love of God in Christ. Our translation : &quot;longer

than the earth is its
[lit. her] measure,&quot; rests

on the reading mo with He mappiq, which is

to be regarded as nn abbreviated feminine form
for nmn (comp. ch. v. 13, DOI^ for Drmr :

T T T : T T T : T
also Zech. iv. 2, etc.). The Masorah, indeed,
favors mo, with He raphatum, with which

T r

reading the word would be the Accus. of nearer
definition (&quot;according to its measure, in mea
sure&quot;).

But the separation between the Accus.
of relation and its ruling word produced by a
word intervening, would give here, where KTI
is omitted, a somewhat harsh construction, to

which the simpler rendering given above is to be

preferred.
Second Strophe: vers. 10-12. [The judicial

intervention of God supposed.]
Ver. 10. If He passes by plvff

1

, as in ch.

ix. 11; E. V. incorrectly &quot;cut
off&quot;],

and
arrests, and calls to judgment (lit. summons
an assembly, implying that the process of a trial

was public, and the verdict rendered and exe
cuted by the assembled people: comp. Ezek.
xvi. 40; xxiii. 46 ;

1 Kings xxi. 9). [&quot;One might
almost imagine that Zophar looks upon himself
and the other two friends as forming such an

assembly: they cannot justify him in opposi
tion to God, since He accounts him

guilty.&quot;

DEL.] Who will oppose Him ? present a

protest in behalf of the accused as though he
were not guilty. Comp. in general ch. ix. 11,

12, which description of Job s Zophar here

reproduces in part word for word, but with

quite another purpose, viz. to defend, not to con
demn or assail God s justice [&quot; ? vav apod.
with fine effect who. as you say (ix. 12) would?&quot;

DAV.].

Ver. 11. For He [emphatic, Kin
; whether

others know it, or not] knows evil men
(NIK? fiD, lit. &quot;men of vanity, of falsehood,&quot;

[ people who hypocritically disguise their

moral nothingness.&quot; DEL.], as in Ps. xxvi. 4:

comp. also Job xxii. 15), and sees wicked
ness without considering it: i e. without

watching it with strenuous and anxious strict

ness (comp. ch. xxxiv. 23), the moral qualities
of His creatures being at every moment unveiled
to His omniscience.

[&quot; Finely magnifying the
Divine Insight, which is omniscient, and is so
without effort.&quot; DAV.] This is the only render

ing of p13iT
N /I which accords with the con

text (comp. already Aben Ezra
; non opus habet,

ut diu consideret ; among moderns Hirzel, Dillm.,
Del., etc.). Far less natural are the explana
tions of Ewald: &quot;without his (the wicked)
observing it;&quot; of Umbreit, Stickel, Hahn :

&quot;without his (the wicked) being observed;&quot;

of Schlottman : &quot;and (sees) him who observes
not, who is without understanding.&quot;

Ver. 12. So must (even) a witless man
acquire wisdom, and a wild ass s foal be
born over a man. This interpretation, which
is the one substantially adopted by Piscator,
Umbreit, Ewald, Schlottm., Vaih., Heiligst.,
Dillmann [Renan, Hengst., Wordsworth], and
generally by most moderns, is the most suitable

among the numerous interpretations of this dif
ficult verse. The connection by the 1 with the

verse preceding, shows that this verse should
indicate what effect the judicial intervention of
the Omniscient God ought to have on man, even

though he be a stubborn sinner and devoid of

understanding. 3OJ K^K, lit. a man bored

through, i. e. a hollow man, hence one void of

understanding, a man without intellectual and

moral substance ; comp. the phrase Kit? JVD
: T :

Again, iO3 Tj (of which JO3 is in apposition,
not in the genitive), signifies lit. &quot;a foal, a wild

ass, i. e., a wild-ass-foal (comp. the phrase tO3

D1X, used in almost the same sense of untamed
wldness in Gen. xvi. 12). Both these expres
sions, as well as those of the preceding verse,
are chosen not without reference to the conduct
of Job, who seems to Zophar to be an obstinate
fool (comp. ch. ii. 10); although not pointed
directly at him, they inflict on him a sensible
cut [see ch. xii. 3, where with evident reference

to the 23T of this passage, Job with indignant

scorn says 3 33S &quot;&quot;S-DJ E.], and they at the

pame time facilitate the transition to the follow

ing admonitions. Observe also the intentional
and witty paronomasia [both of sound and sense]

between 3OJ and 22v t
: the empty man is to be

T &quot; f r J

made a man of substance [der Hohlkopf soil be-

herzt gtmacht~\, the void in his head if to be filled

up as it were by a new heart. [Observe in

addition the assonance of the closing words of

each member, 33v &amp;lt; and *\~) Davidson adopts
&quot; T &quot;I&quot;

essentially the same construction of terms and
clauses as that given here, but gives to the verse
a different tone. Instead of regarding it as a
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grave declaration of what should be the result

of the judicial intervention of God, he regards
it as a sarcastic denial of wisdom to man :

&quot;But a witless man would be wine, and a wild ass

colt be a born man! a man who is a fool would
arrogate wisdom to himself, and though a wild

ass colt, he would claim humanity.&quot; This, how
ever, would be a tone of remark entirely out of

harmony with what precedes, and with what fol

lows. Dav dson characterizes the interpretation

adopted above as &quot;excessively artificial and un-

hebraistic in construction:&quot; a strange charge
surely to come from one who adopts the very
same rnnstrucl on, except that he eives it a differ

ent coloring. Equally wide of the mark is the

objection that Job himself did not exhibit the

result which Zophar here says ought or might
be expected to follow. Hengstenberg remarks
on the contents of the verse according to our

interpretation :
&quot; We have here the first passage

of Scripture which speaks of a regeneration.&quot;

E.] The following varying explanations are to

be rejected as being in part against the connec

tion, in part too harsh, or grammatically inad

missible. 1. &quot; An empty man is without heart,&quot;

i. e. without understanding, etc. (Gesenius, Ols-

hausen), [Conant, Noyes, Merx, Rodwell.

Against this it may be argued that such a pri
vative use of Niphat is unexampled in Hebrew,
and especially as Dillmann urges, that the sen

timent thus expressed is self-evident and trite,

and takes away the whole force of the parono
masia]. 2. &quot;But man, like a hollow pate, has

he understanding,&quot; etc. (Hirzel). [ Violates the

accentuation, and produces an affected witti

cism.&quot; DRL.] 3. &quot;Man is at his birth as

one empty furnished with a heart.&quot; i. e. he
receives an empty undiscerning heart (Hupfeld).

[Opposed to the future verbs, and to the corre

lation of 313J and 33T]. 4. &quot;Ignorant man
flares up, or becomes insolent, etc.&quot; (Vulg-ite,

Stickel, Welte [Carey], etc. [Does not bring

out the proper antithesis between 3133 and 337 .

Why should the man of whom it is affirmed that

he has a bold defiant heart be described as

313J ? This meaning is, moreover, less suitable

to the connection. See remarks below at the

end of the verse. The same objections apply

to] 5. &quot;An empty man becomes stubborn&quot;

(Bottcher). 6. &quot;Before an empty head gains
a heart (understanding), a wild ass s foal will

be born again a man&quot; (Rosenm., Halm. Del.,

Kamphausen, etc.
)

fin determining the meaning of this difficult

expression the following considerations should

have controlling weight. (1) The evident anti

thesis of 3133 and 33/\ Now as 313J can be
referred only to man in his sinful hollowness,

emptiness, 33T must describe the opposite, or

man as endowed with a heart to understand,

appreciate, and profit by God s dealings. (2)

The assonance of 339 and &quot;PV, as well as the
.. T . .~p

striking homogeneousness of thought between
the two terms, the one describing the process

of endowing man with 37, the distinguishing

characteristic of manhood, the other the process

of becoming a man, being born, here being born

again a man, suggests that the verse is most

probably a synonymous parallelism, the same
essential thought being repeated in both mem
bers. (3) The gravity of the connection forbids
our regarding the verse as simply a piece of

witty irony. The verses preceding are a sol

emn description of God s procedure against
man in judgment; the verses following a

solemn appeal to Job to repent and return to

God. This verse in like manner is far more
likely to be a grave earnest affirmation of
truth than the opposite. (4) The practical drift

of the connection makes it probable that the verse
i&amp;lt; not a description of the sinner in his p rver-

sity, but in the possibilities of his restoration.

As the result of God s severe disciplinary pro
cesses &quot;empty m-m may or should be filled w.th
a heart, and a wild ass s foal may or should be
born over a man.&quot; This being the case, if thou
direct thine heart, etc., thou shall lift up thy
face without spot, etc. Thus understood, it will

be seen that the verse furnishes a suitable sequel
to vers. 10, 11, and a suitable preparation to

ver. 13seq. (5) It seems exceedingly probable
to say the least, that Job s language in ch. xii.

3 a is his direct reply to the implied reproach in

this verse. There he claims that he has 33? a9
well as the friends, a claim which is most satis

factorily explained by supposing that he was
stung to make it by understanding Zophar s lan

guage here to imply that he needed to be put in

possession of 337. E.].
4 Third Division : An admonition to repent

ance and conversion as the only means by which
Job can recover his former prosperity, and es

cape the terrible doom of the wicked : vers.

13-20.

First Strophe : Vers. 13-15. A period, con

sisting of ver. 13 as hypothetical antecedent,
ver. 15 as consequent, and ver. 14 as a regularly
constructed parenthesis.

Ver. 13. (But) if thou direct thy heart

(prepare it, bring it into a proper condition, not:

&quot;give
it the right direction towards God,&quot; Del.

and others; nor again: &quot;establish
it,&quot; Hirzel

[
not pertinent, because Zophar has not in his

mind so much perseverance in godliness as a re

turn to it,&quot; Dav.]), and spread forth thy
hands unto Him, r/:.. in prayer and penitent

hupplication for mercy; comp. ch. viii. 5, and
for the same phrase D 33 tZHS. mantis supinas

(palmas) extendert, comp. Ex. ix. 29, 33
;

1 Kings
viii. 22 ; Isa. i. 15.

Ver. 14. If iniquity is in thy hand, put
it far away, and let not evil dwell in thy
tents (comp. ch. v. 24) ;

this being the antece

dent condition of the success of Job s prayer ac

cording to Zophar s mode of thinking, which
indeed is not in itself a theory of legality or

work-righteousness (comp. Ps. xxxiv. 13 (12)

seq. ;
1 Pet. iii. 10; Isa. i. 15seq.), but which

in the present case does nevertheless proceed
from a narrow judgment, and is excessively of

fensive to Job.

Ver. 15. Surely, then thou shalt lift up
thy face (comp. on ch. x. 15) without spot :

i. e.,
&quot; without consciousness of guilt, and with

out any outward sign of the same cleaving to
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thee,&quot; (Dillm.) JO lit.
&quot; away from.&quot; here equi

valent to &quot;

without,&quot; comp. ch. xix. 26; xxi. 9;
2 Sam. i. 22; Prov. xx. 3; and shalt be stead
fast without fearing ;

shalt be firmly fixed in

thy new prosperity, without having to fear any
further judgments of God. pO, Part. Hoph.
of p\ lit. fused into solidity, quasi ex serefusus

(comp. 1 Kings vii. 16.
[&quot;

We must not lose

the fine idea of one state arising out of another,
a state of fluidity DO ch. vi. 14) passing over

into solidity; playing on Job s past and future.&quot;

Dav.].
Second Strophe : Vers. 16, 17. Continuation of

the promise of well-being to the penitent.
Ver. 16. For thou shalt forget trouble,

shalt remember it as waters that have
passed away : as something therefore that is

never to come back, that has disappeared for

ever.
[&quot;When we think of water that has

flowed away, we think of it as something which
does not return, or rather we think no more
about it at all, for with its disappearance even
the remembrance of it is

gone.&quot; Dillmann], The
pronoun here is emphatic :

&quot; for thou thyself wilt

forget trouble, thou and none other, no stranger
(comp. ch. xix. 27) [or, as Davidson: &quot;thou,

unlike others, who escape calamity, but are
haunted by its memory ;&quot; or, as Hengst: &quot;thou,

who just now canst think no other thought than
of thy suffering &quot;]

: giving
&quot; an emphasis to the

personal application of this peroration,&quot; which
would be lost if, with the Pesh. and Hirzel, \3

T1PX were changed to n.T\J7 2.

Ver. 17. And brighter than the glory of
noon (D lny, as in ch. v. 14 b) arises (for

thee) the future.
&quot;I/H,

lit. that which creeps

along slowly, which passes by unobserved (from

n?n, to glide) hence time in general, either in

the sense of the world, that which is temporal,
attjv (Ps. xvii. 14

; comp. Hupfeld on the pas
sage, Ps. xlix. 2 ) ;

or in the sense of life, life

time, future, as here and in Ps. xxxix. 6 (5) ;

Ixxxix. 48 (47), etc.
[&quot;Dip

, an exquisite

image, lift itself up, disentangle itself from the
accumulated, crushing darkness of the present,
increasing in brilliancy ever as it disengages
itself Dav.]. For }0 in Dnn*D, (with &quot;bright

er
&quot;

to be supplied) comp. Mic. vii. 4 Should
it be dark, it will be as the morning ; f. e.,

if any darkness should come, if dark adversity
should befall thee (JIBUTI, 3d Pers. Fern., with

neut. signification: not 2d Pers., &quot;shouldest

thou become dark,&quot; as Schlottm. would explain)
it will then ever be as bright as on a clear morn
ing: evidently an intentional reversal of the

gloomy picture of his future in ch. x. 22, which
Job had himself drawn.

[&quot;
His climax there

was that his daylight should be as darkness
;

Zophar s promise is that his darkness shall be

daylight.&quot; Dav. Gesenius (in Thes.) Ewald,
Conant, etc., prefer taking n3j.V\ as a noun,
&quot;darkness,&quot; written r3IV\ or HSU D, as found

T- : T :

in a few MSS., and as read by the Syr. and
Chald. Bernard, Hengstenberg, and others ren
der the verb &quot; thou shlt fly up,&quot;

f. e., soar out
of the depths of thy misery to the heights of

prosperity; a rendering which destroys the an

tithesis between this verse and ch. x. 22. E. V.:

&quot;thou shalt shine forth&quot; seems to be a para-

phrase of this last rendering, suggested perhaps

by the frequent comparison of the beams of light
to the wings of a bird. E.]

Third Strophe : Vers. 18-20. Conclusion of the

promise of prosperity, with an admonitory re

ference to the joyless end of the wicked.

Ver. 18. And thou hast (thou shalt have,
Perf. consec.) confidence, because there is

W\ &quot; with the force of a real and lasting exist

ence,&quot; Del.] hope (for thee, comp. ch. xiv. 7,

also the opposite of this hopeful condition, de

scribed above in ch. vii. 6) ;
and thou shalt

search about (to ascertain, viz., whether all

that pertains to thy household is in a state of

order and security; comp. ch. v. 24 6), shalt

lie down securely, viz.
,
for sleep; comp. Ps.

iv. 9 (8) &quot;13n here certainly
&quot; to spy out.,&quot; as

in ch. xxxix. 21, 29; not &quot;to blush p3n),tobe
ashamed,&quot; as though ,mJm were a concessive

T :
- T :

antecedent clause :
&quot; and even shouldest thou be

put to shame (in thy confidence), thou canst still

lie down in
peace,&quot; Rosenm., Hirzel, [Carey],

an unsuitable weakening of the sense, which is

at variance with the remainder of the bright

promises contained in these verses.
[&quot; Against

this conditional sense is the affirmative use of

the corresponding form in the parallel member.&quot;

Con. &quot; It is inadmissible, since it introduces a

sadness into the promise.&quot; Del.]. The render

ing of Hengstenberg is altogether too artificial:

&quot;and thou bast dug,
1

i. e.
t dug a trench for pro

tection around thy house [and so E. V. &quot; thou
shalt dig about

thee&quot;],
a sense which the refe

rence to ch. iii. 21
; xxxix. 21 is scarcely suffi

cient to justify.

Ver. 19. Thou liest down without any
one making thee afraid; as peacefully and

securely, that is, as the beast, or the cattle,

which no foe terrifies; comp. Gen. xlix. 9; Isa.

xvii. 2. Yea, many shall seek thy favor,
lit stroke, or caress thy face (Del. &quot;thy cheeks&quot;)

flatter thee; comp. Prov. xix. 6; Ps. xlv. 13

(12). Instead of being despised, and covered
with ignominy, (ch. x. 15) thou shalt be highly
honored, and greatly courted.

Ver. 20. But the eyes of the wicked
waste away, in vainly looking lor help, in

unsatisfied yearning for good (comp. ch. xvii. 5)

and every refuge vanishes from them ;
lit.

&quot;

away from them,&quot; DH30 poet, for DHO ; and
their hope is the breathing out of the soul;
i. e., all that they have still to hope tor is the

breathing out of their soul (comp. 2/33 H31 ch.

xxxi. 39
; Jer. xv. 9), hence the giving up of the

ghost, death (not a state where their desires will

remain eternally unfulfilled, as Delitzsch ex

plains.) [&quot;Zophar here makes use of the choicest

expressions of the style of the prophetic Psalms,&quot;

Delitzsch. &quot; If we compare with each other the

closing words of the three friends, ch. v. 26 sq. ;

viii. 22 b ; xi. 20, the advance, which each makes
beyond his predecessor, is unmistakable.&quot; Dill

mann.]
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DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. This first discourse of Zophar s resembles
that of Eliphaz, and still more that of Bildad,
both in respect of the rebuke with which it be

gins (&quot;
who can hear such words in silence?&quot;

etc.] and in respect of the union of promise and

warning at the close. It proceeds from the same

theological and ethical premises as those of the

two previous speakers, in so far as it puts God s

absolute perfection and exaltation (here more
&quot;

particularly on the intellectual side, the illimita-

bility of His knowledge and His wisdom) in so

lemn and emphatic contrast with the short-sighted
limitation of man, and thence derives man s obli

gation in all circumstances to draw nigh to God
as a penitent, and to confess himself before Him
as guilty and deserving of punishment. Not less

doe^ it resemble those two preceding arraign
ments of Job in respect of form, in the strength
of its expressions, in the poetic loftiness and

fignrative richness of its descriptions, qualities
which shine forth with especial brilliancy in

the passage where the Divine wisdom is de
scribed as being high as heaven, deep as hell,

long as the earth, and broad as the sea (vers.

79). Moreover the comparatively correct

orthodoxy of its positions and arguments, the

absence of everything that would decidedly con
tradict the doctrinal and ethical tradition of

pious Old Testament worshippers of Jehovah

(worshippers of Eloah), the circumstance that

nowhere is there even any excessive work right-
eonn nss and legal harshness visible (particu
larly not in ver. 14) all this exhibits Zophar
to us as a kindred soul with Eliphaz and Bildad.
and his stand-point as most intimately related

to theirs.

2. That, however, which marks the difference

between this discourse, as to its contents and

tendency, and those of the two former speakers
a difference, too. which is not to the advan

tage of the speaker is its tone, which is immea
surably more violent. Its attack on the sorely
tried sufferer, who so greatly needed a merciful

and tender treatment, is harsher, more pointed
and personal. At the vry beginning (vers. 2-3)
the bitter charge is hurled at his bead that his

speech was &quot;a torrent of words&quot; and &quot;empty

talk.&quot; To the expression &quot;an empty pate,&quot;

which is here applied to him, is added in vers.

11-12 a description of vain, hollow-pated, stub

born people (who are like the wild ass), which

points with unmistakable significance to Job.

And in the closing passage (ver. 20), which

points out the hopeless destruction of the wicked,
there is no trace of the delicacy and urbanity
of his two predecessors, at the close of whose

discourses, the tone of promise altogether pre
dominates over that of threats and warnings.
The discourse at this very point shows a deci

dedly perceptible advance beyond the two which

precede towards inconsiderate harshness. &quot;Eli-

ph-iz barely appended a slight warning; Bildad

briefly blends it with his promise by way of

contrast; Zophar adds a verse which already
looks like the advanced picket of an army of

similar harsh menaces in chs. xv., xviii., xx.&quot;

(Ewald). Again, the exceedingly personal and

unqualified way in which Zophar in ver. 6

reproaches Job with bis guilt, and suggests that
there must be not a little of it that is overlooked

by God, as well as the not less personal and
humiliating demand that he should repent and
renounce all unrighteousness as a conditio sine

qua non of his restoration to divine favor (ver.
13 seq.) exhibit a certain advance on the part of
this speaker beyond the stand-point of the two
former. Instead of reckoning himself as be

longing to those who need repentance and puri
fication, as Eliphaz does very distinctly, and
Bildad also, at, least to some extent, Zophar,
when he reminds Job of the duty of acknow
ledging his sins and repenting of them, speaks
only in the second person. He thus sets himself

up before him as a rigid censor and accuser,
and assumes the character of an advocate of

God, who himself needs no correction. As a

consequence all that he says in the way of posi
tive instruction, or produces out of the store of
his monotheistic Chokmah-tradition, loses for
Job its proper moral value and its determining
power. Even the description of the abysmal
vastness and unsearchableness of the Divine
nature and intelligence in ver. 7 seq , grand as it

is in itself, mut seem cold to Job, and pass
away without leaving any impression on him

;

for no softening ray of heartfelt brotherly love,
and of a humble realization of grace falls on
this magnificent picture of the Divine omnis
cience and wisdom. That picture can and should
in truth produce only terror and trembling; for

in whichever of the four directions we turn,
whether toward the heights of heaven, or the

depths of hell, or the lengths of the earth, or
the breadths of the sea, nowhere do we discover

any bridge hospitably inviting and facilitating
our advance. We find no experience, not even,

a presentiment of the love-power of Christ s cross,

which fills and pervades the abysmal depths
of the divine nature. There is to be found as

yet no trace of that knowledge of God, which
Paul in Eph. iii. 18 describes as a &quot;compre

hending . . . what is the breadih and the length
and the depth and the height: a comprehen
sion which indeed belongs only to the -saints&quot;

of the New Dispensation, which is produced
only by the cross of the Redeemer as the solu

tion of all contradictions (comp. also Eph. iv.

8-10), and which can be acquired nnd appropri
ated only at the feet of the Crucified One.* The

* It is a fiivorite thought of many of he Church Fathers

that the Cross of Christ is a power which mrili vrs and
reconciles the dUcordf) and oppositions b&amp;gt; t w&amp;gt; en all p rt* of

the universe (as th Hijth accoidirigly it pent its roots down
into the under-world, its head up into heaven, wi ile with
both arms it loving y embraced the broad expanse, of earth

Hiid ai ) This thought is elaborated for t e most part in

connection with Epb. iii. 18 (oh. iv. 8-10). hut ccasi nally
a so with referenCH to Job xi. 8, 9. So by B sil the Great

(&amp;lt;-omin.
on Isai. ii.); by Gregory of Nyssa ( Catech. Magna, c.

3): by Rnfinus (&epo*itto Symb. ApottoKci); In Coel.

Sedulim (Mirabilia f&amp;gt;ii: V. 297, 54); by .olm of Dam o-cub

(De ftde orthod. iv. 12), etc. The same may be HI. id of m ny
mod rn mystii-s and the. sophists, such as l-aader, 8r. Mar
tin. Gorres,.!. F. v. M-yer. Comp. especially the last named d

&quot;Bliitter f. hohere WaJuMtf Vol. ViII., page 14.&quot;&amp;gt; seq.: &quot;The

Cross points upward and downward, to the ri^ht an&amp;gt;( to the

left; this fourfold direction designates the All, on which and
from which its influ&quot;&quot; ce acts. lit lic&amp;lt;nl uplift* i/w// to th

tlirone of God, and its root reaches do:r,i to lit ll. Its arms stretch

out from the rising of Ihemii to the ijoitnj doicnof the tame, from

poletopo/e. In j- heaven and earth are united, in it ap

peased; in it things which are most strongly opposed ar
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deficiency in this knowledge of God, which Zo-

phar here exhibits is indeed on his part essen

tially not criminal, resting as it does on the fact

that neither to him, nor to his associates, nor to

Job himself, had the mystery of justification by
faith been openly revealed as yet (comp. Breu-
tius : &quot;Zophar and the other friends of Job
seem to be entirely ignorant of what the Gospel
and faith in God s promise can effect; they
argue against Job as though no one could ever
be justified before God by faith

&quot;),
and that as

to his general position he belonged to that im
mature and imperfect stage of development in

the education of the human race, when it was

impossible as yet to advance beyond a rigid con-

tra-position of the Godhead and the creature.

He must, however, be to the la*t charged with

criminal and guilty conduct in this, that he uses

his insight into that heavenly immeasurable

superiority of the Divine knowledge over the

human (or, which is the same thing: his doc
trine that the divine wisdom represents all men
as sinful and foolish) with merciless severity

against Job, deeply wounding him with it as

with a sword, without making even a single

attempt to soften the application, or to use this

two-edged weapon in a considerate and concili

atory spirit.
3. It is easy to see accordingly what in Zo-

phar s discourse must be censured as one-sided

and unfriendly, and what on the other hand
remains as really beautiful and valuable reli

gious and moral truth. The latter is limited

essentially to the inspired eulogy of the Divine
wisdom and omniscience in ver. 7 seq., a de

scription which in power and beauty is not,

indeed, equal to that presented in the introduc

tory part of Ps. cxxxix., but which furnishes

nevertheless one of the most note-worthy Old
Testament parallel* of that passage. It is in the

more detailed exhibition of the individual beau
ties and profound truths of this eulogy of Divine
wisdom that we are principally to find the

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL

Suggestions of this Discourse. It is neither ne

cessary nor advisable to subdivide it in thus

treating it. For as vers. 25 are simply in

troductory to the main theme, so vers. 13-20
show how the wisdom of the Most High, incom

prehensible in itself, and His omniscience, can
alone become comprehensible to man, thus fur

nishing the basis for the practical and hortatory
part, in which every homily on such a theme as
the present one must find its issue. The whole
is to be left in its organic connection. The fol

lowing hints however may serve for the treat
ment of particular passages.

Ver. 7. (ECOLAMPADIUS: By the four greatest
dimensions of the greatest things the idea of su

preme perfection is conveyed. . . . Wisdom is

higher than the heaven, deeper than hell,
broader than the sea, and longer than the earth,

reconciled an m-ul- one .&quot; Comp. also the rema ks of CEoo-

lampadiuB, Cocceius, etc., cited below [llomileticalaud Prac
tical].

for its greatness is not included within all of

these. For the heaven of the heavens cannot
contain Thee, says Solomon in his prayer (1 Ki.

viii. 27). COCCEIUS : It is no longer necessary
that we should wish for one who might either

ascend to heaven, or descend to hell or depart
beyond the sea. In Christ we have One who
came from heaven, who returned from hell, who
measures the earth and the sea with a span. In
Him all things are open and clear to us.

STARKE : If man is not capable of searching out

so many things in nature, how much less can he
with his narrow understanding comprehend
God s nature, and His wise govemm&amp;lt; tit (Wisd.
ix. 16)! HENGSTENBERG (on ver. 10 seq ): It is

here that we first see quite clearly in what re

spect Zophar asserts the claims of the Divine
wisdom against Job, as being that, namely, by vir-

\

tue of which God penetrates the depths of the human
heart and life, which to man himself are utterly in-

! accessible and hidden. He in rendering His judg
ment has all facts and data at His control,
whereas to man only a small part is accessible.

Ver. 13 seq. COCCEIUS : As there was impu
dence in the Pharisee s lifting up of his hands

(Luke xviii. 11 seq.), so there is deception ia

the hypocrite s beating of the breast. These ges
tures easily degenerate. The best prayers are
those which make the least noise, and which are

poured out in the secret recesses of the heart to

Him who seeth in secret, and rewardeth openly,
who is the &quot; Hearer of the heart, not of the

voice,&quot; as Cyprian says. STARKE : True peni
tence and believing prayer are the means by
which calamity is warded off, and prosperity
and blessing procured (Judith viii. 12 seq.) With
true repentance, however, there must be asso
ciated (as in the case of Zacchaeus, Luke xix.

8) an earnest purpose to reform the life.

Ver. 15 seq. BRENTIUS: What therefore shall

be to the man who directs his own heart, who
stretches out his hands toward God, and who
purges his works of sin? He dares to lift up
his face before God, without spot, without crime :

for if conscience, sin, or Satan should accuse us
it is God who justifies; it is Christ who died and
rose again, and the Christian shall rise together
with Him. . . . All these promises are fulfilled in

the Church, in which by faith tears are wiped
away, and mourning disappears (Rev. xxi. 4) ;

the body indeed suffers pain, but the inward man
is renewed day by day (2 Cor. iv. 16).

Ver. 20. STARKE : The Divine threatenings
are to be applied to the soul that rests in care
less security, but not to the soul that is tried
with temptation and anguish (2 Thess. v 14).
HENGSTENBERG ; Job had spoken of death as his

only hope. Very true, says Zophar, it is the

only hope, if thou remainest as thou art ! Zo
phar is quite right in making all Job s hope, and
all his salvation depend on his knowing himself
as a sinner. His error begins only when he
comes to determine more particularly the way
and mode of recognizing sin, when that is he
treats sinners and transgressors as convertible
terms. In his sense Job could not acknowledge
himself a sinner.
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B. Job s Reply: Attack upon his friends, whose wisdom and justice he earnestly
questions :

CHAPTERS XII XIV.

1. Ridicule of the assumed wisdom of the friends, who can give only a very unsatisfactory d

scription of the exalted power and wisdom of the Divine activity :

CHAP. XII.

1 And Job answered and said,

2 No doubt but ye are the people,
and wisdom shall die with you.

3 But I have understanding as well as you ;

I am not inferior to you ;

yea, who knoweth not such things as these ?

4 I am as one mocked of his neighbor,
who calleth upon God, and He answereth him

;

the just, upright man is laughed to scorn !

5 He that is ready to slip with his feet

is as a lamp despised in the thought of him that is at ease.

6 The tabernacle of robbers prosper,
and they that provoke God are secure

;

into whose hand God bringeth abundantly.

7 But ask now the beasts, and they shall teach thee,
and the fowls of the air, and they shall tell thee :

8 or speak to the earth, and it shall teach thee,

and the fishes of the sea shall declare unto thee.

9 Who knoweth not in all these

that the hand of the Lord hath wrought this ?

10 In whose hand is the soul of every living thing,
and the breath of all mankind.
Doth not the ear try words,
and the mouth taste his meat?

1 2 With the ancient is wisdom
;

and in length of days understanding.

13 With Him is wisdom and strength,
He hath counsel and understanding.

14 Behold He breaketh down, and it cannot be built again ;

He shutteth up a man, and there can be no opening.
15 Behold, He withholdeth the waters, and they dry up ;

also He seudeth them out, and they overturn the earth,

16 With Him is strength and wisdom;
the deceived and the deceiver are His.

17 He leadeth counsellors away spoiled,
and maketh the judges fools.

18 He looseth the bond of kings,
and girdeth their loins with a girdle.

19 He leadeth princes away spoiled,
and overthroweth the mighty.
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20 He removeth away the speech of the trusty,
and taketh away the understanding of the aged.

21 He poureth contempt upon princes,
and weakeneth the strength of the mighty.

22 He discovereth deep things out of darkness,
and bringeth out to light the shadow of death.

23 He increaseth the nations and destroyeth them ;

He enlargeth the nations, and straighteueth them again.
24 He taketh away the heart of the chief of the people of the earth,

and causeth them to wander in a wilderness where there is no way.
25 They grope in the dark without light,

and He maketh them to stagger like a drunken man.

2. The resolution to betake himself to God, who, in contrast with the harshness and injustice of
the friends will assuredly do him justice :

CHAPTER XIII. 1-22.

1 Lo, mine eye hath seen all this,

mine ear hath heard and understood it.

2 What ye know, the same do I know also ;

I am not inferior unto you.
3 Surely I would speak to the Almighty,
and I desire to reason with God.

4 But ye are forgers of lies,

ye are all physicians of no value.

6 O that ye would altogether hold your peace,
and it should be your, wisdom.

6 Hear now my reasoning,
and hearken to the pleadings of my lips.

7 Will ye speak wickedly for God,
and talk deceitfully for Him ?

8 Will ye accept His person ?

will ye contend for God?
9 Is it good that He should search you out ?

or as one man mocketh another, do ye so mock Him ?

10 He will surely reprove you,
if ye do secretly accept persons.

11 Shall not His excellency make you afraid?
and His dread fall upon you ?

12 Your remembrances are like unto ashes,

your bodies to bodies of clay.

13 Hold your peace, let me alone that I may speak,
and let come on me what will.

14 Wherefore do I take my flesh in my teeth,
and put my life in mine hand ?

15 Though He slay me, yet will I trust in Him :

but I will maintain mine own ways before Him.
16 He also shall be my salvation :

for a hypocrite shall not come before Him.

17 Hear diligently my speech,
and my declaration with your ears.

18 Behold now, I have ordered my cause
;

I know that I shall be justified.
19 Who is he that will plead with me ?

for now, if I hold my tongue, I shall give up the ghost.
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20 Only do not two things unto me
;

then will I not hide myself from Thee.
21 Withdraw Thine hand far from me

;

and let not Thy dread make me afraid.

22 Then call Thou, and I will answer :

or let me speak, and answer Thou me !

3. A vindication of himself, addressed to God, beginning with the haughty asseveration of his
own innocence, but relapsing into a despondent cheerless description of the brevity, help
lessness, and hopelessness of man s life:

CHAPTER XIII. 23 XIV. 22.

23 How many are mine iniquities and sins ?

make me to know my transgression and my sin.

24 Wherefore hidest Thou Thy face,

and boldest me for Thine enemy ?

25 Wilt Thou break a leaf driven to and fro?

and wilt Thou pursue the dry stubble?

26 For Thou writest bitter things against me,
and makest me to possess the iniquities of my youth.

27 Thou puttest my feet also in the stocks,
and lookest narrowly unto all my paths ;

Thou settest a print upon the heels of my feet.

28 And he, as a rotten thing, consumeth,
as a garment that is moth-eaten.

CHAPTER XIV.
1 Man that is born of a woman,

is of few days, and full of trouble.

2 He cometh forth like a flower, and is cut down ;

he fleeth also as a shadow, and continueth not.

3 And dost Thou open Thine eyes upon such an one,
and bringest me into judgment with Thee?

4 Who can bring a clean thing out of an unclean ?

not one !

5 Seeing his days are determined,
the number of his months are with Thee,
Thou hast appointed his bounds that he cannot pass;

6 turn from him that he may rest,

till he shall accomplish, as an hireling, his day.

7 For there is hope of a tree,

if it be cut down, that it will sprout again,
and that the tender branch thereof will not cease.

8 Though the root thereof wax old in the earth,

and the stock thereof die in the ground ;

9 yet through the scent of water it will bud,
and bring forth bonghs like a plant.

10 But man dieth, and wasteth away !

yea, man giveth up the ghost, and where is he?
11 As the waters fail from the sea,

and the flood decayeth and drieth up :

12 so man lieth down and riseth not :

till the heavens be no more, they shall not awake,
nor be raised out of their sleep.

13 O that Thou wouldest hide me in the grave,
that thou wouldest keep me secret until Thy wrath be past,

that Thou wouldest appoint me a set time, and remember me!
14 If a man die, shall he live again ?
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all the days of my appointed time will I wait,

till my change come.

15 Thou shalt call, and I will answer Thee
;

Thou wilt have a desire to the work of Thine hands.

16 For now Thou numberest my steps ;

dost Thou not watch over my sin ?

17 My transgression is sealed up in a bag,
and Thou sewest up mine iniquity.

18 And surely the mountain falling cometh to nought,
and the rock is removed out of his place.

19 The waters wear the stones ;

Thou washest away the things which grow out of the dust of the earth

and Thou destroyest the hope of man.
20 Thou prevailest forever against him, and he passeth ;

Thou changest his countenance, and sendest him away.
21 His sons come to honor, and he knoweth it not

;

and they are brought low, but he perceiveth it not of them.

22 But his flesh upon him shall have pain,
and his soul within him shall mourn.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Zophar in ch. xi. had specially arrayed against
Job the wisdom and omniscience of God, in order

to convict him partly of ignorance in Divine

things, partly of his sinfulness and need of re

pentance. Job now meets this attack by strongly

doubting the wisdom of his friends, or by repre

senting it as being at least exceedingly ordinary
and commonplace, being capable neither of wor

thily comprehending or describing the Divine
wisdom and greatness, nor of demonstrating ac

tual sin and guilt on his part. This demonstra
tion of their incompetency, delivered in an iro

nical tone, accompanied by a description of the

wisdom and strength of God far transcending
that of Zophar in energy and inspired elevation

of thought, forms the first part of his discourse

(ch. xii.) This is followed by an emphatic as

severation of his innocence, clothed in the de
claration of his purpose to appeal to God, the

righteous Judge, and from Him, by means of
a formal trial, to which he purposes summoning
Him, to obtain testimony in favor of his inno

cence, which shall effectually dispose of the sus

picions of the friends (ch. xiii. 1-22). As though
such a trial had already been instituted, he then
turns to God with a solemn assertion of his in

nocence, but failing Jo meet with a favorable de
claration from God in answer to his appeal, he

immediately sinks back into his former discou

ragement and despair, to which he gives charac
teristic expression in a long description of the
shortness of life, the impotence and helplessness
of man as opposed to the Divine omnipotence
(ch. xiii. 23 xiv. 22). [Davidson characterizes
this discourse as &quot; this last and greatest effort
of

Job&quot;].
Each of these three parts is subdi

vided into sections which are distinctly sepa
rated, Parts I. and II. into two sections each of
about equal length ; Part III. into five strophes
of 6 to 6 verses each.

2. First Division. First Section : Sarcasm on
the wisdom of Zophar, and the two other speak

ers, as being quite ordinary and commonplace :

ch. xii. 2-12.

First Strophe : Vers. 2-6. [Sarcasm on the
friends (ver. 2) changing into angry invective

(ver. 3), then into bitter complaint of his own
lot (ver. 4), of the way of the world (ver. 5), and
of the security of the wicked (ver. 6)].

Ver. 2. Of a truth ye are the people.
OJ Dv)K, with the logical accent on the first

word, signifies not:
&quot;ye

are people, the right
sort of people,&quot; but :

&quot;

ye are the people, the to

tality of all people, the race of men
;&quot; Uy, there

fore as in Is. xl. 7
; xiii. 5. The Cod. Alex, of

the LXX. expresses correctly the sense
; fiij

vfielq ka-e
av&f&amp;gt;uiroi /jovoi. As to &quot;3 DJON, comp.

the simple DJDX, ch. ix. 2.
T : T

Ver. 3. I also have a heart as well as
you, i. e., I lack understanding no more than

you. 33? therefore as above in ch. viii. 10; ix.

4 ; comp. ch. xi. 12
[&quot;

he also has a heart like

them, he is therefore not empty, 313J,&quot; Del.],
and as below in ver. 24. I do not stand be
hind you: lit., &quot;I do not sink down beneath

you,&quot; or: &quot;I do not fall away before you ;&quot;
the

JO
in D3D relates to the stand-point of the

friends, from which Job might seem to be a HsJJ,

one falling below them, meaner than themselves.

[Ewald takes
JD

in the comparative sense,

which however would give an unsuitable render

ing,
&quot; to fall more than

another&quot;]. And to
whom are such things not known ? Lit.,
&quot; and with whom is not the like of these things ?&quot;

viz., the like of your knowledge of Divine things.
fW, lit.

&quot;

with,&quot; is used here in the sense of an

inward indwelling, as also in ch. xiv. 5 b, and
as elsewhere Dj? is used: ch. ix. 35

;
x. 13, etc.

Ver. 4. A mockery (prw, lit., &quot;a laugh

ing,&quot; laughter, Inf. subst., like bt^O, ch. xvii.

6) to my own friend must I be. [Lit.,
&quot; a

mockery to his neighbor, etc.}. Instead of
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one might expect to find
V?!??&amp;gt;

an exchange of

persons, however, takes place, that the expres
sion may be made as general as possible:

&quot; one
who is a mockery to his own friend must I be.&quot;

Comp. similar examples of the exchange of per
sons in Ps. xci. 1 seq. ; Is. ii. 8.

[&quot;

Must I be

come, JTriN best as exclamation, expressing

Job s sense of indignity : (1) At such treat

ment from friends ; (2) such treatment to such
as he,&quot; (Dav.) see remainder of verse]. I who
called to Eloah and found a hearing: lit.,
&quot; one calling [still in 3d person] to Eloah, and
He heard him,&quot; in apposition to the subject I

in HYIX: which is the case also with p ^
O DD, one who is just, godly (pure, blameless),

comp. Prov. xi. 5 a, these words being placed
with emphasis at the end of the whole exclama
tion. [Zockler s rendering of this clause being:
&quot; a mockery (am I) ; the just, the godly man !&quot;

Noyes and Wentyss render the second member:
&quot; I who call upon God that He would answer
me&quot; (or &quot;to listen to

me&quot;). Noyes objects to

the other rendering the use of the present par
ticiple. This form, however, is used to denote

a continuous fact in Job s life, and a permanent
quality grounded thereon, the Vav. consec. then

indicating the Divine result consequent on Job s

conduct and character. E.].
Ver. 5. For misfortune scorn according

to the opinion of the prosperous: i. e., the

prosperous (lit.
&quot;the secure,&quot; who lives free

from care, comp. Isa xxxiii. 20) thinks, that

contempt is due to the unfortunate.
[&quot;

It is the

ordinary way of the great multitude to over

whelm the unfortunate with contempt, and to

give to the tottering still another push.&quot; Dillm.]
T13 thus = contemplus, s in ver. 21, and ch.

xxxi. 34 ;
T3 = destruction, ruin, misfortune,

as in ch. xxx. 24; xxxi. 29; Prov. xxiv. 22;
and rYWEty ( plur. fern. st. constr. from nt9J7 ), or,

after a form which is better authorized, pipt^j?,

signifies an opinion, fancy, thought (from T\Vty,

to fashion, used of the mind s fashioning its

thoughts). This is the interpretation adopted

by most of the moderns, since the time of Aben
Ezra. The rendering of the Targ., Vulg., [E.

V.], Levi b. Gerson, and other Rabbis, preferred
also by Luther, De Wette, Rosenm. [Noyes,

Carey, Rod.], etc., which takes TP in the sense

of a torch, yields no tolerable sense, at least no
such sense as suits the second member

(&quot;
a torch

of contempt&quot; [Luther: &quot;a despised taper&quot;]
in

the opinion of the prosperous is he who is ready
to totter,&quot; or &quot; to whom it is appointed that his

feet slip,&quot; etc-) [Against this rendering, found
in E. V., may be urged (1) The expression &quot;a

despised torch &quot;

is meaningless. As Con. sug

gests
&quot; a consumed or expiring torch would be

pertinent, but a torch despised is like anything
else that is despised.&quot; (2) jIDJ

is superfluous

and insipid. Why &quot;ready to waver?&quot; (3) This

rendering presupposes a noun Ijl^O, with the

meaning vacillatio, wavering, lit. ready for wa

verings, for which however there is no authority,
and which would require here rather the vowel

pointing: &quot;HJJp. (4) It destroys the rhythm of

the verse. See Con., Dillm., Dav. and Delitzsch.

E.]. The rendering of Hitzig (Geschichte det

Volkes Israel I., 112) is peculiar; TjS he takes

to mean: &quot;a soothing bandage, a cure
&quot;

(from

the root ^7, &quot; to wind, or bind around,&quot; here
the sing, corresponding to the plur. found in

Judg. iv. 4, which is not a proper name [Lapi-
doth], but taken in connection with the preceding

HCfX signifies: &quot;a mistress of healing band

ages
&quot;

), so that the sense would then be :
&quot; Heal

ing is a scorn [is scorned] in the opinion of the

prosperous&quot; (?). Ready (is it, the contempt)
for those whose foot wavers.

JDJ, Part.

Niph. from JO, hence ETOI/HOS, ready, as in Ex.

xxxiv. 2. Comp. below xv. 23, where may also be
found &quot; the wavering of the foot

&quot;

as a figurative

expression of falling into misfortune ; Ps. xxxviii.

17 (16) Ewald (Bibl. Jahrb. IX. p. 38) would in

stead of
J1JJ

read
j
1 33, &quot;a stroke,&quot; and Schul-

tens and Dillmann would assign this same mean
ing of plagn, percussio to this same form

J1JJ

(from HJJ, PISH) :
&quot; a stroke, is due to thoseTT T

whose foot wavers.&quot; As if a new parallelism of

thought must of necessity be found between a
and b!

Ver. 6. Secure are the tents of the spoil
ers, lit. to the spoilers ;

i. e., to powerful tyrants,

savage conquerors, and the .like. On &quot; tents
&quot;

comp. ch. v. 24; xi. 14.
&amp;gt;&\

is the aramai-

zing third plur. form of a verb which has for its

perf. v?$ (see ch. iii. 26), but which derives its

imperf. forms from mE?. Moreover V/KT isTT T :

not merely a pausal form, but stands here re

moved from the place of the tone : comp. the si

milar pathetic verbal forms in Ps. xxxvi. 9
;

Ivii. 2
;

Ixxiii. 2 ; also Ewald, 194, a. And
security JYinp3, plur. et abstr. from n^33 (se

cure, free from care), have they who defy
God

[&quot;D
TW denotes the sin of these unde

servedly prosperous ones against men, ;N T^HD

(lit.
those who provoke God. who insolently assail

Him) their wickedness against God.&quot; Schlott.]

they who carry Eloah in their hand: lit.,

&quot;he who carries, (NOil &quot;^*?7) ; from

among those who rage against God and defy

Him, one is selected as an example, such an

one, viz., as &quot;bears God in his hand,&quot; i.e., re

cognizes no other God than the one he carries

in his hand or fist, to whom therefore his fight

ing weapon is to be his God ; comp. Hab. i. 11,

16; also the &quot; dextra mihi Deus&quot; of Virg. Aen.

16, 773. [Delitzsch renders K 3n a little more

precisely perhaps :
&quot; he who causes Eloah to

enter into his hand ;
from which translation it

is clear that not the deification of the hand, but

of that which is taken into the hand is meant.

That which is taken into the hand is not, how

ever, an idol (Abenezra), but the sword ;
there

fore he who thinks after the manner of Lamech,

as he takes the iron weapon of attack and

defense into his hand, that he needs no other

God.&quot; The deification of the weapon which a

man wields with the power of his own right

hand, and the deification of the power which
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wields the weapon, as in Hab. 1. c. and Mic. ii.

1, are, however, so nearly identical as descrip
tive of the character here referred to, that either

resolves itself into the other. Conant, who

adopts the rendering of E. V. :
&quot; he into whose

hand God bringeth&quot; (E. V. adds &quot;abundantly&quot;)

i. e. whom God prospers, objects that by the

other rendering
&quot; the thought is expressed very

coarsely, as to form, when it might be done in

the Hebrew with great felicity.&quot; It is difficult

to see, however, how the sentence: &quot;he who
takes God in his hand&quot; could be expressed
more idiomatically or forcibly than in the words
of the passage before us. Wordsworth some
what differently :

&quot; who grasps God in his hand.
The wicked, in his impious presumption, ima

gines that he can take God prisoner and lead

Him as a captive by his power.&quot; But this is

less natural than the above. E.]
Second Strophe: vers. 7-12. [&quot;Return to the

thought of ver. 3 the shallowness of the friends

wisdom on the Divine. Such knowledge and

deeper every one possessed who had eyes and
ears. For (1) every creature in earth and sea
and air proclaimed it (7-10); and (2) every
man of thought and age uttered it in the general
ear (11, 12)

&quot;

DAV.]
Ver. 7. But ask now even the beasts

they can teach thee.
[&quot;DSlNI, recovery from

the crushing thought of vers. 4-6, and strong
antithesis to the assumption of the friends.&quot;

DAV.] 1&quot;!^,
as also &quot;IT in the second member,

voluntative [or, jussive], hence not literally
future &quot;they will teach it to thee&quot; as com
monly rendered. Here the form of address is

different from that adopted heretofore in this

discourse, being now directed to one only of the

friends, viz. to Zophar, to whose eulogy of the
absolute wisdom of God (ch. xi. 7-9) reference
is here made, with the accompanying purpose
of presenting a still more copious and elaborate

description of the same.
Ver. 8. Or think thoughtfully on the

earth: lit. &quot;think on the earth,&quot; i. e. direct

thoughtfully thy observation to the earth (which
comes under consideration here, as is evident
from what follows, as the place where the lower
order of animals is found, the

J?!p.7., Gen. ix. 2
;

1 Kings v. 13), and acquire the instruction
which may be derived from her. The render

ing of rvtP as a substantive, in the sense of

shrub&quot; (comp. ch. xxx. 4; Gen. ii. 5), is on
several grounds untenable; for TV^, &quot;shrub&quot;

is, according to those passages, masculine ;
the

use of the preposition S instead of the genit,,

or instead of SjT or 3 before pXH, would be

singular; and the mention of plants in the midst
of the animals (beasts, birds, fishes), would be
out of place (against Berleb. Bib., Bottcher,
Umbreit, etc.).

Ver. 9. Who would not know in all

this, etc. So is n^X-blO to be rendered, giving
to 3 the instrumental sense, not with Hahn
&quot; who knows not concerning all this,&quot; which
would yield too flat a sense, and lead us to over-

look the retrospective reference which is to be
looked for to the various kinds of animals

already cited. Neither with Ewald [Hengst..

Noyes] is it to be taken in the sense of &quot;

among
all these,&quot; as if the passage contained a refer

ence to a knowledge possessed by all the crea

tures of God as their Creator, or possibly to the

groaning of the creature after the Godhead, as

described in Rom. viii. 18 sq. This partitive

rendering of 3 (which Renan as well as Ewald

adopts:
&quot;

qui ne salt parmi toua ces etres&quot; etc.) is

at variance with the context, as well as the

position of the words (.pT NiS before H;7N-S^3).

That the hand of Jehovah hath made
this. .PXT refers essentially to the same object

with i&quot;I^X~ 72, only that it embraces a still wider
T

circle of contemplation than the latter expres
sion, which refers only to the classes of animals
afore-mentioned. It denotes &quot;the totality of

that which surrounds us,&quot; the visible universe,
the whole world (TO. j3faK6[ieva, Heb. xi. 3) ;

comp. Is. Ixvi. 2 ; Jer. xiv. 22 ; where..
is used in this comprehensive signification ;

so

also above in ch. xi. 8 seq., to which description
of the all-embracing greatness of God there is

here a manifest reference. Ewald, Dillmann

[Conant, Davidson] translate: &quot;that the hand
of Jehovah hath done this.&quot; By HXT, &quot;this,&quot;

Ewald understands &quot;the decreeing of suffering
and

pain&quot; (of which also the groaning creation
would testify) ; Dillmann refers it to the mighty
and wise administration of God among His crea

tures; both of which explanations are manifestly
more remote than the one given above.

[&quot;
The

meaning of the whole strophe is perverted if

HN5 is, with Ewald, referred to the destiny of

severe suffering and pain. . . . Since as a

glance at what follows shows, Job further on

praises God as the governor of the universe, it

may be expected that the reference is here to

God as the creator and preserver of the world.
. . . Bildad had appealed to the sayings of the

ancients, which have the long experience of the

past in their favor, to support the justice of the
Divine government; Job here appeals to the
absoluteness of the Divine rule over creation.&quot;

DELITZSCH.] Apart from the Prologue (ch. i.

21), the name ni!T occurs only here in the

mouth of Job, for the reason doubtless that the
whole expression here used, which recurs again
word for word in Is. xli. 20 (ch. Ixvi. 2) was
one that was everywhere much used not unfre-

queutly also among the extra-Israelitish mono-
theists (and the same is true of the expression
JIX flNT, ch. xxviii. 28).

Ver. 10. In whose hand is the soul of

every living thing, and the breath of all

the bodies of men.
[&quot;Evidently

these words
are more naturally referred to the act of pre
servation than to that of creation.&quot; SCHLOTTM.]
Observe the distinction between IP3J, the lower

principle of life, which fills all animals, and
HO, the godlike personal spirit of man. Other

wise in Eccles. iii. 19, 21, where no, in a wider

sense, is ascribed even to the beasts.
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Vers. 11, 12. To the knowledge of God which
rests on the observation of the external cosmos

(notitia Dei naturalis externa t. acquisita), is here
added the human wisdom and insight which

springs from experience, especially that of the

aged, as a second source from which Job might
draw (which may be regarded as the equivalent
of that which is sometimes called notitia Dei
naturalis interna).

Ver. 11. Does not the ear prove sayings,
even as

[1 adsequationis, as in oh. v. 7] the

palate tastes food for itself (iS, Dat. corn-

modi). Both comparisons illustrate the power
of judicious discrimination possessed by the
human spirit, by which it discerns the inner
worth of things, especially as it exists in aged
persons of large experience. So again later in

Elihu s discourse, ch. xxxiv. 3. The opinion
of Umbreit, Delitzsch, etc., that Job in this verse

utters an admonition not to receive without

proof the sayings of the ancients, to wit, those
of which Bildad had previously spoken, ch. viii.

10 (&quot;should
not the ear prove the sayings?&quot;),

lacks proper support. A reference to that
remote passage in the discourse of Bildad should
have been more clearly indicated than by the
accidental circumstance that there as here the

word
p7?&amp;gt;

&quot;sayings, utterances,&quot; is used.

Moreover the
&quot;aged&quot;

who are here mentioned

(D ty
tP],

as in ch. xv. 10 ; xxix. 8) are by no

means identical with the fathers of former gene
rations, whom Bildad had mentioned there.

Ver. 12. Among the aged is wisdom.
and a long life (works, gives) understand
ing [or lit.

&quot;

length of days is understanding &quot;].

The verse is related to the preceding as logical

consequent to its antecedent : As the ear deter

mines the value of words, or the palate the taste

of food, so aged men have been able to acquire
for themselves in the course of a long life a true

insight into the nature of things, and a truly
rational knowledge of the same, and I have
been to school with such men, I have also ven
tured to draw from this source! This is the

meaning of the passage as clearly appears from
the context, and it makes it unnecessary to

assume : a. with Starke, etc., that Job reckons
himself among the aged, and as such sets him
self in the fullness of his self-consciousness

against, the three friends as being younger than
himself (which is distinctly refuted by what we
find in ch. v. 26; xxix. 8, 18; xv. 10); b. with

Ewald, to conjecture the loss of a passage after

ver. 12, which would furnish the transition from
that verse to ver. 23

;
c. with Dillmann, that

originally ver. 12 stood before vers. 9, 10,

thus immediately following ver. 8; d. with

Delitzsch, Hengstenberg. etc., that ver. 23 is

to be connected closely and immediately
with ver. 12, so that thus the following order of

thought would be expressed : assuredly wisdom
is to be found among the aged, but in reality
and in full measure it is to be found only with

God, etc. [i.e. withConant, that the verse is to be

rendered interrogatively, on the ground that Job
would not appeal to tradition in support of his

positions: to which Davidson replies that &quot; Job
assails tradition only where he has found it false ;

26

and here, where he is exposing the vulgarity of

the friends much-boasted insight, it is quite in

place to refer to the facility any one had for

coming in contact with such information
; and

in xiii. 2, where Job recapitulates xii. 13-25,
these two sources of information, sight and hear

say are directly alluded to.&quot; Besides Delitzsch
and Hengstenberg, Schlottmann and Merx con
nect the verse with the preceding. On the con

trary Con., Dav., Dillm., Ren., Good, Wemyss,
etc., connect it with the following, and correctly
so on account of the strict connection in thought,
and especially the resumption of the thought in

varying language in ver. 16. In answer to the

objection of abruptness in the transition if ver.

13 be detached from the preceding, Davidson

says well that &quot; it is quite in place ; the whole

chapter and speech is abrupt and passionate.&quot;

-E.].
First Division: Second Section: An animated

description of the exercise of God s wisdom and

power, by way of actual proof that he is by no
means wanting in the knowledge of God, which

Zophar had denied to him : vers. 13-25. [It is

possible perhaps to exaggerate this idea that Job
in the passage following is consciously emulating
his opponents. Something there is of this no

doubt, but it must not be forgotten that the de

scription here given of the Divine wisdom and

omnipotence is an important part of Job s argu
ment, as tending to show that these attributes so

far from being employed by the ends which they
had described, are exercised to produce hopeless
confusion and ruin in human affairs. E.].

First double strophe : Vers. 13-18 (consisting
of two strophes of 3 verses each).

a. Vers. 13-16. [The theme in its most gene
ral statement].

Ver. 13. &quot;With Him are wisdom and
might, His are counsel and discernment.

The suffixes in 13J? and V7 point back to Je

hovah, vers. 9, 10, to whom the whole following

description to ver. 25 in general relates. [&quot;With

Him, tojJ, him, doubly emphatic (a) in opposi

tion to the just mentioned wisdom of men, ver.

12
; (b) with awe-fu\ omission of Divine name,

and significant allusion and intonation in the

pronoun.&quot; Dav.]. The verse before us forms

as it were the theme of this description, which

presents Job s own personal confession of faith

in respect to the nature and wisdom of God. It

is therefore neither an expression of the doctri

nal views of a &quot;

hoary antiquity,&quot; or of the aged

sages of ver. 12 (Umbreit) [Ewald. Schlottm.],
nor a statement of that which is alone to be es

teemed as genuine Divine wisdom, in antithesis

to the more imperfect &quot;wisdom of the aged&quot;

(Delitzsch, Hengstenberg). There is to be sure

a certain progression of thought from ver. 11

on : the adaptation to their uses of the organs
of hearing and of taste, the wisdom of men of

age and experience, and the wisdom of God,

transcending all else, and united with the high
est power, are related to each other as positive,

comparative and superlative. But there is not

the slightest intimation of the thought that, the

absolute wisdom of God casts into the shade

those rudiments of itself which are to be found

in the sphere of the creature, or would hold them
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up a8 utterly worthless. Rather is what is said

of the same in our verse in some measure the

fruit, or a specimen of the wisdom of the aged
which Job also claims to possess, as a pupil of

such aged men. Comp. below Cocceius, in the

Homiletical Remarks on ch. xii. 10-13. Of the

four designations of the absolute Divine intelli

gence here given, which accord with the lan

guage of Is. xi. 2, and the accumulation of which

intensifies the expression to the utmost, DOIin

denotes that side of God s intelligence which
&quot;

perceives things in the ground of their being,
and in the reality of their existence&quot;

[&quot;the ge
neral word and idea comprehensive of all others,

Dav.]. rP13J that &quot;which is able to carry out

the plans, purposes, and decisions of this uni

versal wisdom against all hindrance and opposi
tion

&quot;

[&quot;virtus, *\3J. tn r.&quot; Dav.]; rTCJJ, that

&quot; which is never perplexed as to the best way of

reaching its purpose;&quot; njOfi, that &quot; which can

penetrate to the bottom of what is true and

false, sound and corrupt, and distinguish between

them:&quot; Delitzsch
; [Tp &quot;actively force, passively

strength, firmne.-s : Dav.].
Ver. 14. Lo, He tears down, and it is not

built up (again). This is the first example of

the irresistible exercise of this absolute might
and wisdom of God. Job describes it as directed

above all else to the work of tearing down and

destroying, because in his recent mournful ex

periences he had been led to know it on this side

of its activity ; comp. ch. ix. 5 seq., where in

like manner the mention of the destructive acti

vities of the Divine omnipotence precedes that

of its creative and constructive operation. Whe
ther there is a reference to Zophar s expression

(ch. xi. 10; so Dillmann) is doubtful. He shuts

up a man (lit.
&quot;He shuts over a man&quot;), and

it cannot be opened. The expression 1JD

iy, &quot;to shut over any one,&quot; is to be explained

from the fact that use was frequently made of

pits, perhaps of cisterns, as prisons, or dun

geons: comp. Gen. xxxvii. 24; Jer. xxxviii. 6;
Lam. iii. 53. Where this species of incarcera
tion is not intended, &quot;UD is used either with the

accus. or with TJ73 (comp. ch. iii. 10; and 1

Sam. i. 6).
Ver. 15. Lo, He restrains the waters, and

they dry up (Is. 1. 38) ; He letteth them
forth (ngain), and they overturn the earth.
A remarkable parallel in thought to this descrip
tion of the operation of the Divine omnipotence
in the visible creation, now withdrawing and now
giving life, but ever mighty in its agency, may
be found in Ps. civ. 29, 30. A reference to Zo

phar s comparison of past calamity with vanished
waters (ch. xi. 16) is scarcely to be recognized.

b. Vers. 16-18. [Resumption of the theme
specially of the Divine wisdom bringing confu
sion and humiliation on earth s mightiest],

Ver. 16 &quot;With Him are strength and true
knowledge (rPCNn, precisely as in ch. xi. 6).

His are the deceived and the deceiver
[the erring one, and the one who causes to err] :

t. e., His intelligence is so far superior to that of
man that alike he who abuses his wisdom in

leading others astray, and he who uses it for

their good, are in His hand, and constrained to

serve His purposes. He thus makes evil, moral

and intellectual, subservient to the good: Gen. 1.

20; Ps. xviii. 27.
[&quot;

JJtJ^ and PUty here are to

be understood not so much in the ethical as in

the intellectual sense: if a man thinks himself
wise because he is superior to another, and can.

lead him astray, in comparison with God s wis
dom the deceiver is not greater (in understand

ing) than the deceived; He has them both in

his hand, etc.&quot; Dillm.]

Ver. 17. He leads counsellors away strip
ped : or &quot; who leads counsellors, etc.&quot; for from
this point on to the end of the description (ver.

24) Job speaking of God uses the present parti

ciple. The circumstantial accus. T?W, which

here and in ver. 19 is used in connection with

Sp/iO, (and that in the singular, like Di&quot;\l , ch.

xxiv. 7, 10), is rendered by the ancient versions

&quot;captive,&quot; or &quot;chained&quot; (LXX., Targ. on ver.

19: aixnak&Tovg ; Targ. on ver. 17: catenis vinc-

tos), whereas etymologically the signification
&quot; made naked (exutus), violently stripped

&quot;

is the

only one that is authenticated. The word there
fore is equivalent to the expression ^TTI D1TJ?

&quot;naked and barefoot,&quot; Is. xx. 4, not to &quot;bare

foot&quot; alone, as Oehler, Hitzig, Dillmann, etc.,

suppose from comparison with the LXX. in Mic.
i. 8. Naturally we are to understand the de

scription here to be of counsellors led away
stripped as captives taken in war: comp. Is. 1. c.

and 2 Chron. xxviii. 15, as also what pertains to

E
^i&quot;,

&quot;counsellors&quot; in ch. iii. 14. And
judges He makes fools. SSirr, as in Isa.

xliv. 25, to infatuate, to show to befools. Such
an infatuation of judges as would cause the mili

tary and political ruin of their country to pro
ceed directly from them (as in the breaking out
of great catastrophes over certain kingdoms, e.

g. over Egypt, Is. xix. 17 seq. ; over Israel and
Judah, 2 Kings xix. 26, etc.), is not necessarily
to be assumed here (comp. v. 20), although ca

tastrophes of that character are here especially
prominent in the thought of the speaker.

Ver. 18. He looses the bond of kings; i.

e., He looses the bond, or the fetter?, with which
kings bind their subjects, He breaks the tyran
nical yoke of kings, and brings them rather into
bond ige and captivity, or as the second member
expresses this thought more in the concrete : He
&quot;binds a girdle on their loins.&quot; It seems that &quot;VITX

lit.
&quot;girdle,&quot;

in this second member should accord
with 1D1D in the first. So much the more should the

latter be pointed 1D1D, and be construed as stat.

constr. Comp. IDlO (= &quot;\DND, from 1DK, to

bind). Of less authority, etymologically, is the

interpretation required by the Masoretic punc
tuation regarded as st. constr. of &quot;ID ID, &quot;disci

pline, castigatio,&quot; although it gives a sense quite
nearly related to the preceding, it being presup
posed that

&quot;discipline&quot; is to be understood in
the sense of &quot;rule, authority&quot; (so among the

moderns, Rosenm., Arnh., Vaih., Hahn, Delitzsch

[Ges., Carey], etc.). But &quot;

discipline
&quot;

is a dif-
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ferent conception from &quot;

authority,&quot; and &quot; HH3
can very well take for its object D HpID, fetters,

ch. xxxix. 6
;
Ps. cxvi. 16, but not castigationem.&quot;

So Dillmann correctly, who also however rightly

rejects the interpretation of Ewald, Hirzel, Hei-

ligst., Welte, etc., according to which D ID D
denotes &quot; the fetters, with which kings are

bound,&quot; so that the relation between a and b

would be not that of a logical progression, but
of direct antithesis, as in ver. 15. [Hengsten-

berg calls attention to the paronomasia of &quot;iDN &amp;gt;

1D1D, and TIW].

Second Double Strophe: Vers. 19-25 (divided
into one strophe of three, and one of four verses) :

[The description continued : the agency of the

Divine wisdom in confounding the great of

earth].

a. Vers. 19-21. [Special classes of leaders

brought to shame described].

Ver. 19. He leads priests away spoiled
(see on ver. 17), and those firmly established

He overthrows. [D jn.3
&quot;priests,&quot;

not

&quot;

princes
&quot;

(E. V.)
&quot; In many of the States of

antiquity the priests were personages no less im

portant, were indeed even more important and

honored than the secular authorities.&quot; Dillm.

&quot;The juxtaposition of priests and kings here

points to the ancient form of priestly rule. as we
encounter the same in the person of Jethro. and

in part also inMelchizedek.&quot; Schlott.]. All ob

jects are called D^H X, &quot;firmly-enduring&quot;

[perpetual], which survive the changes of time.

Hence the term is applied, e. g.. to water which

does not become dry (aqtise perennes), or firmly

founded rocks (Jer. xlix. 19; 1. 44), or mighty,
invincible nations (Jer. v. 15), or, as here, dis

tinguished and influential persons (Vulg., opti

ma tea). [&quot;^D*

&quot;

slip, iQ Piel* overthrow, aptly

antithetic [to JIVX.&quot; Dav.].

Ver. 20. He takes away the speech of

the most eloquent : lit. of &quot; the trusted,&quot; of

those who have been tried as a people s orators

and counsellors ;
for they are the D JONJ (from

?DK, to make firm, trustworthy, not from DXJ

to speak, as D. Kimchi thinks, who would ex

plain the word diserti, as though it were punc

tuated D ^N3). On b comp. Hos. iv. 11
;
and as

regards DJ 6, &quot;taste, judgment, tact,&quot; see 1

Sam. xxv. 33.

Ver. 21. He pours contempt on nobles

(exactly the same expression as in Ps. cvii. 40)

and looses the girdle of the strong, (D p
i)?

lit. &quot;containing of great capacity&quot; [Delitzsch
&quot; to hold together, especially to concentrate

strength on anything&quot;] only here and ch. xli. 7

t. e., He disables them for the contest, (by causing
the under-garments to hang down loosely, thus

proving a hindrance for conflict ; comp. Is. v. 27

also below ch. xxxviii. 3 ; xl. 7). The transla

tion of Delitzsch is altogether too forced, and by

consequence insipid :
&quot; He pours contempt on

the rulers of the state, and makes loose the bel

of the mighty.&quot;

6. Vers. 22-25. [The Divine energy as espe
cially operative among nations].

Ver. 22. [This verse must naturally form the
jrelude to the deeper exercise of power and in

sight among nations, and its highest generaliza-
ion, comp. 16 b.&quot; Dav.]. He discovereth
deep things out of the darkness, and
brings forth to light the shadow of death

;

. e., not :
&quot; He puts into execution His hidden

purposes in the destiny of nations &quot;

(Schlottm. ),

[&quot;

for who would call the hidden ground of all

appearances in God, ni!j7 !&quot; Dilllm.], but:
&quot; He brings forth into the light all the dark

plans and wickedness of men which are hidden
in darkness;&quot; comp. 1 Cor. iv. 5: ^uriaei. rd

vTTTa TOV OKd ovg K. T. A., and the proverb:
There is nothing spun so fine but all comes to

the light;&quot; see also ch. xxiv. 13 seq. ; Is. xxix.

15; Rom. xiii. 12
;

1 Thes. v. 5, etc.
[&quot;Deep

things out of the darkness, Hlpp^, must, mean hid

den tendencies and principles, e. g., those run

ning under national life, ver. 23, naturally more
subtle and multiplex than those governing indi

vidual manifestation on however elevated a scale)
and darkness, and shadow of death, figures (xi. 8)

descriptive of the profoundest secresy. These
secret tendencies in national life and thought
never suspected by men who are silently carried,

on by them He detects and overmasters either

to check or to fulfil.&quot; David. A truth &quot; which

brings joy to the good, but terror to all the chil

dren of darkness (xxiv. 13 seq.), and not with

out threatening significance even to the friends

of Job.&quot; Dillmann].

Ver. 23. He makes nations great, and

destroys them ;
He spreads nations abroad

and causes them to be carried away (or :

&quot; carries them away captive,&quot; comp. nnjH, sy

nonymous with nbjn, abducere in servitulem ; also

2 Kings xviii. 11). [Rodwell: &quot;then straitens

them : leads them, t. e., back into their former

borders&quot;]. Instead of X^frD the LXX. (TT/O-

vuv) as well as some of the Rabbis read fcOJtyD,

&quot; who infatuates, makes fools.&quot; But the first

member of the verse corresponds strictly in sense

to the second, on which account the Masoretic

reading is to be retained, and to be interpreted

of increase in height, even as the parallel PC3#

in b of increase in breadth, or territorial en

largement (not as though it meant a dispersion

among other nations, as the Vulg. and Aben Ezra

incorrectly interpret this ntDKf). [The 7 in both

members, says Schlottmann, is not used Arama-

ice with the accus., but as sign of the Dot. corn-

modi. ]

Ver. 24. He takes away the understand

ing pS as in ver. 3) of the chief of the peo

ple of the land (pKH-DJ?, can certainly

signify
&quot; the people of the earth, mankind,&quot;

[Hirzel], after Isa. xlii. 6; for its use in the

more limited sense of the people of a land, comp.

below ch. xv. 19). [&quot;We
have intentionally
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translated O U &quot;nations,&quot; DJ? people, for &quot;U

is the mass held together by the ties of a com

mon origin, language, and country ; Dj^, the

people bound together by unity of government.&quot;

Delitzsch]. And makes them wander in a

pathless waste :
( =P?.

**
&amp;gt; synonymous with

TxS3, or with n-j X, comp. ff X X*7 ch.

xxxviii. 26 ;
and Ewald, \ 286, 8). The whole

verse, the second member of which recurs ver

batim in Ps. cvii. 40 presents an exact Hebrew

equivalent for the Latin proverb : quern Deusper-
dere vuLt, prius dementat, a proverb on which the

history of many a people and kingdom, from the

earliest antiquity down to the present, furnishes

an actual commentary that may well make the

heart tremble. Concerning the catastrophes of

historic nationalities in the most ancient times,

which the poet here may not improbably have
had before his mind, comp. Introd., g 6, e.

Ver. 25. They grope in darkness with
out light and He makes them to wander
like a drunken man. Comp. Is. xix. 14, and

especially above in ch. v. 13, 14, a similar de

scription by Eliphaz, which Job here seems de

sirous of surpassing, in order to prove that he is

in no wise inferior to Eliphaz in experimental

knowledge of the righteous judgments of God,
the infinitely Wise and Mighty One.

4. Second Division : First Section : Resolution

to appeal to the judicial decision of God, before

which the harsh, unloving disposition of the

friends will assuredly not be able to maintain

itself, but will be put to shame: ch. xiii. 1-12.

First Strophe: Vers. 16. [Impatience with
the friends, and the purpose to appeal to God].

Ver. 1. Behold, mine eye hath seen all

(that), mine ear hath heard and perceived

for itself. /3 here equivalent to 7T7X-73, &quot;all

that has been here set forth,&quot; all that has been
stated (from ch. xii. 13 on) in respect to the evi

dences of the Divine power and wisdom in the

life of nature and men. [H 7, dativus commodi,

or perhaps only dot. ethicus: and has made it

intelligible to itself (sibi); j
3 of the apprehen

sion accompanying perception.&quot; Del.]. On ver.

2 comp. ch. xii. 3, the second member of which
is here repeated word for word.

Ver. 3. But I will speak to the Almighty.

D71X, &quot;but nevertheless,&quot; puts that which now
follows in emphatic antithesis to the preceding :

&quot;

notwithstanding that I know all this, I will

still,&quot;
etc.

[&quot;

Three feelings lie at the back of

this antithesis: (1) The folly of longer speaking
to the friends. (2) The irrelevancy of all such

knowledge as they paraded, and which Job had
in abundance. (3) Antagonism to the prayer
of Zophar that God would appear Job desires

nothing more nor better but I, to the Almighty
will I speak.&quot; Dav.]. Observe also the signifi

cantly accented JK, I (eyu ftev), which puts the

speaker in definite antithesis to those addressed

(Dj^X, ver. 4, ty/tif c5e), as one who will not fol

low their advice to make penitent confession of
his guilt towards God

; who will rather pleac
against God. I desire to plead with God

I,
Inf. absol. as obj. of the verb

; comp. ch.

.x. 18; and for the signification of TIDin, &quot;to

jlead, to vindicate one s cause against an accu

sation,&quot; comp. Amos v. 10; Isa. xxix. 21
;
also

below ver. 15, ch. xix. 5. f3n, to desire, to be

inclined, here essentially as in ch. ix. 3.
[|
31T

always for ^blT in pause]. That passage (ix.

3) certainly stands in some measure in contra

diction to this, implying as it does the impossi

bility of contending with God ;
it is however a

contest of another sort from that which is in

tended there that he proposes here, a contest

not of one arrogantly taking the offensive, but

of one driven by necessity to the defensive.

Ver. 4. But ye are (only) forgers of lies.

71X1 puts another antithetic sentence

alongside of the first which was introduced by

(ver. 3), without however laying any spe

cial stress on DPX ;
hence: &quot; and however, but

again,&quot; etc.; not: &quot;ye
however&quot; (Hirzel).

Sfl tD (from SstO,
&quot; to plaster, to smear,

to paste together;&quot; comp. /3t3, &quot;plaster&quot; Ez.

xiii. lOseq., and Talmudic rnpLD grease) are lit.

&quot; daubers of lies,&quot; i. e., inventors of lies, concin-

natores s. inventores mendacii; not: &quot;

imputers,
fasteners of falsehood,&quot; assutores mendacii, aa

Stickel, Hirzel, Schlottmann, Delitzsch, etc., ex

plain both against philology and the context

(neither ch. xiv. 17 nor Ps. cxix. 69 support this

definition); nor again: &quot;deceitful patchers,&quot;

sarcinatoresfal.ii, i. e., inanes, idutilis, as Hupfeld

explains Physicians of no value are ye

all. S&quot;Sx &quot;XtJ l are not &quot;patchers&quot; [Con.

&quot;botchers&quot;]
of vanity,&quot; i. e., such as patch to

gether empty unfounded assertions (Vulg., Ew.,

Olsh., Dillm.), [Good, Con., Dav.], but in ac

cordance with the universal usage of X3T:

&quot;worthless, useless physicians,&quot;
medici mhili,

miserable quacks, who are incapable of applying
to Job s wounds the right medicine to soothe and

heal.
[&quot;Job

calls their false presuppositions

regarding his guilt &quot;lp$, their vain attempts at

a Theodicy and Theory of Providence T/X.
&quot;

Dav.].
Ver. 6. Oh that ye would be altogether

silent that would be reckoned to you
for wisdom. Comp. Prov. xvii. 28; the Latin

proverb: Si tacuisses, philosophus mansisses; also

the honorable title, &quot;bosmutus,&quot; the mute ox,

given to Thomas Aquinas during his student life

at Paris, by his fellow-students, as well as by his

teacher, Albertus Magnus. The jussive, T?rw&amp;gt;

is used in a consecutive sense: &quot;then would it

be, prove, pass for
;&quot; comp. Ewald, 347, a,

Gesen., 128, 2.

Ver. 6. Hear now my reproof, and give
heed to the charges of my lips. So cor

rectly Hirzel, Dillm, Del., etc., while several
other moderns explain :

&quot; Hear my defense [Con. ,

E. V., &quot;reasoning&quot;],
and attend to the argu

ments of my lips
&quot; As if flTIDin could signify

anything else than Aeyyof, correptio (so cor-
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rectly LXX , Vulg. Comp. HOlH inch. vi. 25;

xl 2), and as if nm (defectively for TVOn)-

could even in one instance sink the meaning of
the stern word 3 1, to strive, to quarrel!
Furthermore it is a long moral reproof and ani
madversion of the friends which immediately fol

lows, vers. 7-12. His reply and vindication of
himself to God first follows ver. 13 seq., or in

deed properly not before ver. 17 seq.
Second Strophe : Vers. 7-12. [Scathing rebuke

of their dishonesty and presumption in assuming
to be God s advocates (vers. 7-9), and warning
of the consequences to themselves when God
shall rebuke them for their conduct].

Ver. 7. Will ye for God [StfS emphatic]

speak that which is wrong, will ye for

Him speak deceitfully? The preposition 7

signifies here &quot;

for, in favor of any one,&quot; as also

in ver. 8, Judg. vi. 31. On rnij; comp. ch. v.

16
;

vi. 80.

Ver. 8. Will ye show partiality for Him
(lit.

&quot; lift up His countenance.&quot; i. e show pre
ference for His person), or will ye take the
part of God s advocates? (lit. &quot;contend for

God, comp. jn 2
1

&quot;!, Judg. vi. 31
). These are

the two possible ways in which they could

&quot;speak
in favor of God:&quot; either as client*,

dependents, taking His part, slavishly, for mer

cenary ends, or as patrons or advocates, presump
tuously and naively taking Him under their

protection. [There thus appears a subtle and

very effective irony in these questions of Job s.

His charge of partiality is also, as Davidson

says,
&quot; a master-stroke of argumentation, effect

ually debarring the friends from any further

defense of God in this direction, or almost at

all.&quot; E.].
Ver. 9. Will it be well [for you] when

He searches you out (goes to the bottom of

you,
&quot;&amp;lt;pn

as in Prov. xxviii 11; Ps. cxxxix. 23)

or can you deceive Him as a man is

deceived? v&amp;gt;z. in regard to your real disposi
tion and the sentiment of your heart, of which
a more searching investigation must reveal to

Him that it by no means corresponds to His

holy nature and life. /nn, Hiph. from /7fi

(in Imperf. IvPHP, with a non-syncopated PI,

for ^rifi, Gesen. \ 53
[ 52] Rem. 7 [Green, $

142, 3]), is lit. &quot;to cause to waver [to hold up
anything swaying to and fro], to keep one in

suspense, to make sport of any one,&quot; [E. V. &quot;to

mock&quot;], hence to deceive; ensnare; comp.
Gen. xxxi. 7; Judg. xvi. 10; Jer. ix. 4.)

[Schlott., who renders : &quot;will ye mock him?&quot;

explains by quoting from Jarchi: &quot; dicendo : in

honorem tuam mendacia nos finximu* &quot;].

Ver. 10. Surely He will sorely chastise

you (ch. v. 17) if ye are secretly partial :

i. e. if ye are actuated not by love of the truth

and conscientious conviction, but by selfish in

terest in your relations with Him, as One who
is mightier. That with which Job hereby
reproaches them is (as Del. rightly observes) a

&EOV dAA ov /car eniyvociv, Rom. x. 2

(comp John xvi. 2),
&quot; an advocacy contrary to

one s better knowledge and conscience, in which
the end is thought to sanctify the means.&quot;

Ver. 11. Will not His majesty (r\N^, as

in ch. xxxi. 23, exaltation, dignity ; not &quot; a kin

dling of wrath,&quot; or &quot;a lifting up for conten
tion, as Bottch. renders it after the Vulg.)
confound you (ch. iii. 5), and the dread of
Him (Hnp the dread, the terror which He

inspires) fall upon you then, namely, when
He will reveal Himself as your Judge. Job
here anticipates whut according to ch. xlii. 7 seq.

really happened afterwards.
[&quot;It

is a pecu
liarity of the author of our book that he drops
every now and then hints of how the catastro

phe is to turn out, showing unmistakably both
the unity of conception and the authorship of

the book.&quot; DAV.]
Ver. 12. Your maxims (become) proverbs

of ashes: to wit, then when God will judge
you. D &quot;J

i

&quot;pr,

&quot; memorable sayings, apothegms,
memorabilia [Dav. &quot;old

saws&quot;] (comp. Mai.
iii. 16; Esth. vi. 1): so does he name here, not
without irony, the admonitions and warnings
which they hud addressed to him, in part as the

Chokmah of the ancients, or even as divinely

inspired communications.
[&quot;

The sarcasm in

the word is cutting: comp. JO~&quot;OT of Eliph. ch.

iv. 7; and viii. 8.&quot; DAV.] He characterizes

these maxims as *^2X
X?&quot;?

* e - as empty and

unsubstantial like ashes or dust, like ashes (the
emblem of nothingness and worthlessness, Is.

xliv. 20) scattered to every wind. The second
member is strictly parallel : Your bulwarks
become bulwarks of clay. [&quot;While

ver.

12 a says what their speeches, with the weighty
nota bene, are, ver. 12 b says what their D 3J

become ;
for 7 always denotes a KivT/aic.yeveaic,

and is never the exponent of the predicate in a

simple clause.&quot; DKL.] 3J, lit. &quot;back, ridge&quot;

(comp. ch. xv. 26) here equivalent to breast

work, bulwark; so does Job call here the rea

sonings behind which they sought refuge, the

glittering, pathetically urged arguments which

they had arrayed against him. Comp. rTO^,
Is. xli. 21, and bxvpu/ua-a, 2 Cor. x. 4. [The
rendering of E. V. &quot;your bodies (are like) to

bodies of clay,
1

is evidently taken from the sig

nification &quot;buck:&quot; and the whole verse is a

reminder of their mortality. But this is much
less suited to the language used, less pertinent
to the context, and less effective for Job s pur

pose than the rendering here given. E.] For

&quot;IDFl, mud, potter s clay, as an emblem of what

is frail, easily destroyed, incapable of resistance,

comp. ch. xxxviii. 14; IP. xlv. 9 seq.

Second Division: Second Stctioii: Declaration

of his consciousness of innocence as against God
in the form of a solemn confession, in which he

bo dly challenges Him: vers. 13-22.

First Strophe: vers 13-1(5. [Turning from the

friends, he expresses more emphatically than

before his purpose to appeal to God, cost what

it may at the first, confident of ultimate acquit

tal. Dillmann says: &quot;It seems that the poet

intentionally cut this strophe short, in order by
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this very brevity to emphasize more strongly

the gravity of these thoughts.&quot;]

Ver. 18. In silence leave me alone: lit.

&quot;be silent from me&quot; (^3D), *
&amp;gt;

desist from

me, cease from your injurious assaults, and let

me be in peace. [According to Schlott. the

preposition here is the
JO

of source or cause :

be silent because of the weight of my words ;

ace. to the above, a constr. prsegnans is assumed.

Conant, etc. ,
translate: &quot;Keep silence before

me.&quot; Barnes thinks it &quot;possible
that Job may

have perceived in them some disposition to

interrupt him in a rude manner in reply to the

severe remarks which he had made &quot;

Comp.
on ch. vi. 29. More probably, however, the

verse is, like ver. 5, an expression of his weari

ness with their vain platitude-&quot;,
and unjust accu

sation!*, and a demand that they should stand

by in silence while he should plead directly

with God. E.] Then will I speak, or: in

order that I may speak. [Consul: &quot;That I

now may speak: JN~ &quot;n3TfcO.&quot; Strong double

emphasis in the use of the cohortative future,

and the pronoun; the latter emphasizing the

first person, the former his strong determination

to speak. E.] And let come upon me
what will. &quot;13^ as in Deut, xxiv. 5. HD

here for &quot;OJHJf HO, a condensed form of expres

sion similar to HO &quot;&quot;iTl, 2 Sam. xviii. 22; comp.

Ewald, 104, d.

Ver. 14. &quot;Wherefore should I take my
flesh into my teeth : i. e. be solicitous to save

and to preserve my body at any price, like a

beast of prey, which drags off its booty with its

teeth, and so secures it against other preying
animals. This proverbial saying, wtiich does

not occur elsewhere, is in itself clear (comp.
Jer. xxxviii. 2). The second member also sig

nifies essentially the same thing: and (where
fore should I) put my soul in my hand: i. e.

risk my life, seek to save it by means of a des

perate exertion of strength (comp. the same

expression in Judg. xii. 3 ;
1 Sam. xix. 6

;

xxviii. 21). [This, says Dillmann, is indeed
&quot;

scarcely the original meaning of the phrase ;

nor is it to be understood, as commonly ex

plained that what one has in the hand easily
falls out and is lost. The primary meaning is

rather : to commit or entrust the life to the

hand in order to bear it through, i. e. to make a

desperate effort to save it (see Ewald on the

passage) : such an attempt is indeed dangerous,
because if the hand fails, the life is lost, and s-o

the common explanation attaches itself naturally
to the phrase, to expose the life to apparent
danger. Here, however, the original meaning
is altogether suitable, and indeed necessary,
because only so do the first and second members
agree : why should I make an extreme effort to

save my life?&quot;]
Such a desperate effort Job

would make, in case he should declare himself

guilty of the reproaches brought against him.
while at the same time he bore no consciousnpps
of guilt within himself. This, however, would
not be of the least avail, for according to ver.

15 a he has nothing more to hope for, he sees

before him nothing but certain death from the
hand of God. Hence, therefore, his question :

&quot;Wherefore should I seek to save my life nt any

price I who have nothing more to hope for?&quot;

Compared with this interpretation, which is the

only one suited to the context, and which is

adopted by Umbreit, Ewald, Vaih., Dilhn., etc.,

the many interpretations which vary from it are

to be rejected, especially those according to

which the second member is not to be regarded
as a continuation of the question, but as an
assertion according to Hirzel in the positive
form :

&quot; and even my life do I risk &quot;

according
to Hahn and Delitzsch in the negative: &quot;nay,

I even put my life at stake: in like manner,
that of Bottcher: &quot;wherefore should I seek to

preserve my life at any price, seeing that I wil

lingly expose it, etc.&quot;

[Wordsworth agrees in this interpretation of

the meaning of each member of the verse, but. dif

fers from Zockler, etc., in the application: &quot;The

question (he says) is put hypothetically. You

may ask me why I am thus bold to desire to ex

pose myself to a trial before God ? The reason
is because I am sure that I have a good cause ;

I know that in the end He will do me right. See
what follows.&quot; The Vulg. renders :

&quot;

Quarela-
cero carries meas dentibus meis, et animam meam
porto in manibus meis ?&quot; Hengstenberg follows
this rendering, explaining the first clause of the

wrong, the violence which he would do to his

moral personality, if by silence he should plead
guilty to the accusations of the friends. Schul-

tens, who is followed in substance by Rosenmiil-

ler, Good, Wemyss, Bernard, Barnes, llenan,

Davidson, Carey, Rodwell, Elzas, regards both
members as proverbially expressing the idea of

risking life, and the clause 71D~7^ not in its

usual interrogative sense, but as equivalent to:
1 in spite of every thing.&quot; (Schult., sup-r quid, on

any account.) HO is thus a resumption of the

HO in 13 b. This rendering gives a consistent

and forcible sense throughout: Be silent now,
and let me alone, and 1 for my part will assu

redly speak, be the consequence what it may:
Cost what it may, I will risk it all, I will risk

my person and my life : lo, He will slay me, etc.,

yet in his very presence, etc , (couip. on ch. ix.

21, 22). The objection to this is of course the

unusual rendering of no~7j. On the other hand

the objection to the interpretation adopted in

our ci&amp;gt;mm. in the unusual sense in which we are
constrained to take the proverbial expressions
of the verse, particularly the latter &quot;to take
the life in the hand &quot; which according to this

interpretation must mean to seek to save the life,

whereas in every other instance it means to risk

it. It is thus at best a choice between difficulties,

or unusual expressions. And it may fairly be

queried whether the difficulty in regard to

nD~7j is not largely obviated by the close con
nection in which it stands with the HO just pre
ceding. E.].

Ver. 15. Lo, He will slay me : viz. through
my disease, which will certainly bring about my
speedy dissolution (comp. ch. vi. 13; vii 6; ix.

25
; x. 20). I have no (more) hope ; i. e.. I

do not direct my thoughts to the future, I am not

in a state of waiting, expectation (
/IT without
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an obj., prxstolari, exactly as in ch. vi. 11, and
xiv. 14), and this indeed is so naturally, because
for me there is nothing more to wait for, seeing
that my condition ia hopeless, and my fate long
since decided. So, according to the K thibh is

the phrase /IT*? SO to be explained, while the

K ri, rS 17 must signify in accordance with the
suffix: &quot; until then, viz., until 1 am slain, I wait&quot;

(so substantially Luther), or again:
&quot; I wait for

Him, that He may slay me&quot; (Delitzsch) [{. e.,
&quot; I wait what He may do, even to smite with
death

&quot;].
The context by no means yields th

rendering of the Vulg., which also rests on the
K n

;
etinm si accident me, in tpso (Deo) sperabo

[so also E. V., &quot;though he slay me, yet will I

trust in Him&quot;]: an utterance which has ac

quired a certain celebrity as a favorite sentiment
alike of pious Jews and Christians (comp. De
litzsch on the passage), as the funeral text of

the Electoress Louise Henrietta of Bmndenburg,
and as the poetic theme of a multitude of popu
lar religious hymns. It scarcely expresses how
ever the meaning here intended by Job, which
is far removed from any expression of a hope
reaching beyond death. Only my ways (viz.,

the innocence of my ways) will I prove in
His presence. }X, referring back to the who, e

preceding sentence, hence the Fame as &quot; never

theless, however.&quot; He has already despaired
of life, but of one thing he does not despair,

freely and openly to prove before God th e blame-
lessness of his life :

&quot;

physically therefore he can

euccumb, that he concedes, but morally ke can
not&quot; (Del.).

Ver. 16. Even this will be my salvation
that the unholy comes not before Him :

i. e., does not dare to present himself so confi

dently before Him. In the fact that He is filled

with ifappTjaia towards God he sees accordingly
a pledge of salvation, i. e., of victory in the trial

in which he is involved. For this sense of r\yw\

comp. 1 Sam. xiv. 45
;
2 Chron. xx. 17

;
Hab.

iii. 8 (not however in ch. xxx. 15, where it sig
nifies rather prosperity, and that of the earthly
sort). [&quot;

He wavers between two contradic
tions : on the one side he believes according to

an opinion widely prevalent in the Semitic East,
that no one can see God without dying; on the

other side he reassures himself with the thought
that God cannot reveal Himself to the wicked.&quot;

Benan]. WH is referred by Bottcher, Schlott ,

[Con., Dav., and so E. V.], etc., to God: &quot;He

also ministers to my help, to my deliverance, for,
etc. But this does not agree with the contents

of the preceding verse. For the neuter render

ing of tMH, which we find already in the LXX ,

(Kal Tovr6 fioi aTropr/aerai etf aurr/piav) comp. ch.

xv. 9; xxxi. 28; xli. 3. [In favor of the per
sonal sense for Kin, referring it to God, Schlott-

mann argues that it would scarcely be said of a
cii-cumstance in Hebrew that it would be any
body s salvation: and Davidson objects to the

neuter rendering that it originates in a cold con

ception of Job s mental agitation, and gives to

njW 7 a sense feeble almost to imbecility. On

the other hand Dillmann argues against the mas
culine sense that in that case the connection be

tween the first and second members of this verse

would be imperfect, and that the contrast between
what would thus be said of God in this verse and
that which has been said in ver. 15 would be too

violent].
Second Strophe : Vers. 17-22.

[&quot;
Determination

to cite God finally reached, with conditions of

pleading before Him.&quot; Dav.J.
Ver. 17. Hear. O hear my declaration.

OEf, a strongly emphasized appeal that

they should hear him, essentially the same in

signification as Is. vi. 9, only that here is not in

tended as there a continued but an attentive hear

ing/or the time being; comp. ch. xxi. 2; xxxvii.

2. iT73, here &quot;declaration,&quot; signifies in Ara

bic confession, religion. Its synonym I&quot;PnN in

the second member, [and let my utterance
sound in your ears], formed from the Hiph.
of the verb Din (ch. xv. 17; Ps. xix. 3) signi
fies here (the only place where it occurs in the
0. T.

)
not &quot;

brotherly conduct&quot; as in post-bib
lical Hebrew, but &quot; utterance.&quot; With mnKI it

T: :

is better to supply HH or X13jT, &quot;let it enter,

let. it sound in your ears,&quot; than to repeat \y3VJ

from a.

Ver. 18. Behold now I have made ready
the cause. D319O ^Pl?, causam instruere, as in

T :
- T

ch. xxiii. 4; comp. the simple ^pj?, ch. xxxiii.

5. On b comp. ch. xi. 2.

Ver. 19. Who is he that will contend
with me? i. e

, attempt with success to prove
that I am in the wrong. As to the thought com

pare the parallel passages, Isa. 1. 9
;
Rom. viii.

34
;
and as to the lively interrogative WF1 D,

ch. iv. 7. Then indeed (if any one succeeds
in that, in convicting me of wrong) I would be
silent and die: then, as one defeated within

and without, I would without offering further

resistance, let death come upon me as merited

punishment. The explicitness and calmness with

which he makes this declaration shows how im

possible it seems to him that he should be proved
guilty, how unalterably firm he stands in the

consciousness of his innocence. [E. V., &quot;for

now, if I hold my tongue, I shall give up the

ghost,&quot;
is less simple, and less suited to the con

nection].
Ver. 20. Only two things do not Thou

unto me : these are the same two things which
he has already deprecated in ch. ix. 34 in order

that he may successfully achieve his vindication,

and so, as it is here expressed in b, not be

obliged to hide before God. In ver. 21 we are

told wherein they consist, viz., a, in heavy un

remitting calamities and chastisements
(&quot; Thy

hand remove Thou from me&quot;), *\3
here of the

hand which punishes, as previously D3C? in ch.

ix. 34) ; and b. in terror, confusion, and trepi

dation produced by His majesty ; comp. above,

ver. 11.

Ver. 22. Then if these two alleviations are

granted to me call Thou and I will answer:
t. e., summon me then to a criminal trial, or

which would be eventually still.more advantage
ous to me :

&quot; allow me the first word, let me be

the questioner.&quot; Obviously it is in this sense

that we are to take b, where I &n, &quot; to reply&quot;
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(supply &quot;O&quot;l)
is connected transitively with ac-

cus. of the person, as elsewhere TWy ; comp. ch.

xx. 2 ; xxxii. 14 ; xl. 4.

6. Third Division. The vindication of himself
to God, with a complaint over the vanity and

helplessness of human existence: ch. xiii. 23
xiv. 22.

[&quot;

That Job, lifted up by the proud
consciousness of innocence, might really fancy
for the moment that God would answer his chal

lenge, is not in itself improbable in view of the

present temper of his soul, and the entire plan
of the poem, according to which such an inter

course of God with men as may be apprehended
by the senses lies within the bounds of possi

bility (ch. xxxviii. seq.), and should not be de
scribed (with Schlottm.) as a fanatical thought ;

although indeed he could not long continue in

this fancy; not only the non-appearance of God,
but also every consideration of a more particular
sort must convince him ofthe idleness ofMB wish.&quot;

Dillmann. Hence the sudden change of his apo
logy to a lamentation].

First Strophe : Vers. 23-28. Having repeatedly
announced his purpose (ver. 13 seq., 17 seq.), Job
now at length passes directly to the demonstra
tion of his innocence, but at once falls from a

tone of confident self-justification into one of sor

rowful lamentation, and faint-hearted despair,
out of which he does not again emerge during
this discourse.

Ver. 23. How many are (then) my iniqui
ties and sins

; my wickedness and my sin
make known to me ! Inasmuch as JtKtsn

denotes sin or moral aberration in general (oc

casionally also indeed sins of weakness), {Vg

transgression or evil-doing of a graver sort, j, E?3

however flagrant wickedness, open apostasy from
God (comp. Hoffmann, Schriflbew. I.,483 seq.),
the enumeration which is here given is on the
whole neither climactic nor anti-climactic, but
alike in a and b the more special and stronger
expression precedes, while the more general term
follows. Observe still further that the charac
teristic expression used to denote the smallest

and slightest offenses, nitf .!^ (Ps. xix. 13) is not

introduced here at all. Of such failures of the
most insignificant sort Job would indeed be per
fectly well aware that he was guilty ; comp.
above ch. ix. 2, 14 seq.

Ver. 24. Wherefore hidest Thou Thy
face (a sign of the Divine displeasure, comp. Is.

liv. 8) and regardest me as Thine enemy ?
The question is an expression of impatient

wonder at the non-appearance of God.

Ver. 25. A driven leaf wilt Thou terrify?

nS^PI
with He interrog. like DDnn, ch. xv. 2.

Comp. Gesenius \ 100
[ 98], V[E. V. &quot;wilt

thou break a leaf,&quot; etc. And so Bernard: but
against usage]. And pursue the dry chaff?
The meaning of this troubled plaintive double
question is : How canst Thou, who art Almighty
and All-sufficient, find Thy pleasure in perse
cuting and afflicting a weak and miserable crea
ture like me? It is not with reference to the
universal frailty of mankind, of which he par
took (Hahn), but with special reference to the
fearful visitation which had come on him, and

the destruction which had begun in his body,
that he compares himself to a &quot; driven leaf,

i. e. one that is tossed to and fro by the wind

(comp. Lev. xxvi. 36), and to the dry chaff,

which is in like manner blown about (comp. Ps.

i. 4, etc.}.

Ver. 26. For Thou decreest for me bitter

things (or also with consecutive rendering of

&quot;3: &quot;that Thou decreest,&quot; etc). roTlD here

is equivalent of course to &quot;bitter painful pun
ishments;&quot; and 3A3, lit. to &quot;write,&quot; refers to

a written decree announcing a judicial sentence:

comp. ch. xxxi. 35; Ps. cxlix. 9; Is. x. 1.

And makest me to inherit the iniquities
of my youth: the sins of my earlier years,

long since forgiven and forgotten, by comparison
with which as being the half-conscious misbe
haviour of childhood, or the manifestations of

youthful thoughtlessness (Ps. xxv. 7), so severe
and fearful a penalty would seem to be needless

cruelty. [&quot;

He can regard his affliction only as

the inheritance of the sins of his youth, since

he has no sins of his mature years that would
incur wrath to reproach himself with.&quot; Del.

E. Ver. &quot;makest me to possess,&quot; etc., not suffi

ciently expressive. &quot;His old age inherited the
accumulated usury and consequence of youthful
sins.&quot; Dav.] &quot;To cause one to inherit any
thing&quot; is the same as causing him to experience
the consequences of anything (here the bad con

sequences, the punishments) ; comp. Prov. xiv.

18; Ps. Ixix. 37 (36); Mark x. 17 ;
1 Cor. vi.

10, etc.

Ver. 27. And puttest my feet in the

block: i. e. treatest me as a prisoner. D2T&amp;gt;\

poet, for Dfrnj, Ewald, $443, b [jussive in form

though not in signification ;
used simply &quot;from

the preference of poetry for a short pregnant
form.&quot; Del.], comp ch. xv. 33; xxiii. 9, 11.

Hp here and ch. xxxiii. 11 is a wooden block

with a contrivance for firmly fastening the feet
of a prisoner, the same with the fOSnp of Jer.

xx. 3, and the f i&amp;gt;Aov of Acts xvi. 24, or Trodo/cd/c;?,

or the Roman instruments of torture called

cippus, codex or nervus. In times still recent
wooden blocks of this kind were in use among
the Arabians, as Burckhardt had occasion to

observe (Travels, p. 420). And watchest all

my paths: i. e. does not allow me the slightest
freedom of motion: comp. ch vii. 12; x. 14.

Around the roots of my feet Thou dost
set bounds: /. e around the place where I

stand, where the soles of my feet are placed (the
soles firmly fixed in one point being compared
to the roots of a tree), Thou dost make marks,
bounds, lines of demarcation, which Thou dost
not permit me to cross. This is the simplest
and philologically the most suitable definition
of the Hithpael npnnn (from pn, HpH) ;

found

only here, in which definitions Gesenius, Ewald
(1st Ed.), Schlottm., Hahn, Del

, Dillm., [Con.,
Elz. and see below the rendering of Hirzel,
Noyes, etc. ], etc., essentially agree. Not essen

tially different as to the sense, although philolo
gically not so well authenticated are the expla
nations of Rosenm., Umbreit [Hengst., Merx],
etc. : -Thou drawest a circle around my feet;&quot;

of Ewald (2d Ed.) :
&quot; Thou makest sure of my
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feet&quot; (comp. Peshito and Vulgate: vestigia

pedum meorum consideras(i) ; of Hirzel [Furst] :

&quot;Thou dost make Thyself a trench around
the roots of my feet

:

[others, e. g. Noyes,
Renan, Davidson, Rodiger, take Hpn in this

sense of cutting or digging a trench, but regard
the Hithpael as indirectly and not directly
reflexive, sili, not se susculpere &quot;dost dig a

trench for
thyself&quot;] ; of Raschi, Mercier, etc. :

&quot; Thou fastenest Thyself to the soles of my feet.&quot;

[E. V., Good, Wem., Bernard, etc. : &quot;Thou

brandest (settest a print upon, E. V.) the soles

of my feet;&quot; evidently supposing the expression
to refer to some process of branding criminals

in the feet: for which, however, there is no

good authority.] The three parallel figures
contained in the verse all find their actual

explanation in the fearful disease, with which
Job was visited by God, in consequence of which
he was doomed to one place, being unable to

move on account of the unshapely swelling of

his limbs.
[&quot;

Mercier has already called atten

tion to the gradation which marks the proofs

given in these verses of the Divine anger. (1)
God hides His face. (2) He shows Himself an

enemy. (3) He issues severe decrees against
him. (4) He punishes sins long since passed.

(5) He throws him into cruel and narrow im

prisonment.&quot; Hengst.]
Ver. 28. Although he (the persecuted one)

as rottenness wastes away, as a garment
which the moth has eaten (comp. ch. iv.

19). This forcible description of the weakness
and perishableness of his condition is given to

emphasize the thought, how unacccountably
severe is God s treatment of hirn (comp. above

ver. 25). It is introduced by N1H1 (instead of

JK1) objectivizing the subject, and &quot;

giving to

the discourse a more general application, valid

also for other men,&quot; arid at the same time pro

viding a transition io the following lament,

referring to human misery in general. [&quot;Thou

hast set this enclosure around one who does not

grow like a tree, but moulders away moth-eaten
like a garment. Job looks at himself ab extra;

he will hardly own himself; he hardly recog
nizes himself, so changed is he by affliction and

disease, and he speaks of himself in the third

person. How natural and touching is this!

Wordsworth.]
Third Division : Second and Third Strophes :

The lament over man s mortality, frailty and

vanity continued: ch. xiv. 1-12.

Second Strophe : vers. 1-6. [Man s physical

frailty and moral impurity by nature made the

ground of a complaint against the severity of

God s treatment, and of an appeal for forbear

ance.]
Vers. 1, 2. Man, born of woman, of few

days, and full of trouble, cometh up as a

flower [and withereth, and fleeth as a

shadow, and abideth not]. This is the

only right construction of the passage. The
first verse contains only the subject, together
with three appositional clauses more particularly

descriptive of the same. Of these the first,

DE/X llV (a phrase which is elsewhere exactly

synonymous with &quot;man,&quot; e.g. Sir. x. 18: ykv-

vrjfj.a ywa.iK.6s, and Matt. xi. 11: yivv7]roq yw.),

&amp;gt;elongg immediately to the notion contained in

he subject, man, whom it characterizes accord-

ng to his innate quality of weakness (as also in

ch. xv. 14; xxv. 4), while the two following
clauses illustrate the shortness of his life, (^-fp,

lonstr. st. of
&quot;Nfp,

comp. ch. x. 15), and the

rouble which fills it (TJ\ as in ch. iii. 17, 26).

t is disputed whether the second verb in ver. 2,

EH means to wither, or to be cut off. Etyinolo-

jically both these definitions are possible, since

may be taken either as Imperf. Niph. of

T7D=7lD, succidi, or as Imperf. of a secondary

Kal. /OJ (an alternate form T7Q), synonymous

with /ON, to wither, to become dry, marcescere.

The meaning to be cut off, however, is less suita

ble to the flower than to fade [the latter, and not

the former, being, as Dillmann points out, the

natural destiny alike of the flower and of man] ;

omp. Is. xl. 7; Ps. xxxvii 2; xc. 6; ciii. 15

seq. ; Matt. vi. 30; 1 Pet. i. 24; moreover, in

the two parallel passages of our book, ch. xviii.

16
; and xxiv. 24, it is by no means necessary

to render ^D in the sense of suecidi, prxcidi

(against Hirzel, Gesenius, Delitzsch [Conant,
Dav., E. V.], etc.).

On b comp. ch. viii. 9; Ps.

xc. 5, 9, 10. [Conant regards the article before

as having a definite signification, &quot;that which

marks the passing and declining day.&quot; This,

however, would scarcely be in harmony with

the verb m3, which describes rather the fleet

ing shadow of the cloud, to which the art. would

be equally suitable. Merx transposes ver. 28,

of chap, vii., and inserts it here between vers.

1 and 2, thus depriving it of the force and beauty
which belong to it as the closing verse of that

strophe, and as a transition to this, and at the

same time weakening the beauty and pathos of

this passage by the accumulation of figures.

13
n

Ver. 3. And upon this one dost Thou
keep Thine eye open? viz. in order to watch

him, and to punish him for his sins, comp. Ps.

xxxiv. 17
[lf&amp;gt;]. *}*&amp;lt;,

emphatically connecting

something new with what has already been

given, like our &quot; over and above.&quot; nr~7jj,

&quot;upon this one,&quot; i. e. upon such an one aa

he is here described, upon so wretched a

creature (Psalm ciii. 14). [The pronoun here

descriptive, &quot;such an one,&quot; tali*, rather than

demonstrative. By position the phrase is em

phatic. E. V., Conant. etc., render the verb sim

ply &quot;to open,&quot;=so
much as open the eyes, so

much as look upon him. The rendering given in

our commy.
&quot; to keep the eye open upon

&quot;

pre

supposes a double emphasis, the first and prin

cipal one on the pronoun, the second on the verb.

E.] And me ([ 0^, emphatic, me] this par

ticularly wretched example of the human race),

dost thou bring into judgment before

Thee ?i. e., to judgment at Thy
^

tribunal,

where it is impossible to maintain one s cause.

Ver. 4. O that a pure one might come
forth out of an impure : i. e., would it were

only possible that one might remain free from the
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universal sinfulness of the human race, and from

the misery accompanying the same, which is now

absolutely universal and without exception, so

that it has the appearance of unpitying severity
when God visits those belonging to this race with

punishment (corap. vers. 5, 6). }V~ ?&amp;gt;

tne

customary optative formula (as in ver. 13 ; ch.

vi. 8), here connected with an accusative of the

object, specifying the contents of the wish (so
also in ch. xxxi. 81, 35 ; Ps. xiv. 7 ;

Deut. xxviii.

67). Hence not: &quot;who makes [E. V. : can

bring] a pure one out of an impure ?&quot; (Rosenm ,

Arnheim, Welte, [Renan]) ; nor: &quot;where can

a pure one be found among the impure ?&quot; as if ]p

here could have the partitive sense before the

singular XO3.
[&quot;The Opt. rendering not only

denies the possibility (of a morally clean coming
out of a morally unclean), but gives utterance to

the desire that it was otherwise.&quot; Dav.]. Not
one: to wit, &quot;comes forth.&quot; [Not therefore

&quot;can bring forth,&quot; as might be inferred from

the literal rendering of }V~ ?] Not one pure

will ever come forth in the line of development
which has once been contaminated by sin ; comp.
Ps. li. 7 [5] ; also the expression &quot;1HX DJ

j

X

Ps. xiv. 3, which reminds us very closely of this

IPX K7. Ewald, with whom Dillmann agrees,

punctuates ? instead of JO, and conforms the

second member to the. first: &quot;Oh that there

were one!&quot; for the reason that a wish does not

properly contemplate an answer. But a wish

which is in itself incapable of realization is equi
valent to a question, the answer to which is a

strong negation. Moreover the passage is in

comparably stronger and more emphatic accord

ing to the common rendering, than according to

that of Ewald
[&quot;

Moreover, why should he de

sire one such specimen? Plainly, the desire is

nothing to the purpose, except as implying that

not one such is to be found ; and precisely this

is asserted in the proper and usual construction

of the words.&quot; Con.]. On the relation of this

assertion by Job of the universality of human
corruption to the earlier affirmation of Eliphaz
in ch. iv. 17 seq., see the Doc andEth. Remarks.

Vers. 5, 6. (the former the antecedent, the lat

ter the consequent). If his days are deter
mined (D^OPl, lit. cut off

[decisi~\, sharply

bounded, defined a-rroT6fj.ug : comp Isa. x. 22 ;

1 Kings xx. 40), the number of his months
with Thee (viz.

&quot;is established, firmly fixed;
1

^JHX here equivalent to
JJ
BJ?, comp. ch. x. 13),

and Thou hast made [or set] his limit (read

Ipn with the K thibh, not the plural with the

K ri, which is here less suitable, there being but
one limit, one terminus to this earthly life)
which he cannot pass (lit.

&quot; and he passes it

not&quot;) [observe that the particle DX in the first

member of the verse extends its influence over
all three members] : then look away from

him, (VSyo njn? the opposite of ver. 3 a;

comp. ch. vii. 19) that he may rest pin here
as in I Sam. ii. 5: &quot;to rest, to keep holiday,&quot;

to be released from the TJ^ of ver. 1) that he

may enjoy as a hireling his day. The last

member literally reads: &quot;until that (to the de

gree that TJJ as in ch. viii. 21
;

1 Sam. ii. 5 ;

Isa. xlvii. 7) he, like a day laborer, find pleasure

in his day,&quot; or,
&quot; be satisfied with his day

&quot;

This is the meaning of ilVT with the accus.

(comp. Jer. xiv. 10; Ps. ciL 15, and often); not

&quot;to satisfy,&quot;
in the sense of &quot;to discharge, to

make good,&quot; [E. V. to accomplish] as Delitzsch

explains it, when he translates: &quot;until he dis

charges [accomplishes] as a hireling his
day.&quot;

In favor of this latter rendering indeed, Lev.

xxvi. 34, 43, and 2 Chron. xxxvi. 21 may be

cited; but the sense thence resulting is in each

case harsh and artificial. For just why it should

be said of a hireling, that he (in death) &quot;makes

complete
&quot; his days (comp. avravairTiripovv, Col.

i. 24) is not altogether apparent : the compari

son of the &quot;V3& (comp. ch. vii. 1) seems super

fluous, inconsistent indeed, if we have to do sim

ply with the thought:
&quot; until the completion of

the days of his life.&quot; [It
is difficult to see why

the definition adopted by the E. V. and Del. is

not perfectly suitable to the connection. The

objection to it is that it is not supported by

usage, mn means everywhere
&quot; to regard fa

vorably, to take pleasure in.&quot; We are not justi

fied in taking it in any other sense here. But
the expression

&quot; to enjoy as a hireling his day
&quot;

is variously understood. Some take 1DV here

in some specific sense; e. g., the day of his dis-

charge, his last day as a hireling (Bernard) ; his

day of rest (Rod well) ;
and something similar is

suggested by Jeromes optata dies. But this

thought would have been more distinctly ex

pressed. Others (Hengst., Wordsworth, Noyes,

Barnes), explain it us a wish that man may enjoy
his life at least as much, with the same freedom

from care, as the hireling. But to this there are

several objections. (1) HX&quot;! would scarcely be

used to express this idea, least of all, as here,

without any qualification. (2) That Job re

garded the day or service of a hireling as a term
of hardship, from which deliverance was to be

sought rather than as affording any measure of

satisfaction to be desired, is evident from the

parallel passage in ch. vii. 1, 2. Comp. ch. Hi.

19. (3) He has already expressed the burden

of his longing in ^irri. This clause is rather

to be regarded as an amplification of that

thought: the rest, the enjoyment which the end
of the day s labor brings. It is unnatural to

suppose that having reached in thought the goal
of rest, he would go back to the joyless, even

though painless toil preceding it. We are thus

led to the explanation that the enjoyment here

spoken of is that which succeeds the labors of

the day. The hireling s real enjoyment of his

day comes when the &quot;shadow&quot; of evening (ch.
vii. 2) brings with it the rest which he covets,

and the wages he has earned. In like manner

Job desires for man agitated by unrest (IJ*1
ver.

1) a respite, however brief, the satisfaction

which the end of toil and sorrow would bring.
It is not death however that he here prays may
come, for that, as the following verses show, is a

hopeless condition. And yet the thought of the

end of toil suggests at once the thought of death,

and that hopeless beyond. E.].
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Third Stfbphe : Vers. 7-12. The hopelessness
of man when his earthly life is ended.

Ver. 7. For there is yet hope for the tree.

\3,
&quot;

for&quot; introduces the reason for the request

preferred in ver. 6 in behalf of miserable and af
flicted man :

&quot; look away from him,&quot; etc.
[&quot;

The
predication of hope made very strongly both by
JS^ and the accent, the main division of the verse

is at hope.&quot; Dav.]. If it be cut down, it

shoots up again (&amp;lt;/:., the stump left, in the

ground, comp. Isa. vi. 13), and its sprout
npJV, the tender young shoot from the root

[suckling], LXX. frMapxx; ; comp. ch. viii. 16)
faileth not. Carey, Delitzsch, and others, cor

rectly understand the tree of whose vitality and

power of perpetual rejuvenescence Job seems
more particularly to think here to be the date-

palm, which on account of this very quality is

called by the Greeks Qoivi!-. It is not so proba
ble that the oak or terebinth [E. V. &quot; teil

&quot;]

mentioned in the parallel passage in Isa. vi. 13,
is intended here

Vers. 8, 9, present not properly
&quot; another

case,&quot; (Dillmann), but they develop the illustra

tion already presented still further and more

forcibly. If its root becometh old in the

ground ( j P^ inchoative Hiph., senescere),

and its trunk dieth in the dust (comp. Isa.

xl. 24), i. .,
if the tree die, not interrupted in its

growth by the violent hand of man, while yet

young and vigorous, but decaying with age, be

coming dry and dead down to the roots.

Through the scent of water (i. ., so soon as

it feels the vivifying energy of water
; comp.

Judg. xvi. 9) [1T?. may be taken either subjec

tively of the scenting, or inhalation of water

by the tree
; or, better, of the scent which water

brings with it.
&quot; When the English army landed

in Egypt in 1801, Sir Sydney Smith gave the

troops the sure sign that wherever date-trees

grew there must be water.&quot; Vide R. WILSON S

History of the Expedition to Egypt, page 18] it

sprouts (again; comp. Ps. xcii. 14) and puts
forth boughs (comp. ch. xviii. 16

;
xxix. 19),

like a young plant; or also like a sapling

newly planted (LXX. : f veo&amp;lt;prov).
That this

description also is pre-eminently suitable to the

palm appears from the fact that, as every ori

ental knows very well, in every place where
this tree grows, water must be very near at

hand, generally from the indestructible vitality

and luxuriant fulness of this QikuSpow Qvrov,

(comp. Delitzsch on this passage. [ Even when
centuries have at last destroyed the palm says
Masius in his beautiful and thoughtful studies

of nature thousands of inextricable fibres of pa
rasites cling about the stem, and delude the tra

veller with an appearance of life.&quot; DEL.]).

Vers. 10-12 present the contrast to the above:

the hopelessness of man in death.

Ver. 10. But man dies and is brought

down (Cnn here in the intrans. sense confectum

esse, to be prostrated, to be down, whence the

usual signification, &quot;to be weak,&quot; is derived:

[the Imperf , when transitive, is written BHlTi

when intransitive, as here, BH^TJ); man ex

pires (jNp!!}i Imperf. consec., because the cheer

less consequences of death are here further set

forth), and where is he ? where does he then

go to? what becomes of him? Comp. the simi
lar yearning question in Eccles. iii. 21.

Ver. 11. The waters flow away [lit. roll

off] out of the sea, and a stream fails and
dries up. This is the protasis of a simile, the

apodosis of which is introduced, ver. 12, by 1

&quot;so,&quot; as below in ver. 19, and as above in chap.
v. 7; xi. 12 (in which latter passages indeed
the figure follows, not precedes, the thing illus

trated). Comp. the description, imitative of the

present passage, in Isa. xix. 5, describing the

drying up of the Nile (D\ 1!&quot;IJ) by a Divine judg
ment a description which indeed the advocates
of a post-solomonio authorship of our book re

gard as the original of the passage before us

(e.g., Volck, de yumma carm. Job sent., p. 31).
ID&quot; here should be taken of an inland sea or body
of water, a sense which the application of the
word to the lake of Tiberias, Numb, xxxiv. 11;
the Euphrates, Isaiah xxvii. 1

; the Nile, see

above, abundantly justifies. Such a drying up
of large bodies of water is no uncommon
phenomenon in the torrid regions of the East.

-E.]
Ver. 12. So man lies down and rises no

more
;

till the heavens are no more, they
awake not. D pty ^/^ &quot;IJ,

until the failure,

i. e., the disappearance of the heavens (comp. the

exactly equivalent phrase, H^V 73
~\y_, Ps. Ixxii.

7), the same in meaning with D7\jn &quot;1J? /, Psalm

cxlviii. 6. For according to the popular conception
of the ancient Hebrews, the heavens endure for

ever: Ps. Ixxxix 30 [29] ; Jer. xxxi. 36. When
in Ps. cii. 27 ; Isa. li. 6; Ixv. 17 the heavens are

described as waxing old and being changed, this

statement does not exclude their eternal exist

ence
;
for the supposition of a destruction of the

universe in the sense of its annihilation is every
where foreign to the Hebrew Scriptures. The

expression before us,
&quot; not to awake till the hea

vens are no more,&quot; is accordingly in any case

equivalent to &quot;not to awake for ever&quot; [or &quot;ne

ver to awake&quot;], as the third member of the

verse also clearly indicates : and are never
aroused out of their sleep they sleep a

, Jer. li. 39, 67, an endless sleep of

death. [It is assuredly straining the language,
and at variance with the connection, and with

Job s present mood, to assume in the expression
an implication that when the phenomenal hea

vens should disappear, man would awake. How
far Job s mind does reach out towards the idea

of a resuscitation of humanity will be seen pre

sently. Amid such fluctuations of thought and

feeling as characterize his utterances, we are

not to look for self-consistency, much less for a

careful and exact expression of the highest forms

of truth, whether as revealed elsewhere, or even

as at times revealed to his own mind. E. ] How
unchangeable the cheerless outlook on such an

eternal condition of death in Sheol presents itself

to Job, is shown by the vividly expressed wish

which immediately follows that God, if it were
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possible, would cause him again to emerge out

of this condition, which, however, he immediately
recognizes as a yearning which is absolutely in

capable of being realized.

8. Third Division: Fourth and Fifth Strophes:
Continuation and conclusion of the description
of the hopelessness of man in the prospect of

death: vers. 13-22.

Fourth Strophe: Vers. 13-17: [If God would

only permit a hope of the cessation of His wrath,
and of his restoration from Slieol. how joyfully
he would endure] until the change should come;
but now He punishes without pity his sins.]

Ver. 13. Ah that Thou wouldst hide me
(Hiph. as in Ex. ii. 3) in the realm of the dead,
wouldst keep me secret until Thy wrath
should change (comp. the description of such
a hiding from God s wrath in Isa. xxvi. 20; Ps.

xxvii.5; xxxi.21 [20]), wouldst appoint me
a set time (a pfl,

see on ver. 5), and then re
member me viz., for good, in order to re-esta

blish me in the fellowship of Thy grace, and caue
me to live in the same. Thislastexpression J7.-PJO]

accented with the emphasis of glowing passion, is

the culmination of the yearning wish which Job
here expresses, from which, however, he imme
diately recoils again, as from a chimerical idea

which has no real foundation.
Ver. 14. If man dies, will he live? i.t.,

is it possible that he who has once died, will

come to life again? The asyndetic introduction
of this short but frequent question after the pre
ceding verse, produces a contrast which is all

the stronger. No answer to the question fol

lows, because it is self-evident to the reader that

it can be answered only in the negative. But

strong as is his conviction of the impossibility
of a return to life of the dead, equally sweet and

gracious is the charm of the thought which
dwells on the opposite possibility, which he has

just expressed in the form of a wish.
[&quot;//

a

man die, etc., finely natural interpretation of the
cold reason and of doubt, striving to banish the
beautiful dream and presentiment of a new bo

dily life with God ; but in vain, the spirit tram

ples down the rising suspicion, and pursues more

eagerly the glorious vision.&quot; DAV.] All the
days ofmy warfare would I wait, until my
discharge (lit. &quot;my exchange,&quot; comp. chap. x.

17) should come. Job uses the term &quot;war

fare&quot; here somewhat differently from chap. vii.

1 to denote not only the remainder of his toil

some and troublesome days on earth, but &quot;the

whole dismal interval between the present and
that longed-for goal&quot; in the future when he
should be released from Hades; this release is

here, in accordance with the figure of military
service, designated as an

&quot;exchange&quot; or &quot;dis

charge.&quot; [Hence the &quot;change&quot; here spoken
of is not, as the old Jewish expositors, followed

by some moderns, have explained it, the change

produced by death. The word H3 /PI, however,
has here a double significance, which should be

appreciated to realize the full beau c

y of the pas
sage. In addition to its primary and principal
meaning as expressing the discharge of the sol

dier whose term of hard service has expired, it

suggests also the
&quot;sprouting&quot; anew (T^IT, ver *

7) of the trunks and roots of the tr^ which has

been cut down. The nS /n, in a word, which

Job yearns for is a release irom service which
would be at the same time a &quot;springing up&quot;

anew from death to life. That this double mean

ing is not forced, that it is a beautiful and happy
s roke of genius, will not seem at all incredible

to any one who will carefully trace out our au
thor s masterly use of words in their various pos
sibilities. E.]

Ver. 15. Thou wouldst call (to wit, in this

discharge [by Ewald and others referred to the

forensic call to the final trial, wherein Job confi

dently hoped to be acquitted; but the connection

here indicates rather the call of love, yearning
after its object; &quot;the voice of God returning to

take His creatures to Himself&quot; (DAV.) E.], and
I would answer Thee (would lohow i hy
call) ; Thou wouldst yearn after the work
of Thy hands (chap. x. 3); i.e., Thou, as

Creator, wouldst feel an affectionate longing af

ter Thy creature, which Thou hadst hitherto

treated harshly, and rejected. &quot;The true cha
racter of the relation of love between the Creator

and His creature would again assert itself, it

would become manifest that wrath is only a

waning power (Isa. liv. 8), and love the true and
essential necessity of His being.&quot;

DEL.
[&quot;Job

must have had a keen perception of the profound
relation between the creature and his Maker in

the past, to be able to give utterance to such an

imaginative expectation respecting the future.&quot;

SCHLOTT.J Although only a &quot;phantasy of hope&quot;

(Schlott.), it still furnishes an unconscious pro
phecy of that which was accomplished in Christ s

descent into Hades for the salvation of the saints

of the Old Covenant.
Ver. 16. For now Thou numberest my

steps, i. e., for at this time Thou watchest every
step and motion, as those of a transgressor,

comp. chap. xiii. 27. Hfij; *3, as in chap. vi. 21,

introducing the contrast between a point of time
on which the eye fixes in the future, and the sad

reality of the present. [ 3 assigns the reason

for the wish which forms the cont ents of vers. 13-15.
It is not necessary, with Hirzel and Schlott., to

supply any thing between vers. 15 and 16, as, e.g.,
&quot;Thou dost not yearn for Thy creature now, for,&quot;

etc. The construction of Umbreit, etc., which takes

&quot;TUL
\3 as an emphatic clause,=&quot; indeed now,&quot;

is to be rejected. E.] And dost not hold
Thyself back on account of my sins.
This is the most satisfactory rendering of vh

flNBn &quot;? &quot;iDtfn. It is found already in Mercier,

(non reservas nee differs peccati mei punitionem),
and is of late advocated by Delitzsch [and
Wordsworth. It seems to Del. &quot;that the sense

intended must be derived from ^N IDE?, which
I ~ T

means to keep anger, and consequently to delay
the manifestation of it; Amos i.

11.&quot;]
Dill-

mann s explanation gives the same sense:
&quot;Thou dost not pass over my sins;&quot; a render
ing, indeed, which rests on an emendation of

the text to : TT^ t3j;n *6, which is favored
in some measure by the version of the LXX.
Also the rendering advocated by Ewald, Heilig.,
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Schlott. and Halm: &quot;Thou givest no considera

tion to my sins&quot; (to ascertain, namely, whether

they do in truth deserve to be punished so

severely), does not differ very essentially. Other

explanations lack satisfactory support : such as

those of the Rabbis, which differ widely among
themselves: e.g. Raschi s: &quot;Thou waitest not

over my sins, . e. to punish them;&quot; Ralbag s:

&quot;Thou waitest not for my sins=repentance
punishment;&quot; Aben-Ezra s: &quot;Thou lookest not

except on my sins
&quot; The same may be said of

the attempt of Rosenm., Hirzel and Welte to

render the sentence as an interrogative without
H: &quot; Dost Thou not keep watch over my sin?&quot;

[So E. V., Conant, Dav., Rod., Gesen., Fiirst.

In view of ch. xiii. 27 b, it is not apparent why
this rendering should be said to &quot;lack satisfac

tory support.&quot; The preposition &amp;gt;y
cannot be

urged against it, for it harmonizes well with the
idea thus expressed; and the interrogative form

gives vividness, force and variety to the passage.

-E.]
Ver. 17. Sealed up in a bag is my guilt.

, lit. &quot;wickedness,&quot; as in ch. xiii. 23 b,

here of the aggregate of Job s former transgres
sions (comp. ch. xiii. 26 b), of the sum total, the

entire mass of guilty actions committed by him,

which, as he must believe, is preserved and
sealed up by God with all care as a treasure, to

be used against him in his own time; comp.
Deut xxxii. 34

;
Hos. xiii. 12. For the figura

tive expression : &quot;to tie up in a bag,&quot;:=to keep
in remembrance, comp. Ps. Ivi. 9; 1 Sam. xxv.

29. Ewald, Hirzel, Renan, incorrectly explain
the

&quot;guilt
sealed in a

bag&quot;
to be the judicial

sentence of condemnation by God already issued

against Job, which now only awaits execution
;

for of the preservation of such penal sentences
in a bottle all oriental antiquity knows nothing
whatever. [The figure is taken &quot;from the mode
of preserving collected articles ofvalue in a sealed

bag.&quot; Del.] And Thou hast devised addi
tions to my transgressions: lit. &quot;and Thou
hast still further stitched (to wit, other, new

transgressions) on my transgressions; i. e. hast

made mine iniquity still greater than it is, and

punished it accordingly more severely than it

deserves. This accusation which Job here pre
fers against God is a bold one; but it is too

much to affirm that it is &quot;pure blasphemy&quot;

(Dillm. ),
because the language of Job through

out is simply tropical, and his real thought is

that God s treatment of him is as severe as if, in

addition to his actual transgressions, he were
burdened with a multitude of such as had been
fabricated (comp. Hengstenberg on the passage).
Hence the rendering of Ewald: &quot;Thou hast

patched up, sewed up my transgression&quot; [E. V.,

Dillmann, Good, Wemyss, Bernard, Con., Barnes,

Dav., Rod.], is equally unnecessary with the

similar rendering of Umbreit, Vaih., Bottch. :

&quot;and Thou coverest up my sins.&quot; Substan

tially the right interpretation is given by Rosen-

muller. Arnh., Hirz., Welte, Delitzsch, Hengst.

[Gesen., Fiirst, Noyes, Renan, Words.].

[The main argument in favor of the interpre

tation adopted here by Zockler is that 73C3

means properly not to sew up, but &quot; to sew on,

patch on, and gen. to add.&quot; So Delitzsch. But
(1): It looks very much like hyper-criticism to

decide, from a very limited usage, that a word,
the essential meaning of which is to sew, may
mean to sew on, but cannot mean to sew up ; or,
if the essential meaning be to plaster, to patch,
that it may mean to patch on to (to add a patch),
but not to patch over. (2) The point becomes
still weaker in a case where the word is used,
as here in a figurative, not a literal sense. (3)
The parallelism favors the meaning to sew, or
to patch up. It seems somewhat incongruous,
after representing God as having sealed up
transgressions in a bag, to represent Him in the
next clause as stitching, patching, or fabricating
other sins. On the other hand, the thought of

sealing sin in a bag is suitably supplemented by
the thought that the bag is not only officially

sealed, but carefully sewed together; or if,

with Bernard, we explain: &quot;With such care
dost Thou store up my iniquities in Thy bag,
that if Thou seest the slightest possibility of its

giving way in any part, so that some of them
might slip out and be lost, Thou immediately
stoppest up the hole with a patch.&quot; (4) Admit
ting that the apparent blasphemy of the expres
sion may be explained away, as above by Zock
ler, its admitted audacity still remains. But Job
is not now in one of his Titanic moods of defiance.

He resembles not so much Prometheus hurling
charges against the Tyrant of the skies, as Ham
let, meditating pensively on death and the &quot; undis
covered country from whose bourne no traveller

returns,&quot; but with an infinitely purer pathos
than is found even in the soliloquy of &quot; the me
lancholy Dane.&quot; It is but a moment ago (ver.
15 b) that he recognized in a strain of inimitable

beauty the yearning bent of Creative Love.
He is now indeed complaining of the present

severity of God s dealings with him, but the

plaintive tenderness of that sentiment still floats

over his spirit and lingers in his words, soften

ing them into the tone of a subdued reproachful
moan, very different from the bitter outcry of

rebellious defiance. E.]

Fifth Strophe : vers. 18-22. Conclusion: com

pleting the gloomy delineation of that which in

reality awaited Job, in opposition therefore to

the yearning desire of his heart.

Ver. 18. But in sooth a falling mountain
crumbles away: observe the paronomasia in

the original between the participle /3 lJ de

scribing &quot;IP! and S^J 6l3;&amp;gt;-
[DWl at the be

ginning as elsewhere strongly adversative,

introducing in opposition to the dream of a pos
sible restoration in the preceding strophe the

stern reality, the inexorable and universal law,

which dooms everything to destruction. The
use of this conjunction here is a strong confirm

ation of the position maintained in the conclu

ding remarks on ver. 17 that the sentiment of

vers. 15-17 lingers also around vers. 16, 17, and

that accordingly ver. 17 b cannot be a daring

suggestion of the charge of fabricating iniquity

against Job. E.] And a rock grows old

out of its place. pr)#
is rightly rendered :

&quot;to grow old, to decay&quot; by the LXX., and

among moderns by Hirzel, Umbreit, Vaihinger,
Schlottmann. The topical meaning: &quot;to be
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removed&quot; is indeed admissible, and is sup

ported by the Vulg., Rosenm., Ewald, Hahn,
and generally by the majority of moderns. The

more pregnant meaning of the passage, however,
would be lost by the adoption of this latter ren

dering, which is simply prosaic in its simplicity.

Ver. 19. In this verse a and b continue the

series of figures begun in ver. 18, which are

intended to illustrate the unceasihg operation
of the Divine penalty or process of destruction

decreed for men, whereas c first introduces that

which is to be illustrated by means of the 1

adxquatinnis (as in ch. v. 7; xi. 12; xii. 11).
&quot;Water hollows out stones (comp. the Lat.

yutta cavat lapidem) ; its floods wash away
the dust of the earth. ^bEfP, fern, sing.,

referring to the plural ITITsJp, according to

Gesenius, \ 146 [ 143] V [Green. \ 275, 4.

The harshness of the construction which is

necessitated by taking 1T3D in the sense which

belongs to it elsewhere of a self-sown growth,
is shown in the rendering of E. V.: &quot;Thou

washest away the things which grow out of the

dust of the earth.&quot; Moreover, the limitation

&quot;self-sown&quot; is against this rendering, which
would require rather some more comprehensive

term, such as TUT. The fern, suffix in rriTSp

originates in the same principle which deter

mines the fern, form of the verb, and like the

latter refers to D]O. E.]. And the hope of

mortal man [note the use of 01JN, bringing

man into the. category of destructible matter.

E.] Thou destroyest: ; . e. just as incessantly
and irresistibly as the physical objects here.

mentioned yield to the gradual processes of de

struction in nature, so dost Thou cause man to

perish without any hope of being brought to

life again, and this too at once, suddenly
(rvnxn, Perf. of the accomplished fact. [ForT : .*: .

L

the form of the verb see Green, 112, 3]).
The four figures here used are not intro

duced to exemplify the idea of incessant

change ruling in the realm of nature, wherea
from man all hope of a change for the

better in his lot is taken away (so Hahn,
who takes the 1 in c in the adversative sense,
but they describe the processes of destruction in

nature, and more especially in the lower sphere
of inorganic nature, as types of the gradual
ceaseless extinction to which man succumbs in

death. This moreover is not to be understood as

though Job contemplated those processes with a

view to console himself with the thought that his

destruction in death was a natural necessity,

(Hirzel), but in order to exhibit as forcibly and

thoroughly as possible the absolute hopelessness
of his condition in prospect of the dark future

which death holds up before him; see vers. 20-

22, which admit of no other than this disconso

late sentiment for ver. 19 c. [The descending
gradation in the series of objects from which the

illustrations here are taken is quite noticeable

mountain rock stones dust
;
and suggests at

least the query whether we do not have here

something more than four distinct emblems of

decay, whether it is not intended to show a suc-

.cession of stages in the process: the mountains

crumbling into rocks, the rocks breaking down
From age into stones, the stones wearing away
into dust, and the dust being washed by the wa
ters into the abyss ;

whether accordingly all na

ture is not thus resolving itself into the dust to

which man too at the last returns What hope
is there indeed for man, whose &quot; house of clay
is crushed like the moth &quot;

(ch. xiv. 19), when
the doom even of the everlasting mountains is

dust! E.].
Ver. 20. Thou overpowerest him forever

then he passeth away. ^pfi
with accus.

if the person is not: &quot;to assail
&quot;

(Hirzel) [Con.

Del.], but as in ch. xv. 24; Eccles. iv. 12, &quot;to

overpower,&quot; and nVjS is not &quot;

continually ?

evermore,&quot; but &quot;forever;&quot; comp. ch. iv. 20;

xx. 7 ;
xxiii. 7. As to the emphatic ^IT),

&quot;then he passeth away,&quot; Greek fiatvet, bi^erai,

comp. ch. x. 21
;
also in respect of form the same

poet. Imperf. in ch. xvi. 8, 22
;
xx. 25. Dis

figuring his countenance, so Thou send-
est him away ; i. e., in the struggle of death,
or when decay sets in, Thou makest him unlike

himself, distortest his features, etc., and so send-

est him forth out of this life (P 70 as in Lev.

xx. 23
; Jer. xxviii. 16 ; the 1 consecut. very

nearly as in Ps. cxviii. 27).
Ver. 21. Should his sons be in honor, he

knows it not; if they are abased he per

ceives them not : [7 after
j
3 here of the

direct object : in ch. xiii. 1 however as dat ethi-

cus. Del.&quot;l. The same contrast between T33, to... &quot; T
come to honor, and ^J7, to be insignificant, to

sink into contempt, is presented in Jer. xxx. 19;
for H33 comp. also Is. Ixvi. 5. The mention of

the children of the dead man has nothing re

markable about it, since Job is here speaking in

general terms of all men, not especially of him
self. It is somewhat different in ch. xix. 17 ;

see however on the passage. The description in

the passage before us of the absolute ignorance
of the man who is in Sheol of that which takes

place in the world above, reminds us of ch. iii.

13 seq. Comp. in addition Eccles. ix. 5, 6 (see
Comm. on the passage).

Ver. 22. Only his flesh in him feels pain,
and his soul in him mourns: t. e , he him
self, his nature, being analyzed into its consti

tuent parts of soul and body (comp. ch. xvii. 16),

perceives nothing more of the bright life of the

upper world ; he has only the experience of pain
and sorrow which belongs to the joyless, gloomy
existence of the inhabitants of Sheol, surrounded

by eternal night. The brevity of the expression
makes it impossible to decide with certainty whe
ther Job here assumes that man carries with him
to Sheol a certain corporeality (a certain residue,

kernel, or some reflex of the earthly body), or
whether he mentions the &quot; flesh

&quot;

along with the
&quot;

soul&quot; because (as is perhaps the case also in

Is. Ixvi. 24; Judith xvi. 17) he attributes to the

decaying body in the grave a certain conscious
ness of its decay (Dillmann; comp. Delitzsch,
who would cast on the departed soul at least &quot; a

painful reflection
&quot;

of that process). The former

view, however, is the more probable in view of
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what is said in ch. xix. 27 (see below, Doctrinal
and Ethical Remarks on ch. xix., No. 3). By
means of P/JP,

&quot; in him,&quot; occurring in both

members, the two factors of the nature belong
ing to the man who has died are emphatically
represented as belonging to him, as being At*

own; the suffixes in HiJ?3 and 1KP3J are thus in
T : :

-

like manner strengthened by this doubled Y^yT T

as in Greek the possessive pron. by Ifiiaf. It is

not probable that
1JX

&quot;

only,&quot;
is through a hy-

perbaton to be referred simply to V/J7, express

ing the thought :
&quot;

only he himself is henceforth
the object of his experiences of pain and mourn
ing, he concerns himself no more about the

things of the upper world (Hirzel, Delitzsch),

[Noyes, Schlott.]. This rendering is at variance
with the position of the words, and with the dou

bled use of rjj?. Dillmann rightly says :
&quot; the

limiting IjX belongs immediately not to the sub

ject, but to the action : he no longer knows and

perceives the things of the upper world, he is

henceforth only conscious of pain, etc.&quot; Heng-
stenberg on the contrary arbitrarily explains

[and so Wordsworth] : The situation in ver. 22

is in general not that of the dead, but of one who
is on the point of death, of whose flesh (animated
as yet by the soul) alone could the sense of pain
be predicted (?).

[Vers. 21, 22 are a description of the after

life in two of its principal aspects. (1) As one

of absolute separation from the present, and so

of entire unconsciousness and independence in

regard to all that belongs to life on earth (ver.

21). (2). As one of self-absorbed misery, the

self-absorption being indicated by the repeated

Yijt, and the double suffixes in each member of

ver. 22. The thought of ver. 21 leads naturally
to that of ver. 22. The departed knows nothing
of the living, nothing of all that befalls those

who during life were in the closest union with

himself ;
the consciousness of his own misery fills

him.
The description in ver. 22 of his experience

of that misery is more obscure.
&amp;gt;$_ may be ren

dered &quot; on account of
&quot;

:
&quot;

only on his own ac

count his flesh suffcreth pain, etc.&quot; The objec
tion to this is its non-emphatic position, and the

separation between it and }N. In any case the

suffix V refers to the man, not (as Conant, Dav.,

Ren., Rod.) to &quot;flesh&quot; in a, and to &quot;soul&quot; in

b, for in that case E733 would require JT/^-

The proper rendering of V/J? therefore is &quot;in

him &quot;

(in= Germ, an ; i. e., his flesh and spirit

as belonging to him, as that with which he is in

vested). But why connect the &quot; flesh
&quot; here with

the &quot;

soul?&quot; The simplest explanation seems to

be that the realm of the dead, the under-world,
in its broadest extent embraces both the grave,
where the body lies, and Hades where the soul

goes, as may be seen in Ps. xvi. 10, where 7lK$

and r\ncf are conjoined ;
and that accordingly,

by poetic personification, the mouldering flesh

is here represented as sharing the aching dis-

content, the lingering misery of the imprisoned
soul. It is no uncommon thing even for us to

speak of the comfort, rest, equality, etc., of the

grave, as though its occupants might have some
consciousness of the same. So on the other
hand it would seem that Job here introduces into
the resting-place of the body something of that
which made the place of the departed soul an
object of dread. It may be indeed, as our Comm.
suggests above, that the passage reflects some
peculiarity in the opinion of antiquity touching
the relation of the corporeal and spiritual parts
of humanity, after death, but our grounds for

affirming this are too precarious. E.].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

It is undeniable that Job in this reply to Zo-
phar s attack, which at the same time closes the
first, colloquy, shows himself decidedly superior
to the three friends not only in acuteness, high
poetic flight of thought, and penetrative fiery

energy of expression, but also in what may be
called doctrinal correctness, or purity. In the
latter respect he seems to have made progress in
the right direction from the stand-point which
he had previously occupied. At least he exhi
bits in several points a perception of sin which
is in some measure more profound and accurate,
in so far as he, notwithstanding that he repeats
the emphatic asseveration of his innocence (see

especially ch. xiii. 16,19), makes mention of his
own sins, not simply of those of his opponents.
No doubt it is one of his principal aims to criti

cize sarcastically and severely their one-sided

j

wisdom (ch. xii. 2 seq. ; xiii. 1 seq.) ; no doubt
i
he censures with visible satisfaction the one-

|

Bided application which they make of their nar-

i
row doctrine of retribution, and holds (ch. xiii.

9) that if God in the exercise of rigid justice,
should scrutinize them, the result would be any
thing but favorable to them! Now, however,
more decidedly and explicitly than in his previ
ous apologies, he includes himself also in the
universal mass of those who are sinfully corrupt
and guilty before God. He several times admits
in the last division (ch. xiii. 23 xiv. 22) that

by his sin he had furnished the inexorable Di
vine Judge, if not with valid and sufficient cause

at least with occasion for the severe treatment
which He had exercised toward him. H ere belongs
the prayer, addressed to God to show him how
much and how grievously he had in truth sinned

(ch. xiii. 23). Here also belongs the supposi
tion which he expresses (ch. xiii. 26) that pos

sibly it was the &quot;transgressions of his youth&quot;

of which he was now called to make supplemen
tary confession; and following thereupon we
have his lamentation which reminds us of

David s penitential prayer (Ps. li. 7; comp. Ps.

xiv. 3) concerning the nature of human depra

vity, which he represents as embracing all, and

organically transmitting itself, so that no one is

excepted from it (ch. xiv. 4) an utterance which

agrees in substance with the proposition pre

viously advanced by Eliphaz (ch. iv. 17), but

which more profoundly authenticates the truth

under consideration, HO that the Church tradi

tion is perfectly justified in finding in it one of

the cardinal tedes doctrinee on the subject of ori-
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ginal sin. Here finally belongs the description,

involving another distinct confession of his own
sinfulness, in which he shows how God unspa

ringly punishes his sin, lies in wait, as it were,
for it, and carefully notes it in His book (a

thought which is favored by the corresponding
Hebrew expression

&quot; to seal transgression in a

bag&quot;) nay, more, seems to interest Himself in

wilfully enlarging this, His register of sins (ch.

xiv. 16, 17). With these several indications of

a more profound and comprehensive conscious

ness of sin, which are indeed still far from sig

nifying a genuine contrite submission beneath

God s righteous discipline, that true penitence
which God s personal interposition at last works
in him (ch. xlii. 2 seq.), there stands imme
diately connected another evidence of progress
in Job s frame of mind, which is also contained

in the closing division of this discourse, espe

cially in the 14th chapter, which is character

ized by wondrous beauty and astonishing power.
Job utters here for the first time, if not the hope,
at least the yearning desire for a release from the

state of death (ch. xiv. 13-17). He prays that,

instead of being shut up in an eternally forlorn

separation from God in the gloomy realm of

shadows, he may rather be only kept there for a

season, until the Divine wrath is ended, and

then, when the Creator should remember His

creature, to be restored to His fatherly love and

compassion. This does not indeed amount to a

hope that He would one day be actually released

from Hades; it is simply a dream, born of the

longing of this sorely tried sufferer, which ima

gination summons before him as a lovely picture
of the future, of which, however, he himself is

the next moment assured that it can never be a

reality ! If we should still call it a hope, we
must in any case keep in view the wide interval

which separates this forlorn flame of hope, flick

ering up for once only, and then immediately
dying out, from that hope of a resurrection

which with incomparably greater confidence is

expressed in ch. xix. 25 seq. At best we can
but say, with Ewald :

&quot; The hope exists only in

imagination, without becoming a certainty,
while the speaker, whom it has surprised, only
follows out the thought, how beautiful and glo
rious it would be, were it really so.&quot; This sim

ple germ-hope of a resurrection, however,
acquires great significance as a step in the doc
trinal and ethical course of thought in our book.
For it is the clear radiance of an unconscious

prophecy of the future deliverance of spirits out

of their prison through Christ s victory over the

powers of darkness (Matt. xii. 40 seq. ; Luke
xxiii. 43; Eph. iv. 8 seq. ; Phil. ii. lOseq. ; Col.

ii. 15; 1 Pet. iii. 18 seq.; Rev. i. 18; Heb. ii.

14), which here shines forth in the depths of a

soul beclouded by the sorrows of death. On the

other side Job expresses so strong a yearning
after permanent reconciliation with his Creator,
BO pure a representation of the nature of the

communion of man with God, as a relation which
behooves to be of eternal duration, that this

very intensity of the religious want and longing
of his heart carries with it, in a measure, the

pledge that his yearning was not in vain
;
or thai

his kfai&iv Trap kfaida would one day be ful

filled. Comp. on the one side what is said by

Schlottmann, who (on ver. 15) rightly empha
sizes the thought that &quot; Job must have had a

deep experience in the past of the inwardness

of the relation between the creature and his

reator, if he was able to give such an expres
sion to it as this dreamy hope of the future

;&quot;

on the other side by Delitzsch, who not less

strikingly and beautifully points out &quot; how totally

different would have been Job s endurance of

suffering, if he had but known that there was

really a release from Hades,&quot; and how at the

same time in the wish of Job that it might be

PO, there is revealed &quot; the incipient tendency of the

growing hope.&quot; &quot;For,&quot;
he continues, &quot;the

nuthor of our book confirms us in what one of

the old writers says, that the hope of eternal life

is a flower which grows on the brink of hell.

In the midst of the hell of the feeling of God s

wrath, in which Job is sunk, this flower blooms
for him. In its blooming, however, it is not yet
a hope, but a longing. And this longing cannot
unfold itself into a hope, because no light of

promise shines into the night which rules in

Job s soul, and which makes the conflict yet
darker than it is in itself.&quot;

2. When we compare Job s frame of mind,
and religious and moral views of the world, as

indicated in this discourse, with those expressed
in his former discourses, we find these two points
of superiority and progress: a more correct in

sight into sin, and above all, in his relation to

the Divine Creator, an inward sense of fellow

ship blossoming into what is at least a lively

longing after eternal union with God. In other

respects, however, the present outpouring of his

sorely tempted and afflicted heart exhibits retro

gression rather than progress. The illusion of

a God tyrannically tormenting and hostilely

persecuting him has a stronger hold upon him
than ever before (see especially ch. xiii. 15 seq.).
And this illusion is all the stronger in that, on
the one hand, he finds within himself that the
witness of his conscience to his innocence is

more positive than ever (ch. xiii. 16, 19), while
on the other hand, he is unable to free himself
from the preconceived opinion which influences
him equally with the three friends, which admits
no other Buffering to be possible for men than
that of penal retribution for sin (comp. ch. xiii.

23, 26; xiv. 16 seq.). There arises thus a

strange conflict between his conscience, which
is comparatively pure, and the gloomy anxieties

produced by that preconceived notion, and by
the contemplation at the same time of his

unspeakable wretchedness a conflict which, in

proportion as he neither can nor will relinquish
his own righteousness, urges him to cast suspi
cion on God s righteousness, and to accuse Him
of merciless severity. This unsolved antinomy
produces within him a temper of agonizing
gloominess, which in ch. xiii. 13 seq. expresses
itself more in presumptuous bluster and Titan-
like storming against God s omnipotence, in ch.

xiv. 1 seq. more in a tone of elegiac lamentation
and mourning. Immediately connected here
with is the melancholy, deeply tragical charac
ter which attaches to his utterances from begin
ning to end of this discourse. For it has been

truly remarked of the passage in ch. xii. 7 seq.,
in which, with a view to surpass and eclipse
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that which had been said in the right direction

by his three predecessors, he describes the

absolute majesty of God in nature and in the

history of humanity, that it is &quot;a night-scene

(Nachtgemalde), picturing the catastrophes which
God brings to pass amung the powers of the

world of nature and of humanity;&quot; and that

the one-sidedly abstract, negative, repelling,
rather than attractive representation of God s

wisdom, is the reflection of the midnight gloom
of his own feelings, which permits him to con

template God essentially only on the side of

His majesty, His isolation from the world, and
His destructive activity. [&quot;For

the wisdom
of God, of which he speaks, is not the wisdom
that orders the world in which one can con

fide, and in which one has the surety of Bee-

ing every mystery of life sooner or later glo

riously solved ;
but this wisdom is something

purely negative Of the justice of God
he does not speak at all, for in the narrow
idea of the friends he cannot recognize its con

trol
;
and of the love of God he speaks as little

as the friends, for as the sight of the Divine love

is removed from them by the one-sidedness of

their dogma, so is it from him by the feeling of

the wrath of God which at present has posses
sion of his whole being. Hegel has called the

religion of the Old Testament the religion of sub

limity; and it is true that, so long as that ma
nifestation of love, the incarnation of the God
head, was not yet realized, God must have rela

tively transcended the religious consciousness.

From the book of Job, however, this view can be

brought back to its right limits; for, according
to the tendency of the book, neither the idea of

God presented by the friends, nor by Job, is the

pure undimmed notion of God that belongs to

the Old Testament. The friends conceive of God
as the absolute One, who acts only according to

justice ;
Job conceives of Him as the absolute

One, who acts according to the arbitrariness of

His absolute power. According to the idea of

the book, the former is dogmatic one-sidedness,

the latter the conception of one passing through

temptation. The God of the Old Testament con

sequently rules neither according to justice alone

nor according to a sublime whim. &quot;

Delitzsch

I. : 239, 240].
It has been still further truly remarked that

the mournfulncss of his lamentations over the

hopeless disappearance of man in the eterna

night of the grave in contemplating which he

is led to regard the changes which take place in

the vegetable kingdom as more comforting anc

hope-inspiring than the issue of man s life, with

which he can compare only the processes of de

struction and the catastrophes of inorganic na
ture (chap. xiv. 7seq., 18seq.) has its echo in

classical heathenism in such passages as the fol

lowing from HOKACE (Od. IV. 7, 1):

&quot; Nos ubi decidimus

Quo plus JEneas, quo dives Tilling et Ancus,
Pulvis et umbrasumus.&quot;

Or like this from HOMER (II. VI. 146 seq.) :

&quot; Like the race of leaves

Is that of humankind. Upon the ground
The winds strew one year s leaves

;
the sprouting wood

Puts forth another brood, that shoot and grow
27

In the spring season. So it is with man
;

One generation grows while one decays ;&quot;

(BRYANT S Tranat.)

&amp;gt;r like this meditation of SIMONIDES (Anthol. Or.

Appendix, 83) :

&quot;Nought among men unchangeable endures.
Sublime the truth which he of Chios spoke:
Men s generations are like those of leaves I

Yet few are they who, having heard the truth

Lodge it within their hearts, for hope abides
With all, aud in the breasts of youth is planted.&quot;

Or like this elegy from Moschus (III. 106 seq.):
&quot; The meanest herb we trample in the field,
Or in the garden nurture, when its leaf,

At winter s touch is blasted, and its place
Forgotten, soon its vernal buds renews,
And, from short slumber, wakes to life again.
Man wakes no more ! man valiant, glorious, wise,
When death once chills him, sinks in sleep profound,
A long, unconscious, never-ending Bleep.&quot;

(GlSBORNE.)

Or like that saying of the Arabian panegy
rist of Muhamed, KAABI BEN-SOHAIR: &quot;Every

one born of Woman, let his good fortune

ast never so long, is at last borne away on the

aier, etc.&quot; : or like that still more impressive de

scription in the Jagur Veda: &quot;While the tree

that has fallen sprouts again from the root,

fresher than before, from what root does mortal

man spring forth when he has fallen by the hand
of death?&quot;

Finally, it has been rightly shown that besides

the tone of mourning and hopeless lamentation

which sounds through this discourse, it is also

pervaded by a tone of bitterness and grievous ir

ritation on the part of Job. not only against the

friends (this being most forcibly expressed in

ch. iv. 7 seq.) but even in a measure against God,

especially in those passages where he presump
tuously undertakes to argue with Him (ch. xiii.

13 seq.), and where he even reproaches Him
with making fictitious and arbitrary additions to

His list of charges, after the manner of the

friends when they calumniated him and invented

falsehoods against him (ch. xiv. 17; see on the

passage). A singular contrast with this tone of

defiant accusations is furnished in the plaintive

pleading tone with which he submits the twofold

condition on which he is willing to prosecute his

controversy with God, to wit, that God would al

low a respite for a season from his sufferings,

and that He would not terrify and confound him

with His majesty (ch. xiii. 20-22). It is every

where the terrible idea of a God who deals with

men purely according to His arbitrary caprice,

not according to the motives of righteousness and

a Father s love, this &quot;

phantom which the temp
tation has presented before his dim vision instead

of the true God,&quot; it is this which drives him to

these passionate outbreaks, which in several re

spects remind us of the attitude of a hero of

Greek tragedy towards the fearful might of an

inexorable Fate. [&quot;This phantom is still the

real God to him, but in other respects in no way

differing from the inexorable ruling fate of the

Greek tragedy. As in this the hero of the dramu

seeks to maintain his personal freedom against

the mysterious power that is crushing him with

an iron arm, so Job, even at the risk of sudden

destruction, maintains the steadfast conviction

of his innocence in opposition to a God who has
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devoted him, as an evil-doer, to slow but certain

destruction. It is the same battle of freedom

against necessity as in the Greek tragedy. Ac

cordingly one is obliged to regard it as an error,

arising from simple ignorance, when it has been

recently maintained that the boundless oriental

imagination is not equal to such a truly exalted

task as that of representing in art and poetry the

power of the human spirit, and the maintenance

of its dignity in the conflict with hostile powers,

because a task that can only be accomplished by

an imagination formed with a perception of the

importance of recognizing ascertained pheno
mena. In treating this subject, the book of Job

not only attains to, but rises far above, the height,

attained by the Greek tragedy: for on the one

hand it brings this conflict before us in all the

fearful earnestness of a death-struggle; on the

other however it does not leave us to the cheer

less delusion that an absolute caprice moulds hu-

mau destiny. This tragic conflict with the Di

vine necessity is but the middle, not the beginning
nor the end, of the book ; for this god of fate is

not the real God, but a delusion of Job s tempta
tion. Human freedom does not succumb, but it

comes forth from the battle, which is a refining

fire to it as conqueror. The dualism, which the

Greek tragedy leaves unexplained, is here cleared

up. The book certainly presents much which,
from its tragic character, suggests this idea of

destiny, but it is not its final aim it goes for

beyond: it does not end in the destruction of its

hero by fate ; but the end is the destruction of

the idea of this fate itself.&quot; Delitzsch I. 242

seq.].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The points of light which these three chapters
exhibit in a doctrinal and ethical respect, have
a background of g^om, here and there of pro
found blackness. The homiletic expositor never
theless finds in them in rich abundance both

texts for exhortation and comfort, and themes
for didactic edification. Here belongs of course

the beautiful passage containing the physico-

theological argument for an infinitely powerful
and wise Maker and Ruler of the world (ch. xii.

7-12) a passage which in detail indeed exhibits

no progressive development, but which does ne
vertheless present an occasion for such a teleo-

logic advance of thought, in so far as it dwell
first on the animal world, then on the realm of

human life and its organic functions, in order to

produce from both witnesses for a Supreme Wis
dom ordering all things. But here still further

belongs the description which follows of the Di
vine majesty and strength which display them
selves in the catastrophes of human history (ch
xii. 13-25), a description which may be made
the foundation of reflections in the sphere of
historical theology, or ethical theology, as wel
as the physico-theological argument. Here
belongs again the passage which follows, in

which Job sharply censures the unfriendly
judgment and invidious carping of his oppo
nents (ch. xiii. 1-12) a passage which remindi
us in many respects of New Testament teach

ings, as e. g. of Matt. vii. 1-5, and of Matt, xxiii
2 seq. Finally, we may put in this class the

amentation in the closing division, especially

n ch. xiv., over the vanity and perishableness
jf the life of man on earth, which is compared
now to a driven leaf, now to the process of

mouldering, or being devoured by the moth,

now to a fading flower, or a rock worn away
and hollowed our by the waters, together with

hose passages which are interwoven with this

amentation, in which he glances at the begin

ning of life, poisoned by sin, and at its dismal

outlook in the future appointed for it after death

&amp;gt;y

the Divine justice, which is contemplated by
tself, isolated from grace and mercy. The fol-

owing extracts from the older and later practi-

:al expositors may serve to indicate how these

hemes may be individually treated.

Ch. xiii. 7-10. BKENTIUS: All creatures pro
claim the Creator, and cry out in speech that

cannot be described : God has made me as

Paul also says (Rom. i. 19; comp. Ps. xix. 1

seq.). If any one therefore properly considers

the nature of beasts, birds, fishes, he will dis

cover the wonderful wisdom of the Creator (

ertain examples of the same being here brought
forward, such as the instinct which the deer

and the partridge exhibit, the wonderful strength
of the little sucking-fish [Echineis]). Thus by
the natures of animals the invisible majesty of

God is made visible and manifest. For not only
did God create all things, but He also preserves,
nourishes and sustains all things: the breath,
whether of beasts or of men, is all lodged in

His hand. COCCEIUS: What all these things

severally contribute to the knowledge of the

Creator, as it would be a most useful subject of

thought, so it is too vast to be here set forth by
us. Suffice it that Natural Theology is here

established by Job. . . . When he says &quot;this&quot;

(f\XT, ver. 9), he doubtless points out individual

things. He thus confesses that every single

thing was made and is governed by God, not

only masses of things, and the universe as a

wholp, as the Jews dream. In fact individual

animals, plants, etc., utter their testimony to the

Divine efficiency. . . . These opinions, either

by the light of nature, or the intercourse of the

fathers, were transmitted even to the gentiles.
HENGSTENBERG: In order to make the wisdom

of the friends quite contemptible, Job attributes

to the animals a knowledge of the Divine omni

potence and wisdom, their existence being an

eloquent proof of those attributes, so that they
can become teachers of the man who should be
so blind and foolish as to fail to know the

divine omnipotence and wisdom. That which
can be learned from brutes, that as to which we

may go to school to them, Job will not be so

foolish as not to know, neither will he need to

learn it first from his wise friends. . . . Just as

here the animals, so in Ps. xix. the heavens are

represented as declaring the glory of God, which
is revealed in them. Jehovah, the most pro
found in significance of the Divine names, here
bursts forth suddenly out of its concealment, the
lower names of God being in this connection

unsatisfactory. Jehovah, Jahveh, the One who
Is, the absolute, pure Being, is most appropri
ately the name by which to designate the First

Cause of all existences.

Ch. xii. 11-13. COCCEIUS: If the mind judges
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concerning those things which are presented
either by signs, such as words, or by themselves,
as food to the palate, whether they are true or

false, useful or injurious; if by experience (by
which many things are seen, heard, examined),
by the knowledge of very many things, and of

things hidden, and by sagacity it is fitted to

make a proper use of things does it not behoove
that God, who gave these things should be omni
scient without weakness, nay, with fulness of

power, so that all things must obey His nod?
For He beholds not, like man, that which

belongs to another, but that which is His own.
Nevertheless neither is judgment given to man
for nought, but so that he may have some power
of doing that which is useful, of refusing, or of

not accepting that which is hurtful. Much less

is God s wisdom to be exercised apart from om
nipotence or sovereignty over all creatures.

Ch. xii. 16 seq. CRAHKR: Not only true but
also false teachers are God s property; but He
uses the latter for punishment (2 Thess. ii. 10),

yet in such a way that He knows how to bring
forth good out of their ill beginning. The Lord
is a great, king over all gods ; all that the earth

produces is in His hand (Ps. xcv. 3) ;
even false

religions must serve His purposes (comp. Oeco-

lampadius, who remarks on v*r. 166: I refer

this to Tl&amp;gt;evdodpqaKiaf, or false religions, of which
the whole earth is full ; he says here, that they
come to be by His nod and permission). Such

might and majesty He displays particularly
toward the mighty kings of earth, to whom He
gives lands and people, and takes them away
again, as He wills (Dan. iv. 29). ZEYSS : Rulers,
and those who occupy their place, should dili

gently pray to God that He would keep them
from foolish and destructive measures (in diets,

council-chambers, in regard to wars, e&amp;lt;c.

),
in

order that they may not plunge themselves and
their subjects into great distress (1 Kings
iii. 9).

Ch. xiii. 14 seq. BRENTIUS: You see from
this passage that it is harder to endure the lia

bility and dread of death than death itself. For
it is not hard to die, seeing that whether disease

precedes or not, death itself is sudden ;
but to

hear in the conscience the sentence of death

(soil. Thou shall surely die!) this indeed is

most hard J This voice no man can hear with

out despair, unless, on the other hand, the Lord
should say to our soul: I am thy salvation!

WOHLFARTH: &quot;Earthly things lost little lost;

honor lost much lost; God lost all lost!&quot; thus

does Job admonish us.

Ch. xiii. 23-28. OECOLAMPADIUS: See the

stages by which the calamities come, swelling
one above the other. (1) To begin with, the

face is hidden, and friendship is withheld ;
then

(2) enmity is even declared; (3) persecution
follows, and that without mercy, or regard for

frailty; (4) reproaches and grave accusations

are employed, and the memory of past delin

quencies is revived
; (5) guards are imposed,

lest he should escape, and fetters in which he

must rot. (Mercier and others, including of late

Hengstenberg, have called attention to these

same five stages.) ZEYSS (on ver. 24) : Besides

the external affliction, internal trials are gene
rally added. (On ver. 26) : Even the sins of

youth God brings to judgment in His own time

(Ps. xxv. 7). Think of that, young men and
women, and flee youthful lusts!

Ch. xiv. 1 seq. BRENTIUS: Man s misery is

set forth by the simile of the flower
; for bodily

beauty and durability can be compared to

nothing more suitably than to the flower and
the shadow. . . . Verily with what miseries
man is filled, is too well known to need reciting.
For nowhere is there ar:y state or condition of
men which does not have .ts own cross and tri

bulation; and thus all things everywhere are
filled with crosses. . . . The thing to be done,
therefore, is not to shun the cross, but to lay
hold on Christ, in whom every cross is most

easily borne. ZEYSS: Although no man is by
nature pure and holy (ver. 4), true believers
nevertheless possess through Christ a two-fold

purity: (1) in respect of their justification ; (2)
in respect of their sanctification and renewal :

Heb. i. 3; ix. 14; 1 John i. 7, etc.

Ch. xiv. 7 seq. ZEYSS: As a tree pprouts up
again, so will men, who have been cut down by
the axe of death, germinate again out of the

grave on the Last Day ; John v. 28, 29. HENG
STENBERG: The prospect of a future life here
vanishes away from Job. How indeed could it

be otherwise, seeing that he has lost altogether
out of his consciousness and experience the true

nature of God, on which that hope rests, God s

justice and mercy? In these circumstances the

belief in an endless life must of necessity perish
within him, for to this faith there was not given
until the latter part of the Old Dispensation any
firm declaration from God to which it could

cling, while before that it existed rather in the

form of a longing, a yearning, a hope. Further

on, however, [in Job s history] it again recovers
its power.

Ch. xiv. 13-17: See Doctrinal and Ethical Re
marks, No. 1.

Ch. xiv. 18 seq. CRAMER: Nothing on earth

is so firmly established, but it must perish ;
and

they who occupy themselves with the things of

earth, must perish in them (Sir. xiv. 20 seq. ; 1

John ii. 16 seq.). ZEYSS: Although mountains,
stones and rocks, yea, all that is in the world,
are subject to change, God s word, and the grace
therein promised for believers, stand fast for

ever; Ps. cxvii. 2
;

Isa. liv. 10. VICT. ANDREW:
Like an armed power the feeling of his present
cheerless condition again overpowers Job, and

again the feeble spark is extinguished, which
had just before (vers. 13-17), illumined his soul

with so tender a gleam of hope. To his former
reflections on nature (vers. 7-12) he now opposes
the fact, no less true, that even that which is

most enduring in nature itself, such as moun
tains, rocks, and soils, must gradually decay.
And so it seems to him now, in accordance with

this fact, as though human life also were des

tined by God only to endless annihilation. Death
it is with its pale features so suddenly disfi

guring the human countenance which again
stands in all its horror, and annihilating power,
before his despairing soul 1
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SECOND SERIES OF THE CONTROVERSIAL DISCOURSES.

THE ENTANGLEMENT INCREASING:

CHAPTERS XV XXI.

Z Eliphaz and Job : XV XVII.

A. Eliphaz: God s punitive justice is revealed only against evil-doers.

CHAPTER XV.

1. Recital in the way of rebuke of all in Job s discourses that is perverted, and that bears testi

mony against his innocence :

CHAPTER XV. 1-19.

1 Then answered Eliphaz the Temanite, and said,

2 Should a wise man utter vain knowledge,
and fill his belly with the East wind ?

3 Should he reason with unprofitable talk ?

or with speeches wherewith he can do no good ?

4 Yea, thou easiest off fear,

and restrainest prayer before God.
5 For thy mouth uttereth thine iniquity,
and thou choosest the tongue of the crafty.

6 Thine own mouth condemneth thee, and not I :

yea, thine own lips testify against thee.

7 Art thou the first man that was born ?

or wast thou made before the hills ?

8 Hast thou heard the secret of God ?

and dost thou restrain wisdom to thyself?
9 What knowest thou that we know not ?

what understandest thou, which is not in us ?

10 With us are both the gray-headed and very aged men,
much elder than thy father.

11 Are the consolations of God small with thee ?

is there any secret thing with thee ?

12 Why doth thine heart carry thee away,
and what do thy eyes wink at,

13 that thou tuniest thy spirit against God,
and lettest such words go out of thy mouth ?

14 What is man, that he should be clean ?

and he which is born of a woman, that he should be righteous ?

15 Behold He putteth no trust in His saints
;

yea, the heavens are not clean in His sight.
16 How much more abominable and filthy is man,

which drinketh iniquity like water?

17 I will show thee, hear me
;

and that which I have seen I will declare ;

18 which wise men have told

from their fathers and have not hid it :

19 unto whom alone the earth was given,
and no stranger passed among them.
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2. A didactic admonition on the subject of the retributive justice of God in the destiny of the
ungodly.

VERSES 20-36.

20 The wicked man travaileth with pain all his days,
and the number of years is hidden to the oppressor.

21 A dreadful sound is in his ears :

in prosperity the destroyer shall come upon him.
22 He believeth not that he shall return out of darkness,

and he is waited for of the sword.

23 He wandereth abroad for bread, saying, Where is it ?

he knoweth that the day of darkness is ready at his hand.
24 Trouble and anguish shall make him afraid

;

they shall prevail against him as a king ready to the battle.

25 For he stretcheth out his hand against God,
and strengtheneth himself against the Almighty :

26 he runneth upon him, even on his neck,

upon the thick bosses of his bucklers ;

27 because he covereth his face with his fatness,
and maketh collops of fat on his flanks :

28 and he dwelleth in desolate cities,

and in houses which no man inhabiteth,
which are ready to become heaps.

29 He shall not be rich, neither shall his substance continue,
neither shall he prolong the perfection thereof upon the earth.

30 He shall not depart out of darkness ;

the flame shall dry up his branches,
and by the breath of his mouth shall he go away.

31 Let not him that is deceived trust in vanity,
for vanity shall be his recompense.

32 It shall be accomplished before his time,
and his branch shall not be green.

33 He shall shake off his unripe grape as the vine,
and shall cast off his flower as the olive.

34 For the congregation of hypocrites shall be desolate,
and fire shall consume the tabernacles of bribery.

35 They conceive mischief, and bring forth vanity,
and their belly prepareth deceit.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

This second discourse of Eliphaz is again the

longest of the attacks made on Job by his three

opponents in this second series or act. Not only

by its length, but also by its confident, impas
sioned tone, it gives evidence of being a deliver

ance of opinion by the oldest and most distin

guished of the three, in short by their leader.

Apurt from certain indications of increased vio

lence, however, it adds nothing at all that is new
to that which had been previously maintained by
Eliphaz against Job. Its first principal division

(vers. 2-19) subjects that which was erroneous
in Job s discourses to the same rigid criticism

and censure, which culminates in a renewed and
more emphatic application to Job of the doctrine

advocated in the former discourse, of the impu
rity of all before God (vers. 14-19; comp. ch.

iv. 17 seq.). The second division (vers. 20-35)
is occupied with a prolonged dissertation on the

destiny of the ungodly, as an example repeating
itself in accordance with God s righteous decree,
and full of warning for Job. The first division

comprises three strophes of five verses each, to

gether with a shorter group of three verses (vers.

17-19), which forms the transition to the follow

ing division. The latter consists of three stro

phes, of which the middle one numbers six

verses, the first and last each five.

2. First Division : Censuring the perversity of

Job in*his discourses, and pointing out. the evi

dences which they gave of his girlt. ;
v^rs. 2-19.

First Strophe : Introduction [.Job s discourses

disprove his wisdom, injure religion, and testify

against himself] vers. --6.

Ver. 2. Doth a wise man utter [or, an
swer with] windy knowledge? [Eliphaz
begins each one of his three discourses with a

question]. Job had clearly enough sot himself

forth as a Wise Man. ch. xii. 3
;

xiii 2. Hence
this ironical contrast between this self-praise
and the &quot;

windy
&quot;

nature (comp. ch. viii. 2
;

xvi.
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3) of that which he really knew. And fill his

breast \sein Inncres, his inward parts] -with

the stormy East wind? So Delitzsch, whose

translation is to be preferred on the score of

taste tc the more common and literal version:

&quot; and fill his belly with the East wind ?&quot; even if

we grant that jt?3
is not, without further quali

fication, synonymous with 37, and consequently

not to be taken as a mere designation of the

&quot; thinking inner part
&quot;

of man (although in fa

vor of this application of it, as maintained by
Delitzsch, we might cite, if not ver. 35 of this

chapter, at least ch. xxxii. 18 seq.). In any case

DHp,
&quot; East wind,&quot; is here (as well as in Hos.

xii. 2 [1] a stronger synonym of ni&quot;\
&quot;

wind,&quot;

and so describes the violence, or the ceaseless

noisy bluster and roar of Job s discourses; and

the &quot;belly,&quot;
or the inward part, which must

take into itself such discourses and labor for

their refutation, appears as though it were a sail,

or tent-canvas inflated by a heavy storm !

Ver. 3. An explanatory clause subordinate to

the preceding interrogative clause: Arguing
with speech which availeth nought, and
with words by which one can do no good.
Tbe Inf. Absol. njDin can be taken neither as

an interrogative finite verb (Hirzel, Renan: se

defend il-par des vaines paroles ?
[&quot;

for though the

Inf. Absol. is so used in a historical clause (ch.
xv. 35) it is not in interrogative.&quot; Del.]), nor as

the subject (Ewald:
&quot; to reprove with words pro-

fiteth not,&quot; etc. as if this useless striving with

words were opposed to a more efficient conten

tion by the use of facts) [which yields indeed, as

Dillmann remarks, a good meaning, to wit, that

mere words availed nothing for self-justification,

when opposed by facts, as e. g. the fact of his

suffering, which was presumptive evidence

against him. But such a contrast is not ex

pressed. The ^X of ver. 4 does not at all ex

press it]. Rather is it joined to the preceding
finite verbs in the sense of an ablative gerund
(redarguendo s. disputando) ; comp. Ewald,
280, a.

Ver. 4. Yea more, thou [thyself] dost
make void the fear of God. ^A, a strong

copula, adding a new and more serious charge,
like the phrase &quot;over and above;&quot; comp. ch.

xiv. 3. [nnx, emphatic
&quot; even thou,&quot; who

dost fancy thyself to be called on to remind us

of the fear of God, ch. xiii. 9 seq.] HNT, abso

lute, as in ch. iv. 6
; &quot;ISH,

&quot; to remove, make

void,&quot; as inch. v. 12 [lit.
to break, destroy:

Rodwell : &quot;thou dost break down
piety&quot;].

And diminishest (devout) meditation be

fore God Sx- Ji)
1

? TUTt?, according to Ps.

cii. 1 ; cxix. 97, 99, the same with &quot;

devotion,

pious prayerful reflection&quot; [should not there

fore be rendered &quot;

prayer,&quot; although prayer is

a prominent element in it. It includes the whole
meditative side of piety, that over which a sanc
tified sentiment rules, as riN&quot;V includes the prac
tical side, over which conscience rules. Eliphaz
charges therefore that the tendency of Job s

speech and conduct is to undermine piety in its

most important strongholds, to injure it in its

most vital points. E.]. In regard to the form

riy [with feminine ending] see ch. iii. 4.

JHJ, detrahere, to derogate from, to prejudice

[Furst: to weaken, to lessen] ; comp. below ver.

8 where it conveys more the sense of &quot;

drawing
to one s-self

&quot;

[reserving,
altrahere], and ch.

xxxvi. 7, where it means &quot;

withdrawing.&quot;

Ver. 5. For thy transgression teaches

thy mouth: i. ., thou allowest thyself to be

wholly influenced in what thou sayest by thy

sin, thou showest thyself, even in thy words, to

be entirely ruled by it. So correctly the Vulg.,

Raschi, Luther, Dillm. [Ewald, Schlottm.], for

the probability is in favor of
&quot;JJl^,

which stands

first, being the subject of the sentence. More

over, the rendering which has latterly become
current (since Rosenm., Umbreit, Hirzel, etc. ):
&quot;

thy mouth teaches, i. e., exposes [E. V. utter-

eth ] thine iniquity,&quot;
is at variance with the

usual sense of ^N, which signifies
&quot; to teach,

to instruct,&quot; not &quot; to show, to declare.&quot; [To
which Schlottmann adds that this rendering se

cures a better connection between the first and
second members of the verse. It exhibits to us
&quot; in a manner alike original and suitable, the

internal motive from which Job s presumptuous
and still crafty discourses proceed&quot;]. And
thou choosest the speech [lit. the tongue]
of the crafty: (0 .pO essentially as in ch. v.

12) i. e., thou doest as crafty offenders do, who,
when accused, hypocritically set themselves forth

as innocent, and indeed even take the offensive

against their accusers, (as Job did in ch. xiii.

4 seq.). [&quot;
The perverse heart teaches the guilty

man presumptuously to assail God, and at the

same time so to arrange his words that in ap
pearance he is filled with the greatest zeal for

the piety which he realty undermines.&quot; Schlott.]
The rendering of Rosenm., Hirzel [Noyes, Co-

nant, Carey], etc.&quot;
&quot; while thou (although

thou) choosest, etc.&quot; is less satisfactory, and

goes with the rendering of the first member,
which is controverted above.

Ver. 6. Thy mouth condemns thee (see
ch. ix. 20) and not I, and thy lips testify
against thee. The mouth is here personified
as a judge pronouncing an unfavorable decision,

declaring one guilty, while at the same time the

lips figure as witnesses, or accusers (3 HJJ/ , a vox

forensis; for the masc.
If
3 }JjT after the fern.

&quot;]V\3# comp. Prov. v. 2
; xxvi. 23). Comp. still

further the New Testament parallel passage,
Matth. xii. 37.

[&quot;
These words, according to

Eliphaz s meaning, place Job s guilt not merely
in his words, but rather set forth these as con

firming the sinful actions, which he is assumed
to have committed on account of the sufferings
which have been appointed for him.&quot; Sohlott.].

Second Strophe: Vers. 7-11. [Ironical ques
tioning in regard to the extraordinary superi
ority which Job s conduct implied that he arro

gated to himself].

Ver. 7. &quot;Wast thou born as the first man ?

(fltf
&O

[&quot;jlBr-)
is the original form, which ap

pears again in Josh. xxi. 10, and is retained by
the Samaritans

; ltfiO, instead of which we
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have in ch. viii. 8
{
2 ^, which has passed into

general use, and is hence chosen by the K ri.&quot;

Dillm.] in the constr. st followed by the collec

tive D1X; hence lit. &quot;as first of men. Delitzsch
T T

takes DTX as predicate nominative: &quot; wast thou

as the first one born as a man?&quot; a rendering
which is altogether too artificial. The question

presupposes that the first-created man, by virtue

of his having proceeded immediately from God s

hand, possessed the deepest insight into the mys
teries of the Divine process of creation. Comp.
the Adam Kadmon of the Kabbalists, the Kajo-
morts of the Avesta (irpurog av&/&amp;gt;u7rog of the

Manicheans), the Manu
(

. e., &quot;the thinking

one&quot;)
of the Brahmanic legends of creation as

well as the ironical proverb of the Hindus:
&quot;

Aye. aye, he is the first man, no wonder he is

so wise!&quot; (Roberts, Oriental Illustrations, p.

276). [&quot;Eliphaz evidently gives in these two
verses the conception of a First Man, (like the

Manu of the Hindus), possessed as such of the

highest wisdom, a being who before the founda
tions of the earth were laid, was present, a list

ener, as it were, to the deliberations concerning
creation In the council of God, and thus a par
taker at least of creative wisdom (ch. xxviii. 23

peq ). without, being identified with the Divine
riOJn.&quot; Uillm. &quot; Many erroneously understand
this expression as signifying simply the greatest.

antiquity, so that the sense would be : dost th-ni

combine in thyself the wisdom of all the centu

ries, from the creation of the world on? This

conception would be unsuitable for the reason
that it would have no reality corresponding to

it, the first man being conceived of as dead long
since.&quot; Schlott.] And wast thou brought

forth before the hills? Win, passive of

&quot; to whirl &quot;

[hence to writhe, be in pain,

travail], Ps. xc. 2. Precisely the same expres
sion occurs in Prov. viii. 25 b, an utterance of

God s Eternal Wisdom, which is doubtless an in

tentional allusion to this passage. [So also De
litzsch. Schlottmann, on the contrary, thinks
it indisputable that this passage contains an al

lusion, if not to the passage in Proverbs, then

to an original source common to both, so that

the sense would be: &quot; art thou the essential Di
vine Wisdom itself, through which God created

the world ?&quot; The verse thus furnishes a preg
nant and energetic progression of thought and

expression.
&quot;

Being born before the hills,&quot; and
&quot;

sitting in God s council,&quot; could not be taken aa

accidentia tine subjecto, which without having a

real substratum, are sarcastically predicated of

Job, but they must be regarded as inhering in a

definite subject, with which Job is now com

pared, as immediately before he was compared
with the first man ; and this makes it necessary
that we should think of the ante-mundane Wis
dom described in Prov. viii., which from an early

period was brought, into special relation to the

first man. Ewald accordingly paraphrases vers.

7, 8: &quot;Thou, who wouldest be wiser than all

other men, dost thou stand perchance at the head
of humanity, like the Logos, the first alike in age,
and in worth and nearness to God?&quot;]

Ver. 8. Didst thou listen in the council
of Eloah ? 110, as in Jer. xxiii. 18; comp. Ps.

I Ixxxix. 8 [7], [&quot;

Here God is represented in Ori-

ental language as seated in a divan, or council
of state, . . . and El. asks of Job whether he had
been admitted to that council

&quot;

Barnes.] And
dost thou keep back wisdom to thyself?

nopn without the article, denoting the absolute

divine wisdom; comp. ch. xi. 6; xii. 2; Prov.
viii. 1 seq. In regard to #1J, see above on ver.

4. [Gesenius:
&quot; Dost thou reserve all wisdom

to thyself?&quot; like the Arabic, to absorb, drink

up. Fiirst : &quot;to snatch away: hast thou pur
loined wisdom to thyself? f. e. captured it as &

booty.&quot;]
The representation of the First Man,

endowed with the highest wisdom, a witness of

God s activity in creating and ordering the

world, still lies at. the bottom of these questions.
Comp. God s questions at a later period to Job:
ch. xxxviii. 3 seq. [&quot;Having obtained the
secret of that council, art thou now keeping it

wholly to thyself as a prime minister might be
supposed to keep the purposes resolved on in
the divan?&quot; Barnes ]

On ver. 9 comp. ch. xii. 3; xiii. 2, to which
self-conscious utterances of Job Eliphaz here

replies.
Ver. 10. Both the gray-headed and the

aged [hoary] are among us; or: &quot;also

among us are the gray-headed, are the
aged;&quot;

for the DJ is inverted, as in ch. ii. 10, and as in

the parallel passages there cited. 1J2 is equiva
lent to: &quot;in our generation, in our race.&quot; We
are to think, on the one side, of Job s appeal to

the aged men, to whom he owed his wisdom, ch.

xii. 12; on the other side, of the proverbial
wisdom of the &quot;sons of the East,&quot; to whom the

three friends as well as Job belonged (1 Kings
iv. 30), especially that of the Temanites; see

above on ch. ii. 11. The supposition of Ewald,
Hirzel, Dillmann, etc., that Eliphaz, &quot;in modestly
concealed language,&quot; referred to himself, as the

most aged of the three, has but little probability,
for the statement: &quot;there is also among us

(three) a gray-headed, an aged man,&quot; would in

the mouth of El. himself have in it something
exceedingly forced, if he had thereby meant

himself; and the collective use of the sing. 35?

and fc^K? presents not the slightest grammatical

difficulty. Still further, if El. had (according
to b) declared himself &quot;more abundant in days
than Job s father,&quot; he would have said of him
self that which would have been simply mon
strous. The correct explanation is given among
the moderns by Rosenm., Arnheim, Umbreit,
Delitzsch.

[&quot;It
will be seen (infra xviii. 3) that

in the discussion carried on between Job and
his friends, he is not always regarded as a sin

gle individual, but rather as the representative
of the party whose views he holds, that of the

philosophers, namely, who wish to understand
and account for everything: while his friends,
as the contrary, represent the orthodox party,
whose principle it is to declare everything that

comes from God good and right, whether it be

comprehensible or incomprehensible to the

human intellect. Hence the plural DD J i 3, in

your eyes, used by Bildad (though speaking to

Job alone), in the chapter alluded to, t. e. in the

eyes of you philosophers. In like manner, in
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the verse before us El. says : Both gray-headed
and very aged men are amongst us. Amongst
us orthodox people.&quot; Bernard.]

V.-r. 11. Are the consolations of God
(comp. ch. xxi. 2) too little for thee (lit. are

they less than thee comp. Num. xvi. 9
; Is. vii.

13)? [The irony of the question is severe: Too
little for thee are the consolations of God? The
words reveal at the same time the narrow self-

complacency of the speaker, the consolations of

God being such as he and the friends had sought
to administer, for which El., however, claims a

Divine value and efficacy. E.], and a word
so gentle with thee ? i. e. a word which,
like my former discourse, dealt with thee so

tenderly and gently. On tOX/, elsewhere 0X7,

lit. &quot;for softness,&quot; f. e. softly, gently [e. g. Is.

viii. 6 of the soft murmur and gentle flow of

Siloah], comp. Ew. 217, d; \ 243, c. Eliphaz
here identifies his former address to Job with a

consolation and admonition proceeding from
God himself; as in fact in delivering the same

(see ch. iv. 12seq.), he ascribed the principal
contents of it to a Divine communication. In

regard to the gentleness which he here claims

for that former discourse, comp. especially ch.

iv. 2 : v. 8, 17 seq.
Third Strophe: vers. 12-16. [Severe rebuke

of Job s presumptuous discontent, founded on
man s extreme sinfulness.]

Ver. 12. Why does thy heart carry thee

away ? Hp /, auferre, abripere. [2*7 here for

deep inward agitation, excitement of feeling

(Delitzsch: &quot;wounded pride&quot;). Why dost thou
allow the stormy discontent of thy bosom to

transport thee beyond thyself? E.] And
why twinkle thine eyes ? DH, an. /ley =
Aram, and Arab. TD&quot;\ &quot;to wink, to blink,&quot;

said here of the angry, excited snapping, or

rolling of the eyes [referring, according to Re-

nan, to such a manifestation of angry impa
tience with the hypocrisy of El. at this point of

his discourse ; and similarly Noyes: &quot;why this

winking of thine
eyes?&quot;]. Comp. Cant. vi. 5

(according to the correct interpretation, see my
remarks on the passage).

Ver. 13. Depending on the preceding verse:
That thou turnest against God thy snort
ing, nn here meaning angry breathing, i?t&amp;gt;/*of

[&quot;thus expressed because it manifests itself in

trveeiv (Acts ix, 1), and has its rise in the weii/ia

(Eccl. vii.
9).&quot; Delitzsch], as in Judg. viii. 3;

Prov. xvi. 32; Is. xxv. 4; comp. above Job iv.

9. And sendest forth words out of thy

mouth ?
|
7O (comp. ch. iv. 2) as parallel

with nn can mean here only vehement, intem

perate speaking, passionate words, not empty
speaking, as Kamphn. explains it.

Ver. 14 repeats the principal proposition of

Eliphaz in his former discourse (ch. iv. 17-20),
with an accompanying reminder of Job s con
fession in ch. xiv. 4, which was in substantial

harmony therewith. On rWX &quot;NT coinp ch.

xiv. 1.

Ver. 15. Behold, in His holy ones He
puts no trust. D

tsnp, the same as D
13J&amp;gt;,

ch.

iv. 18, and hence used of the angels [see on ch.

v. 1]. And the heavens are not pure in

His eyes. D O$ is neither here, nor in Is.

xlix. 13 (comp. Luke xv. 18, 21; Matt. xxi. 25),

to be taken as a synonym of D DXvD, or of

HD S-UX (Targ. ),
as many commentators

explain from the Targumists down to Hirzel,

Heiligst., Welte [Schlott., Carey, Ren.], etc.

Rather, as the parallel passage in ch. xxv. 5

incontestably shows, it designates the starry hea

vens, which are here contemplated in respect of

their pure brilliancy, and their physical eleva

tion above the impure earthly sphere. So cor

rectly Umbreit, Delitzsch, Dillmann.
[&quot;In

comparison with the all-transcending holiness

and purity of God, the creatures which ethically
and physically are the purest, are impure. How
in the representations of antiquity ethical and

physical purity and impurity are throughout
used interchangeably is well enough known.&quot;

Dillmann.] The angels are indeed regarded as

inhabiting the heavenly spheres, as is indispu

tably proved by the phrase D OBTI X2 (1 Kings
xxii. 19; Is. xxiv. 21; Ps. cxlviii. 2; comp.
Gen. ii. 1), and the fact that the Holy Scriptures

everywhere speak of angels and the starry hea
vens together. Comp. Del. on this passage and
on Gen. ii. 1; Hengstenberg; Ewald, K. Zlg. t

1869; Preface, No. 3, 4; Zockler; Die Urge-
schichfe der Erde und des Menschen (1868), p.
12 seq.; also below, on ch. xxxviii. 7.

Ver. 16. Much less then P3 *}, quanta

minus, like ^X above in ch. iv. 19) the abomi

nable and corrupt (T&quot;PtO,
lit. soured, one

corrupted by the 17/77 Ka,Kia&amp;lt;;,
1 Cor. v. 8, one

&quot;thoroughly corrupted, Del.), the man who
drinks iniquity like water, i. e. who is as

eager to do iniquity, shows as much avidity for

sin, as a thirsty man pants for water; comp.
the repetition of this same figure by Elihu, also

Ps. Ixxiii. 10; Prov. xxvi. 6; Sir. xxiv. 21.

The whole description relates to the moral cor

ruption of mankind generally, of which Eliphaz
intentionally holds up before Job &quot;a more
hideous picture

&quot;

(according to Oetinger) than
the latter himself had given in ch. xiv. 4,

because he has in view the impurity, ill-desert,
and need of repentance of Job himself. Comp.
still further what he says ch. v. 7 on the spark-
like proneness of man to sin and its penalty.

Fourth Strophe: vers. 17-19. Transition to

the didactic discourse which follows in the form
of a capfatio benevolentise.

Ver. 17. I will inform thee (comp. ch. xiii.

17), listen to me, and that which I have
seen will I relate. Plf is neuter, as in Gen.

vi. 15, or like Xin above in ch. xiii. 16, and
TVTn~ru is a relative clause; comp. Ges. \ 122

[
1
T
20], 2 HIT) needs not (with Schlottm.) be

understood in the sense of an ecstatic vision, of the

prophetic sort, seeing that in ch. viii. 17; xxiii. 9;
xxiv. 1

; xxvii. 12, etc., it denotes also the know
ledge or experience of sensible things. More
over, as ver. 18 shows, Eliphaz makes a very de
finite distinction between that which is now to

be communicated and a Divine revelation of
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whatever sort. [As DillmaDn observes, that

which is communicated by a direct revelation

from God does not need to be supported by the

wisdom of antiquity].
Ver. 18. That which wise men declare

without concealment from their fathers.
This verse, which is an expression of the ob

ject of mSDXl, coordinate with WtrrriT, is
T :--:- T

added without 1, because it is substantially iden
tical with that which Eliphaz

&quot; had seen.&quot;

DJVQKD belongs not to nnp K/1 (so the ancient

versions, and Luther) but to the logically domi

nant verb VTT, to which the O K!} is sub

joined as an adverbial qualification.
&quot; To de

clare and not to hide &quot;

is equivalent to a single
notion, &quot;to declare without deception,&quot; pre
cisely like John i. 20, bftoTwyeiv KOI OVK ayveio&ai.

Ver. 19. A more circumstantial description of

: To whom alone the land was
given (to inhabit), and through the midst
of whom no stranger had forced his way.

[Zockler takes the verb &quot;Oj? here not in the

sense of a chance sojourning in a land, or tra

veling through it, but in the sense of a forcible

intrusion, war gedrungen; a national amalgama
tion resulting from invasion. The language will

include a foreign admixture from whatever

source. E.]. Seeing that
j .^n denotes here

with much more probability &quot;the land&quot; rather

than &quot; the earth
&quot;

(and so again in ch. xxii. 8
;

xxx. 8), and that what is expressly spoken of is

the non-intrusion of strangers (D&quot;

1

^), Schlott-

mann s view that the passage refers to the first

patriarchs,
&quot; the nobler primitive generations

of mankind,&quot; who as yet inhabited the earth

alone, is to be rejected. The reason why Eli

phaz puts forward the purity of the generation
of his forefathers as a guarantee of the sound
ness and credibility of their teachings is that
&quot; among the sons of the East purity of race
was from the earliest times considered as the

sign of highest nobility
&quot;

(Del.) [&quot;
The meaning

is, I will give you the result of the observations

of the golden age of the world, when our fathers

dwelt alone, and it could not be pretended that

they had been corrupted by foreign philosophy ;

and when in morals and in sentiment they were

pure.&quot;
Barnes.

&quot;Eliph.,&quot; says Umbr., &quot;speaks

here like a genuine Arab.&quot; The exclusiveness

and dogmatic superciliousness which are to this

day characteristic of Oriental nationalities are

doubtless closely associated with the race- in

stinct which here finds expression. In propor
tion as a people, either from lack of courage, or

from an effeminate love of luxury, or from a sor

did love of gain prostrates itself to foreign in

fluences, and carries the witness of its degrada
tion in the impurity of its blood, it cannot, in the

judgment, of an oriental sage, produce, or trans

mit, pure and sound doctrine. E.]. It is unne

cessary herewith to assume that the age of Eli

phaz, in contrast with the boasted age of the

fathers, was a period of foreign domination, like

the Assyrian-Chaldean period in the history of

Israel (Ewald, Hirzell, Dillmann). Or granting
that such a period is referred to although we
are under no necessity of understanding either

&quot;IT or DJir&amp;gt;3
&quot;)2.y of warlike invasions still

nothing could be deduced from the passage in

favor of the post-solomonic origin of our book:

comp. on ch. xii. 24.

3. Second Division : An admonitory didactic
discourse on the retributive justice of God as
exhibited in the fate of the ungodly : vers. 20-35.

[&quot;
Now follows the doctrine of the wise men,

which springs from a venerable primitive age,
an age as yet undisturbed by any strange way
of thinking (modern enlightenment and free

thinking, as we should say), and is supported by
Eliphaz s own experience.&quot; Delitzsch. &quot; It is

not so much the fact that the evil-doer receives
his punishment, in favor of which Eliphaz ap
peals to the teaching handed down from the fa

thers, as rather the belief in it, consequently in a
certain degree the dogma of a moral order in
the world.&quot; Wetzstein in Delitzsch].

First Strophe : Vers. 20-24. Description of the
inward discontent and the restless pain of an

earthly-minded and wicked man who defies God,
and cares not for Him.

Ver. 20. So long as the wicked liveth,

(lit., all the days of the wicked) he suffereth

torment (rinrro, lit. he is writhing and twist

ing, viz., from pain), and so many years as
are reserved for the oppressor

[&quot;
which ac

cording to ver. 32, are not very many,&quot; Dillm.]
Cf~)y, tyrant, one who commits outrageous vio

lence, as in ch. xxvii. 13; vi. 23; Ps. xxxvii.

35; Is. xiii. 11, etc.). The second member, in

which D J$
&quot;&amp;gt;??

is an [adverbial] accusative

clause, and
]^&quot;}jn ^?-^ a relative clause de

pending upon it, resumes the temporal clause,
&quot; all the days of the wicked,&quot; which for the sake
of emphasis stands at the beginning of the entire
sentence. The LXX. renders differently : STTJ 6e

apt^fj.T/ra deSofj.eva ovvaarri; and similarly De
litzsch: &quot;and a fixed number of years is re
served for the oppressor,&quot; a rendering however
which gives a much flatter thought than our ex

position. Against the rendering of the Targ.,
Pesh., and Vulg. [also E. V.]

&quot; and the number
of years is hidden to the oppressor,&quot; it may be

urged that in that case the reading must have

been
y&quot;&quot;^n |O. [Not necessarily. 7 is often

used as a sign of the dativus commodi or incom-

modi where we should expect JO.
E. g., Mic.

ii. 4 7 UriD TX, where the removal of the na-
T

tion s portion from it, is represented by the pre

position 7, because of the injurious conse

quences to it. So here the hiding of the number
of the oppressor s years from him is represented

by 7, because of the misery this causes to him.

On the other hand it may be said in favor of this

construction that it is much simpler and stronger,
that it introduces an additional thought, sucli as

the change of
T&quot;&quot;\y

for J EH might lead us to

expect (Del.), and that it is in entire harmony
with the context. The central thought of the

passage, the essential element of the oppressor s

misery is apprehension, anxiety, the premonition
of his doom. How the darkness of this feature
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of the picture is deepened by this stroke &quot; the

number of his years is laid up in darkness,&quot; so

that he knows not when, or whence, or how the

blow will fall. Furthermore the rendering &quot;hid

den&quot; seems more suitable for J3YJ than &quot;re

served,&quot; in the sense of &quot;

determined,&quot; being
more vivid, and more closely connected with the

subjective character of the description. Even

if we render it by
&quot;

reserved,&quot; the idea of &quot;hid

den&quot; should be included. E.].
Ver. 21 seq., describe more in detail the rest

less pain of soul, or the continual /Vin^i? of

the wicked. [It is doubtful whether the follow

ing description is to be limited to the evil-doer s

anxiety of spirit, or whether it includes the re

alization of his fears in the events of his life.

On the whole Delitzsch decides, and apparently
with reason, that as the real crisis is not intro

duced until further on, and is then fully de

scribed, the language in vers. 21-24 is to be un
derstood subjectively. E.].

Ver. 21. Terrors (the plural D Tia only

here) sound [lit.:
the sound of terrors] in his

ears; in (the midst of) peace the destroyers
fall upon him

; or, if we regard &quot;nUff not as a

collective, but as singular (comp. ch. zii. 6) :

the destroyer falls upon him.&quot; As to N13 with

the accus. in the sense of &quot;coming upon any
one,&quot; comp ch. xx. 22; Prov. xxviii. 22.

Ver. 22. He despairs (lit., he trusts not, he
dares not) of returning out of the darkness

(viz.,
of his misfortune, see vers. 25, 30), and

he is marked out for the sword. 13, the
T

same with 13V (which form is given by the K ri

and many MSS.) Part. pass, of HSX, signifies

literally, &quot;watched, spied out,&quot; which yields a

perfectly good sense, and makes both the mid
dle rendering of the Participle, (&quot;anxiously

looking out for the sword&quot; so the Pesh. and

Vulg.) and Ewald s emendation to M3, seem

superfluous.
Ver. 23. He wanders about for bread: &quot; Ah

where ?&quot;

[i. e., shall I find it] ? The meaning is

obvious: in the midst of super-abundance he, the

greedy miser, is tortured by anxieties concern

ing his food a thought which the LXX. [also

Wemyss and Merx], misunderstanding the short

emphatic interrogative JTX, &quot;where&quot; [for
which they read !TX, &quot;vulture&quot;],

have ob

scured, or rather entirely perverted by their sin

gular translation: Kararra/crat d eif alra yvtyiv:

[&quot;
he wanders about for a prey for vultures,&quot;

Wem.]. With JTX comp. the similarly brief

rwn in ch. ix. 19. He knows that close by
him [lit. as in E. V.,

&quot;

ready at his
hand&quot;],

(VV3, like T-Sj; ch. i. 14 T 1

?,
&quot;

near, close

by,&quot;
Ps. cxl. 6 (5); 1 Sam. xix/3) a dark day

(lit. day of darkness
; comp. ver. 22) stands

ready to seize upon him and to punish him

(fOJ,
as in ch. xviii. 12).

Ver. 24. Trouble and anguish terrify him.
np1D&amp;lt; &quot;W here not of external, but of internal

IT :

need and distress, hence equivalent to anguish
and alarm; comp. ch. vii. 11. It overpower-
th him (the subj. of insnn is either np^D

or, with a neuter construction, the unknown
something, the mysterious Power [which sug
gests the comparison that follows]) as a king

ready for the onset. ^JjP^ cannot belong to

the object of the verb, as rendered by the LXX.

[&quot;
like a leader falling in the first line of the

battle
&quot;]

and the Targ. [ to serve the conqueror
as a foot-stool

&quot;],
but. only to the subject The

deadly anguish, which suddenly seizes on the

wicked, is compared to a king, armed for battle,

who falls upon a city ; comp. Prov. vi. 11. The

meaning of the Hapaxleg. &quot;I1T3 (=1113, Ew.,

\ 156, b) is correctly given on the whole by the

Pesh. and Vulg., although not quite exactly by
proelium. The Rabbis, Bbttch., Del., etc , render
it better by

&quot; the round of conflict, the circling
of an army

&quot;

[ the conflict which moves round

about, like tumult of battle,&quot; Del.] ; but Dill-

mann best of all, after the Arabic TO by
&quot; on

set, storming, rush of battle
;&quot;

for this is the

only meaning that is well suited to 7 TD^, pa-

ratus ad, as well as to the principal subject ^J7?p.

Second Strophe : Vers. 25-30. The cause of the
irretrievable destruction of the wicked is his pre
sumptuous opposition to God, and his immode
rate greed after earthly possessions and enjoy
ments. The whole strophe forms a long period,

consisting of a doubled antecedent (marked by
the double use of 3, ver. 25 and ver. 27), and a

consequent, vers. 29, 30.

Ver. 25. Because he has stretched out
his hand against God (in order to contend
with Him), and boasted himself against the
Almighty. [As indicated in the introductory
remark above, &quot;3 at the beginning is not &quot; for

&quot;

(E. V.), introducing a reason for what precedes,
but &quot;because,&quot; the consequent of which is not

given until ver. 29 seq.] 13jrv, lit.
&quot; to show

oneself a hero, a strong man ;&quot; f. e., to be proud,
insolent; comp. ch. xxxvi. 9; Is. xlii. 13.

Ver. 26 continues the first of the two antece

dents, so that
j*1V is still under the regimen of

3 in ver. 25 ... has run against Him with
(erect) neck (comp. ch. xvi. 14) with the
thick bosses

(lit,
with the thickness of the

bosses, comp. Ewald, \ 293, c) of his shields.
In a the proud sinner is represented as a single
antagonist of God, who &quot;1X^3, i. e., erecto colle,

(comp. Ps. Ixxv. 6
[5]) rushes upon Him; in b

he is become a whole army with weapons of of

fense and defense, by virtue of his being the
leader of such an army.

Ver. 27. Introducing the second reason [for
ver. 29 seq.], consisting in the insatiable greed
of the wicked Because he has covered his
face with his fatness (comp. Ps. Ixxiii. 4-7),

and gathered (rtiny here in the sense of a na

tural production or putting forth, as in ch. xiv.

9) fat upon his loins.
Ver. 28. And abode in desolated cities,

houses which ought not to be inhabited,

137 O2?* JO, lit. which they ought not to in

habit for themselves
;&quot;

the passive rendering of
32^ [Gesen., Del.] is unnecessary, the meaning
of the expression in any case being, (domus non
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habitandse) which are destined for ruins.
We are to think of an insolent, sacrilegious,

mocking, avaricious tyrant, who fixes his resi

dence whether it be his pleasure-house, or his

fortified castle in what is and should remain

according to popular superstition, an accursed
and solitary place, among the ruins, it may be,
of an accursed city; Deut. xiii. 13-19; comp.
Josh. vi. 26; 1 Kings xvi. 34; also what is re

ported by Wetzstein (in Delitzsch I. 267 n.) con

cerning such doomed cities among modern ori

entals.* Hirzel altogether too exclusively takes

the reference to be to a city cursed in accord
ance with the law in Deut.

(1. c.) against which
Lowenthal and Delitzfech observe quite correctly
that what is spoken of here is not the rebuilding
forbidden in that law, but only the inhabiting of

such ruins Possibly the poet may have had in

mind certain particular occurrences, views, or

customs, of which we have no further knowledge.
Perhaps we may even suppose some such widely-

spread superstition as that of the Romans in re

lation to the bidentalia to be intended. [Noyes,
Barnes, Renan, Rodwell, etc., introduce ver. 28

with &quot;

therefore,&quot; making it the consequence of

what goes before. Because of his pride and

self-indulgence, the sinner will be driven out to

dwell among ruins and desolations. To this

view there are the following objections. (1) It

deprives the language of the terrible force which

belongs to it according to the interpretation

given above. (2) It leaves the description of

the sin referred to in ver. 27 singularly incom

plete and weak. This would be especially no

ticeable after the climactic energy of the de

scription of the sin previously referred to in

vers. 25, 26. Having seen the thought in ver.

25 carried to such a striking climax in ver. 26,

we naturally expect to find the thought suggested
rather than expressed in ver. 27 carried to a si

milar climax in ver. 28. (3) After dooming the

sinner to dwell an exile among &quot;

stone-heaps,&quot;

(D Sj), it seems a little flat to add, &quot;he shall not

be rich,&quot; if the former circumstance, like the

latter, is a part of the penalty. E.].
Vers. 29, 30. The apodosis: (Therefore) he

does not become rich (Hos. xii. 9 [8]). and
his wealth endures not (has no stability,

comp. 1 Sam. xiii. 14), and their possessions
(t. e., the possessions of such people) bow not
down to the earth. This rendering is in ac

cordance with the interpretation now prevalent

of oSjp = nSjn, (with the suffix D-) from a

root (which is not to be met with) nSj, = Arab,

nal, &quot;to attain, to acquire,&quot; ana so used in the
sense of qusestum, lucrum (comp. the post-biblical

J1DO, fia/iuvae). A possession
&quot;

bowing down to

the earth
&quot;

is e. g. a full-eared field of grain, a
fruit-laden tree, a load of grain weighing down
that in which it is borne, etc. In view of the
fact that all the ancient versions present other

readings than oSjp . g., LXX : D^Y [adopted

by Merx] ; Vu g. D ?K, radicem suam : Pesh.

D bn, words; Targ. jin33,
etc. the attempts

of several moderns to amend the text may to

some extent be justified. Not one of these how
ever, yields a result that is altogether satisfac

tory, neither Hupfeld s H/in (non extendet in

terra caulam). nor Olshausen s D7J&quot;3 (&quot;theirTT -

sickle does not sink to the earth&quot;),
nor Bottch-

er s D7DO (&quot;their&quot; fullness&quot;), nor Dillmann s
T :

v

D Sstf V1N1
? HET tfSl,

&quot; and he does not bow
T:- I VT T V :

down ears of corn to the earth.&quot; [Carey sug

gests that there may be a transposition here, and

that instead of D/JD we should read DvOJ from

root S?3J &quot;to cut;&quot; the translation then being:
&quot;neither shall the cutting (or offset) of such ex

tend in the earth.&quot; The verbal root n/J found

* &quot; As no one ventures to pronounce the nan&amp;lt;e of Satan
because God has cursed him (Gen. iii. 14), without adding
alah el-la ne. God s curse upon him 1* so a man may not pre
sume to inhabit place* which God has appoints d to desola

tion. Such villages and cities, which, according to tradition

have perished and been frequently overthrown by the visita

tion of Divine judgment, are not uncommon on the border
of the desert. They use places, it is said, where the primary
commandments of the religion of Abraham(.Dtn Ibrahim)
have been impiously transgressed. Thus the citv of Babylon
will neviT be col ni/.cd by a S -mit.ic tribe, because thevho d
the bel ef th tit has been destroyed on pccnunt of Nimrod s

apostasy fr -m God, and his hostility to His favored one Abra
ham. The tradition which has even been transferred by the
tribes of Arabia Petnea into Mamism of the d- solation of
the c :

ty of Hiyr(or Medain Rctlih) on account of disobedience
to God, prev nts rry on from dw ling in that remarkably

city, which c^nsi- tsof thousands of dwellings cut in the rock,
some of whuh are richly ornamented; with mt looking
round, and muttering prayers, the desert ranger hurries

through, even as does the great procession of pilgrims to

Mekka, from fear of incurring the punishment of God by the

lightest delay in the accursed city.&quot;

only in Isa. xxxiii. 1
(1^/33, Hiph. Inf. with

Dagh. dirimens for ^njPIS) seems to signify

perficere, to finish; hence E. V. here renders

the noun &quot;perfection.&quot; Bernard likewise &quot;ac

complishment, achievements.&quot; For HtOJ the

meaning
&quot; to spread, extend,&quot; is preferred by

Good, Lee, Noyes, Umbreit, Renan, Con., Rod-

well, etc. (E. V., &quot;prolong&quot;).
The preposition

however suits better the definition &quot; to bovr

down,&quot; which on the whole is to be preferred.

E.]
Ver. 30. He does not escape out of the

darkness (of calamity, ver 22) ;
a fiery heat

[lit. aflame] withereth his shoots, and he

passes awayp O
] forming a paronomasia with

the 110 K
1
? of the first member) by the blast

of His
T

[God s] mouth; comp. ch. iv. 9. In

the second member the figure of a plant, so fre

quent throughout our book, previously used also

by Eliphaz (cornp. ch. v. 3, 25seq.) [and already

suggested here according to the above interpre

tation of 29 6], again makes its appearance,

being used in a way very similar to ch. viii. 16

seq. ; comp. also ch. xiv. 7. The parching heat

here spoken of may be either that of the sun, or

of a hot wind (as in Gen. xli. 6: Ps. xi. 6).

Third Strophe : Vers. 31-35. Describing more

in detail the end of the wicked, phowing that his

prosperity is fleeting, and only in appearance,

and that its destruction is inevitable.

Ver. 31. Let him not trust in vanity he

is deceived (!&quot;lj;nj, Niph. Perf. with reflexive

sense: lit. he has deceived himself) [Renan:
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.

]
for vanity shall be his possession

n; Ges., Furst., Con., etc., like E. V. &quot;re

compense :&quot; Delitzsch: &quot;not compensate,&quot; but

permutatio,acquisilio; and so Ewald and Zockler

Eintausch, exchange]. Kit?, written the first

time 1$, is used here essentially in the same

sense as in ch. vii. 3, and hence = delusion, va

nity, evil. In the first instance the sense of emp
tiness, deception predominates, in the second

that of calamity (the evil consequences of trust

ing in vanity). For the sentiment comp. ch. iv.

8 ; Hos. viii. 8
;
and the New Testament pas

sages which speak of sowing and reaping; Gal.

vi. 7 seq. ;
2 Tor. ix. 6

Ver. 32. While his day is not yet (lit. &quot;in

his not-day,&quot; . ., before his appointed time has

yet run its course; comp. ch. x. 22; xii. 24), it

is fulfilled, viz., the evil that is to be exchanged,
it passes to its fulfillment ; or also: the exchange

fulfills itself, N^TDH referring back immediately

to irninn, ver. 31, so Hirzel, Dillmann. And
T

his palm-branch (&amp;lt;&quot;ID3

as in Isa. ix. 13; xix.

15) is no longer green, is dry, withered. The
whole man is here represented as a palm-tree,
but not green and flourishing, as in Ps. xcii. 13

(12), but as decaying with dried up branches

by which branches we are not to understand

particularly his children, especially seeing that

only one is mentioned instead of several.

Ver. 33. He loses [or shakes off] like a
vine his grapes (lit.,

his unripe grapes ;
&quot;1D3

or Ipb = fy^af,
late or unripe grape ; comp.

Isa. xviii. 5
;
Jer. xxxi. 29

; Ezek. xviii. 2) and
casts down, like an olive, his blossoms,
*. e., without seeing fruit, this, as is well-known,

being the case with the olive every other year,
for only in each second year does it bear olives

in anything like abundance; comp. Wetzstein in

Delitzsch [I. 272 n, &quot; la order to appreciate
the point of the comparison, it is needful to know
that the Syrian olive-tree bears fruit plentifully
the first, third, and fifth years, but rests during
the second, fourth, and sixth. It blossoms in

these years also, but the blossoms fall off almost

entirely without any berries being formed.&quot;

Add the following from Thomson s Land and the

Book: &quot; The olive is the most prodigal of all

fruit-bearing trees in flowers. It literally bends
under the load of them. But then not one in a
hundred comes to maturity. The tree casts them
off by millions, as if they were of no more value
than flakes of snow, which they closely resemble.
So it will be with those who put their trust in

vanity. Cast off they melt away, and no one
takes the trouble to ask after such empty, use

less things, etc.&quot; I. 72]. The verb DOIT in a

is variously rendered by commentators; e.g.,
&quot; broken [man bricht, H impersonal] as from
a vine are his unripe grapes,&quot; Schlott. ; or:
&quot; He (God) tears off as of a vine his young
grapes

&quot;

(Del., Hahn) ; or: &quot;he (the wicked)
wrongs as a vine his unripe grapes&quot; (Hupfeld).
The rendering given above (Ewald, Hirzel, Dill

mann) [E. V., Con., Noy., Carey, Ren., Rod.],
etc. ), is favored by the parallelism of the second
member, which shows that the &quot;

injuring, da

maging
&quot;

(ODn as in Lam. ii. 6; Prov. viii. 36,

etc.), proceeds from the wicked himself. A re

ference to the process of cutting off the sour

grape for the manufacture of vinegar (Wetzstein,

Delitzsch) is altogether too remote here. In re

gard to the variety of figures here derived from
the vegetable kingdom, comp. further Ps. xcii.

13 (12) seq. ;
Hos. xiv. 6 seq. ; Sir. xxiv.; and

in general my Theol. Naturalis, p. 218 seq.
Ver. 34. For the company of the profli

gate is barren. ^pn as in ch. viii. 13
; xiii.

16 &quot;HD^i (ch. iii. 7) is here and in ch. xxx. 3

used as a substant. in the sense of &quot; stark death &quot;

(LXX. : davaros), barrenness, hard rock, comp.
Matth. xiii. 6 ;

and mj7 signifies here not in

deed specially the family, as in ch. xvi. 7, but
still the family circle, the kinsfolk, tribe, or clan.

And fire devours the tents of bribery:
t. e., the fire of the Divine sentence (comp. ch. i.

16) consumes the tents built up by bribery, or

the tents of those who take bribes (OIKOVC, dupo-
T&v, LXX.).
Ver. 35. They (the profligate, for ^JH in

ver. 34 was collective) conceive (are pregnant
with) misery, and bring forth calamity.
IN and 70.^, synonyms, as in ch. iv. 8; comp.

t he parallel passages Ps. vii. 15 (14); Isa. xxxiii.

11
;

lix. 4. The Infinitives absolute in a, which
are put, first for emphasis, are followed in b by
the finite verb : and their body prepares de
ceit, i. e., their pregnant womb (not their &quot; in

ward
part,&quot;

as Del. renders it) matures deceit,

ripens falsehood, viz., for themselves ; comp. ver.

31. For TOn, to prepare, to adjust, comp. ch.

xxvii. 17; xxxviii. 41; for HD^D, &quot;deception,&quot;

Gen. xxvii. 35; xxxiv. 13; Mic. vi. 11; Prov.
xi. 1, etc.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1. Job s persistence in holding what the friends

assume to be a delusion, and especially in main

taining an attitude of presumptuous defiance to

wards God, compels them to enter on a new cir

cle of the discussion with him. This is opened
by Eliphaz in the new arraignment of Job before
us. In respect of doctrinal contents this dis

course exhibits little or nothing that is new, as

indeed is the case generally with what the friends

produce from this point on. It revolves, as well
as that which Bildad and Zophar say in the se

quel, altogether about the old thesis, that Job s

sufferings have a penal significance. The speakers
assume that to have been sufficiently demon
strated by what they have said before, and ac

cordingly do not undertake to prove it further to

him, but being themselves unqualifiedly right,

they imagine that they have only to warn and
threaten and upbraid him in a tone of the harsh
est reproof. The fact that Job had spoken ex

citedly, daringly, and inconsiderately against
God, is, to their minds, transparent, proof, which
needs no further confirmation, of the correctness
of their coarse syllogism: &quot;All suffering is the

penalty of sin ; Job suffers severely ; therefore,
Job is a great sinner.&quot; And so assuming him to

be impenitent, and hardened in presumption,
they break out all the more violently against
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him, with the purpose not of instructing him
more thoroughly, but of more sharply blaming
and chastising him. The consequence is that

these later discourses of the friends become more
and more meagre in their doctrinal and ethical

contents, and abound more and more in contro

versial sharpness and polemic bitterness. They
give evidence of a temper which has been aroused
to more aggressive vehemence towards Job, aim

ing at his conversion as one laboring under a

delusion, and, at the same time, of increasing
monotonousness and unproductiveness in the de

velopment of their peculiar views, their funda
mental dogma remaining substantially unchanged
throughout.

2. Of these arraignments belonging to the se

cond act (or stage) of the discussion, and having
as just stated a polemic far more than a doctrinal

significance, the preceding discourse by Eliphaz
is the first, and, at the same time, the fullest in

matter, and the most original. Its fundamental

proposition (vers. 14, 15) is indeed nothing else

than a repetition of that which the same speaker
had previously propounded to Job as truth re

ceived by him through a divine revelation (chap,
iv. 12seq. ). Here, however, by the parallel jux

taposition of &quot;the heavens&quot; with &quot;the
angels,&quot;

there is introduced into the description an ele

ment which is, in part at least, new, and not un

interesting (comp. the exegetical remarks on

ver. 15). The application of the thesis to Job s

case is thereby made much more direct, wound

ing him much more sharply and relentlessly than

before, as ver. 16 shows, where the harsh, &quot;hi

deous&quot; (Oetinger) description which El. gives
of the corruption of the natural man, is unmis

takably aimed at Job himself, as the genuine ex

ample of a hardened sinner. It will be seen from

the extract from Seb. Schmidt in the homiletical

remarks (see on ver. 2 seq.) how the harshness

of the charges preferred against Job in the first

division (especially in vers. 2-13) reaches the

extreme point of merciless severity, and how,

along with some censures which are certainly
merited (as, e.g., that he braves God, speaks

proud words, despises mild words of comfort and

admonition, etc.) there is much thrown in that is

unjust and untrue, especially the charge that he

&quot;chose the speech of the crafty,&quot;
and hence that

he dealt in the deceitful subtleties and falsehoods

of an advocate. The discourse, however, pre
sents much that is better, that is objectively more
true and valuable, and more creditable to the

speaker. Here we must reckon the whole of the

second division (vers. 20-35). Here we have a

picture indisputably rich in poetic beauties, and

in powerful and impressive passages, harmo

niously complete in itself withal, and easily de

tached from its surroundings, the picture of a

wicked man, inwardly tormented by the pangs
of an evil conscience, who after that he has for

a long time enjoyed his apparent prosperity, at

last succumbs to the combined power of the tor

ments within, and of God s sentence without, and

so comes to a horrible end. This passage which

reminds us of similar striking descriptions else

where of the foolish conduct of the ungodly and

its merited retribution (as, e.g., Ps. i.; xxxv.; lii.;

Prov. i. 18 seq.; iv. 14 seq.; v. 1 seq.) forms an

interesting counterpart to the magnificent picture

of the prosperity of the penitent and righteous
man with which the first discourse of Eliphaz
closes (chap. v. 17-27). The contrast between
the two descriptions, which are related to each
other like the serene, bright and laughing day
and the gloomy night, is in many respects sug
gestive and noteworthy ;

but it is not to the

speaker s advantage. In the former case, in

painting that bright picture, he may be viewed
as a prophet, unconsciously predicting that which
was at last actually to come to pass according to

God s decree. But here, in painting this gloomy
night scene, which is purposely designed as a
mirror by the contemplation of which Job might
be alarmed, this tendency to prophesy evil shows
him to be decidedly entangled in error. Indeed
the point where this warning culminates, to wit,
the charge of self-deception and of hypocritical

lying, which having been first introduced in ver.

5 seq., is repeated in the criminating word
no^D at the close (ver. 35), involves in itself
T :

gross injustice, and is an abortive attack which
recoils on the accuser himself with destructive

effect, besides depriving the whole description
of its full moral value, and even detracting from
its poetic beauty.

3. None the less, however, does the Sage of

Teman, even when in error, remain a teacher of

real wisdom, who has at his disposal genuine
Chokmah material, however he may pervert its

application in detail. This same gloomy
picture with which the discourse before us

closes, although it fails as to its special occasion

and tendency, contains much that is worth pon
dering. It is brilliantly distinguished by rare

truth of nature and conformity to experience in

its descriptions, whether it treats of the inward
torment and distress of conscience of the wicked

(ver. 20 seq.), or of the cheerless and desperate
issue of his life (ver. 29 seq.), the latter de

scription being particularly remarkable for the

profound truth and the beauty of the figures in

troduced with such effective variety from the

vegetable kingdom (see on ver. 33). But even
in the first division there is not a little that is

interesting and stimulating to profound reflec

tion. This is especially true of ver. 7 seq., with

its censure of Job s conceit of superiority on the

ground of his wisdom a passage the significance
of which is attested both by the recurrence of

one of its characteristic turns of expression

(ver. 2) in the Solomonic Book of Proverbs, and

of another in Jehovah s address to Job (chap,
xxxviii. 3 seq.).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 2 seq. : SEB. SCHMIDT: He brings against
Job the grave accusation of swelling up, as it

were with the conceit of too great wisdom, and

hence of sinning in more ways than one; thus

he would convict him: (1) of vanity; (2) of

causing scandal, and of encouraging men to

neglect the fear of God nay more, to fall into

atheism; (3) of presumption, or of the conceit

of too great wisdom; (4) of contempt for the

word of God ; (6) of proud anger against God.

WOHLFAKTH : The reproaches which we bring

against others are often only witnesses to our

own guilt!
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Ver. 7 seq. : COCCEIDS: He addresses Job here
almost in the same terms as God in ch. xxxviii.

but with another scope and purpose. Wisdom

says in Prov. viii. 26, that it was begotten
before the hills, t. e. that it is the eternal Son
of God. This Wisdom alone was acquainted
with all the mysteries of God the Father, to this

Wisdom alone are owing the purification and

justification of men, the full declaration of the

gracious will of God, and the gift of the spirit
of joy.

Vers. 14-16: BRENTIUS: These words are

most true: no one in himself is clean, pure and

just; but in God, through faith in Christ, we
come into possession of all cleanness, purity and

justification (John xv. 3; Rom. xv. 1, etc.).
MERCIER: Eliphaz finds fault with man s nature
which nevertheless by faith is made pure.
ZEYSS: Although the holy angels are pure and

holy spirits, neither their holiness nor that of

man is to be compared with the infinitely per
fect holiness of God, but God only is and
remains the Most Holy One ; Is. vi. 3. OECO-
LAMPADIUS (on ver. 16) : Here is beautifully
described the misery of man, who is abominable

by reason of innate depravity, a child of wrath,
corrupted and degenerated from his first estate,
and so inflamed with lust, that as one in the

dropsy drinks water, so does he drink sin, and
is never satisfied.

Ver. 20 seq. : IDEM: This is what he would

say, that the wicked man, having an evil con
science within himself, at every time of his life

when he becomes better known to himself, trem

bles, carries with him his own torments, and
never hopes for good. Moses has finely illus

trated this in Cain, Gen. iv. CRAMER: The

ungodly and hypocrites live in continual rest

lessness of heart
;
but blessed are they whose

sins are forgiven ; they attain rest and peace
of conscience. Comp. Prov. xxvii. 1: &quot;The

wicked flee when no man pursueth, but the

righteous are bold as a lion.&quot;

Ver. 29 seq. : BRENTIUS: Eliphaz proceeds
with his recital of the catalogue of curses on
the wicked. . . . &quot;His seed will burn

up,&quot;
i. e.

the blessing of the wicked will be turned into a

curse; and as the branches of trees are burned

by fire, and scattered by the wind, which is

called the Spirit [breath] of God, so do all the

blessings of the wicked perish by the judgment
of God, and the Spirit of His mouth. CRAMER:
The dire punishments which befall the ungodly
give courage to the pious, and strengthen their

faith, when they see how the former are recom
pensed for their ungodliness (Ps. xci. 8). ...
Although the ungodly have many friends and
many dependents, their name must nevertheless
rot and perish (Prov. x. 7; Esth. vi. 13).
ZEYSS (on vers. 31-33): As the sowing, so the

reaping. He who sows vanity will also reap
vanity; calamity and destruction will happen
to him for a recompense (Hos. viii. 7; Gal. vi.

8). When the ungodly think that their life is
at its very best, they are often enough quite
suddenly taken away (Luke xii. 17).

B Job: Although oppressed by his disconsolate condition, he nevertheless
wishes and hopes that God will demonstrate his innocence, against

the unreasonable accusations of his friends.

CHAPTER XVI XVII.

(A brief preliminary repudiation of the discourses of the friends as aimless and unprofitable) :

CHAP. XVI. 1-5.

Then Job answered and said :

2 I have heard many such things :

miserable comforters are ye all.

3 Shall vain words have an end ?

or what emboldeneth thee that thou answerest?
4 I also could speak as ye do

;

if your soul were in my soul s stead,
I could heap up words against you,
and shake mine head at you.

5 But I would strengthen you with my mouth,
and the moving of my lips should assuage your grief.

1. Lamentation on account of the disconsolateness of his condition, as forsaken and hated by Godanu men :
*

VERS. 6-17.

6 Though I speak, my grief is not assuaged ;

and though I forbear, what am I eased ?
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7 But now He hath made me weary :

Thou hast made desolate all my company.
8 And Thou hast filled me with wrinkles, which is a witness against me;

and my leanness rising up in me
beareth witness to my face.

9 He teareth me in His wrath, who hateth me ;

He gnasheth upon me with His teeth ;

mine enemy sharpeneth his eyes upon me.
10 They have gaped upon me with their mouth ;

they have smitten me upon the cheek reproachfully ;

they have gathered themselves together against me.
11 God hath delivered me to the ungodly,

and turned me over into the hands of the wicked.

12 I was at ease, but He hath broken me asunder ;

He hath also taken me by my neck, and shaken me to pieces,
and set me up for His mark.

13 His archers compass me round about,
He cleaveth my reins asunder, and doth not spare ;

He poureth out my gall upon the ground.
14 He breaketh me with breach upon breach ;

He runneth upon me like a giant.
15 I have sowed sackcloth upon my skin,

and defiled my horn in the dust.

16 My face is foul with weeping,
and on my eyelids is the shadow of death

;

17 not for any injustice in mine hands
;

also my prayer is pure.

2. Vivid expression of the hope of a future recognition of his innocence!

CHAPTER XVI. 18 XVII. 9.

ISO earth, cover not thou my blood !

and let my cry have no place !

19 Also now, behold, my witness is in heaven,
and my record is on high.

20 My friends scorn me:
but mine eye poureth out tears unto God.

21 O that one might plead for a man with God,
as a man pleadeth for his neighbor

22 When a few years are come,
then I shall go the way whence I shall not return.

CHAP. XVII. 1. My breath is corrupt,

my days are&quot; extinct,

the graves are ready for me.

2 A re there not mockers with me ?

and doth not mine eye continue in their provocation ?

3 Lay down now, put me in a surety with Thee
;

who is he that will strike hands with me ?

4 For Thou hast hid their heart from understanding ?

therefore shalt Thou not exalt them.

5 He that speaketh flattery to his friends,

even the eyes of his children shall fail.

6 He hath made me also a byword of the people ;

and aforetime I was as a tabret.

7 Mine eye also is dim by reason of sorrow,
and all my members are as a shadow.

8 Upright men shall be astonished at this,

and the innocent shall stir up himself against the hypocrite.
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9 The righteous also shall hold on his way,
and he that hath clean hands shall be stronger and stronger.

3. Sharp censure of the admonitory speeches of the friends as unreasonable, and destitute of all

power to comfort:
VJSRS. 10-16.

10 But as for you all, do ye return, and come now ;

for I cannot find one wise man among you.
11 My days are passed,

my purposes are broken off,

even the thoughts of my heart.

12 They change the night into day :

the light is short because of darkness.

13 If I wait, the grave is mine house
;

I have made my bed in the darkness.

14 I have said to corruption, Thou art my father ;

to the worm, Thou art my mother and my sister.

15 And where is now my hope?
as for my hope, who shall see it ?

16 They shall go down to the bars of the pit,

when our rest together is in the dust.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Heartlessly repulsed by his friends, and

left without comfort. Job turns, more trustfully

than in his previous apologies, to the God who
evidenced Himself in his good conscience, of

whom he cannot believe that He will leave him
forever without testifying to his innocence,

however cheerless a night of despair may in the

meanwhile surround him. It is in the expres
sion of his confidence, and of his inward yearning
and waiting for this Divine testimony to his inno

cence (ch. xvi. 18 to xvii. 9) that the significance
of this discourse culminates, so far as it gives

pleasing evidence of progress beyond Job s for

mer frame of mind. Along with this indeed it

gives evidence that the spirit of hopeless and
bitter complaint is, if not intensified, at least

substantially unchanged and unditninished.

The first principal division of the discourse (ch.
xvi. 6-17) which precedes that expression of

yearning confidence in God s help contains in

particular an expression of cheerless lamenta

tion over his condition, as one forsaken by God
and men ; while a shorter introduction prefaced
to this division (ch. xvi. 2-5), as well as the

concluding section, or third division (ch. xvii

10-16) are particularly occupied with a bitter

complaint on account of the misunderstanding
and heartless conduct of the friends. The whole
discourse comprises six long strophes, the first

of which constitutes the introduction, extending
through four verses, or ten stichs (ch. xvi. 2-5),
while the first and second divisions contain each
two strophes (of 6, 7 verses, or 14 slichs), the

third division, however, only one strophe (of
7 verses, or 14 stichs).

2. Exordium of the discourse, or introductory

ttrophe: A short preliminary repudiation of the

discourses of the friends as aimless, and desti

tute of all power to comfort: ch xvi. 2-5.

Ver. 2. I have heard (already) many such
things (J&quot;t12 2 multa, as in ch. xxiii. 14), and

miserable comforters are ye all.

Soy, lit. &quot;comforters of distress&quot; [Gen of
T T L

attribute, Green, 254, 6] are burdensome com
forters (consolatores onerosi, Jer.), who, instead

of comfort, minister only trouble and distress;

comp. cb. xv. 11.

Ver. 3. Are windy word* (now) at an
end ? Comp. ch. xv. 2, wnere Eliphaz re

proaches Job with windy speech a reproach
which Job now pays back in the same coin.

Or what vexes thee [addressed more parti

cularly to Eliphaz] that thou answerest?

T&quot;1Dn, Hiph. of
J^73,

&quot;to be sick, weak&quot; (see

on ch. vi. 25), signifies &quot;to make sick, to afflict&quot;

(Ewald, Schlott., Dillm.), or again &quot;to goad,
incite, vex&quot; (Del.) [see the examples in notes

on vi. 25 favoring this definition] : not &quot;to make
sweet, to sweeten,&quot; as the Targ. interprets, as

though y^D were without further qualification

V/D 3 moreover is not I^UMWI (Hirz.), but

as in ch. vi. 11 quod: &quot;what vexes thee that

thou answerest,&quot; or &quot;to answer.&quot;

Ver. 4. I also indeed would speak like

you, f. e., would be minded to serve you with

such like discourses as your own [Dillmann,

Conant, Renan, Rodwell, etc., with good reason

prefer to render the subjunctive rP31itf &quot;I

could,&quot; or
&quot;might,&quot;

rather than
&quot;would&quot;].

If your soul were instead of mine ;
i. e.

in case you had my place, your persons were
instead of mine. [Conant, however: &quot; Your
soul is not to be taken as a periphrasis of the

personal pronoun. Soul, the seat of intelligence,
mental activity and emotion, stands as the rep
resentative of these faculties in man, and is spe

cially appropriate here, where there is imme
diate reference to what is thought, felt and
suffered. The force of the expression is lost

therefore by substituting ye and me.&quot; ] Would
[or could] weave words against you.
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D pa &quot;Vann is not &quot;to make a league with

words&quot; (Gesen. [Rodwell], etc.), nor again:
&quot;to affect wisdom with words&quot; (Ewa d), but
to &quot;combine words, string them together like

pearls
&quot;

.
Instead of the simple accus. of the

object D vO, the more choice construction with

3 instrum. is used
; comp. the following mem

ber, also ver. 10; Jer. xviii. 16; Lam. i. 17

(Gesen. \ 138
[ 135] 1, Rem. 3). [&quot;When

he

says: I would range together, etc., he gives them
to understand that their speeches are more arti

ficial than natural, more declamations than the

outgushings of the heart.&quot; Del.] And shake
my head at you; viz., as a gesture of scorn
and malicious pleasure; comp. Ps. xxii. 8 [7];
Is xxxvii. 22; Jer. xviii. 16; Sir. xii. 18;
Matt, xxvii. 39. It should be borne in mind
that what is hateful in such conduct is not to be

charged upon Job (who indeed only states what
he could do if he had before him the friends,
weak and miserable as he is now, and should
then follow the promptings of the natural man),
but on the friends, before whom Job here holds

up as in a mirror the hatefulness of their own

conduct. [In regard to the rendering of 7#
by &quot;against,&quot;

and the explanation of JVJH as a

gesture of scorn, see below on ver. 5 ]

Ver. 6. Would [could] strengthen you
with my mouth : t. e. with mere words, in

stead of with deeds of a love that wins the heart.

[On the form DDVDXX with Tsere shortened to

Hhirik, see Green, 104, h.~\ And the sym
pathy of my lips (T&quot;J, commisseration, sympa

thy, only here
; comp. the phrase, similar in

sound, D f\3& yi, &quot;fruit of the
lips,&quot;

Is. Ivii.

19) should assuage, scil. your grief, ^n,
&quot;to soothe, restrain, check,&quot; here without an

obj. as in Is. Iviii. 1. The following verse easily
enables us to supply 3iO, as the object. [The
E. V., Wem., Bar., Elz., etc., render this as a
contrast with ver. 4, as though Job, after there

describing what he might, do if they were in his

place, describes here what, on the other hand,
he really would do. But there is nothing to

indicate such a contrast. Ver. 5 is most simply
and naturally the continuation of ver. 4. The

irony of the passage is most keen and cutting.
If you were in my place, says Job, if your soul

were tried as mine is, I could speak windy words
in abundance an you have done, I could string
them out one after another, and nod my head to

comfort: oh, yes! all such comfort sympathy
of the head, of the mouth, of the lips, I could

lavish upon you that is cheap enough, as your
conduct shows but as for the heart, that is

quite another matter! It will be seen from
this paraphrase of Job s language that a some
what different view is taken of one or two

expressions, particularly in ver. 4, from that

given above by Zockler. It seems unnecessary
and unnatural to suppose that Job would in ver.

4 describe himself as framing words against

them, and indulging in gestures of malicious

mockery, and then in ver. 5 as strengthening and

soothing them with words but nothing more.
Moreover the expressions of ver. 4 would thus

lose their point, there being no reason to suppose
28

that the friends had shown any such malignity
as would be thus suggested. What. Job says is,
that he could multiply words of cold formal sym
pathy, that he could string out such words upon
them, or towards them; and again that he could
make with his head the customary oriental ges
ture of condolence (JNJ here like

&quot;NJ, see above,

ch. ii. 11 and comp. Gesen. sub. v. ), this being
by implication all the sympathy he had received
from them. E.]

3. First Division. A lamentation concerning
the cheerlessness of his condition, as one for

saken and persecuted by God and men. Vers.
0-17.

First Strophe: vers. 6-11. From the friends,
the &quot;miserable comforters,&quot; who leave him in

his helplessness, he turns to himself, who is so

greatly in need of sympathy, because God has
delivered him over to the scorn and the cruelty
of the unrighteous.

Ver. 6.
[&quot;He bethinks himself whether he

will continue the colloquy further. Already in

the lamentation of ch. iii. Job had given vent to
his grief, and solicited comfort. The colloquy
thus far had shown that from them he had no
comfort to expect. Should he then speak fur

ther, in order to procure at least some allevia

tion of his grief? but he cannot anticipate even
(his as the result of his speaking. He must

accordingly be silent ; yet even then he is no
better off.&quot; Dillm.] If I speak (voluntative
after DX, see Ew. $ 355, b) my grief is not

assuaged; if I forbear (voluntative without

DN, as in ch. xi. 17; Ps. Ixxiii. 16, etc.
),
what

departs from me, viz. of my pain ? how much
of my pain goes away from me, do I lose ? The

unexpressed answer would naturally be : Nought !

On
^) 7iT, comp. ch. xiv. 20.

Ver. 7. Nevertheless now He hath ex
hausted me, viz. God, not the pain (&quot;3JO,

ver.

G), which the Vulg., Aben-Ezra, etc., regard as

the subj. The particle TJN,
which belongs to the

whole sentence, signifies neither: &quot;of a truth, yea
verily !&quot;(Ew.)

nor
&quot;only&quot; [^entirely], as though

it belonged only to J7n (Hirz., Halm, etc.
),

but it has here an adversative meaning, and

states, in opposition to the two previously men
tioned possibilities of speaking and being silent,

what is actually the case with Job
;
hence it

should be rendered &quot;still, nevertheless,&quot; verum

tamen: [Renan : Mais quoi ! &quot;He is absolutely

incapable of offering any resistance to his pain,
and care has also been taken that no solacing
word shall come to him from any quarter,&quot;

Del.

See the next clause]. Thou hast desolated
all my circle. &quot;nj

here not -rabble,&quot; as in

ch. xv. 34, but sensu bono circle of friends and

family dependents (Carey: all my clan). [&quot;This

mention of the family is altogether in place, see

ing that the loss of the same must be doubly felt

by him now that his friends are hostile to him.&quot;

Schlott.]. The Pesh. reads &quot; all my testimony
&quot;

(T\~\y), i. e., all that witness in my behalf, all

my prosperity (so also Hahn among the mo

derns), to which however Dt*n is not particu

larly suitable. Note moreover the transition,

bearing witness as it does to the vivid excite-
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ment of the speaker s feelings, from the declara

tions concerning God in the third person (which
we find in the first member, and which appear
again ver. 9st-q.), and the mournful plaintive
address to Him here and in ver. 8, in which the

description before us is directly continued.

Ver. 8. And hast seized me (not &quot;Thou

rankest me wrinkled,&quot; Vulg., Luther [E. V., Lee,

Rodwell] or &quot;shrivelest me together, Del. for

C30p signifies
&quot; to press together, to fasten firmly

together;&quot; comp. ch. xxii. 16. [Wordsworth
attempts somewhat peculiarly to combine the two
definitions: &quot; Thou hast bound me fast with wrin

kles, as wiih a
chain&quot;].

It is become a wit
ness, viz., the fact that thou hast seized me

;

the circumstance that God makes him suffer so

severely is so at least it seems a witness of

his guilt. [This clause, taken in connection es

pecially with the following parallelism, peenis

certainly to favor the rendering of the Vulg.,
E. V., etc.

&quot; thou hast filled me with wrinkles &quot;

The witness against Job is naturally something
which like his &quot;leanness&quot; is visible. The cor

rugation of the skin was a feature of elephantia
sis more marked even than the emaciation of the

body, and would hardly be omitted in so vivid a

description of his condition as Job here gives.
The primary signification of &quot;

seizing,&quot; or
&quot;

compressing
&quot;

should not however he lost sight
of; indeed it adds much to the terrible force of

the representation to retain it, and, with Words-
won li, to combine the two definitions, only in a

somewhat different way from his; the true con

ception being that God who in ver. 12 is repre
sented as seizing Job and dashing him in pieces,

is here represented as seizing, compressing
him, until his body is shriveled, crumpled up
into wrinkles. E.]. In opposition to Ewald,

who changes iTn into iTTI (
= PHH, see ch. vi.

TT T- V
T-&quot;

2; xxx. 13), and translates acr-or lingly : &quot;and

calamity seized me as a witness comp. Del.

and Dillm. on the passage: [who object that it

would leave
&quot;1JP7,

without much of its force and

emphasis, and that the construction would be too

condensed and artificial]. And my leanness
has appeared against me, accusing me to
the face (speaking out against me, comp ch.

xv. 66). On t?n3 = consumption, emaciation,

comp. Ps. cix. 24. The signification rests on a

metaphor similar to that by virtue of which a
dried up brook is called a &quot;liar&quot; (ch. vi. 15

seq.).
Ver. 9. His anger has torn and made war

upon me ; He has gnashed against me
with His teeth

;
as mine enemy He has

whetted His eyes against me. God, who is

now again spoken of in the third person, is ima
gined as a ferocious beast of prey, who is en

raged against Job. So above in ch. x. 16. As
tothe

&quot;tearing,&quot; comp. Hos. vi. 1
;
the &quot;making

war,&quot; ch. xxx. 21; the &quot;whetting&quot; or &quot;sharp

ening&quot; of the eyes, Ps. vii. 13 [12]: also the
acies oculorum of the Romans, and the modern
expression, &quot;to shoot a murderous look at any
one &quot;

Ver. 10. Men also, like God, fall upon Job, as
his enemies, resembling beasts of prey. They
have opened wide their mouth against

me (a gesture of insolent mockery, as in Ps.

xxii. 8 [7] ; Jer. Ivii. 4) ; -with abuse (i. e.t

with abusive speech) they strike me on the
cheeks (comp. Mic. iv. 14 [v. 1]; Lam. iii 30;
John xviii. 22; xix. 8); together they
strengthen themselves against me, or

again: they complete; fill themselves up [= fill

up their ranks] against me, for XvOi means

&quot;io gather themselves together to a K?p (Isa.

xxxi. 4), a heap ;&quot;
not &quot; to equip themselves

with a full suit of armor,&quot; as Hirzel would ex

plain, supplying 7PI- The whole of this lamen

tation, which reminds us of Ps. xxii., is general
in its form ; it contemplates nevertheless the

hostile attacks made by the friends on Job. as

in particular the word &quot;

together
&quot;

in the third

member shows in hearing which the friends

could not help feeling that they were personally
aimed at in the f trong expressions of the speaker,
even as he on his part must have had his sensi

bilities hurt by such expressions as those of

Eliphaz in ch. xv. 16 (see on the passage).
Ver. 11. God delivers me (comp. Deut.

xxiii. 16
[!&quot;]

I to the unrighteous, and
casts me headlong into the hand of the
wicked. \JCn;, Imperf. Kal. of OT (con
tracted from

&quot;Jbr;, Ges., 70 [68], Rem. 3).

[ The preformative Jod has Metheg in correct

texts, so that we need not suppose, with Ralbag,
a HDT similar in meaning to 13 &quot;V.&quot; Del ]. pne-
cipitem me dat; coinp. LXX. spptijie and Symma-
chus tvEfiafa. T_l in the first member, &quot;the

perverted one, the reprobate, the unrighteous.&quot;

or again
&quot; the boy

&quot;

[der Bube,
&quot; or the boyish,

childish, knavish
one&quot;]

as Del. explains it, (re

ferring to ch. xix. 18; xxii. 11), is used collec

tively for the plur., as the parallel term D JJEn

in b shows.
Second Strophe: Vers. 12-17. Continuation of

the description of the cruel and hostile treat

ment he had received froui God, notwithstanding
his innocence.

Ver. 12. I was at ease, and He then shat

tered me.
\7^&amp;gt; secure, unharmed, suspecting

no evil; comp ch. xxi. 23; iii. 26.
&quot;Jp^S. Pilp.

of Tl3 with strong intensive signification &quot;to

shatter, to crush in pieces;&quot; so also the follow

ing | 3}(3, from
y2f3, to beat in pieces, to dash

to pieces.&quot; [&quot;He compares himself to a man
who is seized by the hair of his head, and thrown
down a precipice, where his limbs are broken.
He probably alludes to some ancient mode of

punishing criminals.&quot; Wemyss]. Observe the

onomatopoetic element of these intensive forms,
which furthermore are to be understood not lit

erally or physically, but in a figurative sense of
the sudden shattering of prosperity, and peace
of soul. And set me for a mark. m30
(from T3J, rr/pelv, like (TKOTTOC from OKfirTecdai),

target, mark, as in 1 Sam. xx. 20; Lam. iii. 12;
comp. J&amp;lt;*J3O above in ch. vii. 20.

Ver. 13 expands the figure in ch. xii. c. His
arrows whirred about me. V2n, not &quot; his

troops, his archers&quot; (Rabb. [E. V., Noy., Con.,
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Car., Rod., Elz., e&amp;lt;c.]),
but according to the una

nimous witness of the ancient versions: &quot;his

arrows, darts
&quot;

(from 33T i&quot;l3&quot;V m&quot;\ ja.cere

Gen. xlix. 23; comp. Gen. xxi. 10). (He
cleaves my reins without sparing, pours
out on the earth my gall (comp. Lam. ii. 11).
Job here describes more specifically the terrible

effect of God s arrows, i, e., of the ailments in

flicted on him by a hostile God (comp. ch. vi. 4,

also the well-known mythological representa
tions of classical antiquity), representing in ac

cordance with the Hebrew conception the noblest

and most sensitive of the inner organs of the

body as affected, namely the reins, and also the

gall-bladder. In view of the highly poetic cha
racter of the description, it is not necessary to

inquire whether he conceives of the &quot;outpour

ing&quot;
of the g*ll as taking place inwardly, with

out being at all perceptible externally, or whe
ther, with a disregard of physiological possibi

lity or probability, he represeuts it as something
that is externally visible. It is moreover worthy
of note that according to Arabic notions the

&quot;rupture of the gall-bladder&quot; may really be pro
duced by violent painful emotions. Comp. De-

litzs-ch on the passage; also his Biblical Psycho

logy [p. 317, Clark]; also my Theol. Naturalis,

p. 618.

Ver. 14. He breaks through me breach
upon breach.

j*.&quot;}3, comp. ch. xxx. 14, here

as accus. of the object, united to its cognate
verb; comp. Gesen., \ 138 [g 135] Rem. 1. He
runs upon me like a mighty -warrior. In

this new turn of the comparison Job, and in par
ticular his body, appears as a wall, or a fortress,

which is by degrees breached by missiles and

battering rams, and which God himself assaults

by storm.

Ver. 15. I have sewed sackcloth upon
my skin, i. e. I have girded around myself, and
stitched together (about the loins) a closely fitting

mourning garment of close hair (comp. pt#
in

Isa. iii. 24; xx. 2 ; xxxii. 11; 1 Kings xxi. 27;
2 Kings vi. 30, etc.). The &quot;

sewing upon the

skin&quot; is doubtless to be understood only figura

tively of the laying on of a closely fitting gar
ment, which it is not intended to lay off imme

diately. Possibly, indeed, there may be an
allusion to the cracked swollen skin of one dis

eased with elephantiasis, in which the hair of the

sackcloth (cilicium) must of necessity stick (see

my Kritische Gesch. der Ascese, p. 82seq.). [See
also Art. &quot;Sackcloth&quot; in SMITH S Bib. Diet.

&quot;Job does not say of it that he put it on, or

slung it around him, but that he sewed it upon
his naked body; and this is to be attributed to

the hideous distortion of the body by elephan
tiasis, which will not admit of the use of the or

dinary form of clothes.&quot; Delitzsch]. In any
case iu referring to this stiff, almost dead skin,

as a part of his fearfully distorted body, he

chooses the term nSj, which appears in Hebrew

only here (though more common in Aram, and

Arab.), and in contrast with *lty, the &quot; sound,

healthy skin,&quot; may be translated &quot;hide;&quot; comp.
the fivpaa of the LXX. And have lowered

(lit. &quot;stuck,&quot; see below) my horn the symbol
of power and of free manly dignity, comp. 1 Sam

ii 1, 10: Ps. Ixxxix. 18 [17], 25 [24]; xcii. 11

[10]; etc., Luke i. 69 into the dust: this

being a sign of his humiliation, of his conscious
ness of the defeat, and of the deep sorrow which
he has been called to endure. For this lowering
of the horn into the dust of the earth is the di

rect opposite of &quot;lifting up thp horn&quot; (Ps.
Ixxxiii. 3 [2] as a symbol of the increase of

power and dignity. V?ty is with Saad., Ro-

senm., Ew., Hirz., Dillm., etc., to be derived

from
J&amp;gt;y, introire, of frequent use in the Aram,

and Arab., and thus signifies &quot;to stick into, to

dig into.&quot; If it were the Pil. of SSy, &quot; to act,&quot;

meaning accordingly
&quot; to abuse,&quot; or &quot; to defile&quot;

(Targ., Pesch., Delitzsch [E. V., Schlott.] etc.),

the 7 before the object would not be wanting;

comp. Lam. i. 22; ii. 20; iii. 51. To be pre
ferred to this is the translation &quot; I roll my horn
in the dust &quot;

(Umbr., Vaihing., Hahn), a render

ing which is etymologically admissible.

Ver 16 My face is burning red witbd

weeping. rpO^PT&quot;! (instead of which we

ought perhaps with the K ri to read the plural

1&quot;&amp;gt;D&quot;^n, unless we explain the fern., like nbB/n
: : T:

in ch xiv. 19, in accordance with Gesen., \ 146,

[g 143], 3), Pualal of &quot;TOP, an intensive pas
sive form, expressing the idea of being exceed

ingly reddened, glowing red (comp. Lam. i. 20 ;

ii. 11). [From the same root comes the name
Alhambra, applied to the building from its color.

See Delitzsch]. And on mine eyelashes is

a death-shade, i. e., by reason of continuous

weeping, and the weakening thereby of the

power of sight, my eyes are encompassed by a

gloom of night: [an explanation which Schlott-

mann characterizes as flat and prosaic. The
idea is rather that in Job s despondent mood he
conceived of &quot; the shadow of death &quot;

as gather

ing around. He had well-nigh wept himself out

of life].
Ver. 17. Although no violence is in my

hands (or clings to them) and my prayer is

pure. Job emphasizes his innocence here in

contrast not only with ver. 16, but with the

whole description thus far given of the persecu

tion which he had endured, vers. 12-16. 7j ia

used here, as in Is. liii. 9, as a conjunction, in

the sense of &quot;notwithstanding that, although,&quot;

(Ewald, 222, b), not as a preposition, as Hir-

zel explains it
(&quot;

in spite of non-violence
&quot;).

4. Second Division. A vivid expression of the

hope of a future recognition of his innocence:

ch. xvi. 18 xvii. 9.

First Strophe: Ver. 18 ch. xvii. 2. [His con

fidence in God as his witness and vindicator

his only hope in view of the speedy approach of

death].

Ver. 18. Earth, cover not thou my blood,
t. e. ,

drink it not up, let it lie open to view, and

cry to heaven as a witness to my innocence,

Cotnp. Gen. iv. 10 ; Ezek. xxiv. 7 seq. ; Is. xxvi.

21.
[&quot;As according to the tradition it is said

to have been impossible to remove the stain of

the blood of Zachariah, who was murdered in

the court of the temple, until it was removed by
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the destruction of the temple itself.&quot; Delitzsch.

&quot; According to the old belief no rain or dew

would mois en the spot marked by the blood of

a person murlered when innocent, or change its

blighted appearance into living green.&quot; Ewald].
The second member also expresses essentially

the same meaning: and let my cry have no

resting-place, i.e., let not the cry for ven

geance arising from my shed blood (or the cry

of my soul poured out in my blood, Gen. ix. 4,

etc.),
be stilled, let it not reach a place of rest,

before it appears as my Wu (ch. xix. 25) to

deliver and avenge me. [&quot;Therefore
in the

very God who appears to him to be a blood

thirsty enemy in pursuit of him. Job neverthe

less hopes to find a witness of his innocence :

He will acknowledge his blood, like that of

Abel, to be the blood of an innocent man. It is

an inward irresistible demand made by his faith

which here brings together two opposite prin

ciples principles which the understanding can

not un te with bewildering boldness. Job be

lieves that God will even finally avenge the blood

which His wrath has shed, as blood that has

been innocently shed.&quot; Delitzsch].
Ver. 19. Even now behold in heaven

my witness, and my attestor pnt?, LXX

ffwiffrup. an Aram, synonym of 1#, witness,

comp. Gen. xxxi. 47) in the heights. In re

gard to D Dl^p as ft synonym, of D p$, cornp

ch. xxv. 2; xxxi. 2. nr\J? DJ. &quot;even now,

(not &quot;now however,
1

Ewald) sets the presen
condition of Job, apparently quite forsaken, bu
in reality still supported and upheld by God a 1

a heavenly witness of his innocence, in contrast

with a future period, when he will be again pub
licly asknowledged and brought to honor. Thi-

more prosperous and happy future he does noi

yet indeed realize so vividly as later in ch. xix

25 seq. That of which he speaks here is only
the contrast between his apparent forsakenness

and the fact that, as he firmly believes, God in

heaven is still on his side [ If his blood is tc

be one day avenged, and his innocence recog
nized, he must have a witness of the same. Ant

reflecting upon it he remembers that even now
when appearances are all against him. he has

such a witness in God in heaven.&quot; Dillm.].
Ver. 20.

[&quot;
The conduct of the friends in de

nying, nay in mocking his innocence, compel
him to cling to this God in heaven.&quot; Dillm.].

They who mock me (lit.,
&quot; my mockers,

with strong accent on &quot;mockers&quot;) are my
friends.

[&quot;

It is worthy of remark that th

word here used, melits, signifies also an interpre

ter, an intercessor, and is employed in that sense

below, ch. xxxiii. 23; comp. Gen. xlii. 23;
flhron. xxxii. 31 ; Is. xliii. 27; and some, a

Professors Lee and Carey, have assigned tha

sense to the word here, My true interpreter
are my friends ; and they suppose in this wore
here and in xxxiii. 23, a prophetic reference t

the Mediator. But the Auth. Ver. appears to b

correct; and the similarity of the words serve

to bring out the contrast between the unkind
ness of man, and the mercy of God.&quot; Words.].
To Eloah mine eye ponreth tears: /. &amp;gt;

although my friends mock me, instead of takin

_e under their protection, and attesting my in-

ocence, I still direct to God a look of tearful

ntreaty that He would do justice, etc.
[&quot;

An

qually strong emphasis lies here on subj. and

redicate: My friends stands in contrast with

rod; my mockers in contrast with my wit-

ess, ver. 19; and finally also my mockers in

ontrast with my friends.
&quot;

Schlottm.]. Ew.,

)illm., etc., take the first member, less suitably,

as assigning the reason for the second: &quot;because

my friends are become such as mock me, mine

eye pours out tears to Eloah,&quot; etc.

Ver. 21 states the object of the weeping (t. e.,

he yearning) look which he lifts up to God.

This object is twofold: (1) That He would
do justice to a man before God : lit.

&quot; that

He would decide (rDVl, voluntative expressing

he final end, as in ch. ix. 33) for the man against

Eloah, or with Eloah (Dj; as in Ps. Iv. 19 [18] ;

xiv. 16 [15] of an opponent) ;
i. e., that before

His own bar He would pronounce me not guilty,

:hat He would cease to misunderstand and to

persecute me as an enemy, but would rather as

sist me to my right, and so appear on my side.

(2) (That He would do justice) to the son of

man against his friend, that He would justify

me against my human friend
( &quot;&quot;Up

distribu-

tively for VjH), and set me forth as innocent

which would result immediately upon his justi

fication before God s bar. For the interchange
of &quot;man&quot; and &quot;son of man &quot;

in poetic paral

lelism, comp Ps. viii. 5 It is not necessary to

a lopt Ewald s suggestion (Jahrb. der bibl. Wis-

smschaft, IX. 38) to read D1X
j
3, instead of

&quot;JS,
in order to acquire a more suitable con

struction for tTDir\ The construction accord

ing to the common reading presents nothing that

is objectionable, scarcely anything that is parti

cularly harsh. The influence of the 7 of the

first member extends forward to D1K~ti (as in
TT Iv ^

ch. xv. 3), and the 7 before ^njn = &quot; in re

spect to, against,&quot; supplies the place of the D^
of the first member. It would be much harsher
were we, with Schlottmann, Ewald (in Comm.),
and Olsh. to translate the second member: &quot;and

judges man against his friend,&quot; a rendering
which is condemned by the usage of the lan

guage, for JTDin with accus. of person never

signifies &quot;to judge,&quot; but always &quot;to punish,

reprove.&quot; [&quot;Job appeals from God to God:
he hopes that truth and love will finally decide

against wrath. . . . Schlottmann aptly recalls

the saying of the philosophers, which applies
here in a different sense from that in which it is

meant: Nemo contra Deum. nisi Deus
ipse.&quot;

Del.

&quot;The prayer of Job is fulfilled in ch. xlii. 7;
and that too in a sense quite otherwise than that

which Job had ventured to hope for, even in

this life. This is again one of the passages
where the poet permits his hero, in an exalted

moment, to enjoy a presage of the issue.&quot; Dillm.]

Concerning the theological significance of the

wish here expressed by Job, that he might be

justified by God before God as well as before
men ; comp. the Doctrinal and Ethical Remarks.

Ver. 22. Giving the reason why Job longs to
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he vindicated, arising from the fact that his end
is near, and that for him who has once died

there is no prospect of a return to this life.

[This, however, is not to be understood as a rea

son given why God should interpose speedily
to vindicate him bffore his death. Rather the

argument is drawn from the hopelessness of his

physical condition. Death was sure and near;
that recovery which the friends promised on
condition of repentance was out of the question:
hence if he is to be vindicated, it must be by
God. who can do it when he is gone.] For
years that may be numbered are coming
on, and by a path without return shall I

go hence. The thought is substantially the

same as in ch. vii. 7-10; and x. 20 seq. fllJC?

*^3pO, lit. &quot;years
of number&quot; (Gen. xxxiv. 30;

Ps. cv. 12), are years that may be numbered,
i. e. a few years (LXX: srrj tptdfOfrA), by which
we are naturally to understand those which stilt

remain before his death, the remaining years
of his life (not all the years of his life, as Hahn
and Del. explain). For VnX 1

(in regard to the

form, comp. on ch. xii. 6) can only mean :

&quot;they
are coming on, they stand before me,&quot;

not :
&quot;

they are passing away
&quot;

(transeunt, Vulg.,

etc.), nor: &quot;their end is coming on&quot; (Hahn,
Del.). That Job here announces the sad issue

in which the rapid and inevitably fatal course

of the elephantiasis generally resulted, is shown

by the conclusion of the discourse, ch. xvii.

11-16.

Ch. xvii. 1 [the chapter-division here being
manifestly errroneous] continues the statement

of the reason given in ch. xvi. 22. It consists

of abrupt sob-like ejaculations of which it mny
be truly said with Oetinger that they form &quot;the

requiem, which Job chants for himself even
while yet living.&quot; My spirit is disturbed,
so correctly most moderns, taking ^Pll in the

sense of &quot;the spirit or power.&quot; The transla

tion: &quot;my
breath is corrupt,&quot; or

&quot;destroyed&quot;

(De Wette, Del. [E.V, Rod., Elz., Con., Ber.],

etc.), is less suitable here to the connection,
which requires, as the subject of Job s expres
sion, not that single symptom of a short and
fetid breath [which would be a much le^s con

clusive indication that his days were numbered
than o hers which he might have mentioned],
referred to also in ch. vii. 15; xix. 17; but

requires rather some sign of the incipient dis

solution of the whole p-ychical bodily organism,
a failure of the vital principle. My days are
extinct

(&quot;|jn=&quot;]jn,
ch. vi. 17, which some

MSS exhibit here also) ; graves await me
[Rodney : for me the tombs !]. Comp the Ara
bic proverb: &quot;to be a grave-companion (Ssachih

el-kubur) ;&quot;
also the familiar saying of Luther:

to walk on the grave;&quot; and the modern

expression: &quot;to stand with one foot in the

grave.&quot;

Ver. 2. Verily mockery surrounds me :

and on their quarreling mine eye must
dwell. So substantially Welte, Arnh., Del.,

Dillm. [Schlott., Con., Words.], whose render

ing of this difficult verse is the most sat sfactory ;

for (1) It is best to take tfS~DX, as in ch. i. 11;

xxii. 20; xxxi. 36, etc
,
as a formula of asseve

ration^&quot; verily, truly.&quot; (2) D /pn (or accord

ing to another reading D bpn is an abstract

term, formed from 7Pn=mockery, scoffing (not

&quot;deception,&quot; as Hirzel renders it); to render
it as a concrete term in the sense of &quot;mockers&quot;

[E. V., Noyes, etc. ], or
&quot;beguiled,&quot;

is at,

variance with the laws governing the formation
of Hebrew words (see Ew. \ 153, a; 179, a, b).

(3) Dnnrpn is Inf. Hiph. with suffix, from

i~P3, whicli moans in Hiph.
&quot; to make refrac

tory,&quot; to incite to strife, to contend with one.

The word is written with Dayh, diriment in D,

comp. ix. 18; Joel i. 17, etc. (4) jjP, Jussive

or Voluntative form of
}

/, to lodge, to tarry

(comp. ch. xix. 4; xxix. 19; xxxi. 32), is a

pausal form for t /P, which occurs also in Judg.
xix. 20, the use of which in a non-puusal posi
tion seems to be purely arbitrary, or rests pos
sibly on euphonic grounds (the liquids / and n

in juxtaposition being treated as though they
were gutturals: comp. Ewald, \ 141, b, Rem. 2).

(5) The sense of the entire verse, according to

the construction here given, is decidedly more
suitable to the context : Of a truth it is mocking
me

( TOJ? H, lit. &quot;mockery is with me, befalls

me
)
to force me, who am standing on the verge

of the grave to confess a guilt from which I

know myself to be free ; and such hateful quar
relsome couduct it is that I must have continu

ally before my eyes ! Other renderings are e. g.

a. That of the Pesh., Vulg., and recently of

Hirzel, which takes D /riPI
in the sense of &quot;de

ception, illusion. Thus Hirzel s rendering is:

&quot; If deception is not with me, then let them con

tinually henceforth quarrel.&quot;
b. That of Rosen-

mliller : annon Musiones mecum, et in adversando

eorum pernoctat oculus meuts. c. That of Ewald

(in part also of Eichhorn, Umbr.): &quot;If only I

were not mocked and mine eye were not obliged
to dwell,&quot; etc. d. The rendering in part simi

lar to the latter, of Vaih. and Heiligst. &quot;Oh,

that mockery did not surround me! then could

mine eye abide in peace with their contention!&quot;

e. That of Stickel and Hahn: &quot;Or are there

not around me those who are deluded? must
not mine eye dwell on their contention ?&quot;

[/. That of Renan :
&quot; May it please God that

traitors might be far from me, and that mine

eye he never more afflicted with their quarrels!&quot;]

Second Strophe: vers. 3-9. Repetition of the

yearning and trustful supplication to God as the

only remaining attestor or witness of his inno

cence now remaining to him in view of the

heartless coldness, nay the hostility of his

human friends. Oh, lay down [now], be
Thou bondsman for me with Thyself!
who else will furnish surety to me ? The

thought is not substantially different from that

in ch xvi. 21, only that the representation
which there predominates of an adjudication in

favor of Job s innocence is here replaced by
that of pledging or binding one s self as security for

it. For all the expressions of the verse are

borrowed from the system of pledging. With
the Imper. DD ti is to be supplied, as the fol-
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lowing J21J? shows, an accus. of the object,
&quot;&quot;IT . _

&quot;a pledge, security.&quot;
It is not necessary with

Reiske and Olsh. to change 33&quot;^ to
P&quot;]^

arrhabonem meant. The following }&quot;3.J; ,
indica

ting the person with whom the pledge is depo
sited, a rain represents God, precisely as in ch.

xvi. 21, as being. PO to speak, divided, or sepa
rated into two persons. The word of entreaty

3&quot;\T (which appears also in Is. xxxviii. 14, and

Ps. cxix. 122, and which is here used with the

accus. of the person following in the sense of

&quot;

representing any one mediatorially as
iyyvo&amp;lt;;

or fieaiTTis} is replaced in the second member by

the circumstantial phrase T
_ ^P_^J, to give

surety by striking hands. For this is the

meaning of the phrase, which elsewhere reads

T ypF, or ^3 (Prov. vi. 1; xvii. 18; xxii. 26),

or simply ypft (Prov. xi. 15). Here, however,

where, instead of the person, the hand of the

person is mentioned ( T?, instead of the simple

&quot;h, which, according to Prov. vi. 1, we might,

be led to expect), the reflexive Niphal is used ;

hence literally :
&quot; who will strike himself [scz Z.

his hand] into my hand
;&quot;

t. . who will (by a

solemn striking of hands, as in a pledge) bind

himself to me to vindicate publicly my inno

cence? What man will do this if Thou, God,
doest it not?

Ver. 4 assigns a reason for this prayer for

God s intervention as his security in the short

sightedness and narrow-mindedness of the

friends: for Thou hast closed [lit hid]
their heart to [lit. from] understanding
(to [from] a correct knowledge in respect to my
innocence), therefore Thou wilt not let

theml prevail: lit. wilt not exalt them, i. e.

above me, who am unjustly injured by them,
but wilt rather at last confound them by demon

strating my innocence (as actually came to pass,

ch. xlii. 7). DD&quot;nr\ Imperf. Pil. of DO with

plur. suffix, is a contraction of DOpilFI, with

omission of Dagh. forte in D on account of the

preceding long 6. The correction DG^P (
sug~

gested by Dillm. with a reference to ch. xxxi. 15;
xli. 2 K ri) is unnecessary, as also the expla
nation of DDTV1 as a Hithpael noun, signifying

&quot;striving upward, improvement, victory&quot; (Ew.).

Ver. 5 continues the consideration of the un-

frier&amp;gt;dly
Conduct of the friends. Friends are

delivered for a spoil, while the eyes of
their

(lit.
&quot;of

his&quot;)
children languish.

pSn, &quot;a share of booty, spoil&quot; (according to

Num. xxxi. 36) denotes here in particular, as

the word TJH makes probable, mortgaged pro

perty, an article in pledee, distrained from a

debtor by a judicial execution; p/nS TilH

(for p/.r?
f^ P :

f
^&amp;gt; comp 1 Kings xiv. 2; Jer. xiii.

21) signifies to advertise and offer for sa e such
a pledged article in court; or, more simply and

briefly, to distrain, to seize upon by means of a
judicial execution. The subject of TJ is inde-

finiie
[&quot;one exposes friends,&quot; t. e., &quot;friends are

exposed&quot;] (comp. chap. vi. 20). In the object
D jn Job certainly points immediately to him

self, for certainly he only was the victim of the

heartless conduct of the three. He purposely,
however, expresses himself by a general propo
sition; for his whole description is as yet only
ideal, imaginative. In the second member, as

the sing, suffix in VJ3 shows, he again speaks

only of himself as the one who was ill-treated,

continuing the description (by means of an enal-

lage of number, similar to that in chap, xviii.

5; xxiv. 6, 16; xxvii. 23), as though he had in a

written &quot;T or IHjin. Hence literally: &quot;and the

eyes of his children languish,&quot; or &quot;although the

oyes of his children languish&quot; (Ewald, Slickel,

Heiligst., Hahn, Dillmann, etc.). Many of the

ancients, and also De Wette, Delitzsch [Noyes,
Con., Renan, Barnes, Wem., Car., Wordsw.,

Rod.], etc., translate: &quot;Whoso spoileth friends,
the eyes of his children must fail&quot; (or, opta-

tively, &quot;may the eyes of his children fail!&quot; So
Roenmiiller, Vaihinger). [The E. V. adopts the

same view of the general construction, but less

appropriately takes p/n in the sense of &quot;flat

tery:&quot;
&quot; He that speaketh flattery to his friends,

even the eyes of his children shall
fail.&quot;]

In

this way, doubtless, the harshness of that change
of number is avoided; but so to predict (or
even to wish for) the punishment of the evil-doer

seems here too little suited to the context, and

especially does not agree with the contents of the

following verse. [But it certainly agrees very
well with the last member of the preceding
verse, the thought of which it both confirms and

expands. God would not, could not. favor the

friends, for they had betrayed friendship, and
thus had incurred judgment in which their pos

terity would share. Ver. 5 may be, as conjec
tured by some, a proverbial saying quoted by
Job to emphasize ver. 46. The &quot;pining of the

eyes&quot;
is a frequent figure for suffering. This

la^t construction has in its favor, therefore: (1)
That it is suitable to the connexion. (2) That
it avoids the harshness of the other construction,
with its sudden change of number and its

strained introduction of the reference to the be

trayed one s children, which is particularly
pointless when applied to the childless Job. (3)
It takes away from ver. 4 the isolation which be

longs to it, according to the other construction,
and provides a much simpler transition from
ver 4 to ver. 5. E.]

Ver. Gbeq. Continued description of the un

friendly conduct of the friends, only that the

same is now directly charged on God. And He
(viz., God, who is manifestly to be understood
here as the subject of the verb) has set me for

a proverb to the world. ^#0, a substant.

infinitive (comp. chap. xii. 4), means a proverb,
piniile, sensu okjeclivo, hence an object of ridi

cule [or, as in E.V, &quot;by-word&quot;].
D 1

?^, lit.

&quot;nations,&quot; denotes here not the races living
around Job (e.g., those &quot;gipsy-like troglodytes&quot;
who are more fully described in chap. xxiv. 30,
and who, Delitzsch thinks, may possibly be in

tended here), but the common people generally
(vulffus, plebs), hence equivalent to the great
multitude, the world; comp. Prov. xxiv. 24.
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And I must be one to be spit upon in the

face. n3F\ (only here in the 0. T.) denotes

spittle, an object, spit upon; D J2/ is in the

closest union with it (comp. Num. xii. 14; Deut.

xxv. 9). A By HSn h accordingly one into

whose face any body spits, the object of the most

unqualified public detestation. Comp. ch. xxx.
9 seq.. from which passage it also appears that

Job speaks here not only of that which his

friends did to him, but that he uses Q ?3j in a

more comprehensive sense.

Ver. 7. Then mine eye became dim with
grief (tyjO, as in cliap. vi. 2; and comp. chap,
xvi. 16; Ps vi. 8 [7]; xxxi. 10 [9]). and all

mv members (lit. &quot;my frames, bodily frames,
or s ruofir^s&quot;) are as shadows [better on af-

count of the generic H, &quot;as a shadow&quot;], i.e., so

meaorre and emaciated, like intangible shadows,
or phantoms; comp. chap. xix. 20.

V-r. 8. The upright are astonished at
this because they cannot understand how
things can come to such a pass with one of their

sort. And the innocent is roused against
the ungodly lit. &quot;stirred

up&quot; by anger in

an opposite sense to that of chap. xxxi. 29, de

scribing &quot;the innocent man s sense of justice as

being aroused on account of the prosperity of
the yJH, comp. Ps. xxxvii. 1; Ixxiii.&quot; HIRZEL.

Ver. 8. Nevertheless the righteous holds
fast on his way (th way of piety and recti

tude in which he has hitherto walked), and he
that is of clean hands (lit. &quot;and the clean-of-

hands,&quot; &quot;intDI, as in Prov. xxii. 11) increaseth

in strength (^ D
1

!

, of inward increase, or

growth of strength, as in Eccles. i. 18). The
whole verse is of

g&amp;gt;

eat significance as an expres
sion of the cheerful confidence in his innocence
and deliverance which Job reaches after the bit

ter reflections of ver. 5 seq. So far from real

izing the reproach of Eliphaz in chap. xv. 4, that

he would &quot;destroy piety and diminish devotion

before God,&quot; he holds fast on his godly way,
yea, travels it pti l more joyously and vigorously
than before (comp. Doctrinal and Ethical Re

marks). [&quot;These
words of Job (if we may he

allowed the figure) are like a rocket, which
shoots above the tragic darkness of the book,

lighting it up suddenly, although only for a
short time.&quot; DEL.]

5. Third Division: Sixth Strophe. Severe cen

sure of the a Imonitions of the friends, as devoid

of understanding, and without any. power to

comfort, vers. 10-16.

Ver. 10. But as for ye all (D^ for Dpb| as

in 1 Kings xxii. 28, and Mic. i. 2 [correspond ing
more to the form of a vocative clause Del.];

the preceding DS?&0 is here written D9X1, with

sharpened tone, for the sake of assonance)
come on again, I pray. 131$R instead of the

Imper. \2NO, which we might have expected, but
which cannot, stand so well at the beginning of

the clause (comp. Ew., $229) [besides that, as

Delitzsch remarks, the first verb is used adver

bially, iterum, denuo, according to QESEN., 142

(g 139), 3 a and not either of a physical return,
as though, irritated by his words, they had made
a movement to depart (Renan), or of a mental
return from their hostility (see vi. 29). E.]. In

this sense it is followed by the supplementary
verb K13 in the Imperf., connected with it by
1- I shall nevertheless not find a wise
man among you i. e., your heart remains
closed against a right understanding of my con
dition (see ver. 4), however often and persist

ently you miy attempt to justify your attacks

upon me.
[&quot;

He means that they deceive them
selves concerning the actual state of the case he-

fore them; for in reality he is meeting death
without being deceived, or allowing himself to

be deceived, about the matter.&quot; DEL ]

Ver. 11 seq. prove this charge of a defective

understanding on the part of the friends by set

ting forth the nearness of Job s end, nnd the al

most complete exhaustion of his strength: this

fact is fatal to their preconceived opinion as to

the possibility of a joyful restoration of his pros

perity, such as they had frequently set forih as

depending on his sincere repentance. My
days are gone (being quite near their end

comp. chap. xvi. 22), my plans are broken

,
lit. &quot;connections, combinations,&quot; from

DOT, &quot;to bind together,&quot; the same as rnSPp else

where, chap. xxi. 27; xlii. 2; but not sensu

malo, but in the good sense of the plans of his

life which had been destroyed), the nurslings

\Pfl,eglinge\ of my heart. Cn^D are things

which are coveted and earnestly sought after,
favorite projects, plans affectionately cherished;

comp. K/&quot;^X,
to long after, Ps. xxi. 3 [from which

root Dillmann suggests the present noun may be

derived (EhlD for KflKD. like 1D1D for 1DKD
V T T

from 1DX), which would give at once the mean
ing, &quot;desires, coveted treasures.&quot; So appa
rently Zockler. If, according to the prevailing

view, it be taken from iy&quot;V, the meaning will be

peculia, cherished possessions. E.] Not so

suitable is the definition &quot;possessions&quot; (from

t?&quot;V, possidere, after Obad. ver. 17 and Isa. xi v. 23),
while the rendering apdpa (LXX.), cords or

bands [or, as Del. suggests, &quot;joints,
instead of

valves of the heart
&quot;] (Gekat., Ewald) is entirely

unsupported, and decidedly opposed to the laws
of the language.

Ver. 12. They change night into day
(comp. Isa. v. 20), inasmuch, to wit, as they pic
ture before me joyous anticipations of life (thus

Eliphaz in chap. v. 17 seq.; Bildad in chap. viii.

20 seq.; Zophar in chap. xi. 13 seq.), while not

withstanding I have before me only the dark night
of death. Light is to be near (lit.

&quot;is near,&quot;

i.e., according to their assertions) in the pre
sence of darkness, i. e., there where the dark

ness is still present, or in conspectu; &quot;030, here

therefore=corawi, comp. chap, xxiii. 17 (so Um-
breit, Vaih., Del.). Others (Ew., Hirz., Stick.,

Dillm.) take JSlp in the comparative sense: light

is nearer than the face of darkness, i. e., than the

visible darkness, which, however, is less suitable

in the parallelism. The same is true of the ex

planation of Welte &quot;and they bring the light

near to the darkness;&quot; of Rosenmiiller &quot;light
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is near the darkness.&quot; and similarly the LXX.;
of Schlottmann

&quot;light,
to which the darkness

already draws near
;&quot;

of Renan &quot;Ah! but your
light resembles the darkness!&quot; etc. Note still

further that here in vers. 11-12, where the tone
of lamentation is resumed, those short, sob-like

ejaculations appear again, which we have already
met with above in vers. 1-2. [The explanation
here given does not seem to harmonize perfectly
with the context. With ver. 10 Job seems to

dismiss the friends from his present discourse.

He flings that verse at them as a parting con

temptuous challenge, and so takes his leave of

them. With ver. 11 he enters on the pathetic

elegiac strain with which he closes each one of his

discourses thus far (see chap. vii. 22; x. 20 seq.;
xiv. 18 seq.). Vers. 11, 12 are characterized,
as Zockler justly remarks, by &quot;brief, sob-like

ejaculations&quot; (as in vers. 1, 2), which are more

befitting the elegy of a crushed heart than the

sarcasm of a bitter spirit. Job makes himself
the theme of the whole passage from ver. 11 to

ver. 16. He is pre-occupied exclusively with
his own lamentable condition and prospects, not
with the course of his friends, any reference to

which after ver. 10 would interrupt the self-

absorption of his sorrow. Supposing Job then
to be occupied with himself solely, it follows

that lO fcy is to be taken impersonally, and the

Terse may be explained either a. With Noyes:
11
Night hath become day to me (i. e. I have sleep

less nights; I am as much awake by night as by
day), the light bordereth on darkness (i. e. the day
seems very short; the daylight seems to go as

soon as it is come).&quot; Or b. We may translate:

&quot;Nirjhtwill (soon) take the place of day, lig/it (in
which I am tarrying for a brief season, awaiting

my abode in Sheol, ver. 13) is not far from dark

ness
( 33p 311p, prope abest ab ; LXX. 0wf iyyv

anb Ttpoa&Trov OK6rovf=:oi&amp;lt;/2aKpav CSK ., according
to Olympiodorus. The use of 33 with

JO,

which Delitzsch objects to this rendering, is

finely poetic. The darkness faces him, stares

upon him, close at hand, just on the other side
of this narrow term of light which is left to him).
In favor of b may be urged: (1) The use of the

fut. V3 i2r. following the preterites in ver. 11.

(2) The analogy of Is. v. 20, where S D fr means
to put for. exchange, substitute. (3) It pre
serves the continuity of Job s reflections on his
own condition, and his immediate prospects.
(4) The thought is in admirable harmony with
the description which immediately follows, in
which he represents himself as lingering on the

verge of Sheol, awaiting his speedy departure
thither, preparing his couch in that darkness
which is so near, etc. E.]

Ver. 13 seq. show how far Job was right in

seeing before his eyes nothing but night and
darkness, and in giving up the hope of a state
of greater prosperity which was held up before
him by the friends. Vers. 13, 14 form the con
ditional protasis, introduced by DX on which
all the verbs in both verses depend, ver. 15 being
the apodosis, introduced by 1 consec. [Of which
view of the construction, however, Delitzsch
remarks: &quot; There is no objection to this expla-

nation so far as the syntax is concerned; but
there will then be weighty thoughts which are

also expressed in the form of fr&amp;lt;ish thoughts, for

which independent clauses seem more appropri
ate, under the government of DK as if they were

pre-suppositions.&quot; And see below.]
Ver. 13. If I hope for the underworld as

my house [or abode], have spread in the
darkness my couch. [Delitzsch agrees with
the E. V. in the construction :

&quot; If I wait, it is

for Sheol as my house.&quot; Gesenius, FUrst and
Conant take DN=?n, &quot;Lo!&quot; as in Hos. xii. 12;

Jer. xxxi. 20.]
Ver. 14. If I have cried out to the grave :

Thou art my father! fint?, grave (comp.
ch. ix. 31) in Heb. is strictly speaking feminine,
here, however, it is construed ad sensum as a
masculine (as is the case elsewhere with such

ferumines as fltyp, Jli^nj, PJH, etc., comp. Ges.,

Thes., p. 1378). It is unnecessary with the

LXX., Vulg., Pesh., to take nn$ here in the
senne of &quot;death,&quot; or with Nachman, llosenm.,

Schlottm., Del. [E. V., Con., Car.], etc., to

assign to it the meaning: &quot;corruption, rotten

ness&quot; as though it were derived from J1HE
,
not

from Hit?, fodtre: moreover the existence of

such a second substant. fintJ^forruption is

susceptible of certain proof from no other pas
sage. In regard to the bold poetic expression
here given to the inward familiarity of Job with
the state of death which lay before him, comp.
Ps. Ixxxviii. 19 [18]; Prov. vii. 4; also below
ch xxx. 29.

Ver. 15. Apodosis: Where then (as to 13K,

which, notwithstanding the accents, is to be
drawn into union with the preceding JTX,

where? comp. on ch. ix. 24) is (now) my
hope? Yea, my hope, who sees it? i. e.,

who exhibits it to me as really well founded ? who
discloses it to me? In both clauses one and the
same hope is intended, that viz. of the restora
tion of his prosperity in this life, even before
death [this hope, Dillmnnn remarks, being the

hope which, according to the friends, he should
have, not the hope which, according to ver. 13,
he really has~\.

Ver. 16. To the bars of the grave it sinks
down, when at the same time there is
rest in the dust. The subject here also is
J

?)P
J&amp;lt;

?&amp;gt;

7er - 15 this hope being regarded as sin

gle, although the expression there was doubled.
nj&quot;nn is a poetic alternate form for &quot;PH

(b)\v.,

191, Gesen., g 47, Rem. 3), not third pers.
plur., as the old translators [and E. V.] ren-
d-red the form, and as among moderns [Green,
88, Schlottm.], Bottcher and Dillmann mke it,

the latter supposing that the hope whi. h Job
really had, mentioned in ver. 13, and the hope
attributed to him by the friends in ver. 15, are

the two subjects of the verb. Sfct? ^3 are

&quot;bars of the underworld, of the realm of the
dead,&quot; not its &quot;clefts&quot; (Bottcher), nor its

&quot;bounds&quot; (Hahn); for again in Ex. xxv. 13req.;
xxvii. 6 seq. ; Hos. xi. 6, D^S signifies

&quot;

carry
ing poles,&quot; or &quot;cross-beams&quot;

(vectes). And
whereas, according to many other passages,
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Sheol is represented as provided with doors or

gates (ch. xxxviii. 17; Is xxxviii. 10; Ps. ix.

14 [13] ;
cvii. 18), its &quot;cross-beams&quot; or &quot;bars&quot;

signify essentially the same with its gates (comp.
Lam. ii. 9). In 11T, &quot;at the same time&quot; (not

together&quot; [E. V.], as Halm renders it, under

standing it to be affirmed of the descending
hope, and of Job at his death). Job expresses
a thought similar to that in ch. xiv. 22, the

thought, namely, that the rest of his body in the

dust coincides in time with the descent of the

soul to Hades. Pnj, pausal form for fini
-|T

&quot;rest,&quot; signifies here the rest of the lifeless

body in the grave: comp. Is. xxvi. 19; Ps. xxii.

30 [29].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1. The central point of this new reply of Job s

and it is that which principally shows pro

gress on the part of the sorely afflicted sufferer

out of his spiritual darkness to a clearer percep
tion and a brighter frame of mind lies in the

expression of a yearning hope in his future justifi

cation by God, which is found in the last section

but one of the discourse, and which constitutes

the real kernel of the argument. Inasmuch as

the friends, instead of ministering to him loving

sympathy and true comfort were become his

&quot;mockers&quot; (ch. xvi. 20), lie finds himself all

the more urgently driven to God alone as his

helper, and the guardian of his innocence.
Hence it is that he now suddenly turns to the

same God, whom he had just before described in

the strongest language as his ferocious, deadly
enemy and persecutor, as well as the author of

the suffering inflicted on him even by bis human
enemies, and, full of confidence, calls Him his

&quot;witness in heaven,&quot; and his &quot;attestor on

high&quot; (ver. 19), who is already near to him,
and who will not permit the earth to drink up
his blood, which cries out to heaven, and thus

to silence his self-vindication (ver. 18). Nay,
more : he lifts up his tearful eye with coura

geous supplication to God, praying Him that

He would &quot;do justice&quot; to him before Himself,
that He would represent him before His own
j udicial tribunal, interceding in his behalf,

acquitting him, and thus vindicating his inno
cence against his human accusers (ver. 21)
&quot; We see distinctly here how Job s idea of God
becomes brighter in that it becomes dualized

(in that he prays to God Himself, the author
of his sufferings, as his deliverer and helper).
The God who delivers Job to death as guilty,
and the God who cannot leave him unvindicated

even though it should be only after de Uh
come forth distinct, nnd separate as darkness
from light out of the chaos of temptation
Thus Job becomes here the prophet of the isue
of his own course of suffering ; and over his

relation to Eloah and to the friends, of whom
the former abandons him to the sinner s death,
and the latter declare him to be guilty, hovers
the form of the God of (he future, which now
breaks through the darkness, from whom Job

believingly awaits and implores what the God
of the present withholds from him &quot;

(Del. i. 310-

311). The same duality between the God of

the present as a God of terror, and the Redeem

er-God of the future, becomes apparent in
the earnest entreaty which is further on ad
dressed to God, that He &quot; would become a
bondsman with Himself&quot; for Job, seeing that
He is the only possible guarantor of his inno
cence (ch. xvii. 3). Not less does this duality
between a God of truth, who knows and attests

his righteous conduct, and a God of absolute

power and fury, lie also at the foundation of the
confident declaration which concludes this whole

section, according to which the righteous man,
untroubled by the suspicions and attacks of his

enemies,
&quot; holds fast on his

way,&quot;
and in respect

of his innocence and purity only
&quot; increases in

strength&quot; (ver. 9). That to which Job here

gives expression, primarily indeed in the form
of entreaty, of yearning desire, or as an infe

rence from religious and ethical postulates, ac

quires, when considered in its historical connec
tion with his deliverance, the significance of an
indirect prophecy, referring not only to the actual
historical issue of his own suffering (which in

fact ends with just such a vindication as he here
wishes Cor himself), but also in general to the

completed reconciliation of God with sinful hu-

mmity in Christ. For this work of reconcilia

tion was accomplished, according to 2 Cor. v.

19, precisely as Job here wishes for it. God
was in Christ, and reconciled the world to Him
self. He officiated s Judge, acquitting, and as

Advocate, vindicating, in one person. He be
came in Christ His own Mediator with humanity
(Gal. iii. 20), and caused that &quot;

suretyship with
Himself &quot;

to come to pass, which Job here wishes
and longs for, in that He sent His own Son to be
the &quot; Mediator &quot;

(fieaiTTjc., 1 Tim. ii. 5; Heb. xii.

24), or a
&quot;surety&quot; (eyyvo?, Heb. vii. 22) of the

New Covenant, and so established for fallen hu

manity, subject to sin and to death, its penalty,
an eternal redemption, which is ever renewed
in each individual. The older expositors have
for the most part failed to recognize this pro-
founder typical and prophetic sense of the pas

sage, obscured as it is by the erroneous transla

tions of the verses in question given by the LXX.
and the Vulgate. Comp. however the remarks
of Cocceius below on ch. xvi. 19seq.

2. Although however Job seems by the pro
found truth and the striking power of these bold

prophetic anticipations of his future vindication

to be making most significant advances in the

direction of more correct knowledge, and to be

at any rate far above the limited and elementary

conceptions of his friends, there is nevertheless

in the midst of all this soaring of his purer and
better consciousness to God one thing percepti

bly wanting. It is the penitent confession of his

sins. He not only calls himself a &quot;

righteous
&quot;

man, and &quot;pure of hands,&quot; (ch. xvii. 9), but

with all earnestness he regards himself as such

(comp. ch. xvi. 17). He will by no means admit

that his suffering is in any seiisc, or in any de

gree whatever, the punishment of his pins. In

this particular he falls short of that which he

himself has before this expressly conceded (ch.
xiv. 4) As the friends, in consequence of their

superficial judgment, grea ly exaggerated his

guilt, so he, by no means free as yet from Pela

gian self-righteousness, exaggerates his inno

cence. The justification which he wishes and
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hopes for, is not the New Testament 6iKaicjaif.

that Divine act of grace declaring the repentant
sinner righteous. It is only the Divine attesta

tion of an innocence and freedom from sin, which
he deems h mself to possess in perfection. It

thus stands very nearly related to that lawyer s

&quot;willing to justify himself&quot; which is mentioned
in Luke x. 29; and is altogether different from
that disposition which at last the actual justifi

cation and restoration of Job to favor produced
(ch. xlii. 6 . Again what he says in ch. xvi.

16 seq. of thrusting his horn into the dust, of

continuous weeping, of wearing sackcloth, has

no reference to signs of actual repentance (a view
often met with in the ancient commentators) ;

these things are simply indications of physical

pain, referring to a humiliation which proceeded
less out of a complete and profound Acquaintance
with sin, than out of the sense of severe painful

suffering (comp. above on this passage) With
this defective knowledge of self, and partial self-

righteousness, in which Job shows himself to be

as yet entangled, is closely connected the gross
harshness of the judgment concerning the friend?,
with which he requites their inconsiderate words

against himself; characterizing them as windy
phrase-mongers (oh. xvi. 3), as unwise (ch. xvii.

4, 10), as impudent mockers (ch. xvi. 20; xvii.

2), as h.-ird-hearted extortioners and distiainers

(ch. xvii. 5), yea, as belonging to the category
of &quot;children of the world&quot; (ch. xvii. 6), of the

unrighteous and wicked (ch. xvi. 10, 11), of the

profligate (ch. xvii. 8). Closely connected wi h

it in like manner is the harsh and extreme judg
ment in which he indulges of that which God
does agxinst him; the description which he

gives of Him as a mighty warrior rushing upon
him with inexorable, nay with bloodthirsty cru

elty (ch. xvi. 12-14), attributing to Him as the

higher cause all the ignominy and injustice which
he had suffered through the friends (ch xvi. 11

seq.; xvii. 6 seq.). And finally here belongs the

gloomy hopelessness in respect to the issue of
his life into which his spirit sinks down again,

(ch. xvii. 11-16) from the courage and confidence
to which it had been raised in the last section

but one. This despair is in palpable contradic

tion with the better confidence which like a flash

of light had illuminated the darkness of his an

guished soul, although it is in unison with the

state of the sufferer s heart in this stage of his

education in the school of suffering, lacking as it

does as yet the complete exactness and purity
of moral self-knowledge, and as a consequence
the real stability and joyfulness of faith in God s

power to save. So it is that the hope, which

again emerges in his next discourse, that his in

nocence will be acknowledged in a better here

after, is by no means held by him with a firm

and decided grasp, but rather appears only as a

transient flash across the prevailing darkness of

his soul.

3. Job suffers as a righteous man, compara
tively, and for that reason the complaints of his

anguished heart in this discourse resemble even
in manifold peculiarities of expression that which
other righteous sufferers of the Old Testament

say in the outgushings of their hearts, e. g., the

Psalmist in Ps. xxii. (comp. above on ch. xvi.

10), Ps. xliv. and Ixix. (comp. especially the

words: &quot;I am made a byword to the world,
ch. xvii. 6, with Ps. xliv. 15 [14], and Ixix. 12

[11]); also the servant of Jehovah in the se

cond division of Isaiah ; comp. ch. xvii. 8,
&quot; the

righteous are astonished thereat,&quot; with Isa. lii.

14; also ch. xvi. 16, 17 &quot; My face is burning
red with weeping, etc., . . . although no wrong
cleaves to my hands,&quot; etc., with Isa. liii. 9

&quot;although he hath done no violence, neither is

any deceit found in his mouth :&quot; likewise ch.

xvi. 19 &quot; Even now behold in heaven my wit

ness,&quot; with Is. 1. 8 seq. (&quot;
He is near that justi

fied! me, who will condemn me T etc.). Not

withstanding these and the like correspondences
with the lamentations and prayers of other

righteous sufferers, Seinecke (Der Grundgedanke
des B. Hiob, 1863, p. 34 seq.) goes too far when,
on the ground of such correspondences in this

and in other discourses of Job, he regards Job
as being in general an allegorical figure of es

sentially the same significance with the servant
of God in Isaiah, and hence as a poetic personi
fication of the suffering people of Israel. Scarcely
can it be definitely said that the pcet

&quot;

V&amp;gt;y
the

relation to the passion- psalms stamped on the

picture of the affliction of Job, has marked Job,
whether consciously or unconsciously, as a typi-
c;il person; that, by taking up, and not uninten

tionally either, many national traits, he has
made it natural to interpret Job as a Mashal of

Israel&quot; (Delitzsch I. 313). There is too evident
a lack of distinct, intimations of such a purpose
on the part of the poet to justify us in assuming
anything more than the fact that the illustrious

sufferer of Uz has a typical significance for many
pious sufferers of later (post-patriarchal, and

post-solomonic) times, and that consequently
later poets, the authors of Ihe Lamentation-

Psalms, or prophets (such as Isaiah, possibly al

so Ezekiel and Zechariah) borrowed many par
ticular traits from the picture of his suffering.
Moreover, in view of the uncertainty touching
such a relation of the matter, we can only warn
against any homiletic appl cation of this Mes
sianic-allegorical conception of Job as being es

sentially identical with the &quot;servant of God.&quot;

The exposition for practical edification of the
section chap. xvi. 18 -xvii. 9, with its rich yield
of thought in biblical theology and the history
of redemption, would gain little more by any at

tempts in this direction than the obscuration of
ihe simple fact by useless and barren subtleties.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Chap. xvi. 7 seq. OECOLMHPADIITS: Remakes
use of three motives most suitable for concilia

ting pity, to wit: the manifest severity of his

sufferings (vers. 7-14), repentance (?? vers.

15-16), and innocence (vers. 17-21).
Chap. xvi. 10 seq. BRENTIUS: Thtre is this in

God s judgment that is most grievous that He
seems to favor our adversaries, and to stand on
their side, by prospering their counsels and ef
forts against us. Nor is there any one who can
endure this trial, unless thoroughly fortified by
the word of God. Thus Christ Himself laments,

saying: &quot;Dogs have compassed me; the asem-
bly of the wicked enclosed me&quot; (Ps. xxii.).
CRAMER: soul, remember here thy Saviour, to
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whom also such things happened; for He suf
fered pain in body and soul, was persecuted by
His enemies, and forsaken, afflicted, and tortured

by God Himself.

Chap. xvi. 19seq.: He intimates that God s

tribunal is above all tribunals; and when his

mind and conscience, his faith and love toward

God, cannot be recognised, appreciated or judged
by any judge or witness, other than the Supreme,
how can he do otherwise than appeal to Him?
So the Apostle (1 Cor. iv. 3-4) repudiates every
judgment but that of God . . . (On chap. xvii.

8.) Here he calls God, in whose power he is, his

Surety; which is simply to ask that He would

approve his appeal, and judge in accordance with

it, so that if his adversary should carry the day,
He would satisfy his claims. So we find else

where the pious, when wronged by an unright
eous judgment, appealing to the judgment of

God, requesting Him to be their surety, as though
they wished God to say to the adversary: This

man is mine; enter thy suit, if any thing is due
to thee, I will render satisfaction (Isa. xxxviii.

14; Ps. cxix. 122).
Ch. xvi. 22. BRENTIUS: Death is here called

a path, by which we do not return. For take

away the Word, or Christ, and death seems to be

eternal annihilation; add the Word and Christ,

and death will be the beginning of the resurrec

tion. . . . (On ch. xvii llseq.). This despair
of Job is described for our instruction, that we

may learn : first, that no one can endure the

judgment of death without God the Father; next
that we may know by clear testimony that God
alone is good, but every man a liar.

Ch. xvii. llseq. STARKE : We see here how
unlike are God s ways and thoughts, and those
of men. Job had no other thought but that now
it was all over with him, he would neither con
tinue in life, nor again attain his former pros
perity. And God had notwithstanding joined
both these things together so wondrously and so

gloriously, as the wished-for issue of Job s suf

ferings sufficiently proves. DELITZSCH: Job
feels himself to be inevitably given up as a prey
to death, and as from the depth of Hades into

which he is sinking, he stretches out his bands
to God, not that He would sustain him in life,

but that He would acknowledge him before the
world as His. If he is to die even, he desires

only that, he may not die the death of a criminal.
. . . When then the issue of the history is that

God acknowledges Job as His servant, and after

he is proved and refined by the temptation, pre
serves to him a doubly rich and prosperous life,

Job receives beyond his prayer and comprehen
sion; and after he has learned from his own ex

perience that God brings to Hades and out again
(I Sam. ii. 6; comp. on the other hand above,
ch. vii. 9), he has forever conquered all fear of

death, and the germs of the hope of a future life,

which in the midst of his affliction, have broken

through his consciousness, can joyously ex

pand.

JJ. Bildad and Job : Ch. XVIII XIX.

A. Bildad : Job s passionate outbreaks are useless, for the Divine ordinance, insti

tuted from of old, is still in force, securing that the hardened sinner s

doom shall suddenly and surely overtake him.

CHAPTER XVIII.

1. Sharp rebuke of Job, the foolish and blustering boaster:

VERS. 1-4.

1 Then answered Bildad the Shuhite, and said :

2 How long will it be ere ye make an end of words ?

Mark, and afterwards we will speak.
3 Wherefore are we counted as beasts,

and reputed vile in your sight ?

4 He teareth himself in his anger !

shall the earth be forsaken for thee ?

and shall the rock be removed out of his place ?

2. Description of the dreadful doom of the hardened evil-doer:

VERB. 5-21.

5 Yea, the light of the wicked shall be put out,

and the spark of his fire shall not shine.

6 The light shall be dark in his tabernacle,

and his candle shall be put out with him.
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7 The steps of his strength shall be straitened,

and his own counsel shall cast him down.

8 For he is cast into a net by his own feet,

and he walketh upon a snare.

9 The gin shall take him by the heel,

and the robber shall prevail against him.

10 The snare is laid for him in the ground,
and a trap for him in the way.

11 Terrors shall make him afraid on every side,

and shall drive him to his feet.

12 His strength shall be hunger-bitten,
and destruction shall be ready at his side.

13 It shall devour the strength of his skin ;

even the first-born of death shall devour his strength.

14 His confidence shall be rooted out of his tabernacle,

and it shall bring him to the king ofterrors.

H It shall dwell in his tabernacle, because it is none of his;

brimstone shall be scattered upon his habitation.

16 His roots shall be dried up beneath,

and above shall his branch be cut off.

17 His remembrance shall perish from the earth,

and he shall have no name in the street.

18 He shall be driven from light into darkness,

and chased out of the world.

19 He shall neither have son nor nephew among his people
nor any remaining in his dwellings.

20 They that come after him shall be astonished at his day,
as they that went before were affrighted.

21 Surely such are the dwellings of the wicked,

and this is the place of him that knoweth not God.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. In opposition to Job s solemn appeal to God
as a witness of his innocence, Bildad continues

fixed in his former preconceived opinion, that a

ecret crime must be the cause of his heavy bur

den of suffering. After a short, sharp, censori

ous introduction, in which he pays back Job s

bitter and harsh reprimands in the same coin,
j

(vers. 2-4), he shows that, notwithstanding Job s

passionate bluster, the old divine decree was still

in force, by virtue of which a sudden merited

punishment from God carries off the hardened

sinner, and with him his entire household and
race (vers 5-21). He thus presents a companion
piece to that description of the doom of the un

godly with which Eliphaz had closed his pre

ceding discourse (ch. xv. 20-35), this delineation

of Bildad s being new only in form, but being
similar to that of Eliphaz throughout as to its

substance and tendency. The whole discourse

is divided into six strophes of three to four verses

each, of which the first forms the introductory
section spoken of above, while the remaining
five belongs to the long main division, vers. 5-21.

2. Introduction and First Strophe : A short,

sharp rebuke of Job as a foolish boaster, raving
with passion; vers. 2-4.

Ver. 2. How long will ye yet hunt for

words? Let it be observed that Bildad s for

mer discourse began with a like impatient ques

tion, ch. viii. 2 (there fN~1, here njX~l^) and

further, that he addresses his opponent in the

plural, for the reason that the la ter had him
self first made his cause identical with the cause

of all the righteous, and had thereby himself

provoked this representative association of bis

person with all who were like-minded.
[&quot;

Some

say that he thinks of Job as one of a number;
Ewald observes that the controversy becomes
more wide and general [representing two great

parties or divisions of mankind] ; and Schlott-

mann conjectures that Bildad fixes his eye on
individuals of his hearers, on whose counte
nances he believed he saw a certain inclination to

side with Job. This conjecture we will leave to

itself; but the remark which Schlottmann also

makes that Bildad regards Job as a type of a

whole class, is correct, only one must also add,
this address in the plural is a reply to Job s sar

casm (ch. xii. 2) by a similar one. As Job has
told his friends that they act as if they were
mankind in general, and all wisdom were con
centrated in them, so Bildad has taken it amiss
that Job connects himself with the whole of the

truly upright, righteous, and pure ;
and he ad-
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dresses him in the plural because he, the unit,
has puffed himself upas such a collective whole.&quot;

Delitzsch]. Still further Job had also begun his

last discourse (see ch. xvi. 8) with a complaint
about the useless interminable discourse of the

friends, a complaint which Bildad here retali

ates, although to be sure in an altered form.

[&quot;.lob
s speeches are long, and certainly are a

trial of patience to the three, and the heaviest

trial to Bildad, whose turn now comes on, be
cause he is at pains throughout to be brief.

Hence the reproach of endless babbling with

which he begins here, as at ch. viii. 2.&quot; Del.].

07
3f.JP.

D JP is not &quot; to put an end to words,

to make an end of speaking&quot; (so the ancient

versions, Rabbis, Rosenm., Gesen. [E. V. Um-
breit. Lee, Carey, Renan]), etc. ; for a plural
D XJP (with a resolved Daghesh for D P, [see

Green, \ 54 3]), for
J
P cannot be shown else

where. Moreover in that case we should ra

ther look for the singular construction VP &&
(see ch. xxviii. 3). [Merx introduces the sing.
into the text. Rodwell renders HJX \V as an

TT -

exclamation, and the following Imperf. (like that

of b) as an Imperative,
&quot; How long? Make an

end of words.&quot; So substantially Bernard, ex

cept that he supplies the clause following in ch.

viii. 2. This construction however still leaves

the plural \JP unaccounted for. According to

the usual construction the clause should have

lowed by many moderns,

[Ewald, Noyes, Lee, Con.
including Dillmann
Car., Rod., and

N? after njX lj, to render which with E. V.,

etc.
&quot; How long will it be ere,&quot; etc.

,
is forced and

gratuitous. E.]. We are to take 2QP (with

Castell., Schult., J. D. Michaelis, Ewald, Hirzel,

Del. [Dillm., Schlottm., Con., Words.], etc.), as

plur. constr. of
j .JP, laqueus (a hunter s noose,

a snare), so that the phrase under consi

deration signifies,
&quot;

making a hunt for, hunt

ing after words&quot; (laqueus verbis tendere, verba

venando capere). By this however is intended

not contradiction and opposition perpetually
renewed, but only uninterrupted, yet use

less speaking. [Furst, while agreeing with the

above derivation of 2f.JP, explains it here as

fig. for perversion, contortion: &quot;how long will

ye make a perversion of words ?&quot; But this

explanation of the figure is less natural and

appropriate. Bildad s charge against. Job and

his party is that they were hunting after words,

straining after something to say, when there

was really nothing to be said. E.] Under
stand, and afterwards -we will speak
IJ SH, &quot; will you understand,&quot; voluntative for

the Imperative *J 3
; comp. on ch. xvii. 10 a.

Ver. 3. &quot;Why are we accounted as the

brute? a harsh allusion to ch. xvii. 4, 10;

comp. also Ps. Ixxiii. 22. Are regarded as

stupid in your eyes ? U ?t3J, from HOD

DOX, DOD, &quot;to stop up,&quot;
hence lit. &quot;are (are

treated as) stopped up in your eyes,&quot;
f. e. are in

your opinon stupid, blockheads (comp. the

similar phrase in Is. lix. 1). The LXX. ex

change the word, which does not appear else

where, for ilJ
Ip&quot;lJ, oeotuTrfjKapev; the Targ. gives

are sunk.&quot; The Vulg. finally (fol

E. V.]) derives the word from notO=NOD. &quot;to

be impure&quot; (Lev. xi. 43), and translates accord

ingly: et sordid/nils coram vobis. But this mean
ing would be a stronger departure from that
of the first member than is allowed by the struc
ture of the verses elsewhere in this discourse,
which exhibit throughout a thoroughly rigid
parallelism. Moreover it would obscure too
much the antithetic reference to ch. xvii. 8, 9.

Ver. 4. O thou, who tearest thyself in

thy rage. This exclamation, which is prefixed
to the address proper to Job, and put in the
third person ([so apud Arabes ubique fere,

Schult.], comp. ch. xvii. 10 a), is in direct con
tradiction to the saying of Job in ch. xvi. 9,

which represents him as torn by God. whereas
he proves that the cause of the tearing is his

own furious passion. For thee [LXX. proba
bly reading ^lO^n, which Merx adopts into

the text, render eav (ri&amp;gt; cnrodAvris] should the
earth be depopulated [lit. forsaken] (comp.
Ity in Is. vii. 16; vi. 12) [on the form 3IJI.
with Pattach in the ultimate, see Green, \ 91,

6], and a rock remove out of its place
(comp. ch. xiv. 18; ix. 5). Both these things
would come to pass if the moral order of the

world, established by God as an unchangeable
law, more especially as it reveals itself in

rewarding the good and punishing the wicked,
were to depart from its fixed course ; or in other

words, should God cease to be a righteous
rewardcr. For that, as Bildad thinks, is what
Job really desires in denying his guilt; his pas
sionate incessant assertion of his innocence

points to a dissolution of the whole sacred fabric

of universal order as established by God (comp.
Rom. iii. 5, 6). [A fine and most effective

stroke of sarcasm. On the one side, the puny,
impotent storming of Job s wrath ; on the other,
the calm, unalterable movement of Divine Law.
How foolish the former when confronting the

latter! And by what right could he expect the

Divine Order to be overthrown for his sake?
For thee (emphatic) is everything to be plunged
into desolation and chaos E.]

3. The terrible doom of hardened sinners, de

scribed as a salutary warning and instruction

for Job : vers. 5-21.

Second Strophe: vers. 5-7. [The destruction

of the wicked declared.]
Ver. 5. Notwithstanding, the light of

the wicked shall go out. DJ adding to that

which has already been said something new and

unexpected, like 6jU6)f, equivalent to &quot;notwith

standing;&quot; comp. Ps. cxxix. 2; Ezek. xvi. 28.

The &quot;

light going out&quot; is a figure of prosperity

destroyed (comp. ch. xxx. 26); so also in the

second member : and the flames of his fire

shine not. As to 3
3^, &quot;flume,

&quot;

comp. Dan.

iii. 22; vii. 9. Also as to the transition from

the plural in o (&quot;wicked ones&quot;)
to the sing, in

b (his fire), see on ch. xvii. 5; Ewald, g 319, a.

Ver. 6. The light darkens (lit.
&quot;has dark

ened,&quot; T|Bfn,
Perf. of certainly, as in ch v. 20)

in his tent (comp. ch. xxi. 17; xxix. 3; Ps.

xviii. 29 [28] ;
Prov. xiii. 9), and his lamp

above him (i. e., the lamp hanging down above
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him from the covering of his tent, comp. Eccles.

xii. 6) goes out. This figure of the extinction

of the light of prosperity which is repeated

again and again, is alike familiar to the Hebrew
and to the Arabian ;

the latter also says:
&quot; Fate

has put out my light.&quot;

Ver. 7. His mighty steps [lit.
the steps of

his strength] are straitened: another figure

which is &quot;just
as Arabic as it is Biblical&quot;

(Del.). Comp. in regard to it Prov. iv. 12 ; Ps.

xviii 37 [36]. Also as regards the form 112T

(not. from 1X\ as Gesen. [Fiirst], and Hirzel

say, but Imperf. form Ttt, see Ewald, \ 138, b.

[The meaning is clearly: his movements are

hampered, his powers are contracted by the

pent-up limits which shut him in]. And his

own counsel casts him down : comp. ch.

v. 12 seq., and as regards nVj7 in the bad sense

of the counsel of the wicked, see ch. x. 3
;

xxi. 16.

Third Strophe : vers. 8-11. [Everything con

spires to destroy the sinner.]
Ver. 8. For his feet drive him into a net:

lit. &quot;he is driven, sent forth&quot; (Tv7&, precisely

as in Judg. v. 15) [by or with his own feet. A
vivid paradoxical expression, conveying also a

profound truth. The sinner is driven, and yet
rushes on to his ruin. He is divided against
himself. He pursues his course at once with

and against his will. E.] And he walks
over pitfalls. nD3J9. net-like, cross- barred

TT:
work, or lattice-work, applied here specially to

a snare (as in Arabic schabacah, snare), hence a

cross-barred covering laid over a deep pit.

[&quot;He
thinks he is walking upon solid ground,

but he is grievously mistaken; it is but a deli

cate net-work, spread over an unfathomable

abyss, into which, therefore, he every moment
risks to be precipitated..&quot; Bernard.]

Vers. 9, 10 continue still further the same

figures derived from hunting, snare, cord and
noose. In vers. 8-10 there are six different im

plements mentioned as being in readiness to

capture the evil-doer; a vivid variety of expres
sion which reminds us of the five names given
to the lion by Eliphaz, ch. iv. 10 seq. ; comp.
also on ch. xix. 13 seq.

Ver. 9. A trap holds his heel fast, and a
snare takes fast hold upon him. To the

simple TPIX, to hold, corresponds in b the signi
ficantly stronger pin, which, however, is used

with iy_ [instead of 3], thus giving expression
to the idea of a mighty, overpowering seizure.

[The jussive form
p?IT is used simply by poetic

license.] On D^V, snare [which is not plur.,

but sing., after the form
p^tf, from DDX],

comp. on cb. v. 6. [The rendering of E. V. :

&quot;

robbers&quot; is to be rejected here, as well as in
ch. v. 6.]

Ver. 10. Hidden in the ground is his
cord, and his gin upon the pathway.
[The suffixes here undoubtedly refer to the sin

ner, and not, according to Conant s rendering
&quot;its cord its noose&quot; to the snare of ver. 9.
&quot; The continuation in ver. 10 of the figure of the
fowler affirms that that issue of his life, ver. 9,
has been preparing long beforehand ; the pros

perity of the evil-doer from the beginning tends

towards ruin.&quot; Del.]
Ver. 11 unites the figures by way of explana

tion in a more general expression. On every

side terrors affright him. niH;73 signifies

two things at once terrible thoughts and terri

ble circumstances, here naturally such as are

sent by God upon the wicked to disturb him.

And scare him at his footsteps; . e. pur

suing him: V/J^? meaning &quot;step
for step,

close behind;&quot; comp. Gen. xxx. 30; ISam. xxv.

42; Is. xli. 2; Hab. iii. 5. [E. V. &quot;shall drive

him to his feet&quot; is ambiguous.] j&quot;i&amp;gt;n,

lit.

diffundere, dissipare, hence requiriug a collective

for its object (as e. g. &quot;host&quot; in Hab. iii. 14),

or a word representing a mass (as e. g. &quot;cloud,

smoke,&quot; comp. Job xxxvii. 11; xl. 11, etc.);

here, however, exceptionally connected with a

single individual as its object, and hence syno
nymous with HT^, to chase, scare (comp. ch.

xxx. 15). [&quot;It
would probably not be used

here, but for the idea that the spectres of terror

pursue him at every step, and are now here,
now there, and his person is multiplied.&quot; Del.]

Fourth Strophe: vers. 11-14. Description of

the final overthrow of the wicked in its three

stages: outward adversity, mutilation of the

body by disease, and death hence manifestly

pointing at Job.

Ver. 12. His calamity shows itself hun
gry. The voluntat. !T used for the finite:

comp. ver. 9, also below ch. xxiv. 14. 1JX,

defective for 1J1X, is more correctly derived
from PX in the sense of calamity, misfortune,

than from
J1X, &quot;strength.&quot;

The latter render

ing, which is adopted by the Vulgate. Rosenm.,
Ewald, Stickel, Schlottm., Dillm. [E. V., Um-
breit, Good, Lee, Wem., Noyes, Con., Car., Rod.,

Elz.], yields a sense which is in itself entirely

appropriate: &quot;then does his strength become

hungry.&quot; [&quot;But
this rendering is unsatisfac

tory, for it is in itself no misfortune to be hun
gry, and 3j,n does not in itself signify ex

hausted with hunger. It is also an odd meta

phor that strength becomes hungry.&quot; Delitzsch.]
But the rendering favored by the Peshito,

Hirzel, Hahn, Del. [Renan, Words ], etc. &quot;his

calamity shows itself hungry (towards him); it

seems greedy, eager to devour him &quot;

agrees better
both with the second member of the parallelism,
and with the actual course of Job s adversity,
which began with a series of external calamities

suddenly bursting upon him, to which Bildad ma
nifestly refers. The explanation of the Targ.

[and Bernard]
&quot; the son of his manhood s

strength (comp. JIX
in Gen. xlix. 3^ becomes

hungry&quot; destroys the connection [and &quot;sounds

comical rather than tragic,&quot; Del.]; and Reiske s

translation &quot; he is hungry in the midst of his

strength
&quot; assumes the correctness of the con

jectural reading 1JX3 Sjin, which is entirely

without support. And destruction (TX, lit.

&quot; a heavy burden, a load of suffering,&quot; hence

stronger than PX, comp. ch. xxi. 17
; Obad.

13) is ready for his fall U S^S might of

I

itself signify
&quot; at his side&quot; (lit. &quot;rib&quot;), being
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thus equivalent to
i&quot;V3, ch. xv. 23 (Gesen., Ew.,

Schlottm., Dillm.), [E. V., Good, Lee, Bernard,
Wem

, Words., Noy., Ren., Con., Car., Rod,
Elz.] ; but a more forcible meaning is obtained,
if in accordance with Psalm xxxv. 15

; xxxviii.

18, we take J?_7V to mean &quot;limping, fall,&quot; and

so find destruction represented as in readiness
to cast down the wicked.

Ver. 13. There devours the parts of his

skin(D ^3 elsewhere &quot;cross bars,&quot; or &quot;branch

es of a tree,&quot; comp. ch. xvii. 16; used here of

the members of the body :
&quot;VlJ?

here for the body ;

comp. on ch. ii. 4). there devours his parts
the first-born of death [or with a smoother

English construction, by inverting the order of

clauses, as Rodwell: &quot; The first born of death
shall devour devour the limbs of his

body&quot;].

According to this rendering, which is already
justified by the ancient versions, and which has
of late been quite generally adopted, HID TO.3

is the subject of the whole verse, and is placed
for emphasis at the end. By this &quot;

first- bnrn of

death,&quot; we are to understand not the
&quot;angel of

death &quot;

as the Targum explains it, nor again
&quot; death &quot;

itself, as Hahn thinks, but a peculiarly

dangerous and terrible disease,
[&quot;in

which the

whole destroying power of death is contained, as

in the first-born the whole strength of his pa-
rant.&quot; Del.J. Comp. the Arabic designation of

fatal fevers as benat el-menijeh, &quot;daughters of

fate or death.&quot; The whole verse thus points
with indubitable clearness to Job s disease, the

elephantiasis, which devours the limbs and mu
tilates the body, an allusion which is altogether
lost, if, with Umbreit and Ewald, we make the

wicked himself the subject of the verse, under

standing him to be designated in 6 by way of ap
position as &quot;the first-born of death, i. e., as

surely doomed to death, and to be compared in

the rest of the verse to one in hunger devouring
his own limbs, as in Is. ix. 19 [20].

Ver. 14. He is torn out of his tent,

wherein he trusted: intSIl as in ch. viii. 14.

mented for a while with temporary fiirn2, and
made tender and reduced to ripeness for death

by the first-born of death, he falls into the pos

Jp is taken as the subject of the sentence

by E. V . Rosenm., Umbr., Ewald. Noyes, Ber
nard. Good, Lee, Wemyss, Carey, Barnes, Rod..

Merx, Delitzsch ;
the meaning being as explained

by the latter: &quot;

Everything that makes the un

godly man happy as head of a household, and

gives him the brightest hopes of a future, is torn

away from his household, so that he, who is dy

ing off, alone survives.&quot; The rendering of our

Comtn. is adopted by Dillmann, Schlottm., Co-

nant, Renan, Hirzel, Hahn, Heiligst. It is de

fended by Dillmann on the ground that accord

ing to the order of the description the fate of his

tent and household is not mentioned until verse

15; And also that by its position intODD stands

in apposition to 1 /FIX, whereas according to the

other construction the order should have been

inverted, IT1C33O as subject coming immediately
after the verb: grounds which seem satisfactory.

E.]. And he must march to the king
of terrors : lit., &quot;and it makes him march&quot;

(IHT^yn fern, used as neuter), viz., his calamity,
the dismal something, the secret power which
effects his ruin.

[&quot;

After the evil-doer is tor

session of the king of Hin/J himself
; slowly

and solemnly, but surely and inevitably (as
T#yn implies, with which is combined the idea
of the march of a criminal to the place of exe

cution), he is led to this king by an unseen arm.&quot;

Delitzsch]. The &quot;king of terrors&quot; is death

himself, who is here, as in Ps. xlix. 15 [14]; Is.

xxviii. 15 personified as a ruler of the under
world. He is not however to be identified with
the king of the under-world in the heathen my
thologies (e. y., with the Yama of the Hindus, or

the Pluto of the Romans, with whom Scharer
and Ewald here institute a comparison), noi
with Satan. For although the laiter is in Heb.
ii. 14 designated as 6 TO KpciToq i%uv TOV ftavarov,
in our book according to ch. i. 6seq., he ap
pears in quite another character than that of a

prince of death. Neither can the Angel of the

abyss, Abaddon (Rev. ix. 11) be brought into

the comparison here, since the king of terrors is

nmistakably the personification of death itself.

We produce an unsuitable enfeebling of the sense

if, with the Pesh., Vulg., Bottcher, Stickel,

[Parkhurst, Noyes, Good, Wemyss, Carey] dis

regarding the accentuation we separate

from IjSp, and render it as subj. of

and destruction makes him march onward to

itself, as to a king&quot; [or:
&quot; Terror pursues him

like a
king,&quot; Noyes] a rendering which is made

untenable by the disconnected and obscure posi
tion which, in the absence of a clause more pre

cisely qualifying it, it assigns to }7v?/ (instead

of which we might rather look for

Fifth Strophe: Vers. 15-17. Description of the

influence of the calamity as extending beyond
the death of the wicked man, destroying his race,

his posterity, and his memory.
Ver. 15. There dwells in his tent that

which does not belong to him : or again:

of that which is not his.&quot; For
^&quot;&quot;S^O may

be rendered in both ways, either p-vrtitively

(Hirzel), or, which is to be. preferred, as a

strengthened negation
~ &quot;

.

V7~7io that

which is not his
&quot;

(comp. the adverbial
&quot;&quot;/SO

in

Ex. xiv. 11 ; also the similar, yet more frequent

{
JO ; and in general Ewald, \ 294, a). In any

h in ch. xxxix. 16 may be compared

with it. The fern, pjtfn (for neuter) is ex

plained on the ground that the forsaken tent is

thought of as being inhabited not by human

beings, but by wild beasts (Is. xiii. 20 seq. ;

xxxiv. 11 seq.), or wild vegetation (Zeph. ii. 9).

_Brimstone is scattered on his habita

tion, viz., from heaven (Gen. xix. 24) in order

to make it, the entire habitation of the wretched

man (17113
as in ch. v. 3) a solitude, the monu

ment of an everlasting curse; comp. ch. xv. 34
;

Deut. xxix. 22 ; Ps. xi. 6
;
also the remark of

Wei zstein in Delitzsch, founded on personal obser

vation of present modes of thought and customs

among the orientals: &quot;The desolation of his
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house is the most terrible calamity for the Sem

ite; i.e., when all belonging to his family die,

or are reduced to poverty, their habitation is

desolated, and their ruins are become the byword
of future generations. For the Bedouin espe

cially, although his hair tent leaves no mark, the

thou?ht of the desolation of his house, the ex

tinction of his hospitable hearth, is terrible.&quot;

Ver. 16. His roots dry up from beneath,
and his branch

(&quot;&amp;gt;

* as in cn - xi&amp;lt;r - 9
)
witn &quot;

ers above (not, &quot;is lopped off,&quot; Del. [E. V.,

Conant, etc.] comp. above on ch. xiv. 2): [&quot;

the

derivation from SSo &quot; to cut off.&quot; is here alto

gether untenable, for the cutting off of the

branches of a tree dried up in the roots is mean

ingless.&quot; Dillm.]. The same vegetable figure,

in illustration of the same thing; see above, ch.

xv. 32seq. ; comp. Amos ii. 9; Is. v. 24, also

the inscription on the sarcophagus of Eschmu-
nazar: &quot; Let there not be to him a root below

or a branch above!&quot;

Ver. 17. His memory perishes out of the

land, and he has no (longer a) name on the

(wide) plain As
y&quot;}K

in the first member de

notes the &quot;land with a settled population,&quot; so

Vin denotes the region outside of this inhabited

land, the wide plain, steppe, wilderness. Comp.

on ch. v. 10, also the parallel phrase rfattni V lX

in Prov. viii. 26 (see on the passage).
Sixth Strophe (together with a closing verse) :

Vers. 18-21. [After his destruction the wicked

lives in the memory of posterity only as a warn

ing example].
Ver. 18. He is driven out of the light into

the darkness (i. f., out of the light of life and

happiness into the darkness of calamity and

death), and chased out of the habitable
world Tnr, from the Hiph. 1JH of the verb

T1J; /3PI used of the inhabited globe, the OIKOV-

UEVTI. The third plural of both verbs expresses
the subject indefinitely, as in ch. iv. 19

; vii. 3;
xix. 26. It would be legitimate to take as thp

object referred to hy the suffixes, not the wicked

man himself, but his Ot? and IDT (Seb. Schmidt,

Ewald). The following verse however makes
this interpretation less probable.

Ver. 19. No sprout, no shoot (remains) to
him among his people. The phrase &quot;sprout

and shoot&quot; will most nearly and strikingly re

produce the short and forcible alliteration of
j

J

1.101, which is found also in Gen. xxi. 23
;

Is.

xiv. 2 1. And there is no escaped one

Cpfr, as in Deut. ii. 34, etc.), in his dwell

ings. &quot;IUD,
&quot;

lodging, dwelling,&quot; elsewhere

only in Ps. Iv. 16. The whole verse expresses,
only still more directly and impressively, what
was first, of all said figuratively above in ver. 16.

Ver. 20. They of the West are astonished
on account of his day (i. e., the day of doom,
of destruction; comp. DV in Ps. xxxvii. 13;
cxxxvii. 7; Obad. 12, etc.), and they of the
East are seized with terror (lit., they take

fright,&quot; seize upon terror, in accordance with a
mode of expression employed also in ch. xxi.

6; Isa. xiii. 8; Hos. x. 6. The

well as the D
JO&quot;|p, might certainly, according to

the general usage of the words elsewhere, denote

&quot;posterity,&quot; together with the &quot;ancestors&quot; (i. .,

the fathers, now living, of the later generations),

heuce the successors of the wicked, together

with his contemporaries. So, besides the

ancient versions [and E. V.], many moderns,

e. y. Hirzsl, Schlottmann, Hahn [Lee, Bernard,

Noyes, Conant, Wordsworth, Renan, Rodwell],
etc. A more suitable meaning is obtained, how

ever, if (with Schultens, Oetinger, Umbreit,

Ewald, Delitzsch, Dillmann), [Wemyss, Barnes,

Carey, Elzas, Merx], we take the words in a

local sense: the &quot;men of the west,&quot; the &quot;men

of the east,&quot; the neighbors on both sides, those

who live towards the east, and those who live

towards the west [Dillmann inelegantly: &quot;those

to the rear, and those to the front&quot;]. Comp.
the well-known designation of the Mediterranean

as fnnXH DTI (the western sea), and of the

Dead Sea as
&quot;&quot;JlDlpn

(the eastern sea). [Del.

objects to the former rendering: &quot;The return

from the posterity to those then living is strange,
and the usage of the language is opposed to it;

for D JOIp is elsewhere always what belongs to

the previous age in relation to the speaker; e. g.

1 Sam. xxiv. 14; comp. ECC!PS. iv. 16.&quot; Schlott

mann, on the other hand, argues that the tem

poral sense is much better suited to the entire

connection than the local.]
Ver. 21. A concluding verse, which properly

lies outside of the strophe-structure of the dis

course, similar to ch. v. 27; viii. 19. Only
thus does it befall the dwellings of the

unrighteous, and thus the place of him

who (J7T~7 without &quot;lt!W, comp. ch. xxix.

16; Gesen
T

,
116 [ 121], 3) , knew not God:

f. e. did not recognize and honor God, did not

concern himself about Him (ch. xxiv. 1). Hahn,
Dillmann, etc., correctly render

&quot;ijX

at the begin

ning of this verse not affirmatively, =&quot; yea,

surely,&quot; but restrictively &quot;only so, not other

wise does it happen to the dwellings of the

unrighteous,&quot; etc. For it is only by this ren

dering that Bildad s whole description receives

the emphatic conclusion which was to be em-

pected after its solemn and pathetic opening,
ver. 5 seq.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Bildad appears here again, as in his former

discourse, ch. viii., as essentially an imitator of

Eliphaz, without being able to present much that

is new in comparison with his older associate
and predecessor. So far as his picture of the

restless condition and irretrievable destruction
of the wicked (ver. 4 seq.) is in all essentials a

copy of that of Eliphaz in ch. xv. 20 seq., while
at the same time this, instead of being the sub

ject of a particular section, runs through his

entire argument as its all-controlling theme, he

appears poorer in original ideas than his model.
At the same time he rivals, and indeed surpasses,
his associate now again, as before, in wealth of

imagery and in the variety of his illustrations

derived from the life of nature and humanity,
for the vivid and skilful handling of which the
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speaker is pre-eminently distinguished amon&amp;lt;r

the three friends. He uses the peculiar phrase&quot;

ology of the Chokmah with consummate art;and this aptness and elegance of style compen
sates in a measure for its lack of originality.
Especially does his terrible portraiture of the
wicked man encountering his doom, like that
of Ehphaz in ch. xv., or even in a higher degreethan that in some particulars, acquire by virtue
of these qualities a peculiar significance as
regards its aesthetic beauty, its relation to scriptural theology, and its parenetic value. &quot;The

description is terribly brilliant, solemn and
pathetic, as becomes the stern preacher of
repentance with haughty mien and pharisaic
self-confidence; it is none the less beautiful,
and, considered in itself, also true a master
piece of the poet s skill in poetic idealizing, and
in apportioning out the truth in dramatic form.&quot;

(Delitzsch i. 332). Especially are the gradual
steps in the destruction of the wicked (ver. 12
seq. ), and the participation of all that he leaves
behind him, of his posterity, his property, and
his memory, in his own sudden downfall and
total ruin (ver. 15 seq.), described with masterly
power. All this is presented with such internal
truth, and in such harmony with the experiences
of all mankind, that the description, considered
in itself, and detached from its connections, is

well adapted to exert a salutary influence
for all time in the way of warning and ex
hortation, and edification even for the Christian
world.

2. It is true nevertheless that the malignant
application to the person of Job of the sharp
points and venomous stings of this portraiture,
wonderful as it is in itself, destroys the pure
enjoyment of the study of it, and warns the
thoughtful reader at every step to exercise cau
tion in the acceptance of these maxims of wis
dom, which, while sounding beautifully, are

applied solely and altogether in the service of
an illiberal legal pharisaic and narrow view of
life. [-

Bildad knows nothing of the worth and
power which a man attains by a righteous hearL

By faith he is removed from the domain of God s

justice, which recompenses according to the law
of works, and before the power of faith even
rocks remove from their

place&quot; (see ver. 4).

Delitzsch.] The unmistakable directness of the
allusions to Job s former calamities (in vers. 12-14
which point to the frightful disease which afflicted

him
;
in ver. 15, where the shower of brimstone

is a reminder of ch. i. 16 seq., and in ver. 16,

where the &quot;withering of the branch&quot; points to

the death of the children) takes away from the

description, although true in itself, that which
alone could constitute it a universal truth, and
lowers it to the doubtful rank of a representation
hoving a partisan purpose. It compels us to

reg.-ir l its author, moreover, as a preacher of

morality entangled in a carnal, external, legal

dogmatism, destitute of all earnest, deep and

pure experience of the nature of human sin, as
well as of the divine righteousness, and for that

very reason misunderstanding the real signifi
cance of Job s sufferings, and doing gross injus
tice to his person. We are thus constrained to

put Bildad, as a practical representative and
teacher of the Divine wisdom of the Old Testa-

29

ment, far below his opponent, The practical
commentator, especially when engaged in the
continuous exposition of the whole poem, cannot
help keeping in view these considerations, which
impair the religious and ethical value of this
discourse. In its characteristic traits and mo
tives, it yields comparatively little that is

di.-ectly profit ible and edifying.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Ver. 3 seq. OECOLAMPADIUS : Truly the un

godly are vile in the eyes of the godly, and are
recognized as being more stupid than brutes;
but this is in accordance with a healthy judg
ment, and free from contempt, For the world
was even crucified to Paul, yet what did he not
do that he might benefit those who were in the
world? The godly therefore seem vile to the

ungodly in quite a different sense from that in
which the ungodly seem vile to the godly; for
to the one class belongs charity, which the other
class in every way neglect; the former act with
out pride, the latter with the utmost pride.
BRENTIUS (on ver. 4) : It is no common trial of
faith, that we must think of ourselves as not
being of such consequence with God that He for
our sakes should change common events, and
His own pre-established order. . . . We seem to

think that God rather will change His usual
course on our account. WOHLFARTH: God s

plan is indeed unchangeable and without excep
tions, alike in the realm of nature, and in that
of spirit. But we must beware of erring by
arguing from that which is external to that
which is internal. In that which pertains to

the spiritual, the higher, that which is to decide

is, not external indications, but reason, Scrip
ture, and conscience.

Ver. 6 seq. BRENTIPS: These curses on the
wicked are that his light may be put out, and
that the spark of his fire may not shine. For
the Lord and His Word are true light and splen
dor, as David says (Ps. xxxvi. 10 [9] ; cxix.

105). The wicked have neither, for they say
in their heart: There is no God. V. GERLACH:
The light is here in general the symbol of a

clear knowledge of man s destiny, of serene

consciousness in the whole life (Matt. vi. 22

seq.); the light of the tent carries the symbol
further, and points to this clearness, even in a
man s daily household affairs, as something
which ceases to be for the ungodly.

Ver. 17 seq. LANQB: The memory which a

man leaves behind him is of little consequence;
it is enough if we are known to God in respect
of that which is good. Many righteous souls

are hidden from the world, because they have

wrought their works in the most quiet way
in God (John Hi. 21): while, on the con

trary, many an ungodly man makes noise

and disturbance enough, so that he is talked

about after his death But to the

believing child of God it is still granted as his

special beatitude that he shall see God, who will

make his life an example, bringing it forth into

the light, and causing it even after his death to

shed a sweet savor to the praise of God (Prov.
x. 7).

Ver. 21. BRENTIUS.- Truly it is not without
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purpose that the Holy Spirit so often, even ad

fastidium sets forth in this book the judgment
which befalls the ungodly; it is to admonish us,

lest we should be disturbed by the prosperity

of the ungodly, knowing that the judgment
hangs over tueir head, and will be executed

most speedily, as you have most impressively set

forth in regard to this matter in Ps. Ixxiii. For

although the application of these judgments to

Job by the friends is altogether forced, their

opinions nevertheless are most true, and are
written for our instruction. WOHLFAK.TH (on
vers 6-21): By what tokens can we determine
that any one truly reveres God? Not by his

scrupulous attention to the external observances
of religion, not, by the external events which
befall him, not by the individual good works
which he does, but by the faith which he con

fesses, by the whole direction of his life toward
that which is Godlike, by the composure witk
which he dies: Ps. Ixxiii. 17, 1 J, etc.

B. Job: His misery is well-deserving of sympathy; it will, however, all the more
certainly end in his conspicuous vindication by God, although not

perchance till the life beyond.

CHAPTEK XIX. 1-29.

(Introduction: Reproachful censure of the friends for maliciously suspecting his innocence:)

VERS. 1-6.

1 Then Job answered, and said :

2 How long will ye vex my soul,
and break me in pieces with words ?

3 These ten times have ye reproached me ;

ye are not ashamed that ye make yourselves strange to me.
4 And be it indeed that I have erred,

mine error remaineth with myself.
5 If indeed ye will magnify yourselves against me,
and plead against me my reproach :

1. Sorrowful complaint because of the suffering inflicted on him by God and men:

VERSES 6-20.

6 Know now that God hath overthrown me,
and hath compassed me with His net.

7 Behold, I cry out of wrong, but I am not heard
;

I cry aloud, but there is no judgment.
8 He hath fenced up my way, that I cannot pass,

and He hath set darkness in my paths.
9 He hath stripped me of my glory,

and taken the crown from my head.
10 He hath destroyed me on every side, and I am gone ;

and mine hope hath he removed like a tree.

11 He hath also kindled His wrath against me,
and He counteth me unto Him as one of His enemies.

12 His troops come together,
arid raise up their way against me,
and encamp round about my tabernacle.

13 He hath put my brethren far from me,
and mine acquaintance are verily estranged from me.

14 My kinsfolk have failed,
and my familiar friends have forgotten me.

15 They that dwell in mine house, and my maids, count me for a stranger:
I am alien in their sight.
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16 I called my servant, and he gave me no answer
;

I entreated him with my mouth.
17 My breath is strauge to my wife,

though I entreated for the children s sake of mine own body.
18 Yea, younyj children despised me ;

I arose, and they spake against me.

19 All my inward friends abhorred me
;

and they whom I loved are turned against me.
20 My bone cleaveth to my skin and my flesh,

and I am escaped with the skin of my teeth.

2. A lofty flight to a blessed hope in God, his future Redeemer and Avenger:

VERSES 21-27.

21 Have pity upon me, have pity upon me, O ye my friends I

for the hand of God hath touched me.

22 Why do ye persecute me as God,
and are not satisfied with my flesh ?

23 O that my words were now written !

O that they were printed in a book !

24 that they were graven with an iron pen
and lead in the rock for ever !

25 For I know that my Redeemer liveth,

and that he shall tstand at the latter day upon the earth:

26 and though after my skin worms destroy this body,

yet in my fl sh shall I see God ;

27 whom I shall see for myself,
and mine eyes shall behold, and not another,

though my reins be consumed within me.

8. Earnest warning to the friends against the further continuance of their attacks:

VERSES 28, 29.

28 But ye should say, Why persecute we him,

seeing the root of the matter is found in me ?

29 Be ye afraid of the sword ;

for wrath bringeth the punishments of the sword,
that ye may know there is a judgment.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Deeply grieved by the warnings and threat-

enings of Bildad s discourse, which in these re

spects was but an echo of that of Eliphaz, Job,
on the one side, advances his complaint even to

the point of imploring pity from his opponents in

view of his inexpressible misery; on the other

hand, for the very reason that he. being inno

cent, finds himself deprived of all human help
find sympathy, he lifis himself up to a more cou

rageous confidence in God s assistance than he

has ever yet exhibited. He expresses the well-

defined hope of a vindication awaiting him if

not on this side of the grave, then at least beyond
it through the personal intervention of God,

appearing to him in visible form. That an

guished complaint, concerning his unspeakably
severe suffering (vers. 6-20) is preceded by a

sharp word, addressed by way of introduction to

the friends, as having maliciously suspected his

innocence (vers. 2-5). That inspired declara

tion of his hope in the divine vindication which

was to take place in the Hereafter (vers. 21-27)

is in like manner followed by a short but forci

ble and impressive warning to the friends in

view of their sinning against him (vers. 28-29).
The whole discourse, accordingly, which is cha

racterized by vivid emotion and decided contra

rieties of feeling, contains four principal parts,

which embrace five strophes of unequal length.
The three longest of these strophes, each being
of 7-8 verses, fall into the second and third

parts, of which the former contains two stro

phes, the latter one. The short introductory
and concluding strophes are identical with the

first and fourth parts.
2. Introduction: Reproachful censure of the

friends for their malicious suspicion of his inno

cence (vers. 2-5).
Ver. 2. The discourse begins liVe that of

Bildad, with a Quousque tandem (njS IJJ), which,

however, is incomparably more emphatic and

significant than that of his accuser, because it

has more to justify it How long will ye
vex my soul and crush me with words?

fl
jri

is/w&amp;lt;. energicum of HJin, with the third ra

dical retained (GEBBN. 75
T

[ 74], Rem. 16). la
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regard to the form JJIJOin (with suffix ap

pended to the
jl

of the fut. energ. and with the

union-vowel a), see GESEN. 60 [59], Rem. c

[GREEN, 105c].
Ver. 3 gives the reason for the rUK~1J. Now

already ten times is it that ye reproach
me, viz.., by assailing my innocence Hf here in

the sense of &quot;already, now already,&quot; comp.
EWALD, 183 a [GESEN. 122, 2, Rem.: Lex. 3.

It may, however, be equally well regarded as a

pronoun, in its usual demonstrative sense, in the

singular with
&quot;It^jJ,

with perhaps an interjec-
tional force &quot;Lo! these ten times do ye re

proach me.&quot; So Renan: Vnilft la dixiemefois que
vouf m insullez. Comp. Gen. xxvii. 36. E.]
&quot;Ten times&quot; stands naturally for a round num
ber, or ideal perfection: Gen. xxxi. 7; Lev. xxvi.

26; Num. xiv. 22, etc.
[&quot;Ten,

from being the
number of the fingers on the human hand, is the
number of human possibility, and from its posi
tion at the end of the row of numbers (in the de
cimal system) is the number of that which is

pertecied; as not only the Sanskrit dagan is

traceable to the radical notion to seize, em
brace. but also the Semitic 1Wy is traceable to
the radical notion, Ho bind, gather together
(cogn. &quot;l$p). They have already exhausted

what is possible in reproaches they have done
their utmost.&quot; DEL.]. Comp. my Theologia Na-
turali.

, p. 713 spq.; also LEYRER S Art. &quot;Zahlen

bei den Hebrdern&quot; in HERZOG S Real-Encyclop.
XVIII. p. 378seq.). Are not ashamed to

stun me. The syntax of
1&quot;Dnr) ltf3JVKS

(&quot;ye

stun [me] without shame, shamelessly&quot;), as in

chap. vi. 28; x. 16. Comp. GESEN. 142 [139],36 [GREEN. 269]. l-pnn is a shortened Im-

perf. Hiph. for ITjrrn (GESEN. 53 [52], Rem.
4,5 [see also GREEN, 94c]), of a verb

&quot;OH,

which doe* not ppear elsewhere, which, ac
cording to the Arabic, signifies &quot;to stun,&quot; ob-

ttuppfacere. The rendering &quot;to maltreat, to
abuse grossly,&quot; which rests on the authority of
the ancient versions (LXX.: eviKeia&e pot, Vulg.
opprimenies), and which is adopted by Ewald,
Hirzel, Dillmann, etc., gives essentially the same
sense. [The rendering of E. V.:

&quot;ye
are not

ashamed that ye make yourselves strange to me&quot;

seems to have been suggested by the use of &quot;OJ

in the sense of &quot;not to know.&quot; The Hiph. form
of the verb, however, is not found in that sense,
which is, moreover, less suitable to the context
than the renderings given above. E.]

Ver. 4. And verily even if I have erred
(comp. chap.vi. 24) [DjrDN-*|X, double intensive,

&quot;ypa, verily, comp. chap.

T

xxx;7. 12], my error
remains (then) with me, i. e., it is then known
only 10 me

( ri, &quot;with me=in my conscious

ness,&quot; comp. chap. xii. 3; xiv. 5), and so does not
fall under your jurisdiction, does not call for
your carping, unfriendly criticism

; for such a
wrong, being known to myself alone (and for
tha reason being of the lighter sort), I have to
answer only to God.

[&quot;I
shall have to expiate

it, without your having on this account any right
to take upon yourselves the office of God, and to
treat me uncharitably; or what still better cor

responds with p
1

?/! JRN: my transgression re

mains with me, without being communicated to

another, i. e., without having any influence over

you or others to lead you astray, or involve you
in participation of the

guilt.&quot; DEL.]. So in sub
stance and correctly Hirzel, Schlottmann,
Hahn, Delitzsch, Dillm;mn [Renan, Carey, Rod-

well], while Ewald and Olshausen, failing to

perceive the relation of the first member as a

hypothetical antecedent to the second member as

its consequent and opposite, translate: &quot;I have
erred, I am fully conscious of my error.&quot; [If
this be understood as a confession by Job of mo
ral guilt, it is premature and out of place. Ac
cording to Ewald, it is a confession of intellec

tual error (to wit, that he had vainly put his
confidence in the justice of God), uttered with
the view of softening the hostility of the friends,

by the indirect admission, on the one hand, that
their charges had some justification in the non-

appearance of God
; by the reminder, on the

other hand, that his complaint was against God
rather than them. But such a thought would be
too obscurely expressed, and would imply toe-

sudden a change from the tone of bitter reproach
which pervades this opening strophe. E.]

Ver. 5. Will ye really boast yourselves
against me, and prove against me my re
proach? DK is to be taken, with Schultena,

Ewald, Hirzel, Dillmann [Renan: &quot;By what
right do you dare to speak insolently to me, and
do you pretend to convince me of

disgrace?&quot;], as
an interrogative particle (=OH), aud the wuole
verse as a question, with the chief emphasis

resting on the verbs iVlJn
(&quot;will you [mag

nify] boast yourselves,&quot; exhibit yourselves
against me as great rhetoricians and advocates,
by your elaborate accusations?) and IITJin

(&quot;will you judicially prove, demonstrate&quot; my
disgrace [ 2J, against me] ? comp. chap. xiii. 3,

15, and often). This is the only construction
which properly completes ver. 4. There is no
such completing of the sense obtained, if we
take DK as a conditional particle &quot;if,&quot; whether
we take the whole of the fifth verse as a hypo
thetical protasis, and ver. 6 as apodosis (so Cle-
ricus, Olshausen, Delitzsch) [E. V., Lee, Carey,
Rodwell, Merx], or regard ver. 5 a as protasis,
and b as apodosis (so Umbreit, Stickel, Schlott
mann [Noyes, Wemyss, Conant], etc. [Schlott-mann exhibits the connection as follows: &quot;In

ver. 4 Job gays Granted that I have erred, you
need give yourselves no concern about the mat
ter. In ver. 5 he adds If, nevertheless, you
will concern yourselves about it, and in pride
look down on me, it is at least incumbent on you
not to assume without further proof that I have
brought disgrace on myself by such an error, but
:o prove it against me with good arguments.
The repetition of DJON seems to cor-relate vers.
4 and 5, so that if, as all agree, the first and se
cond members of ver. 4 are related to each other
as protasis and apodosis, the same would seem
to be true of ver. 5. E.]

First Division: First Strophe. Vers. 6-12. La-
ncntation over his sufferings as proceeding from
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Ver. 6. Know then (13N as in chap. ix. 24)

[&quot;elsewhere
in questions, here strengthening

the exclamation&quot; Schlott.
] that Eloah has

wrested me, i. e., has treated me unjustly, done

me wrong, JJ&quot;UJ, for 93120 fj^, comp. chap,
viii. 3; xxxiv. 12: Lam. iii. 3f&amp;gt;. And com
passed me round about with His net like

a hunter who has entirely robbed a wild beast,

of its liberty by the meshes of the net which en

velop him around, so that he can find no way of

escape. The expression describes the unforeseen
and inexorable character of the dispensations
which had burst on Job as the object of the Di
vine persecution; comp. Bildad s description,

chap, xviii. 8soq. [&quot;Bildad
had said that the

wicked would be taken in his own snares. Job

says that Gnd had ensnared him.&quot; ELZAS.]
Ver. 7. Lo! I cry &quot;Violence!&quot; (DDH qf

an interjfctional exclamation, found also Hab. i.

2; comp. Jer. xx. 8) and am not heard (Prov.
xxi. 13); I call out for help, and there is
no justice i. e., no justice shown in an impar
tial examination and decision of my cau^e.

yWt, lit. &quot;to cry aloud for help, to send forth a

cry for deliverance&quot; (comp. Ps. xxx. 3 [2];
Ixxii. 12; Ixxxviii. 14 [13]), from yW, or Jft&=

yW&quot;

1

, &quot;to be wide, to be in a prosperous situa

tion.&quot;

Ver. 8. He has hedged up my way, that
I cannot pass, and He has set darkness
on my paths. Comp. chap. iii. 23; xiii. 27;
also, as regards 1&quot;U, to fence up, to hedge up,&quot;

Lam. iii. 7, 9; Hos. ii. 8 [6].
Ver. 9. He has stripped me of mine ho

nor; i. e., of my righteousness in the eyes of

men; comp. ch. xxix 14. The &quot;crown of my
head&quot; in the parallel second member signifies
the same thing; cornp. Lam. v. 16. The same
collocation of a &quot;raiment of honor,&quot; and a
&quot;crown of the head,&quot; occurs also in Is. Ixi. 10;
Ixii. 3

;
and suggested by these passages we find

it often in eva gelical church hymns [e.g., in

the following from WATTS:

&quot;Tl cn let my soul march boldly on,
I re-s forward to the heavenly gate,

There pence &amp;gt;i&amp;gt; d j y eternal reign,
And glittmng robes fo -

conquerors wait.

There shall 1 wear a starry crown,
And triump i in Almighty grace,

While all the armies ot thw skitw

Join in my glorious Leader s praise &quot;].*

Ver. 10. He breaks me down on every
side: like a building doomed to destruction, for

such is the representation here given of Job s

outward man together with his state of pros

perity ; comp. ch. xvi. 14
; [so that I pass

away], and uproots like a tree, my hope:
. e

,
he takes entirely away from me the pros-

P ct of a restoration of my prosperity, leaves it

no foundation or bottom, -like a plant which is

uprooted, and which for that reason inevitably

wilhers (comp. ch. xiv. 19; xvii. 16). As to

JTDH, lit.
&quot; to tear out, to pluck up wholly out

of the pmund,&quot; comp. ch. iv. 21, where the ob

ject spoken of is the tent-stake.

* The above extract fr m Watts will supply for the English
reader the p ace f the extract given by our author from P.

GERHARD S hymn: &quot;Ein Liimmlein geht und trdgt die S&amp;lt;-lml&amp;lt;l.

Ver. 11. [He makes Hisanger burn against
me, and He regards me as His foes], comp.
ch. xiii. 24. The Imperfects alternaiing with

Imperfects consecutive are, as above in ver. 10,
and in what follows, used for (he present, because

present and continuous sufferings are described
;

comp. ch. xvi. 13, 14. [The plural in Vli J,

either for the class, of which Job is one; or, as
Delitzsch suggests, &quot;perhaps the expression is

intentionally intensified here, in contrast with
ch. xiii. 24; he, the one, is accounted by God as
the host of His foes ; He treats him as if all hos

tility to God were concentrated in him
&quot;].

Ver. 12. Together all His troops advance.
D&quot;inj, armies, synonymous with tO, ch. x.

17, and denoting here, as there, the band of ca

lamities, sufferings, and pains, which rush upon
him. And cast up their way against me.

*7D ,
lit. &quot;to heap up&quot;

their way, which is

at the same time a rampart for carrying on the

attack, a mound for offensive operations (HT7D,

comp. 2 Sam. xx. 15; 2 Kings xix. 32; Ezek.
iv. 2) against Job, who is here represented as a

besieged fortress. In regard to this figure comp.
above ch. xvi. 14; also in regard to the technics

of siege operations among the ancient orientals,
see Keil s Bibl. Archdol. 159.

First Division: Second Strophe: Vers. 13-20.
Lamentation over his sufferings as proceeding
from man.

Ver. 13. My brethren He drives far away
from me : to wit God, to whom here, precisely
as in ch. xvii. 6, even the injustice, proceeding
from men is ascribed. For this reason the read

ing P rpn is perfectly in place, and it is unne

cessary after the aircart/aav of the LXX. to change
it to p n^n. To the term &quot;brethren&quot; (which
as in Ps. Ixix. 9 [8], is to be understood literally,

not in the wider sense of relatives), who are de

scribed as turning away from him, corresponds
in ver. 14 a the term D J^p, &quot;kinsmen&quot; (Ps.

xxxviii. 12 [!!]) In like manner we find as

parallel to the O jn ,
e

-&amp;gt; &quot;knowers, confi

dants,&quot; in ver. 13 b, the D jn D, i. e., those fami

liarly known, intimate friends, in ver. 14 b (comp.
in regard to it IV xxxi. 12 [11] ; Ixxxviii. 9 [8].
As synonyms in the wider sense there appear in

the sequel rr3~\&quot;1J. &quot;house-associates, or so-

journers
&quot;

in ver. 15 (Vulg., inquilini domus mese)

and finally &quot;flD~
&amp;lt;1 D (ver. 19), those who belong

to the circle of closest intimacy, bosom-triends,

(comp. ch. xxix. 4; Ps. Iv. 15 [14]), so that the

notion of friendship is here presented in six dif

ferent phases and gradations, comp. on ch. xviii.

8-10. As for the rest VU }N ver. 13 b is lit.,

&quot;are become only [or. nothing but\ strange to

me,&quot; i. e., entirely and altogether strange; and

*i~)~\r\, ver. 14 a, means &quot;they cease,&quot; i.e., to be

friends, they leave off, fail (comp. ch. xiv. 7),

withdraw from me.

Ver. 15. My house associates [
= &quot;

they
that dwell in mine house,&quot; E. V

], and my
maids (this doubled expression denoting all the

domestics, including hired servants nnd the like;

comp. above) are become strange to me
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[properly, &quot;count me for a stranger,&quot; E. V.].
The verb JOC/nn is governed as to gender by

the subject next preceding: comp. Gesen. \ 60;

Ewald, \ 339 c [Green, 276, 1].
Ver. 16. I call to my servant, and he an

swers not. Whether this disobedient servant

is to be viewed as the overseer, or house-stew

ard, like Eliezer in the house of Abraham, Gen.

xxiv. (Del.), is in view of the simplicity of the

language at least doubtful. With my month
must I entreat him. For the Imperf. in the

sense of must, comp. ch. xv. 30 ; xvii. 2. 3 1D3

(comp. Ps. Ixxxix. 2 [1] ;
cix. 30), expresses

here not, as in ch. xvi. 5, a contrast, with that

which proceeds out of the heart, but with a mere

wink, or any dumb intimation of what might be
desired of him.

Ver. 17. My breath is offensive to my
wife. mi, from

&quot;NT,
to be strange, to be es

tranged, expresses simply by vir;ue of this sig
nification the idea of &quot;being repugnant, repul
sive,&quot; so that we need not derive it from a

particular verb VI, &quot;to be loathsome;&quot; and
nil assuredly signifies here the breath (stinking

according to b), having the same meaning a*

E72J in the partly parallel passage ch. vii. 15
;

hence not,
&quot;my

discontent&quot; (Hirzel) [&quot;my spi

rit, as ngitated, querulous&quot; Gesen.; &quot;depres

sion,&quot; Fiirst] ;
nor &quot; my sexual impulse

&quot;

Arnh.;
nor &quot; my spirit&quot; (Starke, [Carey] and ancient

commentators); nor &quot; my person
&quot;

(Pesh., Um-
breit, Hahn) [Renan]. Jerome already cor

rectly : halitum meum exhorruit nxor mea, and in

the same sense most of the moderns [so E. V.],
and my ill savor to the sous of my body.

VVlini, can neither signify :
&quot;my prayers, my

entreaties&quot; (Gesen., with a reference to his

Gram., \ 91, 3 against which however compare
Ewald, \ 259) [Noyes, Lee, Words., Elzas] ; nor

my caresses (Arnh.) [Bernard, Rodw., Gre-n,
Chrestom., and Gram. \ 139, 2 Kal Inf. of

JJH

(with fern, termination fi l~) to be gracious];
nor &quot;my lamentations, my groanings

&quot;

(Hirzel.
Vaih.) [Fiirst]; nor yet finally &quot;and I pray to

the sons of my body&quot; (LXX., Vulg., Luih., etc.)

[E. V., with different construction of the S

&quot;though I entreated for the children s sake of

my own
body&quot;]; for all these constructions are

alike opposed to the language and to the con
text. The word is rather (with Schar., Rosen.,
Ew., Hahn, Schlott., Del., Dillm.), to be derived
from the root

Jin,
to stink,&quot; which does not

appear elsewhere indeed in Heb., but which is

quite common in . Arab, and Syr., and is to be
construed either as first pers. sing. Perf. Kal
(&quot;

and I smell offensively to the sons of myv &quot; /l

~&quot;), or, which is better suited to the paral-body
Ifilism, as Infinitive substntive, nil in a being
still the predicate. This stench suggests in par
ticular t be fetid mater which issues from the
festering and partially rotting limbs of the vic
tim of elephantiasis. Comp. on ch. ii. 7 ; vii.
14. That by

&quot; the sons of my body
&quot;

(
J03 J3)

we are not of necessity to understand the legiti
mate so&quot;s of Job, an&amp;lt;l hence that there is no con
tradiction between this passage and the pro

logue, has already been shown in the Introd.,

\ 8, 3. We need not therefore follow the critics

who are there refuted in deciding that the pro

logue is not genuine; nor assume (with Eich-

liorn and Olsh.) that the poet, has here for once

forgotten himself, and lost sight of his scheme as

set forth in ch. i. 18, 19. We are rather to sup
pose (with Ewa .d, 1st Ed., Hirz., Heiligst., Hahn,
Dillmann, etc.), that the reference is to grand
children, the offspring left behind by the unfor

tunate sons in favor of which may be cited the

similar use of D J3 in a wider sense in Gen.
T

xxix. 5; xxxi. 28, etc.: or else (with the LXX.,
Symmachus, J. D. Michaelis, Schar., Rosenm.,
Dathe, Ewald, 2d Ed.) to his children by concu

bines (vlovf TtaWaKiSuv fj.ov, LXX.) a supposition
however with which ch. xxxi. 1 seems scarcely
to agree, however true it may be that in the pa-
tfiarchal age, to which our poet assigns Job,

rigid monogamistic views did not prevail. The
explanation of Stuhlm., Gesen., Umbr., Schlott.,

Del., [Noyes, Conant, Elzas, Merx] is also lin

guistically possible, that Jtt3 stands for
f|03

DK (after ch. iii. 10), so that JtU &quot;J3 would

mean accordingly Job s natural brothers. This

theory however is inconsistent with the circum
stance that Job has already made mention above,
ver. 13, of his brothers ; and that immediately
following the mention of his wife, the mention
of his descendants would be more suitable than
that of his brothers. [To which add this from
Bernard, that above, in ch. iii. 10, no ambiguity
whatever could arise from the employment of
JD3 in the sense of &quot;mother s womb.&quot; whereas
&quot;here, by using it in this sense, Job would have
run such risk of having his meaning misunder
stood, as JJOS might fairly be considered syno

nymous with 3pn, my loins, or \J?D, my bow

els, that we find it quite impossible to believe
that if he had really wished to speak here of his

brethren, he would have applied to them such a

very ambiguous epithet.&quot; It has also been sug
gested as a relief of the difficulty that children
had been bora to Job in the interval between the
first series of calamities, and the infliction of the

disease, but such a conjecture is too precarious.
Others regard the expression as general. So
Wordsworth :

&quot; He is speaking of the greatest
wretchedness in general terms

&quot;].

Ver. 18. Even youngsters act contemp
tuously towards me. D Vl#, plur. of VlJT,

purr (root Sty, comp. ch. xxi. 11) are little chil

dren, such namely as are rude and impudent
mockers, like those children of Bethel, 2 Kings
ii. 23 seq., which may be expressed by the word
&quot;youngsters [Germ.

&quot;

Buben&quot; : Bernard
&quot;

wicked-little-children
&quot;],

he^e as also above in
ch. xvi. 11. It will also guard in particular
agninst the mistake of supposing that Job s

grandchildren are intended by these D S IJ?,

(Hahn). If I rise up (conditional clause, as in
ch. xi. 17 [not as E. V., &quot;I

arose&quot;]), they
speak about me. make me the butt of jeering
talk (3 i:n, as in Ps. 1. 20

; Numb. xii. 1;
xxi. 5)!

Ver. 19. My bosom friends abhor me:
(comp. above on ver. 13 seq.), and those whom
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I loved (HI relative, as in ch. xv. 17) have
turned against me. This verse points parti

cularly at Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar, the once
trusted friends, who are now become his violent

opponents.

Ver. 20. My bone cleaves to my skin
and my flesh (comp. ch. x. 11), f. e., through
my skin and my extremely emaciated flesh may
be seen my bones, which seem to cleave, as it

were, to that poor and loathsome integument.
Comp. Lam. iv. 8: Ps. cii. 6 [5], and lam es

caped only with the skin of my teeth:
i. f., thus far only my gums (the flesh of my
te^th, here c-illed the skin of my teeth, because
of thir skinlike thinness and leanness of muscle)
have been spared by this fearful disease, so that

I am able at least to speak, without having my
mouth full of internal boils and sores (as is wont
to be the case in the extreme stages of elephan
tiasis). This is the only satisfactory explana
tion, to which mot moderns give in their adhe-
ren ;e (Rosenm., Urabreit, Ewald, Hirzel, Vaih.,

Heil., Schlotim., Dillon.). This explanation of
&quot; the skin of the teeth

&quot;

as the &quot;

gums,&quot; is un

doubtedly the most obvious, simple, and natural.

[Yet simpler, perhaps, is the view of Umbreit,
Wordsworth, Noye&amp;lt;, Renan, Elz is, that it is a

proverbial expression, describingastate in which
one is stripped to the very minimum of posses
sion, or emaciated to the last point. Words
worth: &quot;.A proverbial paradox. I am reduced
to a mere shadow, I am escaped with nothing, or

next to nothing, so that my escape is hardly an

escape. I am escaped with tht skin of what has
no skin, the skin of bone; comp. the Latin pro
verbs, Lana caprina (Herat., 1 Ep. xviii. 15), and
Totum nil (Juvenal 3, 209).&quot; To which may be
added the humorous English proverb:

&quot; As fat

as a hen in the forehead.&quot; E.]. Other expla
nations are in part against the language, in part
too artificial: such as a. That of Jerome, and

many Catholic commentators, that by the skin

of the teeth we are to understand the lips. b.

That of Delitzsch, which explains it to mean par
ticularly the periosteum (in distinction from the

gums as if such a distinction could have been
known to the ancient Hebrews! [and &quot;as though
the poet had written for doctors!&quot; Dillm.]).
c. That of Stickel and Hahn. who translate: &quot;I

am escaped with the nakedness of my teeth,&quot;

[f. e., with naked teeth]. d. That of Le Clerc,
who understands it of the gums as alone remain

ing, when the teeth have fallen out.

6. Second Division: Vers. 21-27. A lofty

flight to a blessed hope in God, his future Re
deemer and Avenger, introduced by a pathetic

appeal to the friends, that they would be merci

fully disposed towards him, as one who had been
BO deeply humiliated, and so heavily smitten by
the hand of God.

Ver. 21 .
[&quot;Job

here takes up a strain we have
not heard previously. His natural strength be
comes more and more feeble, and his tone weaker
and weaker. It is a feeling of sadness that pre
vails in the preceding description of suffering,
and now even stamps the address to the friends

with a tone of importunate entreaty which slull,

if possible, affect their hearts. They are indeed

his friends, as the emphatic MH DrjX affirms ;

impelled towards him by sympathy, they are come,
and at least stand by him while all other men flee

from him.&quot; Del. Pity me, pity me (pathetically
repeated) O ye my friends!] For the hand of
Eloah hath touched me. An allusion to the
nature of his frightful disease, being a species of

leprosy, i. e., of a #Jp (2 Ki. xv. 6), a plaga Dei

[&quot;

wherefore the suffering Messiah also bears the

significant name IP 31 tOIH, the leprous one

from the school of Rabbi, in the Talmud, after

Isa. liii. 4, 8.&quot;].
One who is already treated

with enough severity through the infliction of

such a plague from God, ought not to be smitten
also by men through the exercise of a merciless

disposition, unfriendly words, etc.

Ver. 22. Why do ye persecute me as
God, &quot;

by which he means not merely that they
add their persecution to God s, but that they take

upon themselves God s work, that they usurp to

themselves a judicial divine authority ; they act
towards him as if they were superhuman, and
therefore inhumanly.&quot; Del. And are not sa
tiated with my flesh? i.e., continually de
vour my flesh, figuratively speaking, by false

accusations, slanders, suspicions of my inno

cence, etc., gnaw me incessantly with the tooth
of slander [comp. Engl. &quot;backbiting&quot;]. Comp.
the equivalent figurative expression

&quot; slander &quot;

(6taf)d%.faiv) in the Aram, of the book of Daniel

(ch. iii. 8;vi. 25) [&quot;

to eat the pieces of any
one&quot;],

in the Syriac, where the devil is called

ochel-karso=fiid/3oXo(, and in Arab, where &quot; to

eat the flesh or a piece of any one &quot;

is equiva
lent to &quot;slandering, backbiting.&quot;

Ver. 23 seq. As though despairing of the pos
sibility of influencing the friends to withdraw
from their attacks on his innocence, he now
turns with ardent longing for the final vin

dication of the same to God, first of all uttering
the wish that his own asseverations of the same

might be preserved to the latest generations.

[Ewald imagines a pause after ver. 22. Job
waits to see what response the friends would
make to his pitiful appeal. They are silent,

show no signs of relenting. Job sees that he
has nothing to hope for either from men, or the

God of the present. But in his extremity he ob
tains a glimpse of the far-distant future, after

his death, which fills him with a new and won
derful courage]. Oh that my words were
but written

( j^
~

here followed by 1 consec.

before the voluntative [future], on account of

the intervening IflN, comp. Deut. v. 26), that

they were but inscribed
( pT, pausal form

for
IpIT [see Ewald, 193, c, and Gesen., g 67

(g 66) Rem. 8], Hoph. of
ppH)

in a book !

O3D3, with the Art., as this expression is always
written comp. Ex. xvii. 14; 1 Sam. x. 25, etc.

although no particular book is meant, but only
in general a skin of an animal prepared for

writing [~^)D], a writing-roll). These words
of his, which he thus desires to see transmitted

for remembrance by after generations, are, as it

is most natural to suppose, not those contained

in ver. 25 seq.. (Hahn, Schlottm.) [Scott, Good,
Bernard, Words., Rodwell, Barnes], butthe suf

ferer s former protestations of innocence, the

assurances which from ch. vi. on he has conti-
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nually put forth, that he suffers innocen ly. [In
favor of this view, and against the other, De-
litzsch argues : (1) It is improbable that the

inscription would begin with 1. (2) It is more

likely that Job would wish to see inscribed that

which was the expression of his habitual con

sciousness, than that which was but an occa

sional and transient flash of light through the

darkness].

Ver. 24. That with an iron pen [or style]
and with lead t. e., in letters engraved by
means of an iron style, or chisel, and then filled

in with lead, in order to make them more impe
rishable they might be graven in the rock

forever! Instead of
&quot;IJjH

the LXX. read here,

as also in Is. xxx. 8: TJH, &quot;for a witness, as

testimony,&quot; (ef paprvpiov), an emendation how
ever which is unnecessary, for the rendering
&quot;forever&quot; gives here a meaning that is quite
suitable. The monumental inscription is indeed

preferred to that on parchment just because of

its grea er durability, which is ihe reason why
Job wishes for it here. In regard to the use of

both methods of writing already in the Pre-Mo-
saic age, see Introd., 2, No. 4, p. . [For c

counts of such inscriptions see ROBINSON S

Bibl. Researches in Palestine, I., 169, 188 seq.,

552; WILSON S Lands of the Bible, I., 184 seq.;
Princeton Review, 1870, page 533 sfeq. &quot;Thi-i

wish was not in truth too high on Job s part;
for we now know sufficiently well that of old

in those lands it was sought to perpetuate by
means of inscriptions in stones and rocks not

only short legal precepts, but also longer docu

ments, memorable historical events, public re

quests, prayers, etc. Such costly works it is true

could in general be completed only by kings and

princes; Job was however a man of power in

his age, who might well express such a wish.&quot;

Ewald].
Ver. 25. Not because he despairs of the possi

bility of realizing this last wish (Dillm.), but
because he knows for a certainty that God will

not allow his testimony to his innocence to

pass down to posterity without Hn absolute
confirmations of it, and hence because he re

gards that wish for the eternal perpetuation
of his testimony s by no means a vain one, he
continues: And I know my Redeemer
lives, etc. The 1 in T^T JK1 is thus not used
in an adversative sense (Luther, Ewald, Vaih.,
Dillm. [Conant, Noyes, Lee], etc. , but simply
continuative, or, if one prefers it, ascensive,

introducing the end to which the realization of

the preceding wish is to lead.
[&quot;The progres

sive rendering seems to be preferable (to the

adversative), becaue the human vindication
after death, which is the object of the wish

expressed in ver. 23 seq. is still not essentially
different from the Divine vindication hoped for

in ver. 25, which must not be regarded as an
antithesis, but rather as a perfecting of the

other, designed for posterity. Ver/ 25 is, how
ever, certainly a higher hope, to which the wish
in ver. 23 seq. forms the stepping stone.&quot; Del.]
The causal rendering (LXX., Vulgate, Stickel

[E V., Good, Carey, Renan],) is less probable,
although not altogether meaningless, as Dillmann

affirms. [The rendering: &quot;yea, verily,&quot; adopted
by Schlottm., Words., Elzas, Merx, etc., is pro
bably designed to express the ascensive meaning
referred to above.] Forasmuch as &quot;Q is want

ing after Ttyv (as in ch. xxx. 23; Ps. ix. 21),
we should translate simply in the oratio directa:

&quot;My Redeemer lives.&quot;
7$&amp;lt;J, which according

to ch. iii. 5 means literally
&quot;

reclaimer, redeem
er,&quot; acquires a meaning that is entirely too spe
cial, when it is taken by Umbreit and some

others [Renan, Rodwell, Elzas] to be=D rin Stfji

&quot;the blood-avenger&quot; (Num. xxxv. 12, 19), for
the previous discourse was not of Job in the
character of one murdered in his innocence,
and ch. xvi. 18 is too remote. After the analogy
of Prov. xxiii. 11; Lam. iii. 58; Ps. cxix. 154
we are to think in general of the restitution of
the honor and right of one who has been

oppressed, and are accordingly to take SfcO in

the sense of a defender, an avenger of honor_a
meaning indeed which approaches that of a
&quot;blood-avenger&quot; in so far as the expected deli
verance [or vindication] is conceived of as
taking place only after the sufferer s death.
For the Goel is Tl, is absolutely living (Tl,
&quot; he lives,&quot; incomparably stronger than $ , for

instance would have been) [^fl reminding us of

&quot;that name of God, D/IJ? Tl, Dan.xii. 7, after
which the Jewish oath per Anchialum in Martial
is to be explained,&quot; Del., and indicating here
the contrast between Him, the Living One, and
Job, the dying one, Dillm.], while the object of
His redemptive activity is 13^, &quot;dust,&quot; and as

b shows, at the time when He arises, has long
been dust, And as the Last will He arise

upon the dust. fnnx cannot possibly with
Bottcher and others [so E. V., Lee, Conant,
Renan, Elzas] be construed in the adverbial
sense &quot;hereafter, in the latter time [or day].&quot;
It is clearly a substantive, used either in appo
sition to StU, the subj. of the first member, or

as the independent subj. of the second member,
identical in meaning with this -U. The word
signifies neither &quot;

Next-man&quot; [Next-of-kin, Ger.
Nachmann] in the sense of Avenger (vindex :

Ewald, Hirzel), nor the &quot;Follower&quot; [Germ.
Hin-ermann, &quot;backer&quot;], &quot;second&quot; (Hahu), but
According to Is. xliv. 6; xlviii. 12, simply the
Last, he who survives all, an expression which
is used here not with eschatological universality,
but with particular reference to Job, who is no
longer living (ch. xvii. 11 seq.). [Delitzsch.
however, and in a way which seems more suita
ble to the sublimity and scope of the passage:
&quot; as the Last One, whose word shall avail in the
ages of eternity, when the strife of human voices
nhall have long been

silent.&quot;] Of this Last
One, or this One who is hereafter to come, Job
says: &quot;He will stand up, He will arise&quot; (Dip

1
),

viz. for his protection and his deliverance
(Dip,

the customary term for the favorable interven
tion of a judge to

h*&amp;gt;lp one: Ps. xii. 6 [5] ; Is.
ii. 19, 21

; xxxiii. 10, or al-&amp;gt;o of a witness). He
is thus to appear 13^-^, &quot;upon the dust;&quot;
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i. e., according to ch. xvii. 16; xx. 11; xxi. 26,

indisputably on the dust to which I shall soon
return (Gen. iii. 19

; Eccles. iii. 20), or in which
I shall soon be made to lie down, on the dust of

my decayed body, or of my grave. This is the

only meaning of the expression which suits the
context (so Rosenm , Ewald, Vaih., Welte, Del.,
Dillmann [Conant, Elzas, Merx], etc.). Any
other explanation does more or less violence to

the language, whether with Umbreit we trans

late in a way altogether too classic,
&quot; in the

arena;&quot; or with Hahn, altogether too freely:
&quot;above the earth,&quot; i. e. iu heaven! or with

Jerome, Luther, and most of the ancients, alto

gether too dogmatically, and withal against the

usage of the language, we find expressed an

&quot;awakening out of the earth;&quot; or finally with
Hirzel and others, we understand it in a way
altogether too rationalistic of an &quot;appearing of

God on the earth,&quot; in the sense of ch. xxxviii.,

rejecting any reference to the continuance of

life hereafter [this last rendering, however,

being adopted by not a few of the commentators
who refer the passage to the final resurrection :

so e. g. Scott, Lee]. In opposition to all these

views, Dillmann says truly :
&quot;

[Had Job intend

ed here simply to express the hope of an appear
ance of God for the purpose of deciding the con

troversy in favor of Job, ^JDJ?~7jJ would have
been unnecessary (comp. e. g. Ps. xii. 6), and

instead of Dip he would have said IV rather,

for it is not said elsewhere that God arises on the

dust when He appears; besides that God does

not appear in ch. xxxviii. on the earth, but He

speaks His final decision out of the storm.

Rather do] the words express the expectation

of a &amp;gt;XJ who lives, even when Job lives no

longer, who comes after him, and who for the

open vindication of his right arises on the dusr.

in which he is laid, or stands above his grave.&quot;

(Analogies from Arabic usage compel us thus to

understand the phrase of the grave, or the dust

of the grave; see Delitzsch.)
&quot; The words thus

lead us without doubt into the circle of thought,
indicated in ch. xvi. 18 (although at the same
time beyond the same). He does not yet say
whom he intends by this 7XJ, because the main

thought here is the certainty that such an one

lives; not until ver. 26, afier he has explained
himself further, does he surprise the friends

and himself by saying that the object of his hope
is Eloah Himself.&quot;

Ver. 26. And after my skin, which is

broken in pieces, even this. ItlX is not a

conjunction belonging to 12PJ, &quot;after that&quot;

(Targ., de Dieu, Gesenius [Schlott., Con., Word.,

Rod.], etc.), but as its position immediately

before
&quot;

VJ? shows, a preposition [a prepos.

when used as a conjunc. being always followed

immediately by the verb; see ch. xlii. 7; Lev.

xiv. 43. Rendered as a prepos. the meaning of

the phrase &quot;after my skin will be &quot;after the

loss of it,&quot; Comp. ch. xxi. 21, riDK, &quot;after

him,&quot; to wit, after his death]. 3pJ,
however

(which is not to be taken [with Hofmann,

Schriflbeweis II., 2, 503] as a Chaldaizing
variation of r\1)pj=an envelope, Germ. Um-

i spannung), is an appositional relative clause,

j

referring to nty. It is found in the third plur.

perf. Piel of
jpj,

&quot; to break off&quot; (in Piel used

particularly of the hewing down of trees, Is. x.
34. Hence the third plur. here being used im
personally (comp. ch. iv. 19; vii. 3; xviii. 18),
&quot;after my skin, which is broken off,&quot; i. e. cut
off piecemeal, mutilated, broken in pieces [E. V.

unnecessarily supplies &quot;worms&quot; as subject].
The reference is to the skin together with the
tender parts of the flesh [0^3] adhering to it,

which gradually rot away, so that the meaning
is similar to that of ch. xviii. 13. The J&quot;W added
at the end of this member of the verse cannot

possibly be interpreted as equivalent to nKT
HTin, &quot;this shall be&quot; (Targ., Gtsen.) [for in

that case r\Xt should have stood at the head of
the clause]. We must either, with Arnheim,
Stickel, Hahn, Delitzsch [Lee, Rodwell, and
preferred by Green], explain it to mean &quot;

so, in
this manner,&quot; connecting it in this sense adver
bially with

^3pJ
&quot;thus torn to pieces,&quot; Del.),

or else explain it deictically, as pointing to the

skin, or. since Tip is strictly masc., as pointing
to the body as here represented by that term,
the totality of Job s members and organs. [The
distinction which the E. V. makes between the
&quot;skin&quot; and the

&quot;body,&quot;
the destruction of the

latter being &quot;after&quot; that of the former seems
not sufficiently warranted. Such a distinction
must have been more clearly iudicated. The
construction is indeed a peculiar one, and yet
exceedingly pathetic in its broken irregularity.
&quot; And alter my skin when it is all fallen off by
decay this tattered thing which you now see!&quot;

E.] In respect to the various renderings of
the ancients, especially those of the Targ., of

Jerome, of Luther, etc., aee below [Doctrinal
and Ethical] the history of the exposition of the

passage. And free from my flesh, shall I

behold Eloah. If
&quot;^EGIp

be explained &quot;out

of my flesh&quot; [or, as in this sense it is rendered

by many, &quot;in my flesh,&quot; either referring it to

his resurrection-body, E. V., Good, Lee, etc.;

or] with a reference to the restored body of the
sufferer (Eichh. v. Colin, Kuapp, Hofmann)
[Noyes, Wemyss, Elz., Rod., who render by

&quot;in&quot;],
it would form an inappropriate antithe

sis to &quot;Hty in a, which would be all the more

strange, seeing that only a little before, in ver.

20, they had been used as in substance synony
mous. Neither can the expression signify ex

actly &quot;from behind, or within my flesh
&quot;

(ngainst

Volck) ; this meaning would require ~l3, or

13D (after Cant. iv. 1, 3; vi. 7). Hence
JO

is to be rendered privatively, &quot;away from, with

out, free from&quot; (comp. ch. xi. 15; xxi. 9). In

that case, however, the refereuce is not to

the last point of time in Job s earthly life, when
he would be relieved of all his flesh, i. e., would
be completely reduced to a skeleton (Chrysost.,
Umbr., Hirz., Stickel, Heiligst., Hahn, Renan,
etc. ), but. to his condition after departing from
this earth, a condition which if not absolutely

incorporeal, is at least one of freedom from the

body. It refers to the time when, freed from hia
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suffering, miserable, decayed aapg, he shall be
hold God as a glorified spirit (Ewald, Vaihinger,
Schloltm., Arnheim, Delitzsch, Dillmann [Con ,

Green]). This latter interpretation is favored

decidedly by the Imperf. HinX, which is not to

be rendered in the present (as by Mercier, Habn,
H. Schultz [Bibl. Thcol. des A. T., Vol. II.,

1870], etc. ): &quot;I behold God even now in the spi

rit;&quot; for then the circumstantial particulars,

&quot;llj?
&quot;&amp;gt;HX and &quot;HE^O,

would appear meaning
less, and almost unintelligible, but which is cer

tainly to be construed in the future, expressing
the hope in a joyful beholding of God hereafter,

(comp. the similar meaning of HfTIX in Ps. xvii.

15, also of 1TTV in Ps. xi. 7), that is to say, as

the following verse shows yet more clparly, in

such a beholding of God in a glorified state after

death (Matth. v. 8 ; 1 John iii. 2, etc
). The ex

pression of such a hope here &quot;does not, after

ch. xiv. 13-15; xvi. 18-21, come unexpectedly;
and it is entirely in accordance with the inner

progress of the drama, that the thought of a re

demption from Hades, expressed in the former

passage, and the demand expressed in the latter

passage for the rescue of the honor of his blood,

which is even now guaranteed him by his wit

ness in heaven, are here united together into the

confident assurance that his blood and his dust

will not be declared by God the Redeemer as in

nocent, without his being in some way conscious

of it, though freed from this his decaying body.&quot;

(Delitzsch).
Ver. 27 describes, in triumphant anticipation

of the thing hoped for, how Job will then behold
God. Whom I shall behold for myself, to

wit, for my salvation ; the 7,
&quot; for me &quot;

(em

phatic Dnt. commodi, as in Ps. Ivi. 10; cxviii. 6)

being decidedly emphasized, as also JX,
&quot;

I,

by the use of which Job makes prominent, the

thought that he, who was so grievously perse
cuted, and delivered over to certain death, was
destined some day to enjoy a blessed beholding
of God. And whom mine eyes shall see,
and not a stranger. 1&P after the Put. ninx
is the Perf. of certainty, or of futurity (prset.

propheticum s. confidentise), and IMK/l, can only

be nominative, synonymous with 1HX vfl] (et

non alius, Vulg. ; so also LXX., T*rg. [E. V ],
and most), not accusative, as held by Gesenius
in Thes., Vaih., Umbreit, Stickel. Hahn, v. Hofm.

[Noyes, We nyss, Carey, Elzas, Green], who take
the rendering which they assume, et non alium,
in the sense of et non adversarium, &quot;and not as
an enpmy&quot; which is decidedly at variance wiih
the universal use of

&quot;If,
which never signifies

&quot;an enemy&quot; [never at least except indirectly,
and in a national connection, a hostile alien: it

can scarcely be regarded as the word which Joh
would most naturally use in describing God s

personal relations to himself, E.], and also at
variance with the clause ISO

&quot;TJM, which ought
not to stand without an object, if &quot;ll W1

?) were
an apposi ional accusative. It is undoubtedly
to be taken as a nominntive [in cor-relation to
JX and J J?, &quot;Imy eyes&quot;] &quot;and not a

stranger, not another&quot; (with which comp. Prov.
xxvii. 2), containing an allusion to Job s three

opponents, who could not share in this future

joyful beholding of God the Vindicator, at least

not in the same blessed experience of it as him
self. Moreover the very fact that Job here so

obviously glances aside at his opponents, with
their hostile disposition, precludes the supposi
tion of Hirzel and others, who put the time of
the beholding here prophesied in this life, and

regard ch. xxxviii. 1 seq. as the fulfillment of
the prophecy; for comp. ch. xlii. 7 seq. [Zoek-
ler s argument seems to be that the vindication
recorded at the close of the book could not be
the vindication here anticipated by Job for the
reason that in the former case God did really
appear to the friends, as well as to Job, whereas
they were to be excluded (so also Delitzsch)
from the nppearance to which Job looked for

ward. But it. is unnatural to suppose that the

Toeophany and the Vindication in which Job
here exults, would be limited either to himself
or to his sympathizing adherents. The very
object of it presupposes the presence, as wit

nesses, of those who had wronged him. When
Job accordingly says: &quot;/ shall see Him my
eyes shall behold Him and not a stranger&quot;

he is not so much intimating that they would be
excluded, as denying that he himself would be
excluded. The vindication was not to be in his
own absence, and before a stranger, who would
feel no interest in the matter, but in some
strange, unaccountable way he would be there,

participating in the awful glory and the blessed

triumph of the scene. This view of the mean
ing also gives the most satisfactory explanation
of

&quot;II,
not an

&quot;enemy,&quot; as shown above, which

would be inappropriate, nor &quot;another,&quot; which
would be too general, but a

&quot;stranger,&quot; who
would have no interest in the result. The jubi
lant tone of Job s mind is strikingly exhibited
in the repetition of the pronoun: &quot;/ for me

my eyes,&quot;
the climax being reached in If-XTV

E.] Finally, the fact that Job here hopefully
promises this future beholding of God not only
to himself as the personal subject, but in parti
cular to his eyes, may certainly with perfectly good
right be appealed to in proof that the condition
in which he hopes to enjoy it, viz. disembodied,
freed from the earthly &quot;lt?3, is to be understood
not as one of abstract incorporeality, or abso
lute spirituality for this is a representation
which is decidedly opposed to the concrete

pneumatico-realistic mode of thought found in
the Old Testament Scriptures, which does not
even represent God as abstractly incorporeal
My reins pine (therefore) in my bosom:

viz. with longing for such a view.
**&amp;gt;,

lit.

&quot;they are consumed, waste away, languish;
elsewhere us^d of the soul pining away with

longing (Ps. Ixxxiv 3 [2] ; cxix 81), or of the

eyes (P.s. Ixix. 4 [3]; cxix. 123; comp. above
ch. xi. 20; xvii. 5), here of that inner organ
which is regarded as the seat of the tenderest,
inmost and deepest affections, being used also
in this sense in Ps. xvi. 7; vii. 10 [9] (Del.,
Biblical Psychology, p 268 [Clark, p. 317]).
Comp. also the Arabic phrase culaja tadhftbu,
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&quot; my reins melt.&quot; Essentially the same mean
ing is given to the phrase in the various render

ings which on other accounts are objectionable,
e. ff. the Syriac: &quot;my reins waste away com-

*
plet.ely by reason of my lot;&quot; that of Hahn:
&quot;if my reins perish in my bosom.&quot; [E. V. and
Good: &quot;though my reins be consumed within

me;&quot; Lee and Conant: &quot;when my reins are

(or shall have been) consumed within me;&quot;

either of which renderings is far less expressive
as limiting the description to Jot&amp;gt; s physical suf

ferings, now, or in death, and failing to bring
out the patheiic emotion with which the passage
expresses Job s ardent longing for the day of his

vindication a meaning which is not only far

more in accordance with the general usage of

the words (see reff. above), but also most touch-

ingly appropriate here. As Dillmann also

remarks: &quot;These words indicate that what Job
has said just before expresses something alto

gether extraordinary.&quot; E.]
6. Third Division : Conclusion : Earnestly

warning the friends against the further continu
ance of their attacks: vers 28,29. [It is wor

thy of note how lofty the tone which Job

inspired by the vision of his future vindication,

here assumes towards the friends. No longer
a suppliant for pity (ver. 21), or trembling
before their threats of the Divine vengeance, he
now threatens them with that vengeance in case

they persevere in their unjust treatment of him.

-E.]
Ver. 28. If ye think

[lit. say] How will
we pursue him! &quot;3 is neither causal (Stick.)

[Rodwell], nor affirmative, &quot;truly&quot; (Umbreit,
Hirzel, Vaih.), [nor adversative &quot;but&quot; (E. V.),
which requires an untenable rendering of the

clauses which follow; nor temporal &quot;then&quot;

(Wemyss, Renan, Elzas, who refer it to Job s

restoration in this life; Good and Lee, who
refer it to the resurrection), for this is inconsis

tent with the future ^7?]; but, as the analogy

of ch xxi. 28 teaches, a conditional particle
&quot;if&quot; [-

when&quot; Ewald; &quot;since,&quot; Noyes], so

that ver. 28 is the protasis of which ver. 29 is

the apodosis. HD in that case is neither an

interrogative &quot;how?&quot; (Bottcher) [Carey], nor

&quot;why?&quot; (Umbreit, Hirzel [E. V., Roumann.

Elz.],efc.), but exclamatory: &quot;how! howmuch!
com p. ch. xxvi. 2, 3; Cant. vii. 2. In regard

to the construction of *]Tn
with h, found

only here, comp. that with ^X in Judg. vii.

25. With this exclamation of the friends

there is connected in b the expression of an

opinion, or a thought on their part in the oralin

obliqua: and (if you think): the root of the
matter is found in me, i. e. the cause of my
sutfering lies only in me, viz. in my sin. As

regards this connection of an oralio obliqua with

an oratio recta, especially with exclamatory
clauses, comp. chap, xxii 17; xxxv. 3; Ewald,
338. According to the reading of the ancient

versions (LXX., Targ., Vulg.), and of some

MSS., which have 1} instead of
&quot;3,

this inter

change of the direct and conditional form of

expression is removed, assuredly against the

original construction. [According to another

view, followed by the translators of the E. V.,

the root of the matter&quot; is to be taken in a

good sense of Job s piety (Barnes), or the
&quot;jus-

Lice of his cause&quot; (Renan). The expression
has indeed become in English a proverbial one
for religious sincerity, and we who have become
accustomed to it in this sense may find a little

difficulty in releasing our minds from the power
of that association It will be found difficult,

however, to harmonize such a thought with the

connection. In the E. V., for example, no one
can help feeling that the connection between
ver. 28 and the preceding passage has an unsa

tisfactory abruptness and lameness about, it. and
even this connection, such as it is, rests on a
forced rendering of \3 which is properly adver

sative only after an expressed or implied nega
tive. Aud in general it may be said, that whe
ther we regard ver. 28 b as a declaration of

Job s sincerity by himself or by his friends, it

will be found next to impossible to put it into

proper and natural relations to ver 28 a on the

one hand, and to ver. 29 on the other. The
most intelligible, tenable and forcible construc

tion is that given above by Zockler (and adopted
by Ewald, Dillmann, Schlottmanu, Delitzsch,

Conant, Green), which regards vers. 28, 29 as a

lofty warning to the friends, inspired by the

triumphant anticipation of vers. 25-21, bidding
them if they continued to persecute him, and
to charge him with harboring within himself

the root of the calamities which had befallen

him to beware of the sword! E.]
Ver. 29. Apodosis: Be ye afraid (DIP &quot;for

yourselves,&quot; as in Hos. x. 6) before the

sword, i. e. the avenging sword of God; comp.

O^n in ch. xv. 22
;

xxvii. 14
;
Deut. xxxii. 41

;

Zech. xiii. 7, etc.
[&quot;a sword, without the art. in

order to combine the idea of what is boundless,
endless and terrific with the indefinite,&quot; Del.].
This sufficiently distinct threat of Divine pun
ishment is confirmed by that which follows:

for wrath (befalls) the transgressions of
the sword, that ye may know that (there

is) a judgment. HOn, &quot;glow of wrath, rage,&quot;

can scarcely be regarded as the subject, with

the meaning: &quot;for wrath (against friends) is

one of the crimes of the sword&quot; (Schultens,

Stickel, Schlottmann), [Conant, Noyes, who
with less than his usual accuracy renders by

&quot;malice&quot;]. Apart from the difficulty that

JTUty can by no means, without modification be

=the partitive rijlj?0, the meaning is not at

all suited to the tru -position of Job as regards

the friends, who might rather reproach him with

anger, than he them. Rather is H^n a riouu in

the predicate, the meaning being: &quot;wrath are

the sword s crimes,&quot; i. e. they carry wrath as a

reward in themselves, they cause wrath, they

are infallibly overtaken by it (Uosenin., Hahn,

Delitzsch, Dillmann, etc.). [&quot;Crimes
of the

sword are not such as are committed with the

sword for such are not treated of here, aud,

with Arnh. and Hahn, to understand :nn of

the sword of hostilely mocking words is arbi

trary and artificial but. such as have incurred

the sword. Job thinks of slanders and blas

phemy.&quot; Delitzsch]. This -xplaivition is better

than that of Hirzel, Ewald [tied well], etc.:
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&quot;for wrath, f. e. something to be dreaded, are

the punishments of the sword,&quot; for flijty. can

scarcely he taken in the sense of punishments,
chastisements; even in Ps. xxxi. 11; xxxviii.

6; Lam. iv. 6, J1\P signifies not so much pun

ishment, as rather evil-doing, sin together with

its mischievous consequences. The above inter

pretation is not, it is true, altogether satisfac

tory; nevertheless, if we should attempt to

amend the passage, it would be better to intro

duce a 7 before JYijty, than either to change
JTDfl to Iran (Gesenius: &quot;for iuch. i. e. such
T &quot; T ** x

transgressions as yours, are crimes of the sword)
or to introduce the constr. state J&quot;\on before

nijij?, which is the construction given by the

Pcsh. and Vulg., the latter of which reads :

quoniam ultor iniquitatum gladius est. A difficulty

is also presented in the word \^^ (K thibh) or

jHW (K ri) at the end of the last member, occa

sioned by the fact that K7 TtKX does not else

where occur in the Book of Job, as also by the

fact that the rendering of the LXX. TTOV EGTIV

avritv f/ v^ij (or nccording to the Cod. Alex, bri

ov6a.fj.ov avruv TJ Jer^i f eonv) probably points to

another text in the original. The above ren

dering, however: &quot; that ye may know that there

is a judgment,&quot; is in general accord with the

context, and corresponds well to the meaning
of these clos ng verses. It ia not necessary with

Heiligst., Dillmann, Ewald (2d E&amp;gt;1.),
to read

^H?: &quot;that ye may know the Almighty;&quot; nor

(which is moreover linguistically inadmissible)

to regard J ^t? as a variation of HSf (Eichhorn,

Halm, Ewald, 1st Ed.), which woul 1 yield the

same meaning. [&quot; j l has everywhere else the

signification judicium, e. g. by Elihu, ch. xxxvi.

17; and also often in the Book of Proverbs, e.g.
ch. xx. 8 (comp. in the Arnbizing supplement,
ch. xxxi 8). The final judgment is in Aramaic
N/n NJ&quot;1

;
the last day in Heb. and Arabic,

rir\ DV, jaum ed-din. To give to {&quot;1$,
&quot; that

(there is) a judgment,&quot; this dogmatically defi

nite meaning, is indeed, from its connection
with the historical recognition of the plan of

redemption, inadmissible; but there is nothing
against understanding the conclusion of Job s

speech according to the conclusion of the Book
of Ecclesiastes, which belongs to the same age
of literature.&quot; D^litzsch.]

[&quot;Thus
does this lofty tragical discourse

combine in itself the deepest humiliation and

depression with the highest Divine elevation,
the most utter despair with the most animated

overflowing hope and the most blissful certainty.
Not only does it occupy the lofty centre of the

human controversy and of the whole action, but
it also causes the first real and decisive revolu
tion in Job s favor, because in it Job s two ruling

tthoughts and tendencies, the unbelief springing
from superstition, and the higher genuine faith

just, forming itself come into such sharp and

happy contact that the latter rushes forth out
of its insignificance with irresistible might, and

although the discord is not as yet harmonized,
from this time on it maintains itself, gradually

prevails more and more, until at last it remains

supreme and alone.&quot; Ewald.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The history of the interpretation of vers.

25-27, the passage of greatest theological impor
tance in this chapter, exhibits three principal

views of the meaning. Of these the two oldest

rest on the texts of the ancient versions, and

particularly of the LXX. and Vulg., which are

more or less erroneous, and yield results which

are one-sided and partially perverted. It is

only the latest of these which, resting on the

original text, avoids these one-sided results, and

sets forth the poet s thought with unprejudiced

objectivity.
a. A rigidly orthodox, or if the phrase be pre

ferred, an ultra-orthodox (ultra-eschatological)

view, which can be traced back into the earliest

periods of the church, assumes that the passage

predicts a resuscitation of the body by Chris on the

last day. This assumption rests on the render

ing of ver. 25 b, and ver. 26 a by the LXX.,

partly indeed also on&quot; the Targum, but more

especially on the rendering of the passage in the

Vulgate a rendering which flows out of the

older version, and which pushes still further its

misinterpretation. The LXX presents a ver

sion of the words which for the most part indeed

is opposed, rather than otherwise, to the escha-

tological view, which limits Job s expectations
to the present earthly life, which in fact almost

wholly precludes the reference to the future.

But the words beginning with D1p\ ver 25 b,

(instead of which it read D PM, and ending with

fiKT, ver. 26 a, which it combines together so as

to form one sentence, it renders thus: avasTr/ast

oi fiov TO auua ~b avavrT^ovv
/JLOI

ravra (Cod. Alex.:

avaGTjjaai fiov TO depfin finv TO avavrZovv ravra).

According to this rendering a future resuscita

tion after death of the sorely afflicted body of Job
is as distinctly as possible expressed. The Tar-

pumist expresses essentially the same meaning:
&quot;I know that, my Redeemer lives,&quot; and here
after my redemption will arise

(i.
e. be made,

actual, become a reality) over the dust, and
after that my skin is again made whole (or

according to another reading &quot;is swollen

up&quot;)
this will happen, and out, of my flesh shill

I behold God. On the basis of these interpreta
tions, which were rooted in the hopes of a resur

rection cherished by the Jews after the exile, and

especially on the basis of the former [that of the

LXX.], Clemens Romanus (1 Cor. 26), Origen
(Comm. in Matth. xxii. 23seq.), Cyril of Jerusa
lem (Catech. XVIII.), Ephrapm, Epiphanius
(Orat. Ancorat), and other fathers before Je
rome, found in the passages a proof of the

church doctrine of the dvaaramf TT/&amp;lt;; aapnoc. Still

more definitely and completely did the passage
acquire the character of a Scriptural proof of

this doctrine from Jerome, as the author of the

authorized Latin translation, which was adopted
by the Western Church during the Middle Ages,
RS well as by the Catholic Church of recent

times. While the predecessor of his work, the

Itala, had somewhat indefinitely expressed a

meaning approximating that of the LXX. (&quot;*w-

per terrain resurget cutis mea,&quot; e c.), the Vulgate
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set aside the last remnant of a possibility that

the passage should be understood of a restitution

or a restoration of Job in this life. This it did

by introducing into the text of vers. 25 and 26
three inaccuracies of the most glaring sort. For

Dip (or D p
1

) it substituted without more ado
I T \ IT

DIpX, surrecturus sum ; tnnX it rendered, in no-
I T I -:

-

vissimo die! and rendering 13pJ as Niphal of

lpj
=

rjlp,
&quot; to surround, to circle,&quot; it gave to

it no less arbitrarily the meaning of circumdabor,
so that the whole passage is made to read thus:

ver. 25 :
(t scio enim, quod redemptor meus vivit et in

novssimo die de terra surrecturus sum ; ver. 26 : et

rursum circumdabor pelle mea et in carne mea videbo

Deum meum ; ver. 27 : quern visurus sum ego ipse

et oculi mei conspecluri sunt el non alius ; reposita
est hsec spes mea in sinu meo.&quot; This interpreta
tion, which was emphatically approved and re-

comm&quot;nded by Augustine (De Civ. Dei XXII.,

29), held its ground through the Middle Ages
among all Christian expositors, and all the more

necessarily that a revision of the same after the

Hebrew could not. be undertaken by any one of
them. Neither does Luther s translation &quot;But

I know that, my Redeemer liveth. and He will

hereafter raise [or quicken~\ me out of the earth, and
I fha II thereupon be surrounded with this my skin,

and shall see God in my flesh&quot; break through
the spell of this doctrinally prejudiced interpre
tation; and just as little as Luther do the dis

tinguished Reformed translators of the Bible, e.
,

ff., i-eo Juda, Joh. Piscator, the authors of the

English Version, etc., exhibit any substantial de

parture from the meaning or phraseology of the

Vulgate. Thus the rendering under considera
tion succeeded in acquiring the most important
influence even in the evangelical theological tra

dition. It came to be cited in Church symbols
(e. a., Form Cone. Epit... p. 375 R.) [Westmin
ster Conf. of Faith XXXTI. 2], catechisms and
doctrinal manuals as a cardinal proof-text for

the doctrine of the resurrection of the body, and

occasionally even for the divinity of Christ (on

account of the HI /X of ver. 26). It became a

leading theme of sacred poets (e. a,, of Louisa
Henrietta v. Brandenburg, who wrote &quot;Jesus,

meine Zuversicht &quot;

[Jesus, my Trust], of P.

Gerhard, the author of &quot; Ich weiss dass mein
Erlbser lebt

&quot;

[of Charles Wesley: &quot;I know
that my Redeemer lives&quot;]),

and in general it

has received the most manifold application alike

in the domain of speculative theology, and in

that of practical and ascetic piety. Even such

thorough exegetes as Cocceius, Seb. Schmidt,
Starke, while in subordinate details occasionally

departing from the traditional ecclesiastical ver

sion, advocate strenuously the direct christolo-

gical and eschatological reference of the passage

(comp. also Jablonsky, De Redemptore stante su

per pulverem, Francof. ad V. 1772: Gude and
Rambach : De Jobo Christi incarnationis vale,

Halae 1730, etc.
). A number even of able Ori

entalists, and independent Hebrew scholars since

the last century, such as Schultens, J. H. and J.

D. Michaelis, Velthusen, Rosenmiiller. Rosen-

garten, the English writers Mason. Good, Hales,
J. Pye Smith [Scott, Lee, Carey, Wordsworth],*

* [Among other prominent English theological writers

and quite recently the Catholic Welte, think that

notwithstanding the various amendments which

following the original text they make to the ver
sion of the Vulg., or in a measure to that of Lu
ther, the passage must still be held to teach, at

least in general, the Church doctrine of the re

surrection, in that they favor the inadmissible

rendering of &quot;U~?1 as = neque ego alius
(&quot;and

truly I not as another, I as unchanged&quot;), or un
derstand &quot; the appearing of the Redeemer on the

dust&quot; as having for iia object the quickening of

the dead, and hence as referring to the Second

Advent of Christ, or find denoted in ^tJGO the
T

glorified flesh of the resurrection body, or adopt
other explanations of a like character (against
which see above in the Exegetic.il and Critical

Remarks).
b. A one-sided anti- eschatological view which.

limits the object of Job s hope and longing wholly
to this life, which may also be called the skeptical
or hypercritical rationalistic view has for its pre
cursors in the Ancient Church Chrysostom, John
of Damascus, and other fathers of the Oriental

Church. By an allegorizing interpretation of

the language of the LXX. avaar^aei 6e uov rb

auua TO avavT^ovv uoi rav-a, these writers refine

awoy the eschatological meaning which undoubt

edly belongs to the passage as pointing to the

hereafter, and refer it to the removal of his

disease which Job hoped for, and the rehabili

tation of his disfigured body; and they saw
that the phraseology of the Septuagint in the

remaining verses of the passage favored this

interpretation. Most of the Jewish Exegetes

during the Middle Ages adhered to their view
so far as the principle was concerned, the prin

ciple, to wit, of excluding from the passage any
messianic and eschatological application while

in respect to many of the details they hit upon
novel expedients, which were in part of a most
wonderful and arbitrary character. The more

freely inclined theologians of the Reformed
Churches also, such as Mercier, Grotius, Le

Clerc, substantially adopted this view. After

the time of Eichhorn (Alfa. Biblioth der Bibl.

Literatur I. 3, 1787) it. acquired even a tempo
rary ascendency over the opposite opinions, and
that not only with commentators of rationalistic

tendencies, such as Justi, v. Colin, Knobel, Hir-

zel, Stickel, etc., but even with supra-naturalists,
such as Dathe, Doderlein, Baumgarten-Crusius,
Knapp, Augusti, Umbreit, and even with Hahn,

strictly orthodox as he is elsewhere (De spe im-

mortalitatis sub V. T. gradatim exculta, 1845, and
his Comm. on the passage), with v. Hofmann

(concerning whose peculiar rendering of 3pJ
see above on ver. 26), with the English theolo

gians Wemyss, Stuart, Barnes [Warburton,
Divine Legation, Book VI., Sec. 2; Patrick,

Kennicott, Noyes, Rodwell; to whom may be

added Elzas and Bernard], and others. Almost

all the advocates of this view agree in holding

who interpret the passage of Christ, and the final resu-rec-

tion, may be ment oned Owen, Vol. XII., Stand. Lib. of Brit.

Diviii-s, p 508 seq.; Bp. Andrews Sermons, Vol II., p. 251

seq. in Lib of Ang.-Oath. Theol.; Bp. cherlork, Works 1830,

Vol. II, p. 167 Beq.; John Newton, Works, Vol. IV., p. 435

Beq. ; Bp. Pearson on the
f&amp;gt;e&amp;lt;-d,

Art. XT.; Dr. W. H. Mill,

Lent Sermon*, Cambridge 1845; Dr. W. L. Alexander, Cou-

nec. and Harm, of O. and N. Tests., p. 154 seq. E.]
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that in ver. 25 seq. Job, having just before

expressed the wish that he might see his pro
testation of innocence perpetuated, utters hU
conviction that such a perpetuation for posterity
would not be necessary, that he himself would

yet live to see the restoration of his honor and
of his health, and that even though he shouM
waste away to a most pitiful skeleton, he would

be made to rejoice by the appearance of God to

benefit him and none others.

c. An intermediate view, or one exhibiting a

moderate eschaloloay, which resting on the most
exact philological and impartial treatment of

the original text, avoids the one-sided conclu

sions of the two older interpretations, has been
advanced and defended by Ewald (Die Dichter

des Allen Bundes, 1st Ed., Vol. III., 1836), and

substantially adopted by Vaihinger, Schlottman,
v. Gerlach, Hupfeld (Deutsche Zeilschrift, 1850,
No. 35 seq. ), Oehler (Grundzage der alt-test.a-

mentlichen Weisheit, 1854), Konig (Die Unster-

blichkeitsidee im B. Job, 1855, Iloelemann (Sachs.

Kirchen, und Schulbl. 1853, No. 48 seq.), Del.

(Art. Job in Herzog s Real-Encycl., and in his

Commentary), Dillmann, Davidson (Introduction
II. 224 seq.) [Conant, Canon Cook in Smith s

Bib. Diet. Art. &quot;Job;&quot; MacClintock & Strong s

Cyc op. Art.
&quot;Job&quot;],

and even by the Jewish

expositors Arnheim and Lowenthal. According
to the unanimous opinion of these investigators,
Job here expresses the hope, not indeed of a

bodily resuscitation from death, but neverthe
less of a future beholding of God in a spiritual

glorified state. It is not the hope of a resurrec

tion; it is, however, the hope of immortality, to

which he is here lifted up, and that too with

great clearness and the most vivid definiteness,
above the ordinary popular conception of the

ancient Israelites, as it has been previously
declared even by himself.

2. We have, in our Exegetical Remarks above,

expressed our concurrence in this modified

eschatological or futuristic exposition of the

passage, because, on the one side, the unmodi
fied doctrinal orthodox rendering presents too

many linguistic errors and arbitrary construc
tions to have any scientific value whatever
attached io it, and because on the other side the

view which excludes every reference to the
hereafter can be established only by allegori-

cally or rationalistically refining away the
obvious phraseology of the passage. The latter

interpretation, which Hirzel in particular has

attempted to support with great argumentative
acuteness, cannot be successfully maintained.

a. The connection with vers. 23, 21 cannot
be urged in its favor, for Job by no means
contradicts the wish here expressed that
the protestation of his innocence might
be preserved for posterity, when in ver. 25 seq.
he declares the assurance of his triumphant
justification by God hereafter; rather in pro
claiming this assurance he but takes a new step
upward in the inspired conviction that God will
at last interpose as the Avenger of his inno
cence.

b. Job s former hopelessness, as he contem
plates the mournful lot of him who goes down
into Sheol, cannot be used as an argument in
favor of that view; for Job s former discourses

are by no means wanting in preparatory intima

tions of a clear and well-defined hope in future

retribution and a blessed immortality : see espe

cially ch. xiv. 18-15, and ch. xvi. 18-21.

c. Nor finally can the fact that neither by
Job s friends, nor in the historical issue of the

colloquy in the Epilogue is there any direct

reference made to this expression of Job s hope
of immortality, be urged against our interpre

tation; for &quot;it is a general characteristic of all

the discourses of the friends, that they spell
bound as they are within the circle of their

external, legul views scarcely enter at all in

detail upon the contents of Job s discourses;
and in ch. xxxviii. seq. God does not undertake
the task of a critic, who passes judgment, one

hy one, on all the propositions of the contending

parties. That the poet, however, should have
framed for the drama a different issue from that

which it has, is not to be desired, for the theme
of the poem is not the question touching the

immortality of man s spirit, but the question:
how is the suffering of the righteous to be har
monized with the Divine justice&quot; (Dillmann)?
Such a change of the issue, moreover, would be
undesirable for the reason that the very contrast

between the deliverance and exaltation which Job
here hopes for as something which lies after death,

and the favor which God visits upon him even in

this life, a favor infinitely surpassing all that he

hopes and waits for, prays for or understands this

is one of the most striking beauties of the poem, con.

stitules indeed the real focus of its splendor and its

crowning close (comp. v. Gerlach in the Homile-
tical Remarks on ver. 25 seq.). Such a sudden

unexpected blazing up of the bright light of the

hope of immortality, without frequent references

to it afterwards, and without other preparations
or antecedent steps leading to it than a wish (in
ch. xiv. 13 seq. ), and a demand of similar mean

ing (ch. xvi. 18 seq. ) corresponds perfectly to

the style of our poet, who, having assigned his

hero to the patriarchal age, does nut ascribe to

him his own settled certainty of faith, repre
senting him as possessing such a certainty in

the same clear, complete measure as himself;
he aims rather to represent him as striving after

such a possession To this it may be added that

Hirzel s view, which places the object of the

sufferer s hope altogether in this life is contra
dicted by the fact that Job in what he has

already said has repeatedly described his end
as near, his strength as completely broken, his

disease as wholly incurable, his hope of an

earthly restoration of his prosperity as having
altogether disappeared (ch. vi. 8-14; vii. 6; xiii.

13-15; xiv. 1722; xvii. 11-16). With such
extreme hopelessness, how would it be possible
to reconcile the expression in ver. 25 seq. of the

very opposite, as is assumed to be the case by
the interpretation which refers that passage to

this life? And why again hereafter, in ch. xxx.

23, does the gloomy outlook of a near and cer

tain death find renewed expression in a way
which cuts off all possibility of cherishing any
hopes in regard to this life (see on the passage)?
Wherefore such an unseemly wavering between
the solemnly emphasized certainty of the hope
in an appearance of Eloah, and the not less

emphatic expression of the certainty that h
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has no hope in such an appearance? What
would the artistic plan of the poem in general

gain by allowing the hero in the middle of it to

predict the final issue, but afterwards to assume,
even as he had already done before, that the

exact opposite of this is the only possible issue ?

3. Seeing then that every consideration favors

most decidedly the view which interprets the

passage in accordance with a modera e escha-

tology, the question still remains: whether that

beholding of God after this earthly life, which Job
here anticipates as taking place concurrently
with the vindication of his honor and his redemp
tion, t&amp;lt; conceived of by him as something that is to be

realized in the sphere of abstract spirituality, or

whether his conception of it is more concrete, real-

intic, in analogy with the relations of this earthly

life? In other words, the question is: whether
his idea of immortality is abstractly spiritualistic,

or one which up to a certain point approximates the

New Testament doctrine of a resurrection? We
have already declared above (on ver. 27 b) in

favor of the latter opinion; because (1) The
mention of the eyes with which he expects to

see God admits only of that pneumatico-realistic

meaning, under the influence of which the Old
Testament speaks even of eyes, ears, and other

bodily organs as belonging to God, and in gene
ral furnishes solid supports to the proposition
of Oetinger touching corporeity as the &quot;end of

the ways of God.&quot; To this it may be added that

(2) the absolute incorporealness of Job s condition

after death is in no wise expressed by the phrase

^30, notwithstanding the privative mean

ing which in any case belongs to
JO,

that this

expression merely indicates the object of Job s

hope to be a release from his present miserable

body offlesh, and that accordingly what Job here

anticipates is (gradually accomplished to be sure,

but) not specifically different from that which
the Apostle calls rijv dirohvTpuaiv rov aufuiroq

f/fiuv (Rom. viii. 23; comp. ch. vii. 25), or what
on another occasion he expresses in more nega
tive form by the proposition: bri aapt- nai al/za

3avifaiav Qeov K^.jjpovofj.tfaai ov dvvavrai ovSs
1}

ipdopa TT]V atydapaiav idujpovonel (1 Cor. xv. 50).
Still further (8) the concluding verse of ch.

xiv. shows that Job conceives even of man s con

dition in Sheol as by no means one of abstract

incorporeality, but rather invests this gloomy
and mournful stage of his existence after death

with two factors of being (1193 and E/3J), con

ceiving of them as existing in conjunction, and
as standing in some kind of a relation to each
other (see above on the passage). Finally (4) :

The perfected realistic hopes of a resurrection,
found in the later Old Testament literature from
the time of Ezekiel and Daniel on, would be ab

solutely inconceivable, they would be found

drifting in the air without attachment or sup

port, they would be without all historical prece
dent, if in the passage before us the hope of im

mortality be understood in the light of an abstract

spirituality. What Job says here is certainly

nothing more than a germ of the more complete
resurrection creed of a later time, but it must

indubitably be regarded as such a germ, as such

a seminal anticipation of that which the Israel

of a later period believed and expected in respect

to the future state. Its relation to the perfected
eschatology of those prophets of the exile, as
well as to the post-exilic literature of the Apo
crypha (tor example the II Book of Maccabees)
is like that &quot; of the protevangelium to the per
fected soteriology of revelation; it presents only
the first lines of the picture, which is worked up
in detail later on, but also an ou line, sketched
in such a way that all the knowledge of later

times may be added to it&quot; (Delitzsch) as from
of old the Church has been doing, and still is

doing, in her epitaphs, hymns, liturgies, and
musical compositions, and ihis too with some de

gree of right, although largely in violation of the
law of exegetical sobriety.

[The following additional considerations, sug
gested by the passage, and the context, may be

urged in favor of the view here advocated. (1)
Job, as the context shows, is, while uttering this

sublime prediction, painfully conscious of what
he is suffering in the body. Note the whole pas
sage, vers. 13-20, where the estrangement of his

most intimate friends and kindred is associated

with the loathsome condition into which his dis

ease has brought him. Note again how in the

heart of the prophecy itself (ver. 26), he is still

unable to repress the utterance of this same pain
ful consciousness of his bodily condition. If

now he anticipates here a Divine Intervention
which is to vindicate him, is it not natural that

he should include in that vindication, albeit

vaguely and remotely, some compensation for

the physical wrong he was suffering? If God
would appear to recompense the indignity to his

good name, would He not appe:ir at the same
time to recompense the indignity from which his

body had so grievously suffered ? In a word,
would not the same experience which here blos

soms so gloriously into the prophetic assurance

of a justification of his spiritual integrity, bear

at least the bud of a resurrection hope for the

body, although the latter would be, ex necessitate

rei, less perfectly developed than the former ?

Surely the Day of Restitution, which he knows
is to come, will bring with it some compensation
for this grievous bodily ill, the dark shadow of

which flits across even this bright vision of faith!

This presumption is still further heightened
when we note that he himself, with his own eyes,

is to witness that restitution.

(2). The phrase ^Stf-*!]^ is not without, sig

nificance It certainly means something more

specific than &quot;on the earth.&quot; The Goel is to

stand &quot;on dust&quot; (or &quot;on the dust&quot; article

poetically omitted), the pbce where lies the dust

of the body gathered to the dust of the earth.

This is the only exegesis of 13^ that is either

etymologically admissible, or suited to the con

text. The Vindication is thus brought into local

connection with the grave. And this can mean

only one thing. It shows at least that Job could

not conceive of this future restitution as tnking

place away and apart from his dust His body,
his physical self, was in some way he has no

conception how to be interested in it.

(3). The expression 7^2.? is no objection to

this view, even with the privative sense which

our Commy. (and correctly I think) attaches to
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TD. It does not mean, it is doubtful, as Zock-

ler remarks, whether for a Hebrew it could mean,
an abstract unqualified spirituality. At all

events the connection shows that here, as often

elsewhere in Job (comp. ch. vii. 15; xiv. 22;

xxxiiii. 21, etc.),
&quot;HP3 is used specifically of the

body as the seat of suifering and corruption, the

TO Qdaprov TOVTO of Paul. Twice indeed in this

immediate connection it is used in this sense, to

wit, in ver. 19, and ver. 22 (figuratively, how

ever). Observe particularly that in ver. 19, as

in ver. 26 the &quot;flesh&quot; is associated with the
&quot; skin

&quot;

in describing his emaciated condition.

When therefore he describes his physical condi

tion at the time of his ultimate restitution first

by the clause &quot; after my skin, which shall have
been destroyed even this!&quot; and then by the

clause,
&quot; and without my flesh,&quot; what he means

evidently is, when skin and flesh are both no

more, when the destruction, the decay, begun
by disease, and to be continued in the grave, has
finished its course ;

then would he behold God.

&quot;After my skin &quot; and &quot; without my flesh
&quot;

are thus parallelistic equivalents, of which still

another equivalent is found in &quot;

dust,&quot; the last

result of bodily decay. These elements of the

passage thus fix the place and the time of the

coming restitution; the place the grave, the

time the remote future, when his body should
be dust.

It seems clear therefore that the passage can
not be regarded on the one hand as a distinct

formal enunciation of a literal resurrection, for

the last view which he gives us of hig body is as

that which is no more, as dust. Just as little on
the other hand is it a mere vindication of his

memory, a declaration of the integrity of his

cause, an abstract spiritual beholding of God,
for he is conscious of physical suffering he an

ticipates a complete restitution one therefore

which will bring some reparation of the wrong
which he has suffered in the body, the grave
where his dust lies is to be the scene of his vin

dication, and he, the JX now speaking, the per

sonal I contrasted with &quot; a stranger,&quot; as com

plete realistic a personality, therefore, as any IT

then living, he is to be there, seeing with his

own eyes, and exulting in the sight. This neces

sarily implies a rehabilitation of the man, as well

as of his cause, a rehabilitation after death, as the

terms an i internal scope of the passage prove, as

well as the external plan and scope of the book;
and if not a resurrection, it at least carries us a

long way forward in the direction of that truth.

It is, as Delitzsch says above, an outline of that

doctrine which needs but a few touches to com

plete the representation. Indeed it may be said

that if the passage had contained one additional

thought, more definitely linking the dust of Job s

body with that future JN, that vaguely foresha
dowed organism with the eyes of which he was
to see God, the enunciation of a resurrection

would be almost complete. But that thought is

wanting. It is not in the Book of Job. That
which is given, however, points to the resurrec

tion; and the paean of the Old Testament saint,
this old &quot;song of the

night,&quot; breathing forth

faith s yearning towards the &quot;glorious appear
ing&quot;

of Him who is &quot;The Last&quot; as He is &quot;The

First,&quot; of which, though the singer understands

it not, he is yet triumphantly assured, may be

chanted by the Christian believer with no less

confidence, and with a truer and more precious
realization of what it means.

(4) The interpretation which refers the vindi

cation of Job to this life is sufficiently refuted

above. The argument, urged by Zockler as by
others, that such an anticipation of a vindication

before death is inconsistent with Job s frequent
declarations that he had no hope, and that he was
near his grave, is perhaps fairly enough an

swered by Noyes: &quot;As if a person, who is repre
sented as agitated by the most violent and oppo
site emotions, could be expected to be consistent

in his sentiments and language. What can be

more natural than that Job, in a state of extreme

depression, arising from the thought of his

wrongs, the severity of his afflictions, and the

natural tendency of his disease, should express
himself in the language of despair, and yet that

he should be animated soon after by conscious

innocence and the thought of God s justice, good
ness and power, to break forth into the language
of hope and confidence?&quot; Job s utterances are

in fact marked by striking inconsistencies, as

he is swayed by this feeling or by that. The

following considerations are, however, decisive

against this view.

a. It furnishes a far less adequate explanation
of the remarkable elevation and ardor of feeling
which Job here exhibits than the other view,
which refers it to the hereafter.

b. However well it may harmonize with some
of the expressions used, there are others with

which it is altogether irreconcilable. This is

especially true of Dip ~\2y~^g and the prepo
sition in HtJGD. It may also be said that &quot;^nx

which is best explained as a preposition be

fore &quot;Hip implies a state wherein the skin has

ceased to be, in like manner as JD
before ^Kf3-

Both these prepositions carry us forward to an

indefinitely remote period after death, and are
thus inconsistent with the idea of a physical re

storation before death. It is especially incon

ceivable that the poet should have used ~\3y~7y
to describe the place where the God should ap
pear, if the appearance was to be before death,
when it is remembered how invariably else

where, when mentioned in connection with Job,
it is associated with the grave. Comp. chap,
vii. 21; viii. 19; x. 9; xvii. 16; xx. 11; xxi.

26; xxxiv. 15.*

c. It would be, as Zockler well argues, a se

rious artistic fault, were Job at this point to be
introduced predicting the actual historical so

lution of the drama in language so definite, and
this while the evolution of the drama is still go
ing on, and the logical entanglement is at its

height. According to the eschatological theory,
the passage before us is a momentary gleam of

brightness from the Life Beyond, which lights

up with preternatural beauty the lurid centre
of the dark drama before us, which, however
it may modify the development which fol-

* Even in chap. xli. 25 [33] it suggests, as Umbreit correctly
observes, earth as a transitory state of activity for leviathan.
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lows, leaves it essentially unchanged, moving on
towards its historic consummation, according to

the plan which our poet has so grandly conceived
and so steadfastly pursued thus far. The light
which here breaks through the clouds is from a
source much further than the setting of Job s

earthly day. It is a light even which sends for

ward its reflection to the final earthly consum
mation, and which rests on the latter as an in

effable halo, giving to the radiant eve of the pa
triarch s life a sacred beauty such as without
this passage could not have belonged to it. If,

on the other hand, it were an anticipation of

Job s earthly restoration, it would be a sudden,
violent, inexplicable thrusting of the solution

into the heart of the conflict, leaving the conflict

nevertheless to struggle on as before, and the

solution itself to be swallowed up and forgotten,
until it reappears at the close, having lost, how
ever, through this premature suggestion of it,

the majesty which attends its unexpected coming.
It is true that the poet, with that rare irony
which he knows so well how to use, introduces

the friends as from time to time unconsciously

prophesying Job s restoration. But those inci

dental and indirect anticipations have a very
different signification from what this solemn,

lofty, direct, and confident utterance from the

hero himself would have, if it were referred to

the issue of the poem.

(5) Per contra the view advocated in the

Commentary and in these Remarks has in its

favor the following considerations:

a. It furnishes by far the most satisfactory

explanation of the more difficult expressions of

the text. See above.

b. It is most in harmony with the representa
tions of the future found elsewhere in the book,

especially chap. xiv. 13-15, of which this passage
is at once the glorious counterpart and comple
ment; that being a prophetic yearning for the

recovery of his departed personality from the

gloom of Sheol, a recovery which is to be a

change into a new life, even as this is a prophetic

psean of a Divine interposition which is not only
to vindicate his cause, but also to realize his re

stored personality as a witness of the scene.

c. It is most in harmony with the doctrinal

development of the Old Testament. It carries

us beyond the abstract idea of a disembodied im

mortality to an intermediate realistic conception
of the resuscitation of the whole personality, a

conception which is an indispensable stepping-
stone to the distinct recognition of the truth of

the resurrection. The development of the doc
trine would be incomplete, if not unintelligible
without the Book of Job, thus understood. E.~

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

In the treatment of this chapter for practica
edification, the passage in vers. 25-27 will of
course be the centre and the goal of our medi
tations. It must not, however, be separatee
from its surroundings in such a way that on the

one side the preparation and immediate occasion
for the upsoaring of his soul in yearning and

hope to God, to be found in the sorrowful plaint
of vers. 6-20, and on the other side the stern

and earnest warning to the friends, with which
30

he whole discourse closes (vers. 28, 29), will fail

of being set forth in the proper light and in their

organic connection. It is fitting accordingly to

show that it is one who feels himself to be for

saken by God and men, to be cast out by this

world, and even by all that he held dearest in

t, who here suddenly leaps up to that hope out
of the most painful agitation and the profoundest
depression of spirit, being supported in this

light by the train of thought developed in vers.

21-24: that when his contemporaries refuse to

iear his appeals for compassion, and when the

acknowledgment of his innocence, which he has
reason to expect from posterity, presents itself

as something which he can by no possibility live

:.o see for himself, God, the Everlasting One, who
is above all time, still remains to him as his only
consolation, although, indeed, a consolation all

the more sure and powerful. Not less is it to be
shown how Job, feeling himself to be, as it were,
sanctified and lifted high above this lower

earthly sphere by the thought of this God and
the joy of future union with Him, which he waits
for with such longing, immediately after the utter

ance of his hope turns all the more sharply against
the friends, in order that being filled as yet by the

thought of God s agency in judicial retribution,

through which he hopes one day to be justified
he may warn them still more urgently than

before against becoming, through their continued
harshness and injustice towards himself, the

objects of God s retributive interposition, and
of His eternal wrath. Essentially thus, only
more briefly and comprehensively, does v. Ger-
lach give the course of thought in the entire

discourse: &quot;The pronounced sharpness, visible

in the speeches of the friends, intensifies also in

Job the strong and gloomy descriptions which
he gives of his sufferings. But the wonderful
notable antithesis which he presents God Him
self against God! God in His dealings with
him showing His anger, and inflicting punish
ment, but at the same time irresistibly revealing
Himself to the inmost consciousness of faith as

all-gracious, bringing deliverance and blessed

ness this gives to the sufferer the clear light
of a knowledge in which all his former faint

yearnings shape themselves into fixed certainty.
God appears to him as the holy and merciful

manager of his cause, and even, after a painful

end, as the Giver of a blessed eternal life. . . .

To the friends, however, he declares finally with

sharp words, that although their legal security
and rigor has already made them sure of victory,
God s interposition in judgment will so much
the more completely put them to shame.

Particular Passages.

Ver. 6 seq. BRENTIUS: When conscience con-

fronts the judgment, when it cries out to God in

trouble, and its prayer is not answered, it

accuses God of injustice. . . . But the thoughts
of a heart forsaken by the Lord are in this pas

sage most beautifully described; for what else

can it think, when all aid is withdrawn, than

that God is unjust, if, after first taking sin away,
He nevertheless pays the wages of sin, even

death? and if again, after promising that He
will be nigh to those who are in trouble, He
seems not only not to be affected, but even to be
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delighted by our calamities? When the flames

of hell thus rage around us, we must look to

Christ alone, who was made in all things like to

His brethren, and was tempted that He might
be able to succor those who are tempted.
ZETSS: There is no trial more grievous than
when in affliction and suffering it seems as

though God had become our enemy, has no com

passion upon us, and will neither hear nor help.
IDEM (on ver. 13 seq.): To be forsaken and

despised by one s own kindred and household

companions is hard. But herein the children

of God must become like their Saviour, who in

His suffering was forsaken by all men, even by
His dearest disciples and nearest relations : thus

will they learn to build on no man, but only on
the living God, who is ever true BOARD:
Friends do not (usually) adhere in trial and
need ;

with prosperity they take their departure,
forgetful of their love and troth. Men are liars ;

they are inconstant as the wind, which passes

away. But because trial and need come from
God, the withdrawal of friends is ascribed to

God, for had He not caused the trial to come,
the friends would have remained.

Ver. 23 aeq. WOHLFARTH: The wish of the

pious sufferer that his history might be pre
served for posterity, was fulfilled. In hundreds
of languages the truth is now proclaimed to all

the people of the earth that even the godly
man is not free from suffering, but in the con
sciousness of his innocence, and in faith in God,
Providence and Immortality, he finds consola
tion which will not permit him to sink, and his

patient waiting for the glorious issue of God s

dark dispensations, is crowned without fail.

Ver. 25 seq. OECOLAMPAIHUS : These are the

words of Job s faith, nay, of that of the Church
Universal, which desires that they may be trans

mitted to all ages: &quot;And I know,&quot; rtc

We, taking faith for our teacher, and remem
bering what great things Job has declared before
hand he is about to set forth here, understand
it of the resurrection. We believe that we shall

see Christ, our Judge, in this body which we
now bear about, and in no other, with these

eyes, and no others. For as Christ rose again
in the same body in which He suffered and was
buried, so we also shall rise again in the same
body in which we now carry on our warfare.
BRBNTIUS: A most clear confession of faith!

From this passage it may be seen what is the
method of true faith, viz., in death to believe in

life, in hell to believe in heaven, in wrath and

judgment to believe in God the Redeemer, as

the Apostle, whoever he may have been, truly
says in writing to the Hebrews: Faith is the

substance of things hoped for, etc. (Heb. xi. 1).
For in Job nothing is less apparent than life

and the resurrection; rather is it hell that is

perceived. &quot;Nevertheless,&quot; he says, &quot;I know
that my Redeemer liveth, however He may now
seem to sleep and to be angry ; nevertheless I

know and by faith I behold beneath this wrath
great favor, beneath this condemner a redeemer.
You will observe in this place how despair and
hope succeed each other by turns in the

godly.&quot;

STARKE (after Zeyss and Joach. Lange): As
surely as that Christ, our Redeemer, is risen
from death by His power, and is entered into
His glory, BO surely will all who believe in Him
rise again to eternal life by His divine power.
. . . The Messiah is in such wise the Living
One, yea more, the Life itself (John xiv. 6: xi.

25), in that he proves Himself to be the Living
One, by making us alive. . . . This is the best
comfort in the extremity of death, that as Christ
rose again from the dead, therefore we shall
nrise with him (Rom. viii. 11; 1 Cor. xv.).
V. GERLACH: It is remarkable in this passage
that Job, after indulging in those most gloomy
descriptions of the realm of the dead, which run
through his discourses from ch. iii. on, should
here soar up to such a joyous hope touching his

destiny after death. Precisely this, however,
constitutes the very kernel of the history that

through his fellowship with God Job s sufferings
become the means, first, of overcoming in him
self that legal stand-point, with which that

gloomy, cheerless outlook was most closely
united, and thereby of gaining the victory over
the friends with their legalistic tendencies.

Moreover, we must not. be led astray by the fact
that in the end Job s victory is set even for this

life, and that he receives an earthly compensa
tion for his losses. The meaning of this turn
of events is that God gives to His servant, who
has shown himself to be animated by such firm con
fidence in Himself, more than he could ask or think.

Ver. 28 seq. SEE. SCHMIDT: Job s friends
knew that there is a judgment, and they had
proceeded from this principle in their discus
sions thus far. Job accordingly would speak
of the subject here not in the abstract, but in
connection with the matter under consideration :

&quot;in order that ye may know that God will
administer judgment in respect to all iniquities
of the sword, which you among yourselves ima
gine to be of no consequence, and not to be
feared, and that He will punish them most
severely.&quot; CRAMER: God indeed punishes much
even in this life; but much is reserved for the
last judgment. Hence he who escapes temporal
punishment here, will not for that reason escape
all divine punishment.
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777. Zophar and Job : Ch. XX. XXI.

A. Zophar: For a time indeed the evil-doer can be prosperous; but BO much the
more terrible and irremediable will be his destruction.

CHAPTER XX.

1. Introduction censuring Job with violence, and Theme of the discourse: vers. 1-6

1 Then answered Zophar the Naamathite, and said :

2 Therefore do my thoughts cause me to answer,
and for this I make haste.

3 I have heard the check of my reproach,
and the spirit of my understanding causeth me to answer.

4 Knowest thou not this of old,

since man was placed upon earth,
5 that the triumphing of the wicked is short,
and the joy of the hypocrite but for a moment?

2. Expansion of the theme, showing from experience that the prosperity and riches of the ungodly
must end in the deepest misery : vers. 629.

6 Though his excellency mount up to the heavens,
and his head reach unto the clouds

;

7 yet he shall perish forever, like his own dung :

they which have seen him shall say, Where is he ?

8 He shall fly away as a dream, and shall not be found
;

yea, he shall be chased away as a vision of the night.
9 The eye also which saw him shall see him no more ;

neither shall his place any more behold him.

10 His children shall seek to please the poor,
and his hands shall restore their goods.

11 His bones are full of the sin of his youth,
which shall lie down with him in the dust.

12 Though wickedness be sweet in his mouth,

though he hide it under his tongue ;

13 though he spare, and forsake it not,

but keep it still within his mouth :

14 yet his meat in his bowels is turned,
it is the gall of asps within him.

15 He hath swallowed down riches, and he shall vomit them up again :

God shall cast them out of his belly.
16 He shall suck the poison of asps;

the viper s tongue shall slay him.

17 He shall not see the rivers,
the floods, the brooks of honey and butter.

18 That which he labored for shall he restore, and shall not swallow it down :

according to his substance shall the restitution be, and he shall not rejoice thereby.

19 Because he hath oppressed, and hath forsaken the poor;
because he hath violently taken away a house which he builded not ;

20 Surely he shall not feel quietness in his belly,
he shall not save of that which he desired.

21 There shall none of his meat be left ;

therefore shall no man look for his goods.
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22 In the fulness of his sufficiency he shall be in straits ;

every hand of the wicked shall come upon him.

23 When he is about to fill his belly,

God shall cast the fury of His wrath upon him,

and shall rain it upon him while he is eating.

24 He shall flee from the iron weapon,
and the bow of steel shall strike him through.

25 It is drawn, and cometh out of the body;

yea, the glittering sword cometh out of his gall;

terrors are upon him !

26 All darkness shall be hid in his secret places;

a fire not blown shall consume him
;

it shall go ill with him that is left in his tabernacle.

27 The heaven shall reveal his iniquity ;

and the earth shall rise up against him.

28 The increase of his house shall depart,
and his goods shall flow away in the day of His wrath.

29 This is the portion of a wicked man from God,
and the heritage appointed unto him by God.

count he feels called upon by his thoughts to an

swer, and hence his inward impulse leaves him
no rest, because he hears from Job a contemptu
ous wounding reproof of himself.&quot; Ewald, Hahn,
Wordsworth, etc., point backward to the closing
menace of Job s discourse (ch. xix. 29) as the

cause of Zophar s feeling]. &quot;N3J3, which is evi

dently separated from ^ttfin by the accentuation

is used as a preposition = &quot; on account of,&quot;

but without its complement. We must supply

either
J3

(from jj? in a), or r\Kf; comp. the

similar elliptical use of SjO in Isa. lix. 18. To

connect 1O.P3 immediately with twill: &quot;be

cause of my storming (Del.
&quot; because of my feel

ing &quot;) [&quot;
because of my eager haste,&quot; Ges., Con.,

Carey, Noyes] within
me,&quot; produces a less sym

metrical structure for the verse, and a flatter

sense.

Ver. 3. A chiding to my shame must I
hear! Comp. Isa. liii. 5

[&quot;
chastisement of our

peace,&quot; i. e., which tends to our peace ;
so here,

the chastisement or chiding which tends to my
shame. The E. V. s rendering,

&quot; check of my
reproach

&quot;

is scarcely intelligible. Neither is

&quot; 1 have heard &quot;

sufficiently exact for the fut.

which means rather &quot; I have to hear.&quot;

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. A new variation of the favorite theme of

the friends the perishableness of the prosperity
of the ungodly. The formula by which it is this

time expressed is (ver. 5):
&quot; The triumphing of

the wicked is of short duration, and the joy of

the ungodly only for a moment.&quot; In the further

development of this thought the wicked, who en

counters inevitable destruction, is described as

a rich man, who avariciously seizes on the pos
sessions of others, and whose property, unjustly

acquired, becomes the prey of an exterminating
fire that destroys himself, and all that belongs
to him. This on the one side links itself to the

former description of Eliphaz, ch. xv. 26 seq., on

the other side, however, it glances aside with

malicious suspicion at the former prosperity of

Job, the foundation of which the speaker would
indicate as presumably impure and unrighteous.
The discourse is divided into a short intro

duction (vers. 2-5), and a discussion extending

through four strophes of six verses each (in one
instance of five), together with a closing verse,
which stands as an isolated epiphonema.

2. Introduction, together with the theme of the

discourse : vers. 2-5.

Ver. 2. Therefore do my thoughts give

answer to me.. [p, by some rendered &quot;

still,

yet,&quot; (Umbreit, Noyes. Rodwell), or
&quot;truly,&quot;

(Elzas), but incorrectly]. 3 KTI with Accus. of
the person, as in ch. xiii. 22 [E. V., &quot;cause me
to answer,&quot; and so Fiirst, and this would cor

respond with Zophar s eagerness to speak ;
but

the other signification is the more common].
D SJpt? as in ch. iv. 13. And hence (comes)
the storming within me. Lit. &quot;my

haste

in me&quot;: t^in herein the sense of perturbatio ;

and 3 in immediate connection with
&quot;&quot;tJ^n,

and

more precisely qualifying it, comp. ch. iv. 21.

Both JD/ in a, and &quot;&quot;3JP3
in 6, point forward to

the statement given in ver. 3 of the cause of

Job s discontent and excitement.
[&quot;

On this ac-

E.]. Nevertheless the spirit out of my
understanding gives me an answer ;

i. e.,

&quot;out of the fulness of its perception it furnishes

me with information as to what is to be thought
of Job with his insulting attacks&quot; (Delitzsch),
riz., that he is to be warned and punished as an

ungodly man. [E. V., JJ^ , asHiph.
&quot; causeth

me to answer
;&quot;

better as Kal &quot;

answereth,&quot; and
thus equivalent to Tt^n, ver. 2. This exor
dium is strikingly suggestive of the prominent
traits of Zophar s character

;
his mental discur

siveness and vivacity, or perhaps volatility, in

dicated by Q SyiP, his thoughts shot forth in

various directions ;
his eager impetuosity, l^in,

he could scarcely contain himself until Job had

finished, and then broke out hotly; his proud
sensitive egotism, especially prominent in ver.

8 a, &quot;the chiding of my shame must / hear;&quot;
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bis subjective self-sufficient dogmatism
&quot; the

spirit out of my understanding gives answer.&quot; It

is questionable whether HO here is to be taken

as Renan explains, of the universal (not as he
terms it &quot;impersonal&quot;) spirit (comp. ch. xxxii.

8), speaking in man. The dogmatic character

of the speaker, and the prominence which he

gives to his own personality, is not altogether in

harmony with such a view. Moreover, Elihu is

put forward by the poet as the representative
of an internal revelation, even as Eliphaz re

presents the external. Zophar ou the other hand

represents the individual reason, as Bildad re

presents the collective traditional wisdom of the

race. See Introduction. E.].
Vers. 4, 5 present the substance of these com

munications of Zophar s spirit in the form of a

question addressed to Job.

Ver. 5. Knowest thou this indeed [either
&quot;the question implying that the contrary would
be inferred from Job s language&quot; (Con.), or

&quot;sarcastically, equivalent, to: thou surely know-

est; or in astonishment, what! dost thou nol

know!&quot; (Del.) hence it is unnecessary (with E.

V., Ges., etc.),
to supply the negative, H^K/

from eternity (i. e., to be true, &quot;\J?~ JO, as a

virtual adjective, or as a virtual predicate-ac
cusative, Ewald \ 336, b), since man was

placed upon the earth.
D&quot;f

Infinit. with af

indefinite subject,
&quot; since one placed

&quot;

[or, since

the placing of] as in ch. xiii. 9. D~IX, not pre

cisely a proper name, referring to the first man
but collective or generic; comp. Deut. iv. 32.

Ver. 5. That the triumphing of the
wricked is short (lit.,

from near, i. e., not ex

tending far; comp Deut. xxxii. 17; Jer. xxiii

23), and the joy of the ungodly only for a
moment. Hj; in y^~&quot;

:̂

&amp;gt;
like TJ? in 2 Kings

ix. 22 expresses the idea of duration, &quot;during

for.&quot; The whole question is intended to convey
doubt and wonder that Job, judging by hi

speeches, was entirely unacquainted with the

familiar proposition touching the short duration

of the triumphing of the wicked which is mad
the theme of what follows. [This is Zophar s

short and cutting rejoinder to Job s triutnphan
outburst in ch. xix. 25 seq. That jubilant ex

clamation was, as Zophar indirectly suggests, a

J?Eh rUTj, that exulting joy a
^jjn nnoty].

3. The expansion of the theme: vers. 6-29.

First Strophe: Vers. 6-11. [The wicked, how
ever prosperous, perishes utterly, together wit!

his family and acquisitions; he himself in th

prime of life].

Ver. 6. Though his height (W& from KJT

comp. Nltf Ps. Ixxxix. 10) [i. e., his exaltatio

in rank and power] mount up to Heaven
and his head reach unto the clouds; comp
Isa. xiv. 13 seq. ; Obad. 4. [jP Jn, notcausativ

(Del.), but parallel to ry, as #N1 to N tP

Ver. 7. Like his dung he perishes for

ever
; they who have seen him say

&quot;Where is he? The subj. here is the ^J

ver. 5 b, and so continues to the end of the de

scription. &quot;I /J^, &quot;like his dung,&quot; from /

globulus stercoris, Zeph. i. 17 ; Ezek. iv. 12,15 (com]

/J,
1 Kings xiv. 10). This comparison, which

yond a doubt expresses a meaning which is

nfavorable and disgraceful to the ungodly man,
efers to his cwn dung; in the same way that this

5 at once swept away, on account of its ill odor,
o is he speedily removed by the Divine judg-
lent (comp. Ezek. I.e.). In regard to the coarse
arshness of the expression, comp. below, ver.

5, as also Zophar s former discourse, ch. xi. 12.

&quot;The word is not low, as Ezek. iv. 12; Zeph.
, 17 shows, and the figure, though revolting, ia

till very expressive.&quot; Delitzsch]. The follow-

ng explanations involve an unsuitable softening
and weakening] (if the sense. (1) The attempt
f Wetzstein in Delitzsch

[I. 377 seq. adopted by

Del. and Merx] to identify ? with the cow-

iung heaped up for fuel in the dwelling of the
wicked. (2) The attempt of Schultens, Ewald,

3irz., Heiligst., [Con.], to read l3, &quot;accord-

ng to his greatness, in proportion as he was

treat,&quot; from T?jl, magnificentia, majtstas [Good
followed by Wemyss) adopts this with the ad
ditional amendment of 3 to 3, understanding
he passage to teach that the wicked perishes in
the midst of his greatness]. (8) The unfounded
.ranslation of the Syriac: &quot;like the whirlwind&quot;

[regarding T7J, or /J as= 7J7J, and so Fiirst,
who however defines it to mean &quot;

chaff.&quot; Either
of these renderings, as well as Wetzstein s, makes
the suffix superfluous. E.]. (4) The equally
untenable rendering of some of the Rabbis (as
3ekatilia, Nachamanides): &quot;as he turns him
self,&quot; or &quot;in turning around, as one turns the

land around.&quot;

Ver. 8. As a dream he flies away [and is

no more to be found : and he is scared

away as a vision of the night]. For the

use of &quot;dream&quot; and &quot;night-vision&quot; (jl
in as

in ch. iv. 13
[&quot;

so everywhere in the book of Job

instead of
Jim,

from which it perhaps differs as

visum from visio,&quot; Delitzsch]), as figures for that

which is fleeting, quickly perishable, romp. Isa.

xxix. 7; Ps. Ixxiii. 20; xc. 5. IT, Hiph.: &quot;is

scared away,&quot;
to wit, by God s judicial inter

vention; a stronger expression than the Active

IT, &quot; he flies.&quot;

Ver. 9. An eye has looked upon him
(been sharply fixed upon him; ^ tU us in ch.

xxviii. 7) ;
it does it not again ; comp. ch. v.

3; vii. 8; viii. 18. [The verb
*]Tty

is found in

Cant. i. 6 in the sense of scorching, or making

swarthy (cogn. ^&quot;1$ ndurere). Hence the sig

nification of a fixed scorching look is attached to

it by Delitzscli. It may at least be said of it

that it means as much as our &quot;

scan,&quot; or &quot;

gaze

upon.&quot;
It is suggested perhaps by the lofty po

sition, the heaven-touching, cloud-capped atti

tude of the wicked in ver. 6. Such a height,

which the sun would (^li?)
look on, and cause

to glow, the eye of man would (^N?) gaze on in

tently. The clause is thus equivalent to: There

was a time when he was the observed of nil ob

servers, but it is so no more E.]. And hia
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place beholds him no more.
to^pO,

which

is doubtless the subject of b, is here construed as

a feminine, as in Gen. xviii. 24; 2 Sam. xvii. 12.

Ver. 10. His children must seek to please
the poor. 12H

,
3d plur. Piel from mn = to

propitiate, appease, synonymous with

/j- j3
t
an expression which is to be understood

in a sense altogether general, and not specifi

cally of asking alms [Barnes :
&quot;

they would be

beggars of beggars&quot;] nor of appeasing by the

use of money, although the second member ap

proximates the latter meaning quite closely.

The ancient versions read 1ST, or W2n (from

yyi), and thus obtained the meaning, which is

far less suitable,
&quot; His sons (object) the lowly

smite down.&quot; [Ewald, adopting this definition

for the verb, and amending VJ3 to VJ3H trans-
TT T: T

lates: &quot;his fists smote down the weak&quot;].

And his hands (must) give back his
wealth: to wit, by the hands of his children,
who will have to appease the creditors of their

father.
[&quot;

The suffix in VT might refer back.

in the way of individualization, to the plural in

D JJ (so Noyes) ;
but against this is the fact that

also in the following verse the wicked man is the

subject of the discourse.&quot; Schlott.]. The mean

ing would be much less simple if (with Carey,
Dillmann) [Bernard, Renan, Lee],

&quot; his hands&quot;

were understood literally, and after the pre
ceding mention of his death we were carried

back here to the period of his life.

Ver. 11. His bones -were full of youthful
vigor (so correctly the LXX., Targ., Pesh.

while the Vulg., Eosenm., Vaih., etc., under
stand it of &quot;secret sins,&quot; and comp. Ps. xc. 8),

[Jerome, however, followed, by E. V., Lee, and

Barnes, combining the two ideas of sin and

youth, while Renan, Good, Wemyss, Carey, ren
der &quot; secret sins.&quot; Our other authorities, Ew.,
Dillmann, Schlott., Rodwell, Words., Con.,Ber.,
Elz., with Ges. and Fiirst agree with the LXX.,
etc.]. and it lies down with him in the
dust; or &quot; it is laid down,&quot; viz., his youthful

vigor; for the use of 3DK?.n referring back to

VDlS^, comp. ch. xiv. 19; Ps. ciii. 66. For

&quot;dust,&quot; meaning the
&quot;grave,&quot; comp. ch. xix.

25; xvii. 16.

Second Strophe: Vers. 12-16. A description
of the perishableness of the ungodly man s pros
perity by a comparison with poison, sweet to

the taste, but deadly in its results.

Vers. 12, 13 are the protasis dependent on DK
ver. 14 seq., the apodosis. Ver. 12. Though
evil tastes sweet in his mouth

(p
POH lit.,

&quot;makes sweet,&quot; Ewald, 122, c [Green, \ 79,

2]); he hides it under his tongue, /. e.., he
does not swallow it down, in order to enjoy the
sweet taste of it so much the longer [&quot;

the evil

doer likened to an epicure,&quot; Delitzsch. Renan:
Comme un bonbon qu on laisse fondre dans la

botiche].

Ver. 13. He is sparing of it (Son to in

dulge. to spare, here with i])_,
the preposition

commonly used with verbs of covering, protect

ing, guarding) and does not let it go, and

retains it in his palate. The tenacity with

which the evil-doer persists in the lustful enjoy

ment of his wickedness, is set forth by five pa
rallel and essentially synonymous expressions

accumulated together.
Ver. 14. (Nevertheless) his food is changed

in his bowels into what is explained in the

second member. The poison of asps is

within him. milD (=miD, chap. xvi. 13),T ! T &quot;

:

lit.
&quot;gall,&quot;

is used here for
&quot;poison,&quot;

because

the ancients used interchangeably terms repre

senting the bitter and the poisonous; comp.

_ _n=a bitter, poisonous plant and the poison
of serpents, in ver. 16; Deut. xxxii. 33. The
word is naturally chosen here as antithetic to

&quot;ID!&quot;!,
verse 12. [On D JHS see below, ver.

16.]
Ver. 15. He hath swallowed down riches.

Vn, &quot;possessions, riches, property,&quot; without

the accompanying notion of forcible acquisition

which rather first makes its appearance in

3. God will cast them forth again out

of his belly i.e., his riches, or that which he

lias swallowed. The greedy devourer of wealth

will be made to vomit it forth, as by pains of

colic. The LXX., from motives of decorum,
substituted dj-ye/lof here for &e6e; in Zophar s

wouth, however, the latter word need not sur

prise us.

Ver. 16 returns back to the figure of ver. 146
in order to describe more minutely the effect of

the poison which he had been enjoying.. [He
sucked in the poison of asps], the tongue
of adders slays him the tongue being re

garded as the seat or container of the poison

(Ps. cxl. 4 [3]), the original figure being at the

same time changed, and the fatal bite taking the

place of the deadlj draught; comp. Prov. xxiii.

82.
[}f)3i

LXX. ao-irif ; according to some, e.g.,

KITTO, Pictorial Bible, the boeten of the Arabs,
about a foot long, spotted black and white, the

bite instantly fatal; according to others, the el-

Haje of the Arabs, from three to five feet long,
dark green, with oblique bands of brown, resem

bling the cobra di capello in its power of swell

ing the neck and rising on its tail in striking its

prey. The !l3K cannot be determined. See

the Dictionaries and Cyclopaedias, &quot;Asp,&quot;
&quot;Vi

per,&quot; &quot;Serpent,&quot; etc.]

Third Strophe: Vers. 17-22. [The evil doer

cannot enjoy his prosperity for he must restore

his ill-gotten gains.]
Ver. 17. He may not delight in the sight

of (3 HN1 as in chap. iii. 9) brooks streams,
rivers of honey and cream. [The negative

^X and the apocopated XT express the concur

rence of the speaker s moral judgment and feel

ing with the affirmation of the fact They are

a mental Amen to the prediction. E.] After

JYU73 in the absol. state there follow in apposi

tion two nouns in the construct state, \?nj ^rO&amp;gt;

which form an assonance, and are co-ordinate.

[Dillmann: &quot;It is a mure poetic artistic expres

sion than the simple nXDfl &quot;77131 E/3T &quot;inj.&quot;

Hupfeld conjectures that &quot;HriJ may be a gloss.
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See Gesen. 255, 3 a.] &quot;Honey and milk&quot; (or
here, by way of gradation, &quot;cream,&quot; comp. Isa.

vii. 15, 22) are a familiar figurative expression
denoting luxurious prosperity, as in Ex. iii. 8,

17, and often; found also in the ancient classical

poets, in their descriptions of the golden nge;
e.g.. Theocritus, Idyll. V. 124seq.; Ovid, JUetam.

I lllseq.: Fluminajamlactit,jamfluminanecta-
ris ibant; comp. Virgil, Eel. IV. 30; Horace,

Epod. 16, 47.

Yer. 18. Giving back that which he has

labored for (#J\ subst. synonymous with JTJ )

[the participial clause y? 2 $3 coming first, and

assigning the reason for what follows] he en
joys it not lit. he swallows it not, he will not

be happy. According to the property of his

exchange (mior&amp;gt;
as in chap. xv. 31) he re

joices not i. e., in accordance with the fact

that he employed sinful, unjust means of ex

change, in order to gain temporal possessions
and enjoyments, he has no pleasure in the latter/
he mu&amp;gt;t lack the joy which he had promised
himself in them. So correctly Ewald, Delitzsch,

Dillmann, etc.; while Hirzel and others [E. V.

Lee, Bernard, Renan, Eodwell], following the

Targum, translate as though instead of Vn3

irniori, the passage read DH iTn3
(&quot;as

his

possessions, so his exchange, i.e., his restitu

tion). Gesenius, Schlottmann [Conant, Elzas]
render: &quot;as his property that is to be exchanged,

i.e., to be restored&quot; (similarly Hupfeld: sicut

ope.s permutando comparatas), which, however,

yields a strained sense [and is also &quot;contrary to

the relative independence of the separate lines

of the verse, which our poet almost always pre
serves, and is also opposed by the interposing

of y
1!^ ?1.&quot; DEL. Carey explains: &quot;to the

full amount of its value,&quot; taking Vn in the sense

of
&quot;power,&quot;

or &quot;fullness&quot; a doubtful signifi

cation when used in connection with property.

To be noted is oiy in our Book for
&quot;hy

or

Ver. 19. For he crushed, abandoned the

poor i. e., maltreated with persistent injustice
the unprotected and defenceless. He has taken
houses (lit.

&quot;a house,&quot; collective) for his

plunder, and builded them not /. e., has
not re-builded them, has not reached the point
of reconstructing and fitting them up according
to his own taste, because he was not allowed to

retain permanent possession of them. Against
the rendering of the Targ., Vulg., etc., also of

Hupfeld [andE.V.]: &quot;he has plundered a house
which he builded not,&quot; it may be urged that in

that case it must have read 1HJD &OV The
TT :

causal relation in which the first member is

placed to the second by Delitzsch: &quot;because he
cast down, let the destitute lie helpless, he shall

not, in case he has seized a house, build it
up&quot;

[Conant: &quot;the houses he has plundered he shall

not build
up&quot;~|

is indicated with too little clear

ness by the \3 at the beginning of the verse, and

yields a meaning entirely too artificial. [Other
constructions, according to the causal rendering

of
&quot;3, are (a) That of the E. V.: &quot;Because he

hath oppressed and hath forsaken the poor: be-
cause he hath violently taken away a house which
he builded not; surely he shall not,&quot; etc.; which
cannot be justified in rendering 3 differently in

ver. 19 and in ver. 20. (b) That of Noyes and
Rodwell, who introduce the apodosis in 20 f&amp;gt;.

(e) That of Good, Lee, Wemyss, Carey, which

assumes the apodosis to be introduced by \3~hy
in ver. 21 A. E.j.

Ver. 20. For f3 co-ordinate to that at the be

ginning of the preceding verse) he knew no
rest in his belly: the seat of his gluttony or

avarice. iScf here a substantive (differently
from chap. xvi. 12, where it is an adjective), sy

nonymous with nV7C7, Prov. xvii. 1. For the

pentiment comp. Isa. lix. 8. [E. V.: &quot;he shall
not feel quietness,&quot; etc., overlooks the distinction

of tenses in the verse: J^T Perfect, ttSlT Im-

perf. Whether we translate 3 &quot;for&quot; or &quot;be

cause,&quot; there is a relation of antecedent and
consequent between a and b. This has been the
evil-doer s character insatiable voracity; this
shall be his doom to be stripped of every thing.

E.] (Therefore) he shall not escape with

his dearest treasure. tobo without an ob-

ject=to escape, like 3v3, chap, xxiii. 7; or

=Hy3J 3;??, comp. Amos ii. 15. The 2 in

nS is the 3 of accompaniment or of posses

sion, as in chap. xix. 20. [Not, therefore, in

strumental (Schlottmann the object conceived
of as the instrument), nor partitive: &quot;of all his

delights he shall save nothing&quot; (Conant). The

rendering of Carey, Elzas, etc.: &quot;in his appetite
he let (or lets) nothing escape,&quot; is inadmissible
on account of the passive form of TOPI, which

signifies not the act, but the object, of desire.

-E.]
Ver. 21. Nothing escaped his greediness

[or gluttony] : lit. &quot;there is nought of a re

mainder [or of that which has escaped] to his

food comp. ch. xviii. 19.
[1 /3N from 73N, not

S3X (E. V. &quot;meat&quot;); hence, more literally still

than above: &quot;there is nothing that has escaped
his eating&quot;].

Therefore his wealth shall

not endure. vTP, as in Ps. x. 5. means &quot;to

be Bolid, powerful, enduring.&quot; 31D, -wealth,&quot;

or also &quot;prosperity,&quot;
as in ch. xxi. 16. [E. V.:

&quot;no man shall look for his goods,&quot;
which can

only mean (with VlV), no one shall wait for his

property as his heir, a meaning both less sim

ple and less suitable than the above.]
Ver. 22. In the fullness of his superfluity

it is strait with him * . e., distress overtakes

him, meaning external poverty (not internal an

guish, etc.), as b shows. The Inf. constr.

JTIN Sp (written like nwp, Judg. viii. 1), from

Sn, after the analogy of frh, verbs; comp.
Gesen. $75 [74], Rems. 20 and 21 [Green,

166, 2]. &quot;I3T with retracted tone for IX
[&quot;on
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account of the following monosyllable.&quot; DEL.] ;

comp. Gen. xxxii. 8; Ewald, 2326. Every
hand of a wretched one (comp. chap. iii. 20)
comes upon him (comp. chap. xv. 21) viz.: to

inflict retribution on him for the violence suf
fered at his hands, or in order to demand of him

plundered property. [The primary reference is

doubtless to the victims of his own rapacity, al

though we may give it, with Delitzsch, a more

general application: &quot;the rich uncompassionate
man becomes a defenceless prey of the proleta

ries.&quot;]
So according to the reading /D.P, comp.

chap. iii. 20. If, following the LXX. &quot;and the

Vulg. (with Eichhorn, De Wette, etc.), we read

we obtain the meaning in itself indeed

admissible, but less in harmony with vers. 19-
21: &quot;the whole power of misery comes upon
him.&quot; [So Rodwell. Bernard, Noyes and Renan
take T as in chap, xxxiii. 2, for &quot;wound&quot; or

&quot;blow; and translate: &quot;

every blow of misfor
tune&quot; (Ren.), or &quot;every blow of the wretched,&quot;

f. ., every blow which cometh upon the wretched

(Noyes), or every blow, every plague that can
render man miserable (Bernard).]

Fourth Strophe: vers. 23-28. The end of the
wicked according to the divine judgment.

Ver. 23. That it may serve to the filling
of his belly, He casts the glow of His
wrath upon him. The subject is God,
although He is not expressly named

;
as in ch.

xvi. 7. The Jussive iT, at the head of the

Terse, is rendered by most as a simple future:
&quot;it shall come to pass,&quot; viz. that which follows.

But to express this we should rather expect
iTI&quot;P (as frequently with the prophets), or !T1

(as frequently in prose). For this reason the

construction of the Jussive as dependent on

ivCT is to be preferred to any other (so Stickel,

Halm [Ewald], Dillmann, etc.). [It is certainly

simpler, and in the spirit and style of Zophar in

this discourse to take JT as an independent

verb, forming the first of the series of jussives
in this verse, each of which expresses the strong
sympathy of his feelings with the result which

he predicts. See above on JO ~/X, ver- 17;

and Dillmann s remark below. E.] The Jus

{??1V however, are to be

explained on the ground that the passage is

intended to set forth the necessity for God s

punitive agency as established in the divine

order of the world
[&quot;and

at the same time to

indicate his own agreement therewith.&quot; Dillm.].
In regard to the descent of the divine wrath in

the form of a rain of fire, comp. above on ch.

xviii. 15. As to the phrase: &quot;to fill the belly
of any one,&quot; comp above ver. 20; Luke xv. 16.

And causes to rain upon him with his
food. (3 serving to introduce the object;

comp. ch. xvi. 4, 10). The subject here again
is God. The food which He causes to rain upon
the wicked, to wit, his just punishment (comp. ch.

ix. 18; Jer. ix. 14 [15]) is called &quot;his food&quot;

(iorP), viz. that of the wicked, that which he is

Appointed to feed upon. [Ewald: &quot;rain upon

him what can satisfy him.&quot; Schlottm.: &quot;Such

a rain of fire, figuratively speaking, is to be the

food of the ungodly, instead of the former dainty
morsel of wickedness (comp. vers. 12, 13).&quot;

Wordsworth :
&quot; He surfeited himself with rapine,

and God will make him surfeit with His revenge.&quot;

Carey: &quot;Just as in Ps. xi. 6, the wicked are

said to drink snares, fire and brimstone, so here
the glutton shall have them for

food.&quot;]
It is

possible also to refer the suffix to God. Much
too artificial is the rendering of theTarg., Aben-
Ezra, Gerson, Delitzsch: &quot;He causeth it to rain

upon him into his flesh,&quot; although to be sure

DPI? might in accordance with Zeph. i. 17 mean
&quot;flesh.&quot; [In Zeph., however, the parallelism:
&quot;and their blood is poured forth as dust, and

their flesh (DSP/) as dung,&quot; makes the appli

cation clear: whereas here the whole context

points to the usual literal application. E.]

^/.y&amp;lt; poetic, full-toned form for V/J7 as in ch.

xxii. 2; xxvii. 23. [- The morally indignant
speech which threatens punishment, intention

ally seeks after rare solemn words, and dark
some tones.&quot; Delitzsch. The partial assonance

of 1D1H /3 ID Sp may also have had some influ

ence in determining this form, which in this

instance at least can scarcely be regarded as

plur., on account of the pointed individual

application to Job. The rendering of E. V.,
Good, Lee, Wem., Rod., Elz.: &quot;and shall rain
it upon him while he is

eating.&quot; is at variance
with the form, and misses the striking force of
the figure as given above. E.]

Vers. 24 seq. describe how the divine decree
of wrath is historically realized by the intro
duction of several illustrations the first being
that of a warlike pursuit and wounding [&quot;a

highly picturesque description.&quot; EwaldJ. If
he flee from the iron armor (comp. ch. xxxix.

21), a bow of brass (Ps. xviii. 35) pierces
him through (comp. Judg. v. 26). [If he

escapes one danger, it is only to fall into ano
ther, and from the same source]. The two
members of the verse, which are put together
asyndetically. are related to each other as ante
cedent and consequent, as in ch. xix. 4.

Ver. 25. He draws it out (viz. the arrow, in
order to save his life, comp. Judg. iii. 22).

[The Targ. reads HUD: he (the enemy, or God)
draws, and it (the sword) comes out of its

sheath; against which Delitzsch objects that U
cannot signify vagina. Carey also translates

2^, &quot;it is drawn,&quot; i. e. the sword of the pur

suing enemy, who plunges it into him, and then
draws it out again; but this is much less natu

ral, and mars the terrible vividness of the

description given of his unavailing struggle with
his doom. E.] Then it comes forth out
of the body; or also &quot;out of the back,&quot; in
case nij, after the analogy of rnnj, ch. iii. 4,

should be identified with 1j. But the difficulty

of accomplishing such a manipulation of the

weapon scarcely permitsthis assumption (adopted
among the moderns by Dillmann), [- The evil

doer is imagined as hit in the back, the arrow
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consequently as passing out at the front.&quot; Del.],
which, moreover, has against it the following
member: and the gleaming steel (comes)
out of his gall (comp. ch. xvi. 13; and above
on ver. 14 of this ch.). In regard to P&quot;^3, lit.

I TT

&quot;lightning, here &quot;gleaming steel, metal head&quot;

(not a &quot;stream of blood,&quot; as Hahn explains it),

comp. Deut. xxxii. 41; Nab. iii. 3; Hab. iii. 11.

Upon him (come) the terrors of death.

The plur. D DN (from na\K, ch. ix. 84; xiii.

21) could indeed be connected as subject with

vl?- construed ad sensum (Hahn, Delitzsch),

[Conant] ;
but the accents connect i7IT rather

with the second member of the verse, so that

some such verb as &quot;come, break upon,&quot;
must

be supplied with D ttN Y/y. Equally opposed
to the accents, and altogether too difficult is the

rendering of Rosenmuller and Hirzel [Schultens,
Carey]: &quot;he goes [departs, &quot;he is going!&quot;

Carey] terrors upon him,&quot; i. e., while, terrors

are upon him.

Ver. 26. Further description of the divine

decree of punishment, with special reference to

the wicked man s possessions. All darkness
is hoarded up for his treasures, i. e., every
kind of calamity, by divine appointment, awaits

the treasures which be has gathered and laid

up (D J13)f as in Ps. xvii. 14; comp. Deut. xxxiii.

19). To the agency of the earthly-minded evil

doer storing up treasures for himself corres

ponds the agency of God in opposition storing

up the destruction which is destined to overtake

them. Comp. &eaavpieiv eavru bpyfjv, Rom. ii.

6. [As Delitzsch suggests, there is somewhat

of a play upon words in rj*32O |1DB]. A
fire which is not blown consumes him,

lit.
&quot; which was not blown&quot; (n2J~7, a rela

tive clause, Gesenius, 143, 1 [| fal, 3], hence

a &quot;fire of God&quot; burning down from hea

ven (comp. ch. i. 16; xviii. 15; Is. xxxiii. 11

seq.). JnSpKH is most simply explained (with

Ewald, Hupfeld, Dillmann) [Fiirst, Conant], as

an alternate form of the Jussive Kal, instead of

the more common inSpNn, comp. Ewald, \ 253,

o. [Gesenius takes it as Piel for ^nSsx^, with

lengthened vowel in place of Daghesh-forte ;

Delitzsch as Poel with Hholem shortened to Ka-

mets-Khatuph ; Hirzel, Olsh., Green ( 93, a;

g 111, 2, e) as Pual for VlSa^p, with the ren

dering: &quot;a fire not blown shall be made to con

sume them.&quot; In T\3) the gender of KftK is dis

regarded. the adoption of the maso. in both the

verbs n33 and J?T making the personification
of the supernatural fire more vivid. See on

nn ch. i. 19. E.] It must devour that
which survives (that which has escaped for

mer judgments; T&quot;ljy as in ver. 21) in his

tent. yv is Jussive Kal [to be explained like

the preceding Jussives, vers. 17, 23] from njH,
&quot;to graze, to feed upon, the subject here being

VV&amp;gt; used in the masc. ; comp. for this rare maso.

usage of #N Ps. civ. 4; Jerem. xlviii. 45. Ols-

hausen s emendation to JH (Jussive Niph.=
&quot;it shall be

devoured&quot;) is unnecessary. [E. V.,
Bernard, Barnes, Carey, etc., render: &quot;It shall
fare ill with him that is

left,&quot; etc., or &quot;That

which is left, etc., shall perish, or be destroyed&quot;

(Lee, Wemyss, Elzas, etc.
),

some deriving the
form from ^n, &quot;to fare

ill,&quot;
others from JJV

in the same sense (Mercier, Carey), others from
yy\ either Kal (Fiirst) or Niph. (Dathe, Lee).
The context favors the root n.jn. E

]
Ver. 27. The heavens reveal his iniquity

(17J also properly Jussive like the verbs in

vers. 26, 28), and the earth riseth up against
him

(HOOlpnp pausal form for
HOOlpno).

Thus the two chief divisions of the creation,
which Job had previously (ch. xvi. 18 Beq.)
summoned as witnesses in behalf of his inno

cence, must rather testify the opposite, must
thrust him out from themselves as one con
demned by God, so that there remains for him
as his abode only the gloomy Sheol, the third
division of the creation besides heaven and
earth; comp. ch. xi. 8, 9; Ps. cxxxv. 6; Sir.

xxiv. 7-9.

Ver. 28. The increase of his house must
depart, flowing forth

(lit. &quot;things
that flow,

or run
away,&quot; diffluentia, in apposition to /13 )

in the day of His wrath, viz. the divine wrath.

Ges., Olsh. [Gr., \ 140, 2], etc., explain nnjj as

Part. Niph. from TU with an Aram, formation,

defining it to mean opes corrasse, things which
have been scraped or gathered together ; but less

satisfactorily, for the clause 13X DV3, at the

end of this member of the verse, hardly permits
us to look for a second subject, synonymous with

aHP. Moreover we must have found that thought

expressed rather by VHniloOpM ab eo corrasae.

As it would seem that after ver. 27 a return to

the wicked man s possessions and treasures could
not properly be looked for, some commentators
have indulged in attempted emendations of the

passage, all of which touch upon 7JT in the first

member (Jussive Kal from H/J, &quot; to depart, to

wander forth, comp. Prov. xxvii. 25). Thus

Dathe, Stickel, etc., read Vj &quot;the flood rolls

away his house, etc.:&quot; Ewald, 7T &quot;the reve

nue of his house must roll itself away (like a

torrent;&quot; comp. Amos v. 27): Dillmann finally

Sr, Jussive Niphal of nSj &quot;the produce of his

house must become apparent as that which flows

uway in the day of His wrath.&quot;

Ver. 29. Closing verse, lying outside of the

strophic arrangement, like ch. v. 27, etc. This
is the portion of the wicked man from

Elohim; the lot or &quot;

portion&quot; (p7n, comp. ch.

xxvii. 13; xxxi. 2) assigned to him by Elohim,

[yW~\ mx, &quot; a rare application of D1X, comp.

Prov. vi. 12 instead of which t^ H is more

usual,&quot; Del.]. And the heritage appointed

to him by God. HDN f^?DJ, lil-
&quot; his neri*
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tage of the word,&quot; i. e., his heritage as appointed
to him hy a word, by a command, a judicial sen

tence pON in this sense only here; but used

similarly nevertheless in Ps. Ixxvii. 9; Heb. iii.

. . It in possible moreover to take the suffix in

&quot;nrpN
as genitive of the object to 10K [or &quot;V3K],

in which case the sense would be: &quot;the heri

tage of the command concerning him.&quot; In this

case however the construction would be a much

harsher one.
[&quot;pfl

and n/nj taken in con

nection with the 713 of the preceding verse

form a striking oxymoron : that his heritage be

taken away&quot;
from him, that is the heritage ad

judged to him by God.&quot; Schlottmann].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

This second discourse of Zophar s, which is at

the same time the last of the utterances directed

by him against Job for in the third act of the

colloquy he does not speak as respects the pas
sionate obstinacy with which it urges the one

ever repeated dogma and fundamental axiom of

the friends is related to the second discourse of

Eliphaz in chapter xv., as superlative to po
sitive, and to the second discourse of Bildad,

as superlative to comparative. In it the nar

row-minded, legal, as well as unfriendly and

unjust opposition of the friends to the misunder

stood sufferer appears at its height, as was the

case with the former discourse of Zophar in its

relation to its two predecessors. Neither does

it present any new thoughts in opposition to Job,

any more than the immediately preceding dis

courses of Eliphaz and Bildad. The terrible

picture of the judgment of wrath upon the sin

ner, with the delineation of which, true to the

pattern presented by those two discourses, it is

principally, and indeed almost exclusively occu

pied, exhibits scarcely anything that is materi

ally new or original. Only as regards its for

mal execution does this picture of horror surpass
its two predecessors. It excels in its adroit

presentation, and in its skilful, and to some ex

tent original treatment of the familiar figures
and phraseology of the Ch&quot;kmah. This descrip
tive power, which in the effects produced by it

proves itself to be not inconsiderable, seems in

deed to be wholly subservient to the speaker s

spirit and purpose, which are characterized by
hateful suspicion and vehement accusation. This

materially weakens the impression which it is

calculated to produce.
&quot; It is not possible to

illustrate the principle that the covetous, unmer
ciful rich man is torn away from his prosperity
by the punishment God decrees for him, more

fearfully and more graphically than Zophar does
it ; and this terrible description is not over

drawn, but true and appropriate but in oppo
sition to Job it is the extreme of uncharitable-
ness which outdoes itself: applied to him the

fearful truth becomes a fearful lie. For in Zo

phar s mind Job is the godless man, whose re

joicing does not last long, who indeed raises

himself towards heaven, but as his own dung,
(comp. on ver. 7) must he perish, and to whom
the sin of his unjust gain is become as the poison
of the viper in his belly. The arrow of God s

wrath sticks fast in him; and though he draw it

out, it has already inflicted on him a deservedly
mortal wound! The fire of God which has al

ready begun to consume his possessions, does
not rest until even the last remnant in his tent

is consumed. The heavens, when in his self-

delusion he seeks the defender of his innocence,
reveal his guilt, and the earth which he hopes
to have as a witness in his favor, rises up as bis

accuser. Thus mercilessly does Zophar seek to

stifle the new trust which Job conceives towards

God, and to extinguish the faith which bursts

upward from beneath the ashes of the conflict.

His method is soul-destroying; he seeks to slay
the life which germinates from the feeling of

death, instead of strengthening it.&quot; (Delitzsch).

Comp what Brcntius says in his straightforward
striking way:

&quot;

Zophar to the end of the chap
ter puts forth the most correct opinions ; but he
is at fault in that he falsely distorts them against
Job, just as though Job were afflicted for impiety,
and asserted his innocence out of hypocrisy, and
not out of the faith of the Gospel.&quot;

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
As regards the homiletic treatment of this dis

course, the same may be said in general as of
the discourses, related as to their contents, in

chapters 15 and 18. The description given of
the perishableness of the prosperity of the un
godly, and of their just punishment at the last

through the judgment of God, has its objective
truth and value for the practical life ; but the
vehement tone of the representation, and the

many unmistakable allusions to Job as the ob

ject of the speaker s unfriendly suspicion, destroy
the pure enjoyment of the discourse, and compel
us to regard the picture, skilful as it is in itself,
with critical caution.

Particular Passages.

Ver. 8. BRENTIUS: The state of the ungodly
is compared to the most unsubstantial things,
to wit, to a dream, and to visions of the night,
which, while they are seen, seem to be some
thing, but when the dreamer awakens, there is

nothing remaining, as is set forth in Is. xxix.
Ver. 10. IDEM: From this verse we learn

whence the poverty, and whence the wealth of

children, proceeds, viz., from the piety of parents
(Ps. xxxvii. 25). WEIMAR BIBLE : The reason

why many children suffer great misfortune, and
especially poverty, lies often in their own sin,
but it also proceeds oftentimes from the wick
edness of their parents (Ex. xx. 5). He there
fore who would see his children prosperous, let

him beware of sin.

Ver. 12 seq STARKE: Sinful pleasure is com
monly transformed into pain. When sin is first

tasted it is sweet like sugar, but afterwards it

bites like an adder (Prov. xx. 17; xxiii. 32; Sir.
xxi. 2 seq.).

Ver. 20 seq. BRENTIUS: As water can never
satisfy the dropsical, but the more it is drank,
the more it is thirsted for; so riches never sa

tisfy the mind s lust, for the human mind can
be satisfied with no good, save God (Eccl. i. 8).
Hence it comes to pass by God s righteous de
cree, that as the avaricious man is discontented
with what he has, as well as what he has not, so
the ungodly man never has enough, however
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CHA*TE XXL
L btrodnetory appeal to the Meads:

Tutsi* 1-4L

1 But Job answered and said :

2 Hear diligently my speech,
and let Shis be your consolationa.

3 Suffer me that I maj speak ;

and after that I have spoken, mock on,

4 As for me, is my complaint to man ?

and if it were so, why should not my spirit be troubled f

5 Mark me, and be astonished,
and lay your hand upon jour month.

6 liven when I remember I am afraid,

and trembling taketh hold on my flesh.

2. Along with the fact of the prosperity of the wicked, taught by experience (Ten. 7-16), i

the other fme* of earthly calamity befalliag the pious aad the nc*tc*aa:

TBXSBS 7-26.

7 Whererore do the wicked live,

become old, yea, are mighty in power?
8 Their seed is established in their sight with them,
and their offspring before their eyes.

9 Their booses are safe from fear,

neither is the rod ofGod upon them.

10 Their boll gendereth and fiukth not;
their cow calveth, and casteth not her calf.

11 They send forth their little ones like a flock,

and their children dance.

12 They take the timbrel and harp,
and rejoice at the sound of the organ.

13 They spend their days in wealth,
and in a moment go down to the grave.

14 Therefore they ay unto God, Depart from us,

for we desire not the knowledge ofThy ways.
15 What is the Almighty that we should serve Him?

and what profit should we have, if we pray unto Him?
16 Lo, their good is not in their hand!

the counsel of the wicked is far from me.

17 How oft is the candle of the wicked put out ?
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and how oft cometh their destruction upon them ?

God distributeth sorrows in His anger.
18 They are as stubble before the wind,

and as chaff that the storm carrieth away.
19 God layeth up His iniquity for His children :

He rewardeth him, and he shall know it.

20 His eyes shall see his destruction,

and he shall drink of the wrath of the Almighty.
21 For what pleasure hath he in his house after him,

when the number of his months is cut off in the midst ?

22 Shall any teach God knowledge ?

seeing He judgeth those that are high.
23 One dieth in his full strength,

being wholly at ease, and quiet.

24 His breasts are full of milk,
and his bones are moistened with marrow.

25 And another dieth in the bitterness of his soul,

and never eateth with pleasure.
26 They shall lie down alike in the dust,

and the worms shall cover them.

8. Rebuke of the friends because they set forth only one side of that experience, and use it to his

prejudice.
VERSES 27-34.

27 Behold, I know your thoughts,
and the devices which ye wrongfully imagine against me.

28 For ye say, Where is the house of the prince ?

and where are the dwelling-places of the wicked ?

29 Have ye not asked them that go by the way ?

and do ye not know their tokens ?

30 that the wicked is reserved to the day of destruction ?

they shall be brought forth to the day of wrath.

31 Who shall declare his way to his face ?

and who shall repay him what he hath done ?

32 Yet shall he be brought to the grave,
and shall remain in the tomb.

33 The clods of the valley shall be sweet unto him,
and every man shall draw after him,
as there are innumerable before him.

34 How then comfort ye me in vain,

seeing in your answers there remaineth falsehood ?

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The obstinacy of the friends, who show
neither the desire nor the inclination to solve the

mystery of Job s sufferings in a friendly spirit,
and in such a way as would not wound his feel

ings, drives Job to come out in theoretic oppo
sition to the narrow and external interpretation
of the doctrine of retribution advocated by
them, and to change his reply from the essen

tially personal character which it had previously
borne into a strict criticism of their doctrine.

Having first calmly but bitterly challenged their

attention to that which he had to communicate
to them (vers. 2-6), he urges against them the

mysterious fact that often the ungodly revel in

fluperfluity of prosperity to the end of their life,

while on the contrary the pious are often

throughout their earthly life pursued by misfor
tune (vers. 7-26). In view of a distribution of

prosperity and adversity so unequal, and so

much at variance with the moral desert of men,
it was decidedly unjust, nay malicious and false

on the part of the friends to undertake to brand
him as a wicked man on account of his misfor
tune (vers. 27-34). The whole discussion which
brilliantly demonstrates Job s superiority over
the friends in respect to the stand-point of ethi

cal perception and experience, and which serves
to introduce the last turn which the colloquy
takes, and which is decisive of his complete vic

tory, is divided into five strophes, of five verses

each, the first strophe covering the exordium
(vers. 2-6), the remaining four constituting the
Second Division [the former two of these stro

phes again being occupied with the fact, the lat

ter two with the argument showing the fact to
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be irreconcilable with their theory of retribu

tion
; Dillm.] ; followed by two strophes of four

verses each [rebuking the one-sidedness of the

friends] constituting the Third Division (vers.

27-34.)
2. First Division (and strophe): Exordium:

vers. 2-6. Job announces that he is about to

speak of a mysterious and indeed an astounding
phenomenon, which demands the entire atten

tion of the friends.

Ver. 2. Hear, I pray, hear my speech !

and let this be instead of your consola
tions or: &quot;in order that this may supply the

place of your consolations, may prove to me a
comfort instead of them, seeing that they so

poorly accomplish their purpose&quot; (comp. ch.

xv. 11; xvi. 2). [A fine touch of irony: atten

tive silence would be a much more real comfort
than all their ineffectual talk!]

Ver. 3. Suffer me rJINtf, with Eamets be-
v . T

fore the tone, comp. Jon. i. 12; 1 Kings xx. 33 ;

Gesenius \ 60 [g 59] Rem. 1) and then will

I speak (7, OJN ,
in contrast with the

&quot;you&quot;
of

the Imper., although without a particularly

strong accent) ; and after that I have spo
ken, thou mayest mock (Iy~ir\, concessive,
Ewald 136, e). The demand for a patient

hearing of his rebuke, which reminds us some
what of the saying of Themistocles &quot;

Strike,
but hear me!&quot; (Plutarch, Themist. c. 11), is

specifically addressed in the second half to Zo-

phar, whose last discourse must have grieved
him particularly, and who in fact after the re

joinder which Job now makes had nothing more
to say, and could only leave the mocking as

saults on Job to be resumed by his older com

panions. [So in xvi. 3 Job had singled out Eli-

phaz in his reply, and again in ch. xxvi. 2-4, he

singles out Bildad].

Yer. 4. Does my complaint go forth
from me in regard to man ? t. e. as for me

(\DJK emphatically prefixed, and then resumed

again in TTfr, Gesen. 145 [ 142], 2), is my
complaint directed against men ? is my complaint

(TTfcP as in ch. vii. 13; ix.27; x. 1), concerning

men, or is it not rather concerning something that

has a superhuman cause, something that is de

creed by God? That in this last thought lies

the tacit antithesis to DIX
1

? IB evident from the

second member: or why should I not be
impatient? lit. &quot;why siiould my spirit not be

come short,&quot; comp. ch. vi. 11 ; Mic. ii. 7; Zech.

xi. 8
;

Prov. xiv. 29. That which follows

gives us to understand more distinctly that it

was something quite extraordinary, superhuman,
under the burden of which Job groans, and

concerning which he has to complain. [The
rendering of the last clause found in E. V. Lee,

Wemyss, etc. : &quot; And if it were so, why should

not my spirit be troubled?&quot; is both less natu

ral, in view of the antecedent probability that

D8O is cor-related to the H interrogative, less

simple, and less satisfactory in the meaning
which it yields. E.].

Ver. 5. Turn ye to me and be aston

ished, and lay the hand on the mouth,

iz. : as being dumb with astonishment, comp.
ch. xxix. 9

; xl. 4 1DC?rp Imper. cons. Hiph.

rom DD$ (comp. ch. xvii. 8 ; xviii. 20) [with
?attach for Tsere in pause] , obstupescite. Accord-

ng to the reading 1131971 (Imper. Hoph. of the

same verb) [as some regard it even with the

punctuation 1DCfn=hoshammu] the meaning is

not essentially different.

Ver. 6. Verily if I think on it I am con

founded (&quot;prajl apodosis ; comp. ch. vii. 14)

and my flesh seizes on horror. In Heb.
O is subject; comp. the similar phraseology

in ch. xviii. 20. ni;73, from
j
Sa chap. ix. 6,

means convulsive quaking, terror, as in the New
Testament eK&afiflecadai Kal aSrmovelv (Mark xiv.

33). It is to be noted how by these strong ex

pressions the friends are prepared to hear some

thing grave, fearful, astounding, to wit a propo
sition, founded on experience, which seems to

call in question the divine justice, and to the af

firmation of which Job accordingly proceeds

hesitatingly, and with visible reluctance.

3. Second Division : First Half: The testi

mony of experience to the fact that the wicked

are often, and indeed ordinarily prosperous :

vers. 7-16.

Second Strophe : vers. 7-11. Why do the
wicked live on instead of dying early, as

Zophar had maintained, chap. xx. 6. The same

question is propounded by Jeremiah, ch. xii. 1

seq.; comp. Ps. Ixxiii. Mai. iii. 13seq. Become
old, yea, strong in power, or :

&quot; are become
old

(lit.
advanced in years, comp. p^lU )

and

mighty in possessions.&quot; In regard to TH &quot;13J

(with accus. of specification) comp. the equiva

lent phrase Vn rufrn, Ps. Ixxiii. 12
;
and in re

gard to Vn see above ch. xv. 29; xx. Ifi, 18.

Ver. 8. Their posterity is established

1133 here not &quot;

standing in readiness,&quot; as in

ch. xii. 6; xv. 23, but &quot;enduring, firmly es

tablished, as in (Ps. xciii. 2) before them
round about them, surrounding them in the

closest proximity ;
this is the meaning of DSjJ,

not: &quot;like themselves&quot; (Rosenm., Umbreit,

Schlottm., Vaih., [Fiirst, Noyes] etc.),
in behalf

of which latter signification to be sure ch. ix.

26 might be cited ;
but the parallel expression_ &amp;gt; before their eyes

&quot;

in the second member,
favors rather the former sense. [And their

offspring before their eyes. D NVMf, as in

ch. v. 25 &quot; is exactly expressed by our issue,

though perhaps the reduplication rather im

plies issue s issue.&quot; Carey]. Job, having been

himself so ruthlessly stripped of his children,

makes prominent above all else this aspect of the

external prosperity of the wicked, that namely
which is exhibited in a flourishing posterity, a

fine trait of profound psychological (ruth! [To
be noted moreover is the pathetic repetition of

the thought in both members of the verse, and

its no less pathetic resumption in ver. 11. This

picture of a complete and peaceful household,

with its circle ofjoyous youth fascinates the be-
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reaved father s heart exceedingly, and he dwells

on it with yearning fondness!]

Ver. 9. Their houses [are] peace (Dlbtf,

the same as DV7&2 ; comp. ch. v. 24 [where see

rem. in favor of the more literal and forcible

rendering obtained by not assuming the prepo
sition at all; E.] Isaiah xli. 3) without fear.

in3n, like 1Ttf30 ch. xix. 26
; (comp. ch. xi.

15 ; Is. xxii.sfandthe rod of Eloah cometh
not upon them, t. e. to punish them ; comp.

O3Kf in ch. ix. 34; xxxvii. 13 [How different from

the fate of his own &quot; house !
&quot; No such &quot; Ter

ror,&quot; no such &quot;Scourge&quot;
as that which had

made his a ruin! E.].

Ver. 10. From the state of the household the

description turns to that of the cattle, with the

peculiarity that here exceptionally the sing,

takes the place of the plur., which is used

almost throughout to designate the wicked (so

again below ver. 19, and in like manner ch. xxiv.

6, 16 seq.). His bull gendereth andfaileth
not (Zockler lit. &quot;his bull covereth and im

pregnates&quot;]. &quot;Vl#, in itself of common gender,
is here indicated as a masc. both by the contrast

with rP3 in 6, and by its predic. &quot;13J?,
.&quot; to

cover, to gender&quot; (comp. &quot;M3V
&quot;

produce fruit,&quot;

Josh. v. 11, 12). The additional strengthening

clause 7j?J*
N /I, neque effi-dt ut tjiciat (semen)

indicates that the impregnation is success

ful. The second member is entirely paral

lel. His cow calveth easily (3;?3, synon.

with O;?D, B Spn, Is. xxxiv. 15
; Ixvi. 7) and

miscarries not, neque abortum patitur, comp.
Gen. xxxi. 38; Ex. xxiii. 26.

Ver. 11. Once more Job recurs to the fairest

instance of earthly prosperity, the possession of

a flourishing troop of children. On D / l^

comp. above on ch. xix. 18 [where however the

word suggests, as it does not necessarily here, a

bad quality in the children themselves
; Ber

nard s rendering &quot;they send forth their wicked
little children,&quot; introduces an incongruous ele

ment into the picture, which Job contemplates
here as a pleasing and attractive one. E.] As

to TV7$,
&quot; to send forth, to let loose,&quot; see Isa.

xxxii. 20.

Third Strophe: Vers. 12-16. They (the

wicked) sing loud with the playing of tim
brel and harp; hence with joyous festivity, as

in Isa. v. 12. **&T
(soil. Sip)

lit. &quot;

they raise

their voice,&quot; t. e., in loud jubilations or songs of

joy; comp. Is. xlii. 11. &quot;11331

^IfiS,
used as in

Ps. xlix. 5 [4] of the musical accompaniment ;

hence, &quot;with, to the timbrel and
harp.&quot; On the

contrary the reading preferred by the Masora

and several Rabbis, 1
*\fl3 would signify &quot;at,

during the playing of the timbrel, etc.&quot; (2 of the

proximate specification of time, as in r\J73

[&quot;about the
time&quot;], B^D3, etc.). Concerning

,
instead of which several MSS. and Ed s.

have in ch. xxx. 31 3tf, and in Ps. cl. 4 11$,

comp. Delitzsch on Gen. iv. 21 ; Winer, Real-

worterb. II., 123 seq. [&quot;The
three musical in

struments here mentioned are certainly the most

ancient, and are naturally the most simple, and

indeed may be regarded as the originals of every

species of musical instrument that has since been

invented, all which may be reduced to three

kinds string instruments, wind instruments,

and instruments of percussion; and the &quot;1133

harp, the 3Jy?, pipe, and the &quot;^, tabor, may be

considered as the first representatives of each

of these species respectively.&quot; Carey, see illus

trations in Carey, p. 453 seq., and Smith Bib.

Diet, under &quot;Harp, Timbrel, and
Organ&quot;],

Ver. 13. They spend in prosperity their

days. So according totheK ri ^3&quot;
(lit. &quot;they

complete, finish,&quot; comp. ch. xxxvi. 11; Ps. xc.

9), while the K thibh V7T would be, according

to Isa. Ixv. 22 =
&quot;they

use up, wear out&quot; (usv

conterunt) [which is more expressive than the

K ri, signifying not only that they bring their

life to an end, but that they use it up, get out

of it all the enjoyment that is in it. E.]. In

either case the affirmation is made in direct con
tradiction to the opposite descriptions of Eliphaz,
Bildad, and Zophar, as e. a., ch. xv. 32; xviii.

14; xx. 11. And in a moment
(&amp;gt; J?.2 like

our &quot;in a trice&quot; [Germ.:
&quot; im

Nu&quot;&quot;],
hence

quickly, easily, without a struggle) they sink
down to Sheol, they thus enjoy a quick
death, free from suffering, having fully enjoyed
their life even to the end. The connection does
not allow us to understand it of an &quot; evil sudden
death,&quot; but rather requires the idea of a eu-

thanasy. ^H] might in itself be the Imperf.

Niph. of .nnn : &quot;they
are frightened down&quot;

[others, e. g., Bernard ;

&quot;

they are crushed, or

hurled down&quot;], to which however the Accus. loci

Cf is ill suited. More correctly the form is

derived from nnj, the Tmperf. of which is writ

ten either finj], or flTT. It may be read here

either WMT (for iniT so Ewald, Hirzel), or

with reduplication of the fi in pause [Dagesh-
forte emphatic, Green, $ 24, c] after the Masora;
comp. Gesen. Lehrgeb., p. 45; Ewald, \ 93, d.

Ver. 14 seq. And yet they say unto God.
&quot; Depart from us,&quot; etc., etc. i. f.. notwithstand

ing their prosperity [&quot;thefut.
constc. 11DN*1 does

not here denote temporally that which follows

upon and from something else, but generally that

which is inwardly connected with something else,

and even with that which is contradictory, and
still occurring at the same time;&quot; DEL.], which
should constrain them to gratitude towards God,

they will know nothing about Him, yea, they ac

count the service of God and prayer to Him as

useless. 3 ^JI3, precibus adire ; comp. Ruth i.

16; Jer. vii. 16
T

; xxvii. 18.

Ver. 16. After the frivolous words of the un

godly Job here resumes his own description, and
concludes the section in which he states his pro
position. Behold, not in their hand stands
their prosperity. This is not an objection as-
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sumed by Job (o be made by his opponents, as

below in ver. 19 (Schnurrer, Schlottm., Kamph.)
[Noyes, Elzas], but an expression of Job s own
conviction, who intends herewith to set forth

that not they, but God Himself is in some mysteri
ous way the cause of their prosperity, by which he
would indicate the difficulty of the problem, with
which he is here occupied in general. The sen
tence is not an expression of Job s disapproba
tion of the view of life prevalent among the

wicked (Ewald) [Oar^y, Wordsworth], for such
an expression of disapprobation first appears in

b, and the position of the words in a shows

clearly that the main emphasis lies on DT3-

The interrogative rendering of the clause,
&quot; Be

hold ! is not thfir prosperity in their hand?&quot;

(Rashi, Hirzel, Heiligst., Welte, Hahn [Renan])

is contradicted by the use of NT?
JH,

not yhr\

at the beginning. [Moreover the connection
with b according to such a rendering is strained.

E.] The counsel of the wicked be far

from me! The pame formula of detestation re

curs in the following discourse of Eliphaz, ch.

xxii 18. 3D npm is us d in a precative or
IT-: IT

optative sense (Ewald, $ 223. b) ;
it is thus es

sentially equivalent to the formula elsewhere in

use ^7 HT^PI. [&quot;

It is the perf. of certainty,

which expresses that which is wished as a fact,

but with an emotional exclamative accent.&quot;

Del.]. In respect to 5&quot;IXJ7, here in the sense of

fundamen al maxim, disposition, view of life,

comp. ch. v 13
;

x. 3 ; xviii. 7. Job thus per
sists decidedly here again in his refusal in any
way to renounce God

; comp. ch. i. 11 ;
ii. 5.

[This strong repudiation by Job of the practical
atheism of the wicked is of especial importance
to the moral problem of the book. E.].

4. Second Division: Second Half. Antithetic

demonstration of the preceding proposition de

rived from experience, with reference to the op

posite affirmations of the friends, and their pos
sible reproaches.

Fourth Strophe: Vers. 17-21. [The views of

the friends in regard to retribution denied both

as to the fact and the principle].
Ver 17 involves a reference to certain expres

sions which Rildad had used in ch. xviii. in jus
tification of his doctrine, particularly to his de

scription of the &quot;

extinguishing of the light of

the wicked &quot;

(ch. xviii 6), and of the sudden
destruction (TX

&quot;

prop, pressure of suffering&quot;

Del.) of the same (ch. xviii. 12), but only to call

in question the correct application of these

figures. How oft does the lamp of the
wicked go out, and their destruction
break upon them? In Job s mind this &quot; how
oft

&quot;

(71*33, comp. Ps. Ixxviii. 40) is naturally

equivalent to &quot;how rarely;&quot;
for he decidedly

doubts the general correctness of those affirma

tions of Bildad Moreover the influence of this

interrogative
&quot; how oft

&quot; extends to the third

member of the verse [which accordingly is not

to be rendered nffirmatively, as in E. V*,
&quot;

Go&amp;gt;l

distributeth sorrows in His anger&quot; a rendering
which changes the meaning of the entire con

text, making it an assertion by Job that God
does punish the wicked as the friends had taught

whereas on the contrary Job is asking how
often was this the case ? E.] : (how often

) does
He distribute sorrows in His anger? The

subject, is God (comp. ch. xx. 23). The parti
cular affirmation of his opponents, to which Job
here alludes, is the close of Zophar slast speech

(ch. xx. 29), the pSn of which is distinctly

enough echoed here in the pvTV.
The retro

spective reference to this passage would be still

more definite if we were to derive D lSn from
T-:

/3n, measuring-line (so the Targ., Ewald, Hirz
,

Dillmann [Schlott., Renan, Furst]), and explain
it to mean &quot;

lots, heritages&quot; (comp. Ps. xvi. 6).
It is more natural, nevertheless, (with the LXX.
Vulg., Gesenius, Rosenm. [E. V., Good, Lee,

Noyes, B*r., Rod., Elz.], etc., to take the word in

its ordinary sense= &quot;sorrows, calamities&quot; (plur.

of /3n). [&quot;The plur. does not occur in that

tropical sense (of &quot;lots&quot;),
and if it were so in

tended here, OH S^fl, or DnS D Ssn might at
.. ..

;
- .. y . y _.

least be expected. D.-l.]. Also the translation

&quot;snares, gins,&quot; (Stitkel, Hahn, Delitzsch) jields
a meaning good in itself, and would have, more
over, the special recommendation of furnishing
a retrospective reference to ch. viii. 10-12, the
same passage of Bildad s discourse to which a
and b look. The expression

&quot; to distribute
snares &quot;

is however altogether too harsh, and
the assumption that such an unusual expression
is occasioned by the collateral reference to ch.

xviii. lOseq., and to ch. xx. 29, is altogether
too artificial.

Ver. 18 (over which the influence of HS3 con-
T ~

tinues to extend): How often are they as
straw (chopped straw) [a figure occurring only
here: the figure of chaff is more frequent. Del.]
before the wind, and as chaff (Ps. i. 4; Is.

xvii. 13) which the whirl-wind snatches
away? An allusion to Zophar s description,
ch. xx. 8, 9, if not as regards the expressions,
still as regards the sense.

Ver. 19 &quot;God lays up his calamity for
his (the wicked man s) children!&quot; (U1X from

P.X iu the signification &quot;calamity;&quot; comp. ch.

xi. 11; xv. 35.) [There is possibly a play on

the word 1J1N, which may be rendered either

&quot;his wealth,&quot; or &quot;his calamity.&quot; His treasure

is the coming wrath!
JIN

also means &quot;iniqui

ty,&quot;
and some (E. V., Del., etc.) render it so

here. Here, however, the &quot;evil&quot; which is the

punishment of &quot;evil&quot; best suits the context.

E.] This is an objection of the oppo
nents, which links itself to similar affirmations

by Eliphaz (ch. v. 4) and Zophar (ch. xx. 10),

and which Job himself here formulates, in order

forthwith to refute it: (Rather) let Him re

compense it to him (or, in view of the em

phasis belonging to the word bearing the prin

cipal tone: &quot; to Aim let Him repay it&quot;)
that he

may feel it (JH here sentire, to feel, to be sen

sible of, as in Is. ix. 8 ; Hos. ix. 7 ; Ezek. xxv.

14). In a manner quite similarthe prophets Jere

miah (ch. xxxi. 29 seq.) and Ezekiel (ch. xviii.)

controvert the similar doctrine of the vicarious

expiation of the guilt of parents by their pos-
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terity. [Job s view is that retribution can be
such only when it falls on the offender himself.

It may affect others although Job does not say
that himself it must reach him. E.]

Ver. 20 continues the refutation of that false

theory of substitution or satisfaction, and illus

trates at the same time how the evil doer is to

yv or &quot;feel&quot; the divine punishment. T3 &quot; de

struction,&quot; (lit.
&quot;a thrust, blow,&quot; plaga], only

here in the Old Testament; synonymous with
the Arabic eaid. The figure of drinking the di

vine wrath has immediate reference to Zopbar s

description, ch. xx. 28.
[&quot;The emphasis lies

on the signs of the person in U Jp and HPB

May his own eyes see his ruin ; may he himself
have to drink of the divine wrath.&quot; Del.]

Ver. 21 gives a reason for that which he has

just said against that perverted theory by call

ing attention to the ptolid insensibility of the

evil-doer, as a consummate egoist, in respect to

the interests of his posterity. For what
careth he for his house after him : lit, &quot;for

what is his concern, his interest (f3H here, as in

ch. xxii. 3
; comp. Is. Iviii. 3) in his house after

him&quot; (i.e., after his death)? VHIN is in close
T-: -

union with W33 (comp. e.g. Gen. xvii. 19) not

with 13n. If the number of his months is

apportioned to him ; or &quot; while [or when] the

number, etc.&quot; The whole of this circumstantial
clause, which is a partial echo of ch. xv. 20
(comp. ch. xiv. 5), expresses the thought, that
the selfish pleasure-seeking evil-doer is satisfied
if only his appointed term of life remains to him
unabridged. This general meaning may be
maintained whether, in accordance with Prov.

xxx. 27, we explain J
Xn to mean: &quot;to allot, to

appoint,&quot; thus rendering it as a synonym of
i1Vn (ch. xl. 30 [xli. 6] ; so Targ., Gesen.,

Ewald, Dillm.); or, which is less probable, we
take it as a denominative from TTl, &quot;arrow,&quot;

in the sense of
&quot;casting lots, disposing of by

lot&quot; [from the custom of shaking up arrows for
lots a doubtful sense for the Hebrew] (so Coc-
ceius, Rosenm., Umb eit, Hirzel, etc.); or whe
ther, finally, we assign to the word the meaning
of &quot;

cutting off, completing&quot; (Gesenius in Thes.,
Stickel, Deliti,sch [E. V. Good, Ber., Noy.,
Schlott.,Con., Rod., Ren., Furst] etc.] to which
latter interpretation, however, the expression
&quot; the number of his months &quot;

is not so well
suited, for a number is not properly cut off.

[In any case the addition of E. V., &quot;when the
number of bis months is cut off in the midst,&quot; is

erroneous
; for even if we assign to the verb the

signification &quot;cut off&quot; the meaning of the
clause is cutting off at the end, not in the midst.
What is the evil-doer s concern in his house,
when he himself is no more ? The other mean
ing given above however &quot;to apportion&quot;

gives a more vivid representation of his brutal
selfishness, his unconcern even for his own flesh
and blood, provided he himself have his full
share of life and its enjoyments. What careth
he for his house after him, if the full number of
his own months be meted out to him? E.] The
number of IVtfH is determined by the subordi

nate [but nearest] term of the subject, by vir

tue of an attraction similar to that in ch. xv.

20 (Gesen. 148 [g 145], 1) [Green, \ 277].
fifth Strophe : vers. 22-2(5 : [The theory of the

friends involves a presumptuous dictation to God
of what He should do, seeing that His present

dealings with men, and their participation of the
common destiny of the grave, furnish no indica
tion of moral character].

Ver. 22. Shall one teach God know
ledge. 7tf7 as containing the principal notion

is put emphatically first. In respect to the da
tive construction of verbs of teaching (as in

Greek SiSaoKeiv TLV I TI) comp. Ewald, \ 283, c. :

Seeing He judgeth those that are in hea
ven : lit: &quot;and He nevertheless judges (Nini,

circumstantial clause) the high&quot; [Carey: &quot;dig

nities.&quot; The LXX read D OI,
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;6vov^].

The
&quot;high&quot;

are simply the heavenly spirits, the

angels as inhabiting the heights of heaven

(tPOVlD, comp. ch. xvi. 19; xxv. 2; xxxi. 2), not

the celestial heights themselves, as Gesenius ex

plains, with a reference to Ps. Ixxviii. 69, a re

ference, however, which is probably unsuitable.
Still less does it mean &quot;the proud&quot; (Hahn, 01-

shausen), a signification which D~l by itself, and

without qualification never has. Tdis proposi
tion, that God exercises judicial power over the
exalted spirits of heaven, Job advances here all

the more readily, that the friends had already
appealed twee in similar words to the same fact

of the absolute holiness and justice of God (ch.
iv. 18, and xv. 15). They had indeed done this

with the intent of supporting their narrow-
minded doctrine of retribution, while on the con

trary Job, by the same proposition would put
their short-sighted theory to the rout, and direct

attention to the unfathomable depth and secresy
of God s counsels, and of the principles of His

government.
Vers. 23-26 demonstrate this unfathomable-

ness and incomprehensibleness of the divine

judgments (Rom. xi. 33) by two examples,
which are contrasted each with the other (ver.
23, ver. 25: Hf-nT, &quot;the one the

other&quot;),
of

one man dying in the fulness of his prosperity,
of another who is continually unfortunate, but
whom the like death unites with the former,

notwithstanding that their moral desert during
their life was altogether different, or directly

opposite in character. The assumption of many
ancient and some modern commentators, as e. g.

Hahn, that by the prosperous man described in

ver. 23 seq. a wicked man, and by the unfortu
nate man described in ver. 25 a pious man is

intended, without qualification, is arbitrary, and

hardly corresponds with exactness to the poet s

idea. The tendency of the parallel presented is

rather in accordance with ver. 22, to show, in

proof of the mysteriousness of the divine deal

ings and judgment, that what happens out

wardly to men in this life is not necessarily de
termined by their moral conduct, but that this

latter might be, and often enough is directly at

variance with the external prosperity.
Ver. 23. The one dies in the fulness of his

prosperity; lit. &quot;in bodily prosperity,&quot; in ipsa
sua integritale. In respect to DJfJ? &quot;self&quot; [es

sence, the very thing] comp. Gesen. \ 124
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[jj 122], 2, Rem. 3; and in respect to DH, &quot;in

tegrity in the physical sense, bodily, in general

external well being,&quot; comp. the word DfiD gene

rally used elsewhere in this sense, Ps. xxxviii. 4

[3], 8 [7], and also D D DP Prov. i. 12.

JJJOty
in the second member, which is not found

elsewhere is an alternate form of JJXC , &quot;un

concerned,&quot; enlarged by the introduction of a

liquid [comp. ^ /t from
*y?T, sestuare, and

DD/3, }a?iffa/Li&amp;lt;rv, from DE?3; Del.]. According
to Rodiger, Olsh., it is possibly just an error in

writing for pN$, the form given above in ch.

V/E7 stands here for the more frequent
&quot; T

U
defective form !.?#, ch. xx. 20; comp. Jer.

xlix. 31.

Ver. 24. His troughs are fall of milk.
Most, moderns, following the lead of the Taluiu-

dic
jt9J7D &quot;olive-trough,&quot; as well as the author

ity of the Targ. and many Rabbis, take D J p#

correctly in the sense of &quot;vessels, troughs&quot;

[&quot;milk-pails,&quot; Luther, Wolfsohn, Elzas; &quot;bot

tles,&quot; Lee; &quot;skins,&quot; Carey (i.
e. undressed

skms, the abundance of milk making it neces

sary to use these) ], to the rejection of interpre
tations which are in part singularly at variance,
such as &quot;cattle-pastures&quot; (Aben-Ezra, Schult.

[Renan, Weymss] etc., &quot;veins&quot; (FUrst), &quot;jugu

lar veins&quot; (Saad.), &quot;sides&quot; (Pesh.) [Noyes,
Con.], &quot;bowels&quot; (LXX., Vulg. [&quot;breasts,&quot;

Targ., E. V.; &quot;loins,&quot; Rodwell ; &quot;sleek
skin,&quot;

Good. &quot;The assumption that 1TDJ7 must be a

part of the body is without satisfactory ground
(comp. against it e. g. ch. xx. 17, and for it xx.

11); and Schlottm. very correctly observes that

in the contrast in connection with the represen
tation of the well-watered marrow one expects a

reference to arich.nutritiousdrink.&quot; Delitzsch].
The meaning of this member of the verse accord

ingly reminds us in general of ch. xx. 17, which

description of Zophar s Job here purposely re

calls, in like manner as in &quot;the marrow of the

bones,&quot; in b he recalls ver. 11 of the same dis

course. [And the marrow of his bones is

well-watered]. In respect to &quot;

well-watered,&quot;

an agricultural or horticultural metaphor, comp.
Is. Iviii. 11.

Ver. 25. The other dies with a bitter

soul (comp. ch. iii. 20; vii. 11; x. 1), and
has not enjoyed good; lit. &quot;and has not

eaten of the good&quot; (or &quot;prosperity,&quot;
n3 lt9 as

in ch. ix. 25) with 3 partitive, as in Ps. cxli. 4;

comp. above ch. vii. 13 [3 7DX perhaps like

3 nN&quot;l conveying the idea of enjoyment, as

Schlottmann suggests. Not, however, of full

enjoyment, but rather tasting of it. Not as in

E. V. &quot;and never eateth with pleasure;&quot; against
which lies (1) The customary usage of 3 parti

tive after verbs of eating and drinking; (2) The

objective meaning of POlO, which cannot be

taken of subjective pleasure. E.].
Ver. 26. Together [or: beside one ano

ther] they lie down in the dust (of the

grave), and worms cover them. HEP.

31

decay, worms, as above in ch. xvii. 14. Comp.
our proverbial expressions in regard to the

equality of the grave, the impartiality of death,
etc.

5. Third Division : A rebuke of the friends on
account of their one-sided judgment touching
the external prosperity of men, a judgment
which was only unfavorable as regards Job:
vers. 27-34.

Sixth Strophe : vers. 27-30. Behold I know
your thoughts [r\Ut?m, counsels, plans],
and the plots (fWBTO, sensu malo, as in Prov.

xii. 2; xiv. 17; xxiv. 8) [&quot;is
the name he gives

to the delicately developed reasoning with which

they attack him&quot;: Delitzsch; the schemes
which they invent to wound him, the painful di

lemmas into which they would entrap him : E.]
with which ye do violence tome: with
the intent namely of presenting me at any cost

aa a sinner.
[&quot;By

the construction of OOFl

with 7y the notion of falling upon and over

powering is indicated.&quot; Schlottm.].
Ver. 28, hypothetical antecedent with 3, ia

related to ver. 29 as its consequent, precisely
like ch. xix. 28 to ver. 29. [So Ewald. Del.,
Dillm. But such a construction seems neither
na ural nor forcible. The causal rendering:
&quot;For ye say, etc.,&quot; is simpler and stronger. It

was from just such taunts aa the following that

Job knew their spirit, and detected their insidi

ous plots against his reputation and his peace.
Tbe causal rendering is adopted by E. V. Good,
Wem., Noy., Words., Schlott., Con., Rod., Carey,
Elzas, etc.E.

]. If, [or, when] ye say :
&quot; Where

is the house of the tyrant ?
(^&quot;IJ,

sensu malo,

as in Is. xiii. 2, not in the neutral sense, as

above in ch. xii. 21) [a title of honor, similar in

use to our nobleman, generosus, for which, in its

personal application to Job here, &quot;tyrant&quot;

seems too strong a rendering. Neither here,

nor in Is. 1. c., is such a rendering called for.

In this member the prominent idea is station,

rank: the moral character of the 3&quot;1J is indi

cated in the following member. E.], and where
the tent inhabited by the wicked ? lit.,

&quot;the tent of the habitations of the wicked,
*

by
which possibly a spacious palatial tent is in

tended, with several large compartments within

it (such as the tents of the Bedouin sheikhs are to

this day), which can be recognized from afar by

their size. [HUDE/D
&quot; is not an externally, but

internally multiplying plur. ; perhaps the poet by

n 3 intends a palace in the city, and by
niJ3Em a tent among the wandering tribes, ren

dered prominent by its spaciousness, and the

splendor of the establishment&quot; Del.]. Itistobe

noted moreover how distinct an allusion there ia

in the question to the repeated descriptions of

the destruction of the tent of the wicked by Eli-

phaz and Bildad (ch. xv. 34; xviii. 15, 21).

Ver. 29. Have ye not inquired then

for DnSxtf; see Green, 119, 2] of

those who travel: lit. &quot;the wanderers, pas

sers-by, of the way;&quot; comp. Lam. i. 12; Pa.

Ixxx. 13, etc. [&quot;People
who have travelled

much, and therefore are well acquainted with

the stories of human destinies.&quot; Del.]. And
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their tokens ye will at least not fail to
know ; i. e. (hat which they have to te 1 of ex

amples of prosperous evil-doers and righteous
ones in adversity (they, who have travelled

much, who know about other lands and nations ! )

that you surely will not disregard, controvert, or

reject 1 O3JP, Pi el of ^3J, expresses here, as

in Deut. xxxii. 27: 1 Sam. xxiii. 7; Jer. xix

4, the negative pen-*e of &quot;ignoring, denying,&quot;

while occasionally, e,. g. in Elihu s use of it, ch
xxxiv. 19, it signifies also to &quot;acknowledge&quot; (a

meaning elsewhere found in the Hiphil). [So
here E. V. Lee, Conant, Ewald, Schlott. accord

ing to which rendering the second member is a
continuation of the question begun in the firstj.

roniX, &quot;tokens,&quot; means here &quot;things worthy of

note, remarkable incidents, memorabilia, anec
dotes of travel.

Ver. 30 gives in brief compass the substance
and contents of these lessons of travel : That
in the day of destruction (TX, as in ver.

17) the wicked is spared (i.
e. is held back

from ruin
;
3tyn s in ch. xvi. 6; xxxiii. 18), in

the day of overflowing wrath they are
led away : f. e. beyond the reach of the devas

tating effect of these outbursts of divine wrath

(jYI&quot;OJP as in chap. xl. 11), so that these can do

them no harm. The Hoph. 73171, which is used

b-low in ver. 32 of being escorted in honor to

the grave, expresses here accordingly, in like

manner as in Is. Iv. 12, being led away with a

protecting escort (as, for examp e, Lot was con
ducted out of Sodom). [Noyes gives to the verb
here the same application as in ver. 32, and ex

plains: He is borne to his grave in the day ot

wrath
; t. e. he dies a natural, peaceful death].

The only unusual feature of this construction,
which in any case is much to be preferred as a
whole to that of Ewald [R &amp;gt;dwell]

&quot;on the day
when the overflowings of wrath come on &quot;

is the

DV7, instead of which we might rather look for

DV3, &quot;in the
day.&quot; It is nevertheless unadvi-

sable, in view of the context, to translate the
second member as e. g. with Dillman [E. V.,
Con., Carey] &quot;they are brought on to the day
of wrath;&quot; for such a proposition could not pos
sibly be attributed to the travellers, but at most
to the friends; it would thus of necessity follow
a very abruptly [and unnaturally]; neither
would any essential relief be obtained from a

transposition of ver. 30 and ver. 29 as suggested
by Delitzsch. [Zockler overlooks, however, the

explanation of tuose (such as Scott, Carey, Co
nant, Wordsworth, Barnes, etc.) who regard the
whole of this verse as expressing, through the
travellers of ver. 29, Job s own conviction that
the wicked are reserved for future retribution,
that they are led forth to a day of wrath here
after ; that accordingly present exemption from
the penalty of sin proves nothing as to a man s

real character. Such an explanation, however,
is to be rejected for the following reasons : (1)
It is at variance with the drift of the book s ar-

gument. (2) It is inconceivable, if Job held so

clearly and firmly to the doctrine of future retri

bution, as this view of the passage before us
would imply, that he did not make more use of

it in his discussions. (3) It is inconsistent
with the connection, (a) Why should he pro
duce this view here as a foreign importation?
Why should he rest it on experience ? Observe
that the proposition the wicked are spared in

times of calamity is a deduction from experience,
for the truth of which Job might well appeal to

the testimony of those who by much observation
and experience could testify to the fact. But

surely the doctrine of a future retribution must
rest on other authority the witness of con

science, the testimony of a divine revelation, the
consensus of the wise and holy (not merely of

the
1JT1 ^IP) in a^ ages and lands, (b) It is

inconceivable that Job having carried his hear
ers forward to the retribution of the Hereafter
as the solution of the mystery of the present
should proceed to speak (as he does in the verses

immediately following) of the present prosperity
and pomp of the winked, and of the continuance
of the same to and upon the grave, in the sfioie

strain as b -fore. Especially does the conclu
sion reached in ver. 33 seem strange and unsuit

able, if we suppose the sublime truth of a full

retribution to be declared in ver. 30. E.]
Seventh Strophe: vers. 3134. Who to His

face will declare His way ? and hath He
done aught who will requite it to Him ?
This inquiry evidently proceeds not from the

travellers, whose utterance has already come to

an end 7n ver. 30, but from Job himself. More
over it concerns not the sinner, but GOD, the un

searchably wise and mighty disposer of men s

destinies, whose name is not mentioned from re
verential awe. So correctly Aben-Ezra, Ewald,
Hirzel, Heiligst., Dillm. Regarded as the con
tinuation of the discourse of the travellers (as
it is taken by the majority of commentators) [so
Del., Schlott., Renan, Scott, Good, Lee, Bernard,
Rod., Words., Elzas, Merx], the verte must naiu-

raily be referred to the wicked man, characteri

zing his unscrupulous arbitrary conduct, which
no one ventures to hinder or punish. But lor this

view the expression i/D vBP
&quot;&quot;D,

&quot; who will requite
it to him?&quot; would be much too strong. More
over a sentiment of such a reflective cast would
be strange in the mouth of the travellers from
whom we should expect directly only a state
ment of fact (nimX ver. 29). [Referred to God
the meaning would be: Who will challenge the
divine conduct ? He renders no account of His
actions. His reasons are inscrutable; and how
ever much His dealings with men seem to con
tradict our notions of justice, our only recourse
is silence and submission. But against this in

terpretation it may be urged: (1) It requires
too many abrupt changes of subject. Thus we
should have for subject in ver. 30 the wicked
man, in ver. 31 God, in ver. 32 the wicked again,
and this while in ver. 31 and ver. 32 the subject
is indicated only by personal pronouns. It is

highly improbable that Will in ver. 31 b, and
WPP in ver. 32 a are used of different subjects.

[2) The expressions are unsuitable to the

thought attributed to them, especially the clause

D7BT D, which, as Delitzsch argues, used of

man in relation to God, has no suitable mean
ing. On the other hand the application to the
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wicked gives a smooth connection, at the same
time that the expressions are entirely appropri
ate to describe his career of lawless impunity.
The Xini of ver. 32 moreover acquires by this

application its proper emphasis (see on the

verse). To the objection made above that a

moral reflection of the sort would be inappro
priate in the mouth of travellers, it may be

replied that it is not properly a reflection, but a

statement of fact, the fact, namely, of the evil

doer s exemption from responsibility and pun
ishment. On the contrary, so far from being
called to account, or properly punished, he es

capes in the day of calamity (ver. 30), he defies

the world (ver. 31), and is buried with honor

(ver. 32). Carey thinks that Job here &quot;makes

evident allusion to a custom that prevailed among
the ancient Egyptians, whose law allowed any
one to bring an accusation against a deceased

person previously to his interment (and even

kings themselves were not exempted from this

death judgment) ; if the accusation was fully

proved, and the deceased was convicted of hav

ing led a bad life, he was obliged to be placed
in his own house, and was debarred the custom

ary rites of interment, even though the tomb had
been prepared for him.&quot; Less simple and pro
bable than the explanation given above. E.j

Vers. 32 seq. continue the report of those who
had travelled much, not however (auy more
than in ver. 30) .in their ipsissimis verbis strictly

quoted, but in such a way that Job fully appro

priates to himself that which they say (to wit,

their vivid representation of the brilliant career

of the wicked), sothat accordingly even ver. 31

need not be regarded as properly an interrup
tion of that report. And he (Will pointing

back to the JP ver. 30 [emphatic, according to

the view which regards the JH as also the sub

ject of ver. 31. He the same who lives that

lawless, defiant, outwardly successful life, is the

favorite of fortune to the very last. Feared in

his life, he is again honored in his death. E.]
is borne away to burial, in full honor, and

with a great procession ; comp. on ver. 30 ;
also

ch. x. 19; xvii. 1.
[&quot;Like

mjDKta above,

nn3p is also an amplificative plural.&quot;
Del. It

would thus mean &quot;a splendid tomb&quot;].
And

on a monument he (still) keeps watch: as

one immortalized by a statue, or a stone monu
ment. This is not to be specially understood in

accordance with the Egyptian custom (in that

case the reference here being to pyramids ;

comp. on ch. iii. 14), but in accordance with a

custom, still prevalent in the East, specially

among the Bedouin Arabs, of building large

grave-mounds, or a domed structure towering

above the grave (H3P) in memory of the honored

dead. In such a lofty monument the dead man

keeps watch, as it were, over his own resting-

place, without, its being necessary to suppose
that he was particularly represented by a statue,

or a picture on the wall (like those in Egyptian
vaults, to which Schlottm. refers here by way
of comparison). [&quot; Possibly there is also here

some allusion to inscriptions warning off those

who would desecrate the tomb, similar to those

found on the sarcophagus of Eschmunazar, king

of Sidon.&quot; llt-nan]. This explanation is in

striking harmony not only with well-known
ustoms of the east, but also with the etymologi-

cally established signification of Cf
&quot;1J=lieap, tu

mulus, monumentum (comp. /J, Gen. xxxi. 46

seq.). It agrees not less with that which was
&amp;gt;reviously spoken by Bildad to precisely the op-
&amp;gt;osite effect in respect to the memory of the
vil-doer after his death in ch. xviii. 17, where
he latter presupposes the complete extinction
of the name of the ungodly, whereas Job on the

contrary makes the same not only not to sleep
he sleep of death, but rather to watch, as though
\Q continued to live. [And Noyes accordingly
euders :

&quot;

Yea, he still survives upon his tomb.

tie enjoys as it were a second life upon his tomb,
n the honors paid to his memory, his splendid
monument, and the fame he leaves behind

iim.&quot;].
The more striking the above points of

agreement, the less necessary is it to fatigue
ourselves in company with the ancient versions

and Bottcher (Proben, etc., p. 22) in finding how
ZT lj could be taken in the sense of &quot;

heaps of

sheaves,&quot; and still obtain a sentiment suited to

context.* Equally unnecessary is it (with
Bottcher de infer, p. 40, [Conant], Hahn, Ro-

diger, etc.) to take
&quot;ipt?

1

impersonally; &quot;watch

is held over his grave-mound, etc.&quot; a rendering
with which the suffix-less K^J (not ^ &quot;U)

would

agree but indifferently. [&quot;
Moreover,&quot; says

Delitzsch,
&quot; the placing of guards of honor by

graves is an assumed, but not proved, custom
of antiquity.&quot; The rendering of E. V. and
shall remain in the tomb,&quot; is feeble as well as

incorrect.].
Ver. 33. Soft lie upon him the clods [or

sods] of the valley (ch. xxxviii. 38). Lit.,
&quot; sweet are to him the clods of the valley,&quot; those,

namely, beneath which he rests. Valleys are

particularly desired in the East as places of

burial; witness the valleys around Jerusalem,

abounding as they do in graves. The favorite

custom of the Arabs of burying their distin

guished dead on eminences, is accordingly not

referred to here (comp. Del. on ver. 32).

[&quot;These
words also seem to suppose that the

person who is buried may partake, in some re

spects, of the prosperous state of the tomb which

contains him. Such an idea seems to have been

indulged by Sultan Amurath the Great, who
died in 1450, [and who in the suburbs of Prusa]
now lieth in a chappell without, any roofe, his

grave nothing differing from the manner of the

common Turks ; which, they say, he com
manded to be done, in his last will, that the

mcrcie and blessing of God (as he termed it)

might come unto him by the shining of the

sunne and moone, and falling of the raine and

dew of heaven upon his
grave.&quot;

KNOLLES*

Hist, of the Turks, p. 332.&quot; Noyes]. And
after him draws (}#? intransitive as in Judg.

iv. 6) all the world : viz. by imitating his ex-

* Witness the followinz curious effort of Bernard :
&quot;

[Ho

nored] a when he watched over his corn-thorle*. Just a in hu
life-timo people were obliged (through their fear of him) to

salute him humbly, when they passed before him as h

sto d watching over his snoi ks of corn, that no poor man

might el an an ear, so must they testify their respect to hu

body when carried to the ^rave.&quot;
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ample, by entering on the same path of a life

spent in earthly enjoyment and luxury, which

he, and an unnumbered multitude of others be

fore him (as the third member says) had already
trod. Thus rendered the sentence undoubtedly

expresses an exaggeration ;
in the mX~vD there

lies an unjust accusation of misanthropic bit

terness against the great mass of men. [For a

somewhat similar misanthropic, or at least cyni
cal bitterness, comp. what Bildad says in ch.

viii. 19.] This same characteristic however

corresponds perfectly to the exasperated and

embittered temper of Job; whereas on the con

trary to interpret &quot;all the world draws after

him&quot; of a large funeral procession (Vaih.,

[Wemyss, Carey] etc.), yields when compared
with 32 a an inappropriate tautology, and to re

fer it to those who follow after him through

sharing the same fate of death and burial (De
litzsch [Noyes]) seems altogether too vapid in

the present connection.

Ver. 34. Conclusion : with a reference to ver.

27. How then (} X1, quomodo ergo, stronger

than the simple Ij N) can you comfort me so

vainly (comp ch. ix. 29) ? Of your replies
there remains (over nothing but) falsehood!
Lit. &quot;and as for your replies (absolute case,

Ewald, \ 309, b) there remaineth over false

hood.&quot; S^D, soil. D rl^KS, &quot;a perfidious dispo

sition towards God&quot; (coinp. Josh. xxii. 22), and
for that same reason also towards one s neighbor.

By this is intended the same intriguing, mali

cious, deceitful eagerness to suspect and to slan

der, with which in ver. 27 he had reproachea
his opponents.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The significance of this discourse of Job s

in respect to the progress of the colloquy lies in

the fact that it marks the transition from the pre

dominantly personal treatment of the problem,
which has thus far obtained on the part both of

the friends and of Job to a discussion dealing more

immediately with the subject-matter, and for that

reason more calm, less passionate in its tone, and
more directly preparing the way for the solution.

The venomous accusations of the friends, (which
in the immediately preceding discourse of Zo-

phar had reached the climax of bluntness and

odiousness), do not indeed cease from this point
on. Jus1

, as little does the tone of bitterness dis

appear from Job s replies, which on the contrary
at the beginning and close of the present dis

course exhibits itself in a manner decidedly
marked (in vers. 2-3

; which contain sarcastic

allusions to the empty &quot;consolations of the

friends&quot;; in ver. 34, with its reproach of false

hood and unfaithfulness). From this point on
however we find, along with these personalities,
a tendency, characterized by an ever increasing

objectivity, to consider calmly the question of

fact involved in the matter in controversy; the

result indeed being that Job s superiority over
his opponents as regards their respective points
of view becomes more and more obvious. In
his former discourse he had discussed only oc

casionally and incidentally their favorite doc

trine concerning the horrible end of the wicked ;

and in what he had said he had exhibited so lit

tle prudence that he had appeared as one who

presumptuously challenged the divine righteous

ness, and had thus only confirmed the friends

evil opinion of his moral character (see ch. ix.

22-24; x. 3; xii. 6). Now, however, he pro
ceeds to discuss the question in controversy
calmly and thoroughly, opposing to their propo
sition, that the life of the ungodly must infalli

bly end in misery, the fact, which experience
establishes that it is quite commonly the case
that the prosperHyof the wicked lasts until their

death, while on the contrary the pious are pur
sued with all sorts of calamities to the grave.
In respect to the reflection of an apparent injus
tice which this experience seems to cast on God,
the author of so unequal a distribution of hu
man destinies, Job this time expresses himself
with discreet awe and reserve. Instead of as

suming the tone of a presumptuous blasphemer,
and accusing God of injustice, or tyrannical se

verity, he treats the contradiction between pros
perity and virtue, as it so often exhibits itself

in this earthly life, as a dark enigma, not to be
solved by human wisdom. And instead of hold

ing up this antagonism before his opponents
with frivolous satisfaction or exulting arrogance,
he exhibits whenever he approaches the subject
deep perplexity and painful agitation (vers. 5,

6), and in the latter part of the description he
even points out the mystery which surrounds the

phenomenon under consideration as a discipli

nary trial for human knowledge, constraining
to reverential submission beneath the inscruta
ble ways of God (vers. 22 and 31, according to

the more correct explanation: see above on the

passages). In short, he discourses concerning
this mystery as an earnest thinker, resolutely

maintaining his religious integrity, and putting
the counsel of the ungodly far from him (ver.

1C) ; and this calm, earnest, dignified treatment
accounts for his victory over his opponents, who
as may be seen from the following, which is the
last stage of the colloquy, are constrained to ac

knowledge his affirmations in respect to the dis

proportion between prosperity and moral wor
thiness in this life as being in great part true,
and thus to make a beginning toward a complete
surrender.

2. Notwithstanding this undeniable superior
ity over his opponents, which Job here already
exhibits, his argument presents certain vulner
able points, which expose him to further attacks

from them. For in so far as, with manifest one-

sidedness, it completely ignores the instances,
which occur frequently enough, of a righteous

apportionment of men s destinies, and exhibits

the instances of the opposite fact, by a process
of abstract generalization, as alone of actual oc

currence, it does injustice on the one side to the

friends, who are thereby indirectly classified

with the wicked who are unworthy of their pros
perity ; while on the other side it becomes an

arraignment of God, who is described as though
he gave no proof of a really righteous retribu

tion, but rather decreed continually examples
of the contrary. Indeed in one instance, (vers.

19-21) the speaker seems to be guilty even of

formally teaching God, in that he here maintains
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(in oppositioD to a familiar application of the

theory of retribution set forth in the Law, Ex.
xx. 5; Deut. xxiv. 16, an application contro

verted also by Jeremiah and Ezekiel), that God
punishes with justice only where He exacts ex

piation of the evil-doer himself, and not of his

children after him. The consequence that God
does not punish where He ought to punish, is but

a short remove from this proposition, which is

accordingly easily liable to the reproach of

speaking unbecomingly of God. The judgment
of Job accordingly in the present discourse con

cerning God and His dealings with men s desti

nies is the less pure and correct in so far as it

in no wise distinguishes between the God of the

present, and the God of the future, as we find

him doing in ch. xix. 25seq. For this reason,
and because the sufferer begins anew to yield to

the pressure of his outward and inward suffer

ings tne hope of a blessed future in the life be

yond, which had previously irradiated his misery,
is completely obscured.

3. Notwithstanding this partial obscuration

of his spiritual horizon, Job in the discourse be

fore us utters much that is beautiful, profoundly
true, and heart-stirring. The first discourse

pronounced by Job after the inspired paean of

hope in ch. xix. 25 seq., thero may be discerned

in it a certain h illowing influence thence pro
ceeding, which justifies in a measure the remark
of Sanctius on that passage: &quot;From this point
on to the end of the book Job is not the same
as he has been heretofore.&quot; His description of

the success and abounding prosperity of the un

godly, by its many points of contact with simi

lar moral pictures, such as Ps. xxxvii. ; Ps.

Ixxiii. ; Jer. xii. Iseq. ; Hab. i. 13seq. : Eccles.

vii., etc., commends itself as being perfectly true,

and derived from life. Especially does the cir

cumstance that in his observation of the pros

perity of the wicked he shows himself continu

ally inclined to restrain himself within the

bounds of modesty, and the limitations pre
scribed by the contemplation of the unsearcha

ble operations of God, give him an indisputable

advantage over the description of his opponents

(and especially of his immediate predecessor Zo-

phar), which is one-sided in the opposite direc

tion, and for that very reason less true. &quot;The

speeches of Zophar and of Job are both true and

false, both one-sided, and therefore mutually

supplementary. If, however, we consider fur

ther, that Job is not able to deny the occurrence

of such examples of punishment, such revela

tions of the retributive justice of God, as those

which Zophar represents as occurring regularly
and without exception; that, however, on the

other hand, exceptional instances undeniably do

exist, and the friends are obliged to be blind to

them, because otherwise the whole structure of

their opposition would fall in, it is manifest 1

that Job is nearer to the truth than Zophar&quot;

(Delitzsch i. p. 425).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Ver. 6. ZEYSS : Because reason caunot com

prehend the mystery of affliction, and why God
often deals so severely with His children, it

comes to pass that even in pious hearts mourn
ful thoughts frequently spring up, and they
tremble in their great sorrow; Ps. xxxvii. 1;
Ixxiii. 12; Jer. xii. 1, etc. T. GERLACH : Doubts

touching the rectitude of God s government of
the world, have in them that which makes our
inmost feelings quiver; the thought makes all

the foundations of human existence quake.
Ver. 7seq. SEE. SCHMIDT: The happiness of the

i ungodly is described; and it is shown that they
I
are happy (1) in themselves ver. 7; (2) in
their children ver. 8; (3) in their houses
ver. 9; (4) in their cattle ver. 10; (5) in their
flocks ver. 11; (6) in a life which is joyous and
merry ver. 12; (7) in a death which at the last

is not sad ver. 13. WOHLFARTH: What must
we bear in mind, in order that we may not err as
to God and virtue, when we see the ungodly
prosperous, the godly afflicted? If Job rrcoiled
from such a sight, who can blame him, a sufferer

sorely tried, and wiih but imperfect knowledge
of God ? But a Christian can and will guard
himself against such doubts; for he knows that

according to God s sovereign decree outward

prosperity has often no relation to a man s

moral worth; that the good things of this world
will not long make man happy, and that without
a peaceful conscience happiness in this earth is

impossible; that frequently the earthly prosper
ity which the wicked enjoy is the means of their

punishment; that the place of retribution is not

yet in this world; and that God, whose counsels
we cannot penetrate, will notwithstanding as

suredly compensate pious sufferers for their

earthly losses.

Ver. 22 seq. STARKE: In holy fear we should
wonder at God s judgments; but we should by
no means sit in judgment upon them, nor in

quire after the reason of His conduct; Is. xlv 9.

v. GERLACH: The righteous and the ungodly
have both their various destinies, but these have

nothing to do with their position before God
;

there lies another mystery behind which our

short-sighted speeches and thoughts cannot un
veil.

Ver. 27 seq. STARKE (after Osiander and (he

Tubingen Bible) : The ungodly are often Ligai/
exalted in order that afterwards their fall may
be so much the greater. Although in this world,

occupying high places, they do evil without ter

ror, and are punished by nobody, there will

come nevertheless a day of judgment, when their

wickedness will be brought, to view, and before

all the world they will be put to shame.
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THIRD SERIES OF CONTROVERSIAL DISCOURSES.

THE ENTANGLEMENT REACHING ITS EXTREME POINT.

CHAPTERS XXII XXVIII.

I. Eliphaz and Job : Chapter XXII XXIV.

A. Eliphaz : Reiterated accusation of Job, from whose severe sufferings it must
of necessity be inferred that he had sinned grievously, and

needed to repent :

CHAP. XXII. 1-20.

1. The charge made openly that Job is a great sinner:

VERS. 1-10.

1 Then Eliphaz the Temanite answered and said :

2 Can a man be profitable unto God,
as he that is wise may be profitable unto himself?

3 Is it any pleasure to the Almighty that thou art righteous?
or is it gain to Him that thou makest thy ways perfect ?

4 Will He reprove thee for fear of thee?

will He enter with thee unto judgment?
5 Is not thy wickedness great ?

and thine iniquities infinite ?

6 For thou hast taken a pledge from thy brother for nought,
and stripped the naked of their clothing.

7 Thou hast not given water to the weary to drink,
and thou hast withholden bread from the hungry.

8 But as for the mighty man, he had the earth :

and the honorable man dwelt in it.

9 Thou hast sent widows away empty,
and the.arms of the fatherless have been broken.

10 Therefore snares are round about thee,
and sudden fear troubleth thee.

2. Earnest warning not to incur yet severer punishments :

VERSES 11-20.

11 Or darkness, that thou canst not see
;

and abundance of waters cover thee.

12 Is not God in the height of heaven?
and behold the height of the stars, how high they are !

13 And thou sayest, How doth God know?
can He judge through the dark cloud ?

14 Thick clouds are a covering to Him, that He seeth not;
and He walketh in the circuit of heaven.

15 Hast thou marked the old way,
which wicked men have trodden ?

16 Which were cut down out of time,
whoe foundation was overflown with a flood ;

17 which said unto God, Depart from us :

and what can the Almighty do for them ?
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18 Yet He filled their houses with good things :

b it the counsel of the wicked is far from me
19 The righteous see it, and are glad

and the innocent laugh them to scorn :

20 &quot; Whereas our substance is not cut down,
but the remnaut of them the fire consumeth.&quot;

3. Admonition to repent, accompanied by the announcement of the certain restoration of his

prosperity to him when penitent :

VERSES 21-30.

21 Acquaint now thyself with Him, and be at peace:

thereby good shall come unto thee.

22 Receive, I pray thee, the law from His mouth,
and lay up His words in thine heart.

23 If thou return to the Almighty, thou shalt be built up,
thou shalt put away iniquity far from thy tabernacles.

24 Then shalt thou lay up gold as du^t,

and the gold of Ophir as the stones of the brooks.

25 Yea, the Almighty shall be thy defence,

and thou shalt have plenty of silver.

26 For then shalt thou have thy delight in the Almighty,
and shalt lift up thy face unto God.

27 Thou shalt make thy prayer unto Him, and He shall hear thee,

and th &amp;gt;u shalt pay thy vows.

28 Thou shalt also decree a thing, and it shall be established unto thee :

and the light shall shine upon thy ways.
29 When men are cast down, then thou shalt say, There is lifting up ;

and He shall save the humble person.
30 He shall deliver the island of the innocent ;

and it is delivered by the pureness of thine hands.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Without controverting Job s position in ch.

xxi., that the present life furnishes numerous

examples of the prosperity of the ungodly, and
of calamity to the pious, but at the same time

without abandoning in the slightest degree his

former argument in favor of an external doc

trine of retribution, Eliphaz adheres to his as

sumption that the cause of Job s calamities and

misery could lie only in sins of a grievous cha

racter (vers. 2-10), with which he now re

proaches him particularly and in detail (vers.

6-9) ;
sins of arrogance, of cruelty, and of in

justice towards his neighbor. Then follows an

earnest warning against pursuing any further

his unholy thoughts and speeches, as otherwise

his final doom, like that of all the wicked from

the earliest times must be a terrible one (vers.

11-20) a position indeed which Job also might
urge to prove the alleged injustice of God s treat

ment of him. To this sharp warning succeeds

a conciliatory invitation to repent and to return

to God, and to enter into possession of the bles

sings promised by God to the penitent, the whole
discourse having a conclusion similar to that of

the first discourse of Eliphaz (vers. 21-30) This

third and last discourse of Eliphaz falls into

three divisions, exactly equal in length, and
each of these embraces two strophes substan

tially equal in length, consisting of fire verses
each (the first, however, only of four).

2. First Division, or Double Strophe : the accu
sation : vers. 2-10.

First Strophe: vers. 2-5: Four interrogative
sentences, which taken together exhibit a well-
constructed syllogism, of which the first two
questions (vers. 2, 3) constitute the major pre
mise, the third (ver. 4) the minor, the fourth

(ver. 5) the conclusion. The major premise ex

presses the thought: The cause of Job s misery
cannot lie in God, the All-sufficient One, to whom
the conduct of men, whether good or evil, (wise
or unwise) matters nothing. The minor pre
mise affirms that the penalty which Job was en

during could not have been brought upon him
by his piety. From this he draws a conclusion
unfavorable to Job s moral character. Is a

a great man, a hero, etc. ; man in

short considered in his best estate;&quot; Carey]
profitable unto God ? Nay, the intelli

gent man is profitable unto himself. The

question, with its negative force, and the nega
tive follow each other immediately, the latter in

troduced by 3 in the sense of
&quot;nay,

rather&quot;

[Conant : &quot;for;&quot; E. V. Wemyss, Elzas, less

suitably ; &quot;as, regarding the second clause as

a part of the question]. The meaning is : God,
the absolutely Blessed One, who has everything
and needs nothing, receives no advantage from
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man s conduct, whether it be thus or so, whether

he act unwisely, (i.
e. wickedly, Ps. xiv. 2 [1],

or intelligently (t.
e. piously, righteously); so

that accordingly if the latter is the case, man

cares only for his own well-being. In regard to

PO, lit. &quot;to dwell beside one another, to become

one s neighbor,&quot;
and hence &quot;to assist one an

other, to be serviceable, to be profitable,&quot; comp.
above on ch. xv. 3

;
also xxxv. 3. The pathetic

plural form iO Sy, with the signification of the

singular, vSy, as in ch. xx. 23. [The use of Sy

in the second member, instead of 7 as in the

first, is one of the Aramaisms, &quot; which poetry

gladly adopts&quot; (Del.). Comp. Ps. xvi. 6].

Ver. 3. Is it an advantage to the Al

mighty, if thou art righteous ? fan [lit.

&quot;pleasure&quot;]
means here, as the parallel y%3 in

the second member shows, &quot;

interest, gain,

advantage,&quot; as in cb. xxi. 21. Or a gain, if

thou behavest blamelessly? lit. &quot;if thou
makest thy ways blameless [or &quot;perfect&quot;]

(DFin, imperf. Hiph. of DDf\, with the [Arami-

zing] doubling of the first radical ; comp. Gesen.

| 66, Rem. 8), si integras facias vias (uas. The

meaning of the whole question is: God gets no

profit from men s righteousness ; consequently
the motives which determine him to inflict suf

ferings on men are neither selfish, nor arbitrary.

Ver. 4. &quot;Will He because of thy godli
ness [lit. &quot;fear, godly tear

&quot;]
chastise thee,

enter into judgment with thee ? That is :

if now then the cause of such a calamity as has
befallen thee lies in thyself, can it be thy piety
for which God punishes thee ? Hirzel interprets
1HXTD to mean :

&quot; from fear of thee,&quot; the suf-
l : IT--

fix expressing the genit. of the object against
the context, which requires a meaning antithetic

to
&quot;]nj?T,

ver. 5. [Hirzel s explanation is the one

adopted also by Bernard, Wemyss, Carey, Re-

nan, Rodwell, Elzas]. The meaning: &quot;godly

fear, piety&quot;
is all the more firmly established

for nyv by the fact that Eliphaz has already
used this same word twice in this emphatic
sense: chap. iv. 6 and chap. xv. 4

[&quot;a genuine
Eliphazian word, in accordance with the poet s

method of assigning favorite words and habits

to his speakers.&quot; EWALD].
Ver. 5. The conclusion, expressed in the inter

rogative form, like the preceding propositions in

the syllogism. Is not thy wickedness great,
and no end of thy transgressions ? Thus

strongly does Eliphaz accuse Job here; for, en

tangled in legalism, he thinks that if the impos
sibility that God should cause the innocent to

suffer be once for all firmly held, then, from the

severity of the sufferings inflicted on any one, we
may argue the greatness of the transgressions
which are thus punished, a piece of bad logic,

seeing that it entirely overlooks the intermediate

possibility which lies between those two ex

tremes, that God may inflict suffering on such as
are friends indeed, but not yet perfected in

their piety, with a view to their trial or purifi
cation.

Second Strophe: Vers. 6-10. Enumeration of a
series of sins, which, seeing that they are ordi

narily associated with riches and power, must

constitute, in the opinion of the speaker, the

probable reason why Job, who was once rich

ind honored, had fallen so low, and been made
to suffer the Divine chastisement.

Ver. 6. For thou didst distrain thy bre

thren without cause i. e., without being in

thy superfluity under any necessity of doing so

(Hirzel). The brethren are naturally the next

of kin, fellow-clansmen, not specially brethren

in the more literal sense. If instead of ^TIN we

should with many MSS. and Editions (so also

Bahr and Delitzsch) read *pnx, this singular

form,
&quot;

thy brother,&quot; would nevertheless require
to be understood as a collective, as the second

member shows. And the clothes of the

naked thou didst strip off. By D Q

are to understand, of course, not those who are

absolutely naked, but those who are scantily

clothed, the half-naked poor, as in Isa. xx 2;

John xxi. 7; James ii. 15 (comp. also SENECA,
De Beneficiis, v. 13: si quit male vestilutumet pan-
nosum videt, nudum se vidisse dicit). To strip such

naked&quot; ones by distraint of their last piece of

apparel is forbidden not only by the law of Moses

(Ex. xxii.2oseq.; Deut. xxiv. 6, lOseq.), but also

by the sentiment ofuniversal humanity. The same

may be said of the proofs of cruelty enumerated
in the following verse [ver. 7: Thou gavest
no water to the fainting to drink, and
thou didst refuse bread to the hungry];
comp. Isa Iviii. 10, and for the opposite course

Matt. x. 42.

Ver. 8. And the man of the fist (absolute

case) his was the land, and the honored
one was to dwell therein ! That is to say,

according to the insolent, selfish, grasping views
and principles which Eliphaz imputes to Job.

The &quot;man of the arm,&quot; or &quot;of the fist&quot;

Qjnj $ X), t. e., the powerful and violent man,

as well as &quot;the honored man&quot; (D J3 Xli#J, as in

Isa. iii. 3; ix. 14), is none other than Job him
self, the proud, rich Emir, who, as Eliphaz ma
liciously conjectures, had driven away many of

the poor and helpless from house and home, in

order to seize upon the land far and wide for

himself. According to the assumption that both

expressions referred to another than Job, whom
the latter had favored in his course of self-ag

grandizement (Rosenmiiller, Umbreit, Hahn
[Noyes, Wemyss, llenan, Elzas who translates:

&quot;As if the land belonged to the man of power
alone; as if only the man of rank may dwell

therein&quot;]), the strong sense of the pass ge is

needlessly weakened. That Job is not immedi

ately addressed here, as in the verse just pre
ceding. and again in the verse following, is to be

explained by the vivid objectivizing tendency of

the description.

Ver. 9. Widows thou didst send away
empty when they came to thee as sup
pliants ;

and the arms of the orphans were
broken in consequence, namely, of the treat

ment which such needy and helpless ones were
wont to receive from thee and those like thee.

The discourse here assumes the objective gene
ralizing tone, for the reason that Eliphaz is sen-
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Bible that the concrete proofs of the charge which
he would be able to produce out of Job s former

history would be all too few! The &quot;arras of the

orphans&quot; is a figurative expression describing
not their appeal for help, but all their powers
and rights, all upon which they could depend for

support. The same phrase Hljnt &amp;gt;O1 occurs

also in Psalm xxxvii. 17; Ezek. xxx. 22. For
the &quot;arms&quot; as the symbol of strength, power,
comp. ch. xl. 9; Psalm Ixxvii. 16 [15] J

Ixxxiii.

9 [8].
Yer. 10. Therefore snares are round

.about thee (a figure descriptive of destruction

as besetting him around; comp. ch. xviii. 8-10),
and terror suddenly comes upon [or

affrights] thee (comp. Prov. iii. 25) i. e., sud
den deadly anguish, terror in view of thy ap
proaching complete destruction, overpowers thee

time after time. Comp. the similar description
above in Bildad s discourse, ch.xviii. 11.

[&quot;To

be noted is the frequent paronomasia of HD and
&quot;ins.&quot; SCHLOTT.].

8. Second Division, or Double Strophe : the

warning. If Job should presumptuously cast

doubt on the Divine righteousness, and thereby
make himself partaker of the sins of those in

the primeval world who insolently denied God,
he would draw down on himself the Divine

judgment which had been ordained for those

guilty of such wickedness, and which would
without fail overtake them, however long and

securely they might seem to enjoy their pros

perity: vers. 11-20.

Third Strophe : vers. 11-15. Or seest thou
not the darkness, and the flood of waters,
which covereth thee ? That is, dost thou

not then perceive in what destruction thou art

already involved, and that in punishment for

thy sins? &quot;Darkness&quot; and the &quot;flood of

waters&quot; (the multitudinous heaving of waters,

r\y3$ as in Is. Ix. 6) are here, as also in ch.

xxvii. 20, a figure not of the sins of Job (Hahn),

but of the night of suffering and of the deep

misery, which, as Eliphaz thinks, had come

upon him in consequence of his sins. ^JO^T*
^s

a relative clause, and logically belongs also to

Wn ; comp. Is. Ix. 2. In mentioning darkness

and a flood as bursting on Job, he has reference

to the catastrophe of the deluge, which in the

following verses he proceeds to hold up as a

warning picture of terror (ver. 16). The whole

verse forms a suitable transition from the accu

sation in the preceding section to the warning
which now follows. [By the majority of ver

sions and commentators ver. 11 is joined imme

diately to the verse preceding, as its continua

tion. There is certainly a close connection

between the two. But that Zockler (af er D 11-

mann) is correct in regarding ver. 11 as transi

tional to what follows, and so introducing the

next strophe, ia favored both by the use of the

disjunctive IK rather than
},
and by the evident

anticipation of ver. 16 in the D*0-AJ?3. This

view requires the construction of }K?n as the

object of riN~in ttS :
&quot; seest thou not the dark

ness?&quot; (Ewald, Schlottm., Dillm., Delitzsch),

rather than as an independent subject, followed

&amp;gt;y

a relative clause :
&quot; darkness, tiuit thou canst

not see&quot; (E. V., Umbreit, Noyes, Con., Lee,
llenan, Rodwell, etc.). E.}
Ver. 12. Is not Eloah the height of hea

ven ? t. . the heaven-high, infin tely exalted
One (comp. ch. xi. 8; [in view of which pas
sage, says Schlottmann, the construction of

Bf D3J as Accug. loci: &quot; in the height of

lieaven,&quot; is less probable than ^he construction
as predicate]). And see now the head of

the stars
(i.

e. the highest of the stars, D JDia

gen. partitivus) how high they are ! 3
&quot;how,&quot;

or also &quot;that,&quot; as in Gen. xlix. 15; 1 Sam. xiv.

29. The plural 13T [by attraction] as in ch.

xxi. 21; comp. Ewald, g 317, c. The whole

verse, in this reference to the Divine greatness
and exaltation, beginning as a question, and

passing over into a challenge, has tor its object
the vindication of Him who is above the world,
and above man, against every thought which
would limit His knowle Ige, or cast any t-uspi-
cion on the perfec . justice of His ways.

Ver. 13 seq. The doubt expressed by Job

touchiog the justice of God in administering the

affairs of the world is here interpreted by Eli

phaz as a denial that God has any knowledge of
earthly things, or feels any special concern in

what happens to men. He therefore reproaches
him with holding that erroneous, and almost
atheistical conception of the Deity, which has
since been advanced by the Epicureans (see e.g.

Lucretius III. 640 seq.), and more recently by
the English Deists.

[&quot; Eliphaz here attributes

to Job, who in ch. xxi. 22 had appealed to the

exaltation of God in opposition to the friends, a

complete misconception of the truth, and thus

skilfully turns against Job himself the weapon
which the latter had just sought to wrest from
him.&quot; Schlottmann]. And so thou thinkest

(literally &quot;sayest&quot;)
what knows God ? (or:

what sbould God know ?) will He judge

through (&quot;U72
as in Gen. xxvi. 8

; Joel ii. 9)

the darkness of the clouds ? ; . e. judge ua

men on this lower earth, from which He, cov

ered by the clouds, is wholly separated and
shut off.

Ver. 14 continues this symbolical description
of this total separation of God from the world:

Clouds are a covering to Him, so that He
sees not (comp. Lam. iii. 44), and He walks
upon the vault (or &quot;circle,&quot; Prov. viii. &quot;21 ;

Is. xl. 22) of the heaven not therefore on this

earthly world, which is too small and insignifi

cant for Him. Similar expressions of unbelief

touching God s special concern for the affairs of

earth may be found e. a. in Ps. Ixxiii. 11
;
xciv.

7; Is. xxix. 15; Ezek. viii. 12.

Ver. 15. Wilt thou keep in the path of

the old world ? potf, to observe, follow, as

in Ps. xviii. 22 [not &quot;hast thou marked&quot;? E.

V. against which is the fut. &quot;ODCJf\ and the con

nection] anil oSty FPfc, as in Jer. vi. 16; xviii.

15), which the men of wickedness trod?

i. e. insolent, ungodly and wicked men, as they
are described in the following verses, both as to

their arrogant deeds, and their righteous pun-
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ishment. The reference to the race of men im

mediately preceding the Noachian deluge (the

apxaios Kdapo^ of 2 Pet. ii. 5) is evident

enough.
Fourth Strophe : vers. 16-20. Description of

the destruction of those ungodly men as a divine

judgment overtaking them after a season of

prosperity, together with an application to the

controversy suggested by Job s case in respect
to the doctrine o/ retribution.

Ver. 16. [The asterisk in the Hebrew Bible

marks the verse as the middle of the book, there

being 537 verses before, and the same number
after this mark] Who were swept off

(IBEp.,

lit. &quot;were seized&quot; comp. above on ch. xvi. 8)

[Bernard, Rod well, etc., &quot;who became shrivelled

(corpses) before, etc.&quot; Carey: &quot;who got tied

up ... so that escape was impossible,&quot; but bft-

ter as above, &quot;to be snatched away&quot;] before

the time f. e. before there was any proba

bility, according to human experience, that their

hour had come ; comp. the aupot of the LXX.

also above in ch. xv. 32 13V X/3 as even in

the present passage some Mss. read X ?3 instead

of K^i (com. Ps. cxxxix. 16). As a stream

their foundation was poured away i. e.

it became fluid, so that they could no longer
stand on it, but sank down. Again a palpable
allusion to the deluge (scarcely to the fate of

Sodom and Gomorrah, in mentioning which the

rain of fire and brimstone (Gen. xix. 24; comp.
Job xviii. 15) would scarcely have been forgot
ten: against Ewald [and Davidson, Introd. ii.

229]). The construction of the words which we
have followed, according to which D11D is the

subject, 1HJ nominal, of the predicate or pro

duct, and pXV descriptive Imperf. Hoph. (not

an unusual alternate form of the Perf. Pual p%
as Ewald supposes) appears as that which alone

is favored by the position of the words and the

accents. The following renderings are not so

good:
&quot; their place became a poured out stream&quot;

(Hirzel: &quot;whose foundation was a poured out

stream&quot; (Umbr., Olsh.) [Rodwell] ; &quot;a stream

was poured outupon their foundation&quot; (Rosenm.,

Hahn) [Lee, Carey : with which may be con

nected the rendering of E. V. Renan, Noyes,
Elzas : &quot;whose foundation was overflown with

a flood,&quot; and of Conant :
&quot; their foundation was

poured away in a flood
&quot;].

Ver. 17. Who said unto God : Depart
from us ! and what could the Almighty
do for them ? The sentiment of the ungodly
is expressed first in the direct and then in the

indirect form of speech, precisely as in ch. xix.

28. As to the matter the passage reminds us of

Job s last discourse, ch. xxi. 14, 15. The same

arrogant God-renouncing utterances, which
Job there attributes to the prosperous wicked
described by him, is here imputed by Eliphaz to

the objects of his description, in order to show
to him that up to a certain point he agrees en

tirely with his representation of the relation of

external prosperity to human sinfulness.
[&quot;El.

no doubt intends this as a direct contradiction
to Job s statement. The Patriarch had asserted

that men of these atheistical principles were

happy all their lives. El. says : No ! these are

the very sort of men who were visited by the

judgment of the deluge, and you are just as bad
as they, for you are treading in their steps.&quot;

Carey].
Ver. 18. And yet he had filled their

houses with blessings piD, prosperity,

good, as below ver. 21 and ch. xxi. 25 rUlB) ;
&

circumstantial clause, which stands connected

with the principal verb in ver. 16, having a re

strictive force, in order to express the contrast

between the sudden judgment which overtakes

the wicked, and the long season of prosperity

preceding it, which gives to them the appear
ance of exemption from punishment. The for

mula of detestation which follows in b Eliphaz

intentionally takes as it were out of the mouth
of Job (comp. ch. xxi. 16), in order to impress

upon him that only he has the right thus to

speak who does not doubt that God inflicts right
eous retribution.

Ver. 19. The righteous will see it : to

wit the destruction which will one day befall

the wicked (not the punishment inflicted on the

sinners of the primeval world, which was long
since past) and rejoice, and the innocent
will mock at them at those who were once

prosperous, but have now encountered the

righteous penalty of their transgressions, in re

gard to whom accordingly the proverb will be
verified &quot; he laughs best who laughs last

&quot; The

triumphant joy of the righteous over the final

punishment of the ungodly, which they shall

live to see, and which Eliphaz here describes in

such a way as to contrast with Job s previous
utterances, ch. xvii. 8

; xxi. 5, 6, is frequently
described in the Old Testament ; comp. Ps. Iviii.

11 [10] seq. ; Ixiv. 10 [9] seq.
V er. 20 contains the words in which this fu

ture triumph of the pious will be expressed.

Verily (tfVoN as in ch. i. 11; xvii. 2) our ad
versaries are destroyed. ^&quot;3 P (instead of

which Olsh. needlessly proposes U Op after Ps.

xliv. 6 ;
Ex. xv. 7) is a pausal form for UO P

from a root D p, which occurs only here, meaning
&quot; he who is set

up&quot; (partic. pass.), i. . the ad

versary The righteous designate the ungodly
as their adversaries not in a personal, but an
ethical sense, because God s enemies are also

their enemies : comp. Ps. cxxxix. 21; Rom. xi.

28. And what is left to them a fire has
devoured 3&quot;^JV, &quot;their remnant, their residue,&quot;

t.) wit, in property and wealth ;
the remainder

of their means
; hardly

&quot; their super- abundance&quot;

(Del.) [&quot;for why should the fire devour only
that which they had as a superfluity?&quot; Dillm.]
D1/V is used here accordingly in another sense

than in ch. iv. 21. a passage otherwise similar

to the present. For the use of fire as a symbol
of the divine decree of punishment effecting a
radical extermination, comp. ch. xv. 34

;
xx. 26;

Ez k. xx. 28, etc.

4. Third Division, or Double Strophe: vers. 21-

30: An admonition to repentance, and a promise
of salvation to the penitent.

Fifth Strophe : vers 21-25 : The admonition.
Ver. 21. Make friends now with Him,
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and be at peace.
} 3?n here with Dj;, which

gives a signification different from that found
above in ver. 2, viz. &quot;to make friends with any
one, to draw nigh to any one,&quot; comp. James it.

8. The following D^l is to be rendered as an

Imperat. consec. (comp. Prov. iii. 4
; and Gesen.

\ 130 [g 127], 2; &quot;and be at peace, t. e.

&quot;and so shall thou be at peace.&quot; [&quot;We

distinguish best between J30n and D/tP by re

garding the former as expressing the conclu-
si &amp;gt;n,

the latter the preservation of peace.&quot;

Sch lot t inann] . Thereby shall blessing come
to tb.ee come upon thee, comp. ch. xx. 22.

prison (instead of which many Mss. read fjniOn)
is 3 sing. fern, imperf. with a doubled indication

of its feminine form (first by D and afterwards by

71&quot;), hence=nX2R with suffix of the 2d person.
T T T

Comp. in regard to such double feminines De-

litzsch on the passage [who refers to Prov. i. 20;
Ezek. xxiii. 20; Josh. vi. 17; 2 Sam. i. 26;
Amos iv. 3], also Ewuld 191, c; 249, c [Green
\ 88, 3 /.] Olsh. and Rodig. following certain

Mss. would read JJINUJH : &quot;thereby will thine in

come be a good one.&quot; but this would impart to

the discourse an artificial character, seeing that

an earthly reward is not mentioned before ver.

25 seq. As to DH3, &quot;thereby&quot; (lit. &quot;by
these

things&quot;) with neuter suffix, comp. Ezek. xxxiii.

18; Is. Ixiv. 4; xxxviii. 16.

Ver. 22. Receive, I pray, instruction out
Of His mouth. God s mouth represented as

the source of instruction in the higher truth, as

in Prov. ii. 6 [El. as Dillm. says claiming to be

himself the interpreter of God s teaching to

Job].

Ver. 23. If thou returnest to the Al-

mighty.-(1 2W us in Joel ii. 12; Am. iv. 6

seq ; Is. xix. 22) [&quot;We
are told by Rosenmiiller

that ~\y_ stands here for btf to, but we are rather

inclined to think with Maimonides that it is pur

posely made use of in its real signification, viz.,

as far as, even to, right up to, close up to, in order

to encourage Job, who was looked upon by the

speaker as a very great sinner, by showing him
that notwithstanding the enormities of his sins,

he need not despair of coming through penitence

again close up to his offended Creator.&quot; Bernard.

Or, as Carey says, that his return must be no

partial movement, &quot;not one that would stop half

way, but a return qui e to
God&quot;].

If thou re-

movest iniquity far (pattest it far away)
from thy tents. This second conditional

clause, being parallel to the antecedent clause

in a, needs no apodosis. It adds to the former

a more specific qualification, which in itself in

deed is not necessary, but which is appropriately
illustrative of the former; comp. ch. xi. 14. The

LXX , who in the first member read HJ^H (at

instead of !&quot;IJ3n construed the whole

verse as the antecedent, vers. 24, 25 as paren
thetic, and ver. 26 as coui-equent a dragging

construction, which indeed has a parallel in ch.

xi. 13-15, but has IPSS to justify it here in the

sense and connection. [The E. V. in making
the last clause a part of the apodosis &quot;thou

shalt be built up, thou shall put away, etc.,&quot;

does not quite correctly set forth the logical re
lation of the clauses. E.]

Ver. 25. And lay down in (or cast down
to) the dust the precious ore. The word

&quot;l3, which occurs only here and in the follow

ing verse, signifies according to the etymology
as well as the connection precious metal, gold or

silver, and that in its crude, unprepared state,
as it is brought forth out of the shafts of the
mountain mines, hence

&quot;gold
and silver ore,&quot;

&quot;virgin-gold&quot; (Delitzsch). The &quot;

liiying down
of such metal in the dust&quot; signifies that one re

lieves himself of it as of worthless trash. The
second member expresses the same thought still

more strongly. And among the pebbles of

the brooks
(&quot;U3

assonant with
&quot;&amp;gt;

2 i the gold
of Ophir. &quot;1 3 lX for the more complete and

common YSPX Or\3, comp. ch. xxviii. 16 ; Ps.

xlv. 10 [9], etc., also such modern mercantile

abbreviations as Mocha, Damask, Champagne,
etc. In regard to the much disputed location of

the land of Ophir (LXX. itye/p, Cod. Al. how
ever SuQeip, which reminds us of Sutara, on the

peninsula of Guzerat, in India, as well as of the

Coptic Sofir, used as a name for India) comp.
the Realworterbiicher [Cyclopaedias and Dic

tionaries] ; also Bahr on 1 Kings x. 22 [Vol. VI.

of this series, p. 122]. To the earlier theories

which located Ophir in India, or in Arabia has
been added latterly that of Sir Rod. Murchison,
who in a Report to the London Geographical So

ciety is inclined to the opinion that the south-

African coast around the mouth of the Limpopo
river is the true Ophir of the Bible, supporting
his view in part by the conjectures of the well-

known archaeologist, John Crawford (in his De

scriptive Dictionary of the Indian Islands),
which point to this locality, and in part by the

discoveries of districts abounding in gold, which

the German traveller, K. Mauch, claims to have

made since 1866 in this very region (north of the

colony of Natal). Comp. the Ausland, 1868,

No. 39 : Die Goldfiinde in der Kolonie Natal und

das Ophir der Bibel which essay indeed rightly

prefers the combinations of K. Ritter, Chr. Las-

sen, etc. pointing to the East Indies, while an

article in the &quot;Globus,&quot; Vol. 18, No. 24, p. 369

seeks to mediate between the two hypotheses by
supposing Ophir to be &quot;a wild region on the

Indian Ocean, which embraced a part of the

eastern coast of Africa and of the western coast

of India.&quot;

Ver. 25. Apodosis. Then will the Almighty
be thy treasure (O^VS, pi. of

&quot;\X3,
hence lit-

&quot;piecesof gold ore, pieces of metal&quot;) andsilver

in heaps to thee scil. &quot;will He be.&quot; mS^in

which occurs elsewhere only in Num. xxiii. 22 ; j

xxiv. 8; and Ps. xcv. 4. has received verv dif

ferent explanations. According to thete pas

sages, however, it must signify
&quot;

things standing

out high and prominent
&quot;

Here, therefore it

must mean either &quot;high hr.apt of silver.&quot; or

&quot;long, prominent bars of silver.&quot; The former

definition is favored by the fact that the Arabic

certifies for ^JT the signification, &quot;to tower, to

grow, to mount upward,&quot; a meaning which th
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Vulgate expresses here also (argentum cnacerva-

bitur tibi),
while on the contrary the derivation

of the word from the root J73 ,
&quot;to phine&quot; (comp.

the LXX : Kadapov uaTrcp apyvptov ireirvpuftevov),
or even from

*}
, &quot;to be weary&quot; (Gesen. in

Thes., Bottcher [Con. &quot;silver sought with
toil&quot;]

etc), has but slight etymological foundation. In

regard to the sentiment iu vers. 24-25 comp.
New Testament parallels; like Matth. vi. 20,33 ;

xix. 21; Luke xii. 33; 1 Tim. vi. 16-19, etc.

[The rendering of these two verses (24, 25)

by the E. V. is to be rejected as inconsistent

with the language (thus ^3j?~7,J7~rVE cannot

be &quot;to lay up as
dust&quot;),

and as yielding a

much feebler sense. E.]
Sixth Strophe : vers. 26-30: Further expansion

of the promise annexed to the admonition.

Yea, then shalt thou delight thyself in
the Almighty. TX- 3 confirmatory, as in cb.

xi. 15: or argumentative &quot;for then,&quot; etc.,

which is the common rendering. For the rep
resentation of God as the object of joy or delight
on the part of the righteous comp. Ps. xxxvii. 4;
Is. Iviii. 14. In regard to &quot;lifting up the face&quot;

as an expression of freedom from the conscious-

ne=s of sin (the opposite of D J3 1*733, Gen. iv.
T : |T

6), comp. above ch. xi. 15.

Ver. 27. If thou prayest to Him, etc.

&quot;^J/MMi hypothetical antecedent without DX, as

also &quot;HJH in the following verse. As to &quot;VJTJM

to pray (lit. &quot;to present incense&quot;), comp Ex.
viii. 4 [8], 25 [29]; x. 17. In respect to &quot;dis

charging,&quot; i. e.
&quot;fulfilling&quot;

vows (here most

naturally such as have been offered in connec
tion with prayer), see Ps. xxit. 26 [25]; 1. 14;
Ixi. 6 [5], 9 [8]; Ixv. 2 [1]. Comp. v. Gerlach
on this passage (below in the Homiletical Re
marks).

Ver. 28. If thou purposest anything, so
shall it come to pass to thee. ItJ lit. &quot;to

cut off,&quot; here as an Aramaism in the sense of
&quot; to purpose, determine.&quot;

&quot;^X,
either=13T

&quot;a matter, anything,&quot; or
&quot;design, plan&quot; (Del.).

As to
Dip,

&quot;to come to pass, to be realized,&quot;

comp. Is. vii. 7; Prov. xv. 22; in respect to

&quot;light upon thy ways,&quot; see ch. xix. 8.

Ver. 29. When they lead downwards
viz. thy ways (as to st^n, &quot;to make low, to

lead downwaHs,&quot; comp. Jer. xiii. 18), then
thou sayest Upward ! mj, syncopated
form of niW (Ewald \ 62, b; 73, b), lit.

&quot;up

lifting;&quot; here as an interjection, meaning
&quot;upward! arise!&quot; not, however, as a petition
in a prayer (Dillm., etc.), but as a triumphant
exclamation in thanksgiving. [This rendering
is certainly not free from objection, especially
on account of the artificial cast which it seems
to give to the expression The rendering of E.
V., however: &quot;when men are cast down, then
thou shalt say, etc.,&quot; is still le*s satisfactory, de
stroying as it does the connection between the
first and second members, leaving two verbs,

*T3tfn and
JjJEft , with subjects unexpressed,

and introducing in a a thought which is scarcely
suited to this connection, and which is subse

quently introduced with climactic force in 30 b.

E.] And to the humbled one (i. e., to

thee, if thou art humbled; lit.
&quot; to him who has

downcast eyes,&quot;
LXX.: Kvtyovra o^a/l/zoif) He

works out deliverance; i. e., God, who is

iilso the subject of the first member in the fol

lowing verse. It is not necessary therefore with
the Pesh. and Vulg. to read the passive .pCW-

Ver 30. He will rescue him that is not
guiltless, and (yet more!) he is rescued by
the pureness of thine hands (D 33 ~ti as in

ch. xvii 9; Ps. xviii. 21 [20] ; xxiv. 4); t. e.,

on account of thine innocence, which thou shalt

then have recovered, God will be gracious even
to others who need an atonement for their sins.

So great and transcendent an efficacy does Eli-

phaz assume that Job s future conversion will

possess, without once anticipating that he (to

gether with Bildad and Zophar) will turn out
to be the not-guiltless one&quot; fpJ^K for PJ

j
K.

Ewald, \ 215, b) [Gesen., 149^ 1], whonTGod
will forgive only on Job s account; comp. ch.

xlii. 8. [Another striking example of that dra
matic irony in which our author from time to

time indulges, when he allows for a moment the

light of the future to fall on his characters in

such a way as to present the contrast between
their thoughts and God s thoughts. E.] Seb.
Schmidt and J. D. Michaelis have already given
the correct explanation, as follows: Liberabit
Deus et propter puritatem manuum tuarum alias,

guos propria innocentia ipsos deficiens ipsos deficient
non esset liberatura. So also substantially most
moderns, while Hirzel arbitrarily understands
by the not-guiltless one Job, with another sub

ject for the second member. Umbreit, how
ever, gives a still harsher construction, taking
Job as the object of the first member (r^ pJ- N),

and at the same time as subject of the second
member, which he treats as addressed to God:
yea, he (Job) is delivered by the pureness of

Thy hands;&quot; i.e., by Thy Divine righteousness.
[E. V., in taking K in its usual meaning of
&quot;

island,&quot; gives a rendering which is seen at
once to be altogether unsuitable. E.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1. Eliphaz in the second part of this new dis

course is prompted to discuss somewhat more
thoroughly than before the proposition advanced
by Job (ch. xxi.) touching the frequent contra
diction between the moral desert and the out
ward lot of men, which he does indeed only by
representing the prosperity of the wicked, the
existence of which he cannot deny, as only
apparent, and quickly passing away (vers. 15-
20). Following upon this discussion, which has
in it little that is personal, and which concerns
itself rather with the subject-matter, he resumes
the tone of fatherly admonition and persuasion
by promises of good found in his first discourse,
instead of continuing the purely threatening
tone of the second (ch. xv.), closing even with a
prophetic picture so full of light, that it quite
rivals in the freshness and glow of its colors
that found at the close of the first discourse (ch.
v. 17 seq.), and breathes a spirit which cer

tainly proves him to be in his way Job s sincere
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well-wisher. In all these particulars, and to

this extent, Eliphaz, the oldest of Job s friends

and their leader, here at the beginning of the

third act of the colloquy exhibit $ progress for the

better in his way of thinking a progress, more
over, to which Job himself contributes by the

skill with which he vindicates himself, and the

moral superiority of his spirit. On the other

hand, however, it must be said that he is guilty
of misunderstanding and of misrepresenting in a

one-sided manner Job s doubts resulting from
the disproportion between human desert and

happiness (vers. 13, 14), and so perverts them,
as though Job had advanced frivolous epicurean
conceptions of the Deity, and thus denied a spe
cial Providence, leaving the destinies of men on
earth to be ruled over by accident. In clo*e

connection with this gross misconception of Job s

opinions, and serving to explain it, is the

re-affirmation which he makes in the First Divi

sion through the medium of a downright syllo

gism (vers. 2-5) of grievous crime on the part
of Job as the ground of his sufferings, proceed

ing so far even as to name particular sins of

which he arbitrarily assumes him to be guilty,
and pushing his charges to the most outrageous
excess (vers. 6-Q). In both these respects we
see an advance on the part of the speaker in an
evil direction, an increasing bitterness, a con

stant stubborn refusal to entertain the truth.

We accordingly find in this discourse in one

direction certainly an apparent preparation for

a peaceful solution and harmonious reconcilia

tion of the conflict; but in another direction,

and that the very one which is important and

decisive, it simply contributes to the heighten

ing of the conflict, and by inciting Job to bitter

ness, makes it more and more impossible for the

sorely tried sufferer to enter upon a truly calm

and convincing exhibition of the goodness of his

cause, and thus points with a necessity which

ever becomes more and more imperative, to the

final intervention of a higher Arbiter as the only

way of unraveling the entangled coil of the con

troversy.
2. In consequence of this advance both in a

good and an evil direction, this new discourse

of Eliphaz bears in a much higher degree than

his two former ones the character of a peculiar
double-sidedness, and self-contradiction in its

expressions. Considered in itself it is &quot;the

purest truth, expressed in the most striking and

beautiful form; but as an answer to the speech
of Job the dogma of the friends itself is destroyed
in it, by the false conclusion by which it is

obliged to justify itself to itself&quot; (Delitzsch).
In one respect its expressions breathe the spirit

of a genuine prophet, of a divinely enlightened
teacher of wisdom of the patriarchal age. But
in another respect, in that, namely, which con

cerns the sharply malicious tendency which they
reveal against Job. they seem like the sayings
of a false prophet, and even of a passionate ac

cuser and spiteful suspecter of suffering inno

cence. They have a double sound to them, like

the expressions of one who is at once a Moses

and a Balaam. &quot;According to their general
substance these speeches are genuine diamonds;

according to their special application they are

false ones&quot; (Delitzsch). Eliphaz gives utterance

to the purest and most elevated conceptions of

Sod, and His infinitely wise and righteous deal

ings. At the very beginning of the first division
he describes His blessed all-sufficiency ; at the

beginning of the second His heaven-high exal

tation, His majesty comparable to the unchange
able brilliancy of the stars; and in the third
division he sets forth with incomparable and
truly impressive power His fatherly gentleness
and compassion, which willingly hears the

prayer of the penitent sinner. And what he af
firms in respect to the inexorable rijtor with
which the justice of the same God inflicts pun
ishment, at* it was manifested iu judgment upon
the sinners of the primeval world, upon the un

godly antediluvians (vers. 15-18), even that pro
duces an impression all the more deep and for

cible in that it has for its setting those splendid
descriptions radiating forth their mild brilliancy.
Yet after all that inviting description of the di

vine all-sufficiency is used in the service of a
low, external and vulgar theory of retribution,
which is deduced from it by an audacious so

phism, and an unexampled logical leap (see on
ver. 5). After all that admonitory reference to
the majestic movement of God as the All-seeing
Ruler of the universe, and the inexorable Avenger
of the wicked, shoots wide of the mark in so far
as it is aimed at Job. for it was neither true
that Job had denied the special Providence
and Omniscience of God (as Elipbaz in vers.

13, 14, by a crafty process of deduction, re

proached him with doing), nor that his eins

were of such a character that they could even

approximately be* compared with those of the
insolent blasphemers and deniers of God in

Noah s time. Finally, the beautiful words of

promise in the closing division, with their refer

ence to God s goodness as Father, and ith their

counsel to seek the love of this God as the most

precious of all treasures (vers. 24, 25), are want

ing in all true power of consolation for Job, and
lose entirely their apparent value in consequence
of that which precedes them. For if Job is to

seek God as his heavenly treasure, it is presup
posed that hitherto he has loved earthly trea

sures more than was right, nay, that he has
been guilty of the sins and transgressions of

grasping tyrants, as was intimated in the first

division (vers. 6-9). And if Job had really
sinned so wantonly, and subscribed to the athe-

is ic sentiments of the generation that was

destroyed by the deluge, then all advice to

repent and return to the Heavenly Father would
be for him practically useless; at least from the

stand-point of Eliphaz, characterized as it was

by the pride of legal virtue, such an exhortation,

together with the promise of good which accnn-

panied it, could scarcely have been uttered sin

cerely. [Should we not, however, make allow

ance for the perplexing dilemma in which the

friends found themselves placed? Was there

not a constant strife between the deductions of

their logic and the instincts of their affection?

Is it strange that the rigor of the former should

be continually qualified by the tenderness of the

latter? And does not our poet skillfully nvail

himself of this inconsistency to relieve what

would otherwise be the intolerable harshness of

their position ? E.]
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3. This two-fold character appertaining to

the utterances of Eliphaz, it is evident, increases

largely the difficulty of the homiletic expounder
of this chapter, especially if he would not sim

ply seize upon and bring forth single pearls or

gems, but consider the beautiful glittering jewel
as a whole. For in order to a correct apprecia

tion, and a truly fruitful application of the con

tents of the discourse, which is not wanting in

richness, it is indispensable to avoid as much as

possible any mutilation of so well-connected a

whole, and to note everywhere not only what is

true, but also what is false and one-sided in the

utterances of the speaker. The Moses and the

Balaam sides of the prophet must be exhibited

together. Any other treatment, any one-sided

favorable representation of the speaker s cha

racter would contradict the evident purpose of

the poet, which-is from the beginning to the end

of this discourse to present truth and error

blended and amalgamated together. This is

especially indicated by the circumstance that

Eliphaz at the close of the discourse appears

wholly in the character of a pseudo-prophet, of

the order of Balaam, and is compelled unwil

lingly to prophesy the issue of the controversy,
and that too as one that is decidedly unfavora

ble to him and his associates. &quot;He who now,

considering himself as pJ, preaches penitence

to Job, shall at last stand forth
pJ N, and will

be one of. the first who need Job s intercession

as the servant of God, and whom he is able

mediatorially to rescue by the purity of his

hands&quot; (Delitzsch comp. above on vers. 29, 30).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 2 seq. BRENTIUS: This is indeed a most
beautiful exhortation to repentance which Eli

phaz here delivers; but what is it to Job? Eli

phaz therefore sins in this direction, because
that by these words he falsely charges Job with

iniquity and impiety, and this with no other
reason for so doing than that he sees him to be
afflicted. . . . Every thing.is well said, but car

nally understood. For carnal wisdom thinks
that in this life blessing attends the godly in

temporal affairs, but a curse the ungodly ;

whereas truth teaches that in this life, to the

godly, the blessing accompanies the curse, life

death, salvation damnation; while, on the con

trary, to the ungodly, the curse accompanies
the blessing, death life, damnation salvation.

Ver. 6 seq. STARKE (after the Tubingen
Bible and Zeyss) : To withhold a pledge which
has been received, and to oppress the poor, are
heinous sins, which cry out to heaven (Ex. xxii.

26 seq.). To sin against the widows, the orphans,
the poor, the needy, etc., infallibly brings down
severe punishment from God, as One who has
His eye specially on those, Sir. xxxv. 18 seq.

Ver. 12 soq. COCCEIUS: It is an old error
that God dwells in the highest summit of hea
ven, and touches those things which are lower

only by a certain force impressed on those things

which are nearest to Himself, and gradually
transmitted from them ;

an error which Scrip
ture refutes when it says that God is a God at

hand, and not a God afar off
(
Jer. xxiii. 23 seq ),

for no part of creation is nearer to God than

any other. WOHLFARTH: &quot;God is too exalted

to trouble himself about the affairs of men:&quot;

thus do many still think, and walk accordingly
in the path of unbelief, sin and destruction.

Only the Tempter can persuade them to this.

Just because God is the most exalted Being,

nothing is hidden from Him
;
and He knows

even our most secret actions, our most hidden

wishes, our most silent sufferings (Jer. xxiii. 23

seq.; Ps. cxxxix. 1 seq.; Matt. vi. 8; 1 John
iii. 20, etc.).

Ver. 17 seq. STARKE: As it is the wish and

longing of the godly, that God would draw nigh
to them, so, on the contrary, the burden of the

song of the ungodly is: &quot;Depart from us!&quot;

They would gladly leave to God His heaven, if He
would only leave to them their earthly pleasure.
God oftentimes seeks to allure the wicked to

repentance by multiplying their earthly posses
sions; if, however, He does not succeed in this,

it results only in their heavier condemnation.
When they think that they are most firmly

established, God suddenly casts them down, and

brings them to nought (Ps. Ixxiii. 19).
Ver. 19. WOHLFARTH : May the Christian also

rejoice in the destruction of sinners? Eliphaz,
in accordance with the way of thinking in his

time, speaks of the pleasure of the righteous
when sinners are seized by the hand of the Lord.
Christ wept in sight of Jerusalem over its har
dened inhabitants, and said: &quot;How often,&quot; etc.

(Matt, xxiii. 37; Luke xix. 42 seq.). . . When,
therefore, the Lord blesses the righteous, rejoice,
() Christian ! but do not mock at the sinner, but
save him when thou canst do it (James v. 19,

20), when not, mourn for him as thy brother,
whose fate demands pity.

Vers. 23-25. STARKE: What sin tears down,
God s grace builds up again. Having this, you
are rich enough ! The world s treasure and
comfort are silver and gold empty and perisha
ble things; but the children of God s only, high
est, and best portion is God Himself (Ps. Ixxiii.

25 seq.). V. GERLACH: If thou dost cling with
the heart to God, thou canst throw away thy
gold, or lose it without concern; the Almighty
still remains thy perennial treasure; whereas,
on the contrary, without Him the most laborious
cares and watchings avail nothing.

Ver. 27. V. GERLACH : The paying of the

vows, which is elsewhere presented more as a

duty, appears here as a promise: God will ever

grant thee so much, that thou shalt be able to

fulfill nil thy vows!
Ver. 30. Jo. LANGE: The intercession of a

righteous man is so potent with God, that on
account of it He spares even evil-doers, and
visits them not with punishment (Gen. xviii. 23

seq.; Ezek. xiv. 14 seq.).
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B. Job: Seeing that God withdraws Himself from him, and that moreover His
allotment of men s destinies on earth is in many ways most unequal, the
incomprehensibleness of His ways may hence be inferred, as well as the
short sightedness and one-sidedness of the external theory of retribution
held by the friends.

CHAP. XXIII XXIV.

1. The wish for a judicial decision of God in his favor is repeated, but is repressed by the thought
that God intentionally withdraws from him, in order that He may not be obliged to vindi
cate him in this life.

CHAP. XXIII.

1 Then Job answered, and said :

2 Even to-day is my complaint bitter :

my stroke is heavier than my groaning.
3 O that I knew where I might find Him !

that I might come even to His seat !

4 I would order my cause before Him,
and fill my mouth with arguments.

5 I would know the words which He would answer me,
and understand what He would say unto IL3.

6 Will He plead against me with His great power?
No

;
but He would put strength in me.

7 There the righteous might dispute with Him ;

so should I be delivered forever from my judge.
8 Behold I go forward, but He is not there ;

and backward, but I cannot perceive Him ;

9 on the left hand where He doth work, but I cannot behold Him ;

He hideth Himself on the right hand that I cannot see Him.

10 But He knoweth the way that I take :

when He hath tried me, I shall come forth as gold.
11 My foot hath held His steps,

His way have I kept, and not declined.

12 Neither have I gone back from the commandment of His lips ;

I have esteemed the words of His mouth more than my necessary food.

13 But He is in one mind, and who can turn Him ?

and what His soul desireth, even that He doeth.

14 For He performeth the thing that is appointed for me:
and many such things are with Him.

15 Therefore am I troubled at His presence:
when I consider, I am afraid of Him.

16 For God maketh my heart soft,

and the Almighty troubleth me.

17 Because I was not cut off before the darkness,

neither hath He covered the darkness from my face.

2. The darkness and unsearchableness of God s ways to be recognized in many other instances of

an unequal distribution of earthly prosperity, as well as in Job s case.

CHAP. XXIV.

1 Why, seeing times are not hidden from the Almighty,

do they that know Him not see His days ?
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2 Some remove the landmarks ;

they violently take away flocks, and feed thereof.

3 They drive away the ass of the fatherless,

they take the widow s ox for a pledge.
4 They turn the needy out of.the way ;

the poor of the earth hide themselves together.

5 Behold, as wild asses in the desert,

go they forth to their work, rising betimes for a prey :

the wilderness yieldeth food for them and for their children.

6 They reap every one his corn in the field :

and they gather the vintage of the wicked.

7 They cause the naked to lodge without clothing,
that they have no covering in the cold.

8 They are wet with the showers of the mountains,
and embrace the rock for want of a shelter.

9 They pluck the fatherless from the breast,

and take a pledge of the poor.
10 They cause him to go naked without clothing,

and they take away the sheaf from the hungry ;

11 which make oil within their walls,

and tread their wine-presses, and suffer thirst.

12 Men groan from out of the city,

and the soul of the wounded crieth out :

yet God layeth not folly to them.

13 They are of those that rebel against the light;

they know not the ways thereof,

nor abide in the paths thereof.

14 The murderer rising with the light
killeth the poor and needy,
and in the night is as a thief.

15 The eye also of the adulterer waiteth for the twilight,

saying, No eye shall see me :

and disguiseth his face.

16 In the dark they dig through houses,
which they had marked for themselves in the daytime :

they know not the light.
17 For the morning is to them even as the shadow of death :

If one know them, they are in the terrors of the shadow of death

18 He is swift as the waters
;

their portion is cursed in the earth :

he beholdeth not the way of the vineyards.
19 Drought and heat consume the snow waters :

so doth the grave those which have sinned.

20 The womb shall forget him
; the worm shall feed sweetly on him ;

he shall be no more remembered ;

and wickedness shall be broken as a tree.

21 He evil entreateth the barren that beareth not :

and doeth not good to the widow.

22 He draweth also the mighty with his power :

he riseth up, and no man is sure of life.

23 Though it be given him to be in safety, whereon he resteth ;

yet his eyes are upon their ways.
24 They are exalted for a little while, but are gone

and brought low
; they are taken out of the way as all others,
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and cut off as the tops of the ears of corn.

25 And if it be not so now, who will make me a liar,

and make my speech nothing worth ?

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Instead of replying directly to the injuri
ous accusations of Eliphaz in ch. xxii. G sq. ;

Job here recurs first of all to the wish which he

has already uttered several times (especially in

chs. ix and xiii.), that God Himself might ma
nifest Himself as Umpire and as Witness of his

innocence, and so end authoritatively the con

troversy which in each successive stage was be

coming more and more involved. This wish is,

however, immediately repressed by the thought
that God purposely keeps Himself removed from

him, in order to make him drink the cup of his

sufferings to the dregs (ch. xxiii.). And in con
nection with the mournful fact that his state is

so cheerless and so full of suffering, and fur

nishes living proof that God withholds the ex

ercise of His retributive justice, he arrays forth

with (in the second and longer division of his

discourse, ch. xxiv. ), numerous facts of a simi

lar character, which may be observed in the

sphere of human life in general. In particular
he sets forth many examples of the prosperity
of the wicked, continuing to extreme old age, or

even to the end of life. He dwells with evident

satisfaction on his description of these examples,
in order in this way to establish and illustrate

most fully the incomprehensibleness of the di

vine ways The whole discourse, apart from

the two principal divisions, which coincide with

the customary division by chapters, is divided

into smaller strophes of four verses each (in one

case of five) in accordance with the strophe-
divisions of Ewald, as well as of Stickel and De-

litzsch, which in the present case are entirely
in harmony.

2. First Division. Repetition of the wish, here

tofore uttered, that God might appear to rescue

and to vindicate him, together with a self-sug

gested objection, and an expression of doubt

whether the wish would be realized: ch. xxiii.

First Strophe: Vers. 2-5. Even to-day my
complaint is still bitter. Both the authority
of the Ancient Versions, such as the Targ.,

Pesh., Vu g. [E. V.], and also the comparison
with former passages, such as ch. vii. 11 ; x. 1,

favor the view that ^0 signifies
&quot;

bitterness,&quot;

and is thus synonymous with &quot;ID,
the possibility

of which is shown by the cognate radical rela

tion of the verbs mo and V\D, which occa

sionally interchange forms; comp. Delitzsch on

the passage. If we take the word however in

its ordinary signification of &quot;frowardness, per-

verseness,&quot; we get a suitable meaning: &quot;my

complaint is still ever fro ward&quot; (ever bids de

fiance, maintains its opposition), i. e., againet

such exhortations to penitence as those of Eli-

pbaz (or in opposition to God, as Hahn, Olshau-

sen, etc., explain). On the other hand we can

make no use of the reading of the LXX. : IK r??

Xeipoc, ftov fTD), nor yet of Ewald s conjecture

derived from it 1TD, &quot;

by reason of His hand

is my complaint&quot; [so Copt, and Merx]. My
32

hand lies heavy on my groaning: i.e., I

am driven to the continuous outbreak of my
groaning, I must all the time force forth groans
(not: my hand thrusts down my groaning, forces
it back: Hirzel). Since this rendering yields a

meaning that is entirely suitable, and suffers

from no particular difficulty as to the language,
it is unnecessary either with the Targ. [E. V.],
to understand T of &quot; the hand of God which

T
strikes me&quot; (the suffix r sen*u obj.) or (with
the LXX. and Pesh.) [Merx] to read IT. (Ac

cording to E. V., Ges., Ber., Noyes, Schlottm.,

Ren., Rod., 7jJ is comparative:
&quot; the hand upon

me is heavier than my groaning,&quot; which gives
a suitable meaning, at least if we take &quot;O in

the sense of bitterness. The objection to it
i&amp;lt;,

however, as stated by Delitzsch, that

&amp;gt;y
T is an established phrase, and commonly

used of the burden of the hand upon any one,
Ps. xxxii. 4 (comp. ch. xxxiii. 7; and the con

nection with /X, 1 Sam. v. 6, and Dt?, 1 Sam.
V T

v.
11&quot;). E.]. It remains to be said that the

clause defining the time, Dl n DJ,
&quot; even to

day,&quot; belongs to both halves of the verse, and
for the same reason it expresses the more gene
ral sense, &quot;even now, even always,&quot; (comp. ch.

iii. 24). The supposition that the colloquy had
lasted several days, and that in particular the

present third course of the same had begun one

day later than the one preceding is scarcely ad

missible on the strength of their expression,
which is certainly not to be pressed too far,

(ngainst Ewald, 2d Ed., and Dillmann).
Ver. 3. Oh that I but knew how to find

Him. The Perf. P^T with the following Im-

perf. consec. (IDXypXl) expresses the principal

notion contained in Job s wish: utinam scirem

(locum ejus), et invenirem eum = utinam passim in-

venire eum! Comp. the similar construction in

chap, xxxii. 22; also Gesen., 142, (139), 8, c.

The rendering of Dillmann :
&quot; Oh that I, having

known (where He is to be found), might find

Him,&quot; (in accordance with Ewald, \ 357 b) gives

essentially the same sense. HJOn in the second

member means by itself, a frame, stand, setting

up;&quot;
here specifically, &quot;seat, throne,&quot; i. e., the

judgment seat of God, as the sequel shows.

Ver. 4. In regard to B3t?D ipj;,
causam in-

struere, comp. ch. xiii. 18; in regard to nlPOin

(lit.
&quot;

objections, reproofs &quot;)
in the specific sense

of &quot;legal arguments, grounds of justification,&quot;

see Ps. xxxviii. 15 [14];
also above ch. xiii. 3.

Second Strophe : Vers. 6-9. The doubt as to

the possibility of such a protective interposition

of God, begins again to appear. This (ver. 6)

takes first of all the form of a shrinking reflec

tion on the crushing effect which God s majesty

and infinite fulness of power might easily exert

upon him ;
a thought which has already emerged

twice before (ch.
ix. 34; xiii. 21), and which in
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this place Job, supported by the consciousness

of his innocence, repudiates and tramples under

foot. Would He in omnipotence then
contend with me ? Nay ! He would only
regard me: i. e., only give heed to me (D ti %

scil. 37; comp. ch. iv. 20; here in union with 3

to express the cleaving of the Divine regard to

him, comp. 3 H33, ch. vi. 28): only grant me a

hearing, and as the result thereof acquit me.

[1JX, &quot;nothing but;&quot; intensive; the very thing

that He would do, hence the thing that He would

assuredly do]. To render the Imperfect verbs

3*&quot;V and D tJ
1 as expressive of a wish: &quot;shall

He contend with me?&quot; i. e., shall I wish, that

He would contend with me? (Hirzel. Ew., Dillm.,
etc.

),
is altogether too artificial, and not at all

required by the connection. [The E. V., Bar.,

Carey, supply &quot;strength&quot; (nb) after Dty\ God,

so far from using His power to crush Job, would

strengthen him to plead his cause. But the el

lipsis of 3? is already justified by ch. iv. 20,

and the antithesis thus obtained between a and
b is more direct and natural. E.].

Ver. 7. Then (Dtf as in ch. xxxv. 12; Ps.

xiv. 5; Ixvi. 6, and often in a temporal sense
;

then, when such a judicial interposition of God
should take place) would a righteous man
plead (lit., &quot;be pleading,&quot; PD lJ, partic.) with
Him: i. e., it would be shown that it is a right
eous man who pleads with him

;
and I should

forever escape my Judge; i. e., by virtue

of this my uprightness. 393 is, like 370 ch.

xx. 20, intensive of Kal.

Vers. 8, 9. The joyful prospect is suddenly
swept away by the thought that God is nowhere,
in no quarter of the world to be found. Yet
(|0&amp;gt; &quot;yet behold,&quot; in an adversative sense, as

in ch. xxi. 16) if I go eastward, He is not
there, etc. DHp (&quot;

toward the front, = toward

the
east&quot;)

and Vinx (toward the rear, = tow
ard the west,&quot; comp. ch. xviii. 20), refer to the
eastern and western quarters of the heavens,
even as the following &quot;left&quot; and

&quot;right&quot; refer
to the northern and southern. If He works
northward, I behold (Him) not; if He
turns southward I see it not. SlKDtf,

&quot;toward the left&quot; is an adverbial local clause,

qualifying tot?3, as also
|
1T, qualifying ]B.p;.

The former verb expresses its customary mean
ing:

&quot; to work, to be active, efficient,&quot; which
suits here very well (comp.ch. xxviii.26), so that

every different rendering, as e. g., taking TVVy

~TV?.
n

?&amp;gt;J

&quot; to take His way
&quot;

(Blumenfeld)I
or = &quot; to hide Himself&quot; (Umbreit), or = TlQy,
&quot;to incline Himself, to turn Himself&quot;

(Ewal&amp;lt;l)

T

,

seems uncalled for. On the other hand the com
mon signification of ^D^

&quot; to veil Himself,&quot; is

less suitable in b [soE.V., Lee, Con., Ber., Rod.,
Elz., etc.~\,

than the signification
&quot;

bending, turn
ing aside

&quot;

adopted by Saadia, Schultens, Ewald,
Delitzsch, etc., after the Arabic. If this latter
definition deserves here the preference, there is

the less probability that the passage contains

any reference to the JOH &quot;^nn, (&quot;

the chambers

of the South,&quot; ch. ix. 9), or, generally speak
ing, to any celestial abode of God as set forth in

heathen theologies or cosmogonies. Rather does
the poet conceive of God as omnipresent, as

much so as the poet of the 139rh Psalm, in his

similar description (vers. 8-10). [Gesenius and

Carey translate b ;
&quot; He veileth the South, etc.,&quot;

but less appropriately, the construction of TO

being evidently the same with 7lXDty, which is

unquestionably adverbial. E.]

Third Strophe: vers. 10-13. The reason why
God withdraws Himself: although He knows
Job s innocence, He nevertheless will not abau-
don His purpose, once formed, not 10 allow Him
self to be found by Him. [ lie conceals Himself
from him, lest He should be compelled to ac

knowledge the right of the sufferer, and to with
draw His chastening hand from him.&quot; Delitz.]

Ver. 10. For He knows well my accus
tomed way. HOy ip;}, lit. &quot;the way with

me,&quot; i. e., the way which adheres to me, which
is steadfastly pursued by me (comp. Ps. cxxxix.

24; Ew., $ 287 c), or: &quot;the way of which I am
conscious&quot;

[&quot;
which his conscience (cweidrjci^)

approves (av/ifiapTvpei) &quot;],
as Delitzsch explains,

referring to ch. ix. 35
;
xv. 9. If He should

prove me
(&quot;Jjn3,

an elliptical conditional

clause; comp. Ewald, \ 357, b), I should come
forth as gold, i. e., out of His crucible; a very
strong and bold declaration of his consciousness
of innocence, for which Job must hereafter (ch.
xlii. 6) implore pardon.

Ver. 11. My foot hath held firm to His
step (TDK, as elsewhere }On, Ps. xvii. 5; Prov.

v. 5) [&quot;
The Oriental foot has a power of grasp

and tenacity, because not shackled with shoes
from early childhood, of which we can form but
little idea.&quot; Carey] : His way I have kept,
and turned not aside. OX, Jussive Hiph.
from H3J, in the intransitive sense of deflectere,
as in Ps. cxxv. 5; Is. xxx. 11.

Ver. 12. The commandment of His lips
I have not departed from it. t^ pn, in

transitive, like n3H in the verse preceding. In

regard to the construction (antecedent placing
of a nominative absolute) comp. ch. iv. 6. More
than my (own) law I have observed the
saying of His mouth

; have accordingly set

them far above all that I have, of my own will,
desired or prescribed for myself. [Bernard ex

plains the preposition D here to mean:
&quot;by

reason of my rule, i. e., by reason of my having
made it a rule. This however obscures the

striking contrast between
&quot;&quot;pH and ViJ^ ^ipX.

E.]. With pn we may compare the &quot;law in

the members&quot; warring acrainst the Divine law,
Rom. vii. 23. [E. V. takes &quot;PH, as in Gen.

xlvii. 22
;
Prov. xxx. 8, in the sense of one s

&quot;allowance of food;&quot; Ewald also translates by
&quot;

Gebiihr&quot;
(&quot;that which as a distinguished rich

man I have the right to require in my relations
to other men, and my claims upon them

&quot;).
The

consideration of Job s greatness and power
should be borne in mind with the rendering
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&quot;law.&quot; The &quot;law&quot; which Job had ever held sub
ordinate to the Divine precepts was the will of a

prince. E.j. jitf
&quot; to lay up, preserve,&quot; is here

substantially equivalent with IDty, comp. Ps. cxix.

11 ; in view of which parallel passage it is not ne

cessary with the LXX. instead of &quot;PHO to read

Ver. 13. Nevertheless He remaineth
(over) the same, and who will turn Him:
viz., from His purpose; comp. ch. ix. 12

; xi. 10.
1DX3 Xini, not: &quot;He remaineth by one thing&quot;

(Hirzel, Del.) [Lee, Noyes, Carey], for this

would have been expressed by the neuter form
nnX3 (comp. ch. ix. 22); but the 3 is 3 essentise

(Gesen. g 154 [g 151] 3, a), and the thought ex

pressed is that of the unchangeableness, thecon-
s ancy of God (not the oneness, or the absolute

superiority of God, as the Vulg., Targ., Starke,
who refers to Gal. iii. 20, Schultens, Ewald,
Schlottmann, [Ges., Ber., Rod., Elz.] explain.
but against the context. With b compare the
well-known expression : &quot;He spake, and it was

j

done, etc.&quot; Ps. xxxiii. 9. [The unchangeable
purpose of God of which Job here speaks is evi

dently the purpose to inflict suffering on him, a

purpose to whidi He inflexibly adheres, notwith

standing He knows Job s integrity, and finds

through His crucible that the sufferer is pure
gold. E.].

Fourth Strophe: vers. 14-17. Truly (&quot;3
as

in ch. xxii, 26), He will accomplish my des
tiny. &quot;&quot;pn,

wilh sumx of the object, means

here that which has been decreed, ordained con

cerning me. And much of a like kind is

with Him i. e., &quot;has been determined by
Him, lies in His purpose,&quot; (comp. ch. ix. 35: x.

13, xv. 9). The &quot;much of that kind&quot; spoken of

refers not specifically to Job s sufferings (Um-
breit, Delitzsch, etc.), as rather to all that is ana

logous thereto, to all decrees of a like charac
ter regarding men in general.

Ver. 15. Therefore do I tremble (lit. &quot;I

am terrified, troubled&quot;) before His face
;

if

I consider it, I am afraid before Him.

J313PS is an elliptical hypothetical antecedent,

as is the case in ver. 10 b. We are to supply as

the object to he considered the unfathomable
decree of God, by virtue of which he must
suffer.

Ver. 16. And God hath made my heart

faint [lit. &quot;soft&quot;] (^H Hiph. from ^, Deut.

xx. 3, etc.), and the Almighty has con
founded me. The emphasis rests in the sub

jects /K and
&quot;TO,

which are purposely placed

first in both members. It is God Himself, who
by His incomprehensibly harsh and stern treat

ment has plunged him in anguish and terror ;

his suffering considered in it*e/f by no means
exerts such a crushing influence upon him (see
the vers. following).

Ver. 17. For I am not dumb before the
darkness, nor yet before myself whom
thick darkness has covered i. e., the dark
ness of my calamity (comp. ch. xxii. 11), and

my own face and form darkened and disfigured

by my sufferings (comp. ch. xix. 13 seq. )
are

not able to strike me dumb (with horror); only
the thought of God can do this, who with His
incomprehensible decree stands behind this my
suffering ! Observe the sign

; ficant contrast be-

tween the
^&quot;n-

jaa of this ver. and the VJ3O of

ver. 15 a; as well as moreover the antithetic re

lation, which obtains between this passage and
the statement of Eliphaz in ch. xxii. 11 that Job
seemed not to mark at all the terrible darkness
of his misery. Either of these retrospective re
ferences of the passage is lost sight of if, with
most of the ancients (LXX., Vulg., Luth.) [E.
V. Ges., Scott, Noyes, Ber., Ren., Rod., Elz.] we
render: &quot;because I was not cut off (riOXJ, de-

leri,perire, as in ch. vi. 17) before the darkness
came, and He has not covered the darkness from
my face&quot;

[? . e., has not covered me in the grave,
so that I might never have faced this suffering].
The signification: &quot;to become dumb, to be
brought to silence,&quot; is the only one that is suit
able here; we should then have to think (with
Delitzsch, etc.) of an inward destruction by ter
ror and confusion.

3. Second Division: ch. xxiv. An extended
description of the many incomprehensible things
in what God does as ruler of the universe, be
ginning with the many instances in which He
permits the innocent and defenceless to be op
pressed and persecuted by their powerful ene
mies : vers. 1-12.

Fifth Strophe : vers. 1-4. Why are times
not reserved by the Almighty ? i. e. times
of reckoning with good and evil

; judicial terms,
at which Redisplays His retributive justice. In
regard to the use of

J3V, &quot;reserving&quot; [storing
up] in the sense of &quot;appointing, fixing, comp.
ch. xv. 20; xxi. 19. The question is of course
so intended as to require no answer, or a nega
tive one. So also in the second member: and
do His friends

(lit. &quot;His knowert&quot; [acquaint
ances], they who are His, who know Him, and
He them, comp. ch. xviii. 21; Ps. xxxvi. 11

[10] )
not see His days? The

&quot;days&quot;
of

God here are His judgment days, the days in

which He reveals Himself in judicial rigor
against his enemies, and in beneficent mercy to

ward His holy ones (comp. Ezek. xxx. 3, also the

expression, the &quot;days of the Son of Man &quot;

in

Luke xvii. 22). This verse also seems to con
tain a retrospective reference to the last dis

course of Eliphaz, espeoia ly to ch. xxii. 19; by
the ancients, moreover, who were troubled more

particularly about the D JHJl?, &quot;terms, judicial

periods,&quot;
it was variously misunderstood, and

erroneously translated. [The construction

adopted by E. V., Con., etc. : &quot;Why, seeing
times are not hidden from the Almighty, do they
that know Him not see His days?

&quot;

is a less na
tural and simple rendering of the original than
that given above. Conant objects that &quot;this

question is not pertinent here. The point of in

quiry is not, why are such times of retribution

not appointed by God ; but why, if they are ap
pointed by Him, as alleged, do not good men
witness them?&quot; Job however does deny, by
implication, that there is any retribution, or

time reserved for it, with the Almighty. The

phenomena of human life, he argues, indicate

that God cares not how men sin, or sutler. The
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second member of the verse puts the thought of

the first in a still more striking light. The in

dications of retributive justice in the administra

tion of the world, are such that not even God s

familiars, who are in His secret, can discern

the days whereon they occur. E.].
Ver. 2. Landmarks they remove [or, are

removed ;
vb. impersonal] flocks, they plun

der, and feed. From this point on begins the

specific description of the many deeds of vio

lence, oppression and persecution permitted by
God. The vers. immediately following (3, 4)

describe the wicked agents who commit such

deeds, vers. 6-8 the wretched ones who suffer

from them, and thence on interchangeably, now
the persecutors and now the persecuted, the

verbs used being put in the 3d person plural
Perfect. In respect to the wickedness of remo

ving landmarks, (U&quot;tfJ
U CT, from J1D) comp.

Deut. xix. 14; xxvii. 17
;
Prov. xxii. 28 ;

xxiii.

10. In regard to the plundering and carrying
off of herds, comp. ch. xx. 19.

[&quot; They steal

flocks, ty &quot;}*!
. e., they are so bare-faced, that

after they have stolen them, they pasture them

openly.&quot; Deliizsch].
Ver. 3. jnj, &quot;to drive away,&quot; as in Is. xx. 4;

i -T
73PI, &quot;to distrain, to take as a pledge&quot; as in

Ex. xxii. 25
;
Deut. xxiv. 6 ; comp. below ver.

9 (whereas on the other hand in ch. xxii. 6 the

word is used in a somewhat different sense).

[The ass of the orphan, and the yoke-ox of the

widow are here referred to as the most valuable

possession, and principal dependence of those

unfortunate ones. E.].
Ver. 4. The poor they thrust out of the

way i. e., out of the way, dn which they have
the right to walk, into roadless regions (comp.
PKSH in a similar sense in Amos v. 12). All

together (irr as in ch. iii. 18) the -wretched

of the land must hide themselves. So ac

cording to the K ri :
\&amp;gt;?N.- ^g, while the K thibh

fcr lJ.y would, according to Ps. Ixxvi. 10; Zeph.

11. 3 designate the &quot;afflicted,&quot; the &quot;sufferers&quot; of

the land, which seems less suitable here. The
Pass. X3H denotes what these unfortunate ones

are compelled to do
; comp. ch. xxx. 7.

Sixth Strophe ; vers. 6-8. Description of the

miserable condition into which the oppressed
and persecuted are brought by those wicked ones

(not of another class of evil-doers apart from
those previously spoken of, as ancient exegesis
for the most part assumed, and as latterly

Rosenm., Umbr., Vaih. [Lee, Barnes, Carey,
Scott, etc.&quot;] explain). As is evident from the

more extended description in ch. xxx. 1-8 of the

unsettled, vagabond life of such unfortunates,
the poet has here before his eyes the aborigines
of the lands east of the Jordan, who were driven
from their homes into the desert, possibly the

remnant of the ancient Horites [cave-dwellers] ;

comp. what is said more in detail below on
ch. xxx. Behold, -wild asses iu the wilder
ness

(i.
e. as wild asses ; comp. ch. vi. 6 ; xi.

12; xxxix. 6 seq.), they go forth in their

daily work (lit.
&quot;

work;&quot; comp. Ps. civ. 23),

seeking after prey (^9, booty, prey, a liv

ing, as in Prov. xxxi. 15) [&quot;from *pD in the

primary signification decerpere describes that

which in general forms their daily occupation as

they roam about..... The idea of waylaying
is not to be connected with the expression.&quot;

Del.]; the steppe [H3^, the wide, open, desert

plain] is to them (lit.
&quot;to him,&quot; viz., to each

one of them), [or &quot;to him as father of the com

pany,&quot; Del., or possibly the sing, rj is used to

avoid the concurrence of DH 1

? with Dm imme

diately following: Hirzel] bread for their

children
(D&quot;

1

?.!^ as in ch. i. 19; xxix. 6)

[&quot;

the steppe, with its scant supply of roots and

herbs, is to him food for the children
;

he

snatches it from it, it must furnish it to him &quot;

(Del.) thus accounting for the use of
^&quot;IPJ-

A

striking description of the beggar, vagabond
li- e of these troglodytes, the precursors of the

gipsies, or South-African Bushmen of to-day.

[Of the D JOB, onagri (Kulans), with which

these are compared, Delitzsch says :
&quot; Those

beautiful animals, which, while young, are diffi

cult to be caught; which in their love of freedom

are an image of the Beduin, Gen. xvi. 12; in

their untractableness an image of that which.

cannot be bound, ch. xi. 12; and from their

roaming about in herds in waste regions, are

here au image of a gregarious vagrant, and free

booter kind of life.&quot; Del.]
Ver. 6. In the field they reap (so accord

ing to the K ri VVlJfp ;
the K thibh ITXp

1 would
I:- !:-

be rendered by some such expression as
&quot;they

make for a harvest&quot;) the cattle-fodder

[iVSs, as in ch. vi. 5, mixed fodder for the cat

tle, farrago&quot;] ; lit. &quot;Ms cattle-fodder, i. e. that of

the yW~\ mentioned in b. [Most explain this to

mean that these miserable hirelings seek to

satisfy their hunger with the fodder grown f&amp;gt;r

the cattle. Delitzsch on the ground that &quot;

&quot;VSfp

does not signify to sweep together, but to reap
in an orderly manner

;
and if they meant to

steal why did they not seize the better portion
of the produce ?&quot; supposes that the &quot;rich evil

doer hires them to cut the fodder for his cattle,

but does not like to entrust the reaping of the
better kinds of corn to them.&quot; This view, how
ever, seems less natural than the former, and
less in harmony with the parallelism. See be
low on b. E.]. And they glean the vine

yard of the wicked,
ttfp?

serotinos fructus

colligere (Rosenm.), to glean the late-ripe fruit,

i. e. stealing it. The meaning can scarcely be
that this was done in the service of the rich

evil-doer, in which case the verb vvij? racemari

would rather have been used (against Delitzsch).
Ver. 7. Naked

(D1&quot;U?,
adverbial accusative,

as in ver. 10; comp. ?!$, ch. xii. 17, 19) they

pass the night without clothing, /3D lit.

&quot; from the lack
of,&quot; comp. ver. 8 b. and ver. 10.

Ver. 8. ... And shelterless (from lack
of shelter) they clasp the rock.

1p3n, they
&quot;embrace&quot; the rock, in that shivering they
crouch beneath it as their shelter. Comp. the

phrase, &quot;embracing the dunghill&quot; (mezabil),
Lam. iv. 5.
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Seventh Strophe: vers. 9-12. Resuming the

description of the tyrannical conduct of those

men of power described in vers. 2-4. They
tear the orphan from the breast. ~\& here
the same as ~\&, as also in Is. Ix. 16; Ixvi. 11.

Correctly therefore the LXX.: CITTO fiaarov
whereas to render &quot;1$ in its customary significa
tion of &quot;destruction, ruin

&quot;

(as e. g. by Ramban,
etc.) [=&quot;from

the shattered patrimony&quot;],

yields no satisfactory meaning. The act of

tearing away from the breast is conceived of as

the violent deed of harsh creditors, who would

satisfy their claims by bringing up the orphan
children as slaves. And -what the miserable
one has on they take away as a pledge.
A tenable meaning, and one that will agree well

with ver. 10 is obtained only by regarding 7^1

as an elliptical expression for 7^ &quot;^EftO: &quot;and

what is on the miserable one,&quot; i. e. What he

wears, his clothing (Ralbag, Gesen., Arnh.,

Vaih., Dillmann) [Rod., Bernard, Noyes]. With

the thougiit may then be compared Mic. ii. 9;

in respect to /3P1 see above on ver. 3. The
other explanations which have been given are

less suited to the connection, if not absolutely

impossible, such as: &quot;they
take a pledge above

[beyond the ability of] the sufferer&quot; (Hirzel);

&quot;they
take for a pledge the suckling (7jpl of the

poor&quot;) (Kamphausen) [Elzas]; &quot;with the poor

they deal basely,&quot;
or &quot;

knavishly
&quot;

(Umbr.,

Del.), which latter gendering however would

make it seem strange that the verb /3T1 has only
a short while before been used twice (ver. 3, and

ch. xxii. 6) in the sense of distraining. [To
which add Dillmann s objection that this inter

pretation seems &quot;colorless,&quot; out of place in the

series of graphic, concrete touches of which the

description is composed. It may also be said

of the explanation of E. V. Ewald, Schlott.,

Renan, Conant, etc., &quot;they impose a pledge on

the sufferers,&quot; that it is less vivid than that

adopted above. It must be admitted on the

other hand that the assumption that /y=

r is somewhat doubtful. E.].

Vers. 10-12 again bring into the foreground
as subject those who are maltreated by the

proud oppressors. These are however no longer

represented as the wretched inhabitants of

steppes or caves, but as poor serfs on the estates

of the rich, and are thus represented as being in

inhabited cities and their vicinity. Naked they

(the poor) slink about, without clothing.

Comp. ver. 7, and in respect to
&quot;ij./n,

&quot; to slink,&quot;

see ch. xxx. 28. And hungry they bear
the sheaves i. e. for the rich, whose hired

Bjrvice they perform, who however allow them

to go hungry in their service, and thus become

guilty of the crying sin of the merces retenla la-

borum (Deut. xxv. 4; 1 Tim. v. 18, etc.). [The

English translators, misled probably by the Piel

Hn, which they took to be transitive, have

made the &quot;oppressors&quot;
of the vers. preceding

the subject of ver. 10. ^H however is always

&quot;to walk about, to go to and fro&quot; (so also in

Jrov. viii. 20). Taking it in this sense here,
he subject is naturally

&quot; the
poor;&quot;

and NC?J in

he second member is simply &quot;to bear, not &quot; to

ake away from.&quot; E.J
Ver. 11. Between their walls (hence under

heir strict supervision) they must press out
the oil iM^ijSP, Hiph. denora., only here) ;

they tread the wine-vats, and suffer

:hiist (while so engaged Imperf. consec. comp.
3wald, 342, a). A further violation of the law
hat the mouth of the ox must not be muzzled.
Ver. 12. Out of the cities the dying

;roan. So according to the reading D fO

Pesh., 1 Ms. of de Rossi s, and some of the

older editions), which word indeed elsewhere

means &quot;the dead,&quot; but which here, as the pa

rallel of the following D /D (&quot;
wounded,

pierced to death,&quot; comp. Ezek. xxvi. 15 : Jer. li.

22) may very well be taken to mean the dying,
hose who utter the groaning and rattling of the

death struggle [see Green, $2(56, 2, a]. So cor

rectly Umbreit, Ew., Hirz., Vaih., Stick., Hei-

ligst., Dillmann [Schlott., Renan, Noyes. Others

(Carey, Elzas, etc.) in the weaker sense :
&quot; mor

tals.&quot;]
The usual reading D

f&amp;gt;D, &quot;men,&quot; yields

a suitable rendering only by disregarding the

masoretic accentuation, and connecting this

DTIO as subj. with PN3 (so Jer., Symmachus,

Theod.). In that case, however, it should be

translated not by the colorless and indefinite

term &quot;people&quot; [/&amp;gt;?*&amp;lt;] (Hahn, etc.) but by
&quot;men [Mannen, viri], warriors,&quot; and under

stood (with Del.) of the male population of a

city, &quot;whom a conqueror would put to the

sword.&quot; This however would remove the dis

course too far out of the circle of thought in

which it has hitherto removed. [According to

the Mpsor. punctuations D JVO
&quot;V#0

would be

&quot;out of an inhabited, thickly populated city,&quot;

a thought which has no place in the connection.

Gesenius, followed by Conant, takes VJJ (II

Lex.) in the sense of &quot;anguish :&quot; &quot;for anguish
do the dying groan.&quot;

But the second memoer :

&quot; and the soul of the wounded cries

out,&quot; brings up before us a scene of blood, in

volving the slaying of a multitude, for which we
should have been unprepared without the men
tion of the

&quot;city&quot;
in the first member E.].

Yet God regards not the folly ! nSsn,

lit.
[&quot;insipidity], absurdity, insulsitaa (chap. i.

22), a contemptuous expression which seems

very suitable here, serving as it does to describe

tersely the violence of the wicked, mocking at

the moral order of the universe, and still remain-

ingunpunished. The punctuation H7pr\ &quot;prayer,

supplication&quot; (Pesh., some MSS.) [Con., Noyes,

Good, Elzas], may also be propt ny passed by
without consideration. In regard to the abso

lute use of D tT-t6 (supply ^3, comp. ch.

xxii. 22), &quot;he regards not,&quot; see ch. iv. 20; Is.

xli. 20; and especially Ps. 1. 23, where, pre

cisely as here, the expression is construed with

the accus. of the object. [The rendering of

E. V.: &quot;yet
God layeth (=imputeth) not tolly

to them,&quot; is not essentially different, but is les
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expressive. Oppression ravages the earth ;
in

the wilderness, among rocks and caves, in fields

and vineyards, in villages and cities, men suffer,

groan, die and all this chaotic folly, this dark

anomaly, this mockery of the Divine order God
heeds it not! E.]

4. Second Division : Second Half: vers. 13-25.

Continuation of the preceding description, in

which special prominence is given to those evil

doers who commit their crimes in secret, and

escape for a long time the divine punishment,
which surely awaits them.

Eighth Strophe: vers. 13-17. Those (HOH,

emphatically contrasting the present objects of

the description, as a new class of evil-doers,

with those previously mentioned) are rebels

against the light, or: &quot;are become rebels,&quot;

etc.; for so may the clause 3 VH with 2 essen

tial, comp. ch. xxiii. 13) be taken, unless we

prefer to explain : are become among apostates
from the light,&quot; t. e. have acquired the nature

of such (Del., Dillm.
) [in either case nTI is not

the mere copula, but expresses a process of

becoming]. &quot;VlX- T iD, &quot;apostates, revolters

from the light, enemies of the light,&quot; are essen

tially the same, as &quot;children of the night&quot;

(Rom. xiii. 12; 1 Thess. v. 5; Eph. v. 8, etc.

Will not know its w^ays ;
t. e. the ways of

the light, for it is more natural to refer the suf

fix in VD&quot;n, as well as in VJYOTU to &quot;V)X than
T T : T :

to &quot;God.

Ver. 14. At the dawn p1X\ tub lucem, cum

diluculo, toward the break of day, before it is

yet broad daylight) the murderer riseth up.

nyn, one who makes a trade of murder, who

kills to steal, like the English garotter; for the

wealthy oppressor is no longer (down to ver. 18)
the subject, of the discourse. [He slays the
poor and needy: because of their defence
less condition; not of course for plunder, but to

gratify his bloodthirsty disposition.] And in
the night he acts like a thief, or: he
becomes as the thief,&quot; t. e. in the depths of

night, when there is no one to cross his path,
he plies the trade of a petty, common thief, com

mitting burglary, etc. For the Jussive !T

instead of nTT, comp. above ch. xviii. 12; xx.

23, etc. [poetic form] ; and for TPN, instead of

, ch. xxiii. 9.

Ver. 15. And the adulterer s eye watches
OOEf, observare, to be on the watch for, to lurk

for) the twilight, f. e. the evening twilight,
before the approach of which he does not ply
his craft ; comp. Prov. vii. 9. ^EJJ here crepus-

culum; see above on chap. iii. 9 And puts a
veil over the face: lit. &quot;and lays on a cover
ing of the face,&quot; i.e., some kind of a veil;

hardly a mask, of which oriental antiquity had
no knowledge: comp. Delitzsch on the passage.

Ver. 16. They break in the dark into
houses; lit.

&quot;he,&quot; or &quot;one breaks in;&quot; the
indefinite subj. of inn. is, as the plurals in the

following members show, an entire band of
thieves. They, who by day keep them
selves shut up, know not the light, t. e.

they have no fellowship with it, as children of

night and of darkness. The rendering of the

Targ. and of some of the Rabbis (approximately
also of the Vulg.) [also of E. V.]: &quot;which

(houses) they had marked for themselves in the

daytime,&quot; is opposed by the fact that DJ&quot;in sig
nifies always obsignare, never designare ; comp.
ch. xiv. 17; xxxvii. 7.

Ver. 17. For to them all deep darkness
is morning ;

i. e. when the deepest darkness

of the night (D1D7V, comp. ch. iii. 5) begins,
then they enter upon their day s work [the
drawing on of the night is to them what day
break is to others] a striking characteristic of
the epya TOV oKdrovc, in which these evil-doers

engage. Umbreit and Hirzel [and so E. V.

Ber., Con.] unsuitably take not nin
1

?^, but 1p3
as subject: &quot;the morning is to them at once
deep darkness.&quot; Against this explanation it

may be urged that VniV means not &quot;at once,&quot;

but as in ch. ii. 11; ix. 32, etc., &quot;all together,
all in a body.&quot; Because they know the
terrors of deep darkness; f. e. are familiar
with them, as other men are with the open day ;

comp. ver. 16 c; ch. xxxviii. 16. The sing.
again makes its appearance here [T3 &quot;3,

lit.

for he (or one) knows,&quot; etc.], because stress is
laid on the fact that every member of this wicked
band has this familiarity with the darkness of

night. [According to the rendering of E. V.,
Hirzel, etc., here rejected, the meaning would be
that morning or daylight would bring terror to
these evil-doers, the fear i. e. of being detected
and condemned. In the second member T3 11 \3

would then be antecedent, either general:
&quot; when one can discern &quot;

(Con.), or particular:
&quot; if one know them &quot;

(E. V.) and
the consequent &quot;terrors of death-shade !&quot; The
other rendering, however, has on the whole the
advantage of greater simplicity, and agreement
with usage and the context. E.]

Ninth Strophe: vers. 18-21. The judgment
which will overtake the wicked who have been
thus far described. This judgment Job describes
here proleptically, for in vers. 22-24 a he returns
once again to their haughty, insolent conduct
before the judgment comes, in order to bring out
the thought that a long time usually elapses
before it overtakes them. This strophe sets
forth, in the first place, and this intentionally in
strong language, which in the mouth of Job is

quite surprising, that a grievous punishment
and certain destruction infallibly awaits them

;

but that such destruction, for the most part, is

long delayed, is maintained in the following
strophe, which, however, in ver. 24 again
resumes the description of the destruction. The
language does not permit us with the LXX.,
Vulg., Pesh., Eichh., Dathe, Umbr., Vaih, etc.,
to take these verses in an optative sense, as a
description of the punishment, which ought to
befal evil-doers: thus at the outset in ver. 18 we
have Kin

^p_,
not N1H

Sj5
!T ; and so through

out every sign of the optative form of speech is

wanting. It is possible, but the same is not
indicated with sufficient clearness by the author,
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and for that reason is altogether too artificial, to

take vers 18-21 (with Ewald, Hirzel, Schlottm.,
v. Gerlach, Heiligstedt, Dillmann) as a descrip
tion of the well-merited judgment inflicted on
the wicked, ironically attributed by Job to his

opponents, Job s own opinion on the opposite
side being in that case annexed to it in ver. 22

soq. See against this opinion, as well as against
the related opinion of Stickel, Boltcher, Halm,

etc., the remarks of Delitzsch
[ii.

33:
&quot;(1)

There
is not the slightest trace observable in vers. 18-

21 that Job does not express his own view. (2)
There is no such decided contrast between vers.

18-21 and vers. 22-25, for ver. 19 and ver. 24

both affirm substantially the same thing con

cerning the end of the evil doer. In like man
ner it is not to be supposed with Stickel, Low.,
Bottch , Welte and Hahn, that Job, outstripping
the friends, as far as ver. 21, describes how the

evil-doer certainly often comes to a terrible end,

and in ver. 22 seq., how the very opposite of

this, however, is often witnessed; so that this

consequently furnishes no evidence in support
of the exclusive assertion of the friends. More

over, ver. 24 compared with ver. 19, where there

is nothing to indicate a direct contrast, is opposed
to it; and ver. 22, which has no appearance of

referring to a direct contrast with what has

been previously said, is opposed to such an

antithetical rendering of the two final stro

phes.&quot;]

Ver. 18. His course is swift on the face
of the waters: i. e. lightly and swiftly is he

born hence, as one who is swept away irresisti

bly by the flood
; comp. ch. ix. 26

;
Hos. x. 7.

[Carey curiously conjectures that this ver.

speaks of pirates!] Accursed is their por
tion in the land; or: &quot;a curse befals,&quot; etc.

(Dillra.). [In German: Im Fluge 1st er dahin

auf Wassers Flache ;
verflucht wird ihr Grund-

stiick im Lande ; or according to Dillmann:

Flucht trifft, etc., whereby, continues Zockler,

the paronomasia between T7pH and
7p_

is still

more clearly expressed. This paronomasia it is

impossible to reproduce in English without

slightly paraphrasing the one term or the other.

The above attempts to combine the verbal play
with fidelity to the German original: &quot;his course

is swift&quot; for &quot;im Fluge dahin,&quot; and &quot;accursed&quot;

for
&quot;verflucht.&quot;]

Whether a divine curse, or a

curse on the part of men, is intended, seems

doubtful: still parallel passages, such as ch. v.

3
; xviii. 20, favor the latter view. The inter

change of plur. and sing, occurs here as in ver

16. He enters no more on the way of the

vineyard; lit. &quot;he turns no more into the way
to the vineyard&quot; (comp. 1 Sam. xiii. 18); t. e.

there is an end of his frequent resorting to his

favorite possession, and in general of his enjoy
ment of the same. Observe that from here on

wealthy evil-doers again form the prominent

subject of the description ;
in this differing from

vers. 13-17.
,

Ver. 19. Drought and heat carry off
[V71J

lit. &quot;bear away as plunder&quot;]
the snow-water

(comp. ch. vi. 16 seq.): so the underworlc
those who have sinned. ^n, a rela

live clause, which is at the same time the

object pf the verb in the first member, which

xtends its influence also to the second mem
ber. As to the sentiment, comp. Ps. xlix.

13 [12] 21 [20]; also ver. 18 a; not however
ch. xxi. 23. where rather the euthanasia

[of the

subject] is described, not his sudden end with
out deliverance.

Ver. 20. The womb forgets him, (whereas)
the worms feed sweetly on him. The two
short sentences which constitute this member
stand in blunt contrast to each other. pHO here
sensu activo : to taste anything with pleasure,
delectari aliqua re

(lit. &quot;to suck&quot; hence the

meaning &quot;sweet&quot;). So then is iniquity
broken like the tree (/. /. like a shattered,
or felled tree; comp. Eccles. xi. 3; L)*in. iv. 7

seq.; also above ch. xix. 10). Instead of the

wicked man his injurious conduct (rnij, comp.
on ch. v. 16) is here mentioned as having come
to an end, while ver. 21 again speaks in the

concrete concerning the evil-doer himself, in

order to point to bis heinous bloodeuiltiness as

the cause of his punishment. [&quot;Tue
funda

mental thought of the strophe is this, that nei

ther in life nor in death had he suffered the pun
ishment of his evil-doing. The figure of the

broken tree (broken in its full vigor) also cor

responds to this thought ; comp. on the other

hand what Bildad says, ch. xviii. 16 :
&quot; his

roots dry up beneath, and above his branch is

lopped off&quot; (or: withered). The severity of

his oppression is not manifest till after his

death.&quot; Delitzsch].
Ver. 21. He who hath plundered (lit.

&quot;fed upon, devoured,&quot; comp. ch. xx. 26) the
barren, that beareth not (who has therefore

no children to protect her), and hath done no
good to the widow but on the contrary has
shown himself hard of heart towards her. On
the form 3 CT comp. Gesen. \ 70 [ 69], 2,

Rem. [Green, \ ISO, 2] [The Participial form

n^*l introducing the characteristics of the c ass
&amp;gt;

and followed by finite verb according to Gesen.

131, Rem. 2].
Tenth Strophe: vers. 22-25. And yet He

preserveth long the men of might by His
strength i. e., but truly (1

before ~\WV is at

once adversative and restrictive). He (God,

comp. ver. 23) often greatly prolongs the life of

such mighty evil-doers (D T3X, comp. Is. xlvi.

12) [&quot;

the strong, who bid defiance not only to

every danger, (Ps. Ixxvi. 6) but also to all di

vine influences and noble impulses.&quot; Delitzsch].

On }l?O as applied to the agency of God in

prolonging life comp. Is. xiii. 22; Ps. xxxvi.

11; Ixxxv. 6 [5]. Such an one rises up
again, although despairing of life when he

hud already despaired of continuing in life. [So

far from using his power to crush the mighty
villains of earth, God uses it to bring them tri

umphantly through those crises in which
tbyy

themselves had given up all hope E.J ?&amp;gt;

{
DN - subordinate circumstantial clause, comp.

Ewald, g 341, a.
|&quot;n,

Aramaizing piur. like

fbn, ch. iv. 2. [According to E. V. and most

commentators the subject of ver. 22 is still the

wicked man, !JE?D being tnken to mean: &quot;to

draw, drag&quot;
as a captive ;

or &quot;to hold, bind
i&quot;
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or &quot; to destroy. He subjugates the mighty,
and puts all in terror for their very life. The

interpretation given above however is more in

accord with the proper meaning of }#D, with

ver. 23 understood as having God for its sub

ject; and is specially favored by the considera

tion that it gives more distinct expression to the

thought, so important to Job s argument here of

the lengthening out of the life and prosperity of the

evil-doer, and of (belong delay of his punishment.
The omission of the Divine flame is so characteris

tic of our book as to present no difficulty. E.].
Ver. 23. He grants him safety (lit.

&quot;He

(God) gran s to him to be in safety; permits him

to be at his ease [TlCSj?, adverbial, of the state

or condition He grants him to be in]; so that

he is sustained (JI^ J, expressing the conse

quence of that divine grant of security), and
His (God s) eyes are upon their ways in

order, namely, to keep them therein, and to

bless and protect them
; comp. j ^ 3^ ch. x.

3. [God s eyes, says Job, follow the prosper
ous evil-doer with watchful interest, to see that

he does not step out of the path of security and
success! According to the o her interpretation,
which continues the evil-doer as the subject, the

meaning is that the oppressor allows to those

who are in his power only a transient respite,

watching for every pretence or opportunity to

injure them. See Scott. The full-toned suffix

}!T- seems chosen for emphasis. E.].

Ver. 24. They rise high a little while
only, and they are gone. V\ 3 Plur. Perf.

from DD~!=QO, to raise oneself, to mount up
ward &quot;

(Ew. 114 a; comp. Gesen. g 67 [g 66]
Rem. 1 [Green, \ 139, 1], B^D with following
1 for the consequent, forms a short sentence by

itself, as in Ps. xxxvii. 10. As to WJ 80 &quot;then

he is no more,&quot; comp. Gen. v. 24. The inter

change of numbers as in ver. 16 and ver. 18.

And they are bowed down (concerning
13Qn [Aramaizmg] Hoph. from

;]30, comp.
Gesen. 67 [ 66], Rem. 1); like all they
perish (i.

e. like all others), and as the top
of the ears [of grain: i. e. the grain-bearing
heid of the wheat-stalk] they wither. p^SP .

lit. &quot;they
shrivel together&quot; (Niph. Reflex, from

Kal ; comp. ch. v. 16) i. e., they perish. There
is no reference to the componere artus of the dt-ad

[Ges. &quot;to gather oneself up, composing the

body and limbs as in death,&quot; which here would
mean to die in the course of nature, not by vio

lence, or suddenly], nor to the &quot;

housing,&quot; i. e.

the burial of the dead (comp. Ezek. xxix. 5).
The expression is rather a figure taken from ve

getable life, like the following OEP, &quot;they
wi

ther like the heads of grain;&quot; see on ch. xlii. 2.

[It may be claimed with reason that the connection
here favors the definition,

&quot; to be cut off,&quot; the ori
ental custom of reaping being to cut off the tops,

leavinglong stalks standing in the field.] Itisnot

altogether in the sense of euthanasia, therefore,
of an easy, painless death, as described in ch.

xxi. 23, that the present passage is to be under
stood (against Ewald, Dillmann, etc., also Del.).
It rather resumes the description in ver 18seq ,

although in less forcible language, and in suh

a way as to set forth a natural death, such as

all die, rather than that caused by a divine

judgment, such as often falls upon the wicked.

Ver. 25. And should it not be so (IsJX K7-DK1

as in ch. ix. 24) who will convict me of

falsehood, and make my speech of no ef

fect? The phrase ^X
1

? D t? (instead of which

Symm., Vulg., Pesh. read 7N7
iff)

is precisely

the same with c prjdev ridivai. or our : &quot;bring

to nought,&quot; comp. Ewald, \ 286, g; 321, b. The
whole question is a triumphant expression of

the superiority which Job vividly felt himself to

possess over his opponents, especially in the

views derived from experience which he had

just urged respecting the incomprehensible
dealings of God with the destinies of men.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The significance of the present discourse

of Job lies essentially in its descriptive treatment

of ethical and anthropological themes, some

passages even describing matters of interest in

the history of civilization (ch. xxiv. 6 seq.),
whereas the speculative and theological element

becomes subordinate. The latter is restricted

almost exclusively to the first and shorter Divi

sion, which is occupied with the mys ery of

Job s own destiny of suffering, just as the se

cond Division is occupied with the obverse side

of this mystery, the prosperity and impunity of

the wicked. That which the first Division says
touching the iuexplicableness of his sufferings
is substantially only a repetition of the wish, al

ready several times uttered, that God by His

personal intervention might decide the contro

versy, and confirm his innocence, combined with
a statement of the reasons why this wish could
not be realized. On the first of these reasons, to

wit: that on account of the overwhelming ma
jesty pertaining to the appearance of God, the

Unapproachable and Almighty One, it would be

impossible for him to put in his answer before
Him (ch. xxiii. 6) he does not dwell this time as
on two former occasions (ch. ix. 34: xiii. 21);
he merely touches it witli suggestive brevity.
His consciousness of innocence is too strong to

allow him to give way long to this thought ;

thanks to the incessant assaults and accusations
of the friends, it has become consolidated uiid

strengthened to such a degree that in ch. xix. (as
indeed had been the case before here and there,

especially in ch. xvi. 17 ;
xvii. 9) it even found

utterance in decided exaggeration, and drove
him to extreme assertions touching his absolute
blamelessness and immaculateness, for which he
must hereafter implore pardon. Among these
assertions we find the following: that he would
come forth out of God s trial of him like gold,
that he would never swerve from His ways, that
he had always observed the words of His mouth
more than his own law (ch. xxiii. 10-12). All
the more emphatic however is the stress which
he lays on the other reasons why that wish
seems to him incapable of realization. God, he
thinks, purposely withdraws Himself from biui.
It is deliberately and with good reason that He
keeps Himself at a distance and hidden from
him, it being now His settled purpose to make
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him drain his cup of suffering to the dregs (ch.
xxiii. 13 seq.). [&quot;Job

s suspicion against God
is as dreadful as it is childish. This is a pro
foundly tragic stroke It is not to be understood
as the sarcasm of defiance ; on the contrary, as
one of the childish thoughts into which melan
choly bordering on madness falls. From the

bright height of faith to which Job soars in ch.

xix. 25 seq , he is here again drawn down into

the most terrible depth of conflict, in woich, like

a blind man, he gropes after God, and because
he cannot find Him thinks that He flees before
him lest He should be overcome by him. The
God of the present Job accounts his enemy ;

and
the God of the future to whom his faith clings,
who will and must vindicate him so soon as He
only allows Himself to be found and seen this Go 1

is not to be found.&quot; Delitzsch.].. It is not the
invisible essence of God in general, not that He
cannot be discovered by those who seek Him on
earth east or west, north or south (vers. 8-9) it

is not the pure spirituality and the divine om
nipresence, which extinguishes his hope in God s

interposition to vindicate and to redeem him.
The thought of that divine unsearohablenes.s,
which he beautifully descr.bes in a way that re

minds us of Ps. cxxxix. 7-9, as well as of Zophar s

first discourse (ch. xi. 8-9), could have had no

thing terrible or cheerless for him. Just as lit

tle (as he expressly declares in the closing verse

of the First Part, ch. xxiii. 17) would the con

templation of his woful physical condition, and
the tragical calamities of his outward life have
sufficed to plunge him into the fear of death and
du.nb despair. That which fills him with dis

may and terror, that which makes his heart

faint, and removes the prospect of his deliver

ance to the indefinite future, is that same predesti-

natianism, that same dread of a mysterious, inex

orable, and as regards himself malign decree of

God, which had already extorted repeatedly
from him a cry of lamentation, and which had
formed the dark back-ground which so often

emerges behind his meditations thus far (comp.
ch. vi. 9 seq.; vii. 12 seq.; ix. 22tqq.; x. 13 seq.;

xiii. 15 seq. ;xvi. 12 sq. ;
xix. 6 seq.). No comfort

ing, brightening, alleviating thought, no joyous
soaring of hope in God s compassion, bringing

help however late, is to be seen anywhere in this

discourse, as was the case e. g. in ch. xvii. and
xix. On the contrary the Second Division of the

discourse lays out before us a much wider circle

of phenomena and sentiments at variance with

a righteous and merciful activity on the part of

God. The experience which he had, or believed

that he had, of God s treatment of him as unsym-
patheticand harsh, as being a mere exhibition of

divine power, without the slightest trace of jus
tice or fatherly kindness this experience he ut

ters in the general proposition : &quot;that God hu:l

appointed no times of judgment, would let Hi

friends see no days on this earth in which He
would exercise righteous retribution&quot; (ch. xxiv.

1). This proposition he expands into an elo

quent description of the manifold injustice,
which mea of the most diverse classes inflict on

one another, while the wrongs of the outraged
and oppressed weaker party are never redressed

or avenged (ch. xxiv. 2 seq). Toward the end

of this picture, which is true in a sense, although

one-sided in its tendency, he changes his tone
somewhat to be sure, and by strongly emphasiz-
ng the certainty that a rigid judgment of God
will at the last terminate the course of the
wicked (vers. 18-21, 2-t), qualities the preceding
accusation against the divine justice. Even this

lowever is by no means a surrender to the doc-

rine of a retribution in this life, as taught by
the friends. The chief emphasis even in this

passage rests rather on the long delay (~\W&amp;lt;3
ver.

22 a) in interposing for such punishment, on the

long duration of their impunity from punish
ment, or even on the not uncommon prolonga
tion of this state down to their natural death, to

which they are subject in common with all men

(ver. 24 ; see on the ver.). Job here certainly
concedes something to his opponents, essentially
liowever not much more than he had conceded

already in ch. xxi. where (ver. 17 seq. ;
23 seq.)

without denying the fact of the final punishment
of the ungodly, he had represented it as much
more commonly the case that they were spared

any judicial inflictions down to the end of their

life. The triumphant exclamation with which

he ends his speech :
&quot; who will convict me of

falsehood?&quot; is intended simply to confirm this

fact of experience, in accordance with which

this impunitas hominum sceleratorum is the general

rule, whereas their justa punitio is the excep

tion, at least in this world.

2. Job however does concede somewhat more

here than there
;
he at least dwells longer on the

punishment of the ungodly, as a fact which is

not altogether unheard of in the course of human

destiny whether the passage in which he de

scribes it be only a free quotation of the lan

guage of his opponents, as the later commenta
tors in part exclaim (see on ver. 18 seq. ), of the

expression of his own conviction. And this in

dicates clearly enough progress for the better in

his temper of miu 1 and mode of thought, a pro

gress which is still further indicated by the fact

that in the preceding description of God as re

straining Himself in the infliction of punishment
a calm tone of objective description has a deci

ded predominance, and nothing more is to be

discerned of his former passionate, at limea

even blasphemous complaints touching the ty

rannical harshness and cruel vindictiveness of

the Almighty in persecuting him with poisoned

arrows, sword-thrusts, and merciless scourgings.

The terrible fatalistic phantom of a God exer

cising only His power, and not also His justice

and love, which had formerly tortured him, has

unmistakably assumed a milder form, of a less

threatening aspect than heretofore. In conse

quence of this, as well as by virtue of the calm

dignity which enables him to meet wiih com

plete serenity the violent assaults and detrac

tions of Eliphaz, and to avoid all controversy of

a bttter personal character, his superiority over

his opponents becomes ever more apparent, his

statements and arguments drive with ever

greater directness at the only possible solution

of the controversy, and even where he is one

sided, as particularly in his description, in many

respects impressive, of the course of the wicked,

and of the needy ones whom they persecute (ch.

xxiv. 2-17), his discussion has great value, and

a fascinating power which is all the stronger by
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virtue of the comparatively calm objective tone
of the treatment. It is in these indications of

the growing purity and clearness of the suffer

er s spiritual frame, that the practical and ho-

miletic lessons of the present section can be

most advantageously studied.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ch. xxiii. ver. 3 seq. OECOLAMPADICS (on
ver. 7): This word

&quot;disputing&quot; or &quot;reprov

ing&quot; expresses confidence rather than impa
tience or an unfavorable estimate of God. But
if we blame this in Job, we must also blame
what John and others say;

&quot; if our hearts con
demn us not, then have we confidence toward
God.&quot; And wherefore does Christ command us
to lift up our heads at His coming? ZEYSS :

Faith and a good conscience are the two chief

jewels of a Coristian (1 Tim. i. 5). Happy he
who has kept these. When oppressed he can

appear with confidence before God.
Ver. 8 seq. BRENTICS : Although God fills all

things, and is all in all, we cannot approach
Him, nor find Him without a Mediator ; whether
we seek Him before or behind, to the right hand
or to the left, He is always afar off, we never

lay hold upon Him. For even if we should at

tempt to approach Him without a mediator, we
are deterred from having access to Him in part
by the darkness in which He dwells, in part by
His power and majesty, in part by His justice.

Ver. 13 seq. ZEYSS: As God is one in His na
ture, so also is He unchangeable in His will

(Num. xxiii. 19; 1 Sam. xv. 29). Let us there
fore submit ourselves in humility and obedience
to His good and holy will ! The cross which
He lays upon us is always less than our sins de
serve ; His chastisements are tempered with

mercy ; Ps. ciii. 10. -\. GERLACH (on ver. 17) :

In the consciousness of the treatment which he
receives from the incomprehensible God, who
has irrevocably determined every man s destiny,
Job is penetrated by the profoundest terror be

fore this God. It is not his calamity in itself,

not even his own experience of the extremity to

which this calamity has brought him from which

he shrinks. What a deep glance is here given
us into the heart of a sorely tried servant of

God, who in his complaints and struggles, spite
of all suffering, thinks only of God, and fears

nothing so much as that the fellowship of his God

having been withdrawn from him, his God
should become a terror to him.

Ch. xxir. 2 seq. WOHLFARTH: How should

the contemplation of the unnumbered sms, with

which God s fair earth is stained, affec us?
Job was led thereby into temptation to doubt

God s justice. Let it not be BO with us, who,

enlightened by Christ, should see therein

rather: (a) a melancholy proof of the con

tinual inclination of our nature to evil, and
of the slothfulness of our spirit to strive against
the same; (6) a touching evidence of the long-

suffering and patience of God; (c) an earnest

warning to be on our guard against every temp
tation

; (d) an emphatic reminder of the day of

judgment, which will recompense every man
according to his works.

Ver. 17. STARKE: As works of the light are

accompanied by a joyful conscience and good
courage, BO on the other hand with works of

darkness there is nothing but fear, anguish and
terror. For even the abandoned are not without
an inward punishment in the conscience. V.

GERLACH: For sinners, who shun the light, the

light of day itself is darkness, since through
their departure from the eternal light of God,

they bear about with them night in their s^uls

(comp. Matt. vi. 23; John xi. 10), and thus they
feel its terrors even in the midst of the bright
ness of the day.

Ver. 23 seq. STARKE: Be not secure, if a

sin passes unpunished ; it is not on that account

forgotten by God. The happier the ungodly
are for a time, the more dangerous is their con

dition, and the more severely will they be pun
ished at last.

II. Bildad and Job : Chap. XXV XXVI,

A. Bildad: Again setting forth the contrast between God s exaltation and
human impotence.

1. Man cannot argue with God.

CHAPTER XXV.

VERSES 2-4.

1 Then answered Bildad the Shuhite, and said :

2 Dominion and fear are with Him,
He maketh peace in His high places.

3 Is there any number of His armies ?

and upon whom doth not His light arise ?

4 How then can man be justified with God?
or how can he be clean that is born of a woman ?
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2. Man is not pure before God : vers. 6, 6.

5 Behold even to the moon, and it shineth not ;

yea, the stars are not pure in His sight.
6 How much less man, that is a worm

;

and the son of man, which is a worm ?

B. Job : Rebuke of his opponent, accompanied by a description, far surpassing
his, of the exaltation and greatness of God.

CHAPTER XXVI*.

1. Sharp rebuff of Bildad : vers. 1-4.

1 But Job answered, and said :

2 How hast thou helped him that is without power ?
how savest thou the arm that hath no strength ?

3 How hast thou counselled him that hath no wisdom?
and how hast thou plentifully declared the thing as it is ?

4 To whom hast thou uttered words ?

and whose spirit came from thee ?

2. Description of the incomparable sovereignty and exaltation of God, given to surpass the far
less spirited effort of Bildad in this direction : vers. 5-14.

5 Dead things are formed
from under the waters, and the inhabitants thereof.

6 Hell is naked before Him,
and destruction hath no covering.

7 He stretcheth out the north over the empty place,
and hangeth the earth upon nothing.

8 He bindeth up the waters in His thick clouds
;

and the cloud is not rent under them.
9 He holdeth back the face of His throne,
and spreadeth His cloud upon it.

10 He hath compassed the waters with bounds,
until the day and night come to an end.

11 The pillars of heaven tremble,
and are astonished at His reproof.

12 He divideth the sea with His power,
and by His understanding He smiteth through the proud.

13 By His spirit He hath garnished the heavens
;

His hand hath formed the crooked serpent.

14 Lo, these are parts of His ways :

but how little a portion is heard of Him ?

but the thunder of His power who can understand ?

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Job s reply to the last assaults of Eliphaz
had certainly avoided all personality, but had at

the same time asserted his complete innocence
in very strong, almost objectionable language
(ch. xxiii. 10-12). It is more particularly to

this vulnerable point that Bildad turns his atten

tion in this, his last discourse, which limits

itself to showing how unbecoming it is for man
this miserable worm of the earth to arrogate

to himself any right whatever before God, or to

impute to himself any justice. In substance,

accordingly, he lays down only two propositions,
and that without enlarging on them, to wit: . (1)
Man cannot argue with God, the Almighty; (2)
Before God, the Holy One, man cannot be pure.
In this discourse, which closes the series of

attacks on Job, he describes the dir ne greatness
and exaltation, a description which is decidedly

meagre, made up only of repetitions of what

Eliphaz had said in his former discourses (comp.
ch. iv. 17 seq. ;

xv. 14 seq.). No wonder that

Job discovers the opportunity thus presented to

him, and in his reply, first of all, addresses to
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the speaker a sharp, bitterly satirical rebuff,

and then meets his propositions in regard to

God s greatness and holiness, not by denying
them, but by surpassing them with a far more

magnificent and eloquent description of the same

divine attributes. [And note particularly that

as Bildad s illustrations of his thetne are drawn
from the heavenly hosts and luminaries, Job in

his reply dwells principally, though not exclu

sively on God s greatness as manifested in the

heavens above. E.] The Strophe-scheme of

both discourses is very simple, Bildad s discourse

containing only two strophes, the first of three,

the second of two verses; Job s discourse con

taining four strophes, each of three verses.

2. The last discourse of Bildad: ch. xxv. Man
can neither argue with God, nor is he pure
before Him.

First Strophe: vers. 2-4 Dominion and
fear are with Him, who maketh peace in

His high places. 7E?pn, lit. &quot;to wield domi

nion, to exercise sovereignty,&quot; a substantive

Inf. absol. Hiph. ; comp. Ewald, 156, e. [IPS
is added in order to set forth the terrible

majesty of this sovereignty. Schlott.] VDnpS
cannot be understood as a more precise qualifi
cation of the subject: &quot;He in His high places,
He who is enthroned in the heights of heaven &quot;

(Reimarus, Umbreit, Hahn). It is rather a

local qualification of the action affirmed of the

subject. It accordingly describes the peace
founded by God as established in the heights of

heaven, and so having reference to the inhabi
tants of heaven, and pre-supposing their former
strife. Bear in mind what was said above by
Job of God s &quot;judging those in heaven&quot; (ch.
xxi. 22), and comp. Is. xxiv. 21 ; also below ch.

xxvi. 13. It is a weakening of the sense which
is scarcely justified by the language to under
stand the passage as teaching God s agency in

harmonizing either the elements of the heavenly
Kohinos (the perpetually recurring cycle, the

wonderfully ordered piths of the stars, comp.
Clemens Rom. 1 Cor. xix.), or the discord of the

heavenly spirits, conceived of only in the most
abstract possible manner, but in truth continu

ally averted by God, and thus as teaching the

maintenance, not the making or institution, of

peace (so Seb. Schmidt, J. Lange, Starke, etc.).

[&quot;

Ewald explains the words of the heavenly
powers and spirits represented by the innume
rable host of the stars, which might indeed
some time be at war among themselves, but
which are ever brought again by the Higher
Power into order and peace. But nothing
whatever is said elsewhere of such a discord as
now coining to pass in the upper world. All

analogies point rather to a definite fact which is

assigned to the beginning of creation.&quot; Schlott.].
Ver. 3. Is there any number to His

armies ? VHHJ, synonymous with VX3V,
which is used elsewhere in this sense, are God :

s

hosts or armies, the stars, first of all, indeed,
the heavenly armies, together with the an
gels which rule and inhabit them (comp.
Above on ch. xv. 15). Whether also the lower
forces of nature, such as lightnings, winds,
ttc. (comp. ch. xxxviii. 19 seq. ; Ps. civ.

4. etc.) are intended, as Dillmann thinks

is doubtful in view of the indefiniteness

of the figurative form of expression. And
upon whom does not His light arise ?
The emphatic suffix ehu in irPIX (comp iTrj?,

ch. xxiv. 23) puts Nix light, to wit God s own

light, in contrast with the derived lower light
of His hosts The expression is scarcely to be
understood of the ennlight, which indeed itself

belongs to the number of these D*&quot;H&quot;U : neither

can Dip* be taken=rPt* (neither here, nor ch.
I T

xi. 17). It is inadmissible accordingly to refer

the words to the rising sun, as a sign of the fa

therly beneficent solicitude of God for His earthly
creatures (comp Matth. v. 45. So against Mer-

cier, Hirz. Hahn, SL-hlott., etc.). We are to un
derstand them rather of that absolutely supra-
terrestrial light in which God dwells, whicli He
wears as His garment, by which indeed He ma
nifests His being, His heavenly doxa (Ps. civ.

2
;
Ezek. i. 27 seq. ;

1 Tim. vi. 16, etc.). In re

spect to this light Bildad asks: &quot;upon whom
does it not arise ?

&quot; The question is not :
&quot; whom

does it not surpass ?&quot;
[&quot;

over whom
(i. e. which

of these beings of light) does it not rise, leaviug
it behind, aud exceeding it in brightness ?

&quot;

De-

litzsch], for DW would scarcely be appropriate
for this thought, since the degree of light is not
measured by its height (against Ewald, Heiligst.,

Del.) but: &quot;upon whom does it not dispense
blessings and happiness?&quot; (Dillm. )

Ver. 4. How could a mortal be just
with God (comp. ch. ix. 2) : t. e. how could
he appear before Him, to whose absolute power
all heavenly beings are subject, arguing with

Him, and making pretensions to righteousness ?

The second member, with which ch. iv. 17
; xv.

14 may be compared, stands connected with the

principal thought of the discourse, which imme
diately follows, to the effect that no man pos
sesses purity or moral spotlessness before God.

Second Strophe : vers. 5-6.

Ver. 5. Behold, even the moon, it shineth
not brightly, and the stars are not pure
in His eyes. ny-&quot;lj;, lit. even to the moon,&quot;

i. e. even as regards the moon. In the following

Vh\ the 1 is the Vav of the apodosis ; comp.
Gesen. 145 [$ 142J, 2; and see above ch. xxiii.

12. Vnx^^iT from ^HK, an alternate form,

found only here, of T?n, to be bright, to shine
;

comp. ch. xxxi. 26. Gekatilia s attempt to ren
der the verb &quot; tc pitch a tent,&quot; is inadmissible,

for that must have read D$ /HX&quot;, in order to yield
the meaning

&quot; He pitcheth not his tent.&quot;

The clause &quot;in His eyes&quot;
in the second

member, belongs also to the first. Comp. the

parallel passages already cited in ch. iv. and
xv. Furthermore it is only the physical light,
the silver-white streaming brilliancy of the stars,
which is here put beside the absolute glory of
God s light (which is at once physical and ethi

cal^. Scarcely is there reference to the angels
as inhabiting the stars, and to their moral pu
rity (against Hirzel) ; from which however no

thing can be inferred unfavorable to the theory
that the stars, t. e., the heavenly globes of the

starry world, are inhabited by angels.
Ver. 6. Much less then

(
3

*], as in ch.
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xv. 16) mortal man, the worm, etc. In re

gard to these figures of the maggot and the

worm, as setting forth the insignificance, weak
ness, and contemptibleness of man, comp. PP.

xxii. 7 [6] ;
also Is. liii. 2, and similar descrip

tions.

3. Job s rejoinder : ch. xxvi. First Division

(and Strophe) : vers. 2-4 : Sharp ironical re

buke of Bildad.

Ver. 2. How hast thou helped the pow
erless !

&quot;Hip here, like HO, is equivalent to an

ironical &quot; How well! How excellent!&quot; (comp.

ch. xix. 28). rp-fcw, lit. &quot;no-power&quot; is abstr.

pro eone.=t.be powerless ; so also in b TJ7-7=tbe

etrengthless, the feeble; and in ver. 3 a HDDn &O

=the unwise, ignorant. By these three pa
rallel descriptive clauses Job means of course

himself, as the object of the well-intended, but

perverted attempts of the friends to teach him

(not God, as Mercier, Schlottm., etc. explain) [as

though Bildad had regarded God as too feeble to

maintain His own cause. But against this ex

planation the choice of verbs, if nothing else,

would be, as Delitzsch argues, decisive].
Ver. 3 and hast declared wisdom

in abundance (2T7, lit. &quot;for multitude&quot;)

[&quot;an
ironical hit at the poverty-stricken brevity

of B. s speech.&quot; Dillm.]. iTEMfl, here as in

ch. v. 12 may be rendered by
&quot; that which is to

be accomplished,&quot; provided it be referred to the

intellectual world, and so understood as vera et

realis sapientia (J. H. Mich.). Here indeed the

word is used ironically of its opposite.
Ver. 4. To whom hast thou uttered

words? i. e. whom hast thou been desirous

of reaching by thy words ? for whom were thy
elaborate speeches coined ? was it, possibly, for

me, who have not been touched by them in the

least ? So correctly the LXX. : rivi avfiyyei

prjfiaTa, and the Vulg. : quern docere voluisti? The

translation: &quot; with whose assistance (^p-Jltf)
hast

thou utttered these words?&quot; (Arnh. Hahn

[Con.] seems indeed to be favored by b, but is

condemned by the construction of the verb
&quot;

elsewhere in our book with a double accusative

(so also ch. xxxi. 37; comp. Ezek. xliii. 10), anc

does not agree so well with what precedes.
And whose breath went forth from thee?

i. e. from what kind of inspiration (inbreath

ing) hast thou spoken ? is it the divine ? Num
Deo inspirante locutus es ? The question involves

a biting irony ; for the speech of Bildad, so poor
and meagre in thought, merely repeating a little

of what Eliphaz had said already, might look

accordingly as though it had been inspired by
the latter.

4. Second Division : vers. 5-14 : Eclipsing an

surpassing the description given by Bildad of

the exaltation and majesty of God by one fa

more glorious.
Second Strophe : vers. 6-7. While Bildad

description took its start from heaven, and it

stars, Job begins by appealing to the realm of

shades, together with its subterranean inhabi

tants as witnesses of the divine omnipotence and

majesty, in order from this depth, the lowest

foundation of all that is, to mount upward to the

eavenly world The shades are made to
remble. D N3T are not

&quot;giants,&quot;
as the An-

ient Versions render the word, but in accord-
nee with the root H3T

(&quot;to
be slack, relaxed,

xhausted,&quot; comp. Ewald, g 55, e), weak, pow-
rless,&quot; namely, the marrowless and bloodless
hades or forms of the underworld, the wretched
inhabitants of the realm of the dead; so also in Ps.

xxxviii.; 11 [10]; Prov. ii. 18; ix. 18, and often:
s. xxvi. 14, 19

; comp. ch. xiv. 9 seq. [It seems

very way reasonable to associate with the idea
if weakness, nervelessness, etc., here given to the
,vord that of gigantic stature, when we remem-
ier that this same word did denote a race
f earthly giants, and that the tendency of the

magination to magnify the spectral forms of the
lead is so common, if not universal. So Good:
The spectres of deified heroes were conceived,
n the first ages of the world, to be of vast and
more than mortal stature, as we learn from the

ollowing of Lucretius :

Quippe et enim jam turn div&m mortalia secla

Egregias animo facifs vigilante videbant ;

Et magis in somnis mirando corporis actu.&quot;

This idea will certainly add to the gloomy
sublimity of the description here. Let one ima-

rine the gigantic &quot;marrowless, bloodless phan-
oms or shades below writhe like a woman in

travail as often as the majesty of the heavenly
Ruler is felt by them, as perhaps by the raging
of the sea, or the quaking of the earth.&quot; De-
litzsch. &quot; That even these beings, although oth

erwise without feeling or motion, and situated at

an immeasurable distance from God s dwelling-

place are sensible of the effects of God s activity,
this is a much stronger witness to God s great

ness than aught that B. had alleged.&quot; Hirzel].
Of these shades, living far from God in the

depths under the earth and under the seas

(comp. b :
&quot; beneath the waters and their inha

bitants&quot;),
it is here said: &quot;they

are put in ter

ror, they are made to tremble and quake&quot; (oVirP,

Pul. from Sfll, comp. Ewald, \ 141 b), an expres
sion which, like Ps. cxxxix. 8

;
Prov. xv. 11, is

intended to describe the energy of the divine

omnipotence as illimitable and filling all things,

extending even down to Sheol. Comp. also

James ii. 19, a passage otherwise related to the

one before us, and perhaps suggested by it, but

having a different purpose. [The rendering of

E. V. needs but to be compared with the above to

show how erroneous and unsatisfactory it is,

E.].
Ver. 6. Naked is the underworld before

Him (comp. Heb. iv. 13: irdvra 6e yv/iva KOI re-

rpaxT/7uafjeva rof o^tfaA/uotf avrov), and the

abyss of hell has no covering (for Him).

Comp. on Prov. xv. 11, a passage parallel to

this in matter, where
|
n3N

(lit. &quot;destruction,

annihilation&quot;) stands precisely as here as a

synonym of ^Ntf ;
also Ps. cxxxix. 8, and be

low ch. xxxviii. 17. [The definition,
&quot; destruc

tion, annihilation
&quot; here given for |Vt3X

is of

course not, to be understood in the metaphysical
sense of the extinction of being. It is the de

struction of life, as enjoyed on the face of the

earth; the extinction of light, the derangement
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of order, the wasting away of all vital energy

and beauty. Hence as VlNfc? describes the un

derworld as the insatiable receptacle of the de

parted, demanding and drawing men into itself,

orcus rapax, tn3*C gives us a glimpse yet deeper

into its abysmal horrors, its destructive, wast

ing potencies. Hence the fearful significance
with which in Rev. (ix. 11) it is applied, as the

Hebrew equivalent to the Greek Apollyon, to the

angel of the bottomless pit. E.].
Ver. 7. Who stretcheth out the north

ern heavens over empty space. The Par

ticiples in this and the two following verses at

tach themselves to God, the logical subject of the

ver. preceding [and are used to describe the di

vine activity herein specified as continuous].

Our rendering of
j!3

in the sense of the north

ern heavens, the northern half of the heavenly
vault, has decisively in its favor the verb HtOJ,

which is never used of the stretching out or ex

pansion of the earth, or a part of it, but always
of the out-stretching of the heavenly vault,
which is conceived of as a tent

;
corno. chap. ix.

8; Is. xl. 22 ; xliv. 24
;
Zech. xii. 1

; Ps. civ. 2,

etc. It would be singular, moreover, if Job had
first mentioned only a part of the earth, the

northern, and not until afterwards had men
tioned it as a whole, however true it might be
that the popular notion of oriental antiquity,
which represented the north of the earth as a

part of it, which abounded most in mountains,
and was highest and heaviest, would seem to fa

vor this view (against Hirzel, Ewald, Heiligst.,
Schlottmann, Dillmann). [Ewald calls atten
tion to the corresponding Hindu notion concern

ing the north. Schlottmann thinks such a re

ference to the north as the heaviest part of the
arth best suited to the connection. Dillmann

argues that it could not properly be affirmed of
the heavens, that they are stretched out over the

^nh]. The reference of
|
13V to the northern

hemisphere of the heavens (Umbreit, Vaih., Halm.,
Olsh., Del., etc.) is favored also by this conside-
tion in addition to those already mentioned, that

all the more important constellations which our
book mentions (the Bear, Pleiades, etc.) belong
to this northern hemisphere, and that moreover

Among other people of the ancient world, the

&quot;pole&quot; (t.
e. the north pole), and

&quot;heaven,&quot;

Are used as synonyms ; so especially among the
Romans (Varro, de L. L. vii. 2, \ 14 ; Ovid, Fast.

6, 278; Horace, and other poets). The correct
view was substantially given by Brentius : Sy
necdoche, a part for the whole

;
for Aquino,

which is Septentrio [North] is used for the
whole heaven or firmament. Hangeth the
earth upon nothing: HO^Sa, not anything

.[lit. &quot;not-what&quot;]=uothing, here substantially

synonymous with &quot;the empty space,&quot;
*nh (comp.

Gen. i. 2), hence denoting the endless empty
spaca in which the earth (which according to

ver. 10 is conceived of as a flat disk, rather than
as a ball), together with the overarching north
ern heavens, hangs freely. The cosmological
conception of the suspension of the earth in the

empty space of the universe (with which may be

compared parallel representations from the

classics, such as Lucretius II., GOO seq., Ovid,
Fast. II., 269 seq.) does not conflict with the

mention of the &quot;

pillars of the earth &quot;

in ch. ix.

6, for the reason that the &quot;

pillars
&quot;

are con
ceived of as the inner roots or bones, the skele

ton as it were of the body of the earth. It is

only quite indirectly that the passage before us
can be used to prove the creation of the world
out of nothing. We may suggest as worthy of

note the descriptions, which remind us of the

one before us, in the more recent oriental poets,
as e. ff.

the Persian Ferideddin Attar (in v. Ham
mer, Geschichte der schijnen Redekunste Persiens,

p. 141,143):
&quot; Pillarless he spreads ont the heavens
A cmopy above the earth
What bears the atmosphere ? Tin nothing,
Nothing on nothiug, and only nothing;&quot;

also the Arabian Audeddin Alnasaph (de reli-

ffione Sonnitar., princ. v. 2) :

&quot;Out of a breath He made the heavens;&quot;

and already in the Koran, in its Sur. 13, v. 2,

it is said :
&quot; It is Allah, who has built the hea

vens on high, without founding it on visible

pillars.&quot; Couip. Umbreit on the ver.

Third Strophe: vers. 8-10. &quot;Who bindeth
up (or &quot;shuts in,&quot; comp. Prov. xxx. 4, c) the
waters in His clouds: which accordingly
are regarded as vessels [bags, bottles, etc.] or

transparent enclosures for the waters of the
heavens above : without the clouds burst
ing under them (the waters) ; i. e. so that the

weight of these masses of water does not cause
them to pour themselves forth in torrents of
rain out of their cloud-vessels, implying that
this is as God expressly wills and orders it;

comp. Gen. vii. 11
;

viii. 2.
[&quot; By which noth

ing more or less is meant than thut the physical
and meteorological laws of rain are of God s ap
pointment.&quot; Del.].

Ver. 9
[&quot;describes the dark and thickly

clouded sky that showers down the rain in the

appointed rainy season.&quot; Del.] Who en-
shroudeth the outside of His throne lit.

&quot; of the throne,&quot; for HD3, as in 1 Kings x. 19

is for ND.p, scarcely, as Hirzel thinks, by an er

ror of transcription for HKDJ. But unques

tionably &quot;the throne&quot; is simp\y=&quot;His throne,&quot;

God s throne in heaven (comp. Is. Ixvi. 1 ; Matt,
v. 34). It is said of the face or outside

( Jp) of

this throne, t. e., that side of it which is turned
towards this earth, that God &quot;encloses&quot; or
&quot; enshrouds&quot; it by causing the clouds to come
between it and the earth. inND, Piel from TDK,
used here of the artificial veiling, or unclosing,
draping it as it were) [&quot;TnN signifies to take
hold of, in architecture to hold together by
means of beams, or to fasten together. . . then
also as usually in Chald. and Syr. to shut (by
means of cross-bars, Neh. vii. 3), here to shut
off by surrounding with clouds.&quot; Del. Hence
not exactly &quot;to hold back,&quot; E. V. but to &quot;fasten

up.&quot; Merx understands the verb of bearing,
holding up, and the verse to set forth the mira
cle that God bears up the tbrone on which He
sits. But in that case JS would be superfluous.
E.]. Spreading over it His clouds this

member of the verse explaining the former.

V*TJJ refers to INDO
&quot;&quot;Jp,

and the quadril. verb
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?En3 is Inf. Absol. and may thus be rendered in

Latin by expendendo, in our language by the Pres.

Active Participle (comp. Ew. 141, c; and Del. on

the ver.) [According to others, e.g., Dillmann,

Green, \ 189 a, the vb. is preterite. Gesenius

(Lex) regards the quadriliteral as a mixed form,
from Bn) and P3. Delitzsch argues forcibly

against this, and regards it as an intensive form
of Kn3, formed by prosthesis, and an Arabic

change of Sin into Shin.]
Ver. 10 [passes from the waters above to the

waters below]. He hath rounded off (encir

cled, Jl&quot;l, comp. the eyvpuaev of the LXX.) a

bound (ph as in ch. xiv. 5) for the face of
the water, to the ending of the light be
side the darkness: or &quot;to the extremity&quot;

(the confines, the boundary line) of the light
with the darkness, ad lucis usque tenebrarumque

Mnfinia (Pareau). So .correct../ Del. and Dill.

[E. V. Con., Words., Carey, Renan., Rod. Merx],
while most moderns (Rosenm., Ewald, Hir/.,

Schlottm., Hahn, etc.) take rrSDn-Tj? by itself

in an adverbial sense,
&quot; most perfectly, most

accurately,&quot; (comp. ch. xxviii. 3), take &quot;VlN

either as a remoter accus. of Jn (so Hirz.), or

as Genit. to pn, standing at the head of the

clause in the construct state (so Ewald). In
either case, however, we get a construction

which is much too harsh. As proving that

rV7l).n~&quot;iy is by no means necessarily used ad.

verbially, comp. above ch. xi. 7. The meaning
of the verse will be rightly apprehended only by
referring it not to the limit in time between light
and darkness, i. e. to the regular succession of

day and night (Schlottm.), but to the limit in

space, the line separating between the light and
dark regions of the heavenly circle, which runs

along the surface of the waters of the ocean, en

circling the earth. &quot;That is to say this descrip
tion, like that in Prov. viii. 27, has for its basis

the conception, prevalent also among the classic

nations, and down into the middle ages, that the

earth is encompassed all around by water, or a

sea, that upon this earth-encircling ocean is

marked out the circle of the celestial hemis

phere, along which the sun and stars run their

course (so that a part of the water lies within
this circle) that the region of the stars, of the

light, lies inside of this circle, and that the

region of darkness begins outside of it
; comp.

Voss on Virg. Georg. I., 240
seq.&quot;

Dillm.
Fourth Strophe: vers. 11-13. The pillars of

heaven are made to tremble, and are
astonished at His rebuke. &quot;Pillars of hea
ven&quot; is the name which the poet gives to the
mountains towering upon high, which seem as
it were to bear up the arch of heaven ; comp.
the ancient classic legend of Atlas, and see above
on ch. ix. 6. In speaking of these pillars as

&quot;moved 1o trembling&quot; (132i*V, Piel. from ^O,
Tivdaaetv) [&quot;the signification of violent and quick
motion backwards and forwards is secured to

the verb&quot; by forms in the Targ., Talm. and
Arabic. Del.], and as fleeing in astonishment
before God s rebuking thunder (comp. Ps. civ.

7; Is. 1. 2
;
Nah. i. 4), the poet describes here

the phenomenon of an earthquake, or that of a
tremendous thunderstorm (comp. Ps. xxix. ; also

Rev. vi. 12 seq.; xx. 11).
Ver. 12. By His power He frightens up

the sea.
&amp;gt;

J&quot;i here not intransitive as in ch.

vii. 5; but transitive in the sense of &quot;frighten

ing up, arousing,&quot; rapacaeiv (comp. Is. li. 15;
Jer. xxxi. 35) ; hardly in the sense of intimida

ting, or putting at rest, as some expositors

(Umbreit, Dillm. [Conant, Carey, Rod.], etc.)
render the verb after the LXX. (/carpet wrev).

[E. V. &quot;divideth&quot; (and so Bernard) here, and
in all the passages cited: but unsupported and
less suitably.] And by His understanding
He smites Rahab in pieces. Comp. on ch.

ix. 13, where already it was shown to be neces

sary to understand 3F1T (LXX.: TO /c^rof) of a

colossal demon-monster of legendary antiquity

(not of Egypt, nor of the raging fury of the sea,

to which pio, &quot;to shatter, to dash in
pieces&quot;

would not be suitable).

Ver. 13. By His breath the heavens
become bright: lit. &quot;are brightness,&quot; rp32f,

a substantive found only here, which, however,
does not denote a permanent quality of the hea
vens (Rosenm.), but one that is transiently

[occasionally] produced by God [by His breath
He scatters the clouds, and brightens the face

of heaven] ; His hand hath pierced the

fleeing serpent. !&quot;PVn, Po. from 7/n, Is. li.

9, hence perforavit, trucidavit; not Pil. from

Sin or Tn. so that it would express the idea

of forming, creating as the Targ., Jer., Rosenm.,
Arnh., Vaih., Welte, Renan [E. V., Con., Noy.,
Ber., Rod.], explain. For here again the dis

course treats not of a creative energy of God, but

of one that is exercised as a part of the estab

lished order of nature, and in all probability it

discusses the same theme as that to which ch.

iii. 8 refers, to wit, the production of eclipses of
the sun and moon. For the popular superstition

prevalent at the time of the composition of our

book conceived of this phenomenon as consist

ing in the attempt of a dragon-like dark mon
ster to swallow up these luminaries, accompa
nied by an intervention of God, who slays or

strangles this monster
[&quot;so

that it was custo

mary to say, when the sun or moon was eclipsed:

The Dragon, or the Flying Serpent, has wound
around it

; and on the other hand when it was

released from the obscuration: God has killed

the Dragon.
&quot;

Dillm.] It is to this exercise of

God s power, bringing deliverance, that tne

clause IT nSVn refers, while m3 tfHJ (theT T :

same expression also in Is. xxvii. 1) denotes the

monster referred to, which is represented as

seized upon in the act of fleeing (before God),
hence as &quot;a fugitive, fleeing serpent.&quot; In that

parallel passage in Isaiah, the LXX. rightly

translate by fytv (ftevyovra, while their rendering
in the passage before us, opaKovra airoararyv,

whether we regard the language or the thought,
is equally inadmissible with the coluber tortuosus

of the Vulg. [followed by E. V. &quot;crooked ser

pent&quot;],
or the serpenlem vectem of the same ver

sion in Is. xxvii. 1 (comp. the fyiv avy
&quot;the barring serpent,&quot;

of Symmachus).
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Ver. 14. A recapitulating closing verse, stand

ing outside of the schema of strophes. Lo,

these (H^N pointing backwards, as in ch. xviii.

21) are the ends of His ways: or, &quot;of His

way,&quot; according to the K thibh ;
the same wa

vering between 13&quot;}^
and V3&quot;n to be seen also

in Prov. viii. 22. The &quot;ends&quot; or &quot;borders&quot;

(Delitzsch) [Conant, Words., etc.,] of God s ways
are the extreme outlines of what He is doing in

governing the world, those intimations of His

heavenly activity which are lowest, and nearest,

and most immediately accessible to our power
of apprehension. And what a faintly whis

pering word (it is) that we hear! yOKf-HDI
121, lit. &quot;and what a whisper of a word.&quot; For

this combination of HD with a substantive in

apposition, comp. Ps. xxx. 10; Is. xl. 18; and

for yftW with 3 of the attentive bearing of

anything, see above ch. xxi. 2; also ch. xxxvii.

2; Gen. xxvii. 5; Ps. xcii. 12. Against the

partitive rendering of 13, advocated by Schlott.

and Delitzsch, may be urged the plur. form

V3~n, preferred by the Masoretes, as well as

the probability that to express this meaning the

preposition JO would rather have been used.

[Here again, as in ch. iv. 12, the incorrect ren

dering of E. V. :
&quot; How little a portion is heard

of Him,&quot; mars the poetic beauty and graphic
contrast of the passage. On

|*Dty
Wordsworth

remarks :
&quot; We feel as it were a zephyr of God s

Presence walking in the garden of this world in

the cool of the
day.&quot;]

But the thunder of
His omnipotence (according to the K ri

Vnni3J, &quot;his energies&quot;) who can under

stand ? f. e. the full, unmodified manifestation

of His energies, the unsmothered &quot;thunder-

course&quot; of His heavenly spheres (comp. what

Raphael says in the Prologue to Faust) would
be unbearable by us, frail, sinful children of

earth.
[&quot;Job

could not have uttered in nobler

language his deep feeling of the degree in which
the divine glory surpasses all human knowledge.
There resounds in it in truth an echo of the far-

off divine thunder itself, and before this the poet
has the friends now become entirely dumb.&quot;

Schlott m.]

DOCTRINAL, ETHICAL AND HOMILETICAL.

1. That which Bildad brings forward against
Job in ch. xxv. is so meagre, and possesses so

little novelty, that it may be said, that in his

discourse the opposition of the friends dies the

death of exhaustion, and that the bitter irony
of Job s rejoinder to it seems fully justified.
For the real problem which underlies the whole

controversy the great mystery touching the

frequency with which the innocent suffer, which
Job had again set forth so eloquently just before

that problem Bildad certainly does not consi

der. He avoids indeed those bitter personalities
and odious accusations against Job with which

Eliphaz had made his exit just before in a man
ner that was altogether unworthy, and takes his

leave of the sufferer, whom he himself also had
heretofore violently assailed, in a way that is

relatively friendly in a way in which the final

peaceful termination of the conflict (ch. xlii.

7-9) is remotely intimated. That which Bildad

actually brings forward is a truth which does

not at all touch the real point at issue, which
Job himself has on former occasions expressly
conceded (see ch. ix. 2; xiv. 4), the same truth

which Eliphaz had in his first two discourses

prominently emphasized, and in the renewed
statement of which, at this time, Bildad closely

copies even the expressions of his older associate.

He only reminds Job of the universal sinful-

ness of the human race once again, without
direct accusation, in order that Job may himself

derive from it the admonition to humble himself;
and this admonition Job really needs, for his

speeches are in many ways contrary to that

humility which is still the duty of sinful man,
even in connection with the best justified con
sciousness of right thoughts and actions towards
the holy God&quot; (Del.).

2. Of the fact that Job is still wanting in pro
per humility, and in a profound perception of

sin, he at once proceeds to give evidence in his

rejoinder in ch. xxvi. In this he appears as

decisively victorious over his opponents, who-

have shown themselves totally unequal to the

problem to be solved, while he, by his emphatic
reference to the incomprehensibleness and un-
searchableness of God s ways, had made at least

an important advance towards its solution,
and had shown his appreciation of the mys
tery as such in its entire significance. But
he makes his vanquished opponents duly
sensible of this superiority which he had
over them, when in replying to Bildad, the
last speaker of the number, he wields the

weapon of sarcasm in a way that is altogether
merciless, and seeks to humiliate him by a eu

logy of the divine omnipotence and exaltation

which is visibly intended to surpass and eclipse
that which had been said by him. It is true

indeed that this very description in Us incom

parable grandeur gives us to understand clearly

enough how entirely filled and carried away Job
is by its infinitely elevated theme, and how by
virtue of his flight to this height of an inspired
contemplation of God. every thought respecting
the unrelenting, i- even vindictive persecution
of his opponents disappears, so that the closing
reference to the unattainable height and glory
of the divine nature and activity (ver. 14) is un

accompanied by any expression whatever of tri

umphant pride, or bitter enjoyment of their

discomfiture (comp. V. Gerlach below, Homi-
letic Remarks on ch. xxvi. 2 seq.). The pure
and undivided enthusiasm with which he sur
renders himself to the contemplation of the Di

vine has manifestly an ennobling, purifying, and

elevating influence on his spirit. It shows that

he is not far removed at length from the goal of

a perfectly correct and true solution of the dark

mystery which occupies him It makes it ap
parent that essentially one thing is lacking to

him that he may press upward through the dark
scenes of his conflict to the light of pure truth
and peace with God, and that is a humble sub
mission beneath the dealings of the only wise
and true God, dealings which are righteous even
towards him, sincere repentance and confession
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of the errors and failures of which he had been

guilty even during the hot conflict of suffering
through which he had passed, that &quot;

repenting
in dust and ashes&quot; to which God s treatment

brought him at last, as one who had been af
flicted by his Heavenly Father, not indeed in ac
cordance with the ordinary standard of retribu

tion, but nevertheless not unjustly, not without
a remedial and loving purpose.

3. That which is of greatest interest in the

two short sections preceding not only to the

scientific, but also to the practical and homiletic

expositor, are those elements of a poetic cosmo

logy and physical theology, which in Bildad s

discourse are presented more briefly and more
in the way of suggestion, but which in that of

Job are exhibited in a more developed and com
prehensive form. It is that material which at

an earlier day was treated by Baur in his Syste-
ma Mundi Jobxum (Hal. 1707), Scheuchzer in

his Jobi Physica Sacra, etc., and which to this

day is a theme of no small interest in its theolo

gical aspects as well as in those related to cos

mology and the history of civilization. The fact

that certain mythological representations, and
in particular a few traces of astronomical myths,
are scattered over this magnificent picture of

creation, and that the teachings of modern
science concerning the mechanism of the hea
vens cannot be derived from it, cannot injure the

peculiarly high value of the description, nor de

stroy its utility for practical purposes. It is in

any case a view of the universe of incontroverti

ble grandeur, which in all that is described in

ch. xxvi. 6-13 beholds only the
&quot;fringes&quot;

of

God s glory as they hang over on earth (comp.
Is. vi. 1), only a few meagre lineaments of the

entire divine manifestation, only a muffled mur
mur echoing from afar off as a poor substitute

for the thunder of His omnipotence. And in re

spect to the purity and correctness of its repre
sentations in detail, this physical theology of

Job ranks sufficiently high, as is shown by that

which is said of &quot;hanging the earth upon noth

ing&quot; (ver. 7), a description of the fact no less

surprising than the following descriptions of me
teorological and geological processes are poeti

cally bold and elevated.

Particular Passages.

Ch. xxv. 4seq. COCCEIUS : Although in our

eyes the stars may seem nafiapov TI or/A/fov (to
shine with some degree of purity), nevertheless

even they are outside of God s habitation, being
esteemed unworthy to adorn His dwelling-place.
. . . How therefore can miserable man, who is

mortal and diseased and liable to death, who is

a son of Adam, who is no worthier than a worm,
or a grub, who is made of earth, who crawls on

the earth, who lives by the earth, who is at

once foul and defiled, .... who in a word is

as far below the stars, as the worm is below

himself how shall he dare or be able to face

God in His court, and on equal terms to argue
with Him? Let him, along with the moon and

the stars, kepp himself in his own station, and he

will enjoy God s favors ;
but let him attempt to

exalt himself, and he will be crushed by the

weight of the divine majesty. V. GERLACH : As

the hosts of heaven are types of the pure spirits

33

of heaven, so is their brightness a type of the

loliness of the inhabitants of heaven, just as im

mediately after (in ver. 6) the mortality and
wretchedness of man is a type of his sinfulness.

n this centra-position there lies a profound
ruth: Holiness and shining brightness, and sin

and death s corruption correspond to each other.

.n his frailty and mortality man has an inces

sant reminder of his sin and corruption ; in see-

ng his outward lot he should humble himself

nwardly before God.
Ch. xxvi. 2-4. WOHLFARTH : After that Job

las ironically shown to his friend the irrelevancy
of his reply, he takes a nobler revenge upon

, by delivering a much worthier eulogy on
3od s exalted greatness, of which notwithstand

ing and during his suffering he has a most vivid

and penetrating conviction. V. GERLACH: Job s

frame of mind bordering on pride, which causes
liim altogether to misunderstand that which is

glorious and exalted in Bildad s last discourse,

belongs to the earthly folly which clings to him,
which is to be stripped away from him by the

sufferings and conflicts of his inner man, and
which does at last really fall away from him.

The splendid description which follows, and es

pecially its humble conclusion (ver. 14), proves
in the meanwhile that the fundamental disposi
tion of Job s heart was different from that which
the particular expressions uttered by him in his

more despondent moods would seem to indicate.

Ch. xxvi. 7seq. BRENTIUS : The fact that God
stretches out the heavens, and supports the

earth, without the aid of pillars, is a great ar

gument in proof of His power (Ps. cii. 26). The

poets relate that Atlas supports heaven on his

shoulders; but we acknowledge the true Atlas,

the Lord our God, who by His word supports
both heaven and earth. WOHLFABTU : The look

to heaven which Job here requires us to take,

does not indeed reach upwards to the throne of

the Eternal (ver. 7 seq.). But although we can

not now behold Him, who dwells in His inacces

sible light, we can nevertheless feel His near

ness, recognize His existence, experience His

influence, see His greatness and majesty, when
we pray to Him as the Being who stretches out

the heavens above the earth like a tent, at whose

beckoning the clouds open and water the thirsty

earth, who has given to the water its bounds,

etc. As the work bears witness to its master, so

does the universe to its Creator, Preserver, and

Ruler (Ps. xix. 5); and no despairing one has

ever beheld the eternal order which stands be

fore him, and its mysterious, but ever beneficent

movements, no sinner desiring salvation has ever

tarried in the courts of this great temple of God,

without being richly dowered with heavenly

blessings
Ch. xxvi. 14. OECOLAMPADIUS : These tokens

of divine power however great will nevertheless

rightly be esteemed small, as being hardly a

slight whisper in comparison with the mighty
thunder. There is nothing therefore so fright

ful, but faith will be able to endure it, when it

thus exercises itself in the works of God s power,

especially with the word of promise added.

WOHLFARTH : We can survey only the smallest

portion of God s immeasurable realm ! What ia

the knowledge of the greatest sages but the
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abort-sighted vision of a worm! Our earth do we know of Him; how great is the sum of

is a grain of sand in the All, the &quot;drop of

a bucket,&quot; as the prophet says ;
and how little

that which is hidden from us ! (1 Cor. xiii.

9 seq.).

///. Job alone : His closing address to the vanquished friends. Chap. XXVII XXVIII.

a. Renewed asseveration of his innocence, accompanied by a reference to his joy in Ood, which had not

forsaken him even in the midst of his deepest misery. Chap, xxvii. 1-10.

1 Moreover Job continued his parable, and said :

2 As God liveth, who hath taken away my judgment ;

and the Almighty, who hath vexed my soul
;

3 all the while my breath is in me,
and the spirit of God is in my nostrils

;

4 my lips shall not speak wickedness

nor my tongue utter deceit.

5 God forbid that I should justify you :

till I die I will not remove mine integrity from me.
6 My righteousness I hold fast, I will not let it go :

my heart shall not reproach me so long as I live.

7 Let mine enemy be as the wicked,
and he that riseth up against me as the unrighteous.

8 For what is the hope of the hypocrite, though he hath gained,
when God taketh away his soul ?

9 Will God hear his cry
when trouble cometh upon him ?

10 Will he delight himself in the Almighty ?

will he always call upon God ?

b. Statement of his belief that the prosperity of the ungodly cannot endure, but that they must infallibly
come to a terrible end. Vers. 1 1-23.

11 I will teach you by the hand of God
;

that which is with the Almighty will I not conceal.

12 Behold, all ye yourselves have seen it
;

why then are ye thus altogether vain ?

13 This is the portion of a wicked man with God,
and the heritage of oppressors, which they shall receive of the Almighty.

14 If his children be multiplied, it is for the sword ;

and his offspring shall not be satisfied with bread.

15 Those that remain of him shall be buried in death
;

and his widows shall not weep.
16 Though he heap up silver as the dust,

and prepare raiment as the clay ;

17 he may prepare it, but the just shall put it on,
and the innocent shall divide the silver.

18 He buildeth his house as a moth,
and as a booth that the keeper maketh.

19 The rich man shall lie down, but he shall not be gathered ;

he openeth his eyes, and he is not !

20 Terrors take hold on him as waters,
a tempest stealeth him away in the night.
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21 The east wind carrieth him away, and he departeth:
and as a storm hurleth him out of his place.

22 For God shall cast upon him, and not spare:
He would fain flee out of his hand.

23 Men shall clap their hands at him,
and hiss him out of his place.

c. Declaration that true Wisdom, which alone can tecure real well-being, and a correct solution of the

dark enigmas of man s destiny, is to be found nowhere on earth, but only with God, and by meant

of a pious submission to Ood. Chap, xxviii.

1 Surely there is a vein for the silver,

and a place for gold where they fine it.

2 Iron is taken out of the earth.

and brass is molten out of the stone.

3 He setteth an end to darkness,
and searcheth out all perfection :

the stones of darkness, and the shadow of death.

4 The flood breaketh out from the inhabitants ;

even the waters forgotten of the foot :

they are dried up, they, are gone away from men.
o As for the earth, out of it cometh bread :

and under it is turned up as it were fire.

6 The stones of it are the place of sapphires :

and it hath dust of gold.
7 There is a path which no fowl knoweth,

and which the vulture s eye hath not seen.

8 The lion s whelps have not trodden it

nor the fierce lion passed by it.

9 He putteth forth his hand upon the rock
;

10 He cutteth out rivers among the rocks
;

and his eye seeth every precious thing.
he overturneth the mountains by the roots.

11 He bindeth the floods from overflowing ;

and the thing that is hid bringeth he forth to light.

12 But where shall wisdom be found?

and where is the place of understanding ?

13 Man knoweth not the price thereof:

neither is it found in the land of the living.

14 The depth saith, It is not in me
;

and the sea saith, It is not with me.

15 It cannot be gotten for gold,
neither shall silver be weighed for the price thereof.

16 It cannot be valued with the gold of Ophir,
with the precious onyx, or the sapphire.

17 The gold and the crystal cannot equal it:

and the exchange of it shall not be for jewels of fine gold.

18 No mention shall be made of coral, or of pearls ;

for the price of wisdom is above rubies.

19 The topaz of Ethiopia shall not equal it,

neither shall it be valued with pure gold.

20 Whence then cometh wisdom ?

and where is the place of understanding ?

21 Seeing it is hid from the eyes of all living,

and kept, close from the fowls of the air.

22 Destruction and death say,

we have heard the fame thereof with our ears.

23 God understandeth the way thereof,

and He knoweth the place thereof.
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24 For He looketh to the ends of the earth,

and seeth under the whole heaven ;

25 to make the weight for the winds ;

and He weigheth the waters by measure.

26 When lie made a decree for the rain,

and a way for the lightning of the thunder ;

27 Then did He see it, and declare it
;

He prepared it, yea, aud searched it out.

28 And unto man He said :

Behold, the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom ;

and to depart from evil is understanding.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Inasmuch as the opposition of the friends

IB silenced, before the last of the number

attempts a third reply, the victor, after a short

pause, takes up his discourse, &quot;in order that,

by collecting himself after the passion of the

strife, he might express with greater calmness

and clearness the convictions which have been

formed within him as results of the colloquy
thus far, and so to give to the colloquy the

internal solution which was wanting&quot; (Dillm.).
It is not so much a triumphant self-contempla
tion, or a pathetic monologue, that he delivers,

but a genuine didactic discourse, addressed to the

vanquished friends, which, like the discourses

of the previous discussion, is cast in the form,
characteristic of the Chokmah, of a series of

proverbs. It is hence expressly termed in the

introductory verse (ch. xxvii. 1) a continuation

of the &quot;Mashal, i. e. of the proverbial discourse&quot;

(in regard to c/D n&ttP, &quot;to utter, lit. to raise
\ e&amp;gt; T T .. .

a proverb;&quot; comp. Num. xxiii. 7. where the

same expression is applied to a prophetic vaiici-

nium of Balaam s). [&quot;
/EJQ is speech of a more

elevated tone and more figurative character ;

here, as frequently, the unaffected outgrowth
of an elevated solemn mood. The introduction

of the ultimatum as /t^D reminds one of &quot; the
T T

proverb (el-methel) seals it in the mouth of the

Arab, since in common life it is customary to

use a pithy saying as the final proof at the con
clusion of a

speech.&quot; Delitzsch.] The follow

ing are the contents of this proverbial discourse,
which is somewhat extended, and which, espe
cially in its last principal division, is exceed

ingly lofty and poetic: (1) An emphatic asseve
ration of his own innocence, which he has made
repeatedly during the previous colloquy, and
which he now puts forth as attested by his con
tinued experience of God s friendship, and bis

joy in God (ch. xxvii. 2-10); (2) A description
imitating and surpassing the similar descrip

tions of the friends in chs. xv.
; xviii. ; xx., etc.

of the fearful divine judgment, which must of

necessity overtake the ungodly, and in view of
which he indeed has every reason to adhere ear

nestly and zealously to God s ways (ch. xxvii.

11-23); (3) An exhibition of the nature of true

wisdom, which alone can furnish correct solu
tions of the dark enigmas of this earthly life,

and which is here set forth as a blessing abso

lutely supra-sensual, to be obtained only through

God, and the closes.union with Him (ch. xxviii.).

These three sections are differently divided,

the two former consisting of three short stro

phes (of three to five verses), the third of three

long strophes (two of eleven, and one of six

verses).
2. First Section : The asseveration of his inno

cence: ch. xxvii. 2-10.

First Strophe: vers. 2-4. As God liveth

(lit. &quot;living is God!&quot; a well-known Hebrew,
and also Arabic formula of adjuration) [the only

place where Job resorts to the oath], who hath
taken away from me my right, and the

Almighty who hath vexed my soul ; lit.

&quot;who hath made bitter my soul&quot; (LXX. : o

niKpuaas, comp. Col. iii. 19: TriKpalvea&ai).
Ver. 3. For still all my breath is in me,

and God s breath is in my nostrils, i. e. I

am still possessed of enough freshness and vigor
of spirit to know what I say, to be a responsible
witness in behalf of my innocence. The older

expositors, and among the moderns Schlottmann

[Good, Noyes, Conant, Bernard, Carey, Rodwell,

El/as, Renan, Merx, and so E. V.] take the

verse not as a parenthetic reason for the adjura
tion in ver. 2, but as the antecedent of ver. 4 :

&quot;so long as my breath is yet in me,&quot; etc. But
in that case the contents of the oath would have
a double introduction, first by 2, then by DX.

Moreover the words 3 &quot;TOE?} &quot;lty~73, as the

parallel passages, 2 Sam. i. 9; Hos. xiv. 8, show,
have not in the least the appearance of an
adverbial antecedent determination of time.

[The older rendering is certainly to be preferred.

(1) It expresses a thought much more suitable

for incorporation into an oath. &quot;As God lives

while I live I will speak only the truth&quot; is

natural. &quot; As God lives and I take this oath

because I am fully competent to stand up to

what I am swearing my lips shall not,&quot; etc.

is decidedly unnatural. (2) The language at

once suggests the simple idea of living &quot;breath

CriDEO) yet in me the breath of Eloah in my
nostril.&quot; This is scarcely the language one
would use in describing a particular inward con
dition. (3) \3 is simply transitional, intro

ducing after the oath a thought preparatory to

the principal thought introduced by DX, a con

struction which Delitzsch admits to be possible,

though what there is perplexing in it, it is diffi

cult to see. (4) ~/3 is used adverbially as in

Ps. xxxix. 6; xlv. 14; Eccles. v. 15; here

&quot;wholly as long as&quot; (see Gesenius and Furst).
It thus strengthens the expression in a way that
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is altogether appropriate to the strong feeling
which prompts the oath. E.]

Ver. 4 gives the contents of the oath, which
the following verses unfold still more specifically

and comprehensively. In regard to nSlJ?, 1ft.

&quot;perverseness,&quot; hence &quot;falsehood, untruthful-
ness,&quot; and its synonym rPDI, corap ch. xiii. 7.

Second Strophe: vers. 6-7. Far be it from
me (lit. &quot;for a profanation be it to me,&quot; comp.
Ew. I 329, a) to grant that you are in the
right: wherein is seen in the second member

until I die I will not let my innocence
be taken away from me

(lit. &quot;I will not let
it depart from

me&quot;),
f. . I will not cease from

asserting it continually.
Ver. 6. In regard to T\2~)r\ in a, meaning &quot;to

let something go, to let it fall,&quot; comp. ch. vii.

19. My heart reproacheth not one of my
days. ^in, lit.

&quot; to pluck, to pick off,&quot; carpere,

vellicare. 22!/ here is unquestionably synony
mous substantially with &quot;conscience.&quot; So
Luther translated it both here and in Josh. ziv.

7; comp. also 1 Sam. xxiv. 6 [6] ;
2 Sam. xxiv.

10, where it may also be translated &quot;conscience&quot;

(see in general Vilmar, Theolog. Moral. I., p. 66).
Most modern commentators rightly take

{D
in

D O, as partitive &quot;one of my days;&quot; the tem

poral rendering of the expression adopted by
the ancients, as also by Ewald (=while I live,
in omni vita mea, Vulg.) [E. V.], necessitates the

harsh and scarcely admissible rendering of PIT
as intransitive, or as reflexive

(&quot;does
not blame

itself,&quot; Ewald) [E. V. supplies &quot;me&quot;].
It

remains to be said, that this asseveration of

innocence (like that in ch. xxiii. 10 seq.) is, in

some measure, exaggerated, when compared
with the mention which Job makes earlier of

&quot;the sins of his
youth,&quot; ch. xiii. 26.

Ver. 7. Mine enemy must appear as the
wicked, and mine adversary as the un
righteous: viz. as the penalty of their falsely

suspecting and disputing my innocence. Only
this optative rendering of the Jussive ^PP is

suited to the context, not the concessive: &quot;though

mine enemy be an evil-doer, I am none&quot; (Hirz.).

As to DOpPD, comp. ch. xx. 27; Ps. lix. 2.

[&quot;The
idea conveyed in 3*^ is hostility of feel

ing ; in
ODpfVp, hostility of action, and that ini

tiative. It is, to some extent, expressive of

unprovoked assault.&quot; Carey.]
Third Strophe : vers. 8-10. For what is the

hope of an ungodly man when He cutteth
off, when Eloah draweth out his soul ?

This question is to be understood from the two

former discourses of Job, in which, when con

fronting death he placed his hope with animated

.emphasis on God, as his final deliverer and

avenger (chs. xvii. and xix.). In contrast with

such a joyful hope reaching out beyond death,

the evil-doer has nothing more to hope for, when
ouce God has cut off bis thread of life, and

drawn out his soul out of the mortal body

enclosing it (t?
11

Imperf. apoc. Kal. from

extrahere, cognate with hhv and St?J). The

figurative expression: &quot;cutting off the soul,&quot;

has always for its basis the same conception of
the body as a tent, and of the internal thread
of life as the tent-cord, which we came across
in ch. iv. 21. Possibly the expression: &quot;draw

ing out&quot; has the same explanation, although
this seems to have rather for its basis the com
parison of the body to a sheath for the soul (Dan.
vii. 15), so that accordingly we have a transi
tion from one figure to another. [E. V. (after
the Vulgate, Syr., Targ.), Gesenius in Thes.,
Fiirst, Con., Ber., Merx, Rod., Elz., translate

JJ^IT
\3 &quot;though he hath gained&quot; scil. riches,

or &quot;though he despoil.&quot; The meaning &quot;to

plunder&quot; or
&quot;gain&quot;

is certainly more in har

mony with the usage of the verb in Kal, and
avoids the mixture of metaphor according to the
other construction. E.]

Vers. 9, 10. Will God hear his cry ? ...
Can he delight himself in the Almighty ?
etc. The meaning of these questions is that
to him there shall be neither the hearing of his

prayers, nor a joyful, trustful and loving fellow

ship with God (J3jpnn as in ch. xxii. 26). Job

accordingly claims for himself both these things
(comp. ch. xiii. 16), and thereby leaves out of
the account transient obscurations of his spirit,
like that in consequence of which he mourns
(ch. xix. 7) that his prayer is not heard.

3. Second Section: Description of ihe inevita
ble overthrow of the wicked: vers. 11-23. The
striking correspondence which this description
by Job seems at first sight to exhibit with the
well-known descriptions of the friends, especially
in the second series of the colloquy, and this

notwithstanding the fact that Job himself only
just before, in chs. xxi. and xxiv., has main
tained the happiness of the wicked to the end
of their life, have led some to assume a transpo
sition, or confusion of the text (Kennicott, Stuhl-

mann, Bernstein, [Bernard, Wemyss, Elzns] ;

comp. Introd. \ 9, 1) ; others, to suppose that

Job is here simply repeating the opinion of his

opponents, without purposing to make it his

own (Eichhorn, Das Buch Hiob iibcrs., etc., 1824;
Bockel, 2d Ed. 1830). But the contradiction to

Job s former utterances is only apparent, for:

(1) The opinion that the prosperity of the wicked
cannot endure has been repeatedly put forth

even by himself, at least in principle (comp. ch.

xxi. 16; xxiii. 15; xxiv. 12; comp. also below
ch. xxxi. 3 seq.). (2) The erroneous and objec

tionably one-sided utterances regarding God as

a hard-hearted persecutor of innocence, and
author of the prosperity of many evil-doers,

which he has heretofore frequently put forth,

needed to be counteracted by ihe truths which

supplement and rectify these one-sided errors.

(3) It was of importance to Job, not so much to

instruct the friends in regard to the fact that

the impending destruction of the ungodly was
certain for that they had long known this fact

is expressly set forth in ver. 12 as rather to

place this phenomenon in the right light, in

opposition to the perverted application which

they had made of it, and io exhibit its profound
connection with the order of the unverse as

established by the only wise God. This end he

accomplishes by subsequently introducing a
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description of true wisdom and understanding,
a treasure deeply hidden, and to be possessed

only through the fear of God, and humble sub

mission to Him. This is the end which Job has

in view in the present discourse. It is not

necessary (with Brentius and others of the older

expositors, also Schlottmann) to find in it a

warning purpose, t. ., the purpose to set before

the friends the end of those who judge unjustly,
and who render unfriendly decisions, with a

view of terrifying them a purpose of which
there is nowhere any indication, and for which
there would seem to be no particular motive,

seeing that the discussion has come to an end,
and that any attempt to move the vanquished
opponents by warnings would be cruelly and
most injuriously at variance with the concilia

tory mildness which this last discourse of Job s

elsewhere breathes.

[a. The attempts to relieve the difficulty con
nected with the passage before us by changing
and transposing the text are arbitrary arid

unsatisfactory, producing abrupt connections, or

rather breaks, and a confusion of thought and

impression more serious than that which it is

sought to remove.
b. Especially does it betray a total want of

appreciation of the author s skill in managing
the plot and development of the drama to force

in Zophar for a third speech. The logical and
rhetorical exhaustion of the friends could not

well be more effectively indicated than by the

way in which the colloquy on their part tapers
and dwindles first in the short, and so far as

ideas are concerned, poverty-stricken speech of

Bildad, and finally in the complete dumbness of

Zophar, perhaps of all three the most consum
mate master of words.

c. The theory that Job is here going over the

ground of the friends, and repeating their posi
tion, is disproved negatively by the absence of

anything to indicate such a course, and posi
tively by the straightforward earnestness and
deep feeling which pervade the passage, as well
as by what he says in the introductory verses

11, 12.

d. Regarded as Job s own earnest affirmations
the following considerations should be borne in
mind.

(1) As shown above by Zockler, isolated state
ments have already proceeded in harmony with
the representation given here. At the same
time it cannot be denied that this is much the
most extended and emphatic expression by Job
of the view here set forth, and that it is in form
much more nearly allied to the representations
of the friends. But :

(2) It is no part of the poet s plan to preserve
Job s unalterable consistency. Job s experiences
are most various, and his utterances change
with them. They strike each various chord of
sorrow, joy, doubt, confidence, despair, hope,
fear, yearning, victory. Through all it is true
there is an underlying unity and identity of
character; but the variations exist, and are full
of dramatic interest and importance, and yetmore of sacred practical suggestiveness.

(3) These inconsistencies still further prepare
the way for a termination and solution of the
controversy. As Umbreit has shown, without

the apparent contradiction in Job s speeches,
the interchange of words would have been end

less;&quot; or as Delitzsch has stated it: &quot; Had Job s

stand-point been absolutely immovable, the con

troversy could not possibly have come to a well-

adjusted decision, which the poet must have

planned, and which he also really brings about,
by causing his hero still to retain an impertur
bable consciousness of his innocence, but also

allowing his irritation to subside, and his ex
treme harshness to become moderated.&quot;

(4) In the particular passage before us, Job s

utterance is to be explained largely in the light
of the victory which he has just achieved. In
the hour of triumph a great, soul is moderate,
calm, just. So here Job shows the greatness of
his strength by conceding to the friends the
truth in their position, and by stating that truth
with a power equal to their own. It is a mas
terly touch of the poet s art that shows itself
here in this picture of a great soul in the hour
of victory.

(5) There is, however, as suggested above by
Zockler, a still more conscious and controlling
purpose in the following description. Job de
scribes the certain destruction of the wicked,
not mainly in the way of concession to the
friends, but rather for his own vindication. The
friends had portrayed such descriptions to show
how much there are in the evil-doer s fate to
remind of Job s calamities. Job takes up the
theme to show how unlike his fate, with all its

tragic lineaments, and the abandoned sinner s.

He still holds fast to his righteousness, is heard
by God, delights in God. is on terms of intimacy
with God, is competent to instruct in behalf of
God; the wicked man has a very different por
tion with God! As ever therefore Job is not
merely eloquent, but cogent; and when he
accepts their conclusions, it is to overwhelm
them yet more completely with their own argu
ments. E.]

First Strophes: vers. 11-13. Introduction to
the following description.

Ver. 11. I -will teach you concerningGod s hand: i. e. concerning His doings, His
mode of working. In regard to 3 with verbs
of teaching or instructing, comp. Ps. xxv. 8, 12;
xxxii. 8: Prov. iv. 11 (Ew. \ 217, /). The
mind of the Almighty will I not conceal
from you: lit. &quot;what is with the Almighty,
that which forms the contents of His thoughts
and counsels;&quot; comp. ch. x 13; xxiii. 10, etc.

Ver. 12 See now, all ye yourselves
[Dnx emphatic] have seen it, have become
f.tmiliar with it by observation (Jim, as in ch.

xv. 17), PO that ye do not need to learn the thing
iuelf, but only to acquire a more correct,
unprejudiced understanding of it. The second
member points to the latter: &quot;and why are ye
then vain wi h vanity ?&quot; i. e. so altogether vain,
so completely entangled in perverse delusion?
(Ew. | 281, a).

Ver. 13 nnnounces the theme treated of in the
passage following, in words which purposely
convey a reminder of the language used by one
of the opponents, Zophar, at the close of his dis
course (ch. xx. 29).

Second Strophe : vers. 14-18. The judgment,
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upon the family, possessions, and homestead of

the evil-doer.

Ver. 14. If his children multiply (it is)

for the sword. Syv^as sc. 13*v . In respect

to 107, found only in Job, cotnp. ch. xxix. 21 ;

xxxviii. 40; xl. 4 (Ew. \ 221, b).

Ver. 15. The remnant of those who are his
shall be buried by the pestilence. VVUP
&quot;his escaped oues&quot; (comp. chnp. xx. 2t. 26), are

the descendants still remaining to him, after that

the sword and famine have already thinned their

ranks. This remainder the Pestilence will carry
off, that third destroying angel, in addition to

the sword and famine, mentioned also in Jer.

xiv. 12; xv. 2; xviii. 21 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 13; Lev.

xxvi. 25seq. Here, as also in Jer. xv. 2, this is

simply designated &quot;death&quot; (rjVD); and by the

phrase, &quot;in death (or by death) they are buried,&quot;

allusion is made to the quick succession of death

and burial, which is customary in such epidemics

(comp. Amos vi. 9seq. ). This bold and truly

poetic thought is destroyed if, with Bottcher, we
take H1D3 to mean in momenta mortis, or if, with

Olshausen [Men], we arbitrarily insert a X 7

before ^3P\ [Carey explains: &quot;They shall be.

sepulchred by Death. This is literal, and a bold

figure, by which is signified that they should
have no other burial than such as Death should

give them on the open field, where they had
fallen, either by sword or by famine.&quot; This,

however, is somewhat too artificial and modern].
And his widows weep not to wit, in fol

lowing the coffin, because by reason of the fright
ful raging of the disease, funeral solemnities are

not observed. &quot;His widows&quot; may mean both
the principal wives and concubines of the head
of the family, and those of his deceased sons and

grandsons; these latter even, in a certain sense,

belonging to him, the patriarch. Comp. the lite

ral repetition of this member in Ps. Ixxviii. 64,

where the twofold possibility mentioned here is

not recognized, because the VjD/N there refers

to the
&quot;people,&quot; DJP.

Ver. 16. If he heapeth up for himself sil

ver as the dust, etc. The same figures used
to designate material regarded as worthless on
account of its great quantity in Zech. ix. 3.

Ver. 17. Apodosis lo the preceding verse, ex

pressing the same thought as, e.g., Ps. xxxvii.

29, 34; Eccles. ii. 16.

Ver. 18. He hath built, like a moth, his

house, and like a booth, which a watch
man puts up (in a vineyard, or an orchard,
Isa. i. 8). The point of comparison for both

members is the laxity, frailty, destructibility of

such structures, which are intended to be broken

up soon.

Third Strophe: Vers. 19-23. He lieth down
rich, and doeth it not again. So according

to the reading ^p&T N1
?! (:=

e

] OV), which already

the LXX. (nal ov irpoodfoei), Ttala, and Pesh.

followed, which is favored by parallel passages,
such as chap. xx. 9: xl. 6. and is accordingly

preferred by the leading modern commentators,
such as Ewald, Hirzel, Delitzsch, Dillmann [Re-

nan, Rodwell, Merx]. The renderings based on

the reading
t

|DX.\
K?l are not so good; as, e.g.,

&quot;and yet nothing is taken away&quot; (Schnurr.,
Umbreit, Stick. [Elzas, Wemyss: &quot;but he shall

take nothing away&quot;] ;
&quot;and he is not buried&quot;

(Ralbag, Rosenmiiller, Schlottmann) [Noyes,
E. V.: &quot;he shall not be gathered,&quot; and so Con.,
Lee, Scott, etc. Carey explains the familiar

phrase, to be gathered (to one s fathers, etc.).&quot;

not of being buried in the grave, but of being re

moved to the place of spiritn. The objections to

referring the clause to the rich man s burial, as

stated by Delitzsch, are, that the preceding
strophe has already referred to his not being
buried, and that the relation of the two pans of

the verse in this interpretation is unsatisfactory].

The same may be said of the reading ^DK^Kb],
&quot;and takes not with him&quot; (Jerome, and some

MSS.). Openeth his eyes and is gone!
(couip. chap. xxiv. 24). This further description
of the sudden end of the wicked relates to the

morning, the time of awakening, as the preceding
clause refers to the evening hour of going to

bed.

Ver. 20. The multitude of terrors (i. ., the
sudden terrors of death; comp. chap, xviii. 14;
xx. 25) like the waters (like the torrents of a
sudden overflow comp. chap. xx. 28; Jer. xlvii.

2; Ps. xviii. 6 [4]) overtakes him (rfcn, 8d

Perf. sing. fern, referring to the plur. rnrv72;

comp. chap. xiv. 19). On 6 comp. chap. xxi.

18.

Ver. 21. Further descriptive expansion of the

figure of a tempest: The east wind lifteth

him up. This wind being elsewhere frequently
described as particularly violent and descrip

tive; comp. chap. i. 19; XT. 2; xxxviii. 24; Isa.

xxvii. 8; Ezek. xxvii. 26. Concerning !JT1, ut

pereat, comp. chap. xiv. 20; xix. 10.

Ver. 22. The subj. of }7CH can be only God,

the secret Author of the whole judgment of wrath

here described. Of Him it is paid: He hurleth

upon him -without sparing to wit, arrows;

comp. chap. xvi. 13; and in regard to the ob

jectless 1pS$n=&quot;to shoot,&quot; see Num. xxxv. 20.

Before His hand must he flee lit.
&quot; must he

fleeing flee.&quot; The Inf. Absol. expresses the

strenuousness and yet the futility of his various

attempts to flee (Del.: &quot;before His hand he fleeth.

hither and thither&quot;).

Ver. 23. They clap their hands at him
rejoicing at his calamity and mocking him;

comp. chap, xxxiv. 87; Lam. ii. 16; Nah. iii. 19.

The plural suffixes in Va Sp and W33 are used

poetically for the sing., as in chap. xx. 23; xxii.

2. &quot;The accumulation of the terminations emo

and 6mo gives a tone of thunder and a gloomy

impress to this conclusion of the description of

judgment, as these terminations frequently oc

cur in the book of Psalms, where moral depra

vity is mourned and divine judgment threatened

(e.g., in Psalms xvii.; xlix.; Iviii.; lix.; Ixxiii).&quot;

DEL They hiss him out of his place so

that he must leave his dwelling-place (comp.

chap. viii. 18) in the midst of scorn and hissing
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(comp. Zeph. ii. 15; Jer. xlix. 17). Or &quot;out

of his home&quot; (Hirz.). which rendering gives

essentially the same meaning.
4. Third Section: first Strophe. Chap, xxviii.

1-11. The difficulty, indeed the absolute im

possibility, of attaining true wisdom by human
skill and endeavor, described by means of an il

lustration taken from mining, which gives man
access to all valuable treasures of a material

sort, but which can by no means put him in pos
session of that spiritual good which comes from

God. The question whence the author had ac

quired so accurate a knowledge of mining as he here

displays, seeing that the land of the Israelites was

comparatively poor in mineral treasures (comp.
KEIL, Bibl. Archaol., p. 35seq., 38)? may be an

swered, on the basis of Biblical and extra-Bibli

cal sources of information, as follows: (1) The
Jews in Palestine could not have been absolutely

strangers to the business of mining, seeing that

in Deut. viii. 9 there is expressly promised to

them &quot;a land whose stones are iron, and out of

whose hills thou mayest dig brass.&quot; (2) Both

Lebanon in the north, and the Idumean moun
tains in the south-east of Palestine proper, had

topper mines, the particular location of these be

ing at Phunon, or Phaino, Num. xxxiii. 42 seq.,

in the working of which it is certain that the

Jews were occasionally interested; comp. Vol-

ney s Travels; Ritter, Erdkunde XVII. 1063;

Gesenius, Thes. p. 1095; v. Rougemont, Bronze-

zeit, p. 87. (3) The Israelites possessed iron

pits, possibly in South Lebanon, where in modern
times such may still be found, together with

smelting furnaces (Russegger, Reise I. 779, 778

eeq.), but certainly in the country east of the

Jordan, where, according to the testimony of

Josephus, de B. Jud. IV. 8, 2, there was an
&quot;iron mountain&quot; (aidtj/iovv 6/soc) north of Moabi-

tis, the &quot;Cross Mountain,&quot; El Mi rad of to-day,
between the gorges of the Wadi Zerka and Wadi

Aralun, west of Gerash; a mountain district in

which in our own century iron mines have been
worked here and there (v. Rougemont, 1. c.;

Wetzstein in Delitzsch, II. 90-91). (4) Jerome
testifies to the existence of ancient yold mines in

Idumea (Opp. ed. Vail. III. 183). (5) The
Israelites might also come occasionally imp con
nection with the copper and iron mines of the

Sinai-peninsula, in the development of which the

Egyptian Pharaohs were conspicuously ener

getic (comp. Aristeas v. Haverkamp, p. 114;

Lepsius, Briefe, p 335 seq.; Ritter, Erdkunde XIV.
784 seq ;

v. Rougemont, I.e.* (6) What has been
said above by no means excludes the possibility
that in this description the poet in many parti
culars took for his basis traditional reports con

cerning the mines of distant lands, e. g. concern

ing the gold mines of Upper Egypt and Nubia

(Diodorus iii. 11 seq.), concerning the gold and
silver mines of the Phenicians in Spain (1 Mace,
viii. 3; Plin. iii. 4; Diod. v. 35 seq.), concern

ing the emerald quarries of the Egyptians at

Berenice, and other deposits of precious stones,

|

more or less remote. Comp. above Introd. \ 7,

1 b; and see a fuller discussion of the subject in

! Delitzsch ii. 86-89 ; to some extent also the

mining experts who have commented on the

following verses, such as v. Weltheim (in J. D.

Mich., Orient. Bibl. 23, 7 seq.), and Rud. Nasse

(Stud. u. Krit.. 1863, p. 105 seq.)

Ver. 1. For thefe is for the silver a vein

[Germ. Fundort, place where it is found], and
a place for the gold, which they refine.

The connection between this section and the

preceding, which is indicated by the causal 3

&quot;for,&quot;
is this: The phenomenon described in

ch. xxvii. 11-23, that the wicked with whom,
according to vers. 2-10 Job is not to be classed

meet with a terrible end without deliverance,
is to be explained by the fact that they do not

possess true wisdom, which can be acquired

only through the fear of God, which cannot,
like the treasures of this earth (the only object
for which the wicked plan and toil), be dug out,

exchanged or bought. The proposition intro

duced by &quot;3 accordingly assigns a reason first

of all for that which forms the contents of ch.

xxvii. 11-23
(&quot;the prosperity of the ungodly

cannot endure
),

but secondarily and indirectly
also that which is announced in ch. xxvii. 2-10

(Job is an upright man, and one who fears God,
whose joy in God does not forsake him even in

the midst of the deepest misery). [&quot;
The mise

rable end of the ungodly is confirmed by this,

that the wisdom of man, which he has despised,
consists in the fear of God ;

and Job thereby
attains at the same time the special aim of his

teaching, which is announced at ch. xxvii. 11

* The name Mafkal, &quot;Land of Copper,&quot; which the

Egyptians (rave to tun Sinaitic peninsula on account of those
mines, is of late explained l&amp;gt;y Brugach to mean &quot;Laud of

Turquois.&quot; it being assumed by him that t irquois was the

principal product of the ancient Egyptian mines in that re

gion. Comp. H. Brugsch, Wanderung nach den Tiirkisminen
tier tsinai=Halbinel, 186S, 2d Ed., p. GGseq.

by N^T1^ DimN miK; viz. he has at the same
time proved that he who retains the fear of God
in the midst of his sufferings, though those Buf-

feringsare an insoluble mystery, cannot be a

yitf~}..... And if we ponder the fact that Job
has depicted the ungodly as a covetous rich man
who is snatched away by sudden death from his

immense possession of silver and other costly

treasures, we see that ch. xxviii. confirms the

preceding picture of punitive judgment in the

following manner: silver and other precious
metals come out of the earth, but wisdom, whose
value exceeds all these, earthly treasures, is to

be found nowhere within the province of the

creature; God alone possesses it, and from God
alone it comes

;
and so far as man can and is to

attain to it, it consists in the fear of the Lord
and the forsaking of evil.&quot; Delitzsch.] The
first verses of the chapter indeed down to the

llth, present nothing whatever as yet of tkat

which serves directly to establish those antece

dent propositions, they simply prepare the way
for the demonstration proper, by describing the

achievements of art and labor in the accumula
tion by men of their treasures, by means of

which nevertheless wisdom can not be found.

Hence *3 may appropriately be rendered &quot;for

truly&quot; (the &quot;but&quot; in ver. 12 corresponding to

the
&quot;truly&quot;).

This connection between ch.

xxviii. and xxvii. is erroneously exhibited, when
any subordinate proposition of ch. xxvii. is

regarded as that which is to be established (as
e. a

, according to Hirzel, the question in ver.
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12: &quot;why are ye so altogether vain? why do

ye adhere to so perverse a delusion?&quot; or accord

ing to Schlottmann the purpose to warn against
the sin of making unfriendly charges, which he
thinks is to be read between the lines in the

description vers. 11-23). These false concep
tions of the connection, alike with the total

abandonment of all connection, which has led

many critics to resort to arbitrary attempts to

assign to ch. xxviii. another position (e. g. ac

cording to Pareau after ch. xxvi. ; according to

Stuhlmann after ch. xxv.) or to question alto

gether its genuineness (Knobel, Bernstein

comp. Introd. \ 9, 1) all these one-sided con

ceptions rest, for the most part, on the assump
tion that it is the divine wisdom, which rules the

universe, whose unsearchableness is described

in our chapter, and not rather wisdom regarded
as a human possession, as a moral and intellectual

blessing bestowed by God on men, connected
with genuine fear of God. Comp. Doctrinal

and Ethical Remarks, No. 1. [E^V. s rendering
of &quot;&quot;3 by &quot;surely&quot;

overlooks the connection,

and was probably prompted by the difficulty

attending it]. KJflD, lit. &quot;outlet&quot; (comp. 1

Kings x. 28), the place where anything may be

found, synonymous with the following DlpD

The word
Ipr

is a relative clause: gold, which

they refine, or wash out. In regard to
ppf, lit.

&quot;to filter, to strain,&quot; as a technical term for

purifying the precious metals from the stone-

alloy which is mixed with them, comp. Mai. iii.

3; Ps. xii. 7 [6] ;
1 Chron. xxviii. 18. Comp.

the passage relative to the gold mines of Upper
Egypt, describing this process of crushing fine

the gold-quartz, and of washing it out, this pro
cess accordingly of &quot;

gold-washing,&quot; as prac
tised by the ancients, in Diodor. iii. 11 seq., as

well as the explanations in Klemm s Allgem.

Kulturgesch. V. 503 seq., and in M. Uhlemann,

Egypt. Alterthumskunde, II. 148 seq.
Ver. 2. Iron is brought up out of the

ground. ~^2tf here of the interior or deep

ground, not of the surface as in ch. xxxix. 14;
xli. 25 [33], and stone is smelted into cop
per. P12T here not as in ch. xli. 15 Partic.

T
Pual of py, but as in ch. xxix. 6 Imperf. of

p1=p (the 3d pers. sing. masc. expressing

the indefinite subj.). [Gesenius not so well

makes the verb transitive: &quot;and stone pours
out

brass.&quot;]

Ver. 8. He has put an end [Dt? still the

indefinite &ubj., but as the description becomes
more individual and concrete, it is better with

E. V. to use from this point on the personal

pron. &quot;he&quot;]
to the darkness, viz. by the

miner s lamp; and in every direction (lit.

&quot;to eaoh remotest point, to every extremity, in

all directions&quot;) [not as E. V. &quot;all perfection,&quot;

which is too general, missing the idiomatic use

of the phrase; nor adverbially: &quot;to the utmost,&quot;

or &quot;most closely:&quot;
&quot;JV7Dr\7 might be used

thus adverbially, but H SorrS:)
1

? is to be ex

plained according to nivSoS, Ezek. v. 10, Mo
all the winds.

&quot;

Delitzsch] he searcheth

the stones of darkness and of death-shade,
i. e. the stones under the earth, hidden in deep
darkness. Kin before

&quot;Ip.

in refers back to the

indefinite subj. of Dt7, who is continued through
ver. 4, and again in vers. 9-11.

Ver. 4. He breaketh [openeth, cutteth

through] a shaft away from those who
sojourn (above). 7P1J, elsewhere river, val

ley [river-bed] ( Wadi), is here as is already
made probable by the verb

f2^&amp;gt; pointing to a

violent breaking through (comp. ch. xvi. 14),
and as is made still more apparent by the third
member of the verse a mining passage in the

earth, and that moreover a perpendicular shaft

rather than a sloping gallery. &quot;U-O^O, lit.

&quot;away from one tarrying, a dweller,&quot; f. e.

removed from the human habitations found
above, removing from them ever further and

deeper into the bowels of the earth. [Schlott
mann understands by *^J the miner himself

dwelling as a stranger in his loneliness; . e. his

shaft sinks ever further from the hut in which
he dwells above. The use of ~U is doubtless a
little singular, and Schlottmann s explanation

may be accepted so far as it may serve to ac

count for it by the suggestion that those who do
live in the vicinity of mines are naturally 0*&quot;U,

sojourners, living there to ply their trade and

shifting about as new mines or veins are dis

covered. E.] Who are forgotten of every

step, lit. &quot;of a foot&quot; (SjP- fp), t. e. of the foot

or step of one travelling above on the surface of

the earth [hence=&quot; totally vanished from the

remembrance of those who pass by above&quot;],
not

the foot of the man himself that is spoken of, as

though his descent by a rope in the depths of

the haft were here described (V. Leonhardt in

Umbr. and Hirzel). [On this use of
JD after

ti:&amp;gt;t?J, comp. Deut. xxxi. 21; Ps. xxxi. 13;

&quot;forgotten out of the mind, out of the
heart&quot;].

Moreover DTGlMn are identical, according to
T :

-

i the accents, with the indef. subj. of ^3 (the

j

interchange between sing, and plur. ace. to Ew.

&amp;lt;/_

319, a); hence the meaning is: those who
work deep down in the shafts of the mines.

They are again referred to in the finite verbs in

c, which continue the participial construction:

they hang far away from men, and swing.

1^1 from y?l (related to T7T) dfori-um pendere,

according to the accents, accompanies B^JNO

(meaning the same with 1J~DJ7D), not 1#J, as

Hahn and Schlottm. think. The adventurous

swinging of those engaged in digging the ore

out of the steep sides of the shafts, hanging
down by a rope, is in these few, simple words

beautifully and clearly portrayed. It is the

nituation described by Pliny (H. N. xxxiii. 4,

21: is qui csedit, funibus pendel, ut procul intuentt

species ne ferarum quidem, sed alitum fiat. Pen-

dentes majori ex parte librant et lineas itineri prte-

ducunt, etc. [The above rendering, adopted by
all modern exegetes, gives a meaning so appro

priate to the language and connection, and withal

so beautiful, vivid and graphic that it seems

Strange that all the ancient and most of the
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modern versions of Scripture, including E V.,

should have so completely darkened the mean

ing. The source of the difficulty lay doubtless

in SnJ which being taken in its customary

meaning of &quot;river, flood,&quot; threw everything
into confusion. Add to this a probable want

of familiarity with mining operations on the

part of the early translators, and the result will

not seem so surprising. E.]
Ver. 5 states what the miners are doing in

the depths. The earth out of it cometh

forth the bread- corn (DnS as in Ps. civ. 14),

but under it it is overturned like fire : i. e.

as fire incessantly destroys, and turns what is

uppermost lowermost. [
&quot; Man s restless search,

which rummages everything through, is com

pared to the unrestrainable ravaging fire.&quot;

Del.] Instead of 103 Jerome reads 103: &quot;is

overturned with fire,&quot;
which some moderns pre

fer (Hirz., Schlott.), who find a reference here

to the blasting of the miners. But this is too

remote.
[&quot;

The principal thought is the process
of breaking through ; the means are not so much

regarded; and fire was not the only means.&quot;

Dillmann. Some commentators have fancied in

this verse a trace of what modern criticism calls

&quot;sentimentalism,&quot; as though Job were protest

ing against ruthlessly ravaging as with fire the

interior of that generous earth which on its sur

face yields bread for the support of man. Job

is, however, fixing his attention solely on the

agent man, who not satisfied with what grows
out of the earth, digs for treasure into its deep
est recesses. E.]

Yer. 6. The place of the sapphire (DlpO
as in ver. 1 a, the place where it may be found)
are its stones, viz. the earth s, ver. 5; in the

midst of its S ones is found the sapphire, which
is mentioned here as a specimen of precious
stones of the highest value And nuggets of

gold (or &quot;gold ore,&quot; hardly &quot;gold-dust&quot;
as

Hirzel thinks) become his, viz. the miner s

(so Schult., Rosemn., Ewald, Dillmann). Or:
&quot;

nuggets of gold belong to
it,&quot;

the place ^Ol

where the sapphire is found (Hahn, Schlottm.,

Delitzsch). The reader may take his choice

between these two relations of 13; the brevity
of the expression makes it impossible to decide

with certainty.
Ver. 7. The path (thither) no bird of prey

hath known [and the vulture s eye hath
not gazed upon it]. 3 ru is a prefixed nom.

absol. like y^K in ver. 5. It may indeed also

be taken as in opposition to D1p3
in ver. 6

(hardly to 3Hr /Yn3, as Ewald thinks), in

which case the rendering would be: &quot;the path,
which no bird of prey hath known,&quot; etc. (Del.).
But that &quot;the place of the sapphire&quot; should be

immediately afterwards spoken of as a -path,&quot;

looks somewhat doubtful. Concerning ^P2

comp. on ch. xx. 9. [The rendering of E. V.:

&quot;There is a path which no fowl knoweth,&quot; etc.,

is vague and incorrect in so far as it leads the

mind away from the deposits of treasure, which
are the principal theme of the passage. E.]

Ver. 8 carries out yet further the description

begun in ver. 7 of the inaccessibleness of the

subterranean passage-ways. The proud beasts
of prey (lit.

&quot;sons of pride; so also in ch. xli.

26 [34]) have not trodden it. That this

finely illustrative phrase [&quot;sons
of

pride&quot;]

refers to the haughty, majestically stepping
beasts of prey [&quot;seeking

the most secret retreat,

and shunning no danger,&quot; Del.], appears clearly

enough from the parallel use of /Pt? in b (comp.

ch. iv. 10).
Ver. 9. On the flint (the hardest of all

stones) he lays his hand (the subject being
man, as the overturner of mountains ; see b, and

respecting the use there of tjnfc?D, radicitux,

&quot;from the root,&quot; comp. above ch. xiii. 27; xix.

28.
[&quot;3

T n /VJ something like our &quot;to take

in hand,&quot; of an undertaking requiring strong
determination and courage, which here consists

in blasting, etc. Del.] How the hand is laid

on flint and similar hard stones is described by
Pliny 1. c. : (Jtcursant silices ; has igne et aeeto

rumpunt. asepius vero, quoniam id cutticulos fvmo
et vapore strangulat, csedunt fractariis CL. Libras

habentibus, etc.

Ver. 10. Through the rocks he cutteth

passages. -D^K , an Egyptian word, which

signifies literally water-canals, must here, like

Snj in ver. 4, signify subterranean passages or

pits for mining. And further, according to b r

what is intended are galleries, horizontal exca

vations, in which the ore is dug out, and pre
cious stones discovered. The word can pcarcely
be used of wet conduits, or canals to carry off

the water accumulating in the pits, of which
Job does not begin to speak until the following
verse (against v. Weltheim, etc.). [The render

ing &quot;rivers&quot; (E V., Con., Car., Rod., etc.)

would be still more misleading, because more

vague, than -

canals,&quot; which is not without

plausible arguments in its favor. Add however
to Zockier s arguments in favor of the render

ing &quot;passages, galleries,&quot; the sequence in the

second member : And his eye sees every
precious thing; which, as Delitzsch says, &quot;is

consistently connected with what precedes, since

by cutting these cumculi the courses of the ore

(veins), and any precious stones that may also

be embedded there, are laid bare.&quot; E.]
Ver. 11. That they may not drip he stops

up passage-ways. PSD, lit. &quot;away from

dripping&quot; [weeping], or: &quot;against the drip

ping,&quot;
i. e. against the oozing through of the

water in the excavations, to which the shafts

and galleries, especially when old, were so easily

liable. K?3n. as elsewhere $3n, to stop or dam

up, to bind up surgically (conip. E^jn, the sur

geon, or wound-healer in Is. iii. 7; i. 6).

j seems in general to mean the same as

D Snj above, and D ^N] ver. 10, to wit, excava

tions, shafts, pits, galleries. Nevertheless it

may also denote &quot;the seams of water&quot; breaking

through the walls of these excavations, thus

directly denoting that which must be stopped

up (Del.). And so (through all these eflorts

and skilful contrivances) he brings to the
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light that which was hidden a remark in

the way of recapitulation, connecting back with
the beginning of the description in ver. 1, and
at. the same time forming the transition to what
follows. Respecting riO7j/ Pl, comp. ch. xi. 6 ;

1 IX, Ace. loci for &quot;nxS/

&quot;

T

5. Continuation: Second Strophe : vers. 12-22.

Application of the preceding description to wis

dom as a higher good, unattainable by the out

ward seeking and searching of men.
[&quot;Most

expositors since Schultens. nse. g. Hirz., Schlott.,

etc
,
assume out of hand that the. Wisdom treated

of here is the divine wisdom, ns the principle
which maintains the moral and natural order of

the universe. But that the divine wisdom is to

be found only with God, not with a creature, is

something so very self-evident, and the exalta

tion of the divine wisdom above all human com

prehension was a proposition so universally

recognized, being also long since maintained
and conceded by both the contending parties of

our book (chs. xi. and xii. ),
that, it is not appa

rent why Job should here lay such stress upon
it.&quot; Dillm.]

Ver. 12. But wisdom where is it found?
And where (lit. &quot;from where?&quot;

J
XO as in

ch. i. 7, and JO accompanying KVO as in Hos.

xiv. 9 [8]) is the place of understanding?
nrS^nn, with the article, because wisdom is to
T : T &quot;

be set forth as the well-known highest good of

man. With the principal term HDpn is con

nected nj 3 as an alternate notion, as is often

the case in Proverbs, especially chs. i.-ix. The
first term denotes wisdom rather on its practical

side, as the principle and art of right thinking
and doing, or as the religious and moral recti

tude taught by God; the second (with which

n, Prov. viii. 1, and f^H, Prov. i. 2, alter

nate) pre-eminently on the theoretic side as the

correct perception and way of thinking which

lies at the basis of that right doing. Comp. the

Introd. to the Solomonic Literature of Wisdom,

\ 2, Note 3 (Vol. X., p. 7 of this series).
Ver. 13. No mortal knows its price.

1pj (from &quot;pj?
vers. 17, 19) means lit. equiva

lent, price, value for purchase or exchange, the

same with
&quot;vnp

elsewhere. The LXX. proba

bly read HST!, which reading is preferred by

some moderns, e.
g., by Dillmann, as agreeing

better with ver. 12

Ver. 14. With &quot; the land of the living&quot; [ver.

13] i. ., the earth inhabited by men (comp. Ps.

xxvii. 13; Is. xxxviii. 11, etc. ) are connected the

two other regions beneath heaven, in which wis

dom might possibly be sought: (1) The
&quot;Deep&quot;

(Dinri) i. e., the subterranean abyss with its

waters, out of which the visible waters on the

surface of the earth are supplied (Gen. vii. 11 ;

xlix. 25): (2) The &quot;Sea&quot;
(D^
= flxfa^c) as

the chief reservoir of these visible waters.

Ver. 15. Pure gold is not given for it.

TUp is the same with Tup 3-TJ. 1 Kings vi. 20;

x. 21, not &quot;shut up
&quot;

[= carefully preserved],

but according to the Targ. purified
&quot;

gold (au-

rum colatum, purgatum), hence gold acquired by

heating, or smelting; comp. Diodor. 1. c.

Ver. 16. In regard to the gold of Ophir (here
&quot;V31N 3~ -. tine gold of Ophir) comp. ch. xxii.

24; respecting the onyx stone (Ont^, lit.
&quot;pale,

lean&quot;) comp. the commentators on Gen. ii. 12.

Vers. 17-19. Further description of the in

comparable and unattainable value of wisdom,
standing in a similar connection with vers. 15,

16, as Prov. iii. 15 with Prov. iii. 14. Gold
and glass are not equal to it.

&quot;pj7
iutntns.

with Accus. sequare aliquid, as in ver 19; Ps.
Ixxxix. 7. In respect to the high valuation of

glass by the ancients (/V3OI, or as some MSS.,
Ed s., and D. Kimchi read fiODt) corn p. Wi

ner, Realw., Vol. I., 432 [and Eiig. Bib. Dic

tionaries, Art &quot;

Glass&quot;].
In respect to fTHOn

in b,
&quot;

exchange, equivalent,&quot; comp. ch. xv. 31 ;

xx. 18.

Ver. 18. Corals and crystal are not to be
named, not to be mentioned, i. e., in comparison
with it, with wisdom (in regard to the construc
tion of the passive &quot;Or with the accus., comp.

Gesen., 143
[ 140/1, a). #&quot;31, (lit. &quot;ice,&quot;

like the Arab, gibs) denotes the quartz-crystal,
which was regarded by the anoients as a pre
cious stone, and supposed to be a product of the

cold ; Pliny, H. N. XXXVII. 2, 9. The jYlDNI,
T

the mention of which precedes, seem to be &quot;co

rals,&quot; an explanation favored by what is conjec
tured to be the radical signification of this word,
&quot;horns of bulls, or of wild oxen&quot; (from Dtp
comp. Pliny XIII. 51), as well as by its being
placed along with theless costly crystal ; comp.also
Ezek. xxvii. 16, where indeed corals from the
Red Sea and the Indian Ocean are mentioned as

Tyrian articles of commerce. On the contrary
^J Jr in 6 must be, according to Prov. iii. 16;

viii. 11; xx. 15; xxxi. 10, an exchangeable
commodity of extraordinary vnlue, which de
cides in favor of the signification &quot;penrls&quot;

as

signed (although not unanimously) to this word

by tradition, however true it may be that in

Lam. iv. 7 corals seem rather to be intended (or

perhaps red pearls artificially prepared, like the
Turkish rose-pearls of to-day). Comp. Carey
[who agrees in rendering fVIDfcO by &quot;corals,&quot;

and doubtfully suggests &quot;mother-of-pearl&quot; for

l? pj]. Delitzsch renders the former of the two

words by
&quot;

pearls,&quot; the second by &quot;corals&quot; [so
J. D. Michaelis. Rodiger, Gesenius, Fiirst ; the

two latter regarding H1D&O and D J JJD as equi
valent. See also in Smith s Bib. Die., Art s.,

&quot;Rubies,&quot; &quot;Pearls,&quot; &quot;Coral&quot;].
The word

1|t2p, &quot;acquisition, possession,&quot; (from &quot;JS^O,
&quot;to

draw to oneself
&quot;) only here in the T. ; re

lated are P5?0, Gen. xv. 2, and PC O p, Zeph.

ii 9.

Ver. 19. The topaz from Ethiopia (Cush)
is not equal to it. The rendering topnz (ro-

na^tov) for m33 is established by ihia testimony

of most of the ancient versions in this passage,
as well as in Ex. xxviii. 17; Ezek. xxviii 13.

It is also favored by the statement of Pliny

(xxxvii. 8) that the topaz comes principally from

the islands of the Red Sea, as also by the pro
bable identity of the name mD3 with the San-
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scrit pita, yellow (corap. Gesen.) [and see the

Lexicons, Delitzsch, Carey, etc , on the probable

transposition of letters in the Hebrew and Greek

forms]. In regard to b, comp. the very similar

passage in ver 16 a).

Ver. 20 again takes up the principal question

propounded in ver. 12. The 1 in HDDnni is

consecutive, and maybe rendered by &quot;then&quot;

(Ew., \ 348, a).

Ver. 21. It is bidden (naty.Jl, lit., &quot;and

moreover, and further it is hidden
&quot;)

from the

eyes of all living, i. P., especially of all living

beings on the earth; &quot;IV 7.3 as in ch. xii. 10;

xxx. 33. Of these &quot;

living&quot;
b then particularly

specifies the sharp-sighted, winged inhabitants

of the upper regions of the air ; comp. above

ver. 7.

Ver. 22 follows up the mention of that which

is highest with that of the lowest: Hell and
the abyss [lit.

&quot;destruction and death&quot;] say,

filO in connection with p^DK (see on ch. xxvi.

)
means the realm of death, the abyss; comp.

h. xxxviii. 17; Ps. ix. 14 [13J; Rev. i. 18. For

the rest comp. above, ver. 14; for to say that

they [destruction
and death] have learned of

wisdom only by hearsay is substantially the

same with saying, as is said there of the sea and

the deep, that they do not possess it.
[&quot;The

Tl S3 TJ7O HD ?J?J, ver. 21, evidently points

back to the U ^ HrttO np SD ver. 10. In ver.

11 it is said that man brings the most secret

thing to light. In ver. 22 that Divine wisdom is

hidden even from the underworld.&quot; Schlott.].

6. Conclusion: Third Strophe: Vers. 22-28

The final answer to the question, where and how
wisdom is to be found: to wit, only with God,

and, through the fear of God.
[&quot;

The last of

these three divisions (of the chap.) into which

the highest truths are compressed is for empha
sis the shortest, in its calmness and abrupt end

ing the most solemn, because the thought finds

no expression that is altogether adequate, float

ing in a height that is immeasurable, but opening
a boundless field for further reflection.&quot; Ewald.]

Ver. 23. God knows the way to it, and

He knows its place. O rtK and Kin, in

emphatic contrast wiih the creatures mentioned

in ver. 13 seq., and ver. 21 seq. The suffix in

713&quot;}!
is objective (comp. Gen. iii. 24)

&quot; the way
to it.&quot;

Vers. 24, 25 constitute one proposition which

illustrates and explains the Divine possession of

wisdom by a reference to God s agency in cre

ating and governing the world (so correctly

Ewald, Arnh., Dillm.) [E. V., Conant, Rodman].
Against connecting ver. 25 with what follows,

more immediately with ver. 26, and then regard

ing vers. 25, 26 together as constituting the pro

tasis of ver. 27 lies the objection that nltPpb

cannot properly be translated either &quot; when He
made,&quot; or &quot;in that He made,&quot; as well as the

fact that the gerundive Infinitive with 7 cannot

be put before its principal verb, together with

the absence of a sufBx after nifrj/7 referring to

the subject God [should be iniE^ if the verse

were antecedent]. Furthermore the Divine

&quot;looking to the ends of the earth,&quot; etc., ver.

24, would need a telic qualification, refer

ring the divine omniscience [God s looking

every where and seeing every thing] to the

creation and preservation of the order of nature,
in order that it might not be understood as de

claring the omniscience of God in abstracts.

That He may appoint to the wind its

weight, and weigh the -water by measure.
The careful &quot;measurement&quot; of wind and wa

ter, i. ., their relative apportionment, govern
ment, and management (comp. Isa. Ix. 12), is a

peculiarly characteristic example of God s wise

administrative economy in creation :
&quot; Who sends

the wind upon its course,&quot; etc. Instead of the

Infinitive the finite verb appears in b, and that

in the Perf. form, J3P,
because the expression

of purpose passes over into the expression of

sequence, precisely as in chap. v. 21 (see on
the v.).

Ver. 26 seq. As the wisdom of God furnishes
the means and basis of His government of the

world, so in the exercise of His creative power
was it the absolute norm, and is in consequence
thereof the highest law for man s moral action,

positively and negatively considered. When
He appointed for the rain a law (when and
how often it should fall, where it should cease;

comp. Gen. ii. 5) and for the thunder-flash
a path (i.e., through the clouds; comp chap,
xxxviii. 25), then saw He it and declared
it i. e., in thus exercising at the beginning His
creative power. He beheld it, contemplated it (we
are to read P1XT with Mappiq in H), as His eter

nal pattern, according to which He made, or

dered, and ruled His creatures, and declared it

(FPDO 1, lit. &quot;and enumerated
it&quot;), i.e., unfolded

its contents before men and His other rational

creatures throughoutthe whole creation, which in

truth is nothing else than such a &quot;development
and historical realization&quot; of the con tents of eter

nal wisdom. The attempt of Schult.. Ew., Dillm.

to explain &quot;(3D as meaning &quot;to number through,
to review all over&quot; (after ch. xxxviii. 37; Ps.

cxxxix. 18) is less natural. He established
it, and also searched it out, i. e

, He laid its

foundations in the creation (comp. Prov. viii.

22, 23, where both verbs, HJp and
&quot;]DJ, convey

the same idea of founding, establishing wisdom
as

j
3n here), brought it to its complete actual

ization in creation, and then reviewed all its

individual parts to see whether they all bore
the test of His examination. Comp. what is

said in Gen. i. 31: &quot;And God saw everything
that He had made, and behold, it was very good

&quot;

Or again:
&quot; He set it up before Himself,&quot; for

more attentive contemplation (I pn according
as in chap. xxix. 7), and searched it out tho

roughly, exploring its thoughts (so Wolff and

Dillmann) [the latter of whom says: &quot;He set it

up for contemplation, as an artist or an archi
tect puts up before himself the JV32JV ]. It is

not necessary, with some MSS. and Eds. to read

nrnn, instead of nrpn, as Doderl. and Ew. do.

Ver. 28. And said to man: Behold, the
fear of the Lord is wisdom, etc. He would
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accordingly not reserve to Himself the wisdom
which had served Him as a pattern of creation,
but would communicate it to the human race
which He had made and put into His world,
which He could do only by setting it before
them in the form of an original command to fear

God and to depart from evil (JHO &quot;MD, comp.
ch. i. 2; Prov. iii. 7; xvi. 6. Instead of nN V

&quot;jnx, very many MSS. and old editions read

miT
&quot;%

which reading seems to have in its

favor: (1) That Hirr, occurring only twice else

where in our book, might easily be set aside as

being too singular; (2) that ^yiX in Jehovah s

own mouth does not occur elsewhere in the Old
Testament, not even in Amos vi. 8; (3) that the

parallels of the primitive saying before us in the

Proverbs and in the Psalms constantly exhibit

nirv nKT (comp. Prov. i. 7; iii. 7; ix. 10; xvi.

6; Ps. cxi. 10). On the other side it is true the

Masoretic tradition expressly reckons this pas

sage among the one hundred and thirty-four

passages of the Old Testament, where jnx is

not only, to be read, but is actually written

instead of HIPP (Buxtorf, Tiherias, p. 245). As

regards the thought, it makes no difference

whether we read &quot;fear of the Lord&quot;
(&quot;the

Lord
of all,&quot; Del.), or &quot;fear of Jehovah

(Jahveh).&quot;

[It may, however, be said, that there is an espe
cial appropriateness in the use of J1X here, in

view of the fact that God is spoken of in con

nection with the creation, as the product of wis

dom ;
and not only so, but God in His Lord

ship, ^His supremacy, His claim to be feared, i. e.

revered and obeyed, whence &quot;J&quot;1X is used rather

than ni^X or DTI ?N. God is HK by virtue

of the divine riODFI which He has &quot;established
&quot;

in nature. It is man s DDOn to recognize the

divine, and to fear JIX. E.]

DOCTRINAL, ETHICAL AND HOMILETICAL.

1. According to the connection of the Third

Section of this discourse with the two preceding,
as explained in the remarks on ch. xxviii. 1, it

can admit of no doubt that the wisdom described

in it is conceived of as essentially a human

acquisition, as a blessing bestowed on man by
God, consisting in the fear of God and in right
eousness of life. This connection lies indeed in this

that in order to prove that which is said in

ch. xxvii. 12 seq. of the perishable prosperity
of worldly-minded sinners, the uselessness of

all accumulation of earthly treasures is shown,
it being entirely out of their power to secure

the possession of true wisdom, and of that

enduring prosperity which is connected with it.

In addition to this connection with ch. xxvii.,

the human character of this wisdom, rather than

its hypostatic character, or that which belongs
to it as a divine attribute, is shown secondly by
the way in which the same is represented in

vers. 15-19 as p possession, being compared
with other possessions, treasures and costly

jewels, and the question submitted how its pos

session C]2to,
ver. 18) is to be attained. To

which may be added, thirdly, the consideration

that it could scarcely be the speaker s purpose

to demonstrate the unsearchableness and unfa-

thomableness, from a sensuous and earthly point
of view, of an attribute, or a hypostasis of God,
because this fact is self-evident, and because
the whole tendency of his discourse was not the
oretic and speculative, but practical, aiming at

the establishment of right principles to influence
human struggle and action. The view accord

ingly held by quite a number of modern exegetes
since the time of Schultens (especially Hirzel,

Schlottmann, Hahn, also W. Wolff s article

Die Anfange der Logotlehre im A. T. in the Zeit-

schrift fur Luth. Theol. u. Kircht, 1870. p. 217

seq.), that the object of the description in ch.

xxviii. is the windom of God as exercised in the

universe, as the divine principle sustaining the

moral and natural order of the universe, is erro

neous, to say nothing of the fact that in that

case one might find here, with A. Merx (Dot
Gedicht von Hiob, etc., p. 42) a &quot;concealed po
lemic

&quot;

against the doctrine of Wisdom as set

forth in the Solomonic Proverbs.

2. We cannot say indeed of this theory, to wit,

that ch. xxviii. discourses of the Sapientia sciagra-

phica, God s wisdom in creation and the govern
ment of the world that it is altogether incorrect.

In the concluding verses Job evidently lifts him
self from his contemplation of wisdom as a hu
man possession to the description of its arche

type, the absolute divine wisdom, by means of

which God has established alike the physical
and the moral order of the universe. The pas

sage in vers. 23-28 comes into the closest con

tact with the two well-known descriptions of

the Book of Proverbs which are occupied with

this eternal world-regulating wisdom Prov. iii.

1U-26, and Prov. viii. 22 seq. It resembles them

particularly in the fact that a preliminary medi

tation on the human reflection and emanation

of this primordial wisdom, on the practical
Chokmah of the God-fearing, righteous man,

prepares the way for it, precisely as in those

two passages. The &quot;knowledge of the place&quot;

of the Creative Wisdom, which ver. 23 ascribes

to God, reminds the reader of Prov. viii. 30, in

like manner as that which is said of its medi

ating agency in determining the laws of wind,

water, rain and thunder (vers. 24-26) reminds

him of Prov. iii. 19 seq. ; viii. 27 seq. And
what is said of &quot;seeing

and declaring,&quot; &quot;estab

lishing,&quot;
or &quot;setting up and searching out&quot; the

heavenly architectress in ver. 27, precisely as

in Prov. viii. 22 seq., presents Wisdom as the

infinitely many-sided pattern of the KTIOIS n6onovt

as the ideal world, or the divine imagination of

all things that were to be created, as the com

plex unity of all the creative ideas or archetypes

present to God from eternity. Tfris divine cre

ative primordial wisdom, as described here, and

in the two parallel passages in the Solomonic

writings (and not less in those passages of the

Apocrypha which in some respects are still more

full, viz. Sirach, ch. xxiv., and Wis lom, ch. vii.

-ix), is without question closely related to the

idea of the Logos given in the New Testament.

It is very true that the idea of Wisdom, espe

cially in the passage before us, the oldest of all

pertaining to the subject, has not yet shaped
itself into a form of existence so concretely per

sonal, and a filial relation to God so intimate
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and so indicative of similarity of nature, as cha

racterize the Johannean Logos. It appears
rather simply as an &quot;impersonal model&quot; for

God in His creative activity, while the New
Testament Logos is the &quot;personal

architect&quot;

working in accordance with that model, &quot;the

demiurg by which God has called the world into

existence according to that ideal which was in

the divine mind&quot; (Del.). But notwithstanding
this its undeveloped character, the Chokmah of

our passage is the unmistakable substratum and
the immediate precursor of the revealed percep
tion of a personal Word, and of an only-begotten
Son of God. And as the older exegesis and the

ology was already in general correct in refer

ring our passage to the Divine in Christ (the

coQia TOV tieov, Matt. xi. 19; Luke xi. 49) the

attempts of more recent writers to deny any

genetic connection of ideas between it and the

New Testament doctrine of the Logos, and in

general to regard human wisdom as the only ob

ject described, even in vers. 23-28 (e. g. Bruch,
Weisheitslehre, etc., p. 202; V. Hofmann, Schrift-

bew.I: 95seq. ; Luthardt, Apologetische Vortrdge
iiber die Heilswahrheiten des Christenlh., 2d Ed. p.

227), have rightly evoked much opposition.

Comp. Philippi, Kirchl. Glaubenslehre II. 192

seq. ; Kahnis, Luth. Dogm. I, 316 seq. ; III, 209

seq. ; Bucher, Des Johannes Lehre vom Logos,
1856 ; also B. Couve, Les Origines de la Doctrine

du Verbe, Toulouse, 1869, p. 36 seq. The latter

indeed denies in respect to the present passage

(in which, like Hofmann, he is inclined to find

merely a poetic personification of human wis

dom) that it is related in the way of preparation
to the New Testament doctrine of the Logos, but

admits this in respect to the parallel passages
in Proverbs, and the later passages. Against
Merx s view, which in part is similar, see above
No. 1, near the end.

3. Taken in connection with the preparatory
train of thought in ch. xxvii. this description of

wisdom, or more strictly, of the way to true

wisdom, forms one of the most important, artis

tically elaborated portions of the whole poem.
It is a suitable conclusion to the first principal
division of the poem, or the entanglement which
results from the controversial passage between
Job and his friends, taking the form of a Con

fession of Faith, in which Job, after victoriously

repelling all the assaults of his enemies, states

his position on all the chief points, about which
the controversy had revolved, in a manner full

at once of a calm dignity and the consciousness

of victory. The one favorite proposition of his

opponents, that his suffering could not be un
deserved he solemnly and unqualifiedly repels

&quot;by again asseverating his complete innocence

(ch. xxvii. 2-10). In asserting here that his

conscience does not hold up before him one of

his former days as worthy of blame or punish
ment (ver. 6) he transgresses in a one-sided
manner the bounds of that which could be
maintained with strict truth concerning himself

(comp. cb. xxvi. 13), and so causes that foul

spot to appear clearly enough on his moral con
duct and consciousness, for which he must needs

implore forgiveness. On the other hand, the
confession which follows of his belief in that
other favorite proposition of his opponents

that the wicked are punished in this life (ch.

xxvii. 11-23) seems to go too far in an opposite

direction; for after what he has said repeatedly
heretofore in favor of the teachings of experi
ence touching the temporal prosperity of the

ungodly, he could not properly concede the

point which he now maintains, and that so com

pletely without qualification. The first half of

his discourse accordingly seems liable to the

charge of being egregiously one-sided and of de

parting from strict actual truth in two respects
in declaring that Job s suffering was wholly,

and in every respect unmerited, and in admitting
that even in this life there is a divine judgment
awaiting the wicked, from which they cannot

escape. The second principal division of the

discourse prepares the way at least for supple

menting and correcting both of these one-sided

representations through its elevated eulogy on
true wisdom, founded on constant undivided sur

render to God, however much there may be still

that needs purifying and improving. He dwells

with special emphasis on the fact that the eager
striving and longing of the wicked reaches not

only after earthly treasures and jewels, such as

are to be procured out of the depths of the

earth only with much toil and effort. He thus

intimates that their whole prosperity, being
founded on such earthly treasures (comp. ch.

xxvii. 16), is in itself perishable, unreal, a mere

phantom, and emphasizes all the more strongly
in contrast with it the incomparable worth of a

prosperity consisting in the fear of God and in

strict rectitude, in surrendering oneself wholly
to that which is divine, in the pursuit of hea

venly treasures, in a word in true wisdom, the

image and emanation of the eternal divine wis
dom of the Creator, a prosperity of so high an
order that he would possess it as the foundation,
and at the same time as the fruit of his inno

cence, and that it would not forsake him even

now, in the midst of his fearful sufferings and
conflicts. There is much in this train of thought
that is not brought out with such clearness as

might be desirable. Some of it must even be
read between the lines as being tacitly taken
for granted, particularly that which refers to

Job as having formerly possessed and as still

possessing this heavenly practical wisdom, and
also to its relation to his temporary misery. But

although the discourse may lack that close con-
secutiveness and thorough completeness of plan
which modern philosophic poets or thinkers

might have impressed upon it, it nevertheless
forms a truly suitable conclusion to the prece
ding controversies, and at the same time a stri

king transition to the gradual solution of the

whole conflict which now follows. As regards
its significance in the structure of the poem it

may be termed &quot; Job s Eulogy on Wisdom,&quot; in

which he announces his supreme axiom of life,

and characteristically gives to his vindication

against the friends its harmonious peroration,
and its seal. It appears in the structure of the
book as &quot; the clasp which unites the half of the

d&Hc with the half of the Maif,&quot; and on which
the poet has characteristically inscribed the
well-known axiom of the Old Testament Chok
mah &quot; The fear of God is the beginning of

wisdom&quot; (Delitzsch).
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4. For the homiletic treatment of this section it

is more important to call attention to the close

family relationship existing between this eulogy
of Job s on wisdom and such New Testament
passages as Paul s eulogy on Love (1 Cor. xiii.),
our Lord s admonition in the Sermon on the
Mount to seek treasures in heaven (Mutt. vi. 19

seq ),
the similar exhortations of Paul and

James (1 Tim. vi.; James v.), than to take pains
to exhibit the plan of the section, lacking as it is

in complete thoroughness, and to show its sub
tle, oftentimes completely hidden connections
with the previous course of the colloquy. A
large number of hearers would scarcely be pre
pared to follow with profit such elaborate disqui
sitions concerning the niceties of plan in the
discourse, and by reason of the not inconsidera
ble expenditure of time requisite for such an ob

ject, they would be quite, or almost quite un
touched by so much beauty and impressive
power as the details of the discourse present. A
division of the whole into smaller sections, at

least into the three, which constitute the natural

partition of the discourse, seems here also to be

required for homiletic purposes, in order that

every part of it may be suitably appreciated and
unfolded.

Particular Passages.

Chap, xivii. 2 sq. V. GEKLACH: If by God s

grace a holy man then (under the Old Dispensa
tion) kept his life pure, and observed God s

commandments, albeit in weakness, to which the

speeches of Job himself bear witness (this very
confession especially), it was of the highest im
portance that this his life should not be judged
falsely, that he should be recognized as God s

visible representative, as a revealer of His law,
as a support of God s servants such as were
weaker, not free from blame. Such a prince
among God s saints on earth as Job lived pre
eminently for God s people, and he could not,
without throwing all into confusion, deny his

position, could not through false humility sur

render his righteousness, which for very many
was the righteousness of God himself; he must
on occasion declare boldly that his enemies were
also enemies of God. Hence his showing him
self on the spot in this confession as a victor

after the struggle was not only a comfort to the

sorely tried man, but also of importance for the

complete establishment of that which he af

firmed.

Ch. xxvii. 10. BRENTICS: When he says that

the hypocrite does not always call upon God, he
has reference to the duty of praying without

ceasing (1 Thess. v. 17). For where there is

faith, prayer is never suspended, although one
should be asleep, or should be doing something
else. Unbelief indeed never prays, except with
the mouth only; but such praying cannot reach

through the clouds.

Ch. xxvii. 13 seq. OSIANDER: God does not

forget the wickedness of the ungodly, but pun
ishes it in His own time most severely, and

generally even in this life (Ex. xxxii. 34). . . .

The destruction of the ungodly is therefore to

be waited for in patience. Although these think

that when misfortune befalls them, it comes by

chance, it does nevertheless come from God
because of their sin (Am. iii. 6).

Ch. xxviii. 1 seq. ZEYSS: If men are so inge
nious, and so indefatigably industrious in dis

covering and obtaining earthly treasures, how
much more should they toil to secure heavenly
treasures, which alone can give true rest to our
souls, make us rich and happy (Matt. xvi. 26)!

BRENTIUS: All else in the nature of things,
however deeply hidden, can be searched out and
valued by human labor and industry ; the wis
dom of God alone can neither be sought out, nor
judged by human endeavor. Although the veins
of silver and gold lie hidden in the most secret
recesses of the mountains, they are nevertheless
discovered by great labor, and riches, which
incite to so many evils, are dug out. In like
manner iron, however it may be hidden in the
most secret depths of the earth, can nevertheless
be discovered ;

but no one anywhere has found
the wisdom of God by human endeavor.

Ch. xxviii. 12 seq. OBCOLAMPADIUS: Corpo
real substances, of whatsoever kind, can *be
found somewhere. Wisdom is of another order
of being: you can ascertain neither its place
nor its price. In vain will you journey to the

Brahmins, to Athens, to Jerusalem; although
you cross the sea, or descend into the abyss,
you but change your skies, not your soul.
Neither schools, nor courts, nor temples, nor
monasteries, nor stars, will make one wiser.

Ch. xxviii. 23-28. OECOLAMPADIDS (on ver.

27): Not that we should think of God so child

ishly, as though in His works He had need of
deliberation or of an external pattern, but in
His nature He has such productiveness that He
both wills and produces at one and the same
time (Ps. xxxiii. 9). COCCEIUS: Distinguish
between the wisdom which is the p. item and
the end, and that which is the shadow [image],
and the means. The former is with God, is

God, and is known only to God
;
the latter is

from God in us, a ray of that Wisdom. In like

manner, we are said to be notvuvol \^e !af (jtvaeuf

(2 Pet. i. 4), t. e. through having God s image,
being one with Him, and enjoying Him. JAC.
BOEHME (according to Hamberger, Lehre J.

Hohme s, p. 55): Wisdom is a divine imagination,
in which the ideas of the angels and souls and
all things were seen from eternity, not as already
actual creatures, but as a man beholds himself
in a mirror. W. WOLFF (Die Anfange der Logos-
lehre, etc. Zei/srhrift f. Lut/i. Theol.. 1870, p.

220): What is wisdom? It is not measuring
space with the help of mathematics, it. is not

contemplating cells through the microscope, it

is not even resolving things into their original
substance, and determining their relations one
to another, but it is having an insight into their

nature, having full knowledge of their original
condition. Yea, more ; absolute wisdom ia

essentially creative. We can search out indeed
God s thoughts (in His creation), but we cannot

gather up any truth into a vital point, out of
which anything can proceed or originate ; we
cunnot (to use the language of J. Bolime) &quot;com

press it into a centre.&quot; . . . God alone has that

creative wisdom. He must know it, for He has
it first and foremost in Himself. It is not disco

vered and searched out by Him, but il la in His
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being (Prov. viii. 25 seq.) It was, and is, in

the same eternal form in which God is: uncre

ated, divinely internal. V. GERLACH (on ver.

28): &quot;He who would learn the secrets of the

mighty must keep watch diligently at their

gates,&quot; says with truth an eastern proverb.
Without the living moral fellowship of the heart

with God it is vain to desire to know wisdom,
which comes only from Him, and belongs only
to Him.

SECOND CHIEF DIVISION OF THE POEM.

DISENTANGLEMENT OF THE MYSTERY THROUGH THE DISCOURSES OF JOB, ELIHU
AND JEHOVAH.

CHAPTERS XXIX XLII. 6.

First Stage of the Disentanglement.

CHAPS. XXIX XXXI.

Job s Soliloquy, setting forth the truth that his suffering was not due to his moral
conduct, that it must have therefore a deeper cause. [The negative side of
the solution of the problem. ]

1. Yearning retrospect at the fair prosperity of his former life.

CHAPTER XXIX.

a. Describing the outward appearance of this former prosperity.

VERS. 1-10.

1 Moreover, Job continued his parable, and said :

2 O that I were as in months past,
as in the days when God preserved me ;

3 when His candle shined upon my head,
and when by His light I walked through darkness ;

4 as I was iu the days of my youth.
when the secret of God was upon my tabernacle ;

5 when the Almighty was yet with me,
when my children were about me

;

6 when I washed my steps with butter,
and the rock poured me out rivers of oil

;

7 when I went out to the gate through the city,
when I prepared my seat in the street !

8 The young men saw me, and hid themselves ;

and the aged arose, and stood up.
9 The princes refrained talking,

and laid their hand on their mouth. .

10 The nobles held their peace,
and their tongue cleaved to the roof of their mouth.

b. Pointing out the inward cause of this prosperity hi* benevolence and integrity.

VERS. 11-17.

11 When the ear heard me, then it blessed me
;

and when the eye saw me, it gave witness to me :

12 because I delivered the poor that cried
;

and the fatherless, and him that had none to help him.
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13 The blessing of him that was ready to perish came upon me:
and I caused the widow s heart to sing for joy.

14 I put on righteousness, and it clothed me :

my judgment was as a robe and a diadem.
15 I was eyes to the blind,

and feet was I to the lame.

161 was a father to the poor ;

and the cause which I knew not I searched out.

17 And I brake the jaws of the wicked,
and plucked the spoil out of his teeth.

c. Describing that feature of his former prosperity which he now most painfully misses, viz., the universal

honor shown to him, and his far-reaching influence: vert. 18 25.

18 Then I said, I shall die in my nest,
and I shall multiply my days as the sand.

19 My root was spread out by the waters,
and the dew lay all night upon my branch.

20 My glory was fresh in me,
and my bow was renewed in my hand.

21 Unto me men gave ear, and waited,
and kept silence at my counsel.

22 After my words they spake not again ;

and my speech dropped upon them.

23 And they waited for me as for the rain
;

and they opened their mouth wide as for the latter rain.

24 If I laughed on them, they believed it not ;

and the light of my countenance they cast not down.
25 I chose out their way, and sat chief,

and dwelt as a king in the army,
as one that comforteth the mourners.

2. Sorrowful description of his present sad estate.

CHAPTER XXX.

a. The ignominy and contempt he receives from men: vera. 1-16.

1 But now they that are younger than I have me in derision,

whose fathers I would have disdained

to have set with the dogs of my flock.

2 Yea, whereto might the strength of their hands profit me,
in whom old age was perished ?

3 For want and famine they were solitary ;

fleeing into the wilderness

in former time desolate and waste.

4 Who cut up mallows by the bushes,
and juniper roots for their meat.

5 They were driven forth from among men,

(they cried after them as after a thief) ;

6 To dwell in the cliffs of the valleys,
in caves of the earth, and in the rocks.

7 Among the bushes they brayed ;

under the nettles they were gathered together.

8 They were children of fools, yea, children of base men ;

they were viler than the earth.

9 And now am I their song,

yea, I am their byword.
10 They abhor me, they flee far from me,

and spare not to spit in my face.

34
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11 Because He hath loosed my cord, and afflicted me,

they have also let loose the bri&amp;lt;ile before me.

12 Upou my right hand rise the youth ;

they push away my feet,

and they raise up against me the ways of their destruction.

13 They mar my path,

they set forward my calamity,

they have no helper.
14 They came upon me as a wide breaking in of waters ;

in the desolation they rolled themselves upon me.

15 Terrors are turned upon me :

they pursue my soul as the wind :

and my welfare passeth away as a cloud.

b. The unspeakable misery which everywhere oppresses him : TCP8. 16-23.

16 And now my soul is poured out upon me;
the days of affliction have taken hold upon me.

17 My bones are pierced in me in the night season
;

and my sinews take no rest.

18 By the great force of my disease is my garment changed:
it bindeth me about as the collar of my coat.

19 He hath cast me into the mire,
and I am become like dust and ashes.

20 I cry unto Thee, and Thou dost not hear me :

I stand up, and Thou r?gardest me not.

21 Thou art become cruel to me ;

with Thy strong hand Thou opposest Thyself against me,
22 Thou liftest me up to the wind

;

Thou causest me to ride upon it,

and dissolvest my substance.

23 For I know that Thou wilt bring me to death,
and to the house appointed for all living.

/

c. The disappointment of all his hopes : vers. 24-31.

24 Howbeit he will not stretch out his hand to the grave,
though they cry in his destruction.

25 Did not I weep for him that was in trouble ?

was not my soul grieved for the poor ?

26 When I looked for good, then evil came unto me
;

and when I waited for light, there came darkness.
27 My bowels boiled, and rested not :

the days of affliction prevented me.
28 I went mourning without the sun :

I stood up, and I cried in the congregation.
29 I am a brother to dragons,

and a companion to owls.

30 My skin is black upon me,
and my bones are burned with heat.

31 My harp also is turned to mourning,
and my organ into the voice of them that weep.

3. Solemn asseveration of his innocence in respect to all open and secret sina.

CHAPTER XXXI.
a. He has abandoned himself to no wicked lust: vers. 1-8.

1 I made a covenant with mine eyes ;

why then should I think upon a maid ?

2 For what portion of God is there from above ?

and what inheritance of the Almighty from on high?
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3 Is not destruction to the wicked ?

and a strange punishment to the workers of iniquity ?

4 Doth not He see my ways,
and count all my steps ?

5 If I have walked with vanity,
or if my foot hath hasted to deceit

;

6 let me be weighed in an even balance,
that God may know mine integrity.

7 If my step hath turned out of the way,
and mine heart walked after mine eyes,
and if any blot hath cleaved to mine hands

;

8 then let me sow, and let another eat
;

yea, let my offspring be rooted out.

b. He has acted uprightly in all his domestic life : yers. 9-18.

9 If mine heart have been deceived by a woman,
or if I have laid wait at my neighbor s door

;

10 then let my wife grind unto another,
and let others bow down upon her.

1 1 For this is a heinous crime
;

yea, it is an iniquity to be punished by the judges.
12 For it is a fire that consumeth to destruction,

and would root out all mine increase.

13 If I did despise the cause of my man-servant, or of my maid-servant,
when they contended with me

;

14 what then shall I do when God riseth up ?

and when He visiteth, what shall I answer Him ?

15 Did not He that made me in the womb make him?
and did not One fashion us in the womb ?

c. He has constantly practised neighborly kindness and justice in civil life: Ters. 16-23.

16 If I have withheld the poor from their desire,

or have caused the eyes of the widow to fail ;

17 or have eaten my morsel myself alone,
and the fatherless hath not eaten thereof:

18 (for from my youth he was brought up with me, as with a father,

and I have guided her from my mother s womb ;)

19 if I have seen any perish for want of clothing,
or any poor without covering ;

20 if his loins have not blessed me,
and if he were not warmed with the fleece of my sheep ;

21 if I have lifted up my hand against the fatherless,

when I saw my help in the gate ;

22 then let mine arm fall from my shoulder blade,

and mine arm be broken from the bone !

23 For destruction from God was a terror to me,
and by reason of His highness I could not endure.

d. He has not violated his more secret obligations to God and his neighbor: Ters. 24-32.

24 If I have made gold my hope,
or have said to the fine gold, Thou art my confidence ;

25 if I rejoiced because my wealth was great,

and because mine hand had gotten much;
26 if I beheld the sun when it shined,

or the moon walking in brightness ;

27 and my heart hath been secretly enticed,

or my mouth hath kissed my hand :
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28 this also were an iniquity to be punished by the judge ;

for I should have denied the God that is above.

29 If I rejoiced at the destruction of him that hated me,

or lifted up myself when evil found him :

30 ( neither have I suffered my mouth to sin

by wishing a curse to his soul :)

31 if the men of my tabernacle said not,

O that we had of his flesh ! we cannot be satisfied.

32 The stranger did not lodge in the street :

but I opened my doors to the traveller.

e. He has been guilty furthermore of no hypocrisy, or mere semblance of holiness, of no secret violence, or

avaricious oppression of his neighbor: vers. 33-40.

33 If I covered my transgressions as Adam,
by hiding mine iniquity in my bosom :

34 did I fear a great multitude,

or did the contempt of families terrify me,
that I kept silence, and went not out of the door ?

35 O that one would hear me!

behold, my desire is that the Almighty would answer me,
and that mine adversary had written a book.

36 Surely I would take it upon my shoulder,
and bind it as a crown to me.

37 I would declare unto Him the number of my steps ;

as a prince would I go near unto Him.
38 If my land cry against me,

or that the furrows likewise thereof complain ;

39 If I have eaten the fruits thereof without money,
or have caused the owners thereof to lose their life ;

40 Let thistles grow instead of wheat,
and cockle instead of barley.

The words of Job are ended.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Although introduced by the same formula
as the discourse immediately preceding (comp.
ch. xxix. 1 with xxvii. 1), this last long series of

Job s utterances exhibits decidedly a uerdBaat^

elf d/lAo yei Of, a form and method esssentially
new in comparison with the former controver
sial and argumentative discourses of the collo

quy. They are not, once addressed to the

friends, who since ch. xxv. have been entirely
silenced, and have not been provoked to further

reply even by the elaborate instructions, which
he imparts to them in ch. xxvii. xxviii. In

stead of this they frequently appeal to God, and

present, especially in the last section, a long
series of solemn asseverations or adjurations
uttered before God. They thus appear, in con
trast with the. interlocutory character of the dis

courses hitherto, as a genuine soliloquy by Job,
which both by its contents and by its conspicu
ous length, forms a suitable transition to the fol

lowing discourses, or groups of discourses by
Elihu and Jehovah, which are in like manner of

considerable length. The three principal sec

tions are a yearning retrospect to the happy
past (ch. xxix.), a description of the sorrowful

present (ch. xxx.), and solemn asseverations of
innocence ia presence of the divine judge, or

God of the Future (ch. xxxi.). These division*

are very obvious, and justify the divisions into

chapters founded on them as corresponding

strictly to that intended by the poet himself.

Neither can there be much doubt in regard to

the more special sub-division of these chief di

visions. The first and the seeond contain re

spectively three long sub-divisions or strophes,
of 8-9 verses each (once only, ch. xxx. 1 seq. of

15 verses, which long strophe indeed may also

be divided into two shorter ones of 8 and 7

verses. In the third part there appear quite

distinctly five groups of thought of 7-8 (once
of 9) verses each.

2. First Division : The prosperity of the past :

ch. xxix.
[&quot;

It is very thoughtfully planned by
the poet that Job, by this description of his for

mer prosperity, unintentionally refutes the accu

sations of his friends, inasmuch as it furnishes

a picture of his former life very different from
that which they had ventured to assume. We
have here the picture of a rich and highly dis

tinguished chief of a tribe [or patriarch], who
was happy only in spreading abroad happiness
and

blessing.&quot; Schlottmann].
First Strophe ; vers. 2-10 : The outward ap

pearance of this former prosperity.
Ver. 2. Oh that it were to me [Oh that I

were] as in months of yore ! lit. &quot; who gives

(makes) me like the months of the
past,&quot;

who
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puts me back in the happy condition of that
time (so Rosenm., Welte, Vaih, etc.). Or, with
the dative rendering of the suffix in JJ^ (as in

Is. xxvii. 4; Jer. ix. 1), &quot;who gives to me like

the months of the
past,&quot; f. e. who makes me to

live over such! (so usually). On the construc
tion in b (the constr. state O D before the rela

tive clause), comp. Gesenius, 2116, [3114], 3.

[Green, 255, 2].
Ver. 3. When it (viz.) His lamp shone

above my head. i^n3, Inf. Kal of SSn with

the vowel a weakened to (Ewald, g 255, a)

[Green, \ 139, 2], not Inf. Hiph. as Bottcher
would render it, when after the Targ. he trans
lates : &quot;when He caused His lamp to shine.&quot;

This Hiphil rendering could only be justified if

(with Ewald in his comm.) we should read
u

(V7nn3). [&quot;Probably alluding to the custom

of suspending lamps in rooms or tents over the
head. The language of this ver. is of course

figurative, and implies prosperity and the di

vine favor.&quot; Carey]. On the anticipation of the

subject 1\J_ by the suffix, comp. Ew., \ 309, c.

Delitzsch quite too artificially refers the suffix

in 7H3 to God, and takes 11J as a self-cor

rective, explanatory permutative : &quot;when He,
His lamp shone, etc.&quot;

Ver. 4. As I was in the days of my har
vest.

&quot;It-fNjD, &quot;as, according as,&quot; resumes the

simple 3 in TTVD and D 3, ver. 2. &quot;The days
of the harvest

&quot;

are, as ver. 5 b shows, a figura
tive expression for ripe manhood

[&quot;the days of

my prime&quot; Carey], the eetas virilis suis fructibus

fcela et exuberans (Schultens) : comp. Ovid Metam.
XV. 200. [The rendering of E. V. &quot;in the

days of my youth&quot; (after Symraach. and the

Vulg.) is less correct, as is shown by the reference

above to ver. 5 b, the time referred to being that

when he had his children about him, as well as

by the word *pn itself, which means the time

when the ripe fruit is gathered]. When
Eloah s friendship was over my tent; i. e.

dispensed protection and blessing above my ha

bitation. T)D here meaning &quot;lamiliarity, con

fidential intercourse,&quot; (as in ch. xix. 19
;
Ps.

xxv. 14 ; Iv. 15 [14] ;
Prov. iii. 22), not the ce

lestial council of God, as in ch. xv. 8 (against

Hirzel). [&quot;l
lD3 either by ellipsis for &quot;I1D /VVH3

or &quot;PD having the force of an active [verbal]
noun, &quot; His being familiar.&quot; Dillm. Carey s

explanation, though pushing the literal render

ing a little too far, is striking: &quot;lit. in the seat or

cushion of God being at my tent; i. e., when God
was on such terms of familiar intercourse with

me that he had, as it were, his accustomed seat

at my tent&quot;].

Ver. 5. On children as a most highly valued

blessing, placed here next to God Himself, comp.
Ps. cxxvii. 3seq. ; cxxviii. 3. Concerning D lJ^J

in this sense (not in that of &quot;

servants,&quot; )
see

above ch. i. 19; xxiv. 5.

Ver. 6. When my steps were bathed in

cream (comp. ch xx. 17, where however we
have the full form ruOH), and the rock be

side me poured out streams of oil ; thai

which elsewhere was barren poured out costiy

blessings, and that close by his side, so that he
was not compelled to go far; comp. Deut.
xxxii. 13.

Vers. 7-10. The honor and dignity which he
then enjoyed. When I went forth to the
gate up to the city. &quot;IJJ^ ia equivalent, to

rnjN9, towards the gate (comp. ch. xxviii. 11;

Gen. xxvii. 3), not: &quot;out. at the
gate&quot; (as be

low, ch. xxxi. 34 nP3), for Job s residence was

in the country, not in the city with D&quot;\y$. For
this same reason he speaks here of his going up
rnp

. &quot;7JP,

&quot; UP to *ne ci
yi&quot;

f r the city adjoin

ing to him, was on an eminence, as was usually
the case with ancient cities. [Comp Abraham s

relations to Hebron, as indicated in Gen. xxiii.].
In respect to the use of the space directly inside
the gates of these cities as a place for assem
blies of the people, comp. above, ch. v. 4

; also
xxxi. 4; Prov. i. 21; viii. 3, and often. When
I prepared my seat in the market. 31PP

the open space at the g-+te, as in Neh viii. 1, 3,

16, etc. On the construction (the change from
the Infin. to the finite verb), comp. ver. 3; ch.

xxviii. 25.

Ver. 8. Then the young men saw me,
and hid themselves ;

/. e. as soon as they
came in sight of me, from reverential awe.
And the gray-headed rose up, remained
Standing until I myself had sat.

[&quot;
A most

elegant description, and exhibits most correctly
the great reverence and respect which was paid,
even by the old and decrepit, to the holy man in

passing along the streets, or when he sat in

public. They not only rose, which in men so

old and infirm was a great mark of distinction,
hut they stood, they continued to do it, though
the attempt was so difficult.&quot; Lowth], On the

construction, comp. Ew.-tld, $28% b.

Ver. 9. Princes restrained themselves

from speaking (D Sp3 &quot;NfJJ,
as in ch. iv. 2;

xii. 15), and laid the hand on their mouth,
imposed on themselves reverential silence ; comp.
ch. xxi. 6. [&quot;What

is meant is not that those

who were in the act of speaking stopped at Job s

entrance, but that when he wished to speak, even

princes, i. e. rulers of great bodies of men, or

those occupying the highest offices, refrained

from speech.&quot; Dillmann].
Ver. 10. The voice of nobles hid itself,

lit. &quot;hid themselves,&quot; for the verb N3HJ is put

in agreement with the plur. dependent on
7&quot;lp

as the principal term, as in the similar caes in

ch. xv. 20; xxi. 21; xxii. 12. [Comp. Green,

g 277]. D T-P. lit&quot; &quot;those who are visible&quot;

(from &quot;UJ)
i. e. conspicuous, noble [nobilet\. On

b comp. passages like Ps. cxxxvii. 6; Ezekiel

iii. 20.

Continuation. Second Strophe: vers. 11-17.

Job s active benevolence and strict integrity as

the inward cause of his former prosperiiy.
Ver. 11. For if an ear heard it called

me happy lit. &quot;for an ear heard, and then

called me happy;&quot; and similarly in the second

member. The object of the hearing, as after

wards of the seeing, is neither Job s speeches in

the assembly of the people [&quot;if
this ver. were a

continuation of the description of the proceed-
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ings in the assembly, it would not be introduced

by 3&quot; Dillm.], nor his prosperity (Hahn, De-

litzsch), but as ver. 12 seq. shows, his whole

public and private activity. [For the reason

mentioned by Dillmann 3 is better translated

&quot;for&quot; than &quot;when&quot; (E. V.) ].
In regard to

&quot;1#K &quot;to pronounce happy,&quot; comp. Prov. xxxi.

28; Cant. vi. 9. In regard to TJpn, to bear fa

vorable testimony to any one, comp. paprvpelv

rim Luke iv. 22; Acts xv. 8.

Ver. 12. For I delivered the poor, that

cried, and the orphan, who had no helper

(fa &quot;ITp-tf7l a circumstantial clause, comp. Ew.,

\ 331). [The clause &quot; is either a third new ob

ject (so E. V.)], or a close definition of what

precedes: the orphan and (in this state of or

phanhood) helpless one. The latter is more

probable both here and in the Salomonic pri

mary passage Ps. Ixxii. 12
;
in the other case

I
1

? Ity-pX &quot;IBM might be expected.&quot; Delitz.].

The Imperfects describing that which is wont to

be, as also in vers. 13, 16. As to the sentiment,

comp. Ps. Ixxii. 12.

Ver. 13. The blessing of the lost (lit.
&quot;of

one lost, perishing;&quot; &quot;131N as in ch. xxxi. 19;

Prov. xxxi. 6) came upon me
;

i. e., as b

shows, the grateful wish that he might be blessed

from such miserable ones as had been rescued

by him, hardly the actual blessing which God
bestowed on him in answer to the prayer of such

(comp. Hermas, Past. Simil. 2).
Ver. 14. I had clothed myself with righ

teousness, and it with me; i. e., in propor
tion as I exerted myself to exercise righteous
ness

(P.&quot;7-f)
toward my neighbor, the same [righ

teousness] took form, filled me inwardly in truth

[&quot;

it put me on as a garment, i. e., it made me so

its own, that my whole appearance was the re

presentation of itself, as in Judg. vi. 34, and
twice in the Chron., of the Spirit of Jehovah it

is said that He puts on any one, induit, when He
makes any one the organ of His own manifesta

tion,&quot; Delitzsch. &quot;

Righteousness was as a robe
to me, and I was as a robe to it. I put it on,
and it put me on

;
it identified itself with me.&quot;

Words.] Not: &quot; and it clothed me,&quot; as Rosen-

muller, Arnh., Umbr. [E. V., Schlottm., Carey,
Renan, Rod., Elz., etc.~\, arbitrarily render the

second K?J?, thereby producing only a flat tau

tology. [Ewald also: &quot;

it adorned me.&quot; The
other rendering is adopted, or approved by Ge-
sen., Fiirst, Delitzsch, Dillmann, Wordsworth,
Noyes in his Notes]. The figure of being clothed

wi h a moral quality or way of living to repre
sent one as equipped, or adorned therewith,
(comp. Isa. xi. 5; li. 9; lix. 17; Ps. cxxxii. 9),
is continued in the second member, where Job s

strict righteousness and spotless integrity (this
is what t93$0 means; comp. Mic. iii. 8) are re

presented as &quot; a mantle and a tiara (turban) ;&quot;

comp. Is. Ixi. 10.

Ver. 15. Comp. Num. x. 81. To be anybody s

eye, ear, foot (here
&quot;

feet&quot;), etc., is of course to

supply these organs by the loving ministration
of help, and to make it possible as it were to dis

pense with them.

Ver. 16. On a comp. Is. ix. 5; xxii. 21. 5X

and D JV3X seem to form a paronomasia here.

And the cause of the unknown [the

strangers, the friendless] I searched out, i. e.,

in order to help them as their advocate, provided

they were in the right. PJ?T ** attributive

clause, as in ch. xviii. 21 ; Is. xli. 3
; Iv. 6, and

often. [E. V., &quot;the cause which I knew not&quot;

is admissible, and gives essentially the same
sense ;

but the other rendering is to be prefer

red, as furnishing a better parallel to the &quot;blind,

lame, poor,&quot; preceding. The man whom nobody
knew, or cared for, Job would willingly take for

his client. E.].
Ver. 17. I broke the teeth of the wicked

(the cohortative, rPStJM, as in ch. i. 15; xix.

20), and out of his teeth I plucked the
prey. For the description of hardhearted op
pressors and tyrants (or unrighteous judges, of

whom we are to think particularly here), under
the figure of ravaging wild beasts, from which
the prey is rescued, comp. Ps. iii. 8 [7] ; Iviii. 7

[G], etc.

4. Conclusion : Third Strophe : Vers. 18-25.
The honor and the influence which Job once en

joyed, and the loss of which he mourns with es

pecial sorrow.
Ver. 18. And so then I thought [said] :

With my nest
[&quot; together with my nest,&quot; as

implying a wish that he and his nest might pe
rish together, would be &quot;unnatural, and diame

trically opposed to the character of an Arab, who
in the presence of death cherishes the twofold
wish that he may coniinue to live in his children,
and that he may die in the midst of his

family,&quot;

Delitzsch] (or also :
&quot; in my nest

&quot;)
shall I die j

t. e., without having left or lost my home, toge
ther with my family, and property (comp. Ps.
Ixxxiv. 4 [3]), hence in an advanced, happy old

uge. And like the phenix have many
days: lit., &quot;make many, multiply my d^ys.&quot;

The language also would admit of our rendering

/in &quot;sand,&quot; understanding the expression to
refer to the multiplication of days like grains of

sand; comp.
&quot; as the sand of the sea

&quot;

in 1 Ki.

v. 9
[iv. 29 applying to Solomon s wisdom] and

often; also Ovid, Metam. XIV. 136 seq. : quot ha-
bcret corpora pulvis, tot mihi natales contingere vana

rogavi. But against this interpretation, which
is adopted by the Targ., Pesh., Saad., Luther,
Umbreit, Gesenius, Stickel, Vaih., Hahn, [E. V.,

Con., Noy., Ber., Carey, Words., Renan, Rod-

well, Merx], and in favor of understanding Tin
of the phenix, that long-lived bird of the well-
known oriental legend (so most moderns since

Rosenmiiller) may be urged: (1) The oldest

exegetical tradition in the Talmud, in the Midra-
shiin, among the Masoretes and Rabbis (espe
cially Kimchi) ; (2) the versions manifestly
proceeding out of a misconception of this phenix
tradition of the LXX : uairep orf/le^of QoiviKOf ;

of the Itala: sicut arbnr palmse, and of the Vulg. :

sicutpalma; (3) and finally even the etymology

of the word Tin (or S^D, as the Rabbis of Na-

hardearead, according to Kimchi) which it would

seem must be derived (with Bochart) from /in
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torquere, volvere, and be explained &quot;circulation,

periodic return,&quot; and even in its Egyptian form
Koli (Copt. : alloe) is to be traced back to this

Shemitic radical signification (among the ancient

Egyptians indeed the chief name of the phenix
Was beni, hierogl. bano, benno, which at the same
time signifies &quot;palm &quot;).

The phrase &quot;to live

as lung as the phenix&quot; is found also among other

people of antiquity besides the Egyptians, e. g..

among the Greeks
(&amp;lt;/niviKOf ITIJ fitovv, Lucian,

Hermot., p. 58) ; and the whole legend concern

ing the phenix living for five hundred years,
then burning itself together with its nest, and

again living glor fied, is in general as ancient a*

it is widely spread, especially in the East. There

fore it can neiiher seem strange, nor in any way
objectionable, if a poetical book of the Holy

Scripture should make reference to this myth

(comp. the allusions to astronomicil and other

myths in ch. iii. 9; xxvi 28). Touching the

proposition that the Egyptian nationality of the

poet, or the Egyptian origin of his ideas docs

not follow from this passage, see above, Intri d.,

7, 6 (where may also be found the most im

portant literary sources of information respect

ing ihe legend of the phenix).
Vers. 1^, 20 continue the expression, begun

in ver. 18, of that which Job thought and hoped
for. [According to E. V., ver. 19 resumes the

description of Job s former condition: &quot; My root

was spread out, etc
&quot; But these two verses are

so different from the passage preceding, (vers.

11-27), in which Job speaks of his deeds of be

neficence, and from the passage following (vers.

21-25) in which he describes his influence in the

public assembly, and BO much in harmony with

ver. 18, in which he speaks of his prospects, as

they seemed to his hopes that the connection

adopted by Zockler, and most recent expositors,

is decidedly to be preferred E ].

Ver. 19 My root will be open towards
the water: i. e., my life will flourish, like a

tree plentifully watered (comp. chap, xiv 7 seq.;

xviii. 16), and the dew will lie all night in

my branches (comp. the same passages; also

Gen. xxvii. 39 ; Prov. six. 12 ; Ps. cxxxiii. 3,

etc.)

Ver. 20. Mine honor will remain (ever)

fresh with me (TG3 = S6a, consideration

dignity, honor with God and men not &quot; soul

as Hahn explains [&quot;

to which Bhn is not ap

propriate as predicate,&quot; Del.], and my bow
is renewed in my hand the bow as a sym
bol of robust manliness, and strength for action

comp. 1 Sain. ii. 4; Ps. xlvi. 10 [9]; Ixxvi. &amp;lt;

[3]; Jerem. xlix. 35; li. 66, etc.
l**?&quot;^.

*

make progress, to sprout forth (oh. xiv. 7) ;
her

to renew oneself, to grow young again. It is

not necessary to supply, e.g., r\3, as Hirzel and

Schlottmann do, on the basis of Isa. xl. 31.

Ver. 21 seq., exhibit in connection with the

joyful hopes of Job, just described, which flowec

forth directly out of the fulness of his prosperity

and in particular of the honor which he enjoyed

a full description of this honor, the narrative

style of the discourse by 1OK1, ver. 18, being

resumed. Vers. 21-23 have for their subjeo

thers than Job himself, the members of his tribo,
tot specially those who took part in the assem-
lies described in vers. 7-10; for which reason
t is unnecessary to assume a transposition of

he passage after ver. 10.

er. 21. They hearkened to me, and

waited (*vTV, pausal form, with Dagh. eupho

nic for iSry, comp. Gesen. \ 20, 2 e), and list

ened silently to my counsel (lit.
&quot;;ui&amp;lt;l

vere silent for or at my counsel&quot;).

Ver. 22. After my words they spoke not
again lit. &quot;they

did not repeat&quot; ( JE^, non

terabanf). On b comp. Deut. xxxii. 2; Cant. iv.

11; Prov. v. 3.

Ver. 23. Further expansion of the figure last

ised of the refreshing [rain-like] dropping of

his discourse. They opened their mouth

wide as for the latter rain. The tf
ip

1

??, or

Matter rain in March or April, is, on account of

the approaching harvest, which it helps t. ripen,

longed for with particular urgency in Palestine

and the adjacent countries; comp. Deut. xi. 14;

Jer. iii. 3; v. 24; Joel ii. 23; Hos. vi. 3, etc.

On ri3 ~lj?3
=z

]tft27,
to gape, pant, comp. Psalm

cxix. &quot;131.

T

Ver. 24. I laughed upon them when they
despaired lit- &quot;when they did not have con

fidence&quot; (llONn, absol. as in Isa. vii. 9; comp.

Psalm cxvi. 10; and 1J DX _ is a circumstantial

clause without
\

this lacking 1, however, being

supplied in many MSS. and Eds.). The mean

ing can be only: &quot;even when they were de

spondent, I knew how to cheer them up by my
friendly smiles.&quot; This is the only meaning with

which the second member agrees which cannot

harmonize with the usual explanation: &quot;I smiled

at them, they believed it not&quot; (LXX., Vulg.,

Saad., Luther [E. V., Noy., Rod., Ren., Meix],
and most moderns). [ The reverence in which

I was beld was so great, that if I laid aside my
gravity, and was familiar with them, they could

scarcely believe that they were so highly ho

nored; my very smiles were received with awe&quot;

Noyes]. And the light ofmy countenance

(i. e., my cheerful visage, comp. Prov. xvi. 15)

they could not darken; lit.
&quot;they

could not

c^use to fall, cast down,&quot; comp. Gen. iv. 5, 6;

Jer. iii. 12. [&quot;However despondent their posi

tion appeared, the cheerfulness of my counte

nance they could not cause to pass away.&quot;

DEL.]
Ver. 25. I would gladly take the way to

them (comp. chap, xxviii. 23); i.e., I took plea

sure in sitting in the midst of them, and in

taking part in affairs. This is the only meaning
that is favored by what follows; the rendering
of Hahu and Delitzsch: &quot;

1 chose out for them

the way they should
go&quot; [&quot;I

made the way

plain which they should take in order to get out

of their hopeless and miserable state.&quot; DEL.

This is the meaning also suggested by E. V.] is

opposedtby the consideration that
&quot;11&quot;D,

&quot;to

choose,&quot; never means &quot;to prescribe, determine,

enjoin.&quot;
In the passage which follows, &quot;sitting

as chief&quot; ($8O) is immediately defined more in

the concrete by the clause, &quot;N&quot;U3
&quot;^7.03,

&quot;like a
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king in the midst of the army;&quot; but then the

altogether too military aspect of this figure

(coinp. chap. xv. 24; xix. 12) is again softened

by making the business of the king surrounded

by his armies to be not leading them to battle,

but &quot;comforting the mourners.&quot; Whether in

this expression there is intended a thrust at the

friends on account of their unskilful way of com
forting (as Ewald and Dillmann think), may very
much be doubted.

Second Division : The wretchedness of the present.

Chap. xxx. First Strophe (or Double Strophe).
vers. 1-15. The ignominy and contempt which
he receives from men, put in glaring contrast

with the high honor just described. The con
trast is heightened all the more by the fact that

the men now introduced as insulting and mock
ing him are of the very lowest and most con

temptible sort; being the same class of men
whose restless, vagabond life has already been
described in ch. xxiv. 4-8, only more briefly
than here.

Ver. 1. And now they laugh at me who
are younger than I in days the good-for-
nothing rabble of children belonging to that
abandoned class. What a humiliation for him
before whom the aged stood up! [&quot;

The first

line of the verse which is marked off by Mercha-

Mahpach is intentionally so disproportionately
long to form a deep and long-breathed beginning
to the lamentation which is now begun.&quot; Del.]
They whose fathers I would have dis
dained to set with the dogs of my flock
(D.y JVfr, &quot;to make like, to put on a level with,&quot;

not to set over, hg IVtP, prseficere, as Schultens,

Rosemn., Schlottm. explain). From this strong
expression of contempt it does not follow that
Job was now indulging in haughty or tyrannical
inhuman thoughts [the considerate sympathy
expressed by Job in ch. xxiv. 4-8 regarding this
same class of men should be borne in mind in

judging of Job s spirit here also
; yet it cannot

be denied that the pride of the grand dignified
old Emir does flash through the words. E.

J, but
only that that rabble was immeasureably desti

tute, and moreover morally abandoned, thievish,
false, improvident, and generally useless.

Ver. 2. Even the strength of their hands
what should it be to me ? i. e. &quot;and

even (LXX. KOI
-ye)

as regards themselves, those

youngsters, of what use could the strength of
their hands be to me?&quot; Why this was of no use
to him is explained in b; for them full ripe
ness is lost, i. e., enervated, miserable creatures
that they are, they do not once reach ripe manly

vigor (rP3 as in ch. v. 26). [Hence not &quot;old

age,&quot; as in E. V., which is both less correct and
less expressive.] Why they do not, the verses
immediately following show.

Ver. 3. Through want and hunger (they
are) starved; lit. they are &quot;a hard stiff rock&quot;

nJ. as in ch. xv. 34) ; they, who gnaw
the dry steppe: i. e., gnaw away (*lpy as in
ver. 17) what grows there; comp. ch. xxiv. 5;which have long been a wild and a wil
derness. According to the parallel passages
ch. xxxviii. 27 ; and Zeph. i. xv. riKitfDI

~ ;i &quot;

T

iina ily signifies \vas o and devasta

tion,&quot; or wild mid wilderness &quot;

(cornp. lim

ITO), Gen. i. 2; HP13D1 HpU, Nah. ii. 11; and
similar examples of assonance). The KfoK pre.

ceding however is difficult. Elsewhere it is an.

adverb of time :
&quot; the past night, last evening

[and so, yesterday],&quot; but here evidently a sub

stantive, and in tlieconstr. state It is explained
to mean either: &quot; the yesterday of wasteness and
desolation,&quot; i.e., &quot;that which has long been

wasteness,&quot; etc. (Hirzel, Ewald) [Schlott., Re-

nan, to whom may be added Good, Lee, Carey,
Elzas, who connect ITON with the participle,

translating &quot;who yesterday were gnawers,&quot;

etc.
],

or: &quot;the night, the darkness of the wil
derness&quot; (Targ., Rabbis, Gesen., Del.) [Noyes,
Words., Barnes, Bernard, Rodwell, the last two
taking #DX, J

Vt, and t^O as three independent
nouns, &quot;gloom, waste, desolation&quot;]. Of these
constructions the former is to be preferred, since
Darkness appears nowhere else (not even in Jer.
ii. 6, 31) as a characteristic predicate of the wil

derness,&quot; and since especially the &quot;gnawing of
the darkness of the wilderness&quot; produces a

thought singularly harsh. Dillmann s explana
tion: &quot;already yesterday a pure wilderness&quot;

(where therefore there is nothing to be found

to-day), is linguistically harsh; and Olshausen s

emendation &amp;gt;D1 &amp;gt;$

] &quot;)X arbitrary. [E. V.

following the LXX. Tai-g.. and most of the old

expositors, translates D&quot;p
ni n &quot;

fleeing,&quot; a ren

dering which b-sides being far less vivid and
forcible, is less suitable, the desert being evi-

pently their proper habitation.
pTj?

in the

pense of &quot;gnawing&quot; reminds of *\V2, ch. xxiv.
5. It will be seen also that E. V. follows the
adverbial construction of #DX, but &quot; the wilder
ness informer time desolate and waste&quot; suggests
no very definite or consistent meaning. If ad
verbial, the force of $DN mu*t be to enhance the

misery and hopelessness of their condition.

They lived in what was not only now, but what
had long been a desert a fact which made the

prospect of getting their support from it all the
more cheerless. E.].

Ver. 4. They who pluck the salt-wort
by the bushes in the place therefore where
such small plants could first live, despite the

scorching heat of the desert sun; in the shadow
that is, of larger bushes, especially of that pe
rennial, branchy bush which is found in the Sy
rian desert under the name siu, of which Wetz-

stein treats in Delitzsch. HI^O is the orach, or
salt-wort (also sea-purslain, atriplex halimus L.,
comp. LXX.: aAi^a), a plant which in its

younger and more tender leaves furnishes some
nourishment, although of .a miserable sort

;

comp. Athenaeus, Deipnos. IV., 161, where it is
said of poor Pythagoreans: aTii/ta rpuyovreg KM
anna roiavra avMJyovTec. And broom-roots
are their bread. That the root of the broorn
(genista monoxperma) is edible, is indeed asacr.ed
only here; still we need not doubt it, nor read

e.g., OOP 1

?, &quot;in order to warm themselves,&quot;

(Gesenius), as though here as in Ps. cxx. 4, only
the use of the broom as fuel was spoken of.
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Comp. Michaelis. Neve orient. Bill. V, 45, and
Wetzstein in Del. [II., 143. And see Smith s

Bib. Die., &quot;Juniper,&quot; &quot;Mallows&quot;].

Ver. 5. Out of the midst (of men) they
are hunted, e medio pelluntur. 13, lit. that

which is within, t. ., here the circle of human
social life, human society. They cry after
them as (after) a thief. 3313, as though they
were a thief; comp. &quot;10*32, ch. xxix. 23.r T T -

Ver. 6. In the most horrid gorges they
must dwell lit. &quot;in the horror of the gorges
(t

horridissima vaUium regione ; comp. ch. xli.

22; Ewald, 313, c) it is for them to dwell
;&quot;

omp. Gesen., \ 182 (\ 129], Rem. 1. In holes
of the earth and of the rocks. Hence they
were genuine troglodytes ;

see below after ver.

8. Concerning lfl&amp;gt;7, &quot;earth, ground,&quot; see on

ch. xxviii. 2.

Ver. 7. Among the bushes they cry out.

pnj above in ch. vi. 6 of the cry of the wild ass,

here of the wild tones of the savage inhabitants

of the steppes seeking food, not their sermo

burbarus; Pineda, Schlottmann [who refers to

Herodotus comparison of the language of the

Ethiopian troglodytes to the screech of the night-
owl. According to Delitzsch the word refers to

their cries of l*mentation and discontent over

their desperate condition. There can be but

little doubt that the word is intended to remind
us of the comparison of these people to wild

asses in ch. xxiv. 6, and so far the rendering of

E. V.
&quot;bray,&quot;

is not amiss]. Under nettles

(brambles) they herd together; lit.
&quot;they

must mix together, gather themselves.&quot; Most

of the modern expositors render the Pual as a

strict Passive, with the meaning, &quot;they
are

poured [or stretched] out,&quot; which would be

equivalent to &quot;they
lie down&quot; [or are pros

trate] : comp. Amos vi. 4, 7. But. both the use

of T1DD in such passages as 1 Sam. xxvi. 19;

Is. xiv. 1, and the testimony of the most ancient

Versions (Vulg., Targ., and indeed the LXX.
also: fiiyruvTo) favor rather the meaning of

herding, or associating together. [&quot;But
neither

the fut. nor the /W (instead of which one

would expect the Niph., or Hithpa.) is favora

ble to the latter interpretation: wherefore we

decide in favor of the former, and find sufficient

support for a Heb.-Arabic H3D in th significa

tion effundere from a comparison of ch. xiv. 19

and the present passage.&quot; Del.].

Ver. 8. Sons of fools, yea, sons of base

men, both expressions in opposition to the

subject of the preceding verse. 733 is used as a

collective, and means the ungodly, as in Ps. xiv.

1. D$-
t

73, equivalent to iynobiles, infames, a

construction similar to that in ch. xxvi. 2
[lit.

sons of -no-name&quot;]; comp. 286, g. They
are whipped out of the land; lit. indeed

an attributive clause &quot;who are whipped,&quot; etc.;

hence exiles, those who ared iven forth out of

their own home. [The rendering of E. V.,

&quot;they
were viler than the earth&quot; was doubtles*

suggested by the use of the adjective fcOJ in

the sense of &quot;afflicted, dejected&quot;].
In view of

the palpable identity of those pictured in these

verses with those described in ch. xxiv. 4-8, it

is natural to assume the existence of a particu
lar class of men in the country inhabited by Job
as having furnished the historical occasion and
theme of both descriptions. Since now in boih

passages a troglodyte way of living (dwelling
in clefts of the rock and in obscure places, comp.
above ch. xxiv. 4, 8) and the condition of having
been driven out of their former habitations

(comp. ch. xxiv. 4) are mentioned as prominent
characteristics of these wretched ones, it be
comes particularly probablethat the people inten

ded are the Choreans, or Chorites
(
Luther: Iforitts)

[E. V.: &quot; Horims
] who dwelt in bole*, the l&amp;gt;o-

rigines of the mountain region of Seir, who
were in part subjugated by the Edomites, in part
exterminated, in part expelled (comp. Gen.
xxxvi. 5; Deut. ii. 12, 22). Even if Job s home
is to be looked for at some distance from Edom-
itis, e. g. in Hauran (comp. on. ch. i. 1 ) a consider

able number of such Chorites (QHin, i. e. dwellers

in holes, or caves) might have been living in his

neighborhood; for driven out by the Edomites,

they would have fled more particularly into the

neighboring regions of Seir-Edom, and here in

deed again they would have betaken themselves
to the mountains with their caves, gorges, where

they would have lived the same wretche 1 life as
their ancestors, who had been left behind in

Edom. It is less likely that a cave-dwelling
people in Hauran, different from these remnants
of the Horites, are intended, . g. the Itureans,
who were notorious for their poverty, and way
laying mode of life (Del. and Wetzst.

).

Ver. 9. In the second half of the Long Strophe,
which also begins with nr\#1 Job turns his at

tention away from the wretches whom he has
been elaborately describing back to himself.

And now I am become their song of de
rision, I am become to them for a by
word. &quot;lyjJ, elsewhere a stringed instrument,

means here a song of derision, a/XAof (comp.

Lam. iii. 14; Ps. Ixix. 13 [&quot;121, 7170, malicious,L J T .

defamatory speech referring to the subject of

the same (LXX.: tf/n .AA^a).
Ver. 10. Abhorring me. they remove far

from me (to wit, from very abhorrence), yea,

they have not spared my face with spit

ting; i. e. when Ht any time tluy come near me,
it is never without testifying their deepest con

tempt by spitting in my face (Matt. xxvi. 67;

xxvii. 30). An unsuitable softening of the mean

ing is attempted by those expositors, who find

expressed here merely &quot;a spitting in his pre
sence&quot; (Hirzel, Umbreit, Sculottmann) ; this

meaning would require &quot;JS^ rather than J3
1

?.

Comp. also above ch. xvii. 6, where Job calls

himself a D JS^ ftS/l for the people.

Ver. llseq. show why Job had been in such

a way given over to be mocked at by the most

wretched, because namely God and the dn-me

powers which cause calamity had delivered him over

to the same. For these are the principal subject

in vers. 11-14, not those miserable outcast &amp;gt; of

human society just spoken of (as Rosenui., Um
breit, Hirzel, Stickel, Schlottm., Del. [Noy ,

Car., Rod. and appy. E. V.] explain). The cor

rect view is given by LXX. and Vulg., and
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among the moderns by Ewald, Arnh., Hahn,
Dillm.,/c. For He hath loosed my cord.

So according to the K ri &quot;VV, ou the basis of

which we may also explain :
&quot; For He hath

loosed, slackened my string,&quot;
which would be an

antithetic reference to ch. xxix. 20 b, even as by
the translation &quot;cord&quot; there would be a retro

spective reference to ch. iv. 21
; xxvii. 8. If

following the K thibh we read HIV, the expla

nation would be: &quot;He has loosed His cord, or

rein, with which he held the powers of adversity

chained,&quot; with which however the following
clause: &quot;and bowed me&quot; would not agree re

mark ibly well [not a conclusive objection, for

T\ty might very appropriately and forcibly de

scribe the way in which his nameless persecu

tor, God doubtless, would overpower, trample
him down, by letting loose His horde of calami

ties upon Job. Comp. Ps. Ixxviii. 8 [7]. Co-

nant not very differently : &quot;because he haslet

loose his rein and humbled me ;&quot;
i. e. with un

checked violence has .humbled me. Ewald, less

naturally:
&quot; He hath opened (i.

e. taken off the

covering of) His string (=his bow). Elizabeth

Smith better: &quot;He hath let go His bow-string,
and afflicted me.&quot; H^3 in the sense of letting

loose a bow, or bow-string however, is not used

elsewhere, and J^JH would hardly be a suita

ble description of the effect of shooting with the

bow. E.]. And the rein have they let

loose before me; i. e., have let go before

me (persecuting me). The subject of this, as of

the following verses, is indisputably God s hosts

let loose against Job, the same which in the si

milar former description in ch. xix. 12 were de

signated his D&quot;^~U (cornp. also ch. xvi. 9, 12-

14). The fearful, violent, and even irresistible

character of their attacks on Job, especially as

described in vers. 13, 14, is not suited to the mi
serable class described in vers. 1-8. They are
either angels of calamity, or at least diseases and
other evils, or, generally speaking, the personi
fied agencies of the Divine wrath, that Job has
here in mind.

Ver. 12. On the right there rises up a
brood, or troop, nrnp, or according to an

other reading nrns, til. a sprouting, a luxu

riant flourishing plant.&quot; [E. V., after the Targ.
Rabbis, &quot; the youth,&quot; which is both etymologi-
catly and exegetically to be rejected. E.] This
calamitous brood (of diseases, etc.) rises on (he

right, in the sense that Lhey appear against Job
as his accusers (comp. ch. xvi.

8) ; for the ac
cusers before a tribunal took their place at the

right of the accused; comp. Zech. iii. 1; Ps.
cix. 6. They push away my feet, i. e., they
drive me ev.-r further and further into straits,

they would leave me no place to stand on. (E v-

ald s emendation D/J
1

] &quot;they let loose the^r

feet, set them quickly in motion&quot; is unneces
sary ) And cast up against me their de
structive ways, in that they he.ip up their

siege-walls against me, the object of their block

ade and hostile assaults. ^D, as in ch xix. 12,
a passage which agrees almost verbally with the
one before us, and so confirms our interpretation
of the latter as referring to the Divine persecu
tions as au army beleaguering him. [Not, only

is this view favored by such a use of the samt

language as has been ued elsewhere (ch. xix.)

of the Divine persecutions, but also by the lan

guage itself. It is scarcely conceivable that Job

should dignify the spiteful gibes and jeers of that

rabble of young outcasts by comparing them to

the solemn accusations of a judicial prosecution,
or the regular siege of an army. E.]

Ver. 13. They tear down my path ; i. e.,

by heaping up their ways of destruction they

d-jstroy my own heretofore undisturbed way of

1 fe. They help to my destruction (comp.
Z cli. i 15) they to whom there is no hel

per: i. e , who need no other help for their work
of destruction, who can accomplish it alone. So

correctly Stickel, Hahn, while most modern ex

positors find in c the idea of helplessness, or that

of being despised or forsaken by all the world,

to be expressed. Ewald however [so Con.] ex

plains :
&quot; there is no helper against them&quot; (ap

pealing to Ps. Ixviii. 21); and Dillmann doubts

whether there can be a satisfactory explanation
of the text, which he holds to be corrupt.

Ver. 14. As through a wide breach
(} .&quot;?33

an elliptical comparison, like 33J3 ver. 5) they
draw nigh [come on] ; under the crash

they roll onwards, i. e., of course to storm

comple .ely the fortress
; comp. ch. xvi. 14. The

&quot;crash,&quot; HX1K/, is that of the falling ruins of

the walls [breached by the assault] not that, e.

ff., of a roaring torrent, as Hitzig explains (Zeit
schr.der D. M. G., IX. 741), who at the same
time attempts to give to

|*.&quot;\3

the unheard of sig

nification,
&quot; forest stream.&quot; [Targ. also; &quot;like

the force of the far-extending waves of the sea,&quot;

after which probably E. V.,
&quot; as a wide break-

ing-in of waters.&quot; But the fig. is evidently that

of an inrushiug army. E.]
Ver. 15. Terrors are turned against me;

i. e., sudden death-terrors ; comp. ch. xviii. 11,

14 ; xxvii. 20
; they pursue like the storm,

(like an all-devas ating hurricane) my dignity
CrplJ) [not

&quot;

soul,&quot; E. V., probably after tne

analogy of &quot;1133 frequently in Psalm ] that, viz.,

which was described in ch. xxix. 20 seq. The

3d sing. fern. ^T)^ referring to the plur. mn v3

as in ch. xiv. 19; xxvii. 20, and often. And
(in consequence of ail that) like a. cloud my
prosperity is gone ;

i. e., it has vanished as

quickly ami completely leaving no trace as a
cloud vanishes on the face of heaven. Comp.
ch. vii. 9; Isa. xliv. 22. [Paronomasia between

3^ and T\~\iy :
&quot; my prosperity like a vapor has

vanished
&quot;].

6. Continuation. Second Strophe: The un

speakable misery of the sufferer: vers. 10 23.

And now (the thir I
J&quot;IPj?l, comp. vers. 1 and

8) my soul is poured out within me, dis

solving in anguish an i complaint, flowing forth

in tears
[&quot;

since the outward man is, as it were,
dissolved in the gently flowing tears (Isa. xv. 3)
his soul flows away as it were in itself, for the

outward incident is but the mmifes ations and

results of an inward action.&quot; Del.] On *;Wt

&quot;with me, in me,&quot; comp. ch. x. 1; Ps. xlii. 5

[E. V., too literally &quot;upon me&quot;]. Days of
suffering hold me fast, i. e., in their power,
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they will not depart from me with their evil ef
fects

[&quot; ^y with its verb, and the rest of its de

rivatives is the proper word for suffering, and
especially the passion of the Servant of Jeho
vah.&quot; Del.]

Ver. 17. The night pierces my bones.
[&quot;The night has been personified already, ch.

iii. 2; and in general, as Herder once said, Job
is the brother of Ossian for personifications:

Night, (the restless night, ch. vii. 3 seq., in which
every malady, or at least ihe painful feeling of
it increases) pierces his bones from him.&quot; Del.]
Or a translation which is equally possible,

&quot;

by
night my bones are pierced&quot; [E. V., etc.], inas

much as IpJ can be Niph. as weli as Piel. ^?.pO.

lit.
&quot;

away from
me,&quot; . e., &quot;so that they are de

tached from me.&quot; And my gnawers sleep
not; i. e., either

&quot;my gnawing p i
ins,&quot; or &quot;my

worms, the maggots in my ulcers;&quot; comp. 713&quot;)

ch. vii. 5
[&quot;

and which in the extra biblical tra
dition of Job s disease are such a standing fea

ture, that the pilgrims to Job s monastery even

now-a-days take away with them thence these

supposed petrified worms of Job.&quot; Del.] In any

case ^pj?
is to be explained after

^pJJ ver. 3.

The signification &quot;veins&quot; (Blumenth), or &quot;nerves,

sinews&quot; (LXX., vevpa, Parchon, Kimchi) [E.V.]
is without support.

Ver. 18. By omnipotence my garment is

distorted; i. e., by God s fearful power I am so

emaciated that my garment hangs about me loose

and flapping, no longer looking like an article

of clothing (comp. ch. xix. 20). This is the only

interpretation (Ewald, Delitzsch, Dillm., Kamp-
hausen, [E. V., Con., Words., Ren.] etc.), that

agrees with the contents of the second member,
not that of the LXX., who read #3jT instead

of tysn/V, and understood God to be the sub

ject: TroAA?/ iax vt- 7reAd/3ero /JLOV T?/f oro/^f ; nor
that of Hirzel :

&quot;

by omnipotence my garment is

exchanged,&quot; i. e., for a sack ; nor that of Schult.

and Sclilott. : &quot;it
(i. e., the suffering, the pain)

is changed into [become] my garment,&quot; etc.

[with the idea of disguise, disfigurement], It

giids me round like the collar of my
[closely-fitting] coat; t. e , my garment, which
nowhere fits me at all, clings to my body as

closely and tightly as a shirt-collar fastens

around the neck.
[&quot; ^II*! ^n9^ mei

i8 not

merely the falling together of the outer garment,
which was formerly filled out by the members
of the body, but its appearance when the sick

man wraps himself in it; then it girds hiji, fiis

cl -se to him like his shirt-collar&quot; Del.] The

LXX. already translate ftWl &quot;33 correctly :

uairep rb irtptaT6utov TOV ^ruvdf fjov (Vulg. quasi

capttium tunicse)[E. V.]. To render 33
&quot;as,&quot;

or &quot; in proportion to
&quot;

yields no rational sense

(comp. also Ex. xxviii. 3J).
Ver. 19. He (God) hath cast me into the

mire (a sign of the deepest humiliation, comp.

ch. xvi. 15) so that I am become like dust

and ashes (in consequence of the earth like,

dirty appearance of my skin, comp. ch. vii. 5,

a theme to which he recurs again at the close of

the chapter, ver. 30)
Vers. 20-23. A plaintive appeal to God, en

treating help, but entreating it without a hope
of being heard by God. I stand there (pray
ing) and Thou lookest fixedly at me, viz.,
without hearing me. This is the only interpre
tation of the second member which agrees well
with the first, not that of Ewall: &quot;if I remain

standing, then Thou turnest Thy attention to

me,&quot; in order to oppose. [Ewald preferring the

reading JJO/UP]. It is absolutely impossible
with the Vulg , Saad., Gesen., Umbreit, Welte,

[E. V., Ber.] to carry over the K*? of the first

member to jJDflril
&quot; I stand up, and Thou re-

ajardest me not.&quot;
[&quot;The

effect of 7 cannot
be repeated in the second member, after a change
of subject, and in a clause which is dependent
on the action of that subject.&quot; Con.&quot;]

Ver. 21. Thou changest Thyself to a
cruel being towards me ~^3K sxvus, comp.
ch. xli. 2 [10], also the softened 3 N in the deri

vative passage, Is. Ixiii. 10 On DD17 in b r

[with the strength of Thy hand Thou
makest war upon me], comp. ch xvi. 9

Ver. 22. Raising me upon a stormy wind
(as on a chariot, conip. 2 Kings ii. 11) [not

exactly &quot;to the wind&quot; (E. V., Con., Words.,

etc.), as though Job were made the sport of the

wind, ludibrium ventis, but flung upon it, and
whirled by it down from the heights of his pros

perity. E.]. Thou causest me to be borne
away (comp. ch. xxvii. 21) and makest me
to dissolve in the crash of the storm.
The last word is to be read after the K thibh,

with Ewald, Olsh., Del., etc., rPtpn, and to be

regarded as an alternate form of HWCfP, or

nXtWl (comp. xxxvi. 29), and hence as being

essentially synonymous with n&0l9, Prov. i. 27,

&quot;tempest,&quot;
and as to its construction an accus.

of motion, like JVO in the following verse.

[Ges., Umbr., Noyes. Carey, read
rHEfP&amp;gt;

&quot;Thou

terrifiest me,&quot; a verb unknown in Ileb., and

even in Cbaldee used only in Ithpeul. See De

litzsch.] The K ri iT!^ (of which the LXX.

have made nj/ IC^) would give a meaning kss

in harmony with a: &quot;Thou causest well-being

to dissolve for me&quot; [E. V.: &quot;Thou dissolves^

my subsUnce
&quot; But the other rendering is a

far more suitable close to the whole description,

which is fearfully magnificent, besides being
entitled to the ordinary preference for the

K thibb].
Ver. 23. I know that Thou wilt bring

me to death (or &quot;bring me buck&quot; 3 BTI in

the sense of 3^, ch. i. 21) [&quot;death being rep

resented as essentially one with the dust ot death,

or even with non-existence,&quot; Delitzsch, who,

however, denies that 31tf always and inexorably

includes an &quot;again&quot;],
into the house of

assembly for all living. The latter expres

sion, which is to be understood in (lie sense of

ch. iii. 17 seq., is in apposition to HID, and this

is used here as a synonym of VlXtf, as in oh.

xxviii. 22.

Conclusion: Third Strophe: vers. 2431: The

diappomtmcnt of all his hopes.

Ver 24. But still doth not one stretch

out the hand in falling? }*&amp;lt;

h e an adver-
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ative particle, as in ch. xvi. 7; ^~&amp;gt;,
however,

interrogative for tfSn, comp. cb. ii. 10 b. The

view that 3 is compounded of 3 and \#.

&quot;ruin, fall, destruction&quot; (comp. Mic. i. 6, also

the more frequent plur., D&quot;j;, ruins), is favored

by the parallel expression W33 in the second

member. T nS$ finally, in the sense of stretch

ing out the hands in supplication, prayer, is at

least indirectly supported by Ex. xvii. 11 seq.,

and similar passages (such as Ex. ix. 29; 1

Kings viii. 38; Is. i. 15; Ixv. 2, etc.). Or in

his overthrow (will one not lift up) a cry on

that account? The interrogative lO=&On

extends its influence still over the second mem

ber. The suffix in VV33 refers back to the

indefinite subject in rflW\, and belongs there

fore to the same one overtaken by the fall, and

threatened with destruction (T3 as in ch. xii.

5). Respecting jnS &quot;on that account, there

fore,&quot;
see Ewald, fill, d; and on yyO=T(yW,

&quot;a
cry,&quot; comp. ch. xxxvi. 19 a. It is possible

that instead of the harsh expression yw jn
/

we should read something like %*&] 7 (accord

ing to Dillmann s conjecrure). On the whole

the explanation here propounded of this verse,
which was variously misunderstood by the an

cient versions and expositors, gives the only

meaning suited to the context, for which reason

the leading modern commentators (Ewald. Hir-

zel, Delitzsch, Dillmann, and on the whole Hahn,

etc.) adhere to it. [Delitzsch thus explains the

connection :
&quot; He knows that he is being hurried

forth to meet death ; he knows it, and has also

already made himself so familiar with this

thought, that the sooner he sees an end put to

this his sorrowful life, the better nevertheless

does one not stretch out one s hand when one is

falling? ... or in his downfall raise a cry for

help?&quot; As Dillmann remarks, this meaning is

striking in itself (besides being simple and

natural), and is in admirable harmony with the

context. The E. V., after some of the Rabbis,
takes MJ in the sense of

&quot;grave,&quot; although the

meaning of its rendering is obscure. It would
seem to be that God will not stretch out His

hand, :n the way of deliverance, to the grave,
although when He begins to destroy, men cry
out for mercy. Wordsworth translates: &quot;But

only will He (God) not stretch out His hand (to

help, see Prov. xxxi. 20; Hab iii. 10) upon me,
who am like a desolation or a ruin ? And will

not crying therefore (reach Him) in His destruc
tion of me?&quot; Others (Ges., Con., Noyes, Carey,
take #3 (from H^3) to mean

&quot;prayer:&quot; &quot;Yea,

there is no prayer, when He stretches out the
hand ; nor when He destroys can they cry for

help,&quot; which is not so well suited to the connec
tion, and is against the parallelism which makes
it probable that 3 before ^ is a preposition as

before T3. E.]
Ver. 25. Or did I not weep for him that

was in trouble? lit. for &quot;the bard of
day,&quot;

for &quot;him that is afflicted by a
day&quot; (a day of

calamity). On I comp. ch. xix. 12, 15 seq. The

air. /Ley. OJ#, &quot;to be troubled, grieved,&quot; is not

different in sense from DJX, Is. xix. 10.

Ver. 26. For I hoped for good, and there

came evil, etc. For the thought comp. Is. lix.

9; Jer. xiv. 19. Respecting nTVfcO (Tmperf.

cons.
Pi&quot;l), comp. Ewald, \ 232, h; the strength

ening !&quot;l~ in the final vowel as in ch. i. 15.

Ver. 27. In resrard to the
&quot;boiling&quot; (Pim as

in ch. xli. 23 [31]) of the bowels, comp. Lam. i.

20; ii. 11; Is. xvi. 11; Jer. xxxi. 20, etc.
[&quot;My

bowels boiled.&quot; E. V., does not quite express
the Pual ^nfn, &quot;are made to boil,&quot; the result

of an external cause.] On DTp, &quot;to encounter

any one, to fall upon him&quot; [E. V.
&quot;prevent&quot;

obsolete], comp. Ps. xviii. 6 [o].
Ver. 28. I go along blackened, without

the heat of the sun, / &amp;lt;-. not by the heat of

the sun, not as one that is burnt by the heat of
the sun. Since riDJl (comp. Cant. vi. 10; Is.

xxx. 26) denotes the sun as regards its heat,

rr\ fcO3 (instead of which the Pesh. and Vulg.

read H^PI X73
)

is not to be explained &quot;without

the sun light in inconsolable darkness&quot; (so
Hahn, Delitzsch. Kamp.) [and probably E. V. :

&quot; I went mourning without the sun
&quot;] ; which is

all the less probable in that
Tj|p can scarcely

denote anything else than the dirty appearance
of a mourner, covered with dust and ashes

(comp. ch. vii. 5), such a blackening of the skin

accordingly as would present an obvious contrast
with that produced by the heat of the sun. On

}hn comp. ch. xxiv. 10. I stand up in the

assembly, complaining aloud, giving free

expression to my pain on account of my suffer

ings. 7Hp here indeed not of the popular

assembly in the gates for the time was long
since passed, when he, the leper, might take his

place there (comp. ch. xxix. 7 seq.) but the

assembly of mourners, who surrounded hirn in,

or near his house, and who, we are to under
stand, were by no means limited to the three
friends. The opinion of Hiizel and Dillmaun,

that 7Hp3 means publice, is without support;

7Dp3, Prov. xxvi. 26 argues against this signi

fication, rather than for it, for there in fa^t the

language does refer to an assembly of the peo
ple, not to any other gathering.

Ver. 29. I am become a brother to jack
als [Vulg.. E. V.: &quot;dragons ], a companion
of ostriches [E. V. liere as elsewhere incor

rectly &quot;owls&quot;],
i. e. in respect to the loud,

mournful howling of these animals of the desert

(see Mic. i. 8). The reference is not so well
taken to their solitariness, although this also

may be taken into the account ; for the life of a

leper, shut off from all intercourse with the pub
lic, and put out of the city, must at all times be

comparatively deserted, notwithstanding all the

groups of sympathizing visitors, who might
occasionally gather about him. [See note in
Delitzsch ii. 171 ; also Smith s Bib. Diet. &quot;Dra

gon,&quot; &quot;Ostrich.&quot;]
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Ver. 30. My skin, being black, peels off
from me: lit. &quot;is become black from me.&quot;

jD as in ver. 17 ; the blackness of the skin

(produced by the heat of the disease) as in
Ter. 19 [where, however, it is referred rather
to the dirt adhering to it]; comp. ch. vii.

6. Respecting mn from *nn, &quot;to glow, to
be hot,&quot; comp. Ezek. xxiv. 11 ; Is. xxiv. 6.

Ver. 31 forms a comprehensive close to the
whole preceding description : And so my
harp (comp. ch. xxi. 12) was turned to
mourning, and my pipe (comp. the same pas
sage) to tones of lamentation; lit. &quot;to the
voice of the weeping.&quot; Job s former cheerful
ness and joyousness (comp. ch. xxix. 24) appears
here under the striking emblem of the tones of
musical instruments sounding forth clearly and

joyously, but now become mute. Similar de

scriptions in Ps. xxx. 12 [11]; Lam. v. 16;
Amos viii. 10, etc.

[&quot;
Thus the second part of

the monologue closes. ... It is Job s last

sorrowful lament before the catastrophe. What
a delicate touch of the poet is it that he makes
this lament, ver. 31, die away so melodiously.
One hears the prolonged vibration of its elegiac
strains. The festive and joyou^music is hushed

;

the only tones are tones of sadness and lament,
mesto flebile.&quot; Delitz-ch].

Third Division: Job s asseveration of his inno

cence in presence of the God.of the future : ch. xxxi.

First Strophe: Vers. 1-8. The avoidance of all

sinful lust, which he had constantly practiced.
A covenant have I made with mine eyes,
and how should I fix my gaze on a maid
en? i. e., with adulterous intent (comp. wpoc TO

iirLdvfj.Tjaa.1 avrrjv, Matth. v. 28; comp. Sir. ix.

6). The whole verse affirms that Job had not

once violated the marriage covenant in which he

lived (and which, ch. ii. 9 comp. ch. xix. 17

shows to have been monogamous) by adulterous

inclinations, to say nothing of unchaste actions.

In respect to the significance of this utterance of

a godly man in the patriarchal age, in connec

tion with the history of morals and civilization,

comp. below &quot;Doctrinal and Ethical Remarks.&quot;

The words D.T.yS JV13
rn;p

6 instead of T1K

or ~DJ?) are literally rendered :
&quot; to prescribe, to

dictate a covenant to the eyes. Job appears ac

cordingly as the superior, prescribing to his or

gan of vision its conduct, dictating to it all the

conditions of the agreement. It is unnecessary,
and even erroneous, to translate the verbs as

pluperfects (&quot;

1 had made a covenant . . how
should I have looked upon,&quot;

etc. so e.g., Um-
breit, Hahn, Vaih.). for Job would by no means
describe these principles of chastity, which he

observed, as something belonging merely to the

earlier past.

Vers. 2-4 continue the reflections, beginning
with ver. 1 b, which bad restrained him from

unchaste lusts, and this in the form of three

questions, of which the first (ver. 2) is answered

by the second and third (vers. 3 and 4). And
(

thus did I think) what would be the

dispensation of Bloah from above ? p^n
is the portion assigned by God, the dispensation

of His just retribution; comp. ch. xx. 29; xxvii.

13, where also may be found the parallel

&quot;inheritance.&quot; On
L
? 3O,

&quot; from above,&quot; comp.
ch. xvi. 19; xxv. 2; and in particular such New
Testament passiiges as Rom. i. 18 (an- oupavov),
James i. 17

(&vudn&amp;gt;), etc.

Ver. 3 seq. The answer to that question itself

given in the form of a question. On TX comp.

above on ch. xxx. 12; on
Sjg,

ch. xviii. 21
; on

&quot;OJ
&quot;calamity,&quot; Obad. 12.

Ver. 4. Doth not He (WH, referring back

to HI
1

?!*, ver. 2) [and emphatic: He doth He
not see, etc.] see my ways, and doth He not
count all my steps ? Comp. Ps. oxxxix. 2

seq. It was accordingly the thought of God as
the omniscient heavenly Judge, which influenced
Job to avoid most rigidly even such cinful desires
and thoughts as were merely internal!

Vers. 5-8. The first in the series of the many
adjurations, beginning with DX, in which Job
continues the assertion of his innocence to

the close of the discourse. If I have walked

[had intercourse] with falsehood (NIC?

here as a synonym of the following riD&quot;Vp,
not

simply &quot;vanity&quot; [E. V.] but &quot;falsehood, a
false nature, lying&quot;)

and my foot hath has
tened to deceit. B?nni from a verb nt^n,

T T
not found elsewhere; and signifying not &quot; to be

silent,&quot; but &quot; to hasten &quot;

(like ENPI) is an alter

nate form of the more common CMn (comp. t3J&quot;l,

1 Sam. xv. 19, from a root
!&quot;ID&amp;gt;?, synonymous

with 37).
Ver. 6. Parenthetic demand upon God, that

He should be willing to prove the truth of Job s

utterances (not the consequent of the hypothetic
antecedent in the preceding verse, as Delitzsch

[E. V.], would make it). Let Him (God)
weigh me in a just balance ; or &quot; in the ba
lance of justice,&quot;

the same emblem of the deci

sive Divine judgment to which the inscription in

the case of Belstiazzar refers (Dan. v. 25), and
which appears in the proverbial language of the

Arabs as &quot;the balance of works;&quot; in like man
ner among the Greeks as an attribute of Themis,
or Dike, etc.

Ver. 7. Continuation of the asseveratory an
tecedent in ver. 5, introduced by an luiperf. of

the Past expressing the continuousness of the

actions described interchanging with the Perf.

(as again below in vers. 13, 1(1-20, etc.) If my
steps turned aside from the way, t. e., from

ikeriffht way, prescribed by God (comp. ch. xxiii.

11), which is 1ornaken when, as the thought. is

expressed in b, one &quot; walks after his own eyes,&quot;

i. e., allows himself to be swayed by the lusts of

the eye (comp. Jer. xviii. 12; 1 John ii. 16).

And a spot cleaved to my hands, to wit, a

spot of immoral actions, especially such as are

avaricious. Comp. Ps. vii. 4 [3] seq. ; Deut.

xiii. 17, etc. C NO instead of the usual form

DID (comp. ch. xi. 16), found also Dan. i. 4.

Ver. 8. Consequent: then shall I sow and
another eat; i. e., the fruits of my labor shall

he enjoyed by another, instead of myself (be
cause I have stained it by the fraudulent, appro

priation of the property of others); the same
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thought as above in ch. xxvfi. 16 seq. ; comp.
Lev. xxvi. 16; Deut. xxviii. 33

; Amos v. 11, etc.

And may my products be rooted out !

D XXXy used here not of children, offspring [E.

V.] (as in ch. v. 25; xxi. 8; xxii. 14), but ac

cording to a of the growth of the soil as planted

by the owner, which so far as it shall not fall

into the hands of others shall be destroyed (comp.
Is. xxxiv. 1; xlii. 5).

9. Continuation. Second Strophe : Vers. 9-15.

The righteousness which he had exercised in all

the affairs of his domestic life. If my heart
has been befooled on account of [or en
ticed towards

]
a woman ;

t. e., a married

woman, for the sins of which Job here acquits
his conscience are those of the more flagrant sort,

like David s transgression with Bathsheba, not

simple acts of unchastity, such as were described

above in ver. 1. As to b, comp. ch. xxiv. 15, and

particularly Prov. vii. 7 seq.
Ver. 10. Consequent: Then let my wife

grind for another; /. e., not simply grind with

the hand-mill for him as his slave (Ex. xi. 5;
Isa. xlvii. 2; Matth. xxiv. 41), but according to

the testimony of the Ancient Versions (LXX.,
Vulg., Targ. )

and the Jewish expositors it re

fers to sexual intercourse in concubinage this

obscene sense being still more distinctly ex

pressed in 6. j^^K, Aram. plur. as in ch. iv.

2 ; xxiv. 22.

Vers. 11, 12. Energetic expression of detesta
tion for the sin of adultery just mentioned. For
such a thing (X1H) [this] would be an in
famous act, and that (K H) a sin [crime to

be brought] before the judges. So accord

ing to the K thibh, which with X1H points back
to that which is mentioned in ver. 9, but with
X H points back to 5T3?,

&quot;

transgression, deed of

infamy&quot; [&quot;
the usual Thora-word for the shame

less, subtle encroachments of sensual desires.&quot;

Del.], while the K ri unnecessarily reads X1H in

both instances D TS
{ty would be, so written

(with j

ltf in the absol. state) = crimen, et crimen

quidem judicum (comp. Gesen., \ 116
[ 114]

Rem.). Still the conjecture is natural that we
are to read either, as in ver. 28 S Sa fly cr.it. : I T

judiciale, or, D TlS jl, cr. judicum. The mean
ing of the expression is furthermore similar to

tvoxos rff Kpiaet, Matth. v. 21 seq.
Ver. 12. For it would be a fire which

would devour even to the abyss, i. e., which
would not rest before it had brought me, con
sumed by a wicked adulterous passion, to me
rited punishment in the abyss of hell; comp
Prov. vi. 27 seq.; vii. 26 seq. ; Sir. ix. 8; James
iii. 6, and in respect to fi^X see above ch. xxvi.

6; xxviii. 22, and which would root out
allmy increase, i.e., burn out the roots beneath

it. The a before TWOn-Sa may be expressed
by the translation: &quot;and which should under
take the act of outrooting upon my whole pro
duce,&quot; (Delitzsch) [Beth objecti, corresponding to
the Greek genitive expressing not an entire full

coincidence, but an action about and upon the
object. See Ewald, g 217].

Ver. 13 seq. A new adjuration touching the

humane friendliness of Job s conduct townrd
his house-slaves. If I despised the right of

my servant, of my maid if those who were
often treated as absolutely without any rights,

certainly not on the basis of the Mosaic law

(comp. Ex. xxi. 1 seq., 20 seq.). Job, the pa
triarchal saint, appears accordingly in this re

spect also as a fore-runner of the theocratic

spirit; comp. Abraham s relations to Eliezer,
Gen. xv. 2

; xxiv. 2 seq.
Ver. 14. What should I do when God

arose ? etc. Umbreit, otickel, Vaih., Welte, De
litzsch [E. V. Con., Carey, Noy., Words., Merx],
correctly construe this verse as the apodosis of
the preceding, here exceptionally introduced by
1, not as a parenthetic clause, which would then

have no consequent after it (Ewald, Hirzel, Dill-

mann), [Schlottmann, Renau, Rod., Elz.]. In

respect to the &quot;rising up&quot;
of God, to wit, for

judgment, comp. ch. xix. 25; on
~\pD to &quot;inquire

into,&quot; comp. Ps. xvii. 3; on 3 E?n, &quot;to
reply,&quot;

ch. xiii. 22.

Ver. 15. In the womb did not my Ma
ker make him (;il-i, and did not One
nnx, one and the same God) fashion us in

the belly? ^30^, syncopated Pilel-form, with

suffix of the 1st pers. plur., for WJjO l (Ewald,

81, a; comp. g 250, a). For the thought
comp. on the one side, ch. x. 8-12; on the other
side the use made of the identity of creation and

community of origin on the part of masters and
servants as a motive for the humane treatment
of the latter by the former in Eph. vi. 9 (also
Mai. ii. 10). [The position of JD33 gives some
emphasis to the thought that the womb is the
common source of our earthly life, or as De
litzsch expresses it, that God has fashioned us
in the womb &quot;in an equally animal

way,&quot; a

thought &quot;which smites down all pride.&quot; E.].
Continuation. Third Strophe; vers. 16-23:

His righteous and merciful conduct toward his

neighbors, or in the sphere of cioil life (comp.
above ch. xxix. 12-17). After the first hypo
thetic antecedent, in ver. 16, follows immediately
the parenthesis, in ver. 18, then three new an

tecedent passages, beginning with DX (or X&quot;S~DX),

until finally, in ver. 22, the common consequent
of these four antecedents is stated. If I re
fused to the poor their desire [or, if I held
back the poor from their desire] (J7JO con
strued otherwise than in ch. xxii. 7 ; comp,
Eccles. ii. 10; Num. xxiv. 11); and caused
the widow s eyes to fail from looking out
with yearning for help; comp. ch. xi. 20; xvii.

5; and in particular on nbs comp. Lev. xxvi.

16; 1 Sam. ii. 33.

Ver. 18. Parenthesis, repudiating the thought
that he could have treated widows or orphans
so cruelly as he had just described introduced
by J in the signification -&quot;nay, rather&quot; comp.
Ps. cxxx. 4; Mich, vi.4, and often). Nay indeed
from my youth he grew up to me as to a
father, viz., the orphan; the position of the sub
jects in respect to those of ver. 16 and ver. 17

is chiastic [inverted]. The suffix in J^nj has
the force of a dative (Ewald, g 315, b), and 3X3
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la an elliptical comparison for 3N7~1D3. The

conjecture of Olshausen, who would read J.VlJ
&quot; he honored [magnified] me,&quot; is unnecessary.
And from the womb I was her guide.
Occasioned by the parallel expression ^M?3O in

&amp;lt;r,

the meaning of which it ia intended to inten

sify, the phrase IpN |33D, &quot;from my mother s

womb,&quot; i. e. from my birth, presents itself as a

strong hyperbole, designed to show that Job s

humane and friendly treatment of widows and
orphans began with his earliest youth ; he had
drank it in so to speak with his mother s milk.

[&quot;So
far back as he can remember, he was wont

to behave like a father to the orphan, and like a
child to the widow.&quot; Del.].

Ver. 19. If I saw the forsaken one [or:
one perishing] without clothing, etc. &quot;DiN

as in oh. xxix. 13; v30, as in ch. xxiv. 7. The

second member OJ1
J&quot;X1

forms a second object

to
5&quot;IJpN,

lit.
&quot; and (saw) the not-being of the

poor with covering.&quot;

Ver. 20. In respect to the blessing pronounced 1

by the grateful poor (the blessing described as

proceeding from his warmed hips and loins,

which in a truly poetic manner are named in

stead of himself) comp. ch. xxix. 13.

Ver. 21. If I shook my hand over the

orphan (with intent of doing violence, comp.
Is. xi. 15; xix. 16) [&quot;as

a preparation for a

crushing stroke ], because I saw my help
in the gate (* . e. before the tribunal, comp. ch.

xxix. 7) a reference to the bribery which he
had practic-d upon the judges, or to any other

abuse of his great influence for the perversion
of justice.

Ver. 22. Consequent, corresponding immedi

ately to ver. 21, but having a wider reference to

all the antecedents from ver. 16 on, even though
the sins described in the former ones of the

number were not specially committed by the

hand, or arm. Then let my shoulder fall

from its shoulder-blade. ^AS signifies

shoulder, or upper arm, even as jtj*UN in b de

signates the arm. DDK is the nape, which sup

ports the upper arm, or shoulder (together with

the shoulder-blades); HpP &quot;a
pipe,&quot;

but used

to denote the shoulder-joint to which the arm is

attached; less probably the hollow bone of the

arm itself (against Delitzsch). Concerning the

n raphntum in the suffixes riDDE? and nj, comp.

Ewald. g 21, f; 247, d.

Ver. 23. Assigning the reason for what pre

cedes, sustaining the Fame relation to ver. 22,

as ver. llseq to ver. 10. For the destruc

tion of God (comp. ver. -3)
is a tenor forme

Cbx meaning &quot;in mine eyes,&quot; comp. Eccles. ix.

13), and before His majesty ( {D compar. ;

ntffr as in ch. xiii. 11) 1 am powerless I can

do nothing, I pocsess no powtr of resistance.

Job emphasizes thus strongly his fear and entire

impotence before God, in order to show that it

would be morally impossible for him to be guilty

of such practices, as those last described. The

hypothetic rendering of the verse: &quot;for terror

might [or ought to] come upon me. the destruc
tion of Qod &quot;

(Del., Kamph.) is impossible.
11. Continuation. Fourth Strophe: vers. 24-

32. Job s conscientiousness in the discharge o&quot;

his more secret obligations to God and his neigh
bor. Within this strophe, vers. 24 28 constitute
first of all one adjuration by itself, consi.-ting of

three antecedents with DN, to which ver. 2$ is

related as a common consequent. (According to

the assumption of Ewald, Dillmann, Hahn, etc.,

that ver. 28 is only a parenthesis, and that a

consequent does not follow within the present
strophe, the discourse would be too clumsy).
Job here expresses his detestation of two new
species of sins: avarice (vers. 24-25), and the

idolatry of the Sabian astrology, which are here

closely united together as the worship of the

glittering metal, and that of the glittering stars ;

comp. Col. iii. 5.

Ver. 24. If I set up gold for my confi
dence, etc. On

&quot;gold&quot;
and &quot;fine

gold&quot; comp.

ch. xxviii. 16
; on ^03 and nt333, ch. viii. 14.

Respecting the masc. T33 used as a neuter in

ver. 25 6, of that which is great, considerable in

number or amount, comp. Ew.. 172, b.

Ver. 26. If I saw the sunlight (TIN, &quot;the

light&quot; simply, or &quot;the light of this world,&quot;

John xi. 9; used also of the sun in ch. xxxvii.

21; Hab. iii. 4; comp. the Greek
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;Aof, Odyss.

III. 355, and often), how it shines
(
3 as iu

ch. xxii. 12), and the moon walking in

splendor. Tp a prefixed accus. of nearer

specification to }7H hence used as an adverb,

xplendide (Ewald, \ 279, a). [&quot;HT
is the moon

as a wanderer (from mN fH) i.e., night wan

derer, noctivaga. . . . The two words IJ/h Tp

describe with exceeding beauty the solemn ma
jestic wandering of the moon.&quot; Del.]

Ver. 28. And my heart was secretly be
guiled, so that I threw to them (io these

stars, having reference 10 the heathen divinities

represented by them, hence the D]3C/n tOi ,

Deut. iv. 19) a kiss by the hand (lit. &quot;so

that I touched with a kiss my hand to my
mouth;&quot; respec.tiug this sign ot&quot; adorntio, or

TrpoGKi vr/ri/?, comp. 1 Kings xix. 18
; Hos. xiii.

2; al*o I lin. U. N XXVIII., 2, 6: Inter adoran-

dum dextfruiH ad otculurn referimus et to/um corpus

circumnyimus ; and Lucian trepl bpxfaeiJf, who re

presents the worshippers of the rising sun in

Western Asia and Greece as performing their

devotion by kissing the han
ti(r//i&amp;gt; ;*/&amp;gt; jcrwaiTtf).

In the case of Job it was the worship of the stars

as practiced by the Aramaeans aud Arabians

(the Himjarites in particular among the

latter worshipping the sun and moon

[Urotal and Ali/at] as their chief divi

nities) which might from time to time pre
sent itself to him in the form of a temptation to

npostatize from one invisible God; comp. L.

Krchl, Die Religion der vorulomituchen Araber,

1863; L. Diestel, Der monotheismus des iiltesten

Heidenthums, Jahrbucher fur deutsche Theologie,

1860, p. 709 seq. Against Ewald s assumption
that there is here an allusion to the Parsee wor

ship of the sun, and that for that reason our
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book could not have been written before the 7th

Cent. B. C., it may be said, that the kissing of

the hand does not appear in the Zoroastrian

ritual of prayer, and also that the sun and moon

are represented in the Avesta as genii created

by Ahuramazda, and consequently not as being
themselves gods to be worshipped. Equally

arbitrary with this derivation of the passage
from the Zend religion by Ewald, is Dillmann s

as-ertion, that it was only from the time of King

Ahaz, and still more under Manasseh, that the

adoration of the &quot;host of heaven&quot; began pro

perly to exercise a seductive influence on the

people of Israel, and that it was only from that

point on that it could be regarded as a sign of

particular seligious purity &quot;that one had never,

not even in secret, yielded to this temptation.&quot;

As though our poet did not know perfectly well

what traits he ought to introduce into the pic

ture of his hero, who is consistently represented
as belonging to the patriarchal age! Comp.

against this unnecessary assumption of an ana

chronism, of which the poet had been guilty, in

the history of civilization or religion, the Intro

duction, \ 6, II., /.

Ver. 28. Consequent (see above): This also

were a crime to be punished; lit. &quot;a judi
cial crime, one belonging to the judge:&quot; comp.
on Ter. 11 ;

and respecting the thought, Ex. xvii.

2 seq. Because I should have denied the
God above (ver. 2) ; lit. &quot;I should have denied

[acted falsely] in respect to the God above;

h &r\3 means here the same with 3 Efrp else

where (ch. viii. 18; Is. lix. 13).
Vers. 29, 30. A new asseveration with an oath

repudiating the suspicion that he had exhibited

toward his enemies any hate or malice. For
this hypothetic antecedent, as well as for all

those which follow, beginning with DX down to

Ter. 38, the special consequent is wanting; not

until ver. 38 seq. does this series of antapodota

[antecedents or protases] reach its end. The

consequent in ver. 40, however, is, in respect of

its contents, suited only to the antecedent pas

sage immediately preceding, in vers. 38, 39, and
not also to the verses preceding those. Vers.

30, 32 and 35-37 are accordingly mere parenthe
ses. If I rejoiced over [or in] the destruc

tion (T3 as in ch. xxx. 24) of him that bated

me. That the love of our enemies was already
required as a duty under the Old Dispensation
is shown by Ex. xxiii. 4; Lev. xix. 18 (the lat

ter passage not without a characteristic limita

tion), but still more particularly by the Chok-
mah-literature, e. g. Prov. xx. 22; xxiv. 17 seq.;
xxv. 21 seq.

Ver. 31. Yet I did not (*O1 with an adver

sative meaning for the copula) allow my pal
ate (which is introduced here as the instrument
of speech, as in ch. vi. 30 [where, however, it is

rather the instrument of tasting, and so is used
for the faculty of moral discrimination]) to sin,
by a curse to ask for his life

;
t. e. by cur

sing to wish for his death.
Ver. 31 seq. He has also continually shown

himself generous and hospitable towards his neigh-
tor. If the people of my tent

(f. e. my
household associates, my domestics) were not

obliged to say: where would there be
one who has not been satisfied with his

flesh? lit.
* who gives one not satisfied with

his flesh?&quot; jn; I?
as in ch. xiv. 4; J73&:.

Partic. Niph. in the accus. depending on
|JV

&quot;&quot;D

(comp. also ver. 35, and above ch. xxix. 2).

1-W3 here means the same with inn^tp, 1 Sam.

xxv. 11, the flesh of his slaughtered cattle. The

figurative expression: &quot;to eat any body s flesh
*

in the sense of backbiting, calumniating (ch.
xix. 22) is not to be found here.

Ver. 32 The stranger did not pass tha
night without ;

I opened my doors to the

traveller. rHK? might of itself signify

&quot;towards the street&quot; (Stickel, Delitzsch). But
since this qualification would be superfluous

is rather to be taken as=rPK iTN or

As to the thought, comp. the accounts of the

hospitality of Abraham at Mamre, of Lot at

Sodom, of the old man at Gibeah (Gen. xviii. 19;

comp. Heb. xiii. 2; Judg. xix. 15 seq.); also

the many popular anecdotes among the Arabs
of divine punishments inflicted on the inhospita
ble

(&quot;to open a guest-chamber&quot; is in Arabic
the same ns to establish one s own household),
and the eulogies of the hospitality of the departed
in the Egyptian Book of the Dead. Comp. Wetz-
stein in Delitzsch [ii. 193], Brugsch, Die egypt.

Graberwelt, 1868, p. 32 seq. ; L. Stern, Das egypt.

Todtengericht, in &quot;Ausland,&quot; 1870, p. 1081 seq.
12. Conclusion: Fifth Strophe: vers. 33-40

Job is not consciously guilty even of the hypo
critical concealment of his sins, nor of secret
misdeeds a final series of asseverations, which.
is not only related to the preceding enumeration

(as though the same were incomplete, and might
be supposed to have been silent in regard to

some of Job s transgressions), but which simply
links itself to all the preceding assertions of his

innocence, and concludes the same.
Ver. 33. If I covered after the manner

of men my wickedness: DtJO, after the

way of the world, as people generally do
; comp.

Ps. Ixxxii. 7 and Hos. vi. 7; for even in the lat

ter passage this explanation is more natural
than that which implies a reference to Gen. iii.

8: &quot;as Adam (Targum, Scliult., Rosenna., Hit-

zig, Umbr., v. Hofm., Del.) [E. V., Good, Lee,
Con., Schlott., Words., Carey, etc. ; and comp.
Pusey on, Hos. vi. 7. Conant observes of the

rendering ut homo that &quot;there is little force in
this. On the contrary there is pertinency and
point in the reference to a striking and well-
known example of this offense, as a notable
illustration of its guilt.&quot; Such a reference to

primeval history in a book that belongs to the
literature of the Chokmah is, as Delitzsch

remarks, not at all surprising. And certainly
the extra-Israelitish cast of the book is no objec
tion to the recognition of so widely prevalent a
tradition as that of the Fall in the&quot; monotheistic

East.] Hiding (ftoo, Ew. \ 280, d) in my
bosom my iniquity. 3h is a poetic equiva
lent of p n, found only here (but much more
common in Aram.).

Ver. 34, closely connected with the preceding
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verse, declares the motive which might have
influenced Job to hide his sins, viz. the fear of

men. Because I feared the great multi
tude. pOH here as fern., comp. Ew. \ 174, b;

V&quot;^y here (otherwise than in ch. xiii. 25) intran

sitive &quot;to be afraid,&quot; with accus. of the thing
feared. On b and e comp. ch. xxiv. 16. The
&quot;tribes&quot; [/YinSiZflp]

whose contempt he fears

(?&amp;lt;3 as in ch. xii. 5, 21) are the nobler families,

his own peers in rank, to be excluded from

social intercourse with whom because of infa

mous crimes would cause him apprehension.
With his &quot;holding his peace,&quot; and &quot;not going
forth at his door&quot; (in c) signs betraying an

evil conscience, Brentius strikingly compares
the example of Demosthenes, who (according to

Plutarch, Demosth. 25) on one occasion made a

sore throat a pretext for not speaking, whereas

in truth he had been bribed, and who was put
to the blush by an exclamation from one of the

people: &quot;He is not suffering from a sore throat,

but from a sore purse (ov% VTTO awayxw dM fa

dpyvpdyxw ei/itftdai). [E. V. renders the verse

interrogatively: &quot;did I fear?&quot; etc.; i. e. &quot;if I

covered my transgression, etc., was it because I

feared the multitude?&quot; The objection to this

rendering, however, is that it is less in harmony
with the adjuratory tone of the context. Not a

few commentators render this verse as the im- I

precation corresponding to ver. 22 :
&quot; Then let me

dread the great assembly,&quot; etc. So Schultena,

Con., Noyes, Wemyss, Carey, Good, Lee, Barnes,

Elzas. (Patrick makes 34 c the apodosis :
&quot; Then

let me hold my peace, and go not forth,&quot; etc.).

It seems more natural however to regard the

&quot;dread of the great assembly,&quot; and the contempt
of the great families of the land, as causes of

the cowardly hypocrisy of ver. 33, rather

than as its consequences. Moreover, what the

discourse loses as regards completeness of struc

ture, it gains in impressiveness and energy by

the frequent parentheses and breaks, which cha

racterize thb final strophe according to the view

taken in the comm., and adopted by Ewald,

Dillmann, Delitzsch, Schlottm., Bodwell, Words

worth, Renan. E.]
Vers. 35-37. The longest of the parentheses

which interrupt the asseverations of our chap

ter, a shorter parenthesis being again incorpo

rated even with this (ver. 35 6). O that I had

one who would hear me! to wit, in this as

sertion of my innocence. In this exclamation,

as also in the following Job has God in view,

for whose judicial interposition in his behalf he

accordingly longs here again (as previously, ch.

xiii. and xvi. seq.)-Behold my signature

(lit.
&quot; my sign &quot;)

let the Almighty answer

me The meaning of this exclamation which

finds its way into this tumult of feeling can only

be this- &quot; There is the document of my defense,

with my signature! Here I present my written

vindication let the Almighty examine it (comp.

ver. 6),
and deliver His sentence!&quot; \1fi

means

lit. &quot;my mark, my signature&quot; [not &quot;my
de

sire
&quot;

(E V., after Targ. and Vulg.), as though

it were connected with nwn]; comp. the com

mentators on Ezek. ix. 4.-The cross-form of

this sign (n = f). which has there a typical sig

nificance, would have no significance
in this pas-

35

sage. Rather is it the case that TWhere, in ac

cordance with a conventional, proverbial way of

speaking (as tiwa among the Arabs signifies any
branded sign, whether or not it be precisely in

the form of a cross), has acquired by synedoche
the meaning &quot;a written document with signa
ture attached, a writing subscribed, and for that

reason legally valid
;&quot;

and that Job means by
this writing all that he has hitherto said in his own

justification, the sum total of his foregoing asse

verations of innocence, that it is therefore an

apologetic document, a judicial vindication, to

which he refers by this little word 1H this ap
pears from the contrast with the accusation or

indictment of his opponent, which is immedi

ately mentioned in c. The supposition that Job
was ignorant of writing, and for that reason was

compelled to put a simple f for his signature can
be inferred from the passage only by an inap

propriate perversion of the proverbial and figu
rative meaning of the language. Moreover ch.

xix. 23 seq. can be made to lend only an appa
rent support to this supposition. And (that I

had) the writing which mine adversary haa
written! Grammatically this third member
U1 nSDl is connected with the first us a second

accus. to
jjT &quot;3; but according to its logical

import, it is conditioned by the second member;
or, which is the same thing, b is simply a gram
matical parenthesis, but at the same time it

serves to advance the thought. The &quot;

writing of

the adversary
&quot; can only be the written charge,

in which Job s adversary, i. e., God (not the

three friends, as Delitzsch explains, against the

context) has laid down and fixed upon against
him. This charge of God s he wishes to see over

against his written defense, for which he is at

once ready, or rather which he has already ac

tually prepared. Most earnestly does he yearn
to know what God, whom he must otherwise hold

for a persecutor of innocence, really has against
him. It is only from this interpretation of the

words (adopted by Ew., Hirz., Heiligst., Vaih.,

Dillm.) [Schlott., Noy., Car., Con., Rod w., Bar.,

Lee, all agreeing as to sense, but with slight

variations as to construction] that any available

sense is obtained, not from taking the third

member as dependent on |H in the second, in

which case ISO must denote either the &quot; wit

ness of God to Job s innocence written in his

consciousness&quot; (Hahn, and similarly Arnh.,

Stickel), or the charge preferred against Job by

Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar (Del.) neither of

which explanations is suitable, for the following

verses show that Job is here speaking of some

thing which he does not yet have, but only wishes

for . iu respect to the use of writing, which is

here again presupposed in judicial proceedings,

comp. on ch. xiii. 26.

Vers. 36, 37 declare what Job would do with

that charge of his divine adversary, for which

he here longs; he would wear it as a trophy, or

as a distinguishing badge of honor &quot; on his

shoulders&quot; (comp. Isa. ix. 5, xxii. 22), and bind

it around as an ornament for his head, lit., &quot;as

crowns,&quot; i. e., as a crown consisting of diadems

rising each out of the other (jVnng comp. Rev.

xix. 12); comp. on the one side ch. xxix. 14;

Isa. Ixi. 10; on the other side Col. ii. 14 (the
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handwriting which was blotted out by Christ f

through His being lifted up on the cross). And
j

further: The number of my steps would
I declare to Him ;

i e., before Him, the Di

vine Adversary (who however is at the same

time conceived of as Judge, as in ch. xvi. 21)

would I couceal none of my actions, but rather

would I courageously confess all to Him (Tin

as in Ps. xxxviii. 19; respecting the construc

tion with a double accus., comp. above ch. xxvi.

4V Like a prince would I draw near to

Him; i. e ,
draw nigh to Him with a firm stately

step (3?P intens. of Kal, comp. Ezek. xxxvi. 8),

as becomes a prince, not an accused person con

scious of guilt; hence with a princely free and

proud consciousness, not with that of a poor
sinner.

Vers. 38-40 follow up the general assertion,

that his conscience was, not burdened with se

cret sins, with a more particular example of his

freedom from covert blood-guiltiness. He knows

himself to be innocent in particular of the wick

edness of removing boundaries by violence, anil

of the heaven-crying guilt of secret murder, such

as he might possibly have committed (after

Ahab s example, 1 Kings xxi. 1 eeq. ; comp.
above ch. xxiv. 2 ; Is*, v. 8) in order to acquire
a piece of land belonging to a weaker neighbor.
That Job should close this series of asseverations

of innocence with the mention of so heinous a

crime will appear strange o ily so long as we do

not realize just how his opponents thus far had
;

judged in respect to the nature and occasion of I

his suffering in consequence of their narrow-
\

minded, external theory of retribution. Their
!

judgment indisputably was and Eliphaz had

once, at least, expressed it very openly and de

cidedly (see ch. xxii. 6-9): Because Job has to

endure such extraordinary suffering, it must be

that he is burdened with some grievous sin, some
old secret bloody deed of murder, rapine, etc. !

It is into this way of thinking of theirs that Job
enters when he concludes his answer with the

mention of just such a case, one which might
seem sufficiently probable according to a human
estimate of the circumstances, aud so intention

ally reserves to the end the solemn repudiation
of th it suspicion, which might very easily cleave

to him, and which, if well-founded, must have
affected him most destructively. The whole dis

course which indeed in its last division (ch.

zxxi.) is essentially a self-vindication of the

harshly and grievously accused sufferer thus

acquires an emphat c ending, which by the sig
nificant assonances that occur in the closing im

precation, ver. 40, reaches a very high degree
of impressiveness, and produces a thrilling ef

fect on those who heard and read it. This rhe

torical artistic design in the close of the discourse

is ignored, whether (with Hirzel and Heiligst.)
we assume that it was the poet s purpose, that

Job s discourse, which with ver. 38seq., had
taken a new start in further continuation of the

series of asseverations touching his innocence,
should seem to be interrupted by the sudden ap
pearance of Jehovah (ch. xxxviii.), which takes

place with striking effect (comp. Introd., g 10,

No. 1, and ad. 1) ; or assume a transposition of

Ters. 38-40 out of their original connection, as

was done by the Capuchin Bolducius (1637),
who would remove the three verses back so as to

follow ver. 8; by Kennicott and Eichhorn, who
would place them after ver. 25 ; by Stuhlmann,

who assigned their position before ver. 3o, and

latterly by Delitz.sch, who leaves undetermined

the place, where they originally belonged.
Ver. 38. If my field cries out concern

ing me (for vengeance, on account of the wicked

treatment of its owner; comp. ch. xvi. 18; Hab.

ii. 11), and all together its furrows weep
(a striking poetic representation of the figure

of crying out against one).
Ver. 39. If I have eaten its strength (f.

e.

its fruit, its products, comp. Gen. iv. 12) with
out payment, and have blown out the

soul of its owner, i. e. by any kind of violence,

by direct or indirect murder, havo &quot;caused him

to expire;&quot; comp. ch. xi. 20; and the proverb
ial saying: &quot;to snuff out the candle of one s

life.&quot;

Ver. 40. Consequent, and emphatic close:

Briars must (then) spring up (for mr) instead
of wheat, and stinking weeds instead of

barley (the strong word 7&quot;I#X3 only here,

&quot;odious weeds, darnel&quot;). As to meaning, ver.

8 is similar; but the present formuU of impre
cation is incomparably harsher and stronger
than that former one, as is shown by the dou
bled assonance, first the alliteration HOPl and

Pin, and then the rhyme m^if and n^N3
The short clause :

&quot; the words of Job are ended,&quot;

which the Masoretes have inappropriately drawn
into the network of the poetic accentuation,
could scarcely have proceeded from the poet
himself (as Carey and Hahn think, of whom the

former is inclined even to regard them as Job s

own final dixi), but stand on the same plane of

critical value, and even of antiquity with the

inscription at. the end of the second book of

Psalms (Ps. Ixxii. 64), or with the closing words
of Jer. li. 64. The LXX. have changed the

words to Kal kiravaaro Iu
t
3 p?j;iavtv, in order to

bring them into connection with the historical

introductory verses in prose which follow (ch.

xxxii.). But according to their Hebrew con

struction they do not seem to incline at all to

such a connection. Jerome already recognized
their character as an annotation of later origin ;

they found their way into his translation only

by subsequent interpolation. All Heb-. MSS.

indeed, as well as the ancient oriental versions

(Targ., Pesh , etc ), exhibit the addition, which
must be accordingly of very high antiquity.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1. Measured by the Old Testament Ftandard,

the height of the moral consciousness which Job

occupies in this splendid final monologue deserves
our wonder, and is even incomparable. He says
much, and says it boldly, in behalf of the purity
of his heart and life. He affirms this with such
ardor and fulness of expression, that at times

he seems to forget himself, and to contradict his

former confessions touching his participation ia

the universal depravity of the race, as found in

ch. xiii. 2ti; xiv. 4 (see e. g. ch xxix. 14; xxxi.

5-7, 35 seq.). He even rel-ipses at one time into

that tone of presumptuous accusation of God aa
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the merciless persecutor of innocence, and seems
to find the only divine motive for his grievous
lot to be a supposed pleasure by God in the
infliction of torture, a one-sided exercise of His

activity as a God of power, without any co-ope
ration from His righteousness and love

(ch. xxx.,

especially ver. 11 seq., 18, 20 seq.). But if in

this there is to be recognized a remainder of the
unsubdued presumption of the natural man in

him, and a lack of proper depth, sharpness and
clearness in his consciousness of sin, such as is

possible only under the New Dispensation, he

occupies a high place notwithstanding in the

roll of Old Testament saints. He appears at ill,

and that even in the protestation of innocence
which he makes in his own behalf in this his

last discourse, as a genuine prince in the midst

of the heroes of faith and spiritual worthies of

the time before Christ, as one who, when he suf

fered, had the right to be regarded as an inno
cent sufferer, and to meet with indignation every
suspicion which implied that he was making
expiation for secret sins, as the wicked must do.

2. This moral exaltation of Job is seen already
in the way in which in ch. xxix. he describes

his former prosperity. Among all the good
things of the past which he longs to have back,
he gives the pre-eminence to the fellowship and

blessing of God, the fountain of all other good
(ver. 2 seq ).

In describing the distinguished
estimation in which he was then held among
men, it is not the external honor as such which
he makes most prominent, but the beneficent

influence, which, by virtue of that distinction he

was able to exert, the works of love, of right
eousness and of mercy, in which he was then

able to seek and to find his happiness, as the

father and guide of many (ch. xxix. 12-17). In

the midst of his bitterest complaints on account

of the greatness of his losses and the depth of

his misery, there come groanings that he can no

more do as he was wont to do weep with the

distressed, and mourn with the needy, in order

to bring them comfort, counsel and help (ch.

xxx. 25). And what a noble horror of the sins

of falsehood, of lying and deception, of adulte

rous unchastity, of cruelty towards servants and

all those needing help in any way, sounds forth

through the asseverations of his innocence in

the 31st chapter! With what penetrative truth

and beauty does he grasp the two forms of idol

atry, the worship of gold on the part of the ava

ricious, and the worship of the stars by the

superstitious heathen, as two ways only in

appearance far removed from each other, but in

truth most closely united together of denying
the one true and living God (vers. 24-28)! How

decidedly he maintains the necessity of showing
love even to one s enemies, to say nothing of

one s fellow-men in general, known or unknown,

neighbors or foreigners (ver. 29 seq.)! With

what indignation does he repel the suspicion of

secret, hypocritically concealed sins and deeds

of violence, again solemnly appealing in the

same connection to God to be a witness to the

purity of his conscience and to be a judge of the

innocence of his heart (ver. 33 seq.)! The man

who could thus bear witness to his innocence

could be a virtuous man of no ordinary sort.

He was far from being one of the common class

of righteous men known in ancient times. Such
an one, fur from being subject to the curse of

wicked slander and calumny, could not be reck
oned among ordinary sinners, or as a crafty

hypocrite.
8. That, however, which exalts Job higher

than all this is that which is said by him in the

beginning of ch. xxxi. (ver. 1 seq.; comp. ver.

7) in respect to his avoidance on principle even of
all tins of thought, and impure lusty of the heart.

&quot;A covenant have I made for my eyes, and how
should I fix my gaze on a maiden?&quot; He who
shows such earnestness as this in obeying the law
of chastity, in avoiding all sinful lust, in extir

pating even the slightest germs of sin in the

play of thought, and in the look of the eyes he
strives after a holiness which is in fact better
and more complete than the law of the Old Dis

pensation, with its prohibitions of coveting that

which belongs to another (Ex. xx. 17; Deut. v.

21), could teach. He shows himself to be on
the way which leads directly to that pure as
well as complete righteousness and godlikeness,
which has for its final aim purity of heart as the
foundation and condition of one d vy beholding
God, and which, in its activity towards men,
takes the form of that perfect love which seeks

nothing but good and blessing even for enemies,
and devotes itself wholly and unreservedly to

the kingdom of God on the way, in short, to

that holiness and purity of heart which Christ

teaches and prescribes in the Sermon on the

Mount. The fact that Job gives utterance to

such high and clear conceptions of rectitude,
virtue and holiness, is of especial interest for

the reason that not one of the fundamental prin

ciples recognized by him is referred expressly
to the Sinaitic law; but, on the contrary, the

extra-Israelitish pre-Mosaic patriarchal charac

ter of his religious and ethical consciousness

and activity is preserved throughout, and with

conscious consistency by the poet in the descrip
tion before us (comp. above on ch. xxxi. 24-27).
In the strict accuracy with which this represen
tation mirrors the characteristic features of the

inner, as well as of the outer life of the patri
archal age, and in the fidelity with which the

East cherishes and preserves the traditions of

the primeval world in general, these utterances

of a man who survived in the recollections of

posterity as a moral pattern of the setas patriar-

charum, acquire indirectly even an apologetic

importance which is not insignificant, in so faras it

proves the impossibility of conceiving histori

cally of the moral civilization of the patriarchs
otherwise than as resting on the foundation of

posi ive revelation. Comp. Delft zsch [II. 172

seq.]: &quot;Job is not an Israelite, he is without

the pale of the positive, Sinaitic revelation : his

religion is the old patriarchal religion, which

even in the present day is called din Ibrahim

(the religion of Abraham, or din el-bedu the re

ligion of the steppe) as the religion of those

Arabs who are not Moslem, or at least influenced

by the penetrating Islamism, and is called by

Mejanishi el hanifije, as the patriarchally ortho

dox religion. As little as this religion, even in

the present day, is acquainted with the specific

Mohammedan commandments, so little knew Job

of the specifically Israelittsh. On the contrary,
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his confession, which he lays down in this third

monologue, coincides remarkably with the ten

comma dments of piety (el-felak) peculiar to the

dm Ibrahim, although it differs in this respect,

that it does not give the prominence to submis

sion to the dispensations of God, that teslirn

which, as the whole of this didactic poem teaches

by its issue is the study of the perfectly pious;

also bravery in defense of holy property and

rights is wanting, which among the wandering
tribes is accounted as an essential part of the

hebbet er-rih (inspiration of the Divine Being)
t. e. active piety, and to which it is similarly re

lated, as to the binding notion of honor which

was coined by the western chivalry of the mid

dle ages. Job begins with the duty of chastity.

Consistently with the prologue, which the drama

itself nowhere belies, he is living in monogamy,
as at the present day the orthodox Arabs, averse

to Islamism, are not addicted to Moslem poly

gamy. With the confession of having maintained

this marriage (although, to infer from the pro

logue, it was not an over-happy, deeply sympa
thetic one) sacred, and restrained himself not

only from every adulterous act, but also from
adulterous desires, his confessions begin. Here,
in the middle of the Old Testament, without the

pale of the Old Testament w5//of, we meet just
that moral strictness and depth, with which the

Preacher on the Mount (Matt. v. 27 seq ) opposes
the spirit to the letter of the seventh command
ment.&quot; As Biblical parallels to the strict ob

servance of the law of monogamic chastity in the

patriarchal age, as the passage before us affirms

it of Job, may be mentioned Isaac and Joseph,
as also Moses and Aaron.

4. The fact that Job towards the end of his

monologue (not quite at the end of it see above
on ch. xxxi.^38 seq.) repeats his previously ut

tered wish for a judicial interposition of God in

his behalf is significant in so tar as in this de
mand the triumph of his consciousness of inno

cence, by virtue of which he knows that he is se

cured against all dangers of defeat, expresses
itself most strongly and clearly; and in this

same connection the practical goul of his apolo

getic testimony hitherto is evident in his press
ing on to the conclusion of the entire action.

This conclusion of the action does not indeec

follow immediately, inasmuch as a human
teacher of wisdom next makes his appearance
as the harbinger of Jehovah s appearance, pre
paring the way for it. This however takes

place exactly in the way, and with the result

which Job himself has wished and hoped for

the trial to which God finally condescends a
Job s repeated request, being such as yields for

its result not a clean victory for Job, but rather
a thorough humiliation of the pride and pre
sumption, hitherto unknown to himself. Bu
eveu this incongruity between Job s desire anc
the way in which God grants it, correspond:
perfectly to the poet s plan, and is a most bril

liant evidence of the purity and loftiness of hi

religious and moral way of thinking, in whicl
a conscience so wonderfully delicate and enlightenei
as that which Job had disclosed in these his closing
discourses nevertheless appears as in need of repen
tance, and unable to secure from God a verdict Oj

unconditional justification. In like manner a

Christ declared to that young man who boasted

hat he had kept all the commandments of the

aw from his youth up, that one thing was lack-

ng, even to give up all his earthly possessions,
and to secure an imperishable treasure in hea

ven (Mark xviii. 21, and the parallel passages),
mr poet first introduces Elihu, as a representa-
ive of the highest that human wisdom can teach

ind accomplish apart from a divine revelation,

and then the revealing voice of God Himself,

crying out to his hero a humiliating &quot;One

hiug thou lackest!&quot; This one thing which

Fob yet lacked in order to be acknowledged by
3od as His well-beloved servant, and to be re

ceived again into His favor, is to humble him
self beneath God s mighty hand, willingly to ac-

ept all His dispensations as wise, gracious, and

just, to be thoroughly delivered from that sinful

self-exaltation, in which he had dared to find
?
ault with God, and to be enraged against His

alleged severity. This was the last thing be

longing to him which he must give up, the last

remnant of earthly impure dross, from which the

gold of his heart must be set free, in order that

lie might become partaker of the divine grace of

justification. In order really and completely to

omprehend the divine wisdom, which in ch.

xxviii. he had so strikingly described as a pre
cious treasure in heaven transcending all earthly

jewels, in order actually to travel the hidden

way to her, with that accurate knowledge of it

which he had there portrayed, this one thing
was still lacking to him: the humble acknow

ledgment that even in his case God had acted al

together justly, altogether lovingly, altogether
as a Father. To the possession of this one pre
cious pearl he was led forward by Elihu and Je
hovah through the two remaining stages in the

solution of the problem.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

In unfolding the rich contents of the three

preceding chapters according to their connection
with the entire structure of the poem, and in as

signing to these contents their true position in

the inner progress of the action, it will be well

to bestow special attention on the parallel just
now indicated (Doctrinal and Ethical Remarks,
No. 4) between Job and the rich young man. Job,

earnestly and honestly striving after the king
dom of God, after an eternal fellowship of the

life with God, with this in view receiving and

enumerating all the moral treasures of his spirit
and of his life, who notwithstanding his wealth
in such treasures is discovered to be not yet just
before God; or, more briefly: Job, the Old
Testament seeker afler happiness, contemplating
himself in the mirror of the law (Job, the proto
type of that rich man, to whose perfection one

thing was yet lacking); such might be the

statement of the theme of a comprehensive me
ditation on the material before us, according to

its relations to that which precedes, and to that

which follows. The length of the discourse in

deed would necessitate a division into several

parts, of which any one could not very well ex
ceed the limits of one of the three chapters. The
practical expositor will find the richest yhld of

]
fruitful hortatory motives in the two bright pic-
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tures which constitute the opening and the close
of the long soliloquy (ch. xxix. and xxxi.),
whereas the gloomy night-piece which they en
close (ch. xxx.) seems in this respect relatively
poor, and when compared with the similar de

scriptive lamentations in Job s previous dis

courses, exhibits scarcely anything that is es

sentially new.

Particular Passages.

Ch. xxix. 2 seq. COCCEIUS: Job indeed in
this place seems not so much to desire his former
happiness, as to contrast the pleasure of a good
conscience and of a friendship with God formed
in youth, with his present fearful sufferings. . .

He wishes for his former condition, adorned as
it was with tokens of divine favor, not for the
sake of those tokens, to wit, plenteousness and
sweetness of life, but for the sake of that of
which they were the seal. . . He distinguishes
between his own chief good, and the things con
nected with it He brings forward his
riches as a testimony of the past, not as a ne

cessity of the present. For he knew that even
a beggar can delight in God. V. GERLACH:
That which constitutes the kernel of the descrip
tion here again is the constant nearness of God,
the consciousness of His approbation, the cer

tainty of His guidance ; this is accompanied by
the happy recollection that he had employed the

honor which God had granted to him, the riches

which He had bestowed on him, only to blesa

others: in short his position was that of a

princely, royal representative of God on earth.

Ch. xxix. 18 seq. CRAMER: On earth there is

nothing that endures; if it goes well with any
one, let him suspect that it may go ill with him

(Sir. ii. 26). V. GERLACH: In Job s allusion to

the ancient legend of the phoenix, there lies a

certain irony: I had hoped in respect to the

permanence of my happiness that which was
most incredible, most impossible, etc.

Ch. xxx. 1 seq. BRENTIUS : From all these

things (enumerated in the preceding chapter),
Job s authority is eulogized, that we may learn

with what honor God sometimes distinguishes
the pious. But in this chapter we are taught
with what a cross He afflicts them that they may
be tried ; for it behooves the godly to be proved
on the right hand and on the left, as Paul say*
2 Cor. vi. 7 (comp. Phil. iv. 12). But this is

written for our instruction, that we may learn

that nothing in the whole world, however excel

lent, endures, but that all things go to ruin; for

both the heavens and the earth will perish, how
much more carnal glory, authority and happi
ness (Is. xl.). IDEM (on ver. 12): Temptation
is two-fold, on the right hand, and on the left.

We are tempted on the right when fleshly joys,

health, riches, majesty, glory abound a tempta
tion which, as it is most agreeable to the flesh,

so also is it most dangerous We are

tempted on the left by crosses, afflictions and

evils of whatever sort, more safely, however,

and with less danger, for we are more readily

taught by the cross than destroyed by it.

ZEYSS: To be the objects of extreme contempt
and ridicule from the world is to pious believers

a great tribulation, and inflicts deep wounds on
their hearts, but even in this they must become
like Christ their head (Heb. xii. 3)! IDEM (on
ver. 15): When God afflicts His children in the

body, or by some other grievous outward cala

mity, this is seldom unaccompanied by inward
trials, anguish, fear and terror; it is wi h them,
as with the Apostle without fightings, within
fears (2 Cor. vii. 5).

Ch. xxxi. 1 seq. OECOLAMPADIITS: He sets

before our eyes one who is absolutely righteous
in every particular; for a man will not escape
the wrath of God, if he is merciful to the

wretched, while at the same time he pollutes
himself with various lusts and crimes. He
accordingly indulges in holy boasting that he
had been blameless in the law, that he had kept
bis members from abominable sins, and devoted
himself to the service of righteousness, keeping
his eyes from lusting after a woman, his tongue
from guile and falsehood, his hands and feet

from cruelty, violence, revenge and rapacity.
For he who puts such a watch upon his senses,
he will easily be perfected in all things.
STARKE: Forasmuch as it is through the eyes,
for the most part, that whatsoever excites the
lust finds its way into the heart, Job naturally

begins with his watchfulness over this sense;
from which it may be seen that he understood
the divine law far better than the Pharisees in

the time of Christ (Matt. v. 27 seq.).
Ver. 16 seq. STARKE: He who does good to

the poor will not remain unblesse 1 (Ps. xli. 2

[1] seq.). Clothing the naked is a deed of mer

cy (Is. Iviii. 7 seq.) which Christ will hereafter

praise on the last day (Matt. xxv. 30).
Ver. 24 seq. OECOLAMPADIUS : See what a

chain of virtues he links together, and what
innocence he preserves through all things! It

is not those only who acquire riches by plunder
and lawlessness who incur God s wrath, but

those even who trust in riches honestly acquired,
and who prefer them to God, so that they become
their idol and their mammon. . . . The pious
and grateful man would say: I have received

from God; but they whose God is gold, have no

God. STARKE: It was a proof of great constancy
on the part of Job to serve the true God faith

fully in the midst of idolaters, and to be most
solicitous to show the more subtle idolatry of

avarice as well as the more gross idolatry of sun

and stars.

Ver. 35 seq. OSIANDER: Even godly people
have flesh and blood, and often say things of

which they must afterwards repent, and which

they themselves cannot praise. WOHLFAUTH:
&quot;I will, I can render an account before the

Lord&quot; thus speaks Job in the consciousness

that he has never committed a gross sin nay,
has even shunned most carefully the minor and

more secret offenses. Was he, however, quite
so sure of this? Was he in truth so absolutely
blameless before God, to whom we must confess:

&quot;Lord, when I have done all things, I am still

an unprofitable servant! Who can mark the

number of his transgressions?&quot; etc. There

belongs in truth more to this than a man gene

rally believes when he calls God-as a witness.
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The Second Stage of the Disentanglement.

CHAPTER XXXIL XXXVII.

Elihu s Discourses, devoted to proving that there can be really no undeserved suf

fering, that on the contrary the sufferings decreed for those who are appa
rently righteous are dispensations of divine love, designed to purify and
to sanctify them through chastisement: The first half of the positive solution
of the problem.

INTRODUCTION: ELIHU S APPEARANCE, AND THE EXORDIUM OF HIS DISCOURSE,
GIVING THE REASONS FOR HIS SPEAKING.

CHAP. XXXII. 1 XXXIII. 7.

1. Elihu s appearance (related in prose).

CHAPTER XXXII. 1-6 a.

1 So these three men ceased to answer Job, because he was righteous in his own
2 eyes. Then was kindled the wrath of Elihu the son of Barachel the Buzite, of the

kindred of Ram ; against Job was his wrath kindled, because he justified himself

3 rather than God. Also against his three friends was his wrath kindled, because
4 they had found no answer, and yet had condemned Job. Now Elihu had waited
5 till Job had spoken, because they were elder than he. When Elihu saw that there

6 was no answer in the mouth of these three men, then his wrath was kindled. And
Elihu the son of Barachel the Buzite answered and said :

2. An explanation addressed to the previous speakers, showing why he had taken part in their

controversy: vers. 6-10.

661 am young, and ye are very old ;

wherefore I was afraid,

and durst not show you mine opinion.
7 I said, Days should speak,
and multitude of years should teach wisdom.

8 But there is a spirit in man
;

and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth them understanding.
9 Great men are not always wise

;

neither do the aged understand judgment.
10 Therefore I said, Hearken to me

;

I also will show mine opinion.

8. Setting forth that he was justified in taking part, because the friends had showed, and still

showed themselves unable to refute Job: vers. 11-22.

11 Behold, I waited for your words
;

I gave ear to your reasons,
whilst ye searched out what to say.

12 Yea, I attended unto you,
and behold, there was none of you that convinced Job,
or that answered his words.

13 Lest ye should say :

&quot; We have found out wisdom :

God thru.steth him down, not man.&quot;

14 Now he hath not directed his words against me ;

neither will I answer him with your speeches.
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15 They were amazed, they answered no more:

they left off speaking.
16 When I had waited (for they spake not,

but stood still, and answered no more) ;

17 I said, I will answer also my part,
I also will show mine opinion.

18 For I am full of matter,
the spirit within me constraineth me.

19 Behold, my belly is as wine which hath no vent,
it is ready to burst like new bottles.

20 I will speak, that I may be refreshed :

I will open my lips and answer.

21 Let me not, I pray you, accept any man s person,
neither let me give flattering titles unto man.

22 For I know not to give flattering titles :

in so doing my Maker would soon take me away.

4. A special appeal to Job to listen calmly to him [Elihu], as a mild judge of his guilt and weak
ness: chap, xxxiii. 1-7.

1 Wherefore, Job, I pray thee, hear my speeches,
and hearken to all my words.

2 Behold, now I have opened my mouth,

my tongue hath spoken in my mouth.

3 My words shall be of the uprightness of my heart ;

and my lips shall utter knowledge clearly.

4 The Spirit of God hath made me,
and the breath of the Almighty hath given me life.

5 If thou canst answer me,
set thy words in order before me. stand up.

6 Behold, I am according to thy wish in God s stead :

I also am formed out of the clay.

7 Behold, my terror shall not make thee afraid,

neither shall my hand be heavy upon thee.

FIRST DISCOURSE: OF MAN S GUILT BEFORE GOD.

CHAP. XXXIII. 8-33.

a. Preparatory : Reproof of Job s confidence m his entire innocence: vers. 8-11.

8 Surely thou hast spoken in mine hearing,

and I have heard the voice of thy words, saying:

9 I am clean without transgression,
I am innocent, neither is there iniquity in me.

10 Behold, He findeth occasions against me,
He counteth me for His enemy :

11 He putteth my feet in the stocks,

He marketh all my paths.

b. Didactic discussion of the true relation of sinful men to God, who seeks to warn and to savt them by

manifold dispensations and communications from above: vers. 12-30.

12 Behold, in this thou art not just :

I will answer thee, that God is greater than man.

13 Why dost thou strive against Him ?

for He giveth not account of any of His matters.

14 For God speaketh once, yea twice,

yet man perceiveth it not.
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15 In a dream, in a vision of the night,
when deep sleep falleth upon men,
in slumberings upon the bed ;

16 then He openeth the ears of men,
and sealeth their instruction,

17 that He may withdraw man from his purpose,
and hide pride from man.

18 He keepeth back his soul from the pit,

and his life from perishing by the sword.

19 He is chastened also with pain upon his bed,
and the multitude of his bones with strong pain :

20 so that his life abhorreth bread,
and his soul dainty meat.

21 His flesh is consumed away, that it cannot be seen ;

and his bones that were not seen stick out.

22 Yea, his soul draweth near unto the grave,
and his life to the destroyers.

23 If there be a messenger with nim,
an interpreter, one among a thousand,
to show unto man his uprightness ;

24 then He is gracious unto him, and saith,

Deliver him from going down to the pit :

I have found a ransom.
25 His flesh shall be fresher than a child s

;

he shall return to the days of his youth :

26 he shall pray unto God, and He will be favorable unto him ;

and he shall see His face with joy ;

for He will render unto man His righteousness.
27 He looketh upon men, and if any say,

I have sinned, and perverted that which was right,
and it profited me not ;

28 He will deliver his soul from going into the pit,
and his life shall see the light.

29 Lo, all these things worketh God
oftentimes with man,

30 to bring back his soul from the pit,
to be enlightened with the light of the living.

e. Conclusion : Calling upon Job to give an attentive hearing to the discourses by which he wou /i further
instruct him: vers. 31-33.

31 Mark well, O Job, hearken unto me
;

hold thy peace, and I will speak.
32 If thou hast anything to say, answer me :

speak, for I desire to justify thee.
33 If not, hearken unto me :

hold thy peace, and I shall teach thee wisdom.

EXEGETICAL, AND CRITICAL.

1. On the general subject of the genuineness
of Elihu s discourses, comp. Introd., 10, as
well as below, Doctrinal and Ethical Remarks.
The circumstantiality of the twofold introduction
to these discourses first that of the author in

prose, then the self-introduction of Elihu (ch.

xxxii. 6 b xxxiii. 7) which latter again con
sists of three subdivisions is to be explained by
the fact that in Elihu there was to be introduced
the representative of a new stand-point, which
had not yet received its statement, differing as it

did from that of all the former speakers. For nei
ther Job s one-sided denial ofhis guilt nor the blunt
and rough way in which he had been attacked,
satisfies this new speaker. He appears to sneak
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for and againut Job, whose &quot;better self&quot; he in

some measure represents (comp. Victor An
drea, p. 139); hence the three stages of his self-

introduction: (1) the captatio benevolentise with

which he begins; or the apology for his youth
addressed to all the former speakers (ch. xxxii.

66-10); (2) the reprimand administered to the

three friends, as having shown themselves in

competent to refute Job (vers. 11-22); and (3)
the appeal to Job to give a hearing to his in

structions (ch. xxxiii 1-7) an appeal full of ear

nest admonition and loving encouragement. The
last of these divisions provides a direct transi

tion to the first of Elihu s discourses proper (ch.

xxxiii. 8-33), in which he sets forth the founda
tion of Job s suffering the universal sinfulness

and guilt of men before God, this discourse again

occupying three divisions, of which the middle,

being the longest (vers. 12-30), contains the pro

per didactic exposition of the subject, while the

first, by citing the propositions of Job which are

to be refuted, prepares the way for the discus

sion; and the third furnishes, together with a

practical conclusion, the transition to the di

dactic discourse which follows. The most of

these divisions are at the same time coincident

each with a single strophe, except that the long
middle sections (ch. xxxii. 11-22 and ch. xxxiii.

12-30) are subdivided into several strophes, the

former into two, the latter into four, together
with a short epiphonema of two verses (vers.

29-30).
2. Introduction in prose (although with poetic

accents comp. above, \ 3, p. 264) [the poetic
mode of accentuation retained, because a change
in the middle of the book, and especially in a

piece of such small compass appeared awkward :

Del.] ch. xxxii. 1-6 a. Then the three men
ceased to answer Job. This notification oc

curs first here, not after ch. xxvi. or ch. xxviii.,

because it was only through the last monologues
of Job that the defeat of the three opponents be

came complete. Because he was righteous
in his own eyes; i. e., because he would not

admit that his suffering was in any degree what

ever the consequence of his guilt; a statement

which refers back in particular to the contents

of ch. xxxi.

Ver. 2. Then was kindled the wrath of

Elihu, the son of Barachel, etc. K1iT7N

which is written below without the final X (ch
xxxii. 4; xxxv. 1) signifies &quot;my God is he,&quot;

and appears also as an Israelitish name (1 Sam
i. 1; 1 Chron. xii. 20). The Elihu of our pas

sage is a Nahorite, of the tribe of Buz (N3), who
in Gen. xxii 21 is mentioned as the brother ol

Uz, and the second son of Nahor, and whos

tribe, according to Jer. xxv. 23, like Dedan and

Tema, belonged to the inhabitants of the Arabia

desert. The &quot;family of Ram&quot; is mentionec

only here. The identification of the name D^

with D1X is inadmissible, for D&quot;l is simply the

name of a family, not of a people. The Aramai&amp;lt;

origin of the Buzites. according to the above de

scription, admits indeed of no doubt, and th

same may be said respecting the poet s purpos
in that connection to impart an Aramaic colorinj

to Elihu s discourses. Lightfoot and Rosenmul

ler curiously imagine that under the characte

f Elihu the poet has concealed himself, and that

his explains the particularity with which, in

pposition to what is characteristic of the book

elsewhere, he describes the origin of the new
peaker. This detailed account of Elihu s gene
alogy is undoubtedly a little singular, but it may
e satisfactorily explained by the poet s desire

o represent him as a kinsman of the same race

with Job, or it may be his desire to distinguish
&amp;gt;etween him and some other well-known person
of the name. In respect to the question whether
Slihu s position is that of &quot; one not simply near
o the Abrahamitio revelation, but of one stand-

ng within the pale of it
&quot;

(as Vilmar thinks,
. c.), nothing definite can be established from
he genealogical statement before us. Respect-

ng the name /K3^3 (instead of which some

MS8. write ^jp^a. with a latent Dagheuh), it

signifies
&quot; may God bless !&quot; and is thus distin

guished as an imperative formation from the in

dicative of the specifically Israelitish nameiTZn3

[
&quot;Jehovah

blesseth&quot;).
Because he declared

himself righteous before God. pTi in-trad

of the Hipli. which is elsewhere more common
in this signification, occurs again ch. xxxiii. 32,

and often in Jerem. and Ezek. D*iT?XjDif
not

more than God, at the expense of God &quot;

(Ew.,

Delitz.) [E. V., Con., Noy., Carey, Words., etc.],

but &quot;

before,&quot; JO accordingly as in ch. iv. 17.

The comparison of the passage in ch. xl. 8 is

scarcely sufficient to confirm the former ren

dering.
Ver. 3 states how far the conduct of the three

friends had caused Elihu s discontent: be
cause they found no answer, and still

condemned Job. So taking 1 in W&?*1
adversatively may the words be rendered with

the greatest probability (HO Hirzel, Ewald) [E.
V., Noy., Con., Carey, Rodwell, Elz., Schlottm.,

Renan]. For the fact that the friends had con
demned Job notwithstanding their inability to an
swer him aggravates the guilt of the three in

Elihu s eyes; and that he really attributed to

them double guilt, as compared with Job, is evi

dent from the passage which follows, and which

involves more rigid censure of the friends (ver.
11 seq. ; 15seq.) than of Job (comp. also ver.

5). With this interpretation agrees essentially
that of Delitzsoh and Kamphausen: &quot;because

they, from their inability to answer him, con

demned him.&quot;
[&quot; The/u. consec. describes the

condemnation as the result of their inability to

hit upon the right answer; it was a miserable

expedient to which they bad recourse.&quot; Del.].

The language admits still further of the expla
nation of Hahn and Dillmann (with the influence

of the negation extended to the second member):
&quot; because they did not find an answer, and (con

sequently) did not condemn him
[i. e., secure

his condemnation, by
&quot;

stripping him of his self-

righteousness &quot;].
The opinion of the Musoreies,

that in this passage we have one of the 18 Tiq-

qunty Sopherim (comp. on ch. vii. 20), according

to which we should read D Tl^NM-nx instead of

3i N-nX, is refuted by ch. xl. 8, where it is not

the friends, but Job, who is said to have shown

himself to be one who had condemned God.
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Ver. 4. But Blihu had waited for Job with
words. H3n pluperf., comp. Ewald, g 135, a;

i. ., he had waited until Job s speeches were

ended, until he had spoken his last word in the

controversy, the reason being: because they

were older than he in days (D&quot;? 7&amp;gt;

as in

ch. xxx. 1, and below ver. 6), f. e., because he

was the youngest of all, younger than all the

former speakers.
3. First section of Elihu s introduction: captatio

benevolentix, addressed to all the former speak
ers: vers. 66-10. Young am I in days, and

ye are hoary (D ty ^ as in ch. xii. 12; xv. 10;

xxix. 8) ; therefore I was afraid and feared.

7J&quot;U in Heb. elsewhere &quot; to crawl,&quot; here in the

sense of
&quot;fearing,&quot; customary in Aramaic, but

not met with elsewhere in the 0. T. [Carey: &quot;I

did
Blink&quot;].

Also JH for
J&quot;\jn

is an expres

sion peculiar to the Aramaizing constructions of

Elihu a language (comp. again vers. 10, 17 ;
ch.

xxxvi. 3; xxxvii. 16), while on the contrary
nin &quot; to declare, to communicate,&quot; occurs else-
T

where in our book.
[&quot;

It becomes manifest even

here that the Elihu section has in part a peculiar
use of the language.&quot; Del.].

Ver. 7. Respecting the plur. V&quot;]

1

! with 3*1

Wyd, comp. ch. xxi. 21.

Ver. 8. Still the spirit it is in mortal
man . . . which gives them understand
ing. JDX verum, only here by Elihu, instead of

D/1N, which is elsewhere customary in this

sense. The subjects OJ1 HIT and MJ1 nntPJ

have for their common predicate K H with Drip
at the close of the second member as a relative

clause of closer specification. The &quot;

spirit in

man&quot; is the principle of his life and thought
wrought into him by the Spirit of God ; here, as

also in ch. xxvii. 3 ; xxxiii. 4; xxxiv. 14, iden
tical with the &quot;breath of the Almighty,&quot; the Di
vine creative breath (Gen. ii. 7); comp. also

Eccl. xii. 7. [Noyes happily quotes the follow

ing from Milton, in the preface to his Reason of
Church Government, uryed agamst Prelaly : &quot;And

if any man think I undertake a task too difficult

for my years, 1 trust, through the supreme en

lightening assistance, far otherwise; for my
years, be they few or many, what imports it ?

So they bring reason, let that be looked
on&quot;].

BflJK is used collectively, as is evident from the

plur. suffix in b referring to it.

Ver. 9. Not the aged are wise
;

lit. &quot;not

the great&quot; (Q 3^) [grandsevi], . e., great in

years, comp. the noZvxpovtoi of the LXX., also

Gen. xxv. 23
;
and &quot;VjJX, small = young, above

(ver. 6
b).

Ver. 10. Therefore I say; Hearken to

me! The Imperfect singular,

used distributively, applying to each indivi
dual of those who are summoned to hear,

(not referring specially to Job, to whom Elihu
does not address himself until below in ch.

xxxiii. 1 seq.). The ancient versions, except
the Targ., as well as some MSS. read

an emendatioq to relieve the difficulty [arising

rom El. s addressing the friends in the plur. in

,he next verse]. I also will declare my
knowledge (comp. ver. 6, b). [Rather, more

modestly &quot;I will declare my knowledge, even

[.&quot; Words.]. Respecting the appearance of

vain self-praise, of which Elihu is guilty in con

sequence of these and the preceding expressions,

comp. below Doctrinal and Ethical Remarks,
No. 2.

4. Second section of Elihu s introduction: Show

ing his claims to speak, in contrast with the

friends, as the feeble and incompetent opponents
of Job: vers. 11-22. a. Address to the friends

touching their lack of skill in refuting Job.

Behold, I waited for your words; or for

words from you.&quot;
DD ^Dl are not the words

actually uttered by them (Stick., Hahn, Schlott.),
but those for which Elihu had waited in vain,

expecting that they would produce them, more

particularly explained in 6 as being their words
of intelligence, speeches full of wisdom (fVIJIDn).

The construction of
J
TX, contracted form for

J lXK) with
&quot;1J7

shows clearly enough that the

object of the hearkening or listening was wholly
in expectation. Until ye might find out re

plies. J ?P&amp;gt;
a second parallel term to D 131,

can denote here only words from the friends,
suited to refute Job, such words as they had
shown themselves unable to &quot;search

out,&quot; or
&quot;to think out.&quot; Ppn).

Ver. 12. And unto yon I gave heed.

DDH1? means here DD 7N
;
or it may mean giv

ing heed until they should produce a real confu

tation of Job. [Carey translates 1J? the three

times it occurs in vers. 10-11 &quot;to the utmost
of&quot; perhaps a little too artificially. It docs

however express more emphatically than the

simple 7 the act of close attention. E.].

Ver. 13. That ye may not say ; or &quot; since

ye do not. say, etc.&quot; Respecting the dissuasive

particle |9 &quot;that not,&quot; comp. Ew., 337, b.

&quot;We found wisdom (i.e.,
with Job): God can

smite him, not man. That is, we have come

upon such superior wisdom in Job that only
God can drive him out of the field

(&quot;yij
disnttere,

dixpellere, used elsewhere of the chasing of chaff,

straw, suioke comp. Ps. i. 4
; Ixviii. 3 [2])

[&quot;chosen here with great propriety, because
after every answer from the three Job showed
himself again in the arena.&quot; Dillm.]. Only
this explanation, adopted by most moderns,
gives a meaning that is intelligent, aud suited to

the context, not that of the ancient commenta
tors (also more recently of Rosenmiiller, Arn-

heim, Welte, etc.): &quot;Only
do not say we have

brought up against him true wisdom, to wit:

that God Himself contends against, and routs
him out of the field (by the severe sufferings
which He has decreed for him&quot; [and so substan

tially Lee, Bernard. According to another ex

planation the second member is spoken by Elihu,
not the friends, the general meaning being:
Ye have been silenced, lest ye should become
proud and boast of your wisdom, and that his

defeat may come visibly from God and not from
men. So Good, Wordsworth, Carey, Wemyss,
Rodwell, Barnes, most of whom make the first
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member dependent on the second; e. g. Rod-
well: &quot;Lest ye should say We have found
out wisdom, El, not man, shall vanquish
him.&quot; JSchlottmann explains: &quot;Say not: We
have found wisdom, i. e. we for our part have not
erred, we have hit the exact truth, but God must
smite him, not man, i. e. Job is so obstinate that
the most exhaustive proofs of our doctrine fail

to affect him, wherefore God only can convict
him of his

error.&quot;]

Ver. 14. For he hath not arrayed words
against me ; i. e. he has produced no argu
ment, which actually convinces me of his inno

cence. ^pj sensu Jorensi as in ch. xiii. 18
;

xxiii. 4. The whole verse introduced by vh]
with a fin. verb following, forms a clause subor
dinate to that which precedes, like ch. xlii. 3

(comp. Ewald, \ 341, a).

b. A declaration respecting the unavoidable

necessity of his taking part in the colloquy, the

friends although still referred to being spoken
of in the third person.

Ver. 15. They are confounded, they an
swer no more, or &quot;without answering again&quot;

(comp. Ewald, 349, a), words are fled away
from them. t. e. have deserted them ; pT)yr\
here accordingly intransitive; &quot;to depart, to

wander away,&quot;
like Gen. xii. 8

; xxvi. 22,

not transitive, as in chap. ix. 5 (against

Hirzel).
Ver 16. And should I (still) await, be

cause they speak not ? This interrogative

is therendering of the Perf. consec. JjvTl

only one that yields a suitable meaning, not the

affirmative, which used to be the prevalent
one, &quot;and I waited, because,&quot; etc., by which the

verse would express a quite unendurable tauto

logy with vers. 11, 12.

Ver. 17. So then I also will answer my
part, i. e. what comes to my part (comp. ch. xv.

2; Prov. xviii. 23); I will in like manner throw
the weight of my opinion into the scales.

[&quot;Elihu speaks more in the scholastic tone of

controversy than the three.&quot; Delitzsch. The

JX~nx twice repeated is far from implying con

ceit or arrogance on the part of the speaker. It

is possible indeed to explain it, with Barnes,

&quot;even I,&quot; notwithstanding my youth and inex

perience, in the tone of modest self-deprecia
tion. More probably however it indicates ra

ther the independent, individual position of the

speaker, differing as it did from the rest, as we
should say &quot;on my part.&quot; In any case, as

Schultens remarks: jucunda et decora formula,
scire meum quantum mihi guidem sciere, et perci-

pere datum. Frustra sunt, qui hxc ad arrogantiam

detorquent.&quot; E.] The Fut. Hiph., nj#K, ex

presses as e. g. Eccles. v. 19 (see on the passage) ;

Hos. ii. 23, etc., the strengthened sense of Kal :

&quot;to make answer, to put in a reply.&quot;
Ewald

renders quite too artificially: &quot;so then I also

plough my field&quot; (HJ^K Hiph. from the

other root HJ.!?, &quot;to be sunk&quot;),
which

would be proverbial for &quot;I also begin my
speech.&quot;

Ver. 18 seq. describe the powerful inward im

pulse to speak, which Elihu discovers in him

self, and which makes it impossible for him to be
silent. The spirit (ver. 8) constraineth me
in my inward part; lit. &quot;the spirit of my in

ward part, of my belly&quot; ( JC93), comp. ch. XT.

2, 35. Respecting the scriptio defectiva JwO, *&amp;gt;*

a, comp. on ch. i. 21.

Ver. 19. Behold, my interior is like wine
which is not opened, t. e. to which there is

no vent, so that it threatens to burst its vessel.

It is of course new, fresh wine that is intended,
as in the parallel New Testament passages,
which refer to this place, Matt. ix. 17

;
Luko v.

39, which show moreover that the &quot; new bot
tles&quot; in b can be none other than such as are
&quot;filled with new wine,&quot; so that the attribute
&quot; new &quot;

denotes not the firmness of the material
of the bottles, but rather the age and the quality
of their contents. Furthermore, #P3 is neither

a relative clause to TVON (Hirzel) [Ges., Con.],
nor an adverbial subordinate clause &quot; when it

will burst,&quot; but the direct predicate of JB3,-

which indeed is feminine, but here with the

passive, is treated as the grammatical object;
comp. ch. xxii. 9. The LXX. read D E^P, and

rendered the preceding J&quot;IUN in the sense of

&quot;bellows:&quot; uonep (puatjrijp xahnruq. The figure
thus arising is not unsuitable

; still, according
to the preceding explanation, there is no suffi

cient ground for departing from the Masoretic

reading. On ver. 21 couip. ch. xiii. 8. [The

distinction between Stf and vh is not to be

overlooked ; the former expressing the subjec

tive wish, or purpose; the latter the objective
fact. E.].

Ver. 22 gives the reason for that which is de
clared in ver. 21, b : For I know not how to

flatter. !&quot;I3DM is logically subordinate to the

preceding T^T fcO, and is used accordingly for

the Inf. ni33, or for tfUlh
; comp. Ewald, 285,

c. Otherwise my Maker would speedily
snatch me away ;

In. &quot;lift me up; \JKt?

[which &quot;seems designedly to harmonize with

*ytfy&quot; Delitzsch, and perhaps involves a play on

N#X, ver. 21; Dillmann], an exprtssion derived

from a stormy wind; comp. ch. xxvii. 21; 2

Kings ii. 16. The imperf. here with a modal
force [=would, or might] ; comp. Ewald,

136,/.
6. Third section of ELihu s Inln due/ion : Call

ing on Job to listen calmly to the discourses of

instruction and admonition which follow : ch.

xxxiii. 1 7.

Ver. 1. Nevertheless hear now, O Job,

my discourses. D^ JO interrupt ive, and in-

troducing to something new, like verumtamtn ;

com. ch. i. 11 ;
xi. 5 ; xii. 7 ; xiv. 18 and otten.

The particular address to Job by name, which it

is true occurs only in the mou h ot Elihu (be

sides here again in ver. 31 arid ch. xxxvii. 14),

has nothing in it that is especially surprising,

seeing that in every case it serves as a special

summons to Job, in distinction from the three

friends.
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Ver. 2. The circumstantiality with which

Elihu announces here the beginning of his dis

course is by no means without significance. It

is designed to call attention to the importance
of that which he has to say to him, and it may
be compared in this respect with introductory
formulas of the New Testament, such as Matt.

v. 2; Acts x. 34; and especially 2 Cor. vi. 11.

t&quot;

My tongue hath begun to speak,&quot;
lit. my tongue

ath spoken in my palate (the latter word a

synecdoche). The Pret. mm denotes here the

present, but as an act reaching over into the

present out of the past. This, we have judged,
called for the free translation which we have

given.&quot; Scblottm.]
Ver. 3. My words are the uprightness

of my heart
; they are the honest open expres

sion of the thought of my heart, precisely that

therefore which Job had so painfully missed in

the three friends (see ch. vi. 25). And the

knowledge of my lips they declare it

purely The &quot;knowledge of my lips&quot;
is either

prefixed as casus absolutu. ,
&quot;and as touching the

knowledge of my lips they speak it purely;&quot;

or as the object: &quot;and what my lips know,
that,&quot; etc. &quot;IO3 can be a predicate accusative

[&quot;and knowledge that is pure my lips declare&quot;],

referring to
f\&amp;gt;n,

which is elsewhere also used

in the masculine (e.g. Prov. ii. 10; xiv. 6); but
it can just as well be taken adverbially (comp.
Ewald, \ 279, a).

Ver. 4. The Spirit of God hath made me,
ttc. The object of this appeal to the derivation

of Elihu s spirit from God s Spirit must be essen

tially the sume with that of the similar utterance

in ch. xxxii. 8. It is not a special, nor an alto

gether wonderful, prophetic inspiration that

Elihu here asserts for himself; he simply claims

that it is a universal human wisdom residing in

his spirit by virtue of his innate dignity as a

man, on the basis of which he here applies him
self to instruct Job. It is, so to speak, the

humanistic, the genuine original and unper-
verted human character of his knowledge and

experimental wisdom, to which Elihu appeals,

when, as a young man, he presents himself to

the more aged Job as his instructor. It is to

this genuinely human character of his wisdom
that he calls attention, both in this passage,
where he emphasizes the divine origin of his

spiritual life (vers. 4, 5), and in the following,
where he sets forth his participation in the ma
terial part of man s nature, in his earthly human
corporeity (ver. 6 seq.). The older Church exe

gesis readily availed itself of this verse as an

argument for the divine trinity, on the ground
that it mentions (1) Dens omnipolens : (2) Spi-
rit.us Dei (=Sapientia . filius); and (3) Spiracu-
lum Dei

(=&/&amp;gt; Sanctus). So e. g. Cocceius on
the passage ; approximately also Starke.

Ver. 5. If them canst, then answer me
(D tyn as in ch. xxxii. 14), draw up against

ecil. ro, see ch. xxxii. 14; &quot;331,
i

. . _ T .

lit. &quot;before me,&quot; here &quot;against me&quot;), take
thy stand, viz. for the controversy, take thy
post ; the i-ame expression used 1 Sam. xvii. 16
of Goliath s putting himself in a military attitude,
and challenging the Israelites to combat.

&quot; The very ring of the words in Heb. has in

them the tone of haughty defiance.&quot; Sohlott-

mnnn.]
Ver. 6. Behold, I am God s, as thou art;

i.e., I stand no nearer to him; I am, like thee,

His creature. [The *7 here may be either the

b of possession, dependence, according to the

explanation just given (comp. v?, ch. xii. 16);

or the S of relation: &quot;I am like thee in rela

tion to God.&quot; In our relation to Him we are

both equal. The rendering of E. V., Bernard,
Barnes: &quot;Behold, I am according to thy wish

in God s stead,&quot; is much less suitable to the

connection, and less in harmony with Elihu s

claims. E J Out of clay was I also formed :

lit. &quot;out of clay was 1 also cut off, nipped off&quot;

(Del.). The verb V*lp (lit.
to nip, to pinch),

which forcibly and onomatopoetically describes

the action of the potter in forming his vessels,

is found in Pual only here. Comp. ch. x. 9, and
the parallel passages there cited.

Ver. 7. Behold, my terror -will not affright
thee: i. e. in view of this my genuinely human
and earthly character, thou needest not fear an

unequal contest with me, as would be the case

against. God, whom thou didst pray, that &quot; His

majesty might not terrify thee.&quot; The passage
contains an unmistakable allusion to ch. ix. 34

and xiii. 21, to the latter passage also by
means of the hapax legom. ^N, &quot;pressure,

weight,&quot; which appears here in place of the

like-sounding ^3, which is there used. The

LXX.
(fi XKIP I*&quot; ) [E- V.

&quot;my hand&quot;]
read

&quot;*33 alt.0 in the present passage, but disregard

in so doing the Hebrew usage, which is wont

everywhere else to connect the verb &quot;G2I with

T, not
&amp;lt;^3.

6. The frst speech of Elihu. a. Reference to

Job s objectionable language, in which he main
tains his entire innocence in opposition to God,
his hostile persecutor: vers. 8-11. Surely,
thou hast said in mine hearing, etc The
restrictive rendering of

}X=&quot;only&quot; [not other

wise than] (Ewald, Hahn, Dillmann, etc.) is less

suitable here than the affirmative:
&quot;verily,

surely&quot; (Rosenm., Hirzel, Umbreit, Delitzsch

in general most of the moderns) [and so E. V.:
&quot; To say anything JIN3 of another is in Hebrew

equivalent to saying it not secretly, and eo as to

be liable to misconstruction, but aloud and dis

tinctly.&quot; Del.].
Vers. 9-11. A collection of several objectiona

ble utterances by Job, which are cited in
p&amp;gt;irt

literally, in part according to the sense, and
with the refutation of which all that follows to

the close of these discourses is occupied, so lhat

these three verses contain to some extent the
common theme of all the four discourses of Elihu

(comp. below on cb. xxxv. 1). Pure am I,

without (^3 as in ch. xxxi. 39) wickedness.

Comp. ch. ix. 21; x. 7; xvi. 17; xxiii. 10;
xxvii. 5 seq. The word

^Pl (lit tersus, lotus,

rubbed down smooth, grown fine) used here in

b as a synonym of }T, was not used by Job, and

occurs only here. The same may be said of

oppositions, hostilities, alienations&quot;
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(comp. Num. xiv. 34) in ver. 10 a, with which
are to be compared utterances of Job like those

iL ch. x. 13 aeq. ; xix. 11; xxx. 21. In regard
tc ver. 10 b comp. ch. xiii. 24; and with ver. 11

comp. ch. xiii. 27, which passage Elihu quotes
with literal accuracy, doubtless because he had
taken particular offense at this accusation of

God as Job s jailer and most crafty watcher.

7. Continuation. b. Didactic exhibition of the

true relation of sinful men to God, who seeks to

turn them to Himself by manifold dispensations
and communications, to wit: a. By the voice of

conscience in dreams; vers. 12-18. Behold,
in this them art not right, I answer thee

(not:
&quot; I will answer thee,&quot; Hirzel [E. V.], etc.).

DXT, accus. of nearer definition to
r&amp;gt;p&quot;W~7

refers to the citations from Job s speeches in

vers. 9-11. Respecting
p&quot;l

in the signification

to be right,&quot; comp. ch. xi. 2. The second

member gives the reason for this assertion that

Job, with his suspicions of God s greatness and

love, was in the wrong : for Eloah is greater
than mortal man, will not therefore after the

manner of man, play the part of a hateful or

vindictive persecutor of feeble creatures. [Del.

explains: &quot;God is too exalted to enter into a

defence of Himself against such vain-glorying
interwoven with accusations against Him. And
for t his reason Elihu will enter the lists for God.&quot;

But a deeper and more satisfactory meaning is

obtained by the explanation in the Commentary.
God is too great to be actuated by the petty ma

lignities which Job had imputed to Him. Job

was wrong ; God is JUST, because He is GREAT &quot;

E. V. and several commentators connect ^JJ^j*

with what follows, either rendering \3
&quot;that,&quot;

or &quot;for&quot; with Delitzsch s explanation. But the

Masoretic accentuation connects it with what

precedes, and this harmonizes better with the

poetic rhythm of the verse, and with the weight
of thought in b. E.]

Ver. 13. &quot;Why hast thou contended
(;Yi:r&quot;1 instead of fO l, Gesenius, \ 73 [g 72], 1)

against Him? Such striving or murmuring

against God on the part of Job had fpund
expression, e.g., in ch. vii. 20; x. 18; xiii. 24

8eq. The second member declares the ground
or contents of this contention against God to be:

that [for] He gives account of none of

His doings; lit. &quot;that He answers not (HJ^

as in ch. xxxii. 12; xl. 2: ix. 3) all His words

(or matters, V&quot;m).
So correctly Gesenius,

Umbreit. Vaih./Delitzsch [E. V., Con., Words.,

Rod., Elz., Bar., Renan], etc., while the expla

nations of other moderns vary widely, e. g. &quot;to

all his (man s) words giveth He no answer&quot;

(Hirzel, Heiligst., Hahn) [Carey on the con

trary: &quot;since to none of His words doth man

answer,&quot; i. e. man is deaf when God speaks];

or &quot;that all his words to Him (suffix in VOT
referring to the object) He easily answers

(Stickel, and similarly Welte); or &quot;with not a

single word does He answer&quot; (Schlottmann.

Kamph.); or &quot;that He makes no answer to all

thy words&quot; (Dillmann, changing VQT to *Pj?v
)&amp;gt;

etc.

Ver. 14. For (on the other hand) God speak-

eth once and twice ;
t. e. many times, often,

repeatedly; comp. ch. xl. 6; also ch. T. 19.

Phose commentators who explain: &quot;in many
ways&quot; (Arnh., Hirz., Stick., Del., etc.) make
oo much of the simple form of enumeration

used; it is only the no^vuepus of the divine reve-

ation, and not of also its Tro^vrp6^uf, which is

icre spoken of. Respecting the 3 before J&quot;\nR

and DVUP, comp. besides ch. xl. 6, also Ps. Ixiu

12 [11]. The subj. of the follg. nri.W *h&amp;gt;

which the Masoretic accentuation also separates
rom what goes before, cannot be &quot;God&quot; again,
jut only man, used indefinitely; hence &quot;one

perceiveth it not&quot;
(&quot;Nltf

with a neut. suffix, in

he general meaning of observing, perceiving,

precisely as in ch. xxxv. 13). This short clause

lands accordingly in a limitative, or an adver

sative relation to the preceding thought: &quot;on/jr

man observes it not,&quot; or
&quot;yet man,&quot; etc. [E. V.].

It is possible also to render it as a circutustan-

ial clause: &quot;without any one observing it&quot;

[Schlottru.). [&quot;God
s speech is unnoticed, not

recognized by the senses, understood only by
the susceptible feelings.&quot; Schlottmann.] The

explanation of this verse by Schultens, Ewald
and Vaihinger is peculiar (comp. the Vulg. and

Pesh.): &quot;for God speaks once He does not

glance at it a second time&quot; [t.
e. to reconsider

or change what He has once said]. Against
this is (1) the Masoretic accentuation; (2) the

connection with ver. 15 seq ,
which would there

stand quite torn apart; (3) the fact that &quot;HBf

cannot signify revidere (it would in that case

have to be changed into 31$).

Ver. 15 seq. now mention if not several

kinds (Hirzel, Schlottm., Del.) at least several

examples of impressive communications from God
to men, or, according to the language used in

ver. 14, of &quot;speeches&quot; by God. The first in

stance mentioned is that of revelation by dreams,

vers. 15-18, which Elihu describes in language
which is a close, and in part a literal copy of

that of Eliphaz (ch. iv. 12-16). The statement

prefixed of time and circumstance (ver. 15) is

almost literally the same as ch. iv. 13 (see on

the passage).

Ver. 16. Then opens He the ear of men ;

i. e. He opens their understanding for His con

fidential communications ;
the same phrase in

ch. xxxvi. 10, 15; 1 Sam. ix. 15, and often

And presses a seal upon their instruction

ODO, an alternate form of 1DVD, found only

here); t. e. He impresses upon them all the

more deeply the earnest admonitions and warn

ings which He administers to them by all the

various experiences of life (not particularly by

painful diseases as Ewald, Hahn, and Dillmann

explain, on the strength of ver. 19 seq.); He

assures them by such dreams and visions that

they are to recognize such serious dispensations

of life as coming from Him, as rules of His

divine agency in educating men; comp. ch.

xxxvi. 10. Note how according to this Elihu

regards every man as being continually subject

to the operations of a divine discipline. As to

Df\n with 3 (different
from DDH with

1j.*|,
ch.

ix 7) comp. ch. xxxvii. 7. Several of the

ancient versions (LXX., Aqu,, Pesh.) and Luther
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translate as though they had read DJ;}IV, &quot;He

terrifies them.&quot;

Vers. 17, 18. The aim of this nocturnal open

ing of the ear, and sealing of the divine instruc

tion. In order to withdraw man from

transgression. So according to the improved

reading nfrgSD (Hirz., Del., Dillm., etc.), which

is sufficiently attested by the aKoarptyai avdpu-
TTOV anb aiiKiaq avTov [of the LXX.]. According

to the common reading nt?^D, man must be

regarded as subj. of VpnS : &quot;that he may put

away evil-doing.&quot;
In respect to 7127^0, facinus,

comp. e.g. 1 Sam. xx. 19 And to hide pride
from man ; so that he does not see it, and so

remains preserved from it (Hirzel, etc.), or:

&quot;so that he becomes unaccustomed to it&quot; (Del.).

Concerning the syncopated form mil, see on ch.

xxii. 29. It is unnecessary to amend the verb

riD3 to rhy, &quot;to cause to disappear&quot; (Dill

mann), or to Hi^r, &quot;to set aside, to remove&quot;

(Bbttcher).
Ver. 18. To keep back his soul from the

grave, t. e. to preserve him from death ; comp.
Ps. xvi. 10; xxx. 4 [3], 10 [9]. And his life

GTn always with Elihu, equivalent to Dn else

where
; comp vers. 20, 22, 28) from perish

ing by the dart. So (with Dillmann) [E. V.

&quot;by
the sword,&quot; but n?t^ rather means &quot;mis

sile&quot;]
are we to understand Ihe phrase &quot;&amp;gt;3^

n/C?3, which occurs only here and ch. xxxvi.

12 (comp. &quot;Oj? in ch. xxxiv. 20). The common
explanation: &quot;to precipitate one s self into [or

upon] the dart&quot; (iruere in lelum) is not so natu

ral, and is not confirmed by the expression

J&quot;\ntS?! &quot;\DJ? in ver. 28, which, although of simi

lar sound, is essentially different in signification

(against Hirzel, Delitzsch, etc ). [&quot;Here every
thing in thought and expression is peculiar.&quot;

Del.]
8. Continuation. The second instance of the

divine visitation; /?. By grievous painful dis

ease: vers. 19-22. Ewald, Hahn, Dillmann,

groundlessly endeavor to treat this new instance

as only a special expansion of that which pre
cedes, because that already in ver. 16 reference
is made to severe suffering on the part of him
to whom God addresses His dream-revelation
an inadmissible forcing of the meaning of &quot;1DD

in that passage, and at the same time disproved
by the

]
at the beginning of the present verse,

which is a connective, introducing a new
thought, not an explicative particle, referring

back to
&quot;&amp;gt;DD,

from which it is much too far

removed. He is chastised also with pains
on his bed, while the strife in his bones
goes on continually. So according to the
K thibh 3

&quot;)=&quot; strife, contest&quot; [admirably de

scribing disease as a disturbance of the equili
brium of the powers: Del.], and in accordance
with the correct rendering of

jflX (=jrrN,
comp. ch. xxxii. 18) as predicate, not as tue
attribute of 3&quot;!

(&quot;and by the continual con

flict,&quot; etc.), for the latter rendering (Hirzel,

Vaih., Del.) is forbidden by the absence of the

article before JHK. Following the K ri, 3^&quot;V

which is supported by the ancient versions, and

several MSS., we should have to explain (with

Ewald, Dillmann, etc.):
&quot;while the multitude

of his limbs is still vigorous throughout&quot; (comp.
ch. xii. 19; xx. 11). [E. V.: &quot;and the multi

tude of his bones with strong (or unceasing)

pain
&quot; So Aben-Ezra, Junius, Tremellius, Am.

(Vulg. : et omnia ossa ejus marcescere facit), but

the construction of
jfitf

is unnatural.]

Ver. 20. And his life makes bread a

loathing. DHf causativ.e Piel of the verb DHT,

not found elsewhere in the Hebrew, which,

according to the Arabic, signifies &quot;to stink;&quot;

hence to cause to stink, to excite loathing (not

as intensive of Kal, &quot;to be disgusted,&quot; as Ro-

senm., Umbr., Vaih., Hahn, etc., explain it).

iTH again is here not=craving, hunger, any

more than the parallel $23 in b, but as always

with Elihu: &quot;

life, vital energy.&quot; Schlottmann

truly remarks: &quot;It expresses very vividly the

thought that the proper vital power, the proper

fvxti- when it is consumed by disease, gives one

a loathing for that which it otherwise likes as

being a necessary condition of its own exist

ence.&quot;

Ver. 21. So that his flesh consumes

away (Hp] abbreviated for /D l, comp. Ew. \

233, a) that it cannot be seen, lit. &quot;away

from seeing,&quot; or &quot;away from sightliness.&quot;

Comp. in respect to JO (pausal form for &O)

1 Sam. xvi. 12; Is. lii. 14; liii. 2 And his

wasted limbs are scarcely to be seen any
more (or &quot;are become invisible&quot;). So follow

ing the K thibh 3EN, which according to the

Hebrew root, HtJiy, &quot;to be bare,&quot; expresses
the notion of bareness, meagreness (scarcely as

Gesen., Hirz., Del., etc. think, that of rottenness,

putrefaction, after the Aram.), and in connec

tion with the genitive VniOXj? produces the col

lective notion: &quot;the wasting of his members=
his wasted members,&quot; with which the plur. pre

dicate, 1JO JO, agree perfectly well (comp. the

similar constructions with D l or 130O above,

ch. xxxii. 7; xv. 20; xxi. 21, and often). The

K ri 13$1, &quot;and are made bare,&quot; owes its ori

gin to the attention being fixed on this incor

rectly understood plural IfcO.
[&quot;After /D] and

before 3^prN the Perf. with 1 is out of place.&quot;

Dillm.] In respect to the pointing ItO, with

Dagh. in X, comp. Delitzsch on the passage,
and Ewald, 21, e. [Green, \ 121, 1, who,
however, inclines to regard it as Mappik. In
either case its function is to indicate the guttu
ral quality of X, here to be carefully observed,
to give strength to the description. E.]
Ver 22. On a comp. ver. 18. And his life

to the angels of death, lit. &quot;the slayers, or

destroyers&quot; (D fTpD), by which are intended

not only mortal pains (Rosenm., Schlottmann)
[Barnes, Carey], but, according to Ps. Ixxviii.

49; 2 Sam. xxiv. 16; 1 Chron. xxi. 15, angelic
powers sent from God, and commissioned to
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destroy men. [The former explanation &quot;does

not commend itself, because the Elihu section

has a strong angelological coloring in common
with the book of Job.&quot; Del.]

9. Continuation. The tbird instance of the

divine visitation: y. By sending a mediating

angel as a deliverer out of distress, and so by a

wonderful removal of the painful disease and

danger of death just described: vers. 23-28.

If then there is for him [vSy, &quot;for,&quot; better

than &quot;with
him&quot;]

an angel, a mediator

(V 7D here otherwise than in ch. xvi. 20, where

it was usd m malem partem), one of thou.
sands, to declare to man his duty (lit.

&quot;his uprightness, his right way,&quot; comp. Prov.

xiv. 2). Oecolampad., Schult., Schnurr., Bouil.,

Eichh., Rosenm., Welte, v. Hofmann [Noyes,

Barnes, Carey] understand by the
j&quot;70 &quot;=!?!?

a

human interpreter of the will of God, a prophet,
or teacher of true wisdom, such as Job had
before himself m Elihu. But the ancient refer

ence to an angel (comp. ch. iv. 18) to which the

majority of moderns also adhere, is supported

by the following considerations. (1) The men

tion, just before, of the angel of death, to which

manifestly there is now about to be introduced

a contrast. (2) The contrast with

as well as the office of delivering from death,

with which, according to ver. 23, the IjN/D is

invested. (3) His being called &quot;one of a thou

sand,&quot; which would scarcely characterize him

as a man of an extraordinary sort, such as can

scarcely be met with as one among a thousand,

but rather as belonging to the innumerable hosts

of heaven a description, accordingly, which is

to be understood not according to Eccles. vii.

28, but according to Dan. vii. 10.; Ps. Ixviii. 18

[17]. The latter designation, moreover, makes

it impossible to regard this mediating or inter

preting angel (comp. Gen. xhi. 23; Is. xliii. 27;

2 Chron. xxxii. 31) as an angel of peculiarly

high rank, as e. g. the Mal ak-Jehovah of the

Pentateuch, or as the &quot;Angel of the Presence,&quot;

or the Metathron of the later Jewish literature,

as Schlotttnann and Del. [Lee, Wordsw., Canon

Cook in Smith s Bib. Die.} think; for the force

of the clause ^N^W ^HX is simply to put this

one messenger of God on an equality with many
others, whom God might in like manner entrust

with such a commission, not to exalt him above

them. The Messianic meaning, which many

expositors attribute to the verse (even among
those who understand the D VD of a human

messenger of God, e. g. Schultens, Velthusen, J.

D. Michaelis, also J. Pye Smith, Script. Testimony

to the Messiah, I. 307, the last indeed only tenta

tively, and without definitely deciding the ques

tion), is accordingly in any case very indirec!

and general. Moreover a special Christological

vaticinium of the kind which the majority of the

older exegetes maintained (comp. especially J

D. Michaelis: De angelo interpret, Hal.
170&amp;lt;)

would scarcely seem appropriate in the mouth

of an extra-Israelitish sage of the patriarchal

era, any more than that celebrated verse of the

CEdipus Coloneus of Sophocles:

One soul, in my opinion, for tn thousand will suffice

To make atonement, if with kindly feelingi it draws
nigh,&quot;

ould be understood as Messianic otherwise than

very remotely (comp. Luthardt, Apolog. Vortrdge
i. 224).

[&quot;In
the extra- Israelitish world a far more

developed doctr no of angels and demons is

everywhere found than in Israel, which is to be
understood not only subjectively, but also o j

jec-

Lively ; and within the patriarchal history after

Gen. xvi. that (D H ?N) HIIT
&quot;JN

/D appears, who

is instrumental in effecting the progress of the

bistory of redemption, and has so much the

appearance of the God of revelation, that He
even calls Himself God, and is called God. He
it is whom Jacob means, when (Gen. x viii. 15

seq.), blessing Joseph, he distinguishes Ood the

Invisible, God the Shepherd, i. e. Lender and

Ruler, and &quot;the Angel who delivered (/ton)
me from all evil

;&quot;
it is the Angel who, accord

ing to Ps. xxxiv. 8, encampeth round about
them that fear God, and delivereth them; &quot;the

Angel of the Presence,&quot; whom Isaiah in the

Thephilla. ch.lxiii. 7 seq., places beside Jehovah
and His Holy Spirit ns a third hypostasis. Taking
up this perception, Elihu demands for the deli

verance of man from the death which he has
incurred by his sins, a superhuman angelic me
diator. The &quot;Angel of Jehovah&quot; of primeval

history is the oldest prefigureinent in the history
of redemption of the future incarnation, without

which ihe Old Testament history would be a

confused quodlibet of premises and radii, without

a conclusion and a centre
;
and the angelic form

is accordingly the oldest form which the hope
of a deliverer assumes, and to which it recurs,

in conformity to the law of the circular connec

tion between the beginning and the end, in Mai.

iii. 1.&quot; Delitzscb. See further Remarks on

ver. 21.]
Ver. 24 is not the apodosis to the preceding

verse (Hirzel, Hahn, Delitzsch, Kamphausen)

[E. V., Con., Noyes, Renan, Rodwell], tor God s

commission to the angel: &quot;Deliver him,&quot; etc.

belongs as yet to the preliminary conditioi s of

the deliverance, which is first described in ver.

25. The conditional particle of the preseding
verse accordingly extends its influence over the

present verse : and (if) He hath mercy on
him, and saith, etc. This divine commission

presupposes that the sorely afflicted one has

truly repented, und laid to heart the salutary

teachings of the angel. It is unnecessary with

Schlottmann to take the angel as the subject of

this brief clause, for the reason that the exer

cise of mercy cannot be the func ion of an aripel.

Deliver him from going down into the

pit (comp ver. 18 a), I have found a ran

som, viz. for him.
[&quot;One

is here reminded of

Heb. ix. 12, atuviav hvrpuatv eipdftevof.&quot; Del.]

By this is meant the intercession of the media

ting angel, who had preached repentance, not

in vain, to the sick one, and had therefore

appeared before God, interceding in his behalf.

Instead of ^i&quot;lj^3 (from a root .JHS, liberare,

which is not elsewhere found, and which is

hardly intelligible), it would seem natural to

read either *rP3 or *ri8O3 (from tn
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some MSS. show *njJ~&amp;lt;3, solve turn, which, how

ever, would be suitable only in case the angel

addressed were the angel of death. [ O33

according to its primary notion is not a covering

=makiug good, more readily a covering=can-

celling (from &quot;(33, Talmud, to wipe out, away),

but, as the usual combination with /y shows,

a covering of sin and guilt before wrnth, pun
ishment, or execution on account of guilt, and
in this sense Xrrpov, a means of getting free,

ransom-money. The connection is satisfied if

the repentance of the chastened one (thus e. g.

also von Hofm.) is understood by this ransom,
or better, his affliction, inasmuch as it has

brought, him to repentance. But wherefore
should the mediatorship of the angel be excluded

from the notion of the &quot;^33? Ju Q t this mediator-

ship is meant, inasmuch as it puts to right him
who by his sins had worked death, i. t. places
him in a condition in which no further hindrance

stands in the way nf the divine pardon. If we
connect the mediating angel, like the angel of

Jehovah of the primeval history with God Him
self, as then the logos of this mediating angel to

man can be God s own logos communicated by

him, and he therefore as
}&quot;/D,

God s speaker

(if we consider Elihu s discourse in ihe light of

the New Testament), can be the divine Logos
himself, we shall here readily recognize a pas

sage of the mystery which is unveiled in the

New Testament: &quot;God was in Christ, and re

conciled the world unto Himself.&quot; A presnge
of this mystery, flashing through the darkness,
we have already read in ch. xvii. 3 (comp. ch.

xvi. 21 ; and, on the other hand, in order to see

how this anticipation is kindled by the thought
of the opposite, ch. ix. 33). The presage which
meets us here is like another in Ps. cvii. a

j

Psalm which has many points of coincidence
with the book of Job where in ver. 20 we find:

He sent His word, and healed them. At ar.y
rate Elihu expresses it as a postulate, that the

deliverance of man can be effected only by a su

perhuman being, as it is in reality accomplished
by the man who is at the same time, and from all

eternity the Lord of the angels of
light.&quot; De-

litzsch.

In addition to the suggestions which may be
found in the two extracts from Delitzsch, given

above in favor of explaining the
j&quot;7D ^JX;O of

this passage in the higher sense of the 0. T.

mrP vD, the following considerations may be

urged:
1. To understand the words of an ordinary

angel furnishes no adequate explanation of the

description here given of him. Especially is it

difficult to understand on this theory why he
should be spoken of as &quot; one out of a thousand.&quot;

Is it (a) simply as a rhetorical amplification of
the word

&quot;angel&quot; &quot;one of the innumerable
hosts of heaven?&quot; (Renan). But this would be
here a meaningless rhetorical flourish. What
has his being one of a countless angelic com
pany to do with the function here assigned to

him? Is it (b) as a more precise definition of
the Maiakah, to indicate that he is an angelic, or

celestial messenger? (Dillmann). But that

would have been expressed in more definite lan

guage. Is it (c) restrictive &quot;but one among a

thousand?&quot; (Rodwell). Apart from the obscu

rity of the language to express such a thought,
it is difficult to see the force of such a restric

tion. Not to indicate any unwillingness on the

part of the angels in general, for that would be

nothing; to the purpose. It could only serve to

magnify God s willingness to be gracious let

but one mediator appear, and God will have

mercy. But to tlii^ there are several decisive

objections. (1) It is against the proper view
of the connection, according to which ver. 24 is

not the consequent, but a part of the conditional

antecedent. (2) It seems to be founded on the

opinion that melitz means an &quot;intercessor&quot; (so
Rodwell &quot;interceding angel&quot;), whereas he is

God s representative, not man s. (3) ft lies

outside the scope of the passage. The sufferer

has in the verses immediately preceding been

brought to the verge of the grave. But all at

once a glorious possibility presents itself a Mes

senger from God, to show the sufferer the way
of right, mercifully commissioned to deliver

him, and lo! he is rescued, his youth renewed,
and he beholds the face of God in joy! To in

terject the thought that such a messenger would
be only one of a thousand like himself, would be

confusing and weakening The same objection
would apply still more forcibly if we should take
it to mean (d) any one of a thousand.

But 2: understood of a 1JSOD of high rank,
the words are significant . They indicate dig

nity, superiority.* He is One out of, or above
(JO combining its local and comparative foroe) a

thousand, or thousands, or the thousand. Good

explains: &quot;one of the supreme chyliad, the pre
eminent thousand that shine at the top of the

empyreal hierarchy, possessed of transcendent
and exclusive powers, and confined to functions

of the highest importance.&quot; Granting that this

explanation of
*|
/X is problematical, it may still

be said that whether we take it indefinitely for

&quot;a thousand&quot; or collectively for &quot;thousands,&quot;

i. e. all the angels, the phrase &quot;ONE out of a
thousand&quot; most naturally suggests rareness,

pre-eminence. Ami this view of ii ac ords with
the rest of the description.

(1) The term
f&quot;7D,

in such a connection,

would naturally convey the idea of dignity. He
is an ambassador, internuncius (see 2 Chron.
xxxii. 81), an angelic envoy endowed with an

extraordinary commission certainly not here,
as the context shows, the mere mouthpiece of

another (as in Gen. xiii. 23).

(2) His function &quot; to show to man the right

way&quot; (his Tightness, his true life) suggests at

once the PROPHET foretold by Moses (Deut. xviii.

15 seq.), one who should interpret declare

more clearly than mere man could the will of

God by which man is to be saved.

(3) His remedial commission, it will be seen,
is extraordinary: (a) In its origin, in the spe
cial, solemn, formal manner in which he is in

vested with it. (6) In its nature involving as

* This is the meaning of the clause assumed hy the com
mentators who g ippoae n human messenger to be referred
to

;&amp;lt;.&amp;lt;/.
Kosenmulier: facit ud dignitatem ejuscommer.dandam.
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it does deliverance from the pit, and the com

pletion of mnn s ransom &quot;133 a word used

again by Elihu (ch. xxxvi. l8) in the most
solemn connection with reference to deliverance
from the most terrible of destinies (comp. also
Pa. xlix. 8, and the use of the cognates &quot;133.

D 133, and n?23, as significant of the expia
tion of sin) : (c) In its results especially as em
bracing reconciliation with God (ver. 26).

3. Add that the idea of Divine Grace, as de

veloped so remarkably in vers. 26-27, comes into
more fitting connection with such an interpre
tation of the passage as involves an evangelic an

ticipation of the revelation of grace in Christ,
the great fieairriq.

4. The passage is not indeed to be constrained
into a complete exposition of Christ s mediato
rial office. Here, as elsewhere in our book, the
truth is fragmentpry, obscure, a prophetic hint,
little more than the yearning after a possibility.
This consideration however would all the more
seem to put it in the category of such passages
as ch. xiv. 14 seq. ; xvii. 3; xix. 25 seq. It is a

hypothesis, hanging on an If ty ~DN but it is an

If, the answer to which is the .4wien of the Gospel.

If, as shown above, the langunge itself

points in the highest direction here indicated,

we are still further justified in taking that

direction by the position which must be ac

corded to Elihu s discourses in the book. As

suming here their genuineness, they must be re

garded as a part of the solution of the problem.
So regarded, it would seem strange if they did

not once show us those heights of aspiration
and faith, of which Job s words have already

given us such wonderful glimpses. On the other

hand, it should not seem to us strange that the

young sage, the precursor of Jehovah, in the dis

entanglement of the book s mystery, whose espe
cial mission in the book it is to throw the light of

inspired thought on the mystery, should reflect

upon it some rays from the mediatorial CROSS. E.].

Ver. 25. Apodosis to ver. 23 seq.: (then) his

flesh swells with the vigor of youth. In

respect to the Perf. quadril. $3tD? &quot;to be over-

juicy, to swell,&quot; comp. Ewald, g 131, g [Green,

180, a]. &quot;\yj [peculiar to the Elihu section]

here and in ch. xxxvi. 14. instead of the custo

mary D HI.yj. The
JO

before this word is used

not comparatively, but causally, as the parallel

thought in 6 shows.
Ver. 26. If he prayeth to Eloah, He ac-

cepteth him graciously (comp. ch. xxii.

27), and causeth him to behold His face

with rejoicing, or: &quot;so that he sees His

face with rejoicing:&quot; both renderings are equally

possible, according as we render NT1 as imper.

Kal, or Hiph. The rendering of Umbreit and

Ewald, however, -is inappropriate: &quot;and He

cause his face to look upon joy,
&quot;

because 2 HJO

already signifies of itself, &quot;to see joy
&quot;

(see ver.

28 b).
And He gives back again to man

his righteousness, which he had lost; not

&quot;requites
to man his uprightness, as Delitzsch

(after Luther) translates, for ver 27 b does not

agree with this. Moreover to express this idea

of the recompense of upright actions, we should

rather expect to find
inpTVj).

The idea of a

righteousness in the rescued sinner, restored to
him by God as a free gift, is peculiar to Elihu.
It at least retires quite into the background in

the descriptions, otherwise quite similar, of the
three friends, such as ch. v. 19 seq. ;

yiii. 21;
xi. 15 seq.: xxii. 23 seq., and thus character
izes Elihu s religious and ethical views as more
free from legal narrowness and externality.

Ver. 27. He singeth to man, and saith.

\ abbreviated Imperf. from &quot;ME^ VE (comp.

ch. xxxvi. 24). D EUN-Sy, lit. &quot;to men, ad

dressed to them;&quot; comp. Prov. xxv. 20. As to

the thought, however, comp. Ps. xxii. 2C [22]
seq. ;

li. 14, and often. The song of thanks

giving chanted by the redeemed and justified
one [a &quot;psalm in mice,&quot; Del.] now begins, and
extends to the end of the following verse.

Still it was not recompensed to me ; lit.

&quot;it was not made equal to me,&quot; non xquatnm et
mihi (Hlty, neuter or impersonal) [E. V. :

&quot; and

it profited me not&quot; (Syr., Targ.) is a legitimate

rendering of the Heb., but is far less appropri
ate to the connection. It misses entirely the

recognition of grace, in that he had not received
the just recompense of his sins. The rendering
of the first part of the verse is also more forced,

and less satisfactory, when &quot;litf is rendered :

&quot;Helooketh,&quot; and
&quot;lpN

&quot;1: &quot;and if any say:&quot;

against which may still further be urged the

Vav. conaec. here, and the Perf. !&quot;P3, and the

K thibh Kto: in 28 a. E.].

Ver. 28. He hath redeemed my soul (read
with the K thibh E/3J, for the eucharistic dis

course of the redeemed one is still continued

here), from going down into the pit (comp.
ver. 18), and my life shall enjoy seeing
the light; i. e. the light of this world (Jbn
xi. 9), which, as the upppr world, stands here in

contrast with the gloomy &quot;grave,&quot;
and so also

in ver. 30; comp. ch. iii. 16, 20. Delilzsch,

against the context, and with an interpolation
of thought: &quot;in the light of the divine (counte

nance, in the gracious presence of God.&quot;

10. Conclusion : first of all (vers. 29, 30) of

the second chief division teaching the gracious
and righteous dispensations of God in educating
His human children; and then (vers. 31-33) of

the whole discourse the last sentence being a

summons to Job to hear attentively the dis

courses of instruction which, follow. Behold,
all this God does referring back to all of

which he has spoken from ver. 14 on, with a

recurrence in particular of the idea of repeated-

ness found also in that passage, for this is what

is expressed there by PPtO and D .HCO, here

by C Sc* D OJ 3 bis terqtte an expression which

on account of the lack of the 1 between the two

adverbs of time, the ancient versions misunder

stood, and so read as though it were

[&quot;three times;&quot; E. V. more indefinitely &quot;often

times&quot;].

Ver. 30. On a comp. ver. 18; on b, ver. 28,

and Ps. Ivi. 14 [13]. [&quot;nntf
here for the fifth

time in this speech, without being anywhere
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interchanged with VlNt? or another synonym,

which is remarkable.&quot; Del.] &quot;ttin, syncopated

form of the Inf. Niphal, instead of

159, 2], &quot;that he may be lighted, or enlight

ened with tin light of life&quot; (in contrast with

the darkness of death, with which he had already

been overshadowed.
Ver. 31. Attend, O Job, and hearken to

me. This can scarcely be regarded as a sum

mons to ponder quietly on what he had heard

(Del.), but rather to listen to what he had fur-

thor to communicate, as b incontrovertibly

proves.
Ver. 32. If (however) thou hast words,

then reply to me (comp. ver. 5) ; speak, for

I desire thy justification, t. e. not &quot;that

thou shouldst justify thyself&quot; (Hirzel), but that

thou mayest stand vindicated, I wish to see thee

declared righteous (comp. ch. xxxii. 2, with ch.

xxxiii. 26 c). Here also again the normal evan

gelical notion of justification, in contrast with

all false self-justification, is expressed by Elihu.

Ver. 33. If not
(j

X DK, to wit
J
vD, comp.

Gen. xxx. 1), then do thou hear me. HPX

emphatic: &quot;thou on thy part.&quot; Be silent (as

in ver. 31 b), and I will teach thee wisdom
HOpn here instead of the JH several times used

in the introduction (comp. ch. xxxii. 6 b, 10, 17;

xxxiii. 3). IY.N,
&quot;to teach,&quot; as in ch. xv. 5

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Partly on the ground of Elihu s circum
stantial self-introduction in ch. xxxii. 6-xxxiii.

7, partly on the ground of the first discourse of

admonition and instruction which immediately
follows, very unfavorable judgments have from
ancient times down to our own been delivered

in respect to the person and the religious and
ethical stand-point of this speaker. Following
the example of Jerome,* Gregory the Great, at

the close of his exposition of the first discourse,
describes Elihu as an arrogans, who dum vera ac

mystica loquitur, subito per tumorem cordis qusedam
inania ac superba permiscet. The Venerable Bede
even identifies him with the false prophet (ario-

lus) Balaam.f following perhaps the guidance
of the Rabbis, for in the Talmud and Midrash
the same worthless conceit recurs (as in like

manner it seems to be an anonymous Jewish

writer, who recently [in Bernstein s Analecten,
Vol. III., under the title, Der Satan als Irrgeist
und Engel des Lichts] has made the attempt to

represent Elihu as Satan in disguise). Olympi-
odorus judges him more favorably, but is still

of opinion that he has not done full justice to

Job, the truly pious and holy man, and is for

that same reason at last neither praised nor
blamed by God (Catena in Job, ed. Loud. p. 484).

* Or rather of the Pseudo-Jerome, t. e. of that preebyter,
Philippus, whose Expntitio interlineari* on our book, found
among the works of Jerome, was afterwards revised by the
Venerable Bede (comp. Opp. Hieronymi, ed, Vallars, Tom.
III., Append, p. 90 seq.).

t Suut alii extra ecclesiam, qui Christo ejusqun ecrlcgiae
similiti-r advereantur, quorum imaginem prsetulit Balaam
ille ariolus, qui et Elieu gicut patrum tradirio habet, qui
contra ipsum t-anctum Job mulia improbe et injuriose locu-
tus cat, in tantum ut etiam displif-eret inconcinna ejus et

inJtsciplinatu loquacitas (Bedse Opp. ed. Basil. III., c. 602).

Most of the Jesuit commentators in modern
times regard Elihu as an empty, puffed -up

boaster, whom God rightly ignores, and whose
hatred against Job is to be explained from his

near relationship to him, his Nahorite descent;
so e. g. Escobai

(
Comment, in Biblia, Tom. IV., p.

94, 125) ; while other Roman Catholic excgetes,

e.g. the Capuchin Volducius (Comment. Tom. II.,

p. 445 seq.) adjudge him to be in the right, so

f-ir as all that is essential is concerned. Among
Protestant commentators Luther, so far HS may
be gathered from various scattered intimations,

partly from his translation of chs. xxxii-xxxvii.,

partly from his Introduction to the book of Job,
and other expressions on the pubject, seems to

have put Elihu s discourses, as respects their

theological value and contents, on the same

plane with those of the three friends. Viet.

Sirigel renders a decidedly unfavorable verdict

upon them, Elihu being to him an exemplum am
bitiosi oratoris, qui plenus sit ostentatione et auda-

cia insinuata in menle. Herder calls Elihu s

speech, in comparison with the majestic thun

der-speech of the Creator, &quot;the weak, ram

bling talk of a boy,&quot;
and gays: &quot;Elihu, a

young prophet, intemperate, bold, alone wise,
draws fine pictures, without end or aim

;

hence no one answers him, and he stands

there as a mere shadow&quot;
(
Vom Geist der

Ebr. Poeie, p. 101, 142). Umbreit s language is

similar, only yet stronger. Elihu s appearance
he describes as &quot; the uncalled-for stumbling in

of a conceited young philosopher into the con
flict that is already properly ended,&quot; and &quot;the

silent contempt with which he is allowed to

speak is the merited reward of a babbler&quot;

(Komment., 2d Ed., p. XXV seq.). In like man
ner Wohlfarth, who says that Elihu is &quot;a vain

glorious conceited boaster, as it were a ppiritual
Goliath!&quot; M. Sachs (Stud. u. Kritiken, 1834, IV.

p. 416 seq.), and A. ILihn, who (Komment. p. 18)
calls him &quot;a most conceited and arrogant young
man, who with all his undeniable scientific

knowledge is boastful and officious&quot; [Noyes, who
calls him

&quot;forward&quot;],
and this in accordance

with the purpose of the poet, who represents him
as such a character intentionally. The judgment
of those who oppose the genuineness of the Eli-

liu-episode is naturally to some extent unfavora
ble. See a number of such expressions collected

together out of de Wette s Introduction, in Um-
breit

(I. c.) ; also Eichhorn in Sca!o!tmann, p.

54; v. Hofmann in Delitzsch (II., 240); and

very recently Dillmann s closing opinion in re

spect to Elihu s self-introduction (p. 297): &quot;The

impression which this long introductory dis

course makes on the reader is not favorable
;

Elihu s self-praise, and his verbose vaunting of

that which he is about to do, is somewhat un
seemly,&quot; etc. So also what he says of the first

discourse (p. 304) that Elihu s representation
of the suffering of Job as a means of discipline
and improvement employed by God exhibits

throughout nothing new, that it is
&quot;pre

cisely the same method of explanation as
that which the three friends had adopted in the

beginning of the controversy, which Eliphaz es

pecially, in ch. v. 17 seq., had sharply and clcnrly
expressed,&quot; and which Job would have been

perfectly justified in rejecting as unacceptable.
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To these unfavorable judgments respecting the

character of their speaker there may indeed be

opposed, a number equally large of such as are

favorable, which, finding their principal support
as well in ch. xxxii. and xxxiii. see in Elihu a

direct forerunner, not only on the negative, but

also on the positive side, of the final decision of

the controversy by Jehovah. So already Augus
tine, according to whom Elihu ut primas partes
modesties habuit ita etsapientise ; Chrysostom, who

represents him in two respects in respect of his

speech, and of his silence as an eloquent wit

ness to true wisdom;* subsequently Thomas

Aquinas (Opp. Tom. I., p. 137,184, ed. Venet.),
Brentius, Oecolampadius, Calvin, Pareau (see
the passage quoted out of his commentary above
in the Introduction \ 10, Rein.) Cocceius, Se

bastian Schmidt, Starke, [Schultens, Lightfoot,

Bp. Patrick, Matt. Henry], etc.; and quite re

cently in particular Schlottmann, Rabiger (De I.

Jobi sent, primaria), Hengstenberg, Volk, and
the greater part of those who advocate the genu
ineness of these discourses [to whom may be

added some even of the opponents of their genu
ineness, such as Davidson, Introd. II., pp. 210-

213
;
Delitzsch II., 239 seq.]. We must declare

ourselves decidedly in favor of the latter esti

mate of the value and import of this section, al

though it seems to us a one-sided, or at least an

incautious statement to say that it is (according
to Hengstenberg s Vortrage iiber das Buck Hiob, p.

27) &quot;the throbbing heart&quot; of the whole poem,
or that (according to v. Gerlach, A. T. III., 86)
these discourses &quot;give

us the true intent of the

whole, the views of the author himself, or that

Elihu, unlike the three friends, is introduced as

standing within the pale of the Abrahamitic re

velation (so Vilmar, see above on ch. xxxii. 2).

It is certainly the poet s intention that Elihu

should be regarded as a factor needing to be cor

rected or to be supplemented by the entire col

loquy, otherwise he would not actually furnish

such very important supplementary additions a 1

are found in Jehovah s discourses, and the fina

action mthe epilogue. But he does unquestion

ably represent him as a speaker who approaches

very closely the complete Divine truth, nearer

than any one of the preceding speakers. This

is seen at the outset in the way he introduces

himself in these two chapters, and lays down

the foundation of the didactic discussion which

follows.

2. Respecting the point, that in Elihu s self

introduction, as well as in the poet s introduc

tion which precedes it (ch. xxxii. 2-6), there is

nothing that is unbecoming, nothing that justi

fies the charge of vanity, or an overweening

self-conceit, or idle loquacity against Elihu, see

above Introduction \ 10, ad 6 and 7 seq.

attention is specially called to the fact that th

frequency and confidence with which he puts forth

his knowledge (ch. xxxii. 6 6, 10, 17; xxxiii. 3

was indispensable, inasmuch as it was preciselj

on this intellectual possession of the speaker tha

his right to make his appearance along wit

those men so much older than himself rested

inasmuch indeed as, if he had not been endowe

Vta.TtfvOtv oCx aurov

^ ami T. rq iaAc{c.

V airo TI

.1. IV.

ith an extraordinary fullness of knowledge and

isdom, he could not have escaped the reproach
impudent self-intrusion, or shameless arro-

ance. The reader is still further reminded
lere that the humility and modesty of Elihu

ppear not only in the fact that as the youngest
e had hitherto been silent, but also in the fact

lat at the close of his self-introduction he

olemnly declares (ch. xxxiii. 4-7) that it is his

urpose to address himself to Job as man to man,
s the medium accordingly of a wisdom which is

urely human, and which by no means denies its

arthly origin not as though he were about

resumptuously to communicate a divine revela-

on which should confound or terrify him, in

lort not as a preacher of repentance, or a pro-

het, thundering upon him from above (see the

xegetical Remarks on the above passages.)
3. This same purely human, and for that re-

on mild and humane impress stamps itself on

he beginning of his didactic expositions in the first

iscourte. Elihu here exhibits himself as far

:ss of a legalist than the three censurers of Job

,ho have preceded him. He certainly does

maintain against Job that his assertion that he

s altogether pure and innocent, and his other

ssertion, that God is cruelly persecuting him,

re without justification and presumptuous (ver.

2 seq.). But instead of at once proceeding to

hreaten him with God s direst punishments for

lis conduct, or setting before his eyes that ter-

ible picture of the irretrievable destruction of

obstinate evil-doers, which was the favorite

heme of the descriptions of his predecessors, he

assumes an incomparably gentler, more comfort-

ng, more affectionate tone. He puts in the fore-

rround herein proving himself to be a genuine

eacher of wisdom, an apostle of the real Divine

visdom revealed in theNew Testament the idea

of the 1D1O (ch. xxxiii. 16), t. e. of chastisement,

of God s discipline, strict and yet mild as that

of a father, attributes to Job s grievous suffering

essentially the significance which is conferred

upon it by such a disciplinary standard (such

3urifying suffering in the way of temptation, in

contrast with suffering merely in the way of

trial*), and in a friendly way points out to Job

now near God is to him in the midst of his

misery, and how little reason he has to doubt

His help and deliverance. He then describes

this deliverance itself, on the one side as de

pending on the intervention of a superhuman

mediating angel, commissioned to declare to him

the merciful and gracious will of God (ver. 23

seq.), on the other side as immediately followed

* Inspect to tbo distinction between suffering for temp

tation and suffering lor trial, cornp. Vilmar, Patt.- lhe I XI.

ONt,(dM ** MmU- L m *&amp;gt;
&quot;*&quot;&quot;[

&quot; *&amp;gt;

ooiding to this striking discrimination, which is no less,,-

tractive than Scriptural, &quot;a punitive act of God (inflicted

hroueh Satan), by which man is to oc made conscious that

inTs inmost soul tlw adversary can yet find points of con-

toot by which to allure and urge him ouward. By the temp

tation the secret siu is first disclosed, then pcnv.v. ,1, an.

finally Unotnetcump.P*. xc. 8).&quot;
Tl. object &amp;lt; fa tri.l

,, the other hand is simply to proTe those whom Go I ha

a ready recognized as holy and good to be such Tb.a r -

*, KTf trial, a* the same is d-Hcribed especially in Ps. xli.

and Ivi (to some extent aUo in the book of Job,-a fact not

sufficiently recognized by Vilmar), &quot;dors not exclude toe

&quot;bwnearoe* of God.and the consciousness of tins -earnes.

whereas in temptation the Krri....s m-arn s&amp;lt; of God i* not

oSjnot realized, but en the contrary UoJ appear* as a God

alar off, as an angry God,&quot; etc.
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by the gracious restoration of his former right

eousness, a &quot;justification&quot; (ver. 26 c; ver. 32)
which is to be viewed as forgiveness, or a sol

emn readmission to the position of a child of

God. In both these utterances respecting the

deliverance hypothetically promised to Job,
Elihu approximates most remarkably the fundamen
tal features nf the New Testament revelation of sal

vation. For his idea of justification differs from
the evangelical Pauline idea only in the absence
of a direct reference to the crucified and risen

Redeemer as the ground of the fiiKaijais (causa
meriioria justification s). His supposition that

God would send one of His thousands of angels,
as a mediating power, to a sorely tried and
chastised mortal, to rescue and convert him,
and to instruct him concerning the way of salva

tion, and so to facili ate his redemption and
restoration to the energy and joy of a new life,

comes in contact indeed only remotely with the

Messianic idea. For certain as it is that the

mediatorial angel of salvation is put essentially
on an equal ty with the angel of disease and
death mentioned just before, not exalted above
him (comp. ver. 22 b, with Matt. viii. 9, and

parallel passages), so certain is it that the pas
sage is related only indirectly to the idea and
fact of the Gospel revelation of the divine-human
mediator, Jesus Christ. It does nevertheless

unquestionably stand in a certain typical and

prophetic relation to the New Testament ideas
of the Messiah. This is made certain by the

fact that the commission with which the media
torial messenger from God is entrusted is not

of a physical, external and medicinal character,
but before all redemptive in the religious and
ethical sense, and also by the fact that the mes
senger whom Elihu supposes to be entrusted
with the execution of this divine commission is

not an earthly and human, but. a heavenly,
superhuman being (comp. the Exeget. Rem. on
ver. 23). In more than one respect accordingly
does this speaker, even in this his first didactic

exposition, show his superiority to the three
friends. He reveals a higher calling, and shows
incomparably greater skill than they in pro
ducing an enlightening, ennobling and elevating
influence on the mind of Job, longing as he does
for heavenly comfort; and he proves himself to

be in truth the most advanced, the most richly
furnished, intellectually the largest possessor
of the human Chokmah among the four who
successively encounter Job as human comforters
and teachers of wisdom. Comp. Starke s re
marks: &quot;Elihu sees much deeper into the mys
tery of affliction than the three former friends.
He is much more discreet and reasonable in his
intercourse with Job than the others; he does
not make him out a hypocrite, or one who is

evidently ungodly, but he shows how by afflic

tion God would purge him of all reliance on his
own righteousness, and simply point him to the

righteousness of the Messiah. What he says so

&quot;beautifully ver. 23 in respect to the intercession
of the mediator, and the whole context clearly
show this to be his purpose.&quot;

4. In a homiletic respect, it is of course the
second half of the section here embraced by us,
or ch. xxxiii. 8-33, that furnishes by far the
richest and most fruitful material. Here Elihu,

the Aramaic sage of the patriarchal age, presents
himself as the proclaimer of truths which show

many points of contact with those of the New
Testament system of redemption, and which jus

tify us in regarding him as an unconscious pro
phet of Christ, if not of His person, at least of

His work. Much that is stimulating may never
theless be derived even from the first introduc

tory half, especially when we take, as our high
est, point of observation, the circumstance that

Elihu there desires to apologize for his youth,
and for that reason sets forth so much in detail

the necessity for his speaking. The basis for

such reflections might be found in some such

parallel as Elihu Jeremiah Timothy (comp.
Jer. i. 6; 1 Tim. iv. 12).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Particular Passages.

Ch. xxxii. 2 seq. ZEYSS: It is not wrong to
show wrath against evil, especially where God s

honor is concerned. But we must take particu
lar care that such a holy fire of righteous anger
be not mixed with the strange fire of earthly
affections. Eph. iv. 26.

Ch. xxxii. 6 seq. COCCEIUS: The man who is

about to plant seed in his field, first weeds out
noxious herbs, and ploughs thoroughly the sur
face of the soil. He who expects to instil his
own arguments into the mind of another, must
first mollify it, and free it of suspicion, in order
that afterwards it may receive more eagerly
that which is to be communicated. The obsta
cles in the way of Elihu seemed to be the suspi
cion of arrogance on his part, and his age, and
also the authority of the friends, and their opi
nion concerning themselves. He attacks the
first obstacle in these verses, etc. Jo. LANQE :

In true wisdom, that which is of importance is

not age, but the illumination of the Holy
Spirit. If young people have a clear perception
of divine things, those who are older need not
be ashamed to hear them, and to learn from
them. V. GBKLACH: The illumination of the

Holy Ghost is not confined to old age. This

very saying (ver. 9) phows that we must not
take offence at the apparent boastfulness of
Elihu s words, seeing that he gives the glory
not to himself, but to God. The vivid, copious,
oriental style gives to the discourse a different

look in the eyes of the less ardent inhabitants
of the West, from what it had in its own father
land.

Ch. xxxii. 18 seq. STARKE: The man whose
heart is full, his mouth runs over. Let a man
therefore store up goodly treasure in his heart,
and he will speak that which is good and useful.

Dost thou find in thyself a strong impulse to

say or do something, first search well to see
whether it proceeds from a good or an evil spirit

(Rom. viii. 14). V. GERLACH: At the close he

repeats the assurance that although he presumes
to speak, and to rebuke the aged, he neverthe
less feels himself under a divine compulsion,
and can therefore have in view only the glory
of God, not that of any man whatsoever.

Ch. xxxiii. 4-7. BRENTIUS: This is a most

potent reason why one should not despise ano
ther, nor treat him scornfully. For we have all
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been made by the same God, through the same
Word, in the same Spirit; we have earth, water,

air, heaven, as our common heritage. But if

you look at Christians, they have a still closer

bond uniting them together; for in Eph. iv. it

is said : There is one body, one spirit, one Lord,
one faith, one baptism, etc. ; and in Rom. xiv. :

Destroy not thy brother, for whom Christ died.

If therefore this idea were treasured up deep in

our faith, it would without difficulty restrain us

from wronging, despibing or slandering our

brethren, if we verily believed that our brother

is of such dignity that Christ, the only-begotten
Son of God, for his sake descended from heaven,
and poured out His blood.

Ch. xxxiii. 15 seq. OECOLAMPADITTS: It be

hooved that this way (that of an aKOKfavtyu; by

dreams) should have been the first and most

familiar to us, so that written communications

would have been superfluous, the Holy Spirit

writing on our hearts. But after that we had

turned aside from God to the vanity of this

world, it is one of the rarest things known.

Philosophers, ignoring both the dignity of man
and the harm wrought by sin, have decided

that man can acquire knowledge only through
the teaching of the senses; for which reason

they also deride the gift of arroKa^v^. Elihu seems

to have spoken not of ordinary dreams, but of such

as visited Abimelech and Laban. ZEYSS: After

that God had at sundry times and in divers man

ners spoken to the fathers, by revelations, visions,

and dreams, etc., as well as by the prophets, He

hath at last spoken to us by His Son. He there

fore who values his own happiness, and would

escape destruction, let him believe and obey the

Word of God. v. GERLACH: A sufferer, who

lives in fellowship with God, receives from Him

in dreams of the night (and in many such ways),

instructive intimations respecting the divine pur

poses in his calamities ;
he thus learns to under

stand aright what God would say to him in such

ways. Elihu intimates here (especially in ver.

16) that Job might have received divine commu

nications, without observing them.

Ch. xxxiii. 23 seq. COCCKIUS: This passage

makes evident to us the faith of the Ancient

Church touching the Mediator. . . . These things

indeed are spoken by Elihu, in accordance with

the condition of those times, alvr/narudearepov,

but they are nevertheless in such exact accord

ance with the predictions of the prophets, and

the declarations of the Apostles, that unless it

be supposed that the Holy Spirit wished to lead

the men of old somewhere else than towards the

mystery of the Gospel, and to teach something

else than the same forms of speech would convey

in later times, there is not the slightest doubt

that this is the true meaning of these word: t

Elihu which bad proceeded from the Spirit 01

God and which were understood by himself in

accordance with his own standard Neither n

deed was there anything which Elihu could more

readily or suitably impress upon Job.

though Job had clearly enough professed faith

.n a Mediator, especially in ch. xix. (?), he had
nevertheless not so evidently touched upon the

doctrine concerning Christ s merits and satisfac

tion, nor had he in his discussions either con
sidered this usefulness of affliction, which Elihu

sets forth, or magnified it in proportion to its

worth. STARKE : see above [Doctrinal, elc.~] No.

3. WOHLFARTH: Although an unprejudiced ex

position cannot find in these words the doctrine

of an atonement through Jesus Christ, we have

nevertheless so obvious a reminder of Christ

here, that we cannot help observing it. If in

ancient times m n placed their hope in the in

tercession of heavenly spirits with God, how
much more glorious the consolation which we

have, who can say with exultation: We thank

Thee, God, that Thou hast so loved the world,

etc., (John iii. 16; 2 Cor. v. 19-21; 1 Pet. i.

24). v. GERLACH: We are not to inter from the

language here used that there is a particular

angel, whose office it is to bring the prayers of

men before God ;
rather does the expression

&quot;one of a thousand&quot; denote one of the many
messengers of God, who are appointed to watch

over the life of His people, and to conduct them

to eternal bliss (Heb. i. 14). It does however

contain the thought of representation, interces

sion before God, and in so tar this passage

points to the only Mediator between God and

men (1
Tim. ii. 6), and likewise to the Holy

Ghost, who intercedes for God s children with

groanings that cannot be uttered (Rom. viii.

26), and is thus an anticipation of the New Tes

tament. The thought to which Elihu here gives

expression is essentially related to that which

Job has already expressed in ch. xvii. 3: xix.

25, although it is by no means the same thought

But here the thought is supplied which

is there wanting, that the office of the redeem

ing angel is not so much to attest the innocence,

or the&quot; already perfected righteousness of men

before God, but rather as man s advocate to in

tercede in his behalf because of his repentance.

This it was in the perception of which Job was

as yet lacking.

Ch. xxxii. 26 seq. From the regeneration

and quickening of the Gospel the most abundant

fruits grow. First prayer, than which a greater

gift can scarcely come from God to man The se

cond fruit is the joy of the Holy Ghost, which is

God s sweet face gladdening our consciences. v
The third fruit is confession not that which is

of the ear, auricular, but the true confession of

the heart, the acknowledgment of sins, etc.-

STUIKE: So beautifully has Elihu seen into the

ways and purposes of God, even i.. the midst of

trials, and where it seems as though He would

destroy and cast off a soul, that he puts forth

the assurance that it all has no other end in view

than the tru, eternal deliverance of the sufferer

And this was exactly the plaster for Job s

wound-., in order that his pain and h.s disquie-

tu le under the strokes of God * hand-* might 1

assuaged and allayed, while he should be led to

pprceive God s faithfulness, and to thank Him

for it.
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SECOND DISCOURSE.

Proof that man ia not right in doubting God s righteousness

CHAPTER XXXIV.

a. Opening : Censure of the doubt of God s righteousness expressed by Job :

VBKS. 1-9.

1 Furthermore Elihu answered and said :

2 Hear my words, O ye wise men ;

and give ear unto me, ye that have knowledge.
3 For the ear trieth words,

as the mouth tasteth meat.

4 Let us choose to us judgment :

let us know among ourselves what is good.

5 For Job hath said :

&quot;

I am righteous ;

and God hath taken away my judgment.
6 Should I lie against my right ?

my wound is incurable without transgression.&quot;

7 What man is like Job,
who drinketh up scorning like water ?

8 Which goeth in company with the workers of iniquity,
and walketh with wicked men ?

9 For he hath said :

&quot;

It profiteth a man nothing
that he should delight himself with God.&quot;

4. Proof that the Divine righteousness is necessary, and that it really exittt.

a. From God s disinterested love of His creatures:

VERB. 10-15.

10 Therefore hearken unto me, ye men of understanding !

Far be it from God that He should do wickedness
;

and from the Almighty, that He should commit iniquity I

11 For the work of a man shall He render unto him,
and cause every man to fiud according to his ways.

12 Yea, surely God will not do wickedly,
Neither Avill the Almighty pervert judgment.

13 Who hath given Him a charge over the earth?
or who hath disposed the whole world ?

14 If He set His heart upon man,
if He gather unto Himself his spirit and his breath ;

15 All flesh shall perish together,
and man shall turn again unto dust.

ft.
From the idea of God as Ruler of the world;

VERS. 16-30.

16 If now thou hast understanding, hear this :

hearken to the voice of my words.

17 Shall even he that hateth right govern ?

and wilt thou condemn Him that is Most Just ?
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18 Is it fit to say to a king,
&quot; Thou art wicked?&quot;

and to princes,
&quot; Ye are ungodly ?&quot;

19 How much less to Him that accepteth not the persons of princes,
nor regardeth the rich more than the poor?
for they all are the work of His hands.

20 In a moment shall they die,

and the people shall be troubled at midnight, and pass away :

and the mighty shall be taken away without hand.

21 For His eyes are upon the ways of man,
and He seeth all his goings.

22 There is no darkness, nor shadow of death,
where the workers of iniquity may hide themselves.

23 For He will not lay upon man more than right ;

that he should enter into judgment with God.

24 He shall break in pieces mighty men without number,
and set others in their stead.

25 Therefore He knoweth their works,
and He overturneth them in the night, so that they are destroyed.

26 He striketh them as wicked men
in the open sight of others ;

27 Because they turned back from Him,
and would not consider any of His ways :

28 So that they cause the cry of the poor to come unto Him,
and He heareth the cry of the afflicted.

29 When He giveth quietness, who then can make trouble ?

and when He hideth His face, who then can behold Him ?

whether it be done against a nation, or against a man only :

30 That the hypocrite reign not,

lest the people be ensnared.

e. Exhibition of Job s inconsistency and folly in reproaching Ood with injustice, and at the tame time ap

pealing to His decision:

VEKS. 31-37.

31 Surely it is meet to be said unto God
&quot; I have borne chastisement, and will not offend any more :

32 That which I see not teach Thou me :

It I have done iniquity, I will do no more.&quot;

33 Should it be according to thy mind ? He will recompense it, whether thou ret ise,

or whether thou choose ; and not I :

therefore speak what thou knowest.

34 Let men of understanding tell me,

and let a wise man hearken unto me.

35 Job hath spoken without knowledge,
and his words were without wisdom.

36 My desire is that Job may be tried unto the end,

because of his answers for wicked men.

37 For he addeth rebellion unto his sin,

he clappeth his hands among us,

and multiplieth his words against God.
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THIRD DISCOURSE.

Refutation of the false position that piety is not productive of happiness to men :

CHAPTER XXXV.

a. The folly of the erroneous notion that piety and godliness are alike of little advantage to men :

VERB. 1-8.

1 Elihu spake, moreover, and said :

2 Thirikest thou this to be right,

that thou saidst
&quot;

My righteousness is more than God s?*

3 For thou saidst,
&quot; What advantage will it be unto thee ?&quot;

and,
&quot; What profit shall I have if I be cleansed from my sin ?&quot;

4 I will answer thee,

and thy companions with thee.

5 Look unto the heavens, and see ;

and behold the clouds which are higher than thou.

6 If thou sinnest, what doest thou against Him ?

or if thy transgressions be multiplied, what doest thou unto Him ?

7 If thou be righteous, what givest thou Him ?

or what receiveth He of thine hand ?

8 Thy wickedness may hurt a man as thou art,

and thy righteousness may profit the son of man.

b. The true reason why the deliverance of the sufferer is often delayed, viz. :

a. The lack of true godly fear :

VERS. 9-14.

9 By reason of the multitude of oppressions they make the oppressed to cry :

they cry out by reason of the arm of the mighty.
10 But none saith,

&quot; Where is God, my Maker,
who giveth songs in the night ;

11 Who teacheth us more than the beasts of the earth,
and maketh us wiser than the fowls of heaven ?&quot;

12 There they cry, but none giveth answer,
because of the pride of evil men. .

13 Surely God will not hear vanity,
neither will the Almighty regard it.

14 Although thou sayest, thou shalt not see Him,
yet judgment is before Him

;
therefore trust thou in Him.

ft. Dogmatic and presumptuous speeches against God:

VERS. 15, 16.

15 But now, because it is not so, He hath visited in His anger ;

yet He knoweth it not in great extremity :

16 Therefore doth Job open his mouth in vain
;

he multiplieth words without knowledge.
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Of the two charges which Elihu had
brought forward against Job at the beginning
of his first discourse (en. xxxiii. 9-11 the one,
that he regarded himself as perfectly pure and
innocent, the other, that he accused God of

treating him with cruel severity the former was

subjected to particular examination in the first

discourse. The three remaining discourses of

Elihu are devoted to the examination of the

second charge in which Job represents God as a

cruel, unjust, and unfriendly persecutor of his

innocence, and consequently doubts the justice
of God s actions as Ruler of the Universe. Of
the two discourses which are here combined to

gether, the second (ch. xxxiv.) controverts Job s

denial of the justice of God s conduct, proving that

it is just on the positive side a: from God s ab

solutely unselfish disinterested love towards His

creatures, and b: from the conception of God as

Ruler of the universe (vt-rs. 10-30), while at the

same time on the negative side it assails the

folly and self-contradiction of Job in doubting
the justice of the God to whom he himself ap

peals as Supreme Judge (vers. 31 37). The
third discourse (ch. xxxv.) controverts more par
ticularly Job s doubt as to the utili y ofpiety, his

tendency, as repeatedly manifested by him, lo

call it a matter of indifference whether a man s

actions were good or bad, seeing that no right
eous retribution from God is to be looked for.

In opposition to this dangerous error, which ch.

xxxiv. 9 had already put forward in all its per
nicious force, this discourse maintains a ; that such

an opinion is irrational, and absolutely irrecon

cilable with God s wonderful greatness (vers.

1-8), and then defines b.: the true reason why
God s righteous and saving activity is so often

long delayed, the reason being a: that he who
is tried by such doubts is often wanting in true

godly fear (vers. 9-14); or /?: that he is guilty
of speaking arrogantly and dogmatically against

God, as had been the case in particular with

Job (vers. 15-16). These subdivisions coincide

for the most part with the single strophes, ex

cept that some of the longer divisions contain

two and three strophes each. Against the at

tempt of Roster and Schlottmann to throw sus

picion on the genuineness of chap. xxxv. 1, see

below on the passage.
2. The second discourse: ch. xxxiv. a. Opening :

vers. 1-9. And Elihu began and said, being
incited by Job s silence [hence |H as elsewhere

&quot;and answered&quot;], who had nothing to reply

to that which El. had hitherto brought forward.

So again in ch. xxxv. 1 (but somewhat differ

ently on the contrary in the introduction of the

fourth discourse, ch. xxxvi. 1).

Ver. 2. Hear, ye wise men, my -words.

The &quot;wise and knowing ones&quot; here appealed to

(comp. ver. 10, &quot;men of understanding&quot;) are

neither all in the world capable of forming a

judgment (Hirzel), nor the circle of listeners

who had gathered around the disputants, t. e. to

say, all those present with the exception of Job

and the three, all &quot;

impartial experts, whose pre

sence is assumed&quot; (Schlott., Del., Dillm.).

There is no reason apparent why Job and the

three should be regarded as excluded from the
number of the wise men addressed; except that

they are included only in so far as they are pre
pared to lift themselves above their own partisan
stand-pointto those higher points of view estab
lished by Elihu. In other words that which is

really wise and intelligent in them is set over

against that which is erroneous and in need of

correction.

Ver 3. For the ear trieth words. Here
Elihu s own ear is intended us well as that of the
wise men addressed; for it is a trial of the truth
in common to which he would summon them by
this appeal to the natural capacity of judgment,
which man possesses. In regard to b, comp. ch.

xii. 11. Instead of the form iS
DyQ&quot; S^X found

there, we have here 7DX; D^tD :
&quot;

proves, tastes

in order to eat,&quot; t. . when it would eat [or ge
rundive, vescendo.]

Ver. 4. The right would we choose for

ourselves; i. t. in the controversy between
God and Job we would test, find out, and choose
for ourselves that which is right ; comp. 1 Thess.

T. 21. It is to this testing i.nd choosing in com
mon that the &quot;knowing among ourselves what is

good&quot; in 6 refers.

Vers. 6-9. The special theme of the investiga
tion which now follows, accompanied by the ex

pression of Elihu s moral indignation over the

fact that Job had been able to put forth such ex

pressions. For Job has said : I am inno
cent ; yet God has taken away from me
my right. The clause &quot;

I am innocent&quot; is

simply auxiliary or preparatory to what follows.

The main emphasis rests on the second proposi
tion, which is taken verbally from ch. xxvii. 2;
in like manner as V^P pf is taken from ch. xiii.

18 (comp. ch. xxiii. 10; xxvii. 7).

Ver. 6. In spite of my right I shall lie ;

f. e. notwithstanding (/% as in ch. x. 17; xvi.

17) that the right is on my side, I shall still be

[accounted] a liar, if I maintain it. Job had

not so expressed himself literally ;
nevertheless

comp. the utterances, related in meaning, in

ch. ix. 20; xvi. 8. [E. V. &quot;Should I lie against

my right?&quot;
t. e. confess my guilt when I am

innocent? a suitable meaning, but less forcible

than the above ;
and here it is natural to sup

pose that Elihu would refer to the strongest ex

pressions which Job had used. Instead of the

Masoretic 3;TDX Carey suggests 3J3N
: &quot;Con

cerning my right He [God] is a luNe one.&quot;

The conjecture however is unnecessary. E.].

My arrow is incurable, f. e. tbe arrow of

God s wrath sticking in me, or raiherthe wound

occasioned by the same (comp. ch. vi. 4) : this

being the case &quot; without transgression,&quot;
without

j

( Sa as in ch. viii. 11) my having deserved it;

comp. ch. xxxiii. 9.

Ver. 7 seq. Sharp rebuke of Job s conduct in

! thus suspecting the divine justice: Where is

there a man like Job, who drinketh scorn
ful speeches like water? Elihu evidently

I borrows this harsh figurative expression from

one of the earlier discourses of Eliphaz (ch. xv.

Iti),
with a considerate limitation however of

the charge there brought forward to Job s scorn-
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ful and blasphemous speeches against God (JJ? /),

which really deserved to be rebuked 1 hus harshly,
whereas the charge of Eliphaz, that he drank

&quot;iniquity&quot; (H /1J?) as water, besides being urged
indirectly and covertly, and so much the more

irritatingly, was in its indefinite and general
form much less accurate and must for that very
reason have inflicted a much more cutting
wound. The expression being thus palpably
borrowed from that former attack on Job, the

charge which from antiquity has been founded
on this passage of immoderate violence and
bluntness on the part of Elihu, is certainly un
merited (against the Pseudo-Jerome, Gregory
the Great, Beda, etc., also Delitzsch).

Ver. 8. And goes in company (lit. &quot;to the

company&quot;) with evil-doers, and is wont to

go about with men of wickedness.
continuation of the finite verb T&quot;PK1; comp.
Ewald, g 351, c. What is meant is, of course,

only that by blasphemous speeches, such as might
be quoted in the way of example, he lowers him
self to the companionship of wicked men (comp.
Ps. i. 1 seq.), that accordingly by his frivolous
and wanton sins of the tongue he puts himself
on a level with the evil world. Elihu does in

tend an actual participation by Job in the so

ciety of evil-doers, as the following verse clearly
shows.

Ver. 9. For he saith : A man hath no
profit (comp. ch. xxii.

2), if he lives in

friendship with God (lit. &quot;from his having
pleasure with God,&quot; f. e., in fellowship with
God ; comp. Ps. 1. 18). Job had never expressed
himself in this way literally, but he had often
uttered this sentiment; e. ff., ch. ix. 22 seq. ;

xxi. 7 seq. ; xxiv. 1 seq. But how blameworthy
such frivolous utterances were, he himself re

peatedly acknowledged (ch. xvii. 9; xxi. 15;
xxviii. 28), without however ceasing from them.

Continuation : Proof that God really is right
eous in His dispensations: (a) from His love to

His creatures: vers. 10-15.

Ver. 10. Therefore men of understand
ing, hearken to me. Lit. &quot;men of heart&quot;

(LXX. avvETol Kapttidf) ; comp. Delitzsch, Biblical

Psychology, p. 293
; Beck, Umriss der bibl. Seelen-

lehre, 3d Ed., p. 99. Par from God be wick

edness, etc. &quot;iVSn here with
JD of the thing

abjured, as in Gen. xviii. 25. In the third mem
ber &quot;HCft is used by abbreviation for iJCfHl ; comp.
ch. xv. 3.

Ver. 11. Rather
(&quot;3, comp. ch. xxxiii. 14)

man s work He recompenseth to him,
and according to a man s conduct

(lit.

&quot;w*y&quot;)
He causeth it to be with him. lit.

&quot;He causeth it to find him, to overtake him&quot;

(X XDn, only here and ch. xxxvii. 13).

Ver. 12. Yea verily(DJ-pX ^X, as in ch. xix.

4) God doth not act wickedly, doth not act

as a JJEh (JTKrr vh). In respect to b comp.
ch. viii. 3.

Ver. 13. Who hath delivered over to
Him the earth ? ii:nK=pK only here, and
ch. xxxvii. 12 [with He paragogic therefore,
not directive; see Green, \ 61, 6, a]. np3 with

/J\ of the person and accus. of the thing, denotes
-

To trust any one with anything, to commit any
thing to any one, to deliver over to one s charge
(TTLarevetv nva TI) ; comp. Num. iy. 27; 2 Chron.
xxxvi. 23. Without sufficient support from the

language Halm explains: &quot;Who besides (or ex

cept Him cares for the earth? &quot;and similarly
Ewald: &quot;who investigates the earth against
him&quot;

[i. ., against man, in order to punish him
when necessary] ? And who hath estab
lished (founded, Dt? as in ch. xxxviii. 5

; Isa.

xliv. 7) the whole globe ? The answer to both
these questions is self-evident: &quot;None oilier

tban Himself.&quot; This reference however to God s

independent glory, and to the relation of abso
lute causality between Him and all that has been

created, is made ia order to exclude as strongly
as possible the thought of any selfish, or unlov

ing conduct whatever on the part of God.
Ver. 14. If He should set His heart only

upon Himself, gather unto Himself (again)
His spirit and His breath. The case here

supposed is an impossible one, as ver. 15 bhows.

The twice-used V7X refers both times to God as
T &quot;

subject, not merely the second time (as Jerome,

Targ., Pesh., Grotius, Rosenm., Ddlitzsch [E. V.

Scott, Con., Lee, NoyesJ explain). In respect to

the withdrawal of His spirit and breath, comp.
Ps. civ. 29 seq. ; Eccles. xii. 7, in which passages
indeed the withdrawal of the divine vital spirit

spoken of is not, as here sudden and total, but
that successive and gradual process, whi -h takes

place continually in the deatd of individual crea

tures. The fact therefore that God does not, as

He well might, put an end at once to the inde

pendent life of His creatures, but gives to each
one of them a respite to enjoy life, this is here

brought forward as proof of the disinterested

fatherly love, and at the same time of the right
eousness of His conduct.

[&quot;Elihu says thin, to

assert God s sovereignty, and the bearing of this

on the main argument is, if God be sovereign,
and amenable to no superior, then he can have
no motive for doing what is otherwise than right.
The argument is not unlike that of Abraham,
&quot; Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right ?&quot;

and that of St. Paul,
&quot; Is God unrighteous who

taketh vengeance ? God forbid, for then how
shall God judge the world?&quot; Carey].

4. Continuation. The divine justice proved r

(/3) from the conception of God as Ruler of the
universe: vers. 10-30.

Ver. 16. And if there is understanding;
(with thee), then hear this. So according to

the punctuation of 11^3 as Milra, preferred by
the Targ., Pesh., (er., and in general most of
the ancients, as well as the moderns [so E. V.].
If the word be rendered as Imperative, the pre
ceding DiO should be taken as an optative parti,

cle &quot;and oh that thou wouldst observe, oh un
derstand now.&quot; (Del.). This rendering how
ever is equally destitute or support from the

language as the el 6s //^ vov^erfj of the LXX., and
various similar renderings. The punctuation
of the Masoretes [as Milel] is to be explained by
their desire to remove the apparent discourtesy
and insult implied in the expression &quot;and if

there is understanding with thee.&quot; But this by
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no means implies a real doubt of Job s intelli

gence. In regard to b comp. ch. xxxiii. 8.

&quot;Will even an enemy of the right be able

to govern? ^N. here meaning &quot;even,&quot; as in

ch. xl. 8 seq., not the object of BOH! : num iram

osorjndicii refrenabit (Schult., Umbr., Welte, etc.),

against which the position of the words is deci

sive. Rather is BOn here objectless, meaning
to bind, to hold the reins of authority, to govern,

(as elsewhere &quot;!#, 1 Sam. ix. 17). [&quot;Right

and government are indeed mutually condi

tioned, without right everything would fall into

anarchy and confusion.&quot; Delitzsch]. Or wilt
thou condemn

(i. e., declare unjust ; JTty^n
here in its usual sense, differing in this from
ver. 12) the All-just; lit. &quot;the mighty just
One;&quot; comp. Ewald, \ 270 d.

Ver. 18 seq. He who exercises justice in union
with omnipotence is now more particularly de

scribed in this aspect of His activity. Him,
who says to a king: Thou worthless one !

So according to the reading &quot;IDXn. which is at

tested, not indeed by the Masoretes, but by the

LXX. and Vulg., and in favor of which most of

the moderns declare (Hirz., Ew., Hahn., Stick.,

Vaih., Dillm., [Renan, Elz.], etc.). The Mas.,

Targ., Luth., Del. [E. V., Con., Car., Noy.,

Rod., Ber., Bar., Lee, Schlott.], etc., read &quot;IDKIT

Inf. constr. with H interrogative: &quot;is it
(fit) to

Bay to a king Thou worthless one,&quot; etc.f But
it would be very difficult to connect the clause

Ul &quot;IIPK in ver. 18 with such a question, which

would express a conclusio a min. ad majus (even
to a human king one would not dare to speak
thus, etc.).

Ver. 19. Him, who accepteth not the

person of rulers (comp. ch. xxxii. 21), and
knoweth not

(i. e., considers, regards not ;

concerning &quot;123 see ch. xxi. 29) the rich be

fore the poor, i. e., in preference to the poor

(comp. ch. viii. 12). God exercises this strict

impartiality, because, as the parenthetical clause

in c explains, His creatures are all of equal
worth to Him.

Ver. 20. In a moment they perish, even
at midnight, f. ., suddenly and unexpectedly,
at night, (comp. Ps. cxix. 62; and for the thought
ch. xxvii. 19 : also below ver. 25). Their peo
pie are shaken and pass away. The sub

ject of the verse is those who are expressly
mentioned first in the third member as &quot;the

Btrong&quot; or &quot;mighty ones,&quot; the same who are

specially distinguished in the two preceding
ve-ses as kings, princes, rulers and rich men,

and who then in ver. 23 seq. become ngain the

principal object of consideration. The clause iu

b, DV ICtyJ , is neither (with Ewald) to be ex

plained &quot;they stagger in crowds,&quot; nor (with

Hirzel and others) &quot;nations are shaken.&quot; The

word Dy admits of neither rendering; in con

nection with the princes it can signify only their

people, their subjects. And the mighty are

removed (lit.
&quot;the mighty one is, etc.&quot;)

not

by the hand of man, i. e., without needing to

be touched by hand, referring to a higher invisi

ble power as cause; comp. ch. xx. 27; Zech. iv

5
; also the expression of Daniel, T ^3X3, Dan.

viii. 25
; comp. ii. 34.

Vers. 21-24 give the reason why such a

mighty administration of justice on the part of

}od is possible, or rather why it actually exists,

&amp;gt;y calling attention to His omniscience. la re

spect to ver. 21 comp. ch. xxxi. 4
;
on ver. 22 see

ch. xxiv. 13 seq.; Ps. cxxxix. 11 seq.; and pa
rallel passages

Ver. 23. For He doth not long regard
man; t. e., He needs not to wait a long time for

iim. until he submits himself to His judicial
xamin.-ition, because He has him, like all His

reaturet*, continually present before Him.
[&quot;A

Dingle thought of God, without the uttering of a

word, is enough to summon the whole world to

judgment. Job had earnestly craved for leave

to enter into judgment with God (see ch. xiii. 8;

xvi. 21; xxiii. 3; xxxi. 35). Elihu replies that

God of His own accord, finds out men in a mo
ment, without any effort, and summons them to

judgment. Job ought therefore to change his

Lone, and say, Enter not into judgment with

thy servant, Lord, for in Thy s-glit shall no
man living be justified&quot; (Ps. cxliii. 2). Words

worth]. *\\y here not &quot;again and again, a long
time (Hirzel, Del. [Ber., Bar., Nov., Rod.] etc.)

[nor &quot;more than right,&quot;
E. V., Rashi, Wolfsohn,

Elzas], but simply, &quot;more, yet, again,&quot; as e. g.,

Is. v. 4, and often.

Ver. 24. Respecting Ipn *O, instead of *O3

Tl, comp. chap. xii. 24; xxxviii. 26. [Pesh.

Vulg. E. V. Rod. render &quot; without number;&quot;

but the meaning
&quot; without inquiry,&quot; without un

dertaking a long process of investigation, is bet

ter suiied to the context. E.]. In respect to &quot;IPX

in b, see ch. viii. 19; Is. Ixv. 15.

Vers. 25-30 recur to the previous description
of Go 1 s fearful judgments upon the mighty of

earth (ver. 18 seq.). Therefore He knoweth

their works.
\J~&amp;gt;,

lit. &quot;therefore, on that ac

count,&quot; means here &quot;accordingly, and so,

hence,
1
as a formul.-i denoting a logical inference

from that which precedes; comp. ch. xlii. 3.

Rosenmiiller, Dmbreit erroneously: &quot;Because

that He knoweth their works
;&quot;

for which mean

ing we should have rather ItfK |3V [Alike in

correct is the rendering
-

for&quot; Noyes, Barnes,

llodwell]. &quot;l2.T?f only here in Elibu, an Ara-

maizing word, used interchangeably with
nr&amp;gt;&quot;D-

And overthrows them in the night (/. e.,

suddenly; comp. ver. 20) so that they are

crushed; comp. ch. v. 4. From this verb

W3T1_ Ue object of the preceding verb }3H is to

be supplied (Prov. xii. 7). The object cannot

be nVS, (which is evidently an adverbial spc-

cificntion of time), as Umbreit renders it: &quot;He|

changes the night,&quot; f. e , into day.
Ver. 26. Instead of the wicked He scorns

them, . f., the mighty: lit. Ho claps, slaps

them,&quot; P3D as in ver. 37, used metaphorically
in the sense of scorning, mocking; comp. the

full phrase D;33, p3D ch. xxvii. 23. [Vulg.,E.

V., Rosenm., Del., Con., Car., Noy ,
4c. render

the verb &quot;to strike. pmitV but l ss in accord

ance with the usage]. D JpEn-nnn does not
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mean exactly &quot;in the place of execution of the

wicked&quot; (Hirzel), but more &quot;in the stead, after

the manner of the wicked
&quot;

comp. Vulg. : quasi

impios) [and E. V. &quot;as wicked men&quot;].
In the

place where all see it; lit. &quot;in the place of

those seeing,&quot; t. ., publicly, in propalulo. [Gro-
tius: i-dedrpiatv avroitf ;

Cocceius: (1) cum pu-
dore et ignominia ; (2) in exemplum].

Vers. 27-28. They, who for that reason

turn away from Him, etc. \2~w_ points for

ward to that which follows (comp. ch. xx. 2),

and is explained in tOTlS, and so forth (ver.

28). In order vividly to characterize the inso

lent, and persistently wicked conduct of evil

doers, it is represented as their purpose to con

tinue torturing the oppressed until their cry

pierces through the clouds, and as it were com

pels God to hear it. [If p-^N &quot;WN be ren

dered &quot;because&quot; (LXX. E. V. Rosenm., Umbr.,

Hahn, Con., etc.).
N 2nS will be Inf. epexeget.

In that case &quot;I#X 3. This how-ever seems a

less probable construction than that given

above].
Ver. 29 seq. And if He giveth rest who

will condemn (Him) trptSTI, Hiph. of Bp^
in the sense of Is. xiv. 7 ; Judg. v. 31, hence

&quot;to give rest,&quot; viz. by resisting and overcoming
the violence of mighty tyrants, which drives the

poor to cry out for help (comp. Ps. xciv. 13).

*Mi&quot;P, referring to God is prefixed for emphasis,

as is the case also with D1 at the head of the

following interrogative sentence, which signifies

that it would be impossibletoobject tothat which

has been ordained by God, or to condemn it. (as

f. g., Job had undertaken to do ch. ix. 22 seq.).

[This is the meaning of JTtjnn favored by all

the ancient versions, by usage, and by the pa
rallelism, which suggests God as the object of

the verb here, as in b. The meaning
&quot; to make

trouble&quot; (E. V.) is not inappropriate however:

and either rendering leads to the same result, to

wit, a rest for the oppressed against which op

pressors will be impotent]. The structure of

the second parallel member is essentially the

same : if He hides His face (in wrath above
those wicked ones) who will behold Him,
again find Him graciously disposed? To the

clause D J3
&quot;^PJ}) from which it is separated

only on account of the rhythm, belongs the

close specification in the third member, together
with the doubled negative statement of the end
aimed at in ver. 30: alike above a people
and above man

(&quot;irr serving to strengthen

the correlation and correspondence expressed
by 1 }), in order that ungodly men might
not rule (jJp=thatnot; comp. 2 Kingsxxiii. 33,

K ri), not (JO by ellipsis, instead of the repeti

tion of
&quot;pSD)

snares of the people; t. e , un

godly misleaders, who would plunge the people
into ruin; cotnp. Ex. x. 7; Hos. v. 1.

5. Conclusion: Exhibition of the inconsistency
and folly of Job s accusations of the divine

righteousness: vers. 31-37.
Vers. 31-32. For does one say indeed to

God I expiate without doing evil
; what

I see not, that show Thou me ;
if I have

done iniquity I will do it no more.&quot; So

(in essential agreement with Schnlt., Ew., Vaih.,
Heil. Dillm.) are these two obscure verses to be

rendered, which have been variously misunder
stood by the ancient versions of expositors. For

(1) IDNn, ver. 31 a, can only be 3 Perf. sing,

with H interrogative (comp. ch. xxi. 4; Ezek.

xxviii. 9), not Imperat. Niph. (=17DXn, dicen-

dum est), as Rosenm., Schlottm. [E. V. Noy.,
Con., Rod.], etc., take it. The subject of this

interrogative num dicit however cannot be the

*Un D&quot;W of the preceding verses, but is indefi

nite, any one (comp. ch. xxi. 22; xxx. 24 ).

[&quot;It
is observed by Scott that the petition and

confession, which Elihu recommends to Job,
would be highly improper for one who knows
himself to be guilty of heinous crimes, but

highly fit for a person, who though good in the

main, has reason to suspect somewhat amiss in

his temper and conduct, for which God is dis

pleased with him. It appears plainly that Elihu
did not suppose Job to be a wicked man, suffering
for his oppressions, bribery, inhumanity, and

impiety, with which his three friends had

charged him.&quot; Noyes]. (2) The difficult ex

pression fiMSO is most simply understood of the

bearing of sins in respect of their punishment, an

object which is easily supplied out of the asyn-

detically added circumstantial clause /3HX fcO;

hence &quot;I bear (or expiate), without doing

evil.&quot; (/3n as e. g., Nehem. i. 7 ; comp. Dan.
vi. 23). This reudering of the second member
of ver. 31 is, on account of its simpli. ity, and the

established character of the linguistic construc
tion in all its parts, greatly to be preferred to

any other, as e. g., to that of Rashi, Merc.,
Schlottmann [E. V. Noyes, Con., Rod., Bar.],
etc. &quot;I expiate, I will do evil no more;&quot; of
Hirzel &quot; 1 bear theyoke of punishment, and will

not cast it
off;&quot; of Hahn and Deliizsch &quot;I

have been proud, I will do evil no more;&quot; of

Kamphausen (who following the LXX. reads

&quot;&quot;vHtftyJ)
&quot;I have practiced oppression, I will

take a pledge no more&quot; LXX.: &quot;I have re

ceived (soil, blessings), I will not take a

pledge&quot;], etc, (3) The elliptical objective

clause mnN
&quot;&quot;&quot;1^73

at the beginning of ver 32
is according to Ew., 333 b to be explained:
&quot; that which lies beyond what I see, teach Thou
me;&quot; t. e., that which lies beyond the circle of

my vision, that which I do not see, teach Thou
me respecting it. By this is meant the errors
unknown to the speaker, which in Ps. xix. 13

are called fiPPDJ only that here the person
introduced as speaking is not a truly pious and

penitent self- observer, like the poet of that

Pnalm, but one who confesses reluctantly, who
regards himself as being, properly speaking,
wholly innocent, and who (according to ver. 32)
announces himself as ready to repent only in case

(DX) iniquity should be proved upon him. And
on the whole Job had indeed heretofore always
expressed himself essentially in this impenitent,
rather than in a truly contrite way ; comp. ch.

vii. 20
;
xix. 4, etc.
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Ver. 83. Should He recompense it to
thee according to thy will (Dy as iu *\ft%V
ch. xxiii 10; xxvii. 11. and often), that thou
hast despised, scil. His usual way of recom
pensing. The question may also be expressed
thus: &quot;Should He allow thy discontented fault

finding, and blaming of His method of retribu
tion to go unpunished, and take up instead with a
method corresponding to thy way of thinking?&quot;
which is equivalent to saying: Should He change
the laws of His righteous administration (his

yustitia retribuens) to p ease thee? SO that thou
must choose, and not I ? /. e., so that thou
wouldst have to determine the mode of retribu

tion, and not I (God). Instead of &quot;JS we should

properly expect WH, but Elihu here, after the

manner of the prophets, introduces God Himself
as speaking, and thus makes himself the organ
of God (so correctly Rashi, Rosenm., Ewald,
etc. ). [&quot;

The abrupt and bold personation of the

Deity in the first person (&quot;and
not

I&quot;)
is not

unnatural in one who is speaking on behalf of

God, and representing his just prerogatives and
claims.&quot; Con.]. And what knowest thou
then ? speak ; f. e., in respect to the only true

method of retribution. What more correct

knowledge than all others canst thou claim for

thyself respecting this obscure province of the

divine way of retribution ?

On ver. 34 comp. vers. 2 and 10.

Vers. 35-37 contain the speech of the men of

understanding, to whose judgment Elihu appeals
as agreeing with his own.

Ver. 35. Job speakswithout knowledge,
and his words are -without wisdom.

n, substant. Inf. absol. Hiph., instead of

the usual form ^H &amp;gt;

so a^90 *n Jer - &quot;* ^
Ver. 36. O would that Job were proved

continually. 3N cannot signify &quot;my
Fa

ther,&quot; aa though it were an address to God

(Vulg., Saad., Luther [Bernard], etc.), for in

Elihu s mouth, judging by numerous parallels,

we should rather look for &quot; my Maker,&quot; or &quot; my
God;&quot; and the address &quot;my

Father&quot; does not

once elsewhere throughout the Old Testament

proceed from a single person to God, and jus!

here would have but little propriety. [Words.

suggests that it may have been addressed by

Elihu, as a young man, to Job; which in view

of the mention of Job immediately after in the

third person, would be singularly harsh]
Hence the word should either (with Targ., Kim-

chi, Umbr., Schlottm. [E. V.], etc.) be derived

from a subst. H3X, &quot;wish,&quot; to be assumed

and to be rendered either &quot;my
desire is,&quot;

or &quot;]

desire;&quot; or which is in any case to be preferrec

with Dod., Ew., Del., Dillin., be rendered as an

iuterjectioual optative particle, synonymous with

I
1

?, and resting on a root K 3 or &quot;13. Etymologi

ciilly related are the well known 3 in the formula

&quot;pN 3, (quseso domine), on the other side th-

optative interjection, still very common with tb

Syrian Arabs of Damascus, obi (which is for

maily inflicted ail, tebi, jebi; nebi, tebti, jeb&)

comp. the elaborate and learned discussion of

Wetzstein in Delitzsch, p. 431 seq. In respect

to HXJ TJ7, &quot;continually,&quot;
or &quot;to the extreme

end,&quot; comp. the similar nifs in ch. xxiii. 7.

tVhat Elihu here d- sires for Job is not that the
chastisements inflicted on him should increase
n severity, that his sufferings should continu

ally grow more intense (such cruelty would in

jonnection with his mild and friendly treatment
of Job elsewhere be simply inconceivable). It

s ra her that the divine operation of proving
lis heart, and working on his conscience now
;oing on (comp. Ps. cxxxix. 23 ; als &amp;gt; jfQ in ch.

vii. 18) should be carried on until he had been

&amp;gt;rought
at last to confess his guilt, and to hum-

)le himself beneath the hand of God (comp.
irentius, and von Gerlach below, Homiletical

lemarks). The reason why Elihu desires that

ie may thus continue under the influence of the
divine process of proving and punishing him,
or more accurately, why he introduces the men
of understanding as uttering this wish in what

hey say, is given in ver. 36 b taken together
with ver. 37: on account of his answers
after the manner of wicked men

(

replies,&quot; viz. to the speeches of the friends

rebuking him
; comp. ch. xxi. 34; 3 here signi-

ying &quot;in the manner, after the fashion
of&quot;).

Ver. 37. Because he addeth to his sin

transgression (i.
e. by his presumptuous

speeches against God) [hence J?tf3 here may be

rendered &quot;blasphemy&quot;], in the midst of us
he mocks

(&quot;claps&quot; [his hands in scorn]: see

on ver. 2ti), and multiplieth his speeches
against God. 3T1

, imperf. apoc. Hiph. (as

in ch. x. 17) is used instead of the unabbrevi

ated Imperf., like DCTO ch. xiii. 27, instead of

frfn. or like ~\V\ ch. xxxiii. 27, etc. tf,
VT- T T

towards God, against God,&quot; refers back both

to this 3]V and to P12D ;
for the mocking is

also described as being against God.
6. The third discourse : ch. xxxv. First Half:

The folly of the erroneous notion that piety and

ungodliness are alike of little profit : vers. 1-8.

In respect to yer. 1, comp. ch. xxxiv. 1. The

conjecture of Koster and Schlottmann, that the

verse is a later interpolation, because ch. xxxv.

gives evidence of being a simple appendage to

ch. xxxiv., has no foundation. For with just as

good right might ch. xxxiv. also be regarded as

a simple appendage to ch. xxxiii., because the

theme of this second discourse has also received

expression at the beginning of the discourse

preceding (ch. xxx. 9 tsq.). All four discourses

are closely bound together, and ch. xxxiii. 9-11

contains the common point of procedure for all

alike (see on the passage).
Vers. 2-3 formulate, in an interrogative form,

the special theme of the discourse, as a repeti
tion of that which has already been said (ch.
xxxiv. 9). Hast thou considered this

(ntf f pointing forwards to ver. 3) to be right

(ch. xxxiii. 10), and spoken of it as &quot;my

righteousness before God&quot; (JO coram, as

in ch. iv. 7 ;
xxxii. 2), that thou sayest,

what advantage is it to thee ({3D as in

ch. xxxiv. 9), &quot;what doth it profit me more
i than my sin?&quot; As frequently with Elihu,

the direct interrogation interchanges here with
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the indirect (comp. e. g. xxxiv. 33). The force

of the whole question, moreover, is that of a

strong negation: a righteous man speaks not

thus. [The construction here given of these

two verses seems awkward and artificial. Ex

tremely so in particular is it to render rOON

&quot;7KD

&quot;pnV
&quot;(hast thou) defined it as my right

eousness before God that thou hast said,&quot; etc.

And besides how can it be said that he had made

his saying that there is no profit in holiness a

part of his righteousness before God ? Here,

moreover, it cannot, well be denied that the

comparative sense of
JD, &quot;my righteousness is

more than God s,&quot;
mates the proposition intro

duced by rnDX more complete and forcible.

Had he designed to say:
&quot; I am righteous before

God,&quot; he would have used the verb
V&amp;gt;p^2f

(which Olshaunen indeed proposes to read),

rather than P&quot;TC. The meaning of the claim

which Job had made, according to Elihu, is not

that his character was more righteous than that

of God, but that his cause, as against God, was

more just than that of his Almighty antagonist.
In ver. 3 Elihu gives the proof, or rather the

specification in support of his charge. Job had
denied that there was any profit in holiness :

in other words he had charged God with indif

ference to moral character in his treatment of

men. The rendering of E. V. is to be preferred

except in the last clause, where
JiD

is again

comparative, and which should be rendered, not

&quot;what profit shall I have if I be cleansed

from my sin?&quot; but &quot;what profit shall I have
more than by my sin?&quot; E.]

Ver. 4. I -will answer thee words (comp.
ch. xxxiii. 32), and thy companions with
thee, i. e. Eliphaz, Bildad and Zophar, who
have shown themselves incompetent to contend
with thee effectively, and who deserve to be

reprimanded together with thee (^3J7). We are

scarcely to render 1]DJ? (with Dillmann, etc.)

&quot;who are with thee.&quot; Still more impossible is

it to understand by D JH not the three friends,

but all others associated with Job in sentiment

and character, the
jlj?

&quot;t^JX of ch. xxxiv. 8, 36

(Umbr., Heil., Vaih., Del.), for D jn constantly

denotes throughout the book the three friends
of Job (ch. ii. 11; xix. 21; xxxii. 3; xlii. 7).

Vers. 5-8. Refutation of the ensnaring pro
position that it is useless to be pious by calling
attention to God s blessed self-sufficiency in His

heavenly exaltation, the contemplation of which
shows that of necessity man only can derive

profit from his righteousness (a thought which
had been already expressed by Job himself, ch.
vii. 20; and by Eliphaz, ch. xxii. 2 seq. ).

Ver. 5 Look up to heaven, and see, etc.

In the same way that Zophar (ch. xi. 7 seq.)

points Job to the height of the heavenly vault,
and its loftiest luminous fleece-like clouds (which
is what D

pnt? means here, not precisely a

synonym of &quot;heaven,&quot; or of the
ether,&quot; as

Vaihinger, Delitzsch, etc., say), in order to illus

trate God s absolute exaltation above the world.
On ver. 6 seq. comp. ch. vii. 20; xxii. 2 seq.
Ver. 8. To man like thee thy wicked

ness availeth (i.
e. it produces its effects on

him), and for a son of man thy righteous
ness. By the &quot;son of man&quot; Job himself, or

one of his kind, is again intended. The expres
sion serves to set forth their need of help, and

railty in contrast with the exaltation and bles

sedness of God.

7. Continuation and close. Second Half: The
rue reason why sufferers remain for a long time

unheard, to wit: a. Their lack of genuine reve

rence for God; b. The presumptuousness of

,heir speeches against God.

a. Vers. 9-14. On account of the multi
tude of oppressions they cry out, they
wail because of the violence (lit. &quot;because

of the arm,&quot; jl&quot;U as in ch. xxii. 8) of the

mighty (D^T here in another sense than in

ch. xxxii. 9). The Hiph. 1p #P in the sense of

Kal, or as intensive of Kal (comp ch. xix. 7 ;

xxxi. 18) [not Hiphil proper,
&quot;

they make the

oppressed to
cry,&quot; (E. V.) which is unsuitable

in connection with &]) 2nD]. D p^#,
&quot;

op

pressions,&quot; as in Am. iii. 9; Eccles. iv. 1.

Ver. 10 seq. introduce the refutation of this

objection [contained in ver. 9, to wit, that op

pression goes unpunished, hence that the wicked
tare no worse than the righteous], by calling
attention to the guilt of the suffering. But
they do not say (as they could say) Where
is Eloah my creator ? This is the question
asked by those who seek God (comp. Jer. ii. 6,

tyy intensive plur., as in Is. xxii. 11; liv.

5; Ps. cxlix. 2. Who giveth songs in the
night; i. e., by granting sudden and wonderful
deliverance (comp. ch. xxxiv. 25).

Ver. 11. Who teaches us more than the
beasts of the earth not -by them, as our
mute instructors

&quot;

(Hahn. Delitzsch), but with a

comparative rendering of
JD,

&quot; in preference to

the beasts, esteeming us worthy of higher honor

and blessing than
they.&quot; The form J27O is

either an error of transcription, or syncopated

from }J3^7iO
; comp. X in ch. xv. 5. On b

comp. ch. xii. 7, where in like manner the men
tion of the birds of heaven is parallel to that

of the beasts of the field. [A pregnant passage.
The instinctive cry of distress for relief is not
the prayer which God requires. The former

goes up from the brute creature (comp. Ps. civ.

21 ; Joel i. 20
; Ps. cxlix. 9) ; man s prayer

should be worthy of a rational being, should

proceed from the recognition of God the creator,
and from gratitude for His interposition in our
behalf in the night of calamity. If (as he pro
ceeds to show) man s prayers are not heard, it

is because they are too much the cry of animal

instinct, not the outpouring of the heart, con
scious of its wants, of God, and of His good
ness. E

.].

Ver. 12. There cry they but He answers
not (or: &quot;without indeed God s answering
them&quot;) on account of the pride of the
evil. Respecting the construction of the verb

pj
i with &quot;J3O, &quot;before,&quot; or &quot;on account of,

comp. Is. xix. 20. [It seems most natural to put
J3D here in close connection with HJJ? ,

&quot; He
will not answer &quot;

(so as to save them) from the
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force of wicked men. To make the pride of the

oppressors the reason why God refuses to hear
the oppressed, although the affirmation in itself

might be made, would be out of harmony here.

The reason as Elihu more explicitly declares in

ver. 13 is in the oppressed themselves. E.].
Ver. 13. The reason why God does not hear

those oppressed when they cry: Only vanity
(i. ., nothingness, empty, fruitless complaining
with }K restrictive &quot; that which is only empti

ness, that crying which has no heart in
it&quot;])

God heareth not but on the other hand (for
this is the unspoken antithesis) He doth hear the

righteous, pious prayer. And the Almighty
regardeth it not viz., that crying and com

plaining. The neut. suffix in runiET does not

refer to the masc. Kit?, but to the crying spoken

of in the preceding verse. Respecting &quot;N# &quot;to

behold, observe,&quot; comp. ch. xxxiii. 14.

Ver. 14. Much less then (would He hear

thee) when thou sayest: thoii beholdest
Him not; t. e., He intentionally withdraws
himself from thee; comp. ch. xxiii. 8 seq. In

respect to 3 ^N quanta minus (here more pre

cisely quanta minus si, comp. ch. iv. 19; ix. 14;
Ezek. xv. 5. Neither the language nor the con

text justifies the rendering of Schlottmaun and
Delitzsch [also E. V.], who take 3 ^N to mean

&quot;although,&quot; etiamsi, which moreover receives no

support from Nehem. ix. 18. The cause lies

before Him, and thou waitest (in vain) on
Him ;

this being the continuation of the indi

rect address begun in a. pi (instead of which

elsewhere we have 3
1), &quot;the cause in contro

versy, the case on trial,&quot; as also T?in &quot;to

wait&quot; (instead of which elsewhere 7lV), are

both expressions peculiar to Elihu. Hirzel,

Schlottmann, Delitzsch [E. V. Scott, Noyes,
Barnes, Words., Ren., Rod.], etc., render this

second member as an admonition to Job
&quot;the controversy lies certainly before God, but

thou shouldst calmly await His decision.&quot; But
this is rendered impossible by the tone of stern

censure in ver. 15 seq. Still more out of the

question (on account of ^J3?) is the rendering

of Ewald who takes tt^Wfl and SVinn as ad

dressed to God.

P. vers. 15-16. The complaint of Job, above

cited, in respect to God s assumed withdrawal

and concealment of Himself, gives Elihu occa

sion to refer to Job s presumptuous and dogmatic

speeches as another reuson for his being unheard.

And now, because His anger has not yet
punished (lit. &quot;because there is not [or no

thing], which His anger has punished [visited] ;

t. e., because His anger has not yet interposed
to piin

: sh comp. Ew., \ 321, b), should He
not nevertheless be well acquainted
with presumption? In respect to 1KD with

J?T comp. Ps. cxxxix. 14, and respecting 3 in

the sense of &quot;about&quot; (to know about anything),

comp. above, ch. xii. 9. t#3, iostead of which

the LXX. and Vulg. read J7#3, seems to signify,

according to the Arabic, &quot;arrogance, presump
tion,&quot; possibly also &quot;foolishness&quot; (the same

with rn&amp;gt;n used elsewhere) ; scarcely however

&quot;multitude, mass,&quot; as the Rabbis explain [nor
&quot;

extremity,&quot; as E. V. renders it]. The word
is intended to designate Job s presump
tuous, intemperate speeches against God. The

passage is in substance correctly rendered by
Ewald, Delitzsch and Dillmann, only that the
last named conjectures b to be a free citation

from Job s former discourses (say from ch. xxiv.

12), and thus needlessly obscures the explana
tion of the verse (to the extent that he conjec
tures either a corruption of the word VtB, or the

loss of two half verses from between a and b.

The commentators folio w different constructions
of the passage, which in some particulars vary
greatly among themselves, but which are largely
agreed in taking ver. 15 as protasis, and ver. 16

as apodosis: on the basis of which construction
Hnhn e. g. translates: &quot;

Especially now, because
He (God) does not have regard for his (Job s)

anger, and does not trouble himself about
wicked arrogance, Job opens, etc.,&quot; (and so

Ramph.; while Rosenm., Stick., Hirz., Schlottm.,

[Carey, with others who take l?3 in the sense
of

&quot;transgression,&quot; as, e.g., Conant, Noyes,

Barnes, Rodwell, Rcnan] take 13i&amp;lt; in ver. 15 a

as subj. and understand by it God s anger. But
ver. 16 cannot be the apodosis of ver. 15, partly
because of the way the subject 3VX1 is prefixed,

and partly because the thought is rather the de

livery of a final judgment in respect to the
whole manner of Job s appearance: But Job
opens his mouth in vain

(t. e., uselessly, to

no purpose ;
72n as in ch. ix. 29; xxi. 34), and

unintelligently multiplieth words. The

&quot;opening of the mouth &quot;

is not mentioned here
as a gesture of scorn (:is e. g., in Lam. ii. 16;
iii. 4b), but, as explained by the second member,
as a symbol or means of unintelligent babbling
and loquacity. T3pn here and ch. xxxvi. 31

=n37p, (ch. xxxiv.&quot;37).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

The many points of contact between the two
discourses here considered and those of the three

friends, especially in the words ot blame and re

proof addressed to Job have furnished those ex

positors in ancient and modern times, whose

judgment respecting Elihu has been in general
unfavorable, with abundant material for their

disparaging judgments, and their attacks. That
Elihu is a servile imitator, a mere reproducer
and compiler of what has been said by previous

speakers; that in repeating he weakens in m.-my

ways the statements of his predecessors; that he

cites Job s expressions, when he would contro

vert them, inaccurately, or in such a way as al

together to distort them ;
that he endeavors to

surpass the three friends in the intemperate se

verity of his attacks on Job, etc., these and the

like are the unfavorable judgments of the

critics from the pseudo-Jerome, Gregory, and

Bede, down to Dillmaun, and indeed even

more considerate and favorably disposed
critics fall in, at least in part, with this tone

of remark. Thus Delitzsch asserts, at least in

respect to ch. xxxvii., that the absence, in this
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third discourse of Elihu, of the &quot;bold original

figures&quot; of the previous discourses, indicates on

the part of this discourse as compared with the

remainder of the poem &quot;a deficiency of skill, as

now and then between Kohelethand Solomon;&quot;

that not. one of its thoughts is, strictly speaking,

new, that, on the contrary, in one chief thought
we have simply the repetition of what was said

in a previous discourse of Eliphaz, to wit, that

the piety of the pious profits himself; in the

other to wit, that the pious, in his necessity,
does not put forth useless cries, but lifts him
self in prayer to God a repetition of what Job
had said in his last discourse, ch. xxvii. 9 seq.

But nevertheless Delitzsch is obliged to admit,

that &quot;Elihu deprives these thoughts of their

hitherto erroneous application.&quot; He is con

strained to acknowledge that the quickened con

sciousness of sin and guilt, which Elibu in this

discourse occasions for Job, is perfectly in place,
and must touch Job s heart, especially in so far

as it teaches him to seek the cause of his long-
continued sufferings, and of the failure of his

prayers hitherto to be heard in himself, in the

inadequacy of his own purity and piety, in his

lack of true submissivenpss to God s righteous
decree and not in any severity on the part of

God. And still more favorable is his judgment
respecting the value of the argument in his sec

ond discourse, directed principally against Job s

presumptuous doubt of the divine justice; re

specting which he acknowledges that &quot;Elihu

does not here coincide with what has been

already said (especially ch. xii. 15 seq.), with

out applying it to another purpose ;
and that

his theodicy differs essentially from that pro
claimed by the friends. It* is not derived from
mere appearance, but lays hold of the very
principles. It does not attempt the explanation
of the many apparent contradictions to retribu

tive justice which outward events manifest, as

agreeing with it ; it does not solve the question
by mere empiricism, but from the idea of the

Godhead and its relation to the world, and by
such inner necessity guarantees to the mysteries
still remaining to human short-sightedness their

future solution&quot; (II., p. 266, comp. p. 276).
When we see one of the weightiest opponents of

the genuineness of the whole Elihu-section

stripping of all its force and value that charge
against these two chapters which is most fre

quently brought forward, and most persistently
urged, the complaint that it is deficient in ori

ginality, and that its character is simply that
of a compilation and reproduction, we shall not
find it difficult to reply to the remaining objections
made to the inward value and authenticity of the
two discourses. As regards (a) the absence of

ornament, the lack of original figures and similes
which Del. urges as an objection, at least so far
as ch. xxxv. is concerned, it may be very much
questioned whether the poet himself did not in

tend this as a characteristic of the utterances of
Elihu here, whether, that is, this unadorned
simplicity does not on the one side render effec
tive support to that which Elihu has to say
against Job s intemperate speeches, greatly in

creasing its impressiveness, its power to speak to

the heart, and to quicken the conscience, while,
on the other side, it is intended to form a con

trast to the final discourse which follows (ch.

xxxvi.-xxxvii.), in which the wealth of pictur

esque illustration, bold imagery, and artistic

rhetorical turns, which are characteristic of the

book elsewhere, reappears in higher measures,
and in a way which quite eclipses the splendor
of the art of figurative representation as exer

cised by the preceding speakers. In other

words, it may be questioned, whether it is not
the poet s purpose to introduce Elihu, the

preacher of repentance, as speaking as plainly,

simply, and with as little art as possible, but on
the contrary to introduce Elihu, the inxpired eu

logist and glorifier of God, as surpassing the

former speakers in the power, loftiness and
adornment of his discourse, nay, even as rival

ling in this respect the representation of Jeho
vah himself. (6) As regards the assertion that

Elihu quotes those utterances of Job, which he

opposes, incorrectly, and so as to distort them,
this is by no means the case, as a close compari
son of the quotations in question not only with
similar utterances of Job s or with such as are

verbally identical, but also with the meaning of
his language, teaches, and as the exegesis of the

particular passages has already shown.
And finally (c): that Elihu here exhibits

himself as still more inconsiderate and intem

perate, in his censure of Job than the three

friends, rests on the misinterpretation of par
ticular passages which, when rightly judged ac

cording to their connection, reveal Elihu as

being mildly disposed toward the person of hia

opponent. So in particular that passage, harsh
in some

respect-&quot;, which he has borrowed from
the second discourse of Eliphaz, and subjected
to a peculiar modification, where he speaks of

&quot;drinking scorn like water&quot; (ch. xxxiv. 8 seq.,
see on the passage). So again the wish, uttered

j
at the close of the second discourse (or rather

j
put in the mouth of certain men, who are there
introduced as speaking), that Job &quot;might be

continually proved to the end,&quot; in respect to

which the necessary remarks have already been
made in explaining the passage. So again the

strong language at the close of ch. xxxv. the se

verity of which is due simply to the circum
stance that Elihu here gives expression to his

indignation against tha: which was really most
objectionable and criminal in Job, his presump
tuous and intemperate speeches against God, as a
cruel, unsympathizing Being. There is scarcely
one of the objections which in these respects
have been made to the discourses of Elihu, par
ticularly the two discourses before us, which
may not, with apparently equal justice, be
urged against the concluding discourses of God,
in which we also find a repetition of much of
the thought in the previous chief divisions (the
same being cited in part literally, in part freely),
and in which Job s fundamental moral fault, the

arrogance and insolent presumption of his heart

against God, is just as energetically arraigned,
without for that reason occasioning any reason
able doubts touching the genuineness and origi
nality of that section.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The practical and homiletic material, which

these two intermediate discourses furnish, is
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small, compared with that which may be found
in many other sections. Nevertheless the treat
ment of the two fundamental thoughts that
God deals righteously, notwithstanding all ap
pearances to the contrary and that true piety
is always and infallibly blessed gives rise to

many thoughts of peculiar theological and moral
value, showing that these two chapters are mines
of genuine revealed wisdom, and that they fur
nish much wholesome stimulus.

Particular Passages.

Ch. xxxiv. 1 (xxxv. 1): VICT. ANDREA: From
this point on Job learns before all else to be si

lent. Without saying a word, he simply takes

believingly to heart whatever is now made clear

to him. In this way he really becomes another
man than he has been heretofore, so that at last,

because his frame of mind is become truly ac

ceptable to God, he is ready to be completely de
livered from his suffering, and to be doubly
blessed by God.

Ch. xxxiv. 2 seq. BRBNTIUS (on ver. 8): No
man, however spiritual, has the right to judge
the Word of God, but only the word of man, .

e., to determine whether what men teach, de

clare, and decree, is the word of God. E.g.,
Christ shed His blood for our sins it is per
mitted to no men to sit in judgment on this say

ing, but it is the duty of all men to yield them
selves captive to this saying, and to believe it.

In the meanwhile however many persons put
forth many and various opinions in respect to

this saying, etc. ZEYSS: We are to use our ears

and mouth not only for the necessities of the

body, but also for those of the soul, first of all

however that we may hear and speak God s

word. . . We are to prove and to judge whether

that which is spoken be right or wrong, in ac

cordance with God s Word, or not in accordance

with it.

Ch. xxxiv. 12 seq. v. GERLACH: In what be

longs to another it is possible for one to do in

justice; but if God should do injustice to any
one, He would injure Himself, destroy His own

property, for all is His. A profound, a lofty

thought! No one can conscientiously belie him

self, dojustice to himself. All that we call injustice

becomes possible only because man has his equal
as a free being beside himself, and has to do with

the property of others on earth. This (injustice)

is impossible with God, just for the reason that

all belongs to Him. ANDREAE: In opposition to

Job s assertion, that it is of no profit to a man
with God to live a pious life, Elihu maintains

calmly and firmly the irrefragable truth that

both the holiness of God, which excludes every

thought of tyranny, and His justice, which al

ways renders to each one his own, yea even and

His love, by which He maintains the whole world
in existence, belong inseparably to the divine
nature itself, so that Job s speeches condemn
themselves.

Ch. xxxiv. 20 seq. STARKE (according to the
Weim. Bib., and Cramer): God has power
enough to bring the proud and the mighty to
the punishment which is meet for them. The
raging of all His foes is vain: God can destroy
them quickly. He knows our need, however,
and gives close attention to it. ANDREAE: God
does not need to institute long inquiries respect
ing the sins of men ; He has immediate know
ledge of all that they do, and executes His

mighty judgmems, without needing the help of

men. . . . He punishes or spares, as He may
think best in His unsearchable Power and Wis
dom.

Ch. xxxiv. 36 seq. BRENTIUS: Elihu does not

imprecate any evil on Job, but asks that he may
be led to the acknowledgment of his own blas

phemy, a result which can be brought about only
by the cross and afflictions. Hence when he

prays that he may be afflicted (crucified) unto
the end, he at. the same time prays that he may
repent, for affliction (the cross) is the school of

repentance. v. GERLACH: God is asked to

prove and to search out Job &quot;even to the end,&quot;

i. e., most deeply and thoroughly. Not that

Elihu supposes him to be guilty of such sins as

the friends had conjectured in his case ; but he
nevertheless misses in him the profound percep
tion of secret sins, and wishes for him accord

ingly what the Psalmist wishes for himself

(Ps. cxxxix. 23).
Ch. xxxv. 9 seq. BRENTICS: May we not in

fer that God is present with us and that He fa

vors us, in that &quot;

prona turn spectent animalia

cetera terram, Os homini sublime dedit, ccelumque

videre, Jtissit et erecto ad cidera tollere vultus.&quot; For
when He made the beasts and birds

&amp;lt;M.o&amp;gt;,
He

created us men so that we might be wise, en

dowed with reason, and lords of creation. Who
then, pondering these things deeply in his mind,
would not in affliction call upon the Lord, or hope
for His aid? WOHLFARTH: We must above all

things show ourselves thankful for the spiritual
endowments with which God has distinguished
man (above all the beasts), by cultivating them
with the utmost diligence, and by using them
for God s glory, and for the salvation of the

world. ANDREAE: God can cause a joyous song
of jubilee to spring forth out, of the deepest night
of suffering, provided we only understand His

gracious purposes. All of these tend to the same

end, to lift us men to something better and

higher than the brute, which knows not God.

But presumptuous cries and empty prayers will

never find a hearing with God.

37
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FOURTH DISCOURSE.

A vivid exhibition of the activity of God, which is seen to be benevolent, aa well
as mighty and just, both in the destinies of men, and in the natural

world outside of man.

CHAPS. XXXVI XXXVII.

Introduction: announcing that further important contributions are about to be made to the vindi

cation of God.

CHAPTER XXXVI. 1-4.

1 Elihu also proceeded and said :

2 Suffer me a little, and I will show thee

that I have yet to speak on God s behalf.

3 I will fetch my knowledge from afar,
and will ascribe righteousness to my Maker.

4 For truly my words shall not be false
;

he that is perfect in knowledge is with thee.

a. Vindication of the divine justice, manifesting itself in the destinies of men as a power benevolently

chastening and purifying them: vers. 6-21.

a. In general: vers. 5-15.

5 Behold God is mighty, and despiseth not any ;

He is mighty in strength and wisdom.
6 He preserveth not the life of the wicked

;

but giveth right to the poor.
7 He withdraweth not his eyes from the righteous ;

but with kings are they on the throne ;

yea, He doth establish them forever, and they are exalted.

8 And if they be bound in fetters,
and be holden in cords of affliction

;

9 then He sheweth them their work,
and their transgressions that they have exceeded.

10 He openeth also their ear to discipline,
and commandeth that they return from iniquity.

11 If they obey and serve Him,
they shall spend their days in prosperity,
and their years in pleasures.

12 But if they obey not, they shall perish by the sword,
and they shall die without knowledge.

13 But the hypocrites in heart heap up wrath;
they cry not when He bindeth them.

14 They die in youth,
and their life is among the unclean.

15 He d-livereth the poor in his affliction

and openeth their ears in oppression.

8. In JoVs change of fortune in particular : vers. 16-21.

16 Even so he would have removed thee out of the strait
into a broad place, where there is no straitness

;

and that which should be set on thy table should be full of fatness.
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17 But thou hast fulfilled the judgment of the wicked
;

judgment and justice take hold on thee.

18 Because there is wrath, beware lest He take thee away with His stroke ;

then a great ransom cannot deliver thee.

19 Will He esteem thy riches ? no, not gold,
nor all the forces of strength.

20 Desire not the night,
when people are cut off in their place.

21 Take heed, regard not iniquity :

for this hast thou chosen rather than affliction.

b. Vindication of the divine justice, revealing itself in nature at supreme power and wisdom I

CHAPS. XXXVI. 22 XXXVII. 24,

a. The wonders of nature, as revelations of divine wisdom and power :

VEBSH 22 CHAPTER XXXVII. 18.

22 Behold, God exalteth by His power ;

who teacheth like Him ?

23 who hath enjoined Him His way ?

or who can ?ay, Thou hast wrought iniquity ?

24 Remember that thou magnify His work,
which men behold.

25 Every man may see it
;

man may behold it afar off.

(1) Rain, clouds, and thunder: verse 26 ch. xxxvii. 6.

16 Behold, God is great, and we know Him not,

neither can the number of His years be searched out.

27 For He maketh small the drops of water
;

they pour down rain according to the vapour thereof;

28 which the clouds do drop,
and distil upon man abundantly.

29 Also can any understand the spreading of the clouds,

or the noise of His tabernacle ?

30 Behold, He spreadeth His light upon it,

and covereth the bottom of the sea.

31 For by them judgeth He the people ;

He giveth meat in abundance.

32 With clouds He covereth the light ;

and commandeth it not to shine by the clouds that cometh betwixt

33 The noise thereof showeth concerning it,

the cattle also concerning the vapour.

CHAPTER XXXVII.

1 At this also my heart trembleth,

and is moved out of his place.

2 Hear attentively the noise of His voice,

and the sound that goeth out of His mouth,

3 He directeth it under the whole heaven,

and His lightning unto the ends of the earth.

4 After it a voice roareth :

He thundereth with the voice of His excellency ;

and He will not stay them when His voice is heard.

5 God thundereth marvellously with His voice ;

great things doeth He, which we cannot comprehend.
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(2) The forces of winter, such as snow, rain, the north-wind, frost, etc. : vers. 6-13.

6 For He saith to the snow : Be thou on the earth ;

likewise to the small rain,

and to the great rain of His strength.
7 He sealeth up the hand of every man ;

that all men may know His work.

8 Then the beasts go into dens,
and remain in their places.

9 Out of the south cometh the whirlwind ;

and cold out of the north.

10 By the breath of God frost is given ;

and the breadth of the waters is straitened.

11 Also by watering He wearieth the thick cloud;
He scattereth His bright cloud

;

12 and it is turned round about by His counsels ;

that they may do whatsoever He commandeth them

upon the face of the world in the earth.

13 He causeth it to come, whether for correction,

or for His land, or for mercy.

P. Final admonitory inferencesfrom what precedesfor Job: vers. 14-24.

14 Hearken unto this, O Job
;
stand still,

and consider the wondrous works of God.
15 Dost thou know when God disposed them,

and caused the light of His cloud to shine ?

16 Dost thou know the balancings of the clouds,
the wondrous works of Him which is perfect in knowledge?

17 How thy garments are warm,
when He quieteth the earth by the south wind ?

18 Hast thou with Him spread out the sky,
which is strong, and as a molten looking-glass?

19 Teach us what we shall say unto Him
;

for we cannot order our speech by reason of darkness.

20 Shall it be told Him that I speak ?

if a man speak, surely he shall be swallowed up.

21 And now men see not the bright light
which is in the clouds :

but the wind passeth, and cleanseth them.
22 Fair weather cometh out of the north :

with God is terrible majesty.
23 Touching the Almighty, we cannot find Him out.

He is excellent in power and in judgment,
And in plenty ofjustice; He will not afflict.

24 Men do therefore fear Him :

He respecteth not any that are wise of heart.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Instead of the predominantly anthropological
and ethical doctrine of the three preceding dis

courses, Elihu puts forth, in this his closing dis

course, reflections which are pre-eminently theolo

gical. God, the infinitely mighty and wise Being,
who is at the same time just, and possessed of

fatherly love, stands in the foreground of his

descriptions, alike in the first and shorter divi

sion (ch. xxxvi. 5-21), which describes His

righteous interposition in determining the lots

of mankind, and gives further expression to the
favorite thought of the speaker touching the

hand of God chastising men with severity indeed,
and yet ever with a merciful purpose, and in the

second division, which is twice as long (ch.
xxxvi. 22 to ch. xxxvii. 24), which treats of the

mnjestic manifestation of God s activity in the

wonders of His creation, first in the way of de

scription (ch. xxxvi. 22 to ch. xxxvii. 13) then
in the way of application, closing with admoni

tory inferences from the themes of his description
for the benefit of Job. It is in this last half es

pecially that this fourth discourse of Elihu ex-
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hibits itself as the immediate preparation for the

concluding act of the whole poem, providing the
transition to the interposition of God. This

magnificent physico-theological section is vividly
introduced by the threefold

JH at the head of

each of the three strophes ch. xxxvi. 22 seq. ;

26 seq. ; 30 seq. ;
and this threefold successive

{H compels us to find the beginning of this sec

tion in ver. 22, and not (with Ewald, Vaihinger,
Dillm., etc.) in ver. 26 (see below on ver. 22).
Add to this the predominance throughout the de

scription of the references to the majestic phe
nomena of lightning, thunder, storm and rain,
and the conjecture formerly adopted by Cocceius,
J. H. Michaelis, Reimarus, Starke, Lange, and

latterly by Rosenmiiller, Umbreit, v. Gerlach, V.

Andrea, Schlottmann, Bottcher [Scott, Noyes,
Barnes, Bernard, Carey] becomes probable, that

the poet conceived that thunder-storm out of

which he represents God as speaking to Job, ch.

xxxviii. 1 sq. as already beginning during this last

discourse of Elihu, and furnishing him in many par
ticulars with the occasion and material for his de

scriptions. This is a hypothesis, which, as we
shall see, serves to give essential help in under

standing not a few of the details of the splendid

description granting that the absence of defi

nite historical data in the text of our book, or in

the most ancient exegetical tradition makes it

impossible that it should be regarded as more
than a probability.

2. The Introduction: Ch. xxxvi. 1-4: An an

nouncement that further, and yet more impor
tant instruction is about to be communicated re

specting the nature and operations of God (comp.
1 Cor. xii. 31). And Elihu continued and
spoke. This new introductory formula, com

pared with ch. xxxiv. 1 and ch. xxxv. 1, is in

tended to intimate that a long silence on the part

of Job did not this time precede. [^D l not

UT1, as hitherto, because in ch. xxxv. Job was

not summoned to speak. Dillmann. &quot;Elihu had

spoken three times, i. e., as many times as any
of the other friends, but Job does not reply, and

he proceeds. The silence of Job, who had re

plied to every speech of the three friends, is a

proof that Job was conscious that Elihu had rea

son on his side, and is an answer to those who

disparage Elihu.&quot; Wordsworth].

Ver. 2. Wait for me a little, and I will

teach thee; t. e., hear my instructions only a

little while longer (not: &quot;let me first collect

my thoughts a little;&quot; Hirzel). TjgT = BO,

used also in Is. xxviii. 10, 13. 1P3, Aramaic,

equivalent to the Hebr. S tliil, expectare. For

there are yet words (to be said) for Eloah:

i. e., for I know of something still further, and

yet better to say in justification of Eloah (Hl/tO,

Dat. commodi) than what has been said hitherto.

Ver. 3. I will fetch my knowledge (comp.

ch. xxxvii. 16) from afar. pirn?
1

?, as in ch.

xxxix 29, and Isa. xxxvii. 26, &quot;from afar,&quot;
al-

tius repetendo (Merc.) [&quot;out
of the wide realm

of history and nature.&quot; Del.]. Elihu has al

ready in mind the wonders of the Divine govern

ment in nature and in history, in view of which

he will praise God s righteousness (lit. &quot;give

[= ascribe] right to his Maker
&quot;) [/J3 so used

only here]. Hence these expressions, which
involve no empty self-praise, but have their ba
sis in the inspiring greatness of the object to be
described.

Ver. 4. For one faultless in knowledge,
[lit. knowledges] stands before thee ; t. e.,

one who has studied and learned to know God s

greatness in His works, one who is penetrated
with the sense of the Divine exaltation, and who
for that reason is raised above the danger of go

ing astray, or speaking falsehood. jVljn D DH
here cannot signify

&quot; an honest thinker &quot;

(Hir
zel, and many of the older commentators) for in

ch. xxxvii. 16 it [D J!3 D DH] is used of the per
fect, knowledge of God.

[&quot;As
Elihu there attri

butes absolute perfection of knowledge in every
direction to God, so here, in reference to the

theodicy which he opposes to Job, be claims

faultlessness and clearness of perception.&quot; Del.]
The Vulg. renders correctly as to the meaning :

et perfecta scientia probabitur tibi.

3. First Division : Proof of God s righteous

dealings in allotting the destinies of men : a. In

general: vers. 5-15 (three short strophes: vers.

5-7; 8-12; 13-15).
Ver. 5. Behold God is mighty, yet He

disdaineth nothing. DNO vh], objectless,

as inch. xlii. 6; comp. ch. viii. 20. The meaning is,

although He is exalted in power (&quot;V33
as in ch.

xxxiv. 17), He nevertheless does not disdain to

interest Himsdf even in the smallest of His crea

tures, and to maintain its right inviolate (comp.
vers. 6, 7). Mighty is He in strength of

understanding (lit.
&quot; of heart,&quot; 3*7 as in ch.

xxxiv. 34), t. e., in the possession of an all-em

bracing intellectual energy, by virtue of which

He sees through right -and wrong everywhere,
and orders everything in the highest wisdom;

comp. ch. xii. 13.

Ver. 6. He preserveth not the ungodly
in life. Comp. ch. xxxiv. 19 seq.. as also Job s

presumptuous assertion of the contrary in ch.

xxiv. 22 seq., against whicli Elihu here de

clares himself. [But He will grant the right
of the afflicted].

Ver. 7 continues the affirmation of ver. 6 b.

And (even) with kings on the throne (comp.
Ps. ix. 6 [4] He makes them (i. e., the right

eous, or &quot; the afflicted
&quot;

of ver 6 b, for both con

ceptions here flow together into onr) to sit

down forever, so that they are exalted.

Comp. the parallel passages HS to thought ch.

v. 11; 1 Sam. ii. 8; Ps. cxiii. 7, etc. Inasmuch

as the particular point respecting which we

should look for something to be said here is how

widely God s care for His people xfends, how

high He can exalt them, the rendering of the

Vulg. and of Luther&quot; who makes kings to sit

on the throne&quot; is unsuitable, as also that of

Ewald, which suffers besides from too great ar

tificiality:
&quot;

Kings for the throne, i. ., who me
rit the throne, He makes to sit down, etc.&quot;

Vers. 8-12 cons itute a single period, which

develops the thought, that if God subjects to suf

fering His righteous ones (who continue to be
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the logical subject here, not &quot;the ungodly,&quot; as

Hahn thinks), He does this with a view to their

chastisement and purification But if they
are bound with chains (D pT to be under

stood figuratively; comp. ver. 13), holden in
cords of distress; comp. ch. xiii. 27: Isa.

xxviii. 22 ; Ps. cvii. 10 seq.
Vers. 9, 10 are with Tremellius, Cocceius,

Schultens, Ewald, Dillmann, etc., to be construed
as still belonging to the protasis ;

the apodosis

egins with IvD , in ver. 11 b, the first verb in

the &quot;wiiole. long series which stands without 1

consecut., and is by that very fait marked as in

troducing the apodosis. [Most commentators,

(and so E. V.), introduce the apodosis with the

beginning of ver. 9. But in addition to the

argument from the use of the Vav. comec., it

would seem to be more in harmony with Eli-

hu s conception, which unites the discipline with

the suffering, to take the entire process described

in vers. 8-10 as one hypothesis, finding its con

sequent in ver. 11 b. E.] And He declareth

to them their doing. 7j!3, maleficium, evil-

doing, like niPpO, ch. xxxiii. 17. And their

transgressions, that
( 3, quod objective) they

act proudly (HSilJV, lit. to show themselves

strong, i. e. in opposing God): &quot;exceeded,&quot; E.

V. is ambiguous, the intransitive use of it being
rare. E.]. In respect to &quot;the opening of the

ear for instruction&quot; (ver. 10 a), comp. ch. xxxiii.

16, where the rarer form &quot;100 is used instead

of the usual form &quot;1010 found here. [Lit. &quot;to

the instruction,&quot; that which forms the design of

the chastisement.] And commandeth them
to turn (lit. &quot;saith to them, that they turn&quot;)

from vanity. J1X, emptiness, nothingness,

referring to the manifold sins of infirmity into

which man easily falls, even when the essential

spirit of his heart is holy, the taints proceeding
from daily contact^with the vain world (comp.
John xiii. 10 seq. ; 1 John i. 9 seq. ; ii. 16), by
reason of which the purifying discipline of God
becomes necessary.

Vers. 11, 12: double apodosis to the antece
dent propositions contained in vers. 8-10, ex

pressed by means of two subordinate antecedent
conditional clauses, introduced by DX, together
with the consequents corresponding to each.
This construction, which partially reminds us
of ch. viii. 5 seq., was necessary, because, where
disciplinary suffering is divinely appointed, the
result in every case involves a two-fold possi
bility either that the one who is chastised should
humble himself, and be made better, or that he
should continue presumptuously to resist. In
respect to H]?, &quot;to humble himself, to submit
to betake himself to obedience,&quot; comp. 1 Kings
xii. 7; Mai. iii. 18; Ps. ii. 11. In respect to
D lp ^J, amoena, pleasantness, comfort, see Ps.

xvi. 6. Respecting nStf2 13JT, &quot;to perish by
the dart&quot; (or &quot;in the

dart&quot;), see ch. xxxiii.
18. On n,jn /??.

&quot; in ignorance,&quot; or
&quot;through

ignorance,&quot; see ch xxxv. 16; also iv. 21.
Vers. 13 15 continue yet further in a peculiar

way the thought of the last two verses, the pre-

cedence being given here to the lot of the wicked,
which in the previous verses was spoken of in

the second place; so that an inverted order of

thought ensues vers. 13, 14 corresponding to

the contents of ver. 12, ver. 15 to that of ver.

11. And the impure in heart cherish

wrath. ^X 113*5?
,

seil. 03/3 (comp. ch. xxii.

22; Ps. xiii. 3 [2]

T

; Prov. xxvi. 24), or possibly

&quot;they set up wrath,&quot; in a warlike manner,
against God as their enemy. Tha meaning,
however, can scarcely be: &quot;they lay up with

God a store of wrath,&quot; as though ^X here sig

nified not men s own discontent, but the divine

wrath, and the djjaavpi^eiv bpyqv of Rom. ii. 6
were a parallel expression (Abju Ezra, Rosenm.

[E. V. app y, Con., Words., Carey], etc. [Con
sidered by itself, the expression ^X D Jf would

seem to be most simply rendered by
&quot;

lay up
wrath.&quot; But the second member of the verse,
which speaks of the conduct of the wicked when
God afflicts them, favors rather the explanation
of the commnti*ry. Instead of showing sub
mission to God, they treasure up rebellious

wrath within. This rendering of D t? is justi

fied by the reff. given above ; and of
*]X by ch.

xviii. 4 (comp. also HOn, ver. 18) ; and the

analogy of &3 and HXJp in ch. v. 4. E.]

They pray not
(lit. &quot;cry not,&quot; yw), according

to ch. xxx. 20; xxxviii. 41) when He hath
chained them (comp. ver. 8), so that they
must perish, etc. r*DD jussive, expressing the

necessary consequence of the presumption of

the dissolute. Respecting ^#33, -in youth, in

the fresh vigor of youth,&quot; comp. ch. xxxiii. 25.
And their life is among the polluted,

i. e. like that of the polluted (comp. ch. xxxiv.

36). The Vulg. correctly: inter effeminates. For
the word Q Cnp refers to the Syrian Canaani-

tish temple-prostitutes of the male sex, and the
verse describes the effect of their incontinence
in enervating, debilitating their manhood, and
causing them to decay in the flower of their age
(comp Deut. xxiii. 18; 1 Kings xiv. 24; xv. 12;
xxii. 47 [46]). The reference is not to the vio
lation of women or maidens, in a military inva
sion (as described in Gen. xxxiv.

; Judg. xix.,
etc.). The point of comparison lies not in the

violence, but in the prematureness (and shame-
fulness) of the death.

Ver. 15 But He delivereth the sufferer
by his affliction

; i. e. He rescues at last out
of his misery the man who quietly ami willingly
endures, just by virtue of his constant endu
rance; He makes his suffering serve as a means
of deliverance and a ransom to him (comp. ver.
18 b). There seems to be a play upon words

intended between fin] and fpSs in b, which

may be approximately rendered [in German] by
translating with Delitzsch: Doch den Duldenden
entruckt Er durch sein Dulden, und offnet durch
Bedriickuiig ihr Ohr.

4. Proof of the divine righteousness, /?. spe
cially from Job s experiences: vers. 16-21.
And even thee he lures out of the jaws
of distress. So correctly most of the moderns
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since Schultens. rTDH with
|D signifies, as in

2 Chron. xviii 31, &quot;to lure away from anything,
out of anything&quot; (not &quot;to draw out,&quot; as the
Pesh., Targ., Rabbis explain, nor &quot;to rescue,&quot;

as the Vulg. renders it). [Wordsworth: &quot;He

is instigating and impelling thee by means of
thy affliction into a state of greater glory and
happiness.&quot;] *&quot;jrrpn *|X)

is used, inasmuch as

*]X
must occupy its usual place at the beginning

of the sentence, for
jnfc ^X ^ OHI

[&quot;] serving
to connect emphatically the particular case of
Job w.th the general proposition expressed in
the preceding verse. Pchlottm.J, and expresses
not a future, but a present s&amp;lt; nse [the pret. being
used either because Elihu has in mind God s

purpose in decreeing the present suffering of

Job (Del.), or because that friendly process of

al uring is conceived of as having begun in the

past, and being continued in the present (Schl.).
The expression &quot;13f- 3D figuratively describes

the distress as a monster, with open jaws, threa

tening or attempting to swallow him. E.]
Into a wide place under which there is

no narrowness; i. e. into a wide place prn
femin. accus. of the place aimed at), the founda
tion of which exhibits no narrowness, hence sig

nifying &quot;without narrowness in its foundation;

or, which is better, a wide space, in place of
which (.nnn as in ch. xxxiv. 26) is no narrow

ness, a wide place broken by no straits.&quot; As
to the figure comp. Ps. iv. 2 [1] ; xviii. 20 [19],
etc. [The same figure is implied in all three

terms, &quot;^ 3m, and DV1D, the last from D1,
T I

to be strait.] And the setting of [=ihat
which is set on] thy table (He makes, or be

comes) fulness of fatness ;
the same fig. to

describe a state of flourishing prosperity as in

Ps. xxiii. 5 (comp. Prov. ix. 2
;

Ps. xxii. 27

[26] ;
cvii. 9, etc.)

nm from PI1J, &quot;to settle

down,&quot; referring to that which is set down on a

table, or served for it, the food set on it. Fat

food is used as a sign of feasts which are parti

cularly expensive and abundant in Is. xxv. 6
;

Iv. 2; Gen. xxvii. 28, 39. Ewald, Vaih. and
Dillm. take 3fH in the second member, as also

finj in the third (the latter in the sense of

&quot;peace&quot;)
as subj. of the whole proposition, and

thus obtain the meaning: &quot;Verily, the wide

place without straits, the peace of thy table full

of fat, has misled thee more than sharp distress&quot;

(Dillmann: &quot;away
from the mouth of distress&quot;

[i.
e. away from obeying the teachings of adver

sity]). But this thought, involving as it does a

serious charge against Job, is poorly connected

with what goes before, and is rendered impossi

ble by the clause iy-*3p, which in connection

with rVDn cannot well signify anything else

than &quot;out of the mouth (jaws) of adversity.&quot;

Ver. 17. But if thou art filled with the

judgment of the wicked, then (truly) will

judgment and punishment take firm hold,

viz., on thee, will not depart from thee (not
&quot; will take hold upon each other, follow each

other by turns [as Carey, e.g., explains,
&quot; the

act of judgment and the delivery of the sentence

are very closely connected;&quot; or according to

others (e. g., Barnes) such opinions (those of the

wicked) would be rapidly followed by judgment]
which reciprocal meaning of lpr\ would have

been expressed rather by the Niph. UrpfT. The
first member is in any case, as respects the
thought, a hypothetical antecedent; in order to
be a strict grammatical antecedent the Pret.

r}N7O must of course have stood at the begin
ning.

f&quot;1

stands in a in the sens-? of guilt (Rosen-
miiller, Stickel, Hnhn). orof a &quot;murmnringjudg-
ment, presumptuous decision&quot; respecting God
(Umbreit, Hirzel, Schloltmann, Delitzsch, etc.);
only in b does it denote the divine sentence of
punishment. In no case does it express in both
instances precisely the same meaning, as Ewald,
Arnh., Dillmann, tie., suppose. [ He, whom
thou dost presume to judge with words, will

judge thee in deed.&quot; Schlottm. The rendering
of E. V., Good, Lee, Carey, Renan, etc. &quot;Thou

hast fulfilled the judgment of the wicked,&quot; im
plying that Job had realized in his own experi
ence the full measure of crime or of punishment
belonging to the wicked, is certainly too harsu
for the connection. The tone of the passage is

strongly admonitory no doubt, but such a senti
ment as that just referred to would carry Elihu
too far into the camp of the opposition, repre
sented by the friends. E.].

Ver. 18 suitably introduces a warning to fol

low the threat just uttered. Here again Elihu
has in mind the chief fault of Job, his presump
tuous complaining against God, and his doubt
of God s justice. For the heat (of thy afflic

tions) should not mislead thee by its great
ness; i. e., should not cause thee to err in re

spect to God s goodness and justice, or to judge
God after the manner of the wicked (comp. ver.

17 a). [There seems to be a contrast intended
between

&quot;jri

DD in ver. 16, and
&quot;]JTD

here.

God would by His discipline lure, or urge him
out of a narrow into a broad place: the !&quot;IOn of
this ver. would urge him ag.iins Go 1. f!.] H:I!IM

correctly thinks the heat (HOri) spoken of to be

the heat of his pufferings. The passage, as ap
pears clearly enough Jrorn b, is a parallel to 1

Pet. iv. 12
(.las.

i. 2seq.). It is less natural to

understand HOH of the heat of his passion (De

litzsch) or of his anger [against God] (Stickel,
Welie, Schlottm. [Conant, Wordsworth], etc.),

or of the Divine anger (lloseum., Umbreit, Dill

mann) [E. V., Good, Bcr., Barucj, Noyes, Rod-

well, etc.], although these renderings cannot be
called unsuitable. On the contrary the attempt
of Ewald, Hirzel, Vaih., Heiligst., to identify
non with nxon, &quot;cream&quot; (ch. xxix. 6), and

T T : v
that in the sense of riches (&quot;may thy riches not

betray thee
&quot;),

is alike insipid and destructive

of the sense. It may remiiin doubtful whether

p)i 3 (I ausal form for
ppj 3), signifies &quot;into

scorn, to mock and deride&quot; (Siickel, U.mbreit,

Halm. Schlottmann, Dclilzsch, etc.) or &quot;

through

superfluity, through abundance
&quot;

(Ewald, Heil.,

Dillmann) [Fiirst].
The latter rendering, which

regard-* ppt? as a dialectic alternate form&quot; of

p3p (ch. xx. 22) seems to be favored both by
I V V .

the preposition 3 (not 7), and the parallel

3-3T in the second member. [To the abo?
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should be added the signification
&quot;

stroke,&quot;

which may fairly be vindicated for DSC? from

the use of the alternate form p3D just referred

toinCommy. (comp. ch. xxvii. 23 with ch. xxxiv.

26, 37) Thus defined it may be taken here

(with Kimchi, Schult., etc.), in the sense of the

clapping of hands, with thfe idea of expulsion, or

in the sense of &quot;stroke, chastisement,&quot; (E. V.,

Merc., Rosenm., Qesenius, Carey, Ber., Good,

Noyes, Barnes, Rod., Elzas, etc.). The latter

would be the simpler. In that case HOn may
refer to the divine wrath, which is the view

taken by most of those who thus explain PSt?,

3 being explained as instrumental (E. V. &quot; with

His stroke
&quot;).

It is better however to explain
it of the anger or passionate discontent of man
against God (comp. ^X above in ver. 13) for the

reason that elsewhere 3 JVpn means uniformly
to excite against. Thus Conant: &quot; For beware,
lest anger stir thee up against chastisement.&quot;

The thought thus obtained would be moreover

altogether suitable to the connection. Elihu s

great anxiety is that Job should through sub
mission profit by his chastisement, and that on
the other hand he should not by a rebellious spi
rit resist, and so frustra e the object of the Di
vine discipline. E.]. And let the abund
ance of the ransom not ensnare thee

;
i. e.

,

let not the fact that thou must reckon up so

large a ransom for the expiation of thy guilt,
that thou must make such a severe expiation of
the same, lead thee into error touching the good

ness of God. 123 here accordingly in a some
what different sense from ch. xxxiii. 24. The
supposition that the reference is to Job s &quot; vast
wealth&quot; in earthly possessions, with which he
might erroneously imagine that he could pur
chase his release from God (Ewald, Hirz., Vaih.

[Renan], et&quot;.),
is decidedly untenable, and would

impute to Job a reliance on earthly treasures,
the like of which the three friends even had not
once ventured to charge upon him, much less
the far more considerate and just Elihu. [Schl.,
with better reason, assumes that the reliance, or
ransom intended here is Job s piety. &quot;He

might think in some measure that he did not
need to be very exact in what he should say con
cerning God s dealings, because he could put all
his piety, the beneficent use which he had made
of all his treasures, in the other scale of the ba
lance.&quot; The idea of Zockler on the contrary
seems to be that God requires a great ransom in
the sense of expiation, before the sinner can be
delivered. Let not the greatness of that ransom,
says Elihu, lead thee into error, i. e., the error
of doubting the goodness of God. The render
ing of E. V.,

&quot; then a great, ransom cannot de
liver thee, is not an unsuitable thought in the
connection. The principal objection to it lies in
the verb HDJ, which cannot well be rendered
&quot;

deliver.&quot; Gesenius, in order to obtain this
meaning explains thus: &quot;a great ransom cannot
turn thee away, scil. from the Divine punish
ment, so as to avoid it.&quot; But this is not alto
gether natural, and such a form of expression
occurs nowhere else. This rendering, still fur
ther, seems to hang on the view that *N means

the Divine anger, and that 3 f^PO means &quot; to

take away with,&quot; against which see above. The

negative /N moreover does not favor it
;
for al

though it might have been used indeed in depen
dence on

J3,
still such a construction would have

been less natural and forcible than that with &O.
It must be confessed that no interpretation of
the verse which has been suggested is free from
difficulties, and Dillmann s conjecture of a cor

ruption of the text is not altogether without rea
son. E.J.

Ver. 19seq. continue the warning against im
patient and discontented conduct in distress.

Shall thy crying put thee out of distress?
1$, crying,&quot; as in ch. xxx. 24 (comp. ch.

xxxv. 9, and above ver. 13 b); jjlp, a more
choice word to express the idea of D^ or jVtPt

&quot; to place,&quot; (comp. ch. xxxvii. 19): the object
of ^J^in is easily supplied by

&quot;

tbee,&quot; or &quot;

any
one.&quot; The meaning of the question accordingly
can be only: &quot;will thy crying, thy lamentation,
thy discontented raging, put thee in non-dis

tress p3 JO, equivalent to 1 *O3), take

theeout of distress?&quot; So correctly

T

Stickel, Hahn,
Del. All other renderings depart more or less
from the meaning required by the context: as e.

g. that of Hirz. : &quot;Will thy riches suffice ? 0, not

gold pJf3=i:O, chap. xxii. 24seq.), nor all

treasures,&quot; etc. [Good: &quot;Will then thy magni
ficence avail? Not gold, nor,&quot; etc.]; of Schlott-
mann: &quot;Will thy treasures suffice? not in

distress,&quot; etc.; of Ewald: &quot;Will thy riches

equip thee without distress with all the means
of power?&quot; of Rosenmuller, Umbreit, Ebrard
[E. V.: Gesenius, Fiirst, under 11 3, though dif

ferently under }Tp, Renan, Noyes, Rodwell, Co
nant: &quot;Will He value thy riches without stint,
and all the might of

wealth?&quot;]: &quot;Will He value
thy riches?&quot; etc.; of Dillmann: &quot;Will He set in
order thy cry (of supplication) ?&quot; And all the
efforts of strength (i. e., of thy strength)?
To *])&, which is made sufficiently determinate

by the subject, the notion of &quot;efforts of strength
&quot;

is here suitably appended as an additional sub
ject. |

OXD from
j DK, &quot;to be strong, firm,&quot; in

connection with PJD, can signify only a physical

application of strength, not &quot;wealth in trea

sures;&quot; comp. r\3
j&quot;DX, chap. ix. 4, 19.

Ver. 20. Pant not after the night, when
(entire) peoples go up (i. e., fly up like chaff
before the tempest, Isa. v. 24; Ps. i. 4) in their
place t. e., do not long, as thou hast foolishly
done (comp. ch. xiii. 18sq.; xxiii. 3sq.; xxiv.
1, 12), for the night of the divine judgment, with
its terrors, sweeping away entire populations.
In respect to t

]XB , anhelare, to long urgently for

any thing, comp. ch. vii. 2; for the representa
tion of the divine judgment by a night of terror,
see ch. xxxiv. 20, 25; xxxv. 10. In respect to

Drinrv &quot;in their
place,&quot; here as regards the

meamng=&quot;from their
place,&quot; see above, v. 16.

It is impossible, with De Wette, to take DnHfi
as standing for D D nnn, &quot; to raise up people
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in the place of
people.&quot; The rendering of

Stickel and Halm is harsh, and much too artifi

cial: &quot;when people come uppermost, with that
which is under them.&quot; The rendering of De-
litzsch, however, is unnecessary, which takes

Inf. Hiph^irhgnS: &quot;which will re

move peoples from their
place.&quot; [The rendering

&quot;in their place&quot; does not do entire justice to the

expression D^nf}, which is exactly rendered by
our phrase, &quot;on the

spot.&quot; So again in ch. xl.

12; comp. Hab. iii. 16; 2 Sam. ii. 23 (&quot;and he
died on the spot&quot;); vii. 10. The rendering of
Conant and Carey: &quot;when [Con.: &quot;where&quot;]

people are carried off below&quot; (to the world be

low), involves a very harsh incongruity between
the verb

(&quot;go up&quot;)
and the preposition (&quot;be

low&quot;). Conant argues that Elihu &quot;is not speak
ing of any sudden calamity that sweeps whole
races of men to the grave. This would be out
of place here, for Job had desired no such thing.
It was the repose of the grave for which he

longed; for that night of death where successive

generations sink down to the world beneath
them.&quot; Such, it is true, was Job s conception
of the night of death. But Elihu here reminds
him that the night of death would be at the same
lime the night of divine judgment, and that so

terrible is that judgment that it can sweep off

whole peoples on the spot ;
how much less then

could he, single-handed and alone, hope to

face it without perishing. Let him rather re

pent, etc., ver. 21. E.]
Ver. 21 concludes these warnings against

foolish murmuring and presumptuous complain

ing (which is here called
JIN, &quot;vanity, wicked

ness,&quot; comp. v. 10) in fln emphatic way, by ex

pressing the thought found in Gen. viii. 21, and
founded on the universal experience of the race,

that the heart is naturally inclined to disobe

dience and to rebellion against God: for to this

thou hast desire more than to affliction.

JD, comparative, as iii ch. vii. 15, not causal, as

though ^D meant &quot;on account of suffering, in

view of affliction&quot; (Vulg.. Luther, Siickel, etc.),

nor again instrumental (Ewald: &quot;therefore thou

wast proved by suffering.&quot; i &quot;IPI3 here (other

wise than in 2 Sam. xix. 39 [38]) essentially the

same with 3 &quot;1H3, to extend one s choice to any

thing, f. (., to be inclined towards any thing, to

have a -desire for it.

6. Second Division. Proof of the divine right
eousness from the wonders of nature, from ihe

power and wisdom revealed in the physical
world.

a. Descriptive part: chs. xxxvi. 22 xxxvii. 13.

Introduction or transition: vers. 22-25 (the first

of three eight-lined strophes, vers. 22 sq., 26 sq.,

30 sq., each of which begins with JH,
and

which by the exact equality and similarity of

their structure give evidence of being one cohe

rent whole a structure which has been correctly

recognized by Stickel and Delitzsch [also by
Schlottmann, Noyes, Wordsworth, Carey, Rod-

well], but ignored by Kost , Ewald, Dillmann,

etc.). Behold, God worketh loftily in His

strength [E. V.: Behold, God exalteth by His

power; but less suitably to the connection, this

strophe being, as has just been shown, introduc

tory to the description of God s power in the

physical world, rather than in the world of hu
manity. E.]. As the meditation on truths lying
in the realm of historical or ethical theology,
which constitutes the preceding section, began
with a

JH, &quot;behold&quot; (ver. 5), vividly pointing
out the theme of discourse, so also the meditation
which is here introduced on truths in the realm
of physical theology. The conjecture is in it

self sufficiently probable, that some phenomenon
of external nature, perhaps a thunder-storm,
which already in ver. 6 was approaching, but
which had now burst forth, with lightning,
thunder, and heavy rain, furnished the occasion
to this sudden and vivid transition to the de

scription of the natural world. This conjecture
receives a strong support from the emphatic
double recurrence of the

JH,
first in ver. 26, at

the beginning of the description of the rain, and
then in ver. 30, in the transition to the descrip
tion of lightning and thunder. Tlie probability
is still further increased by passages like chap,
xxxvi. 33, and especially by chap, xxxvii. 2sq.
And finally it receives the strongest support from

the article before
J&quot;P&amp;gt;

D in ch. xxxviii. 1. which
T T :

can scarcely be explained without the supposi
tion here referred to (comp. on the passage).Who is a ruler like to him ? The usage of

the language would justify, and indeed would
even favor rather the rendering adopted by the

Targ , Peshito, Luther, Schlottmann, Deliizsch

[E. V., Lee, Noyes, Conant, Bernard. Renan,
Kodwell, Barnes], etc.: &quot;Who is a teacher like

Him?&quot; But the context, and especially the

3 Jt^n in a, seems rather to favor the rendering

supported by the LXX., which takes
n&quot;|

)D=:

Chald. IO3 (Dan. ii. 47). hence to mean &quot;lord,
&quot;T

X

ruler.&quot; The Vulg. attempts to give an explana
tion intermediate between the JwuTrj/f of the

LXX. and the &quot;teacher&quot; of the oilier ancient

versions by its use of legislator: quis ei similis in

Icgislatoribusf [So Wordsworth combines &quot;Mas

ter and Teacher;&quot; Carey: &quot;Master,&quot; as express

ing the ambiguity of (lie original. Some (e.g.,

Good): &quot;And who, like Him, can cast down?&quot;

which would be H suitable antithesis to the E. V. s

rendering of a: &quot;God exalteth by His power,&quot;

but is open to the same objection; see above. In

favor of the sense &quot;teacher,&quot; Deliizsch argues:

&quot;(1)
iTVID from min, Ps. xxv. 8, 12; xxxii. 8)

has no etymological connection with
&quot;10; (2) it

is, moreover, peculiar to Elihu to represent God
as a teacher both by dreams and dippen.sations

of affliction, ch. xxxiii 14sq.; xxxiv. 32; and

by His creatures, xxxv. 11; ami (3) thu desig
nation of God as an incomparable teacher is also

not inappropriate here, after His rule is described

in ver. 12 a as transcendr ntly exalted, which on

that very account commands to human res&amp;gt;-arch

a reverence which esteems itself lightly.&quot; These

considerations at least show that the educational

disciplinary functions of the Divine Ruler are

prominently intended here; and this is in har

mony with the general tone of this strophe.

-E.]
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Ver. 23. Who hath appointed to Him
His way ? /y

&quot;Ip3,
&quot;to charge one with anj

thing, to prescribe anything to any one,&quot; as i

ch. xxxiv. 13. It would be possible also to ren
der it: &quot;Who hath inspected for Him Hi

way?&quot; (LXX., Vulg., Seh. Schmidt, Ewald

[Good], etc.). The second member permits botl

renderings.
Ver. 24. Remember that thou exal

(X Ji n, in a different sense from ch. xii. 23

His doing, which men have greatly sung
V)!# an intensive form of *\WJ, denoting singing

often repeated, or various in its character. Thi

exhortation to the praise and glorification of thj

exalted activity of God stands in significant an
tithesis to the previous warnings against sitting
in judgment on the same. [Here again, as in

ch. xxxiii. 27 E. V. takes the verb *W in th

sense of &quot;behold,&quot; which would be a useless anc

feeble tautology before the Hin and COOn of ver

25. E.].
Ycr. 25. All people gaze thereon with

delight (13 referring back to 1^3, ver. 24 a ,

3 nin as elsewhere 3
T&quot;!2&quot;l)

; mortals behold
it from afar; i. e., not

&quot;they can behold it

only from a great distance&quot; (so Dillmann, who
would compare ch. xxvi. 14), but they darenoi

contemplate it anear, from reverential fear be
fore the unapproachableness of His operations.

6. Continuation. Description of the storm, to

gether with the mighty phenomena accompany
ing it, such as rain, clouds, lightning, thunder,
etc. : ver. 26 chap, xxxvii. 5 (three strophes,
the first two consisting of 4 verses each, the
third of 5).

Vers. 2V29. Behold, God is exalted
(X*J# aa in ch. xxxvii. 23, elsewhere only in the

Aramaic portions of the 0. T.), we know not
(i. e., how very exalted He is) ; the number
of His years is unsearchable

(lit.
&quot; as for

the number of his years so [1] there is no

searching ;&quot; respecting the 1 introducing the

apodosis, comp. ch. iv. 6
; xv. 17). The eternity

of God is here introduced as the explanatory
ground (not as a mere co-ordinate &quot;

moment,&quot;

as Dillmann supposes) of the divine greatness
and wisdom. As the Eternal One, God has the

power to effect all the glorious wonders in the
realm of Hiscreation which are enumeratedin the

passage following; comp. ch. xii. 12 seq. [-The
Omnipotence and wisdom of God, which are

everywhere apparent in the universe, furnish a

testimony to God s righteousness. All attributes
of the Divine Nature are rays proceeding from
one centre ; where one is, there also of necessity
must the others be. How can the Being who
everywhere shows Himself in creation to be
most perfect, be defective in this one point ?

Every witness therefore in Nature to God s

greatness as a Creator, rises agsiinst an arraign
ment of God s righteousness. Whoso will bring
a charge against God s just4ce, must measure
himself with the Divine Omnipotence. U first

sight it may seem surprising that the mind of
the righteous sufferer is directed by Elihu and
by Jehovah himself, to the wondrous forma
tion of the clouds, to Thunder, Lightning and
Snow, and to the War-horse, the Hawk, and

the Eagle. But when we examine the matter
more carefully, we see that such a course of rea

soning is excellently fitted to its purpose. An
Almighty and All-wise God, who is not at the

same time righteous, is in truth an inconceiva
ble impossibility. For this reason, they who
impeach God s righteousness, are always on the

high road to doubt His existence. Pelagianism
leads not merely to the destruction of the true
idea of God, but to blank Atheism

(ffenflstenherg).
It must also be borne in mind that God rises

from an appeal to the signs of His power and
goodness in the visible world, and refers Job to

His working in the invisible world, in the domain
of spirits, and challenges Job to a comparison
of human power with that of God in the defense
and deliverance of mankind, even of Job him
self, from his spiritual enemies. See below, ch.
xl. 6-15.&quot; Wordsworth

.].

Ver. 27. For He draweth up the water
drops, to wit from the earth. This is the only
rendering of y~H\, which corresponds to the s-
cond member ; not that of the LXX., Pesh.,
etc. ;

&quot; He numbers off;&quot; and just as little that
of Stickel and Delitzsch: &quot; He draws off [=lets
fall] the drops,&quot; i. e., out of the upper mass of
waters [to which add the rendeiing of E. V.,
Mercier, etc. &quot; He maketh small the drops of
water.&quot; The reference seems clear to the first

stepin the process of forming the rain, by which
the drops are attracted (upward of necf-ssity, al

though that does not lie essentially in the verb,
for which reason the objection of Delilzuch that
it means attrdhere or de/ra^ere, but not attrahere
in sublime falls to the ground), attracted, that is,
towards Him who is the Divine cause. E.]. So
that they ooze

(pp?,
lit. &quot;to filter, refine,&quot;

comp. ch. xxviii. 1) the rain with His mist,
i. e., the mist which He spreads out

[i. e., since
a mist produced by it (Gen. ii. 6) fills the ex
panse (ifpl),

the downfall of which is just this

rain.&quot; Delitzsch]. In respect to HX, comp. Gen.
ii. 6; in respect to h,

&quot;

with,&quot; (or also &quot;on ac

count of, by means of
) comp. ch. xxxvii. 1 o.

[E. V.
&quot;they pour down rain according to ihe

vapor thereof.&quot; &quot; Pour down&quot; for
ppT is nei-

:her sufficiently accurate nor expressive, destroy
ing as it does the image of &quot;

filtering&quot; which
ies in the verb. &quot;

Accordiug to&quot; maybe ac-

lepted for
/, which is obscure. According to

Gesenius, it indicates the vapor as the origin
of the rain quie orta est ex vupore tjus: and so
Sonant. According to others it denotes the ttate
nto which rain-drops pass in falling. Accord-
ng to Ewald it is a sign of the accusative, &quot;IX.

being in opposition with &quot;DD. Is it not natural

o find in vers. 27 28 a description of the succes
sive steps in the formation of the rain first (27
a) the ascent of the water-drops in evaporation

then (27 b) the filtering of the mist whereby
ain is produced, then (ver. 28) the fall of the
ain

(ffl)
in general, (h) in copious abundance?

f this view be correct, the best explanation of

*7 would seem to be that it denotes possession,
r origin. The suffix in HX moreover is better

eferred to God than to the rain, especially an-

ording to the explanation here suggested. E.l
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Ver. 28. &quot;Which the high clouds drop
down. D pnEf here somewhat differently from

ch. xxxv. 5) denoting such clouds indeed as are

high, but not dry, or rainless ; comp. Prov. iii.

20. Respecting the construction
(&quot;^X,

accus.

of material to PT) comp. Ewald, g 281, b. In

respect to b [And distil upon the multitude
of men], comp. ch. xxxvii. 12 seq. [3&quot;^ may
(with E. V.) be taken adverbially=&quot; abun

dantly ;&quot; although it seems better with most mo
derns to take it as an adjective describing D~1X

&quot;many men.&quot; In this case as well as the other

the predominant thought seems to be the copi
ousness of the rain. E.].

Ver. 29. Yea (^X intensive, as elsewhere
*]*&amp;lt;

*3, comp. ch. xxxv. 14) can one understand

the spreadings of the clouds ? their ex

pansion, outspreading over the vault of heaven

(comp. Ezek. xxvii. 7; Ps. cv. 89; not &quot;their

burstings,&quot; which jSHsJO could signify only if

we were at liberty to derive it (with Hirzel and

Stickel [Conant, Rennn] from a verb tn2=
D~13, frangere. The loud crashing of His

pavilion ? The thick, deep black thunder

clouds are here conceived of as the &quot; tabernacle&quot;

behind which God veils Himself, precisely as in

Ps. xviii. 12. It should be noted that the &quot;tents&quot;

&amp;lt;ni2p)
of the orientals have the appearance of

being predominantly black (comp. on Cant. i. 5;

iv. 1). JVIKlpri; used of the loud crashing of the

thunder (referred to the thunder-clouds, pic

tured as a tabernacle), hence somewhat differ

ently from below, ch. xxxix. 7. [The magnifi

cent terseness and power of the line r&amp;gt;1S$n

IfOp should be noted. E.].

Ve r. 30 seq. Special description of the pheno
mena of thunder ami lightning in the storm, as

already announced in ver. 29 b. Behold, He
spreadeth His light around Himself; . e.

that eternal, heavenly veil of light, in which

God dwells continually (Ps. civ. 2, etc.), and out

of which the lightning flashes issue, like rnys,

gleaming through the clouds, and dividing them ;

comp. ver. 32; chap, xxxvii. 3. [rSj;, as here

explained around or over Himself the suffix

referring to God, not the &quot; tabernacl. ,&quot; &quot;upon

it
&quot; E. V.] And with the roots of the sea

He covereth Himself (HD3 with accus.

&quot;to take anything as a covering,&quot; as in Jonah

iii. 6). The &quot;roots of the sea&quot; are the masses

of water drawn upwards out of the pea, into tin

heavens in the form of black clouds, and hor&amp;lt;

serving God as a veil (so correctly Umbreit

Ewald, Vaihinger, Dillmann) [Conant, Noyes
who renders: &quot;And He clotheth Himself wit!

the depths of the sea&quot;].
The expression i

poetically bold, but still unmistakable (comp

V~]tf in ch. xiii. 27 ;
xxviii. 9. By DVI we ar

to understand neither the waters of the heaven

above (Hirzel, Schlottm.), nor the sea of cloud

(Hahn) [Renan]. The expression denotes, a

always, the ocean, regarded as the source of th

atmospheric moistures which mount up from it

The language does not refer to a &quot;covering o

the foundations of the sea with the light of th

ghtning&quot; (Sluhlm., Delitzsch) [Good, Words-

orth] ; in order to express this thought, ano-

tier 11N or &quot;0X2 would scarcely have been
T

mitted with J103. [Delitzsch explains his view

s follows: &quot;The lightning in a thunder-storm,

specially when occurring at night, descends
nto the depths of the sea, like snares that are

ast down (DTID, Ps. xi. 6), and the water is

momentarily changed, as it were, into a sea of

lame.&quot; But this explanation does not ade

quately account for the use of Cntf. According
o another explanation, God is represented us

covering the depths of the sea, either with

waters (Barnes), or with darkness, contrasting
vith the lightning which covers the sky (Lee,

Rodwell). But neither of these explanations
s in naturally with the description of the

storm. Renan: &quot;Now He covers Himself with

His lightnings as with a curtain ; now He seems

o hide Himself in the depths of the sea;&quot; his

explanation being:
&quot; He treats here of the alter

nations of light and darkness which take place
in storms. The clouds are compared to a dark

and deep aea.&quot; There is nothing, however, to

indicate such a contrast between light and dark

ness. The
&quot;light&quot;

here is more especially that

of the storm-lightning, in which God wraps Him
self as a robe; the &quot;ocean-roots&quot; are the storm-

clouds, conceived of as the waters lying in the

depths of the sea, which God has lilted up, and

gathered around Himself. E.]

Ver. 31. For therewith with lightnings
and clouds (ver. 30) He judgeth the peo

ple, giveth food in abundance.
&quot;^iny

only here,=the expression 2*lS, usually found

elsewhere. The whole verse which has some

what of a parenthetic character, as an ethical

and theological reflection in the midst of a pas

sage which otherwise is purely descriptive

which, however, is not (with Olshausen) to be

placed between vers. 28 and 29 reminds us of

Schiller:

Aus der Wolke quint der Segen,
Striimt der Ri gen ;

Aus der Wolke, olme Wahl,
Zuckt der Struhl.*

Ver. 32. Both hands He covereth over
with light and sendeth it forth against
the adversary. Tnia is a more specific de

scription of what God does in judging the people

(ver. 81 a), and the use He makes therein of the

lightning. [&quot;God
is represented under a mili

tary figure as a slinger of lightnings: He covers

light over both hands, t. e. arms both completely

with light, and directs it.&quot; Deliizsch.] Who

the adversary is
( , LXX., Theod.: arrav-

ruv) against whom He sends forth the light (lit.
-

&quot;commands it, enacts concerning it,&quot;
i~Ni with

*~)p, as often) remains undetermined, and needs

not to be inquired into. It signifies at any rate

any hostile powers, against which Ood sends

forth His lightnings; comp. Ps. xviii. 14 seq.;

From the c oud the blmaing springeth,
Rain it hringeth;
From tlv ci ml mmsk&amp;lt;-&amp;lt;l,tlie

beam
Doth quivering feleain.
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*i. 6; Wisd. xix. 12, etc. The signification of

JTJSp elsewhere (^intercessor, Is. lix.
lt&amp;gt;)

does

not suit here. The change of the word into

jnpD, &quot;point of attack&quot; ^ch. vii. 20), proposed

by Olshausen, is however untenable. The same

may be said of Hahn s explanation of the word

in this sense. Delitzsch renders it peculiarly:

&quot;and commissioneth it as one who bitteth (he

mark&quot; (3 as 3 essenlise, and ^ JSPI after Isai.

liii. 6). J^Delitzsch connects it with God, as &quot;a

sure aimer.&quot; Wordsworth a little differently

with the lightning: &quot;He giveth it a command
as an assailant, or an avenger.&quot; Lee: &quot;He

layeth His commands upon it to destroy.&quot;

Rosenmiiller, Stickel, Elzas: &quot;He commandeth
it where to strike.&quot; Barnes, Carey: &quot;He com
mandeth it in striking.&quot;

The rendering of

E. V.: &quot;With clouds (D 23 for clouds from

their fancied resemblance to hands) He covereth

the light, and commandeth it not to shine by the

cloud that cometh betwixt,&quot; pre-snpposes too

much. The rendering of the Commentary :

&quot;against the enemy,&quot; is that which is best sup

ported by the etymology, grammatical form, and

connection. E.]
Ver. 33. His thunder-cry announces

Him; lit. &quot;His alarm-cry makes announce
ment (1 Sam. xxvii. 11) concerning Him.&quot;

tjn in accordance with Ex. xxxii. 17; Mic. iv.

9; not=*nj;n [His friend, companion], as in

deed almost all the ancient versions take it

[LXX. : &quot;The Lord will declare concerning this

to His friend&quot;] ;
also among the moderns Um-

breit and Schlot mann.
[&quot;He

makes known to

it (soil, the light, or lightning) His friend.&quot; So

Barnes.] Just as little does it mean: &quot;His

thought, decree&quot; (Cocceius, Bottcher, Welte)
[ Elzas: &quot;By

it He annouuceth His will.&quot;

E. V., Kosenra., etc. : &quot;The noise thereof sbow-
eth concerning it,&quot; taking the suffix to refer to

the storm, not to God ;
which is altogether too

insipid]. The cattle even (announce) that
He is on the march; or: &quot;concerning Him
who is coming upward&quot; This is beyond a

doubt the most satisfactory explanation of the

difficult closing member i&quot;P1,r~7j sjjt DJpp;
an explanation which becomes still more obvious
if instead of assuming, as is commonly done

(so Rosenm., Stick., Ew., Vaih., Heil., Delitzsch,

&amp;lt;c.), merely a general reference to the uneasy
movements of animals at the first approach of a

thunder-storm, and comparing with it passages
like Virgil, Georg. I., 373 seq. ; Pliny, //. JV.

XVIII., 35, etc., we suppose that the storm
thus far described had occasioned under the

eyes of the assembly, before which Elihu speaks,
a certain bewilderment or destruction in a par
ticular herd of cattle; if, accordingly, we
assume an actual occasion to have been given for
this description an occasion which is not to be
more particularly defined, and so derive again
out of the passage before us a confirmation of
the supposition advanced above on ver. 22. In
that case we need have recourse to none of t^e
artificial and violent make-shifts, into the adop
tion of which expositors have fallen here, as

e.g. the rendering* of Hipp in the absolutely

unheard of signification of &quot;jealousy, fury of

wrath&quot; (Hahn: &quot;a raging of wrath announces
Him who is uprising;&quot;

and cotnp. Schlottmann);
the changing of the word into nppp (Hitzig),

or napJD (Bottcher, Dillmann, who at the same

time read H/lj? instead of H/ty: &quot;causing His

anger to rage against iniquity&quot;), etc. [Schlott-
inann s rendering, referred to above &quot;and

the fury of wrath against iniquity for against
t ransgressors)&quot; is the one adopted by Fiirsf, Good,
Lee, Bernard, Carey, Elzus. The possible va
rieties of interpretation of the verse are endless.

See the more important set forth in Schultens,
S -lilottmann. and Conant. The simplicity, life-

likeness, and appositeness of the rendering
adopted in the Commy. (and by Ewald, Delitz.

,

Gesenius, Renan, Wordsworth, Rodwell, and Co
nant who however takes JTJpD as object, rather

than subject
&quot; to the herds

&quot;)
will commend it

to most. E.].
Ch. xxxvii. 1-5. Further description of the

terror-working power of the thunder and light

ning.
Ver. 1. Yea, because of this (HKr^, comp.

ch. xxxvi. 27), my heart trembleth, and
quaketh out of its place; lit,, &quot;springs, or

starts
up,&quot; comp. ch. vi. 9. Why this should

be regarded as &quot;an exaggerated, hardly an ele

gant expression&quot; (Dillmann), is not apparent.
Ver. 2. Hear, O hear, the roar of His

voice. jMDty ty lpt?, a summons to hear closely

and attentively, comp. ch. xiii. 17
;
xxi. 2. The

phenomena of the thunder and lightning seem, at

this particular moment of the description, so

very near to the speaker and his hearers, that

some commentators, as Bottcher, Schlottmann,
Delitzsch, have found here at least an indication
of the probability that the poet presupposes a
storm as advancing during the colloquy. It is,

however, evidently not an approaching thunder
storm to which the description refers, but one
which had been for some time already present,
and which might be heard now loudly roaring
(see a), and now lowly murmuring or rumbling
(see b) [and the rumbling (Hjn, E. V.: too ge
neral &quot; sound

&quot;)

that goeth forth out of
His mouth]. Comp. what Delitzsch himself

strikingly says: &quot;The fivefold repetition of

Vlp a word of sombre sound, for which our

Stimme [Voice] is a miserable substitute calls

to mind the seven
fii/lp

in Ps. xxix.&quot; Against
Dillmann s assertion, that if the poet had pur
posed to represent the thunderstorm mentioned
in ch. xxxviii. 1 as here already advancing, he
would not have begun his series of physico-theo-
logical reflections with the storm, but would
have reserved it for the conclusion, it may be ar

gued that at the close of his discourse, and after

his digression in respect to the cold, rain season,
etc. (vers. 6-13), Elihu does in fact again repeat
edly take up the phenomei a of storms and at

mospheric changes; cotnp. on ch. xxxviii. 1.

Ver. 3. Under the whole heaven He
leadeth it forth or :

&quot; He sends it forth, looses
it&quot; (*rntf &amp;gt;t

Imperf. Kal. of the Aram, mi?), t. e.,

the roaring and the rumbling. [The definition
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of the verb here adopted is preferred by Ewald,
Fiirst, Del., Dillm., Hirz., Lee, Carey, Wordsw.,
etc., on the ground that it Js more appropriate as

applied to the thunder (let loose through the im
measurable vault of heaven), and particularly to

the zig-zag course of the lightning, than the sig

nification &quot;to direct&quot; (from ^iT&quot;, which rests on
the fundamental idea of straightness). E.].
And His lightning (lit.

&quot;His
light&quot;)

unto
the borders of the earth In respect to

yixn rn2JI&amp;gt;, see on chap, xxxviii. 13. As to the

thought, comp. Luke xvii. 24 and parallel pas
sages.
Ver 4 After it roareth the sound of the

thunder: He thundereth with the voice
of His majesty lit. &quot;He will thunder&quot;

(DVT1

), voluntative, as also J,
Dt2^ in c). And

... y

restraineth them not (i. e., the lightnings, the

particular rays of the &quot;VlX mentioned in ver. 3),

when His voice resounds [lit. is heard].

3j3|J,
not &quot; to track out, to follow up

&quot;

(Sym-

machus, Vulg., Ewald [who renders interroga

tively :
&quot; and will He not find them out when

His voice is heard?&quot; i. e., track them in their

hiding-places with His thunder and lightning],

but in accordance with the Targ., 23#, to hold

back, refrenare, cohibere [the idea being that the

roar of the thunder and the flash of the lightning
follow in quick succession].

Ver. 5. God thundereth marvellously

with His voice. iYI7)J here used adverbi-

a\\y=:iniraMliter, as in Dan. viii. 24 ; Ps. Ixv. 6;

cxxxix. 14. In respect to b, comp. ch. v. 9
;

ix.

10 ;
xxxvi. 26. The verse ends for the time the

description, so far as it relates to the storm, and

by a general observation respecting God s great
ness leads the way to the following examples of

the same.
7. Continuation. The phenomena of winter

such as snow, rain, the north wind, frost, etc..

ch. xxxvii. 6-13.

Ver. 6. For to the snow He saith Pal!

to the earth. Hin erroneously rendered &quot;Be
1

by the LXX., Targ&quot;,
Pesh. [E. V.] (on the con

trary, correctly by Jerome ut descendat), is Im

perat. of mil, &quot;to fall&quot; (lit.
&quot;to gape, to

yawn M, a root obtaining elsewhere only in

Arabic as a verb ; hence another of the Arabisms
of this Elihu section, as in ch. xxxiv. 36

; xxxv

15, etc. In the two following members the

Vers. 7-8 describe the effects of the cold of
winter on men and beasts.

[&quot;The
wonders of

ature during the rough season Cp rii THD, Cant,

i. 11), between the autumnal and vern*l equi-
oxes, are meant; the rains after the autumnal
quinox (the early rain), which begin the sea-

on. and the rains before the vernal equinox (the
ate rain, Zech. x. 11), which close it, with the
alls of snow between, which frequently produce
;reat desolation, especially the proper winter,
with its frosty winds and heavy showers, when
he business of the husbandman, as of the no
mads, is brought to a s and-still, and every one
retreats to his house or seeks a sheltering cor
ner.&quot; Del

]

Ver. 7. The hand of every man He puts
under a seal so that it is disabled from car

rying on field-work (comp. HOMER, Iliad, XVII.

49seq.: bq pd -re Ipyuv av&puTrovf aviiravaev tvl

&ovi). Respecting 2 Dnn, comp. ch. xxxiii.

6. The object of this sealing influence of the

winter frost on the hands of men is : that all

men of His work may come to knowledge
i. e., that all men created by God may learn

low mighty He is, and how entirely dependent
on Him they are. &quot;Men of His work&quot; is a
somewhat singular collocation of words, which
does not occur elsewhere, which, however, has
ts parallel in the expression,

&quot;

sheep of His

laud,&quot; Ps. xcv. 7, and for that reason is not of

necessity to be set aside in the way of conjecture.
At the same time, the rendering of the Vulg.: ut

noverint singuli opera sua, furnishes a witness not

altogether to be slighted in behalf of the emenda
tion of Olshausen, favored also by Delitzsch

7 of J?En extends its influence: (also) to the

rain-shower (!Xf%, a heavy, pouring rain; a

stronger term than ^DD), and the rain-show

ers of His strength i. e., His mighty, pouring
rain-showers (*he plural structure similar t

DO3
Vlp

in ch. xxx. 31 ; comp. Ewald, f 270, c)

The rain, being by far the most common form in

which the moisture of the atmosphere is precipi
tated during the Syro-Arabian winter, where i

comes down particularly in the late autumn (a

the early rain), and in the early spring (as th

latter rain), is by the double designation mor

strongly emphasized than the snow. Comp. stil

further, as a parallel in thought, Isa. Iv. 10.

In regard to ver. 8 [Then creeps the beast
into his covert, and in his lairs doth he

remain] comp. Psalm civ. 22, where, it is true,

that which is spoken of is not exactly the influ

ence of winter in causing beasts to seek out

places of shelter.

Ver 9. Out of the secret chamber cometh
the storm

&quot;V?F?
&quot;chamber&quot; (penetrate claus-

trum) denotes the enclosure out of which the

storm-wind rushes forth, as in chap, xxxviii. 1^2

(comp. Psalm cxxxv. 7) mention is made of the

&quot;storehouses&quot; of the snow. Comp. ch. ix. 9

&quot;chambers of the south,&quot; with which expression
the one before us is not to be identified without

further qualification. For instead of storms from

the south or south-east (Rosenmuller, Urnbreit,

Vaihinger, Welte, Delitzsch) [E. V.], the lan

guage here refers rather to storms from the

north or north-east, as certainly as that below in

ver. 17 the eultry and heating quality of the

south wind is intended. And cold from the

cloud-scatterers. D^TD, probably Partic.

Piel. plnr from J&quot;PT, &quot;to sweep away, to scat

ter,&quot;
hence dispergentes (soil, vtnti], the cloud-

sweepers, a designation of violent cold storms

(as in Arab, darijat, they which blow away;
Kor. Sur. 61, 1), which indeed are also to be re

garded as coming from the north or east; com p.

cb. i. 19. The ancient versions seem not to have

understood the word which occurs only here.

Thus the LXX.: hirb ruv ciKpurrjpluv (a corruption

perchance of apKTfarvl) ; Vulg.: ab arcluro; Aq.,
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Theod.: OTTO Uafrvp (similarly the Targ.)

[Flirst and Lee: the Northern constellations;

Mercier: Septentrionet ; Good: the Arctic cham

bers; Renan : the north winds, etc.~\.

Vcr. 10. From the breath of Qod there is

JJT (impersonal as also Prov. xiii. 10) [&quot;there

cometh, there is given&quot;]
ice viz., when a cold

blast, proceeding from God, sweeps over the face

of the water, by means of which, according to b,

&quot;the breadth of the waters (is brought) into a

strait&quot; (comp. ch. xxxvi. 16), i.e., is solidified,

and so fettered as it were, is arrested in its free,

flowing movement. Precisely thus the Arabic

poet, Montenebbi :
&quot; the flood is chained by bands

of ice.&quot; In respect to the apparent contradiction

between this representation and the physical fact

of the expansion of freezing water, see below on

chap, xxxviii. 30.

Vers. 11-13 return to the description of the

phenomena of clouds and rain, occasioned by a

new phase of the storm just taking place, con

sisting in the outpouring of rain in extraordinary
abundance. Schlottmann correctly: &quot;The storm

in its magnificent approach drifts victoriously
before all the senses of Elihu, so that from all

other images brought forward as they are with

a certain haste, he ever recurs to that of the

storm&quot; (comp. Del
).

Ver. 11. Also he loadeth with moisture

the clouds comp. ch. xxvi. 8.
&quot;1,

from nil,

signifies &quot;moisture, wet,&quot; and IT
1

} tpn, related to

J&quot;PD, &quot;burden,&quot; is &quot;to load, to make heavy.&quot;

All explanations which take ^3 as one word

from the root 1&quot;13 (or !&quot;P3)
are against the con

nection, e. ff., &quot;serenity [brightness] dispels the

clouds&quot; (Targ., Rosenm., Umbreit [Bernard,

Barnes, Elzas], etc.); frumentum p3) desiderat

nubes (Vulg., Symmach.); e/c/lcro/ Kara^r/aaeL

ve&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;&j} (LXX., and similarly Theod., Pesh.).

[Gesenius, Noyes: &quot;In rain He casts down the

thick cloud.&quot; Carey: &quot;By (its) watering the

thick cloud falleth headlong.&quot; But the vers.

which follow, and particularly ver. 12 a, are

scarcely consistent with the idea that the cloud
has cast down its contents. E. V. also seems to

take &quot;&quot;&quot;1 actively &quot;by watering He wearieth the

thick cloud;&quot; the meaning being apparently that

by showering down its contents the cloud is

wearied or worn away; against which the ob

jection just noted holds. E.]. He spreadeth
far and wide the clouds of His light i. e.,

the thunder-clouds, pregnant with lightning,

through which the lightning flashes; comp. ch.

xxxvi. 29; and in respect to V pH, &quot;to scatter,

to spread abroad,&quot; comp. chap, xxxviii. 24.

Ver. 12. And these round about they
turn themselves. Kim cannot refer to God

(Rosenmuller, Schlottmann) [Lee ; also Good
and Elzas, who, however, both render JYGOD
&quot;seasons&quot; (courses)]. It can be referred only
to

jjj;,
or 3j, &quot;clouds,&quot; ver. 11. [The most

natural way of accounting for its use here is to
understand it as descriptive, Elihu pointing out

the cloud at the time N1H1 &quot;And there it is!

turning round about, hither and thither,&quot; etc.

Thus understood, it would be better to adhere to

the singular rendering of &quot;cloud&quot; in ver. 11, as

being more individual and vivid. E.]. fVlSpp,

&quot;round about,&quot; as elsewhere 3 3D, or fVl3 3D.
T &quot;

:

Piloted by Him (lit. &quot;by
His pilotings,&quot;

the clouds being thought of as God s ships, or

oursers
; oomp. Ps. xviii. 11 [10] seq.) accord-

Ing to their doings i.e., according to the

actions of men, God having established a strict

economic relation between those actions and the

agency of His clouds in heaven, now yielding a

blessing and now working destruction. This

reference of the suffix in 0^3 7 to men (Ewald,T T: |T:

Hirzel, Heil., Dillm.) is favored by ver. 13, as

also by the Masoretic accentuation, which forbids

the connection of D&quot;?J?37 with what follows, ac

cording to the view which finds favor with the

majority of modern commentators &quot;that they
may do whatever he commandeth them on the

face,&quot; etc. [To which add the use of the strongly
individualizing and descriptive N1FI at the begin
ning of the verse, after which it is altogether
unlikely that the plural suffix would be used,

especially seeing that again in ver. 13 b the sing.

suffix is used, 1JD\ E.] The third member

expresses the object of the verb 7J7D Whatso
ever He commands to them upon the

globe. The pleonastic expression j*^X 73F\

[lit. &quot;the habitable land (of) the earth&quot;] occurs

again in Prov. viii. Respecting the form

i&quot;lX~}X, comp. already ch. xxxiv. 13.

Ver. 13. More specific statement of the object
for which God steers the clouds in accordance
with the conduct of men : be it for a scourge,
when it is (necessary) for His earth, or for a

blessing, He cause th it to come. i

is not co-ordinate with the two other conditional

clauses (Rosenm., Umbreit, Del. [E. V., Noyes,
Words., Cnrey, Rod.] ; &quot;now for a scourge, now
for the benefit of His earth, now for mercy,&quot;

etc.), but subordinate [as is proved (1) by the

decided contrast between &quot;whether for a

scourge
&quot; and &quot;or for mercy,&quot; each at the be

ginning of its half-verse ; a contrast and a pro
portion of parts which would be destroyed by

introducing another co-ordinate DN
; (2) by the

tautology which ensues from making the second

clause with DN co-ordinate, there being really no

material difference between &quot; for the benefit of

His land &quot;

(or earth), and &quot; for mercy.&quot; E.]
The earth is called &quot;//zs earth,&quot; because it is

God s possession (comp. ch. xxxjv. 13), and the

7 before i&quot;K differs from the *7 before the other

two nouns, in that it introduces a Dot. commodi.

In respect to 031^=&quot; chastisement,&quot; comp. ch.

xxi. 9.

8. Conclusion. b. Application : chap, xxvii.

14-24. Instead of censuring God, or quarreling
with Him, Job should draw from His wonderful

operations in the natural world the right con
clusion in regard to the mystery of his suffering.
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The appeals and questions addressed to Job to

the end of the discourse, are seriously intended,

An unprejudiced consideration of the passage
will find in it no trace of &quot;a lofty irony&quot;

(Schlottmann, Ewald, Dillmann).
Ver. 14. Hearken unto this, O Job,

stand still, etc. Both &quot;this&quot; (IWiT), and tho
&quot; wonders of God&quot; in b, point not to what fol

lows, but to the contents of the preceding de

scriptions.
Ver. 15. Dost thou know how God com-

mandeth them? Sjp D*t?, as in Ex. v. 8, and

often, of imposing commands upon, not, as in

ch. xxxiv. 23, of&quot; setting one s thoughts on any
thing&quot; (Rosenmuller, Hirzel, Delitzsch [Conant,
Rodwell, Gesenius; f. e., when God planned (E.

V., &quot;disposed&quot;) them]). D1t?3 is not (according

to the authorities just mentioned) a determina

tion of time when, but a specification of the ob

ject of jnnn, this specification being further

enlarged by the Perf. consec.
^&quot;S

lHI. [Accord

ing to this explanation 2 is used partitively af

ter jn\ like the Greek genit. after verbs of

knowing,
&quot; to have knowledge of,&quot; hence of par

tial knowledge. See Ewald, 217, 3, 2, y\. The

suffix in On S^ refers back either to the &quot; won

ders of God,&quot; ver. 14 b, or to the &quot;clouds,&quot; ver.

11 sq.
&quot;

Causing the light of the clouds to

shine,&quot;&quot;
in 6 (comp. ch. iii. 4; x. 3, etc.)

is a cir

cumlocution for the simple idea of lightning ;

comp. ver. 11 b.

Ver. 16. Dost thou understand the ba

lancings of the clouds ? *tt63 from frbs

0^3, to weigh (Ps. Iviii. 3 [2]), to poise, a si

milar structure to that of ^3?, ch. xxxvi 29,

but not for that reason to be regarded as an in

terchangeable form of that word (against Ewald)

Respecting D ^H O TpP in 6, comp. on ch. xxxvi

4. The form iYlxSap instead of 3J found only

here.

Vers. 17, 18 introduce a new, and at the same

time the last digression from the phenomena of

storms, which otherwise constitute throughou
the principal theme of the description. Here i

is to the phenomena which accompany the ful

blaze of the summer sun beaming in a perfectly

serene and clear sky, that the speaker digresses

The &quot;IttfX of ver. 17 is not a conjunction = \3

(Rosenm , TJmbreU, Hirzel) [Good, Lee, Noyes

Renan, Rodwell, Barnes, etc., and E. V.] or =
OK (Schlottmann), but a pronoun referring to

Job, the person addressed, and introducing a re

lative clause, precedent to the interrogative sen

tence in ver. 18. Thou, whose clothes (be

come) hot, when the earth becomes sultry

(lit.
&quot; becomes calm, still

&quot;)
from the South

f. e., not merely by the south- wind, which D1&quot;V

could not signify, but by the united influence of

the solar heat and the torrid winds. So cor

rectly Bolducius, Ewald, Stickel, Hahn, Delitz.

Dillmann [Carey, and, though less decidedly

Wordsworth], except that some of these commen

tators (Ewald, Dillmann), inappropriately find ai

ironical meaning in the words [conveyed to som

xtent also by Carey s paraphrase
&quot;

You, Job,
an readily enough feel the changes of the wea-

tter, but you cannot give any explanation of
uein.&quot; The rendering,

&quot; How (i. e., dost thou
now how) thy garments are warm, when, etc.&quot;,

a certainly insipid enough. In favor of the

endering adopted above see further on ver. 18.

he rendering of b with E. V., when He qui-
teth (Conant, lulls

)
the earth by the south-

wind,&quot; is admissible, although on account of the

absence of the suffix after Dpl^n the subject is

more probably yiN, with the verb in the in-

ransitive sense to be tranquil, or rather in

liph. to enjoy tranquillity, to find rest. The

Appropriateness of the language of this verae aa

lescriptive of summer heat will appear from the

ollowing extract from Thomson s Land and the

Book (Vol. II., p. 312) :
&quot; The sirocco to-day ia

of the quiet kind, and they are often more over-

&amp;gt;owering
than the others. I encountered one a

rear ago on my way from Lydd to Jerusalem.
Fust such clouds covered the sky, collecting, aa

hese are doing, into darker groups about the

ops of the mountains, and a stranger to the

country would have expected rain. Pale light

nings played through the air like forked tongues
of burnished steel, but there was no thunder and
no wind. The heat however became intolerable,

and I escaped from the burning highway into a

dark-vaulted room at the lower Bethhoron. I

then fully understood what Isaiah (ch. xxv. 5),

meant when he said, Thou shall bring down the

noise of the strangers as the heat in a dry place,

as the heat, with the shadow of a cloud that is,

as such heat brings down the noise, and makes
the earth quiet a figure used by Job (ch xxxvii.

17) when he says, Thy garments are warm when
he quieteth the earth by the south wind. We
can testify that the garments are not only warm,
but hot. This sensation of

dry
hot clothes ia

only experienced during the siroccos, and on

such a day, too, one understands the other ef

fects mentioned by the prophet, bringing down
the noise, and quieting the earth. There is no

living thing abroad to make a noise. Tne birds

hide in thickest shades, the fowls pant under the

walls with open mouth and drooping wings, the

flocka and herds take shelter in caves and under

great rocks, the laborers retire from the fields,

and close the windows and doors of their houses,

and travelers hasten, aa I did. to take shelter in

the first cool place they can find. No one haa

energy enough to make a noise, and tlie very air

is too weak and languid to stir the pendent
leaves even of the tall poplars.&quot; E.]

Ver. 18. Dost thou with him arch over

the sky ? t. e., dost thou with Him give its

vaulting or out-spanning (Gen. i. 7 sq.) to the

firmament of clouda (O pntf
here essentially aa

in ch. xxxv. 5), which is firm as a molten
mirror? SI &quot;mirror,&quot; the same aa n~O in

Ex. xxxviii. 8. p* O, Partic. Hoph. from pX

(ch. xi. 15), indicating the preparation of the

mirror from molten and polished metal. With

this representation of the heavenly firmament

(JTpl, arepfw.ua), as constituting a smooth, shi

ning^ and solid mirror, may be compared, aa

most nearly resembling it, the representation of
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it a8 transparent sapphire (Ex. xxiv. 10), or,

more remotely, as a curtain (Ps. civ. 2) or gauze

(Is. xl. 22) or a veil (Ps. cii. 27 [26]). [It should

be observed that the description here given of

the skies is especially appropriate to the daz

zling brilliancy of the oriental sky in summer,
whence the well-known comparison of the sky in

a season of heat and drought to &quot;brass.&quot; It

will thus be seen that those two verses, (17 and

18) are in logical connection. Thou who art

subject to the influences of the seasons, whose

garments are hot in summer, when the earth be

comes still from the South, canst thou claim to

be associated with Him who spread on high yon

blazing canopy, solid and burnished as a molten

mirror? the comparison being with the molten

metal used as mirrors. E.]
Ver. 19. Teach us what we shall say to

Him, the mighty Author and Preserver of this

magnificent world-structure? what we shall say

to Him, that is, when we would argue with Him.

We can set forth nothing (lit.
&quot; we cannot

tfS set forth,&quot; soil. D ^D) by reason of

darkness, i. e., because of the darkness of our

understanding; comp. Eccles. ii. 14 ; Is. Ix. 2.

In respect to J3E&amp;gt;, pree, propter, comp. chap,

xxiii. 17.

Ver. 20. Shall it be told Him p2? . opta

tive) that I would speak? [&quot;Greatly
in

creased vividness is imparted to the discourse by
this sudden transition from the first person plu
ral to the first singular, as though Elihu would
realize on the instant, in his own person, all that

was fearful in that which he assumes.&quot; Schlott-

mann]. Or did ever a man wish to be de
stroyed? lit., &quot;did he say, that he would be

(might become) destroyed ?&quot; (comp. xxxiv. 31).
This question has for its basis something like

the well-known Old Testament idea that &quot;no

man could see God and live.&quot; See Ex. xix. 21 ;

xxxiii. 20; comp. Gen. xxxii. 30; Judg. vi. 22

seq. ;
xiii. 22.

Ver. 21 seq. refers again to the storm which

during the whole discourse is visible in the hea

vens, not however with the purpose merely to

point it out or describe it, but to use the specta
cle which the storm at the moment presents as a

symbol of Job s condition and relation to God at

the time.

Ver. 21. And now indeed one sees not
the light, which is gleaming brightly
(VH3 only here) in the clouds

;
i. e., which

notwithstanding the clouds that veil it, or, which
behind the clouds shines with its customary bril

liancy. But a wind passeth by and clear-
eth them away (dispels these clouds, so that
it becomes quite clear again). The meaning of
the passage can be only this that &quot; the God who
is hidden only for a time, respecting whom one
runs the risk of being in perplexity, can sud
denly unveil Himself to our surprise and confu
sion, and that therefore it becomes us to bow
humbly and quietly to His present mysterious
visitation

&quot;

(Delitzsch). To reject this thought,
which is so clear, and so strikingly in harmony
with the connection, and to substitute for it the
other and much more artificial thought &quot;But

now one cannot look upon the sunlight, while it

shines clearly in the bright clouds, inasmuch as
the wind has passed over it, and cleansed it of
all obscurity&quot; (llos., Hirz., Ew., Dillm., [Schlott-
mann, Noyes, Conant, Lee, Carey, Wordsworth,
Rodwell, Elzas] etc.), is not to assist but to ob
scure the comprehension of the passage. [The
explanation of Delitzsch, adopted by our Commy.
does not seem quite as clear as Zockler repre

sents it. O Dnt? is used by Elihu in two senses:
I- T :

(1) in ch. xxxvi. 28 of the rain-clouds; (2) in

ch. xxxvii. 18 of tha sky, or firmament. De
litzsch takes it more in the latter sense here,

translating: &quot;the sunlight that is bright in the

etherial heights.&quot;
This interpretation however

is forbidden by the D&quot;l!&quot;lDrn of c. It cannot be
said that the wind clears the etherial heights.
The suffix evidently shows that the &quot;skies&quot;

here spoken of include the lower region of

clouds. Moreover the explanation itself requires
that somewhere in the verse mention should be
made of the lower clouds, which for a time hide

the light. But if D prW must include these

clouds, which are blown away by the wind,
Del. s explanation becomes inconsistent with the

preposition 3, which certainly cannot mean, ac

cording to Zockler s suggestion, &quot;behind the

clouds,&quot; or above them. Moreover, as Dillmann

justly objects, the aspect in which God is about
to be presented is not that of One who, having
been hidden for a time suddenly reveals Him
self, but rather that of One whose majesty is too

terrible for contemplation, and whose greatness
is unsearchable. To which add that this is also

the prominent thought in the verse just preced
ing (ver. 20) ; God is so great that to approach
Him is to risk annihilation. With this thought
the other rendering stands in better connection,
so that the whole train of thought from ver. 20
on may be freely rendered as follows: Shall it

be announced to Him, the Eternal King, awful
in glory, that I would speak to Him ? Shall I

utter the desire to be ushered unto His pre
sence, whom to see is to perish ? Even now men
cannot look on the light the symbol of His

glory as it blazes there in the skies, over which
the wind has passed, clearing them up ; ....
much less can they gaze on His terrible majesty !

Elihu seems to speak with a presentiment of

the approaching presence of God. E.].
Ver. 22 continues the description in ver 21 c

of that which follows the obscuration of the sun

by thunder-clouds: From the north comes
forth the golden brightness; around
Eloah (hovers)- the sublimest splendor.
These words are referred by most modern com
mentators (following the Vulg. : ab aquilone au-

rum venit) to the metal gold, which comes out
of the lands lying to the north (in favor of

which they appeal to Herodotus, III., 116;

Pliny, Hist. Nat., VI., 11; XXXIII., 4), and
which accordingly, even if hard to obtain, is

nevertheless at all times accessible to men,
whereas God s majesty remains forever unap
proachable to them. But whether in this view
we find the tertium comparalionis to be the re

moteness of the northern lands (Ewald, Hirzel,

Vaihinger, Welte) [Schlottmann, Lee, Conant,

Dillmann], or the mysterious obscurity which
veils them (Stickel, Hahn, Deiitzsch), the com-
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parison would after all have something frigid
about it, would be but ill suited to the present
passage, and would agree but poorly with the
other intimations of the Old Testament touching
commercial geography, which locate the princi
pal mines of gold towards the south rather ;

comp. ch. xxii. 24; xxviii. 1,6,16. The correct

rendering has already been indicated by the

LXX., who translate 3HI by VE(j&amp;gt;7] xp-vaavyovvra,

following which Luther in a marginal gloss ex

plained the term to mean &quot;fair weather like

pure gold
&quot;

[and so E. V.] ;
and similarly Bren-

tius, Cocceius, Starke, Rosenmiiller, Umbreit,
Arnheim, and Bottcher (Aehrenl.,p. 76), [Noyes,
Bernard, Barnes, Good, Wemyss, Carey, Rod-
well, Elzas, Renan], but with the subordinate
variation among themselves, that some of them

explain the 3T&quot;U of the clear tunlight breaking
forth (Cocceius, etc., Umbreit), others of the

golden-shining clouds, as the covering of Jehovah

appearing in the storm. The latter modification

of this meteorological application of the word, in

favor of which may be cited that other figurative

rendering of the word &quot;

gold
&quot; which we find in

Zech. iv. 12, where gold is used for &quot;pure oil
&quot;

must in any case be preferred, because the

sun itself could not be described as coming

Jl3?p,
and because the explanation of this J1S-D

as meaning &quot;by
means of the north-wind,&quot; is

altogether too precarious, and equally at vari

ance with usage as Umbreit s translation

&quot;from heaven.&quot; The parallel passages pro
duced by Schultens out of Arabic poets, in favor

of the comparison of the sunlight with gold, as

likewise the Latin expressions aurea lux, aureus

sol, are however none the less pertinent for il

lustration (comp. &quot;the golden sunlight&quot; with

us), for it still remains true that the sun is the

source of the golden splendor, with which a por
tion of the thunder-clouds is wont to shine forth,

when the storm breaks up, and the clouds begin
to retire (comp. Brentius below in the Homiletic

Remarks on the passage). Moreover according
to this explanation the first member of the verse

stands to the second in the relation of compari
son and preparation. From the north, when the

winds scatter the storm (in the direction of the

south) there burst forth clouds of light shining
with the brilliancy of gold, an emblem of the in

comparable majesty and splendor (&quot;tin
N

comp. Ps. civ. 1) of the light in which God is

clothed. There is no reference to the ancient

mythological conception of God s dwelling-place

being in the north (such as Bottcher attributes

to the passage), nor to Ezekiel s description of

the chariot of cherubim as coming from the

north. There may possibly have been certain

meteorological causes of a local character, to as

certain which with certainty is beyond our

power, which determined the poet to the choice

of the expression fifltflp,
which in any case has

about it something singular, susceptible only of

imperfect explanation, whether 3HI be under
stood in a mineralogical, or a meteorological
sense.

Vers. 23, 24 conclude the entire meditation on

God s incomprehensibly great and wonderful

operations.
38

Ver. 23. The Almighty we find Him
not He ever remains for us One who is be-

d our reach, both as regards the perception
&amp;gt;f our senses and of our minds (comp. ch. xxiii.

one
&amp;lt;4wf

otKtjv aTrpfoirov) 1 Tim. vi. 17).
&quot;Who is great in power], but right and
the fulness of justice (npnjf-3^,

as in ch.

xxxiii. 19) He perverts not . e., with all

His incomprehensibleness He still continues ever

righteous in His dealings a proposition which

brings the discourse back to its starling-point

(ch. xxxvi. 5). The phrase &amp;gt;1*1 tD3J?D 7\3y in

stead of OJ1 ntsn, which is usual elsewhere, be

longs to the Aramaizing idioms of the discourses
of Elihu (comp. the Talmudic pj H3JP; its non-

occurrence elsewhere however does not necessi

tate that, in disregard of the Masoretic accents, we
should connect

nptX-jni
33K/O1 with K Jt? in 6,

in which case the objectless clause njJjV K? will

have to be rendered either &quot; He does not exer
cise oppression&quot; (Umbreit, Schlottmann, Kamp-
hausen) [E. V.

(&quot;He
will not

afflict&quot;), Noyes,
Conant, Barnes, Bernard, Elzas, Wordsworth,
Good who makes ^&quot;311 subj.], or as a relative

clause &quot;which He doth not oppress&quot; (Stickel),

or after the reading nj^ _X7, &quot;He answereth

not, giveth no account of Himself&quot; (LXX.,
Peshito, Rosenmiiller, Hirzel, Vaihinger) [Lee,
Carey, Renan, Rodwell]. The explanation of

Hahn would seem more natural &quot;As regards

right and the fulness of justice He doth therein

no wrong.&quot;

Ver. 24. Therefore do men fear Him i. e.,

men of the right sort, men as they should be,

who live in accordance with the precepts of true

wisdom (ch. xxviii. 28). The optative render

ing of the Perf. (Umbr., Vaihinger, Stickel,

Heiligstedt [Good, Lee, Noyes, Carey, Renan,

Rodwell], etc. ) is as unnecessary as the Impera
tive &quot;fear Him&quot; is inadmissible, which would

have been written HINT instead ^HXV

(against Arnheim, Hahn). On the contrary the

Perf. is used here as in ch. xxxvi. 24, 25, to de

note a public, universally recognized fact of ex

perience. He doth not look on those who
are wise in their own conceit. 3 / Mn-7,3

lit.
&quot; all the wise of heart,&quot; i. e., those who

on the ground of their own heart (instead of on

the ground of the fear of God) hold themselves

to be wise, omnes qui tibi videntur esse sapitntet

(Vulg.). The censorious element of the expres

sion does not lie strictly in 3
1

? (comp. ch. ix. 4 ;

Prov. xi. 29; xvi. 21), but only in the contrast to

the notion of the fear of God expressed in a.

&quot;Not to look on&quot; any one is, according to ch.

xxxv. 13 b, to deem him worthy of no notice;

of no gracious well-wishing in his behalf. The

subject of this verb can be only God ;
if the con

ceited were snibj., and God the object (Vulg.,

Rosenmiiller, Stickel) [Bernard, Carey] instead

of nK&quot;V the text would read rather WK&quot;}\
An

uncalled-for &quot;disparagement of Job&quot; (Dillmn.),

by no means lies in this closing sentence of

Elihu s discourses, but simply a final admonition

dissuading him from those presumptuous judg
ments respecting God, and those presumptuous
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speeches against God, against which the polemic

edge of these discourses had been principally

turned, and that with entire justice. [&quot;This
is

the sum of all that Elihu had to say that God
was original and independent ;

that He did not

ask counsel of men in His dealings; that He was

great and glorious, and inscrutable in His plans;
and that men therefore should bow before Him
with profound submission and adoration. . . .

Having illustrated and enforced this sentiment,

Elihu, overwhelmed with the awful symbols of

the approaching Deity is silent, and God is in

troduced to close the controversy.&quot; Barnes].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

The prejudice of modern critics against the

contents and significance of Elihu s discourses

in general has in many instances betrayed them
into judgments immoderately harsh even in re

spect to this, the last and most glorious of the

series. Dillmann, e. g., gives it as his opinion
that &quot;if the first part of this long discourse

groups together the principal thoughts of Elihu,
the second travels a path which the friends have

already attempted (e. g., inch. v.,xi.,xxv.); and
in the remainder of it is evidently based on pas
sages of the discourses of God in chap, xxxviii.

seq., the individual beauties of which in their

contents and application are thereby in part an

ticipated. Forasmuch as Dillmann, as appears
from his previous discussions, recognizes at the

same time in these &quot;principal thoughts of Elihu

grouped together in the first part,&quot; little or no

thing that is original, this opinion of his is as

disparaging, not to say contemptuous, as it can
well be. Elihu is thereby even in respect to the
contents of this his final discourse, reduced to

the position of a mere compiler, destitute of in

dependence, who borrows the ideas and beauties
of others, and without remarkable skill seeks to

elaborate them for his own purpose. We be
lieve that the detailed exegesis which we have

given above, and.particularly of this same fourth

discourse, in which the point under considera
tion has claimed thorough examination and treat
ment from us, makes it unnecessary for us now
to undertake a special refutation of this and si

milar objections. We believe that we have
shown in respect to the reflections, predomi
nantly ethical and theological, contained in the
first part (chap, xxxvi. 5-21), that they repeat
edly set forth indeed the fundamental thought
of these discourses, to wit, the idea of a reme
dial purifying and chastening influence of di

vinely ordained suffering on the pious; that

they do this however in a way more impressive
and soul-thrilling than any previous portion of
the whole book

; and that in particular the
closing verses of this division (vers. 16-21) con
tain statements in respect to God s loving treat
ment in

&quot;alluring out of the jaws of distress,&quot;
in respect to the danger of allowing oneself to
be led away from God by the &quot;heat&quot; of suffer

ing, and the greatness of the &quot;ransom&quot; to be
paid by means of it, in respect to the insuffi

ciency of our own strivings and conflicts and
prayers for procuring salvation, in respect to the
natural tendency of the heart to do and to utter

vanity rather than to suffer patiently, such as

occur in the like combination nowhere in the
Old Testament, and such as belong in truth to the

profoundest utterances which the revealed literature

of the Old Testament has produced in the attempt to

sdlve the mystery of affliction before the coming of
Christ.

In respect to the Second Part, however, we
believe that we have shown:

(1) That the reflections in the sphere of phy
sical theology therein contained, so far from de

serving the reproach of lacking originality,
form on the contrary a glorification of the ma
jesty of God revealed in nature, which is most

harmoniously adjusted in all its parts from be

ginning to end, poetically lofty and unique of

its kind.

(2) That in particular the description of the
terrors and beauties of the storm, exhibiting as
it does in masterly combination beauties of its

own, deserves to be placed beside the most ele

vated passages of the sort which the Old Testa
ment literature has produced (e. g,, Ps. xviii.

Ps. xxix. etc.), or even surpasses them.

(3) That the independence of the d scription,
as compared with the contents similar in part

of Jehovah s discourse in ch. xxxviii. seq., is

vindicated by the fact that its character is al

most exclusively meteorological, being limited to

the atmospheric phenomena of heat and mois

ture, and that its objects accordingly coincide

only to a limited extent with those of the dis

courses which follow.

(4) That the supposition which forces itself

upon us with a necessity from which there is no

escape that the magnificent description here

given is continued throughout by the sight of an
actual storm in the heavens, accompanied by an
abundance of the phenomena of thunder and

lightning, furnishes a still further and a weighty
contribution 10 the evidence in favor of the ori

ginality of the section in relation to what fol

lows.

(5) That, finally, the suggestive conclusion of
the whole, where the natural phenomena imme
diately contemplated are symbolically referred
and that no less naturally than impressively
to God s mysterious operations in respect to

Job, prepares the way for the final decisive so

lution of the whole problem (see especially ch.

xxxvii. 21 seq.). The way in which this result

is secured banishes the last remnant of doubt

touching the genuineness of this section, while
at. the same time it serves to corroborate the

view of this whole Elihu-episode as an essential

part of the poet s own artistic plan, and as hav

ing a close organic connection with ch. xxxviii.

seq. In s &amp;gt;ort we believe that we have shown
that the descriptions of nature in the discourse

before us may be ranked with the best and most

original portions of Holy Scripture of that class.

We believe that such a man as Alexander von
Humboldt showed neither poor taste nor defec

tive judgment in aesthetic criticism, when in the

Second Part of his Cosmos (Vol II., p. 414,
Bohn s Scientific Library) he writes with refer

ence to this very passage: &quot;Similar views of

the Cosmos occur repeatedly in the Psalms (Ps.
Ixv 7 seq.; Ixxiv 15 seq.), and most fully per

haps in the 37th chapter of the ancient, if not ante-

Mosaic Book of Job. The meteorological pro-
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cesses which take place in the atmosphere, the
formation and solution of vapor, according to

the changing direction of the wind, the play of

its colors, the generation of hail and of the roll

ing thunder are described with individualizing

accuracy; and many questions are propounded
which we in tue present state of our physical
knowledge may indeed be able to express under
more scientific definitions, but scarcely to an
swer satisfactorily. The book of Job is gene
rally regarded as the most perfect specimen of
the poetry of the Hebrews,&quot; etc.

2. We are constrained to make an observation
in opposition to Delitzsch respecting the anthro

pological, ethical, and soteriological representa
tions of the First Part (and indeed of the whole

discourse, for the same representations appear
also in the Second Part towards the end; see

chap, xxxvii. 12 seq,, 19 seq.). When this com
mentator, who is so highly esteemed on account
of his exegesis of this book, maintains (II., p.

307 seq.) that Elihu, as in his discourses gene
rally, so in this final discourse particularly,
takes up a position apart from the rest of the

book, in so far as he mak&quot;S Job s sin the cause

of his affliction ; while in the idea of the rest of

the book Job s affliction has nothing whatever to do

with Job s sin, except in so far as he allows him
self to be drawn into sinful language concerning
God by the conflict of temptation into which the

affliction plunges him&quot; we believe that we
must reject as a one-sided representation this

way Of characterizing the distinction between
the solution of the great mystery of suffering

given by Elihu and that given by God, or taught

by the whole poem. We must also charge with

one-sidedness the statement which follows in im
mediate connection with this, that it is only the

assumed &quot;older
poet&quot; (i. e., the author of the

poem as a whole omitting Elihu s discourses),

and not Elihn, who discusses as his theme the

mystery of affliction, because it is the former

only who exhibits Job as suffering wholly with

out guilt, or even evenev tiKau&amp;gt;ai&amp;gt;v?!f,
whereas

Elihu &quot;leaves sin and suffering together as in

separable, and opposes the false doctrine of re

tribution by the distinction between disciplinary

chastisement and judicial retribution. We must

be permitted to doubt whether on Old Testament

grounds a suffering purely on account of right

eousness (which under the New Testament

would be suffering purely on account of Christ,

the genuine suffering of martyrdom) could have

been anywhere conceived of. much less set forth

with poetic elaboration. For the &quot;evil thought
and imagination of man s heart from his youth,&quot;

together with the &quot;secret faults&quot; without num

ber, and the &quot;errors which cannot be under

stood&quot; all this was rooted too firmly and deeply

in the consciousness of every thinker within the

circle of the Old Testament revelation to admit

of the possibility of separating oneself in any

measure from this all-embracing sinfulness and

guilt which attaches to all who belong to our

race. Moreover the actual issue of the action

of the poem in ch. xlii. shows clearly enough
that the idea that &quot;Job s suffering had nothing

whatever to do with Job s sin,&quot; was not that of

the poet. That for which Job is there obliged

to repent in dust and ashes is not simply his

sinful speaking against God, but beyond ques
tion (lie root, which lay still deeper, of these in

dividual sinful outbreaks the remainder of un-

cxpiuted sin, of inward impurity, u.it yet wholly
removed by purification, from which he suffered,
and the presence of which he had repeatedly ac

knowledged. The mission of Eliliu, as appears
with pre-eminent clearness from this last dis

course of his, is none other than to prove the

inseparable connection betweeu those criminal
utterances of the sorely-tried sufferer and their

deeper ground in the moral nature, and at the
same time to prove the unavoidable necessity of

suffering for purification, even for the man who
is comparatively righteous. In othr words
Elihu sets forth the educational and remedial
value of the afflict ions ordained by God for every
one who is visited by thorn, even for him who
appears to be most innocent. The course of hit

discussion also rests on the doctrine of affliction,

only that he affirms more urgently and empha
sizes more strongly the necessity of suffering for
nil grounded in the sinfulness of all that is done

by the discourses of Jehovah These rather lay
the chief emphasis on the unfathomableness of

the divine purpose in decreeing suffering, as

also, in close connection with this, on the object
of suffering, which is to cultivate and to con
firm the obedience, humility and truth of the

pious. In short, that which Ehhu seeks to de

monstrate is that the significance of Job s suf

fering is predominantly that of chastisement and

purification; that to which the conclusion of the

whole poem points on the contrary is that its

significance is predominantly that of probation.
I here is no absolute contrast, but essentially

only a difference of degree between the solution

of this problem which Elitu proponn Is, and the

final decision of Jehovah. The former contem

plates the affliction laid by God on the pious
more with reference to its final and supreme
purpose of salvation, or which is the same

thing the former undertakes the solution of the

problem from a soteriologicnl stand-point which

is in part as yet that ot the law, the latter from

one that decisively approximates that of the

New Testament. Comp. above, Introd. g 10,

ad 8.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

In a homiletic respect both divisions of the

discourse, the anthropological-ethical and the

physico-theological, present, much that is in

structive and stimulating. It will be one chief

aim of the practical expositor to exhibit vividly

and with proper care the reciprocal influence of

both elements in treating of such passages as ch.

xxxvi. 6, 1C, 22 seq. ;
xxxvii. 6, 12 seq., 19 seq.,

22 seq.

Particular Passage*.

Chap, xxxvi. 5 seq. ZELTNER: Although God
is the Most Miglny One, His wisdom and good
ness do not permit that He should reject and

condemn any one without cause, by virtue of a

bare unconditional decree. His righteousness

vindicates itself alike with the evil and the

pious. And although in the case of the pious ap

pearances indicate that He has forsaken them, the

hour never fails to come at last when He brings
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forth their cause, and establishes their right, so

that they behold with pleasure His grace v.

GERLACH : Whereas Elihu has previously set forth

the retribution of God s righteousness, which
without fail overtakes the wicked, so now he
here sets forth His gracious fatherly guidance
of His servants. He does not cast them off at

once on account of their missteps, for He is also
&quot;

mighty in strength of heart,&quot; i. e., His wisdom

penetrates all things; He knows therefore how
by wondrous ways to lead them to the right goal.

Chap, xxxvi. 8 seq. BRENTIUS : If kings or

princes, whether in liberty or in captivity and

chains, will not despise the instruction of the

Lord, but will rather submit to Him when He
admonishes them of those things which are right,

and chastises them by affliction, and repent of

their wickedness, then shall they find the Lord
favorable to them, and ready to forgive whatever

iniquities they had before committed. ... Of

this you have an example in Manasseh. V. AN-
DIIKAE: If in the present condition of things in

the world the pious must at times languish in

misery, this is in order that they may persist

ently endure in the right, way, which conducts

them to that blessed goal. He who rebels against
these divine methods of treatment, will thereby

only forfeit the blessing which is ever conse

quent upon such suffering.

Chap, xxxvi. 22. OECOLAMPADIUS: The invi

sible things of God indeed are known from those

things which are seen, but all the knowledge
which is attainable to us now is imperfect. We
see afar off, and in darkness, and through a

glass, having a better knowledge of what God is

not than of what He is. We are not able to

search out His judgments, but we know Him to

be the Most High, and the Incomprehensible
One. However much accordingly philosophers

may dispute about the way in which snow, rain,

lightning, thunderbolts are produced, they are

nevertheless wholly ignorant by what decree of

G)d they are brought into being. It is other
wise however that our theologian [Elihu] dis-

courses concerning the secrets of nature. He
|

does it in order that in them the righteousness
of God may be observed, showing kindness to

some, afflicting others. But by God s appoint
ment all things are ordered for good to those
who are good, at the same time that all crea
tures work evil to those who are evil. ANDREAE:
The same storm which on the one side is sent

upon the lands for punishment and destruction
is at the same time appointed on the other side
to bless them abundantly, and to make them
fruitful. Thus even the severest judgments of
God are ever to be regarded as at the same time
a source out of which divine grace distils forth.

Chap, xxxvii. 1 seq. CRAMER: Thunder, light
ning, and storms, are to be our open-air preach
ers, and preachers of repentance. They are
God s regalia, and emblems of His divine ma
jesty. STARKB : When God thunders, He, as it

were, speaks to us in wrath (Ex. xx. 19). God
would have us recognize Him even out of the

storm, and all the more at such a time pray to

Him and fear Him as the true God. ... In a

heavy thunder-storm every one should humble
himself before God, and cry to Him, beseeching
Him to take us and ours into His gracious pro
tection. WOHLFARTH: Although we no longer,
like the ancients, find a sign of the personal and
visible nearness of God in the fearfully beautiful
natural phenomenon of a storm, but would fain,

explain this (completely?) by the laws of na
ture, it declares to us nevertheless the God of

power, wisdom, and goodness, and disposes us
to the worship of Him, who gave to nature her
laws. ... If by its terrors the storm first of all

declares to us God s majesty, and with earnest

warning points us to the day of judgment, when
mighty princes will tremble like the least of
their subjects, it at the same time declares to us
the wisdom and goodness of the Most High.*
Chp. xxxvii. 16 seq. WEIM. BIBEL: God s

works and wonders, which lie in nature and
which come to pass daily, are rightly perceived
and learned only by believers, for it is they who
by the contemplation of such works are aroused
to give praise to God. COCCEICS: If in other

matters, which happen every day, man is not
summoned by God to act. as His umpire and coun
sellor, and if no one can demand that this should
be done, nor presume to murmur against such
an arrangement, it is just that man should not
require of God that the reason of the divine ad
ministration in this world should in like manner
be made known to him, but that he should ac
quiesce in it whether he understands it or not,
that he should trust God s word, and in patience
await His blessing.

Chap, xxxvii. 21 seq. BRENTIUS: The true

light, which is God, cannot be seen, neither does
it present itself to eyes of flesh. We see indeed
a certain splendor of the clouds, we see the light
of the sun, when the clouds are scattered by the
winds, we see also gold coming from the North

;

i. e., we see the clouds, resplendent as with gold,
and bright serenity, proceeding from the North.
All these are spectacles from which the pious
mind rises to the praise of the great and terrible
God

; and as the heavens declare the glory of

God, so men from the divine works may recog
nize and glorify the true God. UMBREIT : The
comparison here given is incomplete, but may
easily be understood, and may be more particu
larly set forth thus: As the sunlight, when it

suddenly bursts forth from behind a thick veil
of clouds, dazzles and blinds men s eyes, so also
would the hidden majesty of God, if once it were
revealed in all its glory to mortal man, veil his
vision with darkness.

Theology, by Scheuchzer (Physica Sacra, I., c, 12), Schmidt
(Blbl. Phyficu, p. 11 2 teq.), J. A. Fabricius (Pyrotheologie,Oder anieeisuny zur Erknntaits (Mies au* B-trachtung des Fetiert
as an Appendix to Will. Derham s Astrothenlngie. etc Ham
burg 1765); P. P. Ahlwardt, (Brontotheoloyu ; BetracMunge*
ttber Bliti und Donner, Gresswald, 1745), etc.
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The Third Stage of the Disentanglement.

CHAPTER XXXVIII. 1 XLII. 6.

JEHOVAH S DISCOURSE. The aim of which is to prove that the Almighty and
Only Wise God, -with whom no mortal man should dispute, might also ordain

suffering simply to prove and test the righteous : (Second Half of the positive
solution of the problem.)

CHAP. XXXVIII. 1 XL. 6.

First Discourse of Jehovah (together with Job s answer] : With God, the Almighty and Only
Wise, no man may dispute. Chap. XXXVIII. 1 XL. 5.

1. Introduction: The appearance of God; His demand that Job should answer Him.

CHAP. XXXVIII. 1-8.

1 Then the Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind, and said :

2 Who is this that darkeneth counsel

by words without knowledge ?

3 Gird up now thy loins like a man
;

for I will demand of thee, and answer thou Me !

2. God s questions touching His power revealed in the wonders of creation.

CHAP. XXXVIII. 4 XXXIX. 30.

a. Questions respecting the process of creation :

VERB. 4-16.

4 Where wast thou, when I laid the foundations of the earth?

declare, if thou hast understanding.
5 Who hath laid the measure thereof, if thou knowest?

or who hath stretched the line upon it?

6 Whereupon are the foundations thereof fastened ?

or who laid the corner-stone thereof:

7 when the morning-stars sang together,

and all the sons of God shouted for joy ?

8 Or who shut up the sea with doors,

when it brake forth, as if it had issued out of the womM
9 When I made the cloud the garment thereof,

and thick darkness a swaddling-band for it ;

10 and brake up for it my decreed place,

and set bars and doors,

11 and said, Hitherto shalt thou come, but no further;

and here shall thy proud waves be stayed ?

12 Hast thou commanded the morning since thy days ;

and caused the day spring to know his place ;

13 that it might take hold of the ends of the earth,

that the wicked might be shaken out of it ?

14 It is turned as clay to the seal
;

and they stand as a garment.
15 And from the wicked their light is withholden,

and the high arm shall be broken.
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b. Respecting the inaccessible depths and heights below and above the earth, and the forces proceeding from
them.

VERS. 16-27.

16 Hast thou entered into the springs of the sea ?

or hast thou walked in the search of the depth ?

17 Have the gates of death been opened unto thee?

or hast thou seen the doors of the shadow of death ?

18 Hast thou perceived the breadth of the earth ?

declare if thou knowest it all.

19 Where is the way where light dwelleth?
and as for darkness, where is the place thereof,

20 that thou shouldest take it to the bound thereof,
and that thou shouldest know the paths to the house thereof?

21 Knowest thou it because thou wast then born ?

or because the number of thy days is great ?

22 Hast thou entered into the treasures of the snow?
or hast thou seen the treasures of the hail,

23 which I have reserved against the time of trouble,

against the day of battle and war ?

24 By what way is the light parted,
which scattereth the east wind upon the earth ?

25 Who hath divided a water course for the overflowing of waters,
or a way for the lightning of thunder

;

26 to cause it to rain on the earth, where no man is ;

on the wilderness, wherein there is no man
;

27 to satisfy the desolate and waste ground ;

and to cause the bud of the tender herb to spring forth ?

c. Respecting the phenomena of the atmosphere, and the wonders of the starry heavent.

VEBS. 28-38.

28 Hath the rain a father?

or who hath begotten the drops of dew ?

29 Out of whose womb came the ice ?

and the hoary frost of heaven, who hath gendered it ?

30 The waters are hid as with a stone,
and the face of the deep is frozen.

31 Canst thou bind the sweet influences of Pleiades,
or loose the bands of Orion ?

32 Canst thou bring forth Mazzaroth in his season ?

or canst thou guide Arcturus with his sons ?

33 Kn &amp;gt;west thou the ordinances of heaven ?

canst thou set the dominion thereof in the earth

34 Canst thou lift up thy voice to the clouds,
that abundance of waters may cover thee ?

35 Canst thou send lightnings, that they may go,
and say unto thee, Here we are ?

36 Who hath put wisdom in the inward parts ?

or who hath given understanding to the heart?
37 Who can number the clouds in wisdom ?

or who can stay the bottles of heaven,
38 when the dust groweth into hardness,

and the clods cleave fast together?
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d. Respecting the preservation and propagation of wild animals, especially of the lion, raven, wild goat,

oryx, ostrich, war-horse, hawk, and eagle.

CHAP. XXXVIII. 39 XXXIX. 80.

39 Wilt thou hunt the prey for the lion ?

or fill the appetite of the young lions,

40 when they couch in their dens,
and abide in the covert to lie in wait ?

41 Who provideth for the raven his food ?

when his young ones cry unto God,

they wander for lack of meat.

CHAP. XXXIX.
1 Knowest thou the time when the wild goats of the rock bring forth ?

or canst thou mark when the hinds do calve ?

2 Canst thou number the months that they fulfil ?

or knowest thou the time when they bring forth ?

3 They bow themselves, they bring forth their young ones,

they cast out their sorrows.

4 Their young ones are in good liking, they grow up with corn ;

they go forth, and return not unto them.

5 Who hath sent out the wild ass free?

or who hath loosed the bands of the wild ass ?

6 Whose house I have made the wilderness,

and the barren land his dwellings.
7 He scorneth the multitude of the city,

neither regardeth he the crying of the driver.

8 The range of the mountains is his pasture,

and he searcheth after every green thing.

9 Will the unicorn be willing to serve thee,

or abide by thy crib ?

10 Canst thou bind the unicorn with his band in the furrow ?

or will he harrow the valleys after thee ?

11 Wilt thou trust him because his strength is great ?

or wilt thou leave thy labor ito him ?

12 Wilt thou believe him, that he will bring home thy seed,

and gather it into thy barn ?

13 Gavest thou the goodly wings unto the peacocks?
or wings and feathers unto the ostrich ?

14 Which leaveth her eggs in the earth,

and warmeth them in the dust,

15 and forgetteth that the foot may crush them,

or that the wild beast may break them.

16 She is hardened against her young ones, as though they were not here:

her labor is in vain without fear ;

17 because God hath deprived her of wisdom,

neither hath He imparted unto her understanding.

18 What time she lifteth up herself on high,

she scorneth the horse and his rider.

19 Hast thou given the horse strength ?

hast thou clothed his neck with thunder?

20 Canst thou make him afraid as a grasshopper?

the glory of his nostrils is terrible.
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21 He paweth in the valley, and rejoiceth in his strength :

he goeth on to meet the armed men.

22 He mocketh at fear, and is not affrighted ;

neither turneth he back from the sword.

23 The quiver rattleth against him,

the glittering spear and the shield.

24 He swalloweth the ground with fierceness and rage;
neither believeth he that it is the sound of the trumpet.

25 He saith among the trumpets, Ha, ha !

and he smelleth the battle afar off,

the thunder of the captains, and the shouting.

26 Doth the hawk fly by thy wisdom,
and stretch her wings toward the south ?

27 Doth the eagle mount up at thy command,
and make her nest on high?

28 She dwelleth and abideth on the rock,

upon the crag of the rock and the strong place.

29 From thence she seeketh the prey,
and her eyes behold afar off.

30 Her young ones also suck up blood
;

and where the slain are, there is she.

8. Conclusion of the discourse, together with Job s answer, announcing his humble submission.

CHAPTER XL. 1-5.

CHAP. XL.

1 And Jehovah answered Job, and said,

2 Shall he that contendeth with the Almighty instruct Him ?

he that reproveth God, let him answer it.

3 Then Job answered the Lord, and said,

4 Behold, I am vile
; what.shall I answer thee ?

I will lay mine hand upon my mouth.

5 Once have I spoken, but I will not answer :

yea, twice ;
but I will proceed no further.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The appearance of God, which Job had again
and again expressly wished for, a wish which
recurs in ch. xxiii. 3 seq., and especially towards
the en 1 of hislastdiscourse (ch. xxxi. 35), and for

which Elihu spreachingof doctrine and ofrepent
ance had prepared the way this appearance now
takes place during that storm, of fearful beauty,
which had supplied the last of Elihu s discourses

with the material for its impressive descriptions
of the greatness of God in His works. This
Divine manifestation, which is not to be under
stood as taking place corporeally in a human
form; see on ch. xxxviii. 1 corresponds more
over to the preparatory representations proceed
ing from Elihu in this respect, that like those

representations it bears testimony at the same
time in behalf of Job and against him. It testi

fies for Job in that it brings about the actual
realization of the ardent longing which he had
so often uttered, and in that it is not accompa
nied by that terrifying and crushing effect on
the bold challenger which he himself had several
times dreaded as possible (ch. ix. 34

; xiii. 21 ;

xxiii. 6), and had on that account deprecated.

It testifies against him by means of the deep
humiliation which the majesty of the Almighty
occisions to him, by means of the consciousness

wrought within him of his own insignificance
and limitation in contrast with this fulness of

power and wisdom, and by means of the princi

ple which in this very way is brought forth into

full expression, and which is expj et-sly acknow
ledged by him at the close of this first address
of Jehovah the principle, namely, that from
henceforth he must lay aside entirely all con
demnation of God s ways, and be willing to sub
mit himself in absolute humility to His decree.

Again the rich illustration, elaborated in the

most elevated style of poetic discourse, which in

this first address God gives of His all-transcend

ing majesty in contrast with man s insignificance

(cbs. xxxviii. 4 xxxix. 30) is also such as tes

tifies at once for and against Job, and thus con
tinues with increased emphasis the strain already
begun by Elihu (especially in bis fourth dis

course). On the one side it serves to confirm
the previous descriptions given by Job hinis-elf

of God s greatness, wonderful power, and pleni
tude of wisdom ; on the other side it transcends
the same in the incomparably more elevated and

impressive power of its representation, under
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the influence of which the las! remainder of

insolent pride still adhering to Job must of

necessity dissolve and disappear. The discourse

forms one well-conceived, harmoniously con
structed whole, consisting of two principal divi

sions of almost equal length, of which the first

(oh. xxxviii. 4-38) refers to the creation and to

inanimate nature, the second (clis. xxxviii. 39;
xxxix. 30) to the animal kingdom, as sources of

evidence proving the divine majesty. It is not

necessary to resolve these two divisions into two

separate discourses, as is done by Roster and

Schlottmann, the former of whom even deems it

necessary to resort (o the violent operation of

transposing the conclusion in ch. xl. 1-5, and

putting it after ch. xxxviii. 36. Each of these

divisions may be subdivided into three strophe-

groups, or long strophes, consisting of 11-12

verses each, which may again be subdivided,

according to the subjects described, into subor

dinate strophes or paragraphs, now longer and

now shorter. Of these simple, short strophes
the three long strophes of the first principal
division (a, b and c) contain respectively three

to four, whereas the last two long strophes, at

least of the second chief division, which dwell

on themes derived from the animal world, con

sist of but two short strophes respectively.

2. The Introduction : ch. xxxviii. 1-3. Then
Jehovah answered Job out of the storm.
The &quot;answering&quot; or replying refers back

to Job s repeated challenges, and especially to

the last, found in ch. xxxi. 35: &quot;Let the

Almighty answer me!&quot; rPJJDnjO (hpre, as

also in ch. xl. 6 with medial J
; comp. Ewald, \

9, 11, c [Green, \ 4, a] ; which the K ri in both

cases sets aside) &quot;out of the storm (thunder
storm);&quot; not (as Luther translates) &quot;out of a

storm.&quot; It is beyond question an unsatisfac

tory explanation of the definite article to say

that as applied to i&quot;Pj?D it means that storm

which &quot;always, or as a rule, is wont to announce

and to accompany the appearance of God, when
ever He draws nigh to the earth in majesty and

in the character of a judge&quot; (Dillmann). In

view of the way in which the most ancient Old

Testament sources describe the theophanies of

the patriarchal age in general, this generic ren

dering of the article is not at all suitable (comp.
also 1 Kings xix. 11 : &quot;the Lord was not in the

wind&quot;).
The only explanation of the n&quot;\J, Dn

here, as well as in ch. xl. 6, which is linguisti

cally and historically satisfactory, is that which

finds in it a reference to Elihu s description of a

violent thunder-storm in his last discourse (ch.

xxxvi. 37) a reference whicb at the same time

confirms not, only our interpretation of this dis

course given above, but also its genuineness,
and the authenticity of Elihu s discourses in

general. Placing ourselves (along with the

commentators cited above on ch. xxxvi.) on this,

the only correct point, of view, we see at once

the impossibility of viewing
&quot; God s speaking out

of the storm&quot; as taking place through a corpo
real appearance of Jehovah in human form. On
the contrary, precisely in the same way that

Elihu s description pre-supposed only an invisi

ble approach and manifestation of God in the

storm-clouds, in their thunder and lightning, so

also here a similar presence and self-manifesta
tion of the Highest is intended, taking place
under the veil of those mighty phenomena of
nature; hence only a symbolical, not a corporeal
appearance of God. For this reason we may
with some propriety describe the solution of the
whole problem of our poem which is introduced
by this divine appearance as &quot;a solution in the

consciousnttt&quot; (Delitzsch). In any case the the-

ophany which effects it is to be conceived of as
one in which God &quot;drew near to the earth
veiled, perceptible indeed to the ear, and in His

shining veil visible to the eye, but nevertheless
veiled, and not presenting a bodily appearance&quot;

(Ewald). [In accordance with the explanation
given above of ch. xxxvii. 21, 22, the mj D out
of which Jehovah speaks is not to be limited to
the storm while raging, but refers rather to*

&quot;the dark materials of the storm now pacified,&quot;

the mountainous cloud-masses in the north,
which having spent their thunder, were now
looming up in &quot;terrible

nrijesly,&quot; while their

open rifts disclosed the golden irradiation of the

sunlight, a scene we may suppose not unlike
that described by Wordsworth near the close of
the Second Book of the Excursion. Such a

scene, just preceded as it had been by the awe-
inspiring phenomena of the storm at its height
would filly usher in the Divine Presence, from
which the words which are to end the contro

versy are about to proceed. E.]
Ver. 2. &quot;Who is this that darkens coun

sel: lit. &quot;who is this, who is here (HI ^O,

comp. Gesenius, \ 122
[ 120], 2) darkening

counsel?&quot; rnfJT wi-hout the article (instead of

nyyn, or instead of ^^) is used intentionally
in order to describe that whi.-h is darkened by
Job qualitatively, as something &quot;wbich is a
counsel (or a

plan),&quot; as opposed to a whim, or
a cruel caprice, such as Job had represented
God s dealings with him as being. [&quot;Two

things are implied in what is here said to Job:
that his sufl ering is founded on a plan of God s,

and that he by his perverse speeches is guilty
of distorting and mistaking this plan (in repre
senting it as caprice without a

plan).&quot; Dillm.
Job s ignorant words had &quot;darkened&quot; God s j.Un
by obscuring or keeping out of sight its intelligent

benevolent features]. The participle } tfro is

used rather than the Perf., because down to the

very end of his speaking Job h d misunderstood
God s counsel, and even duringElihu sdiscourses
he had recalled nothing of what he hail said in

this particular. For to the instruction and re

proofs of this last speaker he had made no other

response than persistent profound silence. He
actually appeared accordingly at the moment
whei Jehovah himself began to speak as still a
&quot; darkener of counsel,&quot; however true it miuht
be that his conversion to a better frame of m nd
had already begun inwardly to tke p nce under
the influence of the addresses of his predeee-sor.

This participle IJ
tfnO accordingly furnishes no

argument Against the genuineness of chap, xxxii.

xxxvii. (agiinst Ewald, [).-litz*ch, Dillmann,

etc.): and all the less seeing that a dire -t inter

ruption of Job at the moment when he h&amp;gt;l last

spoken contentiously and censoriously in respect
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to God s plan (ch. xxxi. 35 seq.) by the appear
ance of God cannot be intended even if thes

chapters were in fact not genuine (comp. re

marks on that passage). And especially wouk
the assumption that the interpolator of the Elihu

discourses had been prompted by this expres
sion, ^J tynO, purposely to avoid introducing

Job within the limits of that section as making
any confession whatever of his penitence, pre

suppose on the part of the interpolator a degree
of artistic deliberation, nay more, of crafty cun

ning absolutely without a parallel in the entire

Bible literature.

Ver. 3. Gird up now thy loins like a
man i. e., in preparation for the contest with

me (comp. ch. xii. 21). According to b this con

gest is to consist in a series of questions to be
addressed by God to Job and to be answered by
the latter ;

hence formally or apparently in the

Tery thing which Job himself had in ch. xiii. 22
wished for; in reality however God so over
whelms him by the humiliating contents of these

questions that the absolute inequality of the con

tending parties and Job s guilt become apparent
at once.

3. The argument, a. God s questions respect

ing the process of creation : vers. 4-15. [This di

vision consists of three minor strophes of four
verses each, the fourth verse in each forming, as

Schlottmann observes, a climax in the thought],
a. Questions touching the foundation of the

earth : vers. 4-7.

Ver. 4. Where wast thou when I found
ed the earth ? (A question similar to that of

Eliphaz above: ch. xv. 7 seq.). Declare it if

thou hast understanding to wit, of the way
in which this process was carried on. This
same How of the process of founding the earth
is also the unexpressed object of &quot;UH

&quot; declare !&quot;

In respect to nj 3 JTT, &quot;to have an under

standing of
anything,&quot; comp. Is. xxix. 24

;

Prov. iv. 1; 2 Chron. ii. 12.

Ver. 5. Who hath fixed its measure
that thou shouldest know it? ;nn &quot;3,

not :

&quot;for thou surely knowest it&quot; (Schlottmann)
[Good, Lee, Barnes, Carey, Renan, Elzas], but
&quot;so that thou shouldest know it&quot;

(
3 as in ch.

iii. 12). [Dillmann objects to the rendering,
&quot;for thou

knowest,&quot; that the verb should be in

that case
JJ#T; an objection which may also

be urged against the rendering of E. V., Sept.,
Vulg., Umbreit, Rosenmiiller, Bernard, &quot;if thou
knowest.&quot; Compare r\J?T DX in ver. 4 b. 1.
&quot; The p inquires not after the person of the

Architect, the same being sufficiently known,
but rather after His character, and that of His
activity; what kind of a being must He be
who could fix the earth s measure like that of a
buiHing?&quot; (Dillmann).

Ver. 6. Whereon were its pillars sunken
i. ., on what kind of a foundation? D JIX

lit.
&quot;pedestals.&quot; comp. Ex. xxvi. 19 seq. ; Can

tides v. 16. The meaning of the question is of
course that already indicated in ch. ix. 6, and
xxvi. 7, according to which passages the earth

hangs free in space. The question in b refers
to the same thing: &quot;or who laid down her cor

ner-stone?&quot; where the
&quot;laying down&quot;

(!&quot;P\

jacere) of the corner-stone points to the wonder
ful ease with which the entire work was accom
plished.

Ver. 7. When the morning-stars sang
out together, and all the sons of God
shouted for joy. The Infinitive p is con
tinued in b by the finite verb, as in ver. 13, and
often. The whole description determines the
time of the fact of the founding of the earth

(KaTafloZi) Kite/zow) spoken of in ver. 6. The
founding is here set forth as a festal celebration

(comp. Ezra iii. 10; Zech. iv. 7) attended by all

the heavenly hosts, which are here mentioned by
the double designation &quot;sons of God&quot; (comp.
ch. i. 6; ii. 1) and &quot;morning stars, t. ., crea
tures of such glory, that they surpass all other
creatures of God in the same way that the

brightness of the morning-star (&quot;ID3
3313=

Vrn, Is. xiv. 12, Lucifer) eclipses all the other
stars. As another example of this generic gene
ralized form of expression here found in the
word

&quot;morning-stars,&quot; compare the D Vp.3 of

Is. xiii. 10, t. e., the Orion-like constellations.
The expression &quot;morning-star.-)&quot; moreover is

f-carcely to be understood as a tropical designa
tion of that which is literally designated by the
expression &quot;sons of God,&quot; tuat is to say, the
angels (Hirzel, Dillrnaun [Carey, Wemyss,
Barnes] etc.

)
Rather are the angels and stars

mentioned together herein precisely the sime
way that in chap. xv. 15 &quot;heaven&quot; and &quot;the

holy ones&quot; of God are mentioned together, this

being in accordance with the mysterious con
nection which the Holy Scriptures generally set
forth as existing between the starry and angelic
worlds (comp. also on ch. xxv. 6). Such a re

presentation of the brightly shining and joy
ously &quot;jubilating&quot; stars (comp. Ps. xix. 2;
cxlviii. 3) as present wh^n the earth was founded
by God by no means contradicts the Mosaic ac-
ount of creation in Gen. i. where verse 14 (ac

cording to which the sun, moon and stars were
not made un il the fourth day) is assuredly to
be interpreted phenomenally, not as descriptive
of the literal fact.

P. Questions respecting the shutting up of the sea

within bounds : vers. 8-1 1.

Ver. 8. And (who) shut up the sea with
doors? HD l, which is attached to HV 3 in

&quot;T~ TT
ver. 6, is used with reference to the waters of the
sea in the newly-created earth, which at first

wi dly swelling and raging had in consequence
to be enclosed, penned up, as it were, behind the
doors (comp. ch. iii. 23) of a prison (comp.
Gen. i. 2, 9 seq.). The second member intro

duces a clause determining the time of the first

which continues to the end of ver. 11. When
t burst forth, came out from the womb
. e., out. of the interior of the earth (comp. ver.

.6), The verb 1TJ, which is used iu Ps. xxii 10

9] of the bursting forth of the foetus out of the

ivomb, is explained by the less bold word NX*

which follows the Infinitive in the same way as
he finite verb above in ver. 7). The represen-
ation of the earth as the womb, out of which
he waters of the sea burst forth, seems to con-
radict the modern geological theory, which on
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the contrary makes the earth to emerge out of
the primitive sea, which enveloped and covered
everything. But the science of geology recog
nizes not only elevations, but depressions by sink
ing of land or mountain masses (comp. Friedr.
Pfaff, Das Wasser, Munich, 1870,, p. 250 seq.).
Especially do the recent

&quot;Deep Sea Explora
tions,&quot; as they are called, seem to b altogether
favorable to the essential correctness of the bib
lical view presented here and also in Gen. vii.

11; Tiii. 2, which regards the interior of the
earth as originally occupied by water (comp.
Pfaff, p. 90seq.; Hermann Gropp, Untersuchung-
en und Erfahrungen uber das Verhalten des
Grundwassfr* und rter Qufllen, Lippstadt, 1868).
Ver 9. When I made the cloud its gar

ment, etc. A striking poetic description of that
which in Gen. ii. 6 seq. is narrated in historic

prose. In respect to rnnn, &quot;wrapping, swad-

dling-cloth, comp. the corresponding verb in
Ezek. xvi. 4. [By this expression the ocean is

obviously compared to a babe. &quot; God thus in

grand language expresses how manageable was
the ocean to Him.&quot; Carey].
Ver, 10. And brake for it

(lit. &quot;over
it&quot;)

my bound, etc. The verb
&quot;OKf

which is not

here equivalent to
&quot;Uj, &quot;to appoint,&quot; as Arn-

heim, Wette, Hahn [Lee, Bernard, Noyes, Co-
nant, Wemyss, Barnes, Renan] think, [or ac

cording to Rosenmiiller, Umbreit, Carey, &quot;to

span,&quot; after the Arabic] vividly portrays t~e

abrupt fissures of the sea-coast, which is often
so high and steep. Comp. the Homeric enl

brjyulvi #aArt&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;TJ7f. On
ph, &quot;bound,&quot; comp. ch.

xxvi. 10; Prov. viii. 29; Jer. v. 22. On b comp.
ver. 8 a.

Ver. 11. Hitherto shalt thou come, and

no further (
h vh scil. here let

one set against the pride of thy waves,
scil. &quot;a darn, a bound.&quot; The verb /VET, &quot;let

one place
&quot;

is used passively [and impersonally]
for &quot;let there be placed&quot; (cornp. Gesen. 137

[ 134] ). It is not necessary, with the Vulg. and

Pesh. to read JV$FI, &quot;here shalt thou stay the

pride of thy waves,&quot; or, with Codurcus, Ewald,
and others to make XD the subj. (in the sense
of &quot;this

place&quot;). On the pride of the waves&quot;

=&quot; proud waves,&quot; comp. Ps. Ixxxix. 10 [9].

y. Questions respecting the regular advance of the

light of morning upon the earth: vers. 12-15.

[&quot;The
transition from the sea to the morning is

not so abrupt as it appears. For the ancients

supposed that the sun sets in the ocean, and at

his rising comes out of it again.&quot; Noyes. &quot;Here

with genuine poetry the dawn sending forth its

rays upon the earth immediately after creation

is represented in its regular recurrence and in

its moral significance. This member accordingly
forms the transition to the following strophe; it

is however first of all the logical conclusion of

the first.&quot; Schlortmann].
Ver. 12. Hast thou since thy birth (lit.

&quot;from thy days&quot;) commanded the morning
(i.

&amp;lt;?.. to arise at its time), made known to
the dawn its place, (lit.

&quot;made the dawn to

know its place &quot;).
Instead of the K thibh,

ru; it is certainly admissible to read with the

K ri intfn rjyT; the anarthrous 1p3 of the
first member by no means requires us to remove
the definite article from the dawn, which is al

ways only one.
[&quot;The mention of its place

here seems to be an allusion to the fact that it

does not always occupy the same position. At
one season of the year it appears on the equator,
at another north, at another south of it, and is

constantly varying its position. Yet it always
knows its place. It never fails to appear where
by the long-observed laws it ought to appear.&quot;

Barnes].
Ver. 13. That it may take hold on the

borders (or &quot;fringes&quot;)
of the earth. The sur

face of ttie earth is conceived of s an outspread
carpet, of the ends of which the dawn as ft were
takes hold all together as it rises suddenly and
spreads itself rapidly (comp. ch. xxxvii. 3; Ps.
cxxxix. 9), and this with the view of shakingout
of it &quot;the wicked, the evil-doers who, dreading
the light, ply their business upon it by night;&quot;

i. e. t of removing them from it at once. The pas
sage contains an unmistakable allusion to Job s

own previous description in ch. xxiv. 13 seq.
God, anticipating herein in a certain measure the
contents of His second discourse, would give
Job to understand &quot;how through the original
order of creation as -established by Himself hu
man wrong is ever annulled

again&quot;) Ewald.

Comp. also v. 15).
Ver. 14. That it may change like signet-

clay i. ., the earth
(}.;/ arjfMvrpif, Herod. II.

38), which during the night is, as it were, a

shapeless mas, like unsealed wax, but which, in

the bright light of the morning, reveals the en
tire beauty of its changing forms, of its heights
and depths, etc. The subj. of O2fjT is to be

sought neither in the
&quot;morning&quot; and

&quot;day-

spring&quot; of ver. 12 (Schultens, Rosenmuller),
which is altogether too far removed from this

clause, nor in the &quot;borders&quot; of ver. 13 (Ewnld),
but in the particular things found on the earth s

surface. The effect of the morning on them is

that
&quot;they set themselves forth (or, all sets

itself forth) 1 ke a garment,&quot; t. e., in all the ma
nifold variegated forms and colors of gay apparel.

Ver. 15. From the wicked their light is

withheld t. e., the darkness of the night with
which they are so familiar [and which is to them
what light is to others], comp. cb. xxiv. 16 seq.

(Delilz.: &quot;the light to which they are partial&quot;

[ihr LieMinf/slicht]). And the uplifted arm
(is) broken i. e., figuratively, in the sense

that the light of the day compels it to desist

from the violence, to fultil which it had raised

itself (comp. ch. xxii. 8).

4. Continuation: b. Questions respecting the

heights and depths above and below the earth,
and the natural forces proceeding from them:
vers. 16-27.

a. The depths under the earth: vers 16-18.

Ver. 16. Hast thou come to the well-

springs of the sea ? i. f., to those &quot;fountains

of the deep&quot;
of which the Mosaic account of

the Flood makes mention; Gen. vii. 11; vi.i. 2

(comp. above on Ter. 8). The phrase D*~ J3!1J,

found only here, is not, with Olshausen and
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Hitzig, to be changed into D &quot;1

^}, for the root

^pj is evidently only a harsher variation of JOJ,

and so beyond a doubt expresses the notion of

&quot;welling, springing.&quot; Thus correctly the LXX:
irnyri tiahdaow. [Jarchi, followed by Bernard,

Lee, (and see Ewald and Schlottmann) defines

DO3J to mean &quot;entanglements, mazes&quot; (comp.

^13); but this meaning is less probable than the

one more commonly received after the Sept.]
In respect to

&quot;Ipn.
in b, comp. above, ch. viii.

;
xi. 7.

Ver. 17. Have the gates of death opened
themselves to thee, etc. Comp. ch. xxvi. 6,

where the mention of the realm of the dead fol

lows that of the sea precisely as here. On
&quot;death,&quot; as meaning the realm of the dead,

eomp. &quot;ch. xxviii. 22
;
and on fMO/y in the same

sense, see ch. x. 21 seq
Ver. 18. Hast thou made an examination

unto the breadths of the earth. ~\y plJfin
signifies, as also in chap, xxxii. 12, -to at

tend to anything strictly, to take a close obser

vation of anything,&quot; the lj? indicating that this

observation is complete, that it penetrates

through to the extreme limit. The interrogative

H is omitted before
PJJ3np&amp;gt;

iQ order tc avoia

the concurrence of the two aspirates (Ewald,

$ 324, b). On b comp. ver.- 4, M 7.3 refers not

to the earth, but in the neuter sense, to the things

spoken of in the questions just asked.
[&quot;

To see

the force of this (question), we must remember
that the early conception of the earth was that

it was a vast plain, and tha in the time of Job
its limits were unknown.&quot; Barnes. &quot;Too much
stress is commonly laid on the fact that when
the poet wrote this, only a small part of the
earth was known. Unquestionably the conscious
ness of the limitation of man s vision was in

some respects strengthened by that fact ; but that
which is properly the main point here, to wit,
the inability of man, at one glance to compass
the whole earth and all its hidden depths retains
all its ancient stress in connection with the
widest geographical acquaintance with the sur
face of the earth.&quot; Scblottmann].

/?. The heights of light above the earth : vers.
19-21.

Ver. 19. What is the way (thither, where)
the light dwells. On the relative clause
1iK

j
lSKT comp. Qes. \ 123 [ 121], 3, c. On b,

comp. ch. xxviii. 1-12. The meaning of the whole
Terse is as follows : Both light and darkness
have a first starting point or a final outlet, which
is unapproachable to man, and unattainable to
his researches.

[&quot;As
in Gen. i., the light is

here regarded as a self-subsist en t, natural force,
Independent of the heavenly luminaries by which
it is transmitted : and herein modern investiga
tion agrees with the direct observations of anti-

-quity.&quot; Schlottm.]
Ver. 20. That Thou mightest bring them

(light and darkness) to their bound [lit. &quot;it

to its bound,&quot; the subjects just named considered

separately]. &quot;3 as above in ver. 5. Hp
1

? lit.

&quot;to bring, to
fetch;&quot; comp. Gen. xxvii. 13;

xlii. 16; xlviii. 9. And that thou shouldest

know the paths of their house, i. e. &quot;to

their home, their abiding place&quot; (comp. ch.

xxviii. 23). It is possible that by this &quot;know

ing about the paths of their house&quot; is meant

taking back [escorting home] the light and
darkness, just as in the first member mention is

made of fetching, bringing them away ; for the

repetition of .3 seems to indicate that the mean

ing of the two halves of the verse is not identi

cal (Dillraann).
Ver. 21 is evidently intended ironically :

Thou knowest, for then wast thou born,
i. e. at the time when light and darkness were

created, and their respective boundaries were
determined. The meaning is essentially the

same as in h. xv. 7. On the Imperf. with TK

comp. Gesenius, \ 127 [ 125], 4, a; Ewald, \
136, b. And the number of thy days is

many. The attraction in connection with &quot;13DO

as in ch. xv. 20; xxi. 21. [The interrogative

rendering of this verse, as in E. V.: &quot;Knowest

thou it, because thou wast then born?&quot; etc., is

excessively flat. It may be undesirable, as

Barnes says, &quot;to represent God as speaking in

the language of irony and sarcasm, unless the

rules of interpretation imperatively demand it.&quot;

But humiliating irony surely accords better
with the dignity and character of the speaker,
as well as with the connection, than pointless

insipidity. E.]
y. Snow and hail, light and wind: vers.

22-24.
Ver. 22. Hast thou come to the treasu

ries of the snow ? Comp. on ch. xxxvii. 9.

The figure of the &quot;treasuries&quot; (JllTjfN, maga
zines, storehouses) vividly represents the im
mense quantities in which snow and hail are
wont to fall on the earth; comp. Ps. cxxxv. 7.

Ver. 23 gives the purpose and rule of the
Divine Government of the world, which snow
and hail are constrained to subserve. Which
I have reserved for the time of distress.

Such an ~2f nj? (comp. ch. xv. 24; xxxvi. 16)

may be caused in the east not only by a hail

storm (Ex. ix. 22; Hag. ii. 17; Sir. xxxix. 29),
but even by a fall of snow. In February, 1860,
innumerable herds of sheep, goats and Cimels,
and also many men, were destroyed in Hauran
by a snow-storm, in which snow fell in enor
mous quantities, as described by Muhammed
el-Chatib el-Bosrawi in a writing still in the

posse-ssion of Consul Wetzstein (Delitzsch). The
second member refers to such cases as Josh. x.

II (comp Is. xxviii. 17; xxx. 30; Ezek. xiii.

13; Ps. Ixviii. 15 [14]; 1 Sam. vii. 10; 2 Sam.
xxiii. 20), where violent hail or thunder-storms
contributed to decide the issues of war in
accordance with the divine decrees.

Ver. 24. What is the way to where the
light is parted [where] the east wind
spreadeth over the earth. The construction
as in ver. 19 a. The light and the east wind

(i. e. a violent wind, a storm in general, comp.
ch. xxvii. 21) are here immediately joined toge
ther, because the course of both these agents
defies calculation, and because they are incred

ibly swift in their movements [possibly also
because they both proceed from the same point
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of the compass]. TIN scarcely denotes the
lightning, as in ch. xxxvii. 3 seq. (Schlottmann),
which is first spoken of in ver. 25, and then

again in ver. 35, and to which the verb
p7lT,

&quot;divides, scatters itself,&quot; is less suitable than
to the bright day-light (comp. ver. 13 seq.)
In respect to ^ SH, se diffundere, comp. Ex. v.

12; 1 Sam. xiii. 8. [According to the E. V. the
light is the subject of both members:

&quot;By what
way is the light parted, which scattereth the
east wind upon the earth.&quot; But this construc
tion is less probable and suitable than that

given above, which recognizes the
&quot;light&quot;

as
the subject of the first member, and the &quot;east-

wind&quot; of the second. E ]
d. The rain storm and the lightning considered

as divinely appointed phenomena which, while

they inspire terror, are productive of beneficent
results : vers. 25-27.

Ver. 25. Who hath divided a water
course for the rain-torrent, i. e., conducted
the rain through the thick masses of clouds to

specific portions of the thirsty earth. H^L?,

which of itself means &quot;flood, torrent of waters &quot;

in general, is used here of a down-pouring be
neficent torrent of rain

[&quot;

the earthward direc
tion assigned to the water-spouts is likened to

an aqueduct coming downwards from the sky;&quot;

Delitzsch], and hence in a different sense from
e. ff., Ps. xxxii. 6. The second member is taken

verbally from chap xxviii. 2fi.

Ver. 26. That it may rain on the land
where no man is; lit. &quot;to cause it to rain,&quot;

etc. The subject of Vtpon/ is of course God

who has been already indicated by D in ver.

25. That it should rain on a land of &quot; no-

man&quot; (the construction as in ch. x. 22), i. e., on
a land destitute of men, not artificially irrigated
and tilled by men, is here set forth as a wise and

loving providential arrangement of God s.

[&quot;God lays stress on this circumstance in order

to humiliate man, and to show him that the

earth was made neither by him, nor for him.&quot;

Renan. &quot;Man who is so prone to put his own
interests above everything else, and to judge
everything from his own human point of view,
is here most strikingly reminded, how much
wider is the range of the Divine vision, and how
God in the exercise of His loving solicitude re

members even those regions, which receive no

care from man, so that even there the possibility

of life and growth is secured to His creatures.&quot;

Dillmann],
Ver. 27 then states more definitely this benefi

cent purpose of God : to satisfy the wild and

wilderness, (HXitfOI HKtf as in ch. xxx. 8)

[&quot;

the desert is thus like a thirsty pilgrim; it is

parched, and thirsty, and sad, and it appeals to

God, and He meets its wants and satisfies it,&quot;

Barnes], and to make the green herb to

sprout; lit. &quot;to make the place (the place of

going forth, NXO, comp. ch. xxviii. 1) of the

green herb to sprout.&quot;

5. Continuation, c. Questions respecting the

phenomena of the atmosphere and the wonders

of the starry heavens: vers. 28-38.

a. Respecting rain, dew, ice, and hoar-frost:
vers. 28-30.

Vers. 28-29. Is there a father to the rain ?
As this member, together with the following in

quires (through the formula T^in 0) after &
male progenitor for the atmospheric precipita
tions of moisture, so does ver. 29 inquire after
the mother of ice and hoar-frost, for the formula

MKT &quot;D in 6 also refers to the agency of a mo
ther, as well as the question in a. This varia
tion of gender in the representation is to be ex
plained by the fact that rain and dew come from
heaven, the abode of God, while ice and hoar
frost come out of the earth, out of the secret

womb of the waters (verse 8). So 7JK in
T

ver. 28 b are not &quot;reservoirs of dew&quot; (Gese-

nius), for which the verb T S in would not be

suitable, but drops (lit. balls, globules ; LXX. :

fiuZoi) of dew, whether the root 7JK be asso

ciated with 7/J, volvtre (which is the view com
monly held), or with the Arab, agal, retinere, col-

lijfre (so Delitzsch).
Ver. 30 describes more specifically the won

derful process which takes place when water is

frozen into ice The water hardens like
stone. 1X3nJV, lit.

&quot;they hide themselves,

draw themselves together, thicken&quot; (a related
form is KOFI, whence HNOn, curdled milk).

T T T :

The same representation of the process of

freezing as producing contraction or compres
sion (a representation which in the strict

physical sense is not quite correct, seeing
that water on the contrary always expands
in freezing comp. Ptnff, in the work cited

above, pp. 103, 189 seq.), was given above

by Elihu, chapter xxxvii. 10, not however
without indicating in what sense he intended
this compression, a sense which is by no means
incorrect; see on the passage. A similar inti

mation is conveyed here by the second member:
and the face of the deep cleaves toge
ther, and thus constitutes a firm solid mass

(conlinuum), instead of fluctuating to and fro, as

in the fluid state, l^pn as in ch. xli. 8 [17];

comp. the Greek f^eadat.

ft. Respecting the control of the stars, and of

their influence upon earth: vers. 31-33.

Ver. 31. Canst thou bind the bands of

the Pleiades? rW^O here not= amcenitates,

as in 1 Sam. xv. 32, [E. V., &quot;sweet influences,&quot;

referring to the softening and gladdening influ

ences of spring-time, when that constellation

makes its appearance] but ine;a(LXX. : rfeo//6v;

Targ. 7. ?
= aflp6f) as appears from IB p

&quot; lo

bind,&quot; and the parallel lYlJCfiO in 6, and not

less from the testimony of all the ancient ver

sions, of Talmudic usage, and of the Masora. It

is to be derived accordingly by transposition
from 1J.T, &quot;to bind&quot; (comp. ch. xxxi. 36) not

from \iy.
The arranging of the stars of the

Pleiades (HO 3 as in ch. ix. 9) in a dense group

is with poetic boldness described here as the

binding of a fillet, or of a cluster of diamonds.
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(See a similar conception copied out
of_

Persian

poets in Ideler, Sternennamen, p. 147). Or

loose the bands of Orion, so that this bril

liant constellation would fall apart, or fall down

from heaven, to which the presumptuous giant

is chained (comp. on ch. ix. 9). The explana

tion preferred by Dillmann is admissible, ami

even perhaps, in view of the etymon of nOViOi

to be preferred to the one more commonly adopt

ed: &quot;Or canst thou loose the lines [German

Zugseile, draw-lines, traces, the cords by which

he is drawn up to his place, suggested by ^tTO]

of Orion (the giant suspended in heaven), and

thus canst thou now raise, and now lower him in

the firmament?&quot; The reference of the passage

to the Star Suhgl = Canopus (Saad., Gekat.,

Abulwalid, comp. also Delitzsch) is uncertain,

and conflicts with the well-known signification

of V&quot;D3, which is also firmly established by ch.

ix 9

Ver. 32. Canst thou bring forth the bright
stars in their time (V\#3 as in ch. v. 26: Ps.

civ. 27; cxlv. 16). The word JYn-TO, to which

such a variety of interpretations have been given,

which already the LXX. did not understand, and

accordingly rendered by fiaaovpud [followed
herein by E. V.,

&quot; Mazzaroth
&quot;],

seems to be

most simply explained (with Dillmann) as a con

tracted form of rYnnn, from iriT, splendere, and

to mean accordingly
&quot; the brightly shining, bril

liant stars,&quot; in which case we may assume the

planets to be intended, particularly such as are

pre-eminently brilliant, as Venus. Jupiter, Mars,

(comp. Vulg., &quot;Luciferum&quot;) [Fiirst: Jupiter,

the supreme god of good fortune]. The &quot;

being

brought forth in their time
&quot; seems to suit better

these wandering stars than e. g.,
&quot; the two

crowns,&quot; the Northern and Southern (Cocceius,

Eichhorn, Michaelis, Ewald, by comparison with

*VJ) [these constellations being, as Dillmann ob

jects, too obscure and too little known], or the

twelve signs of the Zodiac (so the majority of

moderns, on the basis of the very precarious

identification of rfn-IO with jVlVtD, 2 Ki. xxiii.

5), or the twenty-eight stations (Arab. menSzil)
of the moon (so A. Weber, in his Abhandlung
fiber die vedischen Nachrichten von den nazatra, oder

Mondstationen, 1860), or, finally, any prophetic
stars whatever, astra prsesaya, prsemonentia (Ge-
senius, who refers the word to &quot;UJ in the Arabic

signification). And guide the Bear (lit.,

&quot;the she-bear,&quot; $[, comp. ch. ix. 9) together
with his [lit., her] young? i. e., the constel
lation of the Bear with the three stars forming
its tail, which are regarded as its children (D^J3,
in Arab. JVIJ3) ; see on ch. ix. 9. The evening
star (vesperus, Vulg.) is far from being intended,
and equally so the comparatively unimportant
constellation Capella (Eichhorn, Bibliothek, Vol.

VII., p. 429).
Ver. 33. Knowest thou the laws of hea

ven ? t. ?., the laws which rule the course of
the stars, the succession of seasons and periods,
annual and diurnal, etc., (comp. Gen. i. 14 seq. ;

viii. 22). Or dost thou establish its domi
nion over the earth ? i. ., dost thou ordain

and confirm its influence (that of heaven, here

personified as a king; comp. Ewald, g 318 a) on

earthly destinies. IBp P, &quot;dominion,&quot; is con

strued [with 3] after the analogy of the verbs

3 rm, 3 buto.

y. Respecting the Divine control of clouds and

lightnings: vers. 34, 36. On ver. 34 b, comp.
ch. xxii. 11 b (which is here verbally repeated).
On ver. 35 comp. Ps. civ. 3

;
xxxiii. 9.

J. Additional questions relating to the clouds,

and their agencies : vers. 36-38.

Ver. 36. Who put wisdom in the dark
clouds, who gave understanding to that

which appears in the sky [Germ.
&quot;

Luftgebilde&quot;

atmospheric phenomena] ; t. e., who has given,
to them an intelligent arrangement and signifi

cance. fVinp, from niD, signifies here as in

Ps. li. 8, dark, hidden places,&quot; meaning here,
as the connection shows, &quot; dark clouds, black

cloud-layers
&quot;

(Eichhorn, Umbr., Hirz., Stichel,

Hahn, Dillmann, etc., by comparison with the

Arabic NHD, and its derivative nouns. In that

case OKf, from the Hebr. and Aram. TlDiff, &quot;to

see,&quot; (comp. nr3B? and JV3frp), signifies &quot;ap

pearance, phenomenon, form,&quot; here according
to the parallelism of the first member, &quot; a form,

phenomenon of the atmosphere, or the clouds.&quot;

It can scarcely mean (the rainbow being cer

tainly called 0$P, Gen. ix. 13)
&quot; an appearance

of light, fiery meteor&quot; (Ewald, Hahn), or &quot;the

full moon,&quot; (so Dillmann, at least tentatively,

assuming at the same time that flinp refers to

the dark phases of the moon). At all events the

explanation which refers both parallel expres
sions to phenomena of the cloud-heavens is the

only one suited to the context (as was the case with
the meteorological sense of

&quot;gold&quot;
in chap.

xxxvii. 22 ;
whereas on the contrary the inter

pretation long ago adopted by the Vulg., the 2d

Targ., and many Rabbis [and E. V.] and recently

by Delitzsch [Gesenius, Noyes, Conant, Barnes,
Wordsworth, Schlottmann, Renan], according to

which JVinU means &quot;the reins,&quot; or &quot;entrails,&quot;

(comp. Ps. li. 8 [6]), and 13Jy the &quot;cock&quot; [as
&quot; the weather-prophet icar E^OX^V among ani

mals,&quot; Delitzsch : while Gesenius, Schlott.nann,

Noyes, Conant, Wordsworth, Renan, as also E.

V., render by &quot;heart, intelligence&quot;] yields a

meaning that is singular enough, and which is

made no better when the cock is regarded as

speculator et prseco aurorse, as ales did nunlius

(Prudentius), or as a weather-prophet (after Ci

cero, de divin. II., 26), and the reins are sup

posed to be mentioned because of their power
of foretelling the weather and presaging the fu

ture. Still more singular and opposed to the

context is the rendering of the LXX. : T/f I6a-

KEV yvvaiK.1 v&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;da/itaTO^ aofyiav KOI TTOIKI^TIK^V kiua-

TT]fj.Tjv [And who has given to woman skill in

weaving, or knowledge of embroidery] ? They
seem to have read in the first member
the second JTOt?, &quot;embroidering women,&quot; or

,

&quot; to embroider.&quot;
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Ver. 37. Who numbers the clouds in
wisdom.

&quot;li)p
as elsewhere the Kal : &quot;to

number&quot; (chap, xxviii. 27). And the bottles
of the heavens who inclines them i. e.,

who causes them to be emptied, to pour out
their fluid contents. The comparison of the

clouds, laden with rain, to bottles, or pitchers
occurs frequently also in Arabic poets (see
Schultens on the passage). [E. V. &quot; Who can

stay the bottles of heaven?&quot; which is less suit

able to ^D^n, and to the context. Jerome, ta

king /33 to mean
&quot;harps,&quot;

renders uniquely:
ft concentrum ccelorum quis dormire forfeit]

Ver. 38. When the dust flows together
into a molten mass.

p^ D, &quot;fused, solid

metal,&quot; a word which is to be explained in ac

cordance with ch. xxxvii. 18 (not in accordance

with ch. xxii. 16). r&amp;gt;p here, as in 1 Kings xxii.

35, to be rendered intransitively: &quot;When the

dust pours itself,&quot;
. e., when it flows, runs, as

it were, together. In respect to DOJT, &quot;clods,&quot;

oomp. ch. xxi. 33.

6. Continuation and conclusion, d. Questions

respecting the propagation and preservation of

wild beasts as objects of the creative power and

wise providence ofGod. Chap, xxxviii xxxix. 30.

a. The lion, the raven, the wild goat, the stag,

and the wild ass: chap, xxxviii. 39 xxxix. 8.

Ver. 39. Dost thou hunt the prey for the

lioness, and dost thou appease the cra

ving of the young lions ? Respecting th

lion s names, N T? and &quot;V33, comp. on ch. iv.

11. &quot;To appease (lit.
to fill) the craving&quot;

(JTn Khp), means the same as &quot;to fill the soul
&quot;

(tfLp iD), Prov. vi. 30.

Ver. 40. When they crouch in the dens.

On inttf comp. Ps. x. 10. On rV&amp;gt;J\pO lustra,

comp. Ps. civ. 22. In respect to
i&quot;l|p

in 4,

comp. &quot;HO,
used elsewhere in the sense of

&quot;thicket,&quot;
Ps. x. 9; Jer. xxv. 38. On

3nj&amp;lt;-

)D
l

7,

which gives the object of the &quot;crouching&quot; and

&quot;sitting&quot; [or
&quot;

dwelling&quot;], comp. xxxi. 9 b.

Ver. 41. Who provides for the raven its

prey when its young ones cry unto God,

[wander without food ? The interrogation

properly extends over the whole verse, not, as in

E. V., over the first member only, which makes

the remainder of the verse meaningless. E.].

run, &quot;to prepare, to provide,&quot;
as in ch. xxvii.

16 seq. &quot;&quot;3 &quot;when,&quot; as in ver. 40 a. The ra

vens are introduced here, as in the parallel pas

sages, Ps. cxlvii. 9
;
Luke xii. 24, as objects of

God s fatherly care, rather than any other de

scription of birds, because they are specially no

ticeable among birds in search of food, by rea

son of their hoarse cries. Observe moreover the

contrast, which is surely intentional between

the mighty monarch of the beasts, which in ver

39 seq is put at the head of beasts in search of

food, and the contemptibly small, insignificant

and uncomely raven. [&quot;Jewish
and Arabian

writers tell strange stories of this bird, and

eruelty to its young; hence, say some t

Lord s express care for the young ravens, afte

hey had been driven out of the nests by the pa-
ent birds; but this belief in the ravens want
f affection to its young is entirely without

oundation. To the fact of the raven being a

ommon bird in Palestine, and to its habit of

lying restlessly about in constant search for

ood to satisfy its voracious appetite, may per-

aps be traced the reason for its being selected

&amp;gt;y

our Lord and the inspired writers 88 the es-

ecial object of God s providing care.&quot; Smith s

Bib. Diet. Art, &quot;

Raven.&quot;]

Chap, xxxix. 1-4: Propagation and increase

f the wild goats (rock-goats, ibices) and stags.
Ver. 1. Knowest thou the time when

the wild goats bear? observest thou the

travail of the hinds? ^n Inf. Pilel of

/in, &quot;to be in labor,&quot; uoivetv (comp. the Pulal

n ch. xv. 7), here the object of
&quot;UDEf^l,

to which

erb the influence of the H before r\pT. in the

irst member extends.

Ver. 2. Dost thou number the months
which they (must) fulfil; i. e., until they

)ring forth, hence their period of gestation.
&quot;The point of the question can scarcely be that

Job could have no knowledge whatever of the

matters here referred to, but that he could have

no such knowledge as would qualify him to

stand toward these creatures at such a t&amp;gt;me in

the place of God; or, as Carey expresses it:

&quot; Can you keep an exact register of all this, and

xercise such providential care over these crea-

:ures, the mountain goats and hinds, as to pre
serve them from dangers during the time of ges

tation, and then deliver them at the proper pe

comp.

riod?&quot; E.]. In the second member

with full-toned suffix, is used for j^T?
Ruth i. 19, and Gesenius, \ 91 [ 89]1 1, Rem. 2.

[Green, \ 104, g\.
Ver. 3. They bow themselves (comp. 1

Sam. iv. 19), they let their young ones
break through (lit. &quot;cleave;&quot; comp. ch. xvi.

13), they cast away their pains ;
t. e.

}
the

fruit of their pains, their foetm, for this is what

pn here signifies, not the after-pains, as Hirzel

arid Schlottmann think. Comp. ftiifxu wffivarr:

edere faelum, in Euripides, Ion 45; also ex

amples of the same phraseology from the Arabic

in Schultens on the passage. It will be soen

further that njH^Sn (instead of which Olshau-

sen needlessly conjectures PUoSan after chap.

xxi. 10) forms a pironomasia with njrntPH.

Ver. 4. Their young ones become strong

(Obn lit. &quot;to grow fat,&quot; pinowscere), grow up
in the desert. 133=pn3, or nTtf3, as often

in the Targ. [a meaning more suitable to the

context than that of E. V. &quot; with corn
&quot;]. They

go away, and return not to them; f. e., to

the parents. &quot;l^S however might also be ex

plained after ch.vi. 19; xxir. 16 as Dal. corn-

modi : sibi=3ui juris esse volentes (Schultens, De-

litzch).
Vers 5-8. The wild ass, introduced as an ex

ample of many beasts, the life of which is cha-
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racterized by unrestricted liberty, defying and

mocking all human control and nurture.

Ver. 6. Who hath sent out the wild ass

free, and who hath loosed the bands of

the fugitive? The words K?3 (Arab, fera,

comp. above ch. vi. 6; xi. 12; xxiv. 5) and 11^
denote one and the same animal, the wild ass or

onager (the bvof a~ypio$ of the LXX., the &quot; Ku-

lan&quot; of the eastern Asiatics of to-day), which is

characterized by the first name as the &quot; swift

runner,&quot; by the latter (which in Aramaic, and

particularly in the Targum is the common

name), as the &quot;

shy, fleeing one.&quot; As to the

predicate accusative ^Sn, &quot;free, set loose,&quot;

comp. Deut. xv. 12
; Jer. xxxiv. 14. As to the

second member, comp. ch. xxxviii. 31.

Ver. 6. Whose home [lit. &quot;house&quot;]
I

have made the desert, and his abode the

salt-steppe. The word &quot;salt-steppe&quot;

which is here used as parallel to &quot;waste, de

sert&quot; (&quot;i:ny,
ch. xxiv. 5 6), stands in Ps. cvii.

34 as the opposite of H3
^&quot;1X (comp. Judg. ix.

45, where mention is made of sowing a destroyed

city with
salt). On the preference of the wild

ass for saline plants, and on his disposition to

take up bis abode in salt marshes, comp. Okeu,
Allg. Naturgtsrh. Vol. VII., p. 1230.

Ver. 7. [He laughs at the tumult (E. V.

&quot;multitude,&quot; but the parallelism favors &quot;tu

mult&quot;) of the city], the driver s shouts he
hears not; i. e., he flees from the control of the

drivers, to which the tamed ass is subjected.
On fVlWjto, comp. ch. xxxvi. 29.

Ver. 8*. He ranges through the mountains
as his pasture. So according to the reading
&quot;WV (Imperf. of &quot;HP, investigare), which is at

tested by almost all the ancient versions, by the

LXX, Vulg., Targum. The Masoretic reading
&quot;WV is either (with the Pesh. Le Clerc, etc.) to

be taken as a variant of
&quot;Nfl, abundantia, or as a

derivative of ~N7% with the meaning,
&quot; that

which is searched out
&quot;

(investigatum, investiga-

bile). But the statement that &quot; the abundance
of the mountains is the pasture of the wild ass&quot;

would be at variance with the fact in respect to

the life of these animals, which inhabit the bare

mountain-steppes (comp. Oken in the work cited

above). On the other hand we should expect the
normal form ~MfV, following the analogy of such

words as
Dip

to have an active rather than a

passive signification. &quot;1VV however can scarcely
mean &quot;

circle, compass,&quot; [E. V.
&quot;range &quot;]

here
(Hahn).

j8. The oryx and ostrich : vers. 9-18.
Ver. 9. Will the oryx be pleased to

serve thee ? D }, contracted from DN1

(comp. the full written form D tO, Ps. xcii.

11), assuredly denotes not the rhinoceros
(Aq., Vulgate) [Good, Barnes], because the
animal intended must be one that was common
in Western Asia, and especially in the regions
of Syria and Palestine. Comp. the reference to
it in Ps. xxii. 22 [21]; xxix. 6; Deut. xxxiii.
17; Isa. xxxiv. 7. It would be more natural,
with Schultens, Gesenius, De Wette, Umbreit,
Hirzel [Robinson, Noyes, Carey, Wordsworth,

Renan, Rodwell, Conant, Furst, SMITH S Bib.

Diet. Art. &quot;Unicorn&quot;], etc., to understand the

buffalo or wild ox [bos bubalus) to be intended,

seeing that this animal is still quite common in

Palestine, and that here a contrast seems to be
intended between this wild ox and the tame spe
cies (see ver. 10). But this particular buffalo

of Palestine is an animal which is not particu

larly strong, or characterized by untamable

wildness, as is shown by the fact that it is fre

quently used in tilling the land (RUSSELL, Na-

lurgesch. von Aleppo, II. 7) [THOMSON S Land and
tht Book, I. 386, 387], The fj.ovoKepuc of the

LXX. [E. V.: &quot;unicorn&quot;] (of which the Talmu-

dic BH is a mutilated form, and the p

of Aquila and Jerome is a misunderstanding)
points to an animal which is, if not always, yet
often, represented as having one horn, i. e., as

being armed with one horn on the forehead, con

sisting of two which have grown together. Such
an animal seems in ancient times to have been
somewhat common in Egypt and South-western

Asia, the same being a species nearly related to

the oryx antelope (Anfil. loucoryx) of to-day.
It is represented on Egyptian monuments, now
with two horns, and now with one. It is de
scribed by Aristotle and Pliny as a one-horned,
cloven hoof (Aristotle, Hist. Anim. II. 1; De
Parlib. Anim. III. 2

; Pliny, Hist. Nat. XI. 106);
and in all probability it has been again disco

vered recently in the Tschiru, or the Antil.

Hodgsonii of Southern Thibet (Hue and Gabet,
Journeyings through Mongolia and Thibet, Germ.
Edit., p. 323; see the passage quoted in Delitzsch,

II., p. 334, n. 2). The name D T in the passage
before us is all the more suitably applied to such
an animal of the oryx species, in view of the

fact that the corresponding Arabic word still

signifies a species of antelope among the Syro-
Arabians of to-day, and that this same oryx-fa
mily embraces sub-species which are particu

larly wild, largely and powerfully built, and al

most bovine in their characteristics. Accord

ingly, Luther s translation of the word by &quot;uni

corn,&quot; in this passage, and probably in every
other where DJO occurs in the Old Testament,

supported as it is by the LXX., might be justified
without our being compelled to understand by
this &quot;unicorn&quot; a fabulous animal like that of the

Perso-Assyrian monuments, or of the English
royal coat-of-arms. Comp. on the subject S.

Bochart, Hierozoicon, II. 335 seq.; Rosenmiiller,
Bibl. Alterth. IV. 2, 288 seq.; Lichtenstein, Did

Antilopen, 1824; Lewysohn, Zoologie des Talmud,
1858, 146, 174; Sundewall, Die Thierarten des

Aristoteles, Stockholm, 1863, p. 64 seq.; also Ko-
ner s Zeitschr. fur allgem. Erdkunde, 1862, II.,

H. 3, p. 227, where interesting information is

given respecting the researches of the English
man, W. B. Bailie, touching the existence of a
one-horned animal still to be found in the regions
of Central Africa, south of the Sea of Tsad, dif

fering both from the rhinoceros and from the
unicorn of the British coat-of-arms, which is

probably, therefore, an African variety of the

oryx antelope, and possibly the very same va

riety as that represented on the old Egyptian
monuments. [See Robinson s Researches in Pa
lestine, III. 306, 663; Wilson, Lands of the Bible,
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II., p. 167 seq.; and the remarks of Dr. Mason,
of the Assam Mission, in the Christian Review,
January, 1856, quoted by Conant in this verse.]

Will he lodge [lit. &quot;pass the
night,&quot; fV] at

thy crib? lit. &quot;over thy crib&quot; [hence DON
cannot be, as defined by Gesenius, &quot;stall, sta

ble&quot;], for the crib being very low, the cattle of
the ancients in the East reached over it with the
head while lying beside it. (Jump. Isa. i. 3 and

Hitzig on the passage.
Ver. 10. Dost thou bind the oryx to the

furrow of his cord? i.e., to the furrow

(comp. chap. xxxi. 88) which he raises by means
of the ploughshare, as he is led along by the
cord. Or will he harrow the valleys (Ps.
Ixv. 14) after thee

(-&quot;pHN), i.e., while follow

ing thee, when thou seekest to lead him in the
act of ploughing [rather, as in the text, harrow

ing, TW ,
to level].

Ver. 11. Wilt thou trust him because
his strength is great?- i.e., will the great

strength which he possesses awake thy confi

dence, and not rather thy mistrust? On JTJ

&quot;labor&quot;
[&quot;wilt

thou commit to him thy labor&quot;],

in the sense of the fruit of labor, the product of

tilling, comp. Ps. Ixxviii. 46 : cxxviii. 2. The
verse following is decisive in favor of this in

terpretation of the verse before us; otherwise
the word might, in accordance with Gen. xxxi.

42, denote the labor or the toil itself.

Ver. 12. Wilt thou trust to him that he
bring home thy sowing? Respecting 3 as

exponent of the object, see Ewald, 336, b.

2W ,
if we adhere to it, with the K thibh, is used

in the transitive sense, as in chap. xlii. 10; Ps.

Ixxxv. 6. The K ri, however, substitutes for it

the Hiphil, which, in this sense, is the form
more commonly used. And that he gather

(into) thy threshing-floor. &quot;JJ^
ia probably

locative (= ;

|J7-D ^ mav possibly, however,

be taken as accusative of the object per synecdo-
chen continentis pro contento (threshing-flour^
fruits of the threshing-floor, yield of the har

vest), as in Ruth iii. 2; Matt. iii. 12.

Vers. 13-18. The ostrich (lit. the female os

trich) introduced as an example of untamable
wildness from among the birds. The wing
of the (female) ostrich waves joyously.
D^JI, lit.

&quot;

wailings, shrill cries of mourning&quot;

plur. abstr.) is a poetic designation of the os

trich here, or of the female ostrich, noted for its

piercing cries. So correctly the Vulg., Bochart,
and almost all the moderns. The Targ. arbitra

rily understands the bird designated to be the

&quot;mountain-cock.&quot; Kimchi and Luther the
&quot;pea

cock&quot; [and so E. V.: &quot;Gavest thou the goodly

wings unto the pea-cocks?&quot;] As to D7#J, &quot;to

move itself joyously,&quot; comp. chap. xx. 18; also

the Homeric expression, ayaMetr&ai irTepiiyeootv.

IB it a pious pinion and plumage ? i. .,

is the wing of this bird, the waving of which

is so powerful and wonderfully rapid, a pious

one, productive of mild and tender qualities,

like that of (he stork? For it is to that bird

which in its build resembles the ostrich, but

39

which is more mild in disposition, and is, in

particular, more affectionate and careful in the
treatment of its offspring that the predicate
n

y?0&amp;gt; P*a i with its double meaning, refers

(which Delitzsch accordingly translates ttorch-

fromm [stork-pious], pia inttar circonix\. This
is evident from the description which follows.

Ver. 14. Nay, she abandons her eggs
to the earth. &quot;3 here

&quot;nay, rather,&quot; as in

chap. xxii. 2. The subj. of 3I^n is the D JJI of
ver. 13, construed here as Fern. Sing. The same
construction obtains in the following verbs Ew.
318 a).

Ver. 15. And forgets that the foot can
crush them. rGC^ij simply consecutive, and

hence present; comp. chap. iii. 21. On the

sing, suffix in rPHJI, referring to the eggs, see

Gesenius, \ 146 [| 143], 3. The fact here de

scribed, to wit, that the mother ostrich easily

forgets her eggs, at least while she is not yet
through with laying them, as well as in the be

ginning of the period of incubation, and that she
leaves them unprotected, especially on the ap
proach of hunters, is true of this animal only in

its wild condition. In that state it shares these
and similar habits, proceeding from excessive
wildness and fear of man, with many other

birds, as, e.g., the partridge. In its tamed

condition, the ostrich watches over its young
very diligently indeed, and, moreover, shows

nothing of that stupidity popularly ascribed to

it, and which has become proverbial (to which
ver. 17 alludes). Comp. the Essay entitled :

Die Zuchtung des Straussen alt eurc-piiischei Haus-

thier, in the Ausland, 1869, No. 13, p. 306. The
opinion moreover, partially circulated among
the ancients, that the ostrich does not at all in

cubate its eggs, belongs to that class of scientific

fables which, as in the case of those strange ani

mals the basilisk, the dragon, the unicorn, etc.,

have been incorrectly imputed to the Old Testa
ment. The verse before us furnishes no support
whatever to that opinion. [See Smith s Bib.

Diet., Art. &quot;Ostrich.&quot; &quot;The habit of the ostrich

leaving its eggs to be matured by the sun s heat

is usually appealed to in order to confirm the

Scriptural account, she leaveth her eggs to the

earth; but this is probably the case only with
the tropical birds; the ostriches with which the

Jews were acquainted were, it is likely, birds

of Syria, Egypt and North Africa ; but even if

they were acquainted with the habits of the tro

pical ostriches, how can it be said that she for-

getteth that the foot may crush the eggs, when

they are covered a foot deep or more in sand ?

We believe (he true explanation of this passage
is to be found in the fact that the ostrich de

posits some of her eggs not in the nest, but

around it; these lie about on the surface of the

sand, to all appearance forsaken; they are how
ever designed for the nourishment of the young
birds, according to Levaillant and Bonjainville

(Cuvier, An. King, by Griffiths and others, viii.

432),&quot;
and see below on ver. 16].

Ver. 16. She deals hardly with her

young, as though they were not hers; lit.

&quot;for not to her&quot;
(i. e., belonging to her)

ITU? pH, lit. &quot;Ae deals hardly; which, bearing in
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mind [the suffix in rn3, and] the clause -XT?

nS, which immediately follows, gives a change

of gender which is intolerably harsh, which we

may perhaps obviate (withEwald, etc.) by point

ing ITtfpn (Inf. Absol., comp Ewald, \ 280, a).

The correction ITtfr) (Hirzel, Dillraann)

[Merx] is less plausible. In vain is her labor

without her being distressed; lit. &quot;without

fear&quot; pnfl- Ss), i. e., her labor in laying her

eggs is in vain (inasmuch as many of her eggs

are abandoned by her to destruction), without

her giving herself uny trouble or anxiety on that

account. This unconcern and carelessness of

the female ostrich touching the fate of her

young, which stands in glaring contrast with the

tender anxiety of the stork-mother (ver. 13 b),

ia carried to such a length, that she herself

often stamps to pieces her eggs (the shells of

which moreover are quite hard), when she ob

serves that men or beasts have been about; and

even uses the eggs which are left to lie un-

hatched in feeding the youug ones as they creep
forth. Comp. Wetzstein, in Delitzsch II., p.

339 seq.
Ver. 17. For God made her to forget wis

dom, and gave her no share in under

standing. ne?n Perf. Hiph. with the suffix

n~ from iltfj (comp. ch. xi. 6). Hr33
pSn,

&quot;to give a share in understanding&quot; (comp. ch.

vii. 13; xxi. 25). For parallel expressions as

to the thought, to wit, Arabic proverbs about the

stupidity of the ostrich, see Schultens and Um-
breit on the passage. The only other passage
in the Old Testament where the cruelty of the

ostrich is set forth ia proverbial form is Lam.
iv. 3.

Ver. 18. At the time when she lashes
herself aloft, she laughs at the horse and
his rider. r\^3, here not &quot;at this time, just

now&quot; (Gesen., Schlott,), but=1C^X f\jp, and

hence with an elliptical relative clause following.

Respecting X&quot;O, which both in Kal. and Hiphil
can signify &quot;to lash, to beat,&quot; and which in He
brew is found in this signification only here, see

Gesenius in the Lexicon. The whole verse de
scribes in a way which combines simplicity and
terseness with vividness, the lightning-like
swiftness of an ostrich, or a herd of such birds,

fleeing before hunters on horseback, the run

ning movement of the bird being aided by the
vibration of the wings. At the same time the
mention of &quot;the horse and his rider&quot; prepares
the transition to the description which follows,
the only one in this series which refers to a
tamed animal.

Vers. 19-25. The war-horse a favorite sub
ject of description also on the part of Arabian
and other oriental poets; comp. the &quot;Praise of
the Horse&quot; in v. Hammer Purgstall s Duft-
kijrner: Amrul-Keis, Moallakat, vers. 50,64, and
other parallels to this passage cited by Umbreit.
Of all these poetic descriptions which havecoine
down from antiquity (to which also may be
added Virgil, Georg. Ill

,
75 seq.)., the present

one is the oldest and most beautiful.
[&quot;

In con
nection with this description of the war-horse,

which among many similar ones is the most

splendid, it has been justly observed that to a

Hebrew the horse as a theme of description must
seem all the more noble in that he was known
not as a beast of draught, but only as a war-

horse.&quot; Schlottmann].
Ver. 19. Dost thou give strength (mOJ

used specially of warlike strength, fortitude ;

comp. Judg. viii. 21; 2 Kings xviii. 20) dost
thou clothe his neck with fluttering hair ?

i. e., with quivering, waving mane? It is thus

that most moderns explain the word HOj^, not

found elsewhere, from the root DJ?&quot;!, &quot;to quake&quot;

(Ezek. xxvii. 35), by comparison with the Greek

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;6{lT} (related to
0&amp;lt;5/3of).

The signification

&quot;thunder, neighing&quot; (Symmach., Theodot., Je

rome, Luther, Schlottmann) [R. V.] would in

deed be etymologically admissible, but it would
not be suited to the words &quot;neck,&quot; and &quot;clothe.&quot;

Umbreit and Ewald, (g 113, d) [the latter how
ever in his Commentary as above &quot;quivering

mane&quot;] explain it by &quot;dignity;&quot;
but the iden

tity of nojn with i&quot;ID!O is questionable, and

such words as pNJ, or r\X5P would have beenIT :

more naturally used to express that idea.

Ver. 20. Dost thou make him leap like

the locust? i. e., when he rushes along on

the gallop, like a vastly enlarged bounding troop
of locusts (comp. Joel ii. 4).

&quot; What is in

tended is a spiral motion in leaps, now to the

right, now to the left, which is called the cara-

col, a word used in horsemanship, borrowed

from the Arabic Jiar^gala-l-farasu (comp.

through the medium of the Moorish Spanish&quot;

(Delitzsch). [The rendering of E. V.: &quot;canst

thou make him afraid as a grasshopper&quot; is at

variance with the spirit of the description,

which, in each member, sets forth some trait

which commands admiration. E .

]. The glory
of his snorting is a terror, or, &quot;since the

glory of his snorting,&quot; etc. (descriptive clause

without }). On ~1T&quot;U &quot;snorting,&quot; comp. the

Arabic nachir, &quot;the death-rattle, snoring,&quot;

Greek, 0pt&amp;gt;ay/ua, Lat., fremitus. &quot;lift here de

noting not a splendid appearance, but a majestic

peal or roar.

Ver. 21. They explore in the valley,
then he rejoiceth in strength. The subject
of ^31T can scarcely be the hoofs of the horse

(Delitzsch [&quot;the representation of the many
pawing hoofs being blended with that of the

pawing horse&quot;]),
and the use throughout

thus far of the singular in speaking of the horse

(so also again in WEH) makes it impossible that

the plural here should refer to him. Hence the

signification &quot;pawing&quot; preferred here by the

ancient versions [and E. V.], and most of the

moderns seems inadmissible, even admitting that

&quot;(3n is the word commonly used for the pawing
of the horse (see Schultens on the passage).
We must rather with Cocceius and Ewald under
stand the subject to be the riders, or the war

riors; &quot;they take observations,&quot; or &quot;observa

tions are taken in the valley (while it is uncer
tain whether the fighting should begin) : then
he rejoiceth in strength.&quot; The meaning &quot;to

paw&quot; is to be retained only in case we adopt
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with Dillmann [Merx] the reading^blT, or with

Boucher &quot;HatT. He goes forth against an

armed host, lit. &quot;the armor;&quot; p#J
here oth

erwise than in ch. xx. 24 On ver. 22 comp.
vers. 7 and 18.

Ver. 23. The quiver rattleth upon him :

t. e. the quiver of the horseman who is seated

upon him, not the hostile contents of the quiver,
the whirring arrows of the enemy, as Schultens

[Conant, Rodwell] explain. Besides this part
of the armor, the second member mentions the

&quot;spear nnd the lance&quot; [not &quot;shield,&quot; E. V.],
or rather with poetic circumlocution, &quot;the light

ning (lit. flame) of the spear and the lance,&quot;

synonymous with
p&quot;O,

ch. xx. 26; comp.

?, Gen. iii. 24; also Judg. iii. 22; 1 Sam.

xvii. 7; Nah. iii 3.

V*r 24. With rushing and raging he
swallows the ground ; i. e. in sweeping over

the ground at full gallop, he swallows it up as

it were; a figure which is current also among
Arabic poets (see Schultens and Delitzsch on

the passage). The assonance of iyjn~TJ^ may
be represented by &quot;rushing and raging.&quot;

And he does not stand still when the

trumpet sounds. Lit. &quot; he does not show
himself fixed, does not stay fixed, does not con

tain himself:&quot;
{ P*^ accordingly in its primi

tive sensuous meaning; not &quot;he believes not

(Kimchi, Aben Ezra) [E. V. t. e. for joy; it is

too good to be true]. As to
Vlp comp. Ewald,

286, / [adverbial use of
Sip

here=when the

trumpet is loud]. As parallel in thought comp.

beyond all other passages that of Virgil referred

to above (Georg. III. 83 seq.):

.... Turn, si qua somim proctil arma dedert,

Start lico nescit, mical miribnt el tremit artut

Collectumqtie fremeiu volvil tub naribus iynem.

Ver. 25. As often as the trumpet (sounds)

he says, Aha! i.e., he neighs, full of a joyou

eagerness for the battle. On ^3 quotiescunqut

(lit.
&quot;in sufficiency&quot;), comp. Ewald, 337, c.

And from afar he smells the battle, the

thunder (comp. ch. xxxvi. 29) of the cap
tains, and the shouting (the battle-cries of

the contestants; comp. Judg. vii. 18 seq.)

Similarly Pliny, N. II. VIII. 42: prxsagiun

pugnam : and of moderns more particularly La

yard (Ifno Discoveries, p. 330) :
&quot; Although docile

as a lamb, and requiring no other guide than

the halter, when the Arab mare hears the war

cry of the tribe, and sees the quivering spea

of her rider, her eyes glitter with fire, he

blood-red nostrils open wide, her neck is noblj

arched, and her tail and mane are raised an

spread out to the wind,&quot; etc.

Ver. 26. The hawk, as the first example of

birds of prey, distinguished by their strength

lightning-like swiftness, and lofty flight. Dot!

the hawk fly upward by thy understand

ing ?_1 3 (the &quot;highflyer&quot;) is, according t

the unanimous testimony of the ancient versions

the hawk, a significant bird, as is well known

in the Egyptian hieroglyphics, which is her

introduced on account of its mysteriously note

orthy characteristic of taking its flight south
ards at the approach of winter (Pliny, A1

&quot;. H.
. 8). For it is to this that the apocop. Imperf.

[iph. &quot;O_N (denominative from n~ON, &quot;wing&quot;)

efers: assurgit, altollitur alts, not to the yearly
moulting, which precedes the migration south

ward (Vulg. : plumescit; in like manner the

arg.. Gregory the Great, Rosenm.). For this

nnual renewal of plumage (TrrepoQvfiv, see LXX.,
s. xl. 31) is common to all birds, and is predi-
ated elsewhere in the Old Testament only of

he eagle (Ps. ciii. 5; Mic. i. 16; Is. xl. 31),
not of the hawk.

Vers. 27-30. The eagle, as king of the birds,

losing the series of native animals here de-

cribed, in like manner as the lion, as king of

he mammalia, had opened the series. &quot;IBfa is

n the Holy Scriptures of the Old Testament,
ike derof in the New Testament (comp. Matt,

xxiv. 28: Luke xvii. 37), a common designation
of the eagle proper, and of the vulture1

: nnd the

haraoteristic of carnivorousness which is here

and often elsewhere referred to belongs in fact

not only to the varieties of the vulture (such as

he carrion-kite and lammergeyer), but also to

he more common varieties of the eagle, such as

he golden eagle and the osprey, which do not

disdain to eat the carcasses of animals which
nave recently died. Comp. Winer s Real- WiJr-

r-Buch, under Adler. Doth the eagle soar
at thy command? lit. make high (IT3J , ncil.

J) his flight ; comp. ch. v. 7. And build

his nest on high? lit. &quot;is it at thy command
that he builds his nest on high?&quot; Comp. Obad.

4; Jer. xlix. 16; Prov. xxx. 19.

Ver. 28. With the phrase jnD~|#, lit. &quot;tooth

of the rock
&quot;

comp. the names Dent du midi,

Dent-blanche, Dent de Morelex, etc.

Ver. 30. And his young ones lap up
blood. [The gender throughout is masculine,

not fern, as in E. V.] U Sjg from y^y, an

abbreviated secondary form of
/#/?#&amp;gt; Plp. of

J7, &quot;to suck.&quot; Possibly, however, we should

read (with Gesen. and Olsh.) wSjrV, from yyh

=yh, deglutere. On the sucking of blood by
the young eagles, comp. JElian, H. anim. x. It:

aapudv f/forcu ftopip,
KOI trivet ai/ia nai TO veorna

inTpi&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;si
Totf avTolf.

7. Conclusion of the discourse, together with Job t

answer: ch. xl. 1-6.

Ver. 2. &quot;Will the censurer contend with
the Almighty? to wit, after all that has here

been laid before him in proof of the greatness

and wonderful power of God. Observe the

return to ch. xxxviii. 2, which this question

brings about. 3*1 Inf. absol. of 3
&quot;| (as in

Judg. xi. 25) here in the sense of a future. The

adoption of this construction in preference to

the finite verb gives a meaning that is particu

larly forcible. Comp. the well-known sentence:

mtne incepto desistere victum f Also Ewald, 328,

a. He who hath reproved Ood, let him
answer it; i. e. let him reply lo all the ques

tions asked from ch. xxxviii. 2 on.

Ver. 4. Behold, I am too base
;

i. e. to
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solve the problem presented, I am not equal to

it. I lay my hand on my mouth; i. e.l

impose on myself absolute silence; comp. ch.

xxi. 5; xxix. 9.

Ver. 6. Once have I spoken, and I will

not again begin, will no more undertake to

speak; see on ch. iii. 2. &quot;Once twice,&quot; as in

Ps. Ixii. 12 [11], are used only because of the

poetic parallelism for &quot;often;&quot; comp. Gesenius,

3 120 [ 118], 6. The solemn formal retracta

tion which Job here makes of his former pre

sumptuous challenges of God marks the first

stage of his gradual return to a more becoming

position toward God. It is God s purpose, how

ever, to lead him forward from this first stage,

consisting in true self-humiliation (in contrast

to his former self- exaltation) to a still more

advanced stage even the complete melting down
of his heart in sincere penitence. It is the

realization of this purpose which Jehovah seeks

in His second and last discourse.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. As a magnificent specimen of physico-the-

ological demonstration in poetic form, the pre
sent discourse of God, the first and longest
which He delivers, is incomparable. With won
derful symmetry of treatment, it makes first the

inanimate, and then the animate creation the

theme of profound contemplation ; each of these

domains being treated with about the same ful

ness, and with a homologous prrangement of

strophes (see Exegetical Remarks, No. 1), in

order thus to impress Job with the highest
admiration of the divine power, wisdom and

goodness, as these attributes are revealed in the

entire world of nature. The First Long Strophe

(ch. xxxviii. 4-15) which makes the creation of

the heavens, the earth, and the sea, the theme
of contemplation serves to illustrate principally
the divine omnipotence, together with the attri

butes most immediately related to it, eternity,

infinity and omnipresence, or the divine being as

transcending space and time. Towards the close

of this strophe the attribute ofjustice is also drawn
into the circle of contemplation, it being one chief

object of the whole description to represent the

Almighty God as being also just in His vast ac

tivities, always and everywhere just (see vers.

13-151. The consideration of omnipotence is

next followed by that of wisdom, together with
the attribute of omniscience which stands most

closely connected with it, the discussion having
reference to the hidden heights and depths above
and below the earth, from which the phenomena
of the atmosphere and of light proceed (Second
Long Strophe, ch. xxxviii. 16 seq.). Already
toward the end of this description the attribute
of God s goodness emerges into view, as it is shown
in the beneficent effects of the rain-showers (vers.

25-27). Afterwards in the third Long Strophe
(vers. 28-38) this attribute retires again to the

background, while the power manifested in the
heavens, and the wisdom revealed in the atmos
phere, occupy the foreground. All the more de

cidedly however in the last three Long Strophes,
or in the zoological and biological description
constituting the section which we have marked
d (ch. xxxviii. 39 xxxix. 30), is the discourse

again directed to the goodness of God, or to the

Creator s fatherly care, which is most intimately
united with His power and wisdom, and which

in the exercise of them takes the most particular
interest in the life of His earthly animate crea

tion. For all that is advanced in this section in

the way of proof of the wonderful wisdom and

all-penetrative knowledge of the Most High in

the sphere of animal life, and of its ordinary as

well as its extraordinary phenomena is subordi

nated to the Ideological reference to His special

providence, in view of which not one of His

creatures is indifferent to Him. (Comp. Bo-

chart s Remarks on ch. xxxix. 1-4: The* know

ledge here spoken of is not passive and specu
lative simply, but that knowledge which belongs
to God, by which He not only knows all things,
but directs and governs them, etc.). That which
makes this survey of the most exalted attri

butes of God as reflected in the wonders of His

creation especially impressive is the accumula
tion of so many examples and illustrations from
the domain of physical theology, and the won
derful art with which they are elaborated in the

minutest detail, together with the striking har

mony and consistency which their arrangement
exhibits, notwithstanding all the flow and free

dom of the poetic sweep of thought. Not one of

these illustrations from the great book of crea

tion is absolutely new. Job himself has more
than once in his discourses introduced brief re

flective descriptions of nature similar in kind,
and scarcely inferior in beauly (ix. 4-10; xii. 7-

10, 12-25; xxvi. 5-14); even Eliphaz, Bildad,
and Zophar have at least occasionally described,
not without skill and taste, the divine power and

wisdom, as they are revealed in the works of

His creation; and Elihu near the close of his

discourses dwelt on this theme at length, and
with- powerful effect. The grandeur and supe
riority of that which Jehovah hire advances, in.

part confirming, in part going beyond those ut

terances of the former speakers, consists in the

way in which, alike with artless simplicity, and
with harmonious and connected order, He has
accumulated such an array of the most manifold
aud luminous evidences of His majesty as revealed
in the wonders of nature. Comp. Julius Fiirst,

Geschichte der biblischen Literatur, etc., II., p. 418:
&quot; The poet has here artistically combined the

utmost polish of diction, the greatest abundance
of natural pictures, the most thrilling and win

ning vividness in the succinct descriptions given
of the wonders of creation; and the effect on Job
must have been really overpowering. The reader
also finds the d-.scourse distinguished by tone
aud harmony, by power, acuteness, and clear

ness, by method, order, and plan, so that it pre
sents itself as the most beautiful discourse in the

Old Testament Scriptures. In this discourse,
cast in the form of questions, Jehovah exhibits

the animate and inanimate creation, the mani
fold channels in which the forces of nature se

cretly operate, its wonderful and mysterious
phenomena, as they are held together in glorious
order by His creative hand, as they are ruled by
His nod. The eternal creative energy, which
bears witness to a wisdom that is unsearchable,
to a providential love, to a wise moral order of
the universe, appears to the weak human spirit
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as an insoluble mystery, which has for its aim to

put Job to shame. In this discourse, embracing
six long strophes, each consisting for the most

part of twelve verse-lines, the exbibition of the
transcendent wonders of nature certainly im

parts indescribable power to the contemplation
of the greatness of the Creator. Every one must
see however that these natural wonders, after

we have explained them in their immediate foun
dations through our knowledge of natural laws,
and after we have understood them from the ge
neral laws of nature, must be understood accord

ing to the effects which they produce. The next

thing to be noticed is the poetic conception of

the beauty of nature, the deep mental contem

plation of the Cosmos, as it shows itself among
all the civilized nations of antiquity ;

and then
the poetry of nature found among the Hebrews,
considered particularly as the reflex of monothe
ism. The characterist ; c marks of the Hebrew

poetry of nature, as A. Von Humboldt strikingly
observes in his Cosmos, are that &quot;

it always em
braces the whole universe in its unity, com

prising both terrestrial life and the luminous
realms of space. It dwells but rarely on the

individuality of phenomena, preferring the con

templation of great masses. The Hebrew poet
does not depict nature as a self-dependent ob

ject, glorious in its individual beauty, but al

ways as in relation and subjection to a higher

spiritual power. The natural wonders here sung

by the poet point to the invariableness, the ama

zing regularity of the operations of nature, . .,

to its laws, which lead us to adore supreme
wisdom, power, and love, lead us in a word to

religion. Finally, it is to be borne iu mind that

the century in which the poet lived was one of

the earliest in which such questions were pro

pounded, and sketches of nature made.&quot; Comp.
the still more decided appreciation of the con

tents of our discourse as respects its natural

theology and its aesthetic features in the book

of Jos. L. Saalschiitz, entitled Form und Geist

der biblisch-hebraischen Poesie, Konigsb., 1853,

(Third Lecture: Biblisch-hehraischeNaturanschau-

ting und Natur-poesie) ; also Ad. Kohnt s Alex

ander v. Humboldt und das Judenthum, Leipzig,
1871 (Fourth Part: Humboldfs Stellung zur Btbel),

also the striking observations of Reuss, in his

Vortrag iiber das Buck Job towards the end),
which show with peculiar beauty how that, not

withstanding the vast enlargement of our know

ledge of nature in modern times, the larger

number of the questions here addressed by Je

hovah to Job, still remain as unanswerable as at

the time when the poem was composed; the fact

being that it is only the old formulas in respect

to particular mysterious phenomena which have

disappeared before a clearer and fuller know

ledge, not the mysteries themselves, and that

accordingly even to the naturalist of the present

God remains a hidden God. See further on this

subject in the Doctrinal and Ethical Remarks on

the following discourse of Clod (ch. xl. 41).

2. Notwithstanding all the admiration which

this first discourse of Jehovah evokes in view

of the evidences here presented of its beauty,

and in particular of the value of its contribu

tions to natural theology, we might still continue

in doubt respecting its congruity to the plan, and

connection of the. poem ax a whole. It might seem
singular and incongruous: (1) That the dis

course from beginning to end runs through a
series of questions from God to Job, calculated
o shame and humiliate the latter, when he has

already (ch. ix. 3) declared his shrinking from
such a rigid inquisition, and his inability to

answer even one in a thousand of such questions
as the Most High might ask of him. (2) Fault

might be found moreover with the contents of
htse questions, as exhibiting too little that is

new. that has not already been touched upon, as

being in too close agreement with what has been
advanced by Job himself in respect to the great
ness and wisdom revealed in the Cosmos, as

being therefore too exclusively physical, i. e. as

being too little adapted to produce a direct im-

presion on the inwnrd perver&amp;gt;ity and blindness
of him who is addressed (an objection which has
in fact been to some extent urged by some expo
sitors and critics, as e. g. by de Wette, Knobel,
Arnheim, etc.). The first of these objections,

however, is directed against what is simply a

misconception; for that declaration of Job in

respect to his inability to answer God is made

only incidentally, and in no wise conditions the

final issue of the action of the poem. On the

contrary Job had in the course of his discourses

wished often enough that God might enter into

a controversy with him. And, most of all, the

questions which God puts to him, and of which
he cannot answer one, are significantly related

in the way of contrast to the last of the pre

sumptuous challenges which Job had put forth.

Whereas in ch. xxxi. 85 he had exclaimed:
&quot; Let the Almighty answer me !&quot; God now ful

fils this wish, although in quite another way
than that which he had expected. He speaks
to him out of the storm, not however by way of

reply or self-vindication, but throughout asking

questions, and so overwhelming the presumptu
ous fault-finder with a series of unanswerable

queries, permanently silencing him, and com

pelling him at last to acknowledge his submis

sion. At the same time the tendency of these

divine questions is by no means to stun, to crush,

to annihilate. Here and there it is true their

tone borders on irony (sec especially ch. xxxviii.

21, 28; xxxix. 1 seq.). It never, however,
becomes harsh or haughty; on the contrary it

is throughout affectionately condescending, lift-

inn UP at tne same time that it humbles, gently

administering instruction and consolation.

And as with this interrogative form of the dis

course, so also is its natural theology thoroughly
suited to the divine purpose in regard to Job.

That self-humiliation, that silent submission to

the divine will as being always and in every
case wise, just and good, which was to be

wrought in Job, how could it have been more

suitably promoted than by pointing him to the

visible creation, which already in and of itself

is full, nay which overflows with facts adapted
to vanquish all human pride and presumption?
And especially may we ask in respect to that

presumptuous argument, on which Job had con

tinually planted himself in opposition to God:

&quot;I have not transgressed; therefore my grie

vous suffering is absolutely inexplicable nay

more, is unreasonable and unjust,&quot;
how could
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the error and folly of that position have been

more effectually demonstrated to him than by a

reference to the numberless inexplicable and

incomprehensible subjects which continually

present themselves to us in the realms of nature,

in its life, processes and events ? how could the

doubt respecting the logical and ethical grounds
of the apparently harsh treatment to which God
had subjected him, be more effectually disposed
of than by bringing forward various phenomena
of physical life on earth and elsewhere, each

one of which stands before us as an amazing
wonder, and as an eloquent witness of the un-

searchableness of God s ways, who in what He
does is ever wise, and whose purpose is ever one

of love? Comp. Delitzsch (II., p. 354): &quot;From

the marvellous in nature, he divines that which
is marvellous in his affliction. His humiliation

under the mysteries of nature is at the same
time humiliation under the mystery of his afflic

tion.&quot; And a little before (p. 352): &quot;Contrary

to expectation, God begins to speak with Job
about totally different matters from His justice
or injustice in reference to his affliction. Therein

already lies a deep humiliation for Job. But a
still deeper one is God s turning, as it were, to

the abecedarian nalurse, and putting the censurer

of His doings to the blush. That God is the

almighty and all-wise Creator and Ruler of the

world, that the natural world is exalted above
human knowledge and power, and is full of

marvellous divine creations and arrangements,
full of things mysterious and incomprehensible
to ignorant aud feeble man, Job knows even
before God speaks, and yet he must now hear it,

because he does not know it rightly; for the na
ture with which he is acquainted as the herald
of the creative and governing power of God, is

also the preacher of humility ; and exalted as

God the Creator and Ruler of the natural world
is above Job s censure, so is He also as the

author of His affliction. That which is new
therefore in the speech of Jehovah is not the

proof of God s exaltation in itself, but the rela

tion to the mystery of his affliction, and to his con
duct towards God in this his affliction, in which
Job is necessitated to place perceptions not in them
selves strange to him. He who cannot answer a

single one of those questions taken from the
natural kingdom, but, on the contrary, must
everywhere admire and adore the power and
wisdom of God he must appear as an insignifi
cant fool, if he applies them to his limited judg
ment concerning the Author of his affliction.&quot;

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

In the homiletic treatment of this first dis
course of Jehovah s, it will be necessary of
course to explain its position in the structure
of the poem as a whole, and the significance of
its contents for the solution of the problem of
the book. All that pertains to this, however,
will evidently possess only a subordinate prac
tical value. For the practical treatment, on the

contrary, it is of the highest importance suitably
to set forth the value of the contents of the dis
course for modern doubters, or those who after
Job s fashion find fault with divine providence;
to show accordingly that the questions contained

in it touching natural theology are still in a
certain sense unanswerable, aud that the mys
teries to which allusion is made ever remain
real mysteries, even to the greatest intellects in

the world of science. In this connection use

might be made, in the way of illustration and

exemplification, of the many confessions which
have been made by the greatest investigators of
nature touching the incompleteness and limita

tion of all earthly knowledge and of all the dis

coveries which have hitherto been achieved
in the department of natural science (espe
cially the confessions of astronomers like

Newton, Herschel, A. V. Humboldt, Laplace,
and recently by Proctor [Other worlds than

ours. Preface], and also by chemists and biolo

gists, such as J. V. Liebig, Darwin, Laugel, etc.)
The phenomena described in the first half of the
discourse (chap, xxxviii. 4-38), derived from the
consideration of the heavens and of atmospheric
meteorology, being pre-eminently rich m con

vincing examples of the mystery and unsearch-
ableness which characterize the divine proce
dure in the economy of nature, also admit evi

dently of being considered with particular
thoroughness (as e. ff., a point which obviously
suggests itself by calling attention in connec
tion with such passages as ver. 22 seq., ver. 29

seq. to the fruitlessness, and indeed the hope
lessness of the attempts hitherto made to reach the
North Pole). The zoological and biological phe
nomena, on the other hand, which form the sub

ject of the second half of the divine description,
it will be better to present together in brief out

line, in so far at least as the purpose of illustra

ting the incomprehensibility of the divine agency
in creating and governing the universe is con
cerned. This second series of natural facts on
the contrary are all the better suited to the basis
of meditations on the fatherly love of God which
remembers and cares for all His creatures,
whether brutes or men.

Particular Passages.

Chap, xxxviii. 4 seq. BRENTIUS: The aim of
this discourse is to show that no one has the

right to accuse the Lord of injustice. The proof
of this point is that the Lord alone is the Crea
tor of all things, which with a certain amplifica
tion is illustrated from various classes of crea
tures. . . . From the history of these creatures
God proves that it is permitted to no one to ac
cuse Divine sovereignty of injustice, or to resist

it ; for of all creatures not one was the Lord s

counsellor, or rendered Him any aid in the crea
tion of the world. He can without any injustice
therefore dispose of all creatures according to

His own will, and create one vessel to honor,
another to dishonor, as it may please Him.

;

OKCOLAMPADIUS: No other reason can be given
than His own good pleasure why God did not
make the earth ten times .larger. He had the

power to enlarge it, no less than to confine it

within such narrow limits ; He would have been
able to make valleys, where there are moun
tains, and conversely, etc. But He is Lord, and
it pleased Him to assign to things the length and
depth and breadth which they now have. CRA
MER: That God, who has from eterni y dwelt in

inaccessible light, has revealed Himself through
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the work, of creation, receives its explanation
out of the depth of His great goodness and
mercy. When therefore we treat of God, of His
works and mysteries, we must do it with beseem
ing modesty and reverence If even the
book of nature transcends our ability to deci

pher it fully, how much more incomprehensible
and mysterious will the book of Holy Scripture
be for us. VON GERLACH: The fundamental

thought of these representations which God
here puts forth is that only He who can create
and govern all things, who superintends every
thing and adjusts all things in their relation to

each other, can also comprehend the connection
of human destinies. Inasmuch however as fee

ble short-sighted man cannot understand and fa

thom the created things which are daily surround

ing him, how can he assume to himself any part
of God s agency in administering the universe?

Chap, xxxviii. 16 seq. VON GERLACH: Of the

particular subject here referred to [scientific
discoveries in the natural world], it is true that

the later researches of mankind have accom

plished much, only however to reveal new depths
of this immeasurable creation. In seeking to

penetrate into the meaning of these words, we
are not to dwell on the literal features of each

separate statement. It is a poetic and splendid

description of the greatness and unsearchable-

ness of God in creation, from the point of view
which men then occupied, a description which
retains its lofty internal truth, although the let

ter of it, regarded from the stand-point of our

present knowledge of nature no longer seems as

striking to us as the ancients. Indeed it may be

said that this more thorough investigation of na

tural laws has itself vastly increased the num

ber and greatness of such wonders as are set

forth in this description for him who enters into

the spirit of it.

Chap, xxxviii. 39 seq. ; xl. 1 seq. CRAMER:
The volume of natural history [das Thierbuch]
which God here writes out for us, should be a

genuine text-book to all the virtues. STARKE:
If animals, whether strong or despicable, great
or small, are embraced in God s merciful provi
dential care, we can regard their need as a si

lent appeal to the goodness of the Lord, and in

this sense even the ravens cry to God when they
cry out from hunger.

Chap, xxxix. 27 seq. VICT. ANDREA: From
that which is here intimated (to wit, that other

animals must sacrifice their life, in order to

satisfy the blood-thirsty brood of an eagle) do we
not see that the suffering of a simple creature

might in God s plan be designed to benefit other

creature* of Ooelf So the death of a man may,
through the terrifying effect which it has on

others, often be a blessing to them. And how
often is severe sickness, wholly irrespective of

the end which the suffering may have for the pa
tient himself, a most effective school of sympathy,

yea, of the most self-sacrificing love for all who sur

round the sufferer. Very often such a suf

ferer, if he diligently strives to exhibit in

his own person a pattern of resignation and

praise to God, has been a rich source of

light and blessing for those who are round about

him! How short-sighted it is therefore for the

sick to complain that their life is wholly without

use, that they are only a burden to those who are

about them, etc. In short the majesty of God has

only to question man, in order to bring into the

clearest consciousness his narrow limitations.

Second Discourse of Jehovah (together with Job s answer) :

To doubt God s justice, which is most closely allied to His wonderful omnipo
tence, is a. grievous wrong, which must be atoned for

by sincere penitence :

CHAPTERS XL. 6 XLII. 6.

1. Sharp rebuke of Job s presumption, which has been carried to the point of doubting God s

justice:
CHAPTER XL. 6-14.

VER. 6. Then answered the Lord unto Job out of the whirlwind, and said :

7 Gird up thy loins now like a man :

I will demand of thee, and declare thou unto me.

8 Wilt thou also disannul my judgment?
wilt thou condemn me that thou mayest be righteous ?

9 Hast thou an arm like God ?

or canst thou thunder with a voice like Him ?

10 Deck thyself now with majesty and excellency,

and array thyself with glory and beauty.
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11 Cast abroad the rage of thy wrath ;

and behold every one that is proud, and abase him.

12 Look on every one that is proud, and bring him low ;

and tread down the wicked in their place.
13 Hide th^m in the dust together :

and bind their faces in secret.

14 Then will I also confess unto thee

that thine own right hand can save thee.

2. Humiliating exhibition of the weakness of Job in contrast with certain creatures of earth,
not to say with God ; shown

a. by a description of the behemoth (hippopotamus) ;

VKKS. 16-24.

15 Behold now behemoth,
which I made with thee

;

he eateth grass as an ox.

16 Lo now, his strength is in his loins,

and his force is in the navel of his belly.
17 He moveth his tail like a cedar :

the sinews of his stones are wrapped together.
18 His bones are as strong pieces of brass

;

his bones are like bars of iron.

19 He is the chief of the ways of God :

He that made him can make his sword to approach unto him.
20 Surely the mountains bring him forth food,

where all the beasts of the field play.
21 He lieth under the shady trees,

in the covert of the reed, and fens.

22 The shady trees cover him with their shadow ;

the willows of the brook compass him about.
23 Behold, he drinketh up a river, and hasteth not :

he trusteth that he can draw up Jordan in his mouth.
24 He taketh it with his eyes :

his nose pierceth through snares.

i

b. by a description of the leviathan (crocodile) : CHAP. XL. 25 XLI. 26 [E. V. CHAP. XLI. 1-34].

E.V. [Heb.]
XLI. [XL.]

1 [25] Canst thou draw out leviathan with a hook ?

or his tongue with a cord which thou lettest down ?

2 [26] Canst thou put a hook into his nose ?

or bore his jaw through with a thorn ?

3 [27] Will he make many supplications unto thee ?

will he speak soft words unto thee ?

4 [28] Will he make a covenant with thee ?

wilt thou take him for a servant for ever ?
5 [29] Wilt thou play with him as with a bird ?

or wilt thou bind him for thy maidens ?

6 [30] Shall the companions make a banquet of him ?
shall they part him among the merchants ?

7 [31] Canst thou fill his skin with barbed irons ?
or his head with fish spears ?

8 [32] Lay thine hand upon him,
remember the battle, do no more.

[XLL]
9 [1] Behold the hope of him is in vain :

shall not one be cast down even at the sight of him ?
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10 [2] None is so fierce that dare stir him up ;

who then is able to stand before Me ?

11 [3] Who hath prevented me that I should repay him?
whatsoever is under the whole heaven is mine.

12 [4] I will not conceal his parts,
nor his power, nor his comely proportion.

13 [5] Who can discover the face of his garment ?

or who can come to him with his double bridle?

14 [6] Who can open the doors of his face ?

his teeth are terrible round about.

15 [7] His scales are his pride,
shut up together as with a close seal.

16 [8] One is so near to another,
that no air can come between them.

17 [9] They are joined one to another,

they stick together that they cannot be sundered.

18 [10] By his neesings a light doth shine,

and his eyes are like the eyelids of the morning.
19 [11] Out of his mouth go burning lamps,

and sparks of fire leap out.

20 [12] Out of his nostrils goeth smoke,
as out of a seething pot, or cauldron.

21 [13] His breath kindleth coals,

and a flame goeth out of his mouth.

22 [14] In his neck remai^eth strength,
and sorrow is *&quot; .ued into joy before him.

23 [15] The flak** of his flesh are joined together:

they arts firm in themselves ; they cannot be moved.
24 [16] His heart is as firm as a stone ;

yea, as hard as a piece of the nether millstone.

25 [17] When he raiseth up himself the mighty are afraid :

by reason of breakings they purify themselves.

26 [18] The sword of him that layeth at him cannot hold:

the spear, the dart, nor the habergeon.
27 [19] He esteemeth iron as straw,

and brass as rotten wood.

28 [20] The arrow cannot make him flee
;

slingstoues are turned with him into stubble.

29 [21] Darts are counted as stubble ;

he laugheth at the shaking of a spear.

30 [22] Sharp stones are under him :

he spreadeth sharp-pointed things upon the mire.

31 [23] He maketh the deep to boil like a pot ;

he maketh the sea like a pot of ointment.

32 [24] He maketh a path to shine after him ;

one would think the deep to be hoary.

33 [25] Upon earth there is not his like,

who is made without fear.

34 [?6 He beholdeth all high things :

he is a king over all the children of pride.

8. Job s answer : Humble confession of the infinitude of the dmne power, and penitent ac

knowledgment of his guilt and folly:

CHAP. XLII. 1-6.

1 Then Job answered the Lord and said :

2 I know that Thou canst do everything,

and that no thought can be withholden from Thee.
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3 &quot; Who is he that hideth counsel without knowledge?&quot;

therefore have I uttered ti.at I understood not ;

things too wonderful for me which I knew not ;

4 Hear, I beseech Thee, and I will speak :

I will demand of Thee, and declare Thou unto me.

5 I have heard of Thee by the hearing of the ear ;

but now mine eye seeth Thee :

6 Wherefore I abhor myself, and repent
in dust and ashes.

EXEGETICAL. AND CRITICAL.

1. That the omnipotent and infinitely wise ac

tivity of the Creator in nature is at the same

time just, was in the first discourse of God af

firmed for the most part only indirectly, or ra-

plicite. Only once, in ch. xxxviii. 13-15, was

this aspect of His character expressly presented,
and then only incidentally. The second dis

course of Jehovah is intended to supply what is

still lacking as to this point, to constrain Job

fully to recognize the justice of God in all that

He does, and in this way to vanquish the last

remainder of pride and presumption in his heart.

It accomplishes this end by a twofold method of

treatment. First by the direct method of se

verely censuring the doubt which Job had ut

tered as to the divine justice, and by vindicating
God s sole and exclusive claim to the power re

quisite for exercising sovereignty over the uni

verse (first, and shorter part: chap. xl. 6-14).

Next by the indirect method of attacking his

pride through a lengthened description of two

proud monster-beasts, mighty creations of God s

hand, which after all the amazing wonder which
their gigannc power calls forth, are nevertheless

only instruments in the hand of the Almighty,
and must submit, if not to the will of man, at

least to the will of God, who crushes all tyran
nous pride (second, and longer part: ch. xl. 15

xli. 26 [34]). This second part, which is

again divided into two unequal halves the

shorter describing the behemoth ch. xl. 15-24,
the longer the leviathan, ch. xl. 25 xli. 26.

[E. V., ch. xli. 1-34], falls back on the descrip
tive and interrogative tone of the first discourse

of God; in contrast with which however it is

characterized by an allegorizing tendency. It

directly prepares the way for Job s second and
last answer, in which he renews the humble
submission which he had previously made, and

strengthens it by a penitent confession of his

own sinfulness. The strophic arrangement of

this second discourse of Jehovah is comprehen
sively simple and grand, corresponding to the

contents, which are thoroughly descriptive, with
a massive execution. It embraces in all five Long
Strophes, of 8-12 verses each, not less than three

of which are devoted to the description of the
leviathan in ch. xl. 25 xli. 26, [E. V., ch. xli.]
These five Long Strophes include indeed shorter
subordinate divisions, but not, strictly speaking,
regularly constructed strophes. Against the
modern objections to the authenticity of the epi
sode referring to the behemoth and leviathan,
see above in the Introd. \ 9, II. (also the notice
taken of the peculiar theory of Merx in the Pre-
faceV

2. First Division (Long Strophe) : Severe cen

sure of Job s presumptuous doubt respecting the

justice of the divine course of action: ch. xl.

6-14.

Ver. 6. Then answered Jehovah Job
out of the storm, etc. This intentional repeti
tion of ch. xxxviii. 1 is to show that God con
tinues to present Himself to Job as one who, if

not exactly burning with wrath towards him,
would have him feel His mighty superiority.
That here also, instead of rPJJD JO, the origi
nal text was rpyDHJD, is evident from the Ma-

sorah itself. The absence of the art. 71, if it

originally belonged here, is by no means to be

explained, with Ramban, as designed to indicate

that the storm was no longer as violent as before.

Ver. 7 precisely as in ch. xxxviii. 3.

Ver. 8. Wilt thou altogether annul my
right ? HXn stands in a climactic relation to

Job s &quot;contending&quot; (3^1) reproved in ver. 2.

&quot;To break&quot;
p3!&quot;l)

God s right would be the

same as &quot;to abolish, annul&quot; the same (comp.
ch. xv. 4). Job was on the point of becoming
guilty of this wickedness, in that he sought, to

substitute what he assumed to be right, his idea

of righteousness, for that of God, so that he

might be accounted righteous, and God unjust,

(see the second member).
Ver. 9. Or hast thou an arm like God ?
DK1 interrogative, as in ch. viii. 3; xxi. 4;

xxxiv. 17. The &quot; arm &quot; of God as a symbol of

His power, comp. ch. xxii. 8
;
so also the &quot;thun

der-voice
&quot;

spoken of in the second member;
comp. chap, xxxvii. 2 seq. O.JH? , lit., &quot;wilt,

canst thou thunder ? dost thou pledge thyself to

thunder ?&quot;

Ver. 10. Then put on majesty and gran
deur, as an ornament; clothe, deck thyself with

these attributes of divine greatness and sove

reignty (comp. Ps. civ. 1 seq. ; xxi. 6 [5]. The

challenge is intended ironically, since it demands
of Job that which is in itself impossible ; in like

manner all that follows down to ver. 13 (comp.
ch. xxxviii. 21).

Ver. 11. Let the outbreakings of thy
wrath pour themselves forth.

|&quot;2n, effun-

dere, to pour forth, to cause to gush forth, as in

ch. xxxvii. 11
; Prov. v. 16. &quot;^J, lit., &quot;over-

steppings,&quot; are here the overflowings, or out-

breakings of wrath
; comp. ch. xxi. 30

;
and for

the thought, particularly in the second member,
comp. Isa. ii. 12 seq. The fact that Jehovah

ironically summons Job to display such manifes
tations of holy wrath and of stern retributive

justice against sinners, conveys an indirect, but

sufficiently clear and emphatic assurance of the

truth that He Himself. Jehovan . governs tne
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world thus rigidly and justly ; comp. above, ch.

xxxviii. 13 seq.
Ver. 12. Look on all that is proud, and

bring it low. This almost verbal repetition of
ver. 11 b is intended to emphasize the fact that

at the moment when God casts His angry glance
upon the wicked, the latter is cast down ; comp.
Ps. xxxiv. 17 [16]. And overturn the wick
ed in their place. ^H, an. My.,

&quot; to throw

down,&quot; or perhnps
&quot; to tread down&quot; (related to

^|n). In the latter case the passage might be

compared with Rom. xvi. 20. On O^nf) &quot; in

their place&quot; [= &quot; on the
spot&quot;], comp. chap,

xxxvi. 20.

Ver. 13. Hide them in the dust altoge
ther; i.e., in the dust of the grave (hardly in

holes of the earth, or of rocks, as though Is.i. ii.

10 were a parallel passage). Shut up fast

(lit., &quot;bind, fetter&quot;) their faces in secret, f.

e., in the interior of the earth, in the darkness
of the realm of the dead; J1DD here substantially

= 7Ntf. Comp. the passage out of the Book of

Enoch x. 5, cited by Dillmann: ical rf)v btyiv av-

TOV iruftaaov, xal
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;)f /J.TJ deupeiru.

Ver. 14. Then will I too praise thee, not

only wilt, thou praise thyself (comp. ver. 8)
That thy right hand brings thee succor;
f. !., that thou dost actually possess the power
(the &quot;arm,&quot; ver. 9) to put thy ideas of justice
into execution with vigor; comp. the similar

expressions in Ps. xliv. 4 [3] ; Is. lix. 18
; Ixiii.

6 This conclusion of the rebuke which Jeho
vah administers directly to Job s insolent pre
sumption, as though he only knew what is just,

prepares at once the transition to the description
which follows of the colossal animals which are
introduced as eloquent examples of God s infinite

creUive power, which for the very reason of its

being such is of necessity united to the highest
justice.

3 Second Division: The descriptions of ani

mals, given for the purpose of humiliating Job

by showing his weakness, and the absolute

groundlessness of his presumptuous pride.
a. The description of the behemoth : Verses

16-24.

Ver. 15. Beholdnow the behemoth. Even
Dillm., one of the most zealous opponents of the

genuineness of the whole section, is obliged to

admit that the connection with what precedes

by means of Hjn is an
&quot;easy&quot;

one. Moreover

it is by no means one that is &quot;purely external,&quot;

for the behemoth is brought to Job s attention

for the very purpose of illustrating the proposi
tion that no creature of God s, however mighty,
can succeed against Him, can &quot;with his right
hand obtain for himself help against Him &quot;

(see
ver. 14 b). This is clearly enough indicated by
the second member: which I have made
with thee; i. e. as well as thee (Dj? as though
it were comparative, as in ch. ix. 26; comp. ch.

xxxvii. 18). Job is bid to contemplate his fel

low-creature, the behemoth, far linger and

stronger than himself, that he mny learn how
insignificant and weak are all created beings in

contrast with God, and in particular how little

presumptuous and proud confidence in external

things can avail against Him (comp. the passage

of Horace: Vis con.rili expert mole mil sua, etc.).

The name fYlOPG (which the ancient versions

either misinterpreted as a plural [so the LXX. :

drjpia], or left untranslated, as a proper name
[Vulg., etc.}), in itself denotes, in accordance
with the analogy of other plural formations with
an intensive signification: &quot;Ihe great beast, the
colossus of cattle, the monster animal.&quot; The
word is, however, a Hi-braized form of the

Egyptian p-ehe-mau, &quot;the water-ox&quot; (p=the,
ehe=ox, mau or mou=water), and like this

Egypt, word (besides which indeed the hiero

glyphic apet is more frequently to be met with),
and the Ital. bomarino, it signifies the Nile-horse.

or hippopotamus. For it is to this animal that
the whole description which follows refers, as
is most distinctly and unmistakably shown by
the association with another monster of the Nile,
the crocodile: not to the elephant, of which it

is understood by Thorn. Aquinas, Oecolampadius,
the Zurich Bib., Drusius, Pfeifer, Le Clerc, Coc-
ceius, Schultens, J. D. Michaelis [Scott, Henry.
Good refers the description to some extinct

pachyderm of the mammoth or mastodon species.
Lee, following the LXX., understands it of the

cattle, first collectively, and then distributively].
The correct view was taken by Bochart (Ifieroz.
ill. 705 seq.), and after him has been adopted
by the great majority of moderns. With the

following yivid description of this animal s way
of living and form, beginning with the mention
of his &quot;eating grass&quot; (supporting himself on
tender plants, the reeds of the Nile, roots, etc.),

may be compared Herod, ii. 69-71; Pliny viii.

25; Aben Batuta, ed. Defrem iv., p. 426; among
the moderns, Riippell : Reisen in Nubien, 1829,

p. 52 seq.; and in particular Sir Sam. Baker in

his travels, as in The Nile and its Tributaries,

The Albert Nyama, etc. (See extracts from
these works, with striking illustrations of the

hippopotamus in the Globus, Vol. XVII., 1870,
Nos. 22-24) [Livingstone, Travels and Researches,

p. 536].
Ver. 16. Lo now, his strength is in his

loins, etc.
|
1X as in ch. xviii. 7, 12. D Vljy

in b, a word found only here (derived from the

root ^Vf, &quot;to wind, to twist,&quot; which is con

tained also in IK
, &quot;navel,&quot; as also in

#.&quot;?!%

&quot;root&quot;),
cannot signify the &quot;bones,&quot; of which

mention is first made in ver. 18 (against Wetz-

stein in Delitzsch), but the cords, the sinews and
muscles, which in the case of the hippopotamus

(not, however, of the elephant) are particularly
firm and strong just in the region of the belly.

Ver. 17. He bends his tail like a cedar;
t. e. like a cedar-bough ; the tert. comp. lies in

the straightness, firmness and elasticity of the

tail of the hippopoliimus (which is furthermore

short, hairless, very thick at the root, of only a

finger s thickness, however, at the end, looking
therefore somewhat like the tail of the hog, but

not at all like that of the elephant). }*3JT, in

stead. of being translated &quot;he bends&quot; (Targ.),

may possibly be explained to mean &quot;he stiffens,

stretches out.&quot; (LXX., Vulg., Pesh.). The
sinews of his thighs are firmly knit toge
ther; or also the veins of his

legs&quot; (by no

means nervi testiculorum ejus, as the Vulg. and
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Targ. [also E. V.] render it).
With

&quot;they
are wrapped together, they present a

thick, twig-like texture,&quot; comp. D
J&quot;!^,

&quot;vine-

tendrils&quot; [the interweaving of the vine-branches

being before the poet s eye in his choice of the

word. Del.].

Ver. 18. His bones are pipes of brass.

D p sJN here &quot;pipes, tubes, channels,&quot; as in ch.

xli. 7; comp. m, ch. xxviii. 4.

word peculiar to our book, instead of the form

which obtains elsewhere, fi^nj (comp. further

ch. xx. 24; xxviii. 2; xli. 19). Concerning

Vpp, &quot;staff, pole, bar,&quot; probably the Semitic

etymological basis of fieraHov, comp. Delitzsch

on the passage. In respect to the similes in

both members of the verse, comp. Cant. v. 15 a.

Ver. 19. He is a firstling of God s ways;
t. e. a master-piece of His creative power (comp.

Gen. xlix. 3). JVEftO can all the more easily

dispense with the article here, seeing that it

denotes only priority of rank (as in Amos vi.

1, 6; comp. also 1133 in ch. xviii. 13, and often),

not of time (as e.g. in Prov. viii. 22; Num. xxiv.

20). In respect to &quot;God s ways&quot; in the sense

of the displays of His creative activity in crea

ting and governing the universe, comp. ch. xxvi.

14. The whole clause refers to the immense
size and strength of the hippopotamus, which,
at least in length and thickness, if not in height,

surpasses even the elephant, and overturns with

ease the ships of the Nile, vessel, crew and

cargo. In reality therefore there is no exagge
ration in the statement; and only an exegetical

misapprehension of it, and an idle attempt at

allegorizing it (stimulated in the present instance

by the resemblance to Prov. viii. 22) could have
influenced the Jewish Commentators, and those
of the ancient Church, to find in this designation
of the behemoth as a &quot;firstling of God s ways&quot;

a symbolic representation of Satan (comp. Book
of Enoch, 60, 6 seq. ; many Rabbis of the Middle

Ages; the Pseudo-Melitonian Clavis Scriptures
Sacrse [in Pitra, Spicileg. Salesm. Vol. II.], Eu-
cherius of Lyons in his Formulae may. et minores

[Idem, Vol. ill., p. 400 seq.], Gregory the Great,
and most of the Church Fathers on the passage ;

Luther also in his marginal gloss on the passage,
Brentius [see below, Doctrinal and Ethical Re
marks. The same view is taken moreover by
Wordsworih, who explains: &quot;It seems probable
that Behemoth represents the Evil One acting in
the animal and carnal elements of man s own
constitution, and that Leviathan symbolizes the
Evil One energizing as his external enemy. Be
hemoth is the enemy within us; Leviathan is

the enemy without
us&quot;].

It only remains to

say, that there is nothing surprising in the fact
that here, in a discourse by God, He should
speak of Himself in the third person ; comp.
above ch. xxxix. 17; xxxviii. 41. -He who
made him furnished to him his sword,
viz. his teeth, his two immense incisors (which
according to Riippell in 1. c. grow to be twenty-
six French inches long), with which as with a
sickle (a ap-xi), Nicander, Theriac. 666; Nonnus,
Dionysiac. 26) he mows down the grass and

green corn-blades, ifetyn stands for

&quot; He who hath made him, his Creator&quot; (the
article being used as demonstrative

; comp. Ge-

senius \ 109 [ 108, 2, a]), and # elliptically

for V? t?r. &quot;brought near to him, furnished to

him.&quot; The emendation suggested by Bottcher

and Dillmann ^j, n instead of Wj?H : &quot;which

was created [lit. plur. which were created ]

so as to attach thereon a sword &quot;

(&?_ as Jus

sive) is unnecessary, as is also Ewald s render

ing of J^ iin in the sense of &quot;to blunt, to make
harmless.&quot;

Ver. 20 gives a reason for ver. 19 b: For
the mountains bring him forth food.

/13:= /O
, produce, fruit, vegetation. The

clause is not intended to describe the hippopo
tamus as an animal that commonly or frequently
grazes on the mountains (in point of fact it is

only in exceptional instances that he ascends
the mountains or high grounds, when the river-

banks and the grounds immediately around
them have been eaten up). It only intends to

say that entire mountains, vast upland tracts,
where large herds of other animals abide, must

provide for him his food (see b).
Ver. 21 states where the hippopotamus is in

the habit of staying: He lies down under the
lotus-trees, in the covert of reeds and

fens (comp. ch. viii. 11) D ?^, plur. o

or of D/xy (a word which occurs also in the
r ;: : x

Arabic), are not the lotus-flowers, f. ., the wa
ter-lilies (Nymphsea Lotus} [so Conant], but the

lotus-bushes, or trees (Lotus silvestris s. Cyre-

naica), a vegetable growth frequently found in

the hot and moist lowlands of Egypt, Cyrenaica,
and Syria, with thorny branches, and a fruit

like the plum. On b comp. the description of
the hippopotamus given by Ammianus Marcelli-

nus (XXII. 15) : Inter arundin s celsas el squalen-
tes nimin densitate heec bfllua cubilia ponif.

Ver. 22. Lotus-trees cover him as a shade.

iy (resolved from i, like ij, ch. xx. 7,

from ivij) is in apposition to the subject, with

which it forms at the same time a paronomasia.
Another paronomasia occurs between 1H3D 1 and

in b.

Ver. 23. Behold, the river shows vio
lence

;
he trembles not; lit.,

&quot; he does not

spr.ng up, is not startled. JH at the beginning
of this clause has, as in ch. xii. 14; xxiii. 8,

substantially the force of a conditional particle.

pE/J7
here without an object: &quot;to exercise vio

lence, to act violently,&quot; (differing from ch. x. 3)
a word which strikingly describes a river wildly

swelling and raging [sweeping its borders with

tyrannous devastation. E. V., following the Vulg.
absorbebit fluvium (Targ.

&quot; he doth violence to the

river
&quot;) gives to

pi^J?
a meaning not warranted].

He remains unconcerned (lit.
&quot; he is con

fident&quot;)
-when a Jordan rushes (lit. &quot;bursts

through, pours itself forth,&quot; JTJ as in chap.

xxxviii. 8) into his mouth. The Jordan,
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(j.!P.l
without the Art.) is used here in an ap

pellative sense of a river remarkable for its

swiftly rushing course, not as a proper name,
for hippopotami scarcely lived in the Jordan.
There is nothing strange in this mention of the
Jordan in order vividly to illustrate the descrip
tion, the same being a river well known to Job,
and also to his friends. It certainly cannot be

urged as an argument for the hypothesis that
the author of this section is not the same with
the author of the remainder of the book (against
Ewald and Dillmann). [&quot;

The reason why the
Jordan is the river particularly here used as an
illustration is, I suppose, because not unlikely,
rising as it does at the foot of the snow-clad Le
banon, it was liable to more sudden and violent

swellings than either the Euphrates or the Nile.

It is, in fact, more of a mountain torrent than

either, and probably in its irruptions it drove

away in consternation the lions and other wild

beasts, located in the thickets on its banks.&quot;

Carey. Comp. Jer. xii. 5 and xli. 19].
Ver. 24. Before his eyes do they take

him, pierce through his nose with snares.
The position and tone of the words forbid one

taking this verse as an ironical challenge : Let one

just take him !&quot; or as a question :
&quot;

Shall, or does

any one take him,&quot; elc.f Instead of T J jJS (i. e.,

&quot; while he himself is looking on, under his very
eyes ;&quot; comp. Prov. i. 17), we must at l^ast have
read VJ .}?3ri. Moreover instead of the 3d Pers.

we should rather have looked for the 2d, if either

of the above constructions had been the true one

(comp. the questions in ver. 25 seq.) [Ch. xli. 1

seq.]. The clause accordingly is to be taken,
with the ancient versions, and with Stickel, Um-
breit, Ewald, Dillmann [Conant] as descriptive
of something which actually takes place, and
hence as referring to the capture of the river-

horse. By the ancients in like manner as by
the Nubians of to-day this was accomplished by
means of harpoons fastened to a long rope. It is

either to this harpoon-rope, or to a switch drawn

through the nose after the capture has been ef

fected that the word $P)D in b refers. It can

hardly mean a common trap (Delitzsch [&quot;let

one lay a snare which, when it goes into it, shall

spring together and pierce it in the nose
&quot;]).

Why does God close the description of the hip

popotamus with a reference to its capture? Evi

dently because He wishes thereby to emphasize
the thought that this animal is wholly and com

pletely in His power, that all its size and strength
are of no avail to it, and that when God deter

mines to deliver it into the han Is of men, its

pride is humbled without fail. Whereas on the

other hand thedescription of the leviathan which
follows contains no such reference to its capture,
but sets forth throughout only the difficulty, or

indeed the impossibility of becoming its master

by the use of ordinary strength and cunning ;

this indicates an advance over what goes before.

4. Continuation, b. First part of the descrip
tion of the leviathan: ch. xli. 1-11 [Heb. ch. xl.

25 xli. 3]: the unlamableness and invincibility

of the leviathan Dost thou draw out the

leviathan with a net? [or us E. V., Gesen.,

Fiirst, etc., &quot;with a hook&quot;].
The name {fn/

denotes here neither the mythical dragon of hea
ven, as in ch. iii. 8 (see on the passage), nor the
whale, as in Ps. civ. 26, but the crocodile, whose
structure and mode of life are in the following
description depicted with fidelity to the minutest

particular (comp. the evidence in detail in Bo-
chart, Hieroz. III., 737 seq.). In and of itself

JjTl
7 is the generic name of any monster capa

ble of wreathing itself infolds, in like manner as

P.^3 (
com P- Tftvw) may denote any monster that

is long stretched out. But as the latter name is

become the prevalent designation of the whale,

(see on ch. vii. 12), so the name leviathan seems
to have attached itself from an early period to

the crocodile, that particularly hu*e and terrible

amphibious monster of Bible lands, for which
animal there was no special name appropriated
in the primitive Hebrew, as it was not indige
nous to Palestine, or at all events was but rarely
found in its waters (traces indeed are not abso

lutely wanting of its having existed in them at

one time : see the remarks of Robinson in re

spect to the coast-river Nahr ez Zerka, or Maat-
Temsah [&quot;crocodile-waters&quot;], and also in re

spect to the city Croeodilon, not far from Cesa-

rea, in his &quot;

Physical Geography,&quot; etc., p. 191).
The name leviathan does not involve the He
braizing of an Egyptian name of the crocodile,

(analogous to that of pe-ehe-mou in behemoth).
By so much the more probable is it that in the

interrogative Tji^DJJH
&quot; drawest thou &quot;

(without

H, see Ew., 324, a), the poet intends an allu

sion to the well-known Egyptian name of the

animal, which in Copt, is temsah, in modern
Arab, timsah (Ew., Del., Dillm., etc ). Dost
thou with a cord press down his tongue?
i. e., when, liks a fish, be has bitten the fishing-

hook, dost thou, in pulling the line, cause it to

press down the tongue? The question is not

(with Schult., Hirzel. Delitzsch, etc.
)

to be ren

dered: &quot;Canst thou sink a line into his tongue

[or &quot;his tongue into a line&quot;]? a rendering
which is indeed verbally admissible, but which

yields an idea that is not very .intelligible. This
member expresses, only with a little more art,

the same thought as the first. It is not at all

necessary to assume (with Ewald, Dillmann and
other opponents of the genuineness of the pre
sent section), that the poet represents the cap
ture of the crocodile as absolutely impossible,
thus contradicting the fact attested by Herodotus,

II., 7, that the ancient Egyptians caught this

animal with fishing-hooks. That which the iro

nical question of God denies is simply the possi

bility of overcoming this animal, like a harmless

fish, tcith ordinary craft or artifice, not the pos

sibility of ever capturing it. There is no

thing to forbid the assumption that instead of

the Egyptian crocodile (or at least along with it)

the author had in view a Palestinian species or

variety of the same animal, which is no longer
oxtan , and that this Palestinian crocodile, just
because it was rarer than the saurian of the

Nile, was in fact held to be impossible of cap
ture, (comp. Delitzsch II, p. 3&amp;lt;i6,

n. 2). It is,

generally speHking, a very precarious position to

question the accuracy of our poet s statement*

even in a sinyle point: compare e. a., the per-
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fectly correct mention in this passage of the

tongue of the crocodile, with the ridiculous as

sertion of Herodot. (II. 68), Aristotle, and other

ancients, that the crocodile has no tongue.

Ver 2 [XL. 26]. Canst them put a rush-

ring into his nose, and bore through his

jaw (or,
- his cheek&quot;) with a hook? i. e..

canst thou deal with him as fishermen deal with

the fish captured by them, piercing their mouths

with iron hooks in order afterwards to thrust

through them rush-cords
(a%oivov&amp;lt;;),

or iron

rings (the fishermen of the Nile use the latter to

this day, see Bruce, Travels, etc.), and to lay the

fish thus tied together in the water?

Ver. 3 [XL. 27.] &quot;Will he make many sup
plications to thee, etc., i. e., will he speak
thee fair, in order to retain his freedom ? The

question which follows in ver. 28 enlarges upon
this thought, with a somewhat different appli
cation. &quot;For a servant for ever&quot; is here equi
valent to &quot;for a tamed domestic animal&quot;

(comp. ch. xxxix. 9).

Ver. 5 [XL. 29]. Wilt thou play with

him as with a bird? 3 pnt? differently

from Ps. civ. 26, where it signifies to play in

something. By the &quot;bird &quot;here spoken of is

meant neither the &quot;golden beetle&quot; (which in the

language of the Talmud is called &quot;bird of the

vineyard&quot;), nor the grasshopper (comp. Lewy-
sohn, Zool. des Talmud. 364). We are rather

to compare with it the sparrow of Catullus :

Passer, delicise metepuellse, and, as in that poem,
we are to understand by the f&amp;gt;n^*J &quot;female

slaves;&quot; scarcely the &quot;little daughters&quot; of the

one who is addressed (as Dillmann thinks, who
takes pains to exhibit here a new reason for sus

pecting the genuineness of this section).
Ver. 6 [XL. 30]. Do fishermen partners

trade in him? [do they divide him among
the Canaanites?] D&quot;]3n (different from

D^nn Is. xliv. 11) are fishermen as members of

a guild, or as partners in a company associated

together for the capture of fish; comp. Luke v.

7, 10, I D] with hy_ as in chap. vi. 27, &quot;to

make bargains for anything, to traffic with it;&quot;

not &quot;to feast uponanything, to make a banquet,&quot;

as the phrase is rendered by the LXX. (kvairovv-

rai), Targum [E. V.], Schult., Rosenmuller, e c. ;

for i&quot;P3 &quot;to banquet&quot; (2 Kings vi. 23) agrees

neither with the construction with /, nor the

mention of the &quot;Canaanites, t. e., the Pheni-
cian merchants (Is. xxiii. 8

; Zech. xiv. 21
;

Prov. xxxi. 24) in the second member. [Gesen-
ius, Conant, etc., less simply take rP3 in its

more usual sense, &quot;to
dig,&quot;

i. e., dig pits, lay
snares for. Merx. reads 11jP from &quot;I~O, and
translates: The animal, against which hunters

go in troops].
Ver. 7 [XL. 31]. Not only is the crocodile un-

suited to be an article of commerce, but coated
as he is with scales, he is equally unsuited to be
the object of an exciting harpoon-hunt. With
ni3ttf, &quot;pointed darts,&quot; comp. the Arab, sauke,

which signifies both &quot;thorn&quot; and
&quot;spear.&quot;

Ver. 8 [XL. 32]. Remember the battle,
thou wilt not do it again i. e., shouldst

thou presume to fight with him
(&quot;OT,

not Infinit.

dependent on ^OIH, but Imperat. consecut.,

comp. Ew., 347, b), thou wilt not repeat the

experiment (^Dl^ pausalform for ^DW, see Ew.,

\ 224, b). Needless violence is done to this

verse also, If (as by Dillmann) the attempt be
made to deduce from it the idea of the absolute

impossibility of capturing and conquering the
crocodile. Let it be borne in mind that the
words are addressed to a single individual.

Ver. 9 [XLI. 1]. Behold, every hope is

disappointed ; lit. &quot;behold, his hope is disap
pointed,&quot; that viz. of the man who should enter
into a contest with the monster (the use of the
suffix accordingly being similar to that of chnp.
xxxvii. 12). Even at the sight of him one
is cast down ; lit. as a question: &quot;is one cast

down?&quot; etc.; i. e., is it not the fact that the mere
sight of him is enough to cast one down with
terror? On VfcTJD, which is not plur. but sing.

comp Gesenius, 93 [91], 9, Rem.
Ver. 10 [XL. 2j. None so fool-hardy that

he would stir him up. N7 is not, without
further qualification,=PK (Hirz.), but the lack

ing subj. is to be supplied out of the next mem
ber, and the whole clause is exclamatory: &quot;not

fierce (fool-hardy, rash) enough, that he should
rouse him

up!&quot; Respecting &quot;U3X, (comp chap.
xxx. 21. And who will take his stand be
fore Me ? i. e., appear against Me as Mine ad

versary ;
3}fnn here in another sense than in

chap. i. 6; ii. 1. According to some MSS. and

the Targ. the text should be VJ37, referring to

the crocodile: and who will stand before him?&quot;

But this would destroy the characteristic funda
mental thought of the verse, which consists in a
conclusio a min. admajus: &quot;If no one ventures to

stir up that creature which I have made, how
much less will any one dare to contend with Me,
the Almighty Creator?&quot;

Ver. 11 [3]. Who gave to me first of all

that I must requite it? i. e., who would
dare to appear against me as my accuser or niy

enemy, on the ground that he has perchance
given me something, and is thus become iny cre

ditor? (Rom. xi. 3-j). As to the second half of

the verse which gives the reason for the ques
tion, in which God claims all created beings as

His property, comp. Psalm 1. 10 seq. ; on

3 see ch. xxviii. 24
; on the neuter WPI

T
see ch. xiii. 16; xv. 9. The general thoughts
advanced in ver. 2 b, and ver. 3 are a suitable

close to what is said of the invincibility of the

crocodile, as a mighty illustration of God s

creative power, so that we are required neither
to transpose the passage (as e. g., by placing it

after ch. xl. 14), nor to deem it out of place here,
between the description of the leviathan s unta-

mableness, and that of his bodily structure

(against Dillmann).
5. Conclusion ; c. Second part of the descrip

tion of the leviathan: The bodily structure and
mode of life characteristic of the leviathan, the

king of all proud beasts : ch. xl. 12-34 [4-26].
Ver. 12 [4]. I -will not keep silent as to

his members
(B&quot;^,

see ch. xviii. 13). So ac-
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cording to the K thibh ETtnK j ; the K ri i

TIN would give the idea in the form of a question:
&quot;as to him should I pass his limbs in silence ?&quot;

which as being a little more difficult is to be pre
ferred. In no case does the clause deserve to be
called &quot;a prosaic and precise announcement of
the subject to be treated of,&quot; such as would seem
to be &quot;not very suitable&quot; in a discourse deliv

ered by God (Dillmann) : the idea of the an
cients touching what might be suitable and in

taste, and what might not be so, were quite dif

ferent from our modern notions. Nor as to
the fame of his powers (so Vaihinger stri

kingly); lit. &quot;nor of the word of his powers&quot;

i. e., of their kind and arrangement (Ewald),
how the case stands with respect to them ; comp.
^IH in Deut. xv. 2

;
xix. 4. In the final clause

.
T T

13&quot;V^ pni the word
Tpjjj

is in any case equiva

lent to &quot;disposition, structure&quot; (Aq.: rafif), and

pn seems to be a secondary form of fn=come-
liness, gracefulness, with which the tenor of

this description which follows well agrees, set

ting forth as it does not only that which is fear

ful, but also that which is beautiful and elegant
in the structure of the leviathan. For this rea

son it is unnecessary either with Ewald to

identify the word with pn, &quot;measure&quot; (dry

measure), or with Dillmann to amend the text

(to {7.?
or

J9TI?)

Vers. 13-17 [5-9]: The upper and foreside

[face] of the crocodile. Who has uncovered
the face of his garment? f. e., no one can

uncover, lift up the upper side (D J3 as in Isa.

xxv. 7) of his scaly coat of mail; this lies on his

back with such tenacity that it cannot be re

moved, nor broken. [Others, Ewald, Schlott.,

etc., explain D JD of the anterior part of his gar

ment, or armor, that which pertains to the head
or face; but this would be less natural, and
would involve tautology the &quot;

opening of the

jaws&quot; being referred to again in the next ver.].
Into his double jaws who enters in ?

Lit,, &quot;into the double of his jaws;&quot; JOT here

accordingly in a different sense from ch. xxx.
11 [where it means &quot;

bridle,&quot; the meaning which
E. V. gives to it here]. The fact mentioned by
Herod. II., 68, and confirmed by modern obser

vations, to wit, that a little bird, the plover,

(Charadrius jEgyptius, in Herod. rpo^/Aof) enters
the open jaw of the crocodile, in order to look
for insects there, need not be deemed unknown
to our author; only we are not to insist on his

having such an incident in mind in the passage
before us.

Ver. 14 [6]. The doors of his face
who has opened them? i.e., his jaws, his

mouth, the aperture of which reaches back of

the eyes and ears (comp. the well-known picture,
taken from the Description de VEgypte, and in

troduced into several pictorial works on zoology,
e.

&amp;lt;/.,

into Klotz and Glaser s Leben und Eigen-
thiimlichkeiten der mittleren und niederen Thierwelt,

Leipzig, 1869, p. 15, representing the mouth of

a crocodile wide open, with a Cfiaradriun in it).

Round about his teeth is terror; comp.
ch. xxxix. 20. The crocodile has thirty-six long,

pointed teeth in the upper jaw, and thirty in the

lower, the appearance of which is all the more
terrible that they are not covered by the lips.

Ver. 16
[7]. A pride are the furrows of

the shields (comp. ch. xl. 18), referring to the

arched bony shields, of which the animal has
seventeen rows, all equally large and square in

form. [According to this interpretation P 3N

means first channels, and t hen the shields bounded

by those channels. Others (Gesenius, Conant,

etc.) take it as an adj. = robusta (robora) scuto-

rum~\. Fastened together like a closely.
fitting seal ; or, construing &quot;W Dnin not as

appositional, but as instrumental accusative (ac

cording to Ewald, \ 297, b): &quot;fastened together
as with a closely-fitting seal&quot; [so E. V.]. How
this is to be understood is shown by the two
verses which follow; in which comp., as to the

phrase, liTnsO ETK, Gesen., \ 124.
[ 122],

Hem. 4; as to the verbs p3T and &quot;U/fP, chap.
xxxviii. 30, 38.

Vers. 18-21 [10-13]. The sneezing and breath

ing of the crocodile. His sneezing flashes

forth light (HJ^, abbreviated from HTl, Hiph.

of 77i&quot;l, comp. chap. xxxi. 26) ; t. e., when the
crocodile turned toward the sun with open jaws
is excited to sneezing (which in such a posture
happens very easily, see Bochart III., 763 seq.),
the water and slime gushing from his mouth
glisten brilliantly in the sunbeams. As Delitz.

says truly :
&quot; This delicate observation of na

ture is here compressed into three words ; in
this concentration of whole, grand thoughts and
pictures, we recognize the older

poet.&quot; And
his eyes are as eyelids of the dawn (chap.
iii. 9) ; t. e., when with their red glow they glim
mer in the water, before the animal s head be
comes visible above the surface of the water.
This cat-like sparkle of the crocodile s eyes was
observed from an early period, and is the reason

why in the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics two
crocodiles eyes became the hieroglyph for the

dawn, according to the express statement of

Horus, Hierogl. 1., 68: kneiti?/ irpb TTKVTOC oufta-

TOf f&amp;lt;jou
of

60$aX//o&amp;lt;
EK TOV ftw&ov avatyaivovrai.

Ver. 19 [11]. Out of his mouth proceed
torches; t. e., not literal torches, but streams
of water shining like torches, when the animal

emerging out of the water breathes violently.
Out of his nostrils goes forth smoke, like
a seething pot with reeds [lit.,

&quot; like a ket
tle blown and reeds

&quot;]
; i. ., like a heated kettle

standing over a crackling and strongly smoking
fire of reeds (Ewald, Bottcher, Delitzsch, Dillm.)

[Conant]. The common rendering is: &quot;as a

seething pot and caldron;&quot; but pDJK is scarcely

to be taken to signify something else here t!i&amp;lt;m

above in ch. xl. 26 [xli. 2]; &quot;caldron&quot; would
be

JJX,
Arab, iggane. With the description be

fore us, as well as with the still more strongly

hyperbolical description in the verse which fol

lows, comp. the description of Bochart, /. c. :

Turn spiritus diu pressus sic effervescit et erumpit tarn

violenter, ut flammas ore et naribus videatur evomere.

Also what the traveler Bartram (in Rosenmiil-

ler s Alterth., p. 250) relates of an alligator in

Carolina, that a thick smoke streamed out of ils

distended nostrils, with a noise which made the
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earth shake. [Schlottmann calls attention to

the close parallelism between vers. 18, 19 and

vers. 20, 21].

Ver. 22 [14]. On his neck dwells (lit.,

&quot;

passes the night, lodges,&quot; j
T as in ch. xvii.

2) strength, and despair danceth hence
before him.

]
n

, leaps, springs up suddenly.

Both members of the verse refer to the crocodile

suddenly emerging out of the water, and terri

fying men or beasts, and particularly to the vio

lent movements of its neck or head, which are

sufficient to overturn ships, etc.
[&quot;

The trepi

dation, the confused running to and fro of one

who is in extreme anguish (comp. IXOnfV ver.

17) is compared to the dancing of one who is

crazed, and this is attributed to the ri3&O as the

personification of the anguish.&quot;
Schlott. E. V.,

less suitably: &quot;and sorrow is turned into joy
before him

&quot;].

Yer. 23 [15] seq., describe the lower and

hinder parts of the animal. The flanks [^SD,
the flabby pendulous parts of the body, especially
the belly] of his flesh are closely joined to

gether, are fixed fast upon him, are not
moved ;

i. e., they do not shake with the mo
tions of the body, being thickly lined with strong
scales, smaller however than those on the back.

p^ , pass, partic. of p% differing accordingly

from ch. xxviii. 2; xxix. 6.

Ver. 24 [16]. His heart is firmly cast as a
stone, firmly cast as a nether millstone,

[not as E. V., &quot;as a piece of the nether mill

stone,&quot; for r\lQ, as that which is split off, or

produced by cleavage, refers to the whole stone
;

hence elsewhere (Judg. ix. 53; 2 Sam. xxiv. 6),

a for the upper millstone]. It was ne

cessary that the nether millstone should be par
ticularly hard, because it has to bear the weight
and friction of the upper stone; comp. the Bib
lical Archaeologies and Dictionaries, under the

word &quot;Mill.&quot; Besides the physical hardness
of the crocodile s heart (in respect to which

comp. Arist. D? partib. animal. 3, 4), the poet
here has in view the firmness of his heart in the

tropical or ethical sense, f. e., the courage and
fierceness of the beast, as the following verses

show clearly enough.
Ver. 25 [17]. At his rising up heroes

tremble. or, as many MSS. read

&quot;mightyones,&quot; from /JN, &quot;to be thick, strong:&quot;

comp. Ex. xv. 15 with Ezek. xxxi. 11; xxxii. 21.

^Ptyp, contracted from VlNtfO, cannot mean
here &quot; before his majesty

&quot;

(ch. xiii. 11; xxxi.

23), but simply :
&quot; at his rising, when he raises

himself
up.&quot;

From terror they miss their

aim. D&quot;p$p, lit.,
&quot; from brokenness [break

ings];&quot; not however &quot;from wounds.&quot; Jerome

correctly: territi (comp. Isa. Ixv. 14). NBnnn,

lit., &quot;they miss,&quot; f. e., &quot;their mark&quot; (to wit,

here, the slaying of the monster). [Gesenius,
Conant, etc., they lose themselves for terror,&quot;

spoken of a person in astonishment and terror

missing his way in precipitate flight. Fiirst:
&quot;

they disappear, t. e., they cannot hold out.&quot;

E. V., under the influence of the Vulg. and Targ.
&quot;

by reason of breakings they purify them

selves,&quot; which hardly yields an intelligible

meaning].
Ver. 26 [18]. If one reaches him with the

sword, lit., he who reaches him with the sword,
it doth not hold, t. e., the sword, (lit., it does
not get up&quot;),

it glances off without effect, from the

scaly armor of the beast. As to the construction

comp. Ewald, g 357, c
;
on the use of ^2 with

the finite verb, which occurs only here, Ew.,
\ 322, a. In the second member, which intro

duces three additional subjects to the verb

Qlpn, this 73 is to be again% supplied: &quot;nor

spear, dart, and armor.&quot; According to the tes

timony of the ancient versions it would seem
that

iT&quot;]2
must be rendered as a synonym of

JV W, &quot;coat of mail,&quot; although the context, and

a comparison with the Arab, since, or surice,
&quot;

arrow,&quot; would favor rather the meaning &quot;mis

sile,&quot;
either the harpoon, or some peculiar kind

of arrow. For J?DD the definition &quot;

sling-

stone
&quot; has the support of the Targ., while the

LXX and the Vulg. associate the word with the

preceding JVjn in the sei?ae of hasta missilis.

Verses 27-29 [19-21] describe more at

length the ineffective rebound of ordinary hu
man weapons from the armor of the leviathan,

together with the animal s fearlessness in en

countering all assaults by means of such wea

pons. Respecting PIBflnj in ver. 19, 6, comp.

on ch. xl. 18. p^p^ in the same member is a

poetic form for 3p~l (chap. xiii. 28). The &quot;son

of the bow,&quot; ver. 20 a is the arrow, as the &quot; son

of the flame&quot; in ch. v. 7 meant the spark of fire.

The &quot;

turning to stubble,&quot; ver. 20 b is of course

to be taken only in the subjective sense of be

coming as it were stubble.

Ver. 29 [21]. Clubs are accounted (by

him) as chaff; lit. &quot;a club;&quot; TIlYlP, as a ge

neric term, is construed with the plur. On b

(tfjn and pT3), comp. ch. xxxix. 23, 24.

Ver. 30 [22] continues the description of theun-

der side of the body begun in ver. 23 [16]. His
under parts are pointed shards ; lit.

&quot; the

sharpest of shards,&quot; EHD \&quot;inn;
on this mode

of expressing the superlative, which occurs also

in ch. xxx. 6, comp. Gesen., \ 112 [ 110], Hem.
1. The comparison of the scales on the under

Bide of the crocodile, and especially on his tail,

with pointed sherds, is found also in Aelian, H.

N. 10, 24. He spreadeth a threshing sledge
upon the mire ;

i. e.. by means of those same

pointed ncales, which leave a mark on the soft

mire, like that made by the iron spikes of a

threshing-sledge (comp. Is. xxviii. 27).

Ver. 31 [23]. He maketh the deep to

boil like a pot. On ryrnn, &quot;to cause to

seethe, to boil and foam violently,&quot; comp. chap.

xxx. 27. The &quot;deep&quot; [nS0), i. e., literally,

the deep of the sea (=0*) is a word which can

also be applied to a great river, like the Nile ;

comp. Is. xix. 5; Nah. iii. 8. The Bedouins to

this day call the Nile bahr, &quot;sea,&quot;
it being quite

like a sea when it overflows its banks. He ma-
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keth the sea (comp. ch. xiv. 11) like a pot
of ointment, t. e., as respects its bubbling and

foaming. An Egyptian sea may here be as

sumed, standing in connection with the Nile, or

perhaps one of the seas of the Jordan, if the
author took a Palestinian crocodile as the object
of his description. The figure of the pot of

ointment can hardly allude to the strong odor
of musk which the crocodile emits when playing
in the water (Bochart, Del.) seeing that the poet
is describing here only the visible effects of his

tumbling and rushing in the water.
Ver. 32 [24]. After him he maketh the

path to shine, by means of the bright white
trail which he leaves behind him on the surface

of the water, and which in b is compared to the

silver bright whiteness of hoary hair (JlTiS ),
in

the same way that the classic poets speak of a

nohir) afy (//. I. 350; Od. IV. 405), or of a cane-

scere (incanescere) of the waves (Catull. Epithal.
Pelei; Manilius, Astron. : Ut freta canescunt,
sulcum ducente carina, etc.).

Ver. 33 [25] seq.: Conclusion of the whole

description, repeating the affirmation of the in

vincibility of the leviathan as a proud tyrant in

the animal kingdom. There is not upon the
earth one who commands him ; lit. &quot; there

is not upon the dust (comp. ch. xix. 25) domin
ion over him,&quot; comp. Zech. ix. 10. So correctly
the Targ., Pesh., and most of the moderns, while
the LXX, Vulg., [E. V.], Umbreit, Delitzsch,

[Lee, Noyes, Merx] translate: &quot;on earth there

is not his like.&quot; By itself I/I^D could certainly

be thus rendered ;
but the second member &quot; he

who is made
( ^H comp. ch. xv. 22) [Green,

\ 172, 5] for no-fear&quot; (or &quot;for, into a fearless

creature,&quot; nn- V^S) favor rather the meaning

given above.

Ver. 34 [26]. He looks on all that is

high; i. e., looks it boldly in the face, without

fearing or turning back before it (comp. ch. xl.

11). He is king overall the sons of pride,
i. ., over all the huge, proudly stalking beasts

of prey (comp. ch. xxviii. 8), he is therefore a

tyrant in the midst of the animal kingdom, to

whom the larger quadrupeds must submit, espe

cially in consequence of the violent blows which
he inflicts with his tail (Bochart, p. 767 ; Oken,
Allgem. Naturgesch., VI, 654 seq.).

6. Job s answer and penitent confession : chap.
xlii. 1-6.

Ver. 2. Now I know that Thou canst
do all things now that in these two animal
colossi Thou hast set before me the most con

vincing proofs of Thine omnipotence, and at the

same time of the constant justice of Thy ways.
And that no undertaking (no thought, or

purpose, which Thou dost undertake to carry

out; H?3IO sensu bono, comp. HDI ch. xvii. 11)

is forbidden to Thee (lit. &quot;cutoff&quot;) [ren
dered inaccessible, impracticable]. To these

thoughts, which God has the power to execute

without condition or any limitation whatever,

belongs, in the very first rank, the appointment
of severe sufferings for men who, apparently,
are innocent. This Job here recognizes as the

normal result of the operations of the All-wise,

40

All-merciful, and Righteous God in His govern
ment of the world, being just as truly the result
of His operations as the terrible forms and ac
tivities of the behemoth and leviathan.

Ver. 3. &quot;Who is this that obscureth
counsel without knowledge?&quot; thus, namely
hast thou rightly spoken to me. The words of
God at the beginning of the first discourse (ch.
xxxviii. 2), are cited here verbally; and from
this divine verdict, as one that cannot be as

sailed nor abrogated, the inference which fol

lows is immediately drawn: thus have I

judged, without understanding, what was
too wonderful for me, without knowing ;

i. e., the judgments which I have heretofore pro
nounced respecting my sufferings as unmerited
and unreasonably cruel, were uttered without

understanding or knowledge. To the idea, com
plete in itself, conveyed by &quot;TnJH, I have

judged (uttered),&quot; an object is emphatically
added in the following member, so that the no
tion ofjudging passes over into that of deciding
or passing judgment upon something.

Ver. 4 contains another expression, cited both
from the first discourse of Jehovah (ch. xxxviii.

3), and from the introduction to the second (ch.
xl. 7), here however preceded and strengthened
by the short introductory clause :

&quot;

Hear, I

pray thee, and I will speak,&quot; and for this reason
to be regarded as only a free citation, to which
Job then appends the observation contained in

ver. 6. This verse (4) is not therefore to be re

garded as an independent entreaty on the part
of Job to Jehovah, framed however in imitation
of the words of Jehovah in the passages referred
to (as Rosenm., Stick., Hirz., Hahn., Del.

[Scott, Noyes, Barnes] think). The meaning
is: &quot;Thou hast demanded of me to make my an
swer to Thee, as in a judicial trial ; my answer
can be none other than that which now follows

(vers. 5-6). [To the view that this is the lan

guage of humility on the part of Job, seeking
for further instruction from God, Carey objects :

&quot;

(1) That Job does not ask God any particular

question on which he requires information. (2)
That on the supposed view the first clause, &quot;Hear

now, and I will speak,&quot; would be the formula
of an opening address, leading one to expect
that that address was to be of some length, at

least, whereas no such address does actually fol

low. (3.) That the words themselves would be
too arrogant for Job to use in his present hum
bled state of mind. (4.) That as ver. 3 is mani

festly a citation from chap, xxxviii. 2, and as
the words in this present verse occur in chap,
xxxviii. 3, they may reasonably be supposed to

be a citation also. (5.) On the supposition of

their being a citation, a more natural, and, at

the same time, a more pregnant sense, is ob

tained&quot;].

Ver. 5. I have heard of thee by the hear

ing of the ear. &quot;According to (/, as, e.g., in

chap, xxviii. 22; Ps. xviii. 45) the hearing of the

ear,&quot; t. e., on the basis of a knowledge which was
mediate only, and therefore incomplete, the op
posite information resting on the firm basis of

immediate perception, observation, or expe
rience; comp. Ps. xlviii. 9. But now mine
eye hath seen thee i. e., not externally, or
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corporeally, but intuitively, by means of that in

tellectual faith-perception which, in the visible

manifestations of creation, beholds the Creator

Himself; comp. the voovfteva Ka&opaTcu of Rom.
i. 19; also above on chap, xxxviii. 1.

Ver. 6. Therefore do I recant lit. &quot;I re

ject [repudiate],&quot; that, viz., which I have here

tofore said; the object omitted, as in ch. vii. 16 ;

xxxvi. 5, The LXX., Symm., and Vulg. read

DNStf :

&quot;

1 reject, blame, accuse myself&quot; (Luth.)

[E. V : &quot;abhor myself &quot;],
which gives substan

tially the same sense with the Masoretic reading

(for Bottcher s rendering of this Niphal
&quot; I de

spair
&quot;

finds no conclusive support in chap. vii.

6), but is by no means of necessity to be substi

tuted for the same. And I repent (am sorry,

&quot;Ppm, Niph.) in dust and ashes i. e., like

one in deep mourning, one who feels himself

completely broken and humbled; comp. ch. ii.

8, 12. And so Job returns, as it were, to his

heap at ashes, the symbol of his voluntary sub

mission under the mighty hand of God. He

perfectly resumes that patient resignation to the

will of God, out of which he had allowed himself

to be provoked by the accusation of the friends,

in that, he recognizes the divine decree of suffer

ing as one that has been inflicted on him not un

justly, and holds his peace, until the sentence

of the Most High, pronouncing His blessing

upon him, again exalts the upright penitent.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The progress which this second discourse

of God, taken in connection with Job s confession

of penitence, marks in the inward development
of the poem, is in general clear. The destruc

tion and punishment of the proud self-exaltation

of the presumptuous censurer of God s ways,
which had constituted the aim and issue of the

first discourse (see on ch. xl. 5), must be followed

by the entire overthrow of the presumption in

Job s heart, in consequence of which he had not

deeply and earnestly enough perceived his sin-

fulness, had doubted whether the severe visita

tion which had come upon him was deserved, and
had thus assailed God s justice. In addition to

the complete humiliation of Job it was necessary
still further to produce in him entire contrition,
the voluntary confession of his guilt; and this

is exactly what this second discourse aims at

and accomplishes. It accomplishes this, as may
be seen from the first part, which is in the form
of a direct rebuke (ch. xl. 7-14), by the ironical

challenge addressed to Job, to take the govern
ment of I he world into his own hand, and to

judge the proud transgressors on the earth (see
Ter. lOseq ). This is a challenge which shows
an advance beyond the series of ironical questions
in the first discourse, in that it imputes to him
who is addressed not merely the exercise of a

high, wonderful, and all-embracing divine know

ledge, hut rather of an omnipotent activity resem

bling that of God, the ruler of the universe.
God now no longer says, -knowest thou?&quot; or
&quot;canst thou?&quot; but &quot;doit! seat thyself on my
judicial throne!&quot; and the stronger irony which
flashes forth from such appeals must in the na
ture of things be accompanied by a stronger

power to cause shame to him who is addressed,
so that the last remnant of presumption in his

heart is swept away. &quot;By
thus thinking of him

self as the ruler and judge of the world, Job is

obliged to think of the cutting contrast between
his feebleness and the divine rule, with which
he has ventured to find fault; at the same time,

however, he is taught that what he would ne

ver be able to do God really punishes the un

godly, and must have wise purposes when He
does not, as indeed He might, let loose at once

the floods of His wrath&quot; (Del.). In other

words: Job, brought to the lowest depths of

shame, must, by that challenge, be made sensi

ble of two things in one, the omnipotence and
the inflexible justice of the divine government
of the world. He is compelled to see that there

cannot be, and least of all in the administration

of the Most High, a &quot;bare omnipotence,&quot; dis

joined from justice and love.

2. So far the purpose of this discourse is clear.

But is the second part of it, which is character

ized by disproportionate length, and in which

nature, or rather, more particularly, the animal

world, is described, in accordance with this pur
pose ? Are we, with a number of critics (see
Introd. 9) to reject this part of the book as not

genuine ? Or, instead of resorting to this violent

operation, favored as it is by nothing in the his

toric transmission of the text, are we, by more

profoundly fathoming the meaning and aim of

this wonderful description of animals, to exhibit

its original organic connection with its sur

roundings? Obviously there is little to be

gained from such ingenious, and yet at bottom

superficial remarks as that of Herder: &quot;Behe

moth and Leviathan are the pillars of Hercules

at the end of the book, the Non plus ultra of ano
ther world

;&quot;
and just as little from the flat and

shallow physical theology of the vulgar rational

ism, which represents the poet as finding in these

&quot;prodigies of the amphibious world&quot; (ver. 9)
the hippopotamus and the crocodile, &quot;the power,
wisdom, and goodness of God&quot; (see, e.g., Wohl-
farth on the passage), or from the downright al

legorizing of the Church Fathers, who in the le

viathan and also in behemoth found the devil,

with whom also Luther is in accord, when he

says: &quot;By
behemoth is meant all the large mon

ster beasts, and by leviathan all the large mon
ster fishes. But under these names he describes

the power and might of the devil, and of his ser

vants, the ungodly multitude in the world.&quot;* On
the other side, the opinion favored by most mo
derns, that the hippopotamus and crocodile, like

the animal pictures grouped together in the first

discourse of Jehovah (Second Part, ch. xxxviii.

39seq.), are designed to illustrate the greatness
and wonderful glory of God s creative energy,
and so to present impressive pictures of created

existence mirroring the omnipotence of God
this opinion is far from furnishing a perfectly

* Concerning Luther s predecessors in this Satanological

allegoristic interpretation (which of late II. V. Andrea has

again attempted to revive up to a certain point, see Homile-
tic Bemarks below but which the representation of Satan in

the prologue clearly shows to be inadmissible), see above ou

chap.xl. 19, and comp. G. M. Dursch, Symbolik dcr Christfichen

Beligvm, Vol. II. (1859), p. 344 seq. [Wonlsworth also adopta
this allegoristic interpretation, and applies in detail to Satan
the description of both behemoth and leviathan.]
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satisfactory explanation of the poet s purpose in

describing so earnestly and elaborately thej-e

two animals, and in this way dissipating com
pletely the doubt which has been raised touching
the genuineness of this section of the book.
That which alone can help us to a correct appre
ciation of the poet s purpose is the truth, flowing
from the view of nature presented throughout
the revealed Scriptures of the Old and New Tes

taments, that the entire animal world is a living

text-book, a mirror of morals, now warning, now

encouraging and shaming us, a gallery of pictures,
ethical and parenetic, collectedfor men by Ood Him
self; and that in paitieular the animals distin

guished for ferocity and size are awe-inspiring
examples for us, symbols, as it were, or pictorial
embodiments of the Divine Wrath. Novatian, in

his work on the Jewish legislation touching food

(De cibis Judaicis), says: In animalibus mores de-

pinguntur humani et actus et voluntutts ; and most
of the Church Fathers express themselves in

substantial agreement with this view in respect
to the more profound ethical and symbolical sig
nificance of the animal world. So, e. g., Clement
of Alexandri-i, among whose utterances on this

subject (Psedag. III. 11; Strom. II., p. 389 C ;

403 D, etc.),
that which he has said respecting

the sphinx (Strom. V., p. 561 C) deserves to be
mentioned here as being of special significance:
&quot; the human half of this creature teaches us that

God is to be loved, the animal (TO dr/piov) that He
is to be feared.&quot; Comp. also Irenaeus (Adv. hser.

V. 8), Tertullian (Adv. Marc. 11.18; IV. 24;
De Resurr. earn. 52), Or i gen (Homil. VII. in Le-

vit.), Gregory of Nyssa (Opp. T. L, p. 165, 166),

Chrysostom (Homil. in Genes. XII.), and Jerome,
who (Comm. in Isaj. 1. VI. c. 14, p. 259, Vail.)
sets forth with peculiar vividness the ethical sig
nificance of animals, especially of the poisonous
and ravenous sort: Mores igitur hominum in diver-

sis animantibus monstrantur, sicut Pharissei et Sad-

ducsei propter nequitiam appellantur genimina vipe-

rarum et propter dolos Herodes vulpus dicitur, etc.*

That this ethico-symbolical, or, if you please,

ethico-allegorical, conception of the animal world
is most deeply rooted in the Sacred Scriptures,
and especially in the Old Testament, scarcely

requires to be more particularly proved. We
need only refer to the many passages where god
less men, who have sunk beneath their proper

dignity, are described as &quot;beasts&quot;
(i&quot;!0n3),

such

as Psalm xlix. 13 fl2], 21 [20]; Ix xiii. 22;
Jer. v.8; Dan. iv. 12 seq.; comp. also Ps. xxxii.

9; 2 Kings xix. 28; Tit. i. 12, etc. Is it likely
that our passage, which, with the most pene
trating sympathy, describes two species of wild

beasts, whose ferocity and strength make them

dangerous, setting forth their physical constitu

tion and mode of life, was composed without any
reference to this deeper symbolical significance
of the animals for man ? Because it has nothing
in common with that archetypal ideal significance

* Among later ttdvo -tes of th&quot; same idea, comp., e.g., Peter

DamJHiii, Optiac. 62: de bnno religion!, statun ft variarum amninn-
tium tropolcMju* ; Piem- Vint. Metamorphott Okr&tta

nAvc, ISlH ; Jon. Bapt. PorM (flf&amp;gt;6l). De pht/sioloyia huinina;
Juc. Bohme. Gnadenir. VII. :!. 4 ; V. 20, etc : John Btinvan, in

his Autobio.rapi y [Work-, Vol. I., ]&amp;gt;. 28, Newhaveu, 183l|;
also G. H. v Schubert. Geschivlite der Stele, 4th Ed., p. 732 seq.;

Lot/e, Mikro koxmo. II. p. 108 seq; also my Theol. Naturalis,

I. p. 537 seq.; 641 seq.

which belongs to those royal beasts which ap
pear in Ezekiel s description of the cherub, the

lion, the eagle, and the ox. is it therefore devoid
of all and every profouuder meaning, and enti

tled simply to the claim of being a broad, de

tailed, poetic description of natural objects, with
out any religious and ethical purpose? If the

passage did not itself repeatedly call attention to

the deeper meaning of that which is described,
we might possibly entertain in regard to it that

depreciative opinion which regards it as not ge
nuine. But after the repeated intimations which
itself conveys especially in oh. xl. 19; xli. 19;
2 [10], o [11], 14

[i&amp;gt;2],
17 [25] concerning

the presumptuous pride and the tyrannical
ferocity of the two animals described, it is

scarcely to be doubted that, according to the

clearly defined and firmly maintained purpose
of the poet, these are to be regarded as symbol*
not merely of the power, but also of the fustier of
Ood; or, in other words, that the divine attri

bute of which the poet desires to present them
as the vivid living mirror and manifesting ID -

diurn is omnipotence in the closest union with,

justice (more particularly with punitive justice,
or wrath), or omnipotence in its judicial mani
festations. These two pictures from the animal
world are designed to hold up before Job the
truth that all pride and presumption shown by
God s creatures towards Him, the Creator, can
avail nothing; and that there is nothing in the
creation so powerful and fearful, or even so

invincible to man, but that it is compelled to

serve the wise and exalted purposes of God in

governing the world. They are intended to

teach him &quot;how little capable of passing sen
tence upon the evil-doer he is, who cannot even
draw a cord through the nose of the behemoth,
and who, if he once attempted to attack the

leviathan, would have reason to remember it so

long as he lived, and would henceforth let it

alone&quot; (Delitzsch). To go 1 arther in l!ie l;rcc-

tion of a symbolical and allegorical explanation
of the two monsters, and to find in them emblems
of the world-power which is hostile to God, but
which is powerless as against Him, would not
be advisable. At least the description contains
no sort of intimation, pointing more definitely
to such an emblematic application to any histo

rical empires or nations; and the pre-eminently
significant and instructive passage at the clos&quot;

of the discourse in which the leviathan is de
scribed as

&quot;king overall the proud,&quot; gives us to

understand clearly enough what is the deeper
meaning which the poet wishes to put in the

very foreground of his description. [See fur

ther the very striking remarks on the view of

the animal kingdom conveyed by these descrip
tions, in their &quot;contradiction to those oriental

dreams which made the animal creation an
occasion of offense to the languid, oriental devo

tee,&quot; and their &quot;accordance wiih those juster
views of the economy of (he animal system which
modern science has 1-itely brought itself to ap
prove,&quot; in Isaac Taylor s Spirit of the Hebrew

Poetry, Ch. VIII.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

It will not be found difficult in the homiletio

treatment of this discourse rightly to apprehend
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and profitably to apply both the fundamental

parenetic thought which it presents (as distin

guished from that of the first discourse of

Jehovah), and the allegorical vesture and illus

trative treatment which it receives in the second

longer part. The older practical expositors
indeed do not furnish much help, because they
wander for the most part into the extreme of

unhealthy allegorical exaggerations, just as the

modern scientific exegesis, in the majority of its

representatives, strays into the opposite extreme

of a superficial, barren, literal interpretation.
A few hints deserving attention may be intro

duced here from the older as well as the more
recent expositions of the discourse.

Ch. xl. 7 seq. BRENTIUS: Thus doth the Lord

say to Job : Is my judgment, by which I either

afflict the pious, or declare all men to be liars,

to be made void and of no effect by thy opinion ?

Does it behoove me to be unrighteous, in order

that thy righteousness may be established ?

Thou art righteous indeed, and to this thou hast

my own testimony (in ch. ii.), but thou art not

tt .refore at liberty to calumniate God s judg
ments in the afflictions which He sends. CRA-
MEE: Those who ascribe to themselves any
righteousness before God proceeding from their

own powers, they do nothing else than condemn

God, and attempt to annul His sentence, as

though He had no authority and power to judge,
and to condemn them (Rom. iii. 4)! STARKB :

God seeks to remind man, not once simply, but

again and again, of the sins which he has com

mitted, and to work in him thorough conviction,

in order that his repentance may be sincere

(Matt, xxiii. 37). WOHLFARTH: As God repeat
edly challenges Job to convict Him, the author
of his lot, if he can, so does the Lord in His

works and word call upon us to do the same.

And if we do not succumb to the power of sor

row on account of our sufferings, if on the con

trary we hearken to the voice of divine truth

which everywhere surrounds us, we shall be
constrained to acknowledge that the sufferings
of the pious are always under God s oversight,
and that, so far from making the friend of vir

tue wholly unfortunate, it is absolutely certain

that He, the Almighty and Holy One, guards
innocence, and that if He will not deliver it

here, He will recompense it hereafter for the

pain which it has endured here below.
Ch. xl. 15 seq. COCCEIOS: It will be easy, if

we wish to follow Scripture, to resolve into an

allegory those things which are here spoken to

Job, both in general and in detail (! ), and from
the physical object described to learn a notable
lesson. For it is a remarkable feature of God s

plan that He makes the most savage of men sub
serve the good of the Church, so that although
they may not love God from the heart, nor un
derstand the truth, they will nevertheless, not

withstanding their own wisdom and judgments
be thereby condemned, embrace the pious, hear

cheerfully the word of truth, take pleasure in
the reputation of the faithful, .... so that now
with the whole world raging against the truth
of the doctrine of Christ, it is a great and blessed

dispensation that many vain, proud, fierce, plea
sure-loving.men are so softened that they will

endure the doctrine and reproofs of Christ s

peaceful ministers, and wish to be esteemed

nmong Christ s, without being such, etc. V.
GERLACH: That which this second discourse of

God shows to Job is this, that justice and omni

potence are inseparable, and that in order to

establish his righteousness, man must have as

much power as God himself. ... If any crea
ture feels that in itself it is powerless, it thereby
confesses at the same time that it is not right
eous, but is in a moral, as well as a natural

sense, dependent. For righteousness is nought
else than that which the Almighty has estab

lished as the law after which the world is

governed. In order now to make this principle
clear to Job s perception, God does not stop in

His discourse with that which He says to Job
with a view to his humiliation and reconcilia

tion ; but in like manner as in the series of

natural wonders presented in the previous dis

course, the Lord exhibits His surpassing wis

dom, so by these two most powerful beasts,
which man is unable to subdue, He exhibits His

power, in order to prove that man, who is not
able to tame these animals, is still less able to

carry out his will in the government of the

world, and to humble beneath himself the pride
of the unrighteous.

Ch. xli. 1 seq. H. VICT. ANDREA: If in what
is said of the leviathan we find it expressly set

forth how utterly powerless in his own strength
is man as compared with him, we are naturally
led to regard this leviathan as a type of the evil,

and of the human misery connected with it,

which existing on the earth as they do in ac

cordance with the divine decree and permission,
present in the world without so mighty a power
adverse to humanity, that the individual man,
even when in his own person he is able, as in

fact is the cas% inwardly to release himself from
their hold upon him by dint of a living faith, he
is nevertheless, as regards his external partici

pation in the evil which has come through sin

into the world subject to the evil and the misery,
and seeks in vain to become their master. At
the close (ch. xli. 33 [26]), God points as with
the finger to the pride of the leviathan, and
characterizes him as king of all the &quot; children
of self-exaltation,&quot; whose servants they make
themselves through their own pride. . . . Thus,
at least in general, does that &quot; accuser [mur
derer] of men from the beginning&quot; (John via.

44), in harmony with the antecedent scenes in

heaven mentioned in the prologue, present him
self to us here at the close as a highly expressive
figure, nay as the right key to the interpreta
tion of Job s own history, as well asof the entire

history of humanity.
Chap. xlii. 1-6. v. GERLACH: Job, in repeat

ing here the words of God in His first address
to him, acknowledges to his own shame the truth
of that which God had held up before him.
God s incomprehensible wisdom and omnipotence
have convinced him that the ways of His provi
dence also are inscrutable. VILMAR. (Past.-
theol. Blalt XI, 70) : By Elihu s discourses and
God s judicial manifestation, and then by the re

pentance which is in this way produced within

him, Job is brought back to the stand-point at

first occupied by him (comp. ch. ii. 10), and the
close of the book in general must be brought
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back rigidly to this initial point,. The bodily
disease remains at first unrelieved, but the sting
which by the intervention of the three friends it

had inflicted on the sufferer, is plucked out of

his soul. In a sense that ia absolutely proper

the book forms a Trepiodos; after long wandering
the resignation to God which marks the begin
ning of the book reappears in the resignation of
its close. And after that the inward disease has
been overcome, the outward is also healed by God.

HISTORICAL CONCLUSION.
CHAPTER XLII. 717.

1. Glorious vindication of Job before his friends : vers. 7-10.

7 And it was so, that after the Lord had spoken these words unto Job, the Lord paid

to Eliphaz the Temanite, My wrath is kindled against thee, and against thy two
friends : for ye have not spoken of me the thing that is right, as my servant Job

8 hath. Therefore take unto you now seven bullocks and seven rams, and go to my
servant Job, and offer up for yourselves a burnt offering ; and my servant Job
shall pray for you : for him will I accept : lest I deal with you after your folly in

9 that ye have not spoken of me the thing which is right, like my servant Job. So

Eliphaz the Temanite and Bildad the Shuhite and Zophar the Naamathite went,
and did according as the Lord commanded them : the Lord also accepted Job.

10 And the Lord turned the captivity of Job, when he prayed for his friends : also

the Lord gave Job twice as much as he had before.

2. The restoration of his former dignity and honor: vers. 11-12.

11 Then came there unto him all his brethren and all his sisters, and all they that

had been of his acquaintance before, and did eat bread with him in his house
;
and

they bemoaned him and comforted him over all the evil that the Lord had brought
upon him : every man also gave him a piece of money, and every one an ear-ring

12 of gold. So the Lord blessed the latter end of Job more than his beginning.

3. The doubling of his former prosperity in respect to his earthly possessions and his offspring:
vers. 12 b 17.

12 b For he had fourteen thousand sheep, and six thousand camels, and a thousand

13 yoke of oxen, and a thousand she asses. He had also seven sons and three daugh-
14 ters. And he called the name of the first, Jemima ;

and the name of the second,
15 Kezia ; and the name of the third, Keren-happuch. And in all the land were no

women found so fair as the daughters of Job : and their father gave them an inheri-

16 tance among their brethren. After this Job lived an hundred and forty years, and
17 saw his sons, and his sons sons, even four generations. So Job died being old and

full of days.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The inward restoration of Job, his deliver

ance from the errors which had beclouded his

heart and his knowledge, and his penitent sub
mission under God s righteous and gracious will,

is immediately followed by his outward restora

tion and redemption, This comes to pass in im
mediate connection with the sharp rebuke which
God visits upon them because of their unreason

ably harsh condemnation of Job, and also in con

nection with the brotherly intercession which
Job offers in their behalf, thus heaping coals of

fire on their head. The brilliant vindication,

which the sorely understood man thus enjoys, is

accompanied by the not less brilliant restoration

of his external prosperity, as the result of which
he is permitted even in this life, sooner there

fore and more gloriously than he had dared to

hope, to behold God as his Redeemer, and to

taste in all its fulness His rewarding grace and

mercy. As this conclusion of the whole matter

carries us back, in respect to the facts, to the

Introduction (chap. i. 1 seq.), so also does the

external form of the introductory narrative here

reappear ; the lofty poetic style gives place again
to simple prose, as the only medium suitable to
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the simple but weighty facts, in which the hero s

destiny is accomplished.
2 The vindication of Job, together with the

divine rebuke of the three friends: vers. 7-10.

And it came to pass, after that Jehovah,
etc. &quot;inx VtfX IPX, and so conjunctional, as

in Lev. xiv. 43. God addresses Eliphaz in par

ticular, as the spokesman, and leader of the

three, who shaped their opinions. For ye have
not spoken of me that which is right, as

my servant Job. HJOJ signifies not that

which is subjectively true, t. e., honest, up
right (Ewald, Hirzel, Schlottmann), but that

which is objectively true, right (directum), coinp.

the d/ltftfff of the LXX.). In respect to this ob

jective truth, pertaining to facts, the friends in

their speeches had either erred or kept silence,

inasmuch as they had persistently refused to re

cognize Job s essential innocence, his freedom

from sins of the graver sort, and had assiduously
endeavored to brand him as a heinous sinner.

Job, on the contrary, had maintained that which
was objectively true, comparatively at least, and
in substance, inasmuch as he had retained the

consciousness of his innocence, and the sense

of God s nearness in the heat of his trials. God

accordingly solemnly recognizes him as &quot; His

servant&quot; (comp. ch. i. 8; ii. 3), and fulfils lite

rally the wish uttered by Job (ch. xvi. 21) that

he would &quot;do justice to a man before God and
his friends.&quot;

Ver. 8 And now take unto you seven
bullocks and seven rams. The same kind

and number of animals for sacrifice as in Num.
xxiii. 1

; comp. also the use of the number seven

above in ch. i. 2; and see Introd., \ 2, near the

end. On D&quot;7N, defectively written for D /^,

comp. Ewald, 15, b. DDTJ73 nSty, &quot;a burnt-

offering for
you,&quot; t, ., to atone for you ; comp.

ch. i. 5. Only to him will I have regard
lit.

&quot;only (DK &quot;3, comp. Ewald, 356) his per
son will I lift up, will I regard favorably,&quot;

comp. Gen. xix. 21. Job s essential innocence,

purity, and irreproachableness could not be
more strongly declared and confirmed, in oppo
sition to the petty suspicions of the friends than

by thus commissioning him to be a priestly
mediator and interceder in behalf of the three
who had incurred the divine disfavor, and by
thus directly verifying what Eliphaz had pro
mised him in ch. xxii. 30 (comp. also Abraham s

intercession for Abimelech : Gen. xx. 7, 17).
That I visit not upon you the folly : lit.

&quot;that I may not do (fulfil) for you folly,&quot;
i. e.

the punishment of your folly ; PlSlJJ here means* TT :

&quot;reward, punishment of the
folly,&quot;

in like man
ner as nKDn or

jty signifies the penalty of sin.

For ye have not spoken in respect to
me that which is right, like my servant
Job. Some MSS. exhibit both here and in the
7th verse, where the same words occur, the
reading: &quot;against my servant Job&quot; (^2^3
instead of ^3jp3) ; and so the Sept. also here :

KOTO, -nv ftepdTrovr6 uov 168. This change of
the text is manifestly, however, an intentional
correction in both cases.

Ver. 9. Then went Eliphaz, etc. The 1,

which is wanting before &quot;*3, is supplied by
some MSS., but without any necessity; see

Ewald, \ 349 a, 2. [Schultens on the contents

of the ver. slupenda conversio rerum . ]

Ver. 10. And Jehovah turned the cap
tivity of Job. Thus are Job s past sufferings
described, in accordance with the representa
tion which he himself has often given of them
as a state of captivity or imprisonment ; comp.
ch. vii. 12; xiii. 27, etc. ; also the familiar

Pauline expression :
&quot;

I, a prisoner in the Lord &quot;

(Eph. iii, 1; iv. 1, etc.) Taken by itself, this

phrase rM32f 31$ signifies neither here nor else

where, where it occurs (as in particular in the

Messianic promises of many prophets) &quot;to turn
the imprisonment of any one,&quot; but only -to

turn the turning, to cause an unfortunate turn
of affairs to be succeeded by a fortunate one,
which puts an end to the former.&quot; So Symma-
chus on this passage : ktrEdTpstye TT)V aTroarpo^r/v
TOV I&/3; and so also the remaining versions
outside the Targum. It might therefore be
translated: &quot;and Jehovah turned the misery of

Job.&quot; When he prayed for his friends.
So correctly Delitzsch, Dillmann, etc. not &quot;be

cause he prayed&quot; (as commonly explained), or
&quot;in return for his praying&quot; (Hirzel). For 3

before &quot;l /7? 1?*? can express only the idea of

simultaneousness (&quot;while, during&quot;); and there

is deep significance in the fact that the moment
when his disease departs from him is the very
moment when, as regards his friends, he com-

pletely forgives and forgets, notwithstanding

they had so grievously injured him. The ori

ginal text properly reads in the sing.: &quot;for his

friend&quot;
( H^n &quot;Uf3),

which sing., however, is

to be understood generally, as in ch. xvi. 21
;

comp. ch. xii. 4. And Jehovah increased

all that Job had twofold; TTJC p?, comp. Is.

Ixi. 7, and the still stronger word nolJhanTiaaiova.

(referring indeed to the eternal recompense

hereafter) in Luke xviii. 30. The description
which follows sets forth how this doubling of

his former possessions (which of course is not

to be pressed throughout with literal exactness)
was carried out in detail.

3. The restoration and (partial) doubling of

Job s former prosperity (vers. 11-17). Ver. 11

and ver. 12 a narrate first of all the restoration

of his former honor, authority and dignity.
Then came there unto him all his breth

ren, etc. ; all those persons accordingly, of

whose cold, heartless withdrawal from him he
had reason to complain so bitterly in his misery ;

comp. ch. xix. 13 seq. (from which passage

also the term V^H ,
used here, is derived).

And they gave him each a kesita, and
each a ring of gold. to wit, a ring for the

ear or the nose (0.1J), which according to Ex.

xxxii. 3 was a favorite ornament of both men

and women; comp. Gen. xxiv. 22. The Ht^Efp
is a piece of gold of the patriarchal age, which,
besides this passage, is mentioned only in Gen.

xxxiii. 19 and Josh. xxiv. 32, signifying accord

ing to the ancient Versions a &quot;lamb,&quot;
but
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according to the later, and perhaps the better
founded etymology a &quot;piece weighed out.&quot; Its

value, it would seem, was four times that of the
shekel (comp. Qen. xxxiii. 19 with ch. xxiii. 16).
At any rate it is a gold coin representing a

higher value than the shekel of a later period,
and hence not very accurately translated by
Luther a &quot;beautiful groschen&quot; [nor with suffi

cient precision by E. V. &quot;a piece of money&quot;].
F. Miinter s Prog, uber d. Kesitah (Copenhagen,
1824), in which a Cyprian coin, with a lamb

engraved on it, is erroneously identified with
the old Hebrew Kesitah, presents a view that is

antiquated, and to be used only with caution.

[Carey also favors the view that it was a weight
in the form of a lamb, like the bull s heads of

Egypt, and the lions and ducks of Nineveh.

So also the Art. &quot;Money&quot;
in Smith s Bib. Die.].

In respect to the custom of bestowing presents
when making a visit (either of congratulation
or condolence), comp. Winer s Realworterb. Art.
&quot;

Cfeschenke&quot; [Smith s Bib. Die.
&quot;Gifts&quot;].

And Jehovah blessed the latter end of
Job more than his beginning. /V&quot;}rjN

JVt#JO, the earlier, the later period ; comp. ch.

via. 7.

Vers. 12 4-17 describe the doubling of Job s

former earthly possessions, to wit, in cattle

(comp. ver. 12 b with ch. i. 3), and also the

restitution made to him in children.

Yer. 13. And there were to him seven
sons and three daughters. In this respect

accordingly there was no doubling; nevertheless

according to the Old Testament view deceased

children were not regarded as absolutely lost

(see 2 Sam. xii. 23), so that this new blessing
of children which Job now enjoys is still to be

regarded as signifying more than the simple
restoration of the earlier good. The pausal
form njl73C2 is not to be treated as an error of

T T:

transcription for T\y3& (Hirz., Olsh.), but with

Ewald, \ 269, c, as an obsolete substantive

with an unaccented feminine ending.
Ver. 14. And the one they called [or,

was called] Jemima, etc. The subject of

tOp J is indefinite,
&quot;

one, they.&quot;
The names

here mentioned accordingly are not such as

were given to the daughters by the father him

self, but appellations which the people of their

acquaintance bestowed upon them on account of
their beauty. Of these three names HO D seems

to signify the &quot;dove,&quot; or &quot;pure as the dove&quot;

(possibly the &quot;dove-eyed;&quot; comp. Cant. i. 15;
li. 14; iv. 1), unless we follow the ancient ver

sions, and bring the word into connection with

D
Jp , &quot;days,&quot;

Arab. NDO
, explaining it to

mean &quot;pure, bright as the
day&quot; (comp. Diana

from dies). r\yxr&amp;gt;=rassia, is in any case &quot;fine

as the essence of cassia,&quot; she who was &quot;as if

woven out of the fragrance of cinnamon &quot;

(Del.,
with a reference to Cant. i. 3). The third was

called ^3n pp, &quot;paint-horn, box of ointment,&quot;

on account of her graceful nature and action,

which served to heighten her natural beauty;
hence the charming one, who spread her charm
all about her. In respect to pp. &quot;box, jar,&quot;

comp. 1 Sam. xvi. 1, 13. On the painting of

oriental women, see 2 Kings ix. 30; Jer. iv. 30;
Ezek. xxiii. 40; also Roseomuller, Morgenland,
IV. 269 seq. ; Hartmann, Das Ideal weiblicher

Schonheit, p. 85 seq., 307 seq. [Smith s Bib. Die.
Art.

&quot;Paint&quot;].

Ver. 15. And their father gave to them
their inheritance in the midst of their
brethren. This act of Job s, which was strictly
at variance with the regulations of the Mosaic
law (see Num. xxvii. 8 seq.), but which has its

parallel in certain family customs of the Arabs,
rather than in practices specifically Hebrew,
was intended to make it possible for the daugh
ters to continue to live among their brothers
even after their marriage ;

it is mentioned ac

cordingly as a sign of the brotherly and sisterly
concord which prevailed among these later chil

dren of Job as among the earlier (comp. ch. i.

4). The masc. endings are used in DH? and

DiTriX (referring in each case to the daughters),
as in ch. xxxix. 3.

Ver. 16. And Job lived after this a hun
dred and forty years. How long he had lived

before this does not appear from what precedes.
The LXX. arbitrarily represent him as being
seventy years old at the time when his sore trial

befals him, as is evident from their rendering of

this passage: l&asv 6i
I&amp;lt;j/J pera rijv xS.Tjyijv Irq

Enar6v tpdonqKOVTa- ra 6 irdvra ij krt) 6ian6aia

TEaaapciKovTa (so at least the Vatican text, while
the Cod. Alex, and various other MSS. and Ed. s

add an OKTU to the latter number, thus placing
the K\r)yi) in Job s seventy-eighth year, and re

presenting his entire age as being two hundred
and forty-eight years). [&quot;

As we do not know
how old he was when his affliction came upon
him, we cannot precisely determine the age at

which he died ; but as he had previously to his

affliction a family of ten children all grown up,
he could not have been less than sixty or seventy
years. And as in other respects God gave him
twice as much as be had before, so perhaps also

in this. The half, then, of one hundred and

forty gives us seventy, and the two periods
united make two hundred and ten, an age which

unquestionably places Job in patriarchal times.&quot;

Carey]. And saw his children, and chil
dren s children, through four generations.

Instead of
tO&quot;J

the K ri exhibits the unusual

form
i&quot;INV^, preferred probably on account of

its fuller musical tone (comp. 1 Sam. xvii. 42
;

Ezek. xviii. 14). As parallels in thought, comp.
Gen. 1. 23; Prov. xvii. 6; Ps. cxxviii. G; Tob.

ix. 11.

Ver. 17. And Job died old and sated
with life. The sauie formula is found in Gene
sis in recording the end of Abraham s life, and
of Isaac s (Gen. xxv. 8

; xxxv. 29). Delitzsch

strikingly: &quot;The style of primeval history,
which we here everywhere recognize, is retained

to the last words.&quot;

4. The Alexandrian Version presents after ver.

17 the following long addition (see the same in

the original, together with the more important
variations in Stierand Theile sPolyglotten-Jiibel,
III. 1, 604 seq.): &quot;It is written however that

he will rise again with those whom the Lord
raises up. This man [Job] is described in [lit.,

interpreted out
of&quot;]

the Syriac Book [Biile]
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(
. ., is described according to the account of the

Hebrew Holy Scripture*) as living in the land of

Ausis [Uz], on the borders of Idumea and Ara

bia; but his name before was Jobab. And he

took an Arabian wife, and begat a son whose
name was Ennon. But he himself was the son

of his father Zare, one of the sons of Esau, and
of his mother Bosorrha (Bozra), so that he was
the fifth from Abraham. And these were the

kings who reigned in Edom, over which land he

also ruled; first, Balac, the son of Beor, and the

name of his city was Dennaba (Dinhaba) ;
but

after Balac Jobab, who is called Job; and after

him Asom (Chusham), who was governor out of

the country of Thseraan: and after him Adad

(Hadad), the son of Barad, who destroyed Mi-
dian in the plain of Moab; and the name of his

city was Gethaim. And the friends who came
to him were Elipbaz, a son of Sophan, of the

sons of Esau, king of the Themanites; Bildad,
son of Ammon, the son of Chobar, sovereign of

the SauchaBans (Shuhites), Sophar, king of the

Minaeans (Naamites). Theman, son of Eliphaz,
ruler of Idumea. This one is described by [in

terpreted out of] the Syrian [f. e., Hebrew] Bi

ble, as living in the land of Ausis [Uz], on the

borders of the Euphrates; but his name afore

time was Jobab
;
but his father was Zareth, from

the rising of the sun (the East).&quot;

Here evidently we have to do with an interpo
lation, compiled with a good deal of confusion
and recklessness out of the statements of our
book and those of Gen. xxxvi. (especially vers.

10, 15, 32-36), either by Hellenistic Jews, or

possibly even by Christian hands (as Hirzel in

fers from the allusion to the resurrection in the

introductory words). No sort of value attaches
to it, and it was rejected accordingly even by
Origen (Ep. ad. African.) and Jerome. Neither
was it introduced into the Greek versions of

Aquila and Symmachus, nor into that of Theo-
dotion except in part, and so it has always been
excluded from the authorized Latin version of
the Bible.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

It has been justly remarked (Del. II. 392) that
a New Testament writer would have closed our
book in some other way than with the recital of
an abundant temporal recompense, such as finally
befel the great sufferer, of an earthly restoration
and an indemnification iu material possessions,
and the prolongation of his life on earth; for it

is certainly true that the New Testament regards
the recompense of affliction and sore tribulations
as belonging to the hereafter, and always points
those who suffer for Christ and the Gospel to a
future reward in heaven (comp. Matth. v. 3, 10-
12; xix. 29; Mark x. 29, 30; Rev. vii. 14, etc.
It would, however, be a one-sided inference from
the conclusion of the book as it stands to regard
it as ministering to an external, abstract, tem-

* We find a help to the right explanation of the singularword* OVTOS (8C. Ii.,3) ep/^wverai iK 1% Svpia^s jSi/SAov
inaremarkofOlympiodorusinthe Catena Pair. GTKC. in 1

Job, coll. Niceta, Lond., 1637 : 2vpt
&amp;lt;7,i/ vvv rr,v v E8-

pauoi Sia\tKTov aA. From this it appears that OUTOS re-
rs not so much to the 600* of Job (Dillm.), but also to the

&amp;gt;er0rt of the hero, and that
epnT)i&amp;gt;eue&amp;lt;rflai ex is used in thewnse of being n lated, or described

by.&quot;

poral theory of retribution. Just as decidedly
to be rejected as one-sided is the theory adopted
by several modern expositors (comp. Introd.

$4 a), that the purpose of the book is just the

opposite, to controvert namely, the Mosaic the

ory of retribution, and that the contents of the

epilogue, for that reason, contradict the poem
proper, and that the genuineness and authenti

city of the former are accordingly to be ques
tioned (Introd. 8). That Job, after enduring
to the end a trial of suffering of inexpressible se

verity should be rewarded with prosperity in

this life, that he should not only receive a most 1

brilliant vindication, and be again honored, but
also be most abundantly indemnified, this is, first

of all, a feature of the book which is characteris
tic of the Israelitish nationality, which is in har

mony with the spirit of the Old Testament peo
ple of God (a feature which may be compared
with that truly German depth of feeling and
freshness of life which is impressed on the well-

known bright conclusion of the Gudrun). It is

in the next place a feature which harmonizes
with the spirit of the Old Testament revelation

itself, which is most deeply grounded in that re

velation, in which the faith of believers before
the coming of Christ in the unchangeable wisdom
and righteousness of God s dealings, found one
of its most glorious witnesses. This close of the

narrative, indeed, has nothing to say of that
which took place in heaven after Job s victorious

struggle of faith
; neither does it undertake to

furnish any prophetic descriptions of Job s own
entrance into the communion of the holy and the
blessed in the life beyond. All the more fresh
and true to nature, however, are the colors with
which it pictures the restored earthly prosperity
of the sufferer, and it visibly refrains from
causing the wishes and hopes which Job had
frequently uttered (especially in chaps, xvii. and
xix.) for a vindication from God in the future life

to be transcendently surpassed and eclipsed by
the splendor of that which in part he enjoyed
here on earth. Without this conclusion, the
heart s need of Old Testament believers would
have found no true satisfaction ; the issue of the
conflict of doubt, excited by the peculiarly severe
and hard to be understood visitation of Job,
would have remained more or less undecided ;

those children ofGod who were limited to the anti

cipatory andtypicalyzefc* Veteris Testamenti would
not have been able to derive from the book per
fect and true consolation. Nevertheless it re
mains no less true that the consolation ministered

by the book, according to its inmost essence, is

not different from the consolation of the children
of God under the New Testament. The Book of
Job is a genuine &quot;Cross and Comfort Book&quot; for
us who are Christians, as well as for Old Testa
ment believers, as surely as that it teaches un
conditional submission to God s holy will, and
childlike resignation to His merciful Fatherly
love as the only true source of religious blessed
ness and real peace of soul, and presents in Job
the example of a sufferer, whose suffering has a
twofold aim, on the one side to prove his inno
cence, on the other to tempt, i. e., to reveal his
inmost secret sinfulness, who accordingly has a
twofold typical significance as sufferer, being
typical of Chris:, who through suffering wa*
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perfected as Mediator and High-Priest of the

New Covenant, and typical also of Christians,
whose sufferings, like those of Job, ever present
the double aspect of probational and castiga-
tional visitations of God.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

In the homiletic treatment of the epilogue, spe
cial attention should be devoted to the thought
last emphasized, to wit, the character of Job s

suffering, as intended both for probation, and
also for chastisement or purification. The most
suitable opportunity for presenting this thought
will be in connection with the rebuke of the

friends, which Jehovah proceeds to administer

immediately after that true and complete repent
ance has been wrought in Job (vers. 7-10). For
it is at this point that Job s comparative inno

cence is definitely declared on the one hand, at

the same time that it is only where Job has been
humbled in sincere heartfelt penitence, that he
ia solemnly pronounced righteous by God, nay
more that it is only when in fervent brotherly
love he intercedes for his opponents that his bo

dily suffering is removed (see on verse 10),
wherein it is most clearly intimated that sin is

to be included as one cause of his suffering. It

is to this description of Job s justification, which
furnishes occasion for a concise recapitulation
of the fundamental ideas of the whole dialogue,

(especially of the discourses of Elihu and of

God), that the practical expositor should most

of all give his attention, while what is said con

cerning the restitution and doubling of Job s ex

ternal possessions need occupy only a secondary

place.

Particular Passages.

Ver. 7 seq. BRENTIUS: The three friends

spoke ill, Job well ;
while at the same time Job

argued ill, the friends well. For the friends

thought wickedly, when from the affliction they
decided that God was angry, and Job wicked,

although they discourse excellently concerning
the omnipotence and wisdom of God. Job on the

other hand speaks well when he continually af

firms that afflictions had befallen him not be

cause he had deserved them, and that they were
not evidences of his wickedness, and of an angry
God. But he speaks ill when he impugns God s

decree, and blasphemes God. Now since Job

has a good cause as against the friends, although

he sins in the management of his cause, while
the friends are at fault touching the merits of
his cause, the Lord pronounces sentence for Job

against the friends; for He had previously re
buked his blasphemies. V. GKRLACH: Inasmuch
as Job, although guilty of speaking foolishly,
nevertheless gave utterance to his sense of the
contradiction which tortured him, in that he re
tained the consciousness of his fellowship with
God in the midst of his feeling of God s wrath,
he was nearer the solution of the enigma than
the friends.

Ver. 10 seq. BRENTIUS: You now see by the

fact itself what is the issue of trial
; for God in

flicts nothing on any one in order that He may
destroy him, but that He may restore much
more

;

&quot; Ye have heard of the patience of Job,
and have seen the end of the Lord,&quot; etc. (James
v. 11). STARKE: God causes the temptation of

His saints to work a good end (1 Cor. x. 13);
He lays a burden on us, but He helps us again,

(Ps. Ixvi. 10 seq.; Ixviii. 20). After the trial

comes the revival ; after the cry of distress the

gracious hearing ;
after the sowing in tears the

reaping in joy (Ps. cxxvi.
;

Tob. iii. 22) ....
(on ver. 11) : As the swallows depart before the

winter, but return again with the summer, so is

it with the friendship of men. When tribulation

has been endured to the end, and when days of

prosperity and abundance of riches return,
friends immediately make their appearance (Sir.
vi. 8; xii. 8seq.). V. GERLACH: It was neces

sary that Job should be purified inwardly from
a mercenary spirit, from self-righteousness, and
selfishness in its more refined forms. This

having been accomplished, he now appears in

possession of honor and riches, a conspicuous
memorial of God s recompensing love, recog
nizing all that he receives and enjoys as from

God, and honoring Him far above His gifts. His
life accordingly ends, having received its full

completion; there remains in it nothing more
that is obscure or inexplicable; it is full of pro
mise for all God s struggling ones under the Old

Dispensation ;
it is a type of the Perfectly Holy

One, who humbled Himself to the death of the

Cross, who, although a Son, yet learned obedi

ence by the things which He suffered, and who
has therefore received a name which is above

every name that Jesus Christ may be Lord to

the glory of God the Father.
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